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Aberdeen public parks, superinten-
dent of, 372

Aberdeen, proposed new park for,
380

Aberdeenshire, storm in, 171
Acacia, a census of the genus, in

Australia, 205
Acer Davidii, 345 ; A. Henryi, 345 ;

A. laevigatum, 345
Achillea argentea, 168
Actinidda, a new species of, 373
Adlumia cirrhosa, 432
Aerides crassifolium, 410, 440
Afforestation, 58, 284
Africa, British East, plant inspec-

tor in, 162
Agathis vitiensis, 11
Age of Heaths, 379
Agricultural journal, a new, 9
Ai'anthus Vilmorindana, 345
Alaenham Park, flower show at,

400
Almond, the flowering of the, 171
Aliius oremastogyne, 345; A.

lanata, 345
Alpine garden, the, 124, 142, 160,

208, 411
Althaea rosea, 432
Alyssum Benthamii, 92
Amateurs and the Exhibition, 455
America, a Women's Horticultural
and Agricultural Association in,

270; gardening in, 172; Potato
quarantine in. Ill

American and English shows com-
pared, 317

American Gooseberry mildew and
its cure, 111, 270, 325 ; in France,
57

American notes, 27, 103, 111, 163,
172, 270, 317, 396, 412

Anglo-American Exposition, 1914,
91, 380, 418, 443

Animals and plants under domes-
tication, lectures on, 74, 92, 112,
131, 171, 149

Annuals, 26, 84, 172, 232, 312; cul-
tivation of, 5; dwarf, 84

Anoplanthus coccineus, 401, 422
Antirrhinums for culture under

glass, 396
Ants and seeds, 75, 95
Ants and woodlice, 195
Aphides, 389
Apiary, the, 71, 129, 185, 202, 315,

331, 351, 377
Apple scab, 418
Apple-sucker, spraying for, 349
Apple trees, canker in, 196
Apples : Cox's Orange Pippin, 175

;

Norfolk Beauty, 106 ; W. Crump,
206; Wolf River, 27

Aquilegia canadensis, 417
Aquilegia Sluartii, the history of,

223, 240 ; Aquilegias and their
hybrids, 207

Arabis, hybrid, 346
Arboriculture at the Shrewsbury
Show, 317; at Bayfordbury, 182

Arbutus Menziesii, 207, 241
Argentina, Grapes from, 380
Aristolochia heterophylla, 373
Arnold Arboretum in May, 413
Ashridge Park, Berkhamsted, 127
Asparagus, 216; rust-proof, 253
Asters, 432; perennial, 248
Aubergine (Egg plant), 255
Australia, a census of the genus
Acacia in, 205

Avocado pears, experimental ship-
ment of, 205

Bagatelle, new Roses at, 248
Baker, Mr. John Gilbert, 40
Balls, Mr. W. Lawrence, honour

for, 454
Balls Park, Hertfordshire, 205
Balmoral Gardeners' social even-

ing, 94
Banana, the, 360; fruiting in a con-
servatory 308

Banana industry, the, 238
Barnett, Mr. T. A., appointment

of, 211
Basic slag, 172
Bateson, Prof. Wm. (Problems of

Genetics) 90; on double flowers,

332
Bees, 71, 129, 185, 205, 235, 315,

331, 351, 377, 437; disease of, 287
Beetroots in Russia, 57
Begonia, a new winter-flowering,
379

Begonias at Cherry Hinton Hall, 73
Begonias for hanging baskets, 313
Belgian horticulturists and the St.

Petersburg exhibition, 73
Belgium, fruit and Potato crops

in, 399
Belvoir Castle, Grantham, spring

flowers at, 286, 296
Benevolent Institution, Gardeners'

Royal, 41, 63, 79, 187
Berberis aggregate, 345; B. Gagne-

painii, 345 ; B. Sargentiana, 345 ;

B. suboaulialata, 345; B. Wil-
sonae, 345

Betula, a new, 345
Biarritz, Rose congress at, 220
Biennials, hardy, 432
Bignonia Tweediana, 400
Billiard, Raymond (La Vigne dans

I'Antiquiti), 126
Birds, fruit-eating, 223, 241
Birmingham, new open space for,

26 ; public parks and other spaces
at, 452

Bitton Vicarage, plants at, 133
Blackburn, Mr. G., resignation of,

420
Blackpool, proposed new public
gardens at, 73

Blind, gardening for the, 241
Board of Agriculture, First Annual
Report of the Horticultural
Branch of the. Ill ; leaflets, 57

Bomarea Banksii, 390

Books, Notices of :— Agricul-
tural and Botanical Explorations
an Palestine (A. Aaronsohn), 11;
Albury Park Trees and Shrubs (^1

.

Bruce Jackson), 281; A Manual
of Agricultural Chemistry (Her-
bert Ingle), 183; An Account of
the Morisonian Herbarium (S. H.
Vines and G. Claridge Druce),
265 ; A Naturalist in Western
China (Ernest Henry Wilson), 1

;

Annual Report of the Horticul-
tural Branch of the Board of Ag-
riculture, 111, 133 : Annals of the
Bolus Herbarium (H. W. W.
Pearson), 238: Bazaar, Exchange
and Mart, 132; Botanical Maga-
zine, 93, 221, 286, 380. 421;
Botanical Results of the Duke of
Mecklenburg's Travels in Central
Africa, 281 ; Catalogue of the
Plants collected by Mr. and Mrs.
P. A. Talbot in the Oban District,
South Nigeria (A. B. Bendle),
25 ; Commercial Orchid Growing

(C. Alwyn Harrison), 278;
Course of Practical Work in the
Chemistry of the Garden, A
(D. B. Edwardcs-Ker), 183;
Critical Revision of the Genus
Eucalyptus (/. H. Maiden), 92;
Date Growing in the Old World
and the New (Paul P. Popenoe),
197; "Die Orchideen " (Dr.

Budolf Schlechter), 415; Diseases

of Tropical Plants (Mellville

Thurston Cook), 126; Educa-
tional School-Gardening and
Handiwork (G. W. S. Brewer),
145; Etudes sur la Flore du
Katanga (Emile de Wildeman),
265; Flora of Formosa (B.

Hayata), 414; Flora of Katanga,
265; Flora of New Guinea (Dr.

H. A. Sorentz), 92; Flora of

South Africa (Budolf Marlotk),

104; Garden Craft in Europe
(H. Inigo Triggs), 53 ; Genera
of British Plants (H. G. Car-
ter, M.B.), 415; Hardy Coni-

ferae (Ernst Graf Silva Tarouca),
329 ; Herbaceous Garden (Alice

Martineau), 159 ; History of the
Carnation (Dr. E. H. Kronfeld),
312 ; Horticultural Record of the
Royal International Horticultural
Exhibition, 1912 (Beginald Cory),

213 ; Introduction to Plant Geo-
graphy (M. E. Hardy,D.Sc), 393 ;

Journal of the Board of Agricul-

ture, 72; Journal of the R.H.S.
Gardens Club, 58 ; Keeping of

Poultry (Small/wider), 10; Kew
Guild Journal, 132; La Taille

Lorette (Louis Lorette) 249; Le
Vigne dans l'Antiquite (Bay-
mond Billiard), 126; Le Chry-
santheme au Japon (M. Beni
Mommija), 126; Les Amis des

Roses, 278; Les lies d'Hyeres
(Emile Jahandiez), 347; Maize
(Joseph Burtt-Davy), 252;
Manuring of Market Garden
Crops (Bernard Dyer and
F. W. L. Shrivell), 53; Manur-
ing of Vegetables and Flowers
(B. Dumonf), 277; Mv Garden in

' Spring (E.A.Bowles), 201 ; Orchid
Review, 57; Orchid World, 57;
Planting in Uganda (E. Brown
and H. H. Hunter), 145; Plant
Life in the British Isles (A. B.
Honeood), 347; Problems of

Genetics (Professor Wm. Bate-

son), 90; Publications received,

11, 19, 63. 69, 94, 112, 137, 151,

183, 159, 205, 241, 254, 286, 301,

337, 353. 382, 400. 421. 431 ; Rose
Book (H. H. Thomas), 21; Rose
Annual, the. 284; R.H.S. Daffo-

dil Year Book, 149 ; The Banana,
its cultivation, distribution, and
commercial uses (17. Fawcett),

369; The British Rust Fungi
(W. B. Grove). 391; The Flora of

China (Professor Sargent), 415;
The Florists' Bibliography (C.

Harman Payne), 265; The Land :

its inherent capabilities and how
to secure their full development
(G. C. P.), 347; The Modern

. , Gladiolus Grower, 92 ; The Roll
of the Seasons (G. G. Desmond),
329; Weeds (7?. Lloyd Praeger),
393 : Wild Wheat in Palestine
(0. F. Cook). 11

Books, sift of, 455; sale of garden.
- ing, 286

Border of annuals at Ballyfin

House, Queen's County, 312
Botanical congress, 1915, Fourth.

International, 93
Botanical progress in British.

Columbia, 353
Botany, economic, in Edinburgh,.

94
Bothy, robbery from a, 149
Bowling greens, 195

Boy scouts and parks, 400
Brackenhurst, Pembury, Orchids.

at, 230
Brambles for winter effect, 336
Brasso-Laelio-Cattleya Aureole, 247
Brazil, Botanic Garden in, 49; Mr.

Roosevelt's exploration in, 440

British Columbia, botanical pro-

gress in, 353
British Gardeners' Association,.

gardeners and the, 287
British Museum, gift of plants to-

the, 73
Broom, Butcher's, 189
Brussels Witloof Chicory, 306

Buck Savin, 99, 135
Buddleia Colvilei, 13

Bulb competition, a, 95

Bulb garden, the, 199, 239, 374

Bulb industry, the Dutch, 399

Bulbs, failure with forced, 175,.

207
Bunyard and Co., Royal Warrant

for George, 40
Bunyard, golden wedding of Mr.

and Mrs. Thomas, 440

Burning, prevention of accidents

due to, 75
Butcher's Broom (Ruscus aculea-

tus), 189

Cabbage caterpillar, the, 82, 100,

150
Calanthe, hybrid, 28

Calceolaria John Innes, 433
Californian plants, 300
Cambridge School of Genetics, the,

57, 93
Cambridgeshire, fruit prospects in,

429
Campanula pyramidalis, 264

Canada, a garden in, 394; horticul-

tural opportunities in, 160; im-

portation of plants by mail in, 21

;

notes from, 21, 160; Plum culti-

vation in, 254
Candytuft, the, 312
Cannas, 276
Carduus, garden species of. 432

Carnation Robert Bruce, 402

Carnations, new, 163 ;
perpetual-

flowering, 127; soil for, 188

Cardoons, 243
Carrots in Russia, 57
Carter and Co.'s nursery, royal

visitors at, 131

Carter, H. G., Genera of British

Plants, 415
Casein as an adhesive, 149
Caterpillar, the Cabbage, 150

Catalpa Fargesii, 345
Cattleya Trianae, 344
Cedrela, new species of, 345
Celery disease, 95, 150, 175, 189
Celmisia, 456; C. Munroi, 440
Census of production, 111
Cercis racemosa, 345 ; C. chinensis,

. 345
;

,

Certificated Fruits and Vege-
tables : Apple Sandlin Duchess,
322 ; Citrus japonica, 46
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Certificated Plants : Adiantum
gloriosum Lemkesii, 364; A.
grossum, 363 ; Amygdalis persica

rosea fl. pi. pendula, 273; An-
thurium conchiflorum, 257; An-
tirrhinum (Dobbie's strain), 402;
Antirrhinum Nelrose,288; Aqui-

legia (Mrs. Scott-Elliott's strain),

402 ; Arabis aubrietioides Trevor
Seedling, 287; Auricula Gordon
Douglas, 257; A. Majestic, 319;
Begonia Lady Carew, 364;
Brasso-Cattleya beardwoodense,

275; B.-C. Menda, 98; B.-C.

Pocahontas Undine, 275 ; B.-C.

Shilliana, 354; B.-C. Veitchii

Leeman's variety, 275; B.-C. Vil-

moriniana var. Centaur, 275

;

Calanthe Veitchii St. Nicholas
var., 31; Campanula cenisia alba,

287j C. Hohenackeri, 425; C.

tomentosa Maud Landale, 364

;

Carnations: Bedford Belle, 442;

Mr. Brotherston, 402; Mrs. Grif-

fith Jones, 402; Scarlet Carola,

364; Scarlet Glow, 442; Cattleya

Enid excelsa, 275; C. Magali
Sander, 355 ; C. Suzanne Hye de

Crom. var. magnifica, 242; C.

Susanae Hve grandiflora, 176

;

C. Tityus, "258 ; C. Tityus var.

A. McBean, 78; C. Trianae F.

McBean, 242 ; C. T. Mirabile, 242

;

C. T. Mrs. De B. Crawshay,
115; C. T. Mrs. Phillips, 115;

C. T. Walton Monarch, 242; C.

Warneri Ardenholme, 275 ; Clem-
atis Armandii, 257 ; C. montana
superba, 287 ; C. Queen Mary,
364; C. Sieboldii, 402; Columnea
major glabra, 257; Cyclamen
Mrs. L. M. Graves, 45 ; Cym-
bidium Andreana, 275 ; C.

Coningsbyanum, 46; C. delicata,

275; C. Gottianum Westonbirt
variety, 115; C. Mogul, 154;

C. Pauwelsii, 275; C. P. gigan-

teum, 242 ; C P. maxima,
275 ; C. Schlegelii punctatum,
46; C. S. Southfield varietv,

115; C. Venus, 355; Cypri-

pedium Actaeus var. Ethel, 31

;

C- Alice Mary, 31; C. Curlew,
31; C. Desdemona, 78; C.

Draco "Walton Grange," 31; C.

Estella, 31: C. Griffin No. 2,

242; C. Hecla, 31; C. Hera
Mostyn, 31 ; C. insigne Snow
Queen, 31; C. Iona, 98; C.

Julian, 46 ; C. Lady Evelyn
James, 31 ; O. levburnense Fern
Bark var., 98; C. Lord Trevor
var. Pyra.mus, 193 ; C. macran-
thum album, 321 ; C. Nirvina,

31; C. Palladium. 31; C. Pyra-
mus, 115; C. Thisbe, 193; C.

waltonense magnificum, 98; C.

Zealandia, 98; Bulbophyllum
Fletcherianum. 320; Calceolaria

Stewartii, 363; Delphinium
"Henri Moissan," 442; Dendro-
bhvm Bassattii. 192; D. Cybele
album, 193 ; D. Lady Colman,
115; D. nobile Goliath. 275: D.
superbum Huttonii Southfield

variety, 225 ; D. s. Roebelenii

giganteum, 275; Deutzia discolor

elegantissima, 402 ; Erigeron
hybridus Asa Gray, 424 : E. hybri-

dus B. Ladhams, 402 : Erysimum
linifolium, 425; Freesia Excel-

sior, 153; Hvdrangea Lillie

Mouilliere, 288"; Iris Cantab,
114 ; I. chrvsographps, 402 ; I.

Goldcrest. 363: L Iota, 402; I.

Isolda, 319: I. Kashmir White,
402; I. laevigata alba, 402; I.

Leucothaea, 319 ; I. sibirica Em-
peror, 402; Laclin-Cnttleya, 98;
L.-C. amabilis Fascinator, 258;
L.-O. Ariel, 154; L.-C. Fascina-

lor-Mossiae var. Puritv, 354

;

L.-C. Dulce.. 192. 242.: L.-C.

Lucasiana, 193; L.-C. Medina
Excelsior. 354; L.-C. Haroldiana
Bronze King, 354: L.-C Snn-

star, 354 ; Lilium regale, 364

;

Lupmus polyphyllus (Barr's

strain), 402; Lupinus Primrose
Dame, 402; Lycaste x Beryl,

98 ; L. gigantea Ashlands variety,

275; Miltonia Adonis, 355; M.
J. Gurney Fowler, 354 ; M. Prin-
cess Victoria Alexandra, 354

;

M. The Baroness, 354; M. vexil-

laria Laelia Sander, 354; M. v.

Lyoth, 273; M. v. Solum, 354;
Mimulus Wargrave Fireflame,

402; Nanodes Medusae, 460;
Narcissus Admiration, 273 ; N.
Bedouin, 289; N. Cleopatra, 289;
N. Croesus, 258; N. Eastern
Maid, 226; N. Golden Sceptre,

273; N. Horace, 289; N.
Inglescombe, 258 ; N. Ivorine,

258; N. Josine, 290; N. Lady
Superior, 273; N. maximus
albus, 258; N. Morven, 273;
N. Nightingale, 273; N.
Olympia, 193; N. Princess
Juliana, 273 ; N. Queen Prim-
rose, 258; N. Royal Sovereign,

258; N. Scarlet Gem, 273; N.
Southern Gem, 273; N. Sunrise,

226; N. Syphax, 226; N. Tan-
talus, 258; N. Tita, 226; N. W.
P. Milner, 193; N. Croesus, 258;
Odontioda Ashlands var., 98; O.
Bradshawiae Perfection, 354 ; O.
Brewii var. niger rubra, 193

;

O. Clive, 258; O. Diana Lee-
man's var., 193; O. D. var.

Gladys, 115 ; O. D. var. Leena,
242 ; O. Doris, 78 ; O. Graireana,
258; O. Hercules, 98; O. Joan,
273 ; O. Lucilia, 115 ; O. Margaret
Westonbirt var., 115; O. Mrs.
R. Le Doux, 242; O. Papilion,

98; O. Prince de Galles, 355;
O. Roger Sander, 354; O. Royal
Gem Westonbirt var., 46; O.
Schroderae, 460; O. Sch., var.

Walton Gem, 242; 0. Sybil, 78;
O. Thompsoniae, 98; O. Zenobia,
225 ; Odontoglossum amabile Ash-
worth's variety, 31 ; O. Aman-
dum, 460 ; O. a. var. Illuminator,
31 ; O. amaranthum, 98 : O.
Arachne, 31 ; 0. ardentissi-
mum Phoebe, 275 ; O. Bonar
Law, 176 ; 0. Bradshawae
Sander's variety, 31 ; 0. Brewii
Walton Grange var., 275; O.
Canary, 46; 0. Chantecleer, 354;
O. Colossus, 154 ; O. Countess
of Sefton, 176 ; 0. crispum aureo-

lum, 176 ; 0. c. Eugenie, 242 ;

c. Edward Thompson, 460 ; 0.
c. Graphicum, 31 ; 0. c. Meteor,
193; 0. c. Palatine, 176; 0. c.

The Baroness, 320; O. c.

Xanthotes Walton Grange var.,

31; 0. Desdemona, 176; 0. Dis-
tinction, 193; 0. Dusky Monarch,
354; O. Edith d'Abrew, 193:
O. Elissa, 273; O: Hereward,
459 ; 0. eximium, The Dell

variety, 273; 0. e. The
King. 31 ; 0. e. Walton
Granee var., 176; 0. e.

Zenith, 31 ; O. fulgidum, 31 ;

O. Fuscans, 103; 0. Helmuth,
320: O. illnstrissirmim, 176;
O. i. Creole, 98; O. i. Dell var.,

46; O. i. Janna, 98; 0. i. Non-
pareil, 98: 0. Jasper " Beard-
wood," 275: 0. King Arthur,
442 ; O. Lady Evelyn James, 31

;

0. Leander, 460 ; 0. L'Empe-
reur, 176 ; 0. Lambeauinnnm
Hesperum, 31 ; O. Meteor, 31 ;

0. Mirum, 242: 0. Mogul, 258;
0. Mrs. MeVittie. 176; 0. Nig-
ger, 275; O. Our Queen, 31: O.

Princess of Ple&s. 275; O. Pro-
merens "Our King," 460; 0.

pnrpuratiim. 31 : 0. rnhens,

31: O. Rufus, 193: O. Siren.

242; 0. The Egyptian, 31;
0. Twyford Gem. 193; O
Mirabeau var. Mastiff, 288

;

O. Queen Alexandra, 354 ; On-

cidioda Cooksoniae Grenadier,

288 ; 0. Mauricii, 321 ; Osmah-
thus Delavayi, 257; Oxalis
adenophylla, 364 ; Paeonia lobata,

424; P. Golden Harvest, 442;
Papaver Lady Frederick Moore,
402 ; Phalaenopsis Ariadne, 154

;

Pinguicula Reutheriana, 364

;

Pittosporum Mayi Silver Queen,
363 ; Platycerium Cordreyi, 363

;

Polyanthus Orange King, 288;
Polystichum munitum undu-
latum, 442 ; Primula Bookham
Gem, 257; P. secundiflora, 364;
P. Ville de Nancy, 273; Primus
Blirieana, 257 ; Pteris flabellata

plumosa, 363 ; Pyrus Malus flori-

bunda purpurea, 288; Rhodo-
dendron argenteum, 224 ; R.
fastigiatum, 257; R. "Gill's

Goliath," 319; R. Lilianii, 191;
R. Loderi "Diamond," 319; R.
Loderi "Pink Diamond,'' 319;
R. moupinense, 113 ; Ribes
Brocklebankii, 402 ; Roses:
Autumn Tints, 303; Constance,

257; J. F. Barry, 442; Prince

Charming, 303 ; Princess Mary,
- 303, 442; Mrs. S. T. Wright,

303; Silene alpestris grandiflora

flore pleno, 442 ; Soldanella pusilla

alba, 224; Sophro - Cattleya

Laelia Marathon Leeman's var.,

242; Sophro-Cattleya Wellesleyae

Westonbirt var., 192; Sophro-

Laelio Cattleya Niobe Orchid

Dene variety, 225; Sparaxis King
George V., 153; Sweet Peas:

Dobbie's Orange, 442; Robert
Sydenham, 442; Royal Purple,

442; Syringa reflexa, 319; Telo-

pea speciosissima., 364 ; Trillium

rivale, 224 ; Tulips : Grenadier,

321; Ibis, 290; Pelican, 290;
Siren, 321; Tulipa stellata, 290;
Vanda coerulea Ashlands var.,

31; V. c. Fairy Queen. 31; Ver-
basciun Warley Ro-.e, 402

Cemetery Superintendents' Associa-

tion, 353
Ceylon, Tomato-growing in, 132

Chamaepeuee, species of, 432
Cheiranthesium Cayeuxii, 394

Cheiranthus Cheiri. 432

Chelsea Show. 352, 354, 382: thefts

from the, 422, 434 ; sundries at

the, 383
Cherries, self-sterility of, 253

Cherry Hinton Hall, Begonias at. 73

Chicory growing in Aberdeenshire,
111," 133, 150

Chines* trees and shrubs, new,

269, 333, 344, 345 372, 401

Chineso Tulip and Sassafras trees,

348
Chronica Wilsonii, 1

Chrvsanthemum congress at Melun,
270

Chrysanthemum Madame C.

D'esgranges, 13. 28, 41, 60
Chrysanthemums : crossing, 135

;

evolution of, 41; failure with.

29, 61, 95; Japanese, 126; list of

sports in, 329; unusual growth
of, 42, 75

Church Army's Citv Gardens, Gift-

to. 455
Cinema, the, as agricultural in-

structor, 285
Cinerarias and Schizanthns at

Cuerdon Hall Gardens, 348
Cirrhopetalum Mnstersianum, 122;

C. Trimenii, 247
Citrnpsis, a new genus allied to

Citrus, 379
Classification of garden Roses, 430,

438
Clayton, H. J., memorial to. 206
Clean culture, 120, 135

Clematis Gouriana var. Finetii,

373 ; C. montana var. rubens,

373; C. m. var. Wilsonii, 373; C.

Venieriensis. 393
Clot* soles, timber for. 4. 61

Coalstoun Pear. the. 440

Cocaine in India, 132

Coelogyne elata, 410
Conference at the Anglo-American
exhibition, 443, 458

Conifers, a rare pamphlet on, 12

Cook, Melville T. (2'hc Diseases of
Tropical Plants), 126

Cook, O.K. (Wild Wheat in Pales-
tine), 11

Cook, Mr. W. A., presentation to, 9

Coombe Wood, sale of nursery
stock at, 94

Coriaria No. 12, 345
Coriaria terminalis, 313
Corn crops, the world's, 379
C'ornus pauciherVis, 345
Corona di Novia, 223, 281
Correvon, M. Henri, 59
Cory, Reginald (77ie Horticultural

Record of the Boyal International

Horticultural Exhibition, 1912).

213
Corylopsis Veitchiana, 372
Corylus Avellana, Mistleto on. 240,

272, 287
Cotoneaster Dammeri, 345 ; C. D.
var radicans. 745 C. divaricata,

345 ; C. horizontalis var. per-

pusilla, 345 ; C. salicifolia var.

rugosa, 345; C. s. var. floccosa,

345 ; C. Zabelii, 345
Cotton and Sugar crops, 149

Cousins, Mr. F. G, appointment
of, 307

Covent Garden Market, futu a of,

205 ; origin of, 75
Cover crop, a new, 318

Craibstone experimental farm,

423 ; horticulture at, 111

Craigleigh, Toronto, 394
Crataegus heterophylla, 281

Crataegus, species of, in New York,
57

Crickets in plant houses, 292, 302

Crinum Powellii, 419
( risp, Mr. W., 336
Crops, prospects of the, 399. 455

Crocus Sieberi versicolor, 160

C'ryptorhynchus lapathi (the varie-

gated Willow Weevil), 27

Crystal Palace, the, as a public

pleasure ground, 72

Cuerdon Hall Gardens, Cinerarias

and Schizanthus at, 348
Cultural notes. 26, 124, 233
Cumberland, nature preserves in,

252
Cut flowers, the treatment of, 333

Cvaniding to destrov mealv bug,
'75, 94

.""

106, 135, 151, 189. 223.

256, 302
Cyclamen pseud-ibericum, 200
Cyclamens, spring-flowering, 142
Cydonia vulgaris as a flowering

'plant, 273
Cyrabidium Schlegelii punctatum, 50

Cvpripedium Hanburyanum. 50: O.

parviflorum, 327 ; C. Per.

326; C. pubescens, 327: I

spectabile, 327
Cypripediums, hybrid, 158

Daffohtl season, the. 268

Daffodils, new. 278
Dahlia Marianne, 13. 29. 95. 135

Dahlias, choice coUerette, tor gar-

den decoration, 182; conferi

on, 164; for decoration, 311;
Paeony-flowered. 189

Dalbergia Sissoo, 82

Damage to fruit by frost, 336

Damping off, 352

Date Palms, to ehanve the sex

December flowers. 42

Dendrobium superbum Hntl
Southfield varietv 247

Desmond. G. O. (Tht /'""

Si astms) 329
Deutzia lonsifolia. 345 : D

421 ; D. Veit.liii. 345

Devonshire, tender climb

Dierama pulchen iimini nlbn, 105,

150
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Diploma in Horticulture, national,

40, 171
Disa sagittalis, 201
Double flowers, Professor Bateson

on, 332
Dover House, Roehampton, sale

at, 301
Druce, G. Claridge (An Account
of the Morisonian Herbarium),
265

Drury Lane drama and horti-

culture, 237
Duhamel du Monceau, 293
Dumbarton, new park at, 94
Dumont, R. IThe Manuring oj

Plants and Vegetables), 277
Dutch bulb industry, the, 399
Dyer, Bernard, and F. W. L.

Shrivell [The Manuring of
Market-Garden Crops), 53

Echinocactus Williamsii, 348
Economic entomology, Sir John
Wolfe-Barry studentship, 187

Edinburgh Royal Botanic Gardens,
new plant-house at, 187

Edinburgh, proposed additional
allotments at, 94 ; proposed
winter garden for, 59, 94 ;

public
parks in, 313 ; public park em-
ployees at, 94; show in, 313; tree
planting in, 59

Edinburgh University, forestry
lectures at, 59

Educational gardening, 394
Edwardes-Ker, Dr. R. (A Course

of Practical Work in the
Chemistry of the Garden), 183

Eelworms, gall-forming, 187; in
Narcissus bulbs, 253

Eleagnus angustifolia and Pistacia
angustifolia, 150

Electricity, recent experiments in
the application of, to plant pro-
duction, 245, 271

Elwes, Mr. H. J., as a plant col-
lector, 26

Encephalartos Altensteimi, pol-
lination of, 92

Engler, Professor, 187
Entomological specimens, a request

for, 270, 318
Epi-Laelia Medusae. 215
Erfurt plant and seed industry,

the, 91
Erica lusitanica, 281
Ericas, age of, 379
Eulophia Saundersiana, 278
Eumerus lunulatus (Narcissus fly),

176, 208, 223, 240, 242, 272, 302,
318, 336, 348, 375, 401, 422, 435

Euonvmus iaponica var. acuta,
345

Euphorbia biglandulosa, 208
Euptelea Franchetii, 345
Evergreen flowering shrubs for a

hedge, 324
Evodia No. 387, 345
Exochorda racemosa var. Wilsonii,

372

"Fairchild" Lecture, the, 420
Farm and research institutes, 26
Farm seeds, the testing of, 121
Farms, trees on, 204
Fawcett, W. (The Banana: Its

Cultivation, Distribution, and
Commercial Uses), 369

Ferguson, Sir Ronald Munro,
appointment of, 149

Fern cult, the British, 255
Fernery, the, 123
Ferns, native Shield, 123
Fertiliser, manganese as a, 332

;

sulphur as a, 111
Fertilisers, imported, 92
Finsbury Park, 56
Fire at Messrs. Robinson Bros.'

works, 301

Flax, the cultivation of, in Great
Britain, 56

Florists' flowers, 127, 164, 182, 311
Flower garden, the management of

the, 7, 22, 38, 54, 70, 88, 108,

128, 146, 166, 183, 202, 218, 234,

250, 266, 282, 298, 314, 330, 350,

376, 396, 416, 436, 452
Flower Shows, datee of, 455
Flowers, cold storage of, 400 ; in

season, 270, 379, 419; red and
blue pigments of, 369 ; unseasD.i-

able, 10
Foot scraper, the '

' stand alone,
'

'

139
Foreign correspondence, 222, 249,

345
Forest Congress, international, 28
Forest fires in Scotland, 313
Foresters, education of, in Ger-
many, 86

Forestry, adviser in, 208 ; a plea
for working plans of, 254 ; exhi-

bition at the White City, 418;
lectures on, at Edinburgh Univer-
sity, 59 ; natural regeneration in,

270 ; notes on, 4, 86 ; statistics,

189
Forests, natural regeneration of,

270
France, American Gooseberry mil-
dew in, 57 ; cultivation ol orange
flowers in, 253 ; nature reserves
in, 56 ; women gardeners in, 400

Fream Memorial prize, award of
the, 400

French Beans, forcing, 59
" French " Garden, the. 23. 55, 109,

129, 147, 185, 219, 267, 283, 331,

351, 377, 417
French horticulture, notes on, 329,

393, 411
French Lavender industry, the, 353
Frost, damage by, 319, 336, 399
Fruit and Potato crops in Belgium,

399 ; in France, 455
Fruit blossom, the beauty of, 335

;

the blackening of, 420*

Fruit, cold storage of, 172
Fruit crops and birds, 241 ; in Ger-
many, 399 ; in Holland, 420 ; in

Wurttemberg and France, 421
Fruit farms, state, 256
Fruit garden, the market, 19, 35,

83, 157, 233, 309
Fruit prospect* in the Eastern

Counties, 429, 451
Fruit trees, pollination experiments

with, 180 ; the pruning and train-
' ing of, 144 ; cultivation of, under

glass, 6, 23, 39, 54, 70, 88. 108,

128, 146, 167, 184, 202, 219, 234,
266, 283, 299, 314, 330, 350, 376,

396, 416, 436, 453 ; experiment in

the pollination of, 240 ; transit of,

132; tropical, cultivated in Great
Britain 178

Fuchsias for summer bedding, 327
Fumigation with hydrocyanic acid

gas, 398
Fungous diseases of plants, con-

gress on, 187

Gardener, legacy to a, 40
Gardeners in America, opportuni-

ties for, 412
Gardeners' Royal Benevolent Insti-

tution, 41, 63, 79, 187
Gardening for the blind, 241
Garden plant* and lawns, applica-

tion of water to, 434
Gardens for the poor, 179, 198
Gas-tar and mealy bug, 13, 30
Gaultheria pyroloides var. cuneata,
372

; G. Veitchiana, 372
Genetics, Cambridge School of, 57,

93
Germany, fruit crops in, 399 ; Hops

in, 415 ; school-gardening in, 394
Germination, conditions affecting,

24
Gifts, munificent public, 221
Gladiolus, 172; G. Maaoniorum, 302

Glasgow Botanic Garden^ outrage
at, 73

Glasgow, old gardens in, 132; new
park for, 313, 373

Glasshouses, a novel objection to,

56
Golden wedding of Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas Bunyard, 440

Gooseberry crossed with Black
Currant, 318

Gooseberries, restrictions on impor-
tations of, in Norway, 421

Graft hybrids, 336
Grapes from Argentina, 380
Gray, Mr. Kenneth, Ihonour for,

132
Greenacres, Disley, new gardens at,

25
Grove, W. B. (The British Bust

Fungi).

Gunn, Mr. W. F., honour for, 25

H

Haberlea Austinii, 411
Hagon, Mr. Geo. W., appointment

of, 211
Hamamelis, the genus, 67, 95, 106
Hampton Court, bulbs at, 73
Hardy flower border, the, 248
Hardy fruit garden, operations in

the, 7. 22, 39, 55, 70, 88, 108, 129,

147, 166, 202, 218, 234, 250, 266,

282, 299, 315, 331, 351, 377, 397,

41/7, 437, 453
Hardy, M. E. (Introduction to

Plant Geography), 393
Hardy plants, a dictionary of, 134
Harrison, C. Alwyn, (Commercial

Orchid Growing), 278
Hayata, B. (Flora de Formosa), 414
Hazel, Mistleto on the common, 240,

272, 287
Heaths, the age of, 379
Hedge, evergreen flowering shrubs
for a, 324

Hepialus lupulinus, 421
Helichrysum frigidum, 313
Hemp plant and its products, 380
Hemsley, Dr. W. Botting, 316
Herb border, the, 216
Hippeastrum pratense, 431
Hippeastrums, offsets of, 270, 302,
318 ; lecture on, 270 ; raising
seedling, 158, 206

Histon, fruit crops at, 430
History of cultivated fruits

—

Duhamel du Monceau, 293
Holland, reclamation of land in,

123 ; the fruit crops in, 420
Hollingworth, Mr. G. H., 171
Holly Hill, Buckinghamshire, 334
Hops in United States and Ger-
many, 415

Horticultural Congress, Paris, 412
Horticultural education in Prussia,
26

Horticultural fuel, 244
Horticultural instruction in' Middle-

sex, 9
Horticultural opportunities in

Canada, 160
Horticulture, National Diploma in,

28, 40. 42, 171 ; the advancement
of, 110 ; classification of, 326

Horwood, A. R. (Plant Life in the
British Isles), 347

Hospital egg week, 333
Hucknall, public park for, 205
Hunter, H. H., and E. Brown

(Planting in Uganda), 145
Hyacinth smut, 253
Hybrid Orchids, 87, 201, 294
Hydrangea Sargentiana, 372
Hydrocyanic acid gas, fumigating

"with," 103, 398
Hypericum Ascyron, 421

Ilbx corallina, 372; I. Fargesii.
372; I. Pernyi, 372

Impatiens Herzogii, 58

India, cocaine in, 132; houses in,

337 ; modern gardening in, 338

;

spring bulbs and orchard gardens
in, 337

Indian garden craft, lecture on, 357
Ingle, Herbert (A Manual of Agri-

cultural Chemistry), 183
Insecticide, hydrocyanic gas as an,

103, 398
Insecticides, 390
Insect pests in garden and orchard,
374

Iris Douglasiana var. Alpha, 364,

391 ; I. minuta, 319 ; I. Rosen-
bachiana, 263; I. verna, 375; I.

Watsoniana, 391
Irises, notes on , 143, 263, 391

;

Pallida-cengialtii, 434; the reticu-

lata group of, 143 ; winter-flower-

ing, in the rock-garden. 103
Irish woods, history of, 171
Iron pyrites as a fertiliser, 57
Ivv, decayed, damage caused by,

352; severing of, 352, 422, 435,
457

Jackson, A. Bruce (Albury Park
Trees and Shrubs), 281

Jahandiez, Emile (Les lies

d'Hyercs), 347
Japanese landscape gardens, 65,

199; pygmy trees, treatment of,

140
Jasmine, the fruiting of the, 13,

29, 41, 61
Journeyman gardeners and low

wages, 14, 30, 43, 61, 75, 95,

106, 136, 151, 189, 175, 207, 224,

241, 256
Juglans catalayensis, 345

K

Kalmia latifolia, 379
Keeble, F.R.S., Dr. F. W., appoint-

ment of, 187

Keif, Mr. George, appointment of,

253
Kensal Town, new public garden

at, 333
Kew Gardens, additions and altera-

tions at, 162 ; the flagstaff at,

131, 205; theft from, 91; guides

at, 316 ;
portrait of Linnaeus pre-

sented to, 353
;
presentation of old

keys to, 301
Kew gardeners' social evening, 9,

58
Kew Guild Dinner, 316
Kitchen garden, the management of

the, 6. 23, 39, 55, 71, 89, 109,

128 147, 167, 185, 203, 219, 235,

251, 267, 283, 299, 315, 331, 351,

377. 397, 417, 437, 453
Kronfield, Dr. E. M. (History of

the Carnation), 312

Ladybirds, 399; and aphides, 389

Laelio-Cattleya Corneliensis, 247

;

L.-C. Gottoiana Veitch's variety,

215; L.-C. Nella, 103; L.-C.

Nerva, 51

Land, May-sick, 149; reclamation

of, in Holland, 123

Landscape gardens, Japanese, 65

Lavender industry, the French, 353

Lavington Park, Sussex, 410, 455

Law Notes. — Arbitration case,

176 ; Compensation claims, 367,

368 ; Intensive gardening in

urban districts, 426; Liability of

railway companies for damaged
goods, 139 ; Sale of Tomatos,
276; sale of Lily of the Valley
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crowns, 139 ; Question of Agree-
ment, 195 ; Tenant's claim for

compensation, 367 ; Theft at

Kew Gardens, 82
Lawes and Gilbert Centenary
Fund, 40, 238

Lawns, moss on, 212
Lawrence, Sir Trevor, the late, 8,

91;
Lefroy, Prof., 301
Legislation against plant pests, 317
Leigh, Lancashire, new public park

at, 9
Leith public bowling greens, 373
Lemon and Orange industry in

Spain, 93
Lemons and Oranges at Stanton

Hall, Derbyshire, 86
Lenotre, was he ever in England :

75, 106
Leonardslee and Sussex charities,

333
Letters, unstamped, 188
Lightning, the effects of, 441
Ligularia speciosa and L. steno-

cephala, 353
Lilacs, on grafting, 10
Lilies, in 1913, 33 ; Japanese, 199

,

Oriental, and their culture in

Scotland, 134
Lilium Parryi, 60, 216; Lily

season, prospects of the, 374
Lime cultivation in the West

Indies, 25
Lime-spraying of Plum trees, 106
Linnaeus, portrait of, presented 'o

Kew Gardens, 353
Liquidambar formosana var. mon-

ticola, 345
Liriodendron chinensis, 315. 3'>3

Lioriodendron tulipifera, 255
Logan, Wigtownshire, tender plants

at, 142
L.C.C. parks, management of the,

133
London gardens, 221
Lonicera mupinensis, 373 ; L.

thibetica, 373
Lorentz, Dr. H. A. (Flora of New

Guinea), 92
Lorette, Louis [La Taille Lorette),
249

Luculia gratissima, 124
Lupinus arboreus, 90
Lyons International Exhibition, 318

M
Madeesfield Court, plants in

flower at, 221
Magnolia kobus, 336
Maiden, J. H. (Critical Revision

of Eucalyptus), 92
Mammillaria Williamsii, 313
Manganese as a fertiliser, 332
Mangioves, a new use for, 92
Manure for Potatos, 120
Manures, phosphatic, 74
Maize in Argentina, 253
Market Fruit Garden, the, 19, 35,

83, 157, 233, 309, 389
Marloth, Rudolf (The Flora of
South Africa), 104

Martineau, Alice (The Herbaceous
Garden), 159

" Masters " Lecture by Prof.
Farmer, 440

Matthiola incana, 379
McPherson, Mr. J. C, pension for,

95
Mealv bug, cyaniding to destrov,

75.' 94, 106, 135, 189. 151, 223,
256, 302

;
gas tar for the destruc-

tion of. 13, 30 ; on vines. 14, 349
Meconopsis chelidonifolia, 248
Melons, the culture of, 140. 244
Melun, Chrysanthemum Congress

at, 270
Metrosideros lucida, 450
Mice damaging shrubs, 61
Michigan University, botanical

(jarden for, 237
Mildew, American Gooseberry,

325; on Roses, cure for, 188, 207,

Milner, Mr. Jonathan, legacy to,

112
Mistleto on the common Hazel, 240,

272, 287
Modern gardening, some aspects of,

444
Moffat Hydropathic Institute, rob-

bery at, 149
Monceau, Duhamel du, 293
"Monro," Concert Committee, 94
Moon's effect on plants, 151, 175,

346
Moras, a new species of, 345
Moss on lawns, 212
Munstead Wood, Godalming, 101
Mushroom, a new, 318
Mushrooms, the culture of, 433
Mvddelton House, Waltham Cross,

'17

N

Names, local, 401
Narcissus bulbs, eelworm in, 253
Narcissus Emperor, 400
Narcissus fly, the lesser, 176, 208,
'223, 240, 242, 272, 302, 318, 336,

348, 375, 401, 422, 435

Narcissus seedlings, 270
National Diploma in Horticnlture,

28, 72, 171
Nature reserves in Cumberland,
252 ; in France, 56

Naunton, Mr. W. W., golden wed-
ding of, 57

Nectria ditissima attacking forest

trees, 285
Neill prize, the, 420
Nepenthes and Sarracenias, 316

Nertera depressa, 181

New Guinea, flora of, 92 ; lecture

on plant-collecting in, 62
Newsvendors Benevolent Institu-

tion,, 132
Nigeria, lecture on, the flora of,

274
Nishat Bagh, the, 337
Nitrates, winter-spraying with, 333

Nitrolim, 261
Nomenclature, erroneous, 345, 400

North Argyllshire, fruit prospects

in, 400
Norway, restrictions on importa-

tion of Gooseberries into, 421

Novelties of 1913, 4, 19, 36
Nursery employees, annual dinner

of, 57 ; conditions of employment
of, 43 ; wages of, 14

Nurserymen, Market Gardeners, and
General Hailstorm Insurance Cor-

poration, 275

Nursery N ot e s:—Armstrong
and Brown, Tunbridge Wells, 262

;

Carter, Jas. and Co., Forest Hill,

221; Davidson, E. H, and Co.,

Twyford, 103; Hassall and Co.,

Sou'thgate, 69; Low, Stuart, and
Co., Jarvis Brook, 370; Sander
and Sons, St. Albans, 35 ; Sutton

and Sons, Reading, 181 ; Veitch

and Sons, James, Chelsea, 68

Nursery stock, importations of, in

U.S.A.. 353
Nursery trade, openings for em
ployment in the, 287

Oak timber, a new source of, 188,

249

Obituary: Bailey, Dr. W. W.
211 ; Black, Joseph, 276; Brand,
William, 228; Chapman, T. L.,

16; Clavton, Henry J., 120. 139,

150, 206,; Collins, W., 16;
Comont, James John. 139; Copas,

Harry, 178; Corry. Mrs. W. S.,

120; Critchell, Brian, P., 406;
Davenport, Lawrence, 388; Daw-
kins, William. 276; Dob-
son, John, 132; Earp, Wil-

liam, 341 ; Fels, Joseph, 156

;

Gardiner, A. F., 448; Gordon,
George, 448, 460; Gould, John
C, 211; Green, F.R.S., Prof.
Reynolds, 460; Griffiths, Ed-
ward Waldron, 292; Hayter,
A. W., 276; Huber, Dr.
Jacques, 276 ; Lawrence, Sir
Trevor, 15; Little, Henry, 291;
Mattock, John, 16 ; Meehan,
Edward, 276; McGillivray, D.,
64; McHale, Stephen, 211;
Mclver, Charles, 308; O'Con-
nor, Timothy, 64; Osborn,
Brewer, 276; Paterson, John,
260; Perkins, John, 460;
PoyntLng, Professor, 243 ; Ross,
E. S., 99; Ross, Peter, 388;
Sampson, Thomas, 32 ; Scott,
John, 388 ; Slimon, James
F., 406; Simmons, James, 426;
Towell, Joseph, 156; Underwood,
James, 406 ; Vallerand, Eugene,
212; Van Tieghem, Philippe,
342; White, Julius, 406; York,
Sir Henry.

Odontoglossum amabile Ashlands
var., 69; O. Lakinae, 311; O.
Mogul, 295; Odontoglossum
hybrids, 51

Oenanthe crocata, 172
Old methods, discovery of, 353
Olivier, Sir Sydney, visit of, to

Horticultural Club, 91
Oncidioda Mauricii, 326
Orange and Lemon industry in

Spain, 93
Orange flowers, the cultivation of,

in France, 253
Orange, the Osaga, 64
Oranges and Lemons at Stanton

Hall, Derbyshire, 86
Orchards, well-managed, 429
Orchid Exhibition at Messrs. Bull's

nursery, 311
Orchid houses, the management of

the, 7, 22, 38, 54, 70, 88, 108.

128, 146, 166, 183, 202, 218, 234,

250, 266, 282, 298, 314, 330, 350,

376, 396, 416, 436. 452
Orchid notes and gleanings. 35, 50,

69, 87, 103, 158, 201, 215, 230, 247,

262, 278, 294, 311, 326, 344, 370,

410, 430, 450
Orchids : at The Warren House.
Stanmore, 450; at Westfield,

Woking, 87; hybrid, 87, 201,

430; of 1913, 3, 19; sale of the

Dover House collection of, 301 ;

sale of, at Westfield. 252; the
late Sir Trevor Lawrence's col-

lection of, 301
Orphan Fund, Roval Gardeners',

171, 91, 118, 171'

Osmaston, Dr. D. B., appointment
of, 208

Osteomeles Schwerinae, 373
Owls occupying strange home. 336

Oxalis adenophylla. 400, 422

Pachysandra procumbens. 335
Panama Canal, the, and iorestrv,

237
Panama-Pacific International Ex-

position, 132; preparing trees for

the, 237
Pandanus Veitchii, 5

Paris : Horticultural Congress,

270 ; International Horticultural

Exhibition, 221, 270, 411

Park for Hucknall, 205
Parks: public, 110; amateurism in

the, 187; boy scouts and the. 400

Parmentier : and the Potato, 13,

111. 151 : the commemoration of,

124
Pasadena, California, " Japan. -

gardens at, 67

Patents and Designs Act. 255
Paulownia tomentosa var. lanata,

345
Payne, C. Harman (The Florists'

Bibliography), 265

Peach, a new, 204 ; bearing Almond
branches, 394; "curl," 319, 336;
silver leaf in, 175

Peach trees, young, 123 ; bud-drop-
ping in, 140

Pear, the Coalstoun, 440
Pearson, H. W. W. (The Annals

of the Bolus Herbarium), 238
Peat : for fruit trees, 301 ; the

properties of bacterised, 204. 454,
455

Penrhyn Castle gardens, 38, 51
Pentstemon, the, 127
Philadelphia, shipment of Dutch
Potatos to, 421

Philesia buxifolia, 398
Phvsico-chemical properties of soil,

220
lliytopathological congress, 93
Pigments of flowers, red and blue,

369 ; the chemistry of, 168
Piptanthus, a new, 373
Pistacia vera and Eleagnus angusti-

folia, 151
Pitcher plants, 316
Plant and soil, relationship of, 165
Plant growth and radium emana-

tions, 24
Plant notes, 249, 264, 313
Plant pigments, the chemistrv of,

168

Plant Po r t r a i ts ;
— Abies

magnifica, 380 ; Actinidia chinen-
sis, 93 ; Ampelopsis jnegalo-
phylla, 93 ; Aristolochia gigantea,

221 ; Berberis Prattii, 286 ; Car-
pinus japonica, 93 ; Cotoneaster
turbinata, 221 ; Epidendron pro-

fusum, 286 ; Erythrina pulcher-

rima, 93 ; Galtonia princeps, 93

;

Gladiolus Masoniorum, 286

;

Hibiscus Waimeae, 286 ; Hyperi-
cum Ascyron, 421 ; Kniphofia
carinata, 221; Lonicera deflexi-

calyx, 93 ; L. Ledebourii,

380 ; L. semidentata, 286

;

Mazus reptans, 380 ; Pithe-

coctenium cynanchoides, 380

;

Primula Purdomii, 93 ; Ribes
Iaurifoliiun, 221 ; Rondeletia cor-

data, 93 ; Salvia uliginosa, 221

;

Smilacina paniculata, 93 ; Sta-

pelia Leendertziae, 421 ; Tricyr-

tis stolonifera, 421 ; Viola graci-

lis, 93; Vitis Thunbergii, 421;
Zephyranthes cardinalis, 380

Plants and animals under domes-
tication. 74, 92, 112, 131

Plants for forcing, treatment of,

329

Plants, New or Noteworthy.—
Acacia Baileyana, 262 ; A. deal-

bata, 262; A. H. L. White, 262;
BomareaBanksii.390 ; Calceolaria

X Ballii, 102; Cleisostoma spica-

tum, 20 ; Crocus Thomasianus,
153 ; Cypripedium Pereirae. 326 ;

Freesia Robinella. 153 ; Haw-
thorns, new shrubby species of

American. 214 ; Mexican garden

plants, 50, 67, 84 ; Pelargonium
transvaalense, 102; Primula re-

ddens. 224 ; Pyrus coronaria,

what is ? 294 ; Rhododendron X
Barclavi, 191; R. Keiskii, 224;

R. violaceum, 224; Sarcanthus
robustum, 21 ; Selliera Kenings-

bergeri , 84

Plants, pure strains of, and selec-

tion, 72; the moon's effect on,

151, 175

Plants under glass, the cultivation

of. 6. 22, 38. 54, 71. 89. 109. 129,

146, 166, 184, 202. 219. 235, 250.

267, 282 299. 314. 330. 350, 376,

396. 416. 436, 453; U.S.A. pro-

hibition of plants by post, 205

Plum cultivation in Canada. 254

Plum trees, lime-spraying of, 106

Pond, arrangement of a small, 292

Popenoe, Paul P. !/'"' Growing
in the Old World and tin Ntw),
197

Populus lasiocarpa. 345

Potato crop in 1913, 333
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Potato, Parmentier and the, 13,

111, 151 ;
quarantine, 111 ; manure

for, 120 ;
powdery scab of, 58

;

wart disease of the, 106

Potatos, shipment of Dutch grown,

to Philadelphia, 421

Potter, Mr. John, presentation to,

352
Praeger, R. Lloyd {Weeds), 393

Presentations to Kew Gardens, 381

Primula hybrida La Lorraine, 204

;

P. malacoides, 180; P. obconica

and skin irritation, 13, 29, 43, 75,

95, 221, 222; P. Winteri, 124,

238, 411
Prizes offered in amateur classes

by National Rose Society, 379

Prune crop in Oregon and Washing-
ton, 420

Pruning, advantages and disad-

vantages of late winter, 373; of

fruit trees in summer, 414
Prunus Conradinae, 345 ; P. pilo-

siuscula var. media, 345; P. Sar-

gentii, 347 ; P. spinosa, 336
Prussia, horticultural education in,

26
Psychotria jasminiflora, 249
Public parks and gardens, 267 ; new

superintendent of the Shrews-
bury, 379

Pyrethrum Golden Moss, 43
Pythium de Baryanum, 352

Quince as a flowering plant, the,

272

Radio-activity and vegetation, 378
Radium emanations and plant

growth, 24
Rainfall, the, 75, 223, 240, 256,

272; in 1913, 41, 61; regulating
the, 73

Raspberry Belle de Fontenay, 13
Raspberries, autumn fruiting, 29
Rendle. A. B. (The Flora of Nige-

ria), 25
Research and farm institutes, 26
Rhododendron, a precocious, 9
Rhododendrons, exhibitions of, 352,

382, 420
Rhododendron moupinense, 133; R.
nobleanum, 26 ; R. Schlippen-
bachii, 9; R. Searsiae, 335; R.
Willmottiae, 319

,

Rhododendrons, grafting, 243

;

notes on, 238
;
poisoning by, 254

;

propagating, 121
Rhubarb, cultivation of, in York-

shire, 248; for medicinal pur-
poses, 327

Rhus, a new, 345; R. Henryi, 345
Rhyncostylis gigantea, 103
Ribes laurifolium, 239, 373; R.
longeracemosum, 373 ; R. san-
guineus aureum Brocklebankii,
422

Riviera, horticulture on the, 236
Roadside beauty, 300, 348, 375
Robinson, Mr. C. B., murder of, 57
Rock Garden, the, 124, 142, 160,

208, 313, 411; at Wisley, 229;
grass in the, 435, 457

Rock gardens, silver challenge cup
for, 193

Romanzoffia unalachcensis, 411
Rome International Institute of

Agriculture, 149
Roosevelt's, Mr. T., exploration in

Brazil, 440
Rosa lutea simplex, 343
Rosary, the, 52, 69, 85, 200, 215,

247, 278, 371, 430
Rose Congress at Biarritz, 220
Rose garden, seasonable work in

the, 371
Rose, need for a yellow climbing,
247

Rose Stocks, need for a greater
variety of, 69

Roses, among the, 409; and Carna-
tions, new, 163 ; and Dahlias,

380; at Bagatelle, 248; classifica-

tion of, 130, 438, 456; conference

on, 458 ; cure for mildew on, 188,

207; grafting, 50, 52, 106, 135,

174 ; in January, 69, 75 ; in De-
cember, 61; on judging, 449;
planting, pruning, and manur-
ing of, 200 ; that flowered

at Christmas, 141, 188 ; the source

of yellow, 343 ; under glass, 215

;

winter blooming, 61, 95
Rothamsted experiment station,

238
Royal Agricultural Hall, exhibition

of printing at the, 285

Royal Agricultural Show, Arbori-

culture at the, 317
Royal Gardeners' Orphan Fund, 91,

118, 149, 171, 333, 383

R.H.S. : Autumn fruit show, 375;

Chelsea Show, 332 ; 352 ; 354 ; 455 ;

Committee on the nomenclature

of Tulips, 454 ;
garden at Wis-

ley, the, 187; Gardens Club, 301,

420 ; shows and the trade, 149

;

Tulip Show, 301
Rubus giraldianus, 373 ; R. ichan-

gensis, 373 ; R. Lambertianus,

373
Rucksack, the, 134, 174, 188

Ruscus aculeatus, 174

Russia, Beetroots and Carrots in, 57

St. Petersburg Exhibition, 286

;

and Belgian horticulturists, 73

Salix magnifica, 345
Salvia splendens Bouquet Rose, 26

Sassafras trees and Chinese Tulip,

348 ; Saxifraga Burseriana gloria,

106: Schlecter, Dr. Rudolf (Die

Ore'hideen), 415
Scampston Hall, hybrids from, 51

Schizanthus, 29
School gardening, 394

Scientific Committee: Abnor-
mal Dendrobium Wardianum,
an, 322 ; Aristolochia semper-
virens fruiting, 62 ; Aphides on
Picea, 242 ; Azalea amoena, 176 ;

Beech with curious root growth,
337 , Claytonii sibirica, a double-

flowered form of, 424 ; Crijium
Moorei, albino seedlings of, 322

;

Crocus aerius, 137; Cymbidium
madidum, 274 ; Ouscuta present on
Ramondia, 322 ; Daisy, Double,
424 ; Daphne Mezereum, gall on,

322, 424 ; Eumerus lunulatus, 208 ;

Fasciation in Daphne and Pri-
mula, 274; "Fire" in Tulips,

337 ; Frost, damage by, 424

;

Fuchsia, a malformed, 242

;

Furze, scale insect on, 337

;

Fusarium bulbigenum, 137

;

Galanthus Elwesii, variation in,

62; Glaucidium palmatum. 424;
Grapes, sporting in, 322 ; Hemi-
onitis, propagation of, 137 : Hip-
peastrum hybrid,. 242 ; Hyacinth,
curious growth of, 176; Irises,

424; Lonicera japonica, leaf
variation in, 274; Mangel,
double, 424; Narcissi, abnormal,
274; Narcissus hybrids, 208,
274; Narcissus fly, the small, 176,
208, 242; Nymphaea, fungus
attacking, 423; Odontioda, re-
version in, 208 ; Odontoglossum
angustatum, 176; O. sp., 137;
Odontoma x Luciliae, 137

;

Orchards, pollination in, 274;
Pelargonium hvbrids 62, 96, 137,

176, 208, 274, 357 ; Picea, aphides
on, 242 ; Pollination in orchards,
274; Polypodium x Schneideri,
62; Proceedings of the Scientific

Committee, 96 ; Quince, axile
proliferation in, 208 : Ramondia,
Cuscuta on, 322 ; Robinia Pseud-
acacia, fasciation in, 208; Rose, a
malformed, 337, 423 ; Salix
Caprea with pistillody of sta-

mens, 274 ; Salix shewing carpel-

lody of stamens, 322 ; Schizanthus,

malformed, 337, 424; Soil under

ricks, fertility of, 96; Tasma-
nian Orchid, 322; Tomatos
dying, 176 ; Uncommon Plants,

337 ; Variegation, intermittent,

208 ; Violets with two or three

flowered stems, 137 ; Virescent

Wallflowers, 322; Yarrow galls,

322; Zizania sp., 209

Scotland, notes from, 59, 94, 222,

272, 313, 373, 423

Scottish horticultural societies, pro-

posed amalgamation of, 73, 135

Scottish Manse garden, in a, 318

Season, the abnormal, 29, 43

Seed, the life of the, 186

Seeds, ants and, 75, 95; germina-

tion of, 92
Serlby Hall, Bawtrv, the gardens

at, 161
Servants of the Crown, 336

Sharpe, Mr. Henry B., appointment

of, 162
Shrewsbury, new superintendent of

public parks at, 379

Shrewsbury Show, new classes at

the, 73
Shrivell, F. W. L., and Bernard
Dyer (The Manuring of Market
Garden Crops), 53

Shrubs, mice damaging, 61

Silene swertiaefolia, 205

Silva Tarouca, Ernst Graf (Hardy
Coniferae), 329

Silver leaf disease, 29, 42, 175

Simples, the return to, 317
Simpson, Mr. E., long service of, 41

Sinomenium acutum, var. cine-

reum, 373
Slugs in the garden, 375
Small holdings, 220, 440
Smut diseases of cultivated plants,

111
Snapdragon, the wild, 379

Societies: —Aberdeen Chrys.,

137 ; Aberdeen Natural History,

137; American Florists', 412;
Association of Economic Biolo-

gists, 305; Banffshire Hort., 177;

Bath and West of England Agri-
cultural, 352, 405; Bath Gar-
deners', 155, 177, 340, 426; Bir-

mingham and District Gardeners',
155, 275, 339 ; Birmingham and
Midland Counties Gardeners',

155, 177, 306; Birmingham Hort.,

132 ; Birmingham Botanical and
Hort., 459; Bristol and District

Gardeners', 47, 155, 177, 306, 339,

426 ; British Gardeners' (Cardiff

Branch), 31, 387; (Edinburgh
Branch), 155 ;

(Leamington
Branch), 155, 177, 306, 339;
(North London Branch), 31 ; Wat-
ford Branch), 16, 155, 426 ; Burn-
ley and District Horticultural,

31, 155, 227; Cemetery Superin-

tendents, 63; City of London
Rose, 285; Chester Paxton, 155;
Cornwall Daffodil and Spring
Flower, 259; Coventry Chrys.,

80 ; Croydon Natural History,

15; Croydon and District Hort.,

306, 340; Debating, 16, 31, 47,

155, 177, 227, 275, 306, 339, 340,

426 ; Derbyshire Gardeners',

275 ; Devon Daffodil and Spring
Flower, 260 ; Dumfries and Dis-

trict Horticultural, 47 ; Dumfries
and Galloway Gardeners', 31,

155, 177, 306 ; Edinburgh Botani-
cal, 15, 155, 406 ; Egham District

Gardeners', 16, 177; English
Forestry, 26; Finchley Chrys.,
252 ; Glasgow Seed and Nursery
Trade, 10 ; Gloucester Rose and
Sweet Pea, 78; Haywards Heath
Hort., 9; Highland and Agricul-
tural, 59; Highgate Chrys., 285;
Horticultural Club, 25, 62, 91,

118, 171, 209, 274, 301, 337, ^54 ;

Horticultural Trades' Assn., 353,
385 ; Kent. Surrey, and Sussex
Daffodil, 291; Kilmarnock and
District Gardeners', 155, 276

;

Kingsbridge Daffodil, 306

;

Hunts Spring Flower, 291 ; Kew
Guild (annual meeting arid din-

ner), 386; Leamington County
Flower, 171 ; Linnean, 15, 98, 176,

366; Liverpool Hort., 98, 155,

259 ; London Natural History, 40

;

Manchester and North of Eng-
land Orchid, 31, 98, 176, 193, 242,

275, 339, 405, 459 ; Midland Daffo-

dil, 304 ; National Auricula and
Primula (Southern Section), 270,

290; National Chrysanthemum,
62, 97, 137. 171, 187, 331,

440 (annual meeting) ; National
Carnation and Picotee, 149

;

National Dahlia, 155, 164, 333;
National Federation of Fruit and
Potato Trades, 131, 154;
National Fruit Growers' Fede-
ration, 91 ; National Hardy
Plant, 424; National Hort. of

France, 285 ; National Rose, 13,

270, 302, 455; National Sweet
Pea, 290, 316; National Tulip,

366 ; National Viola and Pansy,

40, 400; North of England Hort.,

207, 224, 239, 256, 322; N. of

Scotland Hort. and Arboricultural

306 ; Perpetual-flowering Carna-

tion, 40, 270, 333, 339, 387; Ply-

mouth and District Gardeners',

177; Pomoiogique de France, 220 ;

Reading Gardeners, 155, 177, 275,

339 ; Royal, 171 ; Royal Botanic,

401, 422 ; Royal Caledonian Hort.,

62, 270, 323 ;*Royal Counties Agri-

cultural, 318. 444; Royal Dublin,

210; Royal Hort., 44, 62, 76, 96

(Report of the Council 1913) ;

112 (Annual Meet.) ; 137, 152, 176,

190, 208, 224, 242, 257,

273, 287, 301, 319. 337, 383, 402,

420, 423, 442, 457 ; Roval Horti-

cultural of Victoria, 425; R.H.S.

Gardens Club, 440; Royal
Meteorological, 137, 187, 260, 270,

421, 424; Royal Oxfordshire

Hort., 80; Royal Scottish Arbori-

cultural, 398 ; Royal National

Tulip, 301 ; St. Petersburg Im- :

perial Horticultural, 404 ; Scot-

tish Hort., 80, 119, 193, 291, 339,

399, 425; Scottish Southern
Counties Gardeners', 9 ; Shrop-

shire Hort., 242; Societe Fran-

eaise d'Horticulture de Londres,

323; Societe Nationale d'Horti-

culture de France, 9 ; Somerset
County Agricultural, 406; South-

ampton and District Gardeners,

155, 340; Southampton Hort.,

80; St. Germans Hort., 137; Sur-

veyors' Institution, 132, 171,

252, 301 ; Torquay District Gar-

deners', 291 ; United Horticul-

tural Benefit and Provident, 62,

137, 275, 339, 425 ; Wargrave and
District Gardeners', 155, 224. 306.

340 ; Watford Horticultural, 47,

155, 339, 340: Women's National

Agric. and Hort. (U.S.A.), 270;

York Florists', 73; Yorkshire

Gala, 445
Societies, amalgamation of two hor-

ticultural, 205 ;
grants to horticul-

tural, 272; the premier horticul-

tural, 94

Soil and plant, relationship of, 165

Soils : for Carnations, 188 ; physico-

chemical properties of, 220 ;

sterilising, by steam, 120

Soil-tiller, a new, 420
Somersham, fruit crops in, 430
Southern Italy, notes from, 280, 306
Sowing wild Oats, 301
Soya Beans, milk from. 286
Species, the origin of, by crossing,

149 ; the riddle of, 148
Spiraea Sargentiana, 373 ; S. arborea

var. grandis, 373
Spray fluid, a new, 286
Spraying for Apple-sucker, 349
Spraying, the forlorn hope of, 310
Spring Eoray in the Forest of Dean,
380

Spring gardening, 298
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Stanton Hall, Derbyshire, Oranges
and Lemons at, 86

Stapelia Leendertziae, 421
State afforestation, 284
Stock for Roses, a rust-proof, 380
Stocks, winter-flowering, 233, 286
Storage, cold, of flowers, 400
Stransvaesia Davidiana var. undu-

lata, 373
Strawberry : history of the, 309

;

the garden, 186
Strawberries, ever-bearing, 238
Streptooarpus cyaneus, 31
Styrax Wilsonii, 373
Sugar and cotton crops, 149
Sulphate of ammonia, the produc-

tion of, 57
Sulphur as a fertiliser, 111
Summer bedding, Fuchsias for, 327
Sunflowers, insect visitors to, 318
Sutton, Mr. Leonard, gift by,' 73.

'

Sutton, Mr. M. J., estate of, 91
Swift Moth, the common, 421
Swiss National Park, 285
Symphoricarpus racemosus var. lae-

vigatus, 122
Syston Hall, Wistaria, at, 401

Taille Lofette, la:, 249, "318

Tax on trees. 173, 188
Tender climbers in Devon, 295
Tetracentron sinense, 345
Thermometer, a horizontal, 139
Thiedavia root-rot of Violets, 353
Thomas, H. H. (The Hose' Book),

"Thomson" Challenge Trophy.
the, 253 ' •

'

Thrips, a trap for, 238
Thunderstorm, damage by a, 456
Tigridias, 132 '

Timber, a new source of Oak, jf<3,

249 ; for clog soles, 4, 61
Tobacco, British-grown, 9,~ 399
Todd. Mr. Matthew, presentation

to, 253 ~ : '-' '

Todea superba, 196
Tomato-growing in Ceylon, J 32
Tomato-leaf disease, 42
Trabut, Dr. Louis, 455
Trade banquet at Leicester, 131
Trade notes, 195, 139, 211
Trade, the, and the R.H.S. shows,

149
Transpiration in light and dark-

ness, 8

Tree-felling, unskilful, 57
Tree-planting in Edinburgh streets,

59
Trees and shrubs," 12, 27, 67, 121,

182, 255, 281, 336, 344, 345, 372,

413 ; lecture on, 210
Trees on farms, 204
Trees, preparing, for the Panama

Pacific exhibition, 237 ; tax on,.

173, 188 ; the thirstiness of,. 168
Tricuspidaria dependens, 25 ; T

lameeolata, . 75, 206
Tricyrtis stolonifera, 421 -; hardiness

of, 456
Triggs, H. Tnigo (Garden , Craft in

Europe), 53
Tritonia crocata, 422
Tropaeolum, a fascjated, 133
Tropaeolum peregrinum, the pro-

duction of hairs on, 10
Truffaut, M. Albert, honour for,

58, 171
Tuck, Mr. Jesse, presentation to_, 41
Tulipa Kaufmanniana coccinea,

216; T. Lownei, 216
Tulips, notes on, 216
Tulips for forcing, four good
double, 239; the nomenclature of,

454
Tulip Tree, a stately, 255

U

United States, Hops in, 415 ;
pro-

hibition of plants by post in, 205
Urn, a cinerary, 150
Ustilago Vaillantii, the Hvacinth
Smut, 253 .

Variability, non-inheritable, 173

Vegetation and radio-activity, 378
Vegetable mortality, bills of, 221
Vegetables, notes on, 59, 165, 216,

264, 397 ; raising seedling, 254

Veitch and Sons' nursery, Messrs.

James, sale at, 73, 94, 398
Vench, Sir Harry J., dinner to, 385
Vernet-les-Bains, horticultural exhi-

mtion at, 205
Veronicas, disease of, 335
"Viburnum Davidii, 373; V. foeti-

dum, 373; V. propinquum, 373;
V. theiferum, 373

Vinery, planting a new, 280
Vines, 244; mealy bug on, 14, 94,

106, 135, 349
Vines, S. H. and G. Claridge Druce

• (An Account of the Morisonian
Herbarium), 265

Viola Walter Welsh, 149
Violas, yellow, 174
Violets, thielavia root-rot of, 353
Vitis armata var. cyanocarpa, 373;

V. himilayana var. rubrifolia,

373 ; V. Thunbergii, 421

W
Waby, Mr. J. F.,'the retirement of,

301
Walker

;
Mr. Robert, appointment

of, 272
Warren House. Stanmore, Orchids

at, 450
Wasps : 105. 302, 318, 423, 435
Watercress, culture of, 281
Watering garden plants and lawns,
434

Weevils, 408
Westfield, Woking, Orchids at, 87;

sale of Orchids at, 252
West Indies, Lime cultivation in

. the, 25
Westminster Hall, the timber-roof

of, 298

Wigtownshire garden, tender plants
in a, 142

Wild flowers, the preservation of,

26, 76, 95, 135
Williams, Mr. Wm., appointment

of, 379
Willingham, fruit crops in, 430
Wiilow weevil, the variegated, 27
Wilson, Ernest Henry (A Natural-

ist in Western China), 1

Wimbledon, new park for, 57, 91
Winter-flowering Begonia, a new,

379
Winter-spraying with nitrates, 333
Wisbech district, fruit crops in the,

429
Wisley, in winter, 95; notes from,

206, 272, 432 ; plants in bloom at,
206, 432; proposed developments
at, 74; the rock garden at, 229

Wistaria at Syston Hall, 401
Wolfe-Barry studentship in econo-
mic entomology, Sir, 187

Women gardeners ' in France, 221.
400

Women's Horticultural and Agricul-
tural Association in America, 270

Wood lice anil ants, 195
Wood pigeons and crops, 92
World's corn crops, the, 379
Worshipful Company of Gardeners.

220" •
'

Wiirttemberg .and France, Fruit
crops in, 421

Xylosma racemosum var. pubes-
cens, 345

Yellow Roses, the source of, 343,
375 435

Yorkshire Gala, 353, 445
Yorkshire Rhubarb harvest, the,

248

SUPPLEMENTARY ILLUSTRATIONS.
Balls Park, Hertfordshire (March 21)

•Begonia " Eclipse " (June 27)

Belvqir Castle, spring flowers at (May 2)

*C'rinu.m Powellii (June 13)

"Cyprtpedidm Maudiae (April 11)

*Dahi,ia " Skerryvore " (March 14) r

•Dahlia " Tuskar " (May 23)

Holly Hill, Buckinghamshire, Ddtch Garden and Rosary at (May 16)

Tmpatiens Herzogii (January 24)

Japan, Gardens of (January 31)

'Japanese Garden exhibited at the Chelsea International Exhibit
tion (March 28)

*Ku,lUA latifolia (May 30)

Leonardslee, Horsham (February 14J

"Lupinus arboreus, in the R.H.S. Gardens, Wisley (February 7)

'Nepenthes Sir W. T. Thiselton-Dyer and N. ventricosa (May 8l

Penrhyn Castle, Carnarvonshire (January 17)

* Pergola Exhibited at the Chelsea International Horticultural

Exhibition (April 25)

•PhileSia buxifolia (June 6)

Rhododendron Schlippenbachti (January 3)

Rockery in the Royal Horticultural Society's Gardens, Wisley
(April 4)

* Tioridia Pavonia, varieties of (February 21)

* Tricuspidaria dependens (Crinodendron Hookerianum) (January 10)

* Coloured Plates.

{For List of General Illustrations in the text see next page.)
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LIST OF ILLUSTRATIONS.

Acacia Baileyana, 263 ; A. decur-

rens var. dealbata, 262 ; A. H. L.

White, 264 ; fruiting spray of, 265
Achillea argentea growing at Kew,

169
Adiantum grossum, 372
Agathis vitiensis, foliage a-nd cone

of, 11

Anoplanthus coccineus, 401
Aquilegia flabiata nana alba, 320
Arbutus Menziesii at Bayford-
bury, Hertford, 182

Baker, Mr. John Gilbert, portrait

of, 40
Balls Park, Hertfordshire, view at,

206
Ballyfin House, borders of annuals

at, 313
Beale, Mr. Harold, portrait of, 323
Begonia Lady Carew, 373
Belvoir Castle, views in the gardens

at, 296, 297
Bignonia Tweediana, 403
Bomarea Banksii, 390
Brasso-Cattleya Shilliana, 354
Brick Tea carried to a Chinese
market by natives, 3

Brotherston, Mr. R. P., portrait
of, 6

Bulbophyllum Fletcherianum, 321

Calanthe Siebertiana, 28
Calceolaria Ballii, 102; C. "John
Innes," 433; C. Stewartii, 349

Campanula tomentosa Maud Lan-
dale, 359

Candytuft Little Prince, 312
Cattleya Percivaliama alba Lady

Holford, 10; C. Trianae, 344;
C. T. var. Hydra, with 96 flowers,

159; C. T. Mrs. Phillips, 136
Celmisia Munroi, 439
Ghaipman, Mr. H. G., portrait of, 7

Chelsea Show, exhibits at the, 360,

361, 362, 374, 381, 383, 384, 385,
386

Chrysanthemum inodorum, 232
Cirrhopetalum Mastersianum, 122
Clayton, Mr. Henry J., portrait of

the late, 120

Clematis Armandii, 259 ; 0. mon-
tana superba, 287 ; C. Sieboldii,

404 ; C. verrieriensis, 393
Collins Mr. W., portrait of the late,

15

Cook, Mr. C, portrait of, 6
Cordyline aaistralis and Tree
Ferns in a Wigtownshire garden,
142

Craigleigh, Toronto, 394; the Con-
servatory at, 395

Crataegus foetida growing in

Seneca Park, Rochester, 214
Crinum Powellii at Burford, Dork-

ing, 419
Croquet grounds, diagrams of, 428
Crump. Mr. W.

,
portrait of, 7

Cryptorhynchus lapathi (variegated
Willow Weevil), 27

Cupressus funebris, an avenue of,

at Chengtu, China, 1 ; C. sem-
pervirens, at Penrhyn Castle, 51

Cyclamen pseudibericum, 200
Cvmbidium Alexanderi Hamilton-
Smith's variety, 153 ; C. Schlegelii

punctatum, 50
Cynoglossum linifolium, a bed of,

5

Cypripedium Desdemona, 77; C.

Julian, 45; C. Pyramus, 114; C.
spectabile growing wild in

Canada, 327

Date Palms, 197, 198, 199
Daffodils and 6hrubs, an exhibit of,

285
Dendro'bium superbum Huttonii

Southfield variety, 247
Deutzia discolor var. elegantissima,
415

Dicksonia antarctica and Cordyline
australis in a Wigtownshire gar-

den, 142
Dierama pulcherrimum alba in a
Devon garden, 105

Downingia elegans, 84
Duhamel du Monceau, H. L., por-

trait of, 293

Electricity, the application of, to

plant culture, 245, 246, 271, 272
Eugenia Ugnii at Penrhyn, Castle,

52
Euphorbia biglandulosa, flowering

at Glasnevin Botanic garden, 209

Preesia excelsior, 152
Friar Park, Henley-on-Thames,

" Japanese " garden at, 74

Gordon, Mr. George, portrait of

the late, 448
Grieve, Mr. James, portraits of, 420

Harrow and gridiron methods of
sterilising soil, 120

Hippeastrum pratense, 431
Holland, map showing the reclama-

tion of land in, 123
Holly Hill, Buckinghamshire, view

in the garden at, 329

I

Impatiens grandiflora, 360; I.

Holstii, 59
Ipomaoa, monstrous flowers of, 112
Iris Cantab, 113 ; I. ehrysographes

X I. Douglasiana, 355 ; I. Dan ;

fordiae, 145 ; I. Douglasiana var.
Alpha, 392 ; I. florentina in Mr.
Bowles' garden, 20 ; I. Goldcrest,
370; I. histrio, 144; Iris, hybrid,
355; I. Iota, 424; I. Kashmir
White, 413 ; I. laevigata alba, 423

;

I. reticulata, 143; Iris, " Viola,"
434; I. Watsoniana, 391

"Japanese" gardens, at Pasa-
dena, in California, 66, 68

Japanese stone lanterns, 67

Keeble, Prof. F. W., portrait of,

187

Laelio-Cattleta Haroldiana, 356

;

L.-C. Medina excelsior, 371
Lavington Park, Sussex, 411; bor-

ders of annuals at, 412
Lawrence, Sir Trevor, portrait of

the late, 8
Leptosiphon aureus, 85

Lilium Parryi, 217; bulb of, 34; L.
testaceum, 33

Liriodendron tulipifera at Horsham
Park, 255

Lupinus arboreus Snow Queen, 91

M
Madresfield Court, bulbs in the

grass in, 184, 185
Mandarin Orange tree in fruit, 2
Map, showing reclamation of land

in Holland, 123
Meconopsis heterophylla in Mr.
Bowies' garden, 19

Metrosideros lucida, 450
Miltonia J. Gurney Fowler, 372
Myddelton House, Waltham Cross,

views in the gardens at, 17, 18,

19

N

Narcissus Crater, 279 ; N. Croesus,
278 ; N. Golden Sceptre, 279 ; N.
Leedsii seedling, 279; N. White
maximus, 280; N. Morven, 279;
N. Northern Queen, 191 ; N.
Scarlet Gem, 279

Nepenthes plant, showing habit, 317
Nycterinia selaginoides, 173

Odontioda Bradshawiae, 356 ; O.
Zenobia, 226

Odontoglossum amabile Ashlands
var., 69; 0. Colossus, 158; 0.

King Arthur, 456; 0. Sand-
huretianum, 76 ; O. Canary, 44

;

0. Lakinoe, 310 ; 0. Mirabeau
var. Mastiff, 289; O. Mogul, 295

Oncidioda Mauricii, 326
Orange fruiting in a vinery at

Stanton Hall, Derbyshire, 86
Orange tree. Mandarin, in fruit, 2
Osmanthus Delavayi, 269
Oxalis adenophylla, 400

Pachysandra procumbens, 335
Pelargonium transvaalense, 103
Penrhyn, Carnarvonshire, views at,

36, 37, 41, 42,53, 125
Peronospora grisea, a disease of

Veronica, 336
Phacelia campanularia. 173
Philageria Veitchii, 399
Polystichum angulare plumosum

ramulosissimum R. Bolton. 124;
P. muniturn und'ulatum. 451

Potatos, an exhibit of, 78
Primula malacoides, giant-flowered

form of, 180 ; P. secundiflora, 357

;

P. sinensis growing in China, 131

;

P. Winteri on a rockery, 238
Prunus Sargentii, 346

Rockery exhibited by Messrs.
Pipers, 222

Rheum officinale, a field of, in

flower, 328
Rhododendrons, exhibits of. 361, 382
Rhododendron moupinense, 153 ; R.

Searsiae, 334
Ribes laurifolium, 239
Rosea : Autumn Tints, 303 ; Princess
Mary, 303

Roses gathered in the garden in
December, 1913,

Sarcanthus robusitum, 21
Saxifraga Burseriana, 151 ; S. " Fal-
donside," 190

Sequoia gigantea struck by light-

ning, 441
Serlby Hall, Yorkshire, views in
the gardens at, 161, 162, 163

Silene alpestris grandiflora fl. pi.,

442 ; S. pendula compacta, 174
Soil sterilising, the harrow and
gridiron methods of, 120
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CHRONICA WILSONII.

IF
we except Charles Maries, who did a

certain amount of collecting in the

Flowery Kingdom for Veitch more
than thirty years ago, " Chinese " Wil-

son is the pioneer of the race of profes-

sional collectors which has sprung into

existence of recent years, and has

taken over the work of the Lazarist

David, and other missionaries and
distinguished amateurs who have done
such splendid botanical work in China,
and whose names are household words
to all interested in the subject. With
a good start of all competitors, Wilson
has already introduced to cultivation

a considerable proportion of the trees,

shrubs and plants he came across in

the tangled mass of mountain and
forest, ravine and river, which seems so

largely to constitute the western part of
China ; and though neither a Hooker nor
Henry in experience or command of pen,
this account* of his wanderings is the most
readable that botanists and gardeners have
had about a country which, thanks in
no small measure to the author's own dis-

coveries, has become of prime importance
to them.

Though in all probability no one but

• A Ifaturalltt in Western China. I'.v Ernest Henn
" tlaon. J v,.is. (Methuen. 80s. net i

himself is yet in a position even remotely
to gauge the extent of Wilson's work in

China, every year that goes by adds to our
realisation of the importance of it; east,

west, north, and south one can find hardly
a garden in Britain in which there is not
already some evidence of his first two ex-

peditions.

In the nature of things a long time
must elapse before we are able to appraise
Wilson's introductions in the way of

Chinese trees and shrubs at their true
value; and though, as is inevitable, a pro-

portion of these will have but little in-

terest for us, aesthetic or economic, it

seems likely that his discoveries mav exer-

Tom Tiddler's ground which lies between:
China and Thibet. Beyond that he has=

followed the course of the Yangtse and its

great tributary, the Min River, for over-

a thousand miles westward of Ichang,
and yet a glance at the excellent map-
with which the book is provided shows,
that he has only scratched the country
as yet.

Of late years the tendency of expert,
opinion has been to regard the Western,
Chinese flora as allied to that of the East-
ern Himalaya, and as a result of the ex-
perience gained during his first two ex-
peditions, Wilson saw no reason to ques-
tion the accuracy of the generally accepted*

.

' -AVENUE OF CUPRESSUS Fl IEBBIS M CHAOCHUCH TKMPLK, CHKXGTU..

(From .1 Naturalist in Western China.)

cise a decided influence on arboriculture
in Great Britain.

Wilson's first expedition, undertaken
for Veitch, began in 1899, and lasted
till 1902 ; a second journey for the
same firm was begun in 1903. After four
years lie set out again, this time in the in-

terests of Harvard University, and 1910
saw him once more in China on behalf of

the same Institution. Apart from his re-

searches into the flora of Yunnan, as to

which the book is disappointingly silent,

Wilson's wanderings covered a consider-
able tract of remote and botanically
virgin ground in North-west Hupeh. a

huge slice i.i' S'.'cliuan, and much of that

view ; indeed, he placed it on record at
the time that in his judgment the flora

of Western Szechuan could only be com.-

pared to that of the Sikkim Himalaya.
Further acquaintance with the country

-•in rally has evidently led our author lo-

modify the opinion he first held, for he
now advances anew the interesting theory

—originally conceived by Asa Gray—that

the alliance is rather with the flora of
Eastern North America. While admitting

a considerable affinity between the Hima-
layan and Chinese flora, as to which there

can surely be little doubt, Wilson adduces
a certain amount of evidence in support

of his own conclusions, while some colour-
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is lent to the theory by the comparison

Prof. Sargent makes, in the introduction,

between the flora of Eastern North
America and China. Prof. Sargent points

out that the comparison cannot be re-

garded as conclusive, and it will no doubt

be well to keep am open mind on the sub-

ject till further research into the flora

of the country, stretching for several

hundred miles, between the Eastern

Himalaya and Western China proper re-

veals the relation of it to the flora of its

eastern and western neighbours. Wil-

son considers the Chinese flora the rich-

est of the temperate regions of the world,

and as he is in a better position to judge

from 35 to 60 feet in height, and the

largest is 6 feet in girth. . . . The dis-

tinctive beauty of Davidia is in the two
snow-white connate bracts which subtend

the flower proper. These are always un-

equal in size, the larger usually 6 inches

long and 3 inches broad, the smaller 3^
inches by 2^ inches. ... At first

greenish, they become pure white as the

flowers mature and change to brown with

age. The flowers and their attendant

bracts are pendulous on fairly long stalks,

and when stirred by the slightest breeze

resemble huge butterflies hovering
amongst the trees. The bracts are some-

what boat-shaped and flimsy in texture.

Fig. 2.

—

a mandarin orange tree in fruit.

(From A Naturalist in Western China.)

than most, one may be content to accept

his view; moreover, gardeners will rejoice

to know that he is confident a great part
of the Chinese flora is suitable for cultiva-

tion in temperate regions.

Much of the space in a book of this

nature is necessarily absorbed by the mere
enumeration of the flora met with, but in
the volumes before us such catalogues are
robbed of any suspicion of aridity, be-
cause of the illuminating observations the
author makes on the specimens con-
cerned. Take, for instance, his ac-

count of a clump of Davidia opposite
which he pitched his camp one evening :

" There are over a score of them growing
on a steep, rocky declivity; they vary

and the leaves often hide them consider-

ably ; but so freely are they borne that

the tree looks from a short distance as if

flecked with snow. ... To my mind,
Davidia involucrata is at once the most
interesting and beautiful of all trees of

the north temperate regions."

Wilson gives the Rhododendron pride
of place, and as he knows of 160 species

and has himself introduced no fewer than
sixty to cultivation, the genus is clearly

entitled to the distinction. The species

range from tiny small-leaved Alpines,

growing at about 15,000 feet, and with
one or two of which British gardeners are
beginning to make acquaintance, to huge
old bushes 40 feet high and more: "The

gorgeous beauty of their flowers defies de-

scription. They were there in thousands
and hundreds of thousands, all clad with
a wreath of blossom that almost hid the

foliage. Some flowers were crimson, some
bright red, some flesh coloured, some sil-

very pink, some yellow and others pure
white. The huge rugged stems, gnarled
and twisted into every conceivable shape,

are draped with pendant mosses and
lichens. How the Rhododendrons find

foothold on these wild crags and cliffs is a

marvel. Many grow on the fallen trunks
of Silver Fir, and some are epiphytic;

beneath them Sphagnum-moss luxuriates.

... On bare, exposed cliffs I gathered
two diminutive species, each only a few
inches tall, one with deep purple and the

other with pale-yellow flowers."

In this book the association of lime-

stone with Rhododendron is so insistent

as almost to compel the conclusion that

we are reading of a race of lime-tolerant

Rhododendron, but this is too much to

hope for.

Trees have their full share of the book,

and the arboriculturist will envy the man
who has feasted his eye on Ailanthus Vil-

moriniana 150 feet high and 20 feet round,

and the Tulip tree—dear to the heart of

the Frenchmen who fashion the bird-like

bodies of monoplanes—70 feet high, to

mention two only at random out of a long

catalogue of species, many of them new
to the western world.

On the reverse of the picture one sees

the remains of dense forests of Abies

Delavayi (the Cold Fir of the Chinese),

many of the trees giants of 150 feet,

cut down by ruthless hands and still

prone where they fell, great Rhodo-
dendron bushes feeding on the rotting

trunks.

In all directions, apparently, wanton
destruction of forests is proceeding apace,

and Wilson considers that if things are

allowed to go on in this fashion there

will not be an acre of accessible virgin

forest left in all Central, Southern or

Western China in fifty years' time.

He lays the blame for this deplorable
state of affairs largely at the door of the
charcoal burners and makers of potash
salts.

In the book will be found many pages
bearing on sport, agriculture, manufac-
tures, the manners and customs of the

Chinese and Thibetans, and other matters
of interest to the general reader, but not
coming within the province of this review.

Thev exhibit that power of observation
which is one of the attributes of the com-
plete traveller.

Realising that the book is for general
reading and not for his special delecta-

tion, even the hypercritical botanist will

find little to carp at in so much of it as

concerns him. Here and there a trifling

misprint creeps in, while now and again
the interest is allowed to flag. The index
is conceived on far too narrow lines—one
may even search in vain for mention of

the Tangtse River—but, all said and
done, it is a plain, unvarnished tale by a

man of whom all Englishmen interested in

horticulture or forestry have reason to be
proud. A. Grove.
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NOVELTIES OF 1913.

OECHIDS.
A review of the novelties of the past

year in the light of the only known test,

namely, the certificated plants at the

Royal Horticultural Society's shows,

brings prominently to the mind the fact

that the great number of new Orchids
presented for public inspection has been
made up almost entirely of garden-

raised hybrids. So much are the hopes

and expectations of cultivators now based
upon the superior novelties to be raised

by cross-breeding that the efforts of both
nurserymen and amateurs are largely

concentrated upon the raising of seedlings.

Nevertheless it has to be pointed out that

the fact that numberless seedlings are

raised each year is not necessarily a
guarantee that abundant novelties of

high quality will be forthcoming. In
earlier days, when true species were more
commonly used in crossing, better results

were obtained in proportion to the num-
ber of crosses made, and greater uni-

formity prevailed in the character of the

seedlings. Now-a-days, high-bred hybrids
are more often used for crossing, and the
seedlings from such parents exhibit in-

creased variation and not infrequently a

proneness to degeneration. The saving
point is that in batches of quite an ordin-

ary character exceptionally valuable seed-

liugs appear unexpectedly and, as dia-

monds discovered in valueless deposits,

they help to compensate for much
spade work that fails to yield satis-

factory results. Notwithstanding the

large number of Orchid cultivators, the

names of those who succeed in winning
Awards at the exhibitions do not vary
greatly from year to year, and most of

the awards are secured by quite a limited

number of growers. The work of the

R.H.S. Committee continues to increase.

But it cannot be said that it does not
exercise the most careful discrimination

in making its awards. In spite of the

very large number of subjects dealt with
during the past year, including those pre-

sented at the great shows at Chelsea and
Holland Park, only thirty-seven secured
First-class Certificates and one hundred
and six Awards of Merit. Of these
awards some were afterwards cancelled
owing to the fact that no coloured draw
ings were forthcoming for the Society's

collection.

Lieut. -Col. Sir Geo. L. Holford,
K.C.V.O., Westonbirt, Tetbury (gr. Mr.
H. G. Alexander), who has gained the
highest number of awards, exhibited some
of the best novelties, and the specimens
presented for inspection have invariably
borne the evidence of perfect cultivation,

as is shown by the large number of cul-

tural commendations awarded to Mr.
H. G. Alexander. Those which won
First-class Certificates were as follows:—
Odontoglossum Pescatorei Lady Hol-
ford, the best and largest typical

form
; the finely-coloured Laelio-Cattleya

Iuminosa " Holford's variety"; L.-C.

Britannia "Westonbirt variety"; the

fine pale yellow Brasso-Cattleya heaton-

ensis Canary ; Cypripedium Roundhead

(a model flower), and, at the last

meeting of the year, the charming white
Cattleya Percivaliana alba Lady Holford
(see fig. 5, p. 10). Awards of Merit were
gained for Cattleya Leda, a pretty hybrid
between C. Percivaliana and C. Dowiana
aurea; C. Trianae Colossal, a large

flower of the best type; C. Magnet;
Odontoglossum Vivien; O. amabile
Zeus; O. illustrissimum "Westonbirt
variety"; O. crispum xanthotes "Weston-
birt variety " ; Odontioda Cooksoniae
" Holford's variety " ; Oncidium vari-

cosum " Westonbirt variety," the largest
form of this useful yellow Orchid ; Cypri-
pedium Cyclops, and C. Olympus, both

worthy to rank with the other remark-
able O. Pescatorei at The Dell, O. P.
Schroderianum and O. P. Veitchianum

;

O. ardentissimum Ebor, and the noble
O. Othmarschen shown at Chelsea;
Cattleya Trianae The Baron; C.
Maggie Raphael "The Dell variety," two
charming flowers ; and Brasso-Laelio-
Cattleya The Baroness, in shape and tint

the best yellow hybrid of the year. The
plants which received Awards of Merit
were Odontoglossum crispum The
Baroness, a noble flower, splendidly
grown ; Brasso-Laelio-Cattleya Veitchii
" The Dell variety " ; and Cattleya Gas-
kellhtna Fairy Queen.

Fig. 3.

—

natives carrying brick tea to the market.

(See " Chronica Wilsonii," p. 1.)

large and of fine shape ; Laelio-Cattleya

Ganymede " Holford's variety " ; and

L.-C. Armada.
Baron Bruno Schroder, The Dell,

Englefield Green (gr. Mr. J. E. Shill), by

the number of good plants shown during

1913 has demonstrated that the Dell

collection is one of the finest in Europe.

Great improvements have been made
under Mr. Shill's superintendence, and

in consequence of the benefit bestowed by

the newly-constructed block of Orchid

houses the output of seedlings will be

increased. The best plants, for which
First-class Certificates were obtained,

were:—Odontoglossum Pescatorei San-

derae, the fine spotted form, well

The late Sir Trevor Lawrence, Bur-

ford (gr. Mr. W. H. White), was a fre-

quent exhibitor of Orchids at the Royal

Horticultural Society's meetings, his

plants securing for his Orchid-grower a

large number of Cultural Commenda-
tions, one of the most honourable awards.

The Burford collection is rich in rare and

curious species ; and one great attraction

at the meetings of the Royal Horticultural

Society were the curious and pretty so-

called "botanicals," but sfhee the award

of the Botanical Certificate has been trans-

ferred from the Orchid to the Scientific

Committee there has been a great falling

off in such exhibits; so much so, that a

return to the old order of things in this
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matter may seem desirable. Two of the

best of the Burford plants were Laelio-

•Cattleya Fascinator-Mossiae and Odonto-

glossum Lairessei, and these secured

Awards of Merit.

Pantia Ralli, Esq., Ashtead Park,

Surrey, takes a great interest in choice

varieties of particular crosses. His best

-exhibits of the past year were Brasso-

Cattleya Menda (B.-C. Queen Alexandra

x C. labiata Virginia), which secured a

First-class Certificate on February 18

;

MiltoniaCharlesworthii " Ralli's variety" ;

Cattleya Empress Frederick var. Avia

Clifton ; Odontoglossum Crawshayanum
superbum ; Oncidioda Cooksoniae and

Odontioda Cooksoniae, both distinguished

as Ralli's variety, and both securing

Awards of Merit.

J. Gurney Fowler, Esq., Bracken-

hurst, Pembury, Tunbridge Wells (gr.

Mr. J. Davis), although much occupied by

transferring his fine collection from

the old quarters at Glebelands, South

Woodford, has shown some choice novel-

ties during the year. A large number ob-

tained First-class Certificates, e.g., Cym-
bidium Alexanderi "Fowler's variety," a

very handsome cream-white flower with

rose markings ; Miltonioda Harwoodii

"Fowler's variety," of a deep cerise-rose

colour; Odontoglossum Amethyst "Glebe-

lands variety," and Odontonia Brugensis

Eileen, very showy hybrids. Cymbidium
glebelandense var. J. Davis, a most pro-

fuse fiowerer, and very pretty, received

an Award of Merit.

C. J. Phillips, Esq., The Glebe,

;Sevenoaks (gr. Mr. Bucknell), a com-
paratively new cultivator, is keenly in-

terested in Orchid hybridisation. Mr.
.Phillips never shows an indifferent

;plant, and those which fail to secure

awards do so generally because they are

too near to a plant previously certifi-

cated. In these tests the Royal Horti-

cultural Society's two thousand odd pic-

tures of Certificated plants are of the

highest value. His best plants were
Cattleya Adula "Glebe variety" (F.C.C.,

October 7), Odontioda Madeline var.

Prince of Orange, Odontoglossum aman-
dum, Cattleya graniris, and Laelio-

Cattleya Mrs. Temple, which secured

Awards of Merit.

Sir Jeremiah Colman, Gatton Park
,(gr. Mr. J. Collier), received First-class

•Certificates for Cymbidium Lady Col-

man var. Golden Queen, a bright and
'floriferous hybrid ; Odontoglossum Queen
of Gatton (which is the best yellow

ground hybrid Odontoglossum in its sec-

tion, especially in its perfect shape) ; and
."Laelio-Cattleya Frederick Boyle " Gatton
-variety." An Award of Merit was ob-

tained for the delicate blush-white
Dendrobium bigibbum Lady Colman,
which many would prefer to the others.

The Duke of Marlborough, Blenheim
"Palace (gr. Mr. Hunter), showed several

.pretty new Cypripediums. C. Iona(bella-
talum x Fairrieanum) secured an Award
of Merit, a similar award being voted for

Laclio - Cattleya Olenus "Blenheim
variety," which is one of the richest in

colour in its class.

F. M. Ogilvie, Esq., The Shrubbery,

Oxford (gr. Mr. Balmforth), has in his

Brasso-Cattleya CJiftonii magnifica, for

which a First-class Certificate was given

on March 18, one of the best plants of

the year. Cattleya Tityus " Shrubbery

variety" and Cypripedium Minnie var.

Amazon, also from the Shrubbery collec-

tion, secured Awards of Merit.

H. S. Goodson, Esq., Fairlawn, Put-

ney (gr. Mr. G. E. Day), seldom lets a

meeting pass without sending something.

His Brasso-Cattleya Vilmoriniana " Good-

son's variety " (F.C.C.), Odontioda Latona
" Goodson's variety," a fine scarlet flower ;

Odontoglossum George Day (a Rossii

rubescens cross), and O. Aireworth
"Goodson's variety," all received Awards
of Merit.

De Barri Crawshay, Esq., Rosefield,

Sevenoaks (gr. Mr. Stables), whose
familiarity with Odontoglossums is well

known, has flowered some good novelties

during the past year. His O. Queen
Alexandra Theodora (A.M., July 29), is a

distinct advance on other products of this

famous cross raised by him, whilst O.

Cleopatra " Rosefield variety " received

an Award of Merit at the meeting held on

December 16.

E. H. Davidson, Esq., Orchid Dene,

Twyford, has now a large number of rare

Orchids selected for cross-breeding, and

a fine stock of seedlings raised by his

Orchid-grower, Mr. Lakin. Among the

many excellent exhibits which secured

awards are the new scarlet Habenaria
Roebelenii,Sophro-Cattleya Saxa "Orchid

Dene variety," of a delicate salmon-rose

colour ; the white-petalled Cattleya

Cybele, Odontioda Thwaitesii Purple Em-
peror, Odontoglossum Aireworth " Orchid

Dene variety," and the richly-coloured

Laelio-Cattleya Wellesleyi var. Flam-
beau. He has also shown a number of

Odontoglossum Rossii rubescens crosses.

W. R. Lee, Esq., Plumpton Hall, Hey-

wood, Lancashire, keeps the Manchester

area in touch with Westminster by fre-

quently sending exhibits. His Brasso-

Laelio-Cattleya King Emperor, which

secured a First-class Certificate on

April 15, is one of the largest and best-

coloured of the B. Digbyana crosses;

and his Cypripedium Queen Alexandra,

C. Goliath, and C. Alcinida var. Strelsa,

which received Awards of Merit, are

among the best shown during the past

year.

Other amateur's exhibits which deserve

mention are Odontioda Mossiae and Mil-

tonioda Harwoodii "Moss' variety," of

the late J. S. Moss, an enthusiast in

Odontoglossums; and Laelio-Cattleya

Dominiana " Southfield variety" (F.C.C.,

April 1). Cattleya Hardyana Mrs. W.
Waters Butler secured an Award of Merit,

which is evidence of its distinct charac-

ter, as it had to compete with a long list

of forerunners. The two last were from
W. Waters Butler, Esq., Southfield,

Edgbaston (gr. Mr. Jones). Odontoglossum
crispum " Cobb's variety " was shown by
Mr. Walter Cobb; 0. eximium " Warn-
ham Court variety " by Mr. C. J. Lucas;
and some showy hybrid Odontoglossums

by William Thompson, Esq. In our list

of novelties seen in flower but not yet

certificated, various promising hybrids

came from F. J. Hanbury, Esq. (gr. Mr.
Matthews), W. H. St. Quintin, Esq.

(gr. Mr. Puddle), Ernest Mocatta, Esq.

(gr. Mr. Stevenson), Mrs. Bischoffsheim
(Orchid-grower, Mr. Jones), Mrs. Nor-
man Cookson (gr. Mr. H. J. Chapman),
H. T. Pitt, Esq. (gr. Mr. Thurgood), G.

F. Moore, Esq., and R. G. Thwaites,
Esq.

Continental Exhibits.

These have not been plentiful during

the past year, probably owing to the

numerous exhibitions held on the Con-
tinent. Monsieur Firmin Lambeau,
Brussels (gr. M. Demeuter), the leader of

modern Orchid culture in Belgium, occa-

sionally sends a few plants, and these are

always of fine quality. Those shown last

year were sent only in the winter and
soring, the best being Cattleya Enid var.

F. Lambeau (Mossiae Reineckiana x War-
scewiczii Frau Melanie Beyrodt), a charm-
ing white-petalled flower, which received

a First-class Certificate ; Odontonia Fir-

mi nii (M. vexillaria x O. crispum), a

very interesting cross ; Laelio-Cattleya

Firminii var. ardens, a brilliant orange-

red and purple colour ; and Cattleya in-

tertexta Juliettae, a pretty new form of

an old Veitchian hybrid. These received

Awards of Merit.

Monsieur H. Graire, of Amiens, has
shown some very pretty crosses of

Odontoglossum nebulosum and Odon-
tiodas, several of which received Awards.

(To be continued.)

FORESTRY.

TIMBER FOR CLOG SOLES.

Clog-making is a time-honoured industry

of this country, for we learn that in 1200

the English archers petitioned the King to pro-

hibit clog-makers using Aspen, or there would be

a shortage of that wood for their bows and
arrows. The best wood for the manufacture of

clog soles is that of the Alder, though for in-

ferior wear the timber of the Birch, Sycamore,

Willow and Lime is occasionally used.

For ease in working, clean trees of from
• thirty to fifty years old are preferred, and such

as are gitiwn in close woodlands are superior to

those from field and hedgerow. The price of

Alder timber varies a good deal, according to the

district and situation of the plantation where the

trees are felled, but about 9d. per cubic foot

would be a fair average. On an estate in Wales
from which large quantities are annually cut the

fixed price is lOd. ; but in other parts of the

country it may be as low as 7d. or 8d. per foot.

If the roads are good, it matters but little the

distance from the railway station of the planta-

tion in which the trees are felled, for as a rule

thf clog soles are cut out roughly and sent for

finishing in the larger centres of industry where

clogs are worn. The cost of carriage of the

timber in the rough is thus avoided, the roughly

formed soles being carted to and despatched from

the nearest rail or dock

During the past six months many consignments

of clog soles in the rough have been sent from

the Bridewell and other estates to the northern

parts of the country, in the factories of which

the finished shape is given to the sole and the
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leather tops attached. It is estimated that fully

seven thousand men are .employed in the clog-

making industry. The making of the soles is

an art which can only be successfully engaged

in after years of practical experience, and the

clog-maker likes his outdoor life and works
with an ease and grace that is surprising,

and unequalled in any other branch of timber

conversion by hand. His tool resembles a stout

scythe blade which is worked on a swivel joint,

attached to a beach or form about a yard long

and a couple of feet in height. One end of the

knife is fitted with a handle for ease in manipu-
lation, while the other is securely fixed between
iron uprights to the bench, which affords room
for plenty of play. It is surprising how, with a

few dexterous and well-directed movements of

the knife, the roughly-split block of Alder wood
is converted into the clog sole. We have seen

an expert clog-maker turn out twenty pairs of

• these soles in an hour. Generally, permission is

given to make the clog soles in a convenient open-

ing of woodland, where the timber has been
felled, this resulting in a great saving of

carriage, a tarpaulin-covered shed being erected

and heated by the chippings from the clog soles.

Nothing is wasted by the clog-maker, the refuse,

chips being readily sold as firewood in the neigh-

bourhood at 3d. or 4d. a sackful.

It may seem surprising, but the best Alder

—

the cleanest and easiest of manipulation—comes
from Germany, and this foreign wood is pre-

ferred to what is produced at home. But the

German Government has for many years been

planting Alder in the State forests, and a pro-

fitable speculation it is when we consider that

tho wood is ready for making into clog soles

when twenty years planted and that from 5d.

upwards per cubic foot can be obtained for the

timber. Cheap German clogs are, however, also

sent to this country, the soles being made of

inferior and more porous wood than the Alder,

but they are not in great demand and realise

only low prices on the market. In this country

the plantations of pure Alder are few and far

between, and we have mainly to rely on mixed
thinnings and isolated specimens, the timber of

which is usually rough and difficult to work.

Scotland produces the largest amount of timber
suitable for the clog-maker, followed by Ireland

and the South and West of England.
When we consider that the Alder alone is one

of our hardiest trees and, moreover, one that

will produce excellent timber in waterlogged

ground, where few other species could succeed,

it is surprising that so few plantations of the

tree are to be found, and that we are dependent
on foreign supplies for an industry which gives

remunerative employment to upwards of seven

thousand workmen. A. D. W.

ANNUALS.

For over thirty years I have been interested

in annuals, but it was only last summer I was
able for the first time to carry out an extensive

trial where I could observe the plants daily.

This may seem a strange statement for a seeds-

man to make, but I will explain. I made the

trial referred to at my private residence, and
that makes all the difference. On the seed farm
or in regular trial grounds work is a matter of

business routine, but at home one can examine
one's flowers morning, noon and night, on week-

days and on Sundays, solaced by a pipe or a

cigar, none daring to make one hurry over the

pleasant exercise.

In the autumn of 1912 I decided to make a

border for annuals out of land which had been
sown down to grass for five or six years. It

stretched alongside a path, and the size of the

border I decided upon was over 100 yards long

by 6 feet wide. I had it well manured and
bastard-trenched, leaving the surface quite rough

during the winter. I top-dressed the surface

just after digging with soot and lime, and it

was left undisturbed until March, when it was
pointed over with the digging-fork to the depth
of about 4 inches. This brought the surface

into friable condition and the treading tended
to settle and firm the soil. Again it was left

undisturbed till the beginning of May, when
it was rolled, and thereafter the surface was
worked as fine as possible with a rake. On the

5th and 6th of May the sowing was done, 330
varieties of annuals being sown. In ten days
many of the plants had appeared above ground,
notably Alyssums, Clarkias, Cyanus, Godetias,

Lupinus, Candytufts, Collinsias, Leptosiphons

and Virginian Stocks. It was well into June
before the Hibiscus, Nicotianas, Nemesias and
several of the Calliopsis appeared. Many half-

hardy sorts, such as Phlox Drummondii, Lobelia

and Portulaca, took three weeks to get above
ground.

In the border I arranged three rows of clumps,

the front row being of plants under 12 inches in

height, the centre row plants from 12 to 18

over it. Larger seeds had a covering spread on
carefully with the hand, and made level with the

edge of a 9-inch wooden label. Then every plot

was gone over and pressed rather firmly with a
smooth flat piece of board. This was done to-

ensure that every seed was in close contact with

the soil ; then after this was done the whole bed.

got the slightest touch with a fine rake to take-

away the flat-pressed appearance which I dislike,,

and also to make the surface more easily pene-

trated by rain. On the whole I got good germina-

tion, many of the varieties coming up like

Mustard and Cress for thickness ; but then,

began the process which more than any-

thing else accounted for the success I ob-

tained. The plants were ruthlessly thinned

—

not once or tw'ce, but just as often as was-

necessary—until I had arrived at the plan

laid down. For example, Candytufts and Poppy
plants stood 6 inches apart when the thinning,

process was completed. Strong-growing plants

like Kochia, many of the Chrysanthemums,
Larkspurs and Malopes, were so thinned as to>

Fig. 4.

—

cultivation of annuals.

(CyuoglOB8um liuifolium afttr thinning.)

inches, and the back row plants of over 18

inches in height. This arrangement did not

work out quite correctly because, as was to be

expected, many of the plants grew several inches

taller than expected.

To make regular and neat work I had oval

hoops made with which to mark out the spaces

for the different varieties. The hoops were

made of thin wood, which could be pressed into

the surface of the soil, and on removal left a

clear line, inside which the seeds were carefully

sown. The size of the hoops for marking out the

front row were 21 by 12 inches—21 inches long

by 12 inches across. The centre plots marked by

the same process were 24 by 16 inches, and the

back row ones for strong-growing plants, like

Chrysanthemums and Larkspurs, were 30 by 18

inches. The space left between the clumps was

equivalent to the width of the clump. The
method of covering may. I think, be referred

to with advantage. I had barrowloads of sifted

soil prepared. To cover the minute seeds like

Lobelia a dusting of this soil was applied to the

Lobelia plot by putting a handful or two of soil

into a fine sieve, £ inch mesh, and shaking it

leave only eight to a dozen plants in the large-

spaces 30 by 18 inches at the back of the

border. I might safely say that, as a rule,

plants in the front plots were thinned to 4 inches

apart, those in the centre plots to 6 inches, and
those in the large back plots to 9 inches. The
illustration in figure 4 shows a clump of Cyno-

glossum linifolium after the final thinning.

My object in writing these notes is to endeavour

to interest a wider public in annuals, which,

when well treated, are not the weedy things so

many people think they are. In some future

notes I hope to write more particularly of

varieties. W. Cuthbertson, Duddingston, Mid
Lothian. _^————-^^——————^-—
Pandanus Veitchii.- Plants of this varie-

gated stove species, that have been used for

decorating purposes in dwelling-rooms, and have

become disfigured may be used for purposes of

propagation. Select "the best coloured sfde

shoots or suckers and insert them singly in

thumb pots filled with suitable soil. They will

root in a gentle bottom heat in the stove or

propagating pit. The old plants may be dis

carded. E. II., Lockinge.
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^The Week'sWorkT^

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By K. P. Brotherston, Gardener to the Earl of

Haddington, Tyninghame, East Lothian.

The Season.- Seldom has the New Year
opened more auspiciously than the present one,

crops being generally plentiful. The great
drought of early summer appeared as if it might
ruin the vegetable crops, but very soon after

the rains most of the plants developed
rapid growth,
and they
have given a

very practi-

cal demon-
stration o f

the value of
soil - drying.

There will

probably be
some incon-
venience aris-

ing from the
early matur-
ity of Cab-
bages, which
have been fit

to cut for
some time,

but in deeply
c u 1 1 i v ated
soil it is mar-
vellous how
well the

crops come through abnormal conditions.

Endive.— Batches of Endive should be placed
at the cool end of the Mushroom house at five-
day intervals, in order to have them always fresh
and nicely blanched. Frequent transplanting
enables one to lift them for the last time with
nice earthy balls, and in the Mushroom house,
if placed close together, with a little water under
them, damping of the leaves will not occur.
Those in frames should be very freely ventilated,
Endive being almost hardy.

Tomatos.— Seeds of Tomatos for early
summer picking should be sown at once. A few
seeds should be placed in each thumb pot, the
seedlings to be subsequently reduced to one in
each pot.

(

Cauliflowers.- Seedlings left over from the
.late autumn in boxes may now be transplanted
into large 3-inch or 4-incli pots for planting out
in March. A compost of equal parts loam and
manure from a spent Mushroom bed mav be
used

; or, in a heavier soil, the addition of ]a=»f-
soil may be advisable. The plants must on no
account be coddled or over-watered.

Onions and Leeks. -The first sowing of
these may be made at once in boxes 4 or 5 inches
in depth. Use fine loam and leaf-soil in equal
proportions. Some growers allow the seeds to
germinate in a cool structure, others in heat, but
in the latter case the seedlings must be removed
to a cool house whilst still in a small state.

Cucumbers.— Where plenty of heat can be ob-
tained, seeds may be sown now for raising
plants to fruit at the end of March. One
seed should be sown in each thumb pot in a
compost of equal parts loam and leaf-mould.
Plunge the pots to the rim, and cover with glass
to prevent mice from reaching the seeds. The
seedlings will require transplanting a day
or two subsequent to the development of the
cotyledons.

Seakale.— If this crop is not yet lifted, it

should at once be done, trenching the ground
immediately thereafter to clear it of broken roots.
Trim the roots of the crowns, and store the latter
in clumps underground, where they can be easily
got at and placed in the Mushroom house for
:Successional cuttings. For late use arrange a

sufficient number of crowns close together in the
open garden, and cover them with some light
material deep enough to blanch the growth which
pushes naturally in late spring. The strongest
of the roots or thongs should be prepared at once
for making another plantation, and be covered
in the meantime with soil. Buds will form at
the upper part of the thongs, and thus give the
plants a longer season than if the roots were
not prepared until the time of planting.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS
By C. Cook, Gardener to the Earl of Derby,

Kiinusley H..11, Lancashire.

Hippeastrum. — Of recent years much has
been done by hybridisers to improve the size,

shape and colour of these valuable bulbous
plants. They now range in colour from deep
crimson to mottled white, and a few hybrids
may be termed quite white. If Hippeastrums

are required
during
March and
April the pre-

sent date is a
good time to
begin forc-

ing, assumwig
that the
plants have
had a good
s e a s o n's

growth and
a resting
period. The
best and
sounde s t

bulbs that
show a quan-
tity of roots
round the
ball of soil

should be
selected for

earliest forcing. Give the plants a good soaking
of water to which a little manure water has been
added about 24 hours before top-dressing them.
With a pointed stick remove the surface soil
without injuring the roots, and top-dress with a
mixture of fibrous loam, leaf-soil, manure from
a spent Mushroom bed, a little lime rubble and
bone meal. Examine each bulb for the presence
of thrips, bugs, or other insect pests, and if any
are detected remove all loose material and brush
the bulbs with a mixture of Gishurst Compound
as directed for thrips. Select a house or pit
fully exposed to the light. Makeup a mild hotbed
of leaves or tanners' bark to a depth of 18 inches,
and plunge the pots to the rims. Maintain a tem-
perature of 55° in the house, and a temperature
in the bed of 65°. Syringe the bulbs daily to
promote a moist atmosphere; very little water
should be given at the roots until the growths
are well advanced. When the plants are in full
growth give frequent waterings of liquid
manure and Clay's fertiliser ; and as the flowers
open remove them to a cool house and shade
them from bright sunshine. When the flowering
period is over return the plants to a heated pit.

Encourage growth as much as possible with
stimulants, and maintain a moist atmosphere by
frequent syringings.

Cineraria. — The earliest batch of these
useful plants is beginning to flower, and tne
plants should be removed to an intermediate
house. Exercise great care in watering and seed-
ing, as plants at this stage are very liable to
damp off at the neck. Plants for later flowering
should be potted at once. If the plants are at-

tacked with the leaf-boring grub they should be
closely watched and each grub picked off. Fumi-
gate the house once a fortnight, as Cinerarias are
very subject to green fly.

Forcing.—To maintain a continual supply of
bulbous and other forced flowers it is necessary
to place a fresh batch of plants in heat every
week. Daffodils should not be plunged directly
in strong bottom heat, but be grown first for
about a week in an atmospheric temperature of
55° to 60°. Azalea mollis, Lilacs, Viburnums and
Wistaria may now be forced with satisfactory

results. Clumps of Anchusa italica Dropmore
variety should be lifted from the open ground,
potted and placed in a cold frame or vinery
until they start into growth, when they should
be brought into a greenhouse. Paeonies may be
lifted and treated in much the same manner as
Anchusas.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
By W. Hedley Warren, Gardener to the Exors. of
The Late Lady Lie Rothschild, Aston Clinton, Buck-

inghamshire.

Vines.- The houses in which Grapes are still

hanging should be kept as dry as possible, and
the temperature should be kept at about 45°.

Each bunch should be carefully examined once a
week, and all decaying berries removed. Prune
the vines in houses from which the fruit has been

cut, after-

wards remov-
ing all loose

bark from
the vines,

and well
wash the
rods with an
i n s e c ticide.

White wash
the walls and
paint the
woodwork if

necessary. In
any case, the
latter should
be thorough-
ly cleansed.

After this
has been
done, the
losse surface
soil should

,
be removed

from the borders, and a new mulching of turfy,
fibrous loam, well-decayed manure, and lime
rubble spread over the entire surface, using
sufficient to bring the border up to its
normal height. If it is inclined to be dry, the
border should receive a thorough soaking of
clear water and the vinery be kept cold
until closing down time. Pot vines, now in
active growth, must be carefully watched,
always keeping the soil in a moderately moist
condition, avoiding the slightest tendency to
dryness at the roots. Where the pots are
plunged in fermenting material the danger is
not so great as if bottom heat is supplied by
hot-water pipes. The roots are now very active,
and as the vines advance in growth stimulants
should be given to prevent any sudden check
*o the vines during the early stages of growth.
Early houses may now have an extra few degrees
of heat. Forcing will not be so difficult now
that we have passed the shortest day. Each
vine should be disbudded as soon as it is ap-
parent which growths a're carrying the best
bunches. In any case avoid overcrowding the
young shoots. As soon as the flowering period
begins maintain a temperature of 70° to 75°
•by day and a minimum temperature of 65°
by night.. During intervals of sunshine, with
a rising temperature, air may be admitted in
moderation, always preventing draughts, which
would cripple the tender foliage and cause
rust on the berries. As soon as fertilisation is

completed the borders should receive a thorough
soaking with tepid water or diluted liquid
manure, and a genial atmosnhere should be main-
tained by damping the paths and staging several
times a day with clear water. The evaporating
troughs should be kept filled with water, to which
a small quantity of strong liquid ammonia has
been added, say about one tablespoonful to each
gallon of water. The bunches should be thinned
as early as possible, after which they will make
rapid progress until they reach the stoning
period. Heavy cropping must ba carefully
guarded against in the case of early-forced vines.

Early Peaches and Nectarines are now
well advanced in their flowering stage. Main-
tain a temperature of 60° to 65° by day and
55° at night, admitting air on every favourable
occasion during mild weather, both day and
night. Artificial fertilisation of some kind is
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essential at this early period of the year, but

if a hive of bees can be introduced into the house

much time and labour will be saved.

Early Strawberries in Pots should now
be well under treatment, if ripe fruit is re-

quired during March and April. Plants that

were placed in a cool house during the early part

of last month will be showing signs of activity,

but they must not be excited unduly, or many
of the crowns will collapse during the early

stages of their growth. Careful watering with

tepid water only must be observed. Gently

syringe on bright, fine days, and maintain a con-

stant circulation of air at a temperature of 45°

to 50° until the plants are coming into bloom,

after which, with the lengthening of the days,

higher temperatures may be allowed.

peat, finely chopped and used in equal propor-

tions, with sufficient sand to render the compost
porous, is the most suitable for small plants.

THE ORCHID HOUSES.

By H. J. Chapman, Gardener to Mrs. Cookson,
Oakwood, Wylam-on-Tyne.

EaR l'y- flowering Dendrobiums.— In

gardens where deciduous Dendrobiums are grown
in quantities it is often found desirable to have

a few of the plants in flower early in the year.

To obtain this result a careful selection should

be made from among plants of which the flower

buds at the
side of the
pseudo - bulb,

opposite the
scars where
the leaves
have been
cast, are in

a forward
state. The
selec t e d
plants should
be gradually
removed from
their resting

quarters with
a view to

t r a nsferring

them eventu-
ally to the

warm house
or stove. To
move the
plants direct

into immediate heat would probably excite too
rapid growth, and instead of flowers side shoots
would make their appearance. Even when plants
ai'e brought from one temperature to another by
degrees, if too liberal treatment is afforded in

respect to root moisture there will be growth
production instead of flowers, so that considerable

discretion should be exercised in watering. Only
sufficient water is necessary to keep the pseudo-
bulbs in a normally plump condition ; very little

root moisture is required when the atmosphere
of the house is damp. As soon, however, as

the flower buds appear more liberal treatment
may be given. When selecting plants care

should be observed to use those with the

pseudo-bulbs thoroughly ripened. Any forcing

of immature plants would lead to the production
of side growths instead of flowers. The plants

selected should be placed where they will be
fully exposed to the light. Some of the most
useful sorts for early forcing are D. aureum and
D. nobile among the species, and D. Cassiope

and D. Ainsworthii, with its allies, among the

hybrids. If there is no demand for the plants

.

early in the season it is more satisfactory to

permit them to come on in the regular course,

the flowering taking place in March or April.

Not only is there less likelihood of the plants

producing undesirable side growths, but the

more favourable conditions of the outside

atmosphere give greater substance and finer

colour to the flowers. Seedling Dendrobiums and
young propagated plants usually commence new
growth early in the year. As soon as this

commences, any repotting that may be neces-

sary should he attended to, as the growths
usually produce roots from tho base in the

early stages of development. Being easily

aamaged, repotting (or resurfacing as the case

may require) should be attended to before these

roots become too far advanced. A compost
of finely chopped Sphagnum-moss and fibrous

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
By W. Crump, Gardener to Earl B^auchamp,

K.C.M.G., Madresfleld Court, Worcestershire.

Forewords.—My remarks each week will

deal not only with work in the flower garden
proper, but also with the different aspects of

natural or "wild" gardening, and the many
and varied purposes to which hardy and half-

hardv flowering and foliage plants can be ap-

plied. The
flower gar-

«den should
provide
pleasant sur-

prises, and
be a source
of charm
and delight
in all
seasons. In
order to ob-

tain the best
effects repe-

ti t io n s,

either in

design or

in planting,

should be
avoided, so

that at each
turn there
will be
some thing
fresh to con-

template and new beauties to admire. It is

of great importance to prepare the soil

thoroughly at the start by deep cultivation
;

trenching to the depth of two feet is to be re-

commended, incorporating, at the time of dig-

ging, plenty of well-rotted animal manure or
leaf-mould, with lime, rubble, or sharp sand to

keep the texture open. By this means the soil

will become better aerated, and the warmth of

the sun's rays will penetrate to the roots.

Protection from Frosts and Pests.—
Examine, at frequent intervals, half-hardy
plants, such as Gunneras, Eremuri, Primulas,
and Lobelia cardinalis, to see that birds or animals
have not disturbed the protective materials
placed about them, exposing their crowns to the
injurious influence of frosts. Mice frequently
destroy bulbs during hard weather, and pheas-
ants are also destructive visitors to the garden
—these latter are privileged, so that only preven-
tive measures may be taken. The best plan is

to surround the plants with wire netting ; but
the mice should be trapped, using such a trap

as the " Little Nipper," baited with cheese.

Summer Bedoing Plans.—Schemes and
quantities of plants required for next sum-
mer's bedding should be prepared, so that

the necessary stocks may be raised in suf-

ficient quantity. The seed order should be
sent to the seedsman and beds of ferment-

ing material prepared, so that the seeds of slow-

growing subjects may be raised at an early

date. Many hardy herbaceous perennials may be

raised from seeds in full expectation of their

coming true to type and being of vigorous

habits. All summer-bedding plants should be

kept in a comparatively low temperature for the

present, so as to discourage growth as much as

may be done with safety, because all growth

made during short and comparatively dark days

is weakly, and unsuitable for the production of

good blooms or ornamental foliage. But any
stocks which are insufficient should be placed in

a warmer temperature, so that propagation may
be commenced at an early date. Such plants as

Antirrhinums. Petunias, and Verbenas may now
bo relied upon to oome true from seeds sup-

plied by fust -class seedsmen, so that it is not

necessary to winter stocks of these plants. The
portion of the gardens at M.adre«ficld Court

which is reserved for the cultivation of

hardy and half-hardy annuals in large, irregular

groups is always much appreciated and greatly

admired.

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
By J. G. Weston, Gardener to Lady Northcote, East-

well Park, Kent.

Morello Cherry.— The Morello Cherry is

a valuable fruit for private gardens; the tree is

perfectly hardy, and thrives well in exposed
positions on the north side of walls. It is a

good plan to plant trees in different aspects,

thus ensuring a succession of fruits; specimens on
north wall 3

furnish a
supply late

in the season,

[f the ground
is in fair

condition, no
man u r e

should be
mixed with
it at the
time of plant-

ing — as a

rule, healthy,

young trees

grow r a-

pidly, and
gross wood is

of no advan-
tage. The
ground,
having been
trenched
some time

previously, should be made firm and level on the
surface. Scatter some fine soil or wood ashes
amongst tho roots; also mortar rubble or some,
other form of lime, which is necessary for all

stone fruits. Trim all damaged roots with a
sharp knife, and shorten any that are unduly
strong, in order to encourage the development of

a fibrous root-system. Fasten the trees lightly to
the wall for the present ; the branches may be
trained more securely when the soil has settled
in position. Place a mulch of some light material
over the roots to protect them from extremes of

weather.

Pruning and Training the Morello
Cherry.— Freshly planted Morello Cherries re-

quire very little pruning. Cut back the weak
shoots to a growth bud, and shorten the strong
ones, as this will lay the foundation of a good
shaped tree. Established trees require to be
pruned the same as Peaches and Nectarines,

that is, all old fruiting wood should be cut
away, and sufficient, well-ripened, young shoots

trained in to furnish the waD space. The
best time to do the work is directly after the

fruit is gathered. The shoots of Morello Cherries

are often trained too thickly.

Renovating Old Trees.— Trees that have
been neglected for some years should be over-

hauled carefully with a view to removing some of

the worn-out branches, that is, those bearing
few or no young shoots. When the work of

thinning is completed, train the branches at

suitable distances apart, and spray them
thoroughly with an alkali wash, which will com-
pletely alter the appearance of the tree. Next
remove some of the exhausted soil from the

border, and replace with fresh loam. Feed the

roots with hone-meal or other fertiliser, wood
ashes, and lime rubble. If fresh soil is not avail-

able, fork the border, after applying a dressing

of artificial manure and wood ashes, finishing

with a mulch of farmyard manure.

Manuring Fruit Trees. -Take advantage
of frosty weather to wheel manure to trees that

require feeding. Fruit trees cannot be expected

to mature heavy crops year after year without
maiiiirial assistance. Bush fruit of all kinds, in-'

eluding Goosel erries, Red and Black Currants,

and Raspberries v. ill all It greatly benefited by
a good dressing of the best manure obtainable.

Ii is becoming a matter of some difficulty bo ob

tain a sufficient supply of animal manure for the

garden, but Bsh manure, lone meal, and other

concentrated fertilisers may be used instead.

Mi.- rarden fire will provide valuable material in

bhi ashes for dressing fruit borders or for mix-

ing- with other manures. Collect and burn all

pruningS, weeds, and rubbish. Worn out and

diseased trees should be removed it onCS to the

fire and burned.
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EDITORIAL NOTICE.

ADVEETISEMENTS should be sent to the
PUBLISHER, 41, Wellington Street,
Covent Garden, W.C.

Editors and Publisher- — Our Correspondents
would obviate delay in obtaining answers to

their communications, and save us much time and
trouble, if they would kindly observe the notice
printed weekly to the effect that all letters relat-

ing to financial matters and to advertisements
should be addressed to the Publisher; and that
all communications intended for publication, or

referring to the Literary department, and all

plants to be named, should be directed to the
Editors. The two departments, Publishing and
Editorial, are distinct, and much unnecessary de-
lay and confusion arise when letters are mis-
directed.

Letters for Publication, as well as specimens of
plants for naming, should be addressed to the

EDITORS. 41, Wellington Street, Covent
Garden. London. Communications should be
WRITTEN ON ONE SIDE ONLY OP THE PAPER, Sent OS
early in the week as possible and duly signed by
the writer. If desired, the signature will not be
printed, but kept as a guarantee of good faith.

Sir Trevor
Lawrence.

APPOINTMENTSJFOR JANUARY.

FRIDAY. JANUARY 2—
Dundee Hort. Assoc, meet.

SATURDAY, JANUARY J—
Roy. Inst. meet.

TUESDAY. JANUARY 6—
Roy. Inst. meet. (I/ecture by Prof. Turner, " Our
Sun ").

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 7—
B.G.A. Ex. Council meet.

THURSDAY, JANUARY ft—
Roy. Inst. meet.

MONDAY. JANUARY 12—
United Hort. Ben. and Prov. Soc. Com. meet.
Surveyors' Inst, meet (Paper by Mr. Graham Mould
on " The Law of Dilapidations ").

TUESDAY, JANUARY 13—
Roy. Hort. Soc. Corns, meet. Stirling and Dist. Hort.
Assoc, meet.

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 14—
Surveyors' Inst. Prelim. Exam. (2 days).

THURSDAY, JANUARY 15—
Manchester and N. of England Orchid Soc. meet.
Linnean Soc. meet. B.G.A. (Watford Branch) meet.

FRIDAY, JANUARY 16—
Rew Gardeners' Social Evening.

MONDAY, JANUARY 19—
Surveyors' Inst. Junior meet. (Paper by Mr. H. J.
Smith on " The Housing and Town Planning Act in
Workinp "*

TUESDAY, JANUARY 20—
Scot. Hort. Assoc, annual meet. Roy. Inst. meet.
(Lecture by Prof. W. Bateson on "Animals and
Plants under Domestication ").

THURSDAY, JANUARY 22—
Gardeners' Roy. Ben. Inst, annual meet, and elec-

tion of pensioners at Simpson's Restaurant, Strand.
at 2.45 p.m. Roy. Botanic Soc. meet.

FRIDAY, JANUARY 23—
Roy. Inst. meet.

SATURDAY, JANUARY 24—
Roy. Inst. meet.

TUESDAY, JANUARY 27-
Roy. Hort. Corns, meet (Lecture at 3 p.m. on " Some
Aspects of American Forestry "). Roy. Inst. meet.
(Lecture by Prof. Bateson on " Animals and Plants
under Domestication ").

THURSDAY, JANUARY 29—
Manchester and N. of Eng. Orchid Soc. meet.

i

Average Mean Temperature for the ensuing week
deduced from observations during the last Fifty
Years at Greenwich, 37.8°.

Actual Temperatures :

—

London, Wednesday, December 31 (6 p.m.) : Max.
38°; Min. 30°.

Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington Street.

Covent Garden, London, Thursday, January
1 (10 a.m.) : Bar. 30.2; Temp. 34°. Weather.
—Fine.

Provinces.—Wednesday, December 31 ; Max. 43°,

Donegal ; Min. 28°, Shields.

SALES FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
MONDAY AND WEDNESDAY—

Rose Trees, Shrubs, Perennials, Lilies, etc., at

Stevens' Auction Rooms. King Street, Cuvent Garden,
W.C, at 12.30

MONDAY AND FRIDAY—
Dutch Bulbs, Herbaceous Plants, Lilies and Hardy
Bulbs, Fruit Trees and Roses, at 57 and 68, Cheap-
side, E.C., by Protheroe and Morris, at 12.

WEDNESDAY—
Border Plants and Perennials, Lilies and other Hardv
Bulbs at 12, Palms and Plants at 5, at 67 and 68,
Cheapside, EC, by Protheroe and Morris.
Trade Sale of Miscellaneous Bulbs and Roots at 12
o'clock, 1,296 c/s Japanese Liliums at 2.30 o'clock, at
67 and 68, Cheapside, E.C , bv Protheroe and Morris.

THURSDAY—
Special Sale of Roses, at 67 and 68, Cheapside, E.C,
by Protheroe and Morria, at 1.

Our readers would re-

ceive with pained sur-

prise the brief an-

nouncement of the death

of Sir Trevor Lawrence which we printed

last week. It was only in April last that

he retired from the Presidency of the

Royal Horticultural Society with the good
wishes and the thanks of every horticul-

turist for the splendid services he had
rendered to the Society and to horticul-

ture. Little was it anticipated that the

end would come after only a few short
months. At that time it was not generally

known that the late President continued to

discharge the duties of his post to the last

possible moment. When he intimated to

the Council his wish that another Pre-
sident should be appointed, enfeebled
health was already beginning to have its

[Photograph by Elliott and Fry.

THE LATE SIB TREVOR LAWRENCE, BT., K.C.V.O.,

effect. The Council at first, naturally

reluctant to part with its honoured chair-

man, begged him to reconsider his de-

cision to resign, and so devoted was he to

the interests of the Society that he might
have been led to do so had not the Council

learned in time the true state of Sir

Trevor's health, and ceased to press its

request.

Although during his life he held several

important posts, including for twelve

years that of treasurer of St. Bartholo-

mew's Hospital, it is as President of the

premier Horticultural Society that he was
best known. When, in 1885, he succeeded
Lord Aberdare, the affairs of the Society

were in a very unsatisfactory con-

dition. The membership was small, the

expenses exceeded the income, and the

ship seemed to be drifting on to the rocks.

Few men could have been found un-
selfish enough to saddle themselves with

the responsibilities attaching to the post

of President in such depressing circum-
stances, and fewer still to possess the

first-hand knowledge of horticulture re-

quisite to enable them to take the helm
with any prospect of success.

Son of a woman who in her day was
as keen a horticulturist as could be found,
Sir Trevor inherited from his mother
his great interest in plants and flowers,

and he used to say that it was that in-

herited love of gardening which led him
finally to accept the presidential chair.

The progress of the Society during the

last twenty years is well known, and Sir

Trevor Lawrence's share in bringing about
such satisfactory results was dealt with
so fully in our issue of April 5, 1913, last,

that we need say no more than that when,
after twenty-eight years, the Society

again changed pilots, the fellowship

numbered over 13,000, and the Society

found itself possessed of ample funds.

How far the revival of the fortunes of

the Society and the ever-increasing in-

terest in horticulture have acted and
re-acted on each other it is difficult to

say, but there can be no doubt the Fellows
owe a great debt to the late President,

and it is to be hoped there may be some
early and suitable recognition of his ser-

vices to horticulture generally.

Until a few years ago it almost seemed
as if Sir Trevor Lawrence had discovered

the elixir of life, for he appeared perenni-

ally young ; few men with four score years

to their credit would be able, as was Sir

Trevor, to spend a day in the garden with

a friend, and show but little sign of fatigue

at the end of it. Essentially a man of

affairs, he possessed in a marked degree

a sense of tact and discretion which en-

abled him to ride smoothly over many a

difficult place ; he was broad-minded and
catholic in his tastes, a delightful host

both in his own home and as President

of the Society, and a keen practical

gardener. Probably no amateur has re-

ceived, and rightly received, more awards

for new or little-known plants than Sir

Trevor, as may be seen on reference to

our April issue already mentioned.

Practical gardeners and
Transpiration in physiologists alike are

Light and r ' ,
s ,, ,

Darknets. agreed on the import-

ance of water to the

plant. T*hey know that by the judicious

employment of water the rate and course

of a plant's development may be con-

trolled, and they are alive to the fact that

the water requirements of different plants

vary to a remarkable extent. Some plants

are ever-thirsty, and can never have
more than enough, others are so

abstemious that they are intolerant

even of a few days' rain. Yet,

despite the large body of valuable know-
ledge which we possess with respect to the

relation of the plant to water, the meaning
of many well-known facts remains obscure,

and the significance of various practices

commonly employed in gardening has not

been fully elucidated. For example, it was
only a short time ago that we drew atten-

tion to the interesting observation of Mr.
Balls that in Egypt, the instant the sun
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Rhododendron Schlippenbachii :

colour of flowers l'ale rose with reddish-brown dots on the upper petals.
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falls upon the cotton plant it ceases to

grow owing to tine fact that the loss of

water outruns the uptiake.

Again, who can say with certainty what

is the effect on transpiration of syringing

the leaves of a vine growing in a hot-

house? Or, who would be prepared to

state the relative amounts of water which

a plant loses during day and night?

These examples of our ignorance or of

the uncertainty of our knowledge suffice to

show that there is ample room for further

physiological investigation into the work-

aday processes of plants. Such investiga-

tions carried out recently by Sir Francis

Darwin have brought to light a number of

facts of very considerable importance. The
task which Sir Francis set himself in tne

first place was to discover some method
of measuring the amount of water which a

plant subjected to certain conditions would

give off if it could. The importance of

this point of view will be realised when it

is remembered that the stomata have the

last word in controlling transpiration.

Thus, imagine a plant brought into such

conditions as encourage it to transpire

more actively, but at the same time cause

the stomata to close. Evidently if re-

source is had to the ordinary methods for

estimating transpiration, the result would
be misleading, for it would show only what
the plant is doing and not what it is trying

to do. In other words, the behaviour of

the stomata may mask that of the plant,

and it is certain that not a few cultural

failures arise from the fact that conditions

are sometimes imposed on a plant which
encourage the cells of its leaves to give off

water vapour vigorously into the air-spaces

of the leaf, whilst the stomata, being

closed, prevent the escape of that vapour.

Sir Francis Darwin found a simple and
apparently quite effective way round this

difficulty in furthering our knowledge.
He put the stomata out of action by smear-
ing a layer of vaseline over the leaf-surface

and then provided for the escape of water
by making a number of incisions in the

leaf. That this drastic treatment may be
employed successfully depends on the fact

that the leaf consists of an enormous
number of transpiring cells all abutting on
inter-communicating air-spaces. The in-

cisions destroy but a limited number of

these cells, and the remainder are free to

carry on their work unimpaired during the

short period of the experiment, and any
water vapour which they give off escapes

freely from the cut surfaces into the air.

As the result of these investigations, Sir

Francis has shown, first, that the rate of

transpiration is strictly proportional to the

humidity of the air, and, second, that even
when the air is saturated with moisture, a

certain, albeit small, amount of transpira-

tion still goes on. Having devised a
method of avoiding the error due to the

caprice of stomata he proceeded to

examine the effect of light and darkness
on the rate of transpiration of leaves. He
showed that light exercises a speeding-up
action on this process quite apart from its

well-known action in causing stomata to

open. With leaves of Laurel (Prunus
Laurocerasus) and of Ivy the average rate
of transpiration in light and darkness

—

other conditions being equal—is as 130 :

100. That is to say, light, quite apart

from its effect on stomata, exercises an

accelerating influence on the rate at which
the cells of a leaf give off water. To what
this acceleration is due remains, how-
ever, to be discovered.

Coloured Supplement— The subject of

the coloured plate to be published with the issue

for next week is Orinodendron Hookerianum.

Supplementary Illustration.— Although
Rhododendron Schlippenbachii was first dis-

covered by Baron Schlippenbach, growing

amongst other shrubs on the shores of Possjet

Sound, Russian Manchuria, very long ago, and

was collected by Oldham in Korea and its islands

in 1863, it is, from the general cultivator's point

of view, still a new plant. It is only since the

introductions by Wilson, from China, where he
found many species of deciduous Rhododen-
dions, mostly, however, with smaller flowers, that

this type has come into wider cultivation in

this country. The Japanese have this species in

cultivation in the city of Jedo, where they call it

Kurofune tsutsusi. It belongs to the type of

Rhododendron, which markedly shows the neces-

sity botanists found for including the garden
genus Azalea with Rhododendron, for here, as
with other species, we have a shrub bearing the

soft, thin-textured, hairy leaves of the Azalea
and the flowers of the conventional Rhododen-
dron. The flowers are produced in loose
umbels; the corolla is about three inches in
diameter, and of a charming soft, rose-colour,
with reddish-brown spots towards the base of
the upper lobes. Our illustration is from a
plant growing in the Royal Gardens, Kew,
where it is quite hardy, and forms a bush three
to five feet in height. This type of Rhododen-
dron is distinct in character, possesses great
outdoor garden value, and may easily be forced
into bloom for conservatory decoration.

Haywards Heath Horticultural
Society.— The executive of this society, feeling

that it has become advisable to extend its scope,

has decided to alter the title to "The Hay-
wards Heath and Mid-Sussex Horticultural

Society," so that the whole of the district may
be included in its sphere of influence. It is also

suggested that in order to concentrate its energies

on the summer show the exhibition which
has hitherto been held in tho autumn shall bo
abandoned, and a sum of £200 is to be offered

in prizes at the summer show. The secretary is

Mr. Geo. Prevett, The Rosary, Haywards
Heath.

Tobacco-Growing in Britain.— In view
of the interest which is being taken in the cul-

tivation of Tobacco in this country, the

Customs returiL';, showing the great increase

in the crop, are of value. In 1906 the

crops in Ireland amounted to 7,353 lbs.,

on which a duty of £736 was paid. In

the next year the yield had increased to

20,173 lbs., and the duty paid was £2,113.
During the year ending March 31, 1913, Ireland

supplied 128,997 lbs. of Tobacco, whilst in Scot-

land, where this crop was first cultivated in

1911, last year's yield was 2,225 lbs. English-
grown Tobacco did not find a place on the re-

turns until 1912, when 319 lbs. were chargeable

to duty ; in 1913 the amount had risen to 8,004

lbs. In the whole of the United Kingdom
139,226 lbs. were grown, and the duty amounted
to £23,963.

Kew Gardeners- Social Evening.— The
17th annual social evening of the gardeners at

the Royal Gardens, Kew, will be held on Friday,

January 16, at the Boat House Hotel, Kew.
All old Kewites who intend to be present are

asked to notify the hon. sec., Mr. G. E. John-
son, 8, Waterloo Place, Kew.

A Precocious Rhododendron.- Mr. J.

D. Robertson, superintendent of the City of

London Cemetery, Little Ilford, Essex, kindly

sends a photograph taken on December 18 last

of a Rhododendron in bloom in the cemetery,
remarking that if no frosts occur many more
flowers will open.

Presentation to Mr. W. A. Cook.—On
relinquishing his charge at Leonardslee, Mr. W.
A. Cook was the recipient of mementos from
the garden staff and the local public hall and
cricket club.

Public Park for Leigh.—Lord Lilford
has offered to the Town Council of Leigh, Lau
cashire, 38 acres of land, including Bedford

Wood, at a nominal rental of 10s. per annum, as

a public park. The law of entail prevents the

free gift of the property, which is near to the

town.

National Horticultural Society of
France.— 'the annual election of officers of the

National Horticultural Society of France has

resulted in several important changes in the con-

stitution of the society. M. Albert Truffaut,

who has been the premier Vice-President since the

death of M. Henri de Vilmorin, has retired on ac-

count of indisposition. His place has been filled

by M. Abel (Jhatenay, who for many years has

acted as Secretaire-General of the society. The
Secretaire-General is M. Alfred Nomblot, of

the well-known firm of Nomblot-Bruneau and
Co., and the Assistant Secretary will be M.

Leon Le Clerc. In order to give the provin-

cial nurserymen a share in the management of

the society other changes have been made.

There are now two Vice-Presidents chosen from

the Paris region, namely, M. Ph. de Vilmorin

and Aug. No.xin, and two for the provinces,

viz., MM. Albert Barbier, of Orleans, and

Louis Leroy, of Angers. Proportional repre-

sentation on the Council has also been provided

for the provinces, and we notice that MM. Ph.

Rivoire, of Lyons, Dr. Vidal, of Hyeres, Mul-
nard, of Lille, and Denaiffe, of Carignan, have

been addedi to that body.

A New Agricultural Journal.—We
notice that a new weekly agricultural journal has

just appeared in France called La Terre. It is

the organ of the agricultural section of the

recently established Republican Committee of

Commerce, Industry, and Agriculture. It is

published under the direction of M. Decker
David.

Scottish Southern Counties Gar-
deners- Annual Dinner.— The annual dinner

of the Scottish Southern Counties Gardeners'

Association took place at Dumfries on the 19th

ult., about sixty being present, under the chair-

manship of Mr. W. SturrocK, Larchfield

Nurseries, Dumfries. The toast of the evening,
" The Gardeners," was proposed by Mr. Craw-
ford, of Messrs. Little and Ballantyne, Car-

lisle, and replied to by Mr. Crichton, Kinmount
Gardens. Other toasts were proposed, and

songs were sung by a number of gentlemen.

A collection was taken on behalf of the Royal

Gardeners' Orphan Fund and a satisfactory sum
obtained. The committee consisted of Messrs.

Sturrock, E. J. Joss, J. Brown, W. Hutchin-

son, T. Pritchard, J. Croall, and J. M'Leod.
Mr. W. Taylor was secretary.

^Horticultural Instruction in Middle-
sex.— The Higher Education Committee of the

Middlesex Education Committee, having con-

sidered the question of agricultural and horti-

cultural instruction hi the county, has recom-

mended the following scheme as an experiment :

—

Two scholarships to be offered each year (the

value to be £20 per annum for the first two

years, to be increased to £50 in the third and

fourth years) ; the scholarships to be open to

pupils of 16 and under 18 years of age; and,

further, that, subject to the payment of a moiety

of the cost by the Development Commissioners,

the Education Committee enter into an arrange-
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ment with University College, Beading, for a

period of three years to deal with plant diseases

in Middlesex at an estimated cost of £300 per
annum. These recommendations have been

adopted, with the addition that the scholarships

should be open to boys of parents residing in

Middlesex.

The Production of Hairs on Tropaeolum
peregr inum.—All good conjuring is done by

means of simple devices, and the magic of

Nature is doubtless wrought by means as simple

as they are obscure. Thus a simple observa-

tion led Mr. A. W. Hill to conclusions of

extreme interest with respect to the production

of hairs on the stems and petioles of the usually

glabrous Canary Creeper (Tropaeolum pere-

grinum L.)—the " canariensis " of our gardens.

Mr. Hill observed that a plant, the leaf-blades

of which had been eaten by snails, produced a

few hairs. Taking the hint, he experimented
with seedlings of thi3 species, removing the
leaf-blades successively as they formed, and
thereby compelling the plant to utilise its green
petioles and stems for assimilatory and trans-

piration purposes. As a result of the operation,

Mr. Hill found that dense tufts of hairs are

The Keeping of Poultry.— We have be-

fore us a little book with the alluring title,

Profitable Poultry Keeping,* and it contains

helpfio1
. advice and information, imparted in

simple language, many illustrations of appa-
ratus 'to be used on a poultry farm, and photo-

graphs of examples of the different breeds.

Glasgow Seed and Nursery Trade
Association.— At the ninth annual dinneT of

this association, which was held on December
20 last, in Ferguson and Forrester's Restaurant,

Glasgow, Mr. T. B. B. Kerb presided over a
large gathering of members. In responding to

the toa6t of " The Seed and Nursery Trad i
"

the chairman alluded to the great antiquity of

their calling, and spoke of the climatic diffi-

culties with which they had to contend.

The great advance in popularity of the

Sweet Pea could be realised when a re-

cently published catalogue enumerated 280
varieties, whereas in 1855 only four varieties

were listed, and as late as 1899 a well-known
Glasgow firm mentioned in their catalogue only
four named varieties and four separate colours.

During the twenty-five years he had been in

business in Glasgow he had seen many changes,
and of the firms then in being onlv four now

Fig. 5.

—

cattleya percivaliana alba lady holford.

(Awarded R.H.S. First-class Certificate on December 16, 1913.) (See p. 3)

produced by the plant in the course of a few
days. Evidently, therefore, this production of

hairs is connected with the arrest of growth and
the abnormal condition of the plants with
respect to water.

On Grafting Lilacs.— Mr. C. S. Harrison,
of Nebraska, has contributed to a recent issue

of Horticulture an interesting article on

the grafting of Lilacs. He observes that in the

Northern States of America Privet is a poor stock,

ami that he uses Syringa vulgaris for grafting.

Mr. Harrison insists that of the two types of

root of the common Lilac, that with a tap root

is the softer, the type with well-developed

lateral roots being liable to "sprout." Japanese

and Chinese tree Lilacs may be grafted on the

latter type of vulgaris; the procedure being to

wait until the graft has thrown out roots of its

own and then to lift the plants and remove all

the vulgaris roots. The roots of the Rouen Lilac,

which also do not sprout, may be used for stocks

for any of the vulgaris family. The reciprocal

graft may also be made. Mr. Harrison speaks

highly of the Chinese Tree Lilac, which his firm

introduced into the Western States. It grows fast

and blossoms in summer, bearing a mass of

fragrant white blossom. These Lilacs are best

grown on their own roots or as grafts on the
" Western Green Ash."

remain. Referring to the early closing move-
ment, Mr. Kerr said that the one o'clock clos-

ing was a boon, but he felt that the trade re-

quired some consideration in this respect
during their busy seasons, and a relaxation of
the rule would he beneficial to business. The
toast of "Horticultural Interests" was given
by Mr. J. Dobson, and responded to by Mr.
James Whitton.

Unseasonable Flowers.— Until Wednes-
day last informa-tion continued to reach us of

flowers blooming out of season in various parts

of the country. Mr. R. C. Notcutt, of the

Woodbridge Nurseries, sent us on the 28th ult.

two blooms of Frau Karl Druschki Rose and one

of La France, which he gathered on the coast

near Woodbridge, Suffolk. Mr. Notcutt
describes them as the best specimens he has
ever seen out-of-doors at so late a date, and
there is every reason to believe his word, for in

general development they appear good enough
for an N.R.S. exhibition. Another correspondent,
writing from Messrs. Brjwn's nurseries at

Wothorpe, near Stamford, states that the fol-

lowing plants were in bloom out-of-doors on
Christmas Day :—Pansies, Violas, Roses, Prim-
roses (double and single), Carnations, Statice,

Polyanthus, Trollius, Scabiosa caucasica, Wall-

• The Proprietors (C. Arthur Pearson, Ltd.) of the
Smallholder, price Is.

flowers, Borage, Ericas, Aubrietia Dr. Mules,

Gaillardias, Chrysanthemums, Achilleas, Ber-

beris Darwinii, Periwinkles, Veronicas, Violet5,

Papaver orientalis, Centaurea alba and rosea,

and Centranthus rubra.

Annuals for 1 91 4.—The annual output of

year-books and diaries is as great this s.ason as

ever, and gardeners and farmers are provided

for not lees than other trades and professions.

The Gardeners' Diary, published by .he

Royal Horticultural Society, has quickly found

a very large public, and the new edition has

several advantages over the earlier issues. It

contains reliable information on gardening sub-

jects, the usual diary matter, and space for re-

cording memoranda under each date throughout

the year.

The Horticultural Directory, published by the

Journal of Horticulture, is an indispensable

guide to these who are in need of ascertaining

the names and addresses of persons engaged in

any department of horticulture.

Foresters' Diary.—From W. Rider and Son,

Ltd., we have received a copy of Webster's

Foresters' Diary, a useful notebook now in its

twelfth year of publication. The diary is small

enough to go easily into the waistcoat pocket,

but, being printed on India paper, the pages

are numerous enough to contain a large amount
of useful information on forestry, including a

list of foresters in the United Kingdom. The
diary gives ample space for notes and several

pages for cash account.

Vinton's Agricultural Almanac and Diary.—
We suppose that there are few farmers who
now begin the year without a copy of Vin'on's

Agricultural Almanac and Diary in which to

record the various operations of the year. The
book forms a kind of encyclopaedia and diary

in one, for the first half contains a mass
of useful information, chiefly statistical and
official. A diary w'th ample space for notes and
memoranda, a carefully compiled breeders' table,

and a cash account, complete this most useful

work.

The Smallholder's Year Book is a compendious
volume, containing information of the most
varied kind and helpful illustrations. Advice
is given on many subjects that will interest the

small landholder, and the prospective holder is

told, in the plainest and simplest way, how to

obtain his land in the cheapest manner.
Lice Stock Journal.—From Messrs. Vinton

and Co. we have received a copy of tire Live

Stock Journal Almanac for 1914. The almanac

begins with a comprehensive breeders' table, and

is followed by a series of interesting articles

upon different breeds of stock by well-

known experts. A number of illustrations of

fat s'.ock give variety to the work, and the last

pages are occupied by a quantity of useful in-

formation of various kinds, including a direc-

tory of breeders.

Who's Who, which has issued for so many
years from the well-known house of A. and C.

Black, has become a familiar household friend.

The volume is indispensable, and we wonder
how it was possible to be accurate in matters

which Who's Who treats upon when the only

book of the kind obtainable was the Peerage—
of very limited scope, naturally. From the same
publishers we have the Who's Who Year Book,

to be used with the larger volume. The in-

formation in the year book is classified under

different headings, not, as in Who's Who, only

under an alphabetical list of surnames. Messrs.

Black also send us another handy volume, this

time of a specialist nature—the Writers and
Artists' Year Book. The book is in effect a direc-

tory of publishers classified in various ways, and

gives the fullest information about each, for the

use of authors and artists who wish to obtain

publication for their productions. It is interest-

ing to find a largely-increased space given to the

subject of cinema plays—or "scenarios," as

they are often erroneously called—a subject

which has leapt to the front rank of public in-
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terest in a few short years. Another directory

from the same enterprising firm is the English-

woman's Year Book and Directory, and it may
be recommended to any woman who takes an

intelligent interest in matters connected with the

feminist movement.

AGATHIS VITIENSIS.

In Australasia the genus Agathis has great

economic importance. A. australis, the Kauri
Pine, has been described as the " monarch of

the New Zealand forest," where it towers up
with a straight trunk to a height of 180 feet,

a girth of 15 feet. In the interior of the
larger islands of the Archipelago the resinous
gum which exudes from the trunk is made into
pastilles, and narrow strips enclosed by pieces
of wood are used for illuminating purposes in

the smaller islands. This gum is called

Makadre, and from the smoke the natives obtain
a pigment which they use for personal adorn-
ment. The illustration of a branchlet and
cone from a tree growing in the Mexican House
at Kew shows the character of this member
of the Conifer family. The leaves are of

a pale green colour, and vary in length from
3j to 5 inches, and the male catkins are of

cylindrical shape. The Kew tree was raised

from seeds presented by Sir J. B. Thurston
in 1881 whilst he was Governor of Fiji. The

NOTICES OF BOOKS.
Wild Wheats.*

How few of us realise the antiquity and
romance associated with the plant whose grains
have furnished the daily bread of generations
of mankind for thousands of years. Among the
early Greeks and Romans Wheat was the chief
cereal, and the Wheat-fields of ancient civilised
races of Egypt and Western Asia must have been
extensive. Some forms of Wheat were even
grown by Neolithic man and the tribes who
formed prehistoric settlements in Switzerland
and other parts of Central and Eastern Europe.
To-day this cereal is indispensable to the most

intelligent and progressive of the white races,
and only in backward countries is Rye still the

Fig. 6.

—

foliage and cone of agathis viiiinsis [Photograph by C. r. Itaffill.

and in favourable circumstances attains to a
girth of 40 feet, and lives ti> a great age. The
timber is used for a variety of purposes, its

durable nature, straight grain, strength and
elasticity recommending it to ship-builders,

carriage-makers, bridge builders, carpenters,
whilst it is used even for making sounding-boards
for pianofortes. The sap-wood contains a deal "I

resin, and consequently possessis great calorific

value, whilst the value of the Kauri uuni is well

known. .Many other species of Agathis are
natives of the Continent, and of these A. viti-

erisis, which occurs in mixed forests in the Fiji

Archipelago, is valuable to the Fijiana This
species becomes a tall tree, a hundred feet

high, with a clean stem of some sixty

feet; an occasionally line .specimen will have

plant was removed from the tropical palm house

in 1897 to the newly-built Mexican house, where
it has grown will and is now 25 feet high.

None of the species of Agathis (syn. Damm&ra)
may be grown satisfactorily out-of-doors in this

country. The late Mr. Jonathan Rashlcigh

planted a small tree of A. australis in In- vi rj

interesting garden at Menabilly, Cornwall, whore

it eked out a short and rather miserable

existence.

Publications Received.— The Manuring of
Market-Garden Crops. By Bernard Dyer and
K. \V. [•'.. Shrivell. .New edition. (London:
Vinton and Co., Ltd.) Is.

bread-corn of a large portion of the population;

coincident with an improvement in the standard of

living comes ill.' substitution of Wheat for Rye.

The determination of the prototypes or wild

s from which our domesticated plants have

arisen involves many intricate problems of varia-

tion, history ami philology. Yet, in spite of the

fact that not a single oereal or food plant of

prime importance has been brought into use from
wild stock during the last 3,000 or 4,000 years,

the prototypes of the majority of our cultivated

crops can be braced without much difficulty. A
few there are, however, \\h ise origin continues

to baffle us ami among tie • Wheat occupies a

• At i'-"'t" < rind Bo a •'! l^trati

By A. Aaron.inhn. U.S. ivp. Aerie. Bnr. PI IOd. Hull. 180.

Wild n heal ' /' letltne, ByO. F. Cook, U.S. Pep. Agric.
Bur. pi. Ind. Bull. 274.
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leading place. So ancient is its history that to

the races who grew it 4,000 or 5,000 years ago
iits origin was as obscure as it is to us. Romance
and legend alone supplied them with its story

through the kindly services of the beneficent

goddesses—Isis, Osiris and Ceres.

The Wheats in cultivation in various parts of

the world fall into two groups, viz.—'the

" Spelts," whose ears break into short frag-

ments, each with a single spikelet attached and
whose grain cannot be shaken from the glumes
by thrashing ; and (2) the Wheats proper, whose
ears possess tough axes and readily yield their

grains free from the enclosing chaff.

To the former belong :— (1) One-grained Wheat
\Tritdciim monococcum), (2) Emmer (T.

dicoccum), and (3) Common Spelt (T. Spelta).

The representatives of the second group are :

—

(1) The Macaroni and Polish Wheats (T. durum
and T. polonicum), (2) the Rivet Wheats (T.

turgidum), and (3) the Common Bread Wheats
(T. vulgare), with which may be associated the

so-called Dwarf Wheats (T. compactum).
The relationship of these Wheats to each other

is still obscure; yet there is little doubt that the

tough-eared forms were derived from the britt'e-

eared Spelts or from wild grasses resembling the

latter.

The absence of the brittle rachis reduces their

power of dissemination, and among the many
hundreds of varieties of cultivated Wheats none
has been found capable of maintaining itself as

an "escape," and no truly wild form has been
discovered in any part of the world which ex-

hibits a close resemblance to any of the macaroni
or bread Wheats.

The prototype of one-grained Wheat (T. mono-
coccum) has been recognised, however, for more
than fifty years in Triticum aegilipoides

(Balansa), a wild species found in Servia,
Greece and parts of Asia Minor. T. monococcum
was known to the ancient Greeks and is still

cultivated to a slight extent in barren regions
of Spain, Austria and the Balkan Peninsula.
It has given rise to very few varieties, and the
morphological reseimb'ances between the wild
species and the cultivated kinds are so clc6e that
the connection between them is obvious and un-
disputed.

T. monococcum stands somewhat alone in its

distinctness from other Wheats—even from other
Spelts—.and its refusal to yield fertile offspring
when crossed with these support the view that
it is not likely to have been one of the ancestors
of our bread Wheats.

It is to the unravelling of the ancestry of the
bread and macaroni Wheats that so much in-

terest has always been attached, and a stimulus
and new impetus have been given to the research
by the discovery of a wild Wheat in Northern
Palestine by Mi. Aaronsohn, the Director of the
Jewish Experiment Station at Haifa. The same
species had, indeed, been collected by Kotschy in
1855 in the neighbourhood of Mount Hermon,
but only a single specimen wias known in the
National Herbarium at Vienna. In 1S06, how-
ever, Mr. Aaronsohn found it growing in abun-
dance in the same district, and subsequently in
the Jordan Valley.

The late Professor Koernicke, the German
authority on cereals, who was especially in-
terested in Kctsehy's plant, named it Triticum
vulgare dicoccoides, considering it a form of
Emmer (T. dienccum) and the probable ancestor
of our cultivated Wheats.
The plant grows freely along roadsides and in

the crevices of limestone rocks in districts away
from cultivated fields, and, according to Mr.
Cook, is in many places the dominant grass.
There appears to be little doubt that it is a
truly wild species, differing completely from any
of the domesticated Wheats grown in the same
region, some of which are found as "escapes."
The jointed rachis is exceptionally fragile.

The glumes possess long, barbed awns and the
snikelet-s contain one or two elongated grains.
The flowers are adapted to cross-fertilisation,

and considerable variation is found among in-

dividual plants.

Although in some of its characters it bears a

resemblance to T. dicoccum and has been named
Wild Emmer, the evidence that it is the proto-

type of the cultivated Emmers is not clear ; still

more uncertain and obscure is its relationship

to the bread and cultivated Wheats.
Observation of living specimens which I have

grown during the last two years from grain

kindly given me by Professor Biffen rather sup-

ports the view that it is a species distinct from
the Emmers ; it is not impossible that some
forms are crosses wth cultivated varieties of T.
durum and T. vulgare which are grown in Pales-

tine and Syria.

There is yet a wide gulf between this plant and
any of the known varieties of macaroni, rivet or

common Wheat, nearly two thousand kinds of

which I am growing at Reading this year.

Nevertheless, the wild Wheat of Mount Hermon,
to which the suggested name of T. hermon is may
be applied in place of T. dicoccoides, is of much
interest and provides material for researches

which may ultimately throw light upon the

origin of the plants from which we obtain our

daily bread. John Perciral.

TREES AND SHRUBS.

A RARE PAMPHLET ON CONIFERS.

The rare pamphlet, entitled Botanical Expe-
dition to Oregon, is of considerable importance,

as it contains descriptions of Conifers collected

by Jeffrey in North America, and is the autho-

rity for the scientific names of several important
trees. No account of it appears to have been
published. There is a copy in the library at

Kevv, and another at Edinburgh.
The pamphlet is made up as follows :—An in-

troductory page signed " By order of the Com-
mittee, Andrew Murray"; five separate plates,

being drawings of cones, seeds and leaves ; and
pages 1 and 2 of notes and descriptions of some
of the plants received from Jeffrey,* who was
sent out by the Oregon Committee of Scotland

in June, 1850. There is no printed date on the

pamphlet, but Prof. I, B. Balfour tells me that

the actual date of publication was the first week
of September, 1853. There is no doubt about
this date, or the fact that the publication was
real, as Sir W. J. Hooker, in London Journal of

Botany, v. 315 (1853), criticises severely the pub-

lishing of names to which were attached as

authority the words "Oregon Committee." In

this he was hypercritical, as on the introductory

page the plain statement is made :
" Figures

and descriptions by Dr. Greville and Professor

Balfour of the cones and seeds of the Coni-

ferae." The figures, as mentioned on the plates,

which are not numbered, were drawn by R. K.
Greville ; but the descriptions were written by
Prof. J. H. Balfour, t and the name of the latter

must be attached to the new species described.

In most bookst on Conifers the authority
" Andrew Murray " or "Oregon Committee" is

wrongly given to the species in question, an
unfortunate circumstance due to the introduc-

tory page of the pamphlet not having been care-

fully read.

* An account of Jeffrey's life is given in Lawsnn's Pinetum
Britannicum, reproduced by Veitch, Manual of Com ferae, 1st

ed., p. 166(1881).

t Prof. J. H. Balfour, in a private letter written to Andrew
Murray, dated Oct. 13, 1853, says, referring to Hooker's
criticism : "All the committee was anxious ti> make known
were the Coniferae, of which they here give drawings, along
with notes by me in regard to them. The cones were all

I examined." This letter was obligingly communicated to
me by Prof. I. B. Balfour.

J The following references require correction in the cases
where Pinus Jeffreyi, Balfouriana, and Murrayana are men-
tioned :—Sargent, Silva N. America, xi., pp. 59, 79, 91 (1897),

and Trees X. A merica, p. 8 (1P05) ; Sudworth, Cheek-List of
Forest Trees of United States, pp. 15 and 111 (1S9S) (published
as U.S. Forestry Bulletin, No. 17), and Forest Trees of the

Pacific Slope, 3, 39, 47 (1908) ; Masters, in Journ. R. llort.

Soc.xiv., 225, 231 (1892), and in Journ. Linn. Soc. (Bot.),
xxxv., 046 (1904) ; Veitch, Man. ConiJ., 314 (1900) ; Beissner,
Nadelholzkunde, 263, 272 1891).

The following is a list of the Conifers de-

scribed and figured in the pamphlet, the correct

citations being given in each case :•

—

1. Pinus Balfouriana, Balfour, in Murray,
Bot. Exped. to Oregon, 1, with fig. (1853).

This species is here for the first time described

and named.
2. Pinus Jeffreyi, Balfour, in Murray, Bot.

Exped. to Oregon, 2, with fig. (1853). This

tree, here first described, is considered to be a
distinct species by Sudworth and other writers

;

but Sargent considers it to be Pinus ponderosa,

Lawson, var. Jeffreyi, Vasey, in Sept. Dept.
Agric. U.S., 1875, p. 179 (1876).

3. Pinus Murrayana, Balfour, in Murray, Bot.

Exped. to Oregon, 2, with fig. (1853). This
Pine, here first described, is kept up as a dis-

tinct species by many authors ; but according
to Sargent, it is Pinus contorta, Douglas (ex

Loudon), var. Murrayana, Engelmann, in Brewer
and Watson, Bot. Calif, ii. 126 (1880).

4. Pinus tuberculata, Gordon, is said by Bal-

four, in Murray, Bot. Exped. to Oregon, 2, with

fig. (1853), to have been collected by J ffrey ir*

lat. 41° at 5,000 feet elevation. The figure of

thj cone is excellent.

5. Pinus lasiocarpa, Balfour, in Murray, Bot.

Exped. to Oregon, 1, with fig. entitled Picea

lasiocarpa (1853) (not Hooker).

This tree, of which the cone, scale, bract, and)

seed are figured, is not Abies lasiocarpa, Nut-
tall, the Silver Fir of the Rocky Mountains, which
was first described by Sir W. J. Hooker as

Pinus lasiocarpa. The figure appears§ to repre-

sent Abies amabilis, Forbes, which occurs on

the coast range of Oregon, where Jeffrey col-

lected. It is interesting to note that this

species, which was discovered by Douglas in

1825, seeds having been sent by him in 1830,

is generally supposed not to have been seen

again till Sargent and Engelmann found it ir*

1880. Old trees of this beautiful Fir are very

rare in Britain ; and there is no evidence that

any of these were raised from seed sent by
Jeffrey.

5. Abies Pattoniana, Balfour, in Murray, Bot.

Exped. to Oregon, 1, with fig. (1853). This i»

identical with Tsuga Pattoniana, Seneclauze,

the Hemlock Spruce with large cones, which is

now generally known in America as Tsuga
Mertensiana, Sargent. The specimens here-

described by Balfour were collected by Jeffrey

in the Cascade Mountains, lat. 42°. Specimens
of the same tree, collected by W. Murray ir*

1854, on Scots Mountain, lat. 41°, were unfor-

tunately published by his brother as Abies
Hookeriana, A. Murray, in Edin. New Phil.

Journ., 289 (1855). Both the namesll A. Patton-

iana, Balfour, and A. Hookeriana, Murray, apply

to the same thing, the wild tree in America,
which is characterised by bluish leaves, entire

in margin, and with conspicuous stomatic lines

on both surfaces.

Other specimens preserved in the Kew her-

barium, ^which were collected by Jeffrey on the-

Mount Baker range, lat. 49°, are identical with
tlw preceding in all respects ; but from the seeds

that were sent by Jeffrey from this locality,

plants were raised which differed in having
green leaves, serrulate in margin, and with
regular stomatic lines only on the lower surface.

The peculiar variety, with green serrulate leaves,

was supposed erroneously by Murray to be A
Pattoniana, Balfour. It has been named by me,
Tsuga Pattoniana, var. Jeffreyi, Henry, in Elwes
and Henry, Trees of Great Britain, ii. 231

§ Masters, in Journ. Linn. Soc. (Bot.), xxii., 174 (1887),.

relying on Barron, in Gard. Chron., v., 78 (1876), erroneously
Identifies this cone with A. grandis. In Barron's nursery at

Elvaston the names of A. grandis and A. amabilis were
reversed, as is evident from A. Murray's article in Proc.
Ilort. Soc., vol. iii. (1863).

If The names A. Pattoniana and A. Hookeriana are both-

applied in gardens to the typical wild tree ; specimens with-

very glaucnus foliage being called by the latter name, whilst
less' glaucous examples are called by the former name. The
typical form has always leaves more or less glaucous, never
truly green as in var. Jeffreyi. In America, a supposed
Alpine form, differing only In its stunted habit, has been
identified erroneously with A. Hookeriana.
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(1907). It has never borne cones, and is now very

rare in cultivation ; and, so far as I am aware,

has not been observed in the wild state in

America. It seems to have been either a sport

•or mutation, or possibly a hybrid between Tsuga
Pattoniana and Tsuga Albertiana, as both these

species occur on the Mount Baker range.

7. Thuja Craigana, Balfour, in Murray, Bot.

Expect, to Oregon, 2, with fig. (1865). I stated

:in Gardeners' Chronicle, LIIL, 325 of May 17,

1913, that this was the first description of the

species, which has long been known as Liboce-

•drus decurrens ; and that, consequently, the cor-

rect name should be Libocedrus Craigana, Low,
-ex R. Brown, in Trans. Bot. Soc. Edin. ix. 373

(1868).

I have recently, however, received new in-

formation from the Arnold Arboretum, concern-

ing the date of publication of Torrey's Plantae
Fremontianae, which contains his description of

Libocedrus decurrens. Mr. Rehder states that

there are two sets of this paper in existence. The
set, which I believe has invariably been quoted,

is part of the bound Volume VI. of Smithsonian
•Contributions, which has the date 1354 on the

title-page. The other set, hitherto practically

unknown,* seems to have been intended for sepa-

rate distribution, and bears on the title-page

.the following :

—" Published by the Smithsonian
Institution, April, 1853." As the Oregon Com-
mittee's pamphlet appeared in September, 1853,

the name Libocedrus Craigana is invalid. Tor-
trey's name ha6 priority ; and the correct citation

of the species is Libccedrus decurrens, Torrey,
Plantae Fremontianae, 7, t. 3 (1853). It is very
satisfactory that this old-established name need
not be changed.

8. Pinus flexilis, Balfour, in Murray, Bot.
Exped. to Oregon, 2, with fig. (1853) (Not
James).

This is not identical with the true Pinus
flexilis, James, Long's 'Expedition, ii. 34 (1823)

;

T>ut is the same as Pinus albicaulis, Engel-

.tnann, in Trans. St. Louis Acad. ii. 209 (1863).

A. Henry.

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
Jasmine Fruiting.—Enclosed is a fruiting

•spray of the common \\ hite Jasmine—Jasminum
officinale. I do not think that this creeper often
matures fruit in this country. When the
blossoms are visited in summer by bumble-bees,
I notice that the insects insert their proboscides
between the calyx and the corolla (and not down
the corolla itself). This is, perhaps, the reason
v.-hy fertilisation is not usually accomplished.
There are several fruiting sprays upon the plant
from which I picked this yesterday, and last
year it fruited also comparatively freely. The
iruits appear in late autumn, are pale green, and
during November they turn a jet-black colour.
I should like to know if the fruiting of this plant
is of frequent occurrence in this country ? /. E.
Shaw, 23, Caledonia Place, Clifton, Bristol,
Deamber 17.

Dwarf Dahlia •• Marianne."— I have been
informed that this Dahlia was in the trials at
Duffryn and that it showed up well. I cannot
understand why it has been missed out of the
report, because there can be no two opinions
about its being the best dwarf decorative Dahlia
in existence. You called attention to it in your
columns last year, and in consequence I grew it

largely, and found its charming apricot-coloured
flowers invaluable for cut-flower work, while the
•plants, about 2 feet in height, were objects 'of

beauty in the border for months. Grower.

Raspberry Belle de Fontenay.— In Mr.
Goodacre's article on " Autumn Fruiting
Raspberries," in the issue for December 20, he
states that no other variety can compare
with Queen Alexandra for late and cer-

tain cropping. This may be Mr. Good-
acre's experience, but in case cultivators may

" This net, with the correct date, ls6:i, is not eited in

Sargent, .v.li/i, v ins (\8M) ; Veiteh, Man. Cu if., 263 (1900) ;

Blwes anil Henry, Trim J Great Brit .in Hi., 4S9 (1908).

be inclined to cast other varieties aside as

inferior 1 should like to state that for the past
three seasons three varieties have been grown in

a large garden in Hertfordshire, namely, Belle

de Fontenay, Queen Alexandra, and November
Abundance, and Belle de Fontenay was easily the
best for size of fruit and prolific crop. The stools

are not lifted annually, but the crop last season

—

the third in succession—was satisfactory. A.

Allen, Pond's Farm Gardens, Beaconsfield.

Chrysanthemum Madame C. Desgrange.—
I am interested in the statement made by Mr.
Norman Davis (see vol. LIV., p. 450), that
tills remarkable variety originated as a

"chance seedling among a batch of late

varieties." This fact is as remarkable as
the variety itself, and I know of no
parallel to it, namely, a late variety producing
an early seed sport. I suppose Mr. Davis has
good grounds for his statement. It is further
stated that " its raiser finds no interest in it,"

which, inferentially, is tantamount to saying that
its raiser was known, if not to Mr. Davis, at

least to the " French nurseryman into whose
hands it passed." I have fer years tried to find

out who raised Madame Desgrange, and have
uever succeeded. Is it possible that Mr. Davis
can tell us? Finally, it is stated that "Madame
C. Desgrange eventually passed into the hands
of Mr. Robert Parker, of Tooting." If by this

it is to be inferred that Mr. Parker obtained
possession of the whole of the stock, or even a

goodly portion of it, the statement is incorrect.

Mr. Parker's original stock was comprised of one
plant only, which did not come by way of France.
This is its history. Mr. Parker had been on a

business journey to Wales, and in returning

called on a friend in Bristol in whose garden
there were two fine plants in full flower. Recog-
nising its merit as an out-door variety, Mr.
Parker expressed a wish to have it, and in due
course one of the plants found its way to

Tooting. This was not later than 1873, since in

1874 or 1875—I believe the former year—two long
lines of Madame Desgrange occupied positions in

one of the huge specimen beds for which the
Tooting " Exotic Nursery " was then famous.
Other lines of plants in this particular bed were
of Kniphofia aloides (centre), then two lines of

Desgrange, one on either side, followed by
Aster amcllus, Rudbeckia Ncwmanii and a

border of Verbena venosa, two lines of each.

These plants were all in flower together, and
were the admiration of those who saw them. I

had met with many erroneous statements con-

cerning the early history of Madame Desgrange

and when with Mr. Parker a year or two before

his death I purposely enquired how he first be-

come possessed of it. What I have stated above

is in effect his own words. Moreover, the

variety was grown at Tooting in my day, forty

years ago, hence the statement is backed by my
personal knowledge. E. H. Jenlcins.

Buddleia Colvilei.— Buddleia Colvilei does

not often flower freely at this time of the year.

There is, however, a plant growing in the open
border in these gardens, carrying a quantity of

blossom. On Chrismas Day I counted over 20

flower-spikes fully developed, and there are

numbers of blanches on which the flower-

buds are just showing colour. The Buddleia
was planted about ten years ago, and has blos-

somed on three previous occasions, but never

so freely or so late in the season as now. The
'flowers are distinct from those of all other Bud-
dleias, and resemble the rosy-red blossoms of a

Pentstemon. The foliage is a kind of silver-

grey. It is a strong-growing subject, but unlike

others of the species it does not flower until it

has been established for some years. Growing
in the same border with the Buddleia is a large

bush of Eriobotrya japonica (the Loquat), in

full flower. It has occupied its present position

for about 12 years, but this is the first tune it

has blossomed. It is generally planted against

a wall, but it makes a magnificent bush in

favoured situations. The plant prefers a rather

light, loamy soil, and is readily increased from

cuttings or layers. F. II'. Rich, Elfordleigh

Gardens, Plym/pton.

Primula obconica and Skin Irritation.—
I have worked among plants of Primula obconica

for a number of years, and have never felt any

ill-effects until this season, when I have suffered

irritation on two occasions after handling tht
plants. The first time the irritation lasted about
four days, but latterly it has been more severe,
and I have had to seek medical advice. W.
Marsh, Mark-eaton Hall Gardens, Derby.

National Rose Society.—From the state-

ment made at the recent annual meeting
of this society it seems to be a wealthy
body, and its popularity is demonstrated by the
annual influx of new members. It may be as-

sumed that the Rose is destined to be more
largely grown in the future even than in the
past. The introduction of so many de-
sirable varieties increases the interest of the
flower, especially to exhibitors, of whom
amateurs form a large proportion. No doubt the
great number of improved forms of climbing
Roses, especially in the Wiohuraiana section, has
done much to popularise the flower in small
gardens as well as in larger ones. This form can
be employed, for instance, in providing screens

to hide unsightly corners, at the same time
giving a great wealth of blossom. I would like

to point out to the Executive of the society that

the time has come when drastic changes should
be made in the arrangements for the great

festival held each year in the charming ground?
oi the Royal Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park
Complaints are constantly made at the lack oi

tent room. This lack of space is particularly

noticeable in the tent set apart for new Roses,

which forms the centre of interest in the show
The tents are not only too small, but they are

insufficiently ventilated for the reasonable com
fort of visitors. Better ventilated tents, made
on the principle of those used at Chelsea during

the last two years, would prolong the beauty of

the flowers, and provide means of inspecting

them in more pleasant circumstances. Under
existing arrangements the visitors are inclined

to feel on a hot day that the visit to the show

is hardly worth the inconvenience. A judicious

expenditure in the provision of extra tent space

would be welcomed by the members, and be the

means of adding to the already long list of

subscribers to the society. E. Molynevx.

Parmentier and the Potato.- The cen-

tenary of the death of Parmentier has broughf

once again to public notice the legend that to hii

efforts we owe the Potato as a popular article oi

diet. The long continuance of this story is !

remarkable comment upon certain methods o

journalism and book-making. It has, however

occurred to two of the writers on Parmentier tx.

read his book, and the following interesting

passage is quoted by M. Gibault in his Histoire

des Legumes. On page 1 of the Examen
Chimique des Pommes des Tcrres, the book which

was supposed to have convinced the French

peasant that the Potato might be safely eaten,

the following passage may be read :
—"The use

of this alimentary plant has been adopted for a

century." Later, on p. 5, it is said that its

culture was undertaken largely, and it was then

(1770) a part of the poor man's food. " It is

common in the markets, and is sold at the street

corners, cooked or raw, as they sell chestnuts."

Parmentier was doubtless interested in a certain

variety of Potato, and adroitly secured a Royal

advertisement for this sort, but those who eat

potage "Parmentier" need not place the credit,

or blame, as tastes mav be, of this starchy pro-

duct to his account. The wise advice, " Verify

your references," was never better illustrated

than in the history of Parmentier's elevation to a

position he never thought of claiming for him-

self. Edward A. Bunyard.

Gas Tar and Mealy Bug.-I may remind

J. II. Y. (see page 427) that he has given us no

new cure for mealy h"^ on vines, as the use of

hydrocyanic ;.cid gas was discussed in the

Gardeners' Chronicle eight or nine years ago,

and has been mentioned at intervals since, and

if all who tried it had found it to be the safe.

simple, and effective cure we wait for, probably

there would have been very little mealy bug

hit in the kingdom to experiment on with gas

tar or any other specific. I tried it before

using gas tar, and whilst I agree with nearly all

that'./. //. >'. writes concerning its use for vines,

I am of the opinion that to be effective on old

\ines the fumigation must be repeated several

times to ensure the destruction of the young
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bugs, which hatch from the eggs laid in such
places as the holes in the end of old spurs. It

is for this reason that a really safe mixture
which could be painted on the vines when they
are being cleansed would be preferable. Many
gardeners have to accommodate a variety of pot
plants in vineries after the fruit has been cut, and
I have not found the gas harmless to soft-wooded
plants. I fumigated a vinery in early summer,
which had been treated previously in winter, before

the fruit commenced to colour, using a little

under the strength recommended for bug and a

little over that for greenfly ; and a few Chrysan-
themums, which were left in the vinery after the
final potting, were cleared of the black fly which
affected them, but the fumigation also scorched
the tips of the young leaves. Another curious
effect was noticed on some Zonal Pelargoniums.
The edges of the very young leaves were
scorched, and the younger flower- spikes, which
had grown a few inches only, were black and
withered, while the trusses which were just

showing colour and the main leaves were
uninjured. The Grapes on the vines were also

unharmed, but the tips of the sub-laterals were
affected similarly to the Pelargonium buds. I

have used hydrocyanic acid gas for greenfly

without injury to the plants, but, as is well

known, mealy bug requires a stronger prepara-
tion, and it is this which causes the trouble.

Will your correspondent kindly state the pro-

portions necessary for vines, and the exact
amount per 1,000 cubic feet he recommends
for destroying bug on stove house plants,

Cucumbers, Melons, etc., without injury to the
plants? There is a similar preparation named
' Hydrogas " which is said to be less dangerous,
but I have not tried ; t. The users of gas tar

do not "smear" their vines, they apply the tar

with a brush, and when dry the canes look clean

and glossy against the white woodwork and
whitewashed walls of the vineries. A. Shakel-
ton, Fordc Abbey Gardens, Chard.

Recent references in the Gardeners'
Chronicle regarding coal gas tar as a remedy for

the extirpation of this pest reminds me of a cir-

cumstance that occurred nearly fifty years ago
under my own cognisance. The whole comple-
ment of vines in a large house were more or less

injured by an application of gas tar and clay,

insomuch that whDe several of the least injured
had to be cut back nearly to the b^se, others
were supplanted by young vines. The rods
in question had been subjected to the applica-

tion of the insecticide in lieu of the annual
dressing of " Gishurst Compound " or other
remedies, which had been found more or less

efficacious and had never injured the vines. In
the case of the gas tar dressing, excessive peeling

and scraping of the loose bark was partly re-

sponsible for the disaster, as proved by the
fact that where merely the loose bark was re-

moved, injury was not apparent ; however,
so far the remedy was worse than the
disease. Shortly after the occurrence I was in-

formed that had Stockholm pine tar been used
instead of gas tar, little or no harm would have
resulted. A small supply was procured, but as

it was not required for the vines it was
applied to fruit trees, such as Apples,

Pears. Plums and others, with excellent

results and no apparent injury to the trees.

This result was obtained without the trouble of

excorticating rough bark, which affords a ready
shelter for the breeding and hibernation of the

insects. It would be instructive ; f others who
may have tried the wood tar remedy were to

give their experiences of this as opposed to

mineral tar. William, Gardiner, Horsham.

Mealy Bug on Vines.-Though I have
used cyanide of potassium for many years as

an insecticide I never employ it for plants such
as Codiaeums. Spider will find vaporised

nicotine an efficient and safe insecticide for bug
and red spider on these and other plants. A
risk always attends the use of cyanide, not only
of injuring tender plants, but of poisoning any
one who may inhale the gas. The latest formula
I have seen gives ^ oz. cyanide, 1 oz. sulphuric

acdd, and 2 oz. water per 1.000 cubic feet, the
structure to be closed from dark to daylight.

These amounts were to be doubled for mealy
bug on vines at rest, the vines having been pre-

viously painted with wood alcohol (methylated
spirits of wine). B.

Nursery Wages, Piecework and Over-
time.— It was manifestly unfair to the Surrey
nurserymen for the London daily papers to take
up the so-called low wages given in that district,

where for eight months in the year most of the
regular hands are on piecework earning good
money, and often the "hoeing men," having
kept their acreage clean, have the chance of

taking haying or harvest work in addition.

Another point is that all the chief nurserymen
keep their men on, wet or dry, in snow or frost,

and thus they have that steady employment
which is such a boon for the family, and far

better than high wages as builders, etc., which
often lead to extravagance, with liability to be
dismissed at any time suddenly and no nest-egg

to fall back upon. Nurserymen, too, are quick to

recognise any workman who shows ability. As
one of the first firms to introduce extended piece-

work and overtime in summer, I may say that it

pans out greatly to the advantage of the men,
and important work, requiring the greatest

promptitude, is done quickly and carefully, the

men often getting to budding at four o'clock

in the morning, resting at noon, and resuming
work until seven or eight at night. In my time

wages have risen for nearly all grades ten shil-

lings per week, and as we have several hands who
have been all their lives with us, they know when
they are well off. We are always ready to

listen to any reasonable requests, consistent with

the fact that the business has to pay and is not

run as a charitable institution, and, like the rest

of the trade, we can manage our own affairs

without the assistance of any "soft-handed"
agitators' interference. I enclose my card and
on this occasion sign myself, Experienced.

Journeymen Gardeners and Low Wages.
—The remarks of A. M. on low wages for

journeyman gardeners are interesting. It , has

long been recognised that the wages paid to these

men are totally inadequate for the work they have
to perform, and the long hours, with Sunday and
weekly duty in their turn. The general wages
are from 10s. to £1 weekly, and to reach the

maximum sum entails quite 12 years' service.

The bothy which goes with this remuneration is

often not the sort of abode that appeals to a
young man used to a good home. The prospects,

considering the great increase in the price of

necessities, are not sufficiently good to induce
reliable, trustworthy men to enter the profession.

L. C, Surrey.

Employers must surely soon acknowledge that
the wages paid to the garden staff is totally in-

adequate in these days of dear provisions. On
all sides we hear of young men leaving the
garden for service in other callings where the
prospects of promotion and secure employment
are the chief inducements. There are many
reasons for the present low standard of wages
Many employers look no further when engaging
a man than the matter of character and wages.
If an excellent character is forthcoming and a
low wage is asked, the candidate, be he never
so poor a craftsman, stands as good a chance (if

not far better) than a man who is thoroughly pro
fieient. It has always been rather a mystery to

me that the owner of an estate will spend large
sums of money on trees, plants, and the equip-
ment of a garden and then seek for a man to

take charge who asks a low wage. I am well
aware that through force of circumstances many
excellent men are driven to accept low wages,
and in such cases the employer has the advantage.
There is another side, however : How often do
we hear of the owners saying they have bought
this, or that, spent so much on glass, so much
on manure or sundries, and have only wretched
results. Are they quite certain that they have
a good man in charge, who is receiving a fair

wage, is comfortably housed and content?
Also that the member? of the garden staff are
receiving a fair wage and are working in con-

ditions which are favourable? There are few
professions in which more depends upon the
individual engaged than in gardening. Roamer.

1 agree with your correspondents on p. 462.

The charge laid by A. M., supported by L. , in

the issue of December 20, cannot be proved. Un-
doubtedly cases of too low payment exist, but
they are exceptions, not the rule. My experience,
extending over twenty-two years, convinces me
that the journeyman's position is better to-day

than ever before. Never was his horizon
larger ; never, perhaps, was his ability less.

With a mere smattering of knowledge he ap-
plies for posts he is unfitted to fill, and the
duties pertaining to them he knows hardly any-
thing about. Where is the head gardener who
cannot point to the damage done again and again
by the so-called experienced young men he has
been unwise enough to place entire confidence
in ? Ten years ago young men knew their work,
and did it thoroughly ; if they did not out they
went. I knew young men, strong, practical,

civil, obliging, enthusiastic, devoted to the pro-
fession—qualities which scores of present-day
journeymen appear never to possess. Our wages—12s., 14s., 16s.—were considered fair pay; 18s.

was scarcely heard of. As for £1, 22s., 24s.,

with bothy, milk, etc., we never heard tell of

these princely posts ; Saturday half-days off,

good yearly holidays, Christmas parties and
boxes. Happy, some of us, if we had not
to put in two or three hours most nights as
overtime, for which we received nothing except
the experience gained from doing the work.
I am thankful to have seen an end to those bad
times ; they have gone because the supply of

young men is limited, and those who refuse to

pay fair wages must go without men or do the
work themselves—which is as it should be.

Between the nursery employee and the
private gardener there can be no com-
parison. Many nurserymen and market gar-

deners would not take so-called experienced
journeymen from private gardens if they would
work for nothing ; whilst many head gardeners
would not employ nursery hands, even if they
offered to pay for the privilege of being on the
place. Every man to his trade is a good maxim
for all of us. To-day 18s. is the standard wage
for young journeymen—inside and out, with
bothy, etc.—that brings his wage to anything
from £1 up to 26s. per week. Every bothy I

know of is comfortable enough for any reason-
able workman. As Mr. Legg truly says, the up-
keep of proper bothies is a much larger item
than appears to some. Many a young journey-
man is to-day better off than the head gardener.
If A. M. and L. know their work and
have good characters an advertisement in

the Gardeners' Chronicle will bring them offers

of good situations from all over the kingdom at
18s. and upwards. Respecting the B.G.A., there
is a prejudice against it in some quarters
through mistaken ideas of its aims. It was
founded to protect alike the interests of the
qualified gardener and the reasonable employer.
This season now commenced will see the greatest

scarcity of journeymen gardeners this country
has ever known ; the trouble will be acute both
for the head gardener and his employer. Let
us not shut our eyes to the fact ; this is the
journeyman's opportunity, and he is going to
make good use of it ; so much is a certainty.

Having bettered his position, let us hope
he will take a deeper, keener, truer interest

in his work, thereby fitting himself to take the
places of the old guard as thev retire ; many of
whom they will find it difficult even to

emulate. With Mr. Beeson, I appeal to them
to study just a little more the interests of the
employer and his head gardener, who has to
teach them for nothing the secrets of a great
and honourable calling. Ed. A. Norris,
Malquoits Gardens, Ewhurst, Surrey.

May I make a few further remarks in reply

to S. Legg and T. Beeson on this subject? If
Messrs. Legg and Beeson will scan the " Situa-

tions Vacant " column every week, and compare
the cases where 19s. to 20s. is offered with those

mentioning 16s. or so, I think they will find that
two-thirds of them will offer the latter. Even if

journeymen were paid 19s. on an average, do
your correspondents consider that sufficient? I

contend that they should be paid 25s., if good
bothies are provided, or 30s. without, and duty
paid 4s. extra. In what other trade, may I

ask, is such a starvation wage paid ? Even the
roadsweepers here (Hampstead) are paid 28s.,

and leggings and cape are provided. Mr. Legg
Temarks upon the considerable expense to the
employer involved by the upkeep of the bothy.
How much does this cost per head in most
bothies ? 3s. to 4s. per week. Even when vege-

tables are also provided they cost the employer
little or nothing. E. L.
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SOCIETIES
LINNEAN.

December 18.—At the meeting held on this

date, Prof. E. B. Poulton, F.R.S., Presi-

dent, in the chair, Mr. John Parkin,
M.A., gave a summary of his paper on

"The Evolution of the Inflorescence." He
stated that the evolution of all types of in-

florescences is to be traced from the solitary

terminal flower. The first cluster to arise is a

cvmose group of three flowers (a simple

dichasium). This comes about through the push-

ing out of floral shoots from the leaf-axils just

below the terminal flower. Two somewhat
opposing tendencies now reveal themselves :

—

(i.) Either the secondary floral shoots may
branch repeatedly, giving rise to the compound
or continuous dichasium. From this sympodial

cymes, etc., can be derived, (ii.) Or the number
of these secondary shoots may be increased. This
eventually leads to the formation of true race-

mose inflorescences. Solitary axillary flowers

are shown to arise in three different ways, and
are all capable of being derived from the solitary

terminal flower. Finally, attention is drawn to

a little-recognised form of flower-cluster, which
is characterised by the main axis, after emit-

ting flowers laterally, continuing its growth
vegetatively. The term intercalary is proposed

for such. The origin of these inflorescences is

indicated, and their further evolution into

pseudoterminal inflorescences shown.
Mr. C. E. Salmon then read a short note on

"Hypericum Desetangsii, Lamotte, in Britain,"

illustrating his remarks by a series of specimens

of that species and its nearest allies, together

with a lantern-slide.

The next General Meeting will be held on

Thursday, January 15, 1914, at 8 p.m.

Exhibitions and Papers.

(1) Mrs. Henshaw.—Lantern - slides illus-

trating the fauna and flora of the interior of

Vancouver, from her last journey.

(2) Mr. H. A. Baylis, B.A.—Some observations

on the tentacles of Blennius gattorugine. (Com-
municated by Prof. G. C. Bourne, F.R.S.,
Sec.L.S.)

(3) Mr. G. C. Druce.—(«) Some recent addi-

tions to the British flora
;
(b) A note on Article 45

of the Vienna Code
;

(c) The Abridgment of

Miller's Gardener's Dictionary of 1754, and
Hill's British Herbal of 1756.

stony pasture to a short, lawnlike turf, pre-

vented many of the plants constituting this turf

from seeding and increasing, and, weakened by
the continued eating down of the 'sheep, the old

plants gradually died away. He also called at-

tention to the effect of light on growth, habit

and colour.

After mentioning the advisability of expert

advice in the formation and building of rock
gardens and collections of Alpine plants, Mr.
Lewis left the field to Mr. Ingwersen, who in-

vited the company present to accompany him on
the screen on a trip into the High Alps, and
showed a large number of lantern-slides taken

in Scotland, Switzerland, Norway, Italy, Thibet,

Sikkim, Himalayas, and a number taken by Mr.
Lewis in his own garden. Commencing with

the rich Alpine pastures, which presented sheets

of pink, blue, purple or red according to their

season, he passed to the Alpine woodlands,
showing Linnaea borealis, and touching upon the

wide distribution of this plant; the lecturer

was able to show it growing in Norway,
as well as in Switzerland, on both occa-

sions under Conifers, which was the typical

position favoured by this plant, although

it occurred in Denmark and North Germany in

l'eech and Birch woods. Showing then a twisted

and blasted Fir tree at the so-called tree limit

to illustrate the force and rigour of the Alpine

climate at high elevations, the lecturer mounted

CROYDON NATURAL HISTORY.
The December meeting of the Croydon

Natural History and Scientific Society was dis-

tinguished by a record attendance on the occasion

of a lantern lecture on Alpine plants at home and
in the garden, delivered jointly by Mr. Hugh
Lewis, of Mayfield, and Mr. W. E. Th.
Ingwersen.
After paying a tribute to Mr. Ingwersen, to

whose guidance on the subject he owed practi-

cally everything, Mr. Lewis said that the idea
of Alpine gardens or Alpinums was by no means
a new one, records of at least one Alpine garden
dating three centuries back. Mr. Lewis then
discoursed on the wide climatic differences ex-

perienced by the Alpine plants on being removed
from their native crags to lowland gardens,
and the effect produced by such changes, the plants
becoming modified in structure—i.e., losing in

part the very compact and tufted growth which
distinguishes them in their mountain homes. The
lecturer also pointed to the means of correcting
this lax habit by planting many of the Alpine
plants in conditions equal, as near as possible,

to those appertaining to screes or moraines.
The lecturer, availing himself of the latest

literature in Alpine plants and conditions (which
ha duly acknowledged), pointed out the actual
necessity of Alpine gardens as sanctuaries for
such Alpines as were threatened by the danger
of total extinction in their mountain homes, by
farming in Switzerland, involving draining and
manuring of many of the slopes in which the
mountain flora now reigns supreme. A great
danger to the Alpine flora in the higher reaches
above the cultivated pastures was the increased
number of sheep, which, shaving the high,

THE LATE W. COLLINS.

to the higher and stonier pastures above the

woodland belt, showing such characteristic plants

as the Alpenrose, Cobweb Houseleek, Saxifraga

Cotyledon, Anemone sulphurea and various forms
of the stemless Gentian, of which the variety

G. angustifolia (commonly grown in gardens as

G. acaulis) was such a disappointment in many
Croydon gardens by refusing to flower. After
showing some more slides of Daphnes, Primulas,
Anemone vernalis (closed and open), the lecturer

demonstrated by slides the difference between the
Soldanella alpina and S. pusilla, and was happy
to be able to show Soldanella alpina actually

piercing the melting snow in the Alps with its

pale mauve flowers. Coming now to the high
screes and moraines, the lecturer showed such
typical plants as Silene acaulis, Dryas octopetala,

Saxifraga oppositifolia, Geum reptans. Cam-
panula cenisia and others. A number of

lantern pictures from Mr. Lewis's Alpine garden
included Silene Hookeri, the rare Lewisia
Cotyledon and Saxifragi Gnesebachii.

BOTANICAL SOCIETY OF EDINBURGH.
The second meeting for the session 1913-14 was

held on the 11th ult., Mr. R. Stewart Mac-
Dougall, M.A., D.Sc, President, in the chair.

Mr. W. G. Smith, Ph.D., gave some notes on
Danish vegetation, illustrated with numerous
lantern slides.

Mr. M. Y. Orr showed specimens of the leaf

insect, Pulchriphyllum crurifoiium, Serv., and
gave notes on its habits.

Mr. R. S. MacDougall, M.A., D.Sc, ex-

hibited some Ceylon insects injurious to Tea,
Rubbei and Coffe.3.

Among the plants exhibited from the Royal
Botanic Garden, Edinburgh, at the last two meet-
ings were :

—

Alternanthera paro^iychioides, St. Hil. A
South American plant of creeping habit and
small green foliage

Buddleia asiatica, Lour. A not quite hardy
species, with fragrant, white flowers and smallish

silvery foliage, from subtropical Asia.

Dracocephalum tanguticum, Maxim. This
species from China is perhaps one of the best

late autumn plants for its profusion of bloom,

and is suitable either for the rockery or border.

Euryops virgineus, Less. South Africa. A
tender shrub, hardy in Cornwall and the Scilly

Islands. Flowering out of doors at Edinburgh.
Genista solditana, Pomel. An Algerian plant

requiring protection in the north but perhaps
hardy in the southern parts of the country.

Gentiana rhodantha, Franch. Of good, bushy
habit and a vigorous grower. The flowers are

of a pinky-white colour, with a fringed corolla.

Gentiana rigeseens, Franch. A sturdy grower

of a bushy habit, with persistent stems ind

foliage. The flowers are of a violet-pink colour.

Very floriferous, and a late blooming species

worthy of being better known. Both from
Yunnan.
Hydrocotyle hirsuta, Sw. A peculiar Umbelli-

fer from the Island of St. Domingo. ,

Jasminum lineare, R. Br. A rather pretty

plant with fine foliage and white flowers.

Lepidium piscidium, Forst. f. A plant from

the Pacific Islands, said to be used by the

natives for catching fish. The plant itself was
raised from seed obtained on Henderson Island.

Lobelia puberula, Michx. North America.

A late-flowering species with blue flowers.

Saxifraga cinerascens, Engler et Irmscher. A
doubtfully hardy species from Yunnan with

yellow flowers.

Saxifraga turfosa, Engler et Irmscher. Some-

what like S. diversifolia, with yellow flowers, but

propagating itself by stolons. Yunnan.
Spathoglottis edinensis x Rolfe. Raised at

the Royal Botanic Garden from seed procured by
crossing S. Fortunei. Lindl., and S. pulchra,

Srchlechter.

©bituar\>.

Sir Trevor Lawrence.— The funeral of

the late Sir Trevor Lawrence, Bart., V.M.H.,
whose death occurred on the 2nd ult.,

took place at Mickleham Parish Church on

Saturday, the 27th ult. The church was filled

with mourners, many of whom had travelled

long distances to pay their respects to the

memory of the late President of the Royal Horti-

cultural Society. By special request no floral

offerings were sent, and the only emblem on the

coffin was a tasteful cross of Calanthes,

Epiphyllums and White Lapagerias, made by

Lady Lawrence, who was supported at the

funeral by her eldest son, Sir William Law-

rence, his wife, and other members of the

family. Amongst those present were the Lord-

Lieutenant of Surrey (Col. the Hon. Henry
Cubitt, C.B.), Sir Albert Rollit, Sir Jeremiah

Colman, Bt., Sir David Prain, F.R.S., Professor

Eateson, F.R.S. (representing the John Innes

Horticultural Institution), Mr. Thomas McRow
(secretary of the Royal Agricultural Society) and

a representative of" the Gardeners' Chronicle.

A memorial service was held on the same

day at Holy Trinity Church, Prince Consort

Road, Kensington Gore, and was attended by

members of the Council of the Royal Horti-

cultural Society. The President, Lord Gren-

fell, was confined to the house by illness, but the

following members were present :—Baron Bruno

von Schroder, Sir Harry Veitch, Sir Georgf Bol-

ford, K.C.V.O., Sir Daniel Morris, Mr. W. A.

Hilnov. .Mr. A. W. Sutton, Mr. Henry B. May,
and the Rev. W Wilks. There were also pre-

sent Mr. David W. Thomson (Edinburgh), Mr.

J. T. Bennett-Poe, Mr. 1" J. Chittenden, and

Mr. R. Hooper Pearson.
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T. L. Chapman.—We regret to record the

death, at his residence in Armadale, of Thomas
Learmonth Chapman, for forty-six years farmer

at Wester Hillhouse, in Torphichen parish, who
died on December 21, in his ninetieth year. De-

ceased was a native of Beancross, Falkirk, but

had resided for over fifty years in West Lothian.

He was chiefly noted as a grower of seedling

Potatos, and was the raiser of such well-known

varieties as the Factor, the Crofter, the

Chapman, the Laird, and the Cottar.

W. Collins.—It is with regret that we
announce the death of the late secretary of

the United Horticultural Benefit and Provident

Society, which occurred on the 21st ult. Mr.

Collins underwent an operation in November,
and was apparently progressing favourably until

about ten days before his death, when he con-

tracted a chill, which brought on an attack of

pleurisy. Among the numerous floral tributes

which were sent was a harp from the members
of the United Horticultural Benefit and Provi-

dent Society. He leaves a widow to mourn
his loss.

John Mattock.— The death of this well-

known Rose-grower at the age of 76 occurred

at his residence at Headington, near Oxford, on

the 22nd ult. Mr. John Mattock was born
at Bath, and 40 years ago moved to Oxford.
For a long time he had been a very successful

exhibitor at the principal Rose shows.

GARDENING APPOINTMENTS

[Correspondents are requested to write the names
of persons and places as legibly as
possible- Ko charge is made for these announce-
ments, but if a small contribution is sent, to be

placed in our collecting Box for the Gardeners'

Orphan Fund., it will be thankfully received, and
an acknowledgment made in these columns.}

Mr. James G- Kogers. jun.. late with Mr. T. R.

Hayes, Alpine Nurseries, Keswick, Cumberland,
and Mr. J. Wood, Boston Spa, Yorkshire, appointed
to the Sheffield Horticultural Co., Ltd., Silver

Hill Nurseries, Ecclesall. Sheffield, in the Alpine,

Herbaceous and Landscape department.

Mr. James A- Price, as Gardener to Sir J. D.
Rees, M.P., Aylwards, Stanmore, Middlesex.

Mr. W. H. Jones, for the past 4i years Gardener
at Shirenewtown Hall, Chepstow. Monmouthshire,
and previously 5£ years Second Gardener at Aber-
baiden, Abergavennv, Monmouthshire, as Gardener
to N. J. McNeil, Esq., The Rhyd. Tredegar. Mon-
mouthshire. (Thanks for Is. for R.G.O.F. box.—
Ens.)

Mr G-. B- Nicholls. for 7 years and 9 months Gar
flener to Robert Gordon, Esq., Brockham Park,
Betohworth, as Gardener to Captain Sloans Stanley.
Paultons, Romsey, Hampshire. [Thanks for Is. for

R.G.O.F. box —Eds )

Mr F. M Folkard. late Foreman at Pett Place,
Cluiring, previously at Orwell Park, as Gardener to

H. Brocklebank, Esq., Bartlon House, near Cam-
bridge. (Thanks for Is. for R.G.O.F. box.—Eds.I

Mr- George Woolly, for nearly three years Gardener
to Walter Webb, Esq., Malquoits, Ewhurst, near
Guildford, Surrey, as Gardener to Captain E. Berry,
Wycliffe Hall, Barnard's Castle, Yorkshire.

CATALOGUES RECEIVED.

Seeds
Little and Ballantyne, Carlisle.
John Peed and Son, West Norwood. London.
Barr and Hunter, Maxwelltown. Dumfries.
David W. Thomson, 113, George Street, Edinburgh.
Dicksons, Chester.
Wm. Cutbush and Son, Highgate, London.
Herd Brothers, Market Square. Penrith.
Fisher, Son and Sibray, Ltd., Handsworth, Sheffield.
Wm. Fell and Co., Hexham.
Agricultural and Horticultural Association, Ltd.,

92. Long Acre. London.
Alfred Dawkins, 408. King's Road. Chelsea, London.
Cooper, Taber & Co , Ltd., 90 and 92, Southwark

Street, London.—Wholesale.
THOMAS Methyls- & SON'S, 6, Frederick Street, Edin.

burgh.

Miscellaneous-
Isaac Godber, Willington Nurseries, near Bedford.—

Chrysanthemums.
Foreign-

J. Daehnfei.dt, Odense, Denmark.—Seeds.

DEBATING SOCIETIES.
EGHAM DISTRICT GARDEN r BS\ \ i a meet

ing of this association held on the 17th ult. Mr. T
Bowser, of Ashle'igh Gardens. Virginia Waters
delivered a paper on " Rook Gardens." The leeturer
stated that this form of gardening has become very
popular in gardens at. late, and whether thev are smail
or large a rockery was always an interesting feature of
the gardens. Low-lying slopes were the best positions,
avoiding large overhanging trees, for plants which re-

quire shady places can be planted on the shady side of
large rocks or stones. One should try to have the
rockery as natural as possible, and where streams of

water are at hand these may always be used to advan-
tage. No one particular plan should be followed but
a plan that is best adapted to the site.

BRITISH GARDENERS' (Watford Branch) —
A meeting of this branch of the B.G.A. was held on the
18th ult. Mr. W. Phillips presided, and there was a
record attendance. Mr. Graham, of Oolney Park, St.
Albans, gave a lecture on " Chrysanthemums."

ENQUIRY.

Bacterial Disease of Hyacinth. — Can
any reader inform me if the bacterial disease of
the Hyacinth (Pseudomonas hyacinthi) has been
recorded from this country ? E. S. S.

Qnsfm
to

Birds and Buds : Miss M. E. In order to pre
vent birds pecking off the buds on your Camel-
lias, Honeysuckle and Damson trees, spray
them with lime, sulphur, and a little size mixed
in water.

Carnations : H. T., Ireland. The plants are
badly attacked by the fungus Heterosporium
echinulatum. Pick off all affected leaves, and
spray both diseased and healthy plants every
third day with potassium sulphide, which may
be made as follows :—Water, 2g gallons, and
potassium sulphide, 1 oz. Dissolve the potas-
sium sulphide (or liver of sulphur as it is often
called) in a quart of hot water, then make it

up to 2j gallons by adding cold water.

Cineraria Princess Alice : S. S., Yorkshire.
There is no disease present. For some reason
the cultivation has been wrong. All varieties
of a species do not necessarily require similar
treatment.

Cinerarias : G. Ti*. IT. Eelworm is present in
the soil. The soil should have been sterilised

by heating before the potting was carried out.

Cyclamen Blooms : W. P. B. The rusty ap-
pearance of the Cyclamen blooms is caused
by mites. Dip the plants in an infusion of

Quassia and soft soap.

Fumigating with Hydrocyanic Acid Gas :

M. A. and A. P. The proportions may be
found on page 462 of the issue dated Decem-
ber 27, 1913.

Grafting of Plums and Cherries: Correspon-
dent. As the grafting of Plums and Cherries
is always risky, growers do not usually expect
more than 75 per cent, of the grafts to succeed.
Budding is better, when 90 per cent, may be
expected.

Names of Fruits :
11'. C. Hersee. A fine speci-

men of Lane's Prince Albert.

—

A. M. 1, Beurre
Diel ; 2, Uvedale's St. Germain ; 3, Easter
Beurre ; 4, Lord Burghley.

—

J. F. Dancer.
Winter Orange.

—

A. C. S. M. 1, Winter Haw-
thornden ; 2, Golden Reinette ; 3, Gascoyne's
Scarlet ; 4, Lincoln Codlin.

—

J. D. 1, Beurre
Diel; 2, Vicar of Winkfield ; 3. Emile d'Heyst ;

4, Braddick's Nonpareil ; 5. Lane's Prince
Albert ; 6, Allington Pippin.

Names of Plants : H. S. The Rose blooms are
not in character. Send again earlier in the
season.—T. W. We do not recognise the
Carnation, and suggest that a bloom be sent
to a grower who specialises with this flower.

—

T. W . P. Probably Rhododendron racemosum,
but send again when in flower.

New Rose : /. P. A deep pink-coloured sport
from Rose Frau Karl Druschki which pos-
sesses rich fragrance would be a valuable ad-
dition. You should cultivate the plants and
exhibit blooms at the next summer show of

the National Rose Society, which will be held
in Regent's Park, London, on July 7, when
its merits would be adjudicated upon.

Peach Buds Dropping : M. A. X. This con-
dition may be caused by a variety of circum-
stances, and in the absence of a knowledge of
the conditions under which the trees are grow-

ing we can only say that the chief causes are
dryness at the root and too dry an atmo-
sphere. In some of the early varieties the habit
of regularly casting a large proportion of
flower-buds just before growth becomes active
seems to be ineradicable, and to be successful1

with these it becomes necessary to exercise-

great care in cultural detail.

Pine Cones : T. W. P. All your cones appear
to be Pinus Jeffreyi or P. ponderosa. The two
species are closely allied, but the former has-
usually larger cones and the young shoots are-

glaucous. We think No. 1 is P. ponderosa,
the remainder P. Jeffreyi, but are not very
certain about Nos. 2 and" 4.

Pinus Coulteri : A. W. C. There is no disease
present on the leaves. The injury is probably
caused at the root, which should be exposed and
examined. If white strands of mycelium are
present on the surface, or there appears a
white felt under the bark, dredge the plant
copiously with a mixture of powdered lime
and sulphur in equal quantities, and mix the
same with the soil when replacing.

Shrubs for South Dorset : .-1 Dorset Gardener.
Many of the rare trees and shrubs which you
have admired in Cornwall would succeed in
your garden, but much depends on position
and aspect, and without local knowledge we
can only generalise. The Magnolias you have-
planted will be quite hardy, and it would be
worth while to add M. Campbellii, M. Dela-
vayi, and M. grandiflora as standards. The-
most showy of the early-flowering, half-hardy
Rhododendrons are the hybrids, of which any
nurseryman who specialises in them will offer

a good selection. The Andromeda described,
is probably A. floribunda. The following are-

the names of rare and showy shrubs which
flower during the first half of the year and.
should be suitable for your purpose :—Andro-
meda japonica, Camellia reticulata, C. Sasan-
qua, C. Lavinia Maggi, C. Donkelaaris and
others. Berberis Bealei, Choisya ternata,.

Crinodendron Hookerianum, Daphne Cneorum
major, Desfontainea spinosa, Erica codonodes,.
E. australis, Embothrium coccineum, Escal-

lonia exoniensis, Fabiana imbricata, Grevillea
thyrsoides, Lonicera sempervirens, Olearia
macrodonta, Paeonia Moutan (many varieties),

and Veronica Hulkeana. It would also be well

worth trying to grow such of the hardier
Mimosas as Acacia Baileyaraa, A. dealbata and-

A. longifolia.

Tomatos : A. N. There is no fungus disease

present. The leaves are probably injured by
fumes or too dry air. The lime should be-

powdered and dredged on when the leaves are-

damp, if intended to destroy caterpillars.

Spraying with an insecticide is better.

Tulips Diseased : H. II. The bulbs are in-

jured by the fungus Fusarium bulbigenum.
The soil in which they have grown will be
infected, and should be sterilised. No cure-

is possible, as the fungus is in the tissues of

the bulb.

Vine Dressing : L.-T. P. The specific should
be appjied only to the rods, but any of the-

liquid which unavoidable falls on the soil

will do no harm. The sulphur should be used
after the vines have commenced their sea-

son's growth.

Vine Roots : Colonel II". B. A reply to your
second query was given in the issue of
December 13, p. 432

Yew Hedge : Gardener. Sulphate of ammonia
applied at the rate of 1 oz. per square yardl

would be a suitable stimulant for the Yew
hedge which is " beooming bare at base."

If, as we suspect, it is an old hedge, it is pro-

bable that it is suffering from lack of
nourishment. Too often hedges are planted,,

and except for periodic prunings and an occa-

sional weeding-, receive no after attention.

Established hedges should receive annual top--

dressmgs of soil and dfecayed manure.

Communications Beceived —W. H. P.—W R. P
— D. B. C—W W.—A C. B—R VV. C—E: B.—R. A. &!..

—J. D —J. W. M.—C. T—E. T. C—G. W. H.

—

C. R. M., New Yorlf-Mrs E. H —H. S, T — C. G. G —
Mrs. B.—J. H. A.—C. P. C—J. D —W. H. W.—A. G —
Miss E. A.—J. L. S.-, Washington—R. W. T.
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MR. BOWLES' GARDEN.

NO one who loves plants for their own
sake and endeavours to make one
particular garden reflect, as in a

mirror, his highest conception of beauty,
can inspect the plan that is being worked
out by another idealist without gaining
experience. But certain gardens will

always possess greater interest than others,

usually because they are more char-

acteristic of their makers. In place of

slavish copying of a set pattern we want
more and more liberty of design in order
that every garden may possess the fresh-

ness and charm of originality, for no two
need be alike, any more than the minds
of those who fashion them.

For many years past Mr. Bowles has
studied, handled and cultivated vast

numbers of plants, making close friend-

ships with many that specially claim his
admiration or interest and getting an
acquaintance with countless others. He
looks upon his garden as a means of

affording a home for the plants. If tin'

garden suits their requirements, it like-

wise fulfils its owner's wishes, and just
i- any host seeks to know the charac-
teristics and preferences of his friends, si,

di.es Mr. Bowles study his plants with
minute care and absorbing interest, their

affinities, peculiarities of structure, likes

and dislikes and general habits.

With respect to the general conditions
affectii.g the garden, the first thing to be

noted is that although Myddelton House
is only 10 miles due north of London it is

surrounded by a rural landscape, and
the rustic character of the neighbour-
hood is proved by its rich fauna and flora.

The site is 111 feet above sea level and
is on the edge of a district which shares
with Yarmouth the lowest rainfall in

Britain. A coarse gravel subsoil drains
the ground to such a degree that the

garden may be classed amongst the driest

in England. The New River runs
through the centre of the garden,
but although this artificial waterway
was made some 300 years ago, the
banks still carry the water through the
gardens without allowing any to soak
through to the benefit of adjacent plants.

Moreover, the New River water is so hard
that Rhododendrons have been killed

fine specimen of the hardy Palm (Trachy-
carpus excelsus) which stands in front of
the conservatory is likewise in flower, the
setting is very pretty, whilst on the lawn is

a fine Cedar of such dimensions that one
hears with something of a start that Mr.
Bowles' great-grandfather brought it

from Covent Garden in a pot. A fine bush
of Salvia Grahamii in front of the conser-
vatory must be 6ft. to 7ft. high. Across
the lawn is a long border of moderate
width, full of good things of herbaceous
habit, and including such a colony of
Eremurus as very few private gardens
possess. There must be enough Ere-
murus plants to stock a nursery, and
since most of the sorts are well repre-
sented they make a floral display of

unusual attractiveness. In the border
also there are many Kniphofias, in-

Fic. 8.

[Vliotograph by W. J. Yasey.

-MORNING ROOM WINDOW AI MYDDELTON HOUSE.

merely by watering them with it during
periods of drought. A row of Yews on
its north bank has been declared to be at

least a hundred years older than the river,

and it is not unlikely that there was a

garden here in which the trees were
planted. Mr. Bowles' ancestors settled

here in the early years of the eighteenth
century, but the oldest tree of which any-
thing like a definite date of planting is

known is a fine specimen of Taxodium dis-

tichum planted by his great-grandmother
at some time prior to 1812. The present
dwelling-house was built a few years later,

and instead of using the good red brick <>t'

the district, the builders procured a then

fashionable yellow brick from Suffolk,

wherefore, says Mr. Bowles, "it has
been my constant aim t<> smother >t

in creepers of all kinds."- In May.
when the Wistaria on the south front
is in full bloom (see Fig. 8) and the

eluding the very beautiful K. Northiae. In
this same part of the garden, but across

another stretch of lawn, may be seen an in-

teresting grouping of coloured foliage

where grey-leaved plants ami those with
silver variegation are massed against bold

groups of golden-leaved plants on one side

and purple foliage on the other.

Mr. Bowles specially admires the large

genus Geranium, and he collects all good
hardy species that he can obtain, conse-

quently they are to be seen in various

situations, but they never seem inappro-

priately associated, because .they mix well

with other families. Turning towards a

friendly wall that provides the necessary

shelter for many young plants that would
find it difficult or impossible to succeed

in an exposed situation, a specimen
of Eucalyptus cordata, 15 feet high and in

flower, that Mr. Bowie-, has raised from

seed obtained from an older plant, serves
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to draw attention to the considerable number
of species of Eucalyptus that have been grown
to effective specimens. Mr. Bowles says that E.
cordata is not an easy plant to purchase owing
to incorrect nomenclature, but when it is ob-

tained true it is one of the hardier species, far

hardier than E. Globulus that usually does duty
in gardens for the whole genus. Olearia virgata

and its variety lineata produce small white, ray-

less flowers in July, but are rare plants, possess-

ing much, interest, and the weeping form of

Rosa rugosa, Eucalyptus pulverulenta, and
the choice sorts of Chinese Budd'leias lately

introduced, but already grown into speci-

mens of considerable height, and many
other good garden plants make the border that
runs along with the wall a place of interest all

the year round. Sohuium crispum is to be seen
some little distance away, scrambling over some
posts and draping an old grey vase with its fes-

near Tortworth ; a similarly twisted Hawthorn
;

a fastigiafce form of the common Elder; an Oak-
leaved variety of the common Laburnum ; a pigmy
Ash with a name almost as long as itself—Fraxi-
nus excelsior var. atrovirens nana ; Rumex flex-

uosa with very narrow, perfectly brown leaves
;

a viviparous form of Poa alpina; the Plymouth
Strawberry ; the one-leaved Strawberry, Frag-
aria vesca var. monophylla ; a Hen-and-Chicken
form of the common Daisy ; the green Primrose

;

a white-flowered Ajuga rep'tans, and a form of
C. lactiflora which grows only 1 fcot instead of

6 feet, the normal height of the type. There
are many other oddities in this irregular piece
of ground, but sufficient have been mentioned to
indicate not only the character of the plants
which find a home in the collection, but also the
interest such a gathering possesses for plant
teratologists. These eccentrics are sheltered by
standard Magnolias, Wistaria sinensis, W. multi-

[Photograph by J. A. James.

Fig. 9.

—

wistaria multijt/ca in mr. bowles' garden.

toons of lilac-coloured flowers; truly a beautiful
plant for the pleasure grounds, and particularly
effective when given such a charming environ-
ment as Mr. Bowles has chosen for it. We have
mentioned only a few of the trees and shrubs
that recur to the memory, but they fail alto-
gether to represent the many interesting species,
including standard Wistarias and Magnolias,
that are to be seen in various parts of the garden.
A fine plant of Wistaria multijuga in full flower
is shown in fig. 9, and a very graceful plant
it is.

In Mr. Bowles' garden there is a small en-
closure known as the Asylum. This spot has
come to be known by this somewhat extra-
ordinary name because most of its occupants are
eccentrics that show some marked difference
from the normal habits or appearance of their
near relatives. Readers may possibly guess
what some of these " demented " plants, as Mr.
Bowles calls them, are like. A few may be men-
tioned. The first of the collection is the twisted
Hazel, which Lord Ducie first found in a hedge

juga, W. brachybotrys, and flowering Cherries
that make the surroundings pleasantly agreeable
in spring even to those who have no wish to

study the abnormal.

In this article it is not intended to write of

Mr. Bowles' Crocuses, and for several reasons.

First, our notes are chiefly of the spring gar-
den as it appears in May, when the Crocuses are
quiescent ; but a stronger reason is that it would
be next to impossible to deal with the Crocuses
without excluding all else from notice. For Mr.
Bowles' Crocuses are the Crocuses at present in

cultivation. They are his special favourites, and
no species, variety or form of the Crocus exists
but Mr. Bowles possesses or would like to ac-
quire it for his collection. The frame-yard tells

its tale, however, for many of the frames contain
the choicest and most tender Crocuses in pots,
boxes, or planted out ; and here, in the dark
mornings of the New Year, Mr. Bowles may
often be seen eagerly anticipating the open-
ing into flower of his greatly beloved plants.
Snowdrops, Daffodils and other early bulbs, in-

cluding Irises and Tulips, are also grown in pro-
fusion. Of Iris florentina a word is needed to
explain the beautiful belt of flowers that runs
along by the side of the New River— (see
ug- H)—where Mr. Bowles made a clearing of
the Laurels and Viburnum Tinus that formerly
grew there, in order to make way for his prin-
cipal collection of Irises—namely, those of the
bearded section. The whole front of the bed is

planted with a band some 8 feet deep and 20
yards long of Iris florentina, with an occa-
sional clump of I. germanica amongst them,
these latter for improving the dainty picture
by adding touches of purple to the sheet of
grey.

The Rock garden is one of the most interesting
we have seen, although its owner does not
claim for it superior structural effects. Its in-

terest is more in the plants, their rarity and their

flourishing, contented appearance. The design,

says Mr. Bowles, would have been different had
the rockery been constructed at one time, but it

was not, and the first portion that was formed
on a bank of stiff clay has been added to on
more than one occasion by taking in pieces of

meadow land for the purpose. Each and eveiy
portion has been planned, built and planted by
Mr. Bowles himself, who with his own hands
has helped to fix the great stones in their

positions, and he, with the cunning of the true

plantsman, has selected the places for the rarer

and more difficult plants to occupy. He has no
hard and fast rules about keeping the rockery

exclusively for true Alpines, but on the contrary

he plants thereon any favourite he has reason to

think will thrive better there than anywhere else.

Yet he has specimens of true Alpine species,

really difficult plants, that make all rock-garden
visitors exclaim at the wonderful success ob-

tained. It is the success that falls only to the

loo of those who have that gardening instinct by
which they are able to divine with accuracy the
peculiar requirements of individual plants, and
the patience that never tires in the daily task of

maintaining the conditions necessary to the

plant's highest development. The illustration in

fig. 10 represents a clump of the only American
species of Meconopsis (M. heterophylla) flower-

ing in May by the side of one of the rockery
paths. The plant is an annual, and it pro-

duces its rich orange-coloured flowers, with
chocolate-red, almost black centres, in the
greatest abundance. But this usually happens
only when it is self-sown ; in other cases it is

not easy to get such vigorous clumps. We must
not attempt to describe the interesting plants

on the rockery, however, for it would not be pos-

sible here to mention even a tithe of them, nor
can we describe the collection of hardy Succulents

and other features that go to the making of Mr.
Bowles' charming garden. Sufficient may have
been said to indicate its general character, but
its peculiar charms to the plant-lover can only
be fully appreciated after a visit to the garden
with Mr. "Bowles as guide.

THE MARKET FRUIT GARDEN.

REVIEW OF PAST SEASON.

In reviewing the circumstances of fruit-grow-

in:! during the past year it is not only financial

results that have to be taken into account.

These have varied greatly, but, on the whole,

have proved better than could have been ex-

pected early in the summer. The comparatively

few growers who had even a fair crop of Plums
must have had unusually good returns, for

Gooseberries and Black Currants both yielded

well as a rule, and the fruits sold for good prices,

while the comparatively high value of Apples went

far towards making up for the deficiency in the

production of many varieties. But the results
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of the terribly wet season, 1912-13, which de-

veloped last year, are of much greater import-

ance than the returns of that year, as they in-

volve permanent injury to trees. Brown rot,

scab, canker, and silver leaf all developed to

an extent never seen before in my orchards. On
the whole, brown rot has done me most harm,

because it has attacked Plums extensively, as

well as some varieties of Apples. To growers

of Cherries for market it is a source of much
loss. The scanty attention given to this disease

has long been a source of astonishment to me.

We hear of the " mummified " fruits which are

among the results of an attack, but very little

of the destroyed spurs and shoots. Until last

season attacks on Apple trees had been only

slight and limited in extent. But in my oldest

plantation of Plums brown rot had been slowly

extending for many years, in spite of the cutting-

off of affected shoots and spurs ; and last season

the disease spread more or less all over the

orchard. On Pond's Seedling and Gisborne

nearly half the fruit spurs and many of the

twigs are dead, as shown by the withered leaves

still clinging to them. Czar and Monarch are

less affected, and Prolific least of all. The
first two varieties named are ruined, I think,

and will probably have to be dug up after next

fruiting season. We are spraying the orchard

with sulphate of copper pure and simple, 4 lbs.

to 100 gallons. My younger Plum orchards are

not much affected, and, by spraying them with

sulphate of copper, after cutting off the few

affected twigs or spurs, I may check the small

beginning of the disease. Domino Apple is

also badly affected with brown rot, and Gas-

coyne's Scarlet, Early Julyan. and two or three

other varieties slightly. Scab and canker are

more common than they have ever been before.

Multitudes of fruit spurs on Cox's Orange

Pippin planted seven years ago are cankered.

These are being cut off, and there are great

numbers of sound spurs left.

Rainfall in 1913.

My total rainfall in 1913 was 30.98in., as com-

pared with 33.23in. for 1912, and 28.73in. as the

average for the twelve years ending with 1912.

The monthly measurements in inches were 4.09

for January, 1.12 for February, 2.63 for March,
3.85 for April, 0.71 for May, 0.68 for June,

2.38 for July, 1.85 for August, 2 for September,

6.05 for October, 4.18 for November, and 1.44

for December. Only four of the twelve dis-

tricts into which the United Kingdom is

divided in the weekly reports of the Meteoro-

logical Office had over an average rainfall, and
two of these are in Ireland. England south-

west had 0.78m. over average, and England
south-east 0.02in. over. The rest, including the

Scottish districts, had less than an average rain-

fall.

Early Winter Severity.

Not since 1908 has there been weather on the

last few days of December and the first days of

January as severe as that which we have lately

experienced. Slight frosts were registered on the

18th, 19th, and 23rd of December, while my ex-

posed thermometer 4ft. from the ground showed
6° of frost on the night of the 24th. But a wind
of arctic severity set in on the 29th, and there

were 7, 6, and 8 degrees of frost on three suc-

cessive nights. Sheltered thermometers in the

North generally registered fewer degrees of frost

than my unsheltered instruments on the 29th and
30th, because the coldness was mainly that of

a wind frost. But in the night of the 31st

records up to 15° of frost were registered. M\
object is to ascertain the temperatures to which

my fruit trees and bushes are subjected, and
therefore I do not adopt the usual plan of shelter-

ing thermometers by louvres. In 1908 there

was much greater severity from December 27 to

December 30, inclusive. A great quantity of

snow fell in 'the country generally, and frosts up
to 16° were registered.

Faulty Instruments.

Is there any other article in common use

quite as badly made as the thermometer ? I have
three instruments side by side, and the range of

variation is 4°. The medium one is taken to

be the most accurate, partly because it has been
tested against several other thermometers, and
partly because, being a maximum as well as a

minimum recorder, it marks the same tempera-

ture in the two columns of mercury. At a con-

siderable expense a Kew-registered thermometer
may be obtained ; but even then, more often

than not, an allowance for a detected error has

to be made every time that the register is

examined. Probably three-fourths of the

records of frost that find their way into news-

papers are erroneous.

Clearing Off Apples.

Bramley's Seedling Apples lest over one-eighth

in bulk since they were stored, as tested by the

NOVELTIES OF 1913.

ORCHIDS.
[Continued from p. £.)

Nurserymen.

Messrs. Charlesworth and Co., Haywards
Heath, proprietors of one of the most remark-
able and interesting Orchid nurseries, stand

well in the matter of awards. During 1913
they obtained First-class Certificates for Cym-
bidium Humblotii, shown on April 1; Mil-

tonia Charlesworthii and Laelio-Cattleya Sylvia

Princess Viotoria Louise, and the large,

bronzy-red Odontioda Brewii, this last certi-

ficated at Holland House. The Awards of

Merit were for Cypripedium Alcinida at

the first meeting in 1913 ; Oncidioda Cook-
soniae, Oncidioda Bella; Odontioda Wilsonii

The President—a very pretty white and> purple

flower, shaped like Odontoglossum Pescatorei

;

"Cattleya Mossiae Olympia ; Odontoglossum

Fig. 10.—MECONOrsis heterophylla in mr. bowles' garden.
chocolate-red eye.

[Photograph hi/ II'. J. Vasey.

flowers orange-coloured with

number of filled trays, and we began to send

them to market on New Year's Day. They had
been picked over twice, all unsound fruits having

been removed from the sound ones. But at the

end of December spots of rot began to show on a
few Apples, and it was deemed advisable to

pack them by instalments. The price has risen

greatly, and there is a small margin of profit

on the keeping of this variety. Newton Wonder
is still keeping well, but will soon follow

Bramley's to the market. .1 Southern Grower.

Publications Received.—My Garden Diary
for 1914. (Beading: Button and Sous.)
— Witling's Press Guide, 1914. (London :

James Willing-, Ltd.) Price Is.

Georgius Rex ; Laelio-Cattleya Feronia " Charles-

worth's variety "
;

Sophro-Laelio-Cattleya Ln-

conia and S.-L.-C. N'iobe ; and the distinct

Odontoma Langowoyi. These were all finely-

coloured flowers, and among species Paphinia

cristata and Angraecum recurvum made a good

show.

Messrs. Sander and Son.-. Si. Albans, whose

enterprise in collecting Orchids is well sus-

tained, exhibit some very showy speciee, as

well as a number of interesting "botanicals."

They secured at Holland House Show a First

class Certificate for Miltonia Sanderae, one of

the most delicately beautiful of hybrid Mil-

tosias; an Award of Mn it fur the large and

beautiful Cattleya Mossiae Dreadnought; and

similar awards at Chelsea for Odonton I
Laelia
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Sander (one of ... very useful decorative group

raised by the firm), Brasso-Cattleya Vilmoriniana
Etna (a very bright, purplish-rose flower), and
Oncidioda Cooksoniae illustris, bright red.

Other distinguished novelties were Cycnoches
Cooperi, with long racemes of sepia-brown
flowers, and a good companion to the new C. For-
getianum introduced by Messrs. Sander : Phaius
Cooperi, a very distinct species, with ohocolate-

purple sepals and petals; Maxillaria Fletcher-
iana ; Gattleya Fabia Prince of Wales, the
darkest form; Cypripedium Estella, and other
new Cypripediums, including the massive C.

Royal Monarch and C. insigne Louis Sander.
The new Odontonia Farnesiana and 0. Mac-
Nabiana were also shown.

" Orchidhurst variety "
; Odontioda Seymourae

;

the bright carmine-red Miltonioda Harwoodii
" Shrubbery variety " ; Cypripedium Baron
Schroder var. Kentore, and many handsome
hybrids chiefly flowering for the first time. A
Botanical Certaficate was also received for Kefer-
steinia laminata, and Cultural Commendations
for Oncidium corynephorum splendens, and other
finely-grown specimens.

Messrs. J. and A. McBean, Cooksbridge,
have made, perhaps, the best and most varied
show of hybrid Orchids they have ever con-

tributed to the shows. Odontoglossum eximium
Alpha, which secured a First-class Certificate on
Maroh 4, is one of the most beautiful of the
blotched Odontoglossums which Messrs. McBean

Fig. 11.- -IRIS FLORENT1NA IN MB.
(See p. 18.)

[Photograph by J. A. James.

GARDEN.

Messrs. Armstrong and Brown, Orchidhurst,
Tunbridge Wells, are now reaping the benefit of
the large block of well-appointed houses in
which their fine stock has been developed during
recent years. At Chelsea, on May 20, their
group, illustrated in the Gardeners' Chronicle
of June 7, p. 385, contained a wealth of new
and rare hybrids. The best were the deep
scarlet Odontioda Chanticleer " Orchidhurst
variety " (F.C.C) ; Odontoglossum eximium Arm-
strongae, a perfect flower ; Laelio-Cattleya Aph-
rodite " Orchidhurst variety "

; and the deep
ruby-rose Brasso-Laelio-Cattleya Excelsior. On
other occasions Awards of Merit were gained for
Laelio-Cattleya George Woodhams, a fine hybrid
in itself and a good parent, as seen in the beau-
ful, new L.-C. Armstrongae (L.-C. Geo. Wood-
hams x C. Iris) ; and L.-C. Marquis de. Wavrin

cultivate so well, and the large, pure white Den-
drobium Dearei " McBean's variety " is an acqui-
sition which, however, must always be rare.
Awards of Merit were gained for Laelio-Cattleya
Smilax var. Prince of Orange, L.-C. Urania, L.-C.
AutoJoin, Odontoglossum Phoebe splendens,
Odontioda Keighleyensis ignifera, 0. Charles-
worthii Perfection, a large, deep red form of one
of the best Odontiodas ; Oncidium McBeanianum
(superbiens x macranthum), a remarkable and
pretty cross; Cattleya Mendelii May Queen,
shown at Chelsea ; C. Drapsiana " McBean's
variety"; Cymbidium Gottiamun superbura, and
Brasso-Cattleya Iris. Messrs. McBean also
gained a certificate of Appreciation for the re-

markable Adaglossum Juno (Ada aurantiaca x
O. Edwardii).

Messrs. James Veitch and Sons, Royal

Exotic Nursery, King's Road, Chelsea, may be
called the founders of the hybrid- Orchid in-

dustry, and their original Laelio-Cattleyas and
other showy Orchids are still standard types.

Laelio-Cattleya Olenus var. Ettrick (A.M.,
August 26) and others were shown by this firm,

together with new Cypripediums.
Messrs. Flory and Black, who have taken

over the Langley Orchid Nursery, Slough, for-

merly occupied by Messrs. Veitch, will reap the
advantage attaching to work carried out under
Messrs. Veitch's management, and already we have
recorded in these pages some desirable novelties

produced by them during their short occupation

of the nursery, together with the fine new Den-
drobium Leeanum "Langley variety," for which
they received an Award of Merit on November 18.

Messrs. Mansell and Hatcher, Rawdon,
Yorks, secured a First-class 'Certificate for

Cattleya Empress Frederick alba at the Chelsea

Show, and an Award of Merit for- Cattleya

Magnet var. Serenata.

Messrs. Jas. Cypher and Sons, Cheltenham,
regularly show good exhibits, distinguished by
their fine condition and' floriferous character.

The pretty Coelogyne intermedia (A.M., Jan-

uary 21) is a very good example.

Messrs. Hassell and Co., Southgate, and other

raisers have flowered good novelties during the

year which may be accepted as worthy of awards,

but the standard rises as t
;me goes on, and it is

not sufficient now merely to show a new and at-

tractive cross ; it must be strikingly distinct and
sufficiently well grown to show its merits.

Illustrations in Gardeners' Chronicle.

The following new and rare Orchids were
illustrated in these pages during 1913 :

—

Angraecum Andersonii, March 8, p. 146.

Angraecum recurvum, November 29, p. 374.

Cattleya Trianae alba Souvenir de Louis Verdonck,
Maroh 29, p. 199.

Cattleya Lawreneeana in Mrs. Bischoflsheim's garden
(Coloured Supp.), August 30.

Cypripedium Bourtonense, December 27, p. 454.
Cypripedium Demeter, January 4, p. 3.

Cypripedium Roundhead, April 12, p. 230.

Habenaria iantha. November 1, p. 300.

Laelio-Cattleya Nella, December 13, p. 416.

Lycaste Tunstillii, December 13, p. 415.

Megaclinium triste, March 1, p. 131.

Odontonia Laelia Sander, May 24, p. 349.

Odontioda Madeline Prince of Orange, February 9f

p. 92.

Odontoglossum Cleopatra '.' Rosefield variety," December
27. p. 456.

Odontoglossum eximium " Warnham Court variety,"
April 19. p. 246.

Odontoglossum eximium Armstrongiae, May 24, p. 350.

Odontoglossum Pescatorei Lady Holford, May 3, p. 283.
Oncidium Lanceanum, October 18, p. 279.

Fodandria (Habenaria) niacrandra, September 13, p.
182.

Saecolabium glomeratum, November 8, p. 317.

NEW OR NOTEWORTHY
PLANTS.

CLEKOSTOMA SPICATUM LINDL.
A fine inflorescence of this rare and pretty

species from Borneo is sent by Mr. C.

Wright, gardener to the Hon. N. Charles Roths-
child. It is a strong grower, with thick, dark-
green leaves 4 to 6 inches long, and 1 to 2 inches

broad. The decurved rachis is stout and minutely
furfuraceous, the slight downy covering extend-

ing to the ovaries and outsides of the floral seg-

ments. The flowers, which are ^ inch across, have
the sepals and petals red, with a thin, yellow line

up the middle of the petals and lateral sepals.

The whitish lip is prolonged into a spur j inch

in length, flattened at the apex. The inflores-

cence bears over forty flowers. Cleisostoma is one
of the subgenera of Saecolabium, a genus from
which there is little to distinguish it. The fol-

lowing references are interesting :—Cleisostoma
spicatum Lindl. in Bot. Reg. sub. t. 32; Hook,
f. Flora of Brit. India VI. 72 ; Sareanthus densi-

flora Parish et Rchb. f. in Trans. Linn. Soc.

XXX. 136 ; Saecolabium densiflorum Lindl. in

Wall Cat. n. 7311 ; Gen. et sp. Orch. 220
and Bot. Reg. 1838. Misc. 56; Aerides densi-
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florum, Wall MS. Hab. Bhotan, Tenasserim,

Moulmein, Penang, Perak. Borneo. It is finely

figured in Calcutta Bot. Gar. Ann. Vol I., 85.

plate 83 and Vol. VI., plate 311, the Sikkim

form, which is more slender and may be other-

wise different. Mr. H. N. Ridley in his excel-

lent Materials for a Flora of the Malay Penin-

sula retains Sarcauthus densiflorum Lindl.

SARCANTHUS ROBUSTTJM, Nv. Sp.*

The accompanying illustration (see fig. 12)

represents a very distinct and pretty Sarcanthus

imported from Borneo by the Hon. N. Charles

Rothschild, Ashton Wold. Oundle. Notwith-

standing considerable pains have been taken

with the plant, .both at Kew and the Natural

History Museum, it remains unidentified,

being distinct from the many specimens ex-

amined. Consequently I propose for it the name
given above. The illustration represents an in-

florescence and a single flower with the sepals and

petals removed, this latter showing the lip and

column, both natural size ; the leaf is reduced

one-third. Ihe flowers are cream-white to blush-

white and the markings claret-purple. James
O'Brien.

NOTICES OF BOOKS.
The Rose BooK.t

This volume contains 283 pages, and the general

scheme of the book is that the first 150 pages

are devoted to descriptions of various types of

Roses with selected lists containing brief notes on

the varieties, while the remainder of the book i3

for the most part devoted to details of cultiva-

tion. The descriptive portion is divided into

Part I., "Roses to begin with," and Part II.,

" Roses to proceed with "
; Part I. including the

Wichuraianas, multifloras. Hybrid Perpetuals,

and Hybrid Teas; Part II. Teas, Chinas, Moss
Roses, Penzance Briars, Pernetiana and other

types. No doubt the authors are well advised in

suggesting that beginners should start with the

Wichuraianas, for, as a class, they are of the

easiest culture and often produce good effects

in somewhat adverse conditions, but the

division is arbitrary and hardly satisfactory ; for

instance, the Penzance Briars are surely of easier

culture than many of the Hybrid Teas.

A good deal of the writing in this part is

somewhat diffuse, while on the other hand the

descriptions of varieties might have been ampli-

fied with advantage, and might perhaps have

been more serviceable if they had been rather

more critical and less generally appreciative.

The observations do not always tally with that

of the writer of this review. For instance,

Alberic Barbier is stated to flower in June and

autumn, while Coquina is only mentioned as

flowering in June. In the reviewer's garden

Alberic Barbier, though it has an unusually long

period of flowering, produces nothing but an

occasional flower afterwards, while Coquina has

a considerable and well defined second flowering

which is perhaps more pronounced than any other

of the Wichuraiana group, unless it 'be

Francois Foucard. Again, it is stated that Avoca
blooms only in July. This is true when the plant

is treated as a cut-back, but pegged down or

better still allowed to grow freely on a pillar it

will flower in late summer and autumn with con-

siderable freedom. On the 16th day of October

last over a dozen flowers were counted on a pillar

* Sarcanthus robustu.m.—Stems 3 inch wide, 4 inch
thick, green. Leaves 1J to 2 inches apart, 4 to 6 inches
long, about 1 inch wide, fleshy, hard, dark green, un-
equally bilobed at the apex. Raceme decurved at the
extreme half bearing several flowers (ten or more on the
imported spikes). Peduncle stout, pedicels and ovary
a third of an inch long, slightly grooved. Flowers about

4 inch across, fleshy, white to blush, with claret purple
markings. Sepals obovate acute, the dorsal Bepal con-
rjv*. the laterals divergent ; petals narrower, recurved.
Lips stout, prolonged with spur, the callus and septate
division being characteristic of Sarcanthus. Column
I! flat ,

tliick at the base.
t By H. H. Thomas, assisted bj Walter Easlea. If< I

Cassell. 6s.

of Avoca -which was about equally well fur-

nished ever since the summer ; most of the pegged

down plants continued to flower almost to the

end of the year. Some twenty pages are de-

voted to a description of Rose species, the Wild
Roses of Britain and other countries. In both

cases an alphabetical arrangement has been fol-

lowed, with the resuk. that the principal groups

do not clearly emerge, and this is perhaps re-

sponsible for one or two rather curious omis-

sions, e.g., R. nitida, R. sempervirens and R.

Fedtchenkoana, while if the list is intended only

for the assistance of gardeners it is perhaps a

pity that little is said as to the relative merit

of the species as garden plants.

The part dealing with cultural details is, in

our opinion, the best part of the book, the direc-

tions are clear, simple and practical, and the

style more pleasing and concise. The best time

to apply the annual dressing of manure to estab-

lished beds and borders of Roses is decided by
the authors in favour of autumn, the manure

Fig. 12.

—

sarcanthus robustum, a kkw species

introduced from borneo by mb. charles
rothschild. colour of flowers, creamy-
white with chocolate-brown markings.

being dug in, and any varieties that require pro-

tection receiving a mound of soil or burnt earth

for the purpose. Undoubtedly the latter advice

is sound, but the question whether Roses benefit

most from an application of manure in autumn
or spring must be considered still an open one,

always assuming that if it is applied in spring

it is being prepared throughout the winter by

lying in a great heap well covered with soil.

We may perhaps hope that our friends the

meteorologists may be able to help us later on

when they have perfected their experiments on

the percolation of water through soil, and the

contents of what we may term the filtrate. It

is by no means improbable that the ultimate

decision of the question will be different for light

and heavy soils, and that the amount of humus

in the soil may be a further element in arriving

at a just conclusion. In modern conditions

of Rose-growing we want to present the maximum
quantity of manure in the form most readily

capable of assimilation in the latter part of May
and throughout June. The truth of this pro-

position, if it needs proof, may be gathered from

the well-established practice of exhibitors, and
the results they obtain from watering freely with
liquid manure at this period. No doubt through-
out winter, especially if it be a mild one, and
early spring, Roses are continually making fresh

roots, but this is only in order that they may be
ready for the later strain on their services when
active growth commences. During winter the

Roses do not want and cannot make the best use

of manure, and many think they are better with-

out it. Moreover, autumn rains are heavy, and
the Rothamsted experiments show that the
months of November, December and January are

the periods of maximum percolation of rainfall,

the drainage curve then falls rapidly, and is at

its lowest through April and May, rising slightly

through the three following months and rapidly

in September. Manure applied in autumn, there-

fore, seems likely to have many of its valuable

constituents washed away during the winter, and
so much is this the case that it has been stated

that in land occupied by cereal crops the drainage

waters show that there is practically no nitrate

left in the soil by the month of May.
The chief point in favour of autumn manuring

appears to be its obvious convenience. It can

be carried out while the beds are being tidied up.

a process required in most gardens before winter

sets in. Secondly, the digging in at this

period may be thought less disturbing to the

roots than when this is carried out while the

young roots of the Roses for the coming season

are delicate and easily injured.

Whether these considerations outweigh the pro-

bable loss of manurial matter carried off by the

winter rains it will be for each cultivator to

determine for himself. It is likely that the man
on a heavy soil will think he runs less risk in this

respect than his brother gardener on a light and

porous formation. We admit the question is not

yet settled. Interesting as are the Rothamsted

experiments, we do not know that any have yet

been conducted on a heavily manured Rose bed.

but the arguments in favour of spring manuring

seem to have some weight, particularly in the

case of light soils. White Rose.

CANADA.

PROHIBITION OF IMPORTATION OF
PLANTS BY MAIL.

For the information of those readers of the

Gardeners' Chronicle who are accustomed to for-

ward or may contemplate forwarding to Canada

shipments of plants by mail, the following

amendments to the regulations under " The De-

structive Insect and Pest Act," governing the

importation of plants and vegetation into

Canada, will be interesting.

In Regulation 3, line 14, the words " Importa-

tions by mail shall be subject to the same regu-

lations " have been struck out and the following

new regulation (No. 18) has been passed by

Order-in-Council of December 4, 1913 :—" 18.—

The importation of all nursery stock, including

trees, shrubs, plants, vines, grafts, scions,

cuttings or buds, through the mails is prohibited,

excepting greenhouse-grown florists' stock, cut

flowers, herbaceous perennials and bedding

plants, which will be admitted, provided that a

detailed statement of the contents is attached

to such parcels."

In order that sufficient notice may be given of

this prohibition of the importation of nursery

stock, etc., into Canada through the mails, this

regulation will take effect on and after March 1,

1914.

Information relative to the 'importation of

trees, plants, etc., into Canada and copies of the

regulations governing the same will be gladly fur-

nished by the undersigned, to whom communica-

tions on the subject should be addressed. C.

Gordon Hewitt. Dominion Entomologist, Depart-

ment of Agriculture, Ottawa, Ont.
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The Week's Work.

in the same way as guano or other artificials are

applied. The lawn sand will cause the leaves

of the Daisies to shrivel, but the application

must be repeated to kill the roots of the plants.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
By W. Crump, Gardener to Earl B auchamp,

K.C.M.G., Madrestield Court, Worcestershire.

The Formal Garden.—The portion of the
flower garden nearest to the residence should
be made attractive by planting the beds and
•borders twice each year with spring and summer
bedding plants respectively. Further away from
the house more freedom and a more natural
style of planting can be adopted. To have the
garden attractive on every day of the year should
be the aim of every garden lover

; yet how
seldom is a real effort made to have it so. Thirty
years ago the gardens at Madresfield Court con-
tained large plantations of Laurels, Box, Yew,
Privet and other sombre-looking shrubs, all

planted in monotonous style, and most of these
have been destroyed. Their places have been
planted with bold groups' of evergreen and
deciduous hardy flowering shrubs, and nearly
every plant has room to become a fine specimen.
There is a wealth of material to select from,
including Lonicera Standishii, L. integrifolia,

Hammamelis (the Witch Hazel), Daphne Meze-
reum, the Sweet Gale, Erica codonodes, and many
•others now in full bloom, which will be followed
by others in succession. Berberis Darwinii, B.
stenophylla, Viburnums, Lilacs, Spiraeas, Choy-
sia ternata, Veronicas, Azaras, Laburnums,
Syringas, Philadelphia, Weigelias, Deutzias,
Maples and Hydrangeas are a few that are suit-

able. In a recess may be planted a few of the
choicer Rhododendrons, Azaleas, Andromedas,
Ericas, and other peat-loving plants. Other
sheltered corners may be selected for Bamboos,
•Gynerium (Pampas Grass), hardy Palms and
Ferns, whilst the water-side may be planted with
Caltha palustris, Spirea Aruneus, Lythrum, Iris

Kaempferi, and bog-lovirfg plants. Room should
be found for large, irregular groups, standing
well back, of such plants as Pyrethrum uligino-

sum, Helianthus in variety, Lychnis, Paeonies
and Eupatoriums, reserving the choicer medium-
growing plants for the herbaceous border proper.
Another corner may be furnished with rock
plants, and still another with choice bulbs, such
as Darwin and Cottage Tulips, Hyacinthus can-
•dicans, Gladioli, Montbretias and Anemones.

Banks of Hardy Flowers. — There is

nothing more pleasing or effective than
mounds or banks of hardy flowers, especially

when seen from a distance. Tritomas or Kni-
phofias, Rudbeckias, tall Pyrethrums, Indian
Poppies, the taller Delphiniums, Sunflowers,
Dahlias, tall-growing Pentstemons, and Heme-
rocallis are all suitable for the purpose. The
choicer Michaelmas Daisies are worthy a series

of beds in the grass to themselves. Room should
also be found for sloping banks of Gentians,
Lily-of-the-Valley, Anemones, Ranunculus, and
Erythronium (Dog's Tooth Violets). The garden
should have a space set apart for annuals, which
1 propose to deal with later on. Bulbs are to

be recommended for planting in the grass, in-

cluding Daffodils, Dutch Tulips, Grape Hya-
cinths. Chionodoxa, Scillas, especially S.

hyacinthiflora alba, Colchicums, and Cyclamen
europaeumi for a shady bank.

Turf and Gravel Paths .— Complete all

necessary alterations to turf on lawns and repairs
to grass verges where these are worn or damaged
by the absence of light and the drip of dense
evergreen trees and shrubs. Use the roller after

rains (but not when the ground is frozen), for
the more turf and grass lawns or paths are rolled
"the more satisfactory they become. If Daisies
are troublesome, carefully skim off the turf
very thinly, and allow it to remain in rolls

for a fortnight. Afterwards prepare the
soil by slightly breaking up the surface about
2 inches deep, and relay the turf. This will kill

a large number of the Daisies, but the turf will

contain seeds of the weed, and will need dress-
ing with lawn sand, or sulphate of ammonia
mixed with river sand. Scatter the lawn sand

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
By J. G. Weston, Gardener to Lady Northcote, East-

well Park, Kent.

Strawberry Beds.— If the work has not

been done already, established Strawberry beds

should be cleared of rubbish, the soil lightly

forked, and a good dressing of farmyard manure
applied. The manurial properties of the dung
will be washed down to the roots by the rains,

ready for the plants to appropriate in the spring,

causing them to grow vigorously and develop
strong trusses. Fresh plantations which have
not yet furnished fruits require no top-dressing

of manure, but the beds should be made clean

and tidy. The present is a suitable time to pre-

pare ground for future planting. Trench the
soil deeply, enrich it with plenty of good
manure and leave the surface rough and exposed
to the ameliorating influence of frcst and the
weather generally. The site may be used for

planting early Potatos and similar crops, which
will be cleared off in time for planting the
Strawberries. At planting time the soil will

need very little preparation, and' will have be-

come settled, so that it will be in an excellent
condition for receiving the young plants.

General Work.— In most gardens certain
varieties of Apples, Pears and other fruits are
not a success, and these should be marked at
the time of pruning, manuring or 6praying, with
a view to heading back such1

as are in a healthy
condition for re-grafting in the spring. This
a.lso applies to varieties that have been super-
seded by better sorts. The scions should be
procured early and set carefully in damp sand
or earth until required. Examine the scions
occasionally to see that rats or other vermin arc
not causing damage to them, which may happen
if frost prevails for a considerable lime. During
times of inclement weather labels should be
made and painted for future use, stakes and
poles trimmed and pointed. Examine Straw-
berry and other nets with a view to repairing
any that are broken, and see what new ones are
likely to be required. Where nails and ihreds
are used for fastening fruit trees the old nails
should be made red-hot and the old shreds
burnt. Rabbits and hares are often a source of
great trouble in orchards and fruit gardens
which are not enclosed by walls. They are
especially troublesome during cold weather,
when they will soon ruin the trees in young
orchards if not checked. Wire fencing should be
examined carefully and faulty portions re-
placed

; the fence should be fairly high, and it
is best turned over outwards a few inches at
the top. Drees the stems of the trees with one
of the preparations for making the bark dis-
tasteful to animals, and exercise a constant
supervision of trees in outside garders or
orchards to see that the animals do not cause
damage.

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
By H. J. Chapman, Gardener to Mrs. Cookson,

Oakwood, Wylam-on-Tyne.

Seed-Sowing.— Hybridisation is practised
more or less extensively in almost all collections,
and many of the seed-vessels are now ripening.
Whilst seeds of some species may b? sown at the
time of harvesting (at the end of November and
December) it is found desirable to save the bulk
of them for sowing at the turn of the year.
This method is to be recommended because,
owing to the shortness of the days and the
generally unfavourable conditions in winter, ger-
mination is then very slow, and the seedlings
grow more or less weakly. With the turn of the
year and the lengthening days the conditions
gradually become more favourable, and seed ger-
minates more satisfactorily. The methods of
sowing must necessarily be governed by the
facilities at hand. Where hybridisation is ex-
tensively practised it is best to have suitably-
heated cases in which to germinate seeds of

Cattleya, Laelia, Dendrobium, and others of
the Epidendra group. By the use of these cases
germination will be hastened considerably, thus
shortening the time between seed-sowing and
flowering. In most gardens some kind of pro-
pagating case is available, or one may easily be
fixed up, which will be found of considerable
advantage in maintaining an equable temperature
and, with less evaporation of moisture than
in the house itself, there will not be such,
need for waterings. It requires but very
little disturbance to dislodge the seedlings
from the soil in the early stages, and the
least carelessness in watering is sufficient and
may wash them over the sides of the pots. The
method of sowing may not be generally under-
stood ; it should be done as follows : A piece of
new canvas or some porous material about 4 or 5
inches square is laid flat on the palm of the hand
and covered with finely-chopped Sphagnum-moe6.
The edges are then wrapped around the moss,
forming it into a ball. This is then placed into
well-drained pots, just sufficiently large to con-
tain it. It is then watered, and when the super-
fluous moisture has drained away the seeds are
sown on the canvas. The seeds are then trans-
ferred to the cases referred to above. Odonto-
glossums are best sown on pots in which
the parent plants are growing, and the
work may be done as soon as the cap-
sules have ripened. Several pots should
be chosen for seed-beds so as to ensure getting
the most suitable, for, say, in half a dozen pots

the seed may germinate well in one, whilst the

other five may prove failures. The same is true

of ( 'vpripediums and Calanthes. It is desirable

in the case of Cypripediums to select plants that

have been recently potted, or where the compost
is in a sweet and healthy condition. Most Orchids
are very slow in germinating, and sometimes a
year may elapse before the seedlings appear. Some
of the same batch may germinate quickly and
seeds of the others take a long time. Pot plants
used for germinating seedlings need watering
with extra care. Most of the failures are caused
by careless applications of water before the seeds
become attached to the rcoting material, and in

most cases floating them over the sides of the
Dots. Calanthe seeds ripen in about four months
from the time the ovules are fertilised, and are
best sown on recently-potted plants of their own
kind in the spring.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
By C. H. Cook, Gardener tn the Earl of Derby,

Knowsley Hall, Lancashire.

Cyclamen.— The first batches of these most
useful plants will now be in full flower. Main-
tain a buoyant atmosphere of about 56°, and
mix a little Clay's Fertiliser in Uie water applied

to the roots. The later batches may be top-

dressed with loamy soil, containing a little chemi-
cal manure. Remove a little' of the surface soil

with a stick, taking care not to damage the roots

or corm. If flowers are required for huse or

table decoration pull the blooms in preference to

cutting; the latter methed leaves part of the
stem, which rots and causes damage to young
flowers at, the base. Seedling Cyclamen which
were sown during September and October should
now have two or three leaves. Prick the
strongest into pots or pans, putting the seedlings

3 inches apart, and keeping the greater portion
of the corm above the soil. Use a compost of
equal parts loam, peat and Oak leaves rubbed
through a quarter-inch sieve, adding a little

coarse sand and charcoal. Cyclamen are slow in

germinating, so it is advisable to keep the pans
on a shelf in case of young seedlings appearing
later. Keep the young plants close to the glass

;

spray them on fine days and fumigate them
occasionally.

Conservatory and Greenhouse.- Keep
the conservatory gay with batches of forced
bulbs and plants from the forcing-pit. Azalea
indica Deutsche Perle and A. Fielder's White
are good varieties to force and very little, heat is

required to bring them into bloom. Place them
first in a temperature of about 60°, increasing

the heat in the course of a week to 65°. Apply
the syringe with force to the underside of the
leaves to dislodge thrip and white fly. When
the plants come into flower lemove them to the
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conservatory, where they will last in bloom for

a long time. As the specimens pa6s cut of flower

pick off all seed-pods and return the plants to a
warm pit to complete their growth.

Mignonette, Sweet Peas, Clarkias,
Schizanthus & Calceolarias.—These plants

require plenty of fresh air on all favourable occa-

sions. Stake Mignonette neatly and stir the sur-

face soil. Be-pot later batches and make a
sowing now to produce flowers at a season just
before the outdoor sowings are ready. Support
Sweet Peas in pots with pieces of Birch broom
and grow them as sturdily as possible.

Richardia africana.— Plants of this popular
" Lily " will now be in full growth and pushing
up flower spathes. Give the plants a little

fertiliser alternately with some diluted manure
water prepared from cow-manure two or

three times a week, according to the growth
of the plants. Examine them for the presence of
green fly, especially on the undersides of the
leaves and on the half-opened spathes. Sponge
the leaves with soapy water.

Seasonable Reminders.— Examine all stock
plants, such as Fuchsias, Carinas, Sweet-scented
Verbenas, Hydrangeas, Standard Heliotropes,

Ivy-leaved Pelargoniums, Streptocarpus, and
similar plants, to see that tbey are not too dry at
the roots. If young plants of Fuchsia are re-

quired to flower in the early autumn, select some
old plants of the varieties needed and start tbern
into growth in a temperature of about 60°.

Syringe them daily ; take cuttings when the
growths are 2j to 3 inches long, rooting them in
a frame that can be kept fairly close

; pot them
on as required. Stop the plants occasionally to
obtain shapely specimens, and preserve them
from all influences that would check growth.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
By W. Hedixy Warren, gardener to the Aston-Clinton
Park Estate (the Rt. Hon. Lord Rothschild), Buck-

inghamshire.

Pot Figs. — Unless bottom heat is supplied
by hot-water pipes, the fermenting materials in

which these are plunged should be renewed from
time to time in order to maintain the bed a tem-
perature of about 70°. The atmospheric tempera-
ture should be 70° by day and about 60° at night.

A rise of 8° or 10° during the day with sun
lieat will do no harm, but the atmosphere must
be kept moist at such times by damping the
paths and brickwork with tepid water. A start

should be made with successional trees ; spray
them to keep the bark and buds moist and grow
them in a temperature of 50° to 55° by day,
allowing a little less warmth at night.

Figs Planted in Borders.—Trees in mid-
season or late houses should be pruned carefully,

thinning out unripened and useless growths.

Wash or paint the shoots with an insecticide (a

mixture of soft soap, sulphur and warm water
is suitable), to destroy scale or mealy bug. The
shoots of trees trained on trellises should be fas-

tened not closer than four inches apart, allow-

ing six inches if there is plenty of room, for the

leaves must not be crowded. Before starting

the trees into growth water the border copiously.

If it is considered necessary to renew the soil a

mixture of fibrous loam, lime rubble and well-

rotted manure—or half-decayed cow-manure

—

with a sprinkling of wood ashes and soot, may
be employed. This mixture will be suitable also

for tree in pots.

Pineapples.— The temperature of the nur-

sery house or pit should be about 65° by day,

with a rise of 8° or 10° by sun heat—falling to

56° or 58° at night. During mild weather a little

fresh air may be admitted to the pit. Only suffi-

cient water will be required at the Toots for the

present to keep the soil moderately moist, and
tepid water alone must be used at this or any
other time. Plants in succession houses should
be treated similarly, keeping the atmospheric
temperature as near to 60° as possible ; a sudden
increase of heat at this season might result in the

plants starting to form fruits prematurely.

Water should be afforded in very moderate quan-

tities; rather keep the plunging materials moist

than to water the soil frequently, as the more

steadily the plants grow at this season the more
likely are they to give better results later on.
Pines in the fruiting houses should be giown
in a steady night temperature of 60° to 65°, but
a few degrees warmer through the day, either
through the sun's rays or artificial heat, will
assist in just keeping the plants growing; that
is, if it is desirable that they do not show signs
of fruiting before the middle or end of February.
As a rule small houses have an advantage over
larger ones, inasmuch as the plants can be
brought into fruit in regular succession in suit-

able quantities. Drip, either from the conden-
sation of moisture on the glass and roof or bad
glazing, must be carefully guarded against, or
the crowns of the plants may be seriously in-

jured.

Peaches.—A house may be started for suc-

cession. The temperature should be about 50°
by day and 45° at night. Very little fire heat
will be required ; indeed, it is better not to

hasten the trees into flower, as the buds are
swelling fast under ordinary conditions, and
many of them may drop if the temperature is

very warm. Spray the trees lightly with clean

water once or twice each day, according to the
weather conditions. See that the soil in the
borders is kept in a fairly moist condition, and
in other respects carefully follow the instruc-

tions given in my notes printed last week.

THE "FRENCH" GARDEN.
By Paul Aquatias.

Cold Frames.— The crops to be- grown in

cold frames should now be set at the earliest

opportunity. On a bright day all lights can be
removed, the soil well raked over, and seeds of

Radish French Breakfast inserted broadcast, ap-
plying about gib. for each row of five frames.
Carrot Chantenay or Guerande will also be sown,
and the seeds covered with sifted soil, lightly

pressed down. Six rows should be marked out for

the Lettuces and the frames again covered with
the lights. The two varieties of Lettuces, Little

Gott and White Passion, are useful for sowing
in cold frames ; 108 plants of the former or 90
of the latter are sufficient for each frame. The
plants required are lifted from the nursery beds
and taken to the shed, where they are examined
and cleansed of all bad leaves. All those show-
ing decay on the stem should be rejected. To
facilitate the handling of the lights two men
should be employed for the planting, one setting
the top and the other the bottom rows. Make
the soil firm about the roots, but do not plant

too deeply. Where little or no hot-bed is made,
the paths between the frames should be filled

with short and dry manure. This will hasten

early growth and prevent cold winds from pene-

trating into the frames.

Hot-Beds. —The making of the hot-beds

will commence immediately in most gardens.

The time must, however, be determined by the

size of the Lettuce plants and the quantity of

manure in hand. The place of the first bed

(5 feet 6 inches wide) will be marked out with
canes, set 8 to 10 feet apart, the manure brought
in late in December being placed in a ridge.

Fresh manure must then be added and well

mixed with the old. Special care must, be taken

when making the outside, -which must be very

firm, utilising preferably strawy manure for the
purpose. When the bed is completed the surface

should be well trodden down and afterwards
levelled. It should not then be more than 9

or 10 inches thick. The frames are to be set

straight, allowing 1 inch between each to pre-

vent the jambing of lights later on. A little

manure can be placed in the frames to make a
smooth and even surface before placing the soil.

The space for the second bed is next marked out
and all the black soil piled up is put inside the
frames of the first bed. As soon as it is levelled

and raked over Carrot Bellct can be sown very
thinly. Radishes or Spinach might also be
sown, but tliese crops hardly repay the extra
labour entailed, and if they are sown in cold

frames a better supply may be obtained without
injuring the Lettuces. The seeds are covered

with fine sifted soil and pressed down, seven
rows being marked out for Lettuces Little Gott,

which will be planted (147 per frame) as soon as
fermentation begins. The beds intended for
Turnips are prepared in a similar way, but only
Lettuces are now set (168 per frame). The seeds
of Turnips are only inserted after the Lettuces
are marketed, because this crop cannot thrive in
a. freshly-made hot-bed, and the dull, -wet
weather of January and February are unfavour-
able to the quick growth of this vegetable. The
making of the hot-beds should be completed very
early in February, and every bed finished on the
same day as it is started, in case snow or frost
involves a suspension of work.

Nursery Beds.— As soon as the planting of
Lettuces begins the cloches at liberty can be
placed on the beds prepared for Radishes and
Carrots under frames. The planting is, how-
ever, postponed for another fortnight, when the
soil is in a better condition. A bed of cloches
should be retained to prick out a third batch of
Cos Lettuces, 5 per cloche, instead of 14 as for
the second transplanting. This is only done in
the case of plants needed for the hot-beds in Feb-
ruary. It produces half-grown plants, and
helps to secure a very early crop. Cos Lettuce,
Paris White, and Cabbage Lettuce Vauxhall
Defiance are now to be sown in cold frames
(joz. of seeds per frame) for setting outside late
in April. This batch is not pricked out in nur-
sery beds.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By R. P. Brotherstom, Gardener to the Earl of

Haddington, Tyninghame, East Lothian.

Horse Radish.— This vegetable is usually

treated with inexcusable neglect. The proper

method is to lift the roots annually, storing them
in sand for use in the kitchen, or merely cover-

ing them with soil in the garden. Then a new
plantation is made of the number of roots an-

nually required by the household. The ground
should be dug two spits in depth, and on the

top of the under spit, or about 10 inches below

the surface, the roots should be arranged

at 2 feet apart and covered with soil

to the required level. Treated in this way nice

straight even roots are produced. When the

giound has been trenched some time previously

to planting, the short pieces of root can be set

equally well in holes, made deep enough with a

dibber.

Potatos.— It is usual to force a few Potato6

in 10 or 11 inch pots in a vinery or Peach house.

The pots need not be much more than half-

filled with turfy loam at present, and the tubers

just covered. Very little water at the roots will

be required for the first few weeks, and addi-

tions of a compost composed of half loam and
half leaf-mould must be made from time to time

as the haulm extends.

Seed-Sowing.— Where provision for the

earliest plants of Brussels Sprouts was not made
in autumn by sowing out-of-doors, seeds may be

sown at once in boxes and the seedlings raised

under glass. A few Cabbage Lettuces of the

Tom Thumb type should be raised in the same
way. Mustard and Cress should be planted

every few days to keep up a supply of this

salad ; soak the shallow layer of soil, cover the

seeds with thick brown paper, and germinate

them in a hothouse. If more moisture is required

rather dip the boxes than water the soil over-

head. Sowings of French Beans should be made
at brief intervals, but unless there is enough
heat to grow these well forcing should not be
attempted meanwhile.

Peas.— In some vcars it is possible to make
an early sowing in this month, sometimes earlier,

sometimes later, according to the state of the

soil and the weather. I never bury the seeds

of this sowing deeply, but prefer to cover them
in broad-ridge fashion with very fine soil. I

thus obtain a warmer seed bed. The importance

of sowing on a suitable day. is very important,

and the first opportunity should b» eanbraced,

for it may be well into March, if, the crop is

not got iii this month, before the soil is again

fit for working. There is, of course, a risk when
sowing so early, but it is a risk well worth
taking. I invariably choose a dwarf variety for

the earliest crop out-of-doors.
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EDITORIAL NOTICE.

ADVEETISEMENTS should be sent to the
PTJBLISHEB, 41. Wellington Street.
Covent Garden, W.C-

,

Editors and Publisher. — Our Correspondents

would obviate delay in obtaining answers to

their communications, and sate us much time and
trouble, if they would kindly observe the notice

printed weekly to the effect that all letters relat-

ing to financial matters and to advertisements

should be addressed to the Publisher; and that

all communications intended for publication, or

referring to the Literary department, and all

plants to be named, should be directed to the

Editors. The two departments. Publishing and
Editorial, are distinct, and much unnecessary de-

lay and confusion arise when letters are mis-

directed.

Letters for Publication, as well as specimens of

plants for naming, should be addressed to the

EDITORS 41. 'Wellington Street, Covent
Garden, London. Communications should be

WRITTEN ON ONE SIDE. ONLY OF THE PAPER, Sent OS

early in the week as possible and duly signed by

the writer. If desired, the signature will not be

printed, but kept as a guarantee of good faith.

Illustrations—The Editors will be glad to receive

and to select photographs or drawings, suitable

for reproduction, of gardens, or of remarkable
flowers, trees, etc., but they cannot be respon-

sible for loss or injury.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUINC WEEK.

SATURDAY, JANUARY 10—
B.G.A. meet, at Richmond Hotel, Godalming.

MONDAY, JANUARY 12—
United Hort. Ben. and Prov. Soc. Com. meet.
Surveyors' Inst. meet.

TUESDAY. JANUARY 13—
Roy. Hort. Soc. Corns, meet. Horticultural Club
Dinner; lecture by air. Wolbiston on "Plant Col-

lecting in New Guinea." Stirling and Dist. Hort.

Assoc. Meet. B.G.A. meet, at Railway Institute,

Finsbury Park.
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 14—

Surveyors' Inst. Prelim. Exam. (2 days).

THURSDAY. JANUARY 15—
Manchester and N. of England Orchid Soc. meet.
Linnean Soc. meet. B.G.A. (Watford Branch) meet.

FRIDAY, JANUARY 16—
Kew Gardeners' Social Evening.

Average Mean Temperature lor the ensuing week
deduced from observations during the last Fifty

Years at Greenwich, 38.6°.

Actual Temperatures :

—

London, Wednesday, January 7 (6 p.m.) : Max.
39°; Min. 31°.

Gardeners' Chronicle Office. 41, Wellington Street,

Covent Gard<n, London, Thursday, January
8 (10 a.m.) ; Bar. 29.8 ; Temp. 46. Weather.
—Fine.

Provinces.—Wednesday, January 7; Max. 47° Valen-
cia ; Min. 38°, Aberdeen.

SALES FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
MONDAY AND FRIDAY—

Herbaceous and Border Plants, Liliums, Gladiolus.

Begonias and other Hardy Bulbs, Roses and Fruit

Trees, at 12, at 67 and 68, C'heapside, E.C., by
Protheroe and Morris.

WEDNESDAY—
Perennials, Herbaceous Plants. Gladiolus, Begonias,
Lilies, Forcing Plants, etc., at 12. Palms and Plants
at 5. At Protheroe and Morris's rooms.

THURSDAY—
Special Sale of Roses at Protheroe and Morris's

rooms, at 1.

FRIDAY—
An importation of Burmese Dendrobiums ; also es-

tablished Orchids. At Protheroe and Morris's rooms,

at 12.45.

We gave recently an
Radium Emana- account of experiments

tions and ., ~
,

Plant Growth. ni the use of elec-

tricity as an adjunct

to intensive cultivation. In the course of

that account it was shown that there is

reason to believe that the electrical dis-

charge may play an important part in

the horticulture of the near future, and
this in several directions : First in the

increase and acceleration of the growth
of crops, and second in assisting the cul-

tivator to cope with plant diseases. We
have now to recount the progress which
is being made with the investigation of

the effects of radium emanations on plant

life.

It is not surprising that our know-
ledge of the reactions of plants to radium
emanations is still scantv, for the dis-

covery of radium is but recent, and the

price of radium is all but prohibitive.

It would appear, however, that this

barrier to research is about to be re-

moved, and that processes recently in-

vented, and referred to by Mr. Thomas

Baker in his recent paper before the

Royal Society of Arts, will bring radio-

active substances within the purchasable

reach of those desirous of experimenting

with it.

Mr. Baker, in addition to holding out

this prospect, has done the further ser-

vice of summarising the results of his own

and other recent experiments into the

effects of radium on plant-development.

Like the electrical discharge, radium

emanations appear to act differentially on

living things ; that is to say they behave

as though endowed with powers of good

and evil—whom they will they slay, and

whom they will they keep alive. Herein

lies the immense possibility for the em-

ployment of the emanations in the ser-

vice of mankind.

Thus Dr. Stoklasa has described re-

cently in the Comptes Rendus the

effects of various radium emanations on

the nitrogen-fixing bacteria of the soil, and

has shown that fixation of nitrogen goes on

more rapidly in soil subjected to these

emanations than inordinary soil. Whether

or not this property of radium of encour-

aging the growth and activity of certain

beneficent bacteria is capable of economic

application remains to be determined;

but there would appear to be no valid

reason—if the problem of price can be

solved why radio-active substances

should not come to be used as fertilisers.

Mr. Baker is emphatically of opinion

that residues containing traces only of

radio-active material are capable of ac-

celerating greatly the growth of plants. He
admits, however, that different kinds of

plants do not respond in a uniform way to

treatment with radio-active substances.

For example, in one set of experiments

on the use of radio-active earth Cress re-

sponded but poorly, whereas Radishes

developed about three times more rapidly

in a radio-active than in normal soil.

The treated plants germinated much
more quickly, and were already two inches

high when the plants in ordinary earth

were bursting through the soil. Mr.

Baker is not inclined to attribute the

more rapid growth of the treated plants

to a sterilising effect of radium on the

soil.

As an example of the minute quantity

of radio-active substance required to pro-

duce a beneficent effect the follow-

ing numbers and results may be cited

:

One part of radio-active material con-

taining 2 m.g. (=.00035 oz.) per ton

was added to ten parts of soil ; Wheat was
sown in the radio-active and in ordinary

soil. Germination took place much more
quickly in the radio-active earth, and in

four weeks—the experiment was done in

winter—the Wheat in the treated earth

was half as tall again as that in ordinary

soil. Larger quantities of radio-active

material produced an adverse effect both

in the germination and growth of Wheat.

Needless to say that, as is the case with

the effect of the electrical discharge,

nothing is known as to the manner in

which radio-activity accelerates growth.

Much more experimental work is required

before these new instruments of husbandry
can find use in our gardens and fields,

but practical developments have a habit

of coming quickly on the heels of scien-

tific discovery, and therefore it behoves

us to take a quick interest in the experi-

ments which are in progress, and to facili-

tate them to the utmost of our power.

Like Samson in the temple of Dagon,
with his hands on the middle pillars, who
slew at his death more than they which

he slew in his life, so the dying element

lladium releases terrific forces in the

course of its disintegration. To learn to

apply those forces to the sustenance of man-
kind is one of the boldest aspirations of

modern science.

Conditions
Affecting

Germination.

The vagaries of seeds

with respect to ger-

mination are well

known ; but the factors

which determine the erratic behaviour are

by no means understood. Seedsmen
have discovered and put in practice

various methods for enforcing the germ-
ination of difficult "subjects," but it

is only recently that a systematic attempt

has been made to investigate the causes

which restrict the germination of various

refractory seeds. Recent work by Messrs.

Munerati and Zapparoli carried out in the

experimental station for Italian agricul-

ture, and summarised in the Botamsches

Centralblatt*, has for an object the

classification of seeds accoi-ding to their

behaviour when exposed to various con-

ditions of humidity. These observers

find that variations in moisture have a

markedly different effect on diverse seeds.

In the case of such plants as Avena
fatua, Galium Aparine, Papaver Rhoeas,

and others they find that germination is

greatly 'accelerated when the seeds are

kept alternately for a long period in a

dry place, and for a short period in moist

air. Other seeds germinate more readily

when they are exposed alternately for

equal periods to dry and to moist air ; but
though the rate is increased the percent-

age of germination is reduced by this pro-

cess. In this category are such seeds as

those of Rapistrum rugosum, Sinapis

arvensis, Salvia pratensis, Abutilon

Avicennae and Oenothera biennis.

The germination of some seeds is

uninfluenced by changed conditions of

humidity—for example, Convolvulus
sepium, Solanum nigrum, and others. In
these cases, although the seeds remain
alive, the percentage of germination is

very low. The seeds of Leguminosae,
Vicia Cracca, V. hirta, Lathyrus Aphaca,
and Daucus Carota germinate "in

gusts "—by instalments, and variations in

amount of moisture do not break this

habit.

Lastly, certain seeds do not germinate at

all unless they are exposed alternately 10

dry and to moist air. If maintained in a

• No. 46, 1913.
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moist place they remain alive, but do not

grow. To this class belong Panicum
Crus-Galli and Bumex crispus.

Although the seeds on which these ex-

periments were made are, for the most

part, those of native " weeds," cultiva-

tors and others especially interested in the

germination of garden or farm seeds may
gain hints of no small usefulness by a

study of this interesting work of the

Italian scientists.

Coloured Supplement.— In the milder

parts of the British Isles no trees and shrubs

give greater interest, distinction and beauty to

gardens than those of Chile, and amongst

Chilean plants a place in the first rank must be

given to the small tree of which we give

a coloured plate. The nomenclature of the species

is involved in the greatest confusion. In the

Botanical Magazine at tab. 7160. it was figured

by Sir Joseph Hooker as Tricuspidaria de-

pendens, a name which has been found to belong

properly to a white-flowered species also in cul-

tivation and described below. Under this nime
and under a synonym, Crinodendron Hookerianum,

the plant has become widely spread in the

gardens of south and south-west England, the

west of Scotland, and most parts of Irela.id,

and the garden name is printed on our plate. At

the same time the correct name is T. lanceolata,

as was pointed out by Mr. Watson in Gard.

Citron., October 28, 1905. Tricuspidaria lan-

ceolata, Miguel (T. dependens of Hooker,

not of Ruiz and Pavon), is an evergreen

tree 15 to 20 feet high, a native of the

provinces of Valdivia and Llanquihue in Chile,

and in the island of Chiloe. It is of rounded,

bushy habit, and its young shoots are clothed

with a soft, brown wool. The leaves, of hardish.

texture, are lance-shaped, rather coarsely

toothed on the terminal half, pointed, 1£ to 4i
inches long by 5 to 1 inch wide, dark, dullish-

green above, paler beneath, and hairy on the

midrib and prominent veins. The flowers, pro-

duced on stiffly pendulous stalks, need no de-

scription in the presence of the accompanying

plate. They have one peculiarity, however,

that should be mentioned ; they form and are

pushed forth from the leaf-axils on stalks an

inch or more long in autumn, but the flowers

do not expand or acquire their beautiful colour

until the following May, or later. The finest

example in the United Kingdom that is known
to us is in the garden of Captain Acton,

Kilmacurragh, Co. Wicklow. According to Mr
\V. J, Bean in the Kew Bulletin for 1913, p. 110,

this tree, measured by him last February, was
then 20 feet high and 15 feet through. Imagine

such a tree thickly laden witli flowers like those

portrayed on our p'.ate ! Those whose gardens

are situated in a similar climate will surely need

no further inducement to plant it this season.

Like most Chilean trees and shrubs, it likes

abundant moisture, and is benefited by a pro-

portion of leaf -soil or peat (or both), mixed
with the ordinary garden soil at the time of plant-

ing. T. dependens (true), Ruiz and Pavon, is dis-

tinct in nearly every respect from T. lanceolata.

It is evergreen, but is a larger tree, and is

known to reach over 30 feet in height. It is

also of freer and more rapid growth. The
young shoots are almost quite smooth ; the

leaves are ovate or oval, sometimes almost orbi-

cular on the flowering shoots ; and they are from

1 to 3 inches long by { to 1^ inches wide, the

short stalk, the midrib and the chief veins

minutely downy when young. The flowers are

white and bell-shaped, not tapered from the base

to the apex : they are borne on slender, smooth
.stalks 1 to li inches long, often pendulous or

horizontal. Each petal is terminated by three

conspicuous teeth. Cultivators in Ireland inform

us that this tree is not so hardy in the open

ground there as is the red-flowered T. lanceolata..

At Kew, however, on a wall in the garden of

Cambridge Cottage, facing east, the white-

flowered species is growing freely, and in July,

1912 and 1913 flowered profusely. But the

plant has only been in its present situation about

four years, and no very severe frost has been
encountered during that .time. Still, so far as

present experience goes, it is a promising ever-

green for walls, and it flowers at a time when
shrubs in general are past. It is a native of

Chile, with a rather more northerly distribution

than T. lanceolata, and was introduced by Mr.
H. J. Elwes, F.R.S., in 1901.

royal Horticultural Society.—The
next meeting of the committees will be held on
the 13th inst. in the Vincent Square Hall, West-
minster.

Horticultural Club.—A house dinner of

the club will take place on Tuesday, January 13,
at 6.30 p.m., at the Hotel Windsor, Victoria
Street. Westminster, when Mr. L. F. R. Wol-
laston will give a lecture entitled " Plant-collect-

ing in New Guinea." The lecture will be
illustrated with slides, reproduced from photo-
graphs taken by the lecturer. The following
new members were elected at the meeting held
on the 2nd ult. :—Mr. Arthur Bates, Mr.
Reginald Cory, and Mr. Frederick Ambrose
Gardiner. The Annual Meeting and Dinner will

be held on February 10.

North of England Horticultural
Society.— At a meeting of this society, to be
held in the Railway Institute, York, on Tuesday,
•January 13. at 7 p.m.. a lecture will be delivered

by Dr. E. J. Russell (Director of the Rotham-
sted Experimental Station), on " The Cultivation

of the Soil."

Mr. W. F. GUNN.-Mr. W. F. Gunn,
manager of the Dublin branch of Messrs. Alex.

Dickson and Sons' seed business, has been ap-

pointed a Justice of the Peace for the City of

Dublin. Mr. Gunn is president of the Dublin

Naturalists' Field Club, a member of the com-

mittee of the Irish Forestry Society, and a mem-
ber of the Counoil of the Royal Horticultural

Society of Ireland.

New Gardens at Greenacres, Disley.—
At the conclusion of the laying out of the

grounds at her Cheshire residence Miss Crossley

recently entertained the contractors and all the

men employed on the work at dinner. The
garden scheme includes a three-acre lock garden,

Rose garden', wall garden, and a wild garden.

Lime Cultivation in the West Indies.—

The good work that has been carried on by the

Department of Agriculture for the West, ladies

ever since its establishment is by no means
diminishing under the able direction of its pre-

sent Commissioner, Dr. Francis Watts.

C.M.G., who has proved a worthy successor to

Sir Daniel Morris, and whose activities in

promoting the welfare of the islands by the

development of their natural resources and capa-

bilities are exemplified, not only by the regular

publication of the West Indian Bulletin and

the Agricultural News, but also by the occa-

sional issue of handy and cheap literature on

distinct subjects, under the general title of " The
Pamphlet Series." In many instances these

are more than pamphlets, as in the case of one

recently published, under the title Lime
Cultivation in the )Vest Indies, which runs

into 136 pp., costs only ninepence, and contains

not only much practical matter but also informa-

tion that is interesting to the general reader. In

noticing this book it is only right to say

that it is the successor of one issued in

1908. under the title of The A B C of Linn

Cultivation, which Dr. Watts in his preface

says has long been out of print, so that " the

opportunity has been taken in preparing this

- Ibook to revise and bring up to date th"

information now available concerning the Lime
industry," which, as he further says, "has con-
tinued to make steady progress in the West
Indies, and is, at the present time, engaging a
large amount of attention and undergoing rapid
development." The following extracts on some of
the products of the Lime, such as fresh Limes
and Lime oils, will give an idea of the informa-

tion to be gained from this little manual :

—

" The products of a Lime estate are put upon
the market in a number of different forms. That
portion of the crop which is intended to be
shipped as a manufactured product is allowed
to ripen on the trees, the fruits, when f'llly

ripe, dropping to the ground. For shipping as

fresh or green Limes the fruits must be picked

from the trees as they reach their full growth
and just before the process of ripening begins.

Fresh Limes are really green Limes; that is

to say, they are green in the sense of not

being fully ripe, and in order to be successfully

shipped they must be green in colour. These
fruits are generally thoroughly ripe and yellow

by the time they reach the consumer in America
or England. The term 'fresh Limes' is to be

preferred in this connection." Under Lime oils

we read:—"When the ripe fruits have fallen

to the ground they are collected by women and
girls and placed in heaps convenient for taking

up and transporting to the mill. These Linus
yield the following products, according to the

method of handling and the market to be sup-

plied. From the skins of the Lime the essential

oil of Lime is obtained, a certain amount being

taken from the Limes before they go to the

mill, and a certain amount being obtained by
distillation from the juice which comes from

the mill. The oil which is obtained before the

Limes go to the mill is known as 'ecuelled oil.'

or hand-pressed oil (it has also received the

name of otto of Limes), whilst that which is

obtained by distillation is spoken of as distilled

Lime oil. The ecuelled oil is more valuable and

always commands a higher price on the market."

The Flora of Nigeria.*— Another in-

teresting contribution to the flora of Nigeria

has been published by the Trustees of the

British Museum under the title given below.

Mr. and Mrs. Talbot are enthusiastic and suc-

cessful collectors, and Mrs. Talbot has added
greatly to the value of their collections by her

careful coloured drawings of the flowers of some
of the more striking subjects. Mr. Talbot
contributes some introductory notes on the

gieneral character of the vegetation, which is

practically the same as that of the adjoining

German Canieroons region. He says :
" The

forests of Oban are usually described as within

the evergreen belt, but though evergreens pre-

dominate, more careful study discloses the pre-

sence of a very large proportion of deciduous

trees, many of which burst into leaf and flower

twice every year. Several are known to flower

no fewer than four times in the year, while on t):e

other hand some cauliflorous trees only blossom

every two or three years. Natives, whose in-

formation in other cases proved trustworthy,

declared that certain kinds only flower once in

seven years." Lianes, he states, often of th«

girth of our northern tree trunks, hang between
giant boles 200 to 300 feet high, and, in the case

of Cotton trees, over 80 feet in circumference.

The collection includes upwards of 1,000 species,

195 of which are new, and there are nine new
.genera. Specially interesting among the new
genera are :—Crateraiiithus, intermediate in

structure between Napoleona and the tropical

South American Asteranthos ; Afrohamelia
(Rubiaceae), Talbotia (Acanthaceae), and Amain
tll.i. a member of the Philodendroideae. Special

attention was given by Mr. and Mrs. Talbot
to cauliflorous trees, or such as produce their

flowers on the trunks or on old branches, and

• Catalogue of the Planti ColUctsd by Mr. and Mre. l\ A.
Talbnt in the Oban li<sty,<-t. South Nigeria. By A B.
Kendle, E. O. linker, S. Moore, and others. Printed t>y

order of the Trustees of the British Museum. Octavo,
pp. x. + 169, with 17 plates. 9s.
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many new kinds were collected and drawn, be-

longing to such genera as Cola, Napoleona,

Drypetes, Tetrastemon, Omphaloearpum and

Diospyros. The Rubiaceae yielded the largest

number of new genera (4) and species (34),

though the new genera offer no very striking

characteristics. Acanthaceae comes next with 21

new species, and there are 20 new species out

of 70 of Orchids, mostly 'belonging to the

genera Bulbophyllum, Polystachya and An-

graecum. Although this book is called a cata-

Jogue, it is much more than that, for besides

the full descriptions of all the new plants and

the plates it contains much other information.

No fewer than seven new species of Napoleona

are described, just doubling the number pre-

viously known, and the allied new genus Crater

-

anthus is among the most interesting of thof«

figured. Kew has also received a set of the

Talbot collections. W. B. H.

Mr. Elwes as a Plant Collector.—
At a recent meeting of the Cirencester Gardeners'

Society Mr. H. J. Elwes, F.R.S., delivered an

address on " Travels in Search of Plants." Mr.

Elwes said his first real plant collecting was

more or less an accident. He was going to

Cyprus to collect birds, and happened to land

in Asia Minor in the spring, when the country

was covered with beautiful flowers, and, know-

ing just enough what bulbs were likely to be

good and new, he filled two saddle bags with

about forty different species of terrestrial Orchids,

one of which proved to be new. When he brought

it home and showed it to a committee

of the Royal Horticultural Society that body said

it was a worthless plant, and yet there was
hardly a gardener now who did not cultivate

it by hundreds. On an island he " grubbed

up " two or three Crocuses, of- which one

turned out to be new, and it was then that

he got rather keen about collecting. Ever

since he Had tried to continue the collecting

of plants, birds, and insects, and he really

thought the collecting of plants gave the most

satisfaction. Mr. Elwes then proceeded, by the

aid of lantern views, to give an account of his

travels in Chili, Suakin, the Himalayas, For-

mosa, Mexico, the Andes, Thibet, and other

places, in search of plants and to study their

growth and habits.

The Preservation of Wild Flowers.
—The subject of " The Rehabilitation of Wild
Flowers" was discussed at the dinner of the

Lyceum Club on the 6th inst., and it was sug-

gested that wild flowers should be protected from

destruction by children. Sir David Prain,

F.R.S., Director of t!-.e Royal Gardens, Kew, said

that it was important that an early oppor-

tunity should be taken of educating the teacher.

It had been definitely stated by a member of a

scientific society that the greate:t enemy of wild

flowers in England to-day was in many cases

the schoolmaster. There had been instances of

teachers who, upon discovering the existence of

some rare plant, had gathered as many specimens

as possible for distribution among his scholars.

He appealed to all lovers of the beautiful to

assist in the preservation of wild flowers. One
of the speakers said that he hoped there would
be established a League of Wayfarers with the

object of restoring flowers to the. countryside.

.A purpose of the League would be to stimulate

the County Councils in enforcing the powers they

possessed in preserving wild flowers. He sug-

gested that planting parties should be arranged

where the wastage and need of replanting weie
the greatest.

English Forestry association.— It is

proposed to hold a representative exhibition of

woodland and timber industries in London,

under the auspices of the English Forestry

Association. Invitations to co-operate are ex-

tended to all interested in the subject, and it

is hoped to obtain the enthusiastic support of

all concerned with English timber and under-

wood. During the course of the exhibition con-

ferences will be held to discuss important points,

and especially with a view of extending the uses

of English timber or the gocds manufactured

from it. No information is yet given as to the

place of exhibition, but we are informed that the

secretary is Mr. M. C. Duchesne, Farnham
Common, Slough.

New Open Space for Birmingham.- At
the meeting of the Birmingham City Council, on

the 6th inst., Mr. George Cadbury's offer of five

acres of freehold land at King's Norton for use

as a playing-field or recreation-ground for the

scholars attending the secondary school there

was accepted and the thanks of the Council ac-

corded to Mr. Cadbury.

Horticultural Eoucation in Prussia.—
According to the Journal of the Board of Agri-

culture, Prussia possesses three centres for

higher horticultural education. The Royal School

for Gardeners at Dahlem (Die Konigliche Gart-

nerlehranstalt), which was founded in 1823 ; the

Royal Pomological Institute at Proskau (Das

Konigliche pomologische Institut), opened in

1868 ; and the Royal School for Fruit Cultivation,

Vine-Growing, and Gardening at Geisenheim-on-

the-Rhine (Die Konigliche Lehranstalt fur Obst-

Weiri und Gartenbau). Dahlem demands of its

students that they should have attained to the

lower only of the two leaving certificates, or

have had a correspondingly good education, to-

gether with four }
7ears' practical experience in

gardening. At Proskau and Geisenheim the

demands as to previous education are less, but

both require that prospective students should

have had at least two years' experience in prac-

tical gardening. In any case, however, a student

who wishes to enter for the State technical

examination in horticulture must possess the

lower leaving certificate or its equivalent. The

course usually lasts for two years ; but at Geisen-

heim there is, in addition, a lower course last-

ing one year only, and open to practical gar-

deners of moderate education. The usual course

is one or two years, the details of which

differ at each of the institutions, but in each

case it is so arranged as to make full use of the

practical knowledge that the students already

possess. There are also shorter courses for

special purposes, especially at Proskau and

Geisenheim. All three institutions enforce a

leaving examination on those students who have

completed the full two years' course. Gardeners

who have passed this examination may, after

they have completed seven years' practical ex-

perience, of which three years must be after

leaving the institution, enter for an examination

conducted under the auspices of the State, and,

if successful, are granted a diploma, and the

right to be termed master of their craft.

Research and Farm Institutes.- At the

Conference of Educational Associations held at

London University on the 6th inst., Mr. A. D.

Hall, F.R.S., recently of Rothamsted, but now

of the Development Commission, lead a paper on

the Organisation of Agricultural Education in

England and Wales, wherein he stated that it had

only been the advent of fresh supplies from the

Development Fund that had enabled the Board

of Agriculture to exercise any general co-ordinat-

ing power over agricultural education, and to lay

the foundations of a scheme that should provide

for all the needs of the rural community. Mr.

Hall declared such, a scheme did now exist in

outline, but time and the co-operation of the. local

authorities and a desire for education were neces-

sary to make it a real factor in national pros-

perity. Some ten or a dozen research institutes

had been founded, generally attached to a uni-

versity, and each with a subject allotted to it.

There institutions were non-local, they had no

educational obligations, and they were not ex-

pected to communicate their results directly to

the farmers. That function belonged to the

parallel organisation of the agricultural colleges,

to which end England and Wales were divided

into twelve provinces, in each of which one of

the colleges was situated giving long courses of

instruction suitable for future landowners and

large farmers, land agents, teachers, and other

officials. In Mr. Hall's opinion agriculture was

likely to play relatively a more important part

in the national economy than it had been doing

for the last century or so, and he felt that its

future depended more upon the. improvement

of the men practising it than upon any legisla-

tive dealings with the land or its occupiers.

ANNUALS.

Being interested in annuals for the decora-

tion of the flower garden in summer and autumn,

I was pleased to see on p. 420, Vol. LIV.,

Mr. Harris, of Lockinge Park Gardens, advo-

cating their use, and still more so to see him
recommending a border of annuals as a pretty

feature for inclusion in the flower garden. In

these gardens we have a border measuring

270 feet long by 12 feet wide, devoted

entirely to annuals or plants that may be

used as such, and it was quite one of

the best features last season. The soil

of the border was trenched and well manured

at the start, and the next year it was
dug and manured in the ordinary way Tins

season it will be trenched again, but not much
manure will be added, instead a good dressing of

lime, soot, and wood ashes will be applied. What-

ever the weather may be, I look forward to a

good display. Sweet Peas were planted for a

background in two rows, in clumps at 4 feet

apart, four clumps of each colour. In front of

the Sweet Peas were annuals that grow from four

to five feet in height, and again in front of

these were others only 3 to 4 feet tall.

The front row was composed of those only 2 feet

high or thereabouts. Mixed Violas were

used as an edging, and the path in front of these

is grass 4 feet wide, which served to throw

the colours of the flowers into greater relief.

This coming season we hope to plant the Sweet

Peas in large round clumps at intervals of

twelve or fifteen feet apart, and also clumps of

climbing Nasturtiums, Tropaeolum canariense

and Convolvulus. Below I give a list of an-

nuals, and also a few biennials used as annuals,

which we planted last year :—Alonsoa Wars-

cewiczii, Anagallis (blue and red), Antirrhi-

nums (tall, intermediate and dwarf), Arctotis

grandis, Asters (several sorts and colours),

Cacalia aurea and C. coccinea ; Candytuft (white

spiral, lilac, crimson, etc.), annual Chrysanthe-

mums, Collinsia bicolor, Cornflower Chameleon,

C'osmea (eariy-flowering varieties;, Dianthuses

of sorts, Diascia Barberae, Lupinus (blue,

pink, and other colours), Malope (crimson),

Sweet Peas, Petunia Empress, Phacelia campanu-

laria, P. grandiflora, Phlox Drummondii,

Poppies (various), Salpiglossis (four colours),

Abronia umbellata, Alyssum Snow Carpet,

Calendula Cockade Orange, Clarksias Sal-

mon Queen, Purple King, Scarlet Queen, of

the elegans type, and several of C. pul-

chella varieties ; Chirtonia pulchella, Eschscholt-

zias, Eutoca viscida, Godetias in various colours,

tWpsophila muralis, G. elegans, Hibiscus afri-

canus, Ionopsidium acaule, Kaulfussia amel-

loides, tall and dwarf Larkspurs, Leptosiphon

roseus, Linarias of sorts, pink and white Lava-

teras, Mimulus Queen's Prize, Nemesia stru-

mosa and the variety " Blue Gem," Nemophilas,

Ten week Stocks, Scabious in four colours,

Statice Suworowii, Sweet Sultans, Verbenas in

various colours, Nigella Miss Jekyll, tall and

dwarf Coreopsis, Swan River Daisy, Salvia

violacea, Amaranthus cordatus (Love-lies-bleed-

ing), and Amaranthus hypochondriacus (Prince's

Feather).
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Many of these annuals were sown out-of-doors

in April, and the seedlings were well thinned.

During the summer the Dutch hoe was used

frequently to destroy weeds and aerate the soil.

This 1 have found to suit the young plants much
better than heavy waterings, and I noticed

a marked difference in the growth of the plants

afterwards. The plants were thinned according

to the growth I thought they would make. Some
such as. Lavatera, Love-lies-bleeding, Prince's

Feather, Cosmea and tall Poppies were not

closer than 1 foot or 18 inches, and ;n

some cases this distance was not too much. To
keep the tall plants from being blown about by
winds neat Pea sticks were placed about some,

whilst others were tied to stakes, and although

this entailed considerable labour, the display of

bloom was ample compensation, and the border

continued in bloom until quite late in the

autumn. B. W. Thatcher, Carlton Pari-, Market
Harborough.

TREES AND SHRUBS.

RHODODENDRON NOBLEANUM.
Rhododendron nobleanum is one of the oldest

of the hardy hybrid Rhododendrons, and is still

extensively cultivated, its early flowering giving

it a value over the bulk of the hardy members
of the genus, which flower in May or June. It

was raised from the Himalayan R. arboreum,
which has blood-red flowers, crossed with R.
caucasicum, the blooms- of which are white or

pale-straw coloured. The influence of R. ar-

boreum is strongly predominant in the hybrid,
which takes little but hardiness from its other
parent. There are several forms of R. noble-

anum in cultivation, which are probably different

seedlings from the original cross. The colours

of the flowers vary from deep-crimson to a rosy-

pink, but the typical form has bright, deep-
crimson flowers, which are produced freely on
even small plants. . The leaves are 6 inches or

more long by 1 inch to 2 inches wide, dark
green above and covered beneath with a greyish-

brown felt or tomentum, which appears smooth
and shining on the surface. Others vary in the

colour and quantity of this tomentum as well as

in the colour of the flowers.

The variety album has white flowers marked
with two faint perpendicular rows of dark-red
spots on the upper segment. The leaves are
fehorter and broader than those of the type, and
are also darker on the undersides. The variety
venustum has blooms of a pleasing rosy-pink

shade, freely produced in somewhat small

trusses. The leaves are about the size of those

of the type, but are turned downwards at the

edges, which makes them look much longer

and narrower. They are of light-green colour

beneath, the gr2y or brown tomentum being
practically absent. This plant must not be con-

founded with R. venustum X (Jacksonii), a later-

blooming plant of dwarf habit and bright pink

flowers.

R. nobleanum and all its forms bloom at any
time from December to April, when weather
conditions will allow. J. Clark, Bagshot,
Surrey.

CULTURAL NOTE.

SALVIA SPLENDENS BOUQUET ROSE.
This variety of the Scarlet Sage is a welcome

addition to gardens in winter. It differs from
the older sorts in having flowers of a salmon
colour, and the spikes are not so compact ; but
this defect will probably be overcome by selec-

tion. The majority of the plants come true to

colour when raised from seeds. IT. H. Divers,
V.M.H., Belvoir Castle Gardens, Grantham.

THE VARIEGATED WILLOW WEEVIL

(CRYPTORHYNCHUS LAPATHI, L).

The Variegated Willow Weevil has recently

been reported from the North of Scotland, and
it appears to be more widely distributed than
has hitherto been supposed.*
Cryptorhynchus lapathi, the Alder weevil of

the German forester, is in this country chiefly

Gardchron,

Fig. 13.

—

variegated willow weevil,
cryptorhynchus lapathi (x 2).

a, Adult weevil ; b, pupa, dorsal aspect ; c, larva

;

d, pupa, ventral aspect

an enemy of the Willow, although Alder, Birch

and Poplar are also attacked by it. Both the

adult beetle and its larva are injurious. The
beetle gnaws the tender bark of the young shoots,

causing them to wilt or die and break off. The

C,a-rdcr> fo rv~_^

Fig. 14.

—

tunnellings of the willow weevil,

a. Straight larval gallery ; B, hook-shaped gallery.

larva eats into the bark of the stem and main
branches, almost girdling them, and then bores

into the wood itself, sometimes penetrating into

the pith. It pupates there, and, as a full-grown
weevil, may rest there during the winter.

' EntomologiHf' Monthly Magazine, November l, 1918,

0. lapathi belongs to the group of long-snouted

weevils. Except when it is feeding, its snout

lies hidden in a furrow in the thorax. The
antennae are elbowed. The adult measures
rather less than half an inch in length. It is

stoutly built and squat. The whole body is

covered with patches of short black hairs, which
give it a warty appearance. The head and basal

two-thirds of the elytra are dull black, the rest

of the elytra being a rosy-pink. The femora of

the first pair of legs are also pink.

The larva is a white, soft-bodied, legless grub,

with a well-marked, brown head and biting jaws.

When full-grown it is about half an inch long.

The pupa is soft-bodied and white ; its abdomen
ends in two short spines curving inwards.

The larval galleries of C. lapathi are of two
types. The first is a simple, straight tunnel,

bored from below upwards, about two inches

long (fig. 14 A). The second type is a hook-

shaped tunnel bent back on itself (fig. 14 B). At
the end of this gallery the larva pupates, head
downwards.

Scheidter, of Munich University, has recently

worked out the life-history of C. lapathi. t He
describes two types of generation, a one-year and
a two-year. Both types may be observed in

the same neighbourhood. Again, he finds that

the adult weevil may remain in its pupating
chamber throughout the winter, or it may leave

it on emerging from its pupal state in August,

and, foraging until cold weather comes, may
winter in the soil or in herbage or in an un-

used gallery. In the last case the weevil is found

head up in the gallery.

In the North of Scotland the life-history is aa

follows. The beetle flies in the end of April

and throughout May and June, when it lays its

eggs on the bark of the stems and main branches

of Willows from four to fifteen years of age. For
two or three weeks the young larva gnaws a

tunnel in the cambial layer, almost girdling the

stem. This tunnel is irregular. In July it is

almost full grown, and commences to tunnel into

the wood itself." In August and September it

pupates and, as the adult beetle, remains in its

pupal chamber until April of the next year, wheD
it appears and commences egg-laying.

In the North the generation is a one-year one.

Throughout the winter only adults are to be

found in the galleries, lying head downwards.

In these cas€6, too, the galleries are still filled

with frass.

C. lapathi may do very considerable damage
to Willow stems. The early work of the larva

is the most serious in that the sap-flow may be

stopped, and is always reduced. Stems and
branches from one to six inches in diameter may
be destroyed in this way.

The only remedy is to remove all infested

stems and branches during the winter months
and burn them. In this way the weevils are

destroyed before emerging. ./. II'. Munro, Aber-

dcen University.

AMERICAN NOTES.

THE WOLF RIVER APPLE.
Recent issues (see Gardeners' Chronicle, Nov.

1, 1913, p. 300, and Dec. 6, p. 398) have contained

comments on the Wolf River Apple.

This is perhaps the largest Apple grown.

Certainly it is often shown as such at the

exhibitions here representing all the States

where the cultivation of Apples is one of the

chief industries. It possesses good eating quali-

ties for a large fruit and invariably takes on a

fine colour. The writer does not know its o

but there is a suspicion that it is comparatively

t Scheidter, Buntan Ertengnuiler; Zoologisht / ^f-ri/tfnr
Font mi, I I., werttehafi, April. 1913.
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recent, or else it remained unknown until the

revival of Apple culture in the past few years.

The soil where best results are obtained is

usually strongly impregnated with iron. At a

recent " land show " in Chicago, where each

State strives to advertise itself by showing

its best products, samples of earth were seen

that represented the best Apple soil, and the

dipping in of a magnet showed seemingly an

enormous percentage of iron. The crops, how-
ever, are all raised by irrigation, so that the food

contents of the soil are controlled by the appli-

cation of water. Thus colour, flavour and size

are attainable to a degree at will. Great pains

are taken to ascertain when to use water.

This is true also of the Citrus fruit culture,

so that irrigation by no means solves all the pro-

blems of the fruit culture of the present day : it

only accentuates some of them. By this mail a

In structure C. Siebertiana much resembles

C. Veitchii. The spotted labellum shows the in-

fluence of the pollen-parent, and in the single

flowers, taken from different plants, the varia-

tion is said to be remarkable. About thirty seed-

lings were raised from the cross, twenty of which
have not yet flowered.

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
(The Editors do not hold themselves responsible for

the opinions expressed by correspondents.)

National Diploma in Horticulture.—
With reference to the details published in your
issue of August 30 last, on the subject of a
National Diploma in Horticulture, I notice that
the fee mentioned is £4. This, to a pcor man,
would be a large sum; indeed, I doubt whether,
if I myself desired to enter for the examination.

FlC 15. CALAXTHE SIEBERTIANA.

copy of an Apple issue of a Montana paper
is forwarded, showing the interest taken in
Apple culture in the West. E. 0. Orpet, Walden
Superintendent's Offiec, Lake Forest, III.

HYBRID CALANTHE.

We have received from Herrn August Siebert,
of the Palmengarten-Gesellschaft, Frankfurt-
a/Main. flowers of a hybrid Calanthe, C. Siebert-
iana Schlechter (see fig. 15), raised- in the Frank-
furt garden. The hybrid resulted from a cross
between Calanthe Veitchii hort. ? and C. cardio-
glossa Schlechter <? The first plant flowered two
years and eleven months after the flower was pol-
inated. The plants are described as verv
floriferous, bulbs under 5 cm. in height showing
flower spikes.

I could afford the necessary sum, let alone the
extra expense of travelling, if ths> place of ex-
amination were some distance away. Many men
would be glad to try their skill in' this way, but
I am afraid that a married man with a family
would be entirely prevented from entering owing
to the miserably low wages paid in the garden-
ing profession. I notice that the final examina-
tion is to specialise in some one branch cf horti-
culture. This seems somewhat of a hardship to
the ordinary head gardener, who is expected to
be equally proficient in all branches, and has
neither time nor opportunity to specialise. C.
Robinson, St. Hilary Gardens, Cowbridije.

The International Forest Congress
(see Vol. LIV., pp. 374, 394, 414). — What a
wealth of interest and instruction the article on
this subject provided. The many facts related
therein should do much towards popularising this
subject of vital, national concern. The im-
portance of forestry, as one of the most
valuable of national assets, is not. I ven-

ture to affirm, sufficiently realised, or the
subject of afforestation would receive more
serious attention. As one journeys across the
country how seldom it is that one comes upon
any newly-planted forest trees

;
yet, on the con-

trary, how frequently one Teads or hears of the
gales laying some old veterans low. This denud-
ing of the counties' best timber trees is constantly

going on, but the vacancies thus caused are not

made good. Six of the best counties for timber
growing, if their present material is any criterion,

would be Hereford, Gloucester, Worcester, War-
wick, Oxford, and Chester. Mr. Hutchins-
rightly says 5,000 acres is an unnecessarily
high limit for an experimental area. Surely

1,000 acres would make a favourable im-
pression wherever planted, while a planta-

tion of 500 acres of the more costly species,

grown in a favoured spot where a large

number could not be accommodated, would at

least make a presentable appearance, beside
making work and providing an ultimate reward.
I wonder what is the extent of Delamere Forest,

in Cheshire. It would be interesting to learn
where the Coast Erosion Committee obtained
the figures wherein they inform us that 1,500
acres of grass land provides employment for one
man. Certainly the men are not in each other's
way. There cannot be many thistles or the like
to be kept under, and the grass would not be too
rank from the amount of manure applied.
Is it not possible for some influential body to take
some step which will serve to focus public opinion
on afforestation?

—

C. Turner, Ken View Garden,
Highgate, V.

Chrysanthemum Madame Castex Des-
granges.— Like Mr. E. H. Jenkins (see p. 13),.

I, too, am interested in Mr. Norman Davis's,

statement about this old-time popular early-

flowering variety, but I am by no means con-
vinced of the accuracy of that statement. Nor
can I easily reconcile with information collected

during many years' research Mr. Jenkins' state-

ment, based upon his enquiry of the late Mr.
Parker and probably his own memory, that the
flower was in cultivation here in England so far

back as 1873. The evidence gathered by me
does not support, but rather contradicts, this ;.

and I notice Mr. Jenkins has for years tried

to find out who the raiser was, and perhaps
the date of its original distribution, but
without success. Let it be first of all under-
stood that the proper name is Madame Castex
Desgranges. An elementary knowledge of
French, apart from the vagaries of proper names,
suffices to show that " Desgrange " must be a
mere slip of the pen or an error due to ignor-

ance. This, however, is of little importance, for
the N.C.S. in its official catalogue definitely

accepted the name as given at the head of this
article, and the catalogue is accepted a6 binding
in matters of nomenclature. The chief interest

in the question centres roimd its origin and date
of distribution, and from what I know of the
efforts of the French in trying to obtain a race
of early-flowering Chrysanthemums, dating back
to the far-off days of Lebois, I cannot agree with
Mr. Davis' hypothesis—and that is all his state-

ment amounts to—that Mme. Castex Des-
granges was a chance seedling any more than I
can agree with his expression of opinion that the
Chinese gardeners crossed the Chrysanthemum
indieum or sinense with C. Leucanthemuni
prior to the introduction of the popular autumn
flower into England more than a century ago.
Those who were present at the conference will

remember that Mr. Davis expressed his opinion
as purely conjectural. He did not attempt to-

substantiate it by any literary or other proof.
His account of the evolution of the early Tace
was largely hi6 own personal experience extend-
ing over the period during which he has culti-

vated the flower. Valuable, of course, as far as-

it goes, but incomplete, at any rate, from a

scientific or historical point of view. I shall show
'.ater that there is good reason for supposing:
that Mine. Castex Desgranges was not what
Mr. Davis supposes it to have been, but for the
moment we must consider Mr. Jenkins' state

nient about its being here in England as far back
as 1873. Personal knowledge on my part I cannot
invoke, for my own practical acquaintance with
the flower did not begin till 1882. but my
literary and historical knowledge of it goes
back infinitely farther. Against Mr. Jenkins'
date we have also the experience and recorded!
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facts of the greatest early-flowering specialist of

his time, Mr. W. Piercy, which I quote further

on. For fuller details of the early-flowering sec-

tion than I can narrate here the enquiring reader

may be referred to my history of the early Chry-
santhemums that appeared in The Garden, for

May 16, 1891, and to my paper in the report of

the N.O.S. Early-flowering Conference, held at
the Crystal Palace, October 4. 1905. At other
times and in other places I have more or less

fully dealt with the origin of Mme. Castex
Desgranges, based not upon mere speculation nor
upon my own memory or experience, but from
-documentary evidence and personal correspond-

ence, extending over thirty years, with the lead-

ing French Chrysanthemum growers. Of course,

here again my informants on any point may be
mistaken, but so far as concerns French varieties

they are perhaps less likely to be inaccurate than
their English colleagues. There is no doubt that

Madame Castex Desgranges was like some other

things in the world—it was known before it wa6
discovered. Both Mr. Davis and Mr. Jenkins
will probablv peruse with interest the version

of the late Mr. W. Piercy, who at the N.C.S.
Conference in September, 1889, gave his life ex-

perience in early Chrysanthemums, some of
which—and particularly that relating to Madame
Castex Desgranges—was substantiated by refer-

ence to authentic sources—viz., the French cata-

logues. He says: " The most striking point to

advance in general estimation these early

sorts . . . was the discovery in the summer of
1879 of Madame Castex Desgrange by Mr.
Robert Parker, at that time of the Exotic Nur-
sery, Tooting, Surrey. This was found by him
in a lady's garden in Wales. On March 15, 1880,

he gave me two little plants of it, and from those
two little plants and his stock the bulk of these

now in cultivation have come. As is customary,
as soon as this variety became known we had
the cry common in such cases that it was known
before. Old French catalogues were found in

"which there was the name, but no oneliad 6een
the plant. Others said they had it, but I did
not find they had1 the stock. It was in the lists

of Mons. Lemoine and Mons. Crousse, of Nancy,
France, of March, 1881, but I expect they had
it from England the year before or raked it up
from some place in France, for we had heard,
nothing of it from them before March. 1881.

Lemoine says it was raised by Boucharlat

;

'Crousse spells it Desgranges." So much for Mr.
Piercy's version, and although it will be seen
he relies partly upon documentary evidence, he,

loo, becomes speculative. The chief point to
which attention must be drawn is Mr. Piercy's
date of 1879 as against Mr. Jenkins' 1873. To
the uninitiated the case as stated entitles one to
draw the conclusion that Mr. Piercy, as a prac-
tical man writing only ten years afterwards, is

as likely to be correct as Mr. Jenkins writing
forty years afterwards. But that will not be
sufficient to settle the point, for the converse is

equally likely to be the fact. It will be reen that
Lemoine says it was raised by Boucharlat. My
Lemoine catalogues have long since gone the way
of all wastepaper, but I have what is better

—

I have those of Boucharlat himself. The
earliest is dated 1883, and under " Chrysan-
themes Precoces " is "Castex Desgranges,
Japonaise blanche pure." No raiser's name to
this or any of the others is given. Appaiently
no general catalogue of his for 1884 or 1885
Teached me. but in 1886 the variety is again in-
cluded in the early section, this 'time adorned
with the prefix of "Mme." Still no raiser's
name appears. In 1887 it appears as " Mme.
Castex Desgranges (B)." From what has been
said by Mr. Jenkins and Mr. Piercv it is obvious
that there is very little satisfaction to b? ob-
tained by referring to English catalogues between
1873 and 1879, for Madame Castex Desgranges
did not become known to our growers in general
till about the latter date. Mme. Castex Des-
granges, between the date of its being ia :6ed and
the date of its becoming commonly known in this
country, is in an identical position with another
variety that Mr. Davis and Mr. Jenkins prob-
ably know quite as well : I mean Soeur Melanie,
which was raised and grown on the Continent
many years prior to its introduction here. In
concluding I may add that when the late Shirley
Hibberd, about twenty-five years ago, gave me
a commission to write' a. detailed history of the
Chrysanthemum, which formed the Drineipa) part
of a special Chrysanthemum double number of

the Gardeners' Magazine (October 26, 1889), I

ransacked all my own sources of information, and
also put myself into correspondence with every
French Chrysanthemum grower I knew, to obtain
definite and authentic material relating to the
subject. Much original matter thus collected,
having served its purpose, is now no_longer at
hand, but I have a very distinct recollection of
enquiries made concerning the early-flowering
Japanese variety under discussion. My history
was followed by a number of biographical notices
of the then famous French growers, compiled
from notes supplied by themselves and from my
own knowledge of their work. The son-in-law
of Boucharlat, whom 1 still know personally,
sent me details of his father-in-law's work, and
told me that he it was who first sent out in 1873
or 1874 a set of early-flowering varieties, of which
at that time (1889) only one, Mme. Castex
Desgranges, had survived. He certainly ought
to know ; and Mr. Piercy's reference to Lemoine
confirms the claim of Boucharlat as raiser.

Although unknown in England, Boucharlat forty
years ago was sending out new Chrysanthemums
in France, and even the great Simon Delaux,
when he raised his first seedlings, distributed
them through Boucharlat, as he told me himself.
Lemoine was then the only Frenchman that did
any business of the kind in England, and he
would, of course, secure any novelties Boucharlat
put on the French market. Suppose we assume,
for argument's sake, that Mr. Jenkins' date
(1873) is correct, notwithstanding Mr. Piercy's
later date, and the irresistible conclusion is that
Mme. Castex Desgranges was sent out in the
spring of 1873, flowered here in the autumn, and
then the rest of the story is clear. C. TIarman
Payne, 1J,1, IT ellmeadow'lload , Catford.

The Abnormal Season.— I have read with
interest the notes already printed on the abnormal
season. In the gardens here, Royal Sovereign
Strawberries, grown in pots and plunged in the
open ground, have during the past two seasons
pushed up their flower trusses early in Decem-
ber. Last year, as an experiment, I pinched out
a few of these forward trusses in January, before
placing the plants in the forcing house, and the
result was that several weaker flower trusses
were developed, which produced smaller fruits
than would 'have been borne on the first truss.

I have not found anv difficulty in forcing Freesia
refracta alba into bloom by the date mentioned.
By the middle of December we had large batches
of this plant in full bloom, bearing ten flowers
to a spike, and with stout foliage, but the per-

fume is not nearly so strong as is the case
with plants which flower later. 0. Robinson,
St. Hilari/ Gardens, Cowbridge, S. Traces.

Failure with Chrysanthemums (see

Vol. LIV., p. 426).—May I suggest that Mr.
Kearn's failure with his Chrysanthemums was
caused in part by housing them too early in such
an abnormal season ? Growth was active at the

time the plants were housed, and the temperature
of 65° and upwards excited the plants into

further growth, in which the applications of

manure assisted. Mr. Kearn does not say if

his plants were potted firmly ; I am of the
opinion that firm potting is very essential. C.
Robinson.

Silver- Leaf Disease.— The soil in these

gardens is a sandy loam, not the least adhesive.

I mention this fact because it would be interest-

ing to learn whether the disease is more prevalent

on trees growing on heavy or light ground. It

would help towards settling his question if cor-

respondents writing on this topic would state

the nature of their soil, as I note some have
done. My own experience is that it is

more prevalent on light soils. According
to observations of trees suffering from this

serious disease I am inclined to agree with

J. F. A., p. 426, 'Vol. LIV., as to manures
tiring favourable to tin' disease. In my case

I put it down tn inorganic manures. The trees

in our second Peach home are planted in the
ordinary soi] that- the house is built upon,
but not the least trace of silvering is apparent.

But three tree* taken out of this same lmuse and
planted in the first house four years ago
have since shown the disease. A tree of the
variety Early Silver utterly collapsed through
the malady spreading so quickly. The binder
was prepared in the usual way and enriched with

bone, wood ash and lime rubble. Tire same
refers to outside trees. Some Plums planted in
prepared soil show the disease, others planted
haphazard show no signs of silver leaf what-
ever. In rich soils young trees make far too
much wood and they grow vigorously in almost
all soils. Chas. F. Coates, Manor Park, Potton.

Dahlia Marianne.— In reply to Grower,
who writes of Dahlia Marianne (see p. 13), may I

ask him if he has seen such varieties as Barlow's
Bedder and Gluchaut growing side by side with
Marianne? A. C.

Primula obconica and Skin Irritation.—
My experience with this plant is very similar
to that described by Mr. W. Marsh on p. 13.

As has been the case with him, I was unaffected
for many years, during which time I often
brushed the skin of the tender underside of my
upper-arm with leaves of Primula obconica.
But one day, when working amongst these plants,

I felt a stinging sensation in my right hand,
which was soon followed by intense irritation. A
local chemist supplied a soothing lotion, in which
flowers of sulphur entered, and it allayed the irri-

tation for the moment, but it returned for about
a week. On this occasion the weather was un-
usually hot and I attributed the poisoning to the
overheated state of my blood ; so some time later
I again handled the leaves of Primula obconica
and was again poisoned. I repeated the experi-
ment at about a year's interval with the same
result, and after the lapse of several yeais I

accidentally touched a leaf and was badly stung.
It would be interesting to know if this suscepti-
bility to P. obconica, after having been immune,
is experienced by other persons. A. C. Barllelt.

Jasminum officinale Fruiting (seepage
13).—There is nothing unusual in this hardy
climber perfecting its seeds in this country,
but whether such seeds germinate I am unable
to say, not having given them a trial,

as the plant is so easily increased by cuttings

or layers, propagation being best carried out
during the autumn months. I was pruning a
plant a few weeks" ago, and noticed several

well-ripened berries on the shorter shoots

fairly close to the wall. This particular plant

had not been pruned -since it was planted some
seven years ago, so readers can imagine what
a tangled mass of shoots had to be cut away.

The plants should be spurred back each winter,

in a similar manner to J. nudicaule, in early

spring. J. Mayne, Buckinghamshire.

We have at the present time two plants of

Jasminum officinale on a south wall, with several

fruiting sprays, some of the berries green and
others quite black. I have never seen ripe fruits

before, hut I have noticed green berries several

times. I sowed some of the berries in a pot on
December 20, to see if the seeds would ger-

minate. -1. II. Chapman, Orchard* Gardens,

'Bait Grinslead.

Although the fruiting of Jasminum officinale

is not a regular occurrence, wall-plants in the

West of England often bear a sprinkling of the

fruits which Mr. J. E. Shaw describes so well on

p. 13. A.

Autumn-fruiting Raspberries. — Amongst
other good works, the Royal Horticul-

tural Society is making a trial of autumn-
fruiting Raspberries at Wisley, and I believe

have found several varieties which promise to be
superior to Alexandra, although as 1 saw this

variety at Gunton Park last October it will

"take a deal of beating," for the canes there

were heavily laden with large fruits equal ill

flavour to the be6t summer produce. But may it

not lie with this type of Raspberry as it is with
Strawberries and, in a greater degree, with

Potatos—i.e., a variety which succeeds admirably
in one garden may be a comparative failure

another, so that the "best" variety for any
garden can be ascertained only bv experiment?
.1. 0. B.

Schizanthus.— Th is flower, growi

gardens in recent years, has a very pi.

ii houses, and with careful attention provides

a mass of bloom for many weeks. The seed is

usually .-own in pans en pots md placed in a pit

or other convenient place. Ii is not very long

germinating, and seed! lien an inch or bo
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high are nicelv rooted, and ready for thumb-pots

or 60's. They should then be put into a cool frame

or span-roof* house, as close to the glass as pos-

sible. It is not long before they make a mass of

fibrous roots and are ready to bs Te-potted into

48's. This plant is not so particular as a great

many, but of course needs certain propert'es in

soils'. It should be potted in good turfy loam, a

twelve-month-old leaf-mould, a little fine lime-

rubble and sand, and any addition of patent

manures helps the growth. Occasionally they are

potted into 18's and 20's, making very tall

plants; but if left in 32's make a much more

stocky growth and the bloom is in thicker

clusters Jt. F. Legije.

Gas Tar and Mealy Bug.- The corre-

spondence on this subject has been most interest-

ing. There is no doubt that if hydrocyanic acid

gas could be used- at all times of the year it

would prove a perfect cure for this pe6t on vines.

We have here a vinery badly infested with

mealy bug. I used hydrocyanic acid gas last

autumn twice, with an interval of ten days be-

tween the treatment, which killed all the bugs

one could see. My formula was l^oz. sodium

cyanide 130 per cent. (I believe this is about 90

per cent, stronger than the ordinary potassium

cyanide), 3oz. sulphuric acid, and 6az. wator, to

1,000 cubic feet. Throughout the spring, and

especially during_ the thinning time, I kept a

sharp look-out for bugs, but saw no sign of

the pest till the grapes began to colour. If one

could have gone continually over the vines at

this period, killing the bugs with methylated

spirit, the pest could have been kept under.

But few of us have time for thJ6, and the result

was that by the time we finished cutting the

grapes at the end of December, the vines and
grapes were as badly affected as ever. Now,
if hydrocyanic acid .gas could have been

used at
'
the time the grapes began to

colour I am confident that we should have
had no trouble from mealy bug. Are there

any readers of this journal who have used the

gas at that stage? If so, what was the effect on
the grapes? ' 1 think no gardener would mind
what he " smeared " on the vines if it would
clear them of bug. Hydrocyanic acid gas has

proved a great boon to many of us. Used at the
rate of loz. sodium cyanide, 2oz. sulphuric acid,

and 4oz. water to 1,000 cubic feet, it proves abso-

lutely fatal to mealy bug, scale (especially), and
other pests on Crotons, Stephanotis, Cleroden-

drons, Dieffenbachias, etc., with no injury what-
ever to the plants if necessary precautions are
adopted. My plan is to select a calm day and I

water any plant requiring water immediately after

breakfast. I open the top and bottom venti-

lators to create a circulation of air, and so dTy the

atmosphere of the house. At this time of the. year
I use the gas at about 3 p.m. In the summer at
about 5. But it is somewhat hard to understand
why the tenderest young leaves of the plants
mentioned above, and which might also include
Ferns, Gloriosa superba and otheis, are quite

unharmed by the gas, while the young leaves of
Palms and Pandanus Veitchii are burned. Of
course, once having found out the plants that
will not stand it they can easily be removed be-

fore cyaniding. One other point is worthy of

notice. Since using hydrocyanic acid gas the
number of cockroaches has become less and
cricket have disappeared. F. J. Pose, South
Stoneham Gardens, Swaythling.

In regard to the proportions of cyanide re-

commended by A. J. H. (p. 462) for fumigating
dormant vines, it ought to be pointed out that
these proportions are too strong for vines in

active growth. The proportion I used for

stove and other plants was 2 ounces sodium
cyanide, 4 ounces sulphuric acid, and 6 ounces
water per 1,000 cubic feet. This strength
was effectual in killing the bug with-

out injuring the plants. With reference to

Spider's inquiry as to whether hydrocyanic
gas will kill spider on Crotons without injury

to the plants, I may say from experience that
it has killed spider and all other insects, and
did not injure the Crotons when I used it. But
care must be taken that the foliage and the

atmosphere of the house are thoroughly drv
before cyaniding, or the plants will be injured.

The proportions must be per 1,000 cubic feet as

given above, and the number of generators ac-

cording to the cubic space of the house. For

instance, if a house contains 3,000 cubic feet

space, it is better to employ three generators,

with 2 ounces cyanide in each, than to use one
with 6 ounces, as the gas would in that case

be more evenly distributed. Referring to Mr.
Blakey's Temarks (see Vol. LIV., p. 462), he
states that my assertion that there is no danger
in using the gas is a bold one, but he leaves out

one important part of my statement, viz., " if the

proper precautions are taken," which I explained.

If these are strictly carried out, I still maintain
there is no danger. As the head gardener is re-

sponsible he would make it his duty to understand
the nature and proper use of this or any other

fumigant, and would instruct his subordinates

in their proper use; if this is done, the operator

will soon gain sufficient knowledge of the nature

of the gas to enable him to guard against any
accident when using it. Your correspondent

asks why vineries and other houses containing

fruit should not be cyanided. It was for safety

that I recommended they should not be

cyanided, as many people contend that fruit

absorbs poisonous gas in a confined atmo-
sphere, but of this I have no practical know-
ledge, neither should I care to try it. There
would be no necessity to cyanide houses con-

taining fruit if cyaniding were done thoroughly

when the trees or canes are in a dormant state,

as there would not be any bug left.

Fruit, too, contains more moisture (propor-

tionately) than the foliage, in consequence
of which it is more susceptible to injury by the

gas. If a vinery, after being kept sufficiently

warm for two or three days to hatch the eggs,

is cyanided a second time, there will be no
danger of the newly hatched female bugs becom-
ing old enough to lay eggs. Your correspondent
must be more clever than most gardeners claim

to be if he can find every nest of eggs on vine

rods to saturate them with methylated spirit.

as these are often laid under the bark and in

crevices where it is difficult to see and to get

at them, while hydrocyanic gas penetrates every

cavity. Mr. Shakelton (p. 13) reminds me tJiat

I give no new cure for mealy bug by the use

of hydrocyanic gas, a circumstance of which
I was fully aware, as I well know it has been

Tecommended in the Gardeners' Chronicle for the
last eight or ten years. I did not suppose for one
moment that what I said about hydrocyanic gas

would be any benefit or enlightenment to those

who have a practical knowledge of the use

of this gas. I wrote for the benefit of those

who had no experience with this method of

destroying mealy bug. What I stated I am pre-

pared to verify, as I cleared bug by this method
from a number of plant and fruit houses,

and I have no doubt that if everyone who
is troubled with this pest treated the pest
in the same way there would be but little bug
left in the kingdom to experiment on. Your
correspondent appears to have been unfortunate
in having plants injured by this gas, which I

cannot understand, unless they were not quite
dry, as, should any part of the foliage be damp,
it is sure to be injured. The condition of the
atmosphere of the house and the foliage of the
plants is the all-important point—all must be
perfectly dry for the plants to come through
without injury. I have never had occasion to

use this gas for the destruction of bug on
Cucumbers and Melons, so cannot give the safe

proportions for these plants. J. H. F.

Journeyman Gardeners.— I was very
much interested in the remarks of Mr. Norris
with regard to the knowledge of journeymen at
the present time. I should like to hear the
opinion of Mr. Norris concerning head gar-

deners, as all the fault is not likely to be with
the journeymen, and none with the gardeners
that employ them. i?.

The remarks made by F. L. in the issue of

January 3 are, to my mind, ridiculous. The scale

of wages he suggests is absolutely impossible,

being far more than many head gardeners re-

ceive, much less under men. Supposing journey-

men were paid that amount, they would be con-

tent to stop as journeymen, and would not trouble

to reach higher positions. Then again, where
would you find employers to pay tuch high
wages? The majority of them would rather

close their gardens, and buy what produce they
required, for it would be cheaper for them. We

must not forget that gardens are hobbies, and
their owners are not dependent on them for

profit. As regards the conditions of other trades,

some are better, and some worse. For my part,

I think that 18s., with bothy, etc., is a fair

wage, equal to 25s., and journeymen receiving

that amount are as well off as those in most
trades, besides enjoying steady employment.
E. L. adds that vegetables cost little or nothing

to grow. Then why, I ask, does he advocate

such high wages for those who grow them ?

Many thanks are due to Mr. Norris for his letter

in the same issue, who puts the case before us

plainly and simply. Contented Journeyman.

On the subject of L.'s statements in your
issue of December 13 last, with reference to

gardeners and their wages, I feel inclined to in-

form him that it is entirely the gardeners' own
fault that the wages are low. He need not be
downhearted over the advertisement in the

columns of the gardening Press on December 13,
" Members of the B.G.A. need not apply," be-

cause the members of that association were
warned not to accept the situation. Members of

the B.G.A. are thoroughly qualified to take any
position of trust, and very many good places have
been filled by the Association recently. It keeps

out the unskilled and under-cutting impostor

from the profession, it places good gardeners in

touch with good employers, it stands out for the

payment of overtime and Sunday duty. Further

particulars can be obtained of the general secre-

tary. If L. is not already a member, may I per-

suade him to join our band ? A Member of the

Watford Branch.

If Mr. Sidney Legg refers to my previous

letter on this subject (p. 426) he will see that I

spoke of youths about the age of 21, and no
mention was made of full-fledged journeymen.

It he would take the trouble to look up the

Gardeners' Chronicle for October 4 he would see

six journeymen's situations offered at an average

wage of *15s. 8d. a week, with bothy. In

reply to Mr. Thos. Beeson I will give what I

think are the usual hours in the majority of

private gardens. In summer, 6 a.m. to 6 p.m.,

less li- hour for meals. This does not include

Saturday, when the hours are 6 a.m. to 4 p.m.

In winter the work is usually carried on from

daylight to dark ; an average of nine hours a

day exclusive of meals. Add to this three or

four hours for Sunday morning work, and odd
jobs in the evening, and the average will be

found to be about 60 hours per week without

duty. I know of cases where men have put in

twelve hours a week extra during the busy

rronths, for which they were not paid; and

I venture to suggest that where there is one

garden with eight men in the bothy there are a

dozen of the same size with three or four. In

consequence extra duty is more often necessary.

I am ready to admit that there are employers

who pay a' fair wage, but they are except'ons,

I am sorry to say, few and far between. In

fairness I should like to say that in the garden

in which I am engaged the whole staff is well

paid. A. M.

Mr. Legg appears to be championing the

cause of the employer, by inferring that the low

wages received by the average journeyman to-day

represent proper remuneration for his exacting

duties and long hours. I might agree with him

were it true that the average journeyman with

five or six years' good experience was only equal

in ability to'an improver. Perhaps your correspon-

dent's reference to the respective ability of im-

prover and journeyman concerns some one under

his immediate notice. Annually we lose some of

the most promising young men of our profes-

sion. Why? Because our Colonies offer far

better inducements to ambitious young men in

return for their labours. Men who in the future

would make their mark and be a credit to horti-

culture are thus led to emigrate. My experience

in eight bothies is that there are many so-called

"good bothies" which are little better than

hovels, where anything in the nature of com-

fort is conspicuous by its absence. The oppor-

tunities afforded bothyites of improving their

knowledge by study are very inadequate in their

isolated surroundings. I believe the head gardener

is in many cases to blame for his indifference to

the conditions affecting his subordinates, who
have to endure them, or if they complain are

told to go. A Bothi/itc.
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STREPTOCARPUS CYANEUS. SOCIETIES
The Streptocarpus is now to be classed with

tie most useful greenhouse flowering plants.

In recent years hybridisers have raised strains

that flower abundantly and have leaves of

moderate size, whilst wonderful improvements
have been obtained in the form and colour of

the flowers. Several new species have aleo

been introduced recently, so that gardeners may
look for 6till greater improvement by crossing.

One of the latest of these newcomers is S.

cyaneus (see fig. 16), discovered by Mr. E. E.
Galvin in South Africa in 1891. The plant
is very attractive, the rosy flowers being
nearly 2 inches long and set off by hand-
some foliage. Already seedlings have exhibited

colour variation ; in some the blooms are a pale

lavender or blue shade, whilst the corolla tube
is blotched with yellow. Like other species and
varieties of Streptocarpus in cultivation, S.

cyaneus is short lived, and the plants are most

MANCHESTER AND NORTH OF ENGLAND
ORCHID.

December 18.

—

Committee present :—Rev. J.
Crombleholme (in the chair), Messrs. R. Ash-
worth, J. Cypher, A. G. Ellwood, J. Evans, A.
Hanmer, J. Howes, J. Lupton, D. McLeod,
W. J. Morgan, C. Parker, W. Shackleton, Wm.
Thompson, H. Thorp, Z. A. Ward, G. Weather-
by, and H. Arthur (Secretary).

Gold Medals were awarded to R. Ashworth,
Esq., Newchurch (gr. Mr. Gilden), who staged
a magnificent group of plants, and 0. 0. Wrig-
ley, Esq., Bury (gr. Mr. Rogers), who had a
large group of finely-grown Cypripediums. A
Silver-gilt Medal was awarded to A. War-
burton, Esq., Haslingden (gr. Mr. Dal-
gleish), for a group composed principally
of Cypripediums ; large Silver Medals to
Wm. Thompson, Esq., Walton Grange (gr.

Mr. Howes), for a group; H. J. Bromielow,
Esq., Rann Lea (gr. Mr. Morgan), for a group

;

Fig. 16.

—

streptocarpus cyaneus

attractive in their second year. The plant we
illustrate flowered in the collection at Kew.

GARDENING APPOINTMENTS.

Mr. 'Walter Bristowe. for the past five years
Foreman at Madresfield Court, as Gardener
to Sir Henry Lopes, Bart., Maristow House,
Roborough, South Devon.

!Mr. T. C- Grinham, for the past 2 years and 10
months Gardener to E. P. Stephens, "Esq., Taplow
Priory, Taplow, as Gardener to W. H. Buckler, Esq.,
Rocques, Taplow, Buckinghamshire. {Thanks for
Is. for R.G.O.P. box.—Eds.1

Mr. James A Paice, as Gardener to Sir J. D.
Rees, M.P., Aylwards, Stanmore, Middlesex.

Mr. G. Weston, for the past 2 years Foreman at
Bonningtons Hunsdon, near Ware, Hertfordshire,
and previously at Trengwainton, Cornwall, The
Friary, Old Windsor, Moor Hall, Harlow, Essex, and
Steventon Manor, Hampshire, as Gardener to Cap-
tain Banbury, Pippingford Park, Nutley, Sussex.
[Thanks for Is. 6d. for R.G.O.F. box.—Eds.]

Mr- Motkersele. as Gardener to A. Ingham
Whitaker, Esq., Gravshott Hall, Haslemere, Surrey.
[Thanks for 2s. for "R.G.O.F. box.—Eds.]

Mr. A. Avery, for the past twelve months Fore-
man, and previously Carnation Grower, to Lady
Grey, Enville Hall, near Stourbridge, as Gardener
at the same place. [Thanks for Is. 6d. for R.G.O.F.
box.—Eds.]

[/'holograph by C. P. Ru/fill.

A NEW SPECIES FROM SOUTH AFRICA.

Z. A. Ward, Esq., Northenden (gr. Mr.
Weatherby), for a group of Odontoglossums

;

Col. J. Rutherford, M.P., Blackburn (gr. Mr.
Lupton), for a group ; Messrs. Sander and Sons,
St. Albans ; and Messrs. Cypher and Sons, Chel-
tenham, for groups. Silver Medals to the Hon.
Robert James, St. Nicholas, Yorks (gr. Mr.
Benstead), for a group composed principally of

Calanthes; A. E. Penny, Esq., Preston (gr. Mr.
Sumner), for a group of Cypripediums ; J.

Butterworth, Esq., Burnley (gr. Mr. Wilson)
;

W. R. Lee, Esq., Plumpton Hall (gr. Mr.
Branch) ; and a Bronze Medal to H. Arthur,
Esq., Blackburn. Other exhibitors were Messrs.

A. J. Keeling and Sons, Bradford ; Messrs.
Stuart Low and Co., Enfield ; Messrs. Charles-
worth and Co., Haywards Heath ; and Mr. W.
Shackleton, Great Horton. Bradford.

AWARDS.
First-Class Certificates.

Odontoglossum x fulgidum, parentage un-

known, a fine round flower with broad lip of dark
bronze shade, with creamy margin round sepals

and petals; O. X The Egyptian, sepals and petals

dark chocolate colour, having a shining velvety

surface margined with white, lip broad and
marked with crimson brown and white front

;

0. X purpuratum, a massive flower of good
shape, ground colour light purple heavily
blotched with deep purple, white margin round
sepals and petals, lip broad ; 0. x rubens, a
large flower of fine broad lip, sepals and petals
of a dull reddish colour shaded with purple and
margined with white; 0. x Our Queen (crispum
Hyeanum x eximium), ground colour white,
sepals and petals heavilv blotched ; O.
amabile var. " Illuminator," a large flower,
of fine shape, pure-white ground, sepals
and petals finely marked with bright purple,
lip very broad and finely spotted ; 0. crispum
Xanlhotcs, " Walton Grunge " var., a round
flower of good substance, sepals blotched with
yellow, petals spotted, lip broad and blotched
with yellow; 0. Bradshawae "Sander's var.";
Cypripedium insigne Snow Queen. All shown
by Wm. Thompson, Esq.

0. amabile " Ashworth 's" var., a good round
flower of brilliant colour ; Vanda coerulea
" Ashlands " var., a large flower of good colour;
both from R. Ashworth, Esq.
Cypripedium Nirvina (Alcibiades x aureum

Virginale), a magnificent flower, good shaped
and evenly marked ; Odontoglossum Arachne
(Vuylstekei x eximium), noble flower, well
marked ; both from W. R. Lee, Esq.

O. eximium " The King," from Messrs.
Charlesworth and Co.

Awards of Merit.
Odontoglossum Lantbeauianum Hesperum, 0.

crispum Graphicum, Cypripedium Hera Mostyn,
C. Curlew, C. Draco " Walton Grange " var.,

and C. Alice Mary, all from Wm. Thompson,
Esq.

Odontoglossum Lady Evelyn James (Laver-
tonianum x aureum Virginale), Cypripedium
Palladium (aureum Virginale x villosum auri-

ferum), Calanthe Veitchii "St. Nicholas" var.,

all from the Hon. Robt. James.
Odontoglossum eximium Zenith, Cypripedium

Estella (Hindeanuirt x concolor), both from Rd.
Ashworth, Esq.

C. Lady Evelyn James ( Lavertonianum x
aureum Virginale), and 0. Hecla, both from
W. R. Lee, Esq. "

Odontoglossum x Meteor, from J. Butter-
worth, Esq.
Cypripedium Actaeus var. Ethel (Leeanum

Clinkaberryanum x Harefield Hall), from
Messrs. Cypher and Sons.

Vanda coerulea var. Faini Queen, shown by
Messrs. Stuart Low and Co.

DEBATING SOCIETIES.

BRITISH GARDENERS ASSOCIATION (North
London Branch). — A special meeting will be held
at the " Railway Institute," 111, Fonthill Road, Fins-
bury Park, on Tuesday, the 13th inst., at 8 o'clock.

Speakers : Mr. Cyril H'arding (general secretary), Mr.
F. J. Baker, and Mr. G. W. Butcher. Members and
non-members are cordially invited.

DUMFRIES AND GALLOWAY GARDENERS'.
A meeting of this association was held in the Wesley
Hall, Dumfries, on the 3rd inst., Mr. S. Arnott in the
chair. Mr. C. G. Murray, gardener to Henry Keswick,
Esq., Cowhill Town, Dumfries, read a paper on " Sweet
Peas." Mr. Murray, who is a successful exhibitor of

these flowers, gave "full details of the cultivation he had
found successful, and enumerated a selection of varie-

ties. The next meeting will be held on January 31,

when the subject of the lecture will be " Roses."

BRITISH GARDENERS' (Cardiff Branch)
At the meeting of the Cardiff branch of the B.C.. A.,

held on the 3rd inst., Mr. W. W. Pettigrew, chief officer

of the Cardiff parks, delivered a lecture on " Soils."

Mr. F. G. Treseder occupied the chair.

BURNLEY AND DISTRICT HORTICULTURAL.—
The monthly meeting of this association was held on
the 1st inst. Mr. W. J. Hargreaves occupied the chair.

Air. J. Bavlcy. Queen's Park, Burnley, delivered a lec-

ture on " Landscape Gardening." Mr. Bailey described
methods of laying out large estates to secure artiBtio

landscape effects, as well as the re-modelling of exten-
sive grounds, and gave valuable bints concerning the
formation of villa gardens.

CATALOGUES RECEIVED.

Seeds.
Wm. PAUL ami Sox, Waltham Cross.

BDM0HB80M BROTHERS, 10. Dam« Street, Dublin.

O. H. Pi iNT and Co., The Eastgate, Chester.

ROBERT SYDENHAM, Ltd.. Tenby Street, Birmingham.
Brown and Wilson. 10. Market Place, Manchester.
W. Drummond and Sons. Ltd., Stirling.

E. Wkbb and Sons, Words-ley. Stourbridge.
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G. A. Buntixg AND Co., 3. Bucknall Street, New Oxford
Street. London.

Harrison and Sons, Leicester.

Miscellaneous-
Morle AND Co., 150, Finchley Road, London.—Liliums,

Begonias, and Gloxinias.

©bftuars.

THE WEATHER.
THE WEATHER IN WEST HERTS.

Week ending January 7.

A Week of Variable Temperature.—This was a week of

variable temperature. The first day was very cold,

both during the daytime and at night. Then came
four warm days, followed by two cold ones. On the two
warmest days the temperature in the thermometer
Bcreen rose to 17° and 48°, whilst on the two coldest
nights the exposed thermometer registered respec-
tively 15° and 11° of frost. The ground tempera-
tures, which have been also variable, are now 1° colder
at 2 feet deep, and 2° colder at 1 foot deep, than is

seasonable. Rain fell on three days, but to the total

depth of less than i inch. .There was still a little snow on
the ground in places during the first two days of the
week. Percolation through both the soil gauges recom-
menced after the 4th inst. The sun shone on an average
for 2 hours 36 minutes a day, which is twice the average
duration for the beginning of January. On the sunniest
day the sun was shining brightly for as much as
5 hours 38 minutes. During the first four days calms
and light airs alone prevailed, but during the remainder
of the week the winds were moderately strong, and came
from some westerly point of the compass. The mean
amount of moisture in the air at three o'clock in the
afternoon fell short of a seasonable quantity for that
hour by 6 per cent.

DECEMBER.
Warm, Sunn;/, and Remarkably Dry, with a Bather

Calm and Exceptionally Dry Atmosphere.—Taken as a
whole, this was a warm December. The first half of it

proved very warm. In fact, there then occurred only
two unseasonably cold days, and virtually no cold
nights, whereas during the last fortnight there were
but three warm days and but one warm night. On the
warmest day the highest reading in the thermometer
screen was 53°, and on the coldest night the exposed
thermometer registered 16° of frost. Neither of these
extreme readings are exceptional for the time of year.
Rain fell on fifteen days, and to the total depth of"only
3 inch, which is less than a third of the average
quantity for the month. With only four exceptions the
closing 'month of 1913 was drier than in any of the pre-
vious fifty-seven Decembers. The last December as dry
was in 1890, or twenty-three years ago. The ground
was at no time completely covered with snow. The
sun shone on an average for 1 hour 24 minutes a day,
which is 14 minutes a day longer than is usual in this
month. It was rather a calm December, and in no hour
did the mean velocity of the wind exceed twenty-one
miles, direction W.N.W. The average amount of
moisture in the air at 3 p.m. fell short of a season-
able quantity for that hour by 3 per cent. We have to
go back twenty-three years in order to find a December
with as dry an atmosphere.

THE YEAR.
Very warm, Very Dry, and Sunless.—Taken as a whole

this was a very warm year. In fact, there were only
three months. April, July, and August, when the mean
temperature was in any way below the average, and in
only one of those months, July, did the variation from
the average amount to more than a degree in tempera-
ture. The most unseasonably warm month was Novem-
ber, and the most unseasonably cold one July. On the
hottest day, June 16, the temperature in the thermo-
meter screen rose to 83°, and on the coldest night.
February 23, the exposed thermometer indicated 20° of
frost. The total rainfall fell short of the average
quantity for the previous fifty-seven years by 4£ inches,
making this the driest year "for eleven years. The wet
months were January, March, April,* October, and
November, and the dry ones February, June, July.
August. September, and December—while in May the
rainfall was about average. Taking the year * as a
whole, the sun shone on an average for eighteen minutes
a day less than is usual. The sunniest months of the
year, compared with the average, were May, June,
October, November, and December, and the most sunless
January, February, March, April, July, August, and
September. July, considering the season, was the moat
sunless month of the year.

THE UNDERGROUND WATER SUPPLY.
The total rainfall for the last three months has fallen

short of the average for the same period in the pre-
vious fifty-seven years by 1£ inch, which is equivalent
to a loss of 26.240 gallons on each acre in this district.
Last year at the same time there was a deficiency of
4.300 gallons per acre. E. M. t Berkhamsted, January 7,
ion.

SCHEDULES RECEIVED.

County Clare Horticultural Societv. — The
spring show of this societv will be held in Ennis, the
provisional date being fixed for Anril 16. and the
summer exhibition will be held on July 30. Secretarv
Mr. H. Bill, Liflord, Ennis, Ireland.

Borough of Keig-ate and District Horti
cultural Society.—The twentv-eighth annual show
of this society will be held in The Priory. Reigate on
Wednesday. July 8. Secretarv, Mr. F. Phillibs The
Gardens, Craigendowie, Reigate.

Thomas Sampson.— We regret to record
the death of Mr. Thomas Sampson, who passed
away in his eightieth year, after a short ill-

ness, at the residence of his son-in-law, Mr.
Theo. Feilden, Stratford. Lodge, Watford, at

5 a.m. on Saturday, the 3rd inst. Thomas
Sampson was born at Brympton House.

(the present seat of Sir Spencer Ponsonby-
Fane) at Brympton D'Everci, Somerset, on
March 11, 1834. He was an ardent horti-

culturist and a Fellow of the Royal Horticul-

tural Society. He had the finest show of flowers

ever exhibited at the Bath and West of England
Show, having on view many new species, when
the Society vis<ited Yeovil some forty years

ago. Mr. Sampson was a prolific writer, and
contributed a number of short articles and

letters to the Press upon archaeological sub-

jects. A standard little work written by him
was The History of the Holy Thorn of GJaston-

bury. Mr. Samnson's eldest daughter was mar-

ried in 1887 to Mr. Theodore Feilden, who is a

prominent member of the London Times staff

and a well-known newspaper man.
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Apple Shoots for Examination : J. L. The
Apple shoots are not affected with a fungus,

but are thickly covered in places with the

bright red eggs of certain mites. The mites

in question belong to species of the so-called

"Red Spiders," and are referable to the genus

Bryobia ; they are frequently found on fruit

trees, but probably are of small economic im-

portance except in the case of the Gooseberry.

The recognised treatment is in the form of a.

sulphur wash, and liver of sulphur has been

largely used in this connection. A heavy
spraying with the above wash or with strong

paraffin emulsion (up to 5 gallons of paraffin

in 100 gallons of wash), towards the end of

February, would be beneficial.

Leaves Tunnelled by Grubs : C. P. M. D.
The leaves are tunnelled by the larvae of »

small fly, but no definite statement as to its

specific identity can be made from the imma-
ture forms received.

Lime Sulphur and Iron Sulphate : Tenrab.
Lime sulphur is prepared as follows :—Take
flowers of sulphur, 10 lbs. ; stone lime, 10 lbs. ;

water, 50 gallons. Slake the lime slowly in

about 3 gallons occasionally. As the heat de-

velops add more water, and when the lime is

completely slaked dilute to 50 gallons with
water. Use sulphate of iron crystals dissolved

in water.

Maggot attacking Peach Trees : G. H. A".

'

Send specimens for identification. In the mean
time spray the trees with an insecticide.

Mice Damaging Shrubs : A. Grant. It is a
difficult matter to prevent mice from destroy-

ing your Hollies, Laurels, and other ever-

greens. Clear away the Ivy that covers the
ground, as this is where their nesting-places

are found. If this is not practicable paint the
stems of the shrubs with gas-tar, although
this application may have the effect of stunt
ing the growth of the plants until its effects

wear off. Because of the presence of
game it will not be safe to resort to poison,
though spraying the plants with arsenate of
lead paste might be useful. This should be
mixed with a solution of soft soap, and
syringed on the bark. In the interests of game
the natural enemies of mice, such as cats,

hawks, and owls, are rigorously kept down, and
in consequence the mice flourish. When the
balance of nature is disturbed in this way there
is always a toll to be paid.

Names of Plants : If. H. D., Grantham. Orni-
thogalum lacteum, native of South Africa. The

blooms last fresh for a very considerable time..
The plants are often used for decoration on
outgoing mail steamers at Cape Town, and ar-
rive in England with the flowers still fresh, and
capable of lasting for some weeks.

—

F. F. (ll

Pteris longifolia
; (2) Adiantum hispidulum ; (3)

Lastrea varia ; (4) Oncidium flexuosum
; (5)

Calanthe vestita.

—

E. S. W. Epidendrum
fragrans. The Paneratiums (Hymenocallis!
grow well with Eucharis. If the plants are
not in a good condition turn them out of their
pots, and re-pot them in turfy loam, starting
them into growth again.

Orange Rust of Roses : U. W. Gather all

fallen leaves and burn them, as they may
contain the resting-spores of the disease. Next
spring drench the trees with sulphate of cop-
per, 2 ozs. in 3 gallons of water, before the
buds expand. If the disease is noticed after

this treatment spray with dilute Bordeaux mix-
ture of ammoniated carbonate of copper, 1 oz. of
carbonate of copper and 5 ozs. carbonate of am-
monia in 16 gallons of water, or proportionate
strength.

Scorpion Orchid: Dummy. Ihe Scorpion Or-

chid of the Malay States is said to be Arach
nanthe moschifera, illustrated in the Gardener*'
Chronicle, October 13, 1894, p. 435, but the
description you send does not agree with that

species. The two with " gnarled roots " if leaf-

less may be Aphyllorchis ; but if with leaves a
Cymbidium as you suggest. The other we
cannot identify by your description. Whether
terrestrial or epiphytal, it would be better to-

put them in pots with "crocks" only until

they start into growth. Place then in a warm
bouse, and water them as other plants. If

not more than a degree or two below 50° Fahr.

at any time the cool house you mention would

suit your Odontoglossum Uro-Skinneri, other-

wise the cool end of the intermediate house

would be safer. Do not water the plants over-

head.

Strawberries : P. S., Kamcnz. An alternative-

course may be followed, in accordance with the

health and vigour of the plants. If the plants-

are strong and vigorous the spikes may be

allowed to remain provided the pots be put

into an intermediate house, such -as one that

is used for Strawberries when forcing i-i com-
menced. In such a. house it will be better to

place them upon a shelf, clcse up to the glass.

Should the plants, on the contrary, be some-

what weakly, then remove the spikes at once

and keep them rather dry at the roots. These
adventitious trusses on the Strawberry often

occur after such a season as that of 1913.

Wasps : Correspondent. All the wasps seen in

spring are queens. All the drones or males
and the workers die at the end of the year, the-

only survivors being the newly-born queens,

and the probabilities are that the majority of

the last-named build a nest and rear the first

brood of worker wasps.

Yew Buds Eaten by Pheasants : J . Verdon.
The enlarged buds on the Yews are caused by
a fly* which lays its eggs in the buds in the
early summer. The eggs hatch, and the small
grubs cause the deformation of the end of the
shoot. The pheasants most probably like

these grubs and take the whole bud to obtain
them, with the consequence that they aTe-

poisoned by the quantity of Yew they eat.

In the early autumn pick off and burn all the-

deformed buds you can find. In spring syringe
the trees with a fairly strong solution of

Quassia water, adding just sufficient soft-soap

to make it stick to the foliage. The specimen
enclosed is Juniperus virginiana (Red Cedar).
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LILIES IN 1913.

HE has a longer memory than most who
can recall a better year for Lilies

than that just gone by. From
beginning to end the previous year had
brought them but few crumbs of comfort,

hardly anything, in fact, but gloom and
almost ceaseless deluge, and as it drew to

a close, one felt—naturally enough, but
quite wrongly, as it afterwards turned

out—that a good many bulbs must inevit-

ably have gone to a watery grave.

1913 led off with a month of brimful

ditches, warm blustering winds from south
and west, and a general preliminary voice

trial by feathered friends in every bush :

for two weeks February dealt out the

same unseasonal fare, then, suddenly re-

membering itself, gave us the wonted spell

of shrivelling wind.
March brought back the mild and humid

days, and passed them on to April : many
a trusting shrub and plant was deluded
into premature activity, and just as one
chuckled at the thought that winter had
been beat at last, back came its tail, to

lash us with the icy blast all gardeners
dread once Lady Day is past, and leave
the usual sorry score of blackened bud and
stricken blossom in its trail.

The month sped on, and had all but ran
its course ere the longed-for day at last

arrived when the warm west wind brought
on its wings that indefinable taste, smell,
feeling, call it what you will, that stirs

the sluggish pulse, sends the song thrush
to the topmost bough, and tells one spring
is in the air.

May dipped its fingers in the wet again,

and brought the Thames bank high : day
followed day of rain, and one groaned at

^N.

V,

Fra. 17.—LILIUM TESTACEUM. COT.Ol'R OF
FLOWERS, NANKEEN.

the prospect of another soaking year of
deluge. Then came summer with a burst,
and while May ebbed out, gardens steamed
with luscious shimmering heat. The rest
of this memorable season will still be
green in the grateful gardener's heart : for
once in a way Lilies have had all he could
wish for them, a warm wet spring, long
arid flowering season, with sun enough
for bloom, but not to parch the earth or
scorch the flowers, and, above all, a dry
and genial resting time in September and
October. The only shadow on the picture
has been oast by Botrytis, of which more
anon.

Many gardeners will have observed that
in the last two years numbers of plants
have thrown the conventional time-table
to the winds, choosing the most unusual
season for the business of life. In no
genus has this been more noticeable than
Lilium, and the sequence of flowering
which many normal years have brought
one to regard as immutable seems now to
have gone by the board.

In casting about for some explanation
of the change, which we may suppose is

only temporary, it is difficult to resist the
conclusion that the tropical heat of 1911 is

at the bottom of it. But whatever the un-
seen forces were that have been at work
they brought L. speciosum—first as a rule
to come and among the last to -go—head-
long out of the ground by the middle of
February, a full month before the usual
time, and at the other end of the scale
these self-same forces made a sluggard of
L. chalcedonicum, so that it did not come
into flower till the second week in August.

L. testaceum found itself in bloom a
fortnight before L. candidum, a most un-
usual proceeding; the characteristically
twisted foliage of this Lily is well shown
in fig. 17.

During the year L. regale has kept on
its glorious career, seemingly impervious
to winter wet and indifferent to the worst
that our climate has yet given it : it has
still to bear the brunt of a hard winter,
but with that reservation one can almost,

say that nothing seems to matter to this

accommodating Lily.

It ought not to be long before the bulbs
are available for as many pence as shil-

lings are now demanded by the dealers,

for the propagation of L. regale is as

simple as that of the homely cabbage: an
average capsule will carry 500 seeds, and
if these are given ordinary attention the

greater part will soon germinate.

L. Sargentiae, another of the many fine

plants we owe to "Chinese" Wilson, has
also flourished, but does not seem so

easy to manage as L. regale : in common
with L. sulphureum, it is more impatient

of wet when flowering is over than is the

former Lily, and that means that every-

thing possible should be done to get the

autumn rains quickly past the bulbs. It

cannot be insisted upon too often that

neither L. regale nor L. Sargentiae will

give of its best in peat or humus: they

are lime- and loam-loving Lilies.

L. Sargentiae is exceptionally variable

in the character "f the foliage, and of a
score of bulbs one may hardly find two
quite alike.
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L. Parryi, born and bred in its Eng-

lish home, has proved more robust than

the wild parent bulbs from California, and

if intelligently managed this Lily, popu-

larly supposed to be very difficult, need

cause the gardener no concern. In com-

mon with all the Lilies of the Western

United States, except perhaps L. parda-

linum, which stands a deal of fooling,

one cannot keep L. Parryi too dry in early

autumn : this is a point seldom sufficiently

appreciated by would-be growers, and as

a rule is one of real practical difficulty

:

salvation lies in quick drainage, but this

is a synonym for death in times of pro-

longed drought,' if subterranean moisture

is not available.

A well-balanced head of this splendid

Westerner nodding over L. regale is a

joyous sight, warranted to drive many a

rankling garden failure away to the back

shelf of memory's cupboard: incidentally

it is a standing testimony to the extra-

ordinary range and industry of the modern

plant collector, and provides an object

lesson in the marvellous adaptability of

Dame Nature, who enables us moderns to

cultivate plants from opposite sides of

the earth in a climate and under con-

ditions as different from those obtaining

in their native haunts as chalk is from

cheese.

Of the uncommon Lilies, L. Kelloggii,

Bolanderi, occidentale, and polyphyllum,

all not so very many years ago almost as

rare as the hoopoe, have been hard at work

reproducing themselves, and each can

point to a small colony of nurslings. L.

kewense, too, rescued from oblivion by

Mr. Mallett a few years ago, is thriving

apace, while the tiny Black Lily (Fritil-

laria camschatcensis) has made a welcome

reappearance.

In 1913 all the American Lilies—from

east and west—gave a good account of

themselves, excepting only rubescens, a

difficult plant to acclimatise and stubborn

as a mule : and though one must confess

to having attended the obsequies of quite

a number of L. rubellum. drowned no

doubt in the second half of the previous

year, the Japanese and Chinese Lilies

generally have icome through the wet

winters of the last two years astonishingly

well.

Even L. Brownii, with bulb scales seem-

ingly shaped on purpose to retain every

drop of water that falls on them, has

passed safely through the ordeal. This is

by no means an easy Lily to keep, though

not hard to propagate: in the absence

of seed, which is almost unobtainable, it

is readily raised from scales or by leaf-

cuttings, as, indeed, are nine-tenths of the

genus. As with all the 'Chinese Lilies

at present in cultivation, lime seems essen-

tial to the true welfare of L. Brownii,

though one may sometimes see a colony

of the Dutch-grown bulbs doing well

in woodland soil where the drainage is

sharp.

For once in a way, L. sulphureum has

had its opportunity, and has made the

most of it : in five years out of six this

Lily comes into flower too late to escape

the withering effect of night frosts in mid-
September, and for all the good it does,

might as well be left out of the garden al-

together. Last year it was in bloom half-way

through August, and the flowers remained in

perfection till the end of that month. Bulbs

of this Lily collected in Western China seem

to be hardier than those received from
Burma.

One of the most remarkable features about

Lilies in a remarkable year has been the pro-

longation of the normal period of flowering, and

the perfection of the individual flowers. In a

typical English summer we have alternations of

hot sun and rain, with the result that Lily blooms

are seldom at their best for more than a few

days at a time : they are either baked and soon

spent, or else draggle-tailed and spoilt beyond

increasingly difficult to uphold the time-honoured

theory that high cultivation and a sturdy con-

stitution are fa?tors in the power of Lilies to

resist this dread disease, for while it has not yet

been possible to arrive at a positive conclusion,

close observation undoubtedly tends to show that

the fungus attacks strong and weak alike.

That with the aid of the chemist the fungus

can be kept in check is certain, but one must be

ever on the watch for the smallest sign of this

insidious hydra-headed plague, and act imme-
diately. If it is once allowed to obtain a footing

in the soil of the garden, even the optimist may
as well ring down the curtain, at any rate for a

time.

There is no panacea for this evil, which is

Fig. 18.

—

bulb of lilium taruyi, showinc new and old growth.

recall. In the writer's little garden hardly a

drop of rain fell from beginning to end of the

Lily season of 1913, and the sun was never really

fierce. As a direct result of this happy com-

bination of circumstances many individual

plants of L. Parryi, Hoezlii, Hansonii, and

Bolanderi were in bloom for from 26 to 29

days, while numerous other species were in per-

fect flower for as much as three weeks.

The comparative coolness of the summer fol-

lowing a very wet spring, was doubtless respon-

sible for the persistent way in which Botrytis

cinerea marked out its victims all through the

season of 1913. As the years go by it becomes

not peculiar to liliaceous plants ; such remedies

as are available at present take the form of spray

solutions, the use of which is largely empirical :

the main thing seems to be to apply the solutions

ia as strong a form as each plant will bear, and

exactly what that strength is the gardener must
ascertain for himself. If he is wise he will begin

with a weak solution and gradually increase the

concentration to the desired point.

In the experimental process a few of his

patients will probably succumb to the treatment,

and if they do he may cozen himself into a recog-

nition of their death as a tribute to the cause of

horticultural science.
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Bordeaux mixture is undoubtedly of value as

a preventive, and though by no means a perfect
remedy, the aseptic spray solution of Evans
appears to have the effect of staying the pro-

gress of the fungus in individual cases. The
spray mixture, of whatever nature it may be,

should never be used stone cold, and must be ap-

plied to the under side of the leaves as well as

to the upper surface.

So far as the writer is aware no new species

of Lily made a public appearance in 1913. At
the E.H.S. meeting on October 7, Mr. Elwes
exhibited a fine specimen of the wild L. specio-

sum, grown from a bulb winch he himself
gathered in Formosa the previous year.

Though neither the latent beauty of the speci-

men nor the importance of the exhibit appears
to have commended itself to the authorities at
Vincent Square, they will at once have been
apparent to botanists and students of the genus,
for the distribution of the wild plant has never
yet been satisfactorily determined. Prior to

the discovery of this Lily in Formosa it had
only been recorded in a restricted area at Kiu-
kiang, in Kiangsi, first by Hance and later by
David, and, so far as is known, a wild plant
had not been exhibited before last year.

Now one of the commonest Lilies in com-
merce, L. speciosum, is cultivated and exported
in thousands from. Japan and Holland, and
though Japanese tradition makes Formosa the
home of it, the origin of this Lily is lost in tho

mists of the past. It is true that a fine form,
known as speciosum magnificum, was discovered

some few years ago in the small group of islands

south of Nagasaki, where it is cultivated as a
vegetable, but this is not identical with the Lily

exhibited by Mr. Elwes. There does not ap-

pear to be any record of it in Formosa till 1908.

when, according to Mr. W. R. Price, it was dis-

covered by Konishi and named after him by
Hayata.

During the year a Korean species of Lilium
sent by Mr. Wilson has flowered, and so has a
Western Chinese species collected by Mr.
Forrest (No. 692) and received from Messrs.

Bees. One of a batch of Chinese Lilies sent by
M. Maurice L. de Vilmorin has also bloomed,
and has proved to be a remarkably fine plant,

bearing in many ways a strong resemblance to

L. Sargentiae.

A hybrid between L. tenuifolium and L. sut-

chuenense has flowered, but is not of much ac-

count. The following little-known Lilies are in

cultivation:—L. ochroleucum and L. Delavayi,

from the Edinburgh Botanic Garden ; L
Brownii var. kansuense, from Professor Scheubel,

a Korean species, and L. Brownii, of Western
Hupeh, from Mr. Wilson ; a species brought by

Mr. Elwes from Kiushiu, a form of L. philip-

pinense, as well as bulbs of the L. speciosum

already referred to, both gathered by Mr. W. R.

Price in Formosa ; L. warleyense and several

Chinese species from M. Maurice de Vilmorin.

A. Grove, Kentons, near Henley-on-Thames.

ORCHID NOTES AND GLEANINGS.

ORCHIDS AT MESSRS. SANDER AND
SONS.

It is not a light task to traverse the forty large

houses devoted entirely to Orchids at the St.

Albans Orchid Nursery, but the journey is ren-

dered pleasant by the large number of 6howy
and interesting plants, both species and hybrids,
which are to be seen there. In the matter of

species the establishment is exceptionally for-

tunate, for the famous collectors, Micholitz and
Forget, who have travelled for the firm for hard
on thirty years, have sent numerous colleetiona

containing a high proportion of new or rare

species, of which many, even not yet identified,

have accumulated at St. Albans.
The older part of the establishment, with its

broad and lofty span-roofed structures, has been
reconstructed, houses of lower pitch and with
modern improvements having been erected ; and
generally the accommodation has been increased

with evident benefit to the many hybrids, which
are in grand condition.

The old wood trellis work for paths placed
over the natural earth in the houses has been
done away with almost entirely. In order to

encourage evaporation from the natural moist

earth, and to provide clean, dry paths, a layer

of granite chips instead of wood trellis is em-
ployed, with the result that, no matter how much
water may be used on the path, a clean surface

is maintained. By this means the cost of wood
trellis and the unsightly appearance of partially

decayed wood are avoided.

Corridors at each end of the ranges give

shelter. At the one end some very fine rockeries

planted with rare foliage plants, Cymbidium6,
Phaius and other semi-terrestrial species, make
an interesting display. In one nook there is a
huge plant of Odontoglossum corcnarium with

about forty growths, which should be a fine sight

when in bloom, situated as it is beneath the

long, plume-like fronds of the crested Poly-

podium Knightae. The corridors are planted-

with Epidendrum O'Brienianum, E. Boundii,

E. Burtonii, E. radicans, and other trailing

species, which give bright flowers, and the bright

mauve Bougainvillea Sanderiana, in green and

variegated forms, which have now become

popular "market plants," give variety. Of

plants at present in bloom the Cypripediums are

in the majority, and many houses are filled with

them. One house contains new crosses flowering

for the first time, and among them are many very

pretty and distinct blooms. Distinct things con-

tinue to hold their own for a great length of time,

as witness a houseful of varieties of C. insigne in

bloom, the batch of the lovely yellow-and-white

variety Sanderae, that of the stately Harefield

Hall variety, and a few others, each of which is

in constant demand. In the same charming class

as C. insigne Sanderae, C. Mrs. F. Sander,

C. Eve, C. aureum Surprise, and some pretty

light forms of C. Actaeus, are in bloom.

A batch of crosses of C. Fairrieanum show
some good things, but all have that deflected

pose of the petals and the narrow outline which

are evident in most C. Fairrieanum crosses.

Forms of the old C. Hera Euryades are still as

fine as ever and not yet displaced in their sec-

tions, some in bloom here being even better than

the variety splendens. White flowers are given

by C. niveum ; and C. Godefroyae, with the

hybrids C. Venus and its ally C. Boltonii, are

of the best clear whites. C. Venus Rann Lea
variety is of an exceptional tint, being of a Prim-

rose-yellow shade in the earlier stage of the

flowers. Some C. glaucophyllum crosses in bud
show an interesting peculiarity. 0. glauco-

phyllum was thought by some to be a form of C.

Chamberlainiamim, but the progeny of the

former are wonderfully free in growth and flower,

while seedlings of the latter are not so tract-

able.

C. Venubel var. Perfection (venustum x
bellatulum) is a fine, handsomely-marked flower ;

C. caudatum Sanderae, like a large form of

C. c. Wallisii, C. Minnie, C. Villebois Mareuil,

forms of C. Thalia, C. Germain Opcix, a batch

of the pretty C. callosum Sanderae and its

hybrids; a very fine C. Miss Louisa Fowler; C.

Alcibiades magnificum, the finest of its section

;

C. Niobe nigrescens, a dark, claret-coloured

flower; C. Actaetis Undine, a charming yellow-

and-white; ('. Alabaster, ('. Caruso, C. Gaston

Hulitel, C. Atlas, a very large flower) and some
exceptionally lino C. Leeanum and C. Charlc6-

iaiiiini may be mentioned out of the large

number in bloom.

Cattleyas, Laelio-Cattleyas, and Bt

Cattlevas, and secondary hybrids of them,

occupy about one-third or more of the long
ranges of houses, and the plants are in large
batches of all sizes, the oases in the seedling
house containing many thousands of seedlings

in their ear.ly stages, with those in their first

pot on the stages. Six houses side by 6ide con-

tain undowered seedlings either of new crosses

or improved old crosses to flower within the

next year or two. Of favourite known hybrids
much is expected from the new batch of Laelio-

Cattleya Fascinator, in the production of which
a C. Schroderae, better in 6ome points than The
Baron, was used.

In these houses but few are in bloom, but
among a showy lot of C. labiata, including

white and blush-white varieties, exceptionally
good are the handsome deep-yellow Laelio-

Cattleya Charlesworthii, still one of the best of

its class; L.-C. Golden Oriole; L.-C. Mauretania,
L.-C. Minnie (aurea x exonensis), and other

pretty hybrids. In another house some finely-

coloured forms of Cattleya Maggie Raphael have
broad and richly-coloured labellum6, inherited,

it is said, from the C. Trianae used with C.

aurea to obtain it; some Brasso-Caltleya6,
Brasso-Laelio-Cattleyas, and, not in flower,

a good batch of various crosses of Sophronitis
grandiflora, A house of Cattleya Iris and C.
Adula ; a large batch of C. Mantinii, which had
flowered well earlier; a house of Laelio-Cattleyas.

with some L.-C. Kathleen and Cattleya Per-
civaliana in flower, with a fine specimen of the
white C. Dusseldorfei Undine. Some Laelio-

Cattleya Britannia and showy hybrids of the L.-C.
Ingramii class, and, returning by the long corri-

dor, in which large batches of Dendrobium Ward-
ianum, D. Regium, and other showy Dendio-
biums are resting, we come to the houses in
which the imported Orchids and rare species
are grown, and find in each section some attrac-

tive things in bloom. Cymbidiums are repre-

sented by C. Sanderi and its hybrids, C. ebur-
neum in quantity, and most of the others, C
Tracyanum, C. grandiflorum, and C. gigaiiteum
being in bloom. A very large collection of Mas-
devallias, including the blackish purple M.
calnra, the white M. tovarensis, the very hand-
some M. Bella Sander's Variety, M. nddifica, and
many of the botanical species in bloom. Among
the Bulbophyllums and Cirrhopetalums also a

number are in flower, the finest being the charm-
ing copper-orange C. Mastercdanum. Saccolabium
acutifolitim, S. bellinum and S. calceolare were
noticed; the new Phaius Cooperi, which is quite

an acquisition to the genus ; and beside it, a
very fine Primrose-yellow lipped form of the
handsome Chondropetalum Fletcheri. A small
collection of Anoectochilus. a good house of

Vanda coerulea ; a stage of V. tricolor varieties,

a batch of Oncidium splendidum in spike, and
many other things promise a good show.
The Odontoglossums and Miltonia vexillaria

hybrids are chiefly grown at the Bruges estab-

lishment, but several houses at St. Albans con-

tain plants that are thriving well.

In one house the bright mauve-purple Laeh'a

Gouldiana and some L. anceps are well in blcom,
in another a fine lot of Calanthes give their

pretty pink rose and white flowers, and a cool

house has a fine lot of the hybrids of Odonto-

glossum Edwardii, and a fine collection of Odon-
tiodas with a few of their scarlet sprays still re-

maining.

THE MARKET FRUIT GARDEN.

Abortive Spurs on Plums.

A lamentable habit of growth in some
varieties of Plums is that of sending out slender

and elongated spurs from thick and vigorous

branches. Most of these spurs are bald near their

bases, sometimes for an inch or two. If the}

ai o left entire many of them die off at the end

of the season, and I am not sure that those cut

back to two or three buds nearest their bases do
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not share the same fate. If shaved off closely

the branch is made bald where they grew for all

future time, as there are no signs of buds near

the bases of such shoots, which emerge from

tiny hollows in the branch. Last spring some

of these elongated spurs on vigorous and well-

furnished Presidents, then three years from the

planting of them as maidens, were crowded with

blossoms, but failed to bear a single fruit, whether

cut back or not. The other parts of the trees

were almost entirely devoid of blossom. In

pruning the trees a few weeks ago nearly all

these slender spurs were found to be dead, and

many a branch has been thus left bald for a

foot, or, in some cases, 18 inches. In addition to

the elongated spurs there are large thorns ;
but

these are less objectionable, as some of them

develop a fruit bud or two near their bases.

When the trees were pruned last April, the

leaders of some of the best-furnished and most

symmetrical trees were left unshortened. These,

I notice, have not formed nearly so many of the

elongated and slender spurs as those which were

cut back. But a very curious result is notice-

able on some of the trees. The leaders not

shortened instead of continuing to grow up-

one orchard, has a great number of can-

kered fruit spurs, as well as many shoots

affected with scab near their ends. Now, many

thousands of these spurs and portions of shoots

are being cut off in the pruning of nearly an acre

of Cox's Orange in two parts of the orchard, and

it would be a great expense, and almost im-

practicable, to pick every one up and burn it.

Large cuttings are taken away to be burnt in

the ordinary course of proceedings, but not tiny

pieces, and, without being certain that these,

if left on the ground, will convey infection to

healthy trees or healthy portions of trees, I am
not disposed to attempt the tedious task of

picking up the minute pieces. My impression

is that fungus infection does not arise from

diseased spurs or twigs lying on the ground, or

at least not in the case of scab or canker.

These fungi are not saprophytes, and the cut-

tings at this time of year quickly die and rot

on the wet ground. Mycologists recommend

gathering and burning ; but they recommend

many things impracticable to a grower of fruit

on a large scale, such as the gathering off the

ground of all leaves from trees or bushes affected

with leaf-spot or any other disease—an abso-

{Photogravh by 11'. J.

Fig. 19.—penrhyn castle, Carnarvonshire, showing the west front.

(See ii. 37.)

wards came to a stop at about the height at

which they were left last April, and sent out

crowded bunches of side-shoots from their tips.

This occurred on only a few trees, and possibly

the destruction of the tips of the leaders by
aphides caused the deformity. But I was much
surprised to find generally as much branching

out from uncut as from cut leaders. Fortu-

nately there were good laterals a little below the

bunches of shoots, and the latter were cut off

bodily, thus restoring the symmetry of the trees.

My experience leads me to the conclusion that it

is a great mistake to prune Plums severely, ex-

cepting the extra gross leaders which some
varieties produce. These, if not cut back
severely, rob the other branches of their due
share of nourishment. Where there are smaller

leaders which would replace the gross ones, I

believe it is advisable to cut the latter out

entirely.

Do Fungus Spores Rise From The Ground?

This question has been asked in a previous
pruning season ; but it is of such great import-

ance that I return to the subject. It 19 recalled

by the pruning of Cox's Orange, which, in

lutely impossible feat. Do they know for a fact

that disease spores float up from the ground and

infest trees? Or is their advice based simply

on surmise? I suspect the latter. This is one'

of the many points upon which research is

urgently needed. .1 Southern Grower.

NOVELTIES OF 1913.

Plants of General Character.

The past year has been a good one for new
and interesting additions to garden plants.

Novelties in herbaceous and Alpine plants and

shrubs have been shown at the Royal Horticul-

tural Society's meetings from time to time, and

many fine acquisitions have obtained awards.

The Wargrave Hardy Plant Co., Messrs.

Bees, Ltd., Messrs. Wallace and Co., Kelway
and Sons, and other specialists have each

secured honours for desirable exhibits, most of

which will be found enumerated in the appended

list of new and rare plants illustrated in 1913

Among those specially noteworthy are the Iris

gracillipes and Mazus rugosus of the Wargrave
Co., Roscoea cautlioides and Trollius patulus of

Bees, Ltd. ; Paeonia l'Esperance (Kelway and
Son) ; Stachys Corsica (Messrs. R. Wallace and
Co.) ; Crocus chrysanthus E. A. Bowles (Mtesre.

Barr and Son) ; forms of Primula viscosa shown
in spring by Mr. J. Douglas ; Papaver Perry's

Unique, Primula Excelsior, P. Maximowiczii,

P. Purdomii, Lonicera tragophylla and Andro-

sace tibeticum of Messrs. J as. Vkitch and Sons ;

Meconopsis Delavayi, a very pretty plant shown
at Chelsea from the Edinburgh Botanic
Garden, Aethionema armenum from Miss Will-

mott; and Saxifraga Faldonside and other Saxi-

fragas from Sir Everard Hambro.
Roses have yielded an extraordinary number

of first-class novelties, and these are referred to

in the Gardeners' Chronicle report of the

National Rose Society's exhibition, July 4, and

in the issues of July 12 and November 1, p. 301,

November 25, p. 355, November 29, p. 377, and
December 6, p. 395.

Ornamental and Flowering Plants.

Messrs. Sander and Sons, St. Albans and
Bruges, through their collectors have exceptnnal

facilities for obtaining new decorative plants

and Palms, and with them the past year has been

specially prolific. For general utility and for

growing in quantity the new brilliant-red, semi-

double Camellia Fred Sander, which was so much
admired at the Ghent Quinquennial, stands first.

Among ornamental foliage plants Alocasia

Wartelii with large bronzy leaves, with lighter

veining ; Heliconia insignis, Musa-like in

habit ; Polypodium irioides corymbiferum,

bright green and heavily tasselled ; Trevesia

elegans and T. annamensis, remarkable species

with ornamental foliage ; Dieffenbachia Albertii,

from Central America, with large, thick, green

leaves marbled with white ; Bromelia tricolor

compacta; Rhodospatha Forgetii, a new Aroid

of distinct habit from Costa Rica, and a very

fine set of new Palms, and other ornamental

plants, which were fully described in the

Gardeners' Chronicle, May 3, 1913, and some of

which will be found in the accompanying list

of plants illustrated.

Messrs. Jas. Veitch and Sons, in their

speciality of winter and spring-blooming Be-

gonias, add B. Julius, a bright rose-pink double,

and B. Rosalind, one of the best and showiest of

the series. Hippeastrum Eurasian, a fine car-

mine-crimson flower, secured an Award of

Merit, and the very handsome strain of Gloxinia,

shown on July 29, was given a like Award. The
reports of the special exhibitions of Dahlias,

Narcissus, Carnations, Chrysanthemums, Sweet

Peas and other popular flowers show that marked
progress has been made in each class, and if no
startling new departures have to be recorded

some worthy advances have been made.

The principal novelties of the year will lie

found jn the following list of new and rare

plants illustrated in the Gardeners' Chronicle

in 1913. It is considered desirable also to give

references for the figures of destructive insect

and fungous pests which have been illustrated

during 1913, in continuation of the large number
of illustrations of similar subjects which had

been previously given. The illustrations show

the pests in the various stages of their life-

history, and are helpful to gardeners in their

attempts to grapple with the pests in the earlier

stages of development.

Plants Illustrated in 1913.

Abutilon insigne (Coloured Supp.), October 1.

Abutilon rosaeflorum, October 4, p. 240.

Abutilon vitifolium, October 4, p. 241-2.

Acantholimon venustum, March 1, p. 138.

Aesculus parvifiora, August 23, p. 132.

Aethionema coridifoliuni, January 18, p. 42.

Agave Leopoldii, January 4, pp. 10-11.

Allamanda Hendersonii (Coloured Supp.), January 11.

Althaea ficifolia, August 23, p. 140.

Alyssum alpestre, January 25, p. 52.

Amaryllis Belladonna blanda, June 28. p. 441.

Ananas sativus variegii'ta, Maix?h 22, p. 182.
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Androsace glacialis, March 22, p. 187.

Androsace primuloides, March 22, p. 187.

Androsaoe pyrenaica, August 2, p. 78.

Androsace tibetica, May 31, p. 362.

Anemone narcissiflora, January 25, p. 57.

Anemone Pulsatilla rosea (Coloured Supp.), January
25.

Arenaria purpurasoens, January 18, p. 43.

Arthropodium cirrhatum, September 13, p. 184.

Arundo conspicua, August 9, p. 100.

Asperula nitida (Supp.), March 8.

Aster Climax, November 15, p. 344.

Aster Lil Fardel, November 15, p. 338.

Aster Miss Southall, November 15, p. 343.

Banksia integrifolia, November 29, p. 376.
Bauhrnia variegata, June 7, p. 379.
Begonia Apricot, November 22, p. 365.

Begonia Ernita (Coloured Supp.), November L
Begonia Florence Nightingale (Supp.), August 9.

Begonia Julius, February 1, p. 75.

Begonia socotrana, November 1, p. 303.
Berberis Gagnepainii, November 15, p. 335.
Berberis Wallichiana, November 15, p. 336.
Berberis Wilsonae (Coloured Supp.). November 15.
Bougainvillea Sanderiana (Coloured Supp.), March 29.

Brachychilus Horsfieldii, January 4, p. 12.

Camoensia maxima, September 27. pp. 214-15.
Campanula alpina, August 23, p. 142.

Campanula isophylla alba, August 30, p. 150.
Campanula spicata, March 29, p. 207.

Campanula Stevenii nana. May 24, p. 342.
Campanula thyrsoides, March 29, p. 206.
Carnation Yellow Stone, October 11, p. 260.
Chrysanthemum Mrs. R. Luxford, January 4, p. 5.

Chrysanthemum Wm. Turner, January 4, p. 4.

Clematis Armandii, May 17, p. 322.
Clematis indivisa lobata in Devon, September 20,

p. 199.

Congea tomentosa, December 6, p. 399.
Crataegus Geneseensis, February 22, p. 115.
Crocus Fleischeri white, July" 19, p. 45.

Cyclamen latifolium St. George (Coloured Supp.),
December 20.

Cytisus supranubius, August 16, pp. 121-22.
Dahlia Cardinal (Coloured Supp.), April 12.

Dahlia Dungeness, September 27, p. 217.

Dahlia Goldfinch (Coloured Supp.), April 12.

Dahlia Mrs. Joynson Hicks (Supp.), April 12.

Dahlia Modesty (Coloured Supp.). April 12.

Dendromecon rigidum, August 2, p. 93.
Dianthus, seven species of, April 19.

Douglasia laevigata, June 7, p. 381.
Dracaena Massangeana, March 22, p. 182.
Echium Bourgeauanum, January 11, p. 25.

Echium Pininana, January 11, p. 20.

Echium simplex, January 11, pp. 18-19.
Edraianthua dalmaticus and Edraianthus Pumilio,

July 12, p. 31.
Erinus alpinus, January 25, p. 58.
Eriobotrya japonica variegata, Mav 3, p. 293.
Eryngium alpinum, March 1, p. 139.
Eryngium pandanifolium, November 1, p. 302.
Erythraea Massonii, November 8, p. 319.
Eucryphia pinnatifolia (single and double), October 25.

pp. 284-5.

Euphorbia Eustacei, November 22. p. 355.
Furcraea Bedinghausii, September 6, p. 167.
Genista horrida, March 1, p. 140.
Globularia bellidifolia (Supp.). March 8.

Helichrysum bellidioides, April 26, p. 266, and June 28.

p. 436.

Ipomaea rubro-caerulea (Coloured Supp.), February 15.

Iris iberica ochracea, June 14, p. 399.
Iris sofarana, November 29, p. 377.
Iris trojana (Coloured Supp.), March 15.

Kniphofia multiflora, November 22. p. 356.
Ligustrum japonicum coriaceum, April 26. p. 265.
Lilium auratum, October 18, p. 269.
Lilium Martagon album, July 26, p. 63.
Lilium regale. June 21, p. 416-17.

Lilium sulphureum, July 19, p. 53.
Lilium sutchuenense, August 16, p. 114-15.

Lilium Thayerae. August 16, p. 116.
Limonia Poggei latialata, June 7, p. 378.
Lindenbergia grandiflora, January 11, pp. 27-8.
Linum salsoloides, July 19. p. 42.

Loi?eIeuria procumbens. May 24, p. 343.

Matthiola pedemontana, March 8, p. 149.
Mazus rugosus, March 29, p. 210.
Meconopsis cambrica, July 19, p. 52.
Meconopsis Wallichii, March 8. p. 147.
Mutisia Clematis (Coloured Supp.). November 29.
Mutisia ilicifolia. November 29, p. 383.
Myosotidium nobile, July 19, p. 47.

Myrtus Luma (Eugenia apiculata), October 25, p.
287.

Narcissus Evangeline. Mav 17, p. 33C.
Narcissus St. Olaf, May '17, p. 329.
Narcissus White Emperor, April 12. p. 239.
Nephrolepis exaltata (plumose varieties), December 13,

pp. 424-5.

Nymphaea Conqueror (Coloured Supp.). Julv 19.
Nyinphaea Galatee (Coloured Supp.), December 13.
Nymphaea gigantea Hudsoniana (Coloured Supp.),

June 21.

Nymphaea Masaniello (Coloured Supp.). September 20.
Odontadenia speciosa, August 9, p. 106.
Oenothera rubricalyx. March 15. p. 165.
Olearia Chathamica, May 31, p. 363.
Omphalodes cornifolia. June 7. p. 380.
Pachira macrocarpa. November 8, p. 325.
Paeonia Delavayi, June 14, p. 403.
Paeonia l'Esperanoe, June 21. p. 424.
Paeony La Lorraine, Mav 3, p. 296.
Phoenix Roebelinii. March 22. p. 182.
Polygonum polystachyum (Supp.). May 17.
Populus Maximowiczii and P. suaveo'lens, March 23.

P. 198.

Primula Allionii. February 8. p. 85.
Primula Fortunei. April 12. p. 238.
Primula Jean Douglas, April 26, p. 267.
Primula Listeri. April 26. p. 271.
Primula nialamides plena. December 13, p. 428.
Primula Maximowiczii, April 26, p. 267.

Primula pseudo-denticulata, April 26, p. 264.
Primula Purdomii, March 29. p. 200
Primula Rusbyi, September 13, p. 190.
Primula vincaeflora, September 20, p. 198.
Prunus cerasifera Moseri fl. pi., March 22. p 190
Primus subhirtella, May 3, p. 285.
Puya chilensis, July 5, pp. 2-3.

Randia maculata, August 2, p. 79.
Ranunculus glacialis, February 22, p. 117.
Red Sunflower, August 9, p. 108.
Rhodochiton volubile (Coloured Supp.), Mav 10.
Rhododendron Clorinda (Coloured Supp.)," July 5.
Rhododendron concinnum, May 24, p. 341.
Rhododendron dauricum, flowering at Christmas

January 25, p. 51,
Rhododendron yunnanenss, December 6, pp. 396 7.
Rodgersia sambuoifolia, August 23, p. 131.
Rodgersia tabularis, August 23, p. 130.
Rosa sertata, single wh., September 6, p. 156,
Rose Annie Crawford, August 9, p. 99.
Rose Ellen Poulsen, May 10, p. 302.
Rose Irish F-.reflame, May 31, p. 365.
Rose Mrs. Chas. Russell", Januarv 25, p. 61.
Rose Mrs. Godfrey Brown, July 26", p. 69.
Rose Queen Mary, July 12, p. 34.
Saxifraga ambigua, September 13. p. 183.
Saxifraga Faldonside, April 5, p. 214.
Saxifraga lingulata Bellardii, August 23, p. 135.
Saxifraga longifolia, June 7, p. 390.
Saxifraga pyramidalis and S. longifolia in Sir Everard

Hambro's Gardens, June 7, pp. 38990.
Socratea Forgetiana, May 3, p. 286.
Solanum jasminoides, August 2, p. 89.
Solanum capsicastrum Melvinii, February 15, p. 101.
Strelitzia kewensis, August 2, p. 87.

PENRHYN CASTLE.
(See Figs. 19,20,21 and22 and Supplementary

llluttration.)

To those who have never visited North Wales
the name may suggest perhaps a cold and moun-
tainous region, a wild, inhospitable land, where
swift mountain torrents, fed by mountain snows,
speed seawards, rushing through rocky land]
where only the hardiest trees and shrubs can
find sustenance.

This would be a true description of parts of
North Wales, but a country which is mountainous
has also valleys. No richer vegetation can be
grown anywhere in our islands than is produced
by the fertile valleys of North Wales. With a
rich soil is combined a mild and equable climate,
giving full opportunities for a varied flora!
Generally speaking, the climate of our country
is regulated by longitude rather than by lati-
tude, and the beneficial influence of the Gulf
Stream which washes the western shores is more
apparent in the West of Scotland and in North
Wales than in the south-east of Eno-land.

Fie. 20.

[Photograph by II". J. Fatty.

-SUNDIAL AND FLOWER BEDS IN THE GARDENS AT PENRHYN CASTLE.

Strelitzia Reginae (Coloured Supp.). August 2.

Thladiantha dubia (fruit), Julv 19. p. 54.
Trevesia Sanderi. May 3, p. 29*5.

Trillium rivale, July 19, p. 43.
Veronica Traversii, "March 15. p. 172.
Viola gracilis valderia, Januarv 25. p. 53.
Wahleubergia Pumilio, January 25. p. 59.

Destructive Insects and Pests.
Aspidiotus perniciosus (San Jose Scale) on Pear, Fibruarv

1, p. 69.

Bacillus Lathvri on Sweet Pea, April 5, p. 215.
Bacillus on Clover, April 5. p. 216.
Brown Tail Moth (Euproctis chi vsorrhoea) (Coloured

Plate), Maroh 1.

Oeratitis capitate (Mediterranean Fruit Flv) (Coloured
Supp.), August 16.

Cherry Fruit Fly (Coloured Supp.), October 18.
Colorado Beetle, October 4, p. 233.
Liparis dispar (Gipsy Moth) on Oak (Coloured Supp).

April 26.

Liparis monacha (Nun Moth), Coloured Supp., June 7.

Mosaic disease on Sweet Pea. July 12. p. 21.
Mycosphaerella citrullina (Cucumber and Tomato Canker),

September 6, p. 168.
Neinatus erirhsonii (Large Larch Saw Fly), (Coloured

Supp.), September 13.

Phthorimaea operculella (Potato Moth). May 3. p. 284.
Plowrightia morbosa (Black Knot, Disease)" May 24, p.

Root rot and Collar rot, Julv 12. pp. 22-3.
Septoria petroselini (Celerv Blight). June 21, p. 415.
Sweet Pea diseases. Julv 12. pp. 24-5.

Tomato Leaf spot. December 13. p. 418.
"> Louse (Phylloxera vastatrix). March 15, p. 161.

In the broad valley at Pemhvn the wonderful
variety of uncommon trees and shrubs which is

usually associated with the " Cornish Riviera
"

may be seen growing in luxuriance. At Pen-
rhyn many half-hardy shrubs are growing as
standards in the open ground, away from the
adventitious protection of walls, and their grace
and beauty are enhanced by a setting of closely-

mown grass or of spreading trees. These valu-
able shrubs are grown in several distinct sets
of conditions: for example, as lawn specimens
(see Supplementaj-y Illustration) in front of the
conservatories, and planted in a mature wood
somewhat in the fashion of a wild garden. In

tile first-mentioned position specimens of

Eucryphia cordifolia may be seen fully 15 feet
high and bearing quantities of seeds. E.
pinnata also flowers freely as a standard.
There are fine examples of sitvrax Obassia,
Eugenia apiculata. 20 feet high and 15 feet across,

Eriobotrya japonica. Camellia Sasanqua, close to
a fine example of Magnolia Stellate, nearly 10 feet

high and as many broad. Camellia Thea, a rarer
shrub, makes a broad, low pyramid, contrasting
with a 25-foot-h.igh Eugenia apiculata of more
graceful outline, the brown bark peeling in sec-
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tions, and disclosing the greyish-white under-

bark in an effective manner. A pergola of

Fuchsias (see fig. 22) strikes an uncommon note

and tells how favoured is this district, for the

huge bushes of Fuchsia Riccartonii meet over-

head 9 feet from the ground. The red shoots

and leaf-stalks of Aotinidia argute, which cling

around the railings of a flight of steps (see

Supplementary Illustration), give a daizlmg

display of colour amongst the green of the other

subjects, but their hue is almost equalled by that

of bushes of Desfonteinea spinosa nearly 10 feet

high, and bearing strange gold and scarlet bell-

shaped flowers amongst small, Holly-like leaves.

Near by a tall deciduous Cypress (Taxodmm dis-

tichum) serves as a support for Stauntoma lati-

folia, which has climbed 50 feet towards the top,

and now hangs down in graceful festoons. Mag-

nolias of many kinds, Azaleas of sorts, and a

great variety of Camellias grace the scene ;
and

Mr. Speed, the head gardener, points out a tall

Griselinia littoralis, which he remembers seeing

grown, when it was less understood, as a

6tove shrub.

The formal flower garden on the other side of

a broad gravel terrace is quite small. The cen-

tral feature is a set of beds (see fig. 20) radiating

from a sundial, bearing the date 1797 and the

family crest, with the inscription " He stretcheth

out the North over the empty place and hangeth

the Earth upon nothing." During the summer

these beds are gay with tuberous Begonias,

scarlet Salvias, Pentstemons, and Heliotropes.

Long, narrow beds containing central pillars of

Dorothy Perkins Rose (see fig. 21) flank this

centre and contrast gaily with the sober but

tropical-looking leaves of the tall Australian

Dracaenas on the opposite side of the broad

walk.

(To be concluded.)

f^=
TheWeek's Work.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.

By W. Crump, Gardener to Earl Beauchamp.

K.C.M.G., Madresfield Court, Worcestershire.

Garden Roses.— If any planting of Roses,

either in beds or groups, remains to be done, let

the work be completed as soon as the conditions

are favourable, for Roses planted early form

roots at once, and' nearly a year is gained over

those planted later. A few of the newer

varieties should be planted annually to keep

the collection up to date, but it must

be remembered that some of the newer

sorts have weak constitutions and soon wear

out. Select -only those that have strong,

healthy growth of stout, leathery foliage.

Amongst red varieties I have found none equal

to Ecarlate; indeed, had it not been for 20°

of frost on December 31 we should now be gather-

ing good, useful blooms. Up to that date several

large dinner tables had been decorated nightly

with that variety, and even now there are dozens

of unopened buds on plants out-of-doors. Other

good red sorts are General McArthur, Richmond,

C. J. Grahame, Warrior, Rhea Reid, Etoile de

France, Avoca, Papa Gontier, and Corallina, all

of which I have proved to be first-rate bedding

plants. Amongst those having pink flowers

Grand Due de Luxembourg, G. Nabonnand,
Prince de Bulgarie, Mrs. E. G. Hill, Caroline

Testout, Madame Abel Chatenay may all be re-

commended ; whilst good whites are found m
Frau Karl Druschki, Viscountess Folkestone,

Madame Antoine Mari, and Pharisaer. Of
yellow shades select Lady Hillingdon, Le Pro-

gres, Madame Chedane Guinoisseau, Madame
Ravary, and Marquise de Sinety, for these are

all well proved and good growers. Those named
include Teas and hybrid Teas. They may be

grouped in a series of beds on grass by them-
selves. The older H.P.s may also be planted in

similar but separate positions, and of these Mrs.

J. W. Grant, Chas. Lefebvre, Captain Hayward,
General Jacqueminot, Mrs. John Laing, Mer-

veille de Lyon, and Ulrich Brunner are a selec-

tion. The Polyanthas and Chinas, such as

Jessie, Leonie Lamesoh, Mrs. N. H. Cutbush,

Orleans, Madame Eugene Resal, Perle d'Or,

Anna Marie de Montravel, Madame Laurette

Messimy, and Hermosa are suitable for beds. A
few weeping or fountain standards, 4 to 5 feet

tall, may be used as foils and trained on frames.

Roses of the Wichuraiana type, such as Lady
Gay, Hiawatha, Lady Godiva, and jersey

Beauty, may also be employed, but generally

standard Roses are far less satisfactory than well-

grown dwarfs, being short-lived.

Climbing Roses are indispensable for cover-

ing pergolas or fences. At Madresfield Court we

have an inexpensive rustic boundary screen, so

simply constructed as to be worthy of imitation.

It was constructed as follows :—Earthenware
pipes were buried in the ground, and in these

were set in cement old 3-inch iron pipes in

lengths of 12 feet and upwards. These uprights

were braced together with four to six ordinary

wires of the same gauge as that used for cattle

fencing, the wires fixed horizontally. It forms

an imperishable and permanent structure. Old

tree-tops or rough stakes are fastened to the

wires, and on these the Roses are trained.

Evergreen Roses, such as Fe'.icite et Perpetue,

Dundee Rambler, and Bennett's Seedling, were

planted, and form a permanent and pleasing

screen. Roses of another beautiful section, such

as Madame Abel Carriere (white), N. A. Richard

son (yellow), Fellenberg (magenta-red), and

Gloire de Dijon, require plenty of room, and

will spread themselves over old tree stumps or

roots, placed roughly together in heaps, in pro-

minent places on the turf. Where any old fences

or low walls exist, these may be utilised to good

effect by planting such Roses as Griiss an Tepliw

(red, one of the sweetest and best of cluster

Roses), J. B. Clark (red), and any of the multi-

flora section. We have long hedges of Rosa ru-

gosa. The blooms are very beautiful in the bud
stage, and are useful for cutting, the foliage is

very handsome, and the fruits also are beautiful

in autumn.

THE ORCHID HOUSES.

By H. J. Chapman, Gardener to Mrs. Cookson,
Oakwood, Wylam-on-Tyne.

Deciduous Calanthes.—When the flower-

ing is over the plants should be rested, either on

a shelf near to the roof-glass or in a dry, light

position on the stage. At this season of the year

space in the glasshouses is limited, and there

may not be room to stage the Calanthes ; in

such circumstances it is a good plan to turn the

plants out of their pots and place the pseudo-

bulbs, carefully labelled, close together in shallow

boxes. Cover the bottom of the box with a thin

layer of materials composed of about equal parts

of chopped Sphagnum -moss and broken leaves in-

termixed with sand. Cut away the majority of

the roots, leaving only sufficient to hold the

plants in position, and pack the materials about

the pseudo-bulbs sufficiently firmly to secure them
in an upright position. Water will not be re-

quired until the plants commence to grow again

in the spring. It is not advisable to place the

plants where the temperature varies much ; a

temperature of about 55° will be suitable until the

new growths develop. Late-flowering species,

such as C. R-egneri, C. Williamsii, and C. San-

deriana, also their hybrids, should be afforded

conditions that will favour the development of

the flower scapes during the next two or three

weeks; it is surprising how rapidly the flowers

expand as soon as the days become brighter.

Phaio-Calanthes.— These semi - deciduous
bi-generic hybrids are not the easiest plants to

cultivate ; as soon as they pass out of flower it is

advisable to place them in a warm but rather

dry house. Afford only sufficient root moisture

to keep shoots plump, for an excess of moisture,

either in the atmosphere or at the roots, favours

the development of black "spot," that may
cause rotting from the base upwards. Dry con-

ditions and cutting out the affected parts are the

best means of checking the disease.

Phaius.—Many early-flowering hybrids of the
P. simulans section are producing their flower-

scapes from the bases of the new growths. If it

is desirable to have the plants in flower early in

the season they should be hastened into growth,
but if not required to flower before April or

May they must be retarded. If the plants are

kept cool the atmosphere must be mode-
rately dry, especially towards evening, when the
temperature declines. By the end of the pre-

sent month or early in February more liberal

conditions may be afforded, but the watering
must be done very carefully. The plants should
be examined at frequent intervals, for the pre-

sence of scale insects and red spider may prove
troublesome if much fire-heat is employed.
Sponging the foliage with warm soft water is the

best means of destroying red spider.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS
By C. H. Cook, Gardener to the Earl of Derby,

Knowsley Hall, Lancashire.

Stove Plants.— Fine foliage stove plants,

such as Aralia elegantissima, A. Veitchii and

A. Veitchii gracillima, Codiaeums (Crotons),

Cordylines (Dracaenas), Pandanus and Panax,
should not be excited into growth at this season

by high temperatures, a6 the extra heat would
encourage weak growth and the spread of insect

pests, such as thrip, red spider and mealy bug.

A temperature of 60° is quite sufficient on cold

nights and 65° on mild nights. The tempera-

tures during the day must be regulated in ac-

cordance with the weather conditions, but as a
rule temperatures between 65° ani 70° will tend

to keep the plants healthy. Avoid overwatering,

but do not hesitate to syringe the plants on
bright mornings, remembering that on dull days
only damping of the paths will be appropriate.

If "the plants are thoroughly sponged at this

period with soapy water to which a few drops

of petroleum or other insecticide havs been
added, it will improve the appearance of the

plants and will be a check to red spider, which
is troublesome if much fire heat is used. Flower-
ing plants, such as Coleus thyrsoideus, Eu-
phorbia pulcheiTima and E. jacquiniaeflora,

Plumbago rosea, Begonia Gloire de Lorraine, B.
socotrana and its hybrids, will still be full of

flower. Maintain a fairly dry atmosphere to

prevent damp. As the Euphorbias pass out of
flower the plants should be removed to a warm
pit to rest. E. jacquiniaeflora should bs ex-
amined occasionally whilst at rest, a6 it must not
be allowed to become excessively dry at the root.

Tree Carnations. —Although autumn-
rooted cuttings are strongly to be recommended,
many do not raise their plants for autumn and
winter blooming until the turn of the year. In
gardens in the South of England the latter system
answers well, but in colder districts the climatic

conditions are not generally favourable for root-

ing plants in December or the early part of

January, so that October is a more suitable

month for inserting the cuttings. The propaga-

tion of Carnations from cuttings may be affected

in various ways. Where a large stock is re-

quired I strongly recommend the sand-bed sys-

tem. Arrange a frame in a house over hot-water

pipes or a mild hot-bed, and place sharp sand or

a sandy compost in it to the depth of about 4

inches. When the bed bottom heat is about 55°

the cuttings may be inserted
;
greater warmth

may result in the cuttings rooting quicker, but

it weakens the constitution of the plant. Select

strong, sturdy side shoots from the base of the

flowering stems, make a clean cut below a joint,

and remove the two bottom leaves. A vertical

cut may be made through the joint to encourage

root to form. Insert the cuttings at 2 inches

apart, water the soil, and maintain an even

temperature of 50°, keeping the bed uniformly

moist. After a week has elapsed the lights may
be taken off the frames at night and replaced in

the morning. Cuttings rooted in October are

filling their pots (2 inch) with roots, and should

be potted on as required. Employ less leaf-

mould at each successive potting, but increase

the quantity of wood ash and lime rubble. The
shoots of flowering plants should be tied neatly,

and the surface soil stirred lightly with a pointed

stick. It is not advisable to feed the plants

with fertilisers until after January.
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THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.

By J. G. Weston, Gardener to Lady Northcote, East-

well Park, Kent.

The Orchard.—Many orchards are allowed

to become neglected, whilst the trees in the

kitchen garden receive suitable attention in such

matters as pruning, training and manuring.
Orchard trees that are not so old as to be alto-

gether worthless are often thickets of growth,

and, full of tilth and peats, are sources of infection

to all fruit trees in their immediate neighbour-

hood. Under such conditions the fruit is not of

even medium quality. The next few weeks offer

a suitable time for dealing with neglected

orchards, as the work can be carried out in all

hut the most inclement weather. First grub up
all old, worthless trees. Others that are of in-

ferior varieties, but comparatively healthy,

should be headed back, ready for grafting with
better sorts at the proper time. The remaining
.trees should be thinned in their centres, cutting

out weak and badly-placed boughs, leaving only

a moderate number of clean, healthy, straight

branches. Thoroughly thin the other parts of

the tree to allow the sunshine and air to enter

freely. The dead wood, prunings and rubbish

should be burnt, mixing the wood-ashes with the

top-dressing to be applied afterwards.

Spraying the Trees.— When the work
of pruning is completed choose a calm, mild
day and spray the trees thoroughly with an
alkali wash, and see that every part of the tree

is wetted by the specific. There are several

good spraying machines on the market, and
where there are large numbers of trees to deal

with it will be a good investment to purchase
one. It may be necessary to spray a second

time, and this should be done just before the

buds expand. The spray will kill every particle

of lichen and moss, and destroy the eggs of many
of the insect pests. The operator should wear
rubber gloves and work with his back to the

wind, otherwise the fluid may be blown on to

his face.

Top-Dressing and Manuring.— Where the

orchard is under grass the turf over the roots

should be dug under the ground, and the area

treated should extend as far as a yard beyond
the spread of the branches. A dressing of lime

will be beneficial and will help to purify the

ground. This application should be followed by
a mulching of farmyard manure. If the latter

cannot be procured artificials may be mixed with

wood-ashes and fresh soil, unless poultry, calves,

or other stock are allowed the run of the

orchard.

. Young Orchards.—The pruning and spray-

ing of trees that have always received proper

attention is a much simpler task. Prune to spurs

all young growths not required for extension,

always remembering that the head of the tree

should be kept thin of branches. Fork the

ground lightly up to the edge of the grass, and
afford manure according to the requirements of

the trees. No general rule can be laid down
with regard to manuring, as much depends on

the nature of the soil and whether stock is fed

in the orchard. Unless young trees have borne

good crops of fruit they should not be too liber-

ally manured, or growth mav be gross and un-

fruitful.

The Fruit Room.— Provided a properly-

constructed fruit-room is available, or even a
suitably converted room, theie is no great diffi-

culty in keeping certain sorts of Apples until

late in the spring. The fruits should be ex-

amined carefully at intervals, and those that
show the least sign of decay removed for vse at

once. Fruit-Tooms are often constructed as part
of a scheme of buildings -without the architect

or builder considering the suitability of the site;

sometimes they are connected with the stoke-
hole, or the hot-water pipes may pa's under or
behind them, rendering it an impossibility to

keep fruit much after the New Year. In such
conditions varieties that ripen late in the sea-
son shrivel and become quite useless. As a rule
too many early and mid-season varieties of
Apples are planted in the same garden. In
selecting late culinary varieties for use after
this date the following should be included :

—

Newton Wonder, Aliriston, Lane's Prince

Albert, Chelmsford Wonder, Annie Elizabeth,

Striped Beaufin, Dumelow's Seedling (syn.

Wellington) and Bramley's Seedling. Late des-

sert sorts include Allen's Everlasting, D'Arcy
Spice, Brownlee's Russet, Cockle'6 Pippin, Lord
Hindlip, Claygate Pearmain, Wyken Pippin and
Northern Spy. Fruits of these, if stored in a
cool and not excessively dry room, will furnish
a supply late in the spring.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.

By W. Hedley Warren, gardener to the Aston-Clinton
Park Estate (the Rt. Hon. Lord Rothschild), Buck-

inghamshire.

The Orchard House. -The unheated orchard
house should receive a thorough cleansing.

Any arrears of potting left over from October
should be completed at once. Protect the roots
from frost by covering the pots well over the rims
with litter or other protective material. Where
desirable a few of the earlier Peaches, such as

Early Louise, Early Beatrice, Duke of York,
Early Rivers, or Earliest of All, may be placed
in a house where the temperature does not ex-

ceed 45° to 50°. The trees will develop slowly
and furnish an early or second early crop. The
orchard house at this season may be used for

various purposes, such as growing winter salad-

mgs, either in deep boxes or planted out in the

borders.

Pot Cherries should not be too hastily

dealt with in the early stages of growth. Venti-

late freely during mild weather, exciting the

trees very gently with artificial heat. Maintain
a temperature of not more than 40° to 45° at

night, and 50° to 55° by day. If through sun

heat the temperature rises above 55° close down
the house at that point and reduce the fire heat.

Cherries should never lack moisture at the roots

;

during bright weather the trees should be

sprayed in the morning and early afternoon, and
the house ventilated to prevent a close atmo-
sphere. Under continued favourable conditions

trees so treated and started at this time of the

year should mature their fruit during April or

early in May. Black Tartarian, Early Kivers,

Elton, Frogmore Early Bigarreau, Werders Early
Black and Early Red Bigarreau are all excellent

varieties to grow for early forcing.

Tomatos.— Fruiting plants of the varieties

Winter Beauty or Dwarf Red should be grown
in a warm house. Let the air circulate as freely

as the climatic conditions will admit, and exer-

cise much care in watering, keeping the roots on
the dry side. When roots appear on the sur-

face, top-dress lightly with .fresh soil mixed with
a suitable artificial manure, and at each watering
use weak manure water. Plants raised from seed

late in the autumn, with a view to fruiting in

the spring, should be potted into 6 inch pots,

using soil of a light nature. Afterwards place the

plants near to the roof-glass in a house having
an atmospheric temperature of 60°. During mild
weather ventilate freely, and take other mea-
sures to prevent the plants from growing spindly.

Cucumbers.— If Cucumbers are required
early in the year make a sowing at once. Trans-
plant the seedlings as soon as they develop their
rough leaves and plunge the pots to their rims in

a bottom heat of about 75° to ensure a quick root
action. If the plants are plunged in hotbeds in

brick pits add fresh fermenting materials
directly it is seen that the heat is declining
below 75°. If the bottom heat is supplied by
hot-water pipes, or if the hit-bed is made in

a heated structure, little or no difficulty will be
experienced in this respect. January is a more
favourable month Tor plants in bearing than
November or December. Maintain a moist at-

mosphere and a temperature of about 75° to 80°

by day, and about 65° at night. Do not pour
water on the hot-water pipes, but syringe the
walls and pathways frequently each day and
keep the evaporating troughs filled with manure
water. The shoots may be allowed to develop
four or five joints before they are stopped

;

should the plants be in a weakly condition do
not pinch the growths for the present, but re-

move decaying foliage.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By R. P. Brotherston, Gardener to the Earl of

Haddington, Tyninghama, East Lothian.

Scotch Kale.— This green vegetable is an
excellent substitute for Spinach at this time of
the year. In any ca63 it is a mistake., to cut
over the tops of the Kales if the most .is to be
made of the crop ; rather gather one or two
leaves off each plant. The side-growths, which
are invaluable in April, will be produced all the
same, though some think it is essential to top
the plants to induce their production.

Jerusalem Artichokes.— It is my practice
to lift the tubers at this time of year and store
them for use. The re-planting is dons at once
in ground that has been recently trenched ; if

manured for the previous crop the soil will need
no enriching for the Artichokes. Medium-sized
tubers are best for planting, and they should be
set in double lines at a foot apart in the rows
with 3-foot spaces between the latter. The
ground on which the Artichokes were grown will
be much exhausted and should receive an extra
large dressing of manure when it is cultivated.

Mushrooms.— If new beds are made up at
short intenals of time very little fire-heat will
be required to maintain a suitable warmth in
the Mushroom house, and this system has the
further advantage of lessening the amount of
damping which the use of artificial heat neces-
sitates. I prefer to have a covering of straw
over the surface of the beds in order to equalise
the conditions of moisrure, etc. A little venti-
lation will keep the atmcephere sweet without
lowering the temperature. There are several
varieties of Mushrooms, but the most prolific
that I have grown are dark-coloured. At
best the Mushroom is an erratic crop, for our
first bed last year came into bearing behind two
later ones.

Routine Work.— We have just experienced
a sharp frost accompanied with snow. As 60011
as the soil is dry enough to permit of working,
the crops of Broccoli and Brussels Sprouts
should be examined and all damaged foliage
removed, so that air may circulate freely
amongst the plants. The first opportunity
should be taken to stir the surface of tha soil
in which young Cauliflowers and Lettuces are
growing with either a fork or a hoe.

Carrots.— Early crops of Carrots may be
produced with facility by sowing in boxes" suffi-
ciently deep to hold a 5-inch layer of very light
friable soil, germinating the seeds in a moderate
temperature, and growing the plants in a well-
ventilated pit. The thinnings should not be
destroyed, because they succeed very well when
transplanted, and provide a succession to those
produced entirely in boxes.

Spinach. — A sowing of Spinach mav be made
as soon as the soil is in a suitable condition. If

moderately dry run a Dutch hoe just under the
surface early in the day, and in a. few hours, if

the day continues fine, the soil will be in condi-
tion for planting.

Herb3.— Beds of Spearmint and Sorrel are

much improved by a layer of soil laid evenly
over the surfaces to a depth of 2 inches. Sorrel

will soon be growing again, and the work should
be done at an early opportunity.

Lime.— An application of lime is beneficial to

the soil even where limestone abounds, and on
some soils it is essential. The present month
or Februarv is suitable for applying it, and
where quicklime is used it is much to be preferred
to place the " shells " in a shed till they are air-

slaked, after which the quantity to apply can be
more easily determined, and far more equally
distributed. A rough-and-ready method is to

just whiten the surface, a ton going a long way
towards dressing a medium-sized, garden, say

one of 4 or 5 acres. Besides neutralising

acidity, lime disintegrates soil, making it more
amenable to cultivation, destroys numbers of

garden pests, and reduces the labour of weed-

ing t.> some extent. Farmew who cultivate

highly find lime valuable for Turnips and Pota-

1 1 is. and it is a pool garden which is loss highly

cultivated than t ho very best type of farm;
hence do not neglect to use lime in the garden.
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EDITORIAL NOTICE.

liDVEETISEMENTS should be sent to the
PUBLISHES. 41, Wellington Street.
Covent Garden. W.C.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THEENSU INC WEEK.

MONDAY, JANUARY 19—
Surveyors' Inst. Junior meet. (Paper by Mr. H. J.

Smith on " The Housing and Town Planning Act in
Working.")

TUESDAY, JANUARY 20—
Scot. Hort. Assoc, annual meet. Roy. Inst, nwt,
(Lecture by Prof. W. Bateson on " Animals and
Plants under Domestication.")

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 21—
Royal Meteorological Society meet.

THURSDAY, JANUARY 22—
Gardeners' Roy. Ben. Inst, annual meet, and elec-

tion of pensioners at Simpson's Restaurant, Strand,
at 2.45 p.m. Roy. Botanic Soc. meet.

FRIDAY, JANUARY 23—
Roy. Inst. meet.

Avefucr Mean Temperature for the ensuing week
deduced from observations during the last Fifty
Years at Greenwich, 38.7°.

Actual Temperatures :

—

London, Wednesday, January 14 (6 p.m.> : Max.
36°; Min. 33°.

Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington Street,

Covent Garden, London, Thursday, January
15 (10 a.m.) : Bar. 30.1; Temp. 40°. Weather,
—Dull.

Provinces.—Wednesday, January 14 : Max. 42°

Shields ; Min. 34° Aberdeen.

SALES FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
MONDAY AND WEDNESDAY—

Rose Trees, Shrubs, Perennials, Lilies, etc., at

Stevens' Rooms, King Street, Covent Garden.

MONDAY AND FRIDAY—
Herbaceous Plants and Perennials, Liliums and other

hardy Bulbs, Roses and Fruit Trees, at 67 and 68,

Oheapside, E.G., by Protiheroe and Morris, at 12.

WEDNESDAY—
Hardy Bulbs and Roots. Border Plants. Perennials,

etc., at 12; 1,389 c/s Japanese Liliums at 2.30, pre-

ceded at 12 o'clock by thousands of miscellaneous

Bulbs, in lots to suit tlie trade; Palms and Plants

at 5, at 67 and 68, Cheapside, E.C., by Protheroe and
Morris.

THURSDAY—
Special Salp of Roses at Protheroe and Morris's

rooms, at 1.

FRIDAY—
An importation of Oduntoglossum crispum, also

other imported Orchids, at Protheroe and Morris's

rooms, at 12.45.

Of the many and well-

j,hn Gilbert won honours which
Baker. uave fallen to the

veteran botanist and
horticulturist, John Gilbert Baker, none
has been more happy than the presentation

by distinguished men of science of an ad-

dress of congratulation on the occasion of

his eightieth birthday, which occurred on
Tuesday last. The address, the felicitous

terms of which we quote, was signed by the

Director of Kew, Sir David Prain, the late

director, Sir W. T. Thiselton-Dyer, and by
his old colleagues and friends at Kew and
elsewhere.

" To-day you complete the eightieth

year of a long and useful life, the best

part of which has been intimately con-

nected with Kew. Enthusiasm, love, and
a keen sense of duty in your work and
unfailing courtesy and affection to your
colleagues have been yours. You have
been an example to us in our common ser-

vice, and a friend whose personal charm
has won our hearts. Active and vigorous
through all these years, you now rest from
toil with interest still unabated in the pro-

gress of our science, and with that
serenity of outlook which has marked your
life. May you enjoy many more years of

health and happiness."
Old readers of this journal will, in par-

ticular, recognise the appropriateness of

the use of the Daffodil, Crocus and Iris in

the illumination of the Address, first for

the reason that among the many genera of

plants which Mr. Baker studied with such
luminous effect, these three were the sub-

jects of his especial enquiries, and secondly
because the results of his masterly investi-

gations into their taxonomy were pub-
lished in large part in these pages.

Mr. Baker joined the staff of the Kew
Herbarium at the invitation of Sir Joseph
Hooker so far back as 1866. After twenty-
four years of service as first Assistant he
succeeded Professor Daniel Oliver as

Keeper of the Herbarium. To those of

the vitality of Mr. Baker the rules made
for lesser men may well appear severe, for

it is now fifteen years since 'he retired

"under the age limit" from the post
which he had adorned for so long a period.

Not the least of the great ser-

vices which Mr. Baker has rendered to

science lies—if we may so phrase it—in

the horticultural attitude which he took

JOHN GILBERT BAKER, F.R.S., V.M.H., WHOSE
EIGHTIETH BIRTHDAY ON TUESDAY LAST WAS
CELEBRATED BY A PRESENTATION

,

up and maintained throughout his work
on systematic botany. Before Ecology
was invented Mr. Baker, like all the great

botanists, was an Ecologist. He studied
his plants as living things, and by no
means confined' himself to the contempla-
tion of their remains as they appear in

the " mortuary." Of him it may in truth
be said that he looked at life and saw it

whole.

Coloured Plate.- The subject of the

Coloured Supplement to be published in the next

issue is Impatiens Herzogii.

Lawes and Gilbert Centenary Fund.—
During the Christmas holidays the Lawes and
Gilbert Centenary Fund Committee ceased work
to as not to interfere with the ordinary Christ-

mas appeals. The Committee has ascertained
that a satisfactory laboratory can be erected and
equipped for £12,000. In order to complete 'the

fund only £1,600 is required ; and an urgent
appeal is addressed to all interested in agricul-
tural science to aid the committee to collect thia
amount, so that the work can be put in hand at
an early date. Subscriptions should be sent to-
the Secretary, Rothamsted Experimental Sta-
tion. Harpenden, Herts.

Nursery Firms Royal Warrant.—
Messrs. George Bunyard and Co., Ltd., have
been appointed fruit-tree nurserymen to Her
Majesty Quee.v Alexandra. The firm held the
Royal Appointment as nurserymen to Her Late
Majesty Queen Victoria.

London Natural History Society.—
The City o£ London Entomological and Natural
History Society and the North London Natural
History Society have amalgamated as the London
Natural History Society, the first meeting of
which was held at Salisbury House, London
Wall, on the 6th inst. The meeting was
well attended, and the retiring Presidents, Mr.
A. W. Mera and Mr. A. Bacot, gave
some reminiscences of the old Societies. The
City of London Society dates from 1858, and
was formed in Haggerston, when that di6lrict

was much less in the midst of houses than it is

now. The society has numbered many well-

known entomologists among its members. The
North London Natural History Society is of
much more recent date. It was originated about
21 years ago by several young naturalists who
were members of the Grocers' Company School
Science Club at Hackney. Mr. F. J. Hanbuhy,
who presided at the first meeting of the
North London Society, was present at the
first meeting of the London Natural History
Society. Mr. L. B. Peout, a member of
both the old Societies, has been elected Presi-
dent. The new Society starts with about 190
members and 60 associates ; it has branches at

Chingford and Woodford.

National Diploma in Horticulture.—
The Secretary of the Royal Horticultural Society
informs us that in view of the many arrange-
ments which must be made in advance for the
1914 Diploma Examinations, and the necessity
for fixing suitable centres, the President and
Council would be glad to hear as soon as possible
from all candidates wishing to register themselves
for the Diploma. The 1914 examinations will

be 'held during the week June 22 to 27. Registra-
tion, under the rules, must, therefore, be made
before February 22. Holders of 1st or 2nd class

Certificates in the R.H.S. General Examination
in Horticulture are exempted from the qualify-

ing examination.

Legacy to a Gardener.—Under the terms

of the will of the late Canon Arthur Barwell,
of Bletchingley House, Redhill, who died on
November 15, aged 79, a sum of £100 is be-

queathed to his gardener.

Perpetual-Flowering Carnation
Society.— The Perpetual-Flowering Carnation

Society invites other horticultural bodies to be-

come "affiliated to it, offering to supplement the

awards at shows in the provinces by placing

medals at the disposal of affiliated societies of

the same design and of equal value with those

awarded by the society at its own shows. Par-

ticulars may be obtained from the hon. secre-

tary. Mr. T. A. Weston, Floradale, Orpington.

National Viola and Pansy Society.—
At a meeting of Viola and Pansy growers held

at Moseley on the 7th inst., it was decided to

form a National Viola and Pansy Society. Mr.

W. Waters Butlers was elected President, and

Mr. J. Bastock Hon. Secretary. Monthly meet-

ings will be held, and conferences have been

arranged to take place in June, July and August,

when certificates will be awarded to new varie-

ties. An exhibition will take place in June, the

details of which are to be announced later. The

President has offered a ten-guinea Challenge

Cup for competition. Particulars may be ob-
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tained from the Hon. Secretary, 75, Springfield

Eoad, Moseley.

The Gardeners' Royal Benevolent
Institution. — We are requested to announce
that the seventy-fourth annual general meeting
of the members and subscribers of this institution

will be held at Simpson's, 101, Strand,

London, on Thursday, January 22, 1914, at 2.45

p.m., for the purposes of receiving the report

of the committee and the accounts of the institu-

tion (as audited) for the year 1913, electing

officers for the year 1914 and electing fifteen,

annuitants on the funds. The chair -will

be taken by Sir Harry J. Vetich, V.M.H.,
treasurer and chairman of committee, at 2.45

o'clock. The poll will be open at 3 o'clock and
close at 4 o'clock precisely, after which hour no
voting papers can be received. During the year
1913 Martha M. Hobbs, Anna Huddy, Eliza-
beth Smith and Hannah Bryan, widows of an-

nuitants, were placed on the funds without elec-

tion, in accordance with Rule III., 13. The
voting papers were issued on December 31 last.

Any subscriber not having received a copy should
communicate with the secretary, George J.

Ingram, at the offices, 92, Victoria Street, West-
minster, S.W. The annual Friendly Supper will

be held at Simpson's, 101, Strand, London,
after the annual general meeting. The chair will

be taken at 6 o'clock by Sir Harry J.

Veitch, V.M.H.

Presentation to a Gardener. — Mr.
Jesse Tuck having resigned his position as
gardener at the Hengrave Estate, Bury St. Ed-
munds, after 43 years' service, has been pre-

sented with a souvenir by his employer, Mr.
Wood, and the members of his family. Mr.
Tuck is also granted a pension.

The Rainfall in 1913.—Many gardeners
are keen meteorologists, taking daily records of

the temperature and other data concerning the
weather, and, as is their custom, several have
sent us the record of the rainfall in the pa6t year.

Mr. W. Mann, writing from The Observatory
Gardens, Penllergare, Swansea, gives the year's
rainfall as 55.75 inches, and the number of rainy
days 234. From October 19 to December 11.

that is 54 days, only 3 days were without rain.

April, 1913, was the wettest April for 30 years
past, the amount of rainfall being 6.44. But
November was wetter with 8.93 inches, and there
were only two days in the whole 30 that were
dry. The rainfall in Davenham Gardens, Mal-
vern, for the year was 30.87 inches. Mr. Bay-
ford, the gardener, informs us that rain fell on
176 days, the greatest fall in the twenty-four
hours being on September 4, when 1.28 inches

were measured. October was the wettest month,
with 4.76 inches, March following closely with
4.58 inches. In June, the driest month, only 0.67
inch of rain was recorded. At Osberton Gardens,
Worksop, the total rainfall for the year amounted
to 22.57 inches, or 10.04 inches less than in 1912.

The heaviest rainfall occurred on January 11,

when 1.15 inehes of rain was recorded. June was
the driest month, with only 8 rainy days, and a
fall of .41 of an inch. In January the rainfall

amounted to 3.58 inches, which was the wettest

.
month in the year. There were 166 rainy days.
Mr. Allan, the gardener, also gives the follow-
ing interesting weather items :—The hot-
test day was on August 3, when the thermometer
registered 88° in the shade, being 1° less than
the warmest day of 1912, and the coldest day
December 28, when there was 22° of frost. Mr.
W. Crump, writing from Madresfield Court
Gardens, Malvern, informs us that the total rain-

fall was 30.56 inches, and that rain fell on 176
days. June and July were both dry months, with
0.69 and 0.68 inch respectively, but December
was only a trifle wetter with 0.87 inch. The rain-
fall at Rotherfield Park, Alton, amounted to 39.44
inches, spread over 202 wet days. On September
4 1.93 inches of rain fell in 24 hours, a record for
the year. Mr. Yates sends a tabulated list,

which shows that January was unusually wet,

with 6.49 inches. Mr. W. R. Roberts gives
37.05 inches as the total rainfall at Bailrigg,
Lancashire. There were 208 rainy days, that is

days on which .01 or more rain was registered,

the wette6t months being November, when rain
fell on 26 days. The total rainfall at Greenhill
Gardens, Warminster, was 32.68 inches, and .01

inch or more was registered on 149 days. Mr.
J. B. Lowe informs us that the heaviest fall

in 24 hours occurred on September 4, when 1.15

inch was registered. The wettest month was
January, with 5.29 inches, and the driest June,
with .66 inch, although July was only slightly

wetter with .69. The records of Mr. Geo. Kent,
Norbury Park Gardens, Dorking, Show that 30.50

inches fell, which is about 3 inches below the

average for the past six years. There were 144

rainy days, January and March being the wettest

months, with rain recorded on 20 days in each.

Mr. Frederick Clarke states that at Lowther
Castle Gardens, Westmoreland, 36.45 inches of

rain fell, spread over 184 days. March with 25

wet days and November with 24 rainy days were

the wettest months, and July the driest. Mr. G.
BraiLEY', Shugborough Gardens, Stafford, states

crossing took place; his reply was that he did
not know, but that he had received his informa-
tion from Kew. It would be of very great interest
to know if ever such a cross actually took
place. At. E. Mills, The Gardens, Voombe
House, Croydon.

A Gardeners Long Service. —During
recent travels through the Midland Counties I
met Mr. E. Simpson, gardener to Lord1 Wrottas-
ley, Wrottesley Hall, Wolverhampton, who went
to Wrottesley as gardener on August 4, 1851.
He has served under three Lord Wrottesleys,
and is now in his 63rd year of service. He is
well preserved, and still carries out his daily
duties. It would be interesting to know if this
is a record. B. Greenfield.

Chrysanthemum Madame Castex Des-
oranges.— It is but natural that Mr. C.
Harman Payne, in tracing the origin of the
above-named Chrysanthemum (see p. 28), should,
with the evidence before him, put the "experi-
ence and recorded facts of the greatest early-
floweiing specialist of his time, Mr. W. Piercy,"
against my own. Your correspondent is, how-
ever, ignorant of, or has overlooked, the
important fact that I took exception to Mr.
Piercy 's " 1879 " theory when it first made its

[Photograph by W. J. Vasey.
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the rose gardens at pfxrhyn castle.

(Soe p. 37.)

that the total rainfall for 1913 in those gardens

was 30.65 inches, March being the wettest

month with 4.79 inches, and February the driest

month with 0.77 inch. The heaviest rainfall

occurred on October 5, when 1.44 inches was
recorded.

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
(The Editors do not hold themselves responsible for

the opinions expressed by correspondents.)

Jasmine Fruiting (see pp. 13, 29).—In
the autumn of 1911 an old plant of Jasminum
officinale trained on a west wall in my garden
here produced a plentiful crop of berries. In

the following summer several seedlings with the

cotyledons still attached were noticed growing
close to the stone edging in a gravel pathway,
which the plant overhangs. Two of these were

saved and have since made strong plants. .-1. II'.

Darnell, Norman Lodge, New Maiden, Surrey.

Evolution of the Chrysanthemum.—
I was disappointed to see that in the report of

Mr. Davis' paper at the Chrysanthemum Con-

ference you had omitted his reference to the

crossing of some variety of Chrysanthemum
with the Ox-eye Daisy. "

I attended the con-

ference, and asked Mr. Davis at what date this

appearance in the gardening Press. A year or

two subsequently the kite Mr. Richard Dean
made a similar misstatement with regard to the

date, which was obviously based on that of Mr.
Piercy s, and this, too, I also promptly chal-

lenged in the press. Unfortunately, these chal

lenges brought neither confirmation of the
original statement nor a denial of my own ; the

latter then, as now, based upon facts within
my personal knowledge and experience, render-

ing a refutation of them a somewhat difficult

task. Then, so recently as the spring of 1913.

a further misstatement as to the date appeared
in a contemporary, with the addition—new to

me at the time—that the variety in question was
first " discovered " in a churchyard at Egham.
These theories I also challenged, giving at the

same time a correct rendering of the name of

the variety as at the head of this note, by which
also it was known and grown at Tooting.

Further, in the early autumn of 1881 I believe.

I saw in flower in a Birmingham nursery a

lovely pot-grown batch of the variety under the

provisional name of " Maize." Maize was, 1

believe, subsequently bracketed with Madame
Castex Desgranges by the N.C.S. as a synonym,
and recognising the variety at a glance I gave the

owner the correct name, with the information
that "the variety was grown at Tooting in my
day." These plants bad been raised from un-

labeled stock found when the nursery changed
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hands some year or two previously, and were
purposely saved for proving because it was
known that the former owner paid periodical

visits to Continental nurseries in search of

novelties. The plants in this instance, it would
appear, came from France direct, and from en-

quiries made by me at the time it was clear that

they were in Birmingham prior to 1879. From
these data it will be obvious to Mr. Payne that

so far from having trusted to memory for forty

years I have consistently endeavoured to keep
up to date. Even though I had trusted to

memory, the date of the appearing of Madame
Castex Desgranges in the specimen beds at

Tooting could be abundantly confirmed by the
fact that in the year 1875 I left Mr. Parker's em-
ploy. The conversation I had with Mr. Parker
took place not less than 22 years ago. The time,

also based on circumstantial evidence, while of

no importance here, is also irrefutable. It is

but fair to say that Mr. Parker gave me his

version of finding Madame Desgranges without
hesitation, and with great clearness ; doubtless
the finding of so important a variety having im-

pressed itself on his memory. Then, it appears
to me, there is important additional confirma-
tion of my "1873" statement in the details

sent to Mr. Harman Payne by M. Boucharlat's
son-in-law, viz.. that " a set of eariy-flowering

one has been affected with leaf disease. George
Ferrington, Cloverley Gardens, Whitchurch.

National Diploma in Horticulture.—
You have been so good as to give publicity in
your columns to the National Diploma in Hor-
ticulture, which has been established by the
society with the approval and authority of His
Majesty's Government. The first examinations
are to be held from June 22 to 27, 1914, and as
candidates must register their names four months
in advance, all who wish to sit in June next must
send in their application before February 22.

This Diploma will become recognised as the
highest indication of professional ability in

gardening. It is not intended for amateurs, but
only for those whose life work is to be gardening,

under which term we include florists, fruit

growers, horticultural inspectors, horticultural

instructors (not school teachers engaged in teach-

ing other subject*), landscape gardeners, market
gardeners, nurserymen, public park gardeners

and seedsmen, but no amateur gardeneis. The
examinations will be both written and practical,

and they will, so far as possible, be held at

centres convenient for the candidates. As the
preparations, particularly in the first year, re-

quire very careful organisation, the President and
Council of the society will be glad to hear from

[Photograph by W. J. Vasey.
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avenue of fuchsias at penrhyn castle.

varieties, of which Madame Castex Desgranges
was one, was, in 1873 or 1874, sent out by M.
Boucharlat." The former date is significant,
and, while confirming what is within my personal
knowledge and experience, would also account
for the presence in Bristol of the two plants
from which Mr. Parker's original stock came,
and possibly also those in Birmingham to which
I have referred as being there prior to 1879, the
usually accredited, if erroneous, date of the in-

troduction of this remarkable variety. I am
much indebted to Mr. Harman Payne for giving
the name of its raiser, which I had long sought
for in vain. E. H. Jenkins.

Tomato Leaf Disease. — Having been
troubled for about eight consecutive seasons
with Tomato leaf disease, as described on p. 417,
Vol. LIV., and having adopted various methods
of treatment advised bv different gardening
friends, I had begun to despair of again being
able to obtain a clean, healthy crop. But whilst

looking through the It.H.S. Diary of last year I

saw Strawsonite advertised as a specific remedy
for various diseases, etc. I obtained 28 lbs., and
not only did I spray the plants with it, but
I ako watered with it, mixing about a tea-

spoonful to each gallon of water, and when
planting mixed about 2 ozs. with the soil in

which each plant was permanently placed. The
result has been that out of about 270 plants not

all wishing to register themselves as candidates

as early as possible, but certainly not later than
February 22. W. Wilks, Secretary, E.H.S.

Unusual Growth of Chrysanthemums.—
I have never known of a case of Chrysanthemums
not blooming, as related by Mr. Kearn (Vol.

LIV., p. 426), unless it were an occasional plant

or two ; but I noticed a curious behaviour in

single-stem Chrysanthemums last season. Several

varieties—F. S. Vallis, Mrs. G. Drabble,

Pockett's Crimson and Reginald Vallis—were in-

serted as cuttings on January 6, 1913, and
allowed to make their natural "break," which
they did on May 10, June 7, June 16, and July 1,

in the order named. First crown buds appeared
during the first ten days of September. Early
summer was exceptionally wet and cold with us,

hence the lateness; but instead of growths round
the bud, flower buds appeared, making what
should have been first crowns, terminals. It

would be interesting to know if any of your
correspondents have noticed a similar occurrence.

H. L.

Silver-Leaf Disease. — I have read with
interest the remarks of your various corre-

spondents on silver-leaf disease and would like

to relate my experience. Nine years ago a large

old Peach tree (I think it wouid be forty years

old), of the variety Royal George, growing on the

back wall of a Peach-house here, on a Saturday
afternoon at the end of May looked the picture of

health, and the following morning every leaf on

a large branch of it was " silvered." On Mon-
day the branch was cut clean off, and to this day
I have never seen a single "silvered" leaf on
that tree. The border, which I believe wa6 the
same age as the tree, is of a poor, sandy nature,

and only received the usual annual top-dressing

and two or three dustings of artificial manure
throughout the season. We grow a large number
of Plum trees in pots, and I have seen several

trees slightly affected, but they have recovered

the following season. We lost, however, a large

tree of Oullin's Golden Gage, growing in a
border. The evidence in the case of the Peach
tree goes to prove, in this instance, that the
fungus entered through a wound in the bark, and
not through the roots. II. Low, Braemore Gar-
dens, Garve, lioss-shire.

December Flowers.— Since a second year

has now closed marked until the last week by an
almost entire absence of frost, a comparison with

last year in this district may be of interest.

This can be made by means of a record now kept

for some years of flowers observed in December,
and also in the fortnight from the Sunday be-

fore Christmas to that after New Year's Day.
This includes anything "out," even if but
a most sorry specimen. Wild flowers in-

clude any seen in the district, but the

garden list is confined to the plants in my garden
at Asgarth, an exposed north-east slope, dropping
from about 380 feet to 340 feet above sea level.

More sheltered spots would doubtless give larger

numbers, but we are well above valley frosts.

Hence, until New Year's morning, when a
minimum of 24° cut off everything tender, plants

such as Nasturtiums and Verbena still had
bloom. The values for 1910, a comparatively
normal year, aTe added for comparison, and the
number of kinds which may properly bs re-

garded a6 blossoms normally belonging to the
fresh season. The "^" stands for a curious

case, the Red Campion. Besides last season's

blossoms at the top of the stem, specimens were
found on which the low-down side-shoots had
developed and were in bloom, looking just like

new shoots from the stock, though, as a fact,

none such were found. Hazel (male), Primrose,
Dog Mercury and Lamium Galeobdolon were
the only other fresh-season wild flowers, setting

aside the ordinary winter all-the-year-round
bloomers. Last year ten " fresh " were re-
corded. Garden flowers also indicate les6 for-

ward conditions. Neither Christmas Rose,
Aconite, nor Hepaticas have appeared, and as
yet very few Snowdrop blooms.
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Journeyman Gardeners and Low Wages.
—Your correspondent, Mr. Norris, seems to
think that because journeymen are paid better
wages than he and his contemporaries were paid
years ago, their present remuneration must be
good. But the increased cost of living makes their

16s.", 18s., or £1 of no more value to them than his

12s., 14s., or 16s. was to Mr. Norris. Therefore
these times, in that respect at least, are no better
than those he is " thankful to have seen an
end to." His sweeping condemnation of present-
day journeymen—" never, perhaps, was their
ability less "—will not be taken for fact by
anyone who is any judge of the quality of the
exhibits at the shows, which could not be pro-
duced by the best of head gardeners without
competent understudies. That damage is done
by so-called experienced young men is no doubt
true, but one would think that the young men
"who knew their work and did it thoroughly"
ten or so years ago would have developed into
pood enough head gardeners to be able to
discriminate between good and bad men before
placing entire confidence in them. It is quite
true that there are plenty of situations where
18s. per -week and bothy—worth say, a total of

23s.—is paid. This for skilled labour. In Birming-
ham last year unskilled labourers struck work
for, and got, that amount per week, for fewer
hours than journeymen have to work- What-
ever the cost of the upkeep of bothies may be
to employers, they are only worth, at most, 5s.

per week to a journeyman, as equal accommoda-
tion could be obtained in lodgings for that sum.
Anything over that figure must be put down to

the cost of the necessity of having the journey-
man near his work night and day. That head
gardeners have to teach the secrets of the pro-
fession to journeymen for nothing is not correct,

for if the secrets are worth anything the teach-
ing of them must result in better produce, to
the credit of the head gardener. If Mr. Norris
and others were to use their influence to better

the conditions in which journeyman gardeners
work, they would do far more towards raising
the status of the great and honourable profession
of horticulture, than by writing columns of
depreciation of men who are, generally speaking,
of far better value than the wages given to them.
Modern Journeyman.

1 often question the wisdom of head gar-

deners employing and training so many young
men as is the case in many establishments.
Your correspondent Mr. Beeson (page 462) evi-

dently has eight employees under him, known
as journeymen, and they all hope eventually to
become head gardeners. Can one wonder that
the wages are low in the gardening profession ?

The root of the evil is the low standard of wages
paid in general to gardeners, not in the low
wages paid to a journeyman, who often does the
work of an average labourer. I fully admit the
bothy man is a most efficient man, and keen to

succeed. But let an employer advertise for a
head gardener, and experienced head gardeners
who apply will find competitors in a host of

young men, and often those whom he has
trained. The younger man is given preference.
It is a case of the head gardener cutting the
ground from under his feet. That is one point
against too many bothy men. Many establish-

ments only employ local men as labourers, with
a trained man under glass and one or two out-
side, according to the size of the place. An
apprentice is often trained in such places. Now,
this practice does not drug the profession with
a host of journeymen and foremen aspiring to
be head gardeners. The Horticultural Directory
enumerates over 8.000 places where a head
gardener is employed, but probably only 4.000
are suitable for efficient head gardeners.
Now, what number of bothv men are
we training to fill the 4,000 * places ? Re-
ferring to Mr. Beeson's wages table, I take
it 23s. is paid to his foreman, and six journey-
men receive an average wage of 17s. 8d. I do not
expect the bothy and other advantages are worth,
more than 5s. per man, making an average re-

muneration of 22s. 8d. Each journeyman would
probably have seven or eight years' experience.
What other profession or trade requiring so much
exactness pays so low a wage as 22s. 8d. per
week ? Indoor servants or car-drivers are better
paid, and get better attention, for less skilful

work than is required of the average journeyman
gardener, or gardeners in general. M. A., Co.
Kerry.

Contented Journeyman raises one or two
points which will bear a little discussion.
I agree with him that a wage of 25s.
to 30s. for journeymen is, at present,
impossible. I do not agree with him when
he states that gardens are hobbies. Al-
though, of course, tne owners are not depending
on them for profit, I should think there are
many gardens which are a source of profit to
their owners. If a strict account of the garden
produce is kept, and the vegetables, fruit and
flowers are valued, and their respective prices
entered in a ledger (as should be done in all

gardens), Contented Journeyman would doubtless
be more content to find that the result of his
labours were not wasted on hobbies. Far from
it. Then the value of a garden to the owner
cannot be reckoned entirely in this way.
A garden is, to many, a place for solace, rest
and the enjoyment of pure air, amid peaceful and
beautiful surroundings. It is difficult indeed
to fix a value in £ s. d. upon these benefits. In
reference to the note from A Member of the
Watford Branch of the B.C. A., if the Associa-
tion can keep out the unskilled and under-
cutting impostor from the profession it will be
a decided boon to employers and to employees.
I am afraid we cannot, many of us, enter for
the National Diploma in Horticulture owing to
nie various expenses. I maintain, however,
that there are men who have served terms of ap-
prenticeship, and who have afterward worked
up through the various departments, and are
holding positions of great responsibility who are
not receiving a wage sufficient to meet the present
high cost of provisions. Boamer.

In reply to A Member of the Watford
Branch, it is not the fault of the journeyman
gardener that wages are low, but it is very often
due to the head gardener, who, I believe, could,
in most cases, improve the conditions of those
under him. I should like to know what quali-
fications a man must possess before he can be-

come a member of the B.G.A. So far as I can
learn he has only to pay an annual subscription
ar.d show a reference for four years in some
garden. At present I am satisfied to remain a
non-member. I should like to see some examina-
tion set by the B.G.A. to prove each man's
capabilities before he bo accepted as a member,
then, no doubt, we should all want to join. A
Xon-Mimber.

As regards the rate of wages received by
journeymen, I find that this varies according
in the locality. A few years ago I was employed
in a garden in Hampshire. There were a fore-

man and five journeymen living in the bothy

—

which, bv the way, left much room for improve-
ment. The foreman's wage was £1 weekly,
and that of the journeymen from 12s. to 15s. I

could name several other gardens where the
wages are no better. A journeyman who accepts
such a situation does so with the intention of

staying only long enough to get a reference, and
then passing on to a better-paid post. Can he,
with such an intention, take a keen interest in

bis work? A. H-, Surrey.

The remarks which have lately been made
on the subject of journeymen's wages are very
interesting, but I think it is time some of our
leading men had something to say—men who
have been in the profession all their lives, and
have had dozens of journeymen under them. It

is only the veterans who can tell us whether the
journeyman of to-day is as good as his proto-

type of twenty, thirty, and forty years ago. For
my own part, I consider that young men do
not now get the opportunities they formerly

enjoyed of learning their work in a practical

manner. They are scarcely allowed to do any
Grape-thinning or Peach-tying or potting until

they are well on in years ; then they take a first

journeyman's place, and find, naturally, that

they are unable to do the work which is expected

of 'them. As for bothies, I think it ds time
some of them were burnt down, for they are not

fit for human beings to live in. Foreman.

Mr. Norris complains of damage done by
so-called experienced journeymen ; but in such

instances it is head gardeners who are really

to blame for giving journeymen references im-
plying their ability to do more than they are
capable of doing. Journeyman.

Mr. Norris states that every bothy he has
entered is fit for any reasonable workman,
by which I should judge that he has entered
very few. I note that there is a scarcity of
journeymen; but the reason is that they are
offered a mere pittance in return for their work.
When they are given a living wage journey-
man gardeners will again become plentiful. The
sooner they begin to co-operate to obtain such
a wage the better. W. Hunt, Bicester.

Nursery Employees.— I am sure most of
your readers can fully endorse what has been
said by Jj. and other correspondents as regards
the wretched conditions existing in certain firms
in the trade. There are doubtless many firms
who treat their employees with fairness and
consideration, but there are others which do not.
I have had personal experience of one
of these latter firms, in which the hours
are from 6 a.m. till 6 p.m., with " duty "

twi©9 nightly every other week, and
also " full " duty every other Saturday and
Sunday. These hours were the same summer
and winter, and we received nothing extra for
such long "duty." All duty, especially Sunday
work, should be paid for overtime. It seems to
me that what is urgently required in our trade is

an active association run on lines similar to the
"National Union of Teachers," or, say, the
" Merchant Service Guild." These organisations
have improved the conditions of service of their
members, and that without the aid of any
organised strike. Such a result has been realised
by agitation and the " pillorying " of the worst
employers, and I believe similar results could be
obtained in our trade by the establishment of a
good, strong society. 7''. C.

The Abnormal Season.— Mr. Robinson's
experience with Royal Sovereign Strawberry is

interesting, but up to the present no one seems
to have recorded quite the same as we have in
these gardens. Plants in a three-year-old bed,
which will be done away with this year, have
been showing bloom since October, and good-
sized berries have formed. They failed to ripen,
but a fruit which was picked on December 19
weighed just over an ounce and had started to

colour. I am afraid that Strawberries will be
very scarce next June, as practically every
crown has thrown a truss, although two-year-old
plants, and those put out last August, have not
shown a bloom. C. E. Bridgett, St. Helens
Gardens, Hampton Wick.

Pyrethrum Golden Moss.—Where a
bright edging is desired, gardeners should not
forget to order seeds of Pyrethrum Golden
Moss. The variety is a great advance on all

other Golden Feathers, making a beautiful little

tuft four inches high and through. The plants

do not need stopping, for they only develop a

few flowers late in autumn, which barely top

the foliage, and many plants do not bloom at all.

For that reason seed is dear, but once a stock is

obtained the plants may be easily increased by
division. Here we treat the plant as a peren-

nial ; during the winter it remains where planted,

but it can be lifted and replanted in any odd
corner. In the early spring the plants are taken

up and divided. Nearly every side shoot has
roots, and will soon form a specimen. C. E.
Bridgett, St. Helens Gardens, Hampton Wick.

Skin Poisoning by Primula obconica
(see pp. 13, 29).— I had been immune from the

effects of this plant until last summer, when I

had occasion to handle the new Primula obconica
variegata. My arms and wrists became covered
with irritating patches, which were soon cured
by applying boracic powder. As my shirt sleeves

were buttoned at the wrists and my coat on, it

follows that the poison worked up from the

hands ; so the next time I had occasion to handle

the plants I mad.e a solution of permanganate of

potash crystals,, and dipped my hands in it,

Allowing it to dry on. After handling the

Primulas I washed my hands witli ordinary soap.

This precaution proved effective, and having tried

it several times since in varying temperatures,

I claim it as a sure preventive. Permanga-
nate of potash mav be purchased very cheaply.
E. Conway, St. Albans.
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SOCIETIES.
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.

January 13.—The opening meeting of the
calendar year was held on Tuesday last in the
Vincent Square Hall, Westminster. The exhi-
bition was of a varied character, but there were
fewer novelties and imposing groups than usual.

The finest display was of Orchids, a large ex-

hibit, principally of Cypripediums, shown by
Mts. Raphael.
The Orchid Committee granted one First-class

Certificate and five Awards of Merit.
The Floral Committee conferred one Award of

Merit to a variety of Cyclamen, and awarded
thirteen Medals for groups.

I The Fruit and Vegetable Committee granted

(

James Hudson, R. W. Wallace, R. Hooper
Pearson and W. D. Cartwright (Secretary).

Messrs. Sutton and Sons, Reading, con-
tributed one of the brightest floral displays in
.their exhibit of Cyclamens, for which a Silver-
gilt Banksian Medal was awarded. The plants
were splendidly cultivated, and were perfect
specimens of flower and foliage. In the centre
of the group was a batch with ornamental leaves
of the type illustrated in colours in the
Gardeners' Chronicle for December 20. The
varieties Salmon Pink. Giant White, Vulcan
(deep red) and White Butterfly were shown in
batches, and there were some in shades of pink.
White Butterfly has more spreading flowers than
the type, whilst others had fringed petals, some
edged with rose or rosy-purple being exceed-
ingly pretty.

Rev. H. Btjckston, Sutton Hall. Derby (gr.

[Photograph by R. A. Malby.

FlQ. 23.—ODOXTOCLOSSUM " CANARY "
: COLOUR OF SEPALS AND PETALS PALE YELLOW WITH SPOTS.

(R.H.S. Award of Merit, Jan. 13, 1911. See p. 46.)

one Award of Merit for a variety of Orange, a
Silver-gilt Banksian Medal for a collection of

Apples and Pears and a Silver Knightian Medal
for an exhibit of vegetables.

Floral Committee.

Present : H. B. May, Esq. (in the Chair).
Messrs. G. Reuthe. John Dickson, Chas. T.
Druerv, W. J. Bean. George Gordon. Chas.
Blick.'Wm. Howe, J. F. McLeod, Thos. Steven-
son, J. W. Moorman, John Jennings, C. R.
Fielder. John, Green, R. C. Notcutt, E. A. Bowles,
B. Crisp, W. B. Cranfield, Geo. Paul, W. J.

James, E. H. Jenkins, W. P. Thomson, Chas.
E. Pearson, Chas. E. Shea, W. Cuthbertson,
Chas Dixon, H. J. Jones, Arthur Turner,

Mr. A. Shambrook), showed, as in former years,

a splendid exhibit of Cyclamens, for which a
Silver Flora Medal was awarded.

Messrs. H. B. May and Sons, The Nurseries,

Edmonton, filled a large table with stove and
greenhouse Ferns, for which a Silver Flora
Medal was awarded. The collection was a very-

varied one, and the plants of the various kinds
exhibited great diversity, not only in form, but
even in the tones of green ; some being almost
golden, whilst others were glaucous, and still

others silvery. There were numerous varieties

of Nephrolepis exaltata, which make excellent

room plants. A selection of the choicer plants

included Davallia brasiliensis, D. polyantha, D.
fijiensis. Adiantum trapeziforme, A. peruvi-
anum, A. reniforme, Asplenium nobiiis, A.

Belangen, Nephrolepis exaltata superbarHymenodium crinitum and Pteris cretica.
Childsii.

Messrs. W. Cutbcsh and Son, Highgate,.
showed miscellaneous greenhouse plants, both
flowering and ornamental-leaved kinds, and a
showy group of Carnations. White Hydrangea
hortensis were very fine, as were also batches of
Liliums, Begonias, Ericas, and the sweet
Daphne indica rubra. The finest Carnations-
were Mrs. Lucy MacKinnon, scarlet; Lady
Ingestre, salmon-pink; and Mrs. L. D. Fuller-
ton, mauve and cerise. Although not remark-
ably large in size, the blooms of Mrs. Fortescue,
cerise, and White Swan, white, are very pretty,,
and the plants exeedingly free bloomers.
(Silver Flora Medal.)
Messrs. James Veitch and Sons, Chelsea,

showed many pretty flowering plants suitable
for the conservatory and greenhouse. In the
centre, the blue-flowered Erlangea tomentosa,
associated with the white Eupatorium vernale,
made a striking feature : in general appearance
these plants have a strong resemblance. Another
fine feature was a batch of pot plants of Lily-
of-the-Valley, all in splendid bloom. Other
subjects included Azalea amoena Hexe, Freesias,
Lindenbergia grandiflora (like a yellow Musk)
and the old, double-flowered Primula sinensis.

(Silver Banksian Medal.)

Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., Enfield, were-
awarded a Silver Flora Medal for Carnations and
Cyclamens. The former were arranged as a
very attractive group and included fine blooms of
the Gorgeous, rosy-cerise, R. F. Felton, pink,

British Triumph, clove-coloured, Baroness de
Brienen, Salmon Enchantress, Salmon King and
Satin Robe. The Cyclamens were shown in dis-

tinct varieties in large pans, such as Giant
White, Salmon King, Vulcan, crimson ; Eileen
Low, a charming crested variety of vinous red
shade, with a white edge : and others in mauve,
pink, red and other shades.

Messrs. Wills and Segar, Florists, South
Kensington, showed stove foliage plants

—

Codiaeums (Crotons), Dracaenas, Palms,
Aglaonema, etc. At either end was a magnifi-
cent specimen of the handsome Phoenix Roebel-
linii. (Silver Flora Medal.)

Messrs. H. Cannell and Sons, Swanley,
were awarded a Bronze Banksian Medal for
bunches of Zonal-leaved Pelargoniums. A new
variety, named John Watts, has bright red
flowers.

Messrs. W. Wells and Co., Ltd., Merstham,
showed Carnations and Chrysanthemums. There
were several novelties amongst the former
flowers, including a fine yellow variety named
Yellow Prince ; Philadelphia, a pretty pink
variety ; and an unnamed sport from Benora
of brick-red colour. Chrysanthemums Bertha
Lachaux, a pink Japanese variety, and Kathleen
May, a crimson-coloured Single, were shown in'

good form.

Carnations were also shown by Mr. H. Bur-
nett, Guernsey (Silver Banksian Medal), and
Messrs. Allwood Bros., Haywards Heath
(Silver Banksian Medal.)

Messrs. R. Wallace and Co., Colchester,

filled a long table with dwarf conifers and
shrubs, such as are valued by builders of rock-

gardens. Of the very large numbers we may
enumerate the following selection :—Juniperus
hibernica, J. procumbens, J. tamariscifolia,

Cedrus Libani pendula Sargentii, Abies Hud-
sonia, Cupressus lycopodioides, C. minim*
glauca, C. argentea. Picea Maxwellii, P. Re-

montii, Pinus aviflora, P. a. glauca, P.
Strobus nana. Taxus Cavendishii, Retinospora

Sanderi, R. filicoides and R. obtusa gracilis.

(Silver Banksian Medal.)

An exhibit of a similar nature was shown by
Messrs. Pulham, Elsenham, Essex, and the

Award of a Silver Banksian Medal was made.

Messrs. Pipers, Bayswater, exhibited minia-

ture shrubs and pans of Saxifragas and other
Alpines. There was a wide selection of the
choicer Saxifragas, including Faldonside,
Boydii, S. Kotschyi, S. Burseriana Gloria,,

splendens. L. G. Godseff. Pauline and S. scar-

dica. (Silver Banksian Medal.)

Mr. L. R. Russell, Richmond, Surrey, filled

a long table with dwarf ornamental shrubs, in-

cluding some in berry, and many variegated

Ivies. Grevillea Preissei and G. rosmarinifolia

were shown in bloom. (Silver Banksian Medal.),
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Messrs. Barr and Sons, King Street, Covent

Garden, showed various bulbous plants in flower,

the principal subject being the Polyanthus Nar-

cissus known as the "Jos" Lily. They were

grown in bowls Med with water and pebbles,

and each bulb bore several fine spikes of the

fragrant blooms. There was a good selection.

of Early Crocuses, such as C. Imperati, C. chry-

santhus, of which the variety E. A. Bowles was
conspicuous with its rich yellow cup shaded with

maroon colour at the base ; and C. biflorus.

Galanthus Elwesii, Cyclamen coum and Freesias

were also noticed. (Bronze Banksian Medal.)

Messrs. Ware, Ltd., Feltham, showed numer-

ous pans of Alpines and a few early bulbous

plants in bloom, with dwarf shrubs as a back-

ground. A clump of the elegant blue-flowered

Iris stylosa made a showy centre-piece. (Bronze

Banksian Medal.)
Pans of Alpines were also shown by Messrs.

WrnTELEGG and Page, Chislehurst, and. Mr. G.

Reuthe, Keston, Kent.
.Mr. James Box, Lindfield, had a very vigorous

and deeply-coloured plant of Primula malacoides,

in a batch of these pretty flowers; also Iris

histrioides, I. Krelagei ; and sprays of Hanima-
melis arborea. The Primula was submitted for

an Award, and the Committee desired to see the

plant again. The flower stem and inflorescence

are very stout, compact and rigid. The in-

dividual blooms are closely arranged, larger and
of better form from the florists' point of view
than the type. It has the promise of making a

good garden plant.

Messrs. Herbert Chapman, Ltd., Rye, showed
seedlings of Cyclamen ibericum, many of which
exhibited great improvements over the type.

There were others of C. neapolitanum not in

bloom, but the beautiful markings on the foliage

shows that leaf-variegation is common in the

members of this genus.

Mr. Clarence Elliott, Stevenage, exhibited

a small rock-garden, in which the beautiful Genti-

ana acaulis figured conspicuously.

Award of Merit.

Cyclamen Mrs. L. 31. Graves.—A form

notable for its fine colour rather than size of

flower. It is a pure rich carmine : a deep shade

when fresh, and especially around the eye,

passing to a paler shade, but still pure, with

age. It is finely matched in sheet 116 (carmine)

of the Sepertoi're clcs Couhurs, shades 2 and 3.

Shown by the St. George's Nursery Co.,

Haslington.

Orchid Committee.
Present: J. C4urney Fowler, Esq. (in the Chair),

and Messrs. Jas. O'Brien (lion, secretary), W.
Bolton, Gurney Wilson, S. W. Flory, W. H.
White, C. Cooksoai, A. Dye, W. P. Bound, J. E.

Shill, H. G. Alexander, W. H. Hatcher, J.

Cypher, C. H. Curtis, A. McBean, T. Armstrong,
Stuart Low, R. A. Rolfe, J. Charlesworth, and
Sir Harry J. Veitch.

The flowering season of the Cypripedium
having commenced, this popular Orchid occupied

a prominent part in the display, Which, for the

season, was a good one. Sixteen entries were
made of plants to go before the Committee, and
five of these were given Awards of Merit and
ore a Firslt^class Certificate.

The largest exhibit was a very fine group from
Mrs. Raphael (gr. Mr. H. Brown), Castle Hill,

Englefield Green, which filled the staging at the

end of the hall with admirable effect. The
group was principally of well-grown forms

of Cypripedium insdgne and C. Leeanum, with

occasional plants of other varieties. At inter-

vals were batches of hybrid Calanthes, chiefly

C. Veitchii superba. The whole was well-

arranged, and a Silver-gilt Flora Medal was
awarded.

Messrs. Flory and Black, Orchid Nursery,

Slough, were voted a Silver Flora Medal for an

excellent group of showy hybrids, some of them
flowering for the first time, and giving great

promise when developed. Among the Cypripe-

diums, the finest new forms were C. Pliny

(Victor Hugo x Leeanum Clinkaberryanum), a
perfect and large flower with a fine dorsal sepal

;

and C. Comorin (Bassano (Reynaldii) X Hera
Euryades), a fine improvement on M. de
Curte, with distinct rearly black blotches on the

dorsal sepal. C. Snowdon, an improved form of

insigne Sanderae Veitch's Variety of which was
also shown, C. Aeson giganteum, etc. Some

good Laelio-Cattleyas, including three plants of

L.-C. Bola, L.-C. Lucasiana, L.-C. Barbarossa,

and some good seedlings ; a pretty new pink
Brasso-Cabtleya ; a very large form of Brasso-

Laelia Helen ; a selection of good Odontoglos-

sums and Odontiodas, including Charlesworthii

and Devossiana, were also noted.

Messrs. Sander and Sons, St. Albans, were
awarded a Silver Flora Medal for a fine group,

in which the feature was made by 80 plants of

the deep rose-purple Laelda Gouldiana, bearing

together over 200 spikes, each of from five to

eight flowers. Staged with them were two plants

of Gattleya Percivaliana Albatros, a white form
with orange coloured tube to the lip, a selection of

hybrid Odontoglossums, 0. igneum (cirrhosum x

charming cream-white flower spotted with
purple; C. Actaeus Drewett's Variety; C. Gas-
ton Bultel ; the handsome C. Queen Alexandra,
and other fine Cypripediums, were also noted,
and, in front, a very pretty and interesting lot of

hybrid Odontoglossums flowering for the first

time, and each with but one or two finely-blotched

flowers. Odontioda Wickhamensis (Odontoglos-

sum crispum x Cochhc-da sanguinea), with its

pretty pink-spotted flowers, was very effective.

Messrs. J. Cypher and Sons were awarded a
Silver Banksian Medal for an effective group of

Cypripediums, which included the best forms of

C. insigne, C Leeanum, C. Rossettii, C Curt-
manni, C. triumphans, forms of C. Euryades, the

fine white C. Bolitonii, etc. At the back were

[Photograph ly Ii. A

Fig. 24.—CYPnrPEDruM julian.

(R.II.S. First-class Certificate on January 13, 1914, see p. 16.)

Malby.

Wilckeanum), being an elegant white flower pro-

fustely spotted with dark red. Among Odonti-

odas, 0. Hemptinneana was a brilliant scarlet.

and a form of 0. Bradshawiae of good shape was
of very remarkable colour. Others noted were
CattJeya Trianae Princess Patricia, white with a
pink flush on the lip, Cymbddium Mastersianum,

C. Winndanum, and other hybrids.

Messrs. Armstrong and Brown, Tunbridge
Wells, had a small but select group, for which a

Silver Banksian Medal was awarded. At the

back were two plants of their fine strain of Catt-

leya Maggie Raphael alba, the white C. Susannae

Hye de Crom, and two of the true white Laelia

au'tumnalis alba. Cypripedium Holdenii Orchid-

hurst Variety (eallosum Sanderae x Maudiae)

was a nearer approach to an albino than either

parent; C. Helen II. Armstrong's Variety, a

hybrid Calantlies and Laelia aaioeps
;
and in front

a selection of Masdevalhas.
Mr. G. W. Miller, Clarkson's Nursery, Wis-

bech, secured a Silver Banksian Medal for a
very varied and interesting selection of Cypri-

pediums, in which the forms of C. insigne and
C. Leeanum, C. Guy Gordon, C. Andromeda,
and varieties of C. Hera Euryades were noted.

Messrs. W. Baylor Hartland and Son,

Cork, were voted a Silver Banksian Medal for a
group of Cypripediums, including Maudiae, >;il

losum Sanderae,- Wm. Lloyd, Actaeus varieties,

forma of Leeanum and insdgne, Prospero, etc.

With them were Cymbidium Tracyanuni. and

some hybrid Odontoglossums.

Messrs, Bassall and Co., Southgate, showed

a very interesting selection of choice plants,

which' included their Lycaste Tunstilli, fllua-
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trated in the Gardeners' Chronicle, December 13,

p. 415, a good example of their fine, white Brasso-

Cattle'ya Menda (Queen Alexandra x labiata

Virginea) ; the new Laelio-Cattleya Cecilia (C.

Trianae X L.-C. luminosa), a pretty bronze-rose

flower with bright reddish purple lip; Cypn-

pedium Beryl Westonbirt Variety, Cymbiddum

Wiganianum, and others.

His Grace the Duke of Marlborough, Blen-

heim Palace (gr. Mr. Hunter), showed his Cypn-

pediuin Iona (bellatulum X Fairneanum),

which had previously secured an Award of

Merit. ^ Tr
Lieuit.-Col. Sir Geo. L. Holford, K.C.V.O.

(gr. Mr. H. G. Alexander), showed Cymbidium

Nada (eburneum x Lawdo-graradiflorum), a

large, cream-white flower, with purple spotting

on the lip, and two other novelties. (See

Baron Bruno Schroder, The Dell, Englefield

Green (gr. Mr. J. E. Shill), showed a very

fine plant of the handsome Cypripedium Moon-

beam ( Thompson ii x nitens Sallieri), Cypripe-

dium Maudiae giganteum, a grand flower, the rich

scarlet Odontioda Lambeauiana Dell Variety, and

Odontoglossum illustrissimum Dell Variety.

(See Awards.)
A. J. Hoixington, Esq., Forty Hill, Enfield

(gr. Mr. Ayling), sent Cypripedium Mrs. W. R.

Lang, a hybrid of C. Le'eanum of good variety.

Pantia Ralli, Eso.., Ashtead Park, Surrey,

sent Cymbidium Schlegelii punetatum, the

pretty yellow Odontoglossum Canary (see

Awards)," and the brilliant dark red Odontioda
Keighleyensis Firefly.

E. H. Davidson, Esq., Orchid Dene, Twyford,
showed Odontoglossum Jasper Orchid Dene
Variety, a beautiful flower, profusely spotted

with dark red ; a very finelv blotched seedling 0.

crispum, and another distinct hybrid flowering

for the first time.

AWARDS.
First-Class Certificate.

Cypripedium Julian (Vandyke X Axireum
Oedippe) [see fig. 24], from Lieut. -Col. Sir

Geo. L. Holford, K.C.V.O. (gr. Mr. H. G. Alex-
ander). A massive hybrid with the large dorsal

sepal broader than long, pure white with a small

Apple-green base and a median line of purple

with some slighter purple spots. Tlie broad petals

and lip greenish-yellow tinged with purple, the

petals having a dark line up the middle. The
purplish back of the dorsal sepal showing
through to the face gives a very effective tint.

Award of Merit.

Odontioda Royal Gem Westonbirt Variety
(Oda. VuylstekeaexOdm. ardentissimum), from
Sir Geo. L. Holford. Beautiful in form and
bright in colour, the broad sepals and petals be-

ing rose-tinted copper colour, darker in the centre,

the lip broad, reddish-rose with a well defined
yellow crest. A charming flower of various

tints

Odontoglossum illustrissimum Dell Variety
[Lambeauanum X ardentissimnm). from Baron'
Bruno Schroder, The Dell, Englefield Green
(gr. Mr. J. E. ShUl). One of the darkest hy-
brid Odontoglossums, the sepals and petals

being dark claret-red with lighter tips, and a
white lip with dark red blotches around the
yellow crest.

Odontoglossum Canary (Oakicoodiense X
ardentissimnm) [see fig. 23], from Pantia Ralli,
Esq., Ashtead Park, Surrey. Flowers in form
and size equal to a good 0. crispum ; clear

canary-yellow with a few dark spots.

Cymbidium Schlegelii punctatum (insigne X
Wiganianum), from Pantia Ralli, Esq. Flowers
large cream-white, with a slight rose tint, the
lip being spotted with dark red.

Cymbidium Coningsbyanum (grandiflorum x
insigne). from G. Hamilton-Smith. Esq., Kil-
loran, Seymour Road, Church End, Finchley
(gr. Mr. ConingsbyV A very fine Cymbidium
with the wax-like sepals and petals of C. grandi-
florum well displayed

;
greenish-white, the large

lip cream white with red spotting.

Fruit and Vegetable Committee.

Present: Joseph Cheal, Esq. (in the Chair),
Messrs. Edwin Beckett, A. R. Allan, Geo. Keif,
J. Davis, A. Grubb, J. G. Weston, A. Bullock,

P. D. Tuckett, John Harrison, H. Somers
Rivers, W. Poupart, and C. G. A. Nix.

Messrs. George Bunyard and Co., Ltd.,

Maidstone, were awarded a Silver-gilt Bank-
sian Medal for a collection of Apples and Pears.

There were 140 varieties, chiefly of Apples, and
the fruits were in a remarkably fine condition

for a January show. Taking dessert Apples,

the pick of them were Lord Hindlip, a pretty,

russet-red variety of fine flavour ; Sturmer
Pippin, the latest keeper of all, now greenish

flushed with red, but mellowing with age until in

May it becomes quite yellow ; and Wagner, which
will also keep good until May. Rosemary
Russet, Adams's Pearmain, Claygate Pearmain,

possessing good, all-round qualities; Cornish

Aromatic, of excellent flavour; and Beauty of

Stoke. The culinary varieties included such ex-

cellent sorts as Annie Elizabeth, Bramley's

Seedling, Newton Wonder, Belle du Pontoise,

Alfriston and Smart's Prince Albert.

Messrs. Sutton and Sons, Reading, con-

tributed a collection of excellent vegetables at-

tractively staged. There were New Year
Savoys, Superb Early White Broccoli, Sutton's

Al Kale, Early Purple Sprouting Broccoli, Mush-
rooms, Scarole or Batavian Endive, Sea Kale,

Matchless Spinach and Chicory.

Lady Lovelace, Ockham Park, Ripley (gr.

Mr. H. J. Towes), was awarded a Cultural Com-
mendation for bunches of Tomatos.

Award of Merit.

Citrus japonica Round Fruited Variety.—This

very ornamental plant appears to have more

value as a decorative subject than a fruit for

the dessert table. The specimens were about

9j feet high, and bore numerous yellow fruits,

about 1 inch across and perfectly round. The
leaves are oblong-lanceolate, and 2b inches

long. Shown by Messrs. James Veitch and

Sons, Ltd.

THE WEATHER.
The Following Summary Record of the

weather throughout the British Islands, for the

week ending January 10, is furnished from the

Meteorological Office :

—

WEEKLY REMARKS.
January 13, 191!,.

Weather.—The general condition was very unstable.

The sky was seldom free from cloud, .and few days
passed without a measurable quantity of precipitation

even in the driest parts of the Kingdom. Sleet, snow,

and hail showers were experienced in the North and
East, and on the 5th or 6th, thunder and lightning or

thunder only occurred in some Irish and. Scottish

localities, as well as at Southport.
Temperature was above the normal, the excess being

about 2° in the West and North, and increasing to

nearly 5° in the Midland Counties. The maxima were
registered, at most stations, between the 8th and 10th,

and ranged from 56° in the Midland Counties and Ire-

land >S. to 50° in Scotland E. The lowest of the

minima were recorded earlier, very commonly on the

7th, and varied from 17° in Scotland E. (at West Lin-

ton on the 7th), and 22° in England S.E. and N.W. to

28° in England E. and Ireland N., and to 37° in the
English Channel. The lowest grass minima were 12°

at Raunds and Hampstead, 13° at Newton Rigg, 15° at

Wisley and Marlborough, and 16° at Buxton and
Aspatria. The earth temperature readings were below
the average in a large portion of the Kingdom at a
depth of 1 foot, and below it in several localities at a
depth of A feet also.

Mean Temperature of the Sea was below the normal
on most parts of the coast, and in almost all localities

ife was lower than during the corresponding week of

last year. The means for the week ranged from 48° at
Scilly and Plymouth to about 40° at Scarborough and
Cromarty.
Rainfall was above the normal except in England S.E.

and Ireland S. ; in Scotland and the North of England
the excess was large. As much as 1.2 inch fell at Cally,
Gatehouse, on the 4th, 1.1 inch at Burnley, 1.8 inch at
Lancaster, 2.1 inch at Stonyhurst, and 1.5 inch at Pol-
talloch on the 8th, and 1.2 inch at Great Yarmouth on
the 10th.
Bright Sunshine differed little from the average

amount, being slightly above it in several English dis-

tricts, but rather below it generally. In the eastern
half of England the* daily mean was about 1.5 hour,
and a similar figure was recorded in the English Chan-
nel and Ireland S., but in some extreme northern and
north-western districts it was less than 1 hour ; in
Scotland N. only 0.3 hour. The percentage of the pos-
sible duration ranged from 21 in the English Channel
and 20 in England S.E. to 5 in Scotland N.
Barometer and Wind.—Large cyclonic disturbances

moving eastward to Northern Europe and extending
over these islands maintained the wind between S.W.
and W. or N.W. very generally until Friday, when the
development and extension south-westward of an anti-

cyclone over Scandinavia caused easterly to south-
easterly breezes to set in in the East and North-East of
Great Britain. Gales were experienced early in the
week on many parts of the Northern, Western, and
South-Western Coasts, and a similar increase of wind
was reported later in the extreme North-West and North,
while at the end of the week the south-easterly wind
which set in on the coast of Shetland blew with the
force of a gale.

THE WEATHER IN WEST HERTS.

Week ending January U t

A Sudden Change in Temperature.—The first four
days of the week were very warm, and also two of
the nights, but after that a rapid fall in temperature
took place. In fact, the last three days were very cold,
but at night the exposed thermometer only indicated
11° of frost. On the warmest day the temperature in
the thermometer screen rose to 55°—an unusually high
reading at this, the coldest, period of the whole year.
The sudden change in temperature was very marked,
the highest reading in the thermometer screen on the
11th being 47°, and on the following day the tem-
perature never rose above the freezing-point—a drop
of 15°. The ground is at the present time 1° warmer at
2 feet deep, but 1° colder at 1 foot deep, than is season-
able. At the latter depth the ground four days ago
was 5° warmer than is seasonable. Rain fell on three
days, but to the total depth of less than £ inch. On
the morning of the 13th the ground was nearly covered
witli snow. There was some percolation through both
the soil gauges on each day of the week. The sun
shone on an average for 1 hour 44 minutes a day,
which is about a quarter of an hour a day longer than
is usual at the same period in January. The winds
were as a rule of moderate strength, and the lasi three
days have come exclusively from some north-easterly
point of the compass. The mean amount of moisture
in the air at 3 p.m. exceeded a seasonable quantity
for that hour by 2 per cent. E. J/., Berkhamsted,
January li, 1911,.

GARDENING APPOINTMENTS.

[Correspondents are requested to -write the names
of persons and places as legibly as
possible. No charge is made for these announce-
ments, but if a small contribution is sent, to be
placed in our collecting Box for the Gardeners'
Orphan Fund, it will be thankfully received, and
an acknowledgment made in these columns.]

Mr. Thomas Qatuage, for the past 2 years Gar-
dener to Sir Anthony Weldon, Bart., at Kil-
moroney, Athy, Co. Kildare, and previously at
Bowood, Cunaghmore, and Ballyfin, as Gardener to
the Hon. W. C. Trench, Clonodfoy Castle, Kilmal-
lock, Co. Limerick.

Mr. S- Littleproud. for the past 3 years Second
Gardener to Mrs. Cleasley, Cecil Lodge, Abbots
Langley, Hertfordshire, as Gardener to A. Babing-
ton, Esq., Densworth Cottage, Chichester, Sussex.

CATALOGUES R ECEIVED.

Seeds-
John K. King and Sons, Cogg*a9hall, Essex.
John R. Box, Derby Road, Croydon.
Thomas S. Ware. Ltd., FeUthani, Middlesex.
James Carter and Co., Raynes Park.
Kent and Brydon, Darlington.
Howden and Co., Old Post Office Bu-iddings, Inverness.

Thos. Davies and Co., Wavertree, Liverpool.

W. Drummond and Sons, Ltd. , 57, Dawson Street,
Dublin.

Watkins and Simpson, Ltd. , 12, Tavistock Street,
London.

Wm. Thompson and Co., Ltd., Londonderry.
Barr and Sons, 11, King Street, Covent Gfarden,
London.

J. R. ^earson and Sons, Lowdnatm, Nottinghamshire.

John McKerchar, 35, Giesbach Road, Upper Holloway,
London.

Daniels Bros., Ltd., Norwich.
Carter, Page and Co., London Wall, London.
R. H. Bath, Ltd., Wisbech.
E. P. Dixon & Sons, Ltd., Hull.

The Wargrave Plant Farm, Ltd., The Arcade, Liver-
pool Street, London.

Miscellaneous.
Chas. H. Buck, Tresco Nurseries, Ipswich.—Tomato

Buck's Tresco.

Thomas S. Ware, Ltd., Feltham.—Begonias.

Foreign.
Dammann and Co., San Giovanni a Teduccio, near

Naples, Italy.

Friedr. C. Fomrencke, Altona-Hamburg.
Georg Arends, Ronsdorf (Rheinland).

Henry A. Dreer, 714, Chestnut Street, Philadelphia,
U.S.A.

Haage & Schmidt, Erfurt, Germany.

Publications Received.—Problems of
Genetics. By William Bateson, M.A., F.R.S.
(London : Humphrey Milford.) Price 17s.
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M A R K E T S.

COVENT GARDEN, January U.
We cannot accept any responsibility for the subjoined

reports. Th y are furnished to us regularly every
Wednesday by the kindness of several of the principal
salesmen, who are responsible for the quotations. It

must be remembered that these quotations do not
represent the prices on any particular day, but only the
general averages for the week preceding the date of our
report. The prices depend upon the quality of the
samples, the way in which they are packed the supply
in the market, and the demand, and th^y may fluctuate,

not only from day to day, but occasionally several times
in one day.—Eds. 1

s.d.

Cut Flowers, &c

:

s.d.

Arums(Richardias),
per doz. . . 5 0-80

Azalea, White, per
doz. bunches . . 5 0-60

Camellias, per doz. 2 0- 2 6
Carnations, per

• dozen blooms,
best American
varieties . . 2 6-36

— smaller, per
doz. bunches . . 18 0-21

— Carola (crim-
son),extra large 5 0-60

— Malmaison, per
doz. blooms

:

pink .. 9 0-12

Chrysanthemum :

— White, per doz. 3 0-

— — bun., white 18 0'

Daffodils, single,

per doz. bnchs IS
Eucharis, pjr doz. 3 0'

Freesias, per dozen
bunches

Gardenias, per box
of 15 and 18
blooms

Lilium auratum,
pei bunch

— longiflorum,
per doz., long.

.

short
— lancifolium

album, long ..

short
— rubrum, per

doz., long
short

Lily-of-the-Valley,

per dozen
bunches

:

— extra special . . 15 0-

— special . . . . 10 0-

-— ordinary .. 9 0'

Average Wholesale Prices.

s. d. s. d

.

4

24

21

4

3 6-40

6 0-

3 6-

5

2 6-

2 0-

2 6-

1 0-

18
12
10

15 0-18

2 0-30

3 0-40

Orchids, per doz.
— Cattleya
— Cypripedium .

.

— Dendrobium
Phalaenopsis ..

— Odontogloss um
crispum

Pelargoniums, per
doz. bunches,
double scarlet 9 0-10

Poinsettias, per
doz. blooms . . 10 0-12

Roman Hyacinth,
per doz. spikes 10-13

Roses : per dozen
.blooms, Brides-
maid . . . . — —

— Kaiserin Au-
gusta Victoria — —

— Liberty . . 5 0-80
— Mrae. Carnot.. — —
— Madame A.

Chatenay . . 4 0-60
— Melody
— Niphetos
— Richmond
— Sunburst
— Sunrise

6
4
8
7

Spinea, per
bunches

Tulips, per
bunches

bronze
scarlet
yellow
white

doz.

dozen
pink

6 0-80

12 0-18

12 0-15

12 0-15

10 0-15

10 0-12

Violets, English,per
dozen bunches 3 0-36

— Princess of Wales
per doz. bunches 4 6-50

Cut Foliage, &e.= Average Wholesale Prices.

d.
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CoTmfoondcnU

Acacia Baile*ana : B. McC. There seems no

reason why the leaves and flower buds of your

plant of Acacia Baileyana should drop, as the

tree usually flowers" very freely. In the

neighbourhood of London and other large towns

fog and smoke sometimes cause the flower

buds to drop, but that should not happen in

country districts. Dryness at the root would

have the same effect, but as your plant

is growing very strongly it may be that the

growths are not properly ripened. If such is

the case the roots may, as yon suggest, have

reached the vine border, and in consequence

the plant is making too gross wood. In this

case the only remedy is to restrict th i roots.

Apples Failing to Crop : W. M., Queen's Co.

-There are three main causes of Apple trees

failing to crop well, namely, excessive wood

growth, unfavourable weather (including

frost) during the blossoming period, and lack

of pollination. As you state that the trees

have not grown well the first cause does not

apply. What you say of frost may indicate

the cause of failure. If too many trees of

one variety are in a great block lack of pol-

lination in the cases of varieties which are

not self-pollinating may be a further cause of

insufficient fruiting, but from the size of tha

orchard this does not seem probable. The

presence of a few hives of bees in the orchard,

if not there or near by already, would help

pollination greatly. Grass over the roots checks

wood growth, but not fruiting, though it re-

duces size of fruit. Some of the varieties you

name, including Cox's Orange Pippin. Ribston

Pippin, Irish Peach, and Peasgood's Nonesuch,

are shy bearers in many places. Spraying with

gas lime is uncommon, and may possibly do

harm. jWash made with the best quicklime

from limestone, 1£ owt. to 100 gallons of

water, applied when hot immediately after

6laking would be safer ; or lime-sulphur of

the winter strength as prescribed by the

makers. You do not give details about insect

or fungous attacks. The Apple Sucker
(Psylla mali) or the aphis will often prevent

fruiting to a great extent, while brown i-ot

(Sclerotinia fructigena, often called Monilia
fructigena) kills fruit spurs and twigs. For
aphis spray the trees with 10 lbs. of

Quassia chips and 10 lbs. of soft soap,

boiled together for one hour and made
up to 100 gallons, or any of tlie ready-

made aphis washes, as soon as the pest

begins an attack. The same wash will kill

the sucker, if applied when the fruit buds
stand well apart, shortly before they expand.
The provision of shelter from the north or

north-east wind, which often prevent the full

setting of blossom, would be useful, and, so

placed, would not shade any trees materially :

but it should be on the outside of the orchard.
It is doubtful whether a screen or wall no
higher than 12 feet would do much good. A
double row of evergreens, such as the Arbor
vitae (Thuja occidentalis) or Cupressus Lawson-
iana, or one of either and a row of Damsons
inside it opposite the vacant spaces between
the evergreens would make a better wind-
break, but would require some time to grow.

Bulbs Rotting : F. E., Ireland. The rotting is

caused by a bacterial disease known as yellow
stripe. No cure is known. The soil in which
bulb6 have grown should be sterilised by heat
or gas-lime.

Carnation Princess of Wales Diseased :

B. H., Tyrone. The Carnations are attacked
by Helminthosporium echinulatum. As a pre-
ventive spraying with potassium sulphide is
recommended. But the best results cannot
be obtained from your plants unless the disease
is stamped out altogether ; therefore you should
endeavour to pick off every diseased leaf as
soon as it is seen. The plants will then appear
to be disfigured by the loss of so many leaves,

but if this is persisted in and the diseased
leaves burned the disease will cease to trouble
you. Guard against the pest being reintro-
duced bv fresh stock.

Caterpillars : A. J. J. G. The box arrived

without its contents. Send fresh specimens

better packed.

Grape Muscat op Alexandrl\ : Bulbo. The
wood of your Muscat vine, which lost its

leaves in the summer, is very poor in quality,

and not worth retaining. Cut it back to a

point where there is more substance. Remov-
ing some of the glass to place .the rod outside

would do no good. The leaves of young vines

after the roots become active should be able

to bear, with advantage, all the sunshine we
have in this country, provided ventilation is

attended to properly. Muscat vines will grow
well in a house where a shaded thermometer

runs up occasionally to 95°, or even higher, if

the leaves are kept clear of the glass and

the atmosphere is mot allowed to become too

dry. You probably allowed the temperature of

the house to rise considerably before afford-

ing ventilation, and after the ventilators were

opened the plants suffered from a chill owing

to the rapid evaporation of moisture condensed

on the leaves and other surfaces. Your house

with a southern aspect should be much easier

to manage than one facing east.

Liming Fruit Trees : Paddy. Freshly slaked

lime applied to the trees profusely when they

are quite wet (not otherwise) would do some

thing towards killing moss and lichen; but it

would be much better to spray the trees

thoroughly with hot limewash, as thick as it

can be got through a spraying machine or a

large syringe. The quantity of lime commonly

used for 100 gallons of wash is 1£ cwt.
_
Easier

stuff to spray is the lime-sulphur solution now

advertised bv several makers, to be applied

in the winter strength which they respectively

recommend. Every part of the tree should be

thoroughly wetted.

Myrtle : Shortlands. The larger leaf is Myr-

tus communis of the typical form ;
the small-

leafed variety is called Jennie Reitenbach. It

is catalogued by Messrs. Jas. Veitch and $ons.

Names or Fruits: A. G. The specimen was

somewhat discoloured and bruised on arrival.

It is either a small Peasgood's Nonesuch or

Blenheim Pippin. We think it is a Peasgood's

Nonesuch. Send earlier next season.

—

G. M.
Lincoln Codlin.

Names op Plants : T. IT. B. Cotoneaster rotun-

difolia (also known as C. disticha).

—

W. Clark.

Crassuk albiflora.

—

C. Bobinson. Lachenalia

Nelsonii.—H. T. A. 1, Lomaria discolor; 2,

Selaginella laevigata ; 3, Lygodium japonicum;

4, Onychium japonicum ; 5, Woodwardia radi-

cals ; 6, Cvathea dealbata.

—

B. J. Sparmannia
africana of the order Tiliaceae, an African

plant which grows well in a greenhouse or

conservatory, and is often seen in cottagers'

windows flowering well.

—

C. S. P., Devon. Both
varieties of Cypripedium insigne, No. 1 being

of the C. insigne Maulei class ; 3, Adiantum
cuneatum elegans, a garden form.

—

Iris.

Ornithogalum lacteum, a very durable flower

for decorative purposes. It may be grown in

a rather dry greenhouse, or a heated pit or

frame will be a suitable place. Cape bulbs.

as a rule, do not like moisture. After flower-

ing the bulbs should be rested dry and cool

until the growing season. The plant seeds

freely, and there is very little trouble in raising

seedlings.

Potato Diseased : G. M. A typical example of

potato disease—Phytophthora infestans.

Sub-tropical and Half-Hardy Plants for
Bedding. S. S. S.—Large numbers of plants
that can be raised from seed early in the year
are suitable for sub-tropical or summer bed-

ding. Kochia trichophylla makes a fine bed,
with a carpet of Alyssum maritimum, or it

may be carpeted with Centaurea candidissima.

A bed of dw-irf Ageratum with Leucophyta
Brownii dotted over it is also very effective.

Ricinus Gibsonii looks well with an under-

growth of Abutilon megopotamicum variega-

tum. Abutilon Thompsonii and A. Savitzii

are both useful plants for producing
foliage effects. A pleasing bed may be
made with Coleus Verschaffeltii, over-

planted with Nicotiana colessa var. varie-

gata. Another scheme is a large bed of Nico-

tiana sylvestris with an edging, if required, of

a broad band of Coleus; but edgings to

large beds of foliage plants are often in

doubtful taste, and should be used with dis-

cretion. Polygonum lanjgerum, with silvery

foliage, is a handsome plant for a large bed;
whilst Cannas, with green or coloured foliage,

are always effective ; these plants may be

edged with Centaurea or Chlorophytum ela-

tum var. variegatum. Large beds are very

effective if planted with a mixed arrangement
of foliage plants. Subjects suitable for this

purpose are Solanums—such as S. pyracan-

thum, S. marginatum, and S. Balbisii;

Melianthus major, Grevillea robusta, Albizzia

lophantha, Eucalyptus Globulus, Perilla nan-

kinensis, Nicotianas, Chamaepeuce Casabonae,

C. diacantha, Ricinus, Wigandias, Humea ele-

gans. and Zea japonica variegata. These,

with the exception of rtumea, can be raised

easily from seed sown early in spring. Plants

suitable for edgings include Centaurea, Mesera-

brjyanthemum cordifolium variegatum, Gna-

phalium lanatum, Pvrethrum (Golden

Feather), Fuchsia Golden' Treasure, F. graci-

lis variegata, and Chlorophytum elatum varie-

gatum. A good dark-coloured form of Beet is

very effective either for an edging or ground-

work. Begonias of the semperflorens type are

very suitable plants either for borden'ngs or

as individual beds with other foliage plants;

Begonia semperflorens var. Triomphe de Lor-

raine has fine dark foliage, whilst such forms as

rosea, alba, Ruby an<J Primadonna may be

raised from seed, and bedded out the same

season as raised. Veronica Andersonii varie-

gata is useful for edgings, and email standards

of this plant are effective over a groundwork

of Heliotrope. Some of the hardier PalmB

may be used, also Cordylines, Phormiums, and

Mu'sa Ensete. The above suggestions may be

helpful to you, but without a knowledge of the

situation of the garden, its surroundings, size

of beds and other details we cannot give

planting schemes.

Tomato : II. B. B. The Tomato is a native

of the warmer parts of America, and was in-

troduced into Europe in the sixteenth century,

some authorities fixing the date at 1596. An
analytical chemist could furnish you with

an analysis of the fruit.

Vine Shoots for Examination : Quarterian.
"

Discoloured pith is attributed to an excess of

nitrogenous matter in the border. Discontinue

the use of nitrogenous manures and dress

the border with freshly-slaked lime, using

about a peck to the perch, kainit at

the rate of six pounds to this area

(or a good dressing of charred vegetable

rubbish or wood ashes), also a good
coating of steamed bone flour or basic

slag. These ingredients should be applied to

the surface as soon as possible, and lightly

worked in to the depth of an inch or two.

Nitrogenous manure such as sulphate of am-
monia or nitrate of soda should be used veil

sparingly during the coming growing season,

say half a pound of one of these manures to

the perch just before the flowers expand, and
again a month later, or you might apply half

the usual dose of one of the well-known ferti-

lisers twice during the season. Apply no
mulching, and do not damp excessively dur-

ing the next season, but keep the surface soil,

stirred frequently. • Ashes from coal or coke

are not to be recommended for garden pur-

poses. They contain little or aio manurial

properties, and when applied to a light sou"

especially make it less retentive and less pro-

ductive.

Woodlice in Vine Border : 71/. E. A. M. To
catch these pests traps should be prepared by

hollowing out pieces of Potato, Turnip, etc.,

and placing these hollow side downwards in its

haunts. When the baits are examined each

morning woodlice will be found therein, which

should be destroyed and the baits replaced.

Similar baits may' be poisoned by soaking them-

in Paris green or white prsenic if desired.

Communications Beceived.—J. L.—C. P-

W G S.—P. H., RotherfieM—K.—J. C—A Journey-

man Reader-W. E.-E. A.-W. L. M.-A. W. G.-

O. R. M.-F. W.-G. W. H.-C. T.-F. P.-Heoel

Gardener—A. H.. 'Dover—W. D.—J. H—T. H. C.—

T E. W—H. & Co.—R. A. M.—J. G. W.—F. J.—

C B.—\V. C.—Nita—G. E. G—M. E. M—J. D. J.—

Bucks—Tarporley—F. G.—A. S—B. C— H. G.—
E. A. N.—S. L.—H. B.
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not infected with yellow fever (a disease now
extinct in Rio), so that no dangeT is to be appre-

hended from them.

Another feature of the Garden is the pond,

rich in aquatics and surrounded by groves of

Bamboos and of the huge Ravenala madagas-

cariensis, the "Traveller's Tree." There is

a group of the giant Bamboo, Dendrocala-

mus giganteus, and an avenue of Agavefi

—

Fourcroya—striking in their rigidity, as well as

the alleys of Mangos already mentioned. A
numerous collection of Cyoads, 22 species, has

just been installed, and special sections for

characteristic Orders such as Aroideae and

Marantaceae have been set aside. Everywhere

one is struck by the profusion of the epiphytes,

some large trees being scarcely visible under

their load of Tillandsia, Rhipsalis, Orchids, and

other epiphytes. ' There are three glasshouses

in the Gardens, not to keep things warm, but to

keep them dry, and in one of these is housed

the fine collection of Orchids made by Dr.

Frazao. The Garden has, of course, a certain

amount of statuary, and there is an old gate-

way, now the gate of the nurseries, which is one

of the best remaining examples of the Portuguese

Colonial period. Little has been said of the sur-

roundings of the Garden, but in every direction,

in the wonderful forests which oover every slope

in gorgeous profusion, or on beach or mountain
or lagoon, there is lavish interest, enough per-

haps for anyone's lifetime. li. C. McLean.

NEW OR NOTEWORTHY
PLANTS.

the direct action of the environment, hut it is de-

sirable to grow the two forms side by side. It

may well be that mirifica possesses some distinct

gametic characters having to do with the size

of the plant and the character of the Irichomes

;

for although the plants live in the same general

region, they are separated by a desert, and the

seeds are not adapted to be carried by birds.

The term " topomorph " has been suggested for

isolated forms slightly different from the nomen-

clatural types, and seems to be entirely applic-

able to the present case.

Rosa pecosensis Cockerell.

Rosa pecosensis, from the Upper Pecos region,

is a very pretty Rose of the Cinnamomeae group,

ORCHID NOTES AND GLEANINGS.

NEW GARDEN PLANTS FROM NEW
MEXICO.

New Mexico is one of the United States,

bounded by Colorado on the north, Arizona on

the west, Mexico and Texas on the south, Texas

and Oklahoma on the east. It is a region of

extremely varied topography and climate, with

a remarkably interesting flora. In 1910, Mr.
P. C. Standley published (Contr. U.S. Nat. Her-
barium, vol. 13, part 6) a list of 690 species and
varieties of plants described as new from mate-
rial collected in New Mexico. In 1913 Messrs.

Wooton and Standley published a paper (Contr.

U.S. Nat. Herbarium, vol. 16, part 4) describ-

ing no fewer than 203 additional new species from
the same State, and a few others have been
added since. Among all these plants there are

many which should be available for horticultural

purposes, but comparatively few have as yet

been utilised. I offer here a few notes on cer-

tain species which have done well in my garden

at Boulder, Colorado.

Rosa stellata Wooton.
This is the type of a very distinct subgenus,

Hesperhodos (cf. Nature, 1913, p. 571), charac-

terised by the large, prickly, thick-walled fruits,

widely open above, the smooth non-angular seeds,

and the small and very peculiar leaves. The
flowers are large and very beautiful, of a deep
rose-purple colour.* This is perhaps the most
local Rose in the world, occurring only in a very
limited area in the mountains east of the

Mesilla Valley. It has grown very well at

Boulder, and has been grown in England by
Dr. A. R. Wallace. Probably it will only do its

best in a rather dry climate. About sixty-five

miles north-west of the locality for typical R.
stellata is another limited area occupied by an
apparently distinct race of the same species,

Rosa stel'ata mirifica (Rosa mirifica Greene,
1910), which I found in fruit near the Mescalero
Agency many years ago, before either species or
race had been published. The behaviour of true
R. stellata in cultivation suggests that probaUy
some of the characters of R. mirifica are due to

* Decidedly more vinaceous than the "rose pourprt4 " of
a avereaux, Manuel pmtr la Description tlr* Roses, 1906,
pi. III. It is perhaps nearest to Gravereaux's " cramoisi,"
pl. IV.

CYMBIDIUM SCHLEGELII PUNCTATUM.
The illustration in fig. 25 represents the fine

variety of Cymbidium Schlegelii, shown by
Pantia Ralli, Esq., Ashtead Park, Surrey, at

the Royal Horticultural Society meeting on
January 13, when the Orchid Committee granted

it an Award of Merit.

The original was raised by Messrs. J. and A.

McBean, Cooksbridge, who received the R.H.S.
Award of Merit when the cross was first shown
on January 23, 1912, so that the fact of it being

a winter-flowering kind is well established.

[Photograph by R. A. Hulby.

FlG. 25.—CYMBLDItTM SCHLEGELII PUNCTATUM : PETALS and sepals cream-white tinted with

ROSE, LIP SPOTTED WITH RED.

the petals deep crimson, white at base. It is

not yet in cultivation.

CyPRIPEDITJM VEGANUM COCKERELL AND BARKER.
This is a large form with very bright yellow

lip, allied to C. pubescens of the Eastern U.S.
Standley says of it : "A beautiful and abundant
plant, common not only in the Las Vegas Range,
but in the Santa Fe mountains as well. The
plants often form large masses several feet

across." My friend Mrs. S. Viveash kindly
sent me some living plants, which have done
very well at Boulder. An attempt to raise some
from seed in the greenhouse was not successful.

T D. A. Cockerell, University of Colorado,
Boulder, Colorado.

[To be continued.)

Like all other hybrids of C. insigne it is of

elegant habit, and a good decorative plant even

when not in bloom. The flowers are cream-white,

with a slight blush tint, and faint rose lines or

the sepals and petals, the variety punctatun

having the labellum spotted with dark red.

CYPRIPEDIUM HANBURYANUM.
At the Royal Horticultural Society's meeting

on December 16, 1913, Frederick J. Hanbury,

Esq., Brockhurst, East Grinstead, showed a very

large and handsome Cypripedium under the

above name, but which was said to be

probably a good form of C. Alcibiades

(Leeanum giganteum x Mons. de Curte), no

trace of C. Maudiae being visible. Mr. Han-
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bury is kind enough to write that he maintains

the name and parentage as perfectly correct. It

is from one of the first crosses he ever made, and

at that time he had not the material from which

to produce C. Aleibiadcs. Later he raised the Al-

cibiades cross, but although good, his flowers bore

60 little resemblance to the certificated Alcibiades

that he should doubt the now recognised parent-

age of it. It is, however, probable that C. Lee-

anum giganteum provides the dominant factor

both in Hanburyanum and Alcibiades, and hence

the similarity. Confirming his view that the

correct parentage of C. Hanburyanum is Lee-
anum giganteum x Maudiae, Mr. Hanbury says

bright reddish-purple, with gold lines from the
base.

0DONT0GLOSSUM HYBRIDS.

William Thompson, Esq., Walton Grange,
Stone, Stafford (gr. Mr. J. Howes), kindly sends
flowers of four very handsome hybrid Odonto-
glossums raised at Walton Grange. Where the
parentage is not known and the flowers are not
positively identified Mr. Thompson simply puts
a name for the purpose of identification.

0. illustrissimum Creole is of rich claret

colour with white tips to the segments. O.
amaranthum resembles it, but has a narrow

Fig. 26.

[Photograph by W. J. VtMey,

-CUPRESSUS SEMPERVLRENS AT PENRHYN CASTLE.

that several showing the petals of C. Maudiae
have bloomed.

LAELIO-CATTLEYA NERVA.
A. flower of this pretty cross between L.-C.

Nysa (L. crispa x C. Warscewiczii) and C. War-
scewiczii is sent by Mr. Jones, Orchid-grower to

Mrs. Bischoffsheim, The Warren House, Stan-
more, where it is flowering for the first time on a
comparatively small plant. As is to be expected,
the hybrid bears a strong resemblance to C. War-
scewiczii, but the labellum is narrower, longer
and much crimped, a feature which it gets from
L crispa. The flower is 7 inches across, white
slightly tinged with rose, the labellum being

white margin and broad lip showing the influence

of O. Harryanum.
O. Papilium is a grand white flower 4 inches

across, and blotched over all the segments with
rose-purple.

O. Hercules is still larger, very broad in all

the segments, white, tinged with rose, but with
quite three-fourtns of the sepals and petals

covered with reddish-purple blotches.

HYBRIDS FROM SCAMPSTON HALL.
Mr. F. C. Puddle, The Gardens, Scampston

Hall, Rillington, Yorkshire, kindly sends flowers
of three hvbrids flowering there for the first

time. CaMleya Madonna (Trianao delicata X

Chocoensis alba), a good white flower with
broader petals than C. Trianae alba. Disc of

lip chrome-yellow.

Laelio-Cattleya Wilfrediana (L.-C. cinnabrosa
X C. Aclandiae), a distinct flower with lanceo-

late sepals and petals nearly 4 inches across

;

gamboge yellow with purple spots. Lip with an
expanded front lobe bright rose-purple, with
yellow blotch from the base.

Laelio-Cattleya Orient (C.

Adolphus), a three-flowered

bright copper-orange flowers

crimson front to the lip.

raised from L. cinnabarina

labiata X L.-C.

inflorescence of

with deep ruby-

L.-C. Adolphus was
X C. Aclandiae, and

is usually spotted on the sepals, but no trace of

the spotting appears in the hybrid.

PENRHYN CASTLE.

[Concluded from page 38.)

Many interesting wall plants grow against the

spaces between the glasshouses, including

Camellia reticulata, Berberidopsis corallina,

Lapageria rosea., Nerium Oleander, Lardizabala

biternata, Eugenia Ugnii (see fig. 27), Vitis dis-

secta, Punica Granatum (Pomegranate), the

fragrant Rhynchospermum jasminoides, and,

most strange wall plant, an old Maidenhair
tree (Ginkgo biloba), which develops uncom-
monly large leaves.

Below this charming terrace, in a little valley.

a delightful bog garden has been constructed,

and provides a congenial home for the huge-
leaved Gunneri manicata, Astilbe Davidiana, and
a great variety of Bamboos. Along the banks
of the stream clumps of Hydrangea hortensis

bear large trusses of rich, blue flowers—so blue
that Maries, though well acquainted with the
species in its native habitat, expressed surprise at
the colour. The production of blue flowers in place

of the normal rose-coloured blooms on certain

bushes of Hydrangea hortensis ha6 several times
been the subject of discussion in the Gardeners'
Chronicle, and in this instance the phenomenon
may be attributed to the very dark bog soil on
blue clay in which they are growing. Plants
raised from these and planted elsewhere produce
flowers of the customary pink colour. This
same soil also gives an unusual intensity of colour

to the blooms of Magnolia Soulangiana.

The Wild Garden.

The scene changes from the trim yet graceful

orderliness of the terrace garden, with its closely-

mown grass slopes and intersecting winter garden,

to a large natural wood, composed chiefly of

magnificent specimens of Pinus Laricio, Scots

Pine, Cedar of Lebanon, and broad-leaved de-

ciduous trees. They have now developed into

fine specimens, which provide shelter and pro-

tection but not dense shade. It is an ideal

place for the accommodation of the large num-
bers of uncommon, half-hardy plants and shrubs

which here find a home. Although planted in

the similitude of what is termed a wild garden
there is no suggestion of a wilderness, but rather

of a natural garden, beautifully and thought-
fully planned. Groups of Cordyline (Dracaena)
austialLs of many forms and types—one from
Tresoo, distinguished by very broad leaves with
dark midrib and by erect flower-stalk—extend
their sword-like leaves with majestic dignity

Lofty, slender, silvery-barked Eucalyptuses (E.

coccifera, E. conacea, and E. cordata) add grace

and lightness to the sober hues of the stalwart

Conifers, and dense masses of Ghent Azaleas
ricnly perfume the air throughout the long early

summer's day. Choisya ternata, Pernettya mu-
cronata, and various Andromedas are planted in

bold groups, interspersed with specimens of

rarer shrubs, such as Nandina domestica, the

sacred Bamboo of the Japanese, vliich is richly

coloured in autumn, CaoMilpinia japonica, Ore-
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villea rosmarinifolia, and Mefcrosideros florida,

Hie botitle-brush tree, all of which flower freely

in their season. A huge group, 30 feet long,

of Phormiura tenax bears numerous tell spikes

of quaint flowers., a-nd a smaller clump of the

variety atropurpureum bears a part in the

charming scene.

The Castle.

Penrhyn Castle is one of the most prominent

landmarks along the Menai Straits and the

western road from the town of Bangor, for it

stands on an eminence 150 feet above the sea-

level amid luxuriously wooded surroundings.

From the terrace walk entrancing views of

North Wales scenery delight the eye. Along

the carriage drive large bushes of Sikkim Rho-

dodendrons, vividly reminiscent of Tre-

mough and other West Cornwall gardens, are

happily placed and bloom profusely. Across the

park there stands an interesting group of the

upright Roman Cypress (Cupressussempervirens),

shown in tig. 26, with bare trunks and quite dis-

tinct in character from the densely-clothed cylin-

drical pyramids one usually sees. Towards the

times remarks, manure is none too plenti-

ful. The long walls which enclose six

acres of the kitchen garden are covered

with various fruit trees, all of flourishing ap-

pearance and trained with almost mathematical

exactitude. Espaliers border many of the walks,

and an uncommon feature is tho long lines of

large slabs of slate stood on edge for training

Pears on the south side and Morello Cherries

facing north. Strawberries are so largely grown

that some 5,000 layers are planted annually. The

Gooseberry is another fruit cultivated largely in

these gardens, and to ensure regular crops in a

breadth of bushes 36 yards long, wire net-

ting has been erected over the Gooseberry

quarter ; this affords ample protection from

birds and from spring frosts. Besides storing

a large proportion of the crop of Apples and

Pears in the fruit-room, such good use is made
of the ice-house for prolonging the season of

these fruits that Cox's Orange Pippin Apple is

usually placed on the table in a fresh and plump

condition so late as the second week in May.
Many glasshouses are devoted to the culture of

Vines, Peaches, Nectarines and other fruits, all

[Photograph by W. J.

Fig. 27.

—

Eugenia ugnii in a sheltered corner at penrhyn castle.

Vasey.

old chapel there are many trees which were
planted by Royalty whilst on visits to Penrhyn
Castle. Of these "Royal trees" mention may
be made of a vigorous spreading Turkey Oak,

planted by the late Queen Victoria; a graceful

Silver Birch, planted by King Edward VII.
when Prince of Wales ; and a companion tree of

the same species, planted by his Royal Consort.

The Kitchen Garden.

The kitchen garden is of exceptionally large

dimensions, and the excellence of the produce
grown by Mr. Speed has long been justly

famed. Onions are always of unusually fine

quality, and the plot of ground devoted to this

vegetable is very large. Celery also is grown
extensively, and the long tows of trenches form
an imposing feature of the garden. Mr. Speed
is a past-master in the art and practice of crop

rotation, and the observance of this, together

with deep digging and frequent hoeings, is Te-

sponsible for much of the success of this

part of the gardens, for, as he some-

of which promise to do as well in the coming

season as they have done in many past years.

One vinery contains rods of Black Hamburgh
Grapes, which were planted over half a century

ago; they were mature rods when Mr. Speed

took charge, and, thanks to skilful cultivation,

still beaa- excellent crops.

The plant houses all evidence the same high

cultivation and thoughtful management. Carna-

tions are grown in thousands, and the condition

of these, the Orchids, the stove and other plants

are all worthy of this great establishment.

Mr. Walter Speed has directed the manage-

ment of these gardens for fifty years. Through-

out this long period he has held the full con-

fidence of bis employers and the respect of every

horticulturist who has had the privilege of meet-

ing him. Few gardens have given us greater

pleasure than our summer visits to Penrhyn

have provided, where every interesting feature

is the result of Mr. Speed's thought and labour.

He has planted most of the shrubberies and

almost aU the exotic trees, and he likes nothing

better than to exhibit, the Penrhyn treasures to

sympathetic visitors. In tig. 28 the veteran gar-

dener may be seen on the path leading to his

house.

THE ROSARY.
INDOOR GRAFTING.

This work should now be done if it is desired

to increase the stock of any novelty. It is only

for this purpose that grafting is to be recom-

mended for the amateur, as plants of the older

sorts may be purchased so cheaply it scarcely

pays for the trouble.

Seedling Briars are the best stocks for the

purpose, and although established specimens are

best, the seedlings may be potted up now into

small 60 sized pots. After about a week or ten

days the tops of the plants may be cut off, and
the stock grafted. Those with stems of about

the size of an ordinary lead pencil are to be

preferred. After grafting them place the stocks

in a close propagating frame, where a tempera-

ture of about 83° can be maintained night and
day. No ventilation should be afforded for the

first six days, but after this period raise the

lights one inch twice a day for half an hour.

Increase the amount of air gradually until the

fourteenth day, when the lights may be drawn
up, and in about three weeks from the time of

grafting the little plants may be placed on a

stage in the same house.

Rose seed should be sown now in pots or boxes.

and germinated in a greenhouse. I am using

lather deep boxes—12 to 15 inches in depth

—

this year, as I find the soil can be maintained

more uniformly moist than when shallower ones

are employed. The compost consists of good

fibrous loam with silver sand added.

It is essential that the seed-capsules never

become dry. If they fall from the plant before

opportunity affords for sowing they should be

stuck in pots of silver or river sand, with the

pod immersed in the sand.

When the boxes are ready break the pods ami

lay each seed on the surface at about 1 inch

apart each way. Then push them under the soil

with the blunt end of a lead pencil to a depth

of not more than half an inch. Cover the sur-

face with silver sand, and afterwards water

the soQ and see that it is never allowed to become

really dry. The earliest seedlings will appear in

about eight or twelve weeks.

Seasonable Work Out of Doors.

In the absence of frost or snow land intended

to be planted in February and March should be

dug over or trenched if needed. Digging among
established Roses cannot be done too early. The
ground between.budded standard Briars should

also be dug between the rows as soon as the side

branches that were budded have been cut back.

Do not cut the shoots close up to the buds, but

leave about 4 or 5 inches of the Briar growth

until June.

The tops of dwarf stocks budded last summer
may be cut off, close to the eye or bud, by the

end of the present month.
Hedges of Roses may receive attention now

;

cut out the oldest wood, and tie down some of

the growths to thicken the hedge where neces-

sary. It will be an advantage to dig manure in

on both sides of the hedge.

The planting of standard Briar stocks should

be finished at the earliest opportunity.

Tonks' manure should be applied during Feb-

ruary. It is slow in action and needs to be

applied early if to be of use during the current

season.

It is prepared as follows :—Superphosphate of

lime, 12 parts; nitrate of potash, 10 parts; sul-

phate of magnesia, 2 parts ; sulphate of iron, 1

part ; sulphate of lime, 8 parts. It should be ap-

plied at the rate of j lb. to the square yard,

and be given in addition to the annual dressing

of farmyard manure. Experience.
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NOTICES OF BOOKS.
Garden Craft in Europe.*

The history of garden craft in Europe, remote

as well as recent, has been the theme of many
writers at different periods, .but with a few ex-

ceptions the more recent records have been frag-

mentary compared with the comprehensive cha-

racter of this latest contribution by Mr. Inigo

Triggs. The present work is supplementary to

the author's Formal Gardens in England and
Scotland and The Art of Garden Design in Italy.

That he has made an intimate study of his sub-

ject is evident from the thorough way in which

he deals with the matter in his new book, and
the enormous amount of historic records he has

gathered from all available sources is testimony

to his industry and love of the subject.

The compilation of a work such as this neces-

sitates a great amount of research. A li6t of

over two hundred works, many of them extremely

rare, is appended to the book, and reference

to these alone must have been a heavy
task. The book deals purely with garden design

as distinct from horticulture, although to a great

extent one is intimately connected with the other.

The historic account commences with the earliest

times at which the decorative arts were fostered

by civilisation ; but these records, apart from
their antiquarian interest, do not much concern

us. Neither do the succeeding chapters on the

gardens of the Middle Ages. The descriptions and
illustrations of these gardens, though quaint and
interesting, cannot in the nature of things be
much more than imaginative, or traditional.

The chapters that follow treat of early

garden design in the Netherlands, Germany.
Austria, Spain, Italy and France. Then follow

chapters on English gardens from the sixteenth

to the eighteenth centuries, and the concluding

chapters are a dissertation on the English Land-
scape School and its influence on the gardens of

the Continent.

When the author leaves mediaeval gardens and
deals with those of more recent times interest

is quickened. He begins with the accounts

of the French gardens, planned in the spacious

days of the seventeenth and eighteenth cen-

turies, the period during which there were more
outrageous follies created in Continental (and

especially French) gardens than at any other
time in history. The middle of the seventeenth
century saw the rise of the celebrated Lenotre,

a man who had the greatest influence on the
gardens of France and the design of gardens in

other Continental countries, while England a'.6o

came under his influence. It was during the time

of Lenotre that French gardens displayed their

greatest extravagances, and yet we owe to

him a debt of gratitude for the magnificent
conceptions of his brain in the many stately

places that one sees to-day, albeit that many are
in decay. The glory of most of these creations is

a memory of the past ; we all admire the broad,
bold conceptions found in .places like Versailles,

the Trianons, St. Cloud. Chnntilly, and many
others, designed by Lenotre and his followers.

The chapters devoted to French and Italian

gardens comprise the bulk of the work, and
are profusely illustrated by recent photographic
productions as well as by copies of old prints,

plans and diagrams. Indeed, the book through-
out is admirably illustrated, and these illustra-

tions serve their purpose well in elucidating the
text.

In the chapters on English gardens the author
has dealt in a comprehensive way with the
periods of the sixteenth, seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries. He describes and
illustrates a selection of our English
gardens which by common consent are con-

sidered the finest, and these—though less

grandiose than Italian and French gardens—com-
pare favourably with any Continental garden.

* Garden Craft in Eui'ope. By 11. [litgo Trie.;,,. (K. T.
Bttsford, in, High Eolborn, »5n.)

The concluding chapter, upon the " English
Landscape School and Its Influence on the Con-
tinent," is of much interest to English readers.

It traces the history of the art of garden design
from the middle and latter half of the eighteenth
century, which period saw the dawn of English
landscape gardening. It was then that the first

efforts were made to break away from the con-

ventional lines of formalism, which had become
the subject for ridicule and criticism, chiefly on
account of the excesses in topiary work or " ver-

dant sculpture " which had disfigured so many
of the most important gardens. A violent

change of taste had set in, the result being a
school of practitioners who revolted against the
ruling principles established by Lenotre and
his followers.

Bridgeman and Kent, an architect of eminence
who laid out the gardens at Claremont and Esher,

appear to have been the first to practise the new
or landscape style. These were followed by
"Capability" Brown, who about 150 years ago
was at his zenith of popularity. Then came
Repton, and these men originated what the

author describes as "the ridiculous fancies of
the landscape gardener." They had much to

"It is precisely because our noble mansions in
the country are in a setting of their own, abso-

lutely incomparable, of park and grove, that
they are unsurpassed for loveliness anywhere.
Framed as they are by evergreen and deciduous
trees in every range of foliage tyit, and shrub-
beries displaying every range of brilliant colour

from early- spring to late autumn—why, the
very framing makes an ugly country house look

6weet and homelike."

This is the tradition that we are jealous of
maintaining in our English gardens, and not-

withstanding the present-day efforts to re-intro-

duce old-time formalism, the true characteristic

of a beautiful English garden will always be the
blending of the natural style with the adjunct of

seductive sheltered enclosures, formal or other-

wise, which in this climate are so essential to the
enjoyment of a garden at all seasons and so.

necessarv for the luxurious growth of plant life.

W. G.

The Manuring of Market Garden Crops.-
The new edition of this valuable work gives-

the results of the experiments in manuring car-

ried out by the authors during the past 20 years.

[Photogruplt by W. J.

Fic. 28.—THE gardener's house at pemrhyn castle.
(See p. 52.)

Yasey.

answer for in their condemnation and destruction

of many really fine places in their zeal to

create a new style as opposed to the straight-

lined and chess-board-like planning of gardens.
They swept away the stately avenues, the glory
of many fine places; they destroyed many charm-
ing enclosed gardens in order to carry out the
natural style, as they termed it.

Without doubt Brown and his followers were
vandals to a great extent in their efforts to

establish a new fashion in garden-making, and
probably they deserve the condemnation of pre-

sent-day writers who still cling to the old-time

formalism as the only possible mode of

garden planning. Nevertheless, these early

landscape gardeners succeeded in creating the
English garden style, or what is called on tin*

Continent the Jardin a l'anglais, of which we
as a race of gardeners are so justly proud. The
answer to the disciples of formalism is that the

English style has been and is appreciated the
world over, and even at the present time Con-
tinental formal gardens are being changed to the
English style. We all know what is meant by
the English style, which has been briefly but well

described by a recent writer when he says, in

allusion to the charm of English country gardens :

The prime object of these experiments is to deter-

mine how far the large quantities of stable

manure purchased and used by market gardeners

are necessary, and how this manure—if neces-

sary—may be used to the best advantage. The
importance of such an inquiry is manifest to

everyone, and need not be insisted upon here.

To those gardeners who pin their horticultural

faith to an exclusive use of farmyard manure
we commend a careful study of these ex-

periments. The records can scarcely fail to

convince them that a moderate use of dung,
combined with applications of suitable artificials,

gives better results. Take for example the

results of experiments with Savoy Cabbage.

Fifty tons of London dung per acre has given

during eighteen seasons an average of 23 tons

6 cwts., whereas half that quantity of dung, plus

phosphates and nitrate of soda, has given an

average of 26 tons 16 cwts. during the same
period. The costs of the two manures are re-

spectively £10 and £8 2s. The records include

the result of experiments not only with vege-

tables, but also with fruit trees.

• Tli, Manuring '/ Market Gardm < ... Bj Bernard*
Dyer and F. W. L. Shrivell. New edition. London: Vlntoi

and Co. Is. ix«H tree.
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!BThe Week's Work.

.THE ORCHID HOUSES.

By H. J. Chapman, Gardener to Mrs. Cookson,
Oakwood, Wylam-on-Tyne.

Cypripedium.—The late autumn and winter-

flowering L'ypripediums having passed out of

flower, the plants should be examined to ascer-

tain if re-potting is necessary. Specimens in

pots smaller than 6 or 7 inches diameter should

be re-potted annually, but larger plants in bigger

receptacles may remain for two or more seasons

without affording them a shift. In re-pot-

ting large specimens the compost should be of a

more durable quality than that used for those

re-potted annually. All varieties with green

foliage grow well in a compost consisting of two
parts turfy loam and one part peat, with suf-

ficient broken crocks and sand added to render

the materials porous. For small plants it is an
advantage to mix a quantity of finely-chopped

Sphagnum-moss on the surface. In re-potting

large specimens, especially those with matted
roots or with roots adhering to the side of the

pots, take care to injure the roots as little as

possible. It is a good plan to water root-

bound plants copiously the day before they are

re-potted, for the roots adhere less firmly to the

receptacles when moist. Large specimens fre-

quently become bare of shoots in their centres,

a condition which growers term hollow in the

centre. Such plants should be divided carefully

and the growths arranged in such a manner that

their centres may be properly filled. The pots

should be filled to about one-third their depth with
clean, broken crocks. Press the compost mode-
rately firmly about the roots and base of the

plants, and arrange it so that the surface forms

a mound, rising to the centre. The few Cypri-

pediums possessing tessellated leaves flower

during the winter months. These do not always
thrive well when loam is included in any quan-

tity in the potting compost. The situation of

the garden as well as the locality must be taken

into consideration when potting these Orchids,

for evaporation of moisture is greater in a bright

atmosphere and places where fogs are infrequent

than, say, in the neighbourhood of London or

smoky manufacturing districts, where a heavy
moisture-retaining compost would be inimical to

success. In damp districts and where the houses

are built at a low altitude, causing less evapora-

tion, it is desirable to employ plenty of peat or

materials that does not retain moisture fpr_ a long

period. The stock of any of the Cypripediums
mentioned may be increased at the time of re-

potting by cutting the rhizomes asunder between
the growths and removing the back shoots, which
may be placed in pots only just large enough to

accommodate them.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
By W. Crump, Gardener to Earl Beauchamp,

K.C.M.G., Madresfield Court, Worcestershire.

Annuals.— A display of annuals affords one
of the brightest and most charming features of

flower gardening : the various kinds offer a wide
range of colours, and an assortment will provide

blooms over a long period. To raise the

necessary stocks preparations should be made at

once. First prepare a rough plan to determine
how the varieties may best be planted, and what
quantities will be required. Sow the seeds thinly

either in pans or in soil placed in a frame with a
layer of fermenting materials 2 feet thick at the

bottom. If the hot-bed and frame method is em-
ployed the plants will require very little water,

as the litter will keep the 6oil moist, which
gives them an advantage over seedlings sown
in pans, for, in the latter case, should the

atmosphere become very dry a second water-

ing may be necessary before the seedlings

have grown much above the surface, and this

may cause damping. Admit as much air as pos-

sible whenever the conditions are favourable and
grow the plants slowly to obtain healthy and
sturdy specimens.

Antirrhinums.— The nurserymen have im-

proved Antirrhinums from a garden point of

view so much in recent years that they are

almost indispensable subjects in the flower gar-

den, and are especially valuable for colour

schemes. Furthermore, the Antirrhinum will

continue in bloom long after such subjects as

Fuchsias, Begonias, Ageratums, Pelargoniums
and Calceolarias are destroyed by frost. At
Madresfield Court we utilise the taller varieties

for massing in large groups, and those of inter-

mediate height for furnishing smaller beds. Of
the former Golden Chamois and Cloth of Gold,

Coral (red), Carmine (pink), and White are uti-

lised, whilst of the intermediates we select

Orange King, Fire King, Crimson and White.
Some obtain their best results by growing the

plants as perennials, sowing the seed in July
and August ; but we prefer to treat them as

annuals, growing them on from the commence-
ment of the season without a check.

Select List of Annuals. — Apart from
the Antirrhinums, which cannot be regarded as

true annuals, we employ Alonsoa Warscewiczii

;

Single Asters, which may be had in a variety of

colours; Cosmos, crimson; Coreopsis grandiflora,

Dianthuses Eastern Queen, Crimson Bell and
Salmon Queen ; Eschscholtzia californica and
the variety Mandarin ; Gaillardia grandiflora,

Helichrysums Fireball and Silver Globe, Phlox
Drummondii, Mignonette, Love-in-a-Mist, Ni-

gella Miss Jekyll, East Lothian Stocks, Lark-
spurs, Lupins, Zinnias, Neme6ias, Petunias, Pent-
stemons, .Salpiglossis, Tagetes, Statice sinuata,

African Marigolds Orange and Lemon King,
Verbenas, Scabious and Godetia6. Those named
we have proved to be most reliable kinds, and
each year a few new ones are added for trial. We
have a special quarter set apart for annuals only,

and in the season it forms a veritable surprise

garden. It is in the shape of a Greek M, and
is surrounded by clipped Yew hedges 6 feet high.

There are continuous borders around and against
the outer hedges and a series of spaces for bed-
ding in the middle, with grass paths 5 feet wide
between them. The Yew hedge forms admirable
shelter, and the flowers show to advantage in

such a secluded 6pot.

shade the fruit. Maintain a brisk temperature
of 70° to 75° by day, allowing a rise of
5° or 6° by sun heat, and a night temperature of
65° to 70°. Unless perfectly clear rain-water is

obtainable it is safer not to practise overhead
syringing, otherwise a deposit from the water
may disfigure the berries. The requisite atmo-
spheric moisture should be maintained by damp-
ing with tepid water on frequent occasions.

Early Houses. — As the shoots grow they
should be brought down to the trelliswork and
tied, for they must not come in contact with the

glass. See that cold draughts of air are not
admitted into the house. At the proper time
stop each growth at a suitable stage, according

to the strength of each individual shoot, retain-

ing a sufficient quantity of foliage to ensure the

full development of each bunch of fruit. Severe
stopping is more detrimental to early vines than

a superabundance of growth ; both the root and
branch system should balance as nearly as

possible.

Melons.— If Melons are required early in the

season sow seeds at once and get in readiness the

fermenting materials for maintaining the neces-

sary bottom heat. Sow the seeds singly in 60-

size pots, using moderately moist soil, so that

water will not be required before they germinate.

If the plants are to be grown in large pots the

latter should be got in readiness and, with the

soil, placed in the pit or house beforehand to be-

come warmed, or the plants may suffer from a

chill. The soil should consist of friable, turfy

loam mixed with a small quantity of leaf-mould

and coarse sand, or, as substitutes for the latter,

either crushed charcoal, brick, or lime rubble

may be used. Perfect drainage of the pots is

very essential.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
By W. Hedley Warren, gardener to the Aston-Clinton
Park Estate (the Rt. Hon. Lord Rothschild), Buck-

inghamshire.

Strawberries.— Plants in pots must not be
allowed to suffer from lack of moisture at the

roots, for the trusses of bloom are developing.

As the flowers expand dust them with a rabbit's

tail or a fairly large camel-hair brush to assist

fertilisation, and maintain a drier atmosphere
whilst this operation is performed. Ventilate

the house freely on all favourable occasions, as

this also will assist fertilisation and prevent the

fruits becoming deformed or ill-shapen. As soon

as it can be determined which fruits are the

strongest remove the others and use liquid

manure each time the plants require watering.

On warm, sunny days spray the plants over-

head with warm water, and use other means to.

cause the fruits to develop rapidly. An atmo-
spheric temperature of 65° or even 70° by sun

heat during the daytime will be suitable, but
allow it to drop to 55° or 60° at night.

Cucumbers. — Fresh batches of Cucumbers
should be planted for a succession ; where plenty

of house room is available a fresh batch of

plants may be started in houses, pits, or heated

frames at least once a fortnight. When the

latest batch of the earliest variety has been set

a corresponding number of plants of a second
early or mid-6eason variety should be started,

otherwise there may be a break in the supply.

Vines in Pots.— As soon as the bunches
have been thinned and the berries started to

swell, water the roots freely with liquid manure.
Where roots are visible on the surface cover

them with a top dressing of fibrous loam and
well-decayed manure. This will form an excel-

lent medium through which the vines may be
fed until colouring of the berries commences.
A fair amount of growth may be permitted be-

yond the bunches, but not sufficient to unduly

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.

By C. H. Cook, Gardener to the Earl of Derby,
Knowsley Hall, Lancashire.

Roses.— Hybrid Tea Roses under glass have
started into growth, and should be fed with a
little stimulant. Regulate the growths and re-

tain only one flower-bud on each shoot. Use
fire heat as little as possible, and spray the
plants on fine days, closing the house early to

make the most of the sun's heat. Maintain a
night temperature of 55°, and regulate the ven-
tilators so that air is admitted without causing
cold draught. Dust the leaves with flowers of

sulphur to prevent mildew appearing. Hybrid
PerpetuaJs should still b? grown under cool treat-

ment, and syringed on bright days. A later

batch of plants may now be housed. Examine
and regulate the drainage of these plants, and
if the roots are found in a good condition a top-

dressing only will be sufficient. The compost
should consist of good loam, lime rubble, and
bone dust. Ram the soil fairly firm. When
the potting is completed wash the pots and stand
them m a house or pit having an atmospheric
temperature of 45°. Spray the stems, but do
not water the roots until growth commences.

Chrysanthemums.— Cuttings that are root-

ing should be placed on a shelf near to the roof-

glass, but not where cold draughts can reach

them. Endeavour to have the plants as sturdy

as possible. Continue to propagate decorative

and single varieties.

Pelargonium. — Repot Pelargoniums as re-

quired, and ad nit plenty of air on all favourable

occasions. Green fly is sure to appear now, and
must be checked in good time.

Lachenalia. —These plants are showing
their flower spikes, and should be fed with a

little fertiliser. Grow the plants under cool

conditions close to the roof-glass.

Forcing Pit.— Force gradually early-flower-

ing shrubs, such as double-flowering Prunus,

Kalmias, Azaleas, Rhododendrons, Lilacs,

Dielytra spectabilis and Astilbes. Forced bulbs

passing out of flower should not be neglected,

but placed in a frame to be planted out in the

spring. Examine bulb6 still in the ashes and re-

move to cold frame such as are ready. A batch

of Lily-of-the- Valley (Berlin crowns) may be
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placed in a gentle heat. Clumps from outdoor

beds may be lifted and placed in -boxes for later

flowering.

Zonal - leaved Pelargoniums. — These
plants are passing out of flower and should b©

removed from the plant-house to an airy pit

sufficiently warm to keep them growing. Let the

plants become fairly dry at the roots to encourage

the development of short-jointed growth. Root
the cuttings singly in small pots on a shelf near

to the roof-glass in a temperature of 50° to 55°.

The old plants may later on be top-dressed and
grown on. They can be turned to good account

for summer bedding or for use as stock plants.

Hi p peastr u m.—Prepare a second batch of

Hippeastrums for forcing as advised in a pre-

vious calendar.

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
By J. G. Weston, Gardener to Lady Northcotb, East-

well Park, Kent.

The Protection of Fig Trees.— In gar-

dens in the colder parts of the country and in

exposed situations it is advisable to afford a cer-

tain amount of protection to Fig trees out-of-

doors during very cold weather. This is especi-

ally desirable in winters following a cold and wet
summer or autumn, for then the points of the

young shoots do not become sufficiently ripened

to withstand much frost. But the protecting

material must not Temain on the trees during
times of mild weather, as coddling will tend to

make the branches excessively tender, and con-

sequently more susceptible to damage from
spring frosts after they have been trained in

position. In many cases Fig trees are not pro-

perly treated in the summer and autumn to

secure well-ripened shoots, which can only be
brought about by an intelligent method of pinch-

ing or thinning during the growing season.

Proper thinning of the shoots is the most import-

ant detail in the cultivation of the Fig, and though
the evils of over-crowding are sometimes seen in

the case of young trees, it is generally very old-

established trees that are most neglected in this

respect.

Root-pruning the Fig.— Fine old Fig
trees are to be met with in some gardens, and
although they are very ornamental subjects many
seldom or never produce good crops of fruit.

This is the Tesult of mismanagement on one or

two most important details. The roots of these

very large trees have probably found their way
into a border or quarter that has been manured
year after year for vegetable crops, the rich soil,

combined with a free root-run, favouring th? pro-

duction of large numbers of strong, sappy
growths. Such trees should be root-pruned at

once. Take out a deep trench at a distance of

3 or 4 feet from the wall, sever all the strong

roots with a sharp knife, and remove any that
are growing downwards in the sub-soil. After-

wards restrict the roots to the limits of a mode-
rate-sized border either by building a wall or by
filling the trench with a quantity of chalk, stones

and poor soil. The materials should be rammed
firmly as the work proceeds, and this treatment
will result in growth of much more moderate
size the following season, which should ripen

well and eventually produce fruit.

Planting Young Fig Trees.—Where the

planting of young Fig trees is contemplated the
borders should be prepared now, so that there

may be no delay when the time for planting

arrives in the spring, when danger from severe

frosts is passed. Prepare the borders in such a
manner that the roots are restricted from the
first, thus avoiding the evils arising from the
roots getting into a rich border. Avoid the use
of rank manures and rich materials generally.

Ordinary garden soil is quite suitable, and this

should be mixed with a good quantity of old
mortar rubble and wood ash. A warm, light soil

is the best rooting medium. In planting ram
the soil very firmly. After the trees are planted
mulch the roots with light materials and give
the trees every attention, syringing and watering
as required. Fig trees in a good bearing condi-
tion are be6t fed when carrying a. plentiful crop
of fruit. Such trees, with their roots restricted
in narrow borders, require regular dressings of
manure, and the manurial properties washed

down to the roots by copious waterings during
the growing season. A warm and sunny position

on a south wall is an ideal position in which to

plant Fig6. Varieties to be recommended as
most suitable for outdoor culture are Brown
Turkey, Brunswick and White Marseilles.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By K, P. Bbotherston, Gardener to the Earl of

Haddington, Tyninghame, East Lothian.

Broad Beans. — A full sowing of Green
Windsor may be made without further delay.

An economical method is to plant in double drills

at 1 foot apart, with 3 or 4 foot spaces between,
the Beans being close enough at 9 inches apart.

Plants from the November sowing will be bene-

fited by having the surface soil deeply stirred

and a little earth drawn up to the stems to

steady the plants. Thin them if growing closer

to each other than 9 inches.

Boxing Potatos. — Early varieties should be

removed from the shelves they have occupied

for some months, sorted and arranged rose end

up in boxes to be prepared for planting. If

medium-sized tubers from the best plants were

selected in summer, these will give better results

than either small "seed " or cut tubers. They
must not be forced in any way. In- the mean-

time prepare the ground by digging it

thoroughly, a broad tined fork being a preferable

tool to a spade. Make the soil as fine as possible,

and if not manured in autumn apply a dressing

of either rotted manure, old hot-bed materials;

or, in the case of heavy soil, decayed leaves.

When planting whiten the surface of the soil

with superphosphate of lime, but do not allow

the material to come in contact with the tubers.

Though the soil be very deeply worked, the

tubers should be planted rather shallow, say

3 inches deep, to be covered deeper with fine

soil later. A position on a border near a south

or west wall should be chosen for this crop.

Manures and Manuring.— Almost all the

manure for the current year was incorporated

with the soil last autumn, but every year it is

not so, much of the manuring being left over

until an opportunity occurs in January or Feb-

ruary, when it is either carried in by manual

labour or by horse, at once spread and dug in as

soon as the soil and weather permits. I do not

favour the practice of burying manure in the

bottom of trenches, unless in the case of special

crops, such as Leeks; consequently it is perhaps

the better plan to reserve the manure until the

spring. But one has to manure the ground when
convenient, therefore I do not hesitate to apply

it in autumn if time permits. Superphosphate

of lime is of much value for garden crops, and
of this I use about 4 cwt. annually, applying it

just before the crop is planted, and also dissolved

in water when it is necessary to irrigate. Of

sulphate of ammonia 1 cwt. is, on the average,

sufficient for a year for all purposes, and is used

for vegetables only as a stimulant. Thes9 fer-

tilisers and a sufficiency of animal manures, sup-

plemented with soot, poultry manure and soils,

will serve to enrich the ground in a suitable

manner. Land may be improved by the addition

of imported soil : clay loams by lighter material

and shallow, light 6oils by that of a heavier kind,

though in the latter case it is important not to

add soil with too much clay in its composition,

for it will remain in the condition of intractable

clods. Soil and other material that have been

superheated, as well as the ashes of the rubbish

heap destructor, furnish valuable manurial sub-

stances; and even heaps of vegetable refuse that

have been allowed to ferment, turned and well

shaken up in the process, if limed provide plant

food not to be despised by the cultivator. It has

always happened that this time of the year has

been'that in which I have found it convenient to

carry such materials into the garden, to be

spread evenly on selected portions and incor-

porated later with the soil. For Rhubarb, As-

paragus, small fruits, and some kinds of flowers

it is best applied as a thin surface dressing. For

Rhubarb such material is far superior to the

quantities of animal manure that some consider

essential for these crops.

Winter Digging.-There is a pressing neces-

sity in manv instances to dig and trench ground

in the winter months. I have known these opera-

tions performed with snow on the ground, and
with the surface so hard it had to be broken with
a pick. If the most important object gained by
digging is the pulverisation of the soil, so in-
creasing its capacity for absorbing heat, then
it is clear that cultivation of this kind is not
only worthless, but it is bad, and far better
to wait even till crops are ready to put in, a
system which has its advantages.

THE "FRENCH" GARDEN.
By Paul Aqoatias.

Hot-Beds. — The weather has been very
favourable for the work of making hot-
beds, which should be nearly completed.
The planting of Lettuces may be un-
dertaken after the beds have been made a few
days. As the weather is not exceptionally cold,

placing the lining of manure in the rows between
the frames may be deferred until the first week
in February, but it is essential to arrange fer-

menting materials in the outside path around
the frames at an early date. With the edge of a
spade consolidate the manure, and straighten it

wherever it bulges. Short manure which ha6
been previously shaken may be put against the
frame level with the top of the light and beaten
with the flat of a spadie or a shovel. This will

in time cake and form shelter from frosts and
winds. Dry, strawy manure is to be preferred
for lining between the rows of frames, as it will

not unduly increase the fermentation, which
would cause spindly growth in the seedlings and
Lettuces. Dry manure also absorbs any excess
of moisture in the soil in the frame and use of

excessive water is always prejudicial to tender
plants at this time of the year. After having
prepared the manure spread mats over the
lights to prevent breaking the glass when
the manure is placed by hand between
the frames level with the light. The mats
will not be necessary at night when the
outside temperature is higher than freezing

point. Keep the mats in a good condition until

growth advances, when their shelter will be
specially beneficial to the crops. Though growers
are naturally anxious to complete their beds at

the earliest possible date, they should reserve
one day each week to tidy and straighten the
quarter where the hot-beds are formed, and put
the manure heap in order ; not only will the work-
men do their work in moTe comfort, but it will

save a quantity of manure that would otherwise
be rendered unsuitable for hot-beds by constant
treading.

Unheated Frames.— The planting of crops

in the unheated frames is now completed. It ie

usual to place in the paths between the frames
some dry material, such as long straw, bracken,

fern, or even old mats, to prevent an accumula-

tion of mud through constantly passing over

these narrow paths in all weather. These de-

tails may appear unimportant, but experience

has proved that they are well worth the con-

sideration of those who value expediency in

labour. The bulk of the cloches used for the

nursery beds are at liberty, and those required

for cold work should be placed in their new posi-

tion. The planting of Lettuces under the cloches

should be arranged to suit requirements. Where
Cos Lettuce have a ready sale four Lettuces

Little Gott or three Lettuces Passion may be set

with a Cos Lettuce in the centre. If Cabbage
Lettuces are preferred five or four plants

should be 6et respectively instead, and one Cauli-

flower planted in the centre early in March.

Nursery Beds.— As the beds are cleared of

the Lettuce plants rake over the soil and cart the

rubbish away. Where the ground has been
manured in the autumn a thorough digging now
should suffice. Spread the soil from the path

evenly in the trench and replace with some from

the bed. Afford ventilation freely to Cauli-

flowers in frames whenever the weather is

favourable. The plants are tender and very

liable to damage from frost, therefore precau-

tion must be take.n to spread the mats at night

when necessary. If the stock of Cauliflower

plants is short, a sowing may bo made now in

boxes, placing the latter on a 6helf in a tem-

perate house.
~ When the seedlings appear water-

ing must be done with extra care or " black

leg " disease may appear.
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EDITORIAL NOTICE.

IA.DVEHTISEMENTS should be sent to the
PUBLISHER, 41, Wellington Street.
Covent Garden, W-C.

Editors and Publisher. — Our Correspondents
would obviate delay in obtaining answers to

their communications, and save us much time and
trouble, if they would kindly observe the notice

printed weekly to (he effect that all letters relat-

ing to financial matters and to advertisements
should be addressed to the Publisher; and that

ell communications intended for publication, or

referring to the Literary department, and all

plants to be named, should be directed to the

Editors. The two departments, Publishing and
Editorial, are distinct, and much unnecessary de-

lay and confusion arise when letters are mis-

directed.

Letters for Publication, as well as specimens of

plants for naming, should be addressed to the

EBITOES, 41, Wellington Street, Covent
Garden. London. Communications should be

WRITTEN ON ONE SIDE ONLY OF THE PAPER, Sent as

early in the week as possible and duly signed by
the writer. If desired, the signature will not be
printed, but kept as a guarantee of good faith.

Special Notice to Correspondents. — The
Editors do not undertake to pay for any contribu-
tions or illustrations, or to return unused com-
munications or illustrations, unless by special
arrangement. The Editors do not hold themselves
responsible for any opinions expressed by their
correspondents.

Illustrations.

—

The Editors will be glad to receive
and to select photographs or drawings, suitable

for reproduction, of gardens, or of remarkable
flowers, trees, etc.^ but they cannot be respon-
sible for loss or injury.

Local News-Correspondents will greatly oblige
by sending to the Editors early intelligence of local
events likely to be of interest to our readers, or of
any matters which if. is desirable to bring under
the notice of horticulturists.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

TUESDAY. JANUARY 27—
Roy. Hort. Corns, meet (Lecture at 3 p.m. on " Some
Aspects of American Forestry "). Roy. Inst. meet.
(Lecture by Prof. Bateson on " Animals and Plants
under Domestication ").

THURSDAY, JANUARY 29—
Manchester and N. of Eng. Orchid Soc. meet.

Averagb Mean Temperature for the ensuing week
deduced from observations during the last Fifty
Years at Greenwich, 39.5°.

Actual Temperatures :—
London, Wednesday, January 21 (6 p.m.) : May..

36° ; Min. 33°.

Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington Street,
Covent Garden, London, Thursday, January
22 (10 a.m.) : Bar. 29.9°. Temp. 38°. Weather,
—Dull.

Provinces.—Wednesday, January 21. Max. 34°,

Eastbourne ; Min 44°, Valencia.

SALES FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
MONDAY—

Herbaceous Plants, Liliums, and other Hardy Bulbs,
Roses and Fruit Trees, at 12. By Protheroe and
Morris.

MONDAY AND WEDNESDAY—
Rose Trees, Shrubs, Lilies. Perennials, etc., at
Stevens's Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden.

WEDNESDAY—
Liliums and other Hardy Bulbs. Perennials and
Border Plants, at 12 ; Palms ind Plants, at 5. At
67 and 68, Cheapside, E.C., by Protheroe and Morris.

THURSDAY—
Special Sale of Roses at 67 and 68. Cheapside, E.C.,
by Protheroe and Morris, at 1.

FRIDAY—
Miscellaneous Plants and Bulbs. At 67 and 68,

Cheapside. E.C., by Protheroe and Morns, at 1.

In 1911 the Develop-
The Cultivation ment Commissioners set
°* F

Br'itai°
reat on foot an inquiry into

the possibility of reviv-

ing the Flax industry in Great Britain.

With commendable despatch Dr. T.

Vargas Eyre, who was entrusted with the

inquiry, has issued his report, which is

published as a supplement to the Journal

of the Board of Agriculture

.

The conclusion arrived at by Dr. Eyre
is a favourable one—-"there is strong

reason for believing that the judicious re-

vival of the Flax industry, managed ac-

cording to improved methods, would be

productive of benefit to British agricul-

ture, and would induce people to find

regular employment in rural districts by-

creating a demand for skilled labour." Dr.

Eyre expresses the further opinion that

Flax is to be regarded as a crop parti-

cularly well adapted for the smallholder.

The evidence brought forward in the Re-

port lends support to these conclusions.

Flax used to be cultivated in England on
a considerable scale during many cen-

turies. So early as a.d. 1175 it was in-

cluded among produce subject to tithe.

The agricultural development of other

countries, and the introduction of cotton,

in the early years of last century, were
among the causes which led to a decrease

in the area under this crop, and it so hap-

pened that when, about 1820, steam-driven

Flax-spinning machinery was perfected, the

farmer found in Wheat a more profitable

and less troublesome crop. Dr. Eyre
illustrates the rapid decadence of the in-

dustry by the records of the county of

Dorset; in 1810 there were from 4,000 to

5,000 acres under Flax ; in 1850 there

were but 300 acres.

After the 'sixties a revival of Flax-grow-

ing took place, and in 1875 there were

about 30,000 acres under this crop in

Great Britain ; but for various reasons

—

bad seasons, competition from other fibres

and the high price of Wheat—the area

shrunk again very rapidly.

At the present day a revival of this

crop is to be desired, if only for the fact

that apart from its fibre, and owing to the

increase in the price of linseed, Flax ap-

pears likely to be profitable as a seed

crop. Indeed, as pointed out in Leaflet

No. 278 of the Board of Agriculture, lin-

seed as food for stock may be grown more
cheaply than it can be purchased at the

present time. In its favour Dr. Eyre

mentions that, contrary to the common
impression, Flax is not a greedy crop; it

makes less demands on the soil than Bar-

ley. It matures quickly, is on the land

only from 10-12 weeks, and is ready for

pulling between the hay and corn harvests.

In a dry, early season Flax can be removed

in time to allow of a catch crop being

taken. It does well on light soils under

climatic conditions which are not unusual

iit English summers—a moist atmosphere,

frequent showers, and moderately low.

uniform temperatures.

From remarks made by Dr. Eyre on the

subject of varieties of Flax and their

changes when grown in different situa-

tions, it would appear that the seed com-

monly used is by no means pure. Thus

blue-flowered Flax (Linum usitatissimum

vulgare) from Russia is said to give, when
grown elsewhere, the white-flowered form,

and short-growing, branching Flax from

South Russia, when taken north, is said

to yield in the course of years tall-growing

plants. These statements require investi-

gation, and although they are unimport-

ant from the immediate point of view from

which the Report is written, they may be-

come a new nuisance if they get into the

textbooks as examples of changes of form

induced by changes of climate. All they

mean is that the races of cultivated Flax

have not been bred true to certain char-

acters of colour and of form, which char-

acters are probably a matter of indiffer-

ence to the fibre-producer. The large

number of processes to which Flax has to

be subjected after the crop is ripe is the

chief obstacle to the re-institution of this,

crop in Great Britain. The plants must
be pulled by hand, dried, the seed must
be separated by "rippling," the stalks

must be retted, the retted straw dried, the

woody part got rid of by "breaking," and,,

finally, the fibre must be cleaned.

Although the variety and tediousness of

these operations must tell against the

adoption of Flax-growing by the farmer,

they provide Dr. Eyre with an added
reason for the cultivation of this crop by
the smallholder ; for in their conduct a

considerable amount of employment is to-

be found for a rural population.

It is doubtful, however, whether under
present conditions these operations are

likely to be undertaken by individual

growers, and it is all but certain that, if

Flax is to be rehabilitated as a crop, de-

pots—as suggested by Dr. Eyre—will have
to be established wherein the preparation

of the fibre is carried out. Dr. Eyre sug-

gests that Lincolnshire, Cambridge, and
Suffolk, where there is among farmers an
inclination to return to Flax-growing,
might form a centre for the attempt, and
the fact that in the past the industry sur-

vived longest in those districts which
possessed central retting depots, indicates

that the establishment of such depot is

advisable, or even essential, for success.

Given a system of co-operation in pro-

duction between growers and fibre pro-

ducers Flax might well become a very

useful auxiliary crop to the smaller far-

mers and holders of this country.

Royal Horticultural Soci ety.—Th&
next meeting of the Committees will be held in

the Vincent Square Hall, 'Westminster, on Tues-

•day, the 27th inst. At the three o'clock meeting

in the lecture room Professor W. Somerville
will deliver an address on "Some Aspects of

American Forestry."

Finssury Park.— All Londoners will learn

with regret that an avenue of Black Poplars,

comprising some thirty-eight trees 40 to 50

feet high, has been removed at the instance

of the Parks Committee from the grounds of

Finsbury Park. The trees which have been

cut down were about forty years old, and it

is no wonder that men like Mr. Smallwood,

who remember their planting, should deplore

their destruction. The reason which is given

officially for the removal of the avenue is that

more space is required for games. This raises

a subject too important to be discussed in the

present note ; it raises broad issues with which

we will deal on an early occasion.

A Novel Objection to Glasshouses.—
We have just come across an amusing campaign

which is being pursued in Belgium. A society

known as the Friends of the Forest (connected

with the Association for the Protection of Sites)

considers that the increase in Grape culture

under glass is likely to spoil the beauty of the

landscape around La Hulpe and Hoeylaert.

They have, therefore, decided to conduct a

vigorous campaign against this " pest," and

have arranged a grand demonstration to take

place at Hoeylaert.

Nature Reserves in France. — It will

be gratifying to supporters of the National Trust

to learn that a society—L' Association des Pare*
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Nationaux—has been formed recently in France

in order to carry on work similar to that of the

British Society. As the first result of the efforts

of the French Society an area of some fifty

square miles in the French Alps has been ac-

quired. It is to be hoped that the success with
which this movement is meeting, both at home
and abroad, will encourage the National Trust
to yet more ambitious efforts towards preserving

the amenities of our land to the people and " to

their heirs for ever."

The Production of Sulphate of
Ammonia.— Although it has had to cede first

place to Germany, this country still continues to

increase its manufacture of sulphate of am-
monia at a rapid rate. Thus the production has
risen from 367,587 tons in 1910 to 384,976 tons

in 1911, and 388,308 tons in 1912. Germany s

output in 1912 was 484,000 tons, and the total

world production 1,325,000 tons. Of the 388,308

tons produced by the United Kingdom in 1912,

no less than 287,000, or nearly two-thirds, was
exported—principally to the United States,

Japan, Spain, Dutch East Indies and Italy.

Crataegus in New York.— In Bulletin 167
of the New York State Museum, Professor
Sargent summarises recent investigations into

the taxonomy and distribution of Crataegus in

the State. The list of species, with descriptions

of their characters, is preceded by a key.

Iron Pyrites as a Fertiliser.— Experi-

ments carried out by MM. Veemorel and Dan-
thony (Journal d'Agriculture Pratique, Nov.
20, 1913, summarised in The Journal of the

Board of Agriculture, No. 10, Vol. 20) indicate

that sulphur bas a definite and beneficial

effect when applied as a top-dressing to

soils. When added at the rate of 45
to 90 lbs. per acre, sulphur, so it is

claimed, increased the yield from plants which
received also organic manure by 30 per cent, in

the case of Wheat, and by 60 per cent, in that

of Beans. Encouraged by these results, the
authors tried the effect of iron pyrites, which,
of course, contains sulphur in combined form,
and is cheaper than that element. They find

that a dressing of from 90-180 lbs. of pyrites
with nitrate of soda instead of with organic
manure leads to increases similar to those ob-

tained by the use of sulphur. It is interesting

ti observe, though difficult to explain, that when
Ether sulphur or iron pyrites is used together
with nitrate of soda instead of with organic
nitrogenous manures, no increase of yield is ob-
tained.

To Change the Sex of Date Palms.—
The statements made by Mr. P. B. Popenoe in

an article on the Date Palm (Tropical Agricul-
turist of Ceylon, No. 6, Vol. 41) will excite no
slight interest among students of genetics. The
author of this article avers that of 100 Date
Palms 80 are male trees. The redressing of the
balance of the sexes presents no difficulty to the

!
ingenious inhabitants of the southern oases of

Algeria. They claim1 that alteration of sex
is readily brought about by tearing off all the
leaves of the footstalks when the plants are 2 or
3 years of age ; the tearing being such that the
median vein is split in two from the centre of
the sheath of the leaf.

"The Orchid Review." — With the Jan-
uary number this well-known Orchid journal cele-

brates its twenty-first birthday. It now appears
in a new cover, with a spray of Odontoglossum
over the title. The number contains a re-

view of the events of the past, year, an
enumeration of new plants, and a variety of in-

teresting and cultural notes, together with illus-

trations of nine hybrids of Brassavola Digbyana.

Board of Agriculture Leaflets.— The
following are among the leaflets published or re-
used during the past year :—No. 10, Wireworms;
No. 20, Magpie Moth; No. 86, Brown Rot of
Fruit; No. 137, Varieties of Scab in Potatos;

No. 169, Cultivation of Mangolds; No. 242,

Bacteriosis in the Potato and Tomato; No. 253,
Isle of Wight Bee Disease; No. 275, Improve-
ment of Poor Hill Pasture.

Unskilful Tree-Felling.—At the Cler-

kenwell County Court recently, an action was
brougtht claiming compensation for damage to an
Apple tree and a fowls' run by fallen boughs,
which resulted from tree-fedling operations in an
adjoining garden. The plainitaff was awarded
30s. damages and costs.

Carbon-bisulphide for the Sterilisa-
tion of Soil in Orchards.— Writing in the
Revue Horticole (1913, p. 493), M. L. Chasset
advocates tho use of carbon-bisulphide as an
agent for the sterilisation of soil in orchards.
He recommends the preliminary removal of fallen
leaves, and then the tracing of shallow furrows
(about li to 2 inches in depth) on the ground
after the latter has been well worked. Carbon-
bisulphide is poured into the furrows from a fine

rosed watering-can, and the soil raked imme-
diately over the furrows.

American Gooseberry Mildew in France—This serious pest has recently made its appear-
ance in the centre of France. As is now well
known it first appeared in Ireland in 1900.
reached Russia in 1902, Germany in 1904J
Sweden in 1905, England in 1906, and Belgium in
1910. In a note on the outbreak in France, M.
Etienne Foex (Journ. d.l. Soc. Nat. d' Horticul-
ture de France, Dec. 1913) summarises the history
and modes of elimination of this pest. He
points out that the remedial measures are of two
kinds :— (1) autumn and winter treatment; and
(2) spring and summer treatment. In the former
is comprised the destruction of prunings and the
digging of the soil, so as to bury deeply—

8

inches or more—the spore-bearing remains of the
plants. In addition autumn spraying with sul-

phate of iron (3 per cent.) or with Bordeaux
mixture is practised, the soil as well as the
plant being treated. In the spring treatment
sulphur pulverisation may not be practical, ai.

it causes the leaves to fall, but spraying with
liver of sulphur (potassium sulphide, a quarter
to half an ounce to the gallon of water) has
proved useful. The spraying should only be
done in early morning or late afternoon, lest the
leaves be injured, and it must be repeated at
intervals, the first spraying being undertaken
when the buds burst. It is claimed also tha*
the simpler remedy of spraying with 3 grams of
soda to a litre of water (about i oz. to a gallon)
is prpductive of good results. Why this pest
should have been so slow in invading France is

at first sight not very evident ; but it is perhaps
due to the fact that the French people are not
fond of Gooseberries, and grow them in rela-
tively small quantities.

"The Orchid World." — This work is kept
well up to the standard of its former excellence
in the matter of Orchid lore, and well illustrated
with pictures of Odontoglossum crispum F.
McBean, O. Thompsonianum, Odontoma Lango-
woyi, and a coloured plate of Messrs. Sander
and Sons' group at the last Holland House show.
A portrait is given of Sir Harry J. Veitch in

Court dress.

Mr. W. W. Naunton.— Horticulturists will
offer their hearty congratulations to Mr. W. W.
Natjnton, of Shrewsbury, and Mrs. Naunton
on the celebration this week of their golden wed-
ding. Mr. Naunton is well known to our
readers as one of the founders of the Shropshire
Horticultural Society, of which for nearly forty
years he was joint hon. secretary with his busi-
ness partner, Mr. H. W. Adnitt. Mr. Naunton
has been associated with other successful under-
takings in Shrewsbury, notably the Kingsland
Bridge Company, which has done so much to de-
velop the corporation's beautiful estate, alongside
which Shrewsbury School is situated, and he was
also one of the promoters of the Shrewsbury

Electric Light Company, which was subsequently
acquired by the municipality. On Monday
last the employees of Messrs. Adnitt and
Naunton presented Mr. Naunton with an illu-

minated address and handsome gifts in celebra-
tion of the happy event. fn acknowledging
these Mr. Naunton commented with pride on
the fact that amongst the employees who had
subscribed were some who had been associated
with the firm for close on fifty years. Mr.
Naunton a year or two ago had a serious illness,

but we are glad to be able to say that at present
he is enjoying excellent health. Mr. Naunton
is an enthusiastic amateur photographer, and
some of his prints have been published in these
pages.

Beetroots and Carrots in Russia.
According to the Board of Trade Journal, issued
oa the 15th inst., the seed of Beetroots, which
root is growing in favour as a winter food for
cattle, gave a satisfactory yield and sells at
26s. 3d. per cwt. The seed of Carrots for the
same use experiences difficulty in finding pur-
chasers, which is due to considerable over-
production. There is a quantity of seed over
from last year, which, to a considerable extent,
has lost its power of germination, and this

presses on the market.

Opposition to Wimbledon s Proposed
New Park.—A public meeting having opposed

the suggested purchase of the Wimbledon Park
Estate and adjoining lands by the municipal

authorities of Wimbledon for providing an

open space, a special meeting of the Town
Council was held on the 19th inst. to

consider the matter. The Mayor presided,

and stated that a poll had been demanded
by about 1,000 of the inhabitants. It was
stated that many who were opposed to the

scheme were not residents in Wimbledon, and
it was resolved to take a poll of the electors on
the 31st inst. The Council decided to issue an
official statement, drawn up by the Town Clerk,

explaining the scope and objects of a Bill in-

tended to be introduced in the next session of

Parliament, empowering the Council, amongst

other matters, to acquire the land for the pro-

posed park.

The Cambridge School of Genetics.—
Following on the establishment of the Balfour

Professorship for the study of Genetics, the an-

nouncement is made that Mr. Arthur Balfoub
and Lord Esher have offered to the University

certain land and buildings which have been ac-

quired and erected to serve the purposes of

genetical research. The buildings include a resi-

dence (Whittingehame Lodge) for the profes-

sor and a laboratory.

Nursery Employes Annual Dinner.—
The employes at Mr. Amos Perry's nursery,

Enfield, held their annual dinner on the 3rd inst.

The chair was taken by Mr. Amos Perry. The
toast of the evening, " Prosperity to Perry's

Hardy Plant Farm," was proposed by Mr. Red-
man, who stated that the annual outing of the

employes will be held during the summer, when
a visit will be made to Marlow, and a river

trip to Windsor, where dinner will be served.

He asked the company to join with him in

offering best wishes for health and prosperity

to Messrs. A. and W. Perry. The chairman
returned thanks for the very enthusiastdc recep-

tion of the toast, and expressed the great

pleasure it gave him to be present at these

annual dinners.

Murder of a Plant Collector.—The
Florist*' Exchange states that it is reported

that Mr. C. B. Robinson, a botanist in the science

section of the Department of the Interior of the

Philippine I*lands, has been put to death by the

natives of Amboyna Island, in the Malay Archi-
pelago. Mr. Robinson, who is said to be an
Englishman, was engaged in botanical researches

on the island and has done considerable work
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on the flora of the Philippines, being the author

of several books on the subject. He was con-

nected with the New York Botanical Garden for

more than a year.

Journal of the R.H.S. Gardens Club.-

This modest little brochure, now in its sixth

number, consists of some fifty pages. It is a

Tecord of the present happenings of the garden

staff, including the students, of the Royal Horti-

cultural Society's Gardens. Although the journal

is read by a relatively small number, it is never-

theless of interest to all engaged in gardens and

gardening. Young gardeners who may lament

their present hard lot should read the reminis-

cences of an old Chiswickian, for they will find

that long hours and unsuitable bothies are no

new things, and that there are compensations

in an under-gardener's life, for, although "the

bothies were very ancient and considerably out

of repair .... what did that matter? we weTe

as happy as sandboys." An excellent article on

"Some South African PLants " is contributed

by Mr. H. G. Forsyth, who describes many well-

known garden plants growing in their native

homes, and shows how much we are indebted to

the floTa of South Africa for many of the finest

species in cultivation. The remarks on Gerbera

Jamesonii are particularly informative, especi-

ally on how to raise the plants from seed, and
the conditions best suited to their culture.

Others write of their experiences in Hol-

land, Belgium, India, California, Switzer-

land, and the United States. But even

the stay-at-homes have much to say that

is interesting, and both Mr. Mackintosh's
story of " Gardening in the Iron Country,

"

and Mr. A. Athey on "A Day in

Lakeland," will be read with pleasure. Addi-

tions to the Flora of Wisley by Mr. W. V. Pitts

and the illustrated article on Earwigs will

appeal especially to those of a botanical or

entomological mind. Ihe volume contains a

record of the doings of the various clubs at

Wisley, personal paragraphs, and much else that

is concerned with the family affairs of the Gui'd.

Afforestation.— In an article written by
Major H. G. Jgly de Loteiniere, and published

in the Quarterly Review for October, the author

indicates the general lines on which the work of

afforestating the sixteen million acres of moun-
tainous and heath land in this country should

be undertaken, and urges the necessity for im-

mediate action. Like other experts, Major
Lotbiniere predicts a serious shortage in our

timber supply in the near future unless some
such scheme is attempted.

Kew Gardeners Social Evening.—The
members of the garden staff at Kew held their

17th annual social evening on the 16th inst. at

the Boat House, Kew. The company numbered
close on 150, including ladies, and many old

Kewites. The programme included dancing, a

musical entertainment in the billiard room, a

smoking concert, and a billiards competition.

Powdery Scab of Potatos.— We learn

from the Florists' Exchange that the U.S.
.Secretary of Agriculture at Washington has
issued two orders relating to the admission of

foreign Potatos into the United States. One of
these orders provides for the admission of

disease-free Potatos from uninfected foreign dis-

tricts under proper regulation and inspection.

The other order, to protect American Potatos

from the powdery scab and other diseases, tem-

porarily extends the quarantine effective since

September 20, 1912, against the importation of

Potatos from Newfoundland ; the islands of St.

Pierre and Miquelon ; Great Britain, including

England, Scotland, Walt"6 and Ireland; Ger-

many, and Austria-Hungary, to include also the

rest of continental Europe and the Dominion of

Canada. This quarantine became effective on
December 24, 1913, except that shipments

covered by consular invoices issued on or prior to

December 24, 1913, will be admitted up to Jan-

uary 15, 1914. The necessary conditions govern-

ing importations are (1) freedom of the country

or well-defined district from the diseases quaran-

tined against, such freedom to be determined by

adequate field inspections conducted by recog-

nised experts of the countries concerned ; (2)

agreement of the country or district to maintain

yearly such field inspection, and to examine and

certify ail Potatos offered for export, in com-

pliance with the regulations of the Department

of Agriculture.

M. Albert Truffaut.—M. Albert Truf-

faut, sen., whose distinguished services to hor-

ticulture are well known, has just received a

signal mark of appreciation at the hands of his

colleagues of the French National Society of

Horticulture. Finding himself for reason of

health unable to continue active work on behalf

of the society he determined to retire from the

post of vice-president. This decision, when
communicated to the meeting held for the

election of officers, evoked a general expression

of sympathy and regret. At the same meeting

M. Truffaut was elected unanimously to the

IMPATIENS HERZOCII.

(See Figs. 29, 30 and Supplementary
Illustration.)

M. albert truffaut, sen.

(Late Proprietor of the Versailles Nurseries.)

office of honorary vice-president of the society.

During the past thirty-four years M. Truffaut
has held office in the National Society as sec-

retary of the Council, and from 1890 as vice-

president. In 1899 he succeeded the late

Henri de Yilmorin as " premier vice-presi-

dent." M. Truffaut has been for twenty-five

years the president of 1' Union Commerciale
des Horticulteurs et Marchands-Grainiers de
France, and is known as well in this country as

abroad by reason by his services to international

horticulture. In order to mark their apprecia-

tion of his remarkable services the executive of

the French National Society of Horticulture has

decided to give a banquet in his honour on
Sunday, February 15, at 12 o'clock, at the Hotel

Palais d'Orsay. During the course of this func-

tion a work of art will be presented to M. Truf-
faut. Horticulturists who wish to take part in

the banquet and presentation may do so on

subscribing the sum of twenty francs, or if un-

able to attend the banquet ten francs. Sub-

scriptions should be addressed to the secretary,

M. Emile Thiebaut, 30, Place de la Madeleine,

Paris.

Impatiens Herzogii was raised at Glasnevin

five years ago from seeds sent by Dr. R.

Schlechter from German New Guinea, and is

the best species in cultivation. Sir Frederick

Moore gave one of the seedlings to Kew,

where it grew well and flowered freely in a

tropical house in 1910. A figure of it was pub-

lished in the Botanical Magazine in September,

1911, where it is described as a free-growing,

free-flowering species of ea6y cultivation. Its

nearest allies are I. Hawkeri and I. Holstii

(see fig. 29), both well-known garden plants,

and these species also produce large scarlet

flowers. Of these three, I. Hawkeri is the least

manageable, mite and other troubles often spoil-

ing it ; but the other two are quite as decorative

and much better natured. A fourth species,

I. Sul'tandi, ought to be mentioned here, as it

possesses some of the qualities found in the

three already named.

Impatiens is a very large and remarkably

varied genus. It includes annuals and peren-

nials, some large shrubs with fleshy stem6, others

wide-spreading, bushy herbs, and many diminu-

tive, uninteresting weeds. The species occur in

most parts of the world, the best-known, per-

haps, being I. balsamina, an Eastern plant, the

parent of the common garden Balsam. The

largest species is I. Oliveri, from Uganda, which

at Kew forms bushes 9 feet high and the same

in diameter, with stems as thick as a man's

wrist, evergreen leaves, and rose-pink flowers

2£ inches in diameter. This plant is always

in flower. It has been used with fair success

as a summer border plant. There is no better

plant for a large conservatory, and as it is very

easy to multiply by means of cuttings or seeds,

which it produces very freely, it may be said

to have come into our gardens to stay. Another

remarkable Balsam is I. mirabilis, from Suma-

tra, which has a trunk-like stem, "as thick as

a man's leg," crowned with a tuft of large, fleshy,

cabbage-like leaves a foot long, and bearing erect

racemes of golden-yellow flowers, curiously

bellied and spurred. It was in cultivation at

Kew about twenty years ago, but it did not live

long, probably because it longed for the lime-

stone rocks on which it was found by Mr. Curtis

when on a collecting visit to Sumatra. Another

noteworthy Balsam is I. grandiflora (see fig. 30),

a native of Madagascar, which was in cultiva-

tion at Kew twelve years ago, when Sir Joseph

Hooker described it as "by far the largest-

flowered Balsam hitherto discovered." It had

stout, terete branching stems, leaves 6 inches

long, and axillary flowers 3 inches long and as

much wide, succate and hook-spurred, rose-pink

with purple blotches, not unlike a very large tro-

paeolum flower, but, of course, much more fleshy.

There is no end to the story of the Balsam

family. Its botany occupied the attention of

Sir Joseph Hooker during the closing yeare of

his long life, and he found the genus a souice of

absorbing interest. Although the species (there

are over 500 in Asia alone) show such a wide

range of variation in stature, habit, and foliage

the stamp of the family is plainly evident in the

shape of their flowers, all of them having the

hollow spur or sac, and the column-like arrange-

ment of the stamens and 6tigma. Another

peculiar character is that of the spring-like be-

haviour of the ripe fruit when touched.

As a garden plant first place must be given to

I. Herzogii. When well-grown it is a bushy, leafy

specimen 18 inches to 2 feet high, and the bright

glistening scarlet flowers are arranged in axil-

lary clusters, as many as six or eight of them all

open together on a single branch. The pity of

it is the plant is too tender to thrive out-of-

doors here in summer, for it has been tried as
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a bedding plant at Kew, but, like its cousins,

I I. Sultanii, I. Holstii, and I. Hawkeri, which

were also tested in the same way, it could not

stand the spells of low temperature which occur

I often enough even in summer. As a warm house

S plant, however, I. Herzogii is perfection. It
1

only requires to be known to become generally

popular.

SCOTLAND.

THE PROPOSED WINTER GARDEN FOR
EDINBURGH.

The scheme for the building of a Winter

Garden in the Princes Street Gardens, Edin-

burgh, is meeting with a large amount of opposi-

tion in influential circles in Edinburgh, and

opinion on the subject is sharply divided. The
Earl of Rosebery and Lord Dunedin have both

written condemning the proposal. An alternative

proposal, to form a sheltered loggia, next to

Princes Street, has been made, and the latest

suggestion is to plant the Castle Rock with

flowers. Suggestions for other sites are also

being made. The opposition has had the effect of

bringing again to the front the suggested re-

moval of the fruit and vegetable market to the

old gasworks site, and the conversion of the

Waverley Market into a place of resort during

wet weather.

EDINBURGH UNIVERSITY FORESTRY
LECTURES.

The Highland and AgricultuTal Sbciety of

Scotland, which has for some time given the sum
of £t>0 per annum towards the salary of the

lecturer on forestry in the University of Edin-
burgh, has decided to withdraw the grant, on the

ground that other public bodies were taking

such work out of their hands. The lecturesi will

not be likely to suffer from this, other support
being forthcoming.

TREE PLANTING IN EDINBURGH
STREETS.

A proposai that trees should be planted
along some of the streets in the Dairy district of

Edinburgh has been favourably received, .and

the committee has agreed to lecommend that the
work be carried out.

THE HIGHLAND SOCIETY.
The Highland and Agricultural Society of

Scotland ha6 again agreed to give two medals
each to four Scottish district shows for cottage
gardens. Corres.

M. Henri Correvon.— The 27th volume
of our Paris contemporary Le Jardin is dedicated
to this well-known lover of Alpine plants.

M. Correvon is 59 years of age, and was born
at Yverdon, Canton of Vaud, Switzerland.
His family is an ancient one, dating back to the
year 1142, and derives its name from the village

of Correvon, near Yverdon. At 16 years of age
he went to Geneva to learn gardening. From
1871 to 1874 he was at Froebel's, at Zurich,
where the first Alpine plants raised for sale on
the Continent were grown. In 1874-75 he went
to Germany, and in 1875 to Paris, and worked
at the Jardin des Plantes, returning to Switzer-
land the following year, where he started a nur-
sery for Alpine plants. A hailstorm devastated
the country and brought ruin in its track, and
he consequently moved to Geneva. There he
founded the Jardin Alpin d'Acclimatation, the
first of its kind. He also started the Associ-
ation for the Protection of Alpine Plants, of
which he was President for 25 years. From that
time his activity in Iris favourite pursuit de-
veloped rapidly, and he founded the Alpine Gar-
dens at Val d'Anniviers, La Linnea, Les Rochers
de Naye, La Chanousla, Le Petit St. Bernard,
amd La Rositania, while Champrousse and Le
Lantaret were the results of lectures by him at
Grenoble. About 1882 he began to contribute to
various English and American journals, and as
an author it may be mentioned that his
eighteenth work has recently been published.
In 1903 he started the Alpine garden Floraire,
and last year a smaJler one called Florarina, not
tar from and facing Mont Blanc,

VEGETABLES.

FORCING FRENCH BEANS.
Few forced vegetables are more appreciated

than French Beans, which furnish a choice dish
when other vegetables are not very plentiful.

Unless suitably heated houses are available I do
not recommend the forcing of French Beans
until after Christmas, but in January, with
the lengthening days, they may be grown
in a house having an atmospheric tempera-

can be afforded the plants. I have grown it with
excellent results trained on wires, which after-
wards supported a late batch of Cucumbers. If
an upright wall is available better results would
be obtained by training the Beans up strings in
a similar manner to Smilax. I usually sow 8 to
10 seeds of dwarf varieties in each 9-inch pot,
which is half filled with fresh loam, to which is

added a little leaf-mould or well-decayed manure
to keep it open. Many people use discarded pot-
ting soil in the belief that anything is good
enough for Beans, but I find that few crops pay

C. -kro c h k.o fJ j

Fig. 29.

—

impaiiens holstii A TROPICAL AFRICAN SPECIES WITH SCARLET FLOWERS.
(See p. 68.)

ture of 60° to 65°. Pods will be ready
for gathering early in March, and by
making sowings fortnightly a succession may be
easily maintained until the out-door plants are
in bearing. The Climbing French Bean is use-

ful where the shoots can be trained to wires or
strings. The pods are long, straight, and hang
in clusters, the plants continuing in bearing for

a very long time. I consider this is the most
economical Bean to grow if sufficient head room

better for good treatment. When the seedlings

are tall enough to permit of top-dressings being
applied, I thin the plants out to 5 or 6 per pot,

and fill the latter with loam and decayed manure
mixed. Up to this' stage the climbing varieties

receive similar treatment, but three plants per
pot are as many as can be grown with success.

After top-dressing, the tall varieties should be
placed in the position they are to occupy per-

manently. The dwarfs, and of these I find a
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batch of two dozen pots generally sufficient,

should be staked either with tall Birch twigs or

lour sticks, around which raffia tape or string

is tied. I prefer the former system as be'ng

much neater. Plenty of light and air must reach

the plants, and the syringe must be used twice

a day at least, and oftener on bright days. When
the flowers are open a slightly drier atmosphere

is advisable, but immediately the pods have set

the syringing should be resumed, otherwise

thrip and red spider will quickly infest the plants

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
(The Editors do not hold themselves responsible for

the opinions expressed by correspondents.)

Chrysanthemum Madame Castex Des-
granges (see pp. 28, 41).—A few more words
and I think this question may be considered as
settled for all time. Since writing my former
article I have communicated with Boueharlat's
son-in-law and explained the question under dis-

cussion. His reply will be of great interest to

Mr. Jenkins and others who know the flower and

Fig. 30.

—

impatiens grandiflora.

Axils of upper leaves are bright deep rose, the petalsbeing conspicuously blotched with deep blood red.

the upper petal alone being unspotted.

(See p. 5$.)

and soon ruin the crop. White fly is sometimes
troublesome, but this can be destroyed by fumi-

gating with a preparation of nicotine. From this

stage onwards the roots should be fed liberally,

stable dung or manure from cow-sheds being

suitable. I prefer to substitute for this occa-

sionally an artificial fertiliser. For the later

batches a lower temperature is more desirable.

Of the many varieties I have tried Progress

stands pre-eminpnt. F. A. Edwards.

its value as the forerunner of the early-flowering

Japanese section. This is what my correspondent

says : "In reply to your favour, I can only con-

firm what I wrote to you twenty-five years ago

or thereabouts. Unfortunately, it is far less easy

for me to state precisely the exact date when the

Chrysanthemum Mine. Castex Desgranges was
sent out bv M. BoucharlaJt aine' for the following

reason : Between 1870 and 1875 I was doing my
military service, and it was during that period

that oiir head man, M. Jules Charton, raised it.

When twonty-five years ago I gave you par-
ticulars about it, he told me exactly the f acts,,
but he is now dead. But 1 remember that the<
seed was saved at the end of the year 1872 and.
sown in 1873. The plant flowered the same year
(1873), and was probably sold as a novelty in tie-
spring of 1874. It was named after the wife of
the great Lyons artist, Castex Desgranges, who
often came to pay M. Boucharlat a visit and t/O-

get flowers from our nursery in order to paint
t hem. This celebrated artist is now the director of
the School of Fine Arts at Lyons, and is about
seventy-eight years of age." So far as is pos-
sible this seems to be the fullest and most au-
thentic information, direct from the fountain-
head, that we can obtain and should be taken
note of by those who deal with historical matters
relating to the Chrysanthemum. In this flower,.
as with others, there are unfortunately too many
writers who, disregarding any attempt at
original research, too often adopt previous-
authors' errors, and thus help to perpetuate
them. In floricultural history there are many
such ; they are to be found repeated over and
over again by writers who never take the trouble-
to verify dates for themselves. A glaring in-
stance of this may be found in the oft-repeated
statement that the Pompon Dahlia wa6 originated
in 1808. A little independent search through the-
available records would soon show that it was-
not known till about fifty years afterwards.
But that is another story. C. Harman Payne.

Lilium Parryi (see p. 34).—The conditions,
under which this Lily grows in its 'Californian
home have been admirably described by Mr.
Carl Purdy and often repeated ; but following
Mr. Groves' interesting review of the Lily season
of 1913 and his special reference to this species,
the following note, which we had last year from
Mr. Purdy, will be read with interest :

" I am
at last making Lilium Parryi a success. It is-

only light shade, a cool place and a light, loose,,
moist, but not boggy, soil that the plants need.
After seeing them at home in South California
two years ago I saw that anything like bog condi-
tions were a mistake. 1 have one fine bed of
young one6 that was quite dry all summer."
It. II allace and Co.

Tricuspidaria lanceolata (see p. 25).

—

The beautiful coloured plate of this fine Chilian
plant—better known perhaps by its synonym.
Crinodendron Hookerianum—published on the
10th inst., reminds me of a splendid example
of it that grew in the old Parsonage-
garden at Ryde, and of which the late
Rev. H. Ewbank was justifiably proud.
While not comparable in its dimensions with.
the example measured by Mr. Bean at Kil-
macurragh, the Ryde specimen was a particularly
compact, free-flowering one, and when I last

saw it, some three years ago, would be 9 feet or
so in height, and a dozen or more feet through.
The specimen, grown from a small plant,
greatly treasured by Mr. Ewoank during his
life-time, and since carefully tended by his
daughters, was a picture of rare beauty
when adorned with many hundreds of the
drooping crimson-scarlet flowers so faithfully
depicted in the coloured plate. The Ryde-
specimen was growing in a mixture of leaf-

mould, peat, and light loam—the last in a
quite small proportion—and gave no sign of a
certain leaf rustiness which seems more or less-

inseparable from the species when cultivated in
gardens more inland. Whether this rust is of a
fungous nature or not I am not sure, but an ap-

parently similar rust on Carpenteria californica

in the same garden quite crippled the growth
of this handsome flowering shrub. The Crino-

dendron at Ryde ripened seeds with comparative-

freedom, and I have on several occasions brought
away supplies, but was never able to get them
to germinate. I believe others have had a
similar experience. The seeds are exceedingly
hard-coated, and possibly " chipping," as is done
in the case of Sweet Peas, or " bush-firing,"

which is said to hasten the germination of other

hard-coated seeds, would have to be resorted to
to bring it about. I confess, however, I have
not tried either operation on the plant under
notice. Seed-raising, however, is by no means an
essential method of increase in this case, since

every shoot that comes in contact with the soil-

and many others separated therefrom by one or
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:two inches, will develop roots from the under

sides of the branches as freely as the well-known

Portugal Laurel in like circumstances. Hence,

seeing that the plant spreads quite near

;to the ground, and also in a lateral direction,

there should be no difficulty in securing an abun-

.dant stock where good plants already exist.

Should the above remarks on the difficulty of

seedling raising meet the eye of anyone who has

successfully raised the plant from seeds ]

should be glad to know if it has been achieved

by the adoption of any special method. E. H.

.Jenkins.

Mice Damaging Shrubs (see p. 32).—If

Mr. Grant will procure some gin-traps and bait

-.them with Hemp seeds he will soon catch all the

mice, as they cannot resist eating the Hemp
ieeeds. Put two traps into drain pipes, one at

•each end, with a few seeds between the traps

.and examine them night and morning. If the

Ivy will cover the traps he may discard

the drain pipes, as the latter are used

to hid© the traps and seeds from small

birds. Wooden' and wire traps in the open

are often carried away short distances by owls,

"hence another value of using the drain pipes.

Jas. Hamilton, Galtonside, Melrose.

Timber for Clog Soles (see page 4).

—

Your correspondent. A. D. IF., errs greatly in

his prices of timber for clog-making. I have been

in the trad© for upwards of thirty years, and
liave worked in the business in Scotland, Eng-
land, Irelamd and Wales, but in no part have I

known Alder to realise 9d. or lOd. per cubic foot.

"I herewith quote prices paid in my under-

takings in various parts of the king-

dom :—Shropshire, 6d. to 7d. ; Herefordshire,

6d. to 7d. ; North Wales, 6d. to 7id. ; South
Wales. 4£d. to 6£d. ; Yorkshire, 6d. to 8id. ; Scot-

land, 8s. to 10s. per ton of 30 cubic feet; Ireland,

•6s. to 10s. per ton of 30 cubic feet; all wood
felled and under bark. German Alder may be
much more easily worked, but is too soft and
spongy. It is also inferior in its lasting quali-

ties when converted into the finished article, the

"clog." As for a man making twenty pairs in

the hour, I have yet to meet him. That man
need never lack a situation in the trade. Twelve
pairs made in the hour is good average work,

and that when the lengths are cut off and roughly
prepared for the dressing bench. Ireland takes

second place in A. D. W.'s return as an Alder
or suitable timber-producing country for clog-

•making, but in what part of Ireland could he
get 3d. or 4d. per sack for refuse chips, seeing

the Alder grows in bogs or in the vicinity of bog-
land ? Finally, he over-estimates the number em-
-ployed at clog-making : but I agree in stating

that more attention ought to be given in plant-

ing up some of our water-logged districts with
Alder, and in a decade or so there would be no
demand for foreign supplies of this wood.
William Nuttall, Dromod, Drumlish, Co.
Leitrim.

During a period of ten years I got lOd. per

foot for Alder and Birch of good quality in

Carnarvonshire, North Wales. At a sale in

Leicestershire a similar price was obtained lately.

Of course, the price varies according to the

accessibility of the timber. A. D. W.

Jasminum officinale Fruiting. — Your
correspondent, writing in the issue of the 10th

inst. (p. 29), states that he cannot tell if the

seed of Jasminum will germinate in this country.

Two years ago I sowed, seeds and they produced
a good pan of seedlings that grew away quickly.

Frances A. Geoghegan, Evcrsham, Count;/

Dublin.

Winter-blooming Roses. Nothing in this

anomalous autumn and winter has been more re-

markable than the persistent flowering of Roses
ef various kinds, in spite of cold winds, frost,

and a little snow. At least, in fifty years' gar-

dening I cannot remember anything like it. The
following varieties have now (January 19) really

well-formed, half-opened, or even an two or three

cases (such as Pharisaer) fully-opened blooms of

good form : Bardou Job, General Maoarthur,
Laurette Messimy, China, and perhaps two
or three more. And this in the open border
in the very middle of Kent, and 350 feet above
sea level, with the thermometer since tho 11th
inst. ranging from 25.3° in screen lowest to 39°

highest, and N.E. winds up to a "moderate
gale." Can anybody explain this? I doubt the
mild autumn being sufficient to account tor rt.

Alfred 0. Walker, F.L.S., Ulcombe Place, near
Maidstone.

Failure in Chrysanthemums. — After
careful examination of soil, plants, etc., by ex-

perts tllie principal trouble in the failure of my
late Chrysanthemums was eelworm. I was read-

ing Mr. C. Robinson's report under above head-
ing, and he is Tight in one respect, that of hous-
ing early. I did do so—'that is, in September

—

dreading a recurrence of early frosts, as in 1912,

but I had no heat on them ; on the other hand,
plenty of air. The only manure used was half

a load of cow manure on about 10,000 plants.

While digging up the plants from the borders I

find the bark is eaten clean away, causing loss of

base cuttings. I may add that I am a firm be-

liever in firm potting of Chrysanthemums, using

a rammer for the purpose. We are now sterilis-

ing all soil and hope to eradicate the trouble in

future. W. E. Kearn, Horsforth, Leeds.

Roses in December.— I enclose a photo-

graph (see fig. 31) of a vase of Edu Meyer Roses
[licked in a Wiektownshire garden, Corn-

FlO. 31.—HOSES GATHERED OX DECEMBER 18 LAST.

wall, on December 18 last.

—

D. W. P. Carrieh-

Buchunan, Corsewall, Stranraer.

The Rainfall in 1913.— The total rain-

fall for the year at Orwell Park amounted to

22.28 inches; the number of days upon which

rain was measured were 188. January, with

3.61 inches, was the wettest month, whilst

August was the driest with 0.60 inch. A.

Turner, Orwell Park Gardens.

The rainfall in these gardens during

1913 amounted to 41.01 inches, or 3.55

inches more than the average of the past six

years. January, March, April, May and October

were all wet months, but December, with 2.54

inches, was drier than for six years past. Rain
was recorded on 232 days, or seven more than

the average. The amount of rain recorded to

end of May was within 1.48 inches equal to

that usually gauged in eight months. July,

August and September were very favourable for

harvest work. The heaviest fall in 24 hours for

the past, six years was recorded on October 5,

when 1.86 inches fell. The range of temperature

for the year, at 4 feet from the ground, in shade,

was 83" on July 29 and August 3, and 14° on
December 31. The last frost in May was on the

16th and the first on October 22, or 'ten days less

than usual. The mean temperature of October,

November, and to December 24 were above the

average; on the last date we had snow for the

first time this season. During December a large

number of hardy plants were in flower, includ-

ing Cytisus multiflorus, C. Scoparius, Clematis

Duchess of Albany, C. Jackmannii alba; Webb's
rrnlilic ('uli Nut (female Mourns expanded on the

19th); Ucntiana acaulis, Qalanthus nivalis, Jaa-

minum mulillurum, J. Wallii-hiamim, Ken ia

japonica, Kniphofias, Omphalodes verna, 0. v.

alba, Primulas in variety, Papaver nudiraule.

Pear Beurre Clairgeau in an orchard. Rose-. Sola

num jasminoides, Strawberries in several varie-

ties, Spiraeas Marie Van Houtte and Reecesiana,
Saxifraga apieulata, Scabiosa caucasia, Tunica
Saxifraga and Mignonette. The " Kaffir Lily,"
Schizostylis coccinea has been particularly useful

and fioriferous this late autumn and early

winter. John, Edwards, Sylfaen Gardens,
Welshpool.

Journeyman Gardeners and Low Wages.
—In reading the remarks of your corre-

spondents on this subject in the issue for January

17, 1 did not notice any reference to the subject

of young gardeners paying a premium to the head

gardeners. To my mind this is most objectionable,

and I do not believe in premiums of any kind.

I have had many offers of premiums made to me
during my forty-four years' experience as

a head gardener, but I have never taken

money from any young man who has served

under me. I preler to stand perfectly inde-

pendent of any such consideration. Thus no dis-

tinction whatever enters into the question either

in engaging or in the leaving of a young gar-

dener. Premiums were more frequently paid in

the past than at the present time. No doubt
there are still survivals of this system, but the

sooner it is abolished the better will it be for all

who are concerned with the conduct of gardens.

It has been the custom in some establishments to

notify a young man just before he has completed

his term of two years that he would be expected

to leave when his two years had expired. This

leaves the place open for the gardener to take

another premium and a younger man with less

experience is consequently engaged. I do not

find any difficulty in obtaining reliable young

men and, in my opinion, the standard 16 quite

as high, if not higher, than it was in years gone

by. If our young gardeners would apply them-

selves more closely to thinking out various

problems with which they come into contact the

better would it be for them. Jas. Hudson,

V.M.H., Gunnersbury House Gardens, Acton.

1 have been somewhat interested in the cor-

respondence regarding the scarcity of young men
for garden work. I don't think we have to look

far for the cause. A friend of mine recently

applied to one of our leading nurseries for a
couple of young men. He received a reply

saying that they had none on their books, and
that young men were not such fools as to go in

for gardening nowadays. If this scarcity should

be the means (a6 I believe it will be the only

means) of getting better wages and conditions

for young gardeners, and also for head gar-

deners, then I for one hope it may long continue,

for there is still plenty of room for improve-

ments. Surely those who now complain about

the Bcarcity of young men do not want to see a
return of the days which existed a few years

ago, when head gardeners put in advertisements

thanking the 60, 70, or 100 applicants for the

situations advertised by them? No; let us hope

those days have gone, and may it be long years

before they return again. For my part. I am
always pleased and ready to help any young

fellow that has the grit to go out and try his luck

in our Colonies, for surely it is better for our

Empire that our Colonies should be populated

by our own countrymen than those of foreign

nations. And what are the prospects for_ those

who take up gardening as a means of living in

this country? That there are some really good

situations for gardeners no one can deny, but

unfortunately there are not enough to go round,

and for every good head place advertised today
I venture to say there will be well over 100

applications, and most of these from

good men who have had years of training

.uid sound, practical experience. What of

the majority of those young lads who start

as outside garden lads ? How many of these who.
after years of hard and continuous work for

what has been in the pa6t scarcely a living wage,

are able to secure one of these " plums " ? One
sometimes hears a complaint that young men
are all anxious to work under glass. One of the

reasons, in my opinion, is that in the past it

was fhe one who had the best experience and
knowledge of inside work who generally stood

the best chance when after a head place. But
I do not think myself that that will be the case

in the future. The gardener whose hair turns

grey early in life or happens to be blessed with
five or six children will find these are drawbacks
in securing a good berth in this country. Again,

when a gardener reaches the age of 45 or 60
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his knowledge should be, and no doubt is, even

greater than at 30; but I venture to say that,

however thrifty he and his wife have been in

the past, he will find his bank account getting

near low-water mark should he by any chance

get out of a place and stand out for another good
" plum." I admit that this is not always the

case, but these have been and still are some of

the causes which make young men think twice

before sticking to gardening as a means of live-

lihood. Again, what some of our heads do

expect for their 16s., 18s., or £1 and bothy can

be judged by scanning the advertisements of the

garden papers. One can safely say that should

these young men fulfil all the different require-

ments they ought to be applying for the head

place. That there are indifferent under-gar-

deners no one can deny, but so there are in-

different head gardeners. Agra.

1 should like to point out that it is not

only journeymen who are paid low wages, for I

have found that in some cases they are paid

more than responsible gardeners. I give here

my own case. I was brought up in a fruit and

vegetable garden, was sent out foT two years'

training under a good head gardener in a large

establishment, for a third year under another

good head, and then had two years with a land-

scape gardener. I have been in my present

situation for six years, and am responsible for

the glass, fruit, vegetables, lawns, flower borders.

Roses, and rock-gardens. I hold the Royal

Horticultural Society's certificate in Horticul-

ture. My wages, be it noted, are 23s. 6d. a
week, out of which I have to pay 8s. for rent.

Yet I know gardeners of the most ignorant de-

scription who are getting 22s., 28s.. or 30s. a
week, with cottage. The only remedy for this

state of affairs i6 for employers to insist upon
all their gardeners having passed an examination

in Horticulture (senior or junior, as <the case may
be), which will at least ensure thatjhey have a

certain knowledge of botany and chemistry

—

qualifications which are essential to a really intel

ligent grasp of the art of gardening.

—

C. H.
If Contented Journeyman ds contented on his

wage of lfcjs. per week and bothy let him remain
so. If a man possesses a good knowledge and is

skilled in his work, and can be trusted to do it

without much supervision, he is certainly worth
22s. per week at the least, with bothy. Why
should young men spend their time and money
from youth to early manhood studying the science

and practice of horticulture for a labourer's

wage on the chance some day of becoming a head
gardener at 25s. to 30s. per week with house,
when in the trades he can command from 25s.

to 36s., and more, per week soon after he is

twenty-one years of age? If Contented Journey-
man considers that 18s. per week is equal to

25s. in other trades let him prove it ; he seems
to possess little or no knowledge of the condition
of things in his own profession. Will he kindly
show how 18s. per week is equal to 25s. in the
following instances? Two or three young gar-

deners living in a bothy and receiving 18s. per
week each (the foreman receiving 19s.) have to
take duty in turn and receive nothing extra for

this work, whilst a labourer receives 18s. per
week and stops work at midday on Saturdays.
Will Contented Journeyman tell U6 who 16 the
better off under these conditions ? He speaks of
the steady employment in gardening, which is

true as a rule ; but employment in gardening
fluctuates, as in every other profession. Con-
tented Journeyman reminds us we must not for-

get that gardens are hobbies. In that I differ,

for they are a necessity ; but granted that they
are kept up for a hobby, does that give the
owner the right to under-pay his gardeners?
I would prefer to pay men according to their
ability. Some journeymen are dear at any price

;

some there are who lack both knowledge and
enthusiasm. Take the wages of head gardeners
and compare them with those paid in trades.
Look at the hours of care and watchfulness, the
knowledge they must possess for such miserable
remuneration. Let the head gardener get thrown
out of employment, then where is he? I know
there are some splendid employeirs, but they are
exceptions. Gardening is, as Mr. Norris says, a
great and honourable calling, and the literature
appertaining to it probably excels all others.
And yet members of thi6 great and honourable
profession have little or no social standing what-
ever. Why ? Mayflower.

SOCIETIES.
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.

Scientific Committee.

January 13.

—

Present: Mr. E. A. Bowles,

M.A., F.E.S. (in the chair), Rev. Canon
Fowler, Messrs. W. Fawcett, G. Gordon, J.

Fraser, W. E. Ledger, W. Hales, A. Worsley,

R. A. Rolfe, and F. J. Chittenden (hon. secre-

tary).

Hybrid Scented Pelargoniums.—Mr. J.

Fraser continued his remarks regarding the

origin of garden forms of scented-leaved Pelar-

goniums, dealing with the group to which P.

ariifolium belongs, and exhibiting specimens

from the Wisley collection in illustration of his

remarks.
Polypodium x Schneideri.—Mr. W. Hales

showed a fruiting frond of this hybrid Fern,

with three pinnae (very like those of Polypodium
aureum in form) bearing numerous sori. This
hybrid is derived from P. aureum x P. vulgare

elegantissimum, and its spores, which are only

very rarely produced, have hitherto proved in-

fertile.

Variation in Galanthus Elwesii.—Mr. Bowles
exhibited several plants of Galanthus Elwesii in

flower, selected from those shown by Messrs.

Barr and Sons and Mr. G. Reuthe, and grown
from imported bulbs. They showed remarkable
variation in form of flower, and especially in the

markings of both inner and outer perianth

pieces.

Aristolochia sempervirens fruiting.—Mr.
Bowles also exhibited a fruit with ripe seeds

of this plant from his garden at Waltham Cross.

HORTICULTURAL CLUB.

Plant Collecting tn New Guinea.

January 13.—On the above date, at the Hotel
Windsor, this club held its usual monthly dinner,

Sir Harry J. Veitch presiding over a company
numbering 40. Subsequently, as is the custom
of the club, a lecture was given, this time by
Mr. A. F. R. Woli.aston, who gave a most in-

teresting account, illustrated by lantern-slides,

from photographs taken by himself, of some re-

sults of plant-collecting in New Guinea. The
description of the difficulties attending the ex-

ploration of an equatorial and mountainous
country, densely covered by vegetation of

the most luxuriant kind, plainly indicated,

with the aid of the slides, the reasons

why such a country remains practically

virgin and unexplored. This is the more to be
regretted from the botanical and horticultural

point of view, since it was abundantly proved
that where access was possible the flora is found
to be abundant and beautiful, though mainly
arboreal. The pioneer in this direction is,

however, still more handicapped by the lack
of transport facilities, there being no roads
when once the coast was left, and, moreover, the
plants or seeds collected had subsequently to
suffer long periods of great heat, drought and
its opposite, humidity, on the return journey,
owing to the varied climatic conditions through
which they had to pass en route. As one result

of this nearly all seeds collected failed to ger-

minate on arrival here. Many of the plants,
however, carefully installed in Wardian cafes,

were preserved. Specimens for herbaria are also

difficult of preservation, owing to constant humid
conditions, under which they rot. The ques-
tion of seed preservation became, indeed, one
of the main questions involved in a sub-equent
discussion. Professor Keeble suggested that
the reason of the general failure is prob-
ably that seeds produced under equatorial condi-
tions, in which the climate was practically the
6ame all the year round, without those marked
seasonal changes which characterise other
regions, are accustomed to germinate as 6oon
as they are scattered, and hence are not en-
dowed with a capacity for rest or dormancy
during a period which permitted of their trans-
port in a dormant state for several months. Mr.
Wollaston himself, while recognising this possi-

bility or probability, considered it might also
be due to the scarcity, which he had particularly
observed, of insect life necessary with most
plants to ensure fertilisation of their seeds. Thus

he thought that many of the seeds might be in-
fertile. The natives of the unexplored regions
were few, and were only found in scattered vil-

lages. They constitute practically a surviving
remnant of the people of the Stone Age, since
they use no metals, and their weapons and tools
are all of stone ; fire is only obtained by
friction ; and their food is mainly vegetable.
They cultivate the Banana, but on very
primitive lines, and Tobacco also, which they
utilise for smoking in a rude cigar form.
Amongst the possible acquisitions of a future-
expedition is a magnificent climbing Rhodo-
dendron, robust and rampant, and very flori-

ferous, bearing huge bunches of large and bril-
liantly coloured flowers. The collected plant6,
however, were accidentally lost on the return
journey, and the seed failed when sown. Nearly
all the photographs showed peculiarly precipitous
views of densely-wooded mountains, largely of
limestone, rising in some cases to over 16,000
feet. Numbers of Orchids were noted, a new
Thalictrum, Sarracenia6, and other plants; but,,
for the reasons given, the harvest of living
acquisitions which reached here was unhappily
but^ scanty. The difficulties of exploration may
be imagined from the fact that the whole of the
food required for the explorers and their at-
tendants for several months had to be carried
with them, and the return could only be effected
by the Dutch Government arranging to send
another expedition out to meet them at the end
of the period fixed for return.

NATIONAL CHRYSANTHEMUM.
January 19.—A meeting of the Executive

Committee was held on this date at Carr's
Restaurant, Strand, Mr. T. Bevan presiding.

It was announced that the subject of Single-
Chrysanthemums will be discussed at the
Conference to be held on December 9 irv

three papers, dealing (1) with the culture; (2)
with the selection of the best up-to-date
varieties; and (3) suggestions to future raisers
of singles. It was stated that 10,060 visitors
were present at the October show, held at the
Crystal Palace, and 20,206 at the November
show. The Floral Committee awarded 30 First-
class Certificates and 19 Commendations to
novelties in 1913. The annual meeting w'll take
place on February 2 at Carr's Restaurant,
Strand, at 7 p.m.

UNITED HORTICULTURAL BENEFIT
AND PROVIDENT.

January 12.—The monthly committee meetingr
of this society was held in the R.H.S. Hall,
Mr. Arthur Bedford in the chair. Before
the commencement of the business a vote
of condolence with the widow of the late
Mr. W. Collins was passed in silence.
Nine new members were elected. The sick pay
for the month on the ordinary side amounted to
£58 14s. 8d., and on the State side £28 10s.,
whilst maternity claims totalled £4 10s. One
member was allowed to withdraw interest fron>
his deposit—viz., £2 12s. ; the sum of £86 6s. 8d.
was passed for payment to the nominee of a de-
ceased member, and one member was allowed1

two weeks' pay from the Convalescent Fund.
The treasurer gave his financial statement, which
was very satisfactory, the trustees being em-
powered to invest a further sum. Owing to the
date of the annual meeting falling on Easter
Monday the committee decided to hold it on
March 9 instead.

ROYAL CALEDONIAN HORTICULTURAL.
January 14.—The annual general meeting of

this society was held in Dowell's Rooms, Edin-
burgh. Mr. D. W. Thomson, Vice-President,
presided, and there was an attendance of 30.

The abstract of accounts submitted to the
meeting snowed a balance of income over ex-

penditure of £70 16s. 3d., and that the funds
had increased by £47 19s. 3d. It was announced
in the report by the Council that a rock-garden
competition had been introduced into the forth-

coming schedule of prizes, and that the dates
of the shows had been fixed for April 29 and 30,
and September 9 and 10.
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Reference was made to a rumour that there

was an intention to abolish the section of

Economic Botany in the Royal Scottish Museum,

and a small committee was appointed to keep

in touch with the matter and to watch develop-

ments. The following office-bearers were

elected, in place of those retiring, for 1914 :—

President, Lord Elphinstone ; Vice-President,

Mr. John R. Findlay ; Councilors, Messrs. James

Fraser, D. T. Johnston, and Ebenezer Dawson.

GARDENERS' ROYAL BENEVOLENT
INSTIIUTION.

January 21.—As these pages are being passed

for press we learn the result of the flection of

pensioners to the Gardeners' Royal Benevolent

Institution. The election was preceded by the

aimual meeting of the subscribes, which took

1 lace at Simpson's Restaurant, Strand.

The chair was occupied by Sir Harry J.

Vedtch, chairman and treasurer, and the attend-

ance numbered twenty-four. The secretary, Mr.

G. J. Ingram, having read the minutes of the

last annual meeting and the annual report for

1913, the chairman referred to some of the more
important items in the balaruje-sheet, more
especially to the large donation of £1,532 Is. 7d.

received from the Directors of the Royal Inter-

national Exhibition,, 1912. In spite, however,

of this extra income, and of the devoted work of

all the sympathisers of the Institution, the com-

mittee could only recommend the election of

fifteen pensioners from the list of sixty approved
candidates.

RESULT OF ELECTION.
No. of

Age. Votes.

Sims, Jesse 77 4,199

Greenshields, William ... 78 3,628

Daunoey, Joseph ... 73 3,624

Whittington, Harriet ... 73 3.584

Weeks, James 70 3,547

Morris, Elizabeth A. ... 61 3,517

Potter Frederick ... 64 3,482

Hill, William E 66 3.471

Allen, George 70 3,394

Atkins, Eliza 68 3,390

Ellis, William 71 3.330
Manning, William ... 67 3,274

Everett, William S. ... 72 3,255
Waters, Eliza J. ... 65 3,218
Squire, Archibald ... 62 3,109

Following the declaration of the Poll, Mr.
Arthur W. Sutton kindly promised to make a
donation of £20 to Walter Crossmon, aged 66.

Mr. Geo. Monro also made a contribution of

£10 for the benefit of John E. Ellis, aged 65 :

Mr. N. N. SheTwood offered the sum of £5 to

be given to the most needy unsuccessful candi-
date, the ohoice to be determined by the Com-
mittee.

The Speaker to Preside at Annual Dinner.

The Chairman announced that tihe Speaker of
the House of Commons, the Right Hon. James
William Lowther, P.C., had consemted to pre-
side at the next Festival Dinner, which will take
place on Friday, June 26.

CEMETERY SUPERINTENDENTS'.
January 13.—A meeting of the above Associa-

tion was held on the 13th inst. at the Hammer-
smith Town Hall, the President, Mr. J. D.
Robertson, in the chair.
The Secretary submitted the names of 25

applicants for membership, and the6e were duly
elected.

The Deaths Registration and Burials Bill
will come up again for further consideration in
February. The Annual Convention was ar-
ranged to be held in July, at a place to be de-
cided later.

M A. R J* E T S.
COVENT GARDEN, January 21.

Cut Flowers, fte. : Average Wholesale Prices.

s.d. s.d.

4 0-50

5 0-60
2 0-26

2 6-30

18 0-21

9 0-12

3 0-

Arums(Richard ias),

per doz.

Azalea, White, per
de-z. bunches .

.

Camellias, per doz.

Carnations, per
dozen blooms,
best American
varieties

— Bmaller, per
doz. bunches .

.

— Carola (crim-
son),extra large 5 0-60

— Malmaison.per
doz. blooms

:

pink

Chrysanthemum :

— White, per doz.
_ _ bun., white 24 0-3U U

Daffodils, single,

per doz. bnchs. 10 0-12

Eucnaris, per doz. 3 0-40
Freesias, per dozen

bunches

Gardenias, per box
of 15 and 18
blooms..

Lilium auratum,
pei bunch

— longiflorum,
per doz., long.

.

short
— lancifolium

album, long ..

short
— rubrum, per

doz., long
short

Lily-of-the-Valley,
per dozen
bunches

:

— extra special .

.

— special ..

— ordinary

s. d. s. d

.

15 0-18

2 0-30

16-20

3 0-40

5 0-80

3 6-40

i
0-10

Publications R ecei ve d. — Maize : Its
History, Cultivation, Handling, and Uses. By
Joseph Bnrtt - Davy. (London : Longmans,
Green nd Co.) Price 25s. net.- Report on the
Agricultural Department, St. Vineent, 1912-13.
(HarhadoR: Imperial Department of Agriculture
for the West Indies.) Price 6d.

4 0-

5

2 6-

2 0-

4 6

2 6-30
10-13

12 0-15

9 0-10

8 0-90

Orchids, per doz.
— Cattleya
— Cypripedium .

.

— Dendrobium
Phalaenopsis .

.

— Odontoglossum
crispum

Pelargoniums, per
doz. bunches,
double scarlet 9 0-10

Poinsettias, per
doz. blooms . . 10 0-12

Roman Hyacinth,
per doz. spikes 10-13

Roses : per dozen
biooms, Brides-
maid .. .. — —

— Kaiserin Au-
gusta Victoria

— Liberty
— Mme. Carnot .

.

— Madame A.
Chatenay

— Melody— Niphetos
— Richmond
— Sunburst
— Sunrise
Snowdrops, per doz.

bunches
Spinea, per doz.

bunches
Tulips, per dozen

bunches, pink 12 0-18

bronze . . 12 0-15

scarlet .. 12 0-15

yellow .. 10 0-15

white . . 10 0-12
— double, perdoz.

bunches, pink 18 0-21

orange . . IS 0-24

red . . . . 18 0-21

Violets, English,per
dozen bunches 3 0-36

— Princess of Wales
per doz. bunches 4 6-50

4 0-

6 0-

3 6-

6 0-

5 0-

6
8
4
8
7

5 0-60

6 0-80

Cut Foliage, &e. Average Wholesale Prlees.
s. d. s. d.

Adiantum Fern
(Maidenhair),
best, per doz.
bunches . . 6 0-70

Agrostis (Fairy
Grass), per doz.

bunches .. 2 0-40
Asparagus plumo-

sus, long trails,

per half-dozen 16-20
— medium, doz.

bunches
— Sprengeri

Carnation foliage,

doz. bunches .

.

12 0-18

6 0-12

Croton foliage,
vrs. , doz. bunc.

Cycas leaves, per
doz.

Eulalia japonica,
per bunch

Honesty, per doz.

bunches
Moss, gross

bunches
Myrtle, doz. bnchs.

English,
small-leaved ..

— French..
Smilax, per bunch

of 6 trails

s. d. s. d.

Anemones, double
pinK, per doz. 3 0-40

Lilac white, per
bunch .

.

— mauve, p. bnch.
Marguerites, yel-

low, per dozen
bunches

Mimosa (Acacia),
per pad
— — per bunch

Narcissus, Paper
White, per pad 18 0-24

— — — perdoz.
bunches . . 6 0-60

— Soleil d'Or, per
pad . . . . IS 0-20

French Flowers.
s.d. s.d.

2 6-36
5 0-60

4 0-46

8 0-10

13-16

10-16

6
1

s.d. s.d.

Anemone fulgens,
per doz. bnchs

Narcissus, paper
white (Scilly),

per doz.
— Soleil d'Or

4 0-50

Narcissus, Continued:
— Soleil d'Or, per

d<>zen bun hes 5 0-56
Ranunculus, scarlet,

per dozen
— Barbaroux
— carmine
— orange .

.

— yellow .

.

Roses, Safrana, per
packet (24)

Viol- ts, single, per
pad

— — per dozen
bunches

— Parmas, large
bunch .

.

Guernsey and Scilly Flowers.
s.d. s.d.

Narcissus, Soleil

d'Or(Guernsey),

per doz.

0- 8
I
— Grand Prlmo.

Remarks.—Single and double Daffodils are
ing more plentiful in the market daily, and
larger increase in numbers than any other
just now ; their prices have dropped accordingly.
Tulips also are more plentiful, but their prices remain
very firm. A few blooms of double varieties can be ob-
tained, but the quality of these flowers is not so good
as may be expected later. Trade in Carnations is

only moderate, and prices for these flowers are not
high. Lily-of-the-Valley is more plentiful, and the
prices are considerably lower. The supply of Arums
(Richardias) is sufficient for the demand. Liliums
are much dearer. English Roses are very scarce.
Chrysanthemums are practically finished for the season.
Snowdrops are the latest arrival. The cold weather
has practically stopped the supply of English Violets.

White Azaleas, in common with all white flowers, are
exceptionally dear. Supplies of flowers from Guern-
sey and Scilly are slowly increasing in quantity.
The few boxes of Paper White Narcissi from Scilly are
quickly cleared. The blooms are very useful at this
time of the year when other flowers are scarce. The
supplies from the South of France fluctuate consider-
ably. White Narcissus is very dear, but the quality
is very poor. Acacia (Mimosa) is more plentiful.
Single Violets are arriving in a better condition, but

IE 0-18

8 0-90
6 0-80
18 0-24

IS 0-21

2 0-30

8 0-10

6-3

5 0- C

s. d. s. d.

8 0-90
5 0-60
becom-
show a
flowers

very few Parma Violets are on sale. A few bunches
of Lilac are received daily, but larger supplies are ex-

pected shortly from Holland. White Lilac is more
plentiful than the coloured varieties.

Fruit : Average Wholesale Prlees.

s. d. s. d.

Apples, cooking,
per bushel . . 4 6-70

— American, brls. 26 0-38
— CalifornianNew-

town Pippin,
case . . . . 10 6-11 6

— Nova Scotian,
barrel . . . . 22 0-30

— Oregon, New-
towns, case . . 13 6-15

— Wenatchee.case 12 6-13

Apricots, Cape, box 3 6-56
Bananas, bunch

:

— Double Ex. . . 17 —
— Extra . . . . 15 0-16
— Extra medium 13 —
— Giant . . . . 20 0-22
— Medium . . 11 —
— Red, per ton . . £25 - £28
— Jamaica, p. ton £13 —
Cranberries, Cape

Cod, per case .. 9 6 —
Custard Apples,

perdoz, .. 6 0-10

Dates, dozen boxes 4 0-46
— per cwt. case. . 20 —

Figs, Kadrowi. cwt. 110 —
Grapes— English :

— Gros Colmar,
per lb 10- 1 6

— Black Alicante 10- 1 6
— Canon Hall

s. d. s. d.

11 6-18 6

Grape Fruit, case
— 96"s
— 80'

s

— 64*s
— 54's

Lemons, Messina,
per case . . 12 6-21

— Malaga . . 21 —
— Murcia, p. case 16 0-22

Limes, per case .. 4 6-56
Lychees, box 16 —
Nuts:
— Almonds, sack 64 0-65
— Barcelona, sack 44 —
— Brazils, cwt. 95 —
— Chestnuts,Nap-

les, per bag . . 16 6-20
— Coco-nuts, per

100 . . . . 18 0-22
— Grenobles, bag 8 0-90
— — French.bag 8 0-90
Oranges, Jamaica.. 9 6 —
— Cal if ornian

Navel, per case 15 0-16

— Denia, p. r case 13 6-24

— Jaffa, per cask 10 —
— Tangerines, box 14-76
— Mercia, p. case 8 6-96
— Seville, p. case 16 6-18
— Vera, per case . 15 6-25

Peaches, Cape, per
box

Pears, Cal ifornian,
box

— Stewing, $ bus.

Pineapples, St.
Michael

Plums, Cape, Wick-
son, box . . 4 0-60

Strawberries,Worth-
ing, per lb. . . 12 0-*0

Remarks.—English Apples of the varieties Blenheim
Pippin, Bramley's Seedling, Dumelow's Seedling

(Wellington), and Newton Wonder are still available.

Oregon and Wenatchee Apples in boxes continue a good

supply. Pears from Cahfornian growers consist of

the varieties Easter Beurre and Winter Nelis. There

is a greater variety of Fruits from Cape Colony, and
larger quantities. They include Peaches, Plums, Apri-

cots and Pears. Hothouse Strawberries are obtainable

in limited quantities. Black Grapes from home and
Continental growers continue plentiful, but supplies of

Muscat varieties are very limited. Tomatos from the

C'anarv Islands have not been so plentiful during the

past "week. Forced vegetables include Mushrooms,

Cucumbers. Beans, Peas, Asparagus, Chicory, Potatos,

and Seakale. Of the commoner vegetables Italian,

Roscoff, Cornish and Kent Cauliflowers are fairly plen-

tiful, and meeting with a better demand. E. H. K. t

Covent Garden, January 21 % 19U.

Vegetables i Average Wholesale Prices.

Muscat
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THE WEATHER.
The Following Summary Record of the

weather throughout the British Islands, for the

week ending January 17, is furnished from the

Meteorological Office :

—

GENERAL REMARKS.
January 20, 1911.

Barometer, Wind and Weather.—Throughout the whole
of this week the weather was influenced by a large
anticyclone, originally of great intensity, which ad-
vanced over the United Kingdom from Northern Europe.
The region of highest pressure was situated, as a rule,

over our northern districts, and the prevailing winds
were therefore from some easterly quarter (north-east

to south-east), gales from the north-eastward being experi-

enced in the early part of the week on our East,

and South-East Coasts.

Over the country generally the weather was very dry,

and in Scotland North, Ireland South and the English
Channel the amount of bright sunshine was in excess
of the normal. Over the more northern and eastern
parts of England showers of snow or sleet, followed
by cold rain, were, however, frequent, and at the close

of the week rain 'was experienced also at most of the
Scottish stations. Frost occurred in all districts, the
lowest temperatures in the screen being 17° at Fort
Augustus and Nairn, and 18° at Balmoral and Kil-

marnock. Over a large portion of England and Ire-

land the sheltered thermometer did not fall below 25°.

but on the surface of the grass a temperature of 17°

was recorded as far south as Wisley.

THE WEATHER IN WEST HERTS.
Weel- ending January $1, 19U.

Ten Day* of Uniformly Cold Weather.—The past week
was cold throughout, and more particularly was this

the case during the daytime. The present persistently

cold weather began ten days ago, and has been more
noticed than it otherwise would have been owing to its

having been preceded by four days which were ex-

ceptional! v warm for the* time of year. On the coldest

clay of the pre^pnt cold period the temperature in the
thermometer screen did not rise above the freezing-

point, but on the coldest night the exposed thermometer
never indicated more than 11° of frost, which is 10°

above the average minimum reading for that thermo-
meter in the middle of January. The ground is still

cold, being at the present time about 1° colder at

2 feet deep", and 2° colder at 1 foot deep, than is season-

able. Some rain fell on two days, but to the total

depth of less than one-tenth of an inch. On one or two
days a few flakes of snow fell. Up to the present time

the winter has been remarkably dry, the total fall

since the beginning of December only amounting to

1£ inch. Th rtre has been very little percolation through
either of the soil gauges during the past week. The
sun shone op an average for fifty-one minutes a day,

which is three-quarters of an hour a day short of the

average duration for the middle of January. Calms
and light airs alone prevailed during the week, the

light air« coming exclusively from some point of the

compass between north and east. The mean amount of

moisture in the air at three o'clock in the afternoon

exceeded a seasonable quantity for that hour by 2 per

cent. E. M., Berlchamitted, January 21.

©bitttar^
D. McGillivray. - Horticulture, U.S.A., re-

cords the death on the 6th ult. of Mr. Donald
McGillivray, gardener and florist at Brattle-

boro' and Newport, U.S.A. Mr. McGillivray

was trained in Scotland, and like numerous
other gardeners from Great Britain who have

settled in the United States built up an im-

portant florists' and nursery business.

Timothy O'Connor.— We learn also from
Horticulture of the death nf Mr. Timothy
O'Conno'-, one of the most widely known florists

in the State of Rhode Island, who died at his

home in Providence, U.S.A., on Friday, 19th

ult., after a long illness. He was in his 77th

year. Mr. O'Connor was born in Fermoy, Co.

Cork, Ireland, and settled in Providence when
he was 16 vears old and began work as a gar-

dener. Shortly afterward he entered the employ
of a florist While still a young man he

founded a florist business, which at the time

of his death was one of the most flourishing in

the state.

ENQUIRY.
Crown of the Bride. -Can any reader

give me the name of a shrub which grows freely

in Argentina and is known to the natives as

Corona di Nnvia. Crown of the Bride? It was
described to me by a gentleman who owns large

tracts of land there as growing about 4 to 5 feet

in hei"M. with a pure white flower, something
resembling in shape a crown as shown on British

arms. It makes a snlendid hedge there, and is

magnificent when in bloom. C. B.

Carnations : /. IT. L. The colour of the
flowers on their arrival here did not appear
specially attractive. You will do well to cul-

tivate the plants until next season, and you
may find by that time that the novelty is

worth sending for the consideration of the
Royal Horticultural Society's Floral Com-
mittee, or you may send blooms to the Per-
petual-Flowering Carnation Society's exhibi-
tion for award.

Clematis Montana : A Dorset Gardener. You
may cut the old plant of Clematis montana
down to the ground in April, and it will

break again strongly, unless it has a very
old and thick stem, in which case it should
not be cut so severely, but the straggling
growths should be cut away, leaving the

main stems, which will break profusely
from end to end. By this treatment you
will find that the plant will improve in vigour
and floriferousness.

Conifer with Swellings : E. Ball. The tree

is attacked by the Spruce-gall aphis, Chermes
abietis. As only one plant is affected it will

be best to grub it up and destroy it by burn-
ing. If the galls are noticed on other trees

spray them next season with kerosine emal-
sion.

Forcing Narcissus Princeps : C. H. To your
enquiry as to the " earliest date to get Nar-
cissus Princeps in flower," a few blooms may
be bad so early as Januaiy 10, regular gather-

ings following about a week later. In the
forcing of these bulbs, however, no two sea-

sons' results are exactly alike, even when the
stock is home-grown. Lack of sunlight and
sun-heat during the forcing period affects their
progress enormously, and in times of fog the
plants make no progress. The conditions under
which the bulbs mature are important factors

in forcing, and bulbs maturing in an early dis-

trict may be in flower a week in advance of

others from colder parts. The time of plant-

ing and the subsequent introduction of the
bulbs into heat also affect the time of flower-
ing. Much artificial heat in the very early
stages of forcing not infrequently has the
opposite effect to that intended, retarding in-

stead of forcing growth. Taking a score of

years for a district south of London, regular
gatherings have varied between the 12th and
18th of January. In your district the first

blooms should be possible some days in advance
of the first-named of these dates.

Fungus on Lawn : Bulbo. From your descrip-

tion we suspect that the trouble is due to
" fairy rings," caused by the fungus Maras-
mius oreades. Soak the turf and ground
thoroughly with strong Bordeaux mixture four
times at intervals of eight days, or use sul-

phate of iron at the rate of lib. of sulphate of

iron in each gallon of water. Loosen the turf

with a fork to allow the liquid to enter freely.

Names of Plants : /. L. The specimens are too
scrappy to properly identify. 1 and 2, Garden
varieties of Coleus ; 3, Pelargonium, scented
variety ; 4, P. Ivy-leaved variety ; 5, Saxi-

fraga sarmentosa.

—

Foreman. 1, Pteris geranii-

folia ; 2, Adiantum formosum : 3, Asplenium
lucidum ; 4, Blechnum corcovadense.

—

X. Y. Z.

No. 1. 1. .Sansevieria zeylanica ; 2, Micro-
lepia platvphylla ; 3, Nephrolepis rufeecens,

crested form ; 4. Hibiscus rosa-sinensis

variety ; 5, Aspidium coriaceum capense ; 6,

Asparagus decumbens. (Other matter next
week.)

—

V. T. 1, Oncidium excavatum ; 2,

Masdevallia Simula ; 3, Pleurothallis Scapha.
Osaga Orange : M'Head. (1) Madura auran-

tiaca (Osaga Orange) is not a true Orange,
but belongs to the same family as the Mul-
berry (Urticaceae). Its fruit has an outside
resemblance to an Orange, but is of very
different internal structure, and quite inedible.

The fruit is rarely seen in this country, firstly,

because our climate is too dull for its develop-

ment, and, secondly, because the trees are uni-

sexual, so that if both sexes are not repre-

sented no seeds are formed. The tree is of

more interest than beauty with us, the flowers

being small and green. It has, however, been,
recommended as a hedge plant, its armature
of spines being very formidable. It is so-
used in the South-eastern United States, where
it grows wild.

Pear Duchesse d'Angouleme : A . J . Thi6.
\

variety is classed by Mr. Chittenden and Mr.
C. H. Hooper among the more or less self-
fertile Peare. Beurre Hardy is in the same-
class and blossoms nearly as early, but comes- |

into season for eating at about the same time.
If you prefer a variety for much later use-

i

Easter Beurre is another Pear in the same- I

class and an early blossomer. Both Pears are- I

of excellent quality, but Beurre Hardy suc-
ceeds more generally than Easter Beurre.

Perowskia and Elaeagnus : M'Head. As to
whether Perowskia atriplici folia or Elaeagnus ;

argentea is "the prettier and more interesting
the season through," that must depend largely
on the taste of the planter, but wo think the
latter is more effective. Its silvery foliage is- I

good for six months of the year, and its rich |

yellow flowers axe very fragrant. The Perow-
\

skia is charming at its best, flowers late, and !

for a good long period. But it starts late into- :

growth, and cannot be said to have any beauty,
|

even in leaf, until late June.

R.H.S. Senior Examination : G. P. B The
date of the examination is April 1, and it

will be held simultaneously in as many different

places in Great Britain and Ireland as cir-

cumstances may demand, even if only one can- I

didate be sitting at any particular place. The i

time allowed for the examination is three |

hours and a-half, the hour fixed being gener-

ally from 6 to 9.30 p.m. Those wishing to sit

for the examination, who have not attended
any particular series of lectures, must send in

their name and address, and also the name and- ;

address of some responsible person willing
I

to conduct the examination, to the secretary,

R.H.S., Vincent Square, Westminster, at least

three weeks before the date of examination.

A capitation fee of 5s. is charged for every ,

student (for the junior general examination I

the fee is 2s. 6d.) Each candidate must send' |

in the name and address of a proposed super-

visor, unless he can sit in London, in which
J

case he must say so on his entry form, and
the society will make arrangements for him
at their hall in Vincent Square, Westminster.

Richardia (Arum) : E. D. The development of
,

three spathes is unusual, but not unique, j

Seeing that the spathe is not part of
_
the

j

flower proper, but merely a bract, or modified

leaf, the occurrence is not so wonderful as j

many imagine.

Salvia Ruhxandi : A. Cotton. There is ap-

parently no Salvia of this name. What is pro-

bably meant is S. rutillans, a greenlhouse species

which requires ordinary greenhouse treatment

in loamy soil. It is called the " Pineapple-

scented Sage" and is of sub-shrubby habit,

growing from 2 feet to 3 feet high. The origin,

of this plant is uncertain, but it has been in

cultivation for about thirty years.

Wasps' Nests in November : A. Shahleton.

Your record of large numbers of wasps being

found in their nest on November 26 of last

year is most unusual. As a rule the nest is

deserted by all the wasps with the exception of

the old queen or foundress of the colony, who
dies in her nest at the end of the season. The
males and workers also die off, the only sur-

vivors of the colony being the new queens.

In the nest you had under observation most

of the workers had gone, but a large number
of males and nearly all the new queens were

in the nest. The 300 examples you separated

and placed in the box are all queens. A
number of the queens were infected by a large

intestinal worm belonging apparently to the-

genus Sphaerularia, a parasite which is known,

to infest bumble-bees and wasps.

Communications Eeceived.—F. A. E.—W. O.—
J. R.. Edinburgh—D. W. R. C. B.—O. E. J.—W. K.

—J. C—E. A.—Scotia—W. O. K—W. M. G.—J. H. D.

—A C T.—W.—X. Y. Z.—M. H., Lancaster—M. B.,

Java-W. S.-G. W. H.-I. T.-F. J.-Dr. F. T., Italy

—C. E W —G. T., Versailles—W. W.—H. & Co.—F. B.

—J. S. H.—A. J. L.—F. H., California—O. H. H —
E. O—Mrs F. K —H.—W. J. T.—C. .T. K.—F. J. —
II J. A.—R. B—J. E.—W. H. J.—G. P. B.—Roamer
—0. F. T.—J. J., Blandford—W. G., Lewes—G. H.—
Vitis—H. J., Gtadstone—A. H. F.—D. M.—W. J. B.

—

Nita—J. S.—K.
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wayfarers. From the highway it found its

way to the courts of temples, as a fitting

decoration, and elaborate lanterns were pre-

sented to shrines by devout worshippers. At
Nikko and other Buddhist centres the stone

lanterns are crowded together like automobiles
in Piccadilly of an afternoon. Among them
are many bronze lanterns, and foreigners who
have been fortunate in securing one nave

placed the lantern in the garden ; but it does

not properly belong thereto. Hanging lan-

terns, however, of bronze are often suspended

by a chain from the verandah eaves of a house

usually hexagonal and curved at the extremities

of the angles. Perhaps the best known of these

pillared stone-lanterns is called the Ka6uga-
kata. Next comes the broader 6now-viewing or

Yukimi kind, with umbrella-like top and spread-

ing feet. Again, there is the bracket form,

where there is only one support of the nature

of a leg, assuming a curved form, and allowing

the fire-box to rest free over a pool. To many
the appearance of instability in this form is an
objection, but it can be used very effectively.

Lastly, there is the unassuming " Crouching
Lantern," with neither pillar, feet, nor bracket.

This type is patterned after these fabled

isles of the sea, peopled by monsters. The
whole island takes the form of a tortoise, em-
'blem of strength and longevity ; on its back
rests a rugged Pine tree. Stones, carefully
selected, furnish the idea of the head, of the
four feet, of the tail. There is also the Fukiage-
jima, or wind-swept island, with the tree
branches bending to an imaginary breeze, so as
to suggest mid-ocean. No fresh-water vegeta-
tion is in place with either of these forms, but
a pebbly beach, sea sand and shells.

What is known as the Master's Isle is placed in

Fig. 32.

—

view in a Japanese garden at pasadena, California.

or tea-room, so as to be reflected in the garden
basin, and they may be used without incon-

gruity. Porcelain lanterns have been used on
occasion, but they do not lend themselves
readily to the production of the age- and weather-
worn impression so desired in a garden. They
are too fragile and ornamental in nature, demand-
ing tracery and pictures of the'r own.

Lanterns are not much associated with actual
lighting ; but natural stones are often so ar-

ranged in the vicinity of standard stone lanterns
as to lead up to a higher "lamp-lighting stone,"
often double-stepped. There are, broadly speak-
ing, four patterns of lantern. First is the pil-

lared lantern, with the roof over the fire-box,

It is placed upon some rude stone near a low

water-basin.

The Japanese garden has also room for lamp-
posts of wood. These stand on garden roads or

in passages, adjacent to summer-houses or rest-

ing-sheds. The fire-boxes take a square or

wedge 6hape, are roofed with boards or thatch,

and are carried on high posts.

A garden lake of any size demands its island

or islands. These are of two kinds—those that

are reached from the shore by stepping-stones

or bridge, and those that are out in the open,

suggesting islands in the ocean. The chief of

the latter kind is the Horai-jima, or Elysian Isle,

the fairy or Brownie land of Chinese legend.

the foreground of the landscape and is reached

by a bridge or a picturesque combination of

bridge and stepping-stone. As often a peninsula

(deshima) as an island, it usually ha6 a resting-

shed or rustic harbour for the visitor, as well

as a Stone-of-Easy-Rest, set apart as a favourite

spot for the master to take his ease. We also

expect to see in the Master'6 Isle a Stone of

Amusement ( Yukio-Seki) on a headland con-

venient for angling.

Very similar to the Master'6 Isle is the

Guest's Isle, which is placed more in the back-

ground and is likewise approached by bridge

and stepping-stones. Its ornamental stones are

chosen to denote hospitality. There is a
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Guest-honouring Stone, which, serves as a

rest for an important visitor ; an Interviewing

Stone, of flat shape, in front of the Stone of

Honour, where the host stands to salute visi-

tors; and Water-fowl Stones for birds to

rest upon.

The Master's Isle as well as the .Guest's Isle

may contain a Seat of Honour Stone, patterned

after a sacred 6tone in India, and a choice old

tree always grows beside it. This takes the

mind back to the banks of the Niranjara River,

when truth flashed upon Guatama's soul. I

I might also mention the Yama-jima, or Moun-
tain Isle, containing two peaks, one somewhat
higher than the other. Encircling th:6 island

is a stretch of flat beach with occasional rocks.

A well is an indispensable feature of a Japanese

garden. While in itself useful, its chief end

is often ornamental, helping to express the mood
or sentiment of the whole place. The ordinary

form contains a border or box-like frame of

wood or stone, two buckets suspended on a
pulley, one resting on the edge of the frame,

the other in the water. The accessories are a
drain, stepping-stones and ornamental rocks.

Sometimes the pulley is of porcelain ; the

Oxford frame is popular for the box-frame, the

sides being of artistically-grained wooden slabs.

There is a semi-religious sentiment hovering
round the presence of water in a Japanese gar-

den, as something pure and immortal, remind-
ing us of the text in St. John's Gospel, iv., 14.

" A well of water springing up into eternal

life." An ornamental stone water-basin, taking

the form of Fuji-yama, maybe, or, in statelier

gardens, of a bronze Lotus bowl, is as common
as the well. A running-water basin is also

popular, the water being allowed to stream over
the bowl.

'There are several types of garden bridge.

First comes a simple slab of granite or schi6t.

Then there is the semi-circular Chinese arch,

which, with its reflection in the water, makes
a full-moon effect, giving it its name. A similar

conceit is found in the name Tailco-hashi, or
Drum Bridge, which is smaller and quainter,

the circular interior combining with the reflec-

tion to suggest the head of a drum. A zig-zag

bridge, with a succession of slabs at angles, is

known as Yatsuhashi, after the 6cenery of
Yatsuhashi, in Mikawa, noted for its beds of

Iris flowers linked by a curious composite
bridge. There are also bridges made of wattle-

work covered with earth. Close to bridges of
the granite-slab kind and the earth bridge it is

usual to find a stone lantern.

Torii, or bird-perch gateways, come but
sparingly into art gardens. In his elaborate
work Conder finds 6pace for but one passing
reference to this decorative effect. It is more
appropriate to temples, but can on occasion be
used with good results in the private garden.
The vermilion-coloured variety, with tilted

cross-beam, is of later Buddhist origin ; the
original Shinto torii had straight beams of un-
painted wood, white at the end6.
Let me discuss the essentials of garden con-

struction. First comes the necessity of follow-
ing and encouraging natural Hne6—assisting
Nature, and not forcing her. Keep the geo-
metrical and the artificial far away. Rigidly
exact circles or ellipses, or rectangles, or
squares—these have no place in a Japanese gar-
den, as they have no place in actual outdoor
life. Even the Parthenon, that miracle of archi-
tectural beautv, as recentlv shown by a cap-
able writer, does not deal in straight lines.

The apparent straight lines are delicate curves,
so shaped as to give at a distance the appear-
ance of forthrightness. And stone, it must be
remembered, is not nature-life. Here must I
make the exception : garden 6tone lanterns may
always have geometrical curves, angles, and
straight lines, for they come into a different
category because of the material. The ease and
grace of life are for the most part expressed
in terms of subtle curves. To find these
subtle curves demands both time and sym-

pathy. Secure ease and grace of expression in
the garden without the appearance of pains-
taking effort or studied labour. Here comes in the
great principle of Ars celare artem, not mani-
fest in the Dutch or Italian garden. The key-
note of the Japanese garden is the spontaneity
of life, which is Nature's secret that we may
wrest from her by minute care and patience.

Fig. 33.

—

stone Japanese lantern, shira-taytj

(white-robed civilian).

Rich design, the accumulation of ornament,
savour of vulgarity. Even one graceful old

Pine, with two or three yamaji Chrysanthe-

mums, may make a garden of supreme taste.

The garden must be given a soul.

Good taste ha6 the effect of inspiring a feeling

of truth and purity, while vulgar taste has a
depressing effect. Refined taste in a garden con-

sists not in the extent of its area nor in the

Fig. 34. -JAPANESE STONE LANTERN, YUKI-MI
(SNOW-VIEW).

profusion of its shrubs and trees, but in the

truthfulness of the setting or composition. In

arranging the details for a garden it is well

first to study the topographical features of the
spot where you decide tomake it. Then trans-

plant thither the mood or aspect of some vale or

stream or hill that is dear to your memory, and
arrange all the single effects to suit the whole
design.

Dispense with a fictitious mountain, says one
good authority, if there is a fine waterfall.
Eliminate a pagoda if there is an arbour. Study
reticence, the "something left over," which
leaves room for suggestion. A garden without
suggestion is no real garden. Be ever careful
to transcend artificial rules and enter as far as
you can into the real spirit of Nature. /. M.
Dixon, Los Angeles.

NEW OR NOTEWORTHY
PLANTS.

NEW GARDEN PLANTS FROM NEW
MEXICO.

Continued from p. 50.

Sedum Cockerelh Britton.

This is a species found in the mountains near
Santa Fe ; it has white flowers with bright, pink
styles. It prospered in the garden, and while
small and not very conspicuous, it is a desirable
addition to the rockery.

Leucampyx Newberryi Gray.
This beautiful Composite, with large, white

rays, abounds in the Las Vegas mountains, form-
ing a conspicuous feature in the landscape. A
single plant in the garden at Boulder has not
as yet done itself justice, and indeed the species
should be grown in masses for the best effect.

The plant seems to be self -sterile like the sun-
flowers, as ours yielded no seed.

Gatllardia pulchella Foug.
A well-known annual species, which I found

growing in great abundance in loose volcanic
soil at the Rito de los Frijoles. Very rarely a
variety (albiflora, nov.) was found in which
the yellow of the rays is replaced by white,

faintly tinged with cream. Seeds from the white
variety, undoubtedly crossed with normal plants
growing all around, gave only the ordinary form
in the garden ; but next year we expect to see

the recessive white again.

Aquilegia desertorum (Jones) Cockerell.
This is a dwarf species with red flowers of the

type of A. canadensis, and with an enormous
root. I found it growing in Santa Fe Canon,
and brought a plant home which has flowered
well in the garden and produced seed. We shall

use it in crosses with other species. T. D. A.
Cockerell, University of Colorado, Boulder,
Colorado.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
THE HAMAMELIS.

Haiiamelis arborea, the Japanese Witch
Hazel, will, like others of the race, bloom
well while still quite small. In Japan it is

stated to reach a height of 20 feet, but nothing
approaching this size is to be seen in this country.

The species was introduced into England in 1852,
but although it is one of the most characteristic

shrubs we possess, it is still rare in gardens, a
remarkable fact, as in the winter it is very hand-
some. It generally grows with a well-branched
head, and, when every shoot is covered with its

curiously-shaped blossoms, it is a sheet of yellow.

The blooms will endure several degrees of frost

without being damaged, and are at their best

during the months of January and February.
The blossoms have narrow petals, which

have the appearance of rolls of yellow

ribbon before they are fully open, and when they

are entirely expanded they suggest strips of

twisted gold leaf. Each flower has four petals,

and their bright yellow shows up well against the

crimson sepals. The leaves, which are not per-

fected until the flowers are past, are very much
like those of the Hazel, and in consequence Hazel
has been used as a stock for the Hamamelis, but

as the two plants belong to different genera this

procedure has proved unsatisfactory. 11. arborea
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is seen to the best advantage when overtopping
dwarfer shrubs and when it is more generally

grown it cannot fail to become popuiar. In this

garden there is a specimen over 6 feet in height,

every branchlet of which is studded with buds,
which are now just showing yellow, so that in a
fortnight or so it should be in full bloom.
H. japonica differs from H. arborea in being a

less strong-growing shrub and a month or more
later in coming into flower. The blossoms are

also paler in colour. H. Zucchariniana much re-

sembles H. japonica, but the calyces are darker
in tint- These two are so much alike that, un-
less closely inspected, they cannot be distin-

guished. H. virginica, the American Witch
Hazel, is not a winter but an autumn flowerer.

The flowers of this shrub are smaller and less

brilliantly coloured than those of the Japanese
species. During the months of September and
October, as the leaves begin to assume their

golden colouring, it commences to flower. It is

a robust shrub and soon attains a height of

10 feet.

and will also thrive in a peaty compost. It is

naturally of a bushy habit, but can easily be
pruned so as to form a small standard tree.

Wyndham Fitzherbert, Kingswear, Devonshire.

NURSERY NOTES.

MESSRS. JAS. TEITCH AND SONS, LTD.
The famous nurseries of Messrs. Jas. Veitch

and Sons in the King's Road, Chelsea, have in-

troduced to commerce a large number of the
exotic plants which decorate our greenhouses
and stoves ; and hence it need scarcely be said

that the nursery itself is interesting at all

times. The Nepenthes, greenhouse Rhododen-
drons, winter-flowering Begonias, Hippeastrums
and Orchids, in which the firm has specialised

from the first, are as fine as ever, and even
during the present dull season a good show of
bloom mav be seen.
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THE ROSARY.

CULTIVATORS NEED A GREATER
VARIETY" OF STOCKS.

There is one point in the cultivation of Roses

that has always 6truck me as unprogressive

—

namely, the determined manner in which pro-

pagators stick to seedling, or cutting, Briar as

stocks for budding purposes. The Rose is now

grown extensively in gardens all over the country,

and the nature of the soil must vary consider-

ably. In some gardens the soil will be of a suitable

character for the successful cultivation of the

Rose, but in many other gardens, chiefly owing

to light soils, growers have extreme difficulty in

obtaining satisfactory results. Nevertheless, in

face of these varying conditions, there is but one

root-stock in general commerce, and that is

usually derived from the seed of the Dog Rose,

Rosa canina.

We hear a great deal, for example, about the

success of a particular Rose in certain districts,

while from other parts we have many complaints

that the same variety will not thrive, and it is

condemned as worthless. It is not the scion that

is at fault, but the stock. The Dog Rose is not

at home on every soil, and growing in a natural

state it avoids soils of certain characters, and is

rarely found upon them. When this is considered

it seems strange that Briar stocks should be so

largely used, and that little or no attempt should

be made to discover another rooting medium for

Roses that must be cultivated in gardens wheTe
the soil is not of the kind usually associated with
the successful cultivation of the various types of

Roses now so popular.

There are some members of the genus Rosa
that are found in a thriving condition upon very-

light soils, and one of the most common is R.
pimpinellifolia, our little native Scotch Rose. I

know where thousands of plants of the Pimpernel
Rose flourish most profusely in what is prac-

tically pure sand on the sea coast of the western
district of East Lothian, and the Briar is com-
paratively rare in the immediate district. R.
pimpinellifolia, however, is not suitable as a
stock for Roses, owing to the enoTmous number
of suckers which it produces from its roots.

Notwithstanding this. I would like to see some
experiments carried out with this species of Rose
as a rooting medium for cultivated varieties, and
there is a natural hybrid between it and the
Dog Rose that it might be possible to fix and
use for budding purposes under certain soil con-
ditions. There is no doubt, however, that R.
pimpinellifolia and some of its natural hybrids
do well upon soil on which no other Briar would
thrive, and it suggests, the possibility of some
other 6pecies behaving in a similar way.

Such a species may be found in R. laxa, and
an experience of three years with this stock has
taught me that it may have enormous possi-
bilities and prove of great benefit to those who
must grow their Roses on light and dry soils.

R. laxa was introduced by Retzius in 1803, and
is a native of Siberia. It is not such a stronu-
grower as the Dog Rose, and a bush that is now
three years old has only attained a height of 3
feet. Its long, thin, green branches are almost
devoid of thorns—one good point for the budder
—•and the flowers are pure white with just a sus-
picion of yellow at the base of the petals.

It is the wonderful root system, however, of
this species which is of the greatest importance
to the TosaTian. and its value in this respect de-
serves the fullest investigation. On light soils
this stock has given results of the greatest pro-
mise, and the immense quantitv of fibrous roots
which it produces gives the scion everv oppor
tumty to thrive and flourish. I have noted
Roses upon Briar gradually degenerating upon
a light, dry soil, whereas plants worked upon
R. laxa have steadily improved. Laxa stock is

easily worked, and on the whole is not prone
to sucker. The sap rises earlier in the season
than in Briar, and budding operations may be
begun at an earlier date.

Apart from the question of soils, there i*

another matter that is of importance to the

grower. I think Major Hurst has pointed out

in a recent note on the subject the heterozygous

character of Rosa canina, and the immense varia-

tion found in a break of seedlings about to be used

as stocks for budding purposes. He has drawn
attention to the fact that some are strong and
vigorous, while others are of a totally different

character, many being weak and only producing

indifferent growth and roots. The homozygous
nature of R. laxa is very noticeable, and a batch

of seedlings from this species planted up for

budding will show practically no variation what-
ever from the type.

When it is considered that the modern culti-

vation of the Rose has altered considerably, and
varieties that are esteemed foT decorative pur-

poses, as opposed to the old style of almost purely

exhibition sorts, are now mostly in demand, it

means that growers nowadays expect plants to

stand and give of their best over a series of years.

In this connection it is satisfactory to note that
Manetti as a stock is now almost discarded, and

ORCHID NOTES AND GLEANINGS.

MESSRS. HASSALL AND CO.

Lv the concluding paragraph on Orchid novel-

ties in 1913 (p. 20) a comment on novelties in

general appears in the same sentence as the

appreciation of the new plants flowered by
Messrs. Hassall and Co. The high reputation

for good culture enjoyed by this firm, and our

description of their collection published in a

recent issue, make it scarcely necessary to point

out that the sentence should be broken, and the

latter half placed in a separate paragraph as a

general comment.

ODONTOGLOSSUM AMABILE
ASHLANDS VAR.

Ax the last meeting of the Manchester Orchid
Society, December 18 last, Richard Ashworth.
Esq., Ashlands, Newchurch, Manchester (gr.

Fig. 36.

—

odoxtoglossum amabile ashland's variety.

no one who has the welfare of the Rose at heart

will regret its disappearance. In like manner

R. rugosa has come to the front of recent years

as a stock for standard Roses. The splendid

fibrous roots of this species produce and maintain

enormous heads of bloom, and for plants grown

in this style it seems disposed to oust the Briar.

There is no doubt that Briar stocks are splendid

upon certain types of soils so far as dwarfs are

concerned, but there i9 now strong evidence that

R. laxa is the stock of the future for those who
must of necessity grow their Roses, either for

exhibition or decoration, on soils that have
hitherto been regarded as almost hopeless for this

work. George M. Taylor, Midlothian.

Mr. Gilden), was given a First-class Certifi-

cate to his very handsome form of O. amabile

icrispum x crispo-Harryanumt, the plant

shown having eleven flowers, each 44 inches

across, of a clear white, beautifully marked with

violet-mauve colour. Mr. Ashworth kindly sends

two flowers, which well demonstrate the beauty

of his fine Odontoglossum and the correctness of

the award. O. amabile as a 6econd crossing of O.

crispum shows the benefit of having a good
species as a parent ; and also the potency of O.

Harryanum in giving good shape and form—

a

fact which is to be traced in all hybrids where it

comes in directly or indirectly.

National Chrysanthemum Society.—The
annual general meeting of the members of the

National Chrysanthemum Society will be held at

Carr's Restaurant, Strand, on Monday, February

2. at 7 p.m. The President. Sir Albert Bollit,

LL.D.. D.C.L., will occupy the chair.

Publications Recei veo. —Note* from
the Royal Botanic Garden, Edinburgh. Octo-

ber, 1913. Price 9d.

—

Annual Report of the
Board of Regents of the Smithsonian Institu-

tion. 1912.—A Course of Practical Work in

the Chemistry of the Garden. By I). K.
Kdwardes-Ker. (London : John Murr.iv.) Price
Is. 6d.
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The Week's Work.

THE ORCHID HOUSES.

By H. J. Chapman, Gardener to Mrs. Cookson,
Oakwood, Wylam-on-Tyne.

The Cool House.— The bulk of the plants

of Odontoglossum crispum and allied genera are

in their most vigorous stage of growth ; the new
pseudo-bulbs are forming, and the greatest care

must be exercised to get them well developed and
matured. It is the same with Orchids as with
fruit trees : the growths must be well ripened to

obtain the best results. The modern method of
cultivating Odontoglossums is a great advance
on that of, say, a decade ago, when the plants
were grown in low temperatures at this time of
the year, notwithstanding the fact that this is

the season of most active growth. It may be
admitted that the pseudo-bulbs were hard and
the flowers of generally good quality, but there
was little or no increase in the size and general
robustness of the plants after they were im-
ported. A temperature of 40° or 45° at night
was at one time considered suitable, but most
growers now do not allow the temperature of the
cool division to fall below 50° when the weather
is normal. I find 53° to 55° the most suitable
temperatures during the winter months, for with
extra warmth the plants may be afforded a
liberal supply of moisture at the roots, and the
atmosphere of the house may be well charged
with moisture, and, more essential still, fresh
air may be admitted more liberally. A greater
development of the pseudo-bulbs will necessarily
entail increased care in their ripening, upon
which so much depends. During periods of dull
weather, when moisture evaporates slowly, water
must be used sparingly, whilst the atmosphere
should be kept reasonably charged with mois-
ture, not only to assist in keeping insect pests in
check, but to prevent shrinking in the pseudo-
bulbs. Wfjen moisture has to be applied
to the roots it must not be overdone. Let
the potting compost become fairly dry before
watering, which should be done, if possible, on
bright days. See that plenty of light reaches
the plants; soot and dirt adhering to the roof-
glass must be removed by washing the outside
glass on frequent occasions.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
By W. Crump, Gardener to Earl Beauchamp,

K.C.M.G., Madresfield Court, Worcestershire.

Sweet Peas.— Make a sowing of Sweet Peas
in small pots, placing three to four seeds in each
receptacle. Germinate the seeds in warmth and
transfer the seedlings to a cold frame, where they
will grow slowly and make sturdy plants. Our
system as to arrange two or three clumps of each
variety, setting them at 4 feet apart.

Climbers.— All climbers, whether growing on
walk, fences, pergolas, or other supports, should
be thinned of all weak, spindly growths. Cut
the foreright growths back to three buds and
train some of the shoots their full length, so that
the plant may extend, which is very necessary
to get the best results. I am referring especi-
ally to such shrubby species as Wistaria
and Berberidopsis.

Bulbs in Grass.- Crocuses, including C.
biflorus and C. Sieberi, have been attractive in
these gardens all through the present month, and
other bulbs are unusually forward this season.
The Snowdrops and Winter Aconites will soon
follow in bloom. At Madresfield Court we have
large masses of SnowdrODS which were planted
some years ago beneath the spreading branches
of Cedar trees in an avenue where the grass does
not grow very rank. The plants usually continue
in bloom for about a month, and they are not
much damaged by severe frosts. The Winter
Aconites are planted chiefly under the branches
of forest trees. Next to follow will be the Dutch
Crocuses, which are very effective in bright sun-
shine. A warm corner against a wall facing
south should be selected for planting Iris

stylo6a, and the plants must be left undisturbed

for several years. It repays to soak the roots of

this Iris in summer-time with liquid manure, as

this will strengthen the plants and favour the

development of the delightful lavender-coloured

blooms which appear from Christmas onwards.
Here we have half a dozen plants close to the
windows of the mansion, and, with the above
treatment, they have given splendid results.

The Paved Garden.— Irregular pieces of

stone arranged as a pathway with crevices be-

tween for planting dwarf-growing subjects
make an attractive feature in the garden. In
order to obtain the best results it is necessary
to have a 6tock of plants in reserve, and now is

a suitable time to undertake their propagation.
They may be either increased by cuttings of
healthy plants or large specimens may be taken
up and divided. Many of these Alpines, includ-
ing the Rockfoils, Saxifragas (including "S. Wal-
lisii, S. lantoscana and Guildford Seedling),
Sedums, Dianthuses of the Alpine section, Gen-
tians, Lithospermum, Veronica repens, Aethio-
nema grandiflora, Omphalcdes verna, dwarf
Campanulas, Androsace, Saponaria, Silenes,
Erinus, alpine Phloxes, and the Australian
Cress, Ionopsidium acaule, may be raised from
seed sown now. The plants of the last-named
will flower next winter in the open.

Plants Blooming Out of Doors in
January.— Specimens of Daphne corallina lati-

folia trained on a south wall in these gardens
are in bloom and the perfume of the blossom is

most delightful. Another sweet-smelling shrub,
Chimonanthu6 fragrans, planted in a group of

eight specimens, is largely used here for furnish-
ing cut sprays of bloom. The bushes are
planted about 9 feet apart in an irregular manner
and are situated entirely in the open. We have
a similar group of Erica codonodes planted in a
mixture of peat and loam, each specimen being
about 5 feet high and as much through. The
plants are now masses of flowers, which are
almost white. Although we had 20° of frost on
the 1st inst. the Ericas were only slightly
damaged. The Witch Hazels, including Ham-
mamelis mollis, H. Zucchariniana and H. arborea,
furnish another charming group. The yellow
blossoms show up best against a background of
evergreen, but specimens do well planted in
grass. Sidonia nivalis, Colletia horrida and
Lonicera fragrantissima are also in flower. A
long wall planted with Jasminum nudiflorum has
been and is at the present time a mass of) golden
flowers. All these shrubs mav be planted now
in rich, deep soil. They should receive a mulch-
ing of peat-mo6S litter after they are planted.
If good specimens are obtained they will furnish
a display next season and provide one of the
most pleasing features in the flower garden in
winter.

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
By J. G. Weston, Gardener to Lady Northcote, East-

well Park, Kent.

Red and White CuRRANTS.-These small
fruits should be pruned on the spur system,
leaving only a few buds of the leading shoots for
extension, or lower down for filling up a space
caused by the decay of a branch. Cuttings of
these are prepared in the same manner as those
of the Gooseberry. Red and White Currants as
well as Gooseberries may be planted in a shady
border or trained on the north side of a wall, as
fruits from these will prolong the season.

Gooseberries.— O'f late years the Gooseberry
has advanced in favour as a dessert fruit, but
choice berries are only produced under high
cultivation. New plantations are usually made
in the autumn, but bushes may be planted
during the next few weeks with every prospect
of success provided the ground is in a suitable
condition. As the plants are likely to occupy
the same site for a number of years the ground
should be trenched and heavily manured, for
strong-growing, healthy bushes ' always produce
the best fruit. If the work of pruning estab-
lished bushes is not already completed it should
be finished as soon as possible. Keep the shoots
thinned well apart so that plenty of light may
reach them, and remove all sucker growth, keep-
ing the stem clear for at least 9 inches. The

centre of the bush should be sufficiently open to

enable the fruit to be gathered without tearing

the hands. Reserve as many of the straight,

new growths as are necessary to furnish the

bush, remembering that the best fruits are borne
on wood of the previous year. When the work
of pruning is finished spray the bushes with an
alkali wash. Lightly fork the ground and apply
a mulch of farmyard manure.

Propagating Gooseberries.— It is a good
plan to increase the stock of the best varieties

each season, and the cuttings are best inserted

in the autumn ; but if the work was not done
then it may be proceeded with now. Select

strong, well-ripened shoots of the previous year's

growth and make them about 15 inches long,

cutting away the weak wood at the tips. Re-

move all the buds from the lower two-thirds of

the shoot, retaining about five or six "eyes" at

the top. Insert the cuttings firmly in a shady
border and examine them at intervals to see if

they need treading firm, for they sometimes
become loosened by the action of frost. One-

year-old bushes should be transplanted in open

ground, allowing increased room for each bush.

Cut the shoots back to a few buds to lay the

foundations of a good bush.

Black Currants.— The pruning or thinning

of Black Currants is best done after the fiuit is

gathered in the summer, as this will favour the

development of strong young fruiting growths.

But the thinning is often done after other bush-

fruits are pruned in the autumn and winter.

All old wood should be cut clean away at the

base, leaving only the strong young shoots of the

previous year. It well repays to apply an

annual dressing of farmyard manure to Black

Currants, and this should be spread between

the bushes after the soil has been cleaned and

forked lightly. In propagating Black Currants

all buds on the cuttings should be retained, as

those set underground eventually form strong

suckers and provide the best of wood for fur-

nishing the bushes. Neglected bushes may be

renovated by cutting them to the ground level

and allowing new wood to develop. Every alter-

nate bush may be cut down now, and the re-

mainder another season.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.

By W. Hedlet Warren, gardener to the Aston-Clinton

Park Estate (the Rt. Hon. Lord Rothschild), Buck-
inghamshire.

Apricots, Cherries and Plums.— These
fruit trees may be started slowly into growth by
keeping the day temperature of the house at

about 50°, allowing it to fall to 40° at night.

Spray the trees twice each day with tepid water

to encourage the buds to swell. With a little

artificial heat fresh air may be admitted freely

to the house for so long as the requisite tempera-

ture is maintained ; otherwise, not too freely

until the leaves are forming and the fruit is set.

Peaches and Nectarines.— Some of the

trees that were started early are ready for dis-

budding, which must be done with extra care

early in the season. Remove a few of the
growths daily rather than a large number at one

time at longer intervals, as this would cause a

check that frequently results in the young fruits

dropping wholesale. The night temperature

should still be maintained at about 55°, as this

warmth will ensure a firm, steady growth. Ven-
tilate whenever possible during the day, for a

stagnant atmosphere is harmful. On mild nights

a little air may be admitted through the top

ventilators. Watch the foliage carefully, and on

the first appearance of Green or Black Fly
fumigate lightly, using for preference a vaporis-

ing compound. On no account must the trees be
syringed with an insecticide after the fruit has

formed, or serious injury to the crop may result.

Cleanse the trees daily with clear water and
keep all inside borders in a moderately moist

condition, for if the soil is permitted to become
dry Red Spider and kindred pests will speedily

appear. The work of pruning the trees in late

houses should be completed as soon as possible.

In cleansing the trees see that the swelling buds
are not damaged or rubbed out. In fixing the

branches to the walls or trellis allow plenty of
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space between each shoot, and see that the ties

are not drawn too tightly, but allow space for

the swelling of the branches. Inattention to this

apparently trifling matter frequently results in

great injury by strangulation of the most im-

portant parts of the tree.

Vines.— The pruning of all vines should now
be completed. If Grapes are still hanging on the

rods cut the bunches with as much lateral wood
attached as possible, and place the stems in long-

necked bottles filled with clear water to which a

few small pieces of charcoal have been added.

Fix the bottles in such a position that the

bunches hang quite clear of them and also of the

shelves. The temperature of the room or house

in which Grapes are stored should be about 40°

to 46° with a free circulation of air. Examine
each bunch periodically, as advised in the issue

for the 3rd inst. Keep the bottles filled with

water, for if this is neglected the berries will

quickly shrivel and spoil.

Propagating Vines.— The " eyes " may be
inserted singly in square pieces of turf, or in

small pots or pans filled with loamy soil. Select

well-formed buds from matured wood of last

season's growth. Cover each bud with 'bout

half an inch of soil and plunge the turves or pots

in a hotbed or propagating case with a bottom
heat of about 80°. Under such conditions the

buds will quickly start into growth. Keep the

soil in a fairly moist condition, and as the vines

need increased root room pot them on, always
staging the plants close to the roof-glass. Main-
tain a brisk temperature and a steady bottom
heat throughout the growing season, reducing

the amount of warmth as the rods arrive at

maturity. Young canes raised last season may be

pruned back, and as they start into growth re-

move a portion of the old soil and pot them on

into suitable-sized pots, using a mixture of good

turfy loam and well-decayed manure, to which
a small quantity of bone-meal has been added.

Grow the plants on in exactly the same manner
as advised for those raised from eyes.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.

By C. H. Cook, Gardener to the Earl of Derby,
Knowsley Hall, Lancashire.

Gloxinia and Achimenes. — For early

flowering a batch each of these plants should be
started now. The Gloxinias may be either

potted or started in boxes. I prefer the latter

method on the grounds that space is saved, and
it can be better determined later the size of the
pot most suitable, according 'to the 6trength of

the individual plants. In starting the tubers in

boxes place a layer of moss or leaves on the
bottom and plant them in light, peaty compost,
coconut-fibre, or other quick-rooting medium,
which should barely cover them. If the com-
post is fairly moist water will not be re-

quired until growth commences. Practise over-

head spraying, maintain a moist atmosphere, and a

temperature of 60° increasing to 65°. Gloxinias
grow best in a compost composed of equal parts

fibrous loam, peat and leaf-mould, with one
peck of manure from a spent Mushroom bed for

every two bushels of the compost and sufficient

sharp sand and "charcoal to keep the whole
porous. If started in pots use those of a
diameter of 4i or 6 inches, according to the size

of the tubers. Pot moderately firmiy, place the
pots in a light position near to the roof-glass,

and grow the plants on as directed above. If

seed is sown now the plants will flower in July
and August. Sow in shallow pans. Use ample
drainage materials and fill the pan with a light

compost of sifted loam (previously sterilised),

peat and sand. Soak the soil with warm water,
and when the superfluous moisture has drained
away sow the seeds evenly on the surface. Place
the pan in a propagating case and cover it with
glass. The seedlings should appear in a few
days, when the glass may be removed and the
pan placed on a high shelf, but protected from
sunshine. In the case of Achimenes the old
soil should be shaken from the root6 and the
latter placed at 1 inch apart in a box containing
a compost as advised for Gloxinias. Cover them
with i inch of soil and start them into growth
in a house having an atmospheric temperature of
65°. Keep the soil and atmosphere moist. The

tubers will quickly form roots, and when the
top growths are 2 inches long lift several in a
clump with a good ball of soil, and either pot
them or arrange them in baskets to hang in the
stovehouse. Syringe the plants daily, but avoid
over-watering the roots. When the flowers ap-
pear remove the plants to cooler quaiters.

Climbers.— Allamandas, Aristolochias, Cissus
discolor, Bougainvilleas, Clerodendron Balfouri,

Ipomeas, Rondeletia speciosa major and Ste-

phanotis are a few of the many climbers suitable

for growing in a warm conservatory. The
plants, whether growing in pots or planted out in

borders, should receive attention now. The new
shoots of Allamandas, Bougainvilleas and Cissus

discolor should be shortened to about an inch,

the soil removed from the border to a depth of

about 2 inches and re-placed by rich, peaty
soil. Specimens in pot6 should be re-potted if

necessary and the drainage put in ordeT. In
planting climbers in borders restrict the roots to

a space measuring from 18 inches to 3 feet

square, according to the strength of the indi-

vidual plant. Fuchsias, Lapageria rosea and its

white variety, Passifloras, Plumbago capensis,

Swainsonias, Streptosolen Jamesonii and Brachy-
semas are all excellent subjects for training up
pillars or for suspending from the Tafters of

greenhouses and cool corridors. Top-dress the

roots with rich, fibrous loam, thin out the weakly
growths of the Swainsonias and Lapagerias, and
arrange the shoots as naturally as possible.

Luculia gTatissima should be pruned severely

and kept fairly dry at the roots for a week or
two. Specimens planted in an enclosed area in

a border thrive better than those in pots. This
plant resents disturbance at the Toots, but it may
be top-dressed with a mixture of loam, peat and
silver sand.

be injured by its contact. Sow either broadcast
or in wide, shallow drills, and rather thinly,
otherwise a great number of the seedlings will

be impoverished and stunted by the more robust

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By E. P. Brotherston, Gardener to the Earl of

Haddington, Tyninghame, East Lothian.

Shallots.— These bulbs may be planted
now in well-worked soil. Arrange the sets at

about 5 inches apart and wide enough between
the rows to permit of the Dutch hoe being freely

used, but be careful not to cover them. Where
Garlic is esteemed the cloves may also be planted

Mint.— This herb is much used in some
establishments, and a sufficient number of the

long, underground stolons should be lifted,

placed in boxes among light soil, and stood in

one of the forcing houses, where, with an abund-
ance of water to keep the soil always moist, a
6upply of shoots will soon be produced.

Radishes and Lettuces.— In warm
situations seeds of these salads may be sown out
of doors in a sheltered border and in the same
drills, which should be somewhat wider than
usual. Early Radishes do not always succeed,

but a row is worth trying. If a Cos Lettuce i6

preferred Hicks's Hardy is one of the most reli-

able varieties for this or perhaps for any other

season. It is very hardy, grows to a large size,

and " cabbages " without it being necessary to

tie the leaves together.

Parsley. — The main crop may be sown at

any time. I have an abundance of Parsley from
the produce of seeds sown a year ago, the plants

having been transplanted when of a suitable

size to move them 1 foot apart. As a rule they
continue giving us leaves till those of the suc-

ceeding year's sowing are ready, though it is

safer to have another sowing to meet any losses

that may occur through winter failures than to

rely on the one. Dobbie's Exhibition is the
finest variety for all purposes. Well-grown
plants are objects of great beauty when fully

matured.

Leeks.— The main crop of Leeks should be
sown at the earliest opportunity. Like Parsley,

the seeds are some considerable time in germinat-

ing ; and of the Leek at least it may be said that

the larger it is the better it is. From the very
outset Leeks should be grown in highly-manured
soil, and it is a by no means bad system to en-

rich the spot chosen for the seed-bed with some
thoroughly decayed manure, but it mu6t be
placed deeply, so that the sprouting seeds cannot

THE APIARY.
By Chloris.

Seasonable Work.— In some parts of Eng-
land bees will soon be gathering honey from
Crocuses. These beautiful flowers supply the
first pollen of the season, and on warm days the
bees go out in eager search of it to provide
the nitrogenous matter necessary for the suc-

cessful rearing of brood. The bee-keeper can
assist the bees by supplying them with artificial

pollen in the shape of peaflour, and for this pur-

pose Symington's is one of the very hest, as it is

ground to a very fine powder. Choose a sunny
nook near to the hives, well sheltered from
cold winds, and sprinkle the peaflour in a box of

shavings. The bee6 will be seen loading up and
revelling in the rich store of easily-obtained food.

They will continue to use this until the catkins

of the Hazel and Willow appear, when the

apiarist should cease to use the peaflour.

Feeding.—From now until the end of April

a large proportion of the winter losses among
bees occur, and in most instances this is due to

starvation, although these winter dwindlings are

often ascribed to other causes. To feed on syrup

would be to court disaster, for the liquid is

stimulative in its action and would _thus cause

the queen to deposit more eggs than the season

will warrant, and the resulting brood would
perish during cold weather. This being the case

use only candy made from honey and powdered
loaf cane sugar. Take some honey and warm it,

mixing with it the finely-powdered 6ugar, until

the whole assumes the consistency of a very stiff

putty. Allow it to 6tand for a few days and

work in more sugar until no liquid is left.

Where honey cannot be obtained, the candy

must be made wholly from sugar and water, and

this is made into soft candy. Take a preserving

or enamelled pan, in it place 101b. of best cane

white sugar, and pour over it two quarts of boil-

ing water. Put the pan on a bright, clear fire and

stir the liquid until all the sugar is dissolved.

After it begins to boil draw the vessel aside and
remove the scum. When all has been skimmed

off return the pan to the fire and allowit to boil

as quickly as possible without any stirring for

quite twenty minutes. Many are afraid to do

this, as they fear that it will burn. To ascertain

if the syrup has boiled long enough dip the

index finger into a basin of very cold water, and

immediately place it, bent, into the boiling syrup ;

on withdrawing it roll up the adhering sugar, and

if it makes a 6oft ball, like plasticine, it is ready

for use. There is no fear of the finger being

scalded in this operation. (Those who can afford

it should purchase a sugar-boiler's thermometer,

which is graded from 50° to 350° F. and can

be purchased for 5s. 6d.) When a hall cannot

be formed the liquid must be allowed to boil for

a little longer. To secure smooth candy, after

removing it from the fire pour it into a shallow

tin and allow it to cool. While it is cooling

on no account must it be stirred (or the gram

will be rough) until the finger can be held in

it for quite half a minute without being seahied,

then stir until the candy is white and stiff. To

remove the syrup from the tin it must be

warmed, and when it has reached a creamy

state stir it to get out the lumps, and just before

it reaches 'boiling point (about 200° F.) pour it

into boxes or section cases and allow it to cool.

The candy may be stored in a cool, dry cup-

board. Should the candy be over-boiled—and

hence brittle—add more water and re-boil ;
and

to prevent; the liquid boiling over fill the pan

only half full.

Examining the Hives.—No attempt must

be made to make an examination of the colony

as there will be a great loss of heat, and such

examination may cause the bees to kill the queen.

When the candy is given to the bees choose a

bright, warm dav, just raise the quilt suffi-

ciently to get it under, taking care to leave no

gaping corners uncovered by the quilt, or heat

will escape and reduce the' temperature of the

lower chamber so that the brood will die.
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EDITORIAL NOTICE.

ADVERTISEMENTS should be sent to the
PUBLISHER., 41, Wellington Street.
Covent Garden, W.C.

Editors and Publisher. — Our Correspondents

would obviate delay in obtaining answers to

their communications, and sate us much time and
trouble, if (hey would kindly observe the notice

printed weekly to the effect that all letters relat-

ing to financial matters and to advertisements

should be addressed to the Publisher ; and that

all communications intended for publication, or

referring to the Literary department, and all

plants to be named, should be directed to the

Editors. The two departments. Publishing and
Editorial, are distinct, and much unnecessary de-

lay and confusion arise when letters are mis-

directed.

Letters for Publication, as well as specimens of

plants for naming, should be addressed to the

EDITORS, 41, Wellington Street, Covent
Garden, London Communications should be

WRITTEN ON ONE SIDE ONLY OP THE PAPER, Sent OS

early in the week as possible and duly signed by
the writer. If desired, the signature will not be
printed, but kept as a guarantee of good faith.

Local News-

—

Correspondents will greatly oblige

by sending to the Editors early intelligence of local

events likely to be of interest to our readers, or of
any matters which it is desirable to bring under
the notice of horticulturists.

Selection and
Pure Strains.

APPOINTMENTS FOR FEBRUARY.

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 3—
Scottish Hort. Assoc, meet.

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 4—
B.G.A. Ex. Council meet.

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 5—
Linnean Soc. meet.

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 6—
Roy. Gardeners' Orphan Fund Ann. Meet, and
Election of Orphans at Simpson's Restaurant,
Strand, at 5 p.m. Roy. Inst. meet.

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 7—
Roy. Scottish Arhoricultural Soc. Ann. meet.
Soc. Francaise d'Hort. de Londres meet.

MONDAY. FEBRUARY 9—
United Hort. Ben. and Prov. Soc. Com. meet.

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 10—
Roy. Hort. Soc.'s Show and Ann. Meet.
Horticultural Club Annual Dinner, 6.30 p.m.

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 12—
Manchester & N. of Eng. Orchid Soc. meet.

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 17—
Broughty Ferry Hort. Assoc, meet.

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 19—
Linnean Soc. meet.

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 24—
Roy. Hort. Soc. Corns, meet

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 26—
Manchester & N. of Eng. Orchid Soc. meet. Roy.
Botanic Soc. meet.

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 27—
Finchley Chry. Soc. annual meet.

Average Mean Temperature for the ensuing week
deduced from observations during the last Fifty
Years at Greenwich, 39.5°.

Actual Temperatures :

—

Loxdon, Wednesday, January 28 (6 p.m ) : Max.
49°; Min. 40°.

Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington Street,
Covent Garden, London, Thursday, January
29 (10 a.m.) : Bar. 29.7°. Temp. 49°. Weather
—Sunshine.

Provinces.—Wednesday, January 28. Max 50°,
Valencia; Min. 43°, Aberdeen.

8ALES FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
MONDAY, TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY,

AND FRIDAY—
First half of 10 days' Sale of Nursery Stock, at
Coombe Wood Nurseries, Kingston Hill. By order
of Messrs. J. Veitch & Sons, Ltd. By Protheroe
and Morris, at 12 o'clock.

MONDAY AND WEDNESDAY—
Rose Trees, Perennials, Liliums, etc. At Stevens'
Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, at 12.30
p.m.

MONDAY AND FRIDAY—
Herbaceous and other Plants, Lilies and Hardy
Bulbs, Roses, Fruit Trees, etc. At 67 and 68,
Cheapside, E.C., by Protheroe and Morris, at 12.

WEDNESDAY—
Border Plants and Perennials, Hardv Bulbs, etc.,
at 12. Palms and Plants at 5. Trade Sale of
miscellaneous Bulbs and Roots, at 12. 1,119 c/s
Japanese Liliums, at 2.30. At 67 and 68, Cheapside,
E.C., by Protheroe and Morris

THURSDAY—
Roses, at Protheroe and Morris's rooms, at 1.

FRIDAY—
Orchids, at Protheroe and Morris's rooms, at 12.45.

The first place in the

current number of the

Journal of the Board of

Agriculture* is occu-

pied by an article which asks the question,
" Can selection improve the quality of a

pure strain of plants? "

To this question the authors, C. and A.

Hagedoorn, of the University of Utrecht,

give an uncompromisingly negative

answer.

In support of their contention that a
pure strain if self-fertilised will not de-

teriorate but will maintain its character
unaided by selection, these authors point
to Johannsen's well-known experiments
and to the series of Wheats collected and
preserved by M. Louis de Vilmorin, and
recently re-discovered by a member of the
firm. Johannsen's experiments, which
were made with Beans, may be summarised
briefly thus. By starting with single

seeds "pure lines " may be obtained. The
plants of each of these pure lines main-
tain their characters in generation after

generation of their descendants, and these
characters are not modified by selection.

Thus Johannsen found that when he had
isolated a line or race pure for a certain
character—that of weight of individual
seed—it made no difference to the weight
of the seed of the offspring whether these
offspring were obtained by sowing the
somewhat larger or the somewhat smaller
seeds of the previous generation. The
strain had a certain range with respect to
this character, and that range is maintained
in successive generations. Louis de Vil-

morin's observations on Wheat tend to

confirm this remarkable conclusion. That
distinguished horticulturist, who intro-

duced the custom of breeding from single
plants—a custom now all but universally
followed—grew and preserved examples
of different varieties of Wheat. From
each variety a single daughter plant was
preserved, and from that daughter plant-

in turn a single descendant was pre-

served. This invaluable series of pedi-

gree plants has been discovered recently
by M. Meunissier, the plant breeder to

the firm of Vilmorin. The identity be-
tween the original plants and their

descendants, after about 60 years of selec-

tion, is most impressive, and would seem
to justify the contention of Messrs. Hage-
doorn that a pure race remains pure if

self-fertilised, whether selection be practi-

cal upon it or not.

Are we to assume, therefore, that all

the labour of our seedsmen in maintain-
ing and supplying us year by year with
early, mid-season, and late varieties, with
tall and dwarf and mid varieties, and so
forth is but vain? We think not. Every-
thing turns on the purity of the strain,

and purity is an expression of constitution.

Now certain characters of plants are
simple. They depend on a single some-
thing present in the germ cells. Such char-
acters are easily obtained in a pure state.

Other characters are far from simple.
They depend on not one or two "some-
things " present in the germ cells, but
upon four, five, and perhaps more of these
character - bearing factors of the germ

* No. 10, Vol. 20.

cells. When this is the case it is probable
that for one plant which is pure for this
complex character there are many plants
which display this character almost as
conspicuously, and yet are not pure to it.

The means of discrimination between the
quite pure and the apparently pure are so
slight that even the trained eye may be
deceived.

From the practical point of view, how-
ever, Messrs. Hagedoorn's contribution is

a timely one ; for it will serve to em-
phasise to the seedsman the importance of
pedigree cultivation; of starting from
single seeds, and of observing the be-
haviour of the several families raised from
these single seeds. For example, if the
plant breeder discovers a desirable variety
of Pea he should not only harvest and sow
the seeds of that plant, but he should
harvest the seeds of each first generation-
plant separately in order to discover
whether the desirable character is com-
mon to all the members of all the families
or whether it is confined to some families
only, or even to some individuals of soma
families. If the character is exhibited by
all the members of all the families it may
be regarded as fixed. If it occur only in
some families, but in all the individuals
thereof, the next generation from these
individuals will suffice to show whether
the character is fixed. If, on the other
hand, the character occur only among
some individuals of certain families, the
grower must be prepared for several years
of " selection " before he can hope to light

upon plants which are actually pure to

the character. In this task isolation

must again be practised.

Coloured Supplement. -The subject of
the Coloured Plate to be published with the issue

for next week is the Tree Lupin (Lupinus
arboreus) from a colour photograph taken in the
R.H.S. Gardens, Wisley.

Horticultural Club.— The annual meet-
ing of the members of the Horticultural Club
will take place in the Club Room at the Hotel
Windsor, Victoria Street, Westminster, on
Tuesday, February 10, at 5.45 p.m. The annual
dinner will take place in the large dining-room
of the hotel at 6.30. The president, Sir Frank
Crisp, Bt., will preside. The proceedings will
include a musical programme, provided by the
president. The following new members were
elected at the last meeting : Messrs. G. Norman
Bunyard, A. Dawkins, G. H. Richards, and
Robert Woodward, jr.

National Diploma in Horticulture.—
The qualifying test for candidates wishing to

take the National Diploma Preliminary Ex-
amination in June next will be held on Tuesday,
March 10. Those desiring to register their

names for the Diploma should make application

at once on forms to be obtained from the Secre-

tary, R.H.S., Vincent Square, Westminster,
London, S.W.

The Crystal Palace.— The proposal to de
vote only 20 acres of the grounds as an open

space for the use and enjoyment of the public

has caused disappointment, and the Metropoli-

tan Public Gardens Association has addressed

a letter to the Corporation of the City

of London on the subject. It states that the

Association views with serious concern the pro-

visions of the Crystal Plalace Bill, under which
only 20 acres will be permanently dedicated as
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an open space for the use and enjoyment of the

public, while access to a large area of the

grounds may be curtailed by fifty days in each

; year ; and records the opinion that the pro-

< portion of land to remain permanently open
should, be materially increased in view of Sir

David Burnett's pledge in his letter to the
1 Times of March 11 last that the object of the
. scheme was to acquire tbe Palace and grounds
for the purposes of an open space.

Munificent Gift by Mr. Leonard
i Sutton.—At the meeting of the Council of

. University College, Reading, held on Tuesday,

January 27, it was announced that Mr. Leonard
Sutton, of the firm of Messrs. Sutton and Sons,

had given a donation of £1,000 to the fund wrr'ch

is being raised for the purpose of providing

adequate buildings and laboratories for the agri-

cultural and other departments of the College.

Bulbs at Hampton Court.— It is stated

that the number of bulbs which have been
planted this season in the Royal gardens at

Hampton Court Palace exceeds one million, the
weight being between two and three tons.

There are 140 beds, with an average of about
3,000 bulbs to a bed; while the great 10-feet

border, which extends from the river to the
Hampton Court Road, takes more than all the
beds.

Sale of the Coombe Wood Nursery
Stock.—The second sale by auction at Messrs.

James Veitch and Sons' nursery, Coombe Wood,
Kingston Hill, will be conducted by Messrs.

Protheroe and Morris on Monday, February
2, and nine following days. The catalogue in-

cludes Rhododendrons, Yews, ornamental, flower-

ing and avenue trees, Ro6es, Clematis. Vitis,

Magnolias, Bamboos and other stock. The sale

will commence each day at 12 o'clock.

York Chrysanthemum Show.— Owing to

the poor support which the York Florists' Society

has received in the past few years in connec-

tion with tbe annual Chrysanthemum Exhibition,

formerly one of the best shows in the North of

England, the Committee has decided to discon-

tinue the display, unless a sufficient sum is

guaranteed to meet expenses. As an alternative
it is proposed to hold a one-day members' show.

Proposed New Public Gardens: at
Blackpool.— The Blackpool Corporation is con-

sidering the purchase of St. George's Gardens
as a public open space, at a cost of £20,000.

Although there are opponents of the. scheme, on
the score of expense, the matter has the support
of the Chairman of the Finance Committee, who
holds that it will not add to the burden of

the ratepayers.

Proposed Amalgamation" of' Scottish
Horticultural Societies.— If we may judge
from the tone of the discussion of this subject

that took place last week on the occasion of the
annual meeting of the Scottish Horticultural

Association, it really seems a6 if, after all, some
practical Tesult may come from the proposal to
amalgamate the two Scottish societies. The
matter has been before horticulturists for many
years past, and in 1905, when the last Inter-

national show was held in Edinburgh, it was
thought that every means would be sought to
overcome any difficulties .that stood in the
way of amalgamation. But the movement
needed the help of a strong man, and there
was none forthcoming. Directly difficulties

' were encountered, enthusiasm began to wane.
Then or later a committee was appointed
by the Scottish Horticultural Society, but it was

I appointed for one year only, and after dkcussing
the matter for that period the committee left
things as they were. As was pointed out by Mr.
Taylor and Mr. Cuthbertson (see p. 80) the
same men hold high offices in both societies,
and most of them have expressed themselves on

one occasion or another .in favour of amalgama-
tion ; yet nothing has been done. Neither the
Scottish Horticultural nor the Royal Caledonian is

remarkably strong, the Edinburgh shows are not
all they might be, and Scottish horticulture is

represented somewhat weakly by two voices.

Amongst those who declared for union last week
were Mr. King (President of the Scottish Horti-

cultural Society), Mr. James Whttock, Mr. J.

W. McHattte, Mr. Comfort, Mr. Cuthbertson,
and Mr. Taylor. If something practical is not
done soon the reputation of Scotchmen as organ-
isers will suffer.

Begonias at Cherryhinton Hall.—Mr.
E. Dyson, gardener at Cherryhinton, has for-

warded photographs of Begonia Gloire de Lor-
raine, growing in a glasshouse. The plants are

8 feet in circumference and are growing in 7-inch

pans suspended from the roof-rafters. They are

masses of flowers, scarcely any foliage being

visible beneath the great wealth of blossoms.

New Classes at the Shrewsbury Show.
—New classes have been arranged for the summer
show of the Shropshire Horticultural Society,

which will be held at Shrewsbury on August 19-20.

One is for a collection of American Tree or Per-

petual-flowering Carnations, arranged in a space

measuring 15 feet by 5 feet. The first prize is

a 50-guinea SilveT Challenge Cup, presented by
the President, Annabelle Lady Botjghey, to-

gether with £15 in money. The 2nd prize is

£12 10s., the 3rd prize £10, and the 4th prize

£7. The Cup will become the property of any
competitor who wins it three times (not neces-

sarily in succession). Prizes are also offered in

three classes for (a) six pots of new varieties of

Perpetual-flowering Carnations not yet in com-
merce; (6) a collection of cut Carnations occupy-

ing a space of 6 feet by 4 feet (Tree Carnations
excluded) ; and (c) twelve vases of Picotees, white

or yellow grounds, three blooms of each, staged

with their own buds and foliage. A new class

for nurserymen is one for a formal or informal

flower garden arranged in a space 100 feet by
50 feet out-of-doors, entirely at the discretion

of exhibitors, but ponds, streams and rockwork
are not permitted in the scheme. The following

awards will be made :—Coalport china dessert

service, value £20 ; large Gold Medal ; Gold
Medal. The sum of £15 towards expenses will

be allowed to each exhibitor whose exhibit the

judges consider sufficiently meritorious.

The Surveyors' Institution.— The an-

nual dinner of the institution will be held at the
Whitehall Rooms, Hotel Metropole, on Monday,
February 23, at 7 p.m.

Gift of Plants to the British Museum.
—A second collection of Southern Nigerian

plants has been presented to the Natural His-

tory Museum by Mr. and Mrs. P. Amauby
Talbot. As stated by the Times, the collec-

tion comes from the Eket district, which lies

along the Gulf of Guinea, stretching westward
from Calabar and the Cross River. The country
consists of Mangrove marsh lining the banks of

creek and stream, and of fertile Palm swamp
with Coconut, Pissava and oil Palms. Toward
the seashore dwarf Dates fringe the low-lying

lands. Mrs. Talbot has prepared about 800
specimens of the flora of this district, and they
are now being classified at the herbarium at

South Kensington. Mrs. Talbot has paid

special attention to the Napoleonas, which belong

to the Myrtle family. In some of them the

flowers are about 2 inches in diameter, and white
and pink in colour. The specimens include new
genera of Leguminosae, whilst the Rubiaceae is

represented by a number of new 6pecies. The
Randias present interesting problems as re-

gards insect visits for the purpose of fertilisa-

tion. Cyclocotyla oligospeTma Wernham is a
new species, hitherto known merely from
a small fragment from the Congo. This,

which is one of the most interesting plants in the

collection, is a member of the Apocynaceae, to
which many rubber-bearing plants belong. Mrs.
Talbot has also brought back a new species of

the Coffee plant and a number of Orchids, some
of which are new.

Outrage at a Botanic Garden.— In the
early hours of the 24th inst. a bomb exploded in

the Botanic Gardens, Glasgow, breaking a
number of panes of glass in the Kibble Palace,

whilst a second bomb exploded near to a watch-
man, who fortunately escaped injury. The
Glasgow Herald states that the Kibble Palace,

or winter garden, was originally built by the
late Mr. John Kibble at his residence, Coulport,

Loch Long, but was taken down and re-erected

on an enlarged scale in the Botanic Gardens in

1871. It covers nearly two acres, is a handsome
iron and glass structure, ani comprises an en-

trance hall at the west end, transepts filled with
flowers, and a lofty conservatory, 471 feet in cir-

cumference, which contains Palms and other
tropical plants. The eastmost portion of the
Kibble Palace closely adjoins the boundary of
the grounds of Queen Margaret College, while
a short distance to the south is the wall separat-
ing the Botanic Gardens from Hamilton Drive.
Mr. James Whitton, the superintendent of parks
and curator of the Botanic Gardens, who resides

at Bellahouston, arrived in the gardens shortly

after eight o'clock and made an examination,
which revealed that twenty-seven panes of glass

in the perpendicular and curved parts of the
conservatory of the Kibble Palace had been
shattered. Fortunately none of the plants was
damaged.

Regulating the Rainfall.— Sir Oliver
Lodge, in delivering the annual Kelvin lecture

before the Institution of Electrical Engineers
on the 22nd inst., referred to the electrification

of the atmosphere, and pointed to the possi-

bility of controlling the weather by discharg-

ing into clouds sufficient electricity to start a
rainfall. Sir Oliver said that in normal circum-

stances in fine weather the earth is negatively

charged and the liigher layers of the atmosphere
positively charged. Lord Kelvin held the view
that fine weather is associated with the positive

condition of the upper atmosphere, and it is the

fact that the electrical conditions are reversed

in" cloudy and rainy weather. If these things

are associated as cause and effect, there is a
hope that a control of the electrical conditions

of the atmosphere may be the proper line of

research to folio v in any attempt to control the

weather. Sir Oliver thinks that the well-known
influence of ultn violet light in coaxing the

negative electricity of the earth into the lower
air, whence it is carried by wind currents to a

higher level, produces the conditions which cause

thunderstorms. Experiments ought to be car-

ried out as to the effect in countries where rain

is wanted of Hying kites at a high elevation

and by that means discharging into the clouds
sufficient electricity to start a rainfall.

Belgian Horticulturists and the
St. Petersburg Exhibition.— Belgian horti-

culturists, organised by their society, the
Chambre Syndicate des Horticulteurs Beiges,

are busily preparing to take part in the Inter-

national Horticultural Exhibition to be held at

St. Petersburg next May. The Belgian Govern-
ment has promised to provide the generous sum
of Fs. 25,000 towards the expenses of those who
wish to exhibit, out of which sum the Chambre
Syndicate will have the disposal of Fs. 19,000.

to be expended on behalf of horticulturists pure

and simple. The remainder, Fs. 5,000, will be
handled by a committee to be appointed to look

after the interests of exhibitors of fruit and
early vegetables. The money will be chiefly

used in defraying railway charges (for the goods

and for the fares of two delegates who will re-

ceive and unpack, etc., the exhibits), and out-of-

pocket expenses at St. Petersburg. All expenses

will first be paid by the exhibitors, and will be
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refunded out of the grant. The two delegates

who have been appointed to look after the in-

terests of the Belgian horticultural exhibitors are

M. Ch. Ptnaeet and M. Francois Spae.

Proposed Developments at Wisley.—
With the annual report of the Royal Horticul-

tural Society, which has just been posted to the

Fellows, a slip is inserted containing a special

notice relating to the Wisley Gardens. This

notice is as follows :—" Notice is hereby given

that at the annual meeting of the Society to be

held on Tuesday, February 10, at 3 p.m., Sir

Daniel Morris, K.C.M.G., will propose, and

Mr. W. Cothbertson, J.P., will second a resolu-

tion to the effect that
—

' The Council of the

Society be requested to create a Special Tru6t

to carry out its recommendations, there is eveTy
prospect of great developments taking place in

the Society's work in the immediate future.

This Report, which was only laid before the
Council on December 9, will require much care-

ful thought, for the scheme is of such magnitude
and complexity, and touches so many different

interests, that its mere consideration must of

necessity take a considerable time before even an
outline of it can be announced, so that for the
present no more can be said beyond recording
the fact. A new Committee has been formed to
advise on the details of the Report."

Animals and Plants under Domestica-
tion.—On the 20th inst. Professor Bateson,

Director of the John Innes Horticultural In-

stitution, Merton, gave the first of a course

only occur after hybridisation. The cross be-

tween the rock pigeon and the stock dove has
now been made, and if such a cross is possible

now may it not have occurred in the past ? The
study of the physiology of variation leads to the
doubt whether there is anything to be called

general variability, but variation of the type in

which loss of characters occurs is very common.
A case in point is that of the six-rowed Barley,

which behaves as a recessive to the two-rowed
form. The two-rowed form possesses a factor

inhibiting the development of the six-rowed

type, and it must be concluded that the latter

has been derived from the wild type by the loss

of this factor.

Phosphatic Manures.— Experiments car-

ried out by Messrs. Muntz and Gaudechon
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Fund to carry on and augment the Society's

work at Wisley, and this meeting would approve

of a part of the present surplus funds of the

Society being allocated to that purpose.' " A6
bearing on the same question we extract the fol-

lowing paragraph from the annual report of 1913,

a copy of which comes into our hands as these

pages are going to press :—" The Research Com-
mittee was appointed to examine the large

number of suggestions for the extension of the

Society's work which are constantly being made,
and to advise the Council on any reasonable

ways in which the Society might assist and ad-
vance the more scientific aspects of horticulture.

A very important report has been drawn up by
this Committee, and, if it is found practicable

of lectures on "Animals and Plants under

Domestication." He discussed the question

whether the variation of domesticated animals

and plants can be justly compared with

that of the wild species, and considered that one

grave difficulty is the fact that under domestica-

tion no new form has been known to arise which
is sterile with the parent form. In the time of

Darwin but little progress had been made with

the 6tudy of variation. Analysis of variation

has been made possible by the Mendelian method
of investigation, and the results of recent work
had been to throw doubt on many of the assump-
tions made by earlier workers. Darwtn ac-

cepted the evidence that the numerous types of
the pigeon came from a single original form.
Now we would think that such variation would

(Ann. He. agron. franr-. et etrnngire, p. 200, 1912)

have an important bearing on the application of

phosphatic manures to soils. These authors find

that the amounts of added phosphates absorbed

by plants (Peas, Beans, Turnips, etc.), are

greatest in the year during which the fertiliser

is added, and that the amounts absorbed de-

crease markedly in the second year, and yet

more in the third year. Wherefore it should be

good practice to manure with small quantities

of phosphates, annually rather than to add larger

quantities at longer intervals. The authors find,

moreover, that mono-calcic phosphate is more

assimilable by plants than either di- or tri-calcic

phosphate, and that tri-calcic phosphate gives

results slightly better than the di-calcic phos-

phate.
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HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
(The Editors do not hold themselves responsible for

the opinions expressed by correspondents.)

Cyaniding to Destroy Mealy Bug.—The
correspondence on this subject shows that the
matter is both interesting and important to gar-
deners. Although the gas has been used' in
gardens for many years the process has never
yet been put on a scientific basis. There are
certain conditions that require definite elucida-
tion to make cyaniding a safe and sure agent
for the destruction of Mealy Bug and other pests
of plants, both indoors and out. We require to
know (1) how to bring about that condition of

the host plant that will render it the least sus-

ceptible to the effects of the gas ; (2) the life

history of the pest we have to destroy
; (3) to

use cyanide of one uniform percentage strength

;

(4) to have a means of generating the gas that
will not endanger human life. The first condi-
tion may, perhaps, be secured by a dry atmo-
sphere, Tteeping the plants dry at the roots as
circumstances will allow. A low temperature,
below 55° if possible, is best, and the cyaniding
should be done in the evening when light is

absent or very weak. I believe it is generally
known that there are two species of Mealy Bug
that infest plant houses, Dactylopius longispinus
and D. citri. Those who wish to know all about

;
them should read Professor Newstead's Mono-
graph of Coccidae. I have counted the eggs .in

many nests and have found them to be from 60
i to over 200. I counted the eggs in two nests re-

i cently ; one had 120, the other 143. Your corre-

\
spondent, /. H. Y. (p. 30), seems to indicate that

they hatch in two or three days, but I have not
found them to hatch in so short a time, and I

(have known them to remain unhatched at this

time of the year for a long period. Generally

I have found the females are slow egg layers,

| when they ultimately die, if my observations

have been correct. I would advise cyaniding
•dormant vines every ten days three or four

t'mes. I found a very fine specimen male bug
last week. No doubt many of your readers will

have seen the pictures from my photographs of

the males and females in Professor Theobold's
large book, Pests of Orchard and Garden, and
in the practical book, by Mr. R. Hooper Pear-

son, Garden Pests, in either of which particulars

are given for cyaniding. I am very pleased to

say I have photographed the Mealy Bug, male
and female, nests and eggs, in practically all

stages, and I have a quantity of mate-

rial under observation at the present time.

Sodium cyanide should be used, as potassium

cyanide is sold in so many strengths, whereas
sodium is of one uniform strength and more
soluble than the potassium salt. In the genera-

tion of the gas every precaution must be taken

to ensure safety as well as the complete dissolv-

ing of the cyanide. There are cases on record

where the cyanide has been dropped into the

acid in paper and the cyanide has floated on the

acid without dissolving. If cvanide is used at a

certain strength not only will Mealv Bugs be

destroyed, but their eggs also. /. G. Blake y,

Rolmwood Gardens, Redditch.

Prevention of Accidents dueto Burning.
—In returning recently a verdict of accidental

death in the case of a cook who had died from
burns, the jury added a rider that all cooks

should be provided with and wear uninflammable
aprons. To such an admirable precaution may I

suggest another? One potential and not infre-

quently an actual factor in these distressing acci-

dents," is the high kitchener mantel-shelf, upon
which (maybe) are kept some cooking utensils.

To reach these things, in a hurry probably, the

. cook must necessarily lean over the fire in a posi-

tion so dangerous as seemingly to court disaster.

i

The risk is undoubtedly always present ; to do
away with it is simple—remove the shelf. Pre-

vention.

I Ants and Seeds.- Early last week I made
a large sowing of Antirrhinums and other plants,

placed the seed-pans on a stage in warm pit

and covered them with paper. Some days after-

wards I noticed a number of amber-colouied

ants in the house, and on a closer inspection I

was astonished to find that the ants were busy
carrying off the Antirrhinum seeds. The insects

hunted around and when a seed was found it

was lifted, carried away and eaten beneath the
pan. C. H. G.

Roses in January.— With reference to the
photograph of Boses reproduced in fig. 31, I am
enclosing two photographs of Roses picked at
Worthing on the 2nd and 6th inst. The plants
are growing in the open with only a Privet hedge
for protection. G. F. Haskell.

Was Lenotre ever in England p— With
regard to the reference tc the famous land-
scape gardener in your last issue, p. 53, it ifl

stated in Chalmers's Biographical Dictionary
that Lenotre came to England in the reign of

Charles II. and laid out Greenwich Park and
St. James's Park. I understand that in France
no evidence has ever been found that Lenotre
visited England. Can any such evidence be
found in English records of the time? A. H.

Rainfall in 1913.— The total rainfall re-

gistered in these gardens amounted to 23.80

inches. Rain was recorded on 195 days—the
greatest amount on January 11, when .72 inch
tell. April was the wettest month with 3.45

inches, and June the driest with .58 inch.

Alfred Wilson, Hadley Bourne Gardens, Hadley
Bourne.

Tricuspid aria lanceolata (see coloured

plate in Gardeners' Chronicle for January
10, 1914).—We have found no difficulty in

propagating this beautiful plant from cut-

tings of the half-ripe shoots; but as it

is of arboreal habit, it is very desirable tKat

it should be raised from seed, and I hope Mr.
Jenkins will persevere in his endeavour. The
tendency to leaf-rust which he has observed in

this species may be due to excessive sun ex-
posure. Canon Ellacombe warned me against

this years ago, advising me to plant it ic. a north
exposure, and I have realised the soundness of
his counsel. Like so many Chilian plants, Tri-

cuspidaria Telishes moisture, rapid drainage and
shelter from wind and excessive sun. Moreover,
in a situation facing north or west, alternate

frost and thaw are less liable to injure the flowier-

buds, which, forming in September, hang on
long peduncles until the flowering time in June.
Carpenteria, though a native of a very different

region, 6eems to prefer similar conditions.

Herbert Maxwell, Monreith.

Unusual Growth of Chrysanthemums.—
Many varieties of Chrysanthemums here have
behaved like those described by H. L.
(see p. 42). Both stopped and " natural break "

plants of several varieties showed terminal
buds instead of first crown buds with growth
around the bud. The former, however, made
their appearance about the proper time for
taking the crown buds, opened well, and de-
veloped into excellent blooms. I think the
colour of the majority of the flowers was rather
better than usual, as is generally the case when
terminal buds are taken. I also noticed that
Chrysanthemums were more prone to sporting
than usual ; we had some flowers of the variety
Valerie Greenham, one half yellow the other
half its proper colour, and large blooms pre-

sented a very curious appearance. But then,
many unusual things happened amongst flower-

ing plants during the season of 1913. Annuals
which dried off rather early started to grow
again when the moist weather came, and
flowered for a second time. A large red
Abutilon growing here produced branches with
yellow flowers which were much larger than
the type. Owen Moring, The Old House
Gardens, Freshford, Somerset.

Primula obconica and Skin Irritation.
I never suffered any inconvenience from this

plant until three years ago, when, in watering
the plants, I was stung on the wrist and about
half a dozen small pimples developed. My arm
swelled up to the size of two and the irritation
was dreadful, especially at night. It then in-

fected my other arm. The doctor gave me a
lotion to bathe the affected parts with, but all

the skin peeled off from.both arms. I was under
medical treatment for four months. The next
spring the complaint re-appeared in the form of
a very irritable swelling in my face and arms,
the attack lasting for about two weeks. Last
year I had three or four attacks in the same

form ; the irritation seemed to last for a week
or ten days and then I got a rest, but it returned
in about two months.. d. C. Thurlow, Landieu
Gardens, Hartburn, Stockton-on-Tees.

Origin of Covent Garden Market.—The
enclosed historical letter, which I contributed to
the Saturday Review, on the origin of Covent
Garden Market, may perhaps be of sufficient in-

terest to be reproduced in the Gardeners' Chron-
icle : " It is not generally known that Covent
Garden Market originated in the time of Oliver
Cromwell, and at first consisted of only a few
sheds, and they were temporary ones. Just
eleven years after King Charles II. had been
restored to the throne he made a grant of the
market to William Earl of Bedford, and it has
increased gradually in importance from that
time. It was the fifth Earl of Bedford who was
created Duke of Bedford in 1694 by William
III., and this was the duke who married the
daughter and sole heiress of the Earl of Somer-
set, who sold his house and furniture at Chis-

wick and nearly all he possessed at the request

of the Earl of Bedford to raise a fortune for

his daughter, and it amounted to nearly £13,000.

But the match would not have been brought
about if the King had not interposed." B. R.

Thornton, Granville Lodge, Hove, Sussex.

Journeyman Gardeners and Low Wages.
—Mr. Norris's remarks on the subject of jour-

neyman gardeners are not very encouraging. One
cannot wonder at young men not being very in-

terested in their work, when in so many cases

they receive little or no encouragement to do
well. I wonder if in the former days described

by Mr. Norris journeymen ever spoilt anything
by inexperience ? If not, they must have been
unusually clever. My opinion is that if wages

and conditions were better, you would net find

so many young men leaving the ranks of gar-

deners and taking up other professions.

—

H. S.

1 read with interest the remarks of A Non-
Member (Vol. LV., page 43), and I agree -with

him that an examination of some kind by the

B.G.A. is necessary. But let it be some qualify-

ing examination to run concurrently with the

examination for the National Diploma in Horti-

culture. Surely the R.G.A. requires of its mem-
bers more than an annual subscription and a
reference if it is going to enrol all the gardeners

in the kingdom. C. R-, Cowbridge.

On the subject of journeyman gardeners, R.

(p. 30) suggests that the present generation of

head gardeners does not afford enough help

to journeymen, but the fact is that many
places are now so inadequately staffed that the

work has to be got through by the head and
his foreman in as short a time as possible.

Journeymen under these conditions have to keep

their eyes very wide open if they are to acquire

sufficient knowledge to qualify them for taking

a foreman's situation, and only those who are

both keen and intelligent can do this. Unfor-

tunately, the poor conditions under which
gardeners have to work have driven the best

men away from gardening, into professions

where their talents will meet with due reward ;

while those who are left are men who would
probably get on very slowly in any position.

With regard to the subject of wages, it is to

be feared that a bad example is set by the

owners of the small gardens in the residential

districts just outside London. The owners (aften

City men) know little about gardening, but

they engage one professional gardener as

"head," and are satisfied to provide entirely

unskilled labour to work under him, trusting

to his knowledge to prevent disasters. The
" under-gardeners," often mere labourers of

rather more than usual intelligence, thus pick

up a certain amount of rough-and-ready know-
ledge of gardening, and are prepared, after

three or four years' work, to leave and take a

place as " head " in a similar garden, at a

wage much lower than that which should be

asked by any gardener. I have lived in a

residential district where such practices were

pursued, and such cases have come within my
own knowledge. Vigornian.

It is interesting to read the opinion of the

journeyman on the subject of his wages, but it
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is also rather amusing to find how little he

appreciates the difficulty which confronts the

head gardener who wishes to suggest rises in

the wages of the men. The head cannot say

to the employer, " The men's -wages must be

raised." Hie' employer pays out of his own

pocket, and will not be dictated to as to what

he pays. Mv advice to the journeymen who

have written" on the subject is, " Wait until

you take your first place as head gardener;

then we will hear what you have to say." //.

With reference to Modern Journeyman's

letter (p. 43). although I agree with some of

his remarks. I should like to ask him where the

chief interests of the young journeyman lie now-

adays. For instance, does he discuss, while at

-work, the cultivation of plants, or the latest

football match and the merits and demerits of

a boxer? Which is read and studied with the

greatest interest, the weekly gardening paper

or the penny novelette? Far be it from me to

deny these lads any pleasure outside their work

—"All work and no play," etc. As regards the

remarks of M.A.. Co'. Kerry, as to "head

gardeners cutting the ground from under their

own feet." I should imagine that the majority

of head gardeners, on finding that a man of

their own training had been preferred before

themselves, on account of age, etc., would

tve the first to congratulate him and wish him

well. /. Evans. Li/'lham Manor Gardens,

Bishops Castle, Salo2>.

1 think that all fair-minded readers will

agree that the present rate of pay to gardeners

is too low ; but how can it be remedied ?

There are some who think that the possession

of a certificate such as the National Diploma

of Horticulture will produce a better state of

affairs. I arn afraid, however, that success does

not lie in that direction ; the mere possession of

certificates has never raised the wages of any-

body of men. I am inclined to think that until

gardeners are properly organised their status

and wages will remain in their present condition.

Cornvbiensc.

All praise and honour is due to your esteemed

correspondent, Mr. James Hudson, for refusing

to take premiums from young gardeners. It is

a practice that should "cease. I have myself

had the offer of a premium more than once, and

have served where premiums were taken from

apprentices; but. curious to relate. I never knew
any of those who paid turn out brilliant gar-

deners. Head gardeners who accept premiums
are -under an obligation to keep the young man,
whether he is suitable or not. Enthusiastic

under gardeners may not be so numerous as th-v

were at orte time; still, where good wages are

paid, comfortable lodgings provided, and kind
treatment afforded they are to be had. Wages
have gone up rapidly and are stil-L rising. In one

of the departments in the gardens under my
charge the weekly w-age used to be 18s. pea- week,
now it is 21s. If employers have a love for their

gardens they will not demur at a few extra

pounds per annum. My advice to young gar-

deners is : be diligent, studious, and exercise

patience, for few, if any, have reached the top

(rung of the ladder without some reverses. Forty
Years' Head.

Preservation of Wild Flowers.—
I have been keenly interested in this subject for

a number of years, and have done my best to-

wards bringing about the rehabilitation of wild

flowers. Some time ago, when rambling with
a friend, I came across a fine patch (about 200
plants) of Paris quadrifolia (Herb Paris), grow-

ing wild. On returning to the place some time
after I was distressed to find that this patch
had been ruthlessly trampled upon, and only a
few specimens left alive. I found out afterwards
that most of this damage had been done by-

school children. I was glad to see that the
Director of Kew had made a public pronounce-
ment on this subject, which I hope will result

in the abolition of certificates, such as are being
granted at Kew and Wisley, for 200 or more
dried specimens of British flowers. There is no
doubt whatever that the offering of such certi-

ficates has resulted in the disappearance of several
valuable plants from districts where they were
once fairly plentiful. Cornvhiense.

SOCIETIES.
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.

January 27.—The most prominent exhibit at

the meeting on Tuesday last in the Vincent

Square Hall, Westminster, was a collection of

Potatos shown by Messrs. Sutton and Sons, who
were awarded a "Gold Medal. Another excellent

exhibit in the Fruit and Vegetable Section com-

prised a collection of vegetables shown by
Messrs. James Carter and Co., who were
awarded a Silver-gilt Banksian Medal.

The Orchid Committee granted one First-class

Certificate and three Awards of Merit to

novelties.

Medals were awarded by the Floral Committee
for groups of Carnations, early bulbs, greenhouse

plants, Ferns, and ornamental shrubs, but no
award was made to a novelty by this Committee.

At the three o'clock meeting of Fellows an
address on " Some Aspects of American
Forestry" was delivered by Professor W.
Somerville.

Floral Committee.
Present: H. B. May, Esq. (in the chair).

Messrs. W. J. Bean, Chas. E. Shea, Chas. E.

Pearson, John Dickson, William Bain, W. Howe,

Oranges, Hippeastrums, Prunus sinensis alba,

with numerous Dracaenas, Palms, Ferns, and
other fine foliage plants as a setting.

Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., Enfield, showed
Cyclamens and. Carnations, for which a Bronze
Banksian Medal was awarded. The Cyclamens
included the novelty Mrs. Buckstone, with frilled

petals of a clear salmon shade ; Salmon King,
and Victoria, which has waved petals stained
with purple on a white ground.

Messrs. Wills and Segar, Florists, South
Kensington, exhibited finely-flowered plants of

Azaleas (Rhododendron indicum) and seedling

Gerberas. Azalea purpurea grandiflora showed
conspicuously with its bright lavender-coloured
blossoms.

Mr. W. Seward, The Beeches, Hanwell, was
awarded a Silver Flora Medal for a collection of

finely-flowered Cyclamens.

One of the most dainty exhibits was a smaH
group of Roman Hyacinths in fancy china bowls,

staged by Messrs. Sutton and Sons, Reading.

Mr. W. A. Manda, St. Albans, utilised

Begonias and Ferns as a setting to an exhibit of

Orchids. A new variety of Nephrolepis with
golden-green fronds was shown under the name
of M. P. Mills.

Messrs. James Carter and Co., Raynes Park,

[Pltotograjrfi by R. A. Malbtj.

Fig. 38.

—

odontoglossum sandhurstianum (reduced), colour of flowers brow-n-purpi.e.

(See p. 77.)

G. Gordon, G. Reuthe, W. P. Thomson, John
Green. E. A. Bowles, W. J. James, E. H. Jen-
kins, R. Hooper Pearson, Charles Blick, C B.
Fielder, John Jennings, J. F. McLeod. Thos.
Stevenson, F. Page-Roberts, Arthur Turner,
Cha6. Dixon, J. W. Moorman, James Hudson,
and R. C Notcutt.

Messrs. James Veitch and Sons, King's Road,
Chelsea, exhibited a collection of greenhouse
flowering plants, for which a Silver Banksian
Medal was awarded. Forced Lily-of-the-Valley,

Freesias, Azaleas, Erlangea tomentosa, Primula
sinensis fl. pi., and Kalanchoe Dyeri were all

flowering profusely.

Messrs. H. B. May and Sons, Edmonton,
showed 20 species and varieties of epiphytal

Ferns in a groundwork of small stove and green-

house varieties. The former included excellent

specimens of Polypodium vaccinifolium, P. v.

album, P. venosum, Drymoglossum carnosum,
D. spathulatum, Davallia pyenocapa, D. hetero-

phylla, D. canariensis, Asplenium obtusilobum
and Niphobolus angustata. (Silver Flora Medal.)

Messrs. W. Cutbush and Son, Highgate, were
awarded a Silver Flora Medal for Carnations and
indoor plants, the latter including Azaleas.

Camellias, Daphne odora rubra, well-fruited

exhibited Tulip William Copeland, under the
name " Sweet Lavender," the only Darwin
variety that forces well for flowering in January;
indoors. The fine purple blooms are borne on
tall, stiff stems.

Messrs. R. Gill and Sons, Falmouth, showed
Primula Winteri and rare Rhododendrons Of
the latter we noticed R. Wightii, R. Hookeri, and
an unnamed species raised from seeds collected

in the Himalayas, having growth similar to R.
argenteum, but with buff-coloured tomentum on
the undersides of the leaves, which are 18 inches

long.

Messrs. R. Wallace and Co., Colchester,

showed dwarf Conifers and Shrubs, as at the-

last meeting.
Mr. L. R. Russell, Richmond, Surrey, ex-

hibited ornamental Shrubs and Ivies in

pots. Daphne Mezereum album and species of
Hamamelis were in flower, whilst Aucubas,
Pernettyas and Skimmias were freely fruited

and very ornamental. A red-tinted Erica vul-

garis, named Russelliana, was very pleasing ; a
j

batch of this Heath would be very attrac-

tive in the rock garden in 1 winter, whilst later,

we were informed, the plant assumes a golden; :

hue. (Silver Banksian Medal.).
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Messrs. Whitelegg and Page, Chislehurst,

Kent, exhibited small pot plants of Conifers,

:Such as are used for planting on rockeries.

Messrs. AllwOOD Bros., Wivelsfield, Hay-
wards Heath, showed Perpetual-flowering Car-

nations, for which a Silver Banksian Medal was
awarded. Scarlet Glow was the finest -variety in

the collection, which included Mary Allwood,

"Wivelsfield White, and White Wonder.
Mr. C. Engelmann, Saffron Walden, Essex,

staged well-growm Carnations, which included

Carola, Scarlet Carola, and Variegated Carola

(rose-pink with crimson stripes and blotches),

all novelties raised by the exhibitor. (Silver

Flora Medal.)
Carnations were also exhibited by Mr. H.

Bttrnett, Guernsey (Silver Banksian Medal)

;

Messrs. Young and Co., Hatherley, and the

Misses Price and Fyfe, Grove Park Nursery,
Lee.

Messrs. Barr and Sons, King Street, Covent
Garden, showed flowering bulbs, Primroses,

Freesias and other early blooming kinds. The
most striking subject was a batch of forced
Tidips of the variety William C'opeland (syn.

Sweet Lavender). The bulbs were planted in

September last, and the earliest blooms opened
on January 15.

Messrs. John Piper and Sons, Bayswater,
arranged a small rock-garden, which was ex-
cellently designed. The highest point was
.crowned by a small plant of Cephalotaxus pedun-
culata, and down the slope was a broad band of

Saxifraga burseriana, whilst a " valley " was red
with Cyclamen ibericum rubrum.

Mr. G. Ret/the, Keston, Kent, showed
Crocuses, Iris histrioides major, Eranthis cili-

cica, Cyclamen Coum purpureum, Helleborus
foetidus, H. corsicus and other spring flowers.

Messrs. J. Cheal and Sons, Crawley, arranged
a small rockery which was bright with patches

. of coloured Primroses, Primula denticulata,
Anemone blasda, Ericas and Erythronium Hart-
wegii.

The Wargrave Plant Farm, Ltd., Twyford,
Berkshire, exhibited on a rockery Crocus biflorus,
Iris alata, I. Danfordiae, Myosotis Ruth Fischer.
Primula mega-seaefolia, Cyclamen ibericum and
other early flowers.

Mr. James Box, Haywards Heath, had un-
commonly good plants of Irish reticulata, I. his-
trioides major and I. Danfordiae in a collection
of Alpines which was bordered by plants of
Primula malacoides.

Messrs. G. and A. Clark, Ltd., Dover, showed
Polyanthuses Cloth of Gold and Avalanche, to-

gether with plants in bloom of their excellent
strain of coloured Primroses.

Orchid Committee.

Present : J. Gurney Fowler, Esq., in the chair
;

and Messrs. Jas. O'Brien (hon. secretary), De B.
Crawshay, R. A. Rolfe, F. Sander, F. J. Han-
bury, R. G. Thwaites, W. Waters Butler, T.
Armstrong, A. McBean, W. Cobb, J. Charles-
worth, J. Cypher, J. E. Shill, W. P. Bound,
H. J. Chapman, H. G. Alexander, C. H. Curtis
A Dye, W. H. White, S. W. Flory, W. Bolton,
Gurney Wilson, Sir Harry J. Veitch, and Sir
Jeremiah Colman, Bart.

There was a fine show of Orchids, some im-
portant groups being staged, and nineteen new
Orchids entered to go before the Committer.
one of which secured a First-class Certificate,
and three others obtained Awards of Merit.

Mrs. Norman Cookson, Oakwood, Wylam (gr.

Mr. H. J. Chapman), was awarded a Silver Flora
Medal for a pretty and interesting group,
specially rich in showy Odontiodas. Among the
more noteworthy were the original rich red
Odontioda Cooksoniae ; 0. Bradshawiae Cook-

, eon's var., which, with an unrecorded Odonto-
glossum, gave the new 0. Marion now shown, a
large flower, handsomely blotched with red and
tinged with rose; and with O. ardentissimum,

|f the now 0. Margaret. Odontioda Vivienne (Cook-
soniae x amabile), a flower of good shape
blotched with red and margined with rose;
various other Odontiodas, Odontoglossum Tcle-
maclnis var. Ksme ; a grand specimen of Cypri-
pedium Venus with many flowers, and other
pretty hybrids, all raised at Oakwood, were also
shown.

Messrs. J. and A. McBean, Cooksbridge,
staged an extensive group of hybrids of Cym-
bidium insigne, for which a Silver Flora Medal
was awarded. The principal feature was made
of 80 plants of C. Gottianura, with tall

spikes of blush-white flowers ; C. Alexanderi was
equally beautiful, and C. Schlegelii, C. Pauwelsii,
C. Wiganianum, C. Doris, and C. Holfordianum
were also shown.

Messrs. Charlesworth and Co., Haywards
Heath, were awarded a Silver Flora Medal for
a group composed for the greater part of hybrid
Odontoglossums, a grand plant of O. amabile
splendens, with a very heavy spike of large,
white flowers spotted with light purple, obtaining

flowers nearest in form to those of 0. coronarium,
and with broad petals making a perfectly circular
outline. The colour is deep chocolate-purple, or
dark claret, the labellum having a pink tip and
yellow crest. It should make a fine new break for
crossing. Others noted were Cymbidium Wood-
hamsianum Orchidhurst variety; C. Gottianum,
and a selection of hybrid Cypripediums.

Messrs. Sander and Sons, St. Albans, were
awarded a Silver Flora Medal for a group in
the centre of which were some well-flowered'
Phalaenopsis Aphrodite. Around them were
showy Cattleyas and Laelio-Cattleyas, including
very finely coloured L.-C. Mauretania, the light
yellow L.-C. Ernestii, and various Brasso-

[Photograph by R. A. Malby.

Fig. 39.

—

cypripedium desdemona.
(R.H.S. Award of Merit on January 27, 1914, see p. 78.)

a well-merited Cultural Commendation. 0. Lam-
beauanum, O. Doris, O. ardentissimum, and
variety Xanthotes; O. Phoebe a selection of

finely-coloured Odontiodas, and other hybrids
were noted. Two specially good were Laelio-
Cattleya Marcus (L.-C. AndromedaxC. Trianae),
yellow with purple markings, and the fine Cypri-
pedium Desdemona. Among species were Onci-
dium cheirophorum, and Masdevallia tovarensis.

Messrs. Armstrong and Brown, Orchidhurst,
Tunbridge Wells, were awarded a Silver Flora
Medal for a fine group, principally hybrids, and
which contained some very handsomely blotched
seedling 0. crispum of very fino shape, and vari-

ous other hybrids, including 0. Elissa and other
0. Edwardii crosses. The most remarkable plant
;n the group was O. Sandhurstianum (coronarium
x Edwardii) (see fig. 38), a unique cross with

Cattleyas; Oncidium splendidum, Cypripedium
Golden Eagle, a very distinct hybrid; some finely

blotched Odontoglossums, Oncidium serratum,

0. chxysopterum and other Oneidiums.
Messrs. Flory and Black, Orchid Nursery,

Slough, received a Silver Banksian Medal for a
compact group of pretty hybrids, some of which
were new, and notably Brasso-Laelio-Cattleya

Ariel (L. purpurata X B.C. Mrs. J. Leemann),
a well-formed flower with cream-white sepals

and petals tinged and flaked with rose-pink, the

lightly fringed lip being bright rose-pink, with

chrome yellow disc; ami BrasBO-Cattleys •

(0. anrea x B. glanoa), with cre&m-co
sepals and petals and rose-coloured lip shaped
Tike C. aurea, but smaller. Odontoglossum Doris,

O. Lambeauanum, and a good dark seedling O.

crispum; Cypripedium Pliny, C. EUtior, C.
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Minos Youngii, C. IdLna, and some unnamed
crosses.

Messrs. J. Cypher and Sons, Cheltenham,

were awarded a Silver Banksian Medal for a

very good group of Cypripediums, remarkable

for the vigorous condition and fine size of the

flowers. Among the best noted were C.

Bridgei, C. Thompsonianum, some handsome
C. Euryades, C. Charlesianum Cypher's variety,

a good, bold flower; C. Beekmannii, C. Mrs.

F. Goodson, and C. Memoria Jerninghamiae,

still a very fine and distinct flower. In the centre

were Calanthes, and in front Lycaste lasioglossa,

Oncidium cheirophorum, and Sophronitis grandi-

flora.

Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., Bush Hill Park,

and Jarvisbrook, Sussex, were awarded a Silver

Banksian Medal for a group of well-grown plants,

in the centre being a very large and finely

coloured Cattleya Percivaliana, with many
flowers, and quite one of the best varieties of

this pretty species. Some good Laelio-Cattleyas

the brightly coloured Sophro-Laelia Psyche, good
Cypripediums, including the handsome C. Beryl
Westonbirt variety ; Masdevallia Macrura, M.
Estradae, M. tovarensis, and a fine plant of

Dendrobium Wardianum album.

Messrs. Hassall and Co., Southgate, showed
two plants of the pretty Brasso-Cattleya Menda

;

Odontoglossum crispum with large and finely

formed flowers, and two good hybrid Cypri-

pediums.
Messrs. W. A. Manda, St. Albans, showed a

good and varied selection of forms of Cattleya
Trianae.

Messrs. Swan and Price, Keyfield Nurseries,

St. Albans, staged a small group of very good
Cypripediums.
Francis Wellesley, Esq., Westfield, Woking,

showed Cypripedium Westfieldiense in fine form.

AWARDS.
First-Class Certificate.

Cattleya Tityus, var. A. McBean {Enid X
Octave Doin), from Messrs. J. and A. McBean,
Cooksbridge. A happy combination of C. Mossiae,
Warscewiczii, Mendelii, and Dowiana aurea,

and a model Cattleya of fine size and colour.

The sepals and broad petals are deep purplish-

rose, the ample lip ruby-crimson.

Awards op Merit.
Odontioda Doris (Odontioda Coohsoniae x

Odontoglossum amabile), from Mrs. Norman
Cookson, Oakwood, Wylam (gr. Mr. H. J.

[Photograph by R. A. ilalby.

FlQ. 40.—COLLECTION OF POIATOS SHOWN BY MESSRS. SUTTON AND SONS AT THE R.H.S.

MEETING ON TUESDAY LAST.

Lieut.-Colonel Sir Geo. L. Holford, K.C.V.O.
(gr. Mr. H. G. Alexander), sent Cypripedium
Satyr (Hera Euryades x Beryl), a very handsome
Cypripedium with large, nearly black blotches
on its white dorsal sepal ; the broad petals and
lip resembling C. Beekmannii, Indian yellow with
dark purple markings. Also Sophro-Laelio-
Cattleya St. Arilda (S.-L. Phroso superba X
L.-C. Goldcrest), a pretty flower of a salmon-
tinted yellow colour and rose margin to the lip.

G. C. Roebeling, Esq., Trenton, New Jersey,
U.S.A. (gr. Mr. Jas. Goodier), again showed the
remarkable Laelia anceps Roeblingiana which
received an Award of Merit last year, the deeply
coloured petals showing more plainly the
peloriate arrangement of the segments.

H. T. Pitt, Esq., Rosslyn, Stamford Hill (gr.

Mr. Thurgood), showed Cymbidium Lady Col-
man Pitt's variety ; Odontoglossum crispum
Pegasus, a finely blotched seedling form ; Cypri-
pedium Talma (Charlesianum x Lathamianum),
with purple-flushed dorsal sepal ; and C. Proser-
pine (glaucophyllum x Charlesianum), with rose-

spotted lip.

Pantia Ralli, Esq., Ashtead Park, Surrey,
sent Cymbidium Gottianum ; very fine.

Chapman). Flower of good shape, with white
ground ; fringed petals blotched with red, and
tinged with lilac on the maigm.
Odontioda Sibyl (Odontioda Bradshawiae Oak-

wood var. x Odontoglossum dark seedling), from
Mrs. Norman Cookson. A remarkable colour

variation, the flower being almost wholly of a
bronzy-claret tint.

Cypripedium Desdemona (Mrs. Cary Batten X
Alcibiades) (see fig. 39, p. 77), from Messrs.
Charlesworth and Co., Haywards Heath. A
very distinct Cypripedium of large size. The
ground colour is rich Indian yellow with small,

green base to the dorsal sepal, which bears
blackish-purple lines, the petals and lip being
tinged and marked with the same dark hue. The
surface of the flower is glossy, and very attrac-

Cttltural Commendation.
To Mr. J. E. Shill, gr. to Baron Bruno

Schroder, The Dell, Englefield Green, for three
magnificent plants of Cymbidium Pauwelsii The
Dell variety, two with three and one with one
spike of very fine blooms.
To Messrs. Charlesworth and Co., for a

magnificent plant of Odontoglossum amabile
splendens (Harryano-crispum X crispum).

Fruit and Vegetable Committee.
Present: Jos. Cheal (in the chair), Messrs. J.

Willard, Edwin Beckett, H. Markham, A. R.
Allan, A. Grubb, A. Bullock, G. Reynolds, W.
Poupart, C. G. A. Nix, John Basham, and
James Gibson.

Messrs. Sutton and Sons' exhibit of Potatos
(see fig. 40), for which a Gold Medal was
awarded, included 150 distinct varieties and
about 50 seedlings, most of the latter being of

great promise. The seedlings were arranged in

the centre of the collection, and above a glass

case which was filled with species of Solanum

—

S. etuberosum, S. Commersonii, S. Maglia, and
others whose history will be found in Card.
Chron., March 3, 1906, p. 129. Above the
case were dishes of the Large Red Fir

Apple, the Small White Fir Apple, and the

Congo purple-fleshed Potatos, whilst of more
interest to growers were specimens, preserved in

spirit, of various Potato diseases, illustrating wart
disease or black scab, Synchytrium endobioticum,
Hypochnus (Rhizoctonia) solani, and the common
blight, Phytophthora infestans. In such an ex-

tensive collection room was found for almost
all the standard and favourite varieties, many
of which have originated from this famous
house. The variety Windsor Castle was noticed,

and it appeared to be as good as when Messrs.

Sutton and Sons first put it into commerce;
it is the forerunner of a "Castle" race, which
includes such novelties as Edinburgh Castle,

Dover Castle, Balmoral Castle, Stirling Castle

and Carisbrook Castle. The following varieties

represent some of Messrs. Sutton and Sons'

finest Potatos in their respective classes :—1st

Early, Ringleader, Gladiator, May Queen, Har-
binger ; 2nd Early, Edinburgh Castle, Acquisi-

tion, Windsor Castle, Ideal; Main Crop, Superla-

tive, Abundance, Reliance, and White City.

The coloured tubers included the well-known Mr.
Bresse, Reading Russet, Cardinal, and Garden
Favourite. It will be seen on reference to fig. 40

that the tubers were staged in a very attractive

manner, being arranged in tiers, with a ground
of black drapery.

Messrs. James Carter and Co., Raynes Park,
showed a collection of vegetables representing

produce from the firm's strains of seeds. There
were excellent Lyon Leeks, large Cranston's

Excelsior and selected Ailsa Craig Onions ; Early.

Favourite, Snowball and other Potatos ; Carter-

cone Savoys, Borecoles, Chou de Russie and other

winter greens ; Crimson Ball, Exhibition and
Long Red Beets ; Silver-Skinned Jerusalem Arti-

chokes, Incomparable Crimson Celery ; Summer
Favourite Carrots of the stump-rooted type, Hol-
born Marrow Parsnips, Batavian Endive,
Brussels Sprouts, Chinese Artichokes, Spinach
and manv other subjects. (Silver-gilt Banksian
Medal.)

"

The "dishes" comprising the collection were
so arranged that the exhibit presented a very
attractive and dainty appearance.

GLOUCESTERSHIRE ROSE AND
SWEET PEA.

January 26.—The annual meeting of this

Society was held at the Guildhall on the 26th
inst., Mr. Michael Lloyd-Baker presiding.

The balance-sheet showed that the receipts

amounted to £296 17s. 10d., and the expenditure
to £327 18s. 9d., leaving a deficit of £31 0s. lid.

The Chairman, while regretting the deficit, said

the kudos that accrued to them through having
the National Rose Society's Show at Gloucester
last year was well worth that loss, and they

hoped to get it back. He moved the adoption
of the balance-sheet.

Mr. Conway Jones seconded, and urged the

need for more general support in the way of

subscriptions. The balance-sheet having been

adopted the election of officers was proceeded
with.

Colonel Timmis, of Watson House, was elected

chairman in place of Mr. Lloyd-Baker, resigned,

and Lady Holford was elected President of the

Society; while Lady Cunynghame, Miss de Mont
Jean, and Mrs. Buller (Norton Court) were
added to the list of patrons.

The secretary and other officers were re-

elected.

It was agreed to hold this year's show on

Friday, July 3.
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GARDENERS' ROYAL BENEVOLENT
INSTITUTION.

(ANNUAL MEETING.)
The Results of the Election were

recorded in our last issue.

January 24.—The following are the proceed-
ings at the seventy-fourth annual meeting of the
friends of this Institution, a note upon which
was published in the last issue. There were
twenty-four present, and Sir Harry J. Veitch
presided.

The secretary, Mr. George J. Ingram, having
read the minutes of the last meeting, was called
upon to read the annual report and balance-
sheet for 1913, which we publish in full as fol-

lows :
—

Report of the Committee.
It is with much satisfaction the Committee present*

its 74th Annual Report, also a statement of receipts and
payments (as audited) for the year 1313. They have
again the pleasure of congratulating the friends and
subscribers to the Institution &n its continued prosperity
and increased benefits to deserving and necessitous hor-
ticulturists in their distress and need.

In 1913 no less than £4,593 13s. was disbursed in
granting annuities of £20 and £16 a year respectively.
This sum is larger by £181 than any amount hitherto
expended in any one year in the history of the Insti-
tution.

At the commencement of the year there were on the
funds 258 persons—145 men and 113 widows. During
1913 12 only have died, four of whom left widows who,

I
their cases having been found eligible and necessitous,
were placed on the funds for the widow's allowance of
£15 a year without election, under Rule III., 13. There
were, therefore, at the end of the year 250 persons re-

i ceiving annuities for life, and although 8 net vacancies
L only have occurred the Committee recommend the eleo-
[ tion of 15 candidates from an approved list of 60 appli-

cants, which will make a total of 265 annuitants on the
funds—the highest number at any time in the history of
the Charity. In thus increasing their financial obliga-
tions by adding 7 additional beneficiaries the Committee

,

feel assured the subscribers and friends of the Charity
will justify their acjion by a continuance of that libe-
rality and support necessary to maintain the work.

I

The special funds, Victorian Era Fund and the
I Good Samaritan Fund, still prove to be of incal-
I culable benefit in the relief of a large number of dis-
5 tressed cases.

It may be mentioned that the interest derived from
j
the Victorian Era Fund is applied in granting aid to the

I unsuccessful candidates at elections who were formerly
subscribers, no less a sum than £219 having bten dis-
tributed amongst them during the year ; whilst the

: income from the Good Samaritan Fund affords tem-
porary and immediate assistance in urgent oases to de-

( serving applicants, >a sum of £246 having heen disbursed
from this source in 1913. The claims upon this fund are

. very numerous, and the Committee would be grateful
I for any special contributions to augment its income.

Grateful letters from the recipients of aid thus rendered
I

show how much the help was needed and how greatly

1

appreciated.
The Annual Festival Dinner, held at the Hotel Metro-

pole in June last, under the presidency of Leopold de
Rothschild, Esq., C.V.O.—President for the second time
in 25 years—was most successful. The Committee desire
to place on record their deep gratitude to this warm
friend of the Institution for his presence and eloquent

1 advocacy of the claims of the Charity and for his per-
sonal generous contributions to the funds. They also
rake this opportunity of tendering their best thanks to

1 those gentlemen who kindly aoted as stewards or col-
t lectors, to the donors of flowers, to the horticultural

|

Press for their liberal and gratuitous help, to those who
kindly arranged the floral decorations on the occasion,
and to other friends who directly or indirectly contri-
buted to make the Festival a suocess.
The Committee gratefully acknowledge the help

afforded by the Liverpool Auxiliary by their annual con-
cert, the Geo. Monro Concert Committee, as well as by
the organisers of successful ooncerts at Altrincham,
Liverpool, Leyton and other places. Sincere thanks are
also expressed to those Clergymen who kindly allocated
a proportion of their Harvest Thanksgiving offertories
for the benefit of the funds.
The Committee have again to refer to the liberality of

their colleagues, Messrs. Arthur W. Sutton, J.P.,
V.M.H., and Geo. Monro, V.M.H., for their kindness in
providing a year's allowance to two unsuccessful candi-
dates who, it is needless to say, are deeply grateful for
these timely gifts.

Again the Committee sincerely acknowledge the kind-
.
ness of those noblemen, ladies and gentlemen, who
have opened their beautiful gardens for the benefit of
the funds, amongst whom were Rt. Hon. Earl Beauchamp,
Madresfleld ; Rt. Hon. Lord Northbourne, Betteshanger

;

Rt. Hon. Mary Countess of Ilchester, Holland House;
the Lady Wantage, Lockinge ; the Lady Battersea, Over-
strand

; Sir Frank Crisp, Bart., J.P., LL.B., Henley;
E. J. Wythers, Esq., Epping ; and C. W. Dyson Perrins,
Esq., Malvern.

It is hoped that other ladies and gentlemen will
follow these excellent examples.
The auxiliaries still prove valuable adjuncts to the

Institution, not only in obtaining financial support, but
also in creating a larger interest in its work. To the
Presidents, Honorary Treasurers, Honorary Secretaries
fwhose names are appended), as well as to the local
Committees, very grateful thanks are offered.

BRISTOL AND BATH.
, Presidents. I lion. Treasurers.
Col. H. Gary Batten

|

WORCESTER.
Rt. Hon. Earl Beau- I John White, Esq.
champ, K.C.M.G.

|

I Hon. Secretaries.
Mr. Geo. Harris.

I Mr. Percy G-
White.

DEVON AND EXETER.
Presidents. Hon. Treasurers. Hon. Secretaries.

Trehawke H. I Mr. W. Mackay.' I Mr. W. Mackay.
Kekewich, Esq. |

WOLVERHAMPTON.
C. T. Mander, Esq., I Mr. Geo. Bradley. I Mr. Geo. Bradley.

J. P.

BERKSHIRE, READING AND DISTRICT.

Mrs. Rowland I Arthur W. Sutton, I Mr. L. Castle.
Sperling.

|
Esq.,J.P.,V.M.H.

|

LIVERPOOL AUXILIARY.
Mr. A. J. Crippen.The Rt. Hon. the

Earl of Derby,
K.G.

Mr. R. G. Water-
man.

The Committee are glad to be able to report that the
amount received from the successful Royal International
Horticultural Exhibition, 1912, was £1,532 Is. 7d., being
two-thirds of the balance of the profits after all lia-

bilities had been discharged. Part of the amount has
been invested for the benefit of an Annuitant who is now
in receipt of £20 a year for life. The Committee again
offer their grateful acknowledgements to the directors of
the Exhibition for their kindness.
The Committee have again with sorrowful regret, to

record the deaths of many warm friends and supporters
during the past year, amongst whom they would specially
refer to Sir Trevor Lawrence, Bart., V.M.H., Chairman
at the Festival Dinners in 1877 and 1888, and a Vice-
president of the Institution ; the Rt. Hon. G. W. Palmer

;

Mr. Martin John Sutton, J. P. ; Mr. Fred Cooper, a
member of Committee for many years ; Mr. R. Milligan
Hogg, also a former member of Committee ; Mr. Robert
Sydenham, Mr. John Maolean, Mr. R. Staples, Mr. A.
Porteous and Mr. Anthony Hall. The los9 of these
generous-hearted friends is very severely felt.

In conclusion the Committee would emphasise their
gratitude for the practical aid and sympathetic help ac-
corded to them on behalf of those who through misfor-
tune are unable to help themselves, and earnestly ap-
peal for additional support for this National Horticul-

tural Charity bo that the beneficent work, whioh has
been oarried on with such benefit to the poor and needy
for 74 years, may be maintained and extended.

(Signed) HARRY J. VEITCH,
Treasurer and Chairman of Committee.

GEORGE J. INGRAM,
Secretary.

The Chairman moved that the report and
balance-sheet be adopted. He referred to the
small attendance at the meeting, which he did
not regard as a sign of indifference, but rather
as showing that the subscribers had entire con-
fidence in the way the affairs were managed.
The report was in every respect satisfactory, and
it was a pleasure to learn that the receipts showed
an increase of £181 over those of the previous
year. Because of this additional support, the
Committee were enabled, said Sir Harry, to re-
commend the election of fifteen candidates, not-
withstanding that only eight vacancies had oc-
curred during the year through the deaths of
pensioners. The Chairman referred to the kind-
ness of Mr. Leopold de Rothschild in presiding
at the annual dinner, and for the financial sup-
port he had' given on that and other occasions.
The Auxiliaries had rendered valuable help, and
only that afternoon cheques for more than
£200 had been handed him by representatives
of the Worcester and Reading branches
The sum of £1,532 Is. 7d. had been re-
ceived from the Directors of the Inter-
national Exhibition, to whom the Commit-
tee accorded its heartiest thanks. Thus the
Institution had benefited largely on two occa-
sions from International Exhibitions, for the sum

THE GARDENERS' ROYAL BENEVOLENT INSTITUTION.—BALANCE SHEET, 1913.
Db.

£ s. d. £ s. d.

To Balance 1,152 7 9
,, Amount on Deposit (includ-

ing Sherwood Uift) 2,980 5 9
„ Wolfe Legacy and Interest ... 1,101 16 5
,, Annual Subscriptions ... 1,375 8
,, Donations (including Festival

Dinner Contributions, etc.) 2,702 15 2 ,

,, Amount granted from profits

of Royal International Hor-
ticultural Exhibition, 1912 1,532 1 7

,, Royal Horticultural Society
for "Schroder" Annuity... 20

„ Dividends and Interest ... 961 3 2
,, Returned Inaome Tax .. 49 16 4

6,641 4 3

By Annuities and Gratuities, in-
cluding special gifts from
Messrs. A. W. Sutton and
Geo. Monro, and " Schro-
der " Annuity

„ Expenses of Annual Meet-
ing and Election

,, Rent, firing, lighting, etc

,

and salaries of Secretary
aid Clerk

„ Printing Reports, polling
papers, appeals, etc., and
stationery ... 138 5 6

„ Less advertisements 45 5

£ s. d.

Or.
£ s. d.

4,593 13

10 19

591 15 10

„ Postages, reports, polling
papers, etc

,, Advertisement " Fry's Chari-
ties "

„ Carriage and incidental ex-
penses

„ Bank charges

„ Post Office telephone
„ Expenses of Festival Dinner
,, Less dinner charges

„ Investments " Sherwoodj '

'

Gift"
,, Investments Royal Int.

Horti. Exhibition (part)...

,, Placed on deposit
„ Placed on deposit Wolfe

Legaoy and Interest
,, Balance with Treasurer^ ..

„ Balance with Secretary

93

51 13

3 3

14 11
5 9
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of £1,000 was contributed from the show of 1866.

During the past year the Institution had lost

through death many prominent patrons. The
late Sir Trevor Lawrence was one of their best

friends, for not only had he presided on two
occasions at the annual dinners, but he was
always ready to help the Institution in every

way. The economical manner in which the fund
was managed was a matter for congratulation,

and for this they were largely indebted to their

capable secretary, Mr. George Ingram. Good
work was still being done by the Victorian Era
Fund and the Good Samaritan Fund. After
thanking the members of the Press for the assist-

ance they had always afforded the Institution,

Sir Harry concluded his speech with an appeal
for increased financial support.

The resolution for the adoption of the report

and balance-sheet was seconded by Mr. White,
and carried unanimously.

Mr. Arthur W. Sutton asked the Chairman
what the Committee proposed to do with the large

sum received from the Directors of the Inter-

national Exhibition, and whether they could ex-

tend the benefits in consequence. In reply the
Chairman stated that a sum of money had been
invested to provide for an additional annuitant,
and fifteen additional pensioners were included
this year, although there were only eight
vacancies.

The meeting then proceeded to the election of
officers, and Mr. A. W. Sutton proposed the re-

election of Sir Harrv Veitch as Treasurer.
Every year, he said, the members became more
and more conscious of the debt they owe to Sir
Harry Veitch, for it was well known that he
allowed the work of the Institution to take pre-
cedence of all other. Mr. Bilney seconded, and
the motion was accepted with great enthusiasm.
In returning thanks, Sir Harry announced that
the Speaker of the House of Commons, the
Et. Hon. J. W. Lowther, had consented to pre-
side at the next annual dinner, to be held on
Friday, June 26.

Mr. Geo. Monro proposed the re-election of

Mr. Geo. Ingram as Secretary, and the motion
was carried amidst the greatest applause.

The retiring members of the Committee were
all re-appointed, and the name of Mr. Percival
Etheridge added to the list to fill a vacancy
caused by the death of Mr. F. Cooper. The
Auditors and Arbitrators were re-elected and
thanked for their services.

At this stage the scrutineers of the ballot were
nominated, and the meeting was adjourned until
4.30 p.m., when the poll was declared, resulting
in the election of the pensioners mentioned on
p. 63 of our last issue.

The Friendly Supper.

The Friendly Supper was held on the evening
of the same day at the same hotel. Sir Harry
Veitch presided, and he proposed the toast of
"The Gardeners' Royal Benevolent Institution."
Mr. Harold Beale proposed " The Committee."
This toast was responded to by Mr. Rudolph
Barr. Mr. Etherldge gave " Our Country
Friends," to which Messrs. Castle (Reading),
P. M. Veitch (Exeter), and Percy White (Wor-
cester) responded.
The sum of £15 was offered by Messrs. W.

Clement and F. Dangerfield for the benefit of the
seven unsuccessful candidates who had been
longest on the list, conditional on £20 more being
raised to provide a consolation gift of £5 each to
these candidates. The money was at once forth-
coming in the form of donations from Sir Harry
Veitch, Messrs. P. Etheridge. Harold Beale, Ed.
Sherwood and Edmund Rochford.

Worcester and District Auxiliary.
The eighteenth annual meeting of the sub-

scribers of the Worcester and District Auxiliary
of the Gardeners' Boyal Benevolent Institution
was held on Wednesday, the 14th inst., at the
Crown Hotel, Worcester, C. E. Pipe, Esq., in
the chair.

The annua! report and balance-sheet were sub-
mitted and adopted. The report stated that
owing to inclement weather, the day set apart
for opening Madresfield Court Gardens was not
a financial success, only a small balance being
the result. There was a falling off in the annual
subscriptions, but this was somewhat compen-
sated by thirteen new subscribers. The sum
of £105 has been forwarded to the parent in-

stitution during the past* year. The bye-

laws submitted by the committee were duly
adopted, and the officers elected. The pro-
ceeds of the "Gardens" Fund being again
offered to any subscribers wishing to become life

members by payment of £5 5s., Messrs. J. and
W. Jones, having signified their intention of ac-

cepting the same, were accordingly enrolled

as life members of the institution. Mr. A. A.
Preece has again kindly offered to present a

piece of china to the member of the Auxiliary
who shall collect the largest amount on a collect-

ing card by the end of the year. Since the
Auxiliary was started in 1896 it has contributed

£1,639 to the Institution, sufficient to provide
pensions for sixteen necessitous gardeners or
widows of gardeners.

ROYAL OXFORDSHIRE HORTICULTURAL.
January 12.—The Mayor (Alderman the

Rev. W. E. Sherwood) presided at the annual
general meeting of the Royal Oxfordshire Horti-
cultural Society, which was held on the 12th
inst.

The revenue account for the year disclosed ex-

penditure amounting to £294 lis. 7d., and re-

ceipts totalling £271 17s. 8d., this showing a

loss on the year of £22 13s. lOd. The balance-

sheet showed liabilities due to the bankers and
secretary of £39 2s. 5d., and assets totalling

£20 10s., this disclosing an adverse balance of

£19 12s. 5d. The report and balance-sheet

were agreed to. The President of Magdalen
(Dr. Warren) was re-elected president. Messrs.

Barclay and Co. were re-appointed treasurers,

Mr. John Thomson and Mr. J. Morrell, hon.

secretaries, Mr. W. S. Carver, auditor, and Mr.
F. Lowe, acting-secretary.

SOUTHAMPTON HORTICULTURAL.
January 12.—The Mayor of Southampton

(Alderman W. Bagshaw), who has been a sub-

scriber to the society for 20 years, presided at

the 51st annual meeting of the Royal Southamp-
ton Horticultural Society, held at the Council
Chamber on this date.

The report showed that although the society

commenced the year with a debt of £56, the
net deficit is now only £10. This very satis-

factory result was largely due to the kindness
of Ellen Lady Swaythling in lending her beauti-

ful grounds at South Stoneham House for the
Rose show. Her ladyship had again placed her
grounds at the disposal of the society for next
year. The summer show did not entail any loss,

but the autumn show resulted in a loss of nearly
£26, largely due to unfavourable weather.
Lord Swaythling was re-elected president.

The vice-presidents were also re-elected. Mr.
Herbert E. Molyneux, Norton Desborough, was
elected vice-chairman in the place of Mr. A.
Doggrell, who had resigned. Mr. A. G. Thom-
son was re-elected hon. treasurer, and Mr. C. S.
Fuidge was again chosen as secretary.

SCOTTISH HORTICULTURAL.
January 20.—The annual business meeting of

this association was held in Dowell's Rooms,
George^ Street, Edinburgh, on the 20th inst.

Mr. King, the president, was in the chair, and
there was an attendance of 140 members.
The report by the Council stated that in the

beginning of last year a representation was made
to the Governors of the Edinburgh and East of
Scotland College of Agriculture that they con-
sidered that the time had arrived when horticul-
ture should have direct representation on the
Governing Board of that institution. This sug-
gestion was agreed to by the Governors, and
ultimately Mr. W. H. Massie was put forward as
the joint nominee of the Association and the
Royal Caledonian Horticultural Society, and
was co-opted a member of the Board. Towards
the close of the year the Council learned that
there was a rumour that the authorities of the
Royal Scottish Museum proposed to abolish the
section of Economic Botany in that institution,
and the matter was at once taken up with a
view to future action should the rumour prove
well founded.

_
At the end of 1912 the Horticultural Institu-

tion fund stood at £288 2s. 5d. During the year
donations to the amount of £341 0s. 8d. had
been received, and the net proceeds of the

bazaar which was held in conjunction with the-
Chrysanthemum Show amounted to £853
15s. lid., the fund at December 31 last, includ-
ing interest on investments, being £1,493 18s. 7d.
There was a profit of £83 9s. lid. on the Chry-
santhemum Show, and the Association Fund
amounted to £977 10s. 5d., an increase of
£117 18s.

During the year one life and 109 ordinary
members were enrolled, and the membership
now stood at 1,254.

Captain Stirling, of Keir, was re-elected
honorary president, Mr. King was re-appointed
president, and Messrs. W. Smale and James Hay
were elected to fill vacancies in the vice-presi-

dencies. Messrs. J. Alexander, J. W. M'Hattie,
W. H. Massie, W. Michie, R. T. Naismith, W.
Smith and Miss Burton were appointed mem-
bers of the Council ; the secretary, treasurer, andi
auditors were all re-elected.

Proposed Amalgamation with the Rosae
Caledonian Association.

Mr. G. M. Taylor introduced the ques-
tion of amalgamation with the Royal Caledonian
Horticultural Society by referring to what had
been done a few years ago, and asked if the
matter was to rest for ever where the former
committee had left it. A fresh effort should be
made to bring about the amalgamation, for time,
energy and money were being wasted in running
two societies. The secretary, Mr. Richardson,
stated that the former committee was re-

appointed for one year only, and if anything
fresh was to be done a new motion would have
to be proposed.

Mr. Comtort thereupon proposed that the
Council be authorised to enter into negotiations-
with the Royal Caledonian Society. It nad been
stated by Mr. D. W. Thomson, the chairman at
the annual meeting of the Royal Caledonian
Horticultural Society, that his society was pre-
pared to favourably consider the question of
amalgamation, and Mr. Comfort considered that
the Scottish Horticultural Society should also be
in favour of amalgamation.
Mr. Cuthbertson, in seconding, said he agreed

with Mr. Taylor that it was a disgrace to Scot-
tish horticulture that things should be as they
were. The same men held high office in both
societies. If there was a sincere desire for unity
he was certain it could be brought about, and
one strong society would be the result.

Mr. McHattie said he agreed with Mr. Cuth-
bertson's remarks. He was strongly in favour
of a union between the two societies, and con-
sidered that every effort should be made to ac-
complish it.

Mr. Richardson explained that on the last
occasion on which an effort was made to unite,
the difficulty of the Charter of the Royal Cale-
donian Society was considered insurmountable.
Mr. Taylor said Charter or no Charter the thing
should go through. Mr. Naysmith, a new mem-
ber of the Council of the Scottish Horticultural
Association, said he was not prepared to commit
himself to proposals for union, as he thought
good work could be done by the societies separ-
ately. Mr. James Whytock strongly advocated
union. Mr. King, the president, assured tha
meeting, after Mr. Comfort's motion had been
carried unanimously, that he was strongly hiv
favour of amalgamation, and he would see that
every effort was made to bring about the de-
sired result.

COVENTRY CHRYSANTHEMUM.
January 22.—At the annual business meet-

ing of the above society on the 22nd inst. it was
reported that the balance from 1912 was
£59 16s. Id., and the total amount on the income
side of the financial statement was £218 lis. 6d.
The expenditure, including £70 12s. 9d., dis-
tributed in prize money, was £150 6s. 8d.,
leaving a balance at the bank of £68 4s. lOd.
The president. Alderman A. H. Drinkwater,
J. P., congratulated the members upon the in-
creasing popularity and success of the exhibi-
tion. The election of officers resulted as fol-
lows :—President, Alderman Drinkwater

;

treasurer, Alderman W. H. Batchelor ; chairman,
Mr. A. Scott ; vice-chairman, Mr. F. Morgan

:

secretary, Mr. G. Griffin; auditors, Messrs. A.
Hammond and F. Wilkins. The vice-presidents
and patrons were re-elected, the Mayor of
Coventry, Councillor S. Bettman, J.P., and;
Harold Twist, Esq., being added to the list.
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MARKETS.
COVENT GARDEN, January 28.

We cannot accept any responsibility for the subjoined
reports. They are furnished to us regularly every
"Wednesday, by the kindness of several of the principal
salesmen, who are responsible for the quotations. It

must be remembered that these quotations do not
represent the prices on any particular day, but only the
general averages for the week preceding the date of our
report. The prices depend upon the quality of the
samples, the way in which they are packed, the supply
in the market, and the demand, and they may fluctuate,

not only from day to day, but occasionally several times
in one day.—Eds. 1

Cut Flowers, &c : Average Wholesale Prices.

s.d. s. d.
Orchids, per doz.

:

— Cattleya . . 15 0-18
— Cypripedium . . 2 0-30
— Dendrobium

Phalaenopsis . . 16-20
— Odontoglossum

crispum 3 0-40
Pelargoniums, per

doz. bunches,
double scarlet 9 0-10

Roman Hyacinth,
per doz. spikes 13-16

Roses : per dozen
blooms, Brides-
maid . . . . — —

— Kaiserin Au-
gusta Victoria — —

— Liberty . . 5 0-80
— Mine. Carnot.. — —
— Madame A.

Chatenay . . 4 0-60— Melody . . 6 0-80
— Niphetos .. 3 6-40
— Richmond .. 8 0-00
— Sunburst . . 5 0-70
— Sunrise .. — —
Snowdrops, perdoz.

hunches .. 4 0-50
Spiraea, per doz.

bunches . . 6 0-80
Tulips, per dozen

bunches, pink 10 0-1S
bronze . . 10 0-15

scarlet . . 12 0-15

yellow .. 10 0-15

white . . 9 0-10
— double, per doz.

bunches, pink 18 0-21

orange . . 18 0-24

red . . . . 18 0-21
Violets, English.per

dozen bunches 3 0-36
— Princess of Wales

per doz. bunches 4 6-50

Cut Foliage, &e.: Average Wholesale Prices.
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LAW NOTE.

THEFT AT KEW GARDENS.
Recently a number of shrubs have been

missed in Kew Gardens, and a special watch was

set by the police, with the result that two men
were captured early on Wednesday, the 21&t

inet. Three others, however, managed to

make good their escape.

The men in custody, Allen Berrow, a
labourer, of Shaftesbury Road, Acton, and
Henry Wild, a flower seller, of Osborne

Road, Acton, were brought before the Rich-

mond Police Court later in the day, and
charged with stealing a quantity of growing

shrubs of the value of £5, the property of

the Board of Agriculture and Fisheries. They
were remanded for inquiries. The Curator, Mr.
Watson, Gaid that for some time past shrubs

had been missed, and he identified the bag of

cuttings produced as similar to the shrubs which
were missing from the Gardens. He should say

that the four sacks which the police had in their

possession would probably be worth 10s. a sack,

but to replace the shrubs which had been muti-

lated it would cost about £5. It was a rather

difficult matter to estimate the amount of damage
done.

Inspector White said the men had only been in

custody for two to three hours, and the police

had not had time to make inquiries.

Mr. Watson said a similar raid took place a
few nights earlier, but the men got away.

Inspector White asked for a remand, which
was granted.

TRADE NOTE.

Mr. E. Matthews, for the past 3 years
gardener to Gerard Craig Sellar, Esq., Ardtor-
nish, Morvern, Argyll, has been appointed
manager to Messrs. G. Gibson and Co., Leeming
Bar, Bedale, Yorkshire.

JJf Jo-

mLorrcdpowLenU

Action of Frost on Caterpillars : A. Wilson.

The caterpillar you have sent to us for deter-

mination is that of the common Cabbage moth,
Mamestra brassicae. It is not unusual for this

insect to pass the winter in the caterpillar

stage. As a rule, however, it buries itself in

the earth and pupates in the early spring.

Frosts seem to have no harmful effect on this

caterpillar.

Amount of Labour for a Small Garden :

X. Y. Z. You will require from five to seven
men in your garden. But it is not an easy
matter to answer your query, seeing that you
do not state how much of the specified area of

land is occupied by the kitchen garden,

neither do you give the length and breadth
of the glasshouses, nor the purpose for which
they are used. Is the soil light, heavy, or

medium in texture?

Annuals for a Shady Border : Scotia. Much
depends on the density of the shade. As to

the selection of kinds, if quite shady only very

few plants can be expected to flower with

any degree of satisfaction. The best

results will be obtained by cultivating the
soil well, and by early sowing, or, better still,

by raising the plants elsewhere and trans-

ferring them when they are of good size. If

the shade is only moderate, Antirrhinums
(treated as annuals) would be moderately suc-

cessful, and the following are also suitable.

Asperula azurea setosa, Bartonia aurea. Col-

linsia bicolor, C. candidissima, Candytuft
and Hieraceum.

Apple-stem Borer : J. J. The insect that has

made tunnellings in your Apple tree is the

Goat Moth (Cossus ligniperda). Pass a piece

of stiff wire into the holes for the purpose of

killing the caterpillars, or eject paraffin emul-

sion into the burrows. Badly-infested trees

should be cut down and burned before the

caterpillars escape.

Carnation Leaves : L. 7. The leaves have

been injured by greenfly. '"Jip the plants in

quassia extract.

Cucumber and Dracaena Roots : P. H. Bother-

field. Eelworm is present in the roots of

both plants. There is no cure for specimens

that are attacked, and they should be de-

stroyed by burning. Where eelworm is

present all potting soil should be sterilised by
heating, or it may be mixed with gaslime.

Dalbergia Sissoo : Wm. M. Gossip. Dalbergia

Sissoo is described in Timber Trees of India

by J. S. Gamble, and by Sir D. Brandis in

Indian Trees. It would be of no value for

planting in the British Isles, as it requires

a tropical or sub-tropical temperature, and

even if grown as a decorative plant indoors

it would not prove very satisfactory. The
timber is very valuable, and is one of the

numerous kinds which are known in the timber

trade as Rosewood. The heart-wood is

brownish, and it possesses great strength and

elasticity. It is also heavy, its weight being

about 501bs. to the cubic foot. The wood is

used for all kinds of joinery and cabinet work,

carving, building material, gun carriages, etc.

Several other species are of similar value, more

especially D. latifolia, from Southern India.

Horticultural Colleges : C. F., Switzerland.

—The following are establishments where you

can obtain tuition in horticulture : R.H.S.

School at Wisley, Surrey; University College,

Reading, Berkshire; Royal Botanic Society's

School of Gardening, Regent's Park, London;
South-Eastern Agricultural College, Wye;
University of Leeds; Swanley Horticultural

College, Kent; Devon School of Gardening,

Ivybridge.

Magnolias Not Flowering : A. J. L. We
assume that your inquiry as to why four Mag-
nolias, planted more than 20 years ago against

the south front of a dwelling-house, never

flower, refers to Magnolia grandiflora. For-

merly many of the plants of this species were

raised from seeds, and seedlings are always

very slow in coming into flower. The type

is not so floriferous nor so precocious as the

variety exoniensis, but the species and all

the varieties should be raised from layers,

which will flower freely at an early age. To
induce your examples to flower you should

remove all the side shoots on last season's

growth and take care that the roots are never

dry in summer.

Mildew on Vines : Paddy. When pruning is

completed dress the vines with soft soap,

half-a-pound to a gallon of water, and as much
sulphur as will make a thick paste. The vines

must not be syringed during the following

spring or the sulphur will be washed off.

Flowers of sulphur will destroy mildew on

vines while there is sufficient sun heat to raise

the temperature occasionally to 80°in the shade.

There are several ways of applying the sul-

phur. It is not sufficient to merely dust it on
the bunches, for the mildew attacks the leaves

and stems as well as the bunches, and
although very easy to destroy when it first

appears, it is more difficult to combatwhen it

becomes firmly rooted in the skin of either the

berry, the stem or the leaves, and marks of it

cannot then be effaced. Sulphur may be mixed
with water, using a little soapsuds first to make
it into a paste. Apply the sulphured water

through the nozzle of a syringe, placing the

finger against the nozzle to form a spray.

Half-a-pound to one gallon of water is not too

much, and the mixture requires to be kept

well stirred from the bottom. Or sulphur may
be applied in a dry state with the Malbec bel-

lows ; but both of these plana leave some sul-

phur in the bunches which can scarcely be

washed out. The best plan is to use Camp-
bell's Sulphur Vaporiser: the larger size will

do for a house up to 6,000 feet, using 1 ounce

of sulphur to each thousand cubic feet, and

attending otherwise very strictly to the direc-

tions sent out with the machine. This quan-

tity is not likely to cause any injury if used

after stoning has commenced. A coating of

dust will be left on the berries, but this can be

easily removed early in the following morning

with a pair of strong, ordinary bellows, or it

can be washed off by a thorough drenching of

6oft water. If the dust remains for moisture

to condense on it by rapid change of tem-

perature it cannot then all be removed. If the

fruit is cut not later than the first week in Sep-

tember, a fresh treatment with sulphur should
then be given, and the house closed while the

sun is powerful during three or four days.

Moss on Lawns : A. W. M. Moss is usually

found in wet, impoverished turf, and although
the sea-sand would serve to lighten the soil

and make it drier, we do not recommend its

use. Apply a dressing of superphosphate at

the end of February, which will not only feed

the gTas6, but the acidity will help to destroy

the moss. Applications of lime are also bene-

ficial. Rake off the moss with an iron rake,

working the tool across the turf after the
latter has received a good raking the other
way. Prepare some fine soil of a rich nature-

—old potting soil is suitable, and apply it

evenly as a top-dressing in March.

Names of Fruits : W. J. Bligh. Northern Spy.—Nita. Siegende Reinette.—/. Sharp. {a)

Reinette Precox; (b) Opetien pomiers
;

(c)

Dumelow's Seedling (Wellington) ;
(d) Brown-

lees' Russet; (e) not recognised; (/) Striped

Beefin. K. 1, Not recognised—a very poor

fruit ; 2, Warner's King ; 3, a very poorly

grown fruit of, possibly, Bramley's Seedling

;

4, Dumelow's Seedling (Wellington) ; 5, Alfris-

ton; 6, Northern Greening.

Names of Plants : H. Miles. Arbutus Unedo,
Strawberry Tree.—R. 0. 1, Masdevallia Es-

tradae ; 2, Masdevallia polysticta ; 3, Stelis

ophioglossoides ; 4, Bulbophyllum recurvum.

—

5. G., Aigburth. 1, One of the many garden

forms of Nephrolepis exaltata, probably

todaeoides (see fig. 147, Gardeners' Chronicle,

Vol. LIV., December 13, 1913). The Orchid

is Laelia Jongheana.

—

Yelleh. Ruscus Hypo-
glossum.

Pruning Newly-planted Fruit Trees : G. C. V.

There is a difference of opinion as to

whether newly-planted trees should be pruned

in the first or the second season ; but carefully

managed trials have convinced many that it

is desirable to prune in the April following

the planting of two-year-old trees, which are

preferable to older ones. As your trees were

over-aged when planted, there seems to be all
.

the more reason for cutting them back
this season ; otherwise they will be liable to

fruit excessively at the expense of growth, and

may become permanently stunted. The extent

of cutting-back should be in inverse proportion

to the strength of last year's shoots. The
weaker they are, the more severely should they

be shortened. One-third will be enough to

leave in the case of moderately strong growths,

a little more in that of vigorous shoots, and
less in that of weak ones.

Select List of Sweet Peas : A. E. F. and W.—
The following is a list of 18 varieties of Sweet

Peas of first-rate quality and suitable

for exhibition :—Maud Holmes, Elsie Herbert,

Margaret Attie, R. F. Felton, Thomas Steven-

son, Hercules, Mrs. Hardcastle Sykes, King
Manoel. Scarlet Emperor. Edith Taylor, Agri-

cola, Elfrida Pearson, Clara Curtis, Queen of

Norway, Walter P. Wright, Edrom Beauty,

BaAara, King White. If two white varie-

ties are required, do not include Agricola and
add Florence Wright Spencer. If a bicolour

is favoured, select Mrs. Cuthbertson in place

of Mrs. H. Sykes.

Wall Plants f-t a Corridor : Scotia. As you.

do not wish to grow Roses, the best plants

to train against the wall in a corridor hav-

ing an intermediate temperature, iot furnish-

ing cut flowers, would be Brunfelsia calycine

grandiflora, Euphorbia (Poinsettia) pulcher-

rima, E. jacquiniaeflora and Heliotropium. You
would also find Asparagus plumosus very use-

ful for furnishing greenery. The Heliotrope,

when it has covered the allotted space, should!

be pruned hard back about four times a year.

Communications Beceived—A. J. .T. G.—R. L. F.

—F J Tarporley—Vitis—G. H.—J. B.—A. H. F.—
D. M.-W. G.-Scot-J. W. P.-O. T.-H. N.-G. P..

Dublin— S. A.—C. R.—L. & M.—Devonian—J. B.—
E T C—W. A. C—Foreman—J. E. C—R. .T. D.—
S'. M., Streatham—J. C—H. & D.—S. C—R. A. M.—
H H—F. W.—.T. R.—R. B.—T. O.—W. R.—A. G.—
W. H. W.—R. E. A.—E. A.—R. P. B.—J. W. P.
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THE MARKET FRUIT GARDEN.

SINCE the middle of November the

season has been a very favourable
one for the orchards. The rainfall

has been small, but there has been just

enough frost to bring the soil into good
coadition. The rainfall of January at my
station was only 0.86 inches. A better

season for fruitplanting could not have
been desired, and the same may be said

in relation to digging in orchards. At
present indications are in favour of a

backward season for vegetation, which is

an advantage ; but there is never any
certainty upon this point so early in the

year. Sometimes when there are signs

of premature development of fruit-buds at

the beginning of February a frosty period
sets in and stops progress for weeks, while
at other times continuously mild weather
converts a late season into an early one.

The Morb You Prune the More You
May.

Tbiu might well be accepted as a, fruit-

grower's adage in relation to well-fur-

nished trees. For the first three years
after planting, Apple trees can hardly be
pruned too severely, and it often happens
that, owing to weak growth or damage
done by aphis, severe treatment is needed
for a year or two longer. But when
enough leaders have grown to furnish the
tree well, the less pruning of vigorous
and sound leaders is done the better it is

for results. Scabby or cankered growths,
of course, should be cut back to sound

wood, whatever the age and furnishing of

a tree may be, and this may be said also

of very weak or misdirected shoots. But
when one cuts some growths there is a
temptation to cut all, and this, I think,

should be resisted. A grower upon a

large scale desires to avoid the neces-

sity of extensive pruning after a good
framework has been obtained. He wishes
to be able then to avoid anything more
than the thinning of crowding growths,

the cutting out of one of any two which
are crossing, whether crowded or not, and
sometimes the reduction of branching
tops to singles. This being the case, he
needs to bear in mind that if he prunes
leaders this year he will have to prune
afresh next year. Below every cut made
now at least two shoots will be almost
certain to grow, and in the case of a tree

already fully furnished with branches,

all but one will have to be cut out or

spurred next season, or. better still, next

summer. This is what is meant by " the

more you prune, the more you may."
There is also another point for considera-

tion. A tree showing scab on some of

last season's growths, as already stated,

must be cut back to sound wood ; but it

does not follow that sound shoots on the

same tree should be also pruned to give

it a uniform appearance. Scab attacks

young wood almost exclusively, and a

sound shoot present now is not likely to

be attacked so far as it extends at

present. Extension growth may be, but

then only the extension, or part of it,

will need cutting off next year, and the

shoot now grown will be preserved.

Similarly in the case of a variety like

Cox's Orange, liable in some places to

outbreaks of canker on young wood, an

observer will find that most of the out-

breaks are just above where a lateral has

been spurred or a leader cut back. Con-

sequently the more cutting is done the

more the canker spreads. The canker

fungus finds an entrance at the cut sur-

face unless the latter is tarred, and breaks

out in the bark above the cut. sometimes
close to it. and sometimes higher up the

new growth.

A Pruning Predicament.

A difficulty as to the treatment of

Apple trees of a slender habit of growth
has been brought home to me while prun-

ing Cox's Orange trees eight years old

from the planting. In the best part of

the orchard they have made splendid

growth in spite of scab and canker on
many of them, diseases which have
been carefully attended to from the

first. Great extension was made last

season, particularly near the hollow
centres of the trees, many of which are

15 feet from the ground at the tips of

the highest branches. These tall inside

branches are very difficult to get at,

either for pruning or for fruit-picking.

They are not stout enough for a common
ladder to be used, and, besides, they are

covered with fruit-buds, which such a

ladder would break off. Then, as the

trees are spread widely, it is impossible to

reach some of the inside branches when
standing as near the top of an 8-foot

step-ladder as it is safe to stand, except

by pulling them down with a crotchedl
stick. The necessity, therefore, has
arisen for preventing any further upward'
growth, and the only way to attain this-
end is to cut back to a fruit-bud. This-
" goes against the grain " with the finest

.

growths on the trees, but it is 'the only way.
out of the predicament.

Difficult Work.
In the middle fortnight of January,,

when frost prevailed during the whole of.

nearly every day, and an Arctic wTind«
was blowing, pruning was too cold work
to be endurable for long at a time.
Besides, there is some doubt as to the
safety of pruning in a freezing atmo-
sphere. When the thaw set in, accom-
panied by a little rain, stodging around the-

trees produced a mass of mud, which-
is very objectionable. Moreover, it was-
somewhat dangerous to mount high steps-

covered with greasy mud from the boots.
In each shift of. the steps, which have a
spiked leg opposite to the part to be
mounted, they had to be wrenched with
much force out of the soft soil in
which they had become embedded. Under
such circumstances pruning was not very
pleasant work.

Winter Spraying.

February is the month in which most
of this work is done, though March would
bo preferable if one could be sure of get-

ting through it before the buds begin to

burst. But as the work is often in-

terrupted by rain or other unfavourable
weather, it is not safe to delay the start

beyond the middle of February, at least

in the case of Plums and Pears, and not

so long in a very forward season. For
the mere destruction of moss or lichen

any time in the winter will do. But we
hope to do something more by winter
spraying, namely, to check the develop-

ment of insect and fungous pests. Many
fruitgrowers believe that limewash, or

lime and salt, applied as late in the sea-

son as possible before the buds burst,

.

coats over the eggs of the aphis and the

Apple sucker, and prevents many of them
from hatching. Entomologists, or at

least some of them, doubt this, and the

point is at present an uncertain one. If

there be anything in it lime alone should

be more effective than lime and salt, as

the addition of the latter, it seems to me, .

must prevent the lime from drying hard

upon the trees, and render it more liable •

to be washed off by rain. That somehow -

hot limewash prevents aphis infestation i

seemed to be indicated by the fact that

one block of Plum trees seen at Pershore •

last season, which had been sprayed with

this stuff, was quite free from the pest,

while another block at a short distance

was very badly blighted by it. This is

no proof, it is to be admitted, but two

growers said they had noticed the same

coincidence. If aphis infestation always

arises from eggs on the trees infested

lime-sulphur is oertainly not a preven-

tive, as I have used this wash regulnrh

for years, and no one could have worse

attacks of aphis than I have had. But

does an attack always arise from eggs

deposited on the trees infested? I have •
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searched in vain for eggs on both Plums and
Apples, and yet a week later the tre*6 were

'badly infested. In all the pruning done this

winter I have noticed only one shoot partly

covered with aphis eggs. Apple-sucker eggs I

have often found, and as the attacks of this pest

are much less serious with me than they are in

many places, it is not unlikely that the use of

lime-sulphur has acted as a preventive.

Much-needed Information.

With respect to winter spraying being a
partial preventive of fungous attacks, there is

great need of information as to the earliest stage

in the development of each common fruit

"fungus in which spraying is likely to be effective

and the period of the season at which it occurs.

No book on mycology in my possession affords

thi6 information. Mycologists tell us to spray
with sulphate of copper while the tiees are dor-

mant to prevent attacks of scab and brown rot
;

but one of the highest authorities states that an
application of the wash before the disease gets

to an active stage is useless. The question then
arises as to whether either 6cab or brown rot is

in an infectious stage before the buds burst. If

not then either a fungicide is effective to some
•extent when the fungus is in a resting stage, or

insert them. Although the land was well pre-

pared and the rows were well trodden imme-
diately after the planting, the result was, if a
dry period occurred, that the slits gaped open,

leading to the killing of some young bushes and
the stunting of others. To prevent this the plan

of simply pushing the cuttings alongside of a
cord into the well-prepared soil was adopted, and
this proved a complete success. Since it was
adopted there has been hardly a mis6 in a row
and excellent growth has been general.

NEW OR NOTEWORTHY
PLANTS.

A NEW SPECIES OF SELLIERA.
Selliera is a small genus of the Goodeniaceae,

of which two species have long been known.

One of these is endemic in Australia, and the

other inhabits Australia, New Zealand and extra-

tropical South America. A third species, as we
learn from the Bulletin du Jardin Botanique de

Buitenzorg, has been discovered in the rice fields

of Central Java This is named Selliera Kenings-
bergeri, and it adds one more to the southern

Fig. 41.

—

downingia elects, flowers white, with a blue edge and yellow centre.

winter spraying against it is useless. If any
reader of these notes can throw light upon this

point he will do good service to fruit growers.

Norfolk Beauty Apple.

This is an Apple which will probably be
grown extensively hereafter, when its merits
have become well known. It is a large culinary
variety, the tree is a very sturdy grower, and, so

far as my experience with it goes, it is free

irom canker and scab. At present my trees have
not come into bearing to any considerable ex-
tent, and the few fruits yielded were not
thoroughly tested in relation to keeping quality.

I am informed that t hey keep till January or later.

The variety was raised by Mr. William Allen,
-of Gunton Park Gardens, near Norwich, and
sent out in 1906 or thereabouts. It has been
twice before the Fruit Committee of the R.H.S.
The first time it was awarded an Award of Merit,
the second time a First-Class Certificate.

Planting Currant Cuttings.

A " wrinkle" in this connection has been de-
rived from experience. When I began to Taise
Black Currants extensively from cuttings the
practice was that of cutting a slit in which to

genera represented in South America, Austral-

asia and Malaya. It is a native of Central Java.

NEW GARDEN PLANTS FROM NEW
MEXICO.

(Concluded from p. 67.)

Oenothera Hewetth Cockerell.

This Evening Primrose, found at the Rito de
los Frijoles in 1912, is one of the Lamarckiana
group, with large yellow flowers. It blooms the

first year from seed, but lives over, and the
second year becomes a very large plant with a

long flowering period. I am not sure that it is

better than some of the species already in culti-

vation, but it is worth a trial. The buds are

coloured with red as in O. rubrinervis. Some
seed sent to Professor de Vries in 1912 has
yielded him six plants, which he finds to agree

exactly with my description of the type plant
grown at Boulder. Two of these plants have
been used by Professor de Vries for crosses with
two of his mutants. From the type plant grown
at Boulder I have enough seed to supply the
botanic gardens of the world. It seems pro-

bable that this species was collected by Dr.
W. M. Bell in the Raton Mountains so earlv ne

1867, judging from the brief account given by
Dr. R. R. Gates in American Naturalist, 1911,

p. 589. An allied species, also briefly described
by Dr. Gates, is Oenothera guttata (Onagra gut-

tata Greene in herb.), which is probably the later

published O. irrigua Wooton and Standley. It

has very narrowly-lanceolate leaves.

Primula ellisiae Pollard and Cockerell.

This is a very fine species, apparently confined

to the Sandia Mountains, not yet in cultivation.

It is related to P. Rusbyi, but has much larger

flowers and a conspicuously farinose calyx.

T. D. A. Cockerell, University of Colorado,
Boulder, Colorado.

ANNUALS.

II.—ANNUALS OF DWARF HABIT.
In proceeding to write briefly regarding a

number of the annuals which I liked best among
the three hundred and thirty sorts which I grew
I have decided to group them according to their

heights. A few annuals are so dwarf that they
can with aptitude be called creeping. The very
dwarfest of all is

IONOPSLDIUM ACAULE.

Whilst endeavouring to write a descrip-

tion of this charming little flower last

summer I turned up The English Flower
Garden, and I see I have noted that the
flowers with me are not violet, at least not
deep violet. It might be permissible to call them
blush violet. Otherwise I think Mr. Robinson's
description perfect. It is as follows :

—" A
charming little Portuguese annual about 2 inches
high, whose dense tufts of violet flowers spring

up freely where plants of it existed the previous

season. Its peculiar beauty makes it useful for

various purposes. On the rock garden associated

with even the choicest of Alpine plants, it holds

its own as regards beauty, and never overruns

its neighbours, and it is particularly suitable for

sowing near pathways or rugged steps, growing
freely in such places ; indeed, it would even

flourish on a hard gravel walk. It flowers a

couple of months after sowing, and often pro-

duces a second crop of blossoms in the autumn."
This is exactly what it did with me. It was
sown on May 5, and began to bloom on June

20, continuing till the end of July, coming into

flower again in September. The foliage is small

and neat, and forms very beautiful bright green

masses.

Downingia elegans or Clintonh pulchella.

As its name indicates, Downingia elegans

(see fig. 41) is a very pretty annual which

charms everyone, and those who have not

grown it should certainly make a note to

try it. With me it grew to a height of

5 inches ; the flowers are not unlike a large Lobe-

lia in form, the under lip or petal, which gives

the character to the flower, is three-quarters

of an inch across, has three distinct zones of

colour, the outer one being clear blue, the middle

one pure white, and the one nearest the centre

of the flower bright yellow, on which there are

three distinct black spots. The plant has nar-

row linear leaves, and branches freely near the

base. It remained continuously in flower for

two months in the very dry season of 1913. Its

proper name is, I believe, Downingia. It belongs

to the order Campanulaceae. The plant is a

native of California. Why the name Clintonia

should have been associated with the family I

do not know. Many of my friends say that the

flower is like that of a miniature Orchid.

Veronica glauca

is an annual Speedwell which I grew with care

but it disappointed me. It attained a height of

4 to 5 inches, but it lacked brightness, its blue
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being far short of that of the Germander Speed-

well of our roadsides.

ALYSSUM MARITrutTM.

Here I shall only refer to the very dwarf
form, which is so popular for carpeting and edg-

ing. There are many strains of it offered under
many different names, such as Little Gem, White
Carpet, Snow Carpet, etc. To retain the pro-

cumbent habit constant care requires to be exer-

cised in selecting for seed, and I am sure there is

room also to improve the size of the flower, as

I have from time to time seen very promising

heads. Most of the seed sold is grown in Ger-

many, where the best firms give this plant much
attention, raising seed by the hundredweight.

The foliage of the best types is a darker, brighter

green than that of ordinary maritimum. The
seeds germinate in ten days, and the plants come
into flower in seven weeks. They should be

thinned to at least 3 inches apart.

Mesembryanthemum crystallinum.

The Ice Plant wants a warmer situation than
Midlothian to show off its crystals. It grew abun-

dantly, but was never what could be termed
an effective border plant. On the other hand,

Leptosiphon.
The Leptosiphons are surely among the most

charming of all annuals. They form dense
clumps of foliage, and are surmounted by
numerous very bright flowers, which revel in the
sunshine. The flowers of L. aureus (see fig. 42)
are bright yellow, about half an inch in diameter.
On close inspection they are seen to be lined
with lemon markings, and at the base of each r.f

the five divisions of the flower there are two tiny
dark-brown spots. This lovely yellow variety
was the dwarfest of all the Leptosiphons, attain-

ing to the height of only 5 inches.

L. roseus grew a shade taller, and the growth
was rather more tufted. The foliage developed
in a rosette form, from which the flowers sprang.
The flowers were about half an inch in diameter,
and might quite accurately be described as rose-

coloured, though they are shaded or striped with
blush, and have a yellow centre. In the sun-

shine each clump was simply a mass of beautiful

flowers. The seeds came up freely in eight days
after sowing, and the plants were ultimately

thinned to about 4 inches apart. They remained
in flower for over two months.

There is another Leptosiphon which I will

Fig. 42.

—

leptosiphon aureus, a dwarf hardy annual : flowers yellow.

I can say of

Mesembryanthemum tricolor
that it did better than I expected. It was
very charming on warm sunny days. The flowers

then opened wide, and revealed all their beauty
—brightest rose at the tips of the florets, shad-

ing off to white towards the centre, which
is brown. The flowers measure 1^ inches in

diameter. The sepals and flower-6tems are

covered with miniature crystals. The habit of

the plant is creeping, rising only 4 or 5 inches

above the ground. It is said to suffer from
transplanting, but of this I have no experience.

It germinated twenty-three days after sowing,
and bloomed in August.

Sanvitalia procumbens.
No clumps in the front of my border were

more continuously effective than those of this

plant. There are two forms—single and double.
Both kinds grow freely and attain to a height
of about 6 inches, and the plants are literally

covered with their small blossoms. The single
flowers are about 1 inch in diameter, ray petals
clear, bright yellow, centre of the flower black.

If one who does not know the plant can imagine
a Sunflower so small, he has pictured a single
Sanvitalia. The double form is a globular yel-
low flower, perhaps not quite so large as the
single one. It is of the easiest annuals to grow.

refer to here, although it is taller than the pre
ceding two. It is Leptosiphon androsacens. The
flowers are larger, being from § to 3 inch in

diameter. They are rosy lilac in colour, and
open only in bright sunshine. The Leptosiphons
are classed by some authorities with the Gillias,

but to me I am afraid they will remain Lepto-

siphons. In my notes I gave them all full

marks, and I know no annual more suitable or

more effective for the front of borders, rockeries,

steps, or path edges in positions where they are

likely to get a good share of sunshine. W.
Cuthbcrtson, Duddinggton.

THE ROSARY.

SEASONABLE WORK.
Roses under glass require much attention

during the latter part of January and the early

days of February.

In many establishments the varieties Rich-
mond and Liberty are grown in considerable

numbers to furnish blooms at Christmas and in

the early weeks of the year. Such plants will

soon be starting again into growth, and they will

need a top-dressing.

Some successful growers of winter Roses re-
pot their plants in August in a rich compost
that has been mixed for a year, and consisting.
of about five parts of yellow, fibrous loam and
one part horse and cow manure, together with a.

quantity of burnt garden refuse.

The roots are shaken free of the old soil and re-

potted in the fresh compost, which will supply,
all that is needed for the first crop of blossom.
Afterwards, as soon as the flowers are over, the
plants are trimmed, and when they start into
growth afresh a top-dressing composed of half,

loam and half concentrated fertiliser is afforded.

I usually apply a handful of this mixture to.

each plant in an 8-inch pot, and more or less

to other plants in larger or smaller receptacles.

Such feeding as this is far better than applying,
liquid manure, because at each watering some of
the stimulant of the top-dressing is carried,

down to the roots, whilst the surface roots,

which are always very active, derive great benefit

from the stimulating properties.

Roses planted out under glass need a top-
dressfng applied now. In this case a mixture of
two parts pulverised sheep manure, J parts wood,
ashes, j part fine bone, and four parts good,
fibrous loam, should be employed.
A diligent watch must be kept for greenfly,

which will be found clustering around the de-
veloping buds. I find Auto Shreds one of the
simplest remedies for destroying aphides.

It will be well to place the next batch of
plants in a cold house or pit, where they can be
protected from frost, and they may be pruned,
if required to bloom in April.

A house of Roses grown without artificial heat
will be very useful for furnishing blooms in late
April and May. Select Hybrid Perpetuals and.
Hybrid Teas of the freer and hardier type, such
as Prince de Bulgarie, Pharisaer, Caroline Tes-
tout and Lady Ashbourne. The blooms are-

usually finer than those from plants that have
been iorced more quickly. Such plants should
be pruned now, and the shoots tied. Severe-
pruning gives the best results, as this ensures
the development of strong, new wood, which is-

the basis of all good results in pot culture, pro-
vided always that the roots receive suitable
nourishment.

Roses potted from the open ground last

October and kept plunged outside may be-

utilised for greenhouse work this spring if neces-

sary, although I prefer to allow them to grow
i.utside for one season. Plants of Crimson,
Rambler potted in October and the shoots cut

back at the same time to about 12 inches may be-

shortened now to 6 inches, aud placed in

gentle 'heat, preferably upon a bed of fermenting
materials.

The plants are splendid for decorative pur-

poses ; although dwarf and bushy they will yieldi

three or four handsome panicles of blossom,

and none of the Polyantha Roses equals this old

variety for brilliancy. It will pay to strike a

few cuttings of this Rose every year. When one
year old they should be transplanted and cut

back hard at the same time. In the following

October they should be dug up and potted into

7-inch oom. Dorothy Perkins, American Pillar,

Excelsa, Troubadour and Lady Godiva all make
splendid dwarf pot plants treated in this way.

Polyantha Roses have become a leading feature

of the spring display of flowers, and they are

most usetui tor all kinds of decorative work.

Some of the newer varieties are grand. Erna
Teschendorff has blooms of a lovely rich colour

;

it is a much better Rose indoors than in the open ;

Jessie, Orleans, Susie, Jeanne d'Arc, Baby Tau-
sendschon and Ellen Poul-en are all good
novelties suitable for pot culture. Potted even.

so late as now these Roses would be very useful

to furnish beds for a summer display where it is

not possible to plant permanently this spring.

One of the best of the newer Roses for forcing

is Killarney Brilliant, a variety that has caused'

a great impression in America, where its raisers,

Messrs. A. Dickson and Sons, sent it for trial

some two seasons ago. The colour is much-
deeper than in the old Killarney, and it has-
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-many more petals. Ophelia is also gaining many
• admirers in America, and is confidently expected

to be one of the foremost forcing varieties. The
blooms possess a delicious fragrance, the buds are

long and pointed, and the colour salmon-pink,

"with gold shading. It is to be expected that

blooms will be seen largely in the English flower

markets this spring.

Other good novelties are Hadley, of the
1 General McArthur and Kichmond type ; Mrs.
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ORANGES AND LEMONS AT STANTON
HALL, DERBYSHIRE.

Stanton Hall, situated in the Peak of Derby-
shire, is the country seat of Mrs. McCreagh
Thornhill. Oranges and Lemons are grown
under glass in the gardens with great success

;

the standard tree of Seville Orange (Citrus

Bigaradia), represented in fig. 45 is planted in

[Photograph by J. B. Gratton.

Fig. 43.

—

orange frctting in a vinery at stanton hall, Derbyshire.

"Edward Powell. Mme. Jules Bouche and Melody.
'The variety Prince Engelbert Charles d'Arenberg
has many admirers in the United States. It is

a fine, rich, crimson colour, but with me the

.flowers are apt to split out-of-doors.

Sunburst will be extensively grown for some
•time to come, even though its flowers are

variable ; when the petals are of a pale colour

there is nothing approaching them in beauty,

and when they develop the lovely rich golden
colour it is absolutely the best of its special

shade.

the centre of a lean-to vinery and is a fine speci-

men. At the time of my visit it was laden with
fruits of beautiful colour and extraordinary

size, the majority measuring from 15 to 16 inches

in circumference. The Oranges do not ripen in

one season, but hang on the tree for two years,

during which time another crop of green fruit

is growing, making a beautiful contrast. A
Lemon tree, growing in another vinery and
trained upon the back wall, was finely

fruited, the individual fruits requiring the sup-

port of bags on account of their weight. Fruit

from these trees has been awarded several

Silver Medals from the Royal Horticultural

Society and the Sheffield Chrysanthemum
Society. I was informed by Mr. Harvey, the

gardener, that the trees produce sufficient fruits

to provide a plentiful supply of marmalade for

the inmates of Stanton Hall all the year round.

The average number of fruits is 150 Oranges and
100 Lemons each season. Mr. Harvey cultivates

the fruits of Oranges and Lemon in a state of

perfection rarely attained in this country, and
they reflect great credit to his skill and care.

The photograph of the Orange tree was taken

after many of the fruits had been removed. F.

Jennings, Chatsivorth Gardens, Chesterfield.

FORESTRY.
THE EDUCATION OF GERMAN

FORESTERS.
In view of the increasing interest which is

being taken in the afforestation problem in

England, and (the consequent question of com-
petent forestry officers, it may be of interest to

consider the education of the German and more
particularly the Prussian forest superintendent.

In the first case he must have a thorough
higher education, which means that he must stay

at school until the age of at least eighteen years

and must then pass an examination considerably

more difficult than the London Matriculation.

He must be physically fit in all respects

;

that is t» say, he must serve his term of

military service, which in this case is one year ;

the man who is not fit to become a soldier

is never eligible as a forester. In order that

his knowledge shall be practical as well as

theoretical, he must serve a kind of ap-

prenticeship in a forest district, where he is

set to do various kinds of work, such as plant-

ing, felling, measuring timber, etc., and must
keep a diary of all operations or objects of in-

terest seen during the day. This diary is of

great importance, as it must be laid before the

Board of Forestei-6, where it in a way gives an
idea of the powers of observation of the candi-

date. The apprenticeship lasts seven months,
and may be served either before or after the

military service.

Now comes the most important step in the

whole business—viz., the education proper at

the school of forestry. For three terms— that is

to say, a year and a half—the budding forester

must study the natural sciences, at the end of

which time he sits for a stiff examination in those

subjects. If he pass this, he studies for another

year and a half, this time forestry proper, with
a fair amount of law, national economy, etc.,

and then sits for another test. Should he fail in

either of these examinations he is allowed

another try ; but should he fail a second time,

only special pea-mission from the highest authori-

ties ean save him from being thrown out of the

sennet.

He now receives the title " referendar," or

probationer, but is by no means yet done with his

education. For a whole year he must study law
at some university, for six months he must
manage a forest district as an under official, and
for half a year more he must travel from one
place to another seeing various forests and keep-

ing a diary of everything he has seen. At
the end of this time the probationer is or ought
to be ready for the final exam-nation, which
is of a more practical and severe nature than the
previous test. As in the former case he is only

allowed to fail once. "Assessor" is now his

title, and he draws his first wages, amounting
to about thirty shillings per week, which, con-

sidering the time and study needed and his

age (about twenty-five years), is not particularly

liberal. The stipend gradually increases for

about eight years to about £150-£2OO a year.

Up to this time he is merely an assistant

in a forest area, but he is given a department
of his own to manage after this eight years' ser-
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vice, and his salary rises by degrees to about

£500 a year.

This is very little, especially when one con-

siders the style which such men have to live up

to, and a poor man can hardly be a chief forester

in Prussia. He generally needs as much money

again as he earns, and thus the man without a

private income is hopeless. Also from the time

that the student leaves school until he passes

his last examination—about six and a half

rears—however studious he may be, he cannot

earn a penny.

There is no doubt that the German forester

is the best in the world, and that the Govern-

ment is doing its best to preserve this reputa-

tion is proved by the exactitude and severity of

the tests imposed on the candidates and the

careful selection of individuals from a more or

less personal point of view.

There are five principal schools of forestry in

Germany, viz. :—Eberswalde, near Eerlin;

Munden, near Hanover ; Aschaffenburg, near

. Munich ; Tharandt, near Dresden ; and Eisenach,

near Erfurt. The two first belong to Prussia,

the next one to Bavaria ; the fourth to Saxony

;

and the fifth to Thuringia. /. G. W.

ORCHID NOTES AND GLEANINGS.

ORCHIDS AT WESTFIELD, WOKING.
The collection of Francis Wellesley, Esq. (gr.

Mr. Hopkins), although a small one, has con-

tained from time to time more really fine things

than most of the larger collections. The excel-

lent culture of the plants affords a pleasant

example of what may be done where both

owner and grower are keenly interested in their

subject. Cypripediums, Cattleyas, both hybrid

and fine varieties of species, and Laelio-Cattleyas

take up the greater part of the space in the

neat block of houses, the most retired and

warmest of which is devoted to the raising of

hybrids, a most interesting lot of remarkably

promising crosses being there ki different

stages of growth.

On the occasion of a recent visit the Cypri-

pediums gave the greatest show of bloom, their

house being filled throughout with showy and
varied flowers. Some of the best noted were C.

Sanaotaeus Westfield variety, a model flower

of attractive colour ; C. Charlesdanum Westfield

variety, with a very fine white dorsal sepal with

emerald green base ; C. The PremieT, witih fine

chocolate purple markings : C. Waterloo, one of

the finest dark forms; C. Memoria Mostynii

(Actaeus Langleyense x aureum Surprise),

C. J. W. Mills, C. Actaeus Bianca Westfield

variety, and a pretty yellow C. insigne, raised at

Westfield. The last-named has very handsome
yellow flowers with the greater part of the dorsal

sepal pure white. Some very fine forms of C.

Leeanum and C. insigne bore a profusion of

flowers, striking examples being C. insigne Hare-

field Hall, the favourite clear yellow

and white C. insigne Sanderae, and the

distinct C. insigne Bolmhoffianum, which, while

not so showy as some of the others, is interest-

ing owing to the peculiarity of its sepia-brown

tinted dorsal sepal. Prominent in the house,

either as fine specimens or remarkable varieties,

were Cypripedium Royal George (Harrisianum

superbum x Minos Youngii), a noble flower of

fine colour. The stock of this fine hybrid was
originally acquired by Mr. Wellesley from the

raisers, Messrs. Armstrong and Brown ; C.

Delhi of fine form, substance and colour ; C.

Thalia Mrs. Francis Wellesley. which in its

early days was the coveted Cypripedium, realis-

ing the record price ; C. Little Gem Westfield

variety, a model flower, though not large ; C.

Gaston Bultel and C. Germaine Opoix, two
handsome flowers of Continental origin ; C.

Duchess of Argyll (Leeanum giganteum x
Druryi), and C. Oharlesworthii Memoria Doug-
lasii, two very handsome Cypripediums acquired

from the late Mr. J. Douglas; C. The King, a

distinct Indian yellow flower with small choco-

late purple spots ; C. Elatior Rex, and a number

of seedlings flowering for the first time.

On one side was a selection of varieties of Cy-

pripedium Thalia and C. Priam, some of which

have not come so fine this season as formerly.

In the Cattleya and Laelio-Catitleya houses

the plants were in splendid condition, and some

points in their culture may be noted with ad-

vantage. The majority of the plants were of

moderate size with few back bulbs. It has

been found when a rare but badly-grown speci-

men lias been purchased that it makes little

progress, even under the better condi-

tions, unless divided, and instances of this

practice were shown to us giving remarkable

proof of renewed vigour. Careful watering is a

great point. A too wet or sodden plant is never

found at Westfield, where both in the water-

supply at the root, and the character of the

atmosphere what is called " the dry side " is

favoured. Thus the plants root most abundantly,

which they never do when overwatered, Catt-

leya Mossiae and its hybrids being specially

liable to damage from too much water. A very

beautiful set of fine varieties of C. Mossiae, C.

Warscewiczii, C. Mendelii, C. labiata, and C.

Schroderae, with a very fine lot of albino forms

in each section, show well the effects of good

culture, the pseudo-bulbs being short and stout,

some of them curiously so, a small plant of C.

Schroderae Mrs. Francis Wellesley having the

pseudo-bulbs almost as broad as long, and re-

sembling those of a Uvrge Laelia anceps. C.

Mendelii His Majesty the King, which secured

a First-Class Certificate at the Temple Show,

1908, and Royal favour, proves a good grower,

and was thriving well ; and C. labiata alba The

Empress and other albinos here seem to thrive

quite as well as the typical forms. Other re-

markable plants noticed were Laelio-Cattleya

Morningtoniae (Pallas x Fascinator), which

secured a First-Closs Certificate at the Temple
Show, 1911 ; Brasso-Cattleya Wellesleyae (C.

Mossiae Wageneri x B. glauca), a charming
White fragrant flower, L.-C. Mr. Donald
MacMaster, and L.-C. Lady Oliphant, both

handsome and distinct; Sophro-Cat/tleya West-

fieldense with pseudo-bulbs eight inches long,

and a veTy bright dark-red Sophro-Laelio-Catt-

leya between S. grandiflora and L.-C. Warnham-
ense; Laelio-Cattleya Mrs. W. Hopkins (L.-C.

Haroldiana x L. Iona), a very handsome flower

;

and several new crosses flowering for the first

time, one being a finely-coloured flower, which
may develop into sufficient beauty to render it

desirable to retain for crossing again ; but the

large number of fine hybrids already raised,

and the erratic behaviour of some of the promis-

ing new crosses which do not come up to expec-

tation, render careful selection imperative.

HYBRID ORCHIDS.

The following new or rare hybrids have
recently flowered. The. list is supplementary to

those published in Vol. LIV., pp. 375, 385. The
plants are recorded with the names of the exhi-

bitors or of those who have sent us flowers. The
names and parentage are those given by the

owners of the plants. If any of our readers

know of prior records, either of name or parent-

age, we shall be glad to make corrections where

error is proved.

Orchid growers are asked to send us flowers

of new crosses with particulars.

Hybrid. Parentage.

Brasso-Cattleya Fyrrha
Brasso-Cattieya Cecilia

Braaao-Laelio-Cattleya Ariel

Cattleya Fafner
Cattleya Madonna
Cattleya Tityua var. A. McBean ..

Cymbidium Coningsbyanum
Cymbidium Nada
Cypripedium Alcinida var. Strelsa

Cypripedium Artemis aureum
Cypripedium Bourtonense .

.

Cypripedium Caseins.

.

Cypripedium Comorin
Cypripedium Delhi
Cypripedium Desdemona
Cypripedium Floryi

Cypripedium Frencnay
Cypripedium Goliath
< lypripedium Hanburyanum
Cypripedium Julian
Cypripedium Mrs. .1. Lea-Smith ..

< > pripedium Pliny
Cypripedium Proserpine
Cypripedium Sandhurst
Cypripedium Satyr
Cypripedium Swallowtail ..

Cypripedium Talma
Cypripedium Verona
Laelio-Cattleya Annstrongae

Laelio-Cattleya autodoin
Laelio-Cattleya Capua
Laelio-Cattleya Cecilia
Laelio-Cattleya Cimon
Laelio-Cattleya Golden Beauty ..

Laelio-Cattleya Minnie
Laelio-Cattleya Nerva
Laelio-Cattleya Orient
Laelio-Cattleya Trajan
Laelio-Cattleya Wilfrediana
Odontioda Doris
Odontonla Langowoyi
Odontioda Latona Goodson'a variety

Odiontoda stars aret
Odontioda Marion
iMmitiiHla Royal Gem Westnnbirt variety

Odontioda Royal Gem Broad lands variety

Odontioda Sibyl
Odontioda Vivienne
Odontogloasnjn Canary
Odontoglossum Carpathus .

.

Odontogloasum Cleopatra .

.

Odontoglossum Crishalenuna
Odontogloasum Elissa

Odontogloasum Gundreda ..

OdoutoglosBUm Junora
Odontoglossum Jupiter
Odontoglossum Neptune
Odontogloasum Sandhuratiense ..

i Niontoglossum Saturne
Odontoglossum Tele'maohus var. Esme

Sophro-Laello*Cattleya Gem
Bophro-Laello-Cattleya St, Arilda..

C. labiata x B. glauca
C. Dowiana aurea x B. glauca
L. purpurata x B.-C. Mrs. J. Leemann
Trianae x Enid
Trianae delicata x chocoensis alba
Enid x Octave Doiu .. -

grandiflorum x insigne
elmrneum x Lowio-yranditinrum
insigne Harefield Hall x Alctbiadea
nitens x Fairrieanum
insigne Harefield Hall x Blanche Moore
niveum x T.B.Haywood
Bassano(Revnaldi) •; Hera Eurvath-s

insigne Harefield Hall x Karl of Taukeuville.

.

Mrs. Cary Batten x Alcibiadea .

Niobe x Dicks. .niaiiuin var. Countess of Carnarvon..
hellatulum x Law rebel

insigne Harefield Hall x Ami Moore
Leeanum giganteum x Maudiae
Vandyke x aureum Oedippe
Edmund Lord x aureum vii-iuide

Leeanum Cllnkaberryanum x Victor Hugo ..

glaucophyUum x Cnarleaiannni
concolor Regnierl x Eairrieanusa
Hera Euryades X Beryl
MoTis.de Curte x Fairrieanum
Charlesianum x Lathamianum
Beckmannl x Leeanum gigantenm
L.-C. Geo. Woodhams x C. Iris (correction from

Nov. 22, 1913, p. 868).

L. antumnalis x C. Octave Doin
L.-C. Hippolyta Phoebe x G. Warscewiczii ..

C. Trianae x L.-C. luminosa
C. Dowiana aurea X L. Juvenilis

Emestii x Hy. Greenwood
L.-C. exoniensis x 0. Dowiana amen-
L.-C. Nysa x C. Warscewicsil
C. labiata x L.-C. Adolphus
L.-C. Ingramii x C. labiata
L.-C. cinnabroaa X C. Aclaudiae
Oda. Cooksoniae x Odin, amabiln
M. Scnroderiana x 0. t ro-Skinneri

Odm. crispo-Harryanum x Otis/. Bradshawiae
Oda. Bradshawiae x Odm. ardentisftimutu ..

Oda. Bradshawiae x Odm. hybrid
Oda. Vuylstekeae x Odin, ardentisshuuin

Oda, Vuylfltekeao < Odm. ardentlaa&num
Oda. Bradshawiae x odm. hybrid
(Ma. Bradanawiae k Odm. crlspum Britannia

1inkwoodien.se x ardeutissiiuuin

cirrhosum x amabile
Carmanta x Harryanum
hellemense x orispo-HaiTyannm
Edwardli x Hlustrisstmum
Edwardii x Hunneu ellianum
Edwardii X pulchellum
nebulosum x ardentissimuin
nebulosum x erispum .. .. ..

eoronarium • BdwardU
nebulosum x erispo-Hatryanum..
excellena Prince of Orange x narvengtenae {Joochris-

tietne).

S. grandiflora x L.-C Warnhamensta
9.-L. Phroeo x L.-C. tloldcre»t

Exhibitor.

Flory and Black.
Flory and Black.
Flory and Black.
Flory and Black.
\V. H. St. QUintin, Esq.

J. and A. McBean.
G. Hamilton-Smith, Esq.
Sir Geo. Holford.
\V. R. Lee, Esq.
Lt.-Col. SirG. L. Holfonl
G. F. Moore, Esq.
Flory and Black.
Florv and Black.
F. Wellesley, Esq.
Charlesworth and Co.
Flory and Black.

W. Hewitt, Esq.

W. R. Lee. Esq.
F. J. Hanbury, Esq.
sir Geo. Holford.
F. J. Hanbury, Esq.
Flow and Black.
H. f . Pitt, Esq.
Armstrong and Brown.
Sir Geo. I- Holford.
Lt.-Col. SirG. L. Holford.

H. T. Pitt, Esq.
Flory and Black.
Armstrong and Brown.

J. and A. McBean.
Flory and Black.
Hassall and Co.
F. Wellesley. Esq.

Lt.-Col. SirG. L. Holh.nl.

Sander and sons.

Mrs. Blschoffsheim.
W. H. St. Quintiu, Esq,

Flory and Black.

W. ft. St. Quintin, Esq.

Mrs. Cookson.
Gharleswortb and Co.
n_ s. Goodsoni Esq.

Mrs. Cookson.
Mi-s. Cookson.
Lt.-Col. sirG. L. Holford.

E, R. Ashton. Esq.
Mrs. Cookson.
Mrs. Cookson.
Pantia Ralli, Ksq.

.1. and A. McBean.
[><• B. Crawahay, Esq.

De B. Crawahay, Esq.

Armstrong ami Brown.
\u. Hurry Dixon.
Mr, Harry Dixon,

tfons. H. Gralre.
Mons. H. Gralre,
Armstrong and BrOM '

Ubnst II. Gralre,
Mrs. Cookson.

F. WsUaaler, Esq.

Sir GOO. L Hnlfoiil.
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The Week's Work.

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
By H. J. Chapman, Gardener to Mrs. Oookson,

Oakwood. Wylam-ou-Tyne.

Cattleya.— Certain Cattleyas and allied

•Orchids which have recently flowered are de-

veloping new roots from the bases of the new
.pseudo-bulbs. Any such plants may receive at-

tention, either re-potting or top-dressing them as

is considered necessary. The work should be

•done before the new roots grow very long, when
they would be liable to injury in the process of

re-potting. Many seedlings of these Orchids

commence root action at this season of the year,

• and any necessary potting should be done as

soon as this takes place, thus enabling the plants

to become re-established in the new compost with

the least possible check. The choice of com-
post should be determined by the conditions and
the situation in which the plants are cultivated.

Many advocate the use of a mixture of Osmunda
and Polypodium fibres, while others contend

that carefully selected peat intermixed with a

few broken leaves and Sphagnum-moss, with
. sufficient broken crocks, sand and charcoal added
to render the compost porous, is the best root-

ing medium, using pots filled to at least one-

third their depth with clean, broken crocks.

Water should be afforded the roots sparingly, as

in the case of all newly-potted plants. They
may be sprayed overhead -whenever the outside

conditions permit, and this, in conjunction with

damping and syringing between the plants, will

provide sufficient moisture to keep the pseudo-

bulbs plump until the roots can draw supplies

of water from below. Many Cattleyas, Laelias and
.Laelio-C'attleyas have their flower-buds advancing

in the sheath, and in different stages of develop-

ment, and such plants should be afforded every

encouragement to assist them to develop their

blooms. Specimens on the point of flowering

should be placed close to trie roof -glass, for they

will derive much, benefit from the sunlight. In

the early part of the year, as well a6 during

the late autumn, unless the blossoms open in

favourable conditions, they lack texture and
good substance, whilst the finest colours are not

•developed. A more liberal treatment in respect

to root moisture may also be afforded as soon as

the flower-buds become well advanced. As the

•days lengthen it will be necessary to damp the

floors and spray the plants overhead more fre-

quently in houses where the plants are not in

"flower, but this work must always be regulated

in accordance with the weather-. Where spray-

ing overhead is practised it is advisable to do
the work sufficiently early in the day to allow

the moisture to evaporate from the foliage

'before the evening.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
By W. Crump, Gardener to Earl Bbauchamp,

K.C.M.G., Madresfield Court, Worcestershire.

Water and Bog Garden.— Such semi-

itender plants as Gunneras and Spiraea Aruncus
which have been afforded protection, should be
examined at intervals to see that rats, mice and
other vermin are not damaging the plants by eat-

ing the crowns. If it is found that they are,

traps must be set. Most of these subjects are

best propagated when they start into growth,
and a few should be Taieed each season, for it is

advisable to have a stock in reserve. Water
Lilies may al60 be increased just now.

Summer Bedding Plants.— The propaga-

tion of Verbenas, Lobelias, Pelargoniums,
Fuchsias and similar plants should Teceive

attention. If tall plants of Heliotropes and
similar plants are required for dot-bedding

• healthy, vigorous-growing specimens should be
trained to single stems and grown on in a house
having an atmospheric temperature of about 50°.

Admit plenty of fresh air to prevent the plants

'from becoming drawn and spindly.

Climbing Plants. — Wistarias, Loniceras,

Jasminuni6, Vitis, and similar subjects, should

'receive attention. All foreright shoots and any

of weakly growth should be removed entirely.

Some extension of the plants should be per-

mitted annually by retaining all or a portion of

the leading growths. It may also be necessary

to train a few new shoots arising from the lower

part of the stem to take the place of worn-out
branches.

Clematis.— If old "butts" or large roots of

foiest trees are available place them in irregular

clumps and plant a few specimens of Clematis

—

Nellie Moser, Jackmannii, or Mons. Andre—to

ramble over them. When the plants need further

support arrange roughly-trimmed tops of Larch

or other trees amongst the stumps. The Clematis

will soon cover the supports ; they flower well in

out-of-the-way parts of the pleasure grounds,

for they need but little attention. We have
occasionally utilised poor specimens of forest or

other trees for the same purpose. . The top of

the tree is cut off and the branches trimmed to

project irregularly. A barrowful of good soil

should be provided for the plants, of which two
of the same variety may be set at the foot of

each tree.

Shrubs.— Shrubberies seldom receive suffi-

cient attention in such matters as digging,

manuring and pruning. Notwithstanding the

great wealth of subjects suitable for shrub-

beries they are usually composed of such common
evergreens as Laurels, Box, Yew, Aucubas, and
Privets, producing a monotonous and depressing

effect. Such kinds are very useful to form boun-

daries or screens, and they are adapted for plant-

ing beneath forest trees, but only a few of these

should be used where the object is to obtain a

decorative effect. I purpose enumerating from
time to time a few of the best shrubs in their

season, and those who wish will be, able to make
a list for planting next season. The habit and
form of each species should receive due con-

sideration, as this will determine largely the

position and space in which to plant it, for when
the plant has reached maturity it should 6tand
clear of its neighbours. This is a most essential

detail, and the planter must always look ahead
in this and other matters. Groups are prefer-

able to any other system of planting, although
in exceptional cases a handsome single specimen
may be permitted, and there should be no re-

petition. A clump of nine or more, according to
the size of the individuals when full-grown,

and the latter at distances apart varying from
6 to 12 feet is to be recommended. In grass-

land the stations for planting the shrub should
be about 5 feet in diameter, using fresh

soil containing good turfy loam, leaf-mould
and old mortar rubble ; but members of

the Heath family, including Rhododen-
drons, Kalmias, Azaleas and Andromedas,
which resent lime, should have peat substituted
for the mortar rubble. The roots should be covered
with a mulching of half-decomposed vegetable
matter and the cultivated area kept clear of
weeds. Priming should be done twice a year,
first after the flowers are over, when the old
flowering wood and the thin, weakly spray
growth should be removed, and again during the
winter months, when the leaders should be
shortened and the other parts pruned to preserve
a proper balance in the plants.

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
By J. G. Weston, Gardener to Lady Northcote, East-

well Park, Kent.

Raspberries.—Take advantage of favourable
weather to complete any necessary work in the
Raspberry quarters. Provided that the old

fruiting canes were removed directly after the
berries were gathered last summer, it will only
be necessary now to cut out the superfluous rods,

and tie those that are left to the wires or other

supports. If the stakes are of wood these should

be examined with a view to replacing ony that

show decay. The uprights on which the wires

are strained should be 18 inches higher than the

canes, after the latter are pruned, as this will

permit the use of netting to protect the crop

from birds. If the plants are secured to stakes

in the ordinary way take care not to bunch too

many canes together—four or five canes to a
stake will be ample. Those trained to wires

should be at least 9 inches apart. Plants that

have failed should be replaced by strong, yorng
canes, lifted with a good ball of earth. Use a

small quantity of fresh, fine soil to sprinkle
amongst the roots, which grow near to the sur-
face, consequently deep digging in established
plantations is not to be recommended. Clear
the ground of weeds and rubbish, and if heavy
in texture fork the surface lightly in view of

the treading the soil has received. When the
work is completed, apply a mulch of animal
manuire.

Planting Raspberries.— Ground for Rasp-
berries should be trenched and manured heavily
some time previous to planting, to allow the soil

to settle. Ihe land should be clear of such
perennial weeds as Convolvulus (Bine-weed), or
they wil' be a source of great trouble, it being
almost impossible to eradicate them from estab-
lished plantations. If the planting was not done
in the autumn, but the canes heeled in the soil

temporarily, the work should be undertaken at

the first opportunity, remembering that plant-

ing too deeply is a common error. The canes
should be cut down almost to the ground level

as soon as growth commences in the spring, for

this will prevent them fruiting the first season,

and in consequence they will grow stronger.

The best varieties are Superlative, Hornet, and
Baumforth's Seedling, whilst of the yellow sorts

The Guinea, or Yellow Superlative, and Queen of

England may be recommended.

Autumn-fruiting Raspberries.— In sea-

sons such as 1913 autumn-fruiting Raspberries

are a great success. November Abundance and
Queen Alexandra are two good varieties, but
the newer Hailshamberry proved much the best

in these gardens. The plant is of a healthy,

vigorous growth, and produces heavy crops of

exceptionally large, well-coloured berries. The
Hailshamberry should be tried in all gardens

where autumn-fruiting Raspberries are appre-

ciated. All the old canes should be cut down
to the ground level.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
By W. Hedlet Warren, gardener to the Aston-CHnton
Park Estate (the Rt. Hon. Lord Rothschild), Buck-

inghamshire.

Pineapples.— The earliest plants will soon
be showing signs of fruiting, and they should be
encouraged in this by affording a brisk bottom-
heat, and a temperature of 60° to 65° by night,

with a rise of 10° by day, according to the
weather. In times of sunshine the temperature
may rise 15° higher, admitting air freely. Grow
successional plants in a temperature of about 58°

to 65°, with a proportionate rise by sun-heat.

The Toots of suckers planted in beds should be
kept on the dry side, and the atmosphere kept
at a temperature of about 55°.

Peaches and Nectarines.— Give constant
attention to the inside borders; do not allow
them to become either very dry or excessively

wet. When moisture is required soak the soil

thoroughly with tepid manure water, or place

some Peruvian guano at the rate of three to

four ounces to each square yard on the
border and water afterwards. This is an
excellent stimulant, especially for old-estab-

lished trees, or for such as have not recently re-

ceived ,a top dressing. When the embryo fruits

begin to protrude through the fading corollas

the temperature, both by day and night, may be
increased slightly, and more atmospheric mois-

ture afforded.

Orchard House.-The pruning of all trees,

and especially those in pots, should be finished

without delay. As a rule, too much wood is left

in orchard house trees, and the trees are allowed
to produce too many flowers. Cultivators are

often over-anxious to secure a plentiful show of

bloom, forgetting that this involves a severe

strain on the plants' energies at a critical stage,

and that the more bloom is produced the

less likely are the flowers to 6et. A Peach or

Nectarine tree growing in a twelve or

fourteen inch pot, for instance, with one
hundred flowers, is just as good, if not
better, and will produce as good a crop of fruit

as one with ten times the number. In pruning,

therefore, this should be borne in mind—that

every flower bud, if properly developed, will

produce a fruit, and that therefore a few blooms
only are necessary on each shoot. The shoots

of Peaches, in pots, and even those of bush
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and pyramid specimens, should not be left more
than 6 inches in length, and in many instances

even less, unless they are required for the forma-

tion of the tree. In the case of trees that were
pinched closely during the past season, the ends

of the shoots only will need to be removed.
Prune always to a wood bud, which may be

known by its being much more slender and
pointed than the flower buds. Where no wood
buds are to be found the shoots should be left

their entire length, if they cannot be dispensed

with. Keep the ventilators open night and day
for the purpose of retarding the trees as much
as possible. Cleanse the trees as directed in a

former calendar if insect pests are feared, and
see that the roots never lack moisture. If the

pots are well drained the roots can hardly re-

ceive too much moisture at this stage, but if

the supply is deficient they will suffer.

Strawberries.—Plants that have been
grown in slightly heated pits or frames for some
weeks past should be examined frequently, and,
where needed, afforded liberal root waterings.

Superficial sprinklings are worse than useless,

and I strongly urge that tepid water should

always be used. Dispense with fire-heat as

much as possible, placing mats or other cover-

ings on the roof at night to maintain the neces-

sary warmth, and prevent fluctuations in the

temperature, an important detail in the suc-

cessful forcing of Strawberries.

Figs.— Trees breaking into growth should be
grown in a moist atmosphere and a temperature
of from 55° to 65°. Keep the roots plentifully

supplied with water as soon as they are fairly

active. In order to keep the growths short and
fruitful—especially in the case of pot tries

—

pinch out the points of the young shoots when
they are about three inches long. Now is a

suitable time to propagate Figs from eyes—which
strike freely—treated in much the same manner
as I recommended for vines. Portions of well-

ripened shoots cut into suitable pieces, one or

two inches in length, and placed in small pots

in strong bottom heat, will root freely in from
twelve to fourteen days. Cuttings of the roots

with "eyes" at the extremity will also make
plants, but the process takes much longer as a

rule.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By R. P. Brotherston, Gardener to the Earl of

Haddington, Tyninghame, East Lothian.

Onions.—For a very long series of years I

have raised Onions under "lass, sowing the seeds

at this time and transplanting the seedlings

in the second or third week of April.
• Previous to adopting this system it was im-

possible to protect the crop from the de-

vastations of the Onion maggot, which since

has given little, if any, trouble. Besides,

the early start i9 responsible for a much
larger bulb, there being no difficulty in obtain-

ing an even lot of bulbs 12 inches in circumfer-

ence, produced in drills at 15 inches apart, and
the plants 5 inches asunder. I refer to keeping
Onions such as Jame6' Keeping, a variety prob-

ably unequalled for its reliability. Those who
might be deterred from adopting this system on
account of an imagined increase of labour may
be assured that the labour is not more, but prob-

ably less than that required when the crop is

raised from seeds sown in the open ground. Ours
are sown in cutting boxe6, which are placed one
above another until the seed germinates, and the
seeds are germinated in a temperature of 60° or

so. Once the seedlings are well through the soil

they are transferred to cold frames, where they
remain until ready for transplanting.

Carrots.—Sow seeds of a stump-rooted
variety rather thinly on a warm border. Sparse
sowing at this season obviates the need to thin
the seedlings before the small roots are usable.

The Carrot fly, which is very destructive in old

gardens, seems less prevalent when the plants
are not crowded.

Celery.- The crop for early autumn use
must be prepared by sowing a dwarf, white
variety in a seed-pan. Scatter the seed very
thinly over the surface of the previously moist-

ened compost, just covering it with the finest

parts of the latter, and stand the seed-pan in a

heated structure, but not near to the hot-water

pipes. It is a curious circumstance that though
found wild luxuriating in marshy places, Celery

succeeds best in cultivation under not too

moist conditions ; therefore from the beginning
this fact should be kept in mind and the seed-

lings treated accordingly.

Tomatos.—The plants will have a tendency to

make long, spindly growth, but by careful

watering this will be discouraged, and a growth
more favourable to the production of flower and
fruit will be secured. I never syringe Tomatos
and have scarcely ever been troubled with any of

the diseases that are common in many gardens.

Another sowing of a larger- fruited variety than
Sunrise may be made. Many varieties are very
similar, and the grower will do well to continue

to cultivate those that he has found give the

best results.

Spring Cabbages.—Winter Cabbages would
be the more proper designation for this crop, for

we commenced to cut heads in the third week of

last month, the growth in late autumn having
been abnormally rapid. The variety is the old

but very reliable Vanack, and to succeed these
we have Edinburgh Market. In most years I

give early Cabbages a slight dressing of sul-

phate of ammonia in the beginning of March.
This year they will be dressed at once, double
the amount of superphosphate of lime being

added. This as a precaution against "bolting."
Where a large supply of Cabbages is required

during summer it would be advisable to sow
seeds in a frame, or even in a box, and ger-

minate them in heat—that is, in instances where
the usual crop is ready to cut, and where there

is almost a certainty of a gap occurring in the
succession.

Cucumbers.— The plants are now growing
very rapidly, and those in pots should be planted
out without further delay. My system is to

set eaeh plant in a mound of soil of about one
peck to start with, the material consisting of

very rough pieces of semi-decayed turf, with some
less rough compost to pack around the plants.

Roots soon appear through the soil, and the

after-treatment consists in adding fresh lumps
of turf, rotted manure and a reliable fertiliser

from time to time as the roots take possession of

the material previously added. An abundance of

moisture at the roots is essential, it being as-

sumed that bottom heat is provided. If Cucum-
bers are required very early do not stop the

plants until the embryo fruits are observed, and
then stop the laterals just beyond each berry.

Where no better means are available an early

crop may be secured from plants in pots or in

boxes, grown in a stove temperature. I have fre-

quently grown early fruits under this system,

starting with a small amount of compost and
adding to it as required. Less water at the roots

all through is needed. The plants may also be

grown on hot-beds, but these involve consider-

ably more labour than either of the methods de-

scribed above.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
By C. H. Cook, Gardener to the Earl of DERBY,

Knowsley Hall, Lancashire.

Gardenia. — One and two year old plants fur-

nish the best blooms, therefore a batch of cut-

tings should be inserted now to take the place of

older specimens. Select 6trong side-shoots, make
the cuttings 3 inches long, and dibble them
singly in 2-inch pots containing equal parte loam,

peat and leaf-«oil, with a liberal sprinkling of

sharp sand and charcoal. Plunge the pots to

their rims in cocoanut-fibre over warmth that

will provide a bottom heat of 75° to 80°. Spray
the shoots overhead and grow them in close

conditions until rooted. Plants in 6-inch pots

with flower-buds well advanced must be watered
very carefully or the blooms may grow deformed.
Very weak soot-water may be afforded as a

stimulant twice weekly. " SpTay the
_
foliage

lightly on bright mornings and examine the

shoots for the presence of mealy bug, which
must be destroyed. Remove the shoots at the

base of the flowers as they appear, and grow the

plants in an atmospheric temperature of 65° to

70°. If required for conservatory decoration

inure the plants gradually to cooler tempera-
tures and keep them drier at the roots.

Seed-Sowing. — The raising of seedlings will

demand much attention, for numerous plants are

raised from seeds sown now. Shallow pans are

the best receptacles for the purpose, and they

should be cleansed and furnished with plenty of

materials for drainage. It is advisable to

sterilise the compost, which must be made smooth
and firm in the pans. Soak the soil with warm
water by immersing the pans. Such small seeds

as those of Begonia, Gloxinia, Streptocarpus

and Lobelia should be sown on the surface.

Plunge the pans in fibre, cover them with glass

and paper, and germinate the seeds in a tem-
perature of 70°. When the seedlings appear re-

move the seed-pans to a light shelf near to the
roof-glass and protect the young plants from
direct sunshine. If the compost becomes dry
hold the pans in a vessel of water and allow the
latter to rise in the soil through the drainage
hole. Larger seeds, such as those of Celosia,

Schizanthus and Smilax, should be covered with
fine soil to a depth of about one-sixteenth of an
inch.

Stove Plants.— Codiaeums (Crotons), Dra-
caenas, Aralias, Ficus elastica, Acalyphas,
Dieffenbachias, Ixoras, and many other stove
plants are starting into growth, and will need
re-potting or top-dressing. The majority of

stove foliage plants thrive in a compost com-
posed of equal parts fibrous loam and peat, one
quarter of the whole of half-decayed leaf-mould,

with sufficient charcoal and sharp sand to keep
the compost open. The more forward specimens
should be attended to first. Make an examina-
tion to see if the soil is suitable to maintain
the plant in a healthy condition throughout the

growing season, in which case a top-dressing

will suffice. See that the drainage is perfect.

In applying the top-dressing remove some of the

surface soil to allow space for watering, and
make the new soil firm. Those re-potted must
not be placed in much larger pots, remembering
that good specimens can be grown in compara-

tively small receptacles. Use clean pots, and
place some of the coarser material over the

crocks. Trim the ball by removing the old pot

sherds and a little of the soil. Work the new
compost evenly around the ball, making it firm

with a potting stick as the work proceeds. Water
the roots when the work is finished, and spray

the plants overhead about midday, but do not

water a second time unless moisture is abso-

lutely needed. Maintain a slightly higher tem-

perature at night, say 65° to 68°, according

to the weather ; in the daytime it may rise to

75° or 80° with sun-heat. Admit air only

in very favourable circumstances for the present.

Stove foliage plants when used for decorations

in the residence are liable to lose their lower

leaves, and will not make good specimens after-

wards if potted on. But they may be used for

propagation ; their tops should be cut off and

inserted singly in thumb-pots, plunging the pots

in cocpanut fibre in a propagating frame having

a temperature of 75°. The ringing of Crotons,

Dracaenas and Ficus elastica may Be done now-.

Place the plants in a propagating pit or at the

warmer end of a plant stove ; remove a band

of the bark beneath the foliage, and bind

a little moss around this part. Secure the plant

to a stake and syringe it dailv to keep the moss
moist. Roots will make their appearance in

three weeks or a month, when the plants should

be severed, potted up, and grown in close con-

ditions for a few days.

Pandanus.— Suckers taken from the base of

old plants, trimmed of their outer leaves, and

potted singly in small pots will root in a brisk

heat. Afford water with extra care at all times.

Small pot plants make dainty specimens for

table decorations.

Stock Plants for Furnishing Cuttings.
—Plants of fibrous-rooted Begonias, Plumbic

i

rosea, P. coccinea superba, Coleus (foliage varie-

ties), Thyrsaeanthus rutilans, Clerodendron hi-

lax and similar subjects should be placed in

moist heat to produce cuttings. A few plants

of Plumbago rosea may be turned out of their

pots, the roots cut in small pieces, and the

latter placed in pans of soil. They will quickly

form useful plants.
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EDITORIAL NOTICE.

Letters for Publication, as well as specimens of

plants for naming, should be addressed to the

EDITORS, 41, Wellington Street, Covent
Garden, London- Communications should be

WRITTEN ON ONE SIDE ONLY OF THE PAPER, Sent OS

early in the week at possible and duly signed by
the writer. If desired, the signature will not be

printed, but kept as a guarantee of good faith.

APPOINTMENTS FOR FEBRUARY.

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 9—
United Hort. Ben. and Prov. Soc. Com. meet.

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 10—
Roy. Hort. Soc.'s Show and Ann. Meet.
Horticultural Club Annual Dinner, 6.30 p.m.

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 12—
Manchester & N. of Eng. Orchid Soc. meet.
Preston Hort. Soc. meet. (Lecture by Mr. E. Scaple-
horn on " Rook Plants and Rock Gardens.")
British Gardeners' Assoc. (London Branch) meet. (Lec-

ture by Mr. W. J. tog on " Hampton Court Palace
and Gardens," illustrated by coloured lantern slides.)

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 13—
B.G.A. (Kew branch) meet. Lecture by Mr. W.
Hales on " British Wild Flowers for the Garden."

Average Mean Temperature for the ensuing week
deduced from observations during the last Fifty
Years at Greenwich, 38.7.

Actual Temperatures :—
London, Wednesday, February 4 (6 p.m.) : Max.

52°; Min. 41°.

Gardeners' Chronicle Office. 41, Wellington Street,
Covent Garden, London, Thursday, February
5 (10 a.m.) : Bar. 29. 8^. Temp. 49°. Weather
—Sunshine.

Provinces.—Wednesday, February 4. Max. 51°,

Valencia ; Min. 41°, Yarmouth.

SALES FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
MONDAY. TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY,

AND FRIDAY—
Continuation of the Sale of the stock at Coombe
Wood Nurseries, Kingston Hill, by order of Messrs.
J. Veitch and Sons, Ltd., by Protheroe and Morris,
at 12.

MONDAY AND WEDNESDAY—
Rose Trees, Shrubs, Lilies. Perennials, etc., at
Stevens's Rooms, 38, King iStreet, Covent Garden,
at 12.30 p.m.

MONDAY AND FRIDAY—
Hardy Bulbs, Herbaceous Plants, etc., at 12, bv
Protheroe and Morris.

WEDNESDAY—
Perennials, Herbaceous Plants. Hardv Bulbs, etc.,
at 12 ; Palms and Plants at 5. At 67 and 68, Cheap-
side, E.C., by Protheroe and Morris.

THURSDAY—
Roses, by Prothere and Morris, at 1.

FRIDAY—
Orchids, by Protheroe and Morris, at 12.45.

Problems of^
Genetics. "

The discoveries made
by man in the domain
of ideas have something
in common with the

plants introduced from far-off countries

and cultivated in our gardens. Both
make their appearance suddenly, excite

controversy, and having won acceptance,

settle down on the shelves of our minds or

of our planHiouses as inalienable parts

of our mental or horticultural stock-in-

trade.

Accepted, unchallenged, the idea and
the plant alike pursue for a time the even
tenor of their way. Then suddenly the
plant begins to vary—as Primula ob-
conica began to vary a year or two ago,

and as Primula malacoides is just begin-

ning to vary now. So is it with the idea :

after it has achieved a wider acceptance

and the word which expresses it has
passed into everyone's mouth, suddenly
it begins to vary, to take on new forms of

meaning, and thereby to lose its old

specifia characters. Forexample, who,
by looking upon the multitudinous varie-

ties of Chinese Primrose could picture out
a reconstruction of the original form from
which they sprang? In such a way as

* Problems of Onetirs. Silleman Memorial Lectures
delivered at Yale University in 1907. By Professor Bateson,

F.R.S. Pp. 25S; with illustrations. Oxford University Press.

17s. net.

this the biologist's idea of Evolution is

varying, and in a generation or two the
new variations on this old theme will

have changed men's ideas, so that none
but the careful historian may be able to

discover the notions and superstitions

with which that idea was clothed in the
nineteenth century. The great and
signal merit of Professor Bateson's book
on the " Problems of Genetics " is that it

prepares the way for improved varieties of

the idea of the evolutionary process by
teaching biologists to recognise that they
falter where they thought they firmly

trod. By stating the problems in clearer

terms Professor Bateson shows that evo-

lutionary hypotheses which have become
convictions are still awaiting proof. Nor
can we think of higher praise than this,

that it has fallen to the writer of

"Problems of Genetics " to do for biology
what the greatest dramatist of our era

has done for sociology—to propound
again the fundamental questions which
we, good easy men, had thought were
answered long ago.

To those who want clean-cut conclu-

sions, ready for immediate use, Professor

Bateson's book will not appeal. For such

men his chapters have but one message

—

that of the poet who cried, "Ah! what
a dusty answer gets the soul, when hot
for certainties in this our life." But to

those who are workers and want en-

couragement and not illusion this book
will be a benefaction ; for it holds out
high hope that the old problems—of

variation, of specific form and the like

—

are suscepitible of solution by new
methods.

The old method, which Darwin put to

such masterly use, aspired to understand
the mechanism of evolution by assembling
in vast array the biological facts, co-or-

dinating them and generalising upon
them

.

That method failed, not by reason of

lack of persistency on the part of man,
but because of the obduracy of the facts.

These stubborn things will not pack into

our present systems, and whilst some
seem to fit nicely into such a generalisation

as that conveyed by the term natural

selection, others will not; while some
seem to proclaim the truth of the
doctrine that the struggle for existence

plays a part in determining the form of

things, others again appear to contradict

it. Till finally it has become clear that

the old method has failed because it at-

tempted to discover law and order by the

contemplation of a miscellaneous collec-

tion of diverse facts of nature. The new
method teaches that much sifting of these

facts of nature must be practised before

we can arrange them in homogeneous
groups ; and it shows, moreover, how this

sifting may be done. Whether or not the

writ of Mendelism runs throughout the

realm of nature no man can say ; but this

may be said, that Mendelism gives to the

biologist what he lacked before, namely,

an experimental method for the analytical

study of living things. For this method,
which he has done so much to elucidate,

Professor Bateson makes no extravagant

claims ; nor is there need, for it is unique.

It stands to contemporary biology in a

relation similar to that in which the
atomic hypothesis stood to the chemistry
of last century.

From the psiut of departure provided
by Mendelian analysis the bio-chemist of

to-day is setting out to explore the chemi-
cal nature which determines specific form.
No one can say what or how much he will

find, but all will allow that a scientific

inquisition holds out more hope of dis-

covery than does an indiscriminate raid
on Nature.
The impression produced by this book

is that of a storm-swept landscape on
which sunlight has begun to fall again.
The ground is littered with the debris of

the storm, but the light in the sky gives
promise of trees to bud again ; of a fresh

and fairer landscape arising from the ruin
of the old.

To those who care nothing for such
fanciful impressions the book will appeal
because of the array of new or neglected
facts which it presents, and the searching
criticism which it brings to bear on many
of the statements which have been put
forward in support of such hypotheses as

that of the inheritance of acquired char-

acters. In illustration of this last point

reference may be made to the classic case

of Schiibeler's Wheats. The story goes

that Schubeler imported Wheat and Maize
from Central Europe to Norway, and
found that in successive years the period

of growth and ripening was increasingly

reduced. After two generations seed was
sent back to Breslau, and when grown
was found to ripen more quickly than the

original stock had done. Upon enquiry

Professor Bateson finds that in the year

(1859) during which the returned seed

was grown at Breslau July and August
were exceptionally hot months. ... As
Professor Bateson suggests, the elements

of the weather may possibly have done
something to hurry the ripening. Nor
will practical growers dissent from this

comment.

Supplementary Illustration. -A feature

of particular interest in the Wisley gardens in

June last, year was a row of Tree Lupins (Lupinus

arboreus) flowering on the margin of the lawn

near to some of the glasshouses. They were just

at their best when a deputation from the Floral

Committee visited the gardens for the purpose

of making awards to Violas in one of the best

trials of Violas we have ever known.

We were so impressed with the Lupins

that a few days afterwards we made a second

journey to Wisley for the purpose of obtain-

ing a colour photograph of the Lupin and of

several other noteworthy plants at that time in

flower, including the excellent specimen of

Kalmia latifolia, which visitors to Wisley may
have noticed. The coloured plate of the Lupin,

will commend the plant as a standard to readers

who have not hitherto made use of it in the way
Mr. Wright has found so satisfactory. Amongst

the experts who visited the garden on the occa-

sion to which reference ha6 been made, there was

none who had seen such fine specimens as that

figured in our illustration, and all were curious to

know exactly how the plants had been cultivated.

A member of Mr. Wright's staff has been good

enough to give us the following interesting

detail of the method adopted :—The seeds

are sown in pots or pans during July or

August in cold frames or houses. As soon

as the seedlings are large enough they are

planted in 4-inch pots, and after they have
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established themselves in. these .pots and. have

been gradually hardened they are placed on

a base of ashes in a sheltered position out-of-

j doors. In this position they are syringed fre-

quently and induced to grow without suffering

anv check. The side shoots are pinched out so that

a good, clear stem of 3 feet high may be formed.

At this height seven or eight shoots are left to

form the head. The plants are moved into 6-inch

pots as soon as they are Teady. The main stem
'

is kept straight by means of bamboo stakes, and

I
when at has attained about 3 feet in height

the leading shoot is pinched out. This opera-

tion causes the shoots which have been left

at the top of the stem to develop freely, even-.

tually producing fine heads. During the winter

months the plants are accommodated in a very

cool house, where they are allowed to remain

until danger from severe frosts is over. They

are afterwards gradually hardened off for plant-

ing out-of-doors in the positions in which they

will flower, generally at 10 feet apart. They
grow exceedingly quickly, making heads which

measure 3 feet through in little more than a

vear, but if proper security is not afforded them

by means of stakes they will be sure to suffer

injury from the winds. Seeds should be sown
every season, as the plants are seldom satis-

factory for more than two years. There is one

word of caution that must be given dn relation

to Tree Lupins—namely, that they are ill-suited

to places where they are likely to be subjectel

to the influence of winds. Some sort of protec-

tion against winds is essential ; but, having

stated this much, it may be further stated that

when such positions have been selected for them

,

and the plants are grown so skilfully as the

specimens at Wisley, then the Tree Lupin is

certainly an object of admiration. It may well

lie made a feature in every garden where space

is not greatly limited. In fig. 44 we reproduce

an illustration of a fine white variety known as

" Snow Queen."

Royal Horticultural Society.—The
next meeting of the committees will be held on
the 10th inst. in the Vincent Square Hall, West-
minster. At three o'clock the annual general

meeting of the Fellows will be held in the Lec-
ture Room.

Visit of Secretary of the Board of
Agriculture to the Horticultural Club.
—Amongst the visitors invited to be present at

the annual dinner of the Horticultural Club on
Tuesday next are Field -Marshal Lord Gren-
fell, G.C.M.G., President of the Royal Horti-
cultural Society, and Sir Sydney Olivier,
K.C.M.G., Permanent Secretary of the Board
of Agriculture and Fisheries. Sir Sydney
Olivier has already signified his acceptance of
the invitation. Members intending to b? present
are asked to send immediate intimation to Mr.
II. Hooper Pearson, Hon. Sec.

The Late Sir Trevor Lawrence.—We
understand that the late Sir Trevor Law-
benck, by his will, left all his plants to his wife,
but expressed a wish that the would present
to the R-oyal Gardens at Kew such portions of

lection as she might be advised or might
consider to be mainly of botanical interest, the
matter being left entirely to her decision. We
understand that Lady Lawrence has written
to Sir David Prain, the Director of Kew
Gardens, to say that she has much pleasure in

informing him of her intention to carry out Sir
Trevor's wishes, and will make the necessary
arrangements in due course.

Royal Gardeners' Orphan Fund. — In
respect to the annual meeting of the Royal Gar-
deners' Orphan Fund, which will take place at
Simpson's Restaurant, Stiand, on Friday,
'ittev this issue is distributed, it may be noted
with satisfaction that the Chairman will find
himself in the gratifying position of being able
to recommend the election of all the nineteen

candidates. Thus no poll will be nec?ssary.

We are quite sure that the subscribers to the
fund will approve the Committee's recommenda-
tion. Charitable institutions exist solely for the
relief of distress, and the public is always more
ready to support a chaTity that spends its funds
liberally on the purposes it is its business to ful-

fil than to approve a less courageous and
generous policy.

Mr. Martin John Suttons Estate.—
The estate of the la'te Martin John Sutton,
J.P., has been sworn for probate at £137,086
gross, the net personalty amounting to £133.831.
Legacies are bequeathed to Mr. Sutton's widow,
to each of his two sons, to his daughter, to
other relations, and to certain persons in his em-
ployment. In making his bequests Mr. Sutton
observed "that, having always tried to give to

religious and philanthropic objects during my
life as the Lord has prospered me, rather than
to lay money by for bestowal after I can no
longer use it, I leave no legacies to societies."

Only those most intimate with the deceased

cussion :— (1) " The Desirability of holding

Meetings in Provincial Fruit-growing Centres in

conjunction with our Affiliated Societies "
; and

(2) " In what, if any, manner can the Federa-

tion extend its Scope of Utility to its Mem-
bers? " A lecture will be delivered by Mr.
Gerald 0. Sherrard, of the John Innes Horti-

cultural Institution, on "Pollination Experi-

ments with Fruit Trees," and papers will be

read by Mr. W. G. Lobjoit, on "Conditions of

Tenure and Methods of Valuation "
; by Pro-

fessor Udale (Worcestershire County Council),

on " A Few Thoughts on Current Topics, in-

cluding the American Mildew and Disposal of

Garden Produce "
; and by Mr. Geoffrey F.

Hooper, on " A Few of the Little Troubles of a
Fruit Grower."

Anglo-American Exposition, 1914.—We
are informed that among the British firms who
have signified their intention of contributing to

the horticultural display at the White City
during the Anglo-American Exposition are
the following:—Mr. R. H. Bath, May-
flowering bulbs, quarter acre; Messrs.

Fig. 44.

—

lupinus arboreus " snow queen

gentleman know the wide extent and fine

generosity of the almsgiving which he practised

all through his life.

Wimbledon s New Park Approved.—On
p. 57 we referred to the opposition of some of

the ratepayers to the proposal of the Town Coun-
cil of Wimbledon to purchase the Wimbledon
Park Estate for the purpose of an open space.

and the decision to take a poll on this and other

matters. The result of the poll was declared on
Monday last, and the scheme approved. The
number of votes cast in favour of the Bill was
2,643, against 2,086, the majority in favour being

557.

Theft from Kew Gardens. — The case of

shrub-6tealing from Kew Gardens, particulars

<>f which were given in our last issue, again came
before the Richmond magistrates on the 2nd
inst. One of the defendants was fined 40s. and
the other £6, the alternative being 14 days'

and two months' imprisonment respectively.

The National Fruit Growers' Federa-
tion.— The twelfth annual meeting of the

National Fruit Growers' Federation will take

place at the Royal Horticultural Hall, Vincent

Square, Westminster, on Wednesday, the 25th

iimt. The following subjects are down for dis-

Cheal and Sons, trees and shrubs ; Hobbies,

Ltd., Rc6es, one acre; George Jackman,
Rhododendrons and other flowering plants

;

John Jefferies and Sons, American trees and
flowering shrubs, quarter acre; Kelwav and
Son', herbaceous plots, covering three-quarters of

an acre, with a display of aquatic plants cover-

ing half an acre; W. A. Manda, American
specialities, three quarters of an acre ; R. C.

Notcott, formal Rose garden ; Paul and Son,

flowering shrubs and Rose trees planted for

effect ; Piper and Sons, topiary exhibit,

summer bedding and formal English garden

;

Rivers and Sons, trained fruit trees ; L. R.

UrssELL, green and variegated tree Ivies:

Spooner and Sons, trained fruit trees; Stark

and Son, Kniphofias and Sweet Peas, Violas

and Antirrhinums : ('has. Turner, Conifers, Bam-
boos, Yuccas, Weeping Birch, Elm and Maples ;

II. J. Wallace, Colchester, formal English gar-

den ; Thomas S. Ware, Begonias ; J. Wood,
15.000 square feet of rock and water garden.

Mr. Leopold DE Rothschild will decorate the

large central lagoon.

Erfurt Plant and Seed Industry.—
Dr. EniiOND GOEZS, an early Kewite, contri-

butes to the Jahrbuch /«•/ Standen-Kunde,
1913. an interesting review of the contents of the
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catalogue of plants and seeds issued by one of

the leading firms of Erfurt. His notes—his-

torical, cultural, statistical and descriptive—are

valuable and suggestive. Erfurt is the centre

of the cultivation and breeding of the China

Aster, among other things, and some six pages

of the catalogue are devoted to the Taces and
varieties of this old favourite garden plant, of

which about 300 are enumerated.

Flora of New Guinea.— The fifth livrai-

son of the botany of Dr. H. A. Lorentz's scien-

tific expedition to New Guinea has appeared

—

pp. 899-988. plates 161-178. It comprises the

families Amaryllidaceae, Haemodoraceae, Xyri-

deae, Commelinaceae, Zingiberaceae, Ponte-

deriaceae, Typhaceae, Hydrocharidaceae and
Balanophoraceae, elaborated by various botan-

ists. Mo6t of the families named are represented

by only one or two species ; but a large number
of Zingiberaceae is described and figured.

Riedelia, Oliver, now counts fifty species;

Alpinia is represented by thirty-seven species,

and Geanthus by eleven. Evidently there is a

great concentration of this family in New
Guinea, and one wonders why so few are seen

in cultivation. The Reed-maces of the world are
classified under eight species.

Wood Pigeons and Crops.— One effect

of the recent cold weather is the great increase

in the numbers of wood pigeons from abroad,

and in Devonshire especially the birds are doing
much damage to crops, especially on farms.

With a view to keeping the pigeons under, the

Devon Farmers' Union has arranged to liold a
combined shoot on the first and second Mondays
in February. In one district alone it is expected
that 1,600 men will take part in the shooting.

Alyssum Benthamii. — A lilac flowered

variety of this species is described by Mr. S.

Karrer in Moller's Deutsche Gartner Zeitung
(No. 1, 1914), under the varietal name of com-
pactum lilacinum. It is claimed for this novelty

that it is at its best in September and October.

Germination of Seeds.— To the vagaries

of germination, which formed the subject of a
recent article, may be added the following, which
were observed in the Munich Institute of Agri-

culture and reported in Die Gartenwelt (January

3, 1914). Fresh seeds of Nigella sativa sown in

a seed bed exposed to the sun fail to germinate

;

cover the seed bed so that the seeds ire in daik-

ness, and the seeds germinate in ten days. Many
species of Lily fail to germinate in darkness

;

but if kept for a long time (three years) in dark-

ness and then sown in the light the seeds

germinate very quickly. The statement is made
that seeds of Digitalis purpureus require eight

months for germination, but this certainly does
not apply to garden strains of the plant. Some
6eeds germinate better after freezing; this it is

said is true of species of Primula.

The Pollination of Encephalartos
Altensteinii.—At the annual meeting of the

Royal Society of South Africa, Dr. Marloth
described the remarkable mode of pollination

which occurs in the Kaffir Bread Tree (Encepha-
lartos Altensteinii). As is the case with the Yucca,

pollination is effected by an insect which gains

access to the ovules for the purpose of depositing

its eggs therein. In the case of Encephalartos

the pollinating insect is a beetle (Antliarhinus

Zamiae). That the beetle is actuated by ao

altruistic instinct is evident from the observa-

tion of Dr. Rattrey, that all the seeds may be
destroyed by the grubs which are hatched from
tue eggs deposited among the ovules. Dr.

Rattrey also shows that the insects are attracted

to the male cones of Encephalartos by an odour

which is perceptible in E. Altensteinii and
powerful in E. villosus, Lehers. Having paid

their visit to the male, the insects visit subse-

quently the female cones, whither they carry

pollen. Unlike Encephalartos, another genus of

Cycads, Stangeria (S. Katzeri) is wind-polli-

nated.

Variation.— In the January part of The
Journal of Heredity (American Genetic Associa-

tion) there is a carefully written article on

"Variation in Tobacco." Mr. H. K. Hayes,

the writer, starts by stating the belief held by
some that a change of environment often brings

about the birth of new types. In 1910 an experi-

ment was begun to develop a type similar to one of

the best Cuban varieties. In that year 150 plants

were grown from seed sent from Cuba. The
variability was very large, and only five or six

of the plants gave promise of commercial value.

This is not surprising, as we are told that no

attempt at seed selection had been made in

Cuba. One experimenter (Hasselbring) found

that by growing pure lines, both in Cuba and

Michigan, no breaking up of type occurred, and

that whatever modifications he found due to

change of environment appeared alike in all of

the plants of a given strain Hayes selfed the

Two most desirable plants in his lot of 150. These

plants bore 19 and 20 leaves respectively. In

the second season the produce from these two

selfed plants showed great variability. Again

the two best plants were selfed, two bearing 18

and 19 leaves respectively. The produce of

these in the third season proved very uniform,

both in number iiiid shape of leaves, and was so

far as field characters go equal to the commercial

Cuban tobaccos grown on the same field. By
this we presume is meant that in three years a

strain was raised from Cuban seed equal to

the selected strain of the same variety which was

being grown in lhe States. To further determine

\\ hether the variations observed in generations of

the foregoing experiment had any connection with

change of environment, three seed-pods were

picked from different plants growing in Cuba
and sent to the experimental station at Bloom-

field. The produce of these proved that

there was no breaking up of type due to

changed environment. A number of excellent

illustrations is given, and it is evident that

raisers of new tobaccos are finding that many of

the characters of the plant follow true Mendelian

lines.

New Books.— The Modern Gladiolus

Grower, published monthly by Madison
Cooper, Caloium, New York, U.S.A., as its

title indicates, is devoted solely to the Gladiolus.

It contains 32 pages of text and advertisements,

and in size is 9 inches by 6 inches. The price

per annum is 50 cents, or $1 for three years.

The number is well printed, and contains nume-

rous articles of interest to Gladiolus growers,

including reports of the American Gladiolus

Society. Among the contents we note the Gay
Gladiolus, Gladioli in a dry season, some of the

newer Gladioli, testing new varieties, the

Gladiolus in designs and decorative work, and

among other items a page for correspondence.

Such a publication should be well received by

Gladiolus cultivators on both sides of the

Atlantic.

Abnormal Weather in December.—The
details respecting the weather in December
that appeared over the signature of /. Edward
Clark (see p. 42) lost part of their interest

from the fact that the printer omitted to give

the locality in which the notes were made. We
may supply this omission by stating that Mr.
Clark's observations related to Purley, in

Surrey.

Animals and Plants under Domestica-
tion.— In his second lecture of this course on

animals and plants under domestication, Pro-

fessor Bateson showed plants of the wild and

cultivated forms of Parsnip, Carrot, Lettuce and

other vegetables. He said that in many cases

the difference between the two forms is one of

size. How far this difference is due to feeding

is not known, but Vilmorin, Carriere and

Buckman found that the size of the wild forms

was in some cases very quickly increased under

cultivation. Buckman obtained the variety of

Parsnip the "Student" from the wild form in

eight generations. But it must not be forgotten

that probably no special precautions were taken

against crossing with the cultivated types. Pro-

fessor Bateson then discussed the origin of the

cereals, of which the Barley has the simplest

history. It is probably derived from Hordeum
spontaneum, a two-rowed wild form found in

Asia Minor. This Barley, in common with nearly

all the wild forms of cereals, has a brittle rachis,

so that on threshing the ear breaks in pieces.

Those plants which have varied by the produc-

tion of a tough rachis have been selected for

cultivation. Among the wild cereals which have
a brittle rachis are Rice, Wheat, and Millet.

The origin of the cultivated Wheats is more
complicated. The various species of Wheat
differ from each other with regard to certain

pairs of differences. On crossing cultivated

varieties differing from each other in one or more
of these pairs of characters a fertile product

is obtained, and the characters introduced segre-

gate according to Mendel's law. Yet when the

different species are crossed together a sterile

hybrid is often produced. Botanists consider

that the fertility of a cross between a wild and
cultivated form is a criterion of the origin of

the cultivated form, but until the factors involved
in fertility and sterility have been further in-

vestigated such an assumption should not be
made. Photographs of wild species of Potato,

lent by Messrs. Su'tton and Sons, were alsojl

shown.

Imported Fertilisers.— The statistics of

imported fertilisers indicate that basic slag is

becoming more generally used as a fertiliser.

Thus the amount (in tons) imported in 1910 was
16,588, in 1911 22,666, and in 1912 49,313. Gnano
shows a decrease from 34,124 tons in 1911 to

14,115 in 1912. Nitrate of soda is fairly

stationary, and mineral phosphates show a small

increase in amount imported.

A New Use for Mangroves.— An inter-

esting and important statement appeared recently

in the French Press to the effect that the timber
of species of Rhizophora (e.g., R. racemosa =
R. Mangle) is of great value on account of its

flexibility and durability. The wood, which is

rich in tannin, has remarkable powers of resist-

ing decay, and is therefore of value for railway

purposes, for piles, and for mine props. Inas-

much as species of Rhizophora have a wide dis-

tribution in the Mangrove swamps of the tropics,

the statement is worthy of the careful attention

of those concerned with the development of

tropical countries.

" Eucalyptus."—The nineteenth part of Mr.
Maiden's Critical Revision of Eucalyptus treats

of E. goniocalyx, E. nitens (a new species), E.

elaeophora, E. cordata and E. angustissima,

bringing the number of species described and

figured up to 105, and the number of plates to

104. It may be useful to repeat here that Mr.

Maiden has figured forty-five species of Eucalyp-

tus, on a larger scale, in his Forest Flora of New
South Wales, a list of which is given in the

.

part under notice. Most of the species figured

in the part before us exhibit considerable varia-

tion in the size and configuration of the leaves,

from the seedling stage to the adult stage. Tha
account of E. cordata. as one of the hardiest

species, has special interest for West Country

gardeners. It is figured in the Gardeners'

Chronicle for March 12, 1910, and also in the

Botanical Magazine, plate 7835. E. cordata is

now known to be confined to Tasmania in a wild

condition, and to the southern part of the island,

growing in decomposed volcanic rock—greenstone

diabase—not in recent volcanic rock basalt. It

was originally described by Labillardiere as an
" arbor procera " ; but it rarely exceeds 20 feet,

and 50 feet is the extreme height recorded of wild

trees. In cultivation E. cordata has been con-

fused with E. pulvigera, A. Cunn. (E. pulveru-

lenta Sims). Mr. Maiden gives Bentham's con-

trasting characters:—Leaves crenate, calyx ob-

tus? at the base . . . E. cordata. Leaves quite
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entire, calyx tapering to the base . . .

E. pulverulenta. Among the variously shaped

leaves of E. cordata figured by Maiden is

a perfectly circular "perfoliate" one, 4 inches

in diameter, borne by a slender branch less

than a sixth of an inch in diameter. E.

nitens Maiden was formerly classified as a

variety of E. goniocalyx, than which it is a much
larger tree, growing 200 to 300 feet high, with

a trunk from "2 to 17 feet" in diameter. The
dimensions are given in figures, and it seems pro-

bable that seventeen may be a misprint for seven.

E. angustissima is an imperfectly known shrubby

western species with leaves 3 to 4 inches long,

and mostly less than a quarter of an inch wide,

and very small globose fruits. W . B. H.

"The Botanical Magazine."— The issue

for January contains illustrations and descrip-

tions of the following plants:—
Erythrina pulcherrima, tab. 8,532.—This

species is closely allied to the well-known Coral

Plant of gardens—E. Crista-galli, but is readily

distinguished by the different shape of the

leaflets. The history of the plant is obscure ; its

of about 50 feet, with a spreading head of

branches and a trunk 5 feet in girth. The leaves

are marked by numerous parallel veins, one of

the distinctive characters that separate Distego-

carpus from Eu-carpinus. C. japonica is said to

have been introduced by Maries in 1879, but the

specimens now in cultivation came in 1895.

The tree is perfectly hardy, very graceful, grows
well in stiff loam, and is stated to be an ad-

mirable subject for planting in small gardens.

Primula Purdomii, tab. 8,535—This species

was awarded the R.H.S. First-Class Certificate

on March 18, 1913, when exhibited by Messrs.

James Veitch and Sons, and was described in

Gardeners' Chronicle, March 22, of that year,

p. 192. The flowers are borne in umbels from

3 to 12 inches long, and are lilac-mauve in

colour. The Botanical Magazine plate repre-

sents them as being of a faint mauve. The
leaves are covered with a white farina which
adds to the beauty of this plant.

Lonicera deelexicalyx, tab. 8,536.—The
species is nearest allied to L. ovalis, but it has
narrower leaves. A specimen at Kew forms a
bush 7 feet in height and 15 feet across, with

[Photograph by C.

Fio. 45.

—

viola gracilis : colour op flowers violet.

Raflill.

habitat is unknown, and it appears to have been
introduced into Italian gardens, whence it ha6
spread to various parts of the Continent. E.

pulcherrima grows as tall as 30 feet, and the

green branches are sometimes streaked with

reddish-brown ; the shoots are prickly, but the

prickles are not so numerous as in the other

species mentioned. The flowers appear in threes

in the axils of the leaves, and are rosy-cerise

coloured, as shown in the plate; they appear

to be broader than those of E. Crista-galli. For a

number of years a plant has been growing in

the Palm house at Kew, but it does not flower

freely.

Galtonia princeps, tab. 8,533.—Galtonia

candlcans i6 a well-known garden plant—more

commonly grown under the name of Hyacinthus ;

the species under notice has larger racemes and

more numerous flowers, so that it would appear

to be even better adapted for garden purposes

than is G. candicans, especially because speci-

mens flower at Kew every year under the same

conditions as are afforded its congener. The
flowers of Galtonia princeps are greenish-

yellow.

Garpinus japonica, tab. 8,534.—This is a

very handsome Hornbeam, growing to a height

gracefully arching branches. The rich, yellow-

coloured flowers r.re produced in profusion on

the upper sides of the twigs ; as a garden sub-

ject the species is undoubtedly one of the most

ornamental of the bush Honeysuckles in cultiva-

tion. Propagation is readily affected by cut-

tings inserted late in the summer. The plant

flowers late, which is an advantage, for the

blooms thus escape injury from spring frost6.

The issue for February deals with the follow-

ing plants :
—

Ampelopsis mkgalophylla, tab. 8,537.—The
most remarkable feature of this Chinese species

is the great size of the leaves, which are about

3 feet long. To Mr. M. L. de Vilmorin be-

longs the honour of first raising specimens in

Europe, from seed6 received by him from China

in 1894, and plants flowered in his garden at

I>es Barres three years later. The species was

then confused with A. cantonienses, which is

not hardy in this country ; A. megalophylla

itself appears to be somewhat tender, for it needs

a well-sheltered position in a sunny spot. The
species grows well in Mr. L. Huuoitrt's gar-

dens at Nuneham, Oxfordshire whence the mate-

rial for the figure was obtained.

Actinidia chinensis, tab. 8,538.—This
Chinese climber first flowered' in Europe in 1909
in Mr. Woodall's garden at Brancolar, Nice.

Specimens sent us by that gentleman formed
the subject of the Supplementary Illustration in

the issue for July 31, 1909, in which issue Mr.
Woodall gave a description of the plant.

Smilacina panichlata, tab. 8,539.—This
plant is a native of Guatemala and South
Mexico ; it was introduced by Messrs. Sander
and Sons, in whose nursery specimens flowered

in March, 1913. The blossoms, together with
all parts of the inflorescence, are of snowy
whiteness, and the spike is in pleasing con-

trast with the green foliage. The species might
prove useful as a greenhouse subject, but it is

not suited for growing in the open, where its

more hardy congeners, such as S. racemosa and
S. stellata, succeed.

Rondeletla cordata, tab. 8,540.—The intro-

duction of this plant into this country seems to

have been accidental, for the first seedling

appeared in soil adhering to some imported
Orchid. For a long time it was grown as

Rodgiera cordata, because it was originally sup-

posed that the flowers were tetramerous. Ron-
deletia cordata ds a good subject for the green-

house border, forming a bush some 6 feet high
and flowering freely every spring.

Viola gracilis, tab. 8,541 (see fig. 45).—This

beautiful Violet has been extensively planted

in gardens during recent years, especially on

rockeries, where it forms delightful patches of

dense growth covered in spring and early summer
with purple blossoms. The species grows wild

on Mount Olympus, and its habitat extends into

Macedonia, and also, probably, into Montenegro.

Orange and Lemon Industry in Spain. -

In Spain no industry has developed so rapidly

as the growing of Oranges and Lemons, and none

has ever proved such a source of wealth to the

country. This development has been favoured,

during a period of forty years, by economic con-

ditions and the attraction of the English market.

The annual value of the crops is estimated at

one hundred million pesetas.

Phvtopathological Congress.— An inter-

national Phytopathological Congress will be held

at the International Institute of Agriculture,

Rome, on February 24. The Congress will con-

sider means for instituting an international

system for the control of plant-disease. The
views expressed by Professor Curoni on the sub-

ject of expanding the present "Phylloxera"
Convention into an International Phytopatho-

logical Convention, will be considered by the

delegates.

Genetics at Cambridge.—The station for

experimental investigation of problems in

Genetics, to which reference was made last

week, is now in working order. The ground at-

tached to the station is about 2 acres in extent,

and has been thoroughly well woiked and

manured. Professor Pcnsktt, who has taken

up his residence at Whittingehame Lodge, in-

tends to continue his investigations on Sweet

Peas, as well as those on poultry, and, as we
believe, hopes also to direct his attention to the

genetics of the Carnation. An excellent range

of glasshouses has been erected on the station,

which lies on the outskirts of the town.

Fourth International Botanical Con-
gress, London, 1915.— The Nomenclatare

section of the Third International Botanical

Congress, held at Brussels in 1910, carried to-

wards completion the work of the Vienna Con-

gress (1905) on the international rules govern-

ing questions of nomenclature. The combined

result of the decisions reached at Vienna and

Brussels has been published in the second edi-

tion of the Suits of Botanical Nomtndatwrt.

There remain, however, certain points which

havo to be settled by the Nomanclatun -

of the London Congress in 1915. The pro-
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gramme of work for 1915 was defined by the.

Congress of 1910 as follows :—1. To fix the

starting point for the nomenclature of (a)

Schizomycetes (bacteria) ; (6) Schizophyceae
(excepting Nostocaceae) ; (c) Flagellatae ; (d)

Bacillariaceae (Diatomaceae). 2. To compile

list6 of nomina generica vtiqiie conscrvanda. for

{a) Schizomycetes ; (b) Algae (including Schizo-

phyceae, Flagellatae, etc), new lists for groups

not included in the list of 1910 and also a sup-

plementary list; (c) Fungi; (d) Lichens; (e)

Bryophyta. 3. Compilation of a double list of

nomina generica utique conscrvanda for the use

of palaeobotanists. 4. Discussion of motions re-

lating to new points which were not settled by
•the rules adopted at Vienna in 1905 and at

Brussels in 1910. The carrying out of this work
has been entrusted to two committees under the

direction of a rapporteur general, Dr. J. Briquet
(Geneva), assisted by a vice-rapporteur, Prof.

H. Harms (Berlin). In the compilation of the

lists of nomina conscrvanda the rapporteur

general will have the assistance of a certain

number of editors in each committee.

"Geo. Monro, Ltd.,"ConcertCommittee.
—The eighteenth animal concert, arranged by
the "Geo. Monro, Ltd.." Concert Committee,

will take place at the Queen's Hall, Langham
Place, on Thursday, the 26th inst. The chair

will be occupied by Mr. Geo. Monro.

Sale of Nursery Stock at Coombe Wood.
—The second sale by public auction of the trees

and shrubs growing in Messrs. James Veitch
and Sons' Nursery, Coombe Wood, Kingston
Hill, was commenced on Monday last, and will

continue until the 13th inst. Coombe Wood
Nursery, situated on Kingston Hill, is on a

deep, rich loam. The nursery is well protected

by trees from cold winds, and the plants are

grown tinder very favourable conditions ; more-

over, the manager, Mr. Harrow, has a high
and deserved reputation as a cultivator. In view of

these circumstances it is not surprising to learn

that all the lots found a ready sale, for although

the attendance was not a large one the auc-

tioneers, Messrs. Protheroe and Morris, in-

formed us that they had received commissions to

purchase from all parts of Great Britain. The
trees and shrubs included in the sale represent

a wide range of subjects, and comprise Rhodo-
dendrons, golden Yews, ornamental flowering

and avenue trees, Conifers in variety, Roses,

Clematises, species of Vitis and other climbers,

Magnolias, Bamboos and specimen plants suit-

able ior planting in borders and " Japanese "

gardens. Rhododendrons occupy a considerable

portion of the catalogue, there being six thou-
sand named varieties, besides seedlings raised

from seeds sent by collectors from China. As
the latter have not yet flowered many of thenn
may prove to be new species. The Rhododen-
drons all met with a good demand, and we were
informed that those offered on the second day
were nearly all purchased by the same buyer.
There have been no sensational prices. It is

interesting to learn that the keenest buying was
for the specimens of topiary, a fashion of gar-

dening that is coming again into favour. The
new Chinese plants also sold well. During our
stay we watched the bidding for lots of the new
Ilex Pernyi, and these realised good prices.

Standard Chestnut Briotii (Aesculus Briotii),

some 10 to 12 feet high, were also in demand,
and specimen standard Privets, Aucubas, Grise-

linia littoralis, Norway Maples, Taxus elegan-

tissima, Spanish Chestnuts, Cytissus in pots,

standard Planes and Thuja Lobbii were soon
disposed of. The catalogue includes 5,000

lots, divided into some 500 for each day of the
sale. _————_-———_———__
Publications Receiveo.—Annual Report

of the Board of Regents of the Smithsonian
Institution, 1912. (Washington : Smithsonian
Institution.)

—

An Account of the Morisonian
Herbarium. By [S. H. Vines and G. Claridge
Drnce. (Oxford : Clarendon Press.) Price 15s.

SCOTLAND.

THE PREMIER HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETIES.

The results of the past year have been very
satisfactory to the management of the Royal
Caledonian Horticultural Society and the Scot-

tish Horticultural Association. The former
society shows an increase in the funds of about
£48, and this follows on a smaller increase the

previous year. The attendance at the shows
has improved. The Scottish Horticultural

Association has a still larger increase in the

funds, largely due to the success of the Chrysan-
themum Show, which resulted in a profit of

about £83. This was carried to the revenue ac-

count of the association, with the result that

tile latter showed a gain of £76, which went to

capital account. The funds of the Association

now amount to £951 to credit of capital account.

In addition there is a sum of £1,493 standing

to the credit of the Horticultural Institution

Fund.

ECONOMIC BOTANY IN EDINBURGH.
The position regarding the section of economic

botany in the Royal Scottish Museum, Edin-

burgh, has been under the consideration of the

Scottish Horticultural Association, in view of

a rumour that it was to be abolished. The secre-

tary of the Association has been in correspon-

dence with the director of the museum, and has

received an assurance that no such change was
intended, but that what had been discussed was
" whether it was advisable to treat the economic

botany collection as a leference or teaching col-

lection, to which students and other interested

persons might have access." At present a part

of the collection is open to the general public,

and the Association, while favourable to any-

thing which would make the collection more
useful, would oppose anything which would re-

strict the access to persons desiring to consult

them on application. The subject came up at

the annual meeting of the Royal Caledonian

Horticultural Society, when it was agreed to

appoint a committee of three to watch develop-

ments in connection with it.

EDINBURGH PUBLIC PARK EMPLOYEES.
The employees of the Edinburgh public parks

have petitioned for an increase of wages and the

matter is receiving consideration from the au-

thorities. A proposal has also been made 'that

four dwellings should be provided at the Braid

Hills, as the employees there have great difficulty

in obtaining houses convenient to their work.

The plans under consideration provide a living-

room, and four bedrooms.

BALMORAL GARDENERS' SOCIAL
EVENING.

The members of the staff of the Royal Gar-

dens, Balmoral, held their annual social evening

in the Parish Hall, Crathie, recently. Nearly

eighty ladies and gentlemen were present.

PROPOSED ADDITIONAL ALLOTMENTS
IN EDINBURGH.

The Parks Committee of Edinburgh has under

consideration a proposal for providing allotments

at Alfred Place in the city. The area selected is

about two acres. .

THE PROPOSED WINTER GARDEN FOR
EDINBURGH.

The Edinburgh Field Naturalists' and Micro-

scopical Society lias decided to send a memorial

to the Edinburgh Town Council, protesting

against the proposal to erect a winter garden or

any other building in the Princes Street Gardens.

NEW PARK AT DUMBARTON.
The Rt. Hon. Lady Overtoun opened a new

children's park at Dumbarton on the 24th ult.

The park, which is the gift of Dr. J. Douglas C.

White, of OveTtoun, and Mr. Peter Denny, is

nine acres in extent, and is situated in a populous

part of the town. Correspondent.

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
(The Editors do not hold themselves responsible for

the opinions expressed by correspondents.)

Cyaniding to Destroy Mealy Bug.
It is as easy to clear a vinery of Mealy Bug;
by cyaniding, as it is to destroy Greenfly in a
Peachhouse by vaporising with nicotine, and it

is just as safe dn the hands of a careful person
as any other poisonous preparation. Why your
correspondent, /. H. 1'., states that a vinery in.

fruit cannot be cyanided I am at a loss to under-
stand. I adopted this mode of destroying Mealy
Bug when it was first introduced to the public,,

and have continued to use it ever since, and,,
after long experience, I have no hesitation in
recommending anyone who is troubled with
Mealy Bug in the vineries to commence
cyaniding as soon as the Grapes begin to
turn colour, and repeat the operation at
weekly intervals for four or five weeks. This
can be done without the slightest harm to either
fruit or foliage, and will completely rid the-

vinery of bug. It is much easier to destroy the-

young bugs than those fully developed, and the-

dose required to kill the young insects will do no-

harm whatever to either the young fruit or foli-

age. A much stronger dose can be used when the
leaves fall, but this is hardly required, as all"

eggs will have hatched out and the young bugs-

killed before that stage. This is a very much
better plan than cyaniding in winter. I do not
think that the gas wall destroy the eggs. I can
assure those who follow this course that they
will not be troubled with a single bug in a bunch
,'of Grapes when ripe. I may add that I have
cyanided a Tomato house in the middle of wintei

for the destruction of White Fly without injur-

ing a single leaf, and I know of no other prepara

tion that has such deadly effects upon this peat.

Of course, the doses are very much smaller for

the destruction of White Fly than for bug_ or
thrip, etc. Tt is important that the materials

used are of guaranteed standard quality, for if

precaution is taken and the correct cubic contents

of the house ascertained to get the proper quan-

tities, success is absolutely assured. All failures

in cyaniding, I am convinced, could be traced

either to inferior materials or to carelessness in

performing the operation. Jas. Fulton, Grini"

Dyke.

Mr. Blakey (p. 75) seems to infer that the
reason why this fumigant is not more exten-

sively employed for the destruction of Mealy
Bug is that it has never yet been put on a-

scientific basis. But I am of the opinion that,

one of the reasons why cyaniding has not been
more extensively employed is that there has

been too much science introduced into the
method of applying the gas, instead of making
it what it is, one of the simplest methods. As
I described in the issue for December 13, 1913.

p. 427, no special appliance is necessary.

Earthenware bowls with glazed inside surfaces,

holding about two quarts each, should be pro-

cured and the required quantity of water
placed in them. The proper quantity of sul-

phuric acid is next added (it is very important
to remember that the water must never be
added to the sulphuric acid). The quantity of
cyanide for each bowl' having been weighed and
placed .in pieces of paper, the operator takes
these in his hand, drops the contents of a paper

in each bowl, walks quickly outside and close*

the door after him. In about three-quarters o£
an hour afterwards the house must be thrown
open, and no one allowed to enter for at least

one hour or more. This is simple enough for

anyone to perform, and I have proved it to be
as safe as it is simple. To bring the plants

to a condition to render them safe from injury

by the gas-, discontinue damping and syringing

three days before cyaniding, to make certain

that all moisture is dried off the stages, etc. A
little air may be admitted if the weather is

favourable to ensure the aftmosphere of the

house and the foliage of the plants being
thoroughly dry. The plants should not be
afforded more root-waterings than are abso-

lutely necessary to prevent flagging ; the object

being to reduce the amount of moisture in the-

foliage and render the leaves safe from injury

I am not sufficiently versed in natural history

to know if there are two kinds of mealy bug.
neither do I think it desirable to make more
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'intimate acquaintance than I have been

obliged to do with this useless, troublesome, and

expensive pest. Your correspondent
_
states

there are cases on record where the cyanide has

floated on the acid without dissolving. This

seems to me incredible unless very thick paper

were used, as the cyanide is very heavy and

sinks in the acid immediately. Tissue paper

may be used, and this is soon destroyed by the

.acid. /. H. G.

Wisley in Winter.- When a garden gives

almost as much pleasure in winter as in any

other season of the year one may rest assured

that it has been planted with rare judgment and

is placed in a spot generally favourable to vege-

tation. Wisley, the garden of the Royal Horti-

cultural Society, in Surrey, was very beautiful

-recently after "a week of hard frost, no trace of

which existed in any way, and the free planting

of things that contribute warm, grateful

colouring in winter made up pictures of beauty

. that would rejoice the true artist. Looking

-from the rock garden, Bamboos in infinite

variety, nigra, aurea, palmata, invicta glau-

cesoene, and many others, were waving in the

•west wind, and here and there breaking in on the

view were Himalavan Rhododendrons and such

"Heaths as Erica iusitanica (codonodes), with

plumy, soft green foliage, covered over from

February until May with white flowers. Here
and there were groups of E. mediterranea

liybrida, the beautiful cross between the Medi-

terranean Heath and E. camea. The collection

-of Heaths, a race of shrubs that it is a pleasure

to find fast becoming popular, will repay close

study, and on the bank where most of them are

placed each kind is well represented, showing
"their value in the soft light of a winter day, from
the charasteristic shades of green and brown.
Daphne Blagayana will soon scent the gardens

with its ivory-white flower clusters, and when it

•succeeds in the way shown at Wisley none of its

•g*oup gives greater pleasure : shelter from the

afternoon sun, and close association of stones

with the roots resulting in the most bountiful

growth. Shortia galacifolia is a great success in

the peaty soil and shade from shrubs, and the
warm colouring of the leaves is a pleasant break.

It is also to be seen in the Alpine house which
contains a collection of Saxifrages and other
plants, best seen with such shelter ; S. Burseriana
and others that bloom before winter is really

over asking for protection if the fresh beauty of

its flowers is to be enjoyed. In the collection

of scented-leaved Pelargoniums one kind stands
out for brilliancv of colouring—the old favourite,

Pretty Polly. The flowers may be described' as
bright vermilion, and with the fragrant foliage

make a plant of rare value in the winter months.
It may be hoped that these long-discarded green-
house plants will soon come into their ow». On
all sides the impress of good gardening is to be
seem at Wisley, and a day spent there with Mr.
"Wright will long remain a pleasant memory. E. T.
-Cook.

Hamamelis (see p. 67).—Your corre-

spondent, Mr. Wyndham Fitzherbert, is in error

when he states that H. mollis " was not intro-

duced into this country until 1898." We are in-

debted to Maries for the introduction of this
"beautiful species, when collecting on behalf of
Messrs. J. Veitch and Sons, 1877-1879. If the
flowers of Mr. Fitzherbert 's H. Zuccariniana re-

semble H. japonica he has not the true'

plant, for they are distinct. The former are
coloured primrose-yellow, the latter golden-
yellow, almost as much difference as there is be-
tween the colour of an orange and a lemon.
A. 0., Kew.

Celery Disease.— In several issues of the
•Gardeners' Chronicle last year correspondents
wrote on. the subject of the disease in Celery
•caused by Septoria Petroselini. Some suggested
over-manuring and the use of certain kinds of
animal manure as the possible cause of the com-
plaint, and my experience during the past three
.years inclines me to agree with them. In the
seasons 1911-12 I lost practically the whole crop
of Celery through this disease, and in each case I
"followed the old practice of placing 9 inches to
1 foot of rotted cow-dung in the bottom of the
trenches. Last year I only used a very light
dressing of dung before planting, and before
earthing up I applied a good dressing of kainit

—

about loz. to the square yard. A second appli-

cation of the potash manure' was applied before
the second earthing, and in each case the soil

was thoroughly well watered. The result has
far exceeded my expectations. I have not seen
a trace of disease on any of the " heads," most of

which weighed more than 31b. after trimming.
The variety I grow for a main crop is Standard
Bearer. I may add that, although I sprayed
three times last year with the Bordeaux mixture,
I did the same during the previous seasons.
II. F. Zobel, Castle Hill Gardens, RotherftcldT

Winter-blooming Roses (see pp. 61, 75).

—

Here in Dunstable, which is 460 feet above sea
level, and in a garden with a. south-east aspect, I

gathered blooms of the following varieties of
Roses on Christmas morning :—Souvenir de
Pierre Notting, White Maman Cochet, Rich-
mond, Marquise de Salisbury, Laurette- Messimy,
S. M. Rodocanachi, Fran Karl Druschki, Mrs. R.
G. Shannan Crawford, Hugh Dickson, Souvenir
de <S. A. Prince, Perle d'Or, Souvenir de A.
Stella Gray, Mine. A. Carriere, Caroline Test-
out' and Irish Elegance. This shows that Roses
can grow as well in the more northern parte as in
the south. Arthur Munt, The Priori/, Dunstable,

Primula obconica and Skin Irritation.—My experiences of Primula obconica have
been nearly the same as those described by your
correspondents. Some few years ago I could
handle the plants raised from seed with im-
punity. The last batch that I had to deal with
resulted in the well-known symptoms of poison-
ing. I do not know whence these plants came,
but it was evident that they were of a different
strain from those I had previously handled,
which has made me wonder if some strains of
Primula obconica are not poisonous, or are at least
less virulent than others. I also know of another
instance where (he particular strain which I
first grew did no harm, whilst another did.
This evidence is not sufficient to be conclusive,
as the condition of the blood must be taken
into consideration It would be interesting to
know if others have had a similar experience
to mine. Modern Journeyman.

Ants and Seeds (see page 75).—I have
been troubled with the amber-coloured ants de-
scribed by Mr. Cook, and the only method I know
of preventing them from getting into the seed
pans is to smear some soft soap all around the
holes at the bottom, and then stand the recep-
tacles on bricks or inverted pans. H. Hills.

Preservation of Wild Flowers (seepage
76).—Many plant lovers will be gratified to see
this subject raised by your correspondent. No
doubt the kind of vandalism ho describes is
on the increase, and is largely the result of the
inclusion of nature study in the school curricu-
lum. Great devastation may also be observed at
village flower shows, where prizes are usually
awarded' to children for bunches of wild
flowers. In this case, as in the last, the schedule
maker must have the blame, surely not the
child. Perhaps after all the most "disturbing
feature in the history of the extinction of
native plants is the fact that the destruction
is both studied and calculated, anyone may buy
a flora and arm himself with a vasculum, and
it is possible that destruction may proceed
according to their luck or enlightenment.
There are many natural history and " Botanical
Exchange Societies " of the local and " private

"

nature, and one would like to hear more of
their enactments. At Kew the men are profes-
sional gardeners, and they are accompanied on
their excursions by practised and respected
botanists. T. Sargeant.

Dahlia Marianne. With reference to the
recent correspondence about this Dahlia and
the query by A. C. in your issue of January
10 (see p. 29) may I ask .4. C. if he can give
me any information about Barlow's Bedder, and
from whom it may be procured ? I should also
like to know when this variety was raised.
Gluchauf—not Gluchaut, as spelt by A. C.—
is absolutely distinct from Marianne, but the
point that many growers who are interested in
Dahlias wish to arrive at is this—what is the
origin of Barlow's Bedder? Can any grower
tell us? There can be no question about the
value of Marianne, and it seems extraordinary

that its merits were not recognised at the
Duffryn trials. Was it considered synonymous
with Barlow's Bedder? If so the question of
name will require some consideration when we
ascertain all the facts. Curious.

Failure of Chrysanthemums (6ee pp.
29, 61).—After carefully reading Mr. Kearn'e
note (Vol. LV., p. 61) I take it that he means half
a load of cow-dung was used as manure water on
18,000 plants; if so, he certainly did mot over-
feed them. In his first letter he states that the
plants were fed regularly with manure-water.
I quite understood that fire-heat was not used
until November, but he says he applied a tem-
perature of 65° to 70°. I venture to suggest that
Mr. Kearn will have ne- more trouble with his
Chrysanthemums if he uses sterilised soil and
does not raise the temperature too high when
the plants are forming their buds. I agree with
him that the deformed flowers were probably
caused by a check, no doubt due to eelworms.
C. Robinson, St. Hilary Gardens, Cowbridge.

A Bulb Competition.—May we appeal to
your readers on behalf of a bulb competition
which lias been started this year in connection
with many of the North Lambeth sshools and
several mothers' meetings, clubs and guilds?
In all 1,740 bulbs have been sold to the com-
petitors at cost price, and now we are faced
with the difficulty of raising money for the
prizes. It is very difficult to do this locally
as the neighbourhood is a very poor one, and
for this reason we wondered whether possibly
any of your readers would be willing to help
us. We may add bhat the children and other
competitors are taking the very greatest interest
in their bulbs. O. Butler, M. V. Ewbank,
hon. sees., Lady Margaret Hall Settlement, 131,
Krnmngton lioad, Lambeth, S.E.

Mr. J. C. McPherson.— As Lord and
Lady Loiidesborough have decided not to reside
at Loiidesborough Park in this county (York-
shire), the large kitchen gardens "and ex-
tensive, well-arranged ranges of glasshouses
have been let as a business concern.
This entails the resignation of Mr. McPher-
son, the well-known gardener. He has
served the family over forty years, first in
Hampshire, then in Yorkshire. His numerous
friends and confreres will be glad to know that
his lordship has, with his usual kindness, granted
Mr. McPherson a pension for the re-

mainder of his life. His frank, brusque presence
and his exhibits will be much missed at York
and other exhibitions in the North. With his
good wife, he has decided to reside in the outer
London area, near to some of their family settled
there. The whole of the glasshouses at Londes-
borough were erected under Mr. McPherson's
superintendence some years ago. For producing
large supplies of choice garden produce they
would be hard to equal, and impossible to excel.

Yorkshire Gardener.

Journeyman Gardeners and Low Wages.
—In reply to Mr. A. Norris I should like to
say that if there are any head gardeners who are
worse off than journeymen they had better
change their occupation and seek employment as
road-men ! Then, it is not quite correct to state

that journeymen receive their training free of
charge; many pay a premium, and those who do
not pay a premium frequently work for 6s. a
week. Surely, Mr. Norris would not suggest
that 6s. represents fair payment for a week's
work? I wish head gardeners would consider
it part of their duty to use their influence with
the employer to improve the wages paid to the
garden staff. It was with them, and not with the
employers, that most of the blame rests. /. /.,
Cirencester.

1 have read with interest the many letters
on young gardeners' wages. What do they
think a head gardener should receive.' I ap-
plied to a nobleman one day last week for the
situation of head' gardener, and received a reply
saying, " Apply to my agents." Then he goes
on to say the wages given was 18s., cottage, and
no more, and very deeply underlined no more.
What do our young men think of this? Nil
Desperandum.

1 quite agree that a higher wage than tie
present average would be very acceptable, but
probably thinking about it m as far as we shall
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get at present. Young gardeners do not think
of the head gardener at all. I think a jour-

neyman receiving 18s. week, bothy, milk, and
vegetables, is better off than a good many head
gardeners. There are plenty of heads who have
worked in some of the best gardens in the
country, and have to leave through no fault

of their own, who are forced to take the first

situation offered them. They may be married,
with a family of children, yet the majority does

not receive more than 25s. week and- house. The
journeyman need pay only 7s. or 8s. week for

his board, and a 6teady lad can save 10s. week.
The head gardener has to provide all house-
hold goods himself, and has several mouths to
feed. Who is the better off? Ask the head
gardener himself, for he can speak from ex-

perience. The article by H., on page 75,

puts the question in a nutshell, the fact being
that gardeners are not strong enough in numbers
to demand more wages. Now that other trades
offer good prospects for young men, journeymen
will soon again be in demand. Journeyman.

It is needless to waste words on journeymen
who are contented with what is at the best a

very meagre existence. Everyone knows that
under present conditions it is almost impossible
for the average journeyman to take as much
interest in his work as he would if he had the
remuneration he deserves. C. H. states in

the issue for January 24 that he has been in his

present place for six years, at the wage of

23s. 6d., 8s. of which he pays for rent. I am
surprised that a man with such qualifications as
he seem6 to possess, and holding such a respon-
sible position, is content to remain in a place for
so long at such a very low wage. While men in
charge are content to work for such low wages
is it to be wondered at that the young men under
them receive such a paltry reward for their
labours? R. J. D.

• 1 notice that nearly all the letters pub-
lished on this subject are more or 'les6 flavoured
with the complaint that "conditions" are all

wrong, and in need of various suggested im-
provements. This they undoubtedly are, and
always will be from some point of view or other.
My advice to the young gardener is to adapt
himself to circumstances', and get all he can out
of conditions 36 they are, and not spend his time
in thinking about what they ought to be. The
gardening profession is probably as good to-day
as it ever was. Although we find unfavourable
exceptions, there is still Toom and pay for the
right sort of man. No doubt there are thou-
sands of young men capable of filling good posi-

tions, but they would do well to remember that
there is a vast difference between filling a situa-

tion and obtaining one. 'So many young men
seem to think the one thing necessary for success
is a thorough knowledge of horticulture, and
they fill their heads with a superficial knowledge
of the various subjects. But even a thorough
theoretical knowledge alone is not sufficient. It
is the application of knowledge that tells. My
advice to young gardeners is learn how to do a
job well, and by tact and politeness, as well
as by thorough competence, study the art of get-
ting the job to do. C. B. Midd'leton.

The question of journeymen, low wages,
and bothies is so complicated that no definite
conclusion can be drawn. There are not two
gardens in the country that are worked on the
same principle. If journeymen apply for
situations at 15s. or under per week, then it is

entirely their own fault that they work at such
low wages. They are more to be- blamed than
pitied, because if they did not apply for such
places the head gardener would be obliged to
offer more wages. On the other hand, if the
head employs journeymen (not improvers)
at 15s. or under, per week, he deserves
all the trouble that arises from the mis-
deeds of unskilled men. But in many cases a
gardener advertises for a journeyman " with
good wages," and engages him on the recom-
mendation of another head, who gives a glowing
account of his capability just to get rid of him.
Consequently, he ruins a certain amount of what
would have been good produce, arid the employer
tells the gardener that they will not pay the
wages if they cannot have better results. Who
is to blame? W. Robinson, Locks Park Gardens,
Derby

SOCIETIES.
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.

Scientific Committee.
January 7.

—

Present: Mr. E. A. Bowles,
M.A. (in the chair), Messrs. A. Worsley, J.
Eraser, J. W. Odell, W. Hales, W. C. Worsdell,
and' F. J. Chittenden (hon. sec).

Publication of Proceedings of Scientific Com-
mittee.—Mr. Worsdell raised the matter of the
publication of the minutes of the Scientific Com-
mittee in a collected form, so that they could
be more readily consulted. Many matters of

great interest and value are brought before the
Committee from time to time, and from the
fact that the minutes were published along with
so much other matter in the Journal, Mr.
Worsdell feared that they were frequently lost

6ight of. Mr. Chittenden said that a complete
index of the contents of the last series of the
Society's Journal was being made, and that
would at least in part remove the difficulty that
certainly existed when it became necessary to
consult so large a bulk as the long series of the
Society's Journal made.
Hybrid Pelargoniums.—Mr. J. Fraser con-

tinued his remarks upon the origin of the
scented-leaved Pelargoniums, dealing with
plants of several sections, including P. tetra-

gonum, P. echinatum and others. He illustrated

his remarks by reference to specimens from the
Wisley collection, and they will be included in

full in the report on these plants upon which he
is engaged.

Fertility of soil under ricks, etc.—Mr.
Downer drew attention to the greater degree of

fertility shown by soil which has been covered
by a rick, and also by the spots on which shocks
of Wheat have stood in wet seasons. The Com-
mittee considered that the fact that rain washed
out a considerable amount of the earth salts

which plants contained, especially after they
were dead, accounted in part for this extra fer-

tility, and in some cases the washing of the soil

to which uncovered parts are exposed may ac-

count an part for the lowered fertility of these,
while the surfaces covered with ricks, etc.,

while protected from drying, are also protected
from the serious washing which occurs when
heavy rains fall. A great amount of refuse
finds its way into the soil when ricks are re-

moved and the earth turned up, and this also
may have the effect of increasing its fertility.

Report of the Council for 1913.

The one hundred and tenth annual general
meeting of the Fellows of the Eoyal Horticul-
tural Society will be held on Tuesday next in
the Society's hall at 3 p.m. We make the fol-

lowing extracts from the Report of the
Council for the year 1913 :

—

Sir Trevor Lawrence.

The year 1913 began with the shadow, as it were,
of gloom cast over it by the resignation of our presi-
dent, and it has ended in the great sorrow of his death,
which took place on December 22, within a few days
of his eighty-second birthday.
Seldom, if indeed ever, has a society been served

by its president so long and so ably as the Royal
Horticultural Society has been served by Sir Trevor
Lawrence. Elected to the president's seat in the very-
difficult days of the society's history in 1885, Sir Trevor
has held the reins ever since, up to the spring of
1913, and has guided the society with steadily increas-
ing progress, out of the quagmire of difficulties in
which he found it, into its present state of prosperity.
Whilst thus deeply appreciating his services, most of
the members of the Council have been in too close a
touch with the president as contemporaries to be able
to realise how great and comprehensive those services
have been, and it is only the rising generation of
horticulturists who *n the future investigate the his-
tory of the society who will behold in clear light the
vast influence and benefit to horticulture of the long
and uninterrupted presidency of Sir Trevor Lawrence.

New President.

To fill the void left by Sir Trevor's resignation was
the difficult task which the Council had to perform in
the spring of 1913, and fortunate indeed do they con-
sider themselves in having prevailed on Field-Marshal
Lord Grenfell to accept the office.

New Committees.

The work of the society has increased to such an
extent that, in addition to the Parliamentary Com-
mittee formed towards the end of 1912, the 'Council
have felt it necessary to appoint two new committees

—

namely. (1) the Diploma Committee, and (2) the Re-
search Committee.
The Diploma Committee is entrusted with the organi-

sation of the examinations for the National Diploma

in Horticulture, which has been established by the
society with the approval and co-operation of the Board
of Agriculture. The first examination will take place
in June, 1914.

The Research Committee was appointed to examine
the large number of suggestions for the extension
of the society's work which are constantly being made,
and to advise the Council on any reasonable ways in
which the society might assist and advance the more
scientific aspects of horticulture. A very important
report has been drawn up by this committee, and, if
it is found practicable to carry out its recommenda-
tions, there is every prospect of great development*
taking place in the society's work in the immediate
future. This report, which was only laid before the
Council on December 9, will require much careful
thought, for the scheme is of such magnitude and com-
plexity, and touches so many different interests, that
its mere consideration must of necessity take a con-
siderable time before even an outline of it can he
announced, so that for the present no more can be
said beyond recording the fact. A new committee has
been formed to advise on the details of the report.

Orchid Register.

It has been decided to establish a register of Orchids-
not only, but specially, for the sake of recording the
parentage of hybrids and of securing their correct
and permanent nomenclature. Mr. R. A Rolfe has
been appointed Official Recorder. The register will be
carried back as far as possible by careful examination
of old documents, and the Council hope that Orchid
growers having private records of genera, species, and
hybrids, will assist the compilation bv lending them to
the society to be copied for this purpose. The imme-
diately pressing work of the Recorder, however, will be
the entering up on the register of everv new Orchid
shown, with particulars of its parentage, raiser, owner,
etc., as far as is known.

Parliamentary Committee.

The Parliamentary Committee appointed in 1912 have
had the following subjects under their consideration—
namely, (a) the proposed Government Seed Testing
Station, (6) the Subsidies given by Government to Co-
operative Organisations, which are alleged to undersell'
Retail Traders, (o) Railway Rates and Conditions, and
(a) the Sale of Wet Coke by weight. On the two former
points the Council have addressed memoranda to the
Board of Agriculture ; and on the question of Coke,
Sir Albert Rollit has kindlv undertaken to bring the
matter before the Board of Trade on the Council's
behalf.

Wisley Gardens.
The planting of the rock garden is still proceeding,

but it is necessarily a matter of time before so large
an area can be well clothed with plants, especially con-
sidering the slow growing nature and raritv of some.
The Alpine house is proving a valuable addition to

the rock garden, and many Fellows visit it during the
earlier months of the year.
The erection of an Orchard house is at this moment

proceeding. The house is being constructed with very
great care, in order that exact and delicate experi-
mental and research work concerning fruit trees may
be properly undertaken within it.

A Water Lily tank, fitted with hot water pipes, is
also under construction for the Accommodation of
Blue Water Lilies kindly presented bv Mr. Leopold de
Rothschild.

Trial of Tulips.

The Council issued an invitation to growers of Tulips
to send bulbs to Wisley, that their correct nomenclature
might be recorded and a list of svnonwns made. Over
4.000 parcels of bulbs have been "received and planted;
and a committee of Dutch and English growers has
been appointed for the work.

Spraying and Sundries Trials.

A useful itnal of spraying apparatus was conducted at
Wisley, in April, wben awards were made.
The new system of trial of horticultural sundries,

introduced this year as a means of determining the
awards which such subjects as garden rollers, mowing
machines, tools, insecticides, etc., should receive, has been-
satisfactory, and will be continued.

Mr. Smith's Resignation.

Mr. Arthur C. Smith, the assistant superintendent,
resigned after six years of useful service. Mr. Blakey,
who had been, chief foreman, was appointed his successor,
and Mi^ Braddy has been raised to Mr. Blakey's position'
with special charge of the fruit department.

Dahlia Trial at Cardiff.

Mr. Reginald Cory most kindly placed his garden at
Duffiyn, near Cardiff, at the Society's disposal for a
trial of Dahlias decorative to a garden. The Council"
invited the co-operation of the National Dahlia Society
in this trial, which co-operation was most cordially given,
and the delegates from the two Societies inspected"
between seven and eight thousand plants, representing
nearly a thousand distinct varieties, out of which 291
were selected as being desirable for garden orna-
mentation.

Chelsea Show.

The past year has seen the first of the new series of
spring shows at the Royal Hospital Gardens. Chelsea;
the result in every way justified the action of the Council
in transferring the Show from the Temple Gardens to
Chelsea, and it is confidently hoped that Fellows will

co-operate with the Council in encouraging the attend-
ance of visitors, so that the Show may be a success in-

the future.

Holland House Show.

For the second time only, in a period of ten years,

the Holland House Show was favoured with beautiful

weather, and was pronounced to be the most pleasanfc

Summer Show tbt Society had held.
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Shows Open One Hour Later.

A communication having been received from Fellows
in che City, asking that the shows at Vincent Square
might remaan open one .hour longer, tihe Council, after
consulting the most frequent .exhibitors, decided to adopt
the suggestion. Fellows will accordingly find the later
hours set forth on their annual tickets.

Cups.

A standard pattern (in four sizes) for the R.H.S. Oups
was adopted in 1913, and was found to be very popular
with exhibitors. A cup of a different pattern ha* been
•chosen for 1914, an illustration of which will be found
in the " Book of Arrangements." Mr. E. H. Davidson
lias again very kindly presented a cup for the best
Cattleya at the Chelsea Show, and Mr. Cory a cup for
the most meritorious Seedling Dahlia in the trials, which
ihe is kind enough to allow the Sooiety to continue for
a second year at Duffryn, Cardiff.

New Challenge Cups.

The Council have to thank Lady Algernon Gordon-
(Lennox for a large silver challenge cup presented for
award at the Holland House Show for hardy floweTS.
They have also to thank Mr. Reginald Cory, not only
for the great kindness shown in placing his garden at
their service for the Dahlia trial, but also for his hospi-
tality to their delegates and for his gift of a seventy-five
guinea challenge cup for a group of Dahlias for garden
decoration at the Society's Show in September.
The Council have further accepted from Messrs. Clay

a £75 silver-gilt challenge cup for " A Rose, not in com-
merce, possessing the true old Rose scent." This cup
will be offered for the first time at the 1914 Holland
House Show, and Messrs. Clay will furnish the Society
with a srcoller permanent cup to present to the winner
when the challenge cup ds Tetnrned.
The Council have established a silver challenge cup,

value thirty guineas, to he awarded at the R.H.S.
Daffodil Show. As a well-deserved compliment to by
far the greatest raiser of hybrid seedlings of modern
times, it is to be called the " Engleheart Oup." In
1914 it is offered at the R.H.S. Daffodil Show, on April 15
and 16, for the " Twelve Best Seedlings, distinct, whicn
have not yet been put into commerce."

The Council have accepted the trusteeship of the Barr
Memorial Cup, founded in memory of the late Mr. Peter
Barr, and its award will be made on the recommenda-
tion of the Narcissus Committee.

Pritzel's Index Iconum Botanicarum.

The Council have also accepted the trusteeship of the
sum of £250, voted by the directors of the International
Horticultural Exhibition, 1912, for the revision of Prit-
zel's Index Iconum Botanicarum. The Council have also
received a kind gift of £100 from the Veitch Memorial
trustees and have themselves agreed to supplement this,
and all other gifts which may be received for the pur-
pose, by £250 annually until the fund is sufficient to
pay for the revision proposed.

Saxifrage Conference, 1915.

It has been decided to hold a conference on Saxi-
frages in 1915. Mr. Milne-Redhead has generously pre-
sented the Society with his MS. list containing nearly
1,000 entries of species, varieties, and synonyms. Further
co-operation in this direction will be most gratefully
accepted.

Daffodil Year Book, 1913.

A Daffodil year book was issued by the Societv in
August and found a ready sale, the copies available
being rapid :y bought up. The Council are greatly dn-
-debted to the Rev. J. Jacob for his assistance.

Lawrence Medal for 1913.

The Lawrence Medal for 1913 has been awarded to
Mr. G. F. Moore, of Bourtonon-the-Water, for his ex-
hibit of Orchids, en January 7, 1913.

Deputations.
During the year deputations from the Society have

visited the shows held at Truro, Bristol, Cardiff, Bir-
mingham, Kendal and Maidstone, reports of which will
'be found in the Journal.
An invitation has been received from the Carlisle and

Cumberland Horticultural Association, and has been
accepted, for a deputation in August next.

Grapes to Glasgow.
An exhibit of Wisley-grown Grapes was sent to the
gow and West of Scotland Horticultural Society's

"Show in September, Where the fruit excited the greatest
admiration and was awarded a special Gold Medal.

Douglas' Journal.
The task of editing the journal kept bv Douglas when

he was travelling in America nearly 100 years ago as
the Society's collector has taken far longer than could
have been anticipated, the writing being in places very
difficult to decipher, but it is hoped to publish it early
'in the ensuing summer.

Plant Collector.

The Council havi arranged to share part of the ex-
penses and of the " finds " of a collector, who is starting
for the high lands between China and Tibet.

New Honorary Fellows.
The Council felt much pleasure in appointing as Hono-

™"i„Fellc™'s of ihe SoB'eiy Mr. H. W. Adndtt and Mr.
W. W. Naunton. in recognition of the Temarkable ability
and success with which for a long number of vears they
have acted as co-secretaries of fhe. Shrewsbury" Show.

Obituary.
It is with regret that fhe Council have to record

"the death of the following Fellows : The Duchess
•of Northumberland, fhe Earl of "Pembroke the

Countess Cowper, the Dowager Countess of Ken-
mare, Viscount Tredegar, Lady Darling, Lady
Dorothy Neville, Colonel Archer Houblon, Alfred Austin,
Esq., Martin J. Sutton, Esq., Alfred Tate, Esq. W T
Hindmarsh. Esq., A. H. Kingsmill, Esq., J. S. Moss,
Esq., Martin J. Sutton, Esq., Alfred Tate, Esq. W T
oil), and Messrs. Amos Perry, Robert Sydenham, Ed-'
ward Webb, and A. H. Kent.

Annual Progress.

The following to.Me shows the Society's progress in
regard to numerical strength during the past year :

Loss by Death in 1913.

Hon. Fellows
Life
4 Guineas
2
1
Associates
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will be dealt with, and it is hoped that papers will

be delivered under the following sub-headings, viz :

—

(1) The Culture of Singles; (2) The Best Singles of

to-day ; and (3) Suggestions to future raisers of Singles.

In accordance with Rule 7, the following nomina-
tions have been made for elections as honorary fellows

and corresponding members :

—

As Honorary Fellows : Messrs. D. Ingamells, member
of the Executive and Floral Committees', G. Prickett,

member of the Executive and Floral Committees ; and
Firmin de Smet, Ghent.

As Corresponding Member : C'h. Pynaert, Ghent.

Sir Albert Rolltt moved the adoption of

the report and balance-sheet. He considered

that the report recorded great improvements in

all respects and indicated an advance in

the society which was doing good work.

As to finances, there was a balance of

£126 surplus over liabilities. The number of

Fellows had increased, and the subscriptions

had materially added to the revenue. The ex-

hibitions, he considered, had been well worthy

of the society's renown. He could remember
those at the Royal Aquarium, and was one of

those who did not at first view with favour the

Crystal Palace as a place in which to hold the

<sliows, but he had long since been of the opinion

that it was an excellent site. No society had
been more loyal to the Palace than the N.C.S.,

and the members of it might feel that they had
some share in bringing about the preservation

of the great and historic building for the use of

the public. After a few words relating to the

affiliated societies and the good work they did in

spreading abroad a love for flowers, Sir Albert
dealt with the conferences held by the society.

These fostered research and excited interest

among the members, and had a decided educa-
tional value, and this was all the more important
as thef knowledge thus gained was widely dis-

tributed through the proceedings of these meet-
ings being recorded in the society's publications.

The society's relations abroad were of the most
cordial character, and it had its part in inter-

national work. At Ghent last year many mem-
bers of the society had taken part, either as
jurors or exhibitors, and he would specially men-
tion Messrs. Bevan, Well6, Stevenson, and Har-
man Payne in this connection. As President, he
was proud of the honour of holding that position,

and would always do hi6 best to maintain the
high position the society held.

The motion was seconded by Mr. T. Bevan
and carried unanimously.
A vote of thanks was proposed to the auditors.

The election of officers then followed, with the
following result:—President, Sir Albert Rollit;
treasurer, Mr. John Green ; chairman, Mr. Thos.
Bevan ; vice-chairman, Mr. E. F. Hawes ; foreign
secretary, Mr. HaTman Payne ; general secretary,

Mr. R. A. Witty. The auditors appointed for

1914 are Messrs. E. W. Oakley and H. C.
Bridges.

The chairman spoke of the efficient services
rendered by the secretary, Mr. Witty, who had
helped him greatly during the year by his busi-
ness-like methods.

One-third of the Executive Committee retiring

by rotation an election followed k> fill the
vacancies. The result was as follows :—'Messrs.

R. Ballantine, Mills, W. Cas«idy. P. A. Cragg,
W. 0. Hiehle, C. H. Curtis, D. "B. Crane, A. J.
Foster, R. J. Frogbrook, W. Newton, Thomas
Smith, G. Prickett, and J. Tyler.

LINNEAN.
January 15.—A meeting of the Linnean

Society took place on the 15th ult., Prof. E. B.
Poultojt, F.R.S., President, in the chair.

Mrs. Henshaw gave an acount of the journey
into the interior of Vancouver Island, made by
Mr. Henshaw and herself, illustrated with a
secies of photographs of the scenery and the more
striking plants.

Mr. G. Claridge Druce, M.A., F.L.S., read
a paper on a Marsh Orchis, for which he pro-
posed the name Orchis praetermissa (a Latin
description being given), and contrasted it with
the true flesh-coloured 0. incarnata of Linnaeus,
as described by C. B. Clarke in Jnum. Linn. Soc.
six. (1881), 206, showing how it differed in the
shape of the flowers and in other characters
from that plant. O. praetermissa is the crim-
son-flowered plant which has a wide distribution
through South and Central England. A beauti-
ful painting of it has been executed by Miaa

Trower from a seedling raised by Mr. B. Savile

Ogle, who had collected the parent plant before

1903 on the borders of Berks and Hants. The
seedlings obtained from it resembled each other

and the parent in all the stages of their growth.

The parent was figured as incarnata in the

Report of the Ashmolean Natural History Society

of Oxfordshire for 1904.

Mr. Druce himself collected the plants in

Nottinghamshire in 1878, in Oxfordshire in 1882,

in Berks and in Norfolk.
Mr. P. M. Hall and Mr. R. B. Ullman, who

have studied the Orchids around Winchester
with great assiduity, came independently to the

opinion that it was a distinct species (a note

on it appears in the Report of the Winchester

College Nat. Hist. Society) and found it abun-

dantly in Hampshire. A photograph by Mr.
Bedford showed that it occurred near Lewes in

Sussex.
Reference was made to another and as yet

undescribed form from the Coast Sands of

Britain, as well as to a northern plant, but these

await further investigation.

Mr. Druce stated that he has as yet been

unable to find any description or figure of his

plant in British or European works.

Mr. Druce then read a note on Article 45
o* the Vienna Rules, contending that the change

oE Limonium to Statice was either unnecessary,

or, if persisted in, might open the door to other

changes in nomenclature. His point was that

the Linnean genus Statice was made up of the

two Tournefortian genera. Statice and
Limonium ; that in his Genera Plantarum Lin-

naeus alludes to and gives descriptions of both
these under Statice, placing first the Sea Thrifts

under Statice. Miller and Hill correctly chose

Limonium to represent the Sea Lavenders,
leaving Statice, Linn., to denote the Sea
Thrifts. A list of genera, in which the retained

name represents a minority of the plants in the
genus, had been drawn up by him ; but, as the

author stated, many of these were correct on
the same evidence as that accorded by the ex-

ample given.

He further suggested that, in order to clear

up some apparent ambiguity in Art. 45, the

words "has no retrospective action" might be
added to it.

Mr. Druce's third paper gave a list of the

names of geneTa defined by Miller, Abridgement
of the Gardener's Dictionary of 1754, which (as

wholly Tourneforthn) were not included in the

Index Kewcnsis : thus Miller may have to be
cited for many of those genera, instead of later

authors such as Adanson, Moench, Gilibert, etc.

To this was appended a note concerning John
Hill's British Herbal of 1756, with its accidental

binomials, which in some cases preceded those

cited from Garsault's Materia Medico, of 1768,

which have been inserted in the fourth supple-

ment to the Index Kewensis.
The next general meeting will be held on

Thursday, February 5, 1914, at 8 p.m. Exhibi-

tions and papers : (1) Mr. W. R. B. Oliver,
" The Vegetation of White Island, New Zea-

land." (Communicated by Dr. L. Cockayne,
F.R.S.). (2) Mr. W. C. Worsdell : Lantern-slides

of Cape Plants, mostly in their native habitats.

(3) Mr. Walter E. Collinge : On the range of

Variation of the Oral Appendages in some
Terrestrial Isopoda.

MANCHESTER AND NORTH OF ENGLAND
ORCHID.

January 15.—At the meeting held on the 15th
ult., the following members of the committee
were present :—Rev. J. Crombleholme (in the
chair), Messrs. R. Ashworth, J. Bamber, J.

Cypher, J. Evans, A. Hanmer, J. Howes, J.

Lupton, D. McLeod. W. J. Morgan, C. Parker,
W Shackleton, Wm.' Thompson, H. Thorp, Z. A.
Ward, G. Weatherby, and H. Arthur (secretary).

R. Ashworth, Esq., Newchurch (gr. Mr.
Gilden), was awarded a Large Silver Medal for
a group composed principally of Odontoglossums
and hybrids. The exhibit included Odontoglos-
sum illustrissimum var. Nonpareil, O. Janua,
O. Arcturus, O. Aviator, 0. Ethiopia, O. Blue
Peter, and O. Lucy ; Odontiodas Ashlands var.

devoniana, and O. Charlesworthii.; Cypripedium
foellatulum album and Gomezia Barkeri.

A. Warburton, Esq., Haslingden (gr. Mr.
Dalgleish), was awarded a Large Silver Medal

-

for a group of Orchids (a Cultural Certificate
and a Bronze Medal were awarded to Mr. Dal-
gleish for the excellent plant of Cypripedium
virginale).

H. Arthur, Esq., Blackburn, staged various
Cypripediums and a plant of Oncidium serratum,
with a spike carrying 41 flowers.

Col. J. Rutherford M.P., Blackburn (gr. Mr.
Lupton), staged Cymbidium Holfordiamvm and)*
CypTipedium Actaeus major.
Messrs. Cypher and Sons, Cheltenham, were-

awarded a Silver-gilt Medal for a mixed collec-
tion, including Cypripediums, Calanthes, Mas-
devallias. and Laelia ancens Sanderiana.

Messrs. Sander and Sons, St. Albans, were-
awarded a Silver Medal for a group containing
a batch of Laelia Gouldiana, also choice Odonto-
glossums and Cattleyas.

Messrs. A. J. Keeltnc and Sons, Bradford,
staged Cypripedium keighleyense, C. aureunt
Hyeanum. Laelia anceps Sanderiana and other
Orchids.

Mr. W. Shackleton, Great Horton, Bradford,,
staged two fins varieties of Odontoglossum cris-
pum and seedling Cypripediums of the insigne
type.

Mr. D. McLeod, Chorlton-cum-Hardy, showed.
Cypripedium Boltonii and a few cut flowers.

Ftrst-Class Certificates.

Odontioda Thompsoniae, a fine, circular Sower;.
2£ inches across, coloured scarlet shaded'
with crimson, and having a distinct wfiite edge
around the segments; the lip is broad and mar-
gined with white; O. x Hercutes, 4£ inches"
across, dark chestnut coloured with white veins
and markings, the outer edge shaded with rose

;

0. Papilion, white flushed with rose, blotched
and spotted with bright purple; Cypripedium.
waltonense magnificum (Rupert x Thompsonii),
broad round dorsal 3i inches across and having
a clear white margin ; inner portions suffused
and spotted with dark rose, base green, with
dark red band down the centre. The petals are
light brown with dark markings and the pouch/
is of similar colour. All these shown by Wm.
Thompson, Esq.

Odontoglossum illustrissimum var. Nonpareil,.
a circular flower of brilliant colouring, shown by
R. Ashworth, Esq.

Awards of Merit.

Odontoglossum x amaranthum and 0. illus-

trissimum. Creole, both shown by Wm. Thomp-
son, Esq.

O. illustrissimum Janua and Odontioda Ash-
lands var. (Od. Andersonianum x C. Noetz-
liana), both shown by Rd. Ashworth, Esq.

Cypripedium Iona (bellatulum x Farrie-
ianum), both exhibited by the Duke of Marl-
horough.

C. Zealandia, shown by Rev. J. Cromble-
holme.

C. leyburnense Fern Bank var., shown by
Chas. Parker, Esq.

Brasso-Cattleya Menda (Cattleya labiata Vir-
ginale x B.-C. Queen Alexandra), shown by
R. Le Doux, Esq.

. Lycaste x Beryl, shown by Messrs. Cypher
and Sons.

Laelio-Cattleya (C. Trianae x L.-C. lumi-
nosa). the property of Messrs. Hassall and Co.

LIVERPOOL HORTICULTURAL.
January 31.—The thirty-fifth annual meeting"

of this society was held on the 31st ult. in

Hackins Hey. Liverpool, Mr. W. Mercer presid-

ing. The balance-sheet for 1913 showed an
increase both in the amount received from sub-
scriptions and admissions to the exhibitions. The
balance in hand is now £109. Mr. Loo Thom-
son was re-elected treasurer and Mr. G. Black-
more as sub-treasurer. Mr. Harold Sadler re-

signed the secretaryship after fifteen years' ser-
vice and was accorded a vote of thanks. It was
decided to hold a special general meeting of the
society on the 18th inst. for the purpose of elect-

ing a new secretary. In the meantime a small
committee was appointed to deal with applica- -

tions for the office.
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MARKET!
COYEST GARDES, February A.

We cannot accept any responsibility for the subjoined
reports. They are furnished to us regularly every
"Wednesday, by the kindness of several of the principal
salesmen, who are responsible for the quotations. It
must be remembered that these quotations do not
represent the prices on any particular day, but only the
general averages for the week preceding the date of our
report. The prices depend upon the quality of the
samples, the way in which they are packed, the supply
in the market, and the demand, and they may fluctuate,
not only from day to day, but occasionally several times
in one day.—Eds.1

Cut Flowers, &c. : Average Wholesale Prices.

Arums(Richardias),
per doz.

Azalea, "White, per
dez. bunches .

.

Camellias, per doz.

Carnations, per
dozen blooms,
best American
varieties— "smaller, per
doz. bunches .

.

— Carola (crim-
son),extra large

— Malmaison, per
doz. blooms

:

pink

Daffodils, single,

per doz. bnchs.

Eucharis, per doz.

Vreesias, per dozen
bunches

Gardenias, per box
of 15 and 18
blooms .

.

Milium auratum,
per bunch

— longiflorum,
per doz,, long..

short
— lancifol ium

album, long .

.

short
— rubrum, per

doz., long
short

Lily-of-the-Valley,
per dozen
bunches

:

— extra special .

.

— special .

.

— ordinary

s.d. s.d.

5 0-70

6 0-
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ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

"There are few gardener*, and still fewer amateurs, who do

not on occasion require immediate information upon various points

of practice. But either from an unwillingness to inquire, or from

not knowing of whom to make the inquiry, they too often fail to

obtain the information they are in want of. And let no one be

alarmed lest his questions should appear trifling, or those of a

person ignorant of that which he ought to know. He is the

wisest roan who is conscious of his ignorance ; for how little do

the wisest really know I—except that they know little. If one

roan is unacquainted with a fact, however common, it is probablo

that hundreds of others in the same position as himself are

equally in want of simitar information. To ask a question, than,

is to consult the good of others as well as of one's self. —
Gardener* Chronicle, JVo. 1, Vol. I., January 8, 18LL

Alligator Pear : If. C. Pendarves. The Alli-

gator Pear is Persea gratissima, known also

as Avacado Pear. Specimens were illustrated

in Gardeners' Chronicle, December 26, 1908,

Fig. 177. The tree is a native of the West
Indies, and would not succeed in this country

out-of-doors.

Ammoniacal Solution of Carbonate of Copper :

R. L. This fungicide is prepared from copper
carbonate, 5 oz. ; ammonia (26° Baume), 3

pints ; and water, 50 gallons. The ammonia
must be handled with care, and should le
diluted to about five times its volume. Make
the copper carbonate into a thin paste with
water in a small vessel. Add the paste to the
diluted ammonia and stir constantly. The
mixture is then brought up to 50 gallons. The
ammonia will evaporate rapidly, therefore am-
moniacal copper carbonate should be used as

promptly as possible.

Bare Patches in Turf : J. T. Apply a dress-

ing, as you suggest, and mix suitable lawn
seeds with the fine soil.

Bulbs Rotting : G. H. Your bulbs are in-

fested with bulb mite. Sterilise the soil in

which the plants have been grown and burn
the infected bulbs.

Camellia Buds Dropping : Devonian. The
most frequent causes of bud-dropping in

Camellias are insufficient heat and a check to

.the roots, the latter either through an excess
or an insufficiency of moisture. As the plant
has flowered well in the same house before
it cannot be due to unsuitable temperatures,
and the unsatisfactory condition must be
attributed to careless watering.

Carnation Plant : D. M. There is no fungus
present on the leaves, but the general appear-
ance suggests eeiworm at the roots.

Caterpillar : A. J. J. G. The caterpillars are
those of the common Cabbage Moth, Namestra
brassicae. The larvae bury themselves in the
earth during the daytime and feed at night
when the weather is favourable.

"Clean Culture": G. If. H. What you de-
scribe as clean culture appears to consist in

merely excluding the use of all animal and
organic manures. If you ask whether such
clean culture is to be recommended in all cir-

cumstances our reply is in the negative. At the
same time clean culture might very often be
practised by gardeners without causing any
loss of cropping. Not that the exclusion of

organic manures is necessary, but because the
soil already contains sufficient for the needs
of the plants. We have often recommended
for old gardens that have been manured
liberally, not to say excessively, with organic
manures, the discontinuance of same for a sea-

son, applying instead dressings of lime. Fur-
ther, provided the gardener can always get fresh

loam from a pasture and just the amount nf

loam he requires for his crops, the advice
which you said has been given you might be
followed with advantage, but quite the con-
trary experience falls to most cultivators

;

they have to make the best of the soils avail-

able, and in doing so thej frequently find

that their task is materially lessened by
making use of such fertilisers as your adviser
cofldemns. As we have said, what is meant
by clean culture is not to be recommended in

a general way, but may frequently be found
to be perfectly satisfactory for particular

Chrysanthemums : J. If. P. The following six

varieties of single Chrysanthemums are suit-

able for exhibition purposes. They should be
disbudded in the first week of November :

—
Bronze Edith Pagram, Snowflake, Sandown
Radiance, Mrs. A. Middleton, Portia and
Mrs. Loo Thomson. If these varieties are

propagated at once, grown quite hardy in tho
young stage, potted into their flowering-pots

(9 inch or 10 inch) during the third or la6t

week in May, and allowed to break naturally
they should show their buds about the first,

week in September. If they are then dis-

budded, leaving one bloom to each shoot, they
should be at their best condition of

flowering by the time stated. Mrs. Loo
Thomson and Mensa, should you care to

grow the latter variety in place of Snow-
flake, will require housing fairly early, is

they are rather late varieties for shows early

in November. Feed the roots liberally with
manure after the buds are taken. The follow-

ing six varieties are suitable for producing
sprays of blossom :—Joan Edwards, Sylvia
Slade, Manor House, Terra Cotta, Ceddio
Mason, Mr. Tresham Gilbey and Hilda Law-
rence. You might include a plant or two of
Mensa, Celia and Portia, for if these bloom in

time they will help you considerably. You
should be able to obtain four good vases of

blooms from the following seven varieties :

—

Mrs. W. Roots, Market Red, Heston Yellow,
Mm R. Luxford, Mrs. G. W. Streeter, H. W.
Thorpe and Phoebe.

Diseased Tree Trunk : If. B. S. Remove all

dead and decaying tissue, scraping the loose

rotting wood from the interior and sweeping
out all the debris with a brush. When quite

dry the interior of the trunk . should be
painted with one or, preferably, two coats of

creosote and filled up with a composition of

one part of Portland cement to three of clean

gravel and sand, the surface coating contain-

ing the largest quantity of cement. A coat

of coal tar on top of the dry creosote goes far

in making the concrete adhere firmly to the
wood. When a fairly healthy tree is being
operated upon, and when the bark is likely to

grow over the exposed surface the concrete
should only be placed on a level with the under-
side of the living bark. Sometimes brickbats
broken small are used instead of gravel, but
for various reasons cement is preferable. The
concrete surface may be prevented from
cracking by applying annually a coat of paint,

which, for appearance' sake, may be of a
similar colour to that of the bark of the tree.

Expenses for Removal : Reader. You cannot
obtain compensation for expenses incurred in

removing to your present situation unless your
employer came to an arrangement with you by
which he agreed to pay the cost. You are quite

right in thinking that the expenses of re-

moval are very frequently borne by the new
employer, but this is quite the result of

custom, and not due to any legal obligation.

In regard to your second question, it is

usual for a head gardener to give or re-

ceive one month's notice before termina-
ting his employment, and in the absence of

special circumstances this notice can gene-
rally be insisted upon in the courts. You .

ask :
" What holiday is a headi gardener

entitled to during twelve months' ser-

vice?" We suppose that he is not legally

entitled to any absence from duty unless

6uch absence is caused through illness.

The question of holidays is another matter
which rests with the parties concerned. Unless
under special circumstances we should
imagine that an employer would be desirous
of his gardener having a week, fortnight, or

even longer leave of business each year, but
his power of giving such leave would depend
upon all sorts of circumstances connected with
the garden itself and the staff maintained to

do the work and share the responsibility. If

a gardener wishes to make sure of an annual
holiday all he has to do is to come to an
arrangement upon the question when taking
up a new situation. In the event of him fail-

ing to do this he must throw himself upon
the consideration of the employer.

Grub Infecting Bulb : J. If. B. The grubs are
those of Merodon equestris, the Narcissus

bulb fly (see Gardeners' Chronicle, October 12,
1912. p. 124). This pest is widely distributed
over England, and it infests Hyacinths, Tulips r

Narcissi, etc. The parent fly appears from the
end of April to July. We would advise you
to destroy the infested bulbs. Fumigation with
hydrocyanic acid gas has met with some suc-
cess, but the bulbs must be thoroughly dry
before exposing them to the action of this gas.

Heliotrope Diseased : R. L. F. A parasitic
fungus is attacking the "collar," and it is

doubtful whether the affected plants can be
saved. Water the roots with a solution of
nitrate of potash at intervals of three days.

Mangos from Bombay : W. B. We are informed
by Messrs. Geo. Munro that they receive occa-

sional consignments of Mangos from business
people who have brought them over from Bom-
bay. They have also had' several instances,

where traders have endeavoured to send large

quantities, but the fruits have never arrived in

good condition except when they have come in

small lots, brought personally. They have
never heard of any large quantity being on the
market, and do not think it possible that 100
cases were received here in the whole year
There is a demand for really fine Mangos from
Bombay if they arrive in good condition, bi»t

the difficulty of getting suitable temperatures
on board has always caused deterioration
during the voyage.

Names of Fruits : Two very small Apples in

blue box—Golden Harvey (syn. Brandy
Apple).—.4. H. Decayed ; send again earlier

next season.

—

H. G. Court of Wick.— If. G.
Hambledon Deux Ans.—//. F. Z. Apple
Golden Russet; Pear Ol'vier de Serres.

Names of Plants : If. T. Mosehosma riparium.
— V. I. 1, Cochlic-da sanguinea ; 2, Oncidium
Pubes ; 3, Sophroniti6 violacea ; 4, Brassia cau-

data; 5, Zygopetalum maxillare.

—

Cm-respon-

dent. Dendrobium primulinum.

—

H. G-,

Cork. Boronia elatior, of the Natural Order
Rutaceae. Native of South-Western Aus-
tralia.

—

H. R 1, Pteris argyraea; 2, Calanthe
Veitchii ; 3, Calanthe vestita.

—

Potato Diseased : The trouble is due to winter-

rot, which often causes the flesh to assume a

red or blue colour.

Primula obcoxica Leaves : Scot. No disease is

present in any of the plants. The trouble ;s

due to some error of cultivation.

Vegetables : A. H. C. It is customary for

head gardeners to be allowed sufficient vege-

tables to satisfy the requirements of their own
households, but we cannot say that they have
any right to demand them. It is rather an act

of grace on the part of the employer. More-
over, no reasonable gardener would think of
taking supplies from vegetables that are scarce

at a particular season, but he would help him-
self to those which were present in quantities

exceeding what is necessary for his employer's
establishment. We suspect there are few cases

where such privileges are denied to the head
gardener, especially where, as in your instance,

there is no private garden attached to the gar-

dener's residence. In any case it is a matter
for arrangement between the employer and his

garde/ier, and not one in which the gardener

can make a legal demand.

Violet Leaves : F . J. The leaves are injured

by a fungus—Cercospora violae. Spray the

plants every third day with a solution of liver

of sulphur at a strength of 1 oz. in 4 gallons

of water.

Violets not Flowering : I (til. The speci-

mens sent were perfectly healthy, but the

growth was so thin and poor, due to over-

crowding, that blooms could not be expected

in quantity.

Communications Received.—C. T. D.—W. C—
E. B. A.. Dublin—S. O.—R. W. C—H. J. C—
W. M—A. C.—H. E.—H. S-—F. M.—H. W.—B. R. T —
Constant Reader—C. T. M.—Plantsman—F. J. C—
J. R-. Wageningen—A. R. M.—E. B.—E. T. C—
X. W—C. T.—C. H. H.—W., Mitcham—C. T.—
R. P.—H. H. C—Progress—C. E. T—M. E. M.—Bucks
—F. Y—F. G.—A. S.-J. D. G.—B. C—H. G.—
E. A. ft.—f. L—M. P.—G. A. P.—G. R.—S. S.—
Mitcham
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MUNSTEAD WOOD.
HE home of Miss Jekyll, set high
up on a ridge of Surrey hills, not
far from the town of Godalming, and

nestling amid a woodland of Pine and
Birch, is a place loved by all who have
the privilege of a close acquaintance with
an English home in an exquisite setting,

and made by one whose influence on " de-

corative " gardening has been and is far-

reaching. Miss Jekyll's name is a house-

hold word to all who cultivate the gentle

art which at Munstead finds full expres-

sion.

During several years the writer en-

joyed the privilege of spending many
hours in this woodland home, and a visit

was paid recently on a misty winter day
when the grey-green of Lavender and
Rosemary mingled with the browns and
silver of Birch and bracken. It is a

garden in which lovely colour schemes
and ways of planting hardy shrubs and
flowers have been conceived for the pur-
pose of surrounding the home with some-
thing more alluring and satisfying than
the customary adornments, the familiar
exotics, beautiful in themselves, but
wearisome for their constant repetition.

Munstead has had a strong influence
in fashioning the modern garden.
Fashion, fickle jade though she is, cer-

tainly dictated years ago a change to

higher things in all forms of domestic
art, and leaders there were to encour-
age this beneficent departure from mere
formalism that was, in many phases,

almost repulsive in its cold, forbid-

ding attributes. And, as Miss Jekyll
would tell you, the cottage garden has
had a subtle, almost hidden influence in

moulding the tastes of the latter part of

the last century, and has yielded hardy
flowers that are used in the most beau-
tiful garden pictures at Munstead. Two
occur to mind. One is that excellent

garden Chrysanthemum Cottage Pink,
which may be regarded—-at any rate, the

writer can discover no difference between
the two—as identical with Emperor of

China. It fills many a cottage gar-

den in the neighbourhood with a fresh

pink colour passing to a crimson shade in

the centre, from early autumn until the
frosts, when the leaves turn to warm,
ruddy hues. When the autumn garden
has lost its beauty the cottage plots that
fringe the hill roadside leading to Mun-
stead are as gay as in high summer from
the bountiful planting of the Cottage Pink
Chrysanthemum, which defies wind, rain

and frost with surprising pertinacity ; it

is just this quality that gives the flower

a value beyond most others for the out-

door garden.

It is not possible in a sketch of such a

home as this to convey more than an im-
pression of its beauty and interest to the

garden enthusiast. When summer days
are with us certain flowers stand out for

their value in the border, or in some form
of grouping, but an impression that will

remain a pleasant memory until the end
of time was the Primrose wood in the even-
ing of a warm spring day. The flowers

typify a strain brought to perfection

through constant selection and crossing,

and rejoice in a setting of woodland cast-

ing grateful shadows over a sea of warm
orange and yellow. Many years have
flown since this great lady gardener began
to work at what, to use her own words,
" I may now call my own strain of Prim-
roses, improving it a little every year
by careful selection of the best for seed.

The parents of the strain were a named
kind called the Golden Plover, and a

white one, without name, that I found in

a cottage garden." From these begin-

nings have come the glorious bunch-
flowered or Polyanthus type of Primrose
in roughly yellow and white colourings

that have given to our gardens, large and
small, much of their present spring

beauty, and the variations sometimes
bring forth a plant that surpasses its

fellows in purity and strength of colour-

ing and growih. All this, it is to be re-

membered, is the labour of an amateur,

and the garden lover of to-day owes much
to keen amateurs engaged in serious gar-

dening.

Well the writer remembers the variety

of Nigella damascena which Miss Jekyll

raised at Munstead, and now to be

seen everywhere—a mass of blue so deep

that it seemed as if a bit of the heaven

above had fallen to the brown earth. But
on every side' there is something to win
the fancy and to be noted for repro-

duction. I have sometimes used this
association of two things in thinking out
my own plans for garden planting,
Megasea and crimson tuberous Begonia.
The solid foliage of the Megasea offers just

that protection, so to say, that the
Begonia seems to ask for, hiding ugly
stems and throwing into bold and agree-
able relief the full-toned flowers. Then the
delightful association of Rosemary, Laven-
der and China Roses, which has contri-
buted much to the gaiety of comparatively
modern gardens. It is a blending of soft

grey, green, and pink as clear as the pink
of a sea shell, and when autumn has gone
some rosebuds and open flowers will re-

main to carry their beauty through mild
winter months.
The right placing of colours has per-

plexed many, and will continue to do so.

Nothing is more difficult in outdoor gar-
dening than planting well a mixed border,
which, however carefully designed, is apt
to go wrong somewhere. At Munstead
the desire is to achieve broad and simple
effects, and it is recognised there that the

use of a multiplicity of things tends to

the destruction of harmony in colour and
all real effectiveness. Miss Jekyll points
this out in her charming volume, " Wood
and Garden," and the following words
are well worth quoting for the sugges-
tions they offer :

" I always find more
satisfaction and facility in treating the
warm colours (reds and yellows) in gradu-
ated harmonies, culminating into gor-
geousness, and the cool ones in contrasts,

especially in the case of blue, which I like

to use either in distinct but not garish con-
trasts, as of pale blue with pale yellow, or
in separate cloud-like harmonies, as of lilac

and pale purple with grey foliage. I am
never so much inclined to treat the blues,

purples and lilacs in associated gradations
as the reds and yellows. Purples and
lilacs I can put together, but not these

with blues, and the pure blues always
seem to demand peculiar and very careful

treatment."
Miss Jekyll is emphatic in her con-

demnation of haphazard mixtures. Sim-
plicity, yet a full effect, and complete har-

mony of colourings have been made the

subject of much study for many years, and
they are recorded in Munstead garden it-

self and in many writings. The notes on
the colour grouping of Rhododendrons,
shrubs too frequently ill-placed, have been

of inestimable value to the writer ; and
though, as Miss Jekyll points out, there

may he better varieties representing the

colourings aimed at in the several groups,

those are the ones known and will serve as

well as any others to show what is meant.

This scheme is recorded in the work
already mentioned, and if adopted will pre-

vent crude blunders. It is pointed out
that the colourings seem to group them-
selves into six classes of easy harmonies,

thus : (1) Crimsons inclining to scarlet or

blood colour grouped with dark claret

colour and true pink. In this I

have planted nigrescens, the dark claret

colour; John Waterer and James Marshall

Brook, both fine red-crimsons; Alexander
Adie and atrosanguineum, good crimsons,

inclining to blood colour; Alarm, rosy-

scarlet ; and Bianchi, pure pink. (2) Light
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scarlet-rose colours inclining to salmon, a

most desirable range of colour, but of

which the only ones I know well are Mrs.

R. S. Holford, and a much older kind, Lady

Eleanor Cathcart. These I put by themselves,

only allowing rather near them the good pink

Bianchi. (3) Rose colours inclining to amaranth.

(4) Amaranths or magenta-crimson. (5) Cool,

clear purples of the typical ponticum class, both

dark and light, grouped with lilac-whites, such

as album elegans and album grandiflorum. The

beautiful, partly-double Everstianum comes into

this group, but nothing redder among purples.

Fastuosum flore pleno is also admitted, and

Luciferum and Reine Hortense, both good lilac-

NEW OR NOTEWORTHY
PLANTS.

CALCEOLARIA x BALLII.

This hybrid is a pretty little greenhouse

shrub, and almost intermediate in character be-

tween its two parents, C. deflexa and C.

Forgetii, both natives of Peru.

Calceolaria deflexa, better known in gardens

as C. fuchsiaefolia, is a useful winter flowering

plant for a cool greenhouse, but there is some

difficulty in keeping the leaves in good con-

dition through the winter, and this is rather

detrimental to the appearance of the plant. The

makes the plant decorative. C. Forgetii is a

small shrub with pubescent leaves, and stems.

The leaves are oval, i inch to 2 inches long,

obtuse and serrated. The inflorescences are

pyramidal, 6 inches or so long. The flowers are

cream-coloured with a reddish blotch inside the

lower lip, and are peculiar because of the pouch

pointing upwards. The corolla is 4 to 5 inches

long.

C. Forgetii was presented to the Royal

Botanic Gardens, Glasnevin, by Kew in October,

1912, and during the winter its pollen was placed

upon flowers of C. deflexa ; the seed produced

from the fertilised flowers was sown in March,

1913, and the first flowers of the hybrid opened

in December of the same year.

The flowers of C. x Ballii are sulphur to clear

lemon yellow, about £ inch in length ; some
are spotted red inside the lip, while others are

without spots ; they resemble C. Forgetii in

shape and in the pouch pointing upwards, while

the upper lobe is crenated as in C. deflexa. The
leaves are 2 to 2X inches long, and 1 to lj inch

broad; the upper side is hairy, and the under

surface smooth and greyish—hot so white as in

C. deflexa. The young stems are slightly

pubescent.

The new hybrid seems to inherit the free-

flowering properties of C. Forgetii, the pollen

parent ; the flowers last well in a cool house, and
so it promises to be an attractive greenhouse

subject. 0. /•'. Ball, Royal Botanh Gardens,

Glasnevin.

FlO. 46.—CALCEOLARIA BALLII (C. DEFLEXA X C. FORGETII) I COLOUR OF FLOWERS SULPHUR-YELLOW.

whites. But the purples that are most effective

are merely ponticum seedlings, chosen when in

bloom in the nursery for their depth and rich-

ness of cool purple colour.

One must leave Munstead for a while, a

garden in a woodland, a garden of scents, of

heath paths, nut and Michaelmas Daisy walks,

Roses clambering wherever they will and beauty

everywhere, a garden for the true artist, and
teaching lessons that have not been unheeded
by a generation of amateurs willing to learn.

It is a real regret to Miss Jekyll that for

reasons of health she is not able to welcome
the many who, charmed by her writings,

wish to visit her famous and delightful gardens.

E. T. Cook.

leaves and stem of C. deflexa are glabrous and

viscid; the leaves measure 2 to 2j inches long,

are ovate-lanceolate, serrated, dark green above,

and whitish beneath. The flowers are drooping,

and the corolla a clear yellow, 5 to f inch across

the lobes, the upper lobe being nearly as large

as the lower.

C. Forgetii, Bot. Mag. 8436, was introduced by
Messrs. Sander in 1909 from the Andes, where
it grows at an elevation of over 8,000 feet, and
an illustration in Gardeners' Chronicle, January
27, 1912, of this plant under the name of C.

virgata, shows how wonderfully free flowering

it has been when planted out at Kew for the
summer months. In very mild localities it might
survive the winter in the open ground. The
flowers are very small, but their profusion

PELARG XIUM TRAX SVAALEX SE.

Pelargonium transvaalense (see fig. 47) is an

extremely pretty, new and interesting plant. It

grows about 2 feet high, the flowers are 1^ inch

in vertical diameter, and of pale pink colour.

It is new in the double sense of recent

introduction to the country and also in having

had the above name conferred upon it only last

year. In habit it is much more like a European

Geranium than a Cape Pelargonium, and the

rootstock even helps the similarity ; but since it

has a spur adnate to the pedicel, like all other

Pelargoniums, there is no question as to the genus

to which it must be referred. The stems lie down
completely for the resting period, and in this

again the plant resembles Geranium. The root-

stock, it is said, is used for dysentery by the

natives of the Transvaal, and probably it has

some value on account of its astringency. The
name transvaalense is published in Das Pflan-

zenreich, of Professor Engler, vol. 53, in which

the order Geraniaceae is monographed by R.

Knuth. He describes this plant, but has ap-

l^arently not seen leaves so large as those that

are here illustrated, and some particulars from

this specimen may be of use. The rootstock con-

sists of a knotty or gnarled mass of short brown
stems ; the herbaceous stems with the peduncles,

which are from 6 to 9 inches long, attain about

2 feet in height, they are reddish, gibbous above

the nodes, and, like all the rest of the plant, ex-

cept the flowers, are covered with fine, short

more or less glandular hairs, thinly or thickly

distributed. The leaves are few ; the largest here

illustrated has a stalk 10 inches long. Ihe blades

are from three to five angled, and the diameter

of the largest is 7 inches. As they dry they be-

come of very thin texture. The stipules are

broadly ovate, and the bracts of the involucre are

from three to six in number, broadly ovate, and

acuminate very much like the stipules. The pedi-

cels are always present, and vary from g to §

inch long ; the sepals are § inch long, ovate

acute, the upper rather the broader ; the nectary

or spur is 1^ inch long ; the petals are retuse,

the upper § inch wide and broader at the upper

end, the lower petals are 3 inch broad ; the face

of the flower measures 1^ inch vertically.

There are seven stamens, all fertile, and the

styles are five; the flowers have a distinctly male

and female condition, and are protandrous like

others of the genus. Seeds may have been set
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bv the plants own pollen, and it cannot yet be

said whether it is self-sterile or not. Pelar-

gonium transvaalense was received at the

Botanic Garden, Cambridge, from Mr. Thorn-

croft, early in the year 1910, and it flowered the

following November. It may be known to some

as P. Thorncroftii, the name used for some time

in the Botanic Garden of Cambridge, but

Knuth's name is the first to be published. As

no name at first could be given at Kew, it was

intended to send an account to the Gardener?'

Chronicle with the name P. Thorncroftii, but a

sufficiently good photograph has only just been

secured. I am now indebted to Kew for refer-

ring me to Knuth's description. This plant be-

longs to the section Euimorpha in company with

P. alchemilloides, P. sanieulaefolium, P. grandi-

florum and others. Mr. Thorncroft informs me
that it grows at an altitude of 3,000 feet, and is

always found in shade in the bush growing on

banks in the kloofs, where the soil is loose and

dry. perhaps a little damp, but never wet.

It. Irwin Lynch, Botanic Gardens, Cambridge.

AMERICAN NOTES.

ORCHID NOTES AND GLEANINGS.

RHYXCOSTYLIS GIGANTEA RIDLEY.

A fine inflorescence of over thirty flowers

each more than an inch across is sent by Mr.

Tom Maltby, St. Margaret's, 'Woodford Wells.

The flowers are fragrant, wax-like in sub-

stance, blush-white spotted with rose-red. The
broad, flatly-arranged lip is white tinged with

rose, with dark rose-coloured lines from the base.

It is Vanda densiflora Lindl. Gen. et Sp. On h.

221, and commonly known in gardens as Saeco-

labium giganteum. It is a strong grower, re-

quiring intermediate house in winter and the

warmest house for the spring and early summer
while making new growths. If kept too warm
and moist in winter it gets affected with
" spot," and soon declines in vigour.

LAELTO-CATTLEYA NELLA.
Two plants of this remarkably beautiful

Yeitehian hybrid (which was illustrated in the

Gardeners' Chronicle, December 13, 1913, p.

416) have recently flowered with Messrs.

Floiy and Black, Orchid Nursery, Slough, ml
of the stock acquired from Messrs. Jas. Yeitcli

and Sons, and an interesting point is raised.

The recorded parentage is L.-C. Domeniana (I.,

pui'purata x C. Dowiana) x C. labiata, but ii

appears that C. Warneri was the parent on our

side and not the ordinary C. labiata, and tin!

the extra beauty of L.-C. Nella over some of

the typical C. labiata crosses is the consequence.

This may well be the case seeing that Messrs.

Yeitch in their Manual of Orchidaceous Plants

plan' all the section under C. labiata, and doubt

less recorded their hybrids in the same way

.

It is to be hoped that other of their hybrids

recorded as with C. labiata may have been witli

C. Warneri, which is one of the best parents

for the hybridiser. It has a very distinct broad

leaf, and two or three of the small lot of L.-C.

Nella are scarcely distinguishable from small

('. Warneri. The flowers are deep purplish

tose, with broad claret-red lip, with gold lines

from the base.

E. H. DAVIDSON AND CO.

The business established at Orchid Dene.

Twvfuid. by Mr. E. H. Davidson about a yeai

and .i half ago, for the raising and grow ii

Orchids, is now formed into a company, with

Mr. James B. Lakin as the managing partner.

A full report of this successful Orchid establish

meat, was published in the Gardeners' Chronicl

for November 8, 1913, pp. 3, 7, 8. Attentioi

was drawn to the remarkably promising batches

of Sophronitis grandiflora crosses, Odontioda ami

Odontoglossum hybrids, Cattleyas and Laelio

Cattleyas. Mr. Davidson laid the foundatioi

for successful hybridising by purchasing son* ol

the best species and varieties obtainable.

HYDROCYANIC ACID GAS AS AN
INSECTICIDE.

The discussion in the Gai-deners' Chronicle on
the subject of gas tar and mealy bug is of great
interest. The use of hydrocyanic acid gas is

the greatest boon in our day, being the cheap-
est, cleanest and deadliest of all known
agents for the destruction of insect pests.

There is no real danger in its application to the
operator, it does not go off like gunpowder, and,
if the doors are locked after its liberation, there

can be no danger to irresponsible individuals.

Risk is. however, always present, and there

seems to be no other word that fits. Atmosphere
and temperature in the structure are dominant
factors in that if the house is moist it is unsafe,

and if the temperature exceeds 60° harm will

result. There are varying qualities of cyanide,

too. but the best is none too good ; the grade sold

as 98 per cent, pure is the most suitable.

Kir.. 47. PELARiaiNU-M TKVNSYAAI.KNSI .

(See page 102.)

The use of this gas in vineries carries a risk

also that was not stated by J. II. 1'.. for it is

.-me to injure Muscat varieties when the foliage

is in an immature condition; but no harm results

to Black Hamburghs in the same structure. It

is nut perfectly safe until the leaves are fully

developed, which is the time the bugs are be-

coming active. Another error of omission is that

the quantity to be used per 1.000 cubic feet was
not stated. This is essential.

For the benefit of readers the following data

are copied from a report recently published here.

co\ei'ing many kinds of greenhouse plants. The
name oi the author has been lost in making the

clipping, and the present writer now makes due
apology ; but it would seem that instead of the

usual dose of 1 oz. of cyanide to 1.000 cubic feet,

this is a much saner base to work from, in that it

shows that far less will do the work. It was
found that White Fly (Aleyrodes) could not be

killed by the gas on indoor Tomato plants with-

out injury to same at the stated dose. Later, in

fumigating an adjoining house, the escaping gas
that leached them through a partition killed the
fly.

From exhaustive experiments made by the
entomologist from whose results the following is

cited—the dose applying in, all instances

to 1,000 cubic feet of air space are :—Tomatos
in daytime, g oz. ; at night, § oz. ; Antir-
rhinums (Snapdragons) (very susceptible
plants). ^ oz. in day and § oz. at night;
young shoots of Roses, not more than -fg oz. night
or day ; Chrysanthemums, § oz. at night only

;

Carnations, not well to use more than § oz. ;

Lily-of-the-Yalley, forced, blooms § oz., leaves

-j^ oz. ; Asparagus plumosus, § oz. ; Lantanas will

stand -| but not -^ ; Cyclamens will not

be injured by j oz. ; Ferns are not injured

by TiT.. but stronger doses are not safe ; Pelargo-

niums. ^ oz. ; Lettuce was not injured by T
3
S
-

;

Coleus. Hibiscus. Crotons, Begonias, Pansies,

Hyacinths. Salvia, Palms and Radishes will

stand a 1 oz. dose without injury; aphides will

be killed with
-f\-

oz. ; thrips with ^ oz., and re-

peated doses of -yg oz. ; mealy bugs not in masses

by i oz.. which dose repeated will kill all the

pests ; scale on Palms and Crotons were killed

and some red spider by i oz. ; this repeated will

probably kill all the scales. It is advised to fumi-

gate in as low a temperature and in as dry an

atmosphere as possible, and preferably at night.

In the above report no word is said about

ventilation afterwards, and it is assumed that

the gas may be left in over night to dissipate

before morning, but it is the most recent word
for our guidance in the use of this agent, evi-

dently made with care, and proves especially that

we have heretofore used too much when adopting

the usual formula of 1 oz. per 1,000 feet.

For dormant fruit trees under glass the writer

has often used 2 oz. with good results for de-

stroying both scale insects and mealy bug. but

the whole thing resolves itself into using judg-

ment. In England there would be no difficulty

in getting the temperature at night below 60^ :

here we often have to wait for weeks, it thou

being too late to do the best work. An employee

used two tons of cyanide in one winter in Florida

in I Mange groves to kill scale and white fly. but.

could only Work at night when the temperature

was low enough, and then erected tents tempo-

rarilj round the trees to dose them. When the

tents I.name wet with heavy night dews others

were m reserve, and all were dried in the day-

time E Orptt, Lake Forest, Illinois, V.S.A

WINTER-FLOWERING IRISES

ROCK GARDEN.

IN THE

One of the charms of the rock garden is the

evergreen character of most of the Alpine plants

Henoe, furnished with attractive tufts ami

Cushions of many tinted foliage, the garden looks

well all through the winter.

I
- • miniature trees and bushes of Veroi

, n ims, Iberia, Acaena sp

and Othi na ill retain their leaves. The mossy

Saxifrages display mats of vivid green; the

crust US ones provide glaucous tufts of sil-

the Sempervivum

-any warm tints: while the Aubriet

the, us, several shades of rich verdure,

Bed by the golden and silver roi

What mow delightful bi

than tin- for the wint a flowering bulbous [rises!

Fortunately, these little [rises are Basil;

cured and are quite hardy. W
..f favourable seasons they will in-

after year: but prolonged cold, wed

• during summer plays havoo with
:

Eastern 'to bask in the

that. is. figuratively, for they are then under-

I ss much as do the Pen
r seat flower is Iris Vartanii, a native

of Palestine and named after Dr. Vartan, who

found it at Nazareth. 1 have had it in bl
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on November 20; mid-December is its usual

time, January 16 being the latest date I have

recorded. It is a delicate, Tefined-looking flower

about 3 inches across, pate lavender above and

pale green beneath, with long, narrow standards

and deeply bifid styles ; the elongated falls have

a white ground and darker lilac stripes with a

fleshy yellow crest. The pollen is white, in blue

anthers. It is deliriously 6cented, like vanilla.

The glaucous-green quadrangular leaves grow up

early and are about 10 inches long at flowering

time, over-topping the scape, which is 5 inches

long. This is the floral tube, for the seed-vessel

is subterranean.

The small bulbs are narrowly oval with netted

coats, and many tiny offsets are produced.

Several bulbs should be planted in a group,

facing south-east if possible, with a rock behind

to shelter them from the north. The soil should

be a warm loam lightened with leaf-mould and

sparingly enriched with old manure.

There is a pretty pure white variety of this

Iris with a pale-lemon crest on the fall. One of

these produced a monstrous flower which had five

styles, four falls, four standards and five

anthers ; three of the latter were perfect, the

other two were petaloid. Monstrous forms of

flowers are not uncommon in Irises, and usually

consist in an extra number of parte ; but some-

times they are reduced and come in twos instead

of threes.

Very closely allied to the last and the most

beautiful of this section is Iris Histrio (see

Gard. Chron., fig. 34, January 23, 1909), well

named the play-actor from its brilliant garb.

The flower is nearly 3 inches across and is car-

ried about 4 inches above ground. The styles

and standards are a pure light-blue ; the oval

falls have a creamy-white ground mottled over

with large deep-blue spots and a line of gold

down the centre. There is some slight variability

in colour in individuals of this species. The soil

should be similar to that for I. Vartanii.anda

sunny, southerly position near the top of the

rock garden, where it cannot be dripped upon, is

essential. I. Histrio is an early flowerer, begin-

ning at the end of December and continuing

until the early days of March, the greatest

number of flowers being produced from mid-

January to mid-February. It has a slight frag-

rance of attar of Rose

The leaves begin to appear in November, and,

like those of all the winter Irises, they greatly

need protection from the only too marked atten-

tions of slug6 and small snails. Powdered slug

destroyers may be placed around the clumps,

but they need constant renewal in rainy weather.

The most efficient slug guard is made of strips

of perforated zinc, 3 inches deep and 24 inches

long, bent into a ring and fastened with wire,

and then placed over the clump and pressed an

inch or so into the soil. Even then the eager

slug will try and force its way through the

meshes if it is a very slender one. This plant

is a native of Asia Minor and the Lebanon.

Iris histrioides differs from those species

already described in its mode of growth. Flowers

and leaves shoot up simultaneously through the

frosty ground, and when the flowers open on

their short scapes the leaves are but 1 to 3

inches high. It does not usually begin flowering

until January 21 and .then continues till the first

week in March; but last winter (1913), which
was a mild season, the first flower opened on

New Year's Day.

I. histrioides has large flowers nearly 4 inches

across of a gorgeous blue. They vary somewhat
in the shape of the fall and the markings, but
usually the standards and styles are an intensely

bright blue, and the falls are further embellished

with dark-blue spots and a gold crest down the

centre on a cream ground. The species is found
at Amasia in Asia Minor, and is scentless.

Iris Bnkeriana (see Gard. Chron., fig. 33,

January 23. 1909), named after Mr. J. G. Baker,

formerly of Kew, is a distinct and very pretty

little flower, a native of Mesopotamia and Asia

Minor, but is now increasingly difficult to

obtain. The leaves are 8 to 12 inches long at flower-

ing time and are round in section, with eight

deeply-marked furrows. The scape is 6 inches

high and the flower less than 3 inches across.

It makes up for its sma.ll size by its very pretty

colouring. The styles and standards are deep

violet-blue, while the falls are white with a

yellow line and spots and streaks of deep purple

ending in the rather pointed tip, which is vel-

vety-black. It has golden pollen and a delicate

fragrance of violets. The flowering season is

rather prolonged—from January 19 almost to the

end of March. This plant is impatient of mois-

ture and should be placed in full sun on a well-

dTained plateau of the rock garden and given a

light, dry soil.

After flowering the foliage of these bulbous

Irises continues to grow for about two months

and should be carefully preserved and tied up to

a stick. The leaves of I. Histrio will reach 2 feet

in length and those of I. reticulata (see Gard.

Chron., fig. 149, November 2, 1912) 3 feet.

The next Iris to flower is very different in

colour from the other early ones. Iris Dan-

fordiae (see Gard. Chron., fig. 54, March 17,

1900) is golden-yellow, and, grouped with the blue

ones, forms a delightful contrast. As it flowers

from the end of January to the middle of March

it comes in well with them. The flowers grow

about 4 inches high and are 2£ inches across.

The oblong golden f all6 have an orange crest and

small brown spots on the claw. The standards

are reduced to a tiny yellow bristle a quarter of

an inch long, which makes this species a link

with the Juno group. The species itself has been

split up into two named forme, on account of the

colouring of the styles ; the one has green stripes

on a yellow ground (Bornmulleri), while the

other is without stripes (Danfordiae). This is a
native of the eastern part of Asia Minor, having

been brought first from the Cilician Taurus by

Mrs. Danford, after whom it is named. The
flower is scentless. It should be treated like the

others.

After the foliage has withered all the

species should have a piece of glass placed over

them, supported on wires or stones, to keep the

bulbs dry and help the ripening process when
they are not lifted. This precaution also pie-

vents their being planted over or smothered by

encroaching vegetation. The two last Irises

must be treated together, as they are two forms

of one species. The blue-violet flower is named
Iris reticulata, and the red-purple one I. Kre-

lagei. I. reticulata, named from the netted coat

of the bulb, is the hardiest and best known of

this section and will flower in the ordinary

border, but is at its best on the rockwork. It

needs a good, well-drained loam with some lime

added ; and as it is addicted to a fungous disease,

the bulbs should be lifted occasionally, the de-

cayed ones removed and the offsets planted out.

It is a native of the Caucasus and smells sweetly

of Violets. The dark-green leaves are 8 inches

long at flowering, the scape about 6 inches. The
flowers are 3 inches across ; the styles and stan-

dards deep violet-blue ; the narrow falls dark
velvety-purple with an orange crest edged with

white, purple spotted. Iris Krelagei, named
after the well-known Dutch nurseryman, differs

in having broader styles and falls ; the colour is

a rich reddish-purple, contrasting well with the

golden crest. It has only a faint Violet perfume.

I Krelagei begins flowering quite a week earlier,

the respective dates being : I. Krelagei, January
25 to April 7 ; I. reticulata, February 6 to

April 25.

While winter Irises are coming up they may
be protected in wet or rigorous weather by glass

overhead or a bell-glass, but the glass should be

removed after flowering to avoid injury to the

foliage.

These little Irises are very satisfactory from
the length of time each blossom will last—from
seven to ten days. Also, when gathered in bud,
they can be packed quite easily and sent by post,

and may often bring a message of cheer to a sick-

room. Eleonora Armitage.

NOTICES OF BOOKS.
An Illustrated Flora of South Africa.*

Few countries have contributed so largely to

European conservatories and gardens as the Cape
of Good Hope. The despatch of plants from this

Colony began at a very early date, before the

settlement by Van Riebeek, for we find several

curious plants figured by Stapel in his edition of

Theophrastus' History of Plants, published at

Amsterdam in 1644. Some of the earliest speci-

mens from the Cape, which are preserved in

herbaria in this country, were collected about

1737 by Oldenland, who formed the Hortus

Siccus Capensis, which was sent to Petiver, and
acquired by Sir Hans Sloane. Then in 1772

came Thunberg, the father of Cape Botany, and

at the same time Masson, who travelled with

Thunberg, and whose plants and wonderful col-

lection of drawings are at the Natural History

Museum at South Kensington ; and also about the

same date Oldenberg. In 1810 Burchell, in

1815-23 Bowie, in 1825-34 Ecklon and Zeyher, and
Drege, and in later years Macowan, Bolus,

Schlechler, and many others.

From 1775 to 1835 Cape plants may be said

to have been quite the rage. The conservatories,

temperate houses, and gardens of England and

the Continent teemed with Pelargoniums,
Heaths, Proteas, and other handsome flowering

shrubs and lovely bulbous Iridaceae, Amaryilli-

daceae, and Liliaceae ; and as evidence of this, if

other evidence were required, we may call to

mind several very fine illustrated works dealing

largely with Cape plants, such as the four

volumes of Andrew's Heaths (1802-1805), and the

five volumes of Sweet's Geraniums (1820-1830).

It is very difficult to compare the relative num-
bers of species of flowering plants at the Cape

with any other portion of the earth's surface,

but enough is known to enable us to say that

South Africa ranks among the richest of regions.

Dr. Bolus in his Essay on the Flora of South

Africa in 1886, compares South Africa with

Australia, which is five times larger in area, with

the following result :—Australia : Orders 152,

genera 1,300 ; South Africa : Orders 142, genera

1,255, and he considers the reason South Africa

is so rich is because we have here the meeting

and partial union of two, and perhaps three,

distinct Floras, and that South Africa has a

highly diversified surface of land and soil, and

a climate with much sunlight, a condition which

is favourable to the multiplication of forms.

The Flora Cajiensis was commenced by Harvey
in 1859, and contains, or rather will contain

when quite complete, careful descriptions of all

the plants known from that region. The present

work, which is to be in four large quarto volumes,

will be illustrated by 180 coloured and 100 mono-

chrome drawings, as well as 300 figures in the

text. It is an introduction, and a very good

one, to the charms presented by the Cape Flora.

In the absence of some such work it has been

most difficult for the student and traveller to

understand and appreciate the variety of form

that surrounds him on every side. It is the work
of Dr. Rudolf Marloth, well known for his

labours in connection with the Cape Flora ; but

its inception is due to Lady Phillips. The first

volume, which has just been published, deals

with the Cryptogams, Gymnosperms and part

of the Dicotyledons (Piperales to Rhoeadales).

The life-history of the various forms of Crypto-

gamic life is shortly described ; and among the

Gymnosperms of especial interest is the account

of the curious and anomalous genus Welwit-
schia. The genus Mesembryanthemum is

treated of in this volume, and some interesting

notes are given of the mode of life of M. rho-

palophyllum, which occurs in the sandy deserts

of Southern Namib, near Pomona Island. This

plant grows embedded in the sand, nothing but

the slightly convex apex of each cylindrical leaf

• The Flora of South Africa. By Rudolf Marloth.
4 vols. 4to. 180 coloured illustrations, 100 monochrome
drawings, 300 figures in text. £2 2s. per vol. net. Vol. I.

Wesley and Sons.
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being visible ; while the buried leaf itself is fresh

green, with a rather delicate skin, the exposed

part is protected by a thick epidermis and cuticle

and possesses few stomata. It is through this

portion, which has the function of a window,

that the leaf receives its light. There are 5 to 10

or even more leaves to each plant, which peep

out of the sand like the eyes of the sand lizard

or the sand viper. As will be gathered from

this example the book abounds with information

of much interest on the ecology of many of the

plants. Under each family is a clavis of

the genera, and descriptions of the more
interesting species are appended. The area

dealt with is roughly bounded on the north by

the Tropic of Capricorn, starting on the west

coast near Walfish Bay, and traversing German
South-West Africa and Bechuanaland until the

line reaches the Limpopo.

The coloured plates, though varying somewhat
in merit, add much to the attractiveness of the

work. The photographs of plants in their

natural habitats are excellent. The type is large

and clear. To the author is due the credit of

producing what must be regarded as a pioneer

work, for nothing similar to it, at least so far

as relates to extra-European floras, has hitherto

been attempted. We heartily wish for it the

success it deserves, success which should en-

courage others in the same path, with the result

of opening up one of the most fascinating

branches in the domain of Natural History. Not
only students of the Cape Flora^ but travellers,

and indeed anyone curious about the marvellous
operations of Nature, will certainly be much
indebted to Dr. Marloth and Lady Phillips for

this most interesting and attractive work.
E. G. B.

DIERAMA (SPARAXIS) PULCHERRIMUM
ALBA.

The old name, Sparaxis, is still in general use

for this plant, but owing to the marked dis-

parity between the Sparaxis proper and Dierama
in form, habit and garden value, it is necessary

to recognise the tall, arching, well-flowered

plants as Dierama and the dwarf, starry-flowered

plants as Sparaxis. There is only one species

of Dierama recognised by botanists, this being D.
pulcherrimum, a tall-growing plant with very
tough, yet slender and arching, grass-like leaves

and taller racemes of delicate pendulous
flowers, which sway and flutter with the least

breath of wind. The bulb, which resembles that

of a Gladiolus, but is smaller, is covered
with a thick, matted tunic, and the roots are

thick and evidently capable of resisting severe

drought. It is said to have been introduced in

1866 by Messrs. Backhouse, of York, who de-

scribed it as being very graceful in habit and as

growing from 2 feet to 3 feet high ; this, nowever,
is far short of the length that the flower-stems

usually attain, those shown in the illustration at

fig. 48 being all over 6 feet. The type is

rose-magenta in colour, a not very pleasing tint,

and there is also a very beautiful and rare pure
white form which is here shown and a pale pink

variety. The type has been discarded here, and
only the white and pale pink forms are grown.

The Dierama has the greatest objection to re-

moval, which, when it must be done, should be

carried out as soon as the flowers begin to fade.

Immediately after this stage stout, fleshy roots

are produced from the bulbs, and if these are

broken the plants are badly injured. Its general

appearance would lead to the supposition that it

is a water-loving plant, but it succeeds well in

dry positions, provided that it is grown in

porous, sandy soil, and is well watered when
it commences to grow. Being a native of South
Africa the Dierama cannot be considered hardy,
and in the colder districts should have the pro-

tection of a wall and be mulched with leaf-mould
or ashes in the winter. Deep planting is advo-

cated, and this is doubtless desirable in cold

localities, but in the south-west if planted 3

inches deep and given no protection it invariably

thrives. The best position for this plant is in

colonies among dwarf shrubs, where its slender,

arching flower-shoots rise up gracefully and are

seen to the best advantage. The shrubs also

afford the plants shelter. It is a subject which

will well repay a little care for the first year or

seeds were collected from these plants in the past

summer, all of which have been given away. The
tall stems carry from eight to ten flower-

pedicels, and these pedicels usually bear ten

blooms. The Dierama is sometimes styled the

Wand Flower, and the late Mr. Burbidge
christened it the Fairy's Fishing-rod, on account

of the exquisite grace and lightness of the

slender flower-wands. Wyndham Fitzherbert.

Fig,

{Photograph by Wyndham litzherbert.

48.—DIERAMA PULCHERRIMUM ALBA IN A DEVONSHIRE GARDEN.

two. A deep, rich, sandy border in full sun-

shine will prove suitable to it, and it is a plant

that all Iris lovers should grow, its beauty ami

grace being worthy of any little extra trouble

and cultural attention. It is easily raised from

fresh seeds sown as soon as they ripen in pans

or boxes, and placed in a cold frame or on a

shelf in the greenhouse. In the warmer districts

seed sown in the open generally germinates well,

and mature bulbs increase fast when onco well

established. To provide the finest show a group

should consist of at least twenty bulbs. There

arc thirty bulbs in the colons shown in the illus-

tration, and when these plants were in full bloom

they provided a picture that roused the enthusi-

asm of visitors from far and near. Thousands of

Wasps.— 1 was much interested in the reply

to Mr. Shakelton on " Wasps' Nests in Novem-
ber" in the issue for January 24, p. 64.

found three wasps' nests in a bank along a road

near here (four miles south of Dublin), in De-

eenibei. Due very strong colony was working

up i-i Christmas. The wasps seemed rather

under the usual s.ize. On December 27 we had

frost -4° to 8°—which lasted for a week, after

there was no sign of life about ai

the nests. I had never seen or heard of

at this time of year. So far as I know

some of these nests had i- during the

summer. We hoi an extraordinarily mild

wniti r ; a Laburnum had been in ful]

the tune I write of, and is now

leaves, Mary '
'. Hopkins, Roebuck Hill

drum, Co. Dublin.
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HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
{The Editors do not hold themselves responsible for

the opinions expressed by correspondents.)

Apple Norfolk Beauty and Lime-spray-
ing of Plum Trees.— I was pleased to see

Southern Grower write so encouragingly of this

Apple on p. 83. I know tie original tree in the

gardens at Uunton Park, Norfolk, from which

_\Ir. Allan sent oat the first stock. For several

years I saw the tree heavily laden with large,

even, handsome fruits, some of which I cooked
in January, and found them of excellent quality,

but since growing them I have not been
able to keep the fruit longer than October. I

consider that it is a valuable October Apple. The
tree grows freely, and promises to be a good
cropper when well established. With reference

to the remarks on lime-spraying of Plum trees,

my experience and observation of other people's

piactice is that lime-spraying of Plum or other

trees does not prevent infestations of aphis. A
grower of some 300 acres of fruit trees close

here sprays his Plum trees with hot lime just

at the time when the trees are bursting into

bloom, and even while the blossoms are fully ex-

panded, but while this spraying at that stage
does not interfere with the fertilisation of the
blossom, as many aver, it does not prevent a full

crop of aphis attacking the trees just at a
time when the Plums are making their first

swelling. For Apples, Plums, Red and White
Currants nothing but lime is employed. E. M.,
Swanmore Park Estate, Bishop's Waltliam.

Hamamelis. — I write with reference to the
paragraph on page 67 of your issue of January
31, 1914, regarding the shrub, " Hamamelis
arborea." In it your correspondent states

that this shrub attains a height of 20 feet in

Japan, but nothing approaching this size is to

be seen in this country. I write to state with,
perhaps, interest to your readers and also to your
correspondent that there are two H. arborea in

the gardens at Tedsmore Hall, Oswestry, one of

which is 18 feet high from the ground, with
two branches 19 feet long. The other H. arborea
is 16 feet high from the ground, and has a
branch 17 feet 6 inches long. These have been
planted about 15 years. The trees of H.
arborea have this year flowered to an extra-
ordinary extent, and at the present time are a
mass of flowers, and a wonderful sight. The
soil is sandy and on sandstone rock, 300 feet
above sea level, and exposed to rough weather
from the Welsh hills from the North-west.
Colonel Mainwaring Jacson, Tedsmore Hall,
Oswestry.

Cyaniding Plant Houses.— J . H. G. (p.

94) states that it is very important to remem-
ber that the water must never be added to the
sulphuric acid when cyaniding. I should be
pleased to know why he is so particular on this
point. During my experience I have cyanided
over a hundred Fruit and Plant houses, but have
always added the water to the sulphuric acid
with excellent results. J. B. [If water be
added to strong sulphuric acid considerable heat
is engendered, and the liquid 1 is apt to "boil"
and splash into the face or on the hands or
clothes of the operator.

—

Eds.]

Cyaniding to Destroy Mealy Bug.—
I have read Mr. Fulton's remarks on this sub-
ject (p. 94), and. have good reason to agree with
his statement that failures with this funiigant
may be due to inferior materials. I have been
to some trouble in cyaniding two vineries, using
a strength of 3 oz. potassium cyanide, 5 oz.

best sulphuric acid, and 8 oz. water per 1,000
cubic feet, and almost the first thing I saw on
entering one vinery after the door had been
opened was a spider crawling unconcernedly
down a piece of string. We found living bug
in both -houses after the operation. The
cyanide was dissolved, but an examination of

the bottles from which it had been taken showed
that the potassium cyanide, which I had
ordered as the strongest and best, was marked
40 per cent., which is evidently quite useless

for the purpose, and should not be accepted. I

. have now on order sodium cyanide at 130 per
cent., which I expect will give vastly different

results. I can remember something similar hap-
pening when I used the cyanide many years ago.

I had sodium cyanide, and when this was used
up ordered some more from a local chemist, who
gave me the potassium—probably a weak per-

centage—the results of which were the same as

I have described above, and led me to discon-

tinue the practice. Mr. Fulton's letter would
have been of much greater value had he given

the exact proportions with which he has ob-

tained the excellent results on Grapes, Toma-
tos, etc., also which cyanide and the percentage.

A. Shahclton, Fordt Abbey Gardens, Chard.

Lenotre. I see that the question " Was Le-
notre ever in England? " in your issue of Janu-
ary 31, p. 75, has not been answered;; I there-

fore think it may interest your readers to know
that I went very carefully into the subject,

which I discussed with the late M. Edouard
Andre, and carried on a correspondence with
him about it. We came to the conclusion
that he did not visit England. In the
third edition of my " History of Gardening in

England " (John Murray : 1910) I devote several

pages (178 to 193) to the question, and I give
the evidence at length, including some unpub-
lished contemporary letters, etc. Though it is

clear that Lenotre was asked to England by
Charles n., and Louis XIV. gave him permission
to go, I have been unable to find any contempo-
rary record of his journey, but obtained a good
deal of negative evidence which points to his not
having accomplished the journey.

—

Alicia M.
Cecil.

Saxifraga burseriana Gloria. — Some
plants possess the rare attributes of interest and
beauty long before their flower-bud expands,

and the subject of this note is one of them.
Just now, indeed', and for days past, this Saxi-

frage has been conspicuous by reason of the

brilliant scarlet colour of its inch-high

peduncles and calyces, which, appearing above
the grey of the spiny tufts, make a beautiful

contrast. The charm of the plant will be en-

hanced as the large blossoms unfold, for it is a
prince among its kind, although, perhaps, not

entirely alone in size or beauty, seeing it has

such peers as Magna Tridentina and Major.

In the dry condition of the Alpine house the

flowers last long in a good condition. Dry cold,

too, would appear to be a factor in promoting

the rich colour of flower-stalk, to which reference

has been made, audi which for a week or two is

singularly bright and effective. E. J.

Grafting Roses (see p. 52).—In his remarks

on this subject Experience advises a tempera-

ture of 83°. I have found 70° more satisfactory,

and this should be maintained both day and
night. As to keeping the case closed without

ventilation for the first six days, how is the

superfluous moisture to escape? Apparently, it

would not be able to do so, consequently the

grafts would damp. I find it is necessary

to wipe the glass once or twice each day
to remove moisture, while on dull days it is

sometimes necessary to do this three times. As
is well known, damping is the Rose propaga-

tor's greatest trouble, and must be guarded
against, which certainly cannot be done if the

case is to be kept closed at the start, and no
moisture removed. The timS for taking the
grafts from the case depends upon how soon

there is a free flow of sap from Briar to graft,

which is indicated by the pink colour assumed
by the latter. This may take so few as ten days
or so many as six weeks. No one can tell what
time a graft will take to make growth. When
the graft lias assumed colour it will stand any
amount of sunshine, otherwise it will fade in

half an hour. Amateur.

Journeyman Gardeners and Low Wages.
—The correspondence on gardeners' wages in

your columns has been interesting and instruc-

tive. I note with pleasure that gardeners'

wages have an upward tendency, and let us hope
though but slow they will continue to increase, as

there is still much room for improvement. As
a journeyman my wage never exceeded 15s.

weekly, and no extra pay for Sunday duty, and
if one were fortunate enough to secure a fore-

man's place the increase was 3s. per week, this

rate being the general pay some thirty years ago.

Like Mr. Hudson, I always refused premiums.
As regards the young men not taking so much
interest in their woik as formerly, does not this

show that the majority of them are still dis-

satisfied with their lot ? Some may retort that
young men in the building and similar trades
have not the same chance of promotion as a

young gardener, but it must be patent to all

that not one-third of the latter can ever hope

to secure a head place of any importance. In

one establishment of which I had charge there

were four young men in the bothy, and the

highest wage paid was 14s. True th-Tt was
extra money for Sunday duty, but was this a

living wage "for a man of 22? I believe the wage

sheet has been revised during the past year or

two, and not before it was necessary. Respec-

ting bothies, it must be admitted that improve-

ments have been made of late years, but there

are still many that are not worthy of habita-

tion. Usually these young gardeners' quarters

are situated on the north side of a high wall, ill-

ventilated, scantily furnished, and probably ad-

jacent to a stoke-hole, where the smoke, fumes,

and dust have a resting place. This combined

with one of the youths to cook the food and

clean up three or four days out of the week, and
the only lavatory some couple of hundred yards

away, is surely enough to damp the spirit of any

youth aspiring to enter the gardening profession.

There is some talk of a minimum wage being

fixed .for farm hands; should that come to pass,

let us hope someone will plead for the under-

paid gardener. James Mayne, Slough.

WART DISEASE OF POTATOS.

ORDER OF THE BOARD OF AGRICULTURE
AND FISHERIES.

(Dated 2n*d February, 1914.)

The Board of Agriculture and Fisheries, by virtue and
in exercise of the powers vested in them under the

Destructive Insects and Pests Acts, 1877 and 1907, do
order, and it is hereby ordered, as follows ;

—

Application of the Order.

1. This Order shall apply to England and Wales.

Definitions.

2. In this Order—
" The Board " means the Board of Agriculture and
Fisheries.

" The Local Authority " means as regards any Dis-

trict the Local Authority for the District under the

Diseases of Animals Act, 1894.

"Disease" means the disease affecting Potatos which
is known as Synchytrium cndobioticum> or Wait
Disease of Potatos, Black Scab, Cauliflower disease,

or Potato canker; and "diseased" means visibly

affected with disease.
" Tubers " means tubers of the Potato plant.

Not i fi cat ion of Disease.

3. The occupier of any premises on which disease

exists, or appears to exist, shall forthwith notify He
fact by post or otherwise to the Board, or to an in-

specter or other officer of the Board or of the Local
Authority authorised to receive such notification, and
where practicable a specimen showing the disease shall

accompany the notice.

Precaution to be adopted in case of an Outbreak or
Supposed Outbreak of Disease.

4. No tubers shall be removed from any premis?s on
which disease exists or appears to exist until after the
investigation required by the next Article.

Investigation by Local Authority.

5.—(1.) The Local Authority on receiving in any man-
ner notice of the existence or apparent existence of

disease shall forthwith take such steps as may be
necessary to determine on what premises the disease
exists in the crops or soil, and shall cause notice o»

such determination to be served on the occuoi^r vi

each of such premises, which, within the limits speci-
fied in the notice, shall thereupon become " infected
premises " and continue to be infected premises until
the notice is withdrawn in accordance with Article 9,

but the> limits of the infected premises may be ex-
tended by a notice served by the Local Authority or
the occupier of the infected premises.

(2.) The notice shall as far as practicable include
in the infected premises only those lands in which there
are or have been diseased tubers.

Action to be taken after Preliminary Investigation.

6.—(1.) The Local Authority may at any time and
from time to time by a notice served on an occupier c f

infected premises require him to adopt such measures
for prevention of the spread of the disease as are autho-
rised by this Article and specified in the notio?

(2.) A notice under this Article may require Mie
occupier of the premises to adopt any one or more of
the following measures :

—

(a) To destroy any part of the crop, except the tubers,
by fire or such other suitable method as may be
specified in the notice

;

(b) to boil thoroughly all diseased tubers

;

(c) to take such steps as the Local Authority may con-
sider necessary to prevent the disease "oeinix con-
veyed to other premises.

(3.) Nothing in this Order shall prevent the destruc-
tion by the owner thereof, by fire or other effective
method, of any diseased tubers.

(4.) A notice under this Article may prescribe the
time within which the adoption of any measure thereby
prescribed shall be completed.
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Power to Prohibit the Planting of Potatos on Infected

and other Premises.

7 The Local Authority may by a notice served on

Whs occupier of any infected premises, or any adjoining

premises to which the disease is likely to spread, prohibit

the planting of Potatos in the infected or other

premises except under such conditions as may be pre-

scribed in the notice.

Provisions to Prevent Spread of Disease by Planting
Diseased Potatos.

8,_(1.) Diseased tubers shall not be used for plant-

ing or sold or offered for sale for any purpose.

(2.) No person shall use, except by Ucence of an In-

spector of the Board or the Local Authority, or sell

or offer for sale for planting tubers which to his know-

ledge have been grown on infected premises, whether

the premises have been declared to be infected before

or after the tubers were lifted.

(3.) An Inspector of the Local Authority, acting under
their directions, may by a notice served on any person

having in his possession or under his charge tubers

which are diseased, or in a pit, bag, or other receptacle

w#h diseased tubers or which the Inspector has reason

to believe to have been in a pit. bag or other receptacle

with diseased tubers, or otherwise exposed to infection

with disease, prohibit the removal of the tubers from
the premises on which they are when the notice is

served, except under such conditions a-s the Inspector,

acting under such directions, may consider neces-

sary to prevent the spread of disease and prescribe by
the notice.

Withdrawal of Notices of Infected Premises.

9. A notice constituting any premises infected
premises may be withdrawn by a notice signed by an.

Inspector or other officer of the Board. Unless there
are special circumstances, a notice of withdrawal shall

not be issued as regards any premises until the expira-
tion of three years from the date of the notice declaring
the premises infected.

Copies of Notices and Returns of Proceedings to he
sent to the Board.

10.—CI.) A copy of every notice served under this

Order shall be sent to the Board by the Inspector or
officer by whom the notice is signed.

(2.) The Local Authority shall, in a form to be pro-
vided by the Board, notify the Board of an}* outbreak
of disease.

Information to be given as to Diseased Potatos.

11. Every person who has or has had in his posses-
sion or under his charge any diseased tubers, and every
person who as auctioneer, salesman, or otherwise has
sold or offered for sale any such tubers shall, if so
required in writing by the Board, or the Local Autho-
rity, or an Inspector of the Board or of the Local
Authority, give the Board, or the Local Authority,
or the Inspector, as the case may be, all

such information as he possesses as to the persons in
whose possession or under whose charge they are or
have been ; Provided that any information given under
this Article shall not be available as evidence against
the person giving the same in any prosecution under
this Order, except in respect of an alleged failure to
comply with this Article.

Powers of Entry.

12. Any Inspector or other officer appointed in that
behalf by the Local Authority, unon production if so
required of his appointment or authority, may for the
purpose of enforcing this Oiaer enter any premises and
examine any plant or tubers thereon.

Notification of Order.

13. This Order shall be published by the Local Autho-
ritv in accordance with any direction given by the
Board.

Powers of the Board and their Insjicctors.

14. The powers conferred by this Order on a Local
Authority or an Inspector of a Local Authority may be
exercised by the Board or an Inspector of the Board
respectively* and any notice served by a Local Autho-
rity or an Inspector of a Local Authority may bo
altered or revoked by a notice under this Order served
by the Board or an Inspector of the Board.

Offences.

15. Every person shall be liable on conviction to a
penalty not exceeding ten pounds, who

—

(1.) fails to give notification of disease as required
by Article 3 ; or

(2.) fails to adopt such measures for prevention of
the spread of the disease as are specified in a
notice served on him under Article 6; or

(3.) removes any tubers in contravention of this Order
or any notice served thereunder; or

(4.) plants Potatos in infected premises in contra-
vention of a notice served under this Order; or

(5.) uses tubers or sells or offers for sale tubers in
contravention of this Order : or

(6.) refuses or fails to give any information required
under Article 11, or gives false information : or

(7. wilfully obstructs or impedes any Inspector or
other officer in the course of his duties under this
Order.

Execution of the Order.
16.— (1.) Each Local Authority shall carry into effect

tins Order within their District, and shall appoint such
Inspectors or other officers for that purpose as may be
necessary.

(2.) Any duty or power imposed or conferred on a
Local Authority by this Order may be performed or
exercised by an Inspector of the Local Authority acting
under and in accordance with any directions in that
behalf given by the Local Authority.

(3.) For the "purposes of this Order a notise shall be
deemed to be served on a person if it is delivered to
him personally or left for him at his last known place
of abode or business or sent through the post in a letter

addressed to him there, and a notice or other docu-
ment purporting to be signed by the clerk or an In-

spector of a Local Authority or an Inspector of the
Board shall be prima facie evidence that it was signed
by him and duly authorised by the Local Authority or
the Board.

Revocation of Order.

17.—(1.) The Wart Disease of Potatos Order of 1912

is hereby revoked
;
provided that such revocation shall

not—

-

(i.) affect the previous operation of that Order or any-
thing duly done or suffered under that Order; or

(ii.) affect any right, privilege, obligation, or lia-

bility acquired, "accrued, or incurred under that
Order ; or

(iii.) affect any penalty incurred in respect of any
offence committed against that Order ; or

(iv.) affect any investigation, legal proceeding, or
remedy in respect of any such right, privilege,

obligation, liability, or penalty as aforesaid

;

and any such investigation, legal proceeding, or remedy
may be instituted, continued, or enforced, and any such
penalty may be imposed, as if this Order had not been
made.

(2.) Every notice served under the Order hereby re-

voked shall have effect as if it were a notice under
this Order.

Commencement.

18. This Order shall come into operation on the third

dav of Februarv, nineteen hundred and fourteen.

Offences.

9. Every person shall be liable on conviction to a
penalty not exceeding ten pounds, who

—

(1) plants or removes or cause* or permits to be
planted or removed any Potatos in contravention of
this Order ; or,

(2) fails te give notification of Wart Disease as re-

quired by Article 4 ; or

(3) fails to adopt any measure required by Article
5 to be adopted by him ; or

(4) fails to lift any Potatos as required to be lifted
by him under Article 6.

Sfiort Title.

10. This Order may be cited as the Wart Disease of
Potatos (Infected Areas) Order of 1914.

THE WART DISEASE OF POTATOS (INFECTED
AREAS) ORDER OF 1914.

The Board of Agriculture and Fisheries, by virtue and
in exercise of the powers vested in them under the
Destructive Insects and Pests Acts, 1877 and 1907, do
order, and is hereby ordered, as follows :

Application of Order.

1. This Order shall apply to any Area declared by
Order of the Board to be infected with Wart Disease
and any such Area shall be an Infected Area for the
purposes of this Order.

Restriction on Planting in Infected Area.

2. No Potatos shall be planted or caused or permitted
to be planted in an Infected Area except with the
authority of a licence granted by an Inspector of the
Board or otherwise than in accordance with the con-
ditions imposed by the licence. The licence may pre-

scribe the variety* of Potatos authorised to be planted,
and the source "from which the Potatos shall be ob-
tained.

Restriction of Removal of Potatos grown in Infected
Area.

3. Potatos grown in an Infected Area, whether before
or after the declaration of the Area to be infected, shall

not be removed or caused or permitted to be removed
from the Infected Area except with the authority of a
licence granted by an Inspector of the Board; provided
that this restriction shall not apply to the removal of
Potatos not visibly diseased for the purpose of being
consumed upon premises in the occupation of the per-

son by whom they were grown.

Notification of Disease.

4. The occupier of any premises in an Infected Ana
on which Wait Disease exists, or appears to exist, shall

forthwith notify the fact by post or otherwise it the
Board, or to the person authorised by the Board to

receive such reports, who will forthwith forward the
report to the Board. Where this Article applies
Article 3 (Notification of Disease) of the Wart Disease of

Potatos Order of 1914 shall not apply.

Precautions against Spread of Disease.

5. The following measures for prevention of; the
spread of Wart l'isease shall be adopted by each occu-
pier of premises in an Infected Area.

(a) The haulm, leaves and roots of each diseased
plant shall be destroyed either by fire, or b\ some
other method authorised by an Inspector of the Board,
within 14 days from the date of lifting, either within
the Infected Area or with the written authority of

an Inspector of the Board at a place outside" the
Infected Area.

(b) Potatos which are visibly diseased, if not forth-
with destroyed by fire within the Infected Area, shall

be thoroughly boiled as soon as possible, either within
the Infected Area, or with the licence "f an Inspector
of the Board at a place outside the Infected Area.

(c) Litter or manure from any live stock which has
been fed with Potatos grown on land within the
Infected Area shall not be used or permitted to be
used as manure on any land outside the Infected
Area.

Power to require Crop to be lifted.

6. An In-pector of the Board may by notice served
upon the occupier of any premises within an Infected
Area require him to lift any Potatos which the Inspector
may suspect to he affected "with Wart Disease by a date
specified in such notice.

Partial exemption from General Order.

7. No part of an Infected Area shall be declared to be
'• infected premises " under the Wart Disease of Pota-

tos Order of 1914, and any premises included in an In-

fected Area shall cease to be " infected premises."

Definitions.
8. In this Order—
"The Board" means the Board of Agriculture and

Fisheries :

Wart Disease" means the disease affecting Potatos

which is known as Synohytrium ettdoofOftiown, or Wart
Disease of Potato* , Black Scab. Cauliflower disease, or

Potato canker ; and " diseased " means affected with
\\j.i i Disease.

POTATOS SUITABLE FOR PLANTING ON INFECTED
PREMISES.

The Board of Agriculture and Fisheries desire to (re-

mind all occupiers of premises declared infected for
the purpose of the Wart Disease of Potatos Order that

. at is illegal ^o plant any Potatos on such premises
unless a licence has previously been obtained from an
Inspector of the Board or of the Local Authority. The
penalty for any contravention of the Order is a fine
not exceeding Ten Pounds.
Such licences can, however, as a rule be obtained on

application to the Board toy any occupier who under-
takes to obtain from a reliable dealer one or more of
-the varieties of Potato referred to below, all of which
have been tested, some of them far several years, and
have been found to resist Wart D.isea=e under ordinary
circumstances.
Should any occupier have any difficulty in finding a

Potato dealea* who can supply ithe variety lie wants,
the Board wall, on application, send a list of dealers
who have undertaken to stock these Potatos, with a state-

ment as to the varieties which each is able to offer.

Milecross Early.—White-, round, not liable to
ordinary Potato disease (Pliytophthora), matures rapidly,
haulm strong, and quality good.

Conquest.—White, round, heavy cropping, second-
early Potato of good quality; must be earthed up high,

as tubers are produced near surface.

Jeanie Deans.—A fine oval Potato with strong
haulm and white flower. Crops heavily on light, rich
soils. Stocks of this variety are not large.

Doblne's Favourite.—A second-early, round in

shape, white flower ; an excellent Potato when well

grow n.

Abundance.—A well-known heavy cropping, late

variety, oval an shape, of good quality, rather liable to

ordinary disease ; white flower.

Sutton's Supreme.—A second-early of pebble
shape, white flower, suited to garden cultivation.

Great Scot.—A very good second-early; white and
round, eyes rather deep; haulm robust; a very heavy
cropper under good cultivation. Quality excellent

;

flower, white.

Schoolmaster.—A second-early, white-skinned and
round ; crops well, but is liable to ordinary disease. Not
a good keeper.
Crofter.—A late oval Potato of good quality; liable

to ordinary disease. Flower, white.

Culdees Castle.—A pebble-shaped variety, not

quite so strong In the haulm as Crofter, and liable to

produce more seed size tubers on light soil. Does well

under garden cultivation. Flower, white.

White City.—A late, kidney-shaped variety. A
fine Potato for garden cultivation, but not a heavy
cropper. Under high cultivation tubers are frequently

hollow. Of first-rate quality. Flower, lilac.

Provost.—A late, white, round Potato possessing

strong haulms and white flowers; well suited to garden
cultivation. "Seed" should be changed every second

year.

The Admiral.—A late variety, white-skinned and
round. Haulm medium, a heavy cropper and good

jiae ise-reei&ter. Quajity excellent. Flower, white.

Irish Queen.—Tubers round, eyes rather deep,

haulm strong. Excellent cropper. Keeps late into

season.

St. Malo Kidney.—Tubers coarse, kidney shaped.

Haulm robust. Not a gfood keeping variety.

King George V.—An elongated oval tnber, skin

netted, eyes shallow, haulm strong. An excellent

cropper. Quality moderate.
Davie's Laird.—Roundish tuber, flesh white. A

robust variety iIlii crops heavily on well-prepared medium
loam-. Qualil y excellent.

Flourball.—Well-known late variety, round and
piuk-stoimied Eyes rather deep, haulm straggling with

brpnatng on sterna when exposed. Quality very good;

flow er, w hite _

Golden Wonder.—A late white-fleshed kidney with

yellowish-brown Wnge on Bkdn. The "seed" should be

a goo. I -I/--, and if unepronited should be planted before

the end of March. a> the variety requires a long growing

season. Liberal manuring is essential, and in gardens

bastard branching ; recommended. It is possessed of

excellent nnahty. and is one of the best late keeping

Potatos. Flower, mauve tipped white.

Peacemaker.—Is smibr to Golden Wonder.

Lang-worth v.- A late kidnev-shnped Potato pos-

Bessing white skin and flesh. Tubers that are fully de-

veloped ni.iv generally be reoogndsed by the chnrao-

t,., ,!,. t iper uk "heel." Quality excellent. Sam*
treatment required as for Golden Wonder. Flower,

mauve-tipped white.

What's Wanted.—Shape not so constant tfi in

Langworthv. In other reBpects very similar.

N.B.—The four last-mentioned varieties are. relatively

peaking, light croppers, but th . p >ably unsur-

n i i & resisters wf ordinary Potato disease.

i
ehaustive md there ;ire several other

varieties whir* are resistant. They are not quoted, 3s

the lUpplj : Potatos of 'seed" eize is believed to be

>m ill.

4. Whitehall rUiee.

London. S.W.
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The Week's Work.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
By W. Crump, Gardener to Earl Beauchamp,

K.C.M.G., Madresfield Court, Worcestershire.

Dahlias.— The old stools of all types of

Dahlias should be brought out of their winter
quarters—the older plants divided and placed in

moist sandy soil, in warmth, to furnish cut-
tings. The newer Paeony-tiowered type is a
great acquisition, for the plants are very effec-

tive when bedded out. They throw their gor-

geous flowers well above the foliage on long
stems, and they are excellent as cut blooms,
especially for church decoration or for placing
in large vases. The Geisha is a particularly
good variety. Collerette, Cactus, and Pompon
Dahlias are all useful and effective plants for
bedding, whilst Single varieties bloom profusely
out-of-doors (provided the seed-pods are picked
off regularly) until destroyed by frost.

Salvia patens.— This, the finest of all blue-

flowered bedding plants, may be divided, and the
portions introduced in gentle warmth for propa-
gation. The plant grows best in boxes filled

with a mixture of leaf-mould, sand, and a little

loam. This pretty Sage is very striking when
associated with the double white Marguerite
Mrs. F. Sander.

Begonias.—Tuberous-rooted Begonias should
be placed> in shallow boxes containing moist
sand and leaf-mould, in which they should be
placed, but not quite covered. A vinery just
started is the best place in which to grow them.
but if required for bedding purposes the less fire-

heat employed the more sturdy and better they
grow. As soon as the shoots have grown half-

an-inch long, the tubers may be cut into por-
tions containing one or more eyes, in the same
manner as seed Potatos are divided, and replaced
in similar soil and grown in a very slightly-
heated structure—with just sufficient warmth to

keep the atmosphere buoyant. Begonia Northiana
(the Continental variety of that name) has erect
scarlet flowers and an excellent constitution,
and is the finest of all for bedding. This is a
totally different plant from the weakly sort with
drooping flowers, which is often grown under
that name. Stock plants of fibrous-rooted Be-
gonias should be pulled to pieces and placed in

gentle warmth. All Begonias grow well in soil

containing decayed leaf-mould, and the compost
should be on the loose side. Seeds of B. semper-
florens varieties, if sown at once, will furnish
good plants suitable for summer bedding, and
may be relied upon to come fairly true from
seed.

Soft-wooded Plants. — The propagating
houses and frames are crowded with a comple-
ment of all soft-wooded plants required for deco-
rating the formal parterres. The closest atten-
tion must be given to prevent the young plants
from becoming drawn. Where a groundwork of

any special colour is attempted, with tall speci-
mens of another kind as dot plants., the latter

—

such as Heliotropes and Fuchsias—should be
trained with long stems. Grow them in a warm
house—a temperature of 50° to 55° is suitable—where they should develop into healthy,
sturdy specimens. Subjects utilised as edgings
—such as Dactylis and Alyssum—should be
increased either by division or by cuttings.

The Thyme Walk.— The Thyme walk is a
favourite part of these gardens, and the present
is a suitable time to strike a few healthy cut-
tings of Lemon Thyme to raise plants for filling

up blank spaces. The walk may be formed as
a curve to connect two points. When the plants
are walked on the boots carry the pleasant per-
fume for hours.

Hellebore. — The green Hellebore H. viridis

has been, and is at the present time, very effec-

tive in these gardens. It is an accommodating
plant, for it will grow on any dry bank or
slope, or under shady trees, in the poorest soils.

We have also the Lenten Hellebore, H. orien-

talis, as well as the Christmas Rose, H. nigra,

and all are worthy of extended cultivation. All

of the soecies resent disturbance at the roots.

W ate R -si des. — Willows and Dogwoods
massed on lake-sides for winter effect, by reason
of their beautifully coloured bark, should be cut
close to the ground and the prunings utilised for

cuttings. Tne latter may be dibbled in the soil

to take the place of unhealthy or exhausted
plants. Salix babylonica Brite.ensis has red
bark, and S. ramulus aureus is the best of the
yellow-stemmed Willows, whilst Cornus sibirica

is the best red-stemmed Dogwood. Willows and
Dogwoods should be planted somewhat closely in

large, irregular masses.

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
By H. J. Chapman, Gardener to Mrs. Cookson,

Oakwood, Wylam-on-Tyne.

Imported Orchids.— Such deciduous species
of Dendrobium as D. Wardianum, D. nobile, D.
Falconeri and D. Devonianum are usually im-
ported in large quantities at this season of the
year, and the plants are in demand for private
gardens, as they are useful not only for furnish-
ing cut blooms but also for decorative purposes
generally. The most useful species of all is D.
Wardianum, and many gardeners purchase large

quantities of this plant annually to furnish
flowers in the spring. D. Wardianum does not
generally remain in a good condition after it has
been in cultivation for some time, and for this

reason it is desirable to purchase a few fresh
plants annually. Newly-imported plants should
be overhauled carefully for the presence of
insect pests, which may be concealed about the
pseudo-bulbs, bracts, and base of the plants.

All dead and decaying matter should be cut
away and the plants prepared for potting. Well-
drained, shallow pots or pans—they may be sus-

pended—are suitable receptacles, for plants in

bloom are seen to the best advantage when hung
from the roof-rafters. The receptacles should
be sufficiently large enough to accommodate the
plants, but no larger. Very little compost is

neoessary, and it may consist of equal
parts fibrous peat, Osmunda - fibre and
finely-chopped Sphagnum-moss, mixed with a

sufficient quantity of broken charcoal and sand
to render the materials porous. The compost
should be pressed firmly about the base of the
plant in order to hold it in position, and the
pseudo-bulbs should be secured to neat stakes.

Very little root moisture will be necessary until

the shoots grow some considerable distance from
the base. Spraying the pseudo-bulbs, compost,
etc., is the best method of applying moisture in

the early treatment of the plants, for it is only
necessary to retain the pseudo-bulbs in a plump
condition. Those that arrive early in the season
are the most satisfactory, as they obtain full

advantage from our all too short summer. The
directions for potting D. Wardianum apply also

to the other species mentioned.

Renanthera Imschootiana — This plant is

also imported at the present season, and no other
Eastern Orchid is more serviceable in private
gardens. The brilliant racemes of scarlet flowers
last fresh for a long time, and they are very
decorative. The plant blooms in the spring and
summer and grows best in baskets or shallow
pans in the warm intermediate house. The com-
post recommended for Dendrobiums is suitable

for this Renanthera. When the plants are in
active growth keep the atmosphere well charged
with moisture.

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
By J. G. Weston, Gardener to Lady Northcote, East-

well Park, Kent.

Standard Fruit Trees.—Although stan-

dards are too large for planting in the majority
of walled-in gardens, there is usually ground in

close proximity to the kitchen garden that could
be utUised for large fruit trees. Plant the
hardier kinds in the colder and more exposed
situations, reserving the best and warmest posi-

tions for choice varieties. Damsons may be
grown in cold, windy situations, where most
other fruits would fail. Thus they may be
grown on the north or east side of an orchard,
but if the position is a very bleak one it would
be well to plant some thick-growing, hardy tree

such as the Austrian or Corsican Pine, as a

wind-break. The Damsons themselves should be
planted closely to act as a wind-break to the
other fruit trees. The Farleigh, Bradley's King
and Prune Damson are good varieties. The
newer Merryweather is a good late variety ; the
tree is a very strong grower and bears large
fruits of good flavour. Bullaces succeed under
the same conditions as suit Damsons, and where
they are appreciated Langley Black Bullace and
the White Bullace should be planted.

Standard Apples.—Although autumn plant-
ing is much to be preferred, time will be
saved if the work of planting is under-
taken during the next few weeks in favour-
able weather. If the trees arrive from
the nursery when the weather is frosty,
plaoe them in a cool place where they may
be unpacked with safety and the roots covered
with soil until the conditions are suitable. If
the ground has been previously cropped with
vegetables and is in a good condition it will re-

quire very little further preparation. Do not
plant fruit trees in low-lying, damp situations,
as in such places spring frosts are more frequent.
Well-drained ground sloping gently to the south
or south-west is best suited for fruit trees, and
if the soil is a rich loam success is almost
assured. Inferior soils may be improved by
adding wood-ash, loam, or even good garden soil.

In the case of a small orchard or enclosed strip

of ground it is an advantage to inter-crop with
vegetables or small fruits. If the land is laid
down to grass poultry or stock should be allowed
on it. In any case the site for the trees should
be well prepared, making stations for the trees
about 6 feet in diameter. Never incorporate
rank animal manure with the soil when planting
young fruit trees ; this is only required when the
trees are bearing good crops of fruit.

Standard Plums.— Standard Plums are
very useful to supplement the crop of this fruit

from the wall and bush trees. Varieties of
Plums suitable for planting as standards are
Rivers' Early Prolific, the Czar, Belgian Purple,
Gisborne, Greengage, Early Orleans, Kirke's,
Monarch, Viotoria, Primate, Pershore and
Bonne Bouche Gage. When planting stone
fruits of any kind add mortar-rubble or chalk to
the soil. Tie the trees securely to strong stakes
immediately they are planted and mulch the
roots with some light material.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
By W. Hedlbt Warrbn, gardener to the Aston-CIinton
Park Estate (the Rt. Hon. Lord Rothschild), Buck-

inghamshire.

The Vinery.— The earliest vines should be

thinned of superfluous bunches, selecting for the

crop those that are the more compact, and with

strong, short stems. Such bunches will be the

more likely to swell their berries well, and less

liable to shanking. Do not force the vines hard
during dull weather. The ventilation of the

vinery should receive careful attention, admit-

ting air on favourable occasions, as nothing is

more detrimental to vines in any stage than a
stagnant atmosphere. See that the outside

borders are protected from cold rains and snow,
and keep the inside borders in a moderately moist

condition. Vines in bloom should be grown
in a temperature of about 65° at night, with a
rather* dry atmosphere, closing the house early

in the afternoon when the temperature is about
80°. Newly started vines should be syringed

several times daily. Any rods that are slow in

breaking into growth should be bent back, and
kept constantly moist. Attend to such details

as disbudding and pinching to ensure the proper
legulation and development of the foliage.

Melons.— When planting Melons use the best

loam obtainable, and do not allow too much
room for the roots, as to do so is one of the

greatest mistakes in Melon culture. Place a little

powdered charcoal around the collar of each plant

as a preventive of canker. The bottom heat
need not exceed 70°, with an atmospheric tem-
perature of 75° to 80°, according to the con-

dition of the weather. If the plants are grow-

ing in pits cover the roof at night with some
protective material, as this will obviate the

use of much fire heat. When the atmosphere is

moderately moist admit air on all favourable
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occasions during the early part of the day, but

close the ventilators early in the afternoon in

order to take full advantage of the sun heat.

Sow seeds at intervals to provide plants for

successional cropping.

Figs.— Maintain a moist, genial atmosphere

in houses where the trees are already in leaf.

As soon as the new growths have extended three

or four inches pinch out the points, for this

will favour a rapid development of the fruits.

Where trees are grown in considerable numbers

some of the more forward plants may with ad-

vantage be placed in another well-heated glass-

house to hurry them into growth.

Peaches and Nectarines. — Where more

fruits have set than are required for a crop they

should be thinned freely before they grow to

the size of peas. Continue to disbud the shoots,

taking care to retain growths that arise from

the base or heel of the previous season's growth,

for these mainly furnish the fruiting wood of

another season, as well as being necessary for

the formation of the tree. The foreright shoots,

or breastwood, should be removed entirely, but

if growths are required to furnish bare spaces

some that are suitable may be trained in. Let

the inside borders be well supplied with mois-

ture, and keep late houses as cool as possible.

Pines.—Fruits of the Queen variety are

ripening, and these will be followed by Smooth
Cayenne and Charlotte Rothschild. Pay par-

ticular attention to the condition of the roots,

for without good healthy roots fine fruits can-

not be expected. Maintain the temperatures

already advised, with a steady bottom heat.

Water the soil freely whenever necessary

with tepid water in which a small quantity of

guano has been placed. Do not practice much
syringing overhead. Successional plants should

be grown slowly for the present. Where bottom
heat is not provided by hot-water pipes, and a

new bed has to be prepared for suckers, the

present is a suitable time to get the fermenting

materials ready. Some growers prefer beds of

old tan mixed with a little new tan, as in

this case the suckers may be plunged imme-
diately they are potted. When potting or top-

dressing the plants see that the soil is first

warmed thoroughly.

Cherries.— The houses in which Cherriesare

forced should be ventilated freely during the

early part of the day, for no fruit-tree resents a
close, moist atmosphere more than the Cherry.

Spray the trees both mornings and afternoons

until' the flowers expand, when syringing should

be discontinued until after the fruit has set. Af-

ford a little ventilation constantly at the top of

the house as the trees come into bloom whenever
there is no danger of the temperature falling

below 45° ; a rise of 10° or 15° may be per-

mitted during the day by sun heat.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.

By C. H. Cook, Gardener to the Earl of Derby,
Knowsley Hall, Lancashire.

Tuberous-rooted Begonia. —The tubers,
that have been rested quite dry, should be pre-

pared for starting again. Like the Gloxinia and
Achimenes, the Begonia is best started in boxes
containing leaf-mould or cocoanut fibre. Shake
the old soil from the tubers and arrange them
just below the surface. Afford water sparingly
until growth is well advanced, but use the
syringe frequently. The atmospheric temper-
ature should be 60° to 65°. Large tubers may
be cut in two. Dust the cut surface with pow-
dered charcoal mixed with slacked lime, for it

should be dry before planting. Seed may be
sown on the surface in well-drained shallow
pans. Place a sheet of glass over the pan, and
cover it with paper, for the seeds will germin-
ate best in the dark. When the seedlings ap-
pear, accustom them gradually to the light until
finally they are placed on a shelf close to the
roof-glass ; but they must be shaded from direct
sunshine.

Herbaceous Calceolarias.— The earliest

batch of these showy greenhouse plants growing
in 5in. pots are ready for shifting into 7in.

pots, in which they will flower. The compost
should be open in texture. A suitable mixture

is formed of two parts sandy loam, one part
leaf-mould, with dry manure and sand added.
Water the soil sparingly at the sta-rt, and repot

the plants before they become pot-bound. Aphis
infests the undersides of the leaves, and should
be destroyed by fumigating. Grow the plants in

an airy house, close to the roof-glass, in a tem-
perature of 53°.

Camellia. — The flower-buds of these showy
greenhouse plants are swelling fast, and the
plants need occasional doses of weak liquid

manure and syringings on frequent occasions
until the flowers open. If the leaves are sponged
with tepid water the plants will present a brighter
appearance and it will help to promote good
health in the foliage. When the flowers are

over the atmosphere should be kept warm and
moist. A temperature of 45° will suffice whilst

the plants are in bloom.

Fuchsia. — The main batch of these plants

may be started now in a temperature of 50° to

55°. Repot them when growth commences in

a compost consisting of two parts rich loam and
one part well-decayed manure and leaf-mould,

with a liberal sprinkling of coarse sand. Shake
most of the old soil from the roots, and use small

pots at the start, but as growth develops repot
into larger receptacles as required. Cuttings
may be struck now, and they will make good
plants before the autumn. These also must be
repotted before they become pot-bound, and
points of the shoots should be pinched out to

obtain shapely specimens.

Chrysanthemums.— Cuttings of Decorative
and Single Chrysanthemums that are sufficiently

rooted should be potted in a compost consist-

ing of three parts rich loam and one part each

of horse manure, leaf-mould, and sand. Use
the syringe frequently ; if the compost is fairly

moist, root waterings will not be needed until

fresh growth develops. Plants already estab-

lished in their pots should be afforded plenty of

air during mild weather. Stand them in a light

position near to the roof-glass, and syringe the

foliage with quassia extract to destroy green and
back fly.

Hydrangea hortensis.—A few well-estab-

lished plants in pots may be placed on a shelf

near to the roof-glass in a house having a tem-
perature of 50° to 55°. When well advanced in

growth, water the roots twice weekly with liquid

manure. Thos. Hogg is a good white variety,

and responds to the influence of a moist heat.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.

By E. P. Brotherston, Gardener to the Earl of

Haddington, Tyninghame, East Lothian.

Forwarding Peas.—Li those years when
the early crop cannot be sown out-of-doors, I

make a substitutionary sowing in boxes at about

this time. Earlier plants become drawn before

they can be planted out. There are several ways
of "proceeding, but none more to be preferred

than to sow the seed very thickly, almost touch-

ing each other, in ordinary cutting-boxes. The
soil to be saturated with water, and the boxes

placed in a warm structure for a few days until

the seedlings are through the soil. Afterwards
they are better grown on until two or three

inches in height in a cool house. When the

time approaches for transplanting into the

border, allow the soil in the boxes to become
quite dry, in which condition the roots can be

disentangled easily without breakage. They are

then set a few inches apart in rows, and so deep

as to be almost covered. The crop from these

is usually ready to gather at about the end of

May. In the earlier localities the variety Pilot

should be sown, but as yet it is too early to

sow in Northern districts.

Chervil.— Where the leaves of this aromatic

little herb are in request, a few seeds should be

scattered thinly on any odd spot of ground,

covering them with a little light soil and smooth-

ing the surface with a spade." Sometimes enough
to meet requirements is produced by self-sown

seeds.

Parsnips are usually sown at about this

date, but there will be ample time if they are

not sown until a few weeks hence. This root-

vegetable should always be grown in deeply-
trenched ground, which, if in good heart, is

better not to be manured. I sow a few seeds
at every 5 inches, a system which saves thin-
ning. The rows must be at least 15 inches
apart, but if too much space is allowed the
roots are apt to grow very large and coarse.

Brussels Sprouts.—Another sowing, which
sometimes proves the most profitable, should now
be made in a cold frame, placed on a spot in

the garden selected for the purpose, and in the
ordinary soil. Sow the seeds broadcast, but not
thickly, else the seedlings would need to be
thinned. At the end of March the frames are
removed and the plants exposed to harden and
strengthen for planting later.

Cauliflowers.— Reserve a part of the frame
for a sowing of Autumn Giant or others of that
type, and of a variety of the Erfurt Market
type. Prepare for the Cauliflowers by incorpor-

ating some well-decayed manure into the soil a
few inches below the surface. It is worth the
trouble to mat the frames at night, but in the
daytime expose the plants fully to the sun-

shine.

Early Potatos.— Most of us have a spot
chosen for its shelter, its exposure, and the
quality of the soil in which to plant early

Potatos. We, too, have our special variety—

-

very old stagers, some of them. Myatt's Pro-
lific, though not the very earliest sort, is still in

favour, because of its high quality. Whatever
the sort selected, it is important that the ground
receive the most thorough preparation. It

would naturally be manured when either deeply

dug or trenched in autumn; and now it should

be very thoroughly broken up and pulverised

by means of a broad-tined fork, and a dressing
of superphosphate of lime mixed at the same
time—but cultivation is the main thing. Plant
the tubers whole, and not too small specimens.

Do not grudge a few inches of extra space.

Some growers cover the sets with discarded pot-

ting compost, which is no doubt of much value

to induce rapid rooting in heavy soils, but in

well-prepared medium and light soils it is not
needed. See that the surface of the ground is

loosened after heavy rains by hoeing, which
serves to warm the ground, and a careful work-
man will not damage the growths.

THE "FRENCH" GARDEN.
By Paul Aquatias.

Nursery Beds.— Select a well-sheltered and
sunny part of the garden for rearing seed-

lings in the spring. A space 30 feet wide by 25

feet long is sufficient for a garden of two acres.

Make a small bed 6 inches thick for the first

sowing of Cauliflower All Year Round or Half

Hardy Parisian. The soil used in the frame

must be in an excellent condition. Sow the seeds

thinly and keep the lights close until the cotyle-

dons" appear, when a little ventilation may be

afforded on every favourable occasion. The first

batch of Celery should be sown within ten or

twelve days on a hot-bed 6 to 8 inches thick;

there have" been great improvements in the strain

of self-blanching varieties of Celery. Both
Ohemin and White American grow strong and

tall, and are not so liable to disease as are some
other sorts. Sow the seeds thinly, mixing them
with dry sand as they are very small. Germina-

tion is slow. The seedlings must not receive any
check or the plants may run to seed. Celeriac

Early Parisian may be sown very early. This is

a large-rooted variety a.nd hardier than ordinary

Celery, also not so liable to run to seed.

Crops in the Open.—A sowing of Radish

Sparkler or French Breakfast- can be made either

in drills made at 9 inches apart or broadcast.

The Radishes are grown chiefly as an intercrop

on ground where Lettuces or Cauliflowers will

be planted in a few weeks' time, but it is advis-

able to sow them in a special bed by themselves

in a warm corner, where the crop can be pro-

tected if necessary. Sow Spinach Monstrous of

Viroflay to follow the autumn batch. When
grown "as a catch-crop Spinach should bo 6>>\wi

very thinly. In heavy land sow in drills formed

at 1 foot apart. The" Cabbages planted in Octo-

ber are growing well and the ground should be

well hoed and dressed with nitrate of soda.
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EDITORIAL NOTICE.

ADVERTISEMENTS should be sent to the
PUBLISHER. 41. Wellington Street.
Covent Garden. W.C

Editors and Publisher — Our Correspondents
would obviate delay in obtaining answers to

their communications , and save us much time and
trouble, if they would kindly observe the notice

printed weekly to the effect that all letters relat-

ing to financial matters and to advertisements
should be addressed to the Publisher ;

and that

all communications intended for publication, or

referring to the Literary department, and all

plants to be named, should be directed to the

Editors. The two departments. Publishing and
Editorial, arc distinct, and much unnecessary de-

lay and confusion arise when letters are mis-
directed.

Letters for Publication, as well as specimens of

plants for naming, should be addressed to the

EDITORS, 41. Welling-ton Street, Covent
Garden, London- Communications should be
WRITTEN ON ONE SIDE ONLY OP THE PAPER, Sent OS

early in the week as possible and duly signed by
the writer. If desired, the signature will not be
printed, but kept as a guarantee of good faith.

Special Notice to Correspondents- — The
Editors do not undertake to pay for any contribu-
tion* or illustrations, or to return unused com-
munications or illustrations, unless by special
arrangement. The Editors do not hold themselves
responsible for any opinions expressed by their
correspondent*.

APPOINTMENTS FOR TH E ENSUINC WEEK.

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 17—
Broughty Ferry Hort. Assoc, meet.

WEDNESDAY. FEBRUARY 18—
Croydon and Dist. Hort. Soc. Annual Dinner.

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 19—
Brighton. Hove and Sussex Hort. Soc. meet. Odd-
fellows' Large Assembly Room. ("Lecture by Mr. W.
Giles on " Popular Vegetables for Home and Exhibi-
tion.")
Linnean Soc. meet.

Average Mean Temperature for the ensuing week
deduced from observations during the last Fifty
Years at Greenwich, 39.5°.

Actual Temperatures :

—

London. Wednesday. February 11 (6 p.m.) : Ma\
17°; Min. 15-.

Gardeners' Chronirle Office, qi. Wellineton Street,
Covent Garden, London, Thursday, February
12 (10 a.m.) : Bar. 29.5°. Temp. 19°. Weather
—Sunshine.

Provinces.—Wednesday, February 11. Max. 50°,
Cornwall : Min. 13°, Aberdeen.

SALES FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
MONDAY AND FRIDAY—

Herbaceous Plants and Hardv Bulb=. Roses and Fruit
Trees, at 12. At 67 and 68, Cheapside, E.C., bv Pro-
theroe and Morris.

TUESDAY—
Fruit Trees. Ornamental Trees, and other stock, at
Osterley Park Nurseries, Windmill Lane, near Han-
well. by Protheroe and Morris, at 12.

WEDNESDAY—
Hardy Bulhs and Herbaceous Plants, at 12. Trade
Sale Miscellaneous Bulbs, at 12. 1,149 c/s Japanese
Liliums. at 2.30. Palms and Plants, at 5. Bv Pro-
theroe and Morris.

THURSDAY—
Special Sale of Hoses. At 67 and 68. Cheapside, E C
by Protheroe and Morris, at 1.

FRIDAY—
Imported Burmese Dendrobiums, also Established
Orchids. At 67 and 68. Cheapside. E.C.. bv Pro-
theroe and Morris, at 12.q5.

MONDAY AND WEDNESDAY—
Rose Trees. Shrubs, Perennials, Lilies, e'e At Ste-
vens', Rooms, 38. King Street. Covent Garden,
London.

The annual meeting of
The Advancement the Roval Horticul-
of Horticulture. tural Society, a full re-

port of which is pub-
lished on p. 115. was of more than ordi-
nary interest. In the first place it had to
record the severe loss sustained by the
Society in the death of the late President,
Sir Trevor Lawrence. In deploring his
loss the Society recalled the memorable
and continuous services which Sir Trevor
had rendered to the cause of Horticul-
ture ; services which are appreciated with
admiring gratitude by all the members of
the Society.

In the second place the meeting gave

its sanction to a scheme elaborated by the

Council for extending the work at Wisley.

This extension is the natural outcome of

the work which has been done during the

past ten years and, as pointed out by Sir

Daniel Morris in moving the motion to

create a Trust Fund for the purpose, the

further work to be undertaken at Wisley
will involve the provision of larger facili-

ties for each of the three kinds of activity

now carried on at the gardens, namely,
research, education and the carrying out

of trials of flowers and vegetables. The
decision of the Fellows and of the Council
is a wise one; for just as a successful

business must be progressive if it is to

maintain its position, so must a Society

which represents a progressive craft take

a lead in ensuring the progress of that

craft,

The suggestions received by the Coun-
cil in response to its inquiry how it might
best serve to advance horticultural know-
ledge were so numerous as to convince the

Council that a bold scheme of develop-

ment would meet with the support of the

Fellows of the Society. This event has

proved the correctness of this judgment.

In perfecting the organisation for the

carrying out of special investigations, for

the perfecting of horticultural education

and for the extension of trials the Society

has taken a step which we are convinced
will prove of great and lasting benefit to

horticulture.

The wanton destruction

Public Parks and of an avenue of Poplars
Playgrounds.

;n Finsbury Park raises

grave issues requiring

close investigation. Unfortunately, and
for reasons which will be apparent im-
mediately, the investigation of such acts

as that at Finsbury Park is by no-

means easy. It is a simple matter for

anyone who understands these things to

satisfy himself that the destruction of

the avenue was an act of sheer foolishness.

He has only to inspect the ground to

discover that the increased space avail-

able for games is so small as to fail to

justify the removal of the trees.

But when we look beyond this irre-

parable occurrence, and, in the hope of

forestalling them, endeavour to ascertain

what other similar acts of destruction are
contemplated by authority, we are met by
a screen of secrecy, as though we were spies

endeavouring to discover by guile the dis-

positions of an enemy. When we apply
to the men who are in charge of the parks
we learn that, to divulge any information
as to which avenue or group of trees is to
fall next beneath the axe may involve the
head in dismissal. Like a gaoler under
the Terror, he dare not give a hint to
friends of the victims which head is to fall

next.

Neither, so far as we can discover, has
the head of the Park any influence with
the judge. The park superintendent who
has a knowledge of trees, if he wish to

stand well with authority, had best keep
it to himself. The fiat goes forth—clear
all this horticultural rubbish—trees in

avenues or groups, flower beds, shrub-

beries—sweep them away and erect goal

posts in their place.

We protest against the absurdity of this

condition of affairs. There is no state of

war between the public and the Council.

The Council is the servant and not the

master of the public, and the public has
the right to know and to criticise what the

Council intends to do with the parks
which it holds in trust for the people.

In present circumstances of enforced
secrecy, those of us who care for parks,
who know the varied part they play in

public enjoyment, are confronted always
with accomplished facts. This group of

Planes has been cut down— it is no good
crying over felled trees. That avenue of
Poplars has been demolished— they are
gone and grumbling will not make them
grow again.

The Parks Committee is composed of

well-meaning gentlemen who, as is always
the case with this sort of committee, are
led by the nose by the permanent officials.

Hence any caprice or mistaken policy on
the part of those who really determine
things, if carried out swiftly and secretly,

will evade criticism and, supported by the
all-powerful argument of the accomplished
fact, will receive the uninformed sanc-

tion of the Council. We lay stress on
these facts because it is evident that with-
out the assistance and advice of the ex-

perienced men who superintend the parks
the Council is bound to continue to

blunder.

That its blundering is well meant is

evident. The members of the Council,
like everyone else, desire that children
shall have full use and enjoyment of the
parks. All desire that the fullest facili-

ties shall be provided for games. But
whilst holding these common views we
feel it necessary to point out that there
is a very clear limit to the use of the
public parks for the purpose of set games.
They are frequented by thousands of tired
people who are seeking rest. Men and
women who have physical exercise enough
in their work, and who wish to recreate
themselves by the contemplation of or
mere propinquity with tranquil scenes, to

whom the sight of budding trees brings
new life, and for whom the bright hues of

flowers lighten the drab of their homes :

games must not drive these people from
the parks.

Wherefore the London County Council
would do well to cease from its haphazard
method of control and to face the fact that
it has a difficult problem to resolve. That
problem is to determine how far the noisy
cuckoo of games shall be allowed to oust

the legitimate nest-holder : to hold the

balance between the park as a retreat for

tired people and a sanctuary for those
townsmen and women who love nature
and the park as a playground. In many
places these two functions are not incom-
patible one with another ; but in the
smaller parks of crowded districts they
require the utmost care of adjustment.
If they will take this work in hand,
will call in the help of experienced ad-
visers in horticultural affairs, and will

utilise the large fund of experience pos-
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sessed by the park superintendents, the

Council will deserve the gratitude of the

community. The difficulty is one which

is bound to grow and the Council will be

wise to face it before its administration

is disfigured by more very silly acts like

that of destroying the group of Planes

and avenue of Poplars at Finsbury Park.

As evidence that we have not misrepre-

sented the present state of affairs, we put

on record the fact that at one of the parks

which was visited in the course of our

inquiry the superintendent, on learning

the nature of our inquiry, ran away, lest

by divulging facts of public interest he

should lose his place : and this in London
in 1914 ! To repress irresponsible chatter

is to confer a benefaction : but to impose

a gag on responsible officials is to proclaim

oneself bankrupt in the art of govern-

ment.

Supplementary Illustration.— Our Sup-

plementary Illustration is of Leonardslee,

Sussex, the residence of Sir Edmund G. Loder,

Barfc. One view shows the south-east front,

which slopes rather steeply from the residence.

The view from the terrace includes the lake,

which lies in a hollow amidst banks of Rhodo-

dendrons and other flowering and foliage plants.

In the lower picture is seen the rustic bridge,

which leads to the portion of the pleasure

grounds beyond the lake. It is on the further

side of the water that the extraordinary colonies

of Sarracenias are cultivated. A full description

of the wonderful collections of trees and shrubs

contained in these gardens is to be found in the

issues for October 13 and 20, 1906.

American Gooseberry Mildew.—The
Board of Agriculture and Fisheries desires to re-

mind fruit-growers, nurserymen, market gar-

deners, etc., in the county of Kent that the

Orders prohibiting, under a penalty not exceed-

ing ten pounds, the movement of Gooseberry and
Currant Bushes either from or within the county

except by licence are still in force. The Local

Authority for the county of Kent has ceased to

employ an inspector for the purposes of these

and other Orders under the Destructive Insects

and Pests Acts, and all applications for licences

should therefore be sent direct to the Board.

Census of Production.—The Board of

Agriculture and Fisheries is engaged in collect-

ing information in connection with the census of

production which is now again being taken, for

the compilation of another report on the Agri-

cultural output of the country, similar to that

issued for the year 1908. A large number of

forms of inquiry on various points have been

sent to occupiers of land, who will, it is hoped,

as on the previous occasion, assist the Board by
furnishing the information required. The par-

ticulars asked for are soiely for use in the Statis-

tical Division of the Board for this purpose.

The Potato Quarantine in America.—
From statements published in the American Press

it would appear that the recent establishment of

the " Potato Quarantine " is having a consider-

able effect on prices. Thus. Mr. A. W. McCann,
writing in the Globe (New York), states that

Potatos which were sold wholesale at 60-65 cents

per bushel in Boston, New York. Philadelphia,

and Baltimore are now selling at 85-90 cents,

and predicts that the wholesale price will rise

to 1 dollar 50 cents before the middle of the

present month. Mr. McCann observes that New
York farmers are already asking 1 dollar per

bushel at the loading stations. The same writer

expresses apprehension lest other countries adopt

retaliatory measures, and insist that American
Apples shall not be imported unless it can be
shown that they are grown in districts free from
such pests as codlin moth, "bitter rot,'' and

San Jose scale.

Horticulture at Craibstone Experi-
mental Farm.— Mr. Greenhowe, the re-

cently-appointed Lecturer in Horticulture in the

Aberdeen and North of Scotland College of Agri-

culture, has submitted a proposal to the Gover-

nors to utilise the garden at Craibstone—the ex-

perimental farm acquired by the college, and

situated a few miles from Aberdeen—for experi-

mental and demonstration purposes in horticul-

ture. It is proposed to form a model fruit plan-

tation for supplying information as to the most

suitable varieties of hardy fruits for the district,

also for conducting manurial experiments and

for practical demonstrations to horticulturists.

Parmentier and the Potato.— In the last

three issues of he Jardin M. G. GrBAUXT has

contributed a series of interesting articles en-

titled "La Legende de Parmentier." They deal

with the introduction and history of the

Potato as an article of food in France.

Chicory Growing in Aberdeenshire.—
Remarkably successful experiments in the grow-

ing of Chicory have been carried out in Aber-

deenshire under the auspices of the Aberdeen
and North of Scotland College of Agriculture.

The districts selected were Kilblean and Culsa-

mond, and some valuable information and results

have been obtained. The variety tested was
Magdebourg, which has a good reputation. The
experiments demonstrated that the best soil for

Chicory is a deep loam, and subsoiling previous

to the crop being sown was proved to be a great

advantage. To get the best-shaped roots no

farmyard manure should be used, but a good

dressing of artificial manures should be applied.

The crop was planted early in May, and' it was
not ready for lifting until well into November.
Had the season been late the crop might not

have been a success, especially in late districts.

Samples of the Toots were submitted to a Coffee

manufacturer on a large scale in Aberdeen, and
he reported that the groturaVroasted roots pro-

duced capital Chicory. The yield was, approxi-

mately, 19 cwt. per acre. The price of Chicory

to the manufacturer is about £28 10s. per ton,

of which the sum of £12 10s. is paid for duty, thus

leaving the grower about £16 per ton. Evi-

dently a return of 19 cwt. per acre of ground-

roasted Chicory would give a profitable result.

There is considerable labour and expense entailed

in connection with the crop owing to the heavy
dressings of manure necessary and the con-

tinuous cultivation to keep the land free from

weeds in the early 6tages. To get the best re-

sults the leaves, when they turn yellow—that is,

before lifting—require to be removed gradually.

Great care must be exercised in lifting the crop,

in order to prevent bleeding of the roots. Those
leaves which remain green at the time of lifting

make capital food for 6tock, thus forming another

asset in the value of the crop. The college

authorities purpose next season to carry out

similar experiments in earlier districts within

the college area, as evidently lateness in ripen-

ing is a weak point in the growing of Chicory.

The growing of Chicory has been a neglected part

of agriculture since the duty on the home-grown
article was made practically the same as that

on foreign grown. Recently attempts have been

made in England, particularly in Cambridgeshire,

to grow Chicory again, and it is satisfactory to

learn these have met with considerable success.

Meantime the further extension of the experi-

ments in the North of Scotland will be watched

with much interest.

Sulphur as a Fertiliser.— The most re-

cent contribution to the discussion on the

use of sulphur as a soil-fertiliser is provided by

Herr W. Janicaud, Director of the horticultural

experiment station of Miilhausen, who publishes

the results of his experiments in Die Gartenwelt

(January 17). Mr. Janicaud used the Tomato
as his test plant, and carried out his culture in

pots. The Tomatos (Luculius) were grown in

various conditions ; some in soil to which no

manure was added ; others in soil to which was

added flowers of sulphur (2 grains per 1 kilo-

gram of soil = i oz. to 2 lbs.), and others
which received either a complete manure only

or a complete manure together with sulphur.

The conclusion reached is that sulphur, even in

the presence of a complete manure, acts as a
stimulator to the growth of the plant. Dr.

H iltner, who estimated the numbers of bacteria

present in the manured and unmanured soils,

finds that the effect of sulphur is to bring about

a remarkable increase in the bacterial population.

Thus the number of bacteria was found to be :—
Soil. Bacteria per gram

of soil.

Unmanured 12.51 millions.

Sulphured 23.59

Completely manured
and sulphured 16.16 „

Completely manured
and unsulphured 10.97 ,,

Smut Diseases of Cultivated Plants.—
Bulletin No. 73 of the Department of Agricul-

ture, Ottawa, Canada, consists of a valuable

summary, by Dr. Giissow, the Dominion botanist,

of what is known of the cause and control of the

smut diseases of cultivated plants. The Bulletin

points out that the spores of the smut fungi are

distributed by wind and by such farm instru-

ments as threshing machines, and recommends

_ the disinfection of the latter by means of for-

malin. The results of recent experiments de-

monstrate that though, generally, the spores are

killed by passing through the body of an animal,

this is not always the case ; nor can it be

stated with certainty that when diseased

grain is fed to stock the animals run no risk of

disease. As is now generally accepted, different

smuts have different methods of infecting

the host plants. In stinking smut of Wheat,
covered smut of Barley, naked and loose smut
of Oats, for example, spores distributed from
diseased ears reach and lodge upon the grains,

are sown with the seed, germinate in the ground,

and produce secondary spores which infect the

seedling. In other smuts, for example the loose

smuts of Wheat and Barley, the spores, which
are ripe at flowering time, are carried to the

stigma of the Wheat or Barley flower, germinate

like pollen grains thereon, and, sending down a

germ tube into the ovary, provide for the in-

fection of the grain which is being produced in

the ovary. Evidently a knowledge of these

facts must determine practice—for example,

whereas dressing seed with copper-sulphate or

formalin or treating it with hot water is produc-

tive of good results in the former class, it is with-

out effect when applied to those smuts in which
floral infection occurs. Early sowing of autumn
wheat has been shown by Dr. Musserati to result

in a considerable reduction in the amount of

disease. Thus Wheat sown in France on
October 11 gave rise to only 1 per cent, of dis-

eased plants, whereas in similar Wheat sown on

November 22, infection took place in 90 per

cent, of the plants. From these and other ex-

periments it may be laid down that the later

in autumn and the earlier in spring Wheat is

sown the more the crop is likely to be

affected. The gravity of smut diseases may be

judged by the estimate that Oat smut alone

causes a loss of 8 per cent, of the total crop,

that is, a financial loss of upwards of £3,000,000

per annum. The Bulletin, which gives an

excellent summary of recent work, both at

Ottawa and elsewhere, concludes with an illus-

trated description of the chief smut diseases

which attack cereals and other farm plants.

The Horticultural Branch of the
Board of Agriculture First Annual
Report.—The report of the Horticultural Branch

of the Board of Agriculture has just been issued.

It is prefaced by a brief statement by Mr. T. H.

Middletox, who draws attention to the fact

that, in addition to the horticultural subjects

dealt with by Mr. Rogers in the Report, other

matters affecting horticulture are treated of in

separate publications. The main body of the

Report consists of an account of tho scheduled
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diseases of plants

—

e.g., American Gooseberry

mildew, wart disease of Potatos, large Larch

sawfly, Tomato and Cucumber canker, and

others. The price of the Report is 2s. 2d.

Societe Francaise d Horticu lture de
Londres.— The annual dinner of the members

of the London Society of French Gardeners will

be held at the Cafe Royal, Regent Street, on

Saturday. May 2. Mr. Harold Beale, of the

firm of Messrs. James Carter and Co., will pre-

side. The secretary is Mr. G. Schneider, 3,

Meredyth Road, Barnes.

North of England ^Horticultural
Society.— The annual general meeting of the

Fellows of the North of England Horticultural

Society will be held on Wednesday, February 18,

at 3 p.m., in the Queen's Hotel, Leeds.

Legacy to a Gardener.— By the will of the

late Miss Emily Matilda Easton, of Nest

House, Felling, Durham, who died on Christmas

Day, aged ninety-five years, her gardener, Mr.

Jonathan Milner, receives a legacy of £3,000.

Animals and] Plants under Domestica-
tion (see pp. 74, 92).—At the third lec-

ture of the course Professor Bateson said

that while the study of our domesticated

animals and plants leads to the conclusion

that many, such as the dog, the horse, •

and the Wheat, are of multiple origin, such a

conclusion is unsatisfactory, for it only throws

the problem of the actual origin of new forms a

stage further back. The great antiquity of

many animals and plants prevents any exact

knowledge of their origin, and it is not

until we come to the introductions into domes-

ticity of the 18th century that we have good

evidence of the development of forms under

cultivation. A series of coloured figures by

Weinmann, published in Holland in 1740, show

the state of horticulture at that date in a very-

complete manner. Certain plants, such as the

Anemone, the Auricula, and the Balsam were

fully developed, and probably no great change

has since occurred in these plants. Many forms

of the short-spurred Aquilegia existed, and it was
not until the introduction of the long-spurred,

Californian species that any further change

occurred in this genus. The Strawberries

were very poor, and their improvement is

due to the introduction of the American
species. A new form that has appeared

quite lately is the red annual Sunflower.

This plant was seen by Professor Cockerell
growing by the roadside in Colorado. Knowing
that the annual Sunflower is self-sterile, Pro-

fessor Cockerell crossed this plant with the

yellow form, and in the first generation obtained

plants intermediate between the yellow and red

type. He crossed these F, plants with each

other, and in the second generation obtained the

true red variety again, and this variety has now
been put on the market. In conclusion Professor

Bateson showed a number of Japanese prints

(see figs. 49 and 50) illustrating the great range

of variation seen in the annual Ipomaea. This

plant is much grown in Japan, and there is

great competition in the production of new
forms. It is supposed that selection of the

shrivelled seeds gives a larger proportion of the

monstrous forms so much sought after.

Publications Received.—Etudes sur~Ta
Flore du Katanga. By Einilo de Wildeman.
Vol. II. Fuse. 1. (BruxeUes : Falk fils.)

— The White Gate and Other Poems. By
Lorma Leigh. (Hampstead, London: James
Hewetson and Son.) Price Is. 6d.—Mitteilungen
der Deutschen Dendrologischen Gesellschaft ;

und Jahrbuch fur Staudenkunde. Published by
Dr. Graf v. Schwerin, Wendisch-Wilmersdorf
bei Thyrow.—Fruit and Its Cultivation. By
T. W. Sanders. ( London : W. H. ;. nd S. Colling-
ridge.) Price Cs. net.— The Sweet Pea Annual,
1914. Published by the National Sweet Pea
Society. Secretary, Mr. Henry D. Tigwell,
Greenford, Middlesex.

SOCIETIES.
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.

February 10.—The meeting on Tuesday last
was of more than usual importance in view of
the annual general meeting of the Fellows, which
was held at 3 p.m. in the Lecture Room, the
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Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., Bush Hill Park,

Enfield, staged excellent plants of Cyclamens in

pans. A new variety named Pink Pearl has

rose-pink coloured blooms; it is a good com-

panion to their fine Salmon King variety. This

firm also showed hybrids of Erica Wilmoreana

;

the best was named King Edward VII. ; E.

lusitanica (codonc-des), is hardy, and the flowers

are sweet-smelling. Adjoining the Ericas were

many vases of Carnations. A new variety named
Countess of Pembroke, with salmon-red flowers,

was noticed ; also Gorgeous and Satin Robe.

(Silver Flora Medal..)

Messrs. W. Paul and Sons, Waltham Cross,

staged pot plants and baskets of cut flowers of

Camellias, for which a Silver Banksian Medal
was awarded. Many of the varieties were raised

at Waltham Cross, and they included some fine

singles. The weil-known alba plena was shown
numerously and well ; another old favourite,

L'Avenir, was much admired for its exquisite

shape. Others of note were alba simplex, single
;

Apollo, large red semi-double variety; Mercury,

rose ; imbricata and Mars, rosy crimson.

Messrs. Sutton and Sons, Reading, again

exhibited bowls of forced flowers, this time

Freesias. They were almost as dainty as the

bowls of Roman Hyacinths at the last meeting.

Messrs. Allwood Bros., Wivelsfield Nur-
series, Haywards Heath, exhibited fine Carna-

tions of the perpetual-blooming type. Scarlet

Glow, Wivelsheld Wonder, Mary Allwood, La
Rayonnante and Empire Day are a selection of

the varieties. (Silver Banksian Medal.)

Messrs. W. Wells and Co., Merstham,
showed new Carnations, including Champion,
scarlet, Yellow Prince, Philadelphia, rose-pink,

and Peerless, cerise.

Carnations were also exhibited by Messrs.

Young and Co., Hatherley; the Misses Price
and Fyfe, Grove Park, Lee ; Mr. J. C. Jenner,
Rayleigh ; Mr. C. Engelmann, Saffron Walden
/Bronze Flora Medal) ; and Mr. H. Burnett.
Guernsey, who showed a novelty of crimson-

maroon colour named Monarch. (Bronze Flora

Medal.)

Messrs. J. Piper and Sons, Bayswater, ar-

ranged a large bank of Azaleas as a table

group, with a rockery at one end, on which we
noticed Primula Juliae, P. megasaefolia, P.

Winteri, Cyclamen Coum, Saxifraga burseriana

major and other Alpines in flower. Blooms of

the clear yellow Richardia Elliotiana in vases

were of excellent quality. (Silver Flora Medal.)

Mr. L. R. Russell, Richmond, Surrey, showed
flowering shrubs, for which a Silver Flora

Medal was awarded. Azaleas were all freely

flowered, the best varieties being Apollo, Dutche
Perle and the dwarf, red-flowered Hexe. Wis-
tarias, Clethra arborea variegata, Kenneyda
monophylla, small Orange trees in fruit, and
varieties of Hamamelis were included in the
exhibit.'

Messrs. J. Cueal and Sons, Crawley, showed
dwarf shrubs on a rockery, and were awarded a

Silver Banksian Medal. The plants were mostly
dwarf Conifers, such as Pinus Balfouriana, P.

aristata, Thuya oceidentalis var. Spaethii, P.

obtusa pygmaea and Abies Hookeriana.

Messrs. Wills and Segar, Florists. South
Kensington, again exhibited Azaleas, for which
a Silver Banksian Medal was awarded. There
were large plants of the pink and white President
Oswald dc Kcrehove variety on either side of

banks of Temperance (semi-double, mauve) and
purpurea grandiflora.

Messrs. H. Cannell and Sons, Eynsford,
Kent, staged bunches of Zonal Pelargoniums.
A large scarlet variety named John Watts and
Dr. Crawford, crimson, are both new, whilst of

the older suits the finer were Lucana, orange-

salmon : Scarlet King, Mars, crimson; Sir T.

Hanbury, crimson ; and Venus, white.

Messrs. H. J. Jones, Ltd., Hither Green,
Lewisham, exhibited varieties of zonal-leaved

Pelargoniums as small plants in pots.

Mr. G. Reutiie, Keston, Kent, filled a corner

by the east annexe with Himalayan Rhododen-
drons, interspersed with Berberis Bealii, B.

nepalensis, Hamamelis mollis, Drimys Winteri
and Eucryphia cordata. In the annexe Mr.
Reuthe showed Alpines in pots and dwarf shrubs.

(Silver Banksian Medal.)

Mr. James Box, Lindfield, exhibited hardy
flowers. Magnolia alba superba was conspicuous
at the back, and we also noticed Iris histrioides

major and I. Danfordiae and I. Krelagei. Narcis-

sus, Tulips, and other bulbous flower's contri-

buted to a very showy gToup.
Mr. Maurice Prichard, Christchurch, Hamp-

shire, made bright patches of colour with clumps
of Hepaticas, Iris stylosa, Primula denticulata

in variety, Anemone St. Bavo (scarlet), Megasea
speciosa rosea and other Alpines. (Bronze Flora
Medal.)

Messrs. Wares, Ltd., Felthain, had splendid

clumps of Iris reticulata and I. stylosa in their

exhibit of hardy flowers, which was backed by
dwarf shrubs. Pans of Adonis amurensis, Crocus
biflorus and Hepaticas were also shown well.

Messrs. R. Wallace and Co., Colchester,

showed Crocuses, Irises, Tulips, Fritillaria

citrina, F. aurea, F. armeria rubra, Cyclamen
ibericum, C. Coura and other early flowers

against a background of dwarf shrubs. (Bronze

Banksian Medal.)

form of Cyclamen Coum, Orobus cyaneus and
Primula megasaefolia are other good subjects.

A rockery was also arranged by the War-
grave Hardy Plant Farm, Twyford, for the
purpose of displaying Iris tuberosa, Omphalodes
Cappadocica, with flowers of clear opal blue
colour and Cydonia japonica nivalis.

Mr. Clarence Elliott, Stevenage, also con-
tributed a rockery, on which we noticed in

flower Crocus biflorus, C. susianus, C. minimus
(a little gem with violet flowers), Saxifraga Bur-
seriana in profusion and Iris Danfordiae.
A rock-garden was also exhibited by the Misses

Hopkins. Shepperton, who showed Petasites
japonica uncommonly well.

Messrs. G. and A. Clark, Ltd., Dover, ex-
hibited Primroses and shrubs. The former were
some of the best in the Hall, especially those of

blue shades. Juniperus pachyphaea elegantissima
has very glaucous stems—almost blue.

[Photograph hy R. A. Malby.

!<',,; 51.

—

iris CANTAB : A CHANCE SEEDLING WHICH FIRST APPEARED IN MR. BOWLES' GARDEN.

(R.H.S. Award of Merit, February 10, 1914.)

Messrs. Whitelegg and Pace, Chislehurst,

Kent, exhibited a flat rockery brightened by

patches of Iris- reticulata, Houstonia ser-

pyllifolia, Saxifraga Burseriana major and

Primula denticulata.

Messrs. Barb and Sons. Km; Street, Covent
Garden, exhibited batches of Irises. Hyacinths,

Crocuses, Tulips, Freesias in pots, Primula mala

coides and varieties of P. obconica, of which

Queen of Roses has rosy-crimson blooms. This

firm also exhibited a rocker; planted with hardy
flowers in big patches. In the centre of the

rockery were branched Tulips. (Silver Banksian

Medal.)
Messrs. R. Tucker and Sons, Brookside Nur-

series, Oxford, arranged a rockery in which we
noticed choice and rare Alpines. The collection

of Saxifragas included S. Burseriana gloria,

S. Bovdii alba, S. Bocheliane ia splendid clump),

and S. oppositifolia grandiflora. A fine dark

Mr. G. W. MILLER, Wisbech, showed boxes of

Alpines, including Primula Winteri and

Hepaticas, Daffodils, Snowdrops, Christinas

Roses and other early flowers.

Mr. GEO. Kkuswell. St. Thomas, Exeter,

exhibited Bowers of Gentiana acaulis.

The Rev. W. Earle, Reigate (gr. Mr. Cham-
bers)) showed a variety of Cyclamen named An-

tarctica. The petals" of the white, tlatush

flowers, have waved edges.

Awards of Merit.

Rhododendron moupineme.—This is a new,

white-flowered, Chinese Alpine species introduced

bj Mr. E. H: Wilson. The few largo flowers

remind one of Azalea ledifolia and the Indian

Azaleas, but R. moupinense is sturdier in habit,

the leaves art much more leathery and tough and

the whole plant is nearly glabrous. The flowers

are borne in small trusses of one to three blooms,
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but they are individually very large, reaching

2j inches in diameter, and the rounded, over-

lapping, flat-expanded segments terminating the

open, broadly-conical tube give the flowers a

roundness and" fulness that will be appreciated by
florists. The corolla is pure white, of glistening,

silk-like, thin and crumpled texture, with two
groups of palest sulphur guide dots on the upper

part of the tube. The anthers are chocolate-

coloured and the stigma green. The tough, dull-

green leaves which are more crowded around the

tips of the shoots vary in shape from ovate to

ovate-lanceolate, being from g to lj inch in

length by 3 to J inch in breadth. Shown by
Miss Ellen Willmott, Great Wa-rley.

Iris Cantab (see fig. 51). — A pretty bulbous

Iris belonging to the reticulata group, with soft

amethyst-blue or pale-violet rather than Cam-
bridge-blue flowers, which show a little white

ground at the throat and the typical orange-

coloured ridge. It originated as a chance

seedling in Mr. A. E. Bowles' garden, and
is probably derived from I. Krelagei or

Max Leichtlin's I. cyanea, which were grow-

ing near to the place of origin. The flowers

have the form of I. Krelagei, but they are

a little earlier and slightly taller. The leaves

overtop t!ie flowers. The variety is especially

valuable because of its constitution, for it thrives

easily and multiplies rapidly, whilst the colour

is very beautiful. The specimens exhibited had
been slightly forced under glass. Shown by
Mr. Herbert Chapman.

Orchid Committee.

Present: J. Gurney Fowler, Esq. (in the chair),

and Messrs. Jas. O'Brien (hon. sec), Gurney-
Wilson, E. H. Davidson, F. Sander, B. G.

Thwaites, F. J. Hanbury, T. Armstrong, A.
McBean, C. H. Curtis. \V. Cobb, J. Charles-

worth. .1. Cypher, W. H. Hatcher, J. E. Shill.

W. P. Bound. A. Dve. W. H. White, S. W.
Flory, W. Bolton. ( . J. Lucas, R. A. Rolfe,

R B. White, C. Cookson, De B. Crawshay and
Sir Harry J. Veitoh.

The event of the meeting was the magnificent

group staged bv Lieut.-Col. Sir Geo. L. Hol-
ford, K.C.V.O.", Westonbirt, Tetbury (gr. Mr.
H. G. Alexander). Both in the fine quality of

the plants and in their artistic arrangement, the

group was- well up to the very high standard

which Sir George has set at these meetings. The
Society's Gold Medal was awarded as some recog-

nition of the treat given to Orchidists and gar-

den-lovers generally by so good a display early

in February.
The exhibit was arranged with the lower line,

or body of the group, composed mainly of

showy 'Laelio-Cattleyas and hybrid Odontoglos-

sums! the centre ' having the lightly-poised

sprays of about 100 fine spikes of white varie-

ties of Laelia anceps arching over, and the two
sides made up of the elegant white and rose-

coloured Cvmbidium insigne and hybrids of it,

which made a fine feature throughout the whole
group. The hybrids were principally C.

Alexanderi and C. Gottianum, the' Westonbirt
variety of which secured an Award of Merit. C.

Dryad (insigne x Parishii Sanderae) was a per-

fectly new hybrid flowering for the first time,

with' large,
" blush-white 'flowers with ruby

spotting on the lip. The plant bore five flowers

on the spike. C. Holfordianum, the fine cross

of C. grandifloruin, was well represented, and at

one end stood a grand .specimen of C. Lowio-

grandiflorum with seven spikes. Cypripediums
were in variety and all good, the Westonbirt

variety of C. Cyclops and C. Viking showing
them in even better condition than when they

received their Awards of Merit. The many forms

of Cattleya Trianae, including C. T. Imperator

and C. T." Mooreana were very beautiful. Laelio-

Cattleya Ariel gave rich yellow and red colour,

as also' did Sophro-Laelio-Cattleya Marathon and

some other Sophronitis crosses. At one end a

grand specimen of Vanda Watsoniana bore eight

spikes of pretty, white flowers, and near it a

batch of scarlet Sophronitis was a mass of

bloom, and each epecimen was worthy of ad-

miration, the Odontoglossums and Odontiodas
brio,; speciallv fine.

Baron Bbuno Schroder, The Dell, Englefield

Green (gr. Mr. J. E. Shill). showed four

verv large and handsome varieties of Cattleya

Trianae, the best of which, C. T. Mrs. de

B. Crawshay. secured an Award of Merit. The
others were' C. T. The Premier, a well-known,

good variety ; C. T. The Baron : and C. T.

Goliath, a large and finely-formed flower. Cypri-

pe-dium Pyramus, a great beauty, secured a
First-class Certificate (see Awards).

H. S. Goodson, Esq., West Hill, Putney (gr.

Mr. G. E. Day), showed Sophro-Laelio-Cattleya

Herbertii and a finely-coloured L.-C. Charles-

worthii.

Sir Jeremiah Colman, Bart., Galton Park (gr.

Mr. Collier), showed a fine plant of the singular

Tainia penangiana, a good Miltonia Bleuana.
Zygo-Colax Wiganianus in very fine form and the

beautiful Dendrobium Lady Colman (see

Awards). Also a very fine Lycaste Skinnerii.

De B. Crawshay, Esq., Sevenoaks (gr. Mr.
Stables), showed Odontoglossum Boadicea of

good shape and well marked.
E. H. Davidson, Esq., Orchid Dene, Twyford.

was awarded a Silver Flora Medal for a good
group of rare Orchids, all of fine quality. In the

also shown, but none could compare with th&
chastely beautiful seedling U. crispum Palatine,
a model flower of the purest white, and which
was supeiior to any typical O. crispum ever im-
ported. 0.' eximium Fascinator was also fine-

in all respects and rich in colour. Others noted
were Miltonia Bleuana, with eight spikes ;.

Odontloda Bradshawiae, four spikes; a fine

Phalaenopsis Stuartiana, Dendrobium nobile vir-

ginale, Brasso-C'attleya Mrs. J. Leemann, a good.

Brasso-Laelia Digbyano-purpurata and the new
Odontoma Luciliae (see Awards).

Messrs. Armstrong and Brown, Tunbridge-
Wells, were awarded a Silver Flora Medal for

a group of hybrids, some' of them flowering for

the first time and which will be duly recorded,
(vpripedium Mrs. E. S. Kashleigh (Hera.
Euryades X Bassano) was a very fine hybrid,
nearest to C. Hera and with a similar richly-

blotched dorsal sepal, but the spotting is largeu-

Fig. 52.

—

cypripedium tyramus.

(K.H.S. First-class Certificate, February 10. 1914. See p. 115.)

[Photograph '»/ R. A. Ualby.

centre was a specimen of a very fine form of the
pure white Cattleya Susanne Hye de Crom, with
handsome hybrid Odontoglossums around it, the
best noted being a very fine and richly coloured
O. Aireworth ; 0. Louise, a very pretty spotted
flower ; O. ossulstonii, with a seven-branched
spike ; a fine form of 0. ardentissimum ; and
two O. Rossii hybrids. Some scarlet Odontiodas,
a beautiful specimen of scarlet Sophronitis with
twenty flowers, Sophro-Cattleya Thwaitesii. a

good Laelio-Cattleya Fascinator, some white
Masdevallia tovarensis, a very fine white Lycaste
Skinneri, and a handsome coloured form and
other good things were also included.
Messrs. Charlesworth and Co., Haywards

Heath, were awarded a Silver Flora Medal
for a select group, in which appeared two spikes

of the large rose-and-white Eulophiella Peeter-

siana. Some good hybrid Odontoglossums were

and darker. C. Helen II., C. Venus Orchidhurst
vat'., C. Beryl and others were staged, and a

good plant of the Orchidhurst variety of Cymbi-
dium Woodhamsianum ; another pretty hybrid
between C. giganteum and C. insigne : some
finely-blotched seedling Odontoglossum crispum,

the brilliant scarlet Odontioda Keighleyensis,

several Cattleya Maggie Raphael alba Orchid-

hurst variety from a batch which has been
flowering profusely for several months, and a

selection of Laelio-Cattleyas were also notedl

One of the best plants was Cattleya Trianae Mrs.

de B. Crawshay.
Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., Bush Hill Park

and Jarvisbrook, Sussex, secured a Silver Flora

Medal for an excellent group containing two
plants of the best white Cattleya Percivalianav

alba, C. Trianae alba and other white forma.

Specially good also were Laelio-Cattleyai
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luminosa, L.-C. Orpetiana (C. Gaskelliana alba

X L. tenebrosa), L.-C. Bella Crow-borough
variety and some well-flowered Brasso-Cattleyas,
Sophro-Cattleyas, Phalaenopsis Schilleriana and
Oncidinni splendidum.

Messrs. J. Cypher and Sons, Cheltenham,
were awarded a Silver Flora Medal for a good
group of Cypripediums, with examples of

Cymbidium insigne, C. Gottianum and C.

Alexanderi, with which were well-flowered

Calantbes, Phalaenopsis Schilleriana, Miltonia
Bleuana and varieties of Cattleya Trianae.
Cypripedium Bridgei was distinct and all were
excellently well bloomed.

Messrs. Sander and Sons, St. Albans and
Bruges, were awarded a Silver Banksian Medal
for a small group in which were several good
examples of their new strain of Odontoglossums
raised at Bruges, and which, although flowering
for the first time, give great promise. O. Rio-
Tinto (gandavense x sceptrum) is a brownish-
copper colour with narrow, primrose margin

;

0. Cyrus (Rolfeae x eximium) is of fine shape
and tinted with rose at the back ; 0. Verulam
(Eolfeae x Wilckeanum) is of good shape, pale
yellow, heavily blotched, and with white front

to the lip ; 0. St. Bavon (Lambeauanum x
.gandavense) is dark chocolate-red with lighter

tip; 0. chryseum (Peseatorii x excellens), 0.

Philomene (Rolfeae x percultum), 0. Desde-
mona (Hallii X ardentissimum) and some
others displayed attractive colouring and good
shape. Some fine Cattleya Trianae, bright red
Odontiodas, Brasso-Cattleyas, Laelio-C'attleyas.

Cymbidiums and two hybrid Lycastes were also

shown.
Messrs. J. and A. McBean, Cooksbridge,

•Staged a small group of good Odontoglossums,
Odontiodas, etc., their brightly-coloured 0.

Diana var. Gladys gaining an Award of Merit.
Mr. Harry Dixon, Spencer Park Nursery,

Wandsworth, showed some good Odontoglossum
crispum. and an attractive hybrid between 0.

cirrhosum and 0. excellens named 0. aurosum.
Messrs. W. A. Maxda, St. Albans, staged a

good selection of varieties of Cattleya Trianae.
Messrs. Swan and Price, St. Albans, showed

a group of very good Cypripedium excellently

well grown.
Mrs. Thatcher, The Manor House, Chew

Magna, Somerset, sent a plant of Brassavola
glauca, the greenish-white flowers having a

purple spot at the base of the lip.

AWARDS.
First-class Certificate.

Cypripedium Pyramus (Hera Euryades x
'Mrs. W. Mostyn), from Baron Bruno Schroder,
The Dell, Englefield Green (gr. Mr. J. E. Shill).

A very fine and distinct Cypripedium with large

dorsal sepal, which is white above and heavily

blotched with shades of dark purple changing
to rose towards the margin. The petals and lip

are yellow with dark mahogany -red surface.

Dendrobium Lady Colman (Artemis x Find
layanum) from Sir Jeremiah Colman, Bart. (gr.

Mr. Collier). The largest and best hybrid Den-
drobium, which had previously secured an Award
of Merit. The flowers are white flushed with
rose-pink, the larsre lip having a distinct maroon
blotch.

Award of Merit.

Cymbkllam Gottianum Westonbirt variety

(eburneum x insigne), from Lieut. -Colonel Sir

Geo. L. Holford, K.C.V.O. (gr. Mr. H. G.
Alexander). A large and finely-formed flower,

white with a pink flush, and crimson spotting

on the lip.

Odontioda Margaret Westonbirt variety

Wdontoglossum ardentissimum x Odontioda
Bradshawiae), from Lieut.-Col. Sir Geo. L. Hol-
ford. Flowers of good shape, deep red with
light yellow showing on the petals between the
blotches and a yellow flush on the lip.

Cattleya Trianae Mrs. De B. Crawshay, from
Baron Bruno Schroder (gr. Mr. J. E. Shill).

When well-grown, as in the present instance, one
of the very finest form of C. Trianae. The
broad sepals and petals are light rose-pink ; the
lip rose-purple in front with rich yellow disc

Cattleya Trianae Mrs. Phillips, from V. J.

Phillips, Esq., The Glebe. Sevenoake. A very
remarkable and beautiful variety witli the
sepals bearing a distinct line of crimson up the
middle, and the petals a broad feather of the
same colour. Front of lip purplish-crimson.

Cymbidium Scklegelii Southfield variety

[insigne x Wiijaniiinum), from W. Waters

Butler, Esq., Southfield, Edgbaston (gr. Mr.
Jones). A handsome large torm with white
flowers flushed with pink. Lip broad, white
with reddish-purple spots.
Odontoma Lucdia (0. cirrliosum x .1/. specta-

bills Moreliana), from Messrs. Charlesworth
and Co. A remarkable cross; the hybrid
having erect spikes of attractive flowers of stel-
late arrangement, rosy-lilac with attractive
claret-coloured marking.

Odontioda Diana var. Gladys (O. amabile x
C. Noezliana), from Messrs. J. and A. McBean,
Cooksbridge. Flowers of a uniform scarlet,
with yellow crest to the lip. The general ap-
pearance is like 0. Charlesworthii.

Fruit and Vegetable Committee.
Present: Jos. Gheal, Esq. (in the chair),

Messrs. W. Bates, George Woodward, Jesse
Willard, Wm. Pope, Edwin Beckett, W. E.
Humphreys, J. G. Weston, A. R. Allan, W.
Poupart, A. Bullock, G. Reynolds, J. Jaques,
Geo. Wvthes, H. Somers Rivers, C. G. A. Mix,
Geo. Keif and C. 0. Walter.

Fruit.

Messrs. T. Rivers and Son, Sawbridgeworth,
Hertfordshire, had an imposing display of

various Citrus fruits disposed in a most tempting
manner. Well-grown pot plants of goodly size
bore large ripe Citrons of pale golden colour or
Oranges with brighter skins, whilst the centre of
this magnificent exhibit was formed of an arbour
of Lemons and Oranges. Such an exhibit of
Citruses has probably never before been seen in

this country, and it merited the Gold Medal
which was bestowed by the Council.
Messrs. Seabrook and Sons, Chelmsford, dis-

played, in the east annexe, a table of brightly-
coloured and plump Apples of such sterling
varieties as Northern Spy, May Queen, Beauty
of Kent, Newton Wonder, Gascoyne's Scarlet,

Blenheim Pippin and Cox's Orange Pippin.
(Bronze Kuightian Medal.)

Messrs. J. Cheal and Sons, Crawley, showed
several large dishes of their new Apple

—

( rawley Beauty, which well illustrated its

keeping qualities.

Vegetables.

Messrs. Sutton and Sons, Reading, set up an
attractive collection of high-class vegetables.
The coloured Kales were very showy and served
to draw attention to the adjoining stands of
milk-white Broccoli, Savoys, Brussels Sprouts,
Mushrooms and saladings. (Silver Kuightian
Medal.)

Mrs. E. H. Dennison, Little Gaddisdon, Berk-
hamsted (gr. Mr. A. J. Gentle), contributed over
40 dishes of Potatos, all of them being of typical
shape and examples of first-class cultivation.

[Silver Banksian Medal.)
Messrs. Barr and Sons. Covent Garden,

London, arranged a semi-circular group of
coloured Kales.

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING OF FELLOWS.
The 110th annual general meeting of the Fel-

lows was held at 3 o'clock in the Lecture Room.
Sir Harry J. Veitch presided over a large attend-
ing, and was supported by Sir Daniel Morris,
Sir George Holford, .Mr. J. Gruraey Fowler
(Treasurer), Rev. W. Wilks (Secretary), and
others.

The. Chairman said : Since last we met at
the annual meeting you are aware of the very
grievous lose that the Society sustained in the

death of our late President. It was moved at

the last Council meeting, and seconded and
carried unanimously, that we should ask at the
ommencement of our meeting to-day t hat every
Fellow present should rise and receive in .silence

the following resolution.

The whole audience then rose, while the

Chairman read the resolution :

—

The Fellows of the Royal Horticultural Society in

Annual Meeting assembled the 10th day "f February,
1914. desire to axpresa their great regret at the death of

their late President, Sir Trevor Lawrence, Baronet,
K.C.V.O.. VMM., &c.
They wish also to put on record their profound appre-

ciation.
(1) Of the most eminent services rendered by Sir

Trevor to the Society during the very difficult days
which beset tho commencement of his Presidency in
1885 nnd the years that followed; and al so

(2) Of the 'patience which he showed during the
gradual building up again of the Society during the

middle period of his office ; and. la.stly.

(3) Of the taet and wisdom with which he directed
the Society's affairs during tho later years of its

prosperity—a prosperity due in no small degree to the
personality of its President.
It was proposed by Sir Harry Veitch, and

seconded by Mr. J. Gurney Fowler, Treasurer, and
carried in silence, all upstanding, "That the above
Resolution lie entered in the Minute Book of the Society,
published in the Journal and communicated to Ladv
Lawrence and to Sir William Lawrence, together with
the Address win. !i had been prepared by the Council
tor presentation to Sir Trevor, but was delayed by his
illness and death.''

On resuming Sir Harry said :
" Those mem-

bers who have been behind the scenes for many
years know more of -the work that Sii-
Trevor did for our Society than those
of you who only met him occasionally
outside. I am one of those who remember
the time when Sir Trevor was asked to
take the Presidency in the very dark days
at South Kensington. Sir Trevor took the Presi-
dency at that time, when the Society was really
bankrupt, but he faced the situation, and
although for some years we were not able to see
very great progress, we saw some eventually

—

due, I am sure, to the confidence that was felt
in our then President. Sir Trevor was always
glad to face any work. He never spared him-
self any trouble, but from the first, up to the
time when we had the misfortune to lose him
recently, he gave of his very best to the work
of this Society. Sir Trevor, as we all know,
was a great lover of flowers. We knew him, per-
haps, best as a cultivator of Orchids. He had,
without doubt, the finest collection of Orchids,
as a collection, to be found in Europe, because
he not only bought the more showy" kinds, but
added to his collection everything he could
get that was distinct and beautiful. It was a
pleasure to go with him into his houses, and
see how he could admire a plant, however
diminutive, because of its intrinsic value to him
as an amateur. We knew him as an exhibitor
of other kinds of plants besides Orchids. He
was also fond of fruits, and had received awards
for fruits at our show. He was also a keen and
enthusiastic cultivator of vegetables, and at the
Council table has told us that we ought to pay
more attention to vegetables than we do in this
country. We have lost our President, but his
memory will be green for us for many years.
(Hear, hear.) I am glad to think that we" have
upstairs the portrait, painted a year or
two since, which will be a reminder to
generations to come of what Sir Trevor
was to this Society. We also have what
is called the Lawrence Medal, which is

awarded to tho exhibitor who shows the finest
collection during the whole year, and that also
will help to jierpetuate the memory of our dearly-
beloved President. After the loss of such a
President, our difficulty was great in finding a
successor, but I am thankful to say we have in

his successor a gentleman who is passionately
fond of flowers. I allude, of course, to Field-
Marshal Lord Grenfell. Lord Grenfell came
to us with a desire to do all he possibly could
to maintain the prestige of our Society, and I
have to express his very deep regrets that he
is not able to be present with us to day."
The Chairman then read a letter, addressed

to Mr. Wilks, from Lord Grenfell. in which he
said:

—"I fear it is quite impossible for me to
be present in the chair at the annual meeting
of the Royal Horticultural Society to-morrow, as

I have to be in personal attendance on the Kins;

at the opening of Parliament. I much regret
that I am prevented by dutv from attending the
first annual meeting after I have had the honour
of becoming President of the Roy il Horticul-
tural Society.— I am. yours truly, < In infill."
The Chairman added that. t.» show that Lord

Grenfell's Fondness for her! culture was not con-

fined to this country, he would read > letter

which the Secretin reel 7< 'I last month from
the President nnd Committee of the Malta
Horticultural Society, asking him "to be good
enough to convey to Lord Grenfell, the natron

and founder of this Society, their heartfelt con-

gratulations for his lordship's election as Presi-

dent of the Royal Horticultural Society. The
Society remembers with pride the kind support

nnd encouragement received from hi- lerdship

when Govei nor of I

'

The Chairman thought they would iere< they

were very fortunate to secure Lord ' fell as

successor to their lamented late Presidi

Proosedins to refer to the report [Pa

3, " New Committees
"

v

. I hi I

that last year the Council informed th< Society

of the formation "f a Pari raentary I ommittee.

During the pari year d formed two
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other committees, a Diploma Committee and a

Research Committee. " The work of our
Society," he prooeeded, "is increasing rapidly,

and the influence of our Society is increasing

rapidly, and it is therefore necessary that those

different committees should be formed. There
are members of the Council on those com-
mittees, and there are also gentlemen from out-

Bide, and I am glad to say that both those and
the Parliamentary Committee are doing excel-

lent work. Of course, of one of them only the
foundation has been laid, but I am quite sure
before long we shall find they will render valu-

able assistance to our Society. The National
Diploma in Horticulture is referred to, and in

that case we had the assistance and help of the
Board of Agriculture, which I think you will

admit is a very important matter. We are

not going to lose sight of the practical side

of the question, and I know gentlemen over
from India intending to take this examination
in this National Diploma in Horticulture.

Therefore its influence will be felt far and
wide."

Parliamentary Committee.

The Parliamentary Committee (Paragraph 5),

Sir Harry Veitch continued, had held twelve
meetings between April and December. Perhaps
some of them might be surprised at some of the

subjects which were named—for instance, the

sale of wet coke by weight. They all knew
coke was very largely consumed by gardeners in

this country, and if, as had been proved, it

was thoroughly saturated with water and
bought by weight, the purchaser was paying for

the water as much as the coke, and they could
understand it did not help to heat his house.

(Laughter.) It had also to be taken by rail,

and then carriage had to be paid for the water
as well as the coke. Sir Albert Rollit kindly
undertook to bring the matter before the Board
of Trade on the Council's behalf, and the Chair-
man said he was glad to report that Sir Albert
had held out hopes that day that they should
be able to get something done to minimise the
quantity of water that may be legally contained
in coke offered for sale.

Referring to Paragraph 6 (" Wisley Gar-
dens""), the Chairman said : "The gardens con-

tinue to exercise more and- more influence on
gardening every year. We had over 14,000
visitors last year. When the gardens were
formed—I think some ten years ago—we had
3,000 visitors. Now we have got 14,000,

and many of those visitors do not come
solely as a matter of curiosity ; they come so as

to gain information, to ask questions, and there-

fore it is a thorough school of horticulture. The
work is carried on in the most practical possible
way. The trials which are conducted there

—

both for flowers and vegetables—are increasing
every year." As an example of the work done,
the Chairman mentioned that 217 packets of

garden Peas were sent for trial, which had all

to be sown, tabulated, and compared, in order
to test which were the best varieties. There
were so many samples of Antirrhinums that the
trials occupied over half an acre. Everybody,
he believed, had confidence in the work of the
gardens and in the Committee. They were now
building a Water-lily tank, and, thanks to the
liberality of Mr. Leopold de Rothschild, it was
to be stocked with blue Water-lilies from Mr.
Rothschild's own collection.

Referring to Paragraph 7 ("Pelargonium
Nomenclature"), the Chairman said everybody
for years seemed to give names to species as
they thought fit. Mr. Fraser, who was dealing
with the question, had already named 124 species
or varieties, and was proceeding with his task
as the plants flowered.

In reference to Paragraph 8 ("Trial of
Tulips "), the Chairman said over 4.000 parcels
of bulbs had been received. They had arranged
for a number of Dutch growers to stay at Wis-
ley for some time, so that the whole collection
might be thoroughly studied. He could not
pass over this portion of the report without
thanking Mr. Cory, of Cardiff, for the very
great assistance he rendered to the Society last

summer in connection with the trials for
Dahlias. Many would think it was difficult to
get 7,000 Dahlias together for examination, and
the Committee from the Society found' nearly
1.000 distinct varieties, 291 being selected for
garden ornamentation. It showed the great ex-

tent to which the love of flowers was growing
in this country.
Dealing with Paragraph 12 (" Chelsea Show "),

the Chairman remarked that last year the show
was a very great success, but the Council were
not blind to the fact that there were certain
faults in connection with the show, which he
hoped would be corrected this year. In the
large tent there would be no staging, except at
the far end for Orchids, where beautiful sprays
could be tabled and staged above the ground.
The whole of the body of the large tent would
have no staging, and all the groups would be
staged on the ground. It struck him they
would have a beautiful effect, and would be
very pleased with that arrangement, which he
was sure was a great improvement. No sun-
dries would be admitted to the large tent, but
would be put in another tent by themselves, and
smaller pot plants would be in a tent.

The Chairman next referred to Paragraph 17
(" Pritzel's Index Iconum Botanicarum "J, and
said it was intended to bring this most impor-
tant and valuable work up to date, as they felt

the time had now arrived when this should be
done. The International Horticultural Exhi-
bition of 1912 had given the work a start by
contributing £250, which was earmarked for
that purpose. The Veitch Memorial Trustees
had given £100, and the Council of the R.H.S.
proposed out of their profits to give £250 until
such time as sufficient money had been raised.
Of course, the work would take a long time, but
no time would be lost, and when it was com-
pleted they should have the thanks of every-
body. The Secretary considered it would cost
£3,000.
They had a very interesting conference last

year on Primulas (Par. 18). Sir John Llewelyn
very kindly came forward and took the chair.
The report they had already seen in the
Journal. Many congratulations had been re-
ceived on this special report, which was con-
sidered one of the very best and most complete
ever issued by the Society.
The next conference they proposed was on

Saxifrages (Par. 19). It was a most interest-
ing family of plants. They had had much corre-
spondence with all the authorities on this family,
more particularly with Dr. Engler, of Berlin,
and were hoping to receive from him an advance
copy of his monograph, to be published early
next year. The Conference would take place in
1915, and if any lady or gentleman had any in-

formation, or could make any suggestions, the
Secretary would be very glad indeed to have a
communication from them.

Referring to the Lindley Library (Par. 24), the
Chairman said that £600 was spent last year
in purchasing books as additions to the library—money not spent without considerable thought.
The Library Committee met every fortnight,
and books were submitted to them. They had
experts on the Committee, and they would see
by the books purchased that they* had added
some very valuable ones. He hoped they would
continue to add such rare and valuable books
relating to horticulture as had been offered to
them.

Mr." Farrer's Expedition to China.

In Paragraph 26 it would be seen that the
Council had arranged to share part of the ex-,
pense of another collection. Mr. Reginald
Farrer had started for China. They had not in-
volved themselves to a large extent. They
thought in fitting the rock garden at Wisley
that they should try and get as soon. as anyone
any novelties which came over. They had spent
a considerable sum of money in purchasing
plants, and many thousands had been raised
from seed and cuttings at Wisley. They must
make some allowance for time, and he hoped it

would look very much better than last summer,
and next summer they would find it still further
improved.

The Chairman commended the work of Mr.
Wilks, remarking that none of them was aware
of the work he had done for the Society. The
whole staff, whether there or at Wisley, were
loyal to them to the last degree. They, as a
Society, could not be more fortunate, and he
only hoped they would continue to work for
them for many years to come. He moved the
adoption of the report and accounts, which he
invited the Treasurer to explain to the meet-
ing.

Mr. Gurney Fowler, Treasurer, said the
most important item in the accounts was
the balance of profit, £8,938. It was not
quite so much as last year, when it was
£9,194, so that there was a difference of
some £256 to the bad, if they might call
it so. It was principally owing to the cost of
the show at Chelsea, which, of course, had the
International Show last year, and it was rather
difficult to make any proper comparison of
figures. The annual subscription list, he was
glad to say, was larger by £915, which showed,
he thought, life. The income from investments
naturally went up as they invested other funds.
The expenses, with the exception of the show
expenses, were not anything more than the
ordinary expenses which would be incurred in
carrying on the increased business. On the
capital account, £35 was spent on the hall and
£217 on the garden. The account showed de-
tails of the money they had invested, he hoped
well. It had not been an altogether easy time
for the investment of money, but he did not
think they were a great deal worse off than a
great number of their fellows. All the invest-
ments were what they called first -class. Since
January 1 a great change seemed to have oc-
curred, and he thought they should find the de-
ficiency nothing like what it was in December.
1913.

The Treasurer pointed out a clerical error in
the schedule of investments, where the amount
of Local Loans should be £5.800 instead of
£8,500. costing £6,006.
The list of new Fellows—95 in all—was adop-

ted earlier in the meeting, and Mr. Mark Fen-
wick, Stow-on-the-Wold, asked if it would not
be possible to limit the number elected each
year. The show was getting very crowded now,
and there seemed to be a feeling that the Fel-
lows were increasing too rapidly. He suggested
that there might be a waiting-list, as in the
case of a club.

The Chairman : We won't forget the ques-
tion.

Mr. Fenwick : I think it might meet the case
to increase the entrance fee.

The Chairman : The Council will take that
into consideration.

Tempered Criticism.

Mr. R. W. Wallace, Colchester, referring to
Paragraph 14, providing for shows being kept
open an hour later, asked what result that was
having on the attendances. If the Council were
fairly satisfied on that point they would be
justified in continuing the arrangement, but a6
one who was against the innovation, he would
ask the Council to consider that there were
other people to be considered, and those were
the employees of the firms and the owners of
the firms themselves.

Referring to the proposal that the Society
should take a share in the expedition to China
organised by Mr. Reginald Farrer, he asked if

the Council considered it a wise move altogether
that they should help to finance the expenses of

an expedition run in the interests of a gentleman
who was practically a trader in horticulture. He
spoke as a member of the trade, especially after

the remarks of Mr. Mark Fenwick that the Fel-
lows came in such increasing numbers to the
shows now. The success of the shows was made
by the» horticultural trade in Great Britain, and
the success of the Society was due to the trade,

and to those few amateurs—especially Sir
George Holford—who so nobly supported the
Society. Therefore he said that the trade ex-

hibitors were deserving of the highest consider-

ation from the Council, and he ventured to point
out the restrictions placed upon the trade with
regard to the most important exhibitors year by
year. Some were extremely harsh, extremely
hard, and extremely unfair. Outside exhibitors
at Chelsea were threatened if they did not lay
down a big deposit that they could not put
up exhibits, and the deposit might be taken
from them in the end. Those remarks were not
made in any spirit of antagonism to the success
of the Society. He wished to congratulate the
Chairman as representing the President of that
remarkable Society on the wonderful growth it

had made, and the wonderful position it occu-
pied at the present time, and the wonderful
power it still had for the advancement of all

sections of horticulture ; let them be advanced!
with equal justice to all concerned.
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The Chairman, in reply, said that having the
fortnightly meeting open till 7 o'clock was
purely tentative. Before they arrived at that
decision all the exhibitors were consulted, and
the majority expressed a desire that it should
be open till 7 o'clock in the summer. If they
found that the people did not come, it would be
very easy next year to go back to the former
time. They were not committed to any great
expense in connection with the collector who
had gone to China. They had involved them-
selves to the amount of £100 a year for two
years, and they felt, as they were really a horti-
cultural society, they ought to try to get the
novelties which might come home as soon as

any one else. People came to Wisley and ex-
pected to see the latest novelties, and it was
only in that way that they could keep pace with
the desire of their Fellows. If they waited until

the seeds of the plants had bloomed, and until
the person who had them had a stock to distri-

bute, they should be some years behind. That
was the main object they had in trying to get
a portion of the collection.

' In regard to a suggestion that the show might
be opened an hour earlier, the Chairman said
he did not think it would be possible to open
an hour earlier. With regard to the Chel-
sea Show, they were bound to a large ex-
tent by what the authorities of the Chelsea
Hospital demanded of them. They dictated cer-
tain conditions which they were obliged to com-
ply with. When an exhibitor made an exhibit
the deposit was returned. They had been dis-

appointed a number of times by exhibitors
making an entry, and getting their name in the
catalogue, and a certain amount of advertise-
ment, and then not exhibiting. The Chelsea
authorities complained of the way many exhibi-
tors left the gro_und. They excavated the
ground, and in the majority of cases the site

was not left as it was found. A considerable
sum of money was required to put the ground
right. They were anxious to meet exhibitors in

every possible way, but they had also to please
the authorities of Chelsea Hospital.

With regard to a suggestion for more seats
at Wisley, the Chairman said it was a very
good one.

The reports and accounts were unanimously
adopted.

Referring to the elections to the Council, the
Chairman said that Colonel Lockwood was ap-
pointed to succeed the late President. The elec-
tions proposed by the Council were agreed to.

PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT AT WISLEY.

Consideration was next given to the following
notice of motion :

—

" The Council of the Society be requested to
create a Special Trust Fund to carry on and
augment the Society's work at Wisley, and this
Meeting would approve of a part of the present
Surplus Funds of the Society being allocated to
that purpose."

Sir Daniel Morris said he moved the
resolution or. behalf of the Council, which
had

_
taken the matter into very careful

consideration. The Council wished to sub
pit that day a proposal to the Fellows
in order that certain other extensions in the
work of the Society might take place. Ha
would mention first of all that this matter 'of

the extension of the work at Wisley was brought
forward in July of last year. A committee was
appointed consisting of three members of the
Council and five members of the Scientific Com-
mittee, including Mr. Wilks and Mr. Chittenden.
That Committee was appointed to take the
matter into consideration and report to the
Council. Before the Committee met a large
number of circulars were sent out inviting the
opinions of the Fellows of the Society on
what should be done in order that the work
at Wisley might be extended in such a manner
as to be of advantage to the Society. Ahout fifty
replies were received, and those replies were
very carefully gone into, and on the first
scrutiny of them the Committee decided to
avoid first, of all recommending any dupli-
cation of work that was being done else-
where—for instance, at the John Innes In-
stitution, or at Woburn or Rothamsted.
Further, they agreed that they would not under-
take any work which should rightly fall to the
individual. They decided that the'v would not

recommend any extending whatever in the case
of what was not attainable. For instance, sug-
gestions were put forward from time to time
that they should undertake certain work which
led to nothing definite. They decided they
would not allow it. They decided they would
in no case subsidise work which lay outside the
actual control of the Society. Some of the sub-
jects suggested to them were in regard to

their publications. In addition, they were asked
to deal with nomenclature, and bring out stud
books and catalogues, and so on. They were
recommended it would be very useful occasion-

ally to have an exhibition of scientific work, and
were again recommended very strongly in some
instances that they should assist expeditionary
work by various bodies not really connected with
the Royal Horticultural Society. Further, they
were asked- to improve the horticultural experi-

ments and trials at Wisley. Then they were
asked to take up the work of extending educa-
tion at Wisley, and also to introduce at- Wisley
standard methods of research. They carefully

reviewed the work that had already been done or

was in course of being done, but when they had
had several meetings they decided to confine them-
selves to three different matters—first of all re-

search ; second education ; and third, experimen-
tal trials of work. Anything he would say
would relate to those three subjects, because
those were the subjects that were of immediate
interest, and those were the subjects that they
thought could be taken up at Wisley at once,

and results could be obtained that would be a,

credit to the Society. In research they were re-

commending that the work should be first of all

upon conditions that affected the growth and
treatment of plants. They had had many repre-

sentations made to the Society with regard to

losses that were being sustained by nurserymen
and others. Those losses were due in many cases

to diseases. Those diseases were often brought
to the notice of the Scientific Committee. Well,
voluntarily, a number of members of the Scienti-

fic Committee undertook to look into those dis-

eases. They mentioned, when they could, the
name of the disease, and they also gave some
general hints as regards the best way of dealing
with them. This had not gone quite far enough.
They were quite convinced they must do the
same as was being done in other countries. They
must systematically take up the investigation

of those diseases. When disease was caused by
insects they must try and find out the natural
enemies of those insects, and if not already in

this country, it might be possible to introduce
them. It was not enough to try to destroy them
by insecticides. There were many other ways.
Then the Committee recognised fully that, while
useful work had been done and was being done
at Wisley, the accommodation and the staff were
quite inadequate for dealing with the questions
waiting immediate attention. Then under
the head of education they were now going
to institute a Diploma of Horticulture. They
found that the scientific work at Wisley, if they
were to keep up to the standard of the Diploma,
wanted revising throughout. They recom-
mended that the Society should direct its earn-
est attention to promoting a National School
of Horticulture at Wisley, and provide for
the output of generations of practical gar-
deners, scientifically trained, who would be the
skilled horticulturists of the future. Experi-
mental and trial plots had been carried on for
many years at Wisley, and, considering the staff

and the opportunities there, he (Sir Daniel) be-
lieved the trials had been appreciated, but if

they were to be placed on a thoroughly scien-
tific footing, and if they were to command
general confidence, it was necessary for the
Society to increase the staff at Wisley. First
of all there should be a Director ap-
pointed of proved capacity, wide knowledge of
plants, and a man with a talent for administra-
tion. Under that Director there would be three
experts, one for the fungous diseases, an
entomologist for insect diseases, and a
chemist ; those three to be resident at

the garden. In order to provide for the
scientific staff that he had just suggested, .t

would be necessary to incur an expenditure of
something like £2,500 a year. In addition to

that, it would be necessary to have a capital
expenditure which had been estimated as some-
thing between £6,000 and £7.000 for labora-
tories and buildings, also for equipment of labo-

ratories and for the supply of material for carry-
ing them on. As stated in the balance-sheet,
Wisley was not absolutely the property of the
Society. If anything should happen that they
should cease to carry on Wisley as an experi-
mental garden, they would be liable to lose con-
trol of it. The gardens were vested in Trustees

;

three members of the Council were amongst
the trustees, and there were three outside
trustees. All the expenditure which so far had
been made on the gardens had been expended on
property which really belonged to the trustees.

Now that they were going to increase their ex-
penditure at Wisley, they ought certainly to
make sure that they were protected, that the
work there would continue, and that the Society
would feel that there could not be any pos-
sible chance of the gardens being lost to the
Society or to horticulture. The way that might
be done would be by creating a trust fund under
the terms of the resolution. In order that they
might keep control of the ga/rdens and provide
for the work being carried on there permanently
for horticulture, it was necessary for them to
do something in the way of endowing the gar-
dens. They were asked by the Council at
that meeting to increase the expenditure
in regard to the Wisley Gardens, and :n
order to show the reasonableness of that
proposal he ought to mention that many
years ago the Council held 33 acres of land at
Chiswick. That was renewable from year to
year at the Society's pleasure. Because the
Society fell into difficulties and was unable to
maintain those 33 acres, the Society gave them
up and accepted an agreement for 14 acres
simply from year to year on an ordinary lease.

It was an extraordinary thing that at that time
they had a most valuable property there and
they were obliged to give it up simply because
the Society fell into difficulties and could not
carry it on. They had also to bear in mind
that the Lindley Library, also owing to diffi-

culties, was actually sold because they could not
maintain it. Since then they had been trying
to get back a library in the name of the Lindley
Library, and at present, after an "enormous
amount of trouble and expense, they were get-
ting back a library which was really worthy of
the Society. In the case of Wisley, were they
going to allow any chance of losing it to horti-
culture, or were they going to make an effort
to save it? They had something like £80.000
surplus money. Last year there was a clear
profit of nearly £9,000. They had got a Hall
that cost them £40,000, and were getting a re-
gular income from the Hall of £2,000 a year,
which was practically 5 per cent, on the outlay.
Taking all those circumstances into considera-
tion, what the Council arrived at was the con-
clusion that they should be willing to set aside
a certain portion of that large surplus as an
endowment for Wisley Gardens and for the
maintenance of Wisley as a first-class School of
Horticulture. It was most important, he wanted
them to bear fully in mind, that the reorganisa-
tion now contemplated by the Council was
strictly supplementary to the work now in hand.
They were spending there now £3,000 a year.
They had expended £20,000 in buildings and
in various improvements, so that they had really
a large stake in the garden. Now the point
was that the Council by the proposal that he
moved that day sought to safeguard the con-
tinuance of the work at the garden, and in all

its branches to make it more efficient by a higher
organisation and administration as far as the
experimental work and the trials were con-
cerned. They had been told they were capable
of improvement. The only way in which they
could be improved was to place them under
scientific control. That control would be avail-
able if this scheme was adopted. It would
secure to the Society a status in the world of
horticulture enjoyed by no other society, nor
even any other body throughout the world.
Great and wide as was the work of the Society,
there was not a shadow of doubt that the
alterations suggested would lie great improve-
ments, and would in every way make the work
of the Society completely and thoroughly worthy
of the prestige it had always enjoyed.

Mr. W. Cutlilieitsi.ii. who seconded the
motion, said he was interested in the matter
from a different standpoint to Sir Daniel Morris.
He was a practical man. and, after all, he sup-
posed 75 to 85 per cent, of the Fellows of the
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Society were practical men. They must remem-
ber that a truly scientific Society would
appeal only to a minority of the Fellows.

He was glad to be assured by Sir

Daniel Morris that the practical side of

their work at Wisley was not to be
overshadowed in any respect whatever. Did
he for a moment think it was, he should be a

critic of a scheme instead of a supporter. For
some, time there had been a very insistent de-

mand in the Press for the Society to make .this

forward movement, and the Committee was
inundated with suggestions. It was a very diffi-

cult task to select what were thought to be

the best. He quite agreed there was room
for improvement in what might be termed the

practical work of Wisley All of them knew that

it had been conducted very efficiently by
Mr. Wright and his staff within the bounds
allotted to them. They had done their utmost,

but those who knew the trials best knew how-

much they might be improved. A number of

them had been trying to get the Council to adopt
better methods for some time, but immediately
the professors said it was impossible to

divorce experimental work from the side of

scientific research, the Council accepted that doc-

trine, and they got forward and said they were
going to achieve something. He thought it

would not be out of place to say that

the Committee had recommended to the

Council, , and he had no doubt the Com-
mittee would honourably carry it out. that in

any changes which might come the position of

the present heads at Wisley would not be
affected. He thought that should be said

straight away. When he was uii the Committee
he demanded that they should get an answer to

that question, and they got that assurance. He
thought they would have to trust the Council

that the scientific men would not run away with
them and overshadow the practical men, and so

long as the Council was composed of men like

Sir Harry Veitch, Mr. May, and Mr. Hudson
he thought they could do so. They must always
remember that the Society was a Society of

Gardeners. He hoped that the success which
had hitherto followed the action of the Council

would continue to follow it. He heartily agreed
with Sir Daniel Morris when he said that if

these new developments were carried out on
proper lines they would give the Society

increased prestige and renown.

Mr. H. B. May, who supported the proposal,

said he was pleased his bantling had such ex-

cellent sponsors as Sir Daniel Morris and Mr.
Cuthbertson. He (Mr. May) had long

cherished the hope that the society, sooner or

later, would undertake such a work as that in-

dicated in the resolution, but he thought it

prudent to wait until the time when its re-

sources would permit it to be done without detri-

ment to existing arangements. His friend Mr.
Cuthbertson had referred to the anxiety that

existed or might exist as to the practical work
at Wisley being overshadowed and dominated
by scientific men. If for one moment he thought
such a result was probable, the present pro-

posal would have no sturdier opponent than him-
self. If the proposal met with their acceptance,

as he trusted it would, it would lead to the

appointment of a management committee, and
in appointing that committee he felt certain that

the Council would not be influenced by circum-

stances of wealth or social position, but would
select men who were qualified to carry out the

important duties which would be entrusted to

them. The scientific members of the" committee
who had formulated this scheme he felt sure en-

tirely recognised the efforts of those lay mem-
bers associated with them in their work, and it

was his hope that on a similar fusion of in-

terests on the management success would be
based.

Prof. Bayley Balfour thought the proposal was
a natural development of the responsibility of

the Society which it accepted when it took Wis-
ley. He did not think he need emphasise the

importance of the points Sir Daniel Morris had
put before the Society. He would like especi-

ally to emphasise that there was no point of an-

tagonism between practical horticulture and
science in any suggestion that had been made.
They often heard of a great number of institu-

tions doing scientific and research work for

horticulture and agriculture. That was
true, but he thought none of them had

the same position and the same advan-
tages as were attached to Wisley and the
property of the Royal Horticultural Society. It

seemed to him that was an ideal place where
practical horticulturists and scientists could meet
and work together for the good of horticulture

and also for the good of science. It had been
pointed out that practical horticulturists had
done a good deal for the Society. If the
Society imported a practical access of

strength on the scientific side, members
could have a body of scientific opinion
to which they could go and appeal with
a right in a way which they could not exercise

in relation to any other institution. Science it-

self woidd always benefit from the practical hor-

ticulturists. He had frequently said that the

practical horticulturist was a great experimenter.
A great deal of the work of the gardener was
empirical, and died with him, and the practical

gardener going to Wisley with some problem
he could not solve, and which had occurred to

him in his work, might be able to get the
organised methods of science applied to it, and
not only help himself, but also by giving of his

empiricism to science he would directly and
emphatically benefit science. He thought it was
only by such a transfer of funds that the scheme
could be carried out. He hoped the motion
would be carried, because he was sure there was
no place in the world where the opportunities

were greater for benefiting practical horticulture

as well as science than at Wisley.
Mr. Chas. E. Shea congratulated the Council

most heartily on the step they had taken. He
asked if the adoption of the scheme was to be
deferred until an appeal was made to the public,

or could it be done immediately.
The Chairman said there would be no appeal.

Mr. Shea asked if there would be an oppor-
tunity for members to consider the scheme in

greater detail, or would it be finally adopted that
day. He did not like the phrase about " Things
not attainable" in Sir Daniel Morris's speech.

Sir Daniel Morris replied that so far as the
unattainable was concerned, they thought they
had better deal with the things of immediate
interest that would be of practical value, and
meet the demands of horticulturists first of all.

He thought a society with £80,000 surplus could
not very well appeal to the general public, and
if it did he did not think it would get any very
large return. He thought the}- had better ac-

cept the situation as it was now. They could
not put the scheme in hand unless the meeting
accepted it, so far as it had been explained to
them.

The matter was put to the vote, with the
result that the resolution was unanimously
adopted.

HORTICULTURAL CLUB.
February 10.—The annual meeting of the

members of the Horticultural Club was held on
Tuesday last at the Hotel Windsor, the home
of the Club. The President, Sir Frank Crisp,
Bart., presided.

The annual report for 1915 showed that the
Club continues to prosper and increase in mem-
bership. For the first time in its history it

registered 200 members in November last, and
the total is now 209. Thirty new members were
elected during the year.
A separate report of the receipts and expen-

diture, prepared by the Hon. Treasurer, showed
that the gross income for the year was
£377 7s. lid., including a balance brought for-

ward of £152 15s. 8d., also the contribution of

Sir Frank Crisp for the purchase of the billiard

table. The expenditure was £235 6s. 7d.

Messrs. H. R. Darlington and E. A. Bunyard
were elected members of the Committee in place

of Messrs. C. E. Shea and A. H. Pearson, who
resigned. Mr. George Bunyard retired from the
office of Trustee, and Mr. H. R. Darlington was
appointed- to fill the vacancy.

THE ANNUAL DINNER.
Later in the evening the members assembled

on the occasion of the annual dinner, at which
Sir Frank Crisp presided. There was a com-
pany of about 100, including ladies. The tables

were charmingly decorated with flowers and foli-

age plante by Messrs. James Veitch and Sons.

After the usual loyal toasts. Mr. Arthur W
Sutton gave the toast of "The Horticultural

Club." He referred to the greater comfort of

the new club room and other privileges, such as-

the presence of ladies at the house dinners—

a

concession which the members greatly appreci-
ated—and to thi opportunity which the Club]
afforded for meeting distinguished members of

the horticultural world, and learning what they
were doing. They were much indebted to their
President, who had not only entertained them
on the occasion of the annual outing, but had
contributed in many other ways to the comfort
of the members.
The President, in response, said that the Club

was prospering and its financial position was
sound. He thanked Mr. Sutton for his kind
remarks, and if he could do anything to forward
the interests of the Club he would always be'
happy to do so.

The toast of "The Visitors" was proposed
by Sir Harry J. Veitch. Miss Willmott, one
of the most distinguished lady horticulturists.
was with them, also Sir Sidney Olivier, Secre-
tary of the Board of Agriculture and Fisheries.,
and Professor Veitch, from America, with whom
he believed he could claim a common ancestry.
Miss Willmott expressed pleasure at being pre-
sent, and thanked Sir Harry Veitch for his kind
remarks. Sir Sidney Olivier and Professor
Veitch also returned thanks. Sir Sidney re-
ferred to the work of the horticultural branch
of his department, which at present was inainh
concerned with pests and diseases, but they
hoped in time to get in touch with other branches
of gardening.
The toast of " The President " was proposed

by Mr. W. B. Cranfield. He referred to the
many institutions and societies with which Sir
Frank Crisp was connected and his great love
of gardening as bis beautiful gardens at Friar
Park testified. Mr. A. Worsley gave the toast
of "The Hon. Secretary, Mr. R. Hooper Pear-
son."

ROYAL GARDENERS' ORPHAN FUND.
ANNUAL MEETING.

Fkbruary 6.—The annual general meeting of

subscribers to the Royal Gardeners' Orphan
Fund took place at Simpson's Restaurant,
Strand, on the date above named. The Chair-
man of the Executive Committee. Mr. Henry
B. May. presided. There was no election on
this occasion, as explained in these pages last

week ; all the candidate on whose behalf appli

cations had been made for relief were placed
upon the fund by resolution as proposed by the
Committee.
The proceedings were as follows:—After the)

minutes of the last meeting had been confirmed
tin- secretary read the report of the Executive
Committee for 1913. This was as follows:—

It is with the liveliest sense of gratification that the
Commuttee has once more to congratulate the supporters
of the Fund on its continuously increasing prosperity and
usefulness, as apart from the receipt of a one-third share
of the net profits of the Roval International Horticul-
tural Exhibition. 1912, amounting to £766 0s. 10d., the
receipts from all the ordinary sources of income show
an appreciable increase over the previous year's total.

At tlie same time the amount disbursed in allowances to
the children elected to receive the benefits >of the fund'
lias been increased to the extent of £62 2s. 6d.. the total

expenditure for the year being £1.868 12s. 6d., the largest

amount yet expended in any one year since the fund was
established.

The allocation to the fund by the directors of the
Royal International Horticultural Exhibition, 1912, of

such «a substantial contribution, afforded great satis-

action to the Committee, inasmuch as its receipt enabled
tin- ivliole of the twenty-five candidates at the last elec-

u. n to be placed on the fund, and also afforded it an
opportunity for making a somewhat belated investment.
ent reed by the rules. Your Committee gladly embraces
this, the earliest opportunity that has been afforded it.

of expressing the gratitude of all supporters of the

charity to the directors for their generosity.

The' number of children supported by the fund at the

commencement of the year was one hundred and twenty-

five, and there were then twenty-three candidates wan-

ing for election, who in their sore need of help were re-

ceiving temporary relief. At the annual meeting in Fe'

ruary twentv-five' candidates appealed for election, but

the time when the arrangements for the annual meeting

were made the Committee could not see its way, pru-

dently, to make provision for the addition of more than

nineteen to the list of full-pay beneficiaries. Happily

the substantial gift previously alluded to came along, and
the six unsuccessful candidates at the poll were elected

by special resolution, with the hearty approval of all

present. During the year fifteen children ceased to re-

ceive the benefits of the fund through the operation of

the age limit, and the Committee believes that it will

be a source of gratification to the subscribers to know
that through their generosity most, of these children re-

ceived extra grants to assist in providing them with

much-needed outfits on entering upon the various forms

of employment provided for them. Up to the close of

the year "onlv nineteen candidates had sought the aid or

the Fund, and as about the same number will Tetire
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during 1914 the Committee lias pleasure in recommend-

ing that they be all placed on the Fund this day by

resolution. __,, _ .
,

The annual Festival, held on May 15th. again brought

together a large company to the Hotel Cecil, and with

euoh an enthusiastic lover of his garden as Col. the

Bight Hon. Mark Lockwood, M.P., in the chair, it goes

without saying that the function was a most delightful

one socially, and financially of the most gratifying cha-

racter The genial Chairman, whose humorous sallies

and pointed wit add to the gaiety and enthusiasm of

any company in which he may find himself, made a stir-

ring appeal to all present to help by their generous con-

tributions to his list to make the Festival a great success,

the more especially as the Fund was in need of wider

support, and had to depend largely upon the dinner for

its inoome. A garden, he pointed out, gave for the

small amount expended a great return in providing a

constant fund of pleasure, which could never fail but

was always increasing. Many there were, however, who
"keenly enjoyed the pleasure of their gardens, and who
thought when they had paid their gardeners that they

had done all they were expected to do; but they should

remember that many gardeners die! before they were

able to make any provision for their dear ones left be-

hind, and it was the bounden duty of employers to help

the Fund which conferred its inestimable benefits on so

many helpless orphan children, and was so capably ad-

ministered.

The response to the Chairman's appeal, which included

a 'generous donatioD from himself, one hundred guineas

from Mr. Sherwood and his sons, fifty pounds each from

Mr. Leonard Sutton and (the late) Mr. J. Newton Map-
pin, and one hundred and fifty-five pounds from friends

in Oovent Garden Market, was of a most gratifying

character. Your Committee feels under the greatest

obligation to Col. Lockwood for his kindness in presiding,

and greatly valued help, and tenders him its most grate-

ful thanks. It also most- cordially invites the supporters

of the Fund to add Col. Lockwood's name to the list of

Vice-Presidents.
To the Stewards at the annual Festival : to the Hono-

rary Local Secretaries, and especially the representatives

of the Fund in the Leeds. Reading, and Westerham dis-

tricts, Mr. Carver, Mr. Neve, and Mr. Rowe ; and to the
Committees of the Chislehurst Gardeners' Society, the
Altrincham Gardeners' Association, the Bradford and
iX&trict Chrysanthemum Society, the Reading Gardeners'
Association, the Snen Valley Gardeners' Paxton Society,

the Sevenoaks Gardeners' arid West Kent Chrysanthemum
Society, the Croydon Horticultural Society, the War-
grave Gardeners' Association, and the Reigate Chrysan-
themum Society, one and all are most cordially thanked
for their continued devotion to the charity and earnest
endeavours to extend its usefulness.

For greatly valued contributions, derived from open-
ing Their private gardens—so rich in beauty and interest

to all garden lovers—in aid at this and ether charities,

the Committee again desires to express its gratitude to
the Rt. Hon. Mary Countess of llchester and Sir Frank
Crisp, Bt.

The Fund has, alas! during the past year suffered
grievous losses by the hand cf death. The late Sir
Trevor Lawrence. Bt., early evinced his kindly interest
in the work of the Fund by beenming a Vice-President
in 1890, and subsequently in 1904 by presiding at the
annual Festival, which proved one of the most successful
of (the series which had been held up to that date. His
constant support, so generously given, will be greatly
missed. The late Mr. J. Newton Mappin. who was pre-

sent at the last annual Festival, was a most liberal bene-
ifaotor on that occasion. Of other generous supporters
at various times, and some of tlhem highly valued annual
•contributors, the Committee has very regretfully to in-

clude the names of the Right Hon the Oountesa of Ham-
bleden, Mr. Martin John Sutton, Mr. R. A. Milligan
Tfogg. the Right Hon. G. W. Palmer. Mr. Robert Syden-
ham, Mr. Nathaniel L. Cohen, Mr. A. Kingsmill, and
"Mr. Amos Perry.

Tti the Auditors, Mr. P. Rudolph Barr and Mr. Frank
Reader, the Committee again desires to tender most
hearty thanks for their careful examination of the ac-
counts presented herewith. The retiring auditor, Mr.
Reader, has so admirably filled the position so long held
by the late Mr. Rowan that the Committee has the
greatest pleasure in recommending his re-election.
The members of the Committee! who retire by rotation

at this meeting are: Mr. G. H. Barr, Mr. G. H. Cuth-
bert. Mr. W. Howe, Mr. J. Lyne, Mr. G. E. Messer. Mr.
W. Poupart. Mr. T. W. Sanders, and Mr. W. P. Thom-
son, and, all being eligible, offer themselves for re-
election.

In moving the adoption of the report and
balance-sheet, the Chairman said that there
was every reason to be satisfied with the result
of the year's working. The receipts from dona-
tions and subscriptions had not only been
good, but they showed an increase over the
amount collected in 1312. It was very seldom
indeed that the Committee found itself in the
position in which it stood that day—namely,
being able to recommend the meeting to place
by resolution all the candidates for election

—

but there was no ot'ier course that would have
been justifiable in the circumstances. There
were reasons for knowing that there would be
nineteen vacancies in the coming year amongst
the annuitants, and that was the exact number
of candidates awaiting election. He. thought no
(ine would regret the action of the Committee
in determining to dispense with the election.

The money was given them to spend upon relief

rather than to hoard. The adoption . of the
report was moved by Mr. George Gordon, and
was carried unanimously.
Mr. T. W. Sanders moved' a vote of thanks

to Colonel Lockwood, M.P., for presiding at the
festival dinner. He referred to Colonel Lock-
wood's interest in his own garden, and to his

humorous and genial presence at the dinner, also

to his eloquent appeal for support on that occa-
sion. After being duly seconded the resolution
was adoptedi. On the proposition of Mr. R.
Hooper Pearson", Mr. Frank Reader was re-

appointed auditor. The retiring members of

the Committee were re-elected, and on the pro-

position of the Chairman Mr. B. Wynne was re-

appointed secretary at the salary of £200. At
this point Mr. Pearce moved a resolution to

the effect that the following candidates be
elected:—Albert F. Alderman. Kathleen B.
Appleford, Winifred S. L. Barnes, Marjorie
Birchenough, Margaret Annie Goft", Elsie Xorah
Holloway, Henry Charles Holloway, Lena
Phyllis Link, James George Link, Jack Perry,
Ronald Perry, William Pettit. Alan Piper, Alex.

Livingstone Reid, Leslie M. W. Reid. William
Thomas Scott, William Slater, Philip R. Smith,
Sidney A. Smith. The resolution was seconded
by Mr. Rigden* and carried unanimously.

In the evening a company of about thirty

members of the Committee and their friends
dined together at the same hotel.

CASH STATEMENT FOR THE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31st, 1913.

RECEIPTS.
£ s. d.

To Subscriptions: General 358 16 1

Local Secretaries 95 3 9

„ Donations: General 122 7 7
Local Secretaries ... 20 13 5

.,, Receipts from Annual Dinner
„ Roval International Horticultural Exhibi-

tion. 1912
-,, Advertisements in List of Subscribers
., Dividends on Stock and Interest on Deposit
,. Income Tax returned
,. Miscellaneous Receipts

£ s. d.

453 19 10

143
986

1

2 11

766 10
3D 4 6

400
7
3

5 2
2 10
5

,. Balance last Account
2,5

j

£3,735 18

!,790) 2 1

945 16 8

EXPENDITURE.
£ s. d. £ s. d.

Bv Allowances to Orphans 1.724 15
.. Grants in Aid 104 17 6
..

" Emma Sherwood Memorial " 13
„ " Maybud Campbell Grant" 13
., "James Campbell Grant" ... 13

1.868 12 6
.. Secretary's Salary 200
.. Printing and Posting List oi

Subscribers 42 4 2
,, Rent. Insurance, Firing,

Lighting, etc 47 5 8
.. Printing and Stationery 64 19 11
.. Advertising 7 18 6
.. Annual General and Com-

mittee Meetings 17 19 7

., Postages 42 7 5

,. Bank Charges 2 11 6
..Petty Cash: Sundries 3 12 4

186 14 11

Uote.—Investments.
3 per cent. London and County Consoli-

dated Stock ! £7.240 15 10
3 per cent. Canada Stock 2,000
L. and N.-W. Railway 4 per cent. Prefer-

ence Stock 340
Great Indian Peninsula Rn.ilwav Guaran-

teed 3 per cent. Stock 514
2J per cent. Consols 1,100
Metropolitan Railwav 3J per cent. First

Debenture Stock 570
" Thomson Memorial Trust "

—

"East Indian Railwav B. Annuity of £14.

,
«»' ,

' 430 11
" Emma Sherwood Memorial "

—

Metropolitan Water (B) 3 per .-™t. stock ... 516 15 11
" Maybud Campbell Grant "—

"Metropolitan Railwav 34 per cent. Prefer-
ence Stock 391

Purchase of £570 Metro-
j*<'lran Railway 34 per
cent. First Debenture
Stock, cos*

Balances: Cash at Bank. ..

Cash on Deposit
Cash in hand ...

486 4 3
450

2 9 11

2 297 11 7

499 13

2,797 4 7

938 14 2

£3,735 18 9

Saving inspected the .Securities ami examined the
It' "ks and Vouchers supplied to ua, we hereby oertify
the above Account to be correct.

T. RUDOLPH MARR \ . A .,

FKANK READER /
-4 -"-" ™

January 20. 1514.

SCOTTISH HORTICULTURAL.
ADDRESS BY THE PRESIDENT.

February 3.—The monthly meeting of this As-
sociation was held in the Goold Hall, 5, St.

Andrew Square, Edinburgh, on the 3rd vast.

Mr. King, the President, was in the chair, and
there was an attendance of 70 members. The
President delivered his opening address for the
session, taking as his subject "The Gardener's
Education." We publish the following extracts
from Mr. King's paper :

—

" By the term ' gardener ' I do not mean the
mere student of horticulture, who may take up
the subject as a pastime or a hobby, or, as is

more frequently the case, with a view to the
theoretical teaching of it, but the practical man,
who has to take it up seriously as a means of
livelihood.

" In Scotland the only organised horticultural
education is to be found in the agricultural col-

leges. We have an excellent day course of in
struction in the Edinburgh and East of Scotland
College of Agriculture, and evening classes are
also provided there, and there are horticultural
courses in the other agricultural colleges also.

But these courses are not within the reach of
the working gardener. The only other institu-
tion from which ihe working gardener may de-
rive educational benefit is the Edinburgh Royal
Botanic Garden, into which both - young
gardeners and yomg foresters are taken for a
period for the purpose of going through a,

couise of instruction in the sciences underlying
the practice of gardening and forestry, and
where they are provided with subsistence in the
form of work and wages. L'nder the Education
(Scotland) Act of 1908 Burgh and County Secon-
dary Education Committees are empowered to
give assistance to such men by giving" ' com liba-
tions in aid of the travelling expenses and the
maintenance when residing away from home of
persons selected by the Committee to attend
special courses within or without their district
provided by the governing body of an agricul-
tural college, a technical college,' or other central
institution.' But, useful as this provision may
be in many cases, it scarcely meets the case
of the working gardener. These bursaries vary
in amount according to circumstances from £10
to £30 per annum, and they are generally tenable
for three years, but a young man could scarcely
subsist on these amounts without some other
means of support.

It is highly desirable that, in the interests
of the young men themselves, there should be
some linking up of their work with their educa-
tion, and it is, therefore, almost essential that
the Two things should be under the same control.
Now, how is this to be accomplished? So far
as I can see. the only way out of the difficulty
would be to provide something in the shape of
horticultural experimental areas in connection
with the agricultural colleges, where the labour
of the men could be utilised, and for which thev
would receive part payment in the form of
technical instruction, as is done in the Eoval
Botanic Garden and in the Forest of Dean, and
I can see no reason which can be urged against
a plan of this sort that could not be urged against
a demonstration area in sylviculture or a demon
stration farm in agriculture. It' a sufficiently
large garden were attached to each of the agri-
cultural colleges to employ, say. a dozen to
twenty young gardeners in 'each for a sufficientlv
long time to enable them to pass through a
course of scientific instruction, as is done in the
Poyal Botanic Garden for both gardeners and
foresters, it would not only bridge over the
which separates the working gardener from the
college courses at present.' but it would give
a steady supply of highly-trained, practical men.
So far- as I can see the plan would not b
practicable, and if something of the sort could
be instituted in connection with the agricultural
colleges it would do an immense service to horti-
culture, and would bo an inestimable boon to a
large and deserving body of men. Moreover, it

would not deprive the men in auv way of their
independence. They would give their labour for
the benefits they received, and it would cm-
young men of exceptional ability .111 opportunity
to place their foot on the ladder of promotion
more securely than they could hope to do
wise, while it could have no other effect t'

raise the status of the gardener."
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The exhibits were Garrya elliptica and Helle-

bonis guttatus, from Mr. Comfokt, Broomfield ;

Acacia Baileyana and Eucalyptus Globulus (in

flower), from' Messrs. Todd and Co., Edinburgh
;

and Camellias from Mr. M'Donald, Trinity

Cottage, Edinburgh.
At the meeting to be held on March 3. Mr.

G. M. Taylor will read a paper entitled "A
Talk About Potatos."

Mrs. W. L. Corry.—We regret to record the

death of Mrs. W. L. Corry, wife of Mr. William

Longman Corry, head of the firm of sundiriesmen,

of Bedford Chambers, Covent Garden. Mrs.

Corry passed away on the 8th inst. at St. Kathe-

rines, Caterham. Valley.

H. J. Clayton.—The news of the death of

Mr. H. J. Clayton reaches us shortly before

going to press. Mr. Clayton, who retired from

the charge of Grimstone Park Gardens, Tadcaster,

Yorkshire, in April, 1907, after 35 years' ser-

vice, was a frequent contributor to these pages,

his notes being usually signed Yorkshire Gar-

dener. We hope to give particulars of Mr.

Clayton's work at Grimstone Park and elsewhere

next week. In the meantime we may express

the very general regret that gardeners will feel

for deceased, whose strong personal character

and gardening skill placed him amongst the

leading gardeners of his day.

the purpose better than an old shed, but
draughts of cold air must be excluded. It is

an advantage to thatch the portion where the

bed is formed, so that a moist atmosphere and
uniform temperature may be maintained.
Horse manure is undoubtedly the best for the
purpose, but 't is not essential to have fresh

droppings only ; indeed a reasonable amount- of

short litter is beneficial, if the long straw is

removed.
Names of Plants : D. F. Taxodium distichum ;

Swamp Cypress.

—

A. B. Garrya elliptica.

—

B. C. (1) Akebia quinata ; (2) Eranthemum
pulchellum

; (3) Eupatorium Weinmannianum
;

(4) Dendrobium primulinum.

—

B. U. S. (1)

Masdevallia amabilis
; (2) Eria floribunda

;

(3) Bulbophyllum auricomum
; (4) Tainia bar-

bata.

—

H. C. (Surrey) (1) Begonia sub-peltata,

garden form
; (2) Calamine Regnieri.

—

Constant
Beader. Billbergia nutans.

—

Lady I. Azara
microphylla, a Chilian shrub, hardy in this

country.

—

A. B. (Somerset). Brunfelsia (Fran-
ciscea) latifolia, the blue flower, and Griselinia

maerophylla.

—

Enquirer. (1) Chimonanthus
fragrans ; (2) Garrya elliptica.

—

6. C. B.
Sparmannia africana.

—

E. A. H. Polystichum
angulare.

Peach Tree : M. P. There is no disease pre-

sent ; the root system is unsatisfactory.

Pelargqniums Diseased : /. 11. Sprinkle the
leaves and soak the soil once a week with a

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Coleus Leaves Spotted :
6-'. B. The injury has

been caused by deleterious fumes. There is no

disease of any kind present.

Clubbing in Cabbage : E. Y. Dress the soil

with lime and sulphur, applying the lime now
at the rate of 15 cwt. per acre, and the sul-

phur later in the spring, using 5 cwt. to the

acre. Do not grow Cabbages or any of the

Brassica family on ground that has been re-

cently cropped with these vegetables for at

least a year.

Liliums Withering : G. A. P. The injury is at

the roots and has been caused by a minute
white worm—Fridericella bisetosa. The only

certain remedy is injecting carbon bisulphide

into the soil.

Manure for Potatos : W. L. M. Your query

could have been better answered had you in-

formed us if the ground has been manured
with dung. If it has, and the soil has

been properly cultivated, then a dressing

of superphosphate of lime, 1^ to 2 lbs.

per square rod, applied to the sur-

face previous to planting would be suit-

able. If the soil is very poor re-dig the

ground at once, first dressing it with

sulphate of potash at the rate of

2 lbs. to the square rod, pulverising the

soil as thoroughly as possible, and at the time
of planting apply superphosphate as above.

As the soil is heavy apply a slight dressing of

ground lime, say J lb. to the square rod, a

week or two subsequent to planting. Once
growth is well started, or when the haulm is

6-9 inches in height, apply a dressing of super-

phosphate lj lb. and sulphate of ammonia 1 lb.

per square rod, and hoe the soil afterwards.
Kemember that constant stirring of the soil

with the hoe, and an occasional deeper dis-

turbance with the fork, is of the greatest value

as a means of increasing Potato cropping.

Plant main crop varieties well apart, as they
need more room than is usually given them.

Melon : E. Y . The Royal Horticultural Society
is conducting a trial of Melons in the Wisley
Gardens this season. Send ten seeds of the
variety not later than the end of the present
month, addressed to the Superintendent,
R.H.S. Gardens, Wisley, Ripley, Surrey.
There is no fee to pay for varieties sent for
trial.

Mushrooms : Subscriber. Better results are
often obtained with Mushrooms when culti-

vated in simple sheds than when grown in
up-to-date Mushroom houses. Nothing answers

THE LATE HENRY J. CLAYTON.

solution of sulphate of iron—£ oz. in a gallon of
water. There is no disease on the Potatos.

Plant in a Vacuum : Mulligan. An active plant
placed in a vacuum would die very speedily ;

for in the first place the gases dissolved in its

sap would be given off with some violence,
and hence would be apt to disorganise the
living substance ; and in the second place, all

vital activity would be stopped owing to the
absence of oxygen. Respiration, the oxida-
tion process which results in a liberation of
energy would either cease altogether or at
best would be insufficient to supply the energy
necessary for the plant's activity. Finally, in
the absence of carbon dioxide, all manufacture
of sugar and starch would cease, and hence
no new material for growth would be produced.
Reference to the results of growing plants
under reduced atmospheric pressures will be
found in Jost's Plant Physiology (English
translation), published by the Oxford Uni-
versity Press.

Potassium Sulphide : H. II". For destroying
Orange Rust on Roses dissolve 1 oz. of the sul-
phide popularly known as liver of sulphur
in a quart of hot water, and make this up to

2^ gallons with cold water.

Rose on a Greenhouse Wall : Denny. Prune
some of the lower shoots severely with the
object of securing strong, basal growths that
will furnish the bottom part of the wall.

Scented Follage Pot Plants Suitable for
Exbibition. II*. B. Aloysia citriodora

(syn., Lippia citriodora), lemon-scented Ver-

bena ; Myites communis var. augustifolia,

the Box-leaved Myrtle ; Pelargonium capi-

tatum, the Rose-scented Geranium, and
Eucalyptus citriodora, the scented Gum Tree,

\vould be suitable for your purpose. The
plants may be obtained, from the nurserymen.

Scented Plants for the Herbaceous Border :

G. S: Y. The following list of sweet-smelling

plants offers a selection for planting in the
hardy flower border :—Aloysia citriodora,

Lemon-scented Verbena (tender in many
localities), Artemisia Abrotanum, Asperula

odorata, Melissa officinalis, Ocimum Basilicum,

Carnations, Pinks, Matricaria Chamomilla,
Wallflowers, Santolina chamaecyparissus,

Cytissus fragrans, Eucalyptus, Marrubium
vulgare, Iberis odorata. Narcissus jonquilla,

N. Tazetta, Lavendula vera, Lilium candidum,
Lily-of-the-Valley, Malva moschata, Mentha
odorata, Rosmarinus officinalis, Tanacetum
vulgare, Thymus vulgaris, Tussilago fragrans

and Violets.

Slow Combustion Stove : M. If the stove has

sufficient draught to consume the coal dust it

may be mixed with the coke used as fuel. Fine

coal would be useful for banking up the fire the

last thing at night. Try the effect of damp-
ing the coal dust before burning it.

Slugs : C. H. Your plan of placing Cabbage
leaves as traps is one of the best methods of

combating these destructive pests, and you
should continue to employ this system. Soot

and lime placed around the plants act as de-

terrents, but we have known the slugs to reach

the plants when these materials were used,

probably by burrowing. The best system we
know is searching for the slugs amongst, the

crops at night with a lamp. Slugs are very
fond of Oranges, and if these fruits are halved,

the pulp scooped out, and set hollow side

downwards, you will trap numbers of them.

Sterilising Soil by Steam : /. B. and G. D.
You must first obtain a suitable boiler for fur-

nishing the steam, which may be led through
pipes made of gas-piping, furnished with a
gridiron arrangement for the outlet of the .

steam (see fig. 54). The gridiron may be
2 feet 6 inches square, and if tynes are used

Fig. 54.

—

the " harrow " and " gridiron

methods of sterilising soil.

these should be about 9 inches long. You
will require to construot a box without top

or bottom, capable of holding a cubic yard or

more of soil. The instrument is placed tyne

downwards in the case, the soil is filled in,

and steam at a pressure of 50 to 80 lbs. is

blown in for twenty minutes. As each yard of

soil is treated it should be thrown into a heap

to cool gradually. By having two instruments

at work the boiler may be kept constantly

going. The heap should not be exposed un-

necessarily to rain as valuable plant food

speedily forms, and is liable to be washed out.

The instrument without tynes may be used

in the same manner, the steam escaping from
a series of small holes drilled in the pipes.

Communications Received.—T. T.—M. A. C—
J. G. B.—J. A. .1.—E. B.—E. H. J.—T. W.—G. O. S.—
E. M. H.—J. (J.. Uppsala—W. M.—E. A.—C. T. M.—
A. de J., St. Petersburg—A. C.—W. B. F.—A. F.—
C. M. V. S.—T. ,T.—R. A. M.—C. F. B.—G. M. Co.—
J. W.—R. M.—Plantsman—M. C. A.—H. R. D.—
H. J. C— West Surrey—P. E. C—J. D.—C. E. T.—
C. T. D.—J. A.—W. R. B.—E. M.—A. T. H.—T. B.—
A. C. F.—Member—T. J.' S., Ireland—A. S.—Guildford
—M. A.. Co. Kerry—E. F.—L. G.—W. H. W.—H. S.—
A (I.—P. A.—Foreman—R. P. B —J H.— E. H , Bavaria
—C. F. C—G. T.—W. F. B.—Oxonia—Ireland—A. R.—
D. P W.—E. B.—Amateur.—E. B. A.. Dublin.—
—J. B. F.—Grower—H.
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THE TESTING OF FARM SEEDS.

IN
the course of his interesting address
to the Farmers' Club recently, Pro-
fessor Biffen, of Cambridge, gave

an account of the results of tests carried

out on 2,500 samples of farm seed. Of
the samples, some were sent by the mem-
bers of the Royal Agricultural Society,

some, which represented generally the

seed sold by the small dealers in provincial
towns, were received from the Board of

Agriculture, and some were selected by
Professor Biffen himself from casual vil-

lage dealers — greengrocers and iron-

mongers.

The results of the tests and analyses
show that whereas in the case of Wheat
and Barley the seed generally has a high
germination capacity, in that, of Oats the
seed of the last year or two has proved
somewhat poor in germination.
When defects occur in the former

cereals they are due rather to a mixing
of varieties than to poorness in germina-
tion. Professor Biffen paid a high tribute
to the quality of the seed—e.g., of Red
Clover—which is distributed by the lead-
ing seed houses, and to the care with
which the seed is cleaned. At the same
time he observed that much of the Red
Clover sold in this country is unsatisfac-
tory and that unscrupulous dealers are
apt to pass off as English Red Clover seed

grown in foreign countries. The foreign
article is frequently mixed with the Eng-
lish, and such low-grade Clover seed is

often found in small market towns and
villages. Moreover, it happens not in-

frequently that seeds of different years'
harvests are mixed, with the result that
germination is faulty and growth irregu-

lar. Of weed seeds found in Red Clover
the chief are : Campion, Clover Dodder,
Dock, Geranium and Plantain. In 45
Red Clovers analysed from seed obtained
by the Board of Agriculture from small
dealers 29 contained seeds of Clover Dod-
der. Worst among the seed was that
grown and distributed by the farmers
themselves, and in such cases impurities
amounted sometimes to so much as 10 per
cent. Professor Biffen insisted on the im-
portance of sale under guarantee, , and
stated that whereas the merchants selling

thus put, in the case of White Clover,

purity at 98 per cent, and germination
capacity at 96 to 98—and are not far
out—unguaranteed seed is found often

to be extremely bad. Low-grade seed
samples were found often to contain many
weeds, much old seed and also impurities
deliberately introduced.

In the case of Lucerne the seed tested

was found to be good and adulteration
rare. Sainfoin showed considerable varia-

tion, both in purity and germination.
Mangold seed was generally satisfactory,

and the same was found to be the case with
the seed of root crops generally.

In the case of Grasses, Foxtail, Sweet
Vernal and the finer Fescues and
meadow Grasses, the seeds showed them-
selves generally to be good ; but

some of the cheap Grass-mixtures were
among the worst rubbish that the Pro-

fessor ever handled. Professor Biffen

holds that the system of selling seed under
guarantees has led to enormous improve-
ments, and doubts whether a system of

compulsory guarantee is necessary.

Growers are becoming more and more
alive to the importance of pure seeds, and
the spread of agricultural education is

helping to this desired state of affairs.

Agricultural Institutes are also playing
both a direct and indirect part in raising

the standard. He advocates that use

should be made of the advisory staffs at-

tached to the Agricultural Colleges,

and that they should help in the testing

of the seeds of Clovers, Roots, certain

Grasses (perennial and Italian Rye Grass,

Cocksfoot and Timothy). He allows that

from the seedsman's point of view a case

of some sort may be made out for a
Government seed-testing station, but does
not think that the case is a strong one,

observing that if a national station were
really required the trade could have estab-

lished one before now. He inclines to the
view that such a station would not touch
the small and careless dealer, nor help

him to mend his ways and purify his seed.

If a Government seed-testing station liv

founded it must be accompanied by a

system of universal guarantees; but
Professor Bifien holds that it should be
left to the trade to decide whether it is

prepared to put up with the inevitable

Government interference which such a
station and system would necessitate.

Professor Biffen's paper was followed by
a discussion, in the course of which Mr.
Martin H. F. Sutton .referred to the lec-

turer's statement concerning the high
quality of Red Clover offered by the larger

seed houses. He pointed out that there

are nevertheless a large number of farmers
who are still content to sow brown
weathered seed containing a considerable
number of weed seeds, and that one result

of the increasing habit of the farmer to
save his own seed is the inclination which
Ue has to sow his uncleaned seed—for the
necessary cleaning machinery is not and
cannot be at the farmer's disposal—or to
barter his seed in the local market. This
fact that the farmer is tending to become
a seed merchant would have to be reckoned
with if any system of Government inspec-
tion were put into force. Mr. Sutton
pointed out that the difficulty of hard!
seed in White Clover has been solved bv-

the use of machinery which cracks the
seed coat and thereby increases germina-
tion by 10 to 20 per cent. In referring
to the subject of Grass seed mixtures, Mr.
Sutton suggested that farmers would do
well to insist upon knowing the composi-
tion of the mixture they sow. He con-
curred with Professor Biffen is thinking
that there is no considerable demand for
a Government seed-testing station, and
pointed out that the seedsman has his
laboratory and carries out the testing of
the seeds which he sells. He agreed with
the lecturer that the Agricultural Colleges
could, if necessary, supplement this test-

ing of seeds. In any case, a Government
seed-testing station could not perform the
whole of its task unless it were supple-
mented by a vigorous system of inspection.

We may add that the subject of a

Government seed-testing station was
dealt with editorially in our issue for

September 13, 1913. p. 188, and that there
is close agreement between the views ex-
pressed therein and those which were pre-
sented at the Farmers' Club.

TREES AND SHRUBS.

PROPAGATING RHODODENDRONS.
The propagation of Rhododendrons may be

effected in a variety of ways, each having its

peculiar advantages, and a few words on the
several methods may be useful.

Seedlixgs.—Raising the plants from seeds is

best for several reasons, notably because by
it alone can new varieties be produced. It must,
of course, be remembered that only the species
can be depended upon to come true from Deeds,

and oven these have been known to vary, but

the seeds of most of the Himalayan species will

be found reliable. For raising moderate quan-
tities of seedlings shallow pans or boxes about
one foot in diameter will be found the best re-

ceptacles to use. They should be half filled with
clean ma/teriaLs for drainage, over which a layer
of dry moss or rough pieces of leaf-mould or peat
should be placed. Alter this a mixture of equal

parts of leaf-mould, peat and sand should be
prepared, and the compost strained through a

fine sieve. A layer of this should bring the

soil nearly to the level of the rim, and the

whole will then be the better for being firmly

pressed down. A thorough watering through Q
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fine rose should then be given and the seeds

distributed evenly over the surface. A square of

glass should1 be placed over the top and the

pans stood in a shady place, the soil being

kept moist. In about two to four weeks the

seeds, if kept in a temperature of about 65°,

will germinate. A position on a shelf near the

roof-glass is well suited to the germinating seeds,

which require a close, damp atmosphere. When
the seedlings appear the light should be gradually

Layering.—The method of layering is a very

simple one, and also reliable. It is a somewhat
slow process, as it takes two years for a layer to

form sufficient root to allow of its separation from

the parent plant. A slice is pared off with a
sharp knife from the underside of one of the

outer branches, and the latter is pegged down to

the soil. A little fine peat and leaf-mould may
be placed on the surface of the soil under the

layer to form a rooting medium, and it may also

[Photograph by C. P. Raffill.

Fig. 55.—ctrrhofetalum mastersiantjm : flowers yellow shaded with umber-brown.

and as soon as the sap is flowing freely the

grafting may begin. Saddle and cleft grafting

are the best methods to employ, a perfect cut in

both stock and scion being essential to success.

The union should be immediately bound with
matting and dressed with clay., after which the
plants must be placed at once in a warm frame or

house at a temperature of about 60° or 65°.

The worked plants will require to be kept close

and moist for a time, shaded from bright sun-

shine, but as soon as growth begins the tempera-

ture can be lowered gradually and the plants

finally placed outside. Both for seed sowing and
grafting, March is the best month in the year.

W. A. C, Bichmond.

SYMPHORICARPUS RACEMOSUS VAR.
LAEVICrATUS.

Many are under the misapprehension that the

attractive Snowberry exhibited at the R.H.S.
meetings by Mr. Vicary Gibbs under the name
S. mollis is new. The plant, which received an
Award of Merit by the Floral Committee in

1910, a First-class Certificate last year, and
is figured in the Gardeners' Chronicle as

a Supplementary Illustration in the issue for

February 18, 1911, is botanically identical with
the common Snowberry of gardens, intro-

duced, according to Aiton, in 1814. The fruits

of the novelty are much larger and more
freely produced, but there seems no reason

to dispute the assertion that this is due to

selection and superior cultivation. To make
a comparison one might say there is as much
difference between the 'Onions staged at an ex-

hibition and those grown under ordinary garden

cultivation for kitchen U6e. ProfessoT Sargeant

has identified the Aldenham plant as S. raoe-

mosus var. laevigatus, but this is simply a recent

name given to the 6hrub we have so long known
as S. racemosus. Dr. Fernald (see Gray's

Manual of the Flora of Xorth America, seventh

edition, page 757J points out that the original

'type of Michaux's S. racemosus has leaves hairy

and green on the under surface. Our common
Snowberry has both leaf surfaces smooth, and

the lower surface is more or less glaucous. Dr.

Fernald, therefore, to differentiate it, gave the

plant we grow in gardens the Varietal name of

laevigatus. It is very doubtful if the true S.

racemosus Michaux (in Dr. Fernald's inter-

pretation of the name) is in cultivation. A. 0.

increased, and as soon as they are large enough

to handle they should be pricked out into larger

pans prepared as for the seeds. For about a
fortnight they may remain in the same tempera-

ture, but afterwards the atmosphere should be-

come gradually cooler and drier until the plants

can be removed into a cool frame or house, still

shaded from too bright sunshine. The following

season they can be placed in the nursery beds

outside.

be covered with a similar mixture, making it

quite firm.

Graf-ting.—This method of propagation is

usually resorted to as a quick means of increas-

ing stock, but it is not always reliable, especially

in the case of the Sikkim varieties. R. ponticum

is the stock usually employed. The stock plants

should be raised from seed and potted in the

autumn at the end of about three years' growth.

They should be placed in frames after potting,

CIRRHOPETALUM MASTERSIANUM.

The beautiful East Indian Orchid (see fig. 55),

named in honour of the late Dr. Masters, was
introduced to cultivation by Messrs. Linden, of

Brussels, with whom specimens first flowered in

1890. The species formed the subject, of a

coloured plate in Lindcnia of that year, the

accompanying text being written by Mr. R. A.

Rolfe. Cirrhopetalum Mastersianum is distinct

from others of the genus in cultivation ; it is

nearest to C. gamosepalum, but is different in

colour, whilst the cilia are much smaller. The
plant under notice flowers at intervals through-

out the year, and grows best in a basket sus-

pended from the roof-rafters in a moist, warm
glass-house. The best r-ooting medium is a

mixture of peat, Osmunda-fibre, and Sphagnum-

moss in equal proportions. The fleshy, recurved

lip is the largest floral segment, and measures

l\ inch in length. The lip, and also the sepals

and petals, are coloured yellow, shaded with

umber-brown. The Cirrhopetalums are now in-

cluded with Bulbophyllum ; but C. Mastersianum

and others of the genus differ in an important

particular from the Burmese Bulbophyllums,

such as B. auricomum and B. hirtum ; for

whereas the latter require a period of rest, the

former are evergreen and need no resting period.
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THE RECLAMATION OF LAND IN

HOLLAND.

There is a charming legend in Brittany that
somewliere beneath the sea a city lies sub-
merged. In halcyon days the bells of the city

of Is may be heard by the devout : but where
that city is none may say. Brittany claims it,

and so does Greece. For our part, we think it

is in Holland, and that some day soon the
city of Is will rise—like an urban Venus from
the sea—and send its peal of bells, unniuffled by
the waters, direct to the ears of men. For
whilst the learned contend, Holland is prepared
to act, and to raise not a city, but a province
from the sea. At least, that is the news which
the Times special correspondent at The Hague
reported recently. The Zuider Zee is to be
drained, and Holland is to be presented with a

the State will establish model villages, each
with 125 acres of common land, and when fully

occupied the " city of Is " will provide ample
room for a quarter of a million people. The
land reclaimed from the sea will grow corn and
roots, sugar-beet, potatos, and vegetables. The
crops are estimated to produce an annual return
of £5.000.000, and will require the labour of

40.000 cultivators. The rental to the State will

be £1.250.000 per annum. The remainder of

the enclosed area will form a vast fresh-water
lake fed by the River Ijsel, a branch of the
Rhine, and by other rivers. The fishermen of

the Zuider Zee—some 3,000 in numbers—will sail

away, with compensation for change of boat and
tackle, to pursue their craft in the North Sea,

and in time fresh-water fisheries will be estab-

lished in the Ijsel Meer. It is true that the vast

scheme has yet to receive the sanction of the

Dutch Parliament : but a countrv which reclaims

THE FERNERY.

'Reproduced by courtesy of the " Times/'

Fig. 56.

—

reclamation of land in Holland.

new province. Eight hundred square miles of

that inlet are to be converted into dry land, and
the remainder, 550 square miles, is to become
a fresh-water lake. The cost is estimated to be
about £15,000,000, and the work is to take
thirty-three years. The scheme to be adopted
may be understood by reference to the accom-
panying map, which we reproduce by the cour-

tesy of the Times. A dam or embankment 18
miles long is to be thrown across the narrow
part of the Zuider Zee, leaving a canal, with
locks, at the Wieringen end. To construct the
dam an island is first to be built midway be-
tween Wieringen and Piaam. and from the
island the embankment will run out till it

joins either shore. In the enclosed region four
Kivat polders, of a total area of half a million
acres, are to be formed. This reclaimed land
will be ready for occupation within seventeen
years after the work is begun, and it will be
sold gradually by the State. On the polders

already, year bv year, some 24,000 acres, may
well prove bold enough to adventure on this

great and splendid undertaking. If it does.

and ;f it be brought t<> a successful issue, the

Dutch will once again have won the title, and
this time by greater aits than those of war, of

M [Stress of the Seas.

Young Peach Trees.—The pruning of

young trees to be mown in reserve must be

different from that commonly practised for

established trees. Very young trees with a

tew strong growths only should be cut back to

firm wood, training the shoots at regular inter-

vals to form the main branches of the tree. Great

cave is necessary in disbudding and pinching

the new growths. Keep the centres of young
irees o|>en. and bend the stronger shoots down
to retard the How of sap. and in this way a

balanced tree will lie obtained ./. '.'. Wettotl.

OUR NATIVE SHIELD FERNS.

Undoubtedly' there is no species of ever-
green Ferns which has proved itself so
prolific in "mutational" or "sport" forms
as two of our three species of Polystichum
or Shield Ferns—namely, P. angulare, the
Soft Shield Fern, and P. aculeatum, the
Hard Shield Fern. The third species, P.
lonchitis, or the Holly Fern, which is only found
at high levels, has not been found wanting in
this respect, but it has varied to so much
less a degree that we may ignore it in this
article. Considerable discussion has taken place
—especially among foreign botanists, but also
among our own—as to the specific distinctness
of the two first-named species, but no practi-
cal Fern hunter or grower can possibly feel any
doubt upon this point. The two species are very
often associated, and under precisely the same
environments display their distinctive charac-
ters clearly. P. aculeatum, the Hard Shield
Fern, which merits the term by being much
harder in make, has a shining, lucent and divi-
sional character which renders is unmistakable.
P. angulare is of much laxer habit and of softer
texture and duller surface. Apart from this,
there is a true specific difference of make, inas-
much as while the secondary subdivisions or
pinnules of P. angulare have a quite distinct
stalk attaching them to the rachides or second-
ary stalks of the pinnae, those of P. acu-
leatum are quite stalkless, the pinnules having
a wedge-shaped base, by the blunt end of which
they are attached, no actual stalk being formed.
The two species also differ in the range of their
habitats—P. aculeatum extending far north into
Scotland, where P. angulare is very rare; while
P. angulare is only found in abundance in the
South and West, and in the vicinity of our
warmer coasts, and also in Ireland, "where P.
aculeatum. it is true, may also be found in com-
paratively small numbers, but always of its

specific type, as described above. In the direc-
tion of wild variation or " sports." P. angulare
—no doubt owing to some extent to its far
greater numbers in our best Fern-hunting dis-

tricts—far excels P. aculeatum, and ranks, as
we have indicated, among the Ferns of all the
world, as the most generous of all the evergreen
species in the way of distinct forms as regards
dissection, form of subdivisions, habit, and ap-
pearance generally. It is. perhaps, the only
British Fern which has become popularly
familiar in the varietal way as a house-plant,
owing to the beauty of its proliferous form (P.
ang. proliferum), found very long ago, and dis-

tributed generally by the trade by reason of its

easy propagation and culture. This is a much-
dissected variety, with its subdivisions greatly
multiplied, very slender and acutely pointed,
giving its fronds quite a mossy look. Under
congenial culture the stalks of the fronds break
out into innumerable little buds, these some-
times even extending to the secondary mid-
ribs, so that a frond, if layered and kept
close, produces an abundant crop of youngsters.
Hence trade growers have found it easy to raise

in large quantities audi distribute widely, while,
as it is perfectly hardy and evergreen, its popu-
larity as a house plant has been maintained.
Tn addition, however, to this particular example,
those who for more than half a century have de-

voted themselves to the search for new " sports
"

among our wild native Ferns have found hun-
dreds of other forms of equal and even greater
value, embracing not only forms similar to P.

ang. proliferum. but many others of very
different character. Thus we have some foi in-

still more finely dissected, and with their sub-

divisions differently shaped ; some which have
their terminal points expanded into tassels on
varied lines; some with tubular fronds: and
some dwarfed and congested—so that a collector

may include examples ranging from plants a few
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inches long only, up to others of as many feet.

From the wild examples of such varied types,

the selective cultivator—by sowing spores and

profiting by the experience that spores or

seeds- collected from plants which have once

sported away from the normal type are apt to

vary again—has been able to add another

large number of "improved" types, some of

which constitute undoubtedly the most beauti-

ful Ferns the world possesses. So much, indeed,

is this the case, that although our other native

species—such as the Buckler Ferns, Lady Ferns,

and Hartstongues—have each yielded an abun-

dant store of wild sports producing similar re-

sults of improved offspring in the same way, the

Fern specialist is apt to become in time a

Polystichum specialist by preference. The Lady

Fern (Athyrium Filix-foemina) has indeed eclipsed

the Polystichum in the range of fashions which it

assumes, some of which are unique among the

Ferns of the world, and does its best to rival it

by the feathery character of its " plumosums,"

idea of the enormous stride made, an ink-print

of a pinna of this variety (P. ang. plumosum
ramulosissimum R. Bolton), as compared with

a normal pinna, is shown in fig. 55. The result

of this expansion, multiplication, and repeated

ramifications of the divisions is an overlapping

and piling up of frondage, which transforms the

normal and comparatively simple flat frond into

a dense and deep triangular mossy mass of ex-

treme beauty. Forms akin to this have been
raised by H. Stansfield, of Sale, but none
has gone nearly so far in its development,

while the apparent exotic rivals in the mossy
way—the wonderful Nephrolepis exaltata Mar-
shallii compacta and Willmottae—are structu-

rally on quite different lines, owing their beauty,

as they do, entirely to repeated dissection.

To the finer forms of both P. angulare and
P. aculeatum we have so often referred in these

pages, and so many of them figure nowadays in

the trade catalogues of Messrs. H. B. May,
H. Stansfield, and others, that I can only

in a prepared bed in the conservatory. Such a
method has been adopted here, and that it

answers admirably a fine plant of L. gratissima

bearing large trusses of flower fully testifies.

In preparing a place the position should be so

chosen that it allows of being enclosed by slates

or a low brick wall, so that the roots are

always under control. If the bed be made about

a yard square, and after ample drainage is

secured room left for a 2-foot depth of soil, it

will answer admirably. The compost should be

turfy loam and peat, with sufficient sand to

ensure porosity.

When making its growth the Luculia requires

to be kept fairly moist at the root, but whilst

the flowers are opening I find it best to be more
sparing with the supply of water, and then after

pruning has been done (i.e., as soon as all the

flowers have dropped) only enough water is

given to keep the wood in a. healthy condition..

At pruning time, with the exception of those

growths which are required for extending the

tree, the remainder should be cut hard tack ; in

fact, in the case of an established plant, it may
be pruned like the vine.

The methods of increase are by cuttings or

seeds, and although .plants raised from the latter

are generally slow in arriving at the flowering

stage, it is perhaps a safer way, a6 the cuttings

are extremely difficult to strike. H. Turner,
Serlby Gardens, Bawtry.

ALPINE GARDEN.

PRIMULA WINTERI.
At the present time, and judged by the rich

profusion of flower-buds calculated to endure for

some weeks to come, there is no plant in the

Alpine house just now more interesting or beau-

tiful than this Himalayan Primula. It flowers

in winter and early spring, and if afforded a

little protection such as is provided by the

Alpine house it yields freely of that charm of

leaf and flower which knows no peer. So good

indeed, is it in the cold house, so unsullied the

well-powdered .leaves, and so exquisite the

fringed, rosy-mauve, nearly white-throated

flowers that no attempt will be made to

grow it in heated structures to mar its beauty.

Luckily—the word is used advisedly—the plant

resents artificial heat and soon becomes a prey

to red spider, hence it is more likely to be grown
in its rightful place among hardy subjects. In

the open a small plant has wintered quite well

and the hardiness of the species is thereby

proved. Grown thus, however, it is bereft of the

beauty of its powdered leaves, and, like the

mealy-leaved Auriculas, repays for the protec-

tion of a cold hou6e or frame. E. J

.

Fig. 57.

—

polystichum angulare plumosum ramulosissimum r. bolton.

Normal pinna below to show the extraordinary development of the new variety.

but is handicapped by its deeiduousness and
consequent invisibility for six months in the

year. The evergreen Polystichum, on the other

hand, under congenial conditions, may be kept

beautiful the whole year round. In the spring

growth, too, the Polystichum possesses a unique

charm, particularly its best plumose forms,

its new crop of fronds, then clothed with

almost snow-white scales, rise in a series

of reflexed coils of a surpassing beauty. For
all-round charm on the most varied lines,

Polystichum angulare must therefore be recog-

nised as an easy first among our native

species, and in the foremost rank in the

Fern world generally. Great as have been the

achievements of the selective cultivator in con-

nection with this species, fresh triumphs are

being frequently added, an example of which
has recently come before us, raised by Mr. R.
Bolton, of Warton, near 'Carnforth, from a mixed
sowing of a number of fine forms. To give an

suggest a reference thereto by those who
would profit practically by the above remarks.

Chas. T. Druery, V.M.H.

CULTURAL MEMORANDA.

THE LUCULIA.

Beautiful, sweetly-scented greenhouse shrubs,

the Luculias comprise but two species—namely,

L. gratissima, a native of the temperate regions

of the Himalayas, and L. pinceana, of the

Mountains of Khasia. Both are handsome
plants, the former (by far the better-known

species) bearing heads of rosy-tinted flowers, '

and the latter more fragrant and larger white

ones.

Whilst it responds very well to pot treatment,

a better way to grow the Luculia is to plant it

THE COMMEMORATION OF PARMENTIER

Among the men whose services to agriculture

deserve to be held in grateful memory is

Parmentiei, whose work in the popularisation of

the Potato has been recognised in a commemor-
ative exhibition held recently in France. The
following account of the exhibition and of Par-

mentier's work is from a communication sent to

us by M. Lortel :

—

The exhibition in honour of Parmentier,

organised by the Society of Horticulture and the

Municipality of Neuilly, under the presidency

of the Minister of Agriculture, was held at

Neuilly on January 25 and 26 in the Hotel de

Ville.

Peculiar interest attached to this exhibition

of the " Irish Potato," as it was called in France

iii the 18th century, for by a curious chance it

was possible to exhibit at Neuilly the actual

descendants of Parmentier's Potatos. In 1815
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the Agricultural Society of France handed over
to Messrs. Vilmorin Parmentier's collection of

Potatos, and entrusted to that firm the task
of preserving and completing the collection. The
catalogue oi 100 years ago (1815) mentions 150
varieties, and it is interesting to note that up
to 1856 there were added no more than 25 new
kinds ; whereas today there are upwards of

1,000.

The exhibit at Xeuilly displayed by Messrs.
Vilmorin included, besides Parmentier's auto-
graph and works, some of the tubers planted by
him in 1787, on the occasion of his memor-
able and successful effort to popularise the
plant " which has saved France 20 times from
famine.

'

'

Of all the varieties enumerated in the cata-

logue of 1815, and preserved with faithful care
Messrs. Vilmorin, there remain pure at the
present time only five. These are Marjolin,
Vitelotte (called by Parmentier Violette), Shaw

cal and esculent properties of the Potato—with
which, and with Meyer's daughter, he fell in
love. Patriotism forbade him from marrying
the latter, but for the rest of his life he was
wedded to the Potato, and devoted himself to
making known its economic virtues. On his
return to France he put himself in communi-
cation with prominent cultivators—M. Elleraie,

the Baron de Sainte-Hilaire, Lemery, and par-
ticularly with English Potato growers., such as
John Howard, of Carlington, and Philip Miller.

In spite of various previous efforts, the cult

of the Potato had made little progress in France.
Thus the Comte de Lambertye, after a visit to

England to congratulate King James on his ac-

cession, had brought back a variety of Potato
much better than any in use at the lime in

France. The new variety was planted largely

in Noirmontiers, Belle-Isle, and in the neigh-
bourhood of Boulogne.
Again, in order to popularise the ' noble

extent, the dwellers in towns, and particularly
in Paris, looked askance at that vegetable.
At this point of his labours Parmentier hit

upon, his famous and successful method of adver-
tising the merits of the plant. He selected as
the place for his experiment the Plain of Sab-
Ions, close to Paris. On this plain the King
held each year a review of his regiment of
Guards, and it was famous also for its utter
sterility.

After much effort Parmentier received per-
mission and funds for his experiment. Since
the review took place on May 10 he could not
do his planting till the following day—that is,

six weeks later than the proper time. Moreover,
the weather was bad, the "seed" Potatos

—

Hative and La Groase Blanche, the latter a red
spotted kind, and so vigorous ' that it would
grow in powdered glass '—arrived in a deplor-
able state, having germinated en route in spite
of care in packing.

ll'liotograph by W. J. fatty.

Fig. 58.

—

the bog garden at penrhyn castle, Carnarvonshire, the seat of lord penrhyn.

(For description of the garden see the issues for January 17 and 24, 1914.)

or Chaw, Clairebortne, and Bonne-Wilhelmine.
In addition to the collection of modern varieties

exhibited by Messrs. Vilmorin were others by
the firms of Cayeux and Leclerc, Robert, etc.

Of these modern kinds Excelsior, an enormous
yellow- fleshed variety, was exhibited by M.
Hyacinthe Rigaut.

It was during the Seven Years War that

Parmentier's attention was first directed to the
value of the Potato as an article of food. In
his capacity of ' pharmacien en chef ' he ob-

served that many of the French soldiers saved
themselves from starvation by digging up, cook-
ing by the camp fires, and devouring Potatos
found in the fields. Taken prisoner, Parmentier
remained in Germany, when' he was lodged with
a well-known doctor—Meyer, of Frankfurt. He
used his enforced leisure in studying the choini-

tuber " in France, the Duke of Hamilton (as

Chevalier Binet) invited sundry great person-

ages to dinner, and 6erved them with morue and
Pomme de Terre (cod and Potatos), as being
one of the finest of English delicacies. The at-

tempt was not particularly successful, and only
led to the planting of a few acres.

Parmentier likewise attempted to popularise
the tuber by means of dinner parties, at which
the fare consisted of nothing but Potatos ; but,

needless to say, the device was fruitless of result

except that in consequence of these Potato
feasts he failed to be elected Representative of

the Government—the electors fearing that he
might, if appointed, attempt to feed them exclu-

sively on this unpopular diet.

Although the cost of living compelled the
peasants of that day to grow Potatos to some

The Parisian crowd, which had watched the

planting of this barren land with amused con-

tempt, was stupefied. All day the crowd

thronged to see the luxuriant vegetation spring-

ing up. and all day the ripening crop was

guarded by regiments of soldiers. But at night

tli.- guard was withdrawn in order to encourage

pilfering, as the surest, if not the most moral,

in.. ins nf popularising the Potato. The yield

from 35 arpents was 8.880 kilograms, or nine-

fold tin- weigh! of the tubers, used as seed.

I is XVI. appeared at Court with a

Potato Bower, presented by Parmentier^ in his

button It"].', and the King's gardeners were

in inded in plan! IV tat. is in the Royal

domain of Rambouillet—the Potato had arrived!

Translated and abridged from " special artich

by V. J. Lorf.l.
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NOTICES OF BOOKS.
The Japanese Chrysanthemum.

At the Paris Autumn Show, held by the

National Horticultural Society of France in

November, 1908, there was organised by the

committee what was called a Retrospective Chry-

santhemum Exhibition. Old books, pamphlets,

prints, engravings, photographs, and every con-

ceivable literary and artistic curiosity relating

"to the Chrysanthemum, were exhibited. The
exhibition was in every way a success—so much
so that two years afterwards a Retrospective

Rose Exhibition was held by the same society

and at the same place. At the Chrysanthemum
exhibition the walls were covered with many
choice engravings and portraits, not the least at-

tractive being an original oil painting of Cap-

.tain Blancard, the introducer of the flower into

Europe. In the numerous glass cases were en-

closed bibliographical treasures and literary

-rarities, all having some special reference to or

bearing upon the flower in honour of which the

show was held.

We are reminded of this most interesting event

by the receipt of a large octavo brochure from
the pen of M. Rene Mommeja, entitled Le
Chrysanthcrne au Japan. It is apparently a re-

print of an article that has appeared in the

Bulletin of the Societe Franco-Japonaise de
Paris. Although quite complete and an inde-

pendent publication in itself, no price appears

upon it, and we do not know even if it is on
sale. If so, as the brochure bears the imprint

of the library of the society, any applications

must probably be made there for copies.

M. Mommeja's work is neatly printed and
occupies twenty-three pages of text ; the illus-

trations—most of them extremely quaint, as is

usual with Japanese pictures—are full-paged and
hors texte.

The story opens with a history of the Chry-
santhemum in Japan, including its culture, the
Emperor's fete, the Feast of Happiness, and the
introduction of the flower into Europe. There
is then a botanical chapter, which is followed by
another dealing solely with the Japanese method
of classification. Exhibitions, amateur and im-

perial, are dealt with descriptively. It is, on
the whole, an interesting contribution to the
literature of the Chrysanthemum, and only an
enthusiast such as M. Mommeja is could have
produced it.

A word may be given to the illustrations, of

which there are thirty-six in black-and-white
and one in colour. In some cases there are six

different types of flowers on a page. The first

we notice is the reproduction of a kakemono,
entitled " To En Mei," a great Chinese poet and
lover of the Chrysanthemum. We wonder, in

our sublime ignorance of the Japanese ver-

nacular, whether this is the same man whose
name has been given in Chinese as Fao-yiian-

Ming, and who is recorded to have lived about
the year 365-427 a.d. , and to have given up his

official cares so that he might devote himself to
versification and the pleasures, of the wine cup.

coupled with the growing of the Chrysanthemum
(see p. 5 of Chrysanthemums , in the Present Day
Gardening series). There" are some Japanese
drawings of Chrysanthemums grown in 1736,

sketches by the great artist Hokusal about
1815. and examples of the various types accord-

ing to Japanese classification. A picture, full-

paged, of a wonderful trained specimen plant on
a single stem, bearing 1,083 blooms, is also given,

as are views of exhibits in the shows. But we
must conclude with just a bare mention of the

-only coloured illustration, which represents the
seven varieties originally introduced from Japan
into Europe by Robert Fortune in 1862.

History of the Grape Vine.*

The literature of the vine at the present day
is probably unequalled by that of any other
fruit, and it might seem at first that no part

* La VignedansVAntiguiti. ByB&yn (Billiard. Lyon:
Lilivairie H. Lardancliet. English agents : Messrs. Wesley
and Cu.

had been left unexplored. The work before us

fills, nevertheless, a distinct gap dn this litera-

ture, and will be welcomed by all students of

pomological history. The author lias certain

qualifications which render him especially well-

equipped for his task. Hdsi experience as a

practical Grape-grower in the district of Beau-

jolais has been of inestimable service in his

study of the ancient history of the vine. It

is not always that the wide culture and patient

enthusiasm of the savant is superadded to the

intimate knowledge of culture which comes from

a lifelong experience with one particular plant.

M. Billiard is, however, an example of this

happy combination, and his book therefore

stands out from the usual kind of pomological

history.

The work treats with the utmost detail all

aspects of the vine, beginning with its geological

history and following its culture through his-

torical periods, and the making, storing and
selling of the wine are also fully described. We
will therefore notice briefly these subjects in

the order in which they appear.

Recent developments of paleontological botany
have considerably modified opinions as to the
" native home " of the vine. Older writers

generally placed this dn the country lying be-

tween the Black and Caspian Seas. M. Bil-

liard, however, brings forward the evidence of

Saporta, Heer, Zittel and others |as to ite

existence in Central Europe in very early times.

In the eocene deposits in champagne many spe-

cies of Vitis have been found, some of which
bear considerable resemblance to V. rotundi-

folia of Central Asia.

Coming to later times, there is proof of the

use of the Grape by the Lake Dwellers, seeds

having been found in various stations extending

as far north as Belgium, though, of course, more
frequently in southern latitudes. Whether the
fruit was then used for wine-making is a moot
point, but the author views its probability with
some favour.

In historic times the matter becomes naturally

more certain, and the great outpouring of the

Aryan peoples into Europe had probably much
to do with the progress of vine culture and the
use of wine. The remarkable similarity between
words of the Armenian, Greek, Attic and
Romance languages proves the westward pro-

gress of the conquering vine. The large part it

played in the lives of the Greeks and Romans
is too well-known to need repetition, and those

interested will find much information as to the
worship of Dionysos and Bacchus dn these coun-
tries.

A particularly interesting chapter is that
upon the vicissitudes which viticulture has
undergone from many varied causes. The un-
limited powers of the Roman Emperors had much
to do with these fluctuations, and to read of the .

purchase of uncultivated lands and their plan-

tation with vines by Aurelius, and the gratuitous
distribution of wine to the people reminds one
of the frequencv with which historv repeats
itself !

The second part of the work is concerned with
the history of the culture and maladies of the
vine, and is of the greatest interest. Those who
consider plant diseases to be a scourge of modern
times will find material here to bring about a
change of view ; even in the tenth century
washes were used as preventives against these

troubles.

Of the initeresltiiig details of the wines of

various localities, their manufacture, storage and
usage this is not the place to dwell. The pages
of Athenaeus and memories of Trimalchios' ban-
quet will be recalled and many interesting side-

lights thrown upon them.
Not the least important feature of the work is

the numerous pictures of sculptures, pictures

and ceramics which illustrate dn a manner
generally lively the large part which the Grape
played in the early days of civilisation. From
Egypt to Europe museums have been ransacked
for these evidences, and they form a unique
collection.

On the format of the work no adverse criti-

cism can be passed, except the regrettable neces-

city of the heavily-loaded paper, which makes
it too weighty for armchair reading. Type and
spacing are alike excellent, but the work, as is

usual with Continental productions, is unbound.
Xa Vigne dans I'Antiquite. is of the type of

work usually called " standard," and it is cer-

tainly one which must be included in every
pomological library. So thoroughly has the

author explored his field that it wffij we ven-
ture to think, be long before a syieeessor will bfl

needed, and prpbaibly still longer befojr-e an.

author so gifted an M, Billiard will be r>JUn.d\

£
-, A. Bunyard.

The Diseases of Tropical Plants."
Dr. Cook, the author of this volume, has had

considerable experience of the subject of disease

in tropical plants, and, although he recognises
that much work remains to be done in this field

of investigation, has published his work in fch.9

hope that it may prove of use to the planter,

and may lead to the filling up of the present gaps
in the knowledge of tropical fungous diseases.

Dr. Cook has rendered a service of considerable

value to the tropical agriculturist. His labours

must have been severe, for the descriptions. i,t

tropical diseases are to be found scattered in a

hundred periodicals, and, moreover, the descrip-

tions themselves are often anything but
precise.

In illustration of the need for the thorough
investigation of the diseases of tropical plants

is the fact that not one of the crop-yielding
plants of the tropics is free from the attacks of

serious fungous pests. Thus Rubber suffers from
canker—which, like that in our Apples, i6 due
to a species of Nectria ; from bark disease, due to

Corticum sp. ; from stem disease (caused by
Diplodia rapax) ; from die back ; from fruit

disease, due to a species of Phytophthora ; from
seedling disease (caused by Pestalozzia guepini) ;

and other pests almost too numerous ,to mention.
Dr. Cook introduces his subject by a short

account of the structure and functions of plants.

Following this chapter are others on classi-

fication of fungi, and the rest of the book is

taken up with a description of the diseases of the
chief tropical food-plants, and with an account
of methods of prevention and control. Investi-

gators of tropical fungous diseases will be par-
ticularly grateful to Dr. Cook for including as
an appendix a carefully drawn up list of refer-

ences to original papers. So far as we have been
able to test it, this list is Temarkably complete;
one omission may, however, be noted—that of

Mr. Ball's interesting observations on sore
shin disease of Cotton. We hope that those of

our readers who reside in the tropics will bring
Dr. Cook's useful work to the notice of planters
and others concerned with the incidence of

fungous diseases on tropical plants.

FORESTRY.

AVONDALE FORESTRY STATION.
In the Journal of the Department of Agricul-

ture, Ireland, for October, 1913, pp. 102-125,

there is an account, with a plan, by Mr. A. C.
Forbes, of the progress of the Avondale Forestry
Station from its foundation in 1906 to the end
of 1912. The greater part of the report is de-

voted to a detailed description of the forestry

plots, which are 104 in number and cover an area

of 121 acres. Each plot is composed of a main
crop of one or of two or three species, which
will remain as a pure or mixed group when the
nurses have been gradually removed. Of the
nurses employed the common Silver Fir was a

complete failure, while Larch, Spruce and Scots

Pine have been successful for this purpose. All

the Silver Firs suffer severely from frost at

Avondale, except Abies grandis, a plot of which
is very thriving. Of the Maples, the Norway

* The Disease! of Tropical Plants. By Melville Thurston
Cook, Ph.D. (London : Wacmillan and Co., Ltd.) Price 8s. 6d
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Maple plot is the best, this tree keeping pace so

far with the Larch nurses. Sitka Spruce is

growing vigorously, but many plants were at-

tacked last year by aphis and lost most of their

needles in spring. The Picea rubra plot is also

very thriving.

The species which have proved most difficult

to transplant are Pinus insignis, Maritime and

Corsican Pines. With these there have been re-

peated failures, but the best results were ob-

tained by using three-year-old plants, which had

been transplanted in the nursery during the pre-

vious year, and planting out in the plots in late

spring. A few Pinus insignis were killed by

frost in winter when under 12 inches high, and

this species is difficult to establish unless raised

in pots and planted out with balls of earth.

Larix sibirica was tried, but all the plants

died in two years. This plot has now been filled

with Larix occidentalis. which was raised from

seed obtained from Montana in 1910. Of the

different, kinds of European Larch, the Silesian

variety is much superior to that raised from

Tyrolese seed.

There are numerous notes on the different,

species, and an estimate, based on the experience

gained in forming the different plots, of the

approximate cost of planting the various species

will be found useful, as it includes labour, trees

and replacing the failures during the first three

vears.

FLORISTS' FLOWERS.

PENTSTEMON.
The value of Pentstemons for massing in beds

or borders or for filling gaps in the hardy flower

border is greater each year owing to the high

qualities of the newer varieties. They are easy

of propagation, require but little attention during

winter, and grow freely in spring when trans-

ferred to their flowering quarters. The follow-

ing varieties are all to be recommended. John
Ruthve.n, growing fully 3 feet high, has a hand-
some flower spike which develops extra large

blooms with a shade of rich pink, a delicate

edging of the same colour and a pure white
throat. Thomas Heron has a dwarf, compact
habit of growth and is extra free in flowering,

making a first class bedding variety ; the colour
is rose with crimson stripes in the throat.

William Goodman produces handsome spikes fully

a yard high ; the salmon-scarlet flowers have a
white throat. Mrs. N. F. Barnes is pink in

colour with a white throat. Mrs. Lockett Agnew
has large violet flowers thickly set on tall spikes.

Lady Hamilton has dark purple blossoms with
a white throat, a very effective variety.

Albert J. Smith is deep pink with an open
throat of white. Hilda Stevenson has a rose-

coloured tube and white throat. Miss Leila
Stewart Peter is scarlet except for the
white throat. There are in addition Lord
Granard, crimson with scarlet stripes ; Mrs.
Robertson, rose pink with white throat; Louis
Paulham, bronze-chocolate with white-feathered
throat; Mrs. Alexander Brown, rich rose with
white throat ; Lady Forbes, the strongest-
growing variety, producing spikes 4 feet. long,
deep pink with white throat ; Parachute, with
blossoms 2£ inches in diameter, scarlet, with
white throat

; Republique, bright Vermillion, and
Thomas H. Cook, a variety with flowers 2{
inches in diameter, produced on a short spike,
colour rich rose flushed with red. E. Mohjnevx.

1'KRPETTAL-FLOWERING CARNATIONS.
Perpetual-flowering Carnations are grown

extensively and most successfully at the Lynwood
Nurseries, Raleigh. The glasshouses are
situated on high, open ground, and slope sharply
to the west. They are 200 feet long, 50 feet
wide, and proportionately high, and provided
with ample front and top ventilators. All the
flow 4-inch pipes are fixed on brackets at about

8 feet above the floor-line of the houses, the re-

turns being nearer to the ground-line. The
plants are growing on benches 4^ feet wide, fixed

3 feet from the ground, seven centre and two side

benches with eight narrow paths between them,
and one wide oentral path with double doors at

each end. The plants in one house are planted

in a suitable compost on the benches, 1,500

plants, consisting of Rose Pink Enchantress,

White Enchantress, May Day, and Windsor, and
the growths are trained to an almost invisible

network of wire running lengthwise and cross-

wise over the individual benches. Fifteen thou-

sand plants in 32-size pots occupy the benches

in No. 2 house. All the plants in every stage of

growth, from the cutting upwards, bear evidence

of good cultivation, being sturdy, perfectly clean,

and floriferous. They are propagated from selected

stocks of the best varieties and grown in ideal

conditions. In one of the propagating houses

33,000 cuttings of perpetual-flowering Carnations

are being rooted. The varieties include, among
others, Lady Alington. Lady Northcliffe, Mary
Allwood, Mrs. G. F. Dutton", R. F. Felton, Em-
pire Day, Scarlet Glow, Carola, Mikado, and
Fainnount. In four large houses Asparagus

plumosa is grown for cut foliage. H. W. Ward.

ASHRIDGE PARK.

Ashridge Park, the residence of the Rt. Hon.
Earl Brownlow, is about four miles from Berk-

hamsted, separated therefrom by a wide com-

mon. The mansion may be described as one of

"the stately homes of England": the style of

building is massive, the proportions ample ; and
the gardens around the house are well suited, in

size and magnificence, to adorn this handsome
edifice. At each end of the house a fine avenue

runs forward, one of Limes the other of Elms.

The trees are of noble proportions, being of con-

siderable age and well developed. Beyond the

avenues a beautiful view stretches out as far as

the eye can see; the home park lies just beyond

the shrubberies and gardens, and beyond that

again miles of well-wooded, undulating country.

The park is extremely rich in matured timber.

Spreading Oaks, tall Beeches and Ashes, gigantir

Chestnuts and all the other trees to be found in

English woodlands are here represented. The
famous "Queen" Beech formed the subject of

the Supplementary Illustration in the issue for

January 27, 1912. The companion tree, the

"King" Beech, fell a victim a few years since

to a severe storm ; it is said to have been even

larger than the " Queen," though the bole of

this latter tree was officially stated by the Royal

Arboricultural Society to be 80 feet from the

ground to the lower branches. Some of the

Chestnuts are hardly less remarkable, the

branches of one of them spreading over an area

of 108 feet in diameter. There are numbers of

fine Cedars, among them some good specimens of

C. atlantica glaca (the largest 45 feet in height).

Abies nobilis (50 feet), A. grandis, American
Scarlet Oaks, Quercus Hex, and Q. suber (the

Cork Tree).

Ancient Yews, both green and golden,

adorn the terraces and flower garden. They
blend well with their younger kindred.

Close by is the Italian garden, which contains a

number of Irish Yews, planted as a relief to the

main design, which is carried out in Box, round
a massive fountain in the centre. Last year a

bold design in blue, scarlet, yellow and white
was carried out. each of the large beds contain-

ing masses of one colour only. The ordinary

annuals and bedding plants were used, and the

effect, was very fine.

The spacious lawns are broken here and there

by groups of evergreen and flowering shrubs.

Rhododendrons and Azaleas grow well, in spite of

the chalky formation of the soil. There are some
fine plants of Sweet Bay. particularly large

specimens, which have come safely through many

winters ; some good examples of Cupressus sem-
pervirens; and a very fine bush of Ceanothus
dentatus.

A picturesque waterway intersects the grounds
and forms a boundary to the lawns, opening out
at one end into a skating pond. The pond is sur-

rounded by clipped Yew hedges, which form on
the other side a background for the Old English
garden, the fragrance of whose herbs extends far

beyond the confines of the garden. The water-

way is spanned at one point by a bridge, from
which a number of fine avenues radiate. The
central avenue is planted with trees of Sequoia

gigantea, nearly fifty years old—they stand

from 50 to 55 feet high. The rest of the walks

are planted with Quercus Hex, Juniperus chinen-

sis, Walnut and Cupressus nootkatensis. Close

to the last-named avenue is a circle of Libo-

cedrus decurrens about 25 feet high. A stone

pedestal in the centre of the circle, bearing an
inscription on an open book, denotes the inten-

tion of the planter to make of the circle a kind
of open-air temple.

There are many good specimen Conifers,

such as Cryptomeria elegans, from 18 to 20 feet

high ; Juniperus Youngii aurea, 18 feet ; Pseudo-
tsuga Hookeri, 16 feet ; Retinospora filicoides,

11 feet; Sciadopitys verticillata, "Weeping"
Spruce, Picea pinsapa, and a number of Cupres-

sus erecta viridis, 30 feet or more in height.

Several groups of Cotoneaster frigida are to be
seen, covered in winter with brightly-coloured

berries. Magnolia, Catalpa, Liriodendron,

Gingko biloba, Black Walnut, and a large

spreading Cedrus help considerably in presenting

a fine effect ; and a rare evergreen Beech—Fagus
betuloides—is about 24 feet high.

The Rose garden is secluded and restful, with
an old-world charm and grace all its own. The
middle bed contains a basin, surmounted by a
stone figure ; it is encircled by Venetian pillars.

The garden is surrounded by a Yew hedge, and
has four entrances. The beds all radiate from
the centre, each bed containing one variety

;

Richmond, Corallina, Madame Ravary and
Caroline Testout were four of the varieties

specially noticeable.

The Monks' Garden (so called on account of its

being on the site of an old monastery), the Main
Terrace, and the Italian Garden are arranged in

a formal style, and the unconventional methods
employed in the bedding present a very pleasing

effect. The flowers chiefly used are tuberous and
fibrous Begonias (notably " Crimson Gem "), dark
Coleus, dwarf Tropaeolums, Gnaphalium lati-

folium. Antirrhinum (a white variety), and
various annuals ; and also standard Heliotropes,

Fuchsias and Lilies.

On the Main Terrace are some magnificent

standard Bays, the heads measuring 9 feet in

diameter, and the stems 4 feet high. There are

also some large plants of scented Verbena—pyra-

mids 5 feet high, and standards with 4 foot stems,

their conical heads measuring 3^ feet to 4 feet

across the base.

On the south front of the house several good

climbers are doing well, among others Magnolia
grandiflora (30 feet high) and Ceanothus

azureus ; while over the Orangery a Fortune's

Yellow Rose and a plant of Vitis Coignetiae are

growing together.

Inside the Orangery, Camellias, Oranges and
Myrtles grow in profusion ; on the inside

of the roof a rare plant, Billardiera longiflora,

occupies a place with other climbers. There is a
conservatory, also well filled with climbing and

other plants. A well-stocked fernery near the

conservatory contains a good specimen of Angio-

pteris evecta ; and the outside wall of this house

is covered with Vitis heterophylla variegata,

Schizophragma hydrangeoides, Tecoma grandi-

flora, Berberidopsis corallina, etc.

Most of the- glasshouses (which have been

recently renovated) lie near the kitchen garden.

In both these departments the same skill and tare

is observed as elsewhere in the gardens : and the

indoor and outdoor crops can only be described]

as excellent. G. Ardener.
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The Week's Work.

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
By H. J. Chapman, Gardener to Mrs. Cookson,

Oakwood, Wylam-on-Tyne.

Odontioda. — Many of these beautiful
Orchids are developing their flower-scapes
grown during the winter. When the plants
have grown actively during the winter the
pseudo-bulbs are usually in a more or less sappy
condition at this time, and it is desirable to

harden them before the inflorescences develop.
Odontiodas may be exposed to considerably
more light than may Odontoglossums without
detrimental effects to the foliage ; therefore plants
that are producing their flower-scapes should be
suspended from the roof-rafters or staged within
a reasonable distance of the roof-glass. Plenty
of sunlight will not only favour the ripening of
the pseudo-bulbs, but plants that are suspended
will be out of the reach of slugs and small snails
which damage the young flower-scapes and roots.
As the plants pass out of flower they may be
repotted or top-dressed according to their several
needs. Like Cochlioda, one of the parents,
Odontiodas resent root disturbance, and should
not be shifted unless re-potting is absolutely
necessary. For this reason a compost with last-

ing qualities should be used. A mixture com-
prising two parts fibrous peat and one of broken
Oak leaves with chopped Sphagnum-moss and
coarse silver sand is suitable ; sometimes the
tips of the leaves die if a compost of a heavier
nature than this is used. Press the materials
firmly about the roots, and more firmly than in
the case of Odontoglossums. Use clean pots filled

to about one-half their depth with chopped
Bracken rhizomes and place a few crocks in the
bottom—just sufficient to cover the drainage-
hole. Shade newly-potted plants from strong
light and keep the atmosphere humid until the
roots gTow into the fre.sh compost.

Shadi ng. — In view of the lengthening days
and increasing power of the sun's rays get the
roof-blinds ready for use whenever required.
Lath and other wooden blinds are very
serviceable during cold, winter nights, for
when lowered they obviate the use of much fire

heat; but when employed on lofty structures in

which the plants are staged at a considerable
distance from the roof-glass they have a ten-
dency to cause growth to become drawn and
weak. It is therefore preferable to use No. 5
canvas blinds for lofty houses. All gable-ends
facing south should be covered during the
hottest part of the day. A piece of old shading
material may be used for this purpose, cut to
shape and furnished with eyes so that it may be
hung on hooks, to be taken down quickly as re-

quired.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
By W. Hedley Warren, gardener to the Aston-Clinton
Park Estate (the Rt. Hon. Lord Rothschild), Buck-

inghamshire.

Strawberries.— Successional plants that
have been growing slowly will now be sufficiently

advanced for introducing into the forcing pit.

Admit air freely for the first week and until the
flower trusses show, when the amount of venti-

lation should be reduced gradually, and the tem-
perature raised to aid the blossoms to develop
sturdily. At this stage apply liquid manure at

alternate waterings, and damp the plants once or
twice daily during bright weather.

Cucumbers.—The beds that were prepared
last month are in a suitable condition, and by
this time the young plants will be nearly or quite
ready for re-potting. This is a most trying time
of the year to keep the young plants in a grow-
ing state. The roots should be plunged in bot-

tom heat until growth is strong, and the latter

sprayed overhead—as well as the surface of the
bed—daily as required. Allow the sun to shine
direct on the plants, and admit air daily when
the outside conditions are favourable.

Melons that were planted last month are

growing freely. Water the roots thoroughly
whenever moisture is required. It is a mistake
to use too small a quantity of water whilst

the plants are growing rapidly or carry-

ing a crop of fruit. Increase the amount of ven-

tilation as the days lengthen, as this will favour

the development of healthy foliage. High tem-
peratures at night and an atmosphere surcharged
with moisture are both harmful. Aim at ob-

taining foliage that will withstand the brightest

sunshine—for Melons should never be shaded

—

and this can only be obtained by a moderate
degree of moisture, plenty of air, and the

smallest amount of artificial heat compatible
with the health of the plants. Allow the leader

of each plant to run nearly to the top of the
wires or trellis, then pinch out the tops and
train the laterals horizontally.

Vines.—The airing of the vinery should re-

ceive careful attention. The amount of moisture
in the atmosphere should be in accordance with
the weather and the ventilation afforded. Vines
that have been started recently should be
syringed several times daily until the buds
burst. If ripe Muscat Grapes are required
during August and September the vines

should be started now. Maintain a night
temperature of 48° or 50°, allowing a rise

of 10° or 15° by sun heat. Always re-

member that Muscat Grapes require a higher
temperature from the start than other varie-

ties. Use the syringe daily until the vines

are well advanced in growth, when damping tne

walls, staging and pathways frequently will

suffice to maintain the necessary atmospheric
moisture, and the syringing may be discontinued.

When the borders require moisture use water
warmed to a temperature 5° or 10° higher than
that of the house. Cold water would give a
severe check to the vines, which would probably
affect them throughout the remainder of the sea-

son. Early pot vines in an advanced stage of

growth, and on which the fruit is setting ireely,

will soon be in a condition for the bunches to be
thinned. On no account touch the berries with
the hand during the process of thinning, or they
will present an unsightly, rusty appearance later

on. A thin piece of wood, or a stick with a

forked end, is all that is required to manipulate
the bunch whilst it is being thinned. Do not
thin too severely at the first time ; it is safer to

examine and treat each bunch a second, or even
a third, time for the removal of seedless or un-

desirable berries.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By I!. P. Bbotelerston, Gardener to the Earl of

Haddington, Tynirignaine, East Lothian.

Seakale.—The planting of Seakale need be
delayed no longer. The ground, no doubt, has
been prepared for some time, and, if in the
rough, should be either broken down or re-dug.
Mark off the lines and plant the sets with a
dibbler at one foot apart, and just so deep as

to be covered with a quarter of an inch of soil.

Finish by running a Dutch hoe through the sur-

face to leave it smooth for subsequent hoeings.

Intercropping.— A large number of vege-
tables may be grown on ground which otherwise
would lie idle tor the time being. Thus, between
rows of Peas running 4 to 6 feet apart the sup-
ply of Spinach, Turnips, Lettuces, and Radishes
for summer can be grown, two or three lines of

each between every two rows of Peas. In like

manner with Broad Beans, slow-growing crops
such as Artichokes and Horse Radish planted re-

cently, an early crop can be secured without
doing any harm to the permanent one. But one
must discriminate. A fine crop of Broad Beans
can be produced by having a single plant at the
end of every second row of Potatos, but in this

case the Potatos close to the Beans will suffer
injury. In like manner I have seen splendid
samples of Cabbage and Brussel Sprouts pro-
duced, but always at the expense of the Potatos,
so that intercropping to pay can be profitably
pursued only where there is sufficient space for
both vegetables.

French Beans.—This crop may from now
be forced easily wherever there is space to

spare in a structure not over-ventilated and

somewhat warmer than a greenhouse. I do not
advise growing the plants in pots, but in deep
boxes well drained and three parts filled with a
very fertile compost, say, of two parts loam and
one part old' Mushroom-bed manure, with fer-
tiliser added as required later. A few days are
gained by swelling the Beans in water previous
to sowing, but this must not be carried to the
bursting of the skin or the protrusion of the
radicle. Sometimes French Beans are placed in
vineries, which is always a highly risky proceed-
ing owing to the susceptibility of the foliage
to red spider infestation. I have grown the
running type planted out at this season, but,
though an enormous crop was secured, it was
so late that I should not care to repeat the trial.

Jerusalem Artichokes.— It is time that
the tubers were planted. I set them in double
rows one foot apart, with 3 or 4-feet spaces be-
tween. The white-skinned is the more hand-
some tuber, but the old purple variety is the
more profitable.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
By W. Crump, Gardener to Earl Beauchamp, K.C.M.G.,

Madresfield Court, Worcestershire.

Iris foetidissima.-TIus is a good plant for

poor soil, thriving where little else will grow.
The capsules open in winter, and display the
beautiful scarlet seeds.

Plants for Shady Spots. — Hypericum
calycinum, St. John's Wort, is a valuable sub-

ject for planting in shady situations. Poly-
podium vulgare may be used for the same pur-
pose. Daphne pontica and D. laureola are two
valuable dwarf shrubs for dry, shady banks. All
these plants retain their foliage and produce ex-

cellent effects in winter.

Herbaceous Borders.— Certain kinds of

herbaceous plants require to be divided and re-

planted every year or every second year, either

in early autumn or in the spring, just as growth
commences. It is a great advantage to have a

reserve garden where the plants may be propa-

gated and grown. A sufficient number of

healthy, vigorous plants should be set this spring

in the reserve garden to meet the requirements

for next autumn or spring planting. The stock

plants should be removed to their permanent
quarters and planted in well-prepared ground.

Lift the plants with good balls of soil filled with
healthy roots, and they will become established

in their new quarters and give better results

than those propagated straight away by divisions

of old stools. The latter plants receive a con-

siderable check at the start and half the season
is lost before they recover, consequently they
do not always flower at the proper season, the
flowers are of inferior quality and the plants

are less satisfactory generally. Moreover, when
there is a good selection of plants in the reserve

garden it is possible to make changes and im-
provements in arrangement of the flowers every
year. This applies especially to such plants as

Spiraea, Pyrethrum, Hemerocallis, Inula,

Helenium, Geum, Funkia, Achillea, Betonica,

Erigeron, Gentiana, Linum, Oenothera, Coreop-
sis, Trollius, Rudbeckia, Salvia, Campanula, and
Armeria.

Arrangement of the Plants. Plant in

bold, irregular groups of from 5 to 50 plants,

according to the height, habit and colour of the
species, and, as far as possible, take into con-

sideration the period of flowering. If a little

of the exhausted soil is replaced by fresh loam
mixed with bone meal and well rotted animal
manure so much the better, and the extra labour
will be well repaid. Plants that resent dis-

turbance at the roots, including the herbaceous
Clematis, especially C. Davidiana and integri-

folia, members of the Eryngium family,

Monarda, Delphiniums, Anemone japonica,
Paeonies, and others, must be left alone until

re-planting is absolutely necessary. At Madres-
field we find it most satisfactory to avoid re-

petition in planting, and to have only one group,
large or small, of any one variety of herbaceous
plant. And we do not plant any bulbs in any
part of the herbaceous borders. Strong-growing,
tall-flowering herbaceous plants, such as Pyre-
thrum uligmosum, Helianthus, Miss Mellish. H.
lactiflorus, H. scaber major, H. rigidus, H. multi-
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florus, Lytihrum Salicaria superbum, and others,

should be planted in open spaces, or clearances

in shrubberies, in ground that has been trenched
and cleared of tree roots. It is now a suit-

able time to divide these tall growers ; the
flowers will light up the sombre tones of the
evergreens all through the late summer, when
flowering shrubs are mostly over.

Lily-of-the-Valley. — A few beds of

Lily-of-the-Valley should be broken up every
year at this season, utilising the strong crowns
for forcing, and the smaller ones for re-planting
in fresh, well-manured ground. Under generous
cultivation the spikes will develop large " bells

"

that will amply repay for the extra trouble, as
compared with those from crowded beds or in

exhausted soil.

Montbretia.— These beautiful border flowers
should be lifted every third year and re-planted
in a fresh site. Select young, vigorous corms
and discard the old ones that are exhausted.
Do not use fresh manure, especially if the
animals have been littered with peat-moss. A
sandy loam, with the addition of pure leaf-mould,
free from animal manure, suits the Montbretia to
perfection.

Violets.— Make preparation for forming new
beds in readiness for re-planting the young
runners as soon as flowering is over.

Spring Flowers.— We have in bloom out-
of-doors Snowdrops, Dutch Crocuses, Scilla

sibirica (these in the grass), Spiraea Thunbergii,
Berberis Aquifolium, B. grandiflorum, Daphne
Merzereum, including the white variety ; Cydonia
japonica nivalis, Hamamelis Zuccainiana, H. vir-

ginica, and H. arborea, also in the wild garden,
Pulmonaria officinalis, P. maculosa, and Peta-
sites fragrans. The last-named should be planted
in the very poorest soil, or, like all other Colts-
foot, it will spread to where it is not wanted.
The perfume of the "Winter Heliotrope," a6 the
Petasites is called, scents the whole place where
it is growing. We have also on banks Prim-
roses, Violets, and Omphaiodes nana, and, on
slopes set apart for peat-loving plants, Erica
lusitanica, E. Veitchii, E. carnea, and E. mediter-
ranea hybrida in bloom.

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
By J. C. Weston, Gardener to Lady Northcote, East-

well Park. Kent.

Peaches and Nectarines. — The trees

having been loosened from the wires in the
autumn, and allowed to hang away from the
wall all the winter in order to retard the flower-

buds, should now be trained m position again or

the expanding buds will be liable to damage
when the trees are being cleansed. Well-trained
specimens that have been disbudded and pinched
as required last season will require but little

pruning at this stage. It is a usual practice to

go over the trees after the fruit is gathered
with a view to removing all old wood that has
borne fruit, in order that the energies of the

tree may be directed to the development and
ripening of the young wood. All weakly or

ibadly-ripened wood that has been previously
overlooked should bo removed entirely now, cut-

ting the shoots back to a healthy growth-bud.
After this is done cleanse the trees and train

them to the trellis. After fruit trees have been
trained on walls for a number of years the brick-

work becomes full of holes, and these should be
filled in with cement. I prefer training the

trees to wires fastened along the walls, for they
are neater and permit the work of training to

be done more quickly than when nails and
shreds are used. First fasten the main branches
securely in their places with strong twine, then
fill the intervening spaces with the young wood,
which should be disposed thinly and regularly

over the wall space. A common error in

Peach culture out-of-doors is to leave too

much wood in the trees. The shoots should be

about 9 inches apart. First twist the twine or

matting around the wire, as this will prevent
the bark being in immediate contact with the

wire and allow room for the wood to swell when
making the ties. When the training is com-
pleted spray the plants all over with an insecti-

cide to ensure perfect cleanliness both in the
trees and the wall.

Top-dressing Old Trees. —After Peach
and Nectarine trees have borne regular crops for

several seasons they show signs of exhaustion,
and the roots need to be top-dressed. The
present offers a suitable time to carry out this

work. Remove some of the old soil by means of

a fork, taking care not to injure the roots, and
replace with compost consisting mainly of sweet
loam mixed with lime or mortar rubble, and a

little charcoal. Work in fine soil amongst the

small roots, and tread or ram the whole firm.

Afford a copious watering if the weather is dry,

and finish off by mulching with material from a

spent Mushroom bed or peat-moss Utter. Do
not employ a thick layer of heavy animal

manure. This will keep the soil cold.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS
By C. H. Cook, Gardener to the Earl of Derby,

Knowsley Hall, Lancashire.

Caladiums-— The plants, having been rested,

may be started into growth again. Shake the

old soil from the tubers and scrape away any
decayed portions of the latter. Large specimens
may be cut in halves, dusting the wound with
powdered charcoal. If the plants are started

into growth in boxes of peat and leaf-mould see

that each variety is labelled carefully, and only

just cover the tubers. Stand the boxes on a hot-

bed in a Cucumber house to promote a quick,

vigorous growth. Use the syringe on frequent

occasions and keep the atmosphere well charged

with moisture. If pots are used from the start

the receptacles should not be larger than will

just accommodate the tubers. The compost
should be open in texture, and may consist of

equal parts turfy loam, leaf-mould, lumpy peat,

a little well-decomposed manure, some charcoal

and sharp sand. After they are potted stand

the plants in a house with a temperature of 65°
;

slight bottom heat is an advantage. Use the

syringe two or three times each day, but afford

water to the roots sparingly until growth is well

advanced. As soon as the pots are filled with

roots the plants may be afforded a shift into

larger receptacles, using the same compost. Use
plenty of materials for drainage, as the plants

will require an abundance of water when in full

growth. The dwarf, small-leaved C. argyrites,

employed as an edging to other stove plants,

should be potted in 50's.

Canna. — The old stools should be removed
from their winter quarters, divided and placed

in boxes containing leaf mould and well-decom-

posed manure on a mild hot-bed. The atmo-
spheric temperature should be about 60°. As
soon as the leaves develop the portions may be

potted in a rich, porous compost. Grow the

plants in an intermediate house and remove them

to the conservatory when in bloom.

Coleus. Insert cuttings of foliage varieties

singly in small pots and root them quickly in a

brisk heat.

Palms. It is not necessary to re-pot Palms
every year, but any that need attention in this

respect may be seen to now. It is surprising

for how long a period Palms will keep in a good
condition in the same pots if the roots are fed

during the summer months with manure water.

Cocos Weddelliana, Keutias and Phoenix lioebe-

linii are the best kinds for indoor decoration.

They should be grown at the warmest end of

the stove or Palm house. Specimens in small

pots that arc root-bound si Id be plated in

s ightly larger pots. Remove the old crocks from
amongst the roots and 61] the cavity made in

doing this with soil. Place the ball of roots

whole in another pot and press the added soil

firmly. The compost may ..msist of three parts

turfy loam, one part each of leaf-mould, sand
ind charcoal, with a 6-inch potful of bone-meal

added to every barrowload of "I.- materials. A
little peat may be used for seeding Palms, but

it is not necessary for established plants.

Syringe the leaves twice daily from now onwards
to promote a moist atmosphere ami maintain a

mean temperature of 60° to 65°. Seeds sown now
will germinate readily if placed in a brisk

bottom heat and kept moist.

THE APIARY.
By Chloris.

Management.— Draw up a scheme of work
for the coming season, for although much of the
success with bees depends on the weather, the
flow of nectar and the working capacity of the
bees, skilful management also tells. Every care-

ful beekeeper is aware that one strong stock well

cared for is more productive than half a dozen
weak colonies. Occasionally a hive of bees will

yield an excellent 6upply of honey with scarcely

any trouble on the part of the beekeeper, but
such cases are exceptions. If all or nearly all

the nectar-bearing flowers are giowing some dis-

tance from the apiary remove the hives to the

source of honey and thus Teduce the length of

the journeys, for this will save much valuable

time, because the honey season is always a very

short one. Again, see that the colonies are each
headed by a young and vigorous queen. Should
any 6tock be ahead or behind its companions in

the quantity of brood, then a wise apiarist will

equalise matters. A watch, too, must be kept

upon the wants of every hive, and above all see

that swarms, after they are hived, have a good

supply of food, because during the swarming
season the weather often prevents the bees from
going out in search of food and the larder is

often empty.

Warmth.— See that the quilts are ample and
place layers of newspaper between them or under

chaff or other cushions to conserve the heat,

taking care to leave no gaping corners. Breed-

ing has already commenced. Where a number
of hives are kept nail a stout card—a postcard is

suitable—on the roof of each hive for recording

notes instead of trusting to memory, for mis-

takes are often made through confusing one

colony with another.

THE "FRENCH" GARDEN.
By Paul Aqcatias.

Hot Beds for Cloches.- These beds are

formed in the same manner as those for frames.

As Cos Lettuces do not thrive in very high tem-

peratures the beds should not be more than 8

inches thick when well trodden, and they shou'd

be composed of one-third fresh and two-thirds

dry manure. Black soil should be placed in the

centre of the bed to form a ridge 4 or 5 inches

deep when pressed down. Where only 6 or 8

beds are required it is preferable to make them
at the same time and to complete the levelling

an, I sowing on a bright day. When the beds for

cloches are adjoining those for frames a 3-foot

path should be left between. A similar path,

formed half-way along the cloche beds, where

there are more than 10 or 12 beds, will

also be useful. When ready for levelling the

soil mark out the position of each bed, which
should be 4ft. 6in. wide. Place a peg at each

corner, and stretch a line down both sides.

Level the soil with the rake, and throw all

lumps on the next bed to be covered. A sowing

of Carrot Chantenay should be made very

thinly, covering the seeds with sifted soil and
pressing them down. It is not advisable to 60w
short-stumped varieties of Carrot at present, as

long-rooted sorts are more saleable when this

crop is ready in June. After sowing place the

cloches in position. The line should be next
p' n .1

i nist the pegs on one side, setting the

cloches touching the line, and allowing a space

of liin. between each to facilitate tilting the

glasses when cleaning the crop. To set the

middle row place a cloche at each end to deter-

mine the room needed. The line should be

brought over against these end cloches on the

outside, and the whole row is Bet as in the case

of the first one. The same method is adopted

for the third row. and it will be found there are

ali. ,ui 2 in hes of the width of the bed to spare,

which bee is part of tin- path. The planting

should be undertaken as soon as the beds are

completed. Set two plant* of Lettuce Little

Gott on the south side only, for although many
growers plant one als the north side it is

not to be recommended, as it does not thrive

owing t<. the shade from tin' Cos Lettuce growing
in the centre. Only the best Cos Lettuces are

used for this batch. They are cleansed of all

decayed leaves, and are set deeply and very

firmly at the roots.
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EDITORIAL NOTICE.

ADVERTISEMENTS should be sent to the
PUBLISHER. 41. Wellington Street,
Covent Garden, W.C-

Editors and Publisher. — Our Correspondents
tvould obviate delay in obtaining ansivers to

their communications, and save us much time and
trouble, if they would kindly observe the notice

printed weekly to the effect that all letters relat-

ing to financial matters and to advertisements
should be addressed to the Publisher; and that

all communications intended for publication, or

referring to the Literary department, and all

plants to be named, should be directed to the

Editors. The two departments. Publishing and
Editorial, are disttnet, and much unnecessary de-

lay and confusion arise when letters are mis-
directed.

APPOINTMENTS FOR TH E ENSUING WEEK.

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 21—
B.G.A. (Godalming branch) meet.

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 24—
Roy. Hort. Soc. Corns, meet.

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 26—
Manchester & N. of Eng. Orchid Soc. meet. Roy.
Botanic Soc meet.

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 27—
Finchley Chry. Soc. annual meet.

Average Mean Tempeiuturb- for the ensuing week
deduced from observations during the last Fifty
Years at Greenwich, 40°.

Actual Temperatures :

—

London, Wednesday. February 18 (6 p.m.) : Max.
45°; Min. 42°.

Gardener/' Chronicle Office. 41, Wellington Street,
Covent Garden. London, Thursday, February
19 (10 a.m.) : Bar. 29.8°. Temp 46°. Weather
—Dull.

Provinces.—Wednesday. February 13. Max. 43°,
Mayo; Min. 37 :

, Aberdeen.

SALES FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
MONDAY AND FRIDAY—

Herbaceous Plants and Hardy Bulbs, bv Protheroe
and Morris, at 67 and 68, Cheapside, E C, at 12

MONDAY. TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY. THURSDAY. AND
FRIDAY—

The whole of the Nursery Stock at the Palace and
Beaufort Nurseries, iStapleton, Bristol, re Parker
and Sons (Bristol), Ltd., in voluntary liquidation.
By Protheroe and Morris, at 12.

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY—
Nursery Stock, at Turners Nursery. Uxbridge (Land
to be offered for sale • shortly), by Protheroe and
Morris, at 12.

WEDNESDAY—
Hardy Bulbs and Forcinj Plants, Perennials. Border
Plants, etc., at 12. Palms and Plants, at 5. Bv
Protheroe and Morris, at 67 and 68, Cheapside E.C.THURSDAY—
Special Sale of Rose*: at Prother>e and Morris'
rooms, at 1.

FRIDAY—
Sale of 1 acre 3 roods 7 poles Freehold Land at the
Nurseries, Buckwell, Somerset ; also the whole of
the Nursery Stock. Bv Prutheroe and Morris, at
12.

MONDAY AND WEDNESDAY—
Rose Trees, Perennials. Bay Trees, Lilies, etc. At
Stevens's Rooms. Kins Street. Covent Garden, at
12.30.

The National Rose
classification Society is considering
of Roses. the advisability of re-

vising the present classi-

fication of Roses. The questions to be de-
termined are: Is any alteration desirable,
and if so, upon what lines should the re-

vision proceed?
Neither question can be satisfactorily

answered until the object to be achieved
by any new classification or arrangement
has been settled and a definite decision
arrived at as to the purpose for which the
work is primarily intended to be used.
Taken all round the method of arrange-
ment at present adopted by the Society
has worked wonderfully well, and on the
principle of beati possidentes, or, in other
words, that every presumption should be
made in favour of a system which time
has sanctioned, it should not be disturbed
unless there is something better to put in

its place, and by better perhaps we should
be understood t<> mean something not
merely theoretically an improvement, but

which will be of practical service to the

persons likely to make use of the new
system.

The Society issues from time to time a

catalogue of such Roses as are thought

most worth cultivation. Under the pre-

sent arrangement the statement of

the raiser, or, in default of him,
of the introducer, of any new Rose is

accepted, practically without inquiry, as

to the class in which it should appear, re-

gard being had to the desirability of not

increasing classes unnecessarily. Thus
the Roses introduced as Pernetiana have

been temporarily classed with Persian
Yellow and Austrian Copper under the

head Austrian hybrids, and in like man-
ner all the Wichuraiana hybrids have been
grouped under the name Wichuraiana, and
the multiflora hybrids under Multifloras.

Then for purposes of exhibition only

another classification has been made. A
select list of Roses, considered specially

suitable for exhibition, has been arbitrarily

drawn up, and in some cases the class in

which any amateur ma}' show is dependent
on the number of plants of Roses con-

tained in this list and cultivated in his

garden. Moreover, Roses in this list can-

not, except in certain specified cases, be
shown in the classes for decorative Roses.

We believe entry into this list depends
almost entirely on the frequency with

which a Rose has been shown in a winning
box, records of all the winners being care-

fully preserved. This list is revised

annually, it serves an eminently practical

purpose, and it does not seem clear how
the method of dealing witli it is likely to

be altered with advantage.

Another list of new Roses for the pur-

poses of certain classes in the exhibitions

is issued annually, and should the require-

ments of the schedule makers cause it here-

after to become desirable, these lists in-

tended purely for the use of exhibitors can

at any time be extended, altered, or le-

stricted.

The classification contained in the

biennial official catalogue issued by the

N.R.S. seems to stand on rather a differ-

ent footing from that of the purely exhibi-

tion lists, and should the Society think fit

to issue a more extended catalogue for pur-

poses of classification, then the same re-

mark would apply to this also.

Now the chief, if not the only, object

of a classification is to give as com-
pendiously as possible certain information

about the plants or groups of plants con-

tained in its several compartments, the

various plants being so arranged that

those in each compartment may be, so far

as practicable, more like the others in

that compartment than like those in any
other compartment. What is the infor-

mation that we desire chiefly to convey?

In the task proposed we might proceed on
one of two lines : we might attempt to pro-

ceed on the lines of a purely scientific

classification, arranging the different

varieties so as to give as much information

as possible of the scientific position of

each, examining for that purpose all the

different organs, stems, thorns, leaves,

and flowers, and grouping them accord-

ingly ; or, ignoring these methods, we
might endeavour to arrange the varieties

according to the purposes for which they
are most suitable for use in the garden.
We might direct our efforts to obtain either
a scientific or a garden classification. A.
scientific classification would involve much
work of great value, and would quite
probably be of much interest to many
rosarians, bringing into prominence, as

no doubt it would, many characters that

down to the present have been passed
over unnoticed by the majority, and
though likely to raise many difficulties,

it would settle some doubtful points, and
would, it may be hoped, be of some practi-

cal value. To the great majority of the

members of the Society, however, it is-

almost certain that a garden classification

would be the more useful of the two, and
therefore such a classification is the one
that ought to be adopted.

Whichever basis were adopted, there are
many difficulties that would be common
to the two. Hybridisation lias been

practised to such an extent that in our

garden forms there is often no clear line-

of demarcation between any two neigh-

bouring groups. Moreover, as Darwin
long ago pointed out,* the Rose naturally

lends itself to the production of new
groups in a comparatively short period,

and even in the wild state intermediate-

forms connecting the different species to-

gether by natural links are common.
Let us illustrate this from the group

Villosa. We have at the one end of the

scale R. pomifera Herrm, then R. mollis

Sm., R. omissa Desegl, and at the other

end R. tomentosa Sm. Now there is no

difficulty in finding in nature plants the

characters of which accurately correspond

to those assigned by botanists to each

of these types, but there are also-

found numerous variations or forms

intermediate between these typical plants,

which it is extremely difficult, and
in some cases impossible, to refer with

certainty to either of the two typical

plants between which they are inter-

posed.! Exactly the same thing occurs

in our garden varieties, and in the last

resort recourse must be had to a more
or less arbitrary arrangement if some
doubtful plant is to be placed in one rather

than another division.

Places where such a difficulty is sure to

occur lie in the dividing line between the

Teas and H.T.s. the Chinas and H.T.s,

andbetween theH.T.s and H. P. s, while the

division between the Wichuraiana hybrids

and some of the ramblers is in some cases

not too easy to distinguish. In such cases

those entrusted with the proposed revision

will do wisely to be guided when possible

by well-established custom, even when the

solution of the doubt might seem to lie

equally well on the side of change.

Another question not free from difficulty

will be the treatment of those Roses now-

coming into use for bedding purposes,

which include the Polyantha Pompons, the

perpetual flowering dwarf Wichuraiana?

introduced by Messrs. Paul and Son.

and the more dwarf of the hybrid Musk
Roses. For the purposes of our gardens

it is not unlikely that the employment

* See Variation of Animate and Plants under Domestica-

tion, Second edition, p. 461.

t Cf. Cripin Hull. : Soc. Roy. Bot. Beige, Vol. 34, pp. 110, 113.
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of these varieties may prove to be some-

what alike, and means might be found of

grouping them as subdivisions of some

class intended to include many of the bed-

ding Roses.

Whatever scheme of classification is de-

cided upon it will be desirable to be on

our guard against attempting too great

subdivision of the principal groups. The

French have split up the Hybrid Per-

petual section into something like thirteen

different groups, which for the most part

are headed each by the Rose from which the

group has sprung or which it is supposed

to resemble. Interesting though this is

historically, It appears out of place in an

arrangement intended primarily to give

information as to the garden value of the

varieties. That a large group like that

of the H.T.s might with advantage be sub-

divided may be admitted, but subdivision

should be carried out cautiously, and only

employed where it can be shown to be a

means of conveying definite information

of the habit or capabilities of the different

sub-sections.

The classification of Daffodils attempted

a few years ago by the R.H.S. is worth

study by those who undertake the pro-

posed revision of Rose classification. The
circumstances were in some respects

similar, such arrangement as there was
had grown up in reliance on the

class assigned by the raisers to their in-

troductions. No doubt this classification

has certain points of merit, but perhaps

, the greatest is that it is definite, and on

the other hand it affords more than one
admirable illustration of what it is gener-

allv best to avoid. Two lessons to be

drawn from it may be suggested. One is

the danger of creating new sections for

novelties that have not yet, and possibly

may never, become established in gardens,

and the other is the necessity for deciding

clearly the object in view in working out

the proposed arrangement and of adhering

closely to it when it is determined.

Should it ultimately be decided to pro-

ceed with the proposed revision of a classi-

fication of Roses, it may be desirable that

it should embrace a larger area than that to

which the official catalogue is confined.

It is even a question whether advantage
i might not be taken of the opportunity to

i make it comprehensive, and bring down
the work of the " Noms des Roses "* to

the present day.

Royal Horticultural Society.— The
next meet

i

hi; of the committees will be held in

the Vincent Square Hall, Westminster, on Tues-

. day, the 24th inst. At three o'clock a lecture

on " The TTse of Explosives and of .the Blow-
lamp in the Garden " will be given hy Dr. H. E.
Durham. Sc.D.. in the lecture room.

National Dahlia Society.— A conference,

under the auspices of the National Dahlia
, Society, will be held at Carr's Restaurant,

Strand, on Monday, the 23rd inst.; at 7 p.m.
Mr. Geo. Gordon, V.M.H., will preside. The
following papers will be submitted : (1) "Ob-
servations on the Trials at Duffryn in 1913," by
Mr. Reginald Cory ; (2) "The Modern
Dahlia," by Mr. H. Shoesmtth.

The Sum* des /,'«.,>'., (Paris, l!M)fi) is a complete list com-
piled hy Messieurs Leon Siinim anil Pierre 1'oehet of the
Roses introduced down to that date. It contains the names
of ll.nin varieties, and is a most useful work of referenee.

Royal Visitors at Raynes Park.— Their

Majesties the King and Queen of Portugal
honoured Messrs. James Carter and Co. with
their presence at Raynes Park on Friday, the

13th inst. The Royal party, whose visit ox-

tended over an hour, were conducted round the

buildings by Mr. Harold Beale, and were par-

ticularly interested in the extensive seed-cleaning

machinery, and in the various germination tests

in the laboratory. Messrs. Carter have for

many years held the appointment as seedsmen

ito the Royal House of Portugal.

Animals and Plants under Domestica-
tion.—At his fourth lecture of the course, Pro-

fessor Bateson discussed the origin and develop-

ment of the Chinese Primula and of Cyclamen
persicum. The origin of the Chinese Primula is

not clear, but the botanists of the present day are

in general agreement in ascribing it to the Primula

found growing in the Tchang gorge by Henry,
Wilson, and others (see fig. 59). Nevertheless,

all efforts to cross this plant with our Chinese

which occurred, and hybridising with them.

With regard to the history of Cyclamen persi-

cum, Professor Bateson said that it had been

thought by many that our cultivated varieties

had all come from one form, the Cyclamen per-

sicum found wild in Palestine and Asia Minor,

which was probably introduced into Europe in

the beginning of the eighteenth century. But

in the horticultural literature of the first half

of the nineteenth century there are many records

of attempts made to hybridise this plant with

the European species of Cyclamen, and some of

these claim to have been successful. At least,

it is noteworthy that such attempted hybridisa-

tions were followed by the appearance of many
new forms.

Trade Banquet at Leicester.— The
National Federation of Fruit and Potato Trades'

Associations (Incorporated), Ltd., will hold im-

portant meetings at the Grand Hotel, Leicester,

on Tuesday next, the 24th inst. There will be

a meeting of the Executive Committee in the

Fig. 59.

—

primula sinensis growing on the rocks at ping-shan-pai, western china inat. size)

Primula have failed, and Professor Bateson con-

siders it impossible that it has anything to do
with our cultivated forms. It is known that the

Chinese Primula introduced into Europe in 1821

had been already in cultivation in China, and
in a Chinese book of the date 1828 a plant

resembling our Primula is figured, and is said

to have been grown in the gardens of Yunnan.

The plant originally introduced and figured in

the Botanical Magazine was of the pyramidalis

type, and we now know that this is a hybrid

form, which does not breed true, but throws

plants with star-shaped flowers, and also plants

with fimbriated flowers. Besides the plant intro-

duced in 1821, seeds were imported in 1824 and

distributed by the Horticultural Society. Be-

tween the years 1837 and 1842, nine varieties

are said to have arisen, and this appears to

have been the first break. Professor Bateson
discussed in detail the behaviour of the dif-

ferent types on hybridising. He pointed out

that these typos have not been produced by a

slow process of selection of one form from

another, but by choosing the large variations

morning, from 12 noon until 1.30, a public con-

ference in the afternoon from 2.30 to 6 p.m.,

and a banquet at 6.30 for 7 p.m. The secretary

is Mr. Henry W. Ooodall, Tavistock Hotel,

Covent Garden, W.C.

The Kew Flagstaff.— The recent lowering

of the flagstaff owing to decay lemoves for the

time being one of the most conspicuous objects

in the garden. The pole, a fine specimen of the

Douglas Fir, Pseudotsuga Douglasii, came from

Vancouver Island. It was brought to the Lon-

don Dock6 slung to the side of a large vessel,

towed up the river and erected in 1861. Its

possession by Kew is due to the generosity of

Mr. Edward Stamp, of the firm of Messrs

Anderson, Anderson and Co., who were at

the time engaged in the timber trade of British

Columbia. Commercially, the wood of the

Douglas Fir is known as the Oregon Pine. The
spar was originally 159 feet high and 20 inches

in diameter at the base, the age of the tree from

which it was cut being about 250 years aid the

total height 180 feet. When high up in the air
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the top of the pole looked thin, but when lowered

the apex was found to be as thick as a scaffold

pole. Once previously, in 1896, it was found

necessary to take down the spar, Temove the

base and splice on a piece of Pitch Pine. As

might have been expected, the evidences of

decay are now more seriou6. Even if it is

decided to re-erect the sound portion, the pole

will not form such an imposing feature as for-

merly, towering, a6 it did, above the. tallest

trees in the Gardens. We hope it may be pos-

sible to obtain an equally fine specimen from

British (Columbia. Kciv Guild Journal, Vol.

III., No. XXI.

Fatal Accident to a Gardener- John
Dobson, a gardener, aged 65 years, living at

Highbury, was killed on the 10th inst. whilst

engaged in felling trees. The unfortunate man
was sawing a branch at a height of 33 feet from
the ground, whilst another person was holding

a xope attached to the brajich. It appears that

the wood commenced to crack suddenly, and he
was knocked from his position and fell to the
ground, being killed instantaneously.

"The Bazaar, Exchange and Mart" is

going to issue one of its three weekly editions,

namely, that published on Saturday, at a penny.
The Bazaar has been a great public favourite for

the past forty-six years, and this development
should greatly increase its .popularity.

Transit of Fruit.—Mr. William Rawson,
a representative of the fruit importers in the
Hull district, laid a grievance before the Railway
Commission on the 6th inst., as to the practice
of railway companies owning steamships giving
foreign fruit-growers a preference on the sea
which enabled them to send their fruit right
through and undersell the English importers,
who had to import their goods and then ship
them on from Hull.

Mr. Kenneth Gray, a director of James
Gray, Ltd., horticultural builders, Chelsea, has
this year been elected President of the Institu-

tion of Heating and Ventilating Engineers. Our
contemporary The Ironmonger prints an appre-
ciative notice and portrait of Mr. Gray in the
issue for the 7th inst.

Cocaine in India.—The discovery, develop-
ment, U6es and, what is worse, the abuses of
drugs, many of which are of vegetable origin,
have in recent years followed each other in rapid
succession and have been greatly assisted by the
advent of the patent medicine vendor. So im-
portant, indeed, has the matter become that a
select committee was appointed some time since
to inquire into the present state of the law
affecting the sale and advertising of patent or
proprietary medicines. The important part
taken by Kew in years past in the successful
introduction into our oversea possessions of valu-
able economic plants, is exemplified by the
success of the Cinchona cultivation in India.,

which has resulted in India producing her own
quinine and selling it in penny packets at any
post office. Another important medicinal plant
which received attention from Kew was the
Coca (Erythroxylon coca), the active principle

of which is cocaine. The plant has been .long

known in Bolivia and Peru as a valuable nerve
stimulant, and is used to prevent hunger, for
which purpose the leaves are chewed by those
undertaking long and arduous journeys.

The chief use of cocaine with us, however,
is as a local anaesthetic, but in India it

has become a scourge, and an outcry is being
made for more stringent penal legislation against
smuggling and the illicit sale of the drug. The
maximum penalty for cocaine smuggiling in

Bengal is three months' imprisonment, which is

declared to be altogether inadequate considering
the evils arising from the traffic. It is suspected
that smuggling is largely carried on through
Goa or other of the French settlements, and
cocaine is also brought into the country from
Germany by Austrian steamers.

Panama-Pacific International Exposi-
tion, San Francisco, California. — Mr.
Lewis L. Sander, of Mefesrs. Sander and Sons,
St. Albans, has recently visited the Exposition
Grounds at San Francisco as the guest of Mr.
George A. Dennison, chief of the Exposition's
department of horticulture. Messrs. Sander in-

tend to exhibit Begonias and Orchids. We are
informed from San Francisco that already a
large representation in the department of horti-

culture is assured from England, the reasons
being, according to Mr. Sander, that the open-
ing of the West as a market for English shrubs
and other products of the horticulturist is

full of promise for the future. Mr. Sander is

reported to have expressed his appreciation of

the preparations that are being made in the fol-

lowing terms :
" This horticultural scheme is

alone worthy of a visit from Europe. No ex-
position that I have attended—and .1 have seen
them all during more than a decade—ha6 ever
approached your present undertaking, either in

magnitude of conception, comprehensiveness of

scheme, or grandeur of setting. This is the
biggest exposition that was ever attempted."

"Kew Guild Journal."—The. Journal of

the Kew Guild for 1914 maintains the interest

of former numbers. The frontispiece is a

portrait of Mr. W. J. Bean, the Assistant Cura-
tor, who entered Kew in 1883. Mr. Bean's
connection with the arboretum at Kew is

well known, and he has seen it practically re-

planted. His first position was as sub-foreman
in the Palm house, and he afterwards held a
similar office in the Orchid department. Kew
"Notes" give many interesting details con-

nected with the Gardens. Many will be sur-

prised to learn that no fewer than 3,792,581
persons visited Kew in 1913. the largest number
on one day (August Bank Holiday) being
107,085. Members of the permanent staff have
received substantial additions to their salaries

during 1913, whilst the constables, labourers,

and some others have also been granted conces-

sions, but the young gardeners appear to have
been overlooked. Two cottages have been pur-

chased on the south side of Kew Green and will

be used by the herbarium staff, chiefly for micro-
scopic work.

Birmingham Flower Show.— The Bir-
mingham Horticultural Society, which, it will h-i

remembered, was formed three years ago from
the nucleus of the old Handsworth Horticul-
tural Society, has decided to hold a three days'
show this year instead of two days, and the
dates are fixed for Thursday, Friday and Satur-
day, July 16, 17 and 18. Money prizes are

offered of the value of £600, and the
awards include nine challenge cups, of the total

value of 130 guineas, besides gold, silver-gilt,

silver and bronze medals. The secretary is Mr.
Wm. G. Carradine, 36, Hamstead Road,
Birmingham.

The Surveyors- Institution The next
ordinary general meeting of the members of the
Surveyors' Institution — an afternoon meet-
ing arranged for the convenience of country
members—will be held in the lecture hall of the
Institution on Monday, the 23rd inst., when a
paper will be read by Mr. Christopher Tttrnoh,
entitled " Comments on the Land Enquiry Com-
mittee's (Rural) Conclusions." The chair will

be taken at 4 o'clock.

Tomato Growing in Ceylon. — Experi-
mental' plantings of Tomatos in the gardens at
Peradeniya indicate (see Topical Agriculturist,

42, No. 1) that the crop anay prove a paying one.

The chief trouble in cultivating the Tomato in

Ceylon is due to its liability to attack by Bacillus

solanacearum, which causes a large amount of
disease.

Newsvendors Benevolent and Provi-
dent Institution.— The attendance of sub-

scribers, the Press, the trade generally, and all

interested in the objects of this institution is

particularly desired upon the occasion of the

seventy-fifth annual general meeting of the

friends and supporters of this fund, which will

be held at 15, Farringdon Street, London,

on Thursday, the 26th inst., at 7 p.m. The
President, Col. the Hon. Harry L. W. Lawson,
M.P., will occupy the chair.

Old Glasgow Gardens.— Li a lecture de-

livered recently to the Junior Imperial and Con-

stitutional League on " Glasgow in the

Eighteenth Century," says the Glasgow Evening
Times, Mr. Thomas Lugtox made special men-

tion of gardens and orchards. Till the middle

of the eighteenth century Glasgow was a big

village remarkable for its gardens. In 1683

Hugh Wood, gardener at Hamilton, could

supply the following fruits :—Gooseberries of

three kinds, Red and White Currants, Straw-

berries, Apricots, three sorts of Plums, Black

and Red Cherries, Swanegg, Achans, Wardens
and Bergamot Pears, Peaches, and nine varieties

of Apples. In vegetables Wood could supply

varieties of the following :—Beans, Peas, Shal-

lots, Onions, Lettuce, Parsnips, Beets, Asparagus,

Spinach, Kale, and Cabbages. In 1740 Baillie

Austin had for sale grass and garden

seeds, flowers, and small fruit bushes at

his nursery in Trongate, north side. In

1752 William Boucher, nurseryman and

seedsman, Edinburgh and Camlachie, Glas-

gow, could send, carriage free by carriers, a large

assortment of shrubs, fruit and forest trees from

his large nursery at Camlachie. Stobcross Man-
sion, at Anderston—removed about 1870—had a

garden producing a gTeat variety of fruits,

roots, and flowers in 1750. The still well re-

membered Park House in Paisley Road had in

the same year an orchard containing 1,000 fruit

trees and half an acre of Asparagus.

TIGRIDIAS.

(See Supplementary Illustration.)

Seven species of Tiger Iris are known to

science, and they are natives of Mexico,

Central America, Peru, and Chili. Only three

are in cultivation, whilst those generally grown

are all forms of T. Pavonia, the Peacock Tiger

Iris. Few flowers are more gorgeously coloured

or more beautiful than the members of this

genus, and they make a brilliant display during

the months of July and August. Although the

blossoms soon fade, numbers of fresh ones are

produced in succession over a long period, which

compensate for this fugitive character.

T. Pavonia has scarlet flowers, with an

orange-yellow basin, also spotted scarlet,

whilst other forms have darker markings. It

is a native of Mexico, and has been in

cultivation since 1796. Of the numerous
varieties, Conchiflora, which is one of the

three reproduced in the coloured plate, has pale-

yellow flowers, the centre depression being

covered with crimson blotches. Although such

a charming variety, it is of somewhat weaker
constitution than the others. Grandiflora is a{

large-flowered form, with rich colouring, while

the variety alba has white segments and cup

spotted with ruby ; flowers of Immaculata are

often from 6 inches to 7 inches in diameter, and
nearly pure white throughout. An exceptionally

fine variety known as Lilacea, and sometimes

as Ruby Queen, has large flowers of a vivid

clear rose-colour.

Although generally considered to be only half-

hardy, T. Pavonia is very easy of cultivation, pro-

vided the plants are grown in a warm, sheltered

border or recess where they are protected from

cold winds. They grow best in open, well-drained

soils, and in warm districts the bulbs may
remain in the ground all the winter, especially

if planted deeply and afforded a thick mulching

of leaves and litter. In heavv soils thev are
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best lifted in the autumn and stored in moist

sand in a cool, frost-proof shed. The best time

to plant is early in March, and the bulbs should

be placed at least 4 inches below the surface.

The plants need a plentiful supply of moisture

at the roots, and if this and other details of

cultivation are attended to, the plants will fur-

nish an abundance of large flowers. Tigridia

Pavonia has been much improved during recent

years. " Le Geant Rose" has large flowers of

a clear, unspotted rose colour, whilst " Le Geant
Rouge" is similar in habit, but with intense

orange-red coloured flowers with an unspotted
rose-tinted cup.

T. Pringlei.—This species was introduced in

1883 from South Mexico, and is less hardy than
T. Pavonia. The flowers are scarlet, the cup
blotched with crimson. The stem is slender, and
grows from 1 to 2 feet high.

T. violacea.—This species is also from South-
ern Mexico ; it is less hardy than the forms of T.

Pavonia. The perianth is coloured' violet and

little affected by the inclement weather usually
experienced at this time of year. It will thus
be seen that Rhododendron moupinense is a
most welcome addition to our gardens. E.
Willmott, Warley, Essex.

A FASCIATED TROPAEOLUM.
One of the most remarkable examples of the

very common phenomenon of fasciation is illustra-

ted in fig. 61. Mr. Charles Prentis, who sends the
specimen, states that the malformed plant
(Tropaeolum tuberosum) produced the ribbon-
like stem (E and C in the figure} to a height of

12 feet, and then threw up more normal growths,
which reached to about 40 feet and flowered pro-,
fusely.

The specimen is interesting, not only be-

cause of the fasciation which it exhibits, but
also because of the tuber-like growths which
occur along the course of the stem—for example,

Fig. 60.

—

rhododendron moupinense

[Photograph by R. A. ilulby.

FLOWERS WHITE (NAT. SI2E).

the outer segments are rosy-purple. The flowering
season is a short one, for the plant usually pro-

duces only a few blossoms towards the end of May.
W. Irving.

RHODODENDRON MOUPINENSE.

Rhododendron moupinense, which I exhi-
bited at Vincent Square last year, and again last

week, when it was given an Award of Merit,
was raised at Warley from seed sent over by
E. H. Wilson, whilst collecting in Western
China for the Arnold Arboretum.

This Rhododendron, briefly described in the
Gardeners' Chronicle, February 14, p. 113, is a
very beautiful plant, whether grown as a pot
plant or in the open. Its neat and compact habit
renders it especially well suited to the rock
garden, and the fact that it flowers the third year
from sowing is an additional point in its favour.
The beautiful, fragrant white flowers are of con-
siderable substance, and are in consequence but

at F. The habit which in the normal plant
results in the formation of periform, irregular
tuberous roots manifest itself in the fasciated
stem in true stem-tubers. That these structures
are true tubere is clear ; for, as illustrated

at A in the figure, transitions occur
between the thin lateral shoots and the ex-
traordinary massive tuber-like shoot A. As
shown in A, the base of such a transi-

tion shoot is swollen, and the leaves around
the swollen part of the stem are reduced to mere
scales. Imagine this swelling of stem and reduc-
tion of leaf to go further, and the result is a
tuber shown at F in the figure.

As to the cause which has led to the fascia-

tion we can say but little. Excess of nourishment
is sometimes responsible for this form of " over-

growth." For example, fasciation occurs not
infrequently on shoots from stools and suckers,
and it is said that it may be induced by pinch-
ing out the main shoot of seedling beans and
allowing one of the cotyledonarv buds to develop.

Injury of the growing point; may also lead to

fasciation, and we have seen a row of
Euonymus in which most of the plants were
fasciated, and have satisfied ourselves that the
malformation was called forth by the persistent
attentions of cows, which gained access to and
browsed upon the young shoots. With respect to
the formation of the aerial and monstrous tubers,
it may be observed that many climbers—e.g.,
Dioscorea sp.—form aerial tubers normally, and
that Sachs, as recorded by Goebel in Organo-
graphy of Plants, found that it is possible by
artificial means to induce the roots of Cucurbita
to form tubers. . By removing all the grow-
ing points of the shoot Sachs showed that the
root rudiments which lie right and left in
the stem, close by the stalks of the leaves,, grow
out into short tubers, each about the size of a
hazel nut. Inasmuch as a study of the abnormal
is calculated to throw light upon the course of
events which determines normal growth, it is to
be hoped that botanists will devote attention to
phenomena such as those presented by the
Tropaeolum here illustrated, and generally carry
on the interesting studies in teratology which
Dr. Masters did so much to advance.

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
{The Editors do not hold themselves responsible for

the opinions expressed by correspondents.)

Management of the L.CC. Parks.—It is
with feelings of satisfaction that one who has
been in touch with the inner working of the
parks finds the Gardeners' Chronicle calling at-
tention to the methods of management of the
public parks under the control of the London
County Council. We have seen not only an
avenue of trees disappear at Finsbury Park,
but also flower-beds abolished from several
other parks. The excuse offered is that
either a playground for children or exten-
sion of football ground is necessary. Surely
the best place for children to play is under the
shade of trees, where grass or plants will not
grow. Again, we find, contrary to the usual
practice, that football or other grounds are now
allowed to be used when quite "unplayable."
One can realise how costly such grounds are to
keep up. The position of the superintendents
must seem untenable, even from an outsider's
point of view. Interference with the work of
practical men by those with little or no know-
ledge of horticulture has of late years greatly
lowered the prestige of our Londonparks. I, in
common with several others, left the service of
the L.CC. several years ago, because it was in-
creasingly evident that gardeners wishing to rise
in their profession were not wanted. Just re-

cently it has come to my knowledge that the
men probably required for responsible positions
in the future will only be those of fine physique,
and soldiers will possibly have priority over all

others. Perhaps other readers will know if my
informant was right. Private Gardener.

Plants at Bitton Vicarage.— I send a
photograph of a specimen of Clematis cirrhosa
covering a tall holly, which I think you may
like to see; but the picture does not do justice
to its great beauty. I also send fruiting spray
of Zanthoxylum planispinum, very pretty and a
mass of red berries the size of pepper-corns.
Also spray of male flowers of Parrottia. There
is a promise of an abundance of flowers this
year. H. X. EUacombe, Bitton Vicarage,
Bristol.

Horticultural Report of the Board of
Agriculture.— I notice on p. Ill that, the first

report of the Horticultural Branch of the Board
of Agriculture has just been issued, and' that the
price of tins report is 2s. 2d. The price seems
hardly fair to horticulturists, seeing that the
Journal of the Board of Agriculture may be had
monthly at the nominal price of 4d. C.
Frankixh, Waltham II ill Gardens, Grimsby.

Chicory Growing in Aberdeenshire
(see p. 111).— I cultivated a fairly large <|iian-

tity of Chicory last season of the variety Wit-
loof, the seeds sown in deep soil on May 2 ; this

variety must not be sown too early, as a number
of my plants bolted. I should be glad to know
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if the roots of this particular variety are of use

for making Chicory, as my plants had roots as

large as big Parsnips. Our plants were grown
for salad purposes. Witloof Chicory must not

be grown in a very damp soil, as the foliage is

very subject to damping. C. H., St. Hilary

Gardens.

The Rucksack.— There seems to be a

doubt in the minds of some readers of

the Gardeners' Chronicle as to the cor-

rect way of spelling the word "rucksack,"
and also as to the derivation of the word itself, so

it may be useful to state the facts a little fully,

and to indicate the conclusions which appear to

the terminal syllable sack (or sac) is of Latin
origin (Fr. saccus), and as rucksack is a German
and not a French word, sack is to be preferred.
But it is in connection w'ith the first syllable that
controversy has arisen. There is no doubt but
that rucksack (or rucksacj is wrong. It is

etymologically incorrect, and in any case it could
hardly convey the intended meaning of " a sack
carried on the back." It remains, then, to con-

sider what is the origin and historical meaning
of the word written as rucksack. Some ingeni-

ous people have endeavoured to save the notion
of " back " by appealing .to a dialect—or archaic
form of rucken (back)—namely, ruck (-c). But
there seems to be little real evidence for this

Fig. 61.

—

fasciatiok is tropaeolum tuberosum.

A. B. tuber-like shoots of different strength ; C, section of faseiated stem ; D, section through swollen apex
shown at F; E, ribbon-like stem: F, swollen apex.

(See page 133.)

follow legitimately from them. The word ruck-
sack originated among the German-speaking
people in the Alps, and it has spread of late
years through Germany, England, and other
nations accustomed to visit the Alps. The word
has largely displaced knapsack in this country,
and also the corresponding word ranzen (satchel
or knapsack) in Germany. As the rucksack is a
bag slung across the shoulders, and rests on the
back, the forms rucksack (or rticksa-c), from
riieken (back), have been used, especially by
English people, instead of rucksack (or rucksac),
as the word is written on the Continent. Now,

view. Biicken is the current word meaning the

bach, even among the people who commonly
carry, and speak of, the rucksack. It is not
obvious why two different forms of the word
should continue to be used, even if it could be
shown that the article itself is old enough to

render such a derivation historically probable.

A more likely origin is, however, to be sought in

another word, ruck, which has nothing to do
with riieken, but means a push or pull, with a

secondary implication of jerking or jostling, as

well as expressing the notion of hauling a load.

At the same time, it excellently conveys the idea

of that jumbling together of the contents of the

bag, such as actually occurs in the ordinary

rucksack. Moreover, this view of the deriva-

tion is that' taken by German authorities most
competent to form an opinion [cf. Muret- Sanders,
Encyclop. Worterbuch, IV., p. 1681). The
original meaning of this word ruck is well seen

in the expressions, " Einen kraftigen ruck,

geben " (give a good push), " Ein ruck am
ziigel" (pulling the reins). Anyone,/ who has

carried a heavy rucksack weighing 40 to 50 lbs.,

will vividly realise the aptness of the meaning
embodied in the word ruck. It is not the posi-

tion on the back of which one thinks, but of the

load itself; and it is the shoulders, not the ba-ck,

that really feel the strain. It appears, then,

that the latter solution of the problem is pro-

bably the light one. J. B. Farmer.

Oriental Lilies and their Culture in

Scotland.— I have read with much apprecia-

tion the admirable article of Mr. A. Grove, en-

titled "Lilies in 1913," on pp. 33, 34 and 35 of

the Gardeners' Chronicle. My own experience-

of the Lily season of 'last year—so memorable
for its unusually long continuance of sunlight

—

almost entirely coincides with his. It is indeed

seldom, as your correspondent has so clearly in-

dicated, that we have such a uniquely beautiful

period and of such comparatively extended
duration, for the maturation of their resources

and. the revelation of their utmost powers. Not
often have I seen 6uch Lilies of commanding
aspect as Lilium giganteum, longiflorum, Wil-

sonii, Henryi (a Lily of vigorous growth, of en-
during character and much floral fascination),

auratum platyphyllum, vars. Wittei and vir-

ginale; Lilium excelsum, an exquisitely graceful

garden hybrid, between the beautiful Madonna
Lily and the scarlet Martagon ; Brownii, Han-
son ii. a variety of distinctive attributes, or-

speciosaims magnificum and Kraetzeri, grander in

growth or more impressive in aspect than they

were last year. Lilium candidiun—one of the

finest of Levantine Lilies, which is never more
effective than when grown in borders among
bright pink and crimson Roses (such as the in-

comparable Hugh Dickson and Mrs. Sharman
Crawford)—I have seldom seen in Scotland to

greater advantage, and its fragrance in

the caim evenings of last summer was simply

exquisite
—"Like odours rapt from remote-

Paradise." The noblest specimen of Lilium

giganteum I had the gratification of seeing

last autumn was grown in the famous
"wild garden" of the Viscountess Dalrymple
at Lochinch Castle. I recently received

a communication from Her Grace Millicent

Duchess of Sutherland asking me to select

Oriental Lilies of a vigorously growing and
floriferous description for the garden and orchard

of her new residence at Roehampton, consist

chiefly of varieties that flower contemporaneously

in June and July. Among others of hardly less.

beauty and reliability I have suggested

Szovitzianum, giganteum, Hansonii, candidum,
longiflorum, WiUonii, the various beautiful forms

of Lilium elegans, with auratums virginale and.

rubro-vittatum, and Brownii, Sargentiae. and
Henryi, to flower somewhat later in the season.

It is much to be regretted, in connection with
this subject, that the speciosums so often delay ,.

especially in shady gardens, their appearance
till October, as they are, perhaps, the fairest and
most fragrant of all. David B. Williamson.

A Dictionary of Hardy Plants. —
Writing in the Gardeners' Clvtomcle (Vol. LIV.,
November 29, p. 386) on the above subject, in

my remarks concerning the plates I was so

anxious that these should be the best possible

that I was led to criticise somewhat severely

the plates in Mr. Thompson's book on The
Alpine Plants of Europe. In justice to Mr.
Thompson. I wish to say that my criticism was
indeed very severe, and did not allow sufficiently

for the good figures that certainly are present

in the book, and also to point out that I criti-

cised equally severely the plates in Mr. Farrer's

volume The Bock Garden. Owing to the omis-

sion of the latter remarks. I seemed only to

be commenting on Mr. Thompson's book, which
was not the case. I take this opportunity of

reiterating my remarks as to the value of Mr.
Thompson's book to all interested in Alpine

plants. E. B. Anderson, Dublin.—[We append
the words omitted. The reason they were de-
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leted was that Mr. Anderson's criticism and
recommendation rested on inaccurate assump-

tions. The " excellent plates of the Gardeners'
Chronicle," are not reproductions from paint-

ings, but from colour photographs taken by
the same artist who look the photographs for

Mr. Farrer.

—

Eds. "If there must be a

coloured plate or so, let them be from actual

paintings, such as the excellent plates of the

VSWrtleners' Chronicle, and not from colour photo-

graphs, or such rather poor reproductions as the

plates in Mr. Farrer's The Rod- Garden; plates

for which, I am sure, Mr. Farrer is not respon-

sible, and which must have maimed and bruised

his artist's soul when he saw them."]

SUCK Savin (see Gard. Chron, Feb. 7,

^ 99).—Waggoners here use the Juniperus

Sabina to mix v. ith horses' focd. They are very

particular to inquire for the male or " buck "

variety. .1. Hfflman, HaiUham.

Crossing the Chrysanthemum. Since

the publication of my letter in the Gardeners'

Chronicle .of January 17 last, I have tried to get

information from Kew Gardens, and the corre-

spondence received from there has led me to

believe they hold no records of a cross between
the single Chrysanthemum and the Ox-eyed
Daisy, or they will not inform gardeners upon
the matter. I think this is a great pity when
horticulturists are seeking for knowledge. I am
also extremely disappointed that my letter had
Jio response from your readers, and especially

from some of those who attended the National

'Chrysanthemum Society's Conference. Mr.
Norman Davis has made a suggestion that the

cross was made. Is it possible? M. E. Mills,

Coombe House Gardens, Croydon.

" Clean Culture."— In the Gardeners'
Chronicle of November 29, 1913. there is an
article entitled " The Philosophy of Manuring,"
which contains the following paragraph:—

"

rlhe
gardener must build up a soil of such constitu-

tion that it will both hold w^ater and part with

it readily to the plant, since decaying or organic
matter, farmyard manure for example, imparts
this property to the soil. This class of substance
is looked upon as an ideal manure." In the
answer which you give to Clean Culture in your
issue of the 7th inst. you say " clean culture

"

appears to consist in " merely excluding the use

of all animal and organic manure." As I

understand " clean culture," it consists not in

the exclusion, but in the use of all kinds of

vegetable organic matter rotted down to a suit-

able consistency, but in the entire exclusion of

animal matter. The question, therefore, seems
to resolve itself into this : What does the animal
matter in stable-dung or dung from the cow-
house or pig-6ty contain, which assists in
" building up a soil of such a constitution that
it will both hold water and part with it to the
plant," and what advantage is derivable from
animal manure which cannot be better obtained
from chemical manure, especially as to the times
and mode of applying the same ? For garden
purposes (and it is with regard to these that I

write) chemical manures can generally be kept
in solution and be applied whenever required as

well as be applied in their original condition
as a top-dressing. The question is of import-

ance, for, even supposing stable dung to be an
" ideal manure." it is becoming every year more
difficult and expensive to obtain. Clean Culture.

Dahlia " Marianne." — In reply to Curious
(p. 95), who asks for the origin of Dahlia Bar-

low's Bedder, I believe that Messrs. Ware, Felt-

ham, Middlesex, are the raisers, or at any rate

•they introduced the variety to commerce. When
asking Grower if he had ever seen this variety

and Gluchauf growing side by side with Mari-
anne I did not intend to convey the idea that

they were synonymous varieties. Far from it

;

for, as he states. Gluchauf is quite distinct,

though classed with Marianne as a dwarf bedding
Cactus, whilst Barlow's Bedder is scarlet, and

: described in Messrs. Ware's catalogue as a dwarf
bedder rivalling Salvia Zurich in colour. My
Masons for asking was because of Growers
emphatic statement that "there can be no two
opinions about its being the best dwarf decora-

tive Dahlia in existence.'' Waiving my own
pinion, I can assure him that, to my knowledge,
the varieties I named have found more admirers

than his favourite. I thank Curious for correct-

ing my spelling of Gluchauf. Purchased from
three sources, the name was spelled differently

in each instance. A. C.

The Preservation of Wild Flowers —
I believe there are in certain comities b\'-

laws prohibiting the digging up of wild 1 flowers
and Ferns for sale. If these were in force in

every county much destruction of our native
flora would be prevented. I have in mind a

district in North Staffordshire where thirty
years ago every hedgerow and coppice was
packed with Primroses. Now they are nearly
exterminated, and only a few plants here and
there are to be found. Hart's Tongue Ferns,
too, were fairly common ; at the present time
I can only find one plant in the country-
side. They have all been dug up and sent to

the towns by the country people. The same
thing is happening in the Nottingham district.

Ferns and Primroses are being dug up whole-

sale and sold by hawkers in the streets. II".

Parker, Superintendent's Office, Xottingham
Corporation Public Parks.

Proposed Amalgamation of the Royal
Caledonian Horticultural Society and
the Scottish Horticultural Association.
—I am not aware of the source from which the

latter part of the report of the annual business

meeting of the Scottish Horticultural Associa-

tion which appeared in the Chronicle of Janu-
ary 31 emanated, but the statement that I "ex-
plained that on the last occasion on which an
effort was made to unite, the difficulty of the

Charter of the Royal Caledonian Society was
considered insurmountable" is incorrect. I made
no such statement. What I said was, that the

Crown would not agree to accept surrender of

the Charter, and that were amalgamation to

be brought about without this the Crown could
appropriate the funds of the Caledonian
Society. I trust this correction will receive

the same prominence in the paper that

the allegation has received. A. D. Richard-

son. Secretary of the Scottish Horticultural

Association.

Grafting Roses (see pp. 52, 106).—In my
experience 65° is the most suitable tern

perature to start with under the propagating
frames, with bottom heat, of course, a .degree

or two higher. The amount of warmth may '"

increased gradually after the first week or two
up to 70° and 75° on bright days, and I have
always found a few degrees lower to answer best

during the night. I agree with Experienci that

for the first few days the frames should be kept

closed, as the grafted plants requiring little

moisture at the start there would not be suffi-

cient condensation for the time being to cause

any injury through damping. If after the fifth

day there is too much moisture the lights can

be tilted for a couple of hours in the morning, or

the ventilation may he graduated according to

the weather, closing the frames early in the

afternoon. The best time to take the grafts

from the frame is when there is a good callus

at the junction of stock and scion and the top

growth begins to be active. The plants will

not. be all ready at the fame time, and it is

usual to pick out the more forward specimens

daily and place them on the stage of the house
close to the roof-glass. The difference in the

flow of sap arises from several causes. The kind

of stock u6ed is one factor. Again, plants

worked on established stocks that have been

stood outside during the summer will respond

differently from those that have been lifted from
the ground a few weeks before being brought
under glass with little or no root action to start

with. The former will be quite a fortnight in

advance of the latter, which, probably, as

Amateur observes, might take six weeks before

being ready to work. On established stocks the

earliest grafts would be ready to take out of the

frames by that time. I am referring now to

dormant grafting, which is usually finished early

in February. J. D. G.

When I advised tint no ventilation

should be afforded for the first six days
after grafting, I did not imagine any

gardener would refrain from wiping the

glass each morning to remove condensed
moisture, which is necessary whether in the

i of a cloche or any other covering. The
few moments occupied in doing this cannot 1 e

considered ventilation in the strict sense of the

term, such as I indicate later in my remarks by
placing a label under the light for half-an-hou'r
twice a day. In the short space of five day<>

there can be no damage by damping provided
dormant, well ripened wood be used as scions.

I know there is a difference of opinion about
temperature for grafting Roses, but most experts
will agree with me that, provided a stock is

established, the quicker it can be induced' to

form a callus the. better. Amateur states that

it sometimes takes six weeks before some grafts

commence to grow, but if delayed until this

time the chances of ultimate success are very
remote, and on the contrary no propagator
would, I think, remove the grafts from the case

in a few days, no matter how promising they
appeared. Experience.

Cyaniding to Destroy Mealy Bug.—Mr.
James Fulton criticises on p. 94 the remark ol

your correspondent, J. H. i'., that a vinery in

fruit cannot be cyanided, and that he cannot
understand why. But Mr. Fulton says nothing
to show /. H. 1~. or any of your readers how it

can be done. I consider that it is useless for

anyone to write in the strain of Mr. Fulton's
letter unless he is prepared to state definitely

the exact quantities of potassium or sodium
cyanide used per 1,000 cubic feet by himself.

I have used here Edward's cyaniding apparatus
for the last three years, but, like /. H. 1 ., I do
not as yet approve of cyaniding a vinery whilst in

fruit, and this conclusion is the result of actual

experience. Three years ago I cyanided a

house of Muscat Grapes when the berries were
beginning to colour. 1 used § oz. of sodium
cyanide, 130 per cent, per 1,000 cubic feet, witli

the following proportions of water and sulphuric

acid :—6 oz. water and 2 oz. sulphuric acid to

each oz. cyanide, the sulphuric acid being that

known as commercial acid. All the young leaves

and points of the lateral growths were killed,

consequently the Grapes did not swell to theii'

usual size. If Mr. Fulton would state clearly the

quantities of cyanide he uses per 1,000 cubic feet,

and whether sodium or potassium, and the per-

centage of same, he will assist many. There is

not the slightest doubt but that cyanide is most
dangerous to the operator unless handled very

carefully. In cyanidising a late vinery which
adjoins a plant house, several plants were

damaged by the gas getting through the crevices

of the partition, and our houses are all in first-

class condition, being as good as new. I paste

paper around the crevices of the door in this

house, and also over any crevice where the gas

might get through, and still some plants have

to be removed for safety. James t'olville,

/'spicy Hall.

When Mr Fulton (p. 94) is so emphatic in

stating that a vinery can be safely cyanided when

the fruit begins to colour, and he repeats the

operation for four or five weeks, I hope he is

ii. In. Although it is hard to believe that the

fruit does not become contaminated by the

fumes, I may give the following instances of

fruit being affected by other fumes. Some time

previous to taking charge of these gardens every

glasshouse here was put in thorough repair, and

it so happened that a vinery in fruit was painted

inside. Those who partook of some of the

grapes afterwards suffered severe intestinal dis-

order. On another occasion the same effects

were produced after lightly fumigating a few

Nectarine trees with XLA11 compound;
therefore I say be careful of subjecting fruit

approaching maturity to fumes of any kind.

Of course, the effect of the fumes is not apparent

after the fruit has been allowed to hang for

any length of tune afterwards. Mr. Fulton also

states that cyaniding is certain death to white

IK li will be a benefit if it is. I have tried

nicotine vapouring compounds at different

strengths, and I notice that, although the flies

fall down as if completely dead, they are only

dazed and most of them 'rise again, some soon

after, others after many hours. I find it best

t . well syringe the ts with an insecticide when

thej are down in this dazed condition. Chas. I'.

; Manor Park, Potion.

Mealy-bug is present in the vineries hi i

niimI get ml of the pest. I read with in

teresl the article by Mr i

would very much like him to give the fa]

ticulars of bowls and quantities of cyanid
he uses : also lh< 8 s
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ing to the size of house. Is there no danger of

cyanided fruit causing poisoning ? T. P. Colvin.

Journeymen Gardeners' Wages. — Jour-

neyman (page 96) says, " A journeyman receiv-

ing 18s. per week, with bothy, etc., is better off

than many head gardeners. The journeyman

need only pay 7s. or 8s. a week for his board,

and if steady can save 10s. a week." That may
be the case with himself, but what about those

in lodgings, and how many journeymen get 18s.

a week, with bothy, etc. ? I think, take it on

the whole, the average wage for journeymen

nowadays is 16s. or 17s., with bothy. The cost

of living being so high, how many can save 10s. ?

But one cannot wonder at wages being low, for

those advertising for journeymen require appli-

cants to state experience and wages required,

and, nine times out of ten, the man that states

the lowest wage is engaged. What have the head

a week. I am glad to see that in many estab-

lishments the staff is allowed the Saturday half-

holiday ; and why not, considering that the men
have to undertake Sunday duty and work over-

time in many places without extra remuneration ?

Journeyman (p. 96) says a steady 'ad can

save 10s. a week out of 18s., but to do that

one must possess a very contented disposition to

remain always in the isolated bothy in the coun-

try. Much of the blame rests with gardeners

themselves, and I urge upon young gardeners,

especially those taking responsible positions, to

demand a wage equal to meet the increased cost

of living. Another Journeyman.

The correspondence on journeymen's wages
seems to have drawn from several of your corre-

spondents the fact that to obtain better wages
and better conditions it is necessary to be

unanimous on the point at stake. Several, too,

Fig. :ya trianae mrs. Phillips : sepals and petals white
showing in the centre of each segment.

R.H.S. Award of Merit, February 10, 1914. See p. 115, ante.

WITH CRIMSON

gardeners to say about that? Can journeymen
expect to get a working wage while this sort of

thing goes on. I think head gardeners getting

25s. a week and house are as well off as journey-

men getting 18s. C. H. states in the issue for

January 24 that he has been in his present place

six years, and gets 23s. 6d. and has to pay 8s.

rent. While head gardeners work for such a

wage as that the employer is not going to pay
under gardeners a good wage. Who is to blame ?

One cannot wonder at journeymen sticking up
for a working wage. I quite hold with what
Ji. J. I), said on page 96. J. H.

1 have read with great interest the discus-

sion on journeymen's wages, and I hope it will

have good effect. It is indisputable that not only
journeymen, but gardeners in general, are un-
derpaid. But we are told the employment is

steady and constant. I quite agree—seven days

have urged combination, and yet no one seems

to point to the British Gardeners' Association as

an effective remedy for the admitted weakness

of an unorganised profession. Teachers, lawyers,

journalists, and many other craftsmen have com-

bined and formed associations which rightly

guard their several professions. These are not

trade unions in the general sense, and do not

work on quite the same lines as trade

unions. They exist for the object of ensuring

adequate remuneration for their services, to keep

out unqualified men, and to raise each profession

to a certain status. Who will argue against

such? I contend that the spirit of the B.G.A. is

similar. I often wonder why gardeners take their

lot so quietly, for many have a hard life. The
B.G.A. is out to better it, if possible, and I

make bold to say that if every gardener who
" sits on the fence " and picks holes in the

B.G.A. would join, and give the Executive Com-

mittee the benefit of his views, we should get
on towards his ideal and ours a little faster.

How many bothies are not fit to live in? The
B.G.A. endeavours to point out existing evils,

trusting to get them righted, by using common-
sense methods and not force. The Asso-
ciation wants employers to grant their
men a half-holiday on Saturday, and a
living wage. Surely, too, we need pro-

tection against the influx of unskilled labour
to responsible positions. The B.G.A. has
encountered apathy, fought it, and is winning

;

and if the gardening profession as a whole breaks
down this barrier not only wages but the status
of our honourable calling will be raised to its

proper level. A Member of the London Branch.

Thanks are due to Mr. Hudson for his re-

marks on the abilities of present-day journeymen.
Mr. Hudson, being at the head' of a first-class

establishment, would naturally be able to obtain
the pick of the available men, and it may be
argued by some that his opinions on this subject
are therefore inaccurate. But Mr. Hudson does
not employ all the good men, and those he does
employ do not serve all of their time as journey-
men with him. I agree with Mr. Hudson's re-

marks about apprenticeship at a premium, but
he does not say whether such a system tends to

keep wages down or not. Probably it does do
so, but the practice appears to be dying ou\ and
has no appreciable effect on wages to-day. In
reply to Agra, may I point out that we may,
without being unduly pessimistic, count on the

present prosperity in trade being followed by the

inevitable slump, and the concomitant result will

be that our profession will again be over-crowded.

We must therefore search at once for a remedy
for the admittedly bad state of affairs. In my
opinion, the only thing that will provide a remedy
is combined action. This can only be brought

about by some form of union. There is some
doubt as to whether the B.G.A. is proceeding on

the right lines, but, at any rate, it is a beginning,

and as such deserves encouragement. Another of

your correspondents says that the practice of

journeymen accepting a low wage for the sake

of getting a reference is not conducive to the pro-

duction of the best work, but I should think

that the reverse is more likely to be the case,

as the better the work is done the better will

be the reference. But I believe this practice

tends to keep down the standard of wages, as

the heads of some establishments may take ad-

vantage of it to secure good men at a compara-
tively low wage, with the certain knowledge that

the men will do their best for the sake of the

reference and the chance of getting a good job

when they leave. Mr. Evans seems to insinuate

that the chief interests of journeymen nowadays
lie in sport and penny novelettes ; but I think

I showed in my last letter that this is not so, and
my view is supported by Mr. Hudson and Forty
Years' Head. I may also add that I do discuss

my work whilst doing it, and also after work
hours, and I find most journeymen are ready to

do so. Only last evening five of us d'iscu£6ed

horticultural subjects for several hours, and that

is no infrequent occurrence. Personally, I never

read a pennv novelette. With reference to hT.'s

remarks, I can assure him that we do appreciate

the head gardener's difficulties. If he ap-

proaches the subject in the manner he suggests,

he will mo6t certainly put his employer's back

up ; but if wages are low in his establishment

he may point out that he can only get indifferent

men in consequence. Modern Journeyman.

One would think, after reading the corre-

spondence on this subject, that a gulf—more or

less wide—existed between head gardeners and
journeymen. Experience, based on a number of

years in the profession, has proved to me the

contrary, their interests being comparatively

identical ; therefore any effort intended to im-

prove their lot must be a united one. That
both are inadequately paid is only too evident

;

indeed, a number of cases brought to my
notice would only be described as "sweating."
Young gardeners would do well to supplement

their horticultural studies witli the study of

legislation likely to affect them, such, for in-

stance, any proposed Housing Bill, as it would
affect the abominable hovels called bothies where
the young gardeners are housed. In other

branches of legislation the voung gardener espe-

cially might be indirect! v, if not directly,

affected. J. T.
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SOCIETIES.
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.

Scientific Committee.

February 10.

—

Present: Mr. E. A. Bowles,

M.A., F.E.S. (in the chair); Dr. A. B.

Kendle, M.A., F.R.S., Sir J. X. D. Llewelyn,
Bart., Messrs. A. Rolfe, W. C. Worsdell, A.
Worsley, R. H. Curtis, W. Fawcett, C. E. Shea,

\V. H. Ledger, G. Wilson, J. Fraser, E. M.
Holmes, G. Gordon, and F. J. Chittenden (hon.

sec.).

Hybrid Pelargoniums.—Mr. Fraser con-

tinued his remarks upon the origin of scented
Pelargoniums, and illustrated tnem by speci-

mens from the Wisley collection. He dealt
principally with Pelargonium zonale, P. mquin-
ans, P. betulinum and P. cucullatum.
Odontoglossum sp.—Mr. Kolfe exhibited on

behalf of Mr. H. S. Goodson, of Fairlawn,
Putney, a rare species of Odontoglossum from
Peru. Mr. Rolfe took a specimen to examine
and report upon it.

Odontonia x Luciliae.—A plant of this new
hybrid was submitted to the Committee from
the Orchid Committee. It was raised from seed
of Odontoglossum cirrhosum fertilised by pollen

of Miltonia spectabilis Moreliana. It has ap-

parently proved difficult to raise a cross the
other way, and the result has given a remark-
able purple flower. A Certificate of Apprecia-
tion was unanimously recommended to Messrs.
Oharlesworth, the raisers.

Fusarium bulbig&num.—Mr. Shea referred to

this parasite of Narcissus and other bulbs,
and the Secretary recounted its history in

England. It was described some years ago by
Messrs. Cooke and Massee, and was apparently
lost sight of for about twenty years until in the
hot summer of 1911 specimens were shown before
this Committee, and in that year the fungus
proved troublesome also in Holland. There are
grounds for supposing that rather high tempera-
tures are necessary for the development of this
fungus, and that therefore it is likely that the
disease will be evident only in certain seasons,

at any rate to a harmful extent. It was
again found in several places in the past
summer, and in both seasons rotting of the bulbs
was brought about by it. It is important, of
course, that bulbs showing any sign of the at-

tack should not be planted, and it might be
well to plant, at least for a year or two, newly
imported bulbs, whether grown in England or
abroad, quite apart from those already in the
garden.

Crocus aerius.—Mr. Bowles showed a Crocus
which has recently been imported under the
name of C. Tauri, but which appears to be only
0. aerius, a species native in Persia and de-
scribed bv Herbert in the Journal of the Society
in 1847.

Violets with two or three flowered stems.—
Mrs. Alma Baker, of Newton Abbot, sent speci-

mens of Violets with two or three flowers on a
stem. This mode of flowering occurred in

several gardens a few years ago, and was re-

corded in the Minutes of the Committee, since
when it has been observed in many parts of the
country.

Propagation of Hemionitis.—Mr. Chittenden
showed young plants of this fern growing from
the junction of leaf-stalk and blade after they
had been removed from the plant and inserted in

sand in a propagating pit, much as is done with
Begonia leaves. Young plants are quickly
formed, and grow rapidly. In one case a young
plant had been found in this position while still

attached to the parent plant.

NATIONAL CHRYSANTHEMUM.
February 16.—A meeting of the Executive

Committee was held at Carr's Restaurant on this
date. Mr. Bevan presided. To commemorate
the twenty-first year of the Stoke Newing'ton
Chrysanthemum Society it was resolved to offer
that body the N.C.S. large Silver Medal for com-
netition at their next show. The Derbv Gar-
deners' Association was admitted in affiliation.
The interim financial statement, which was sub-
mitted by the secretary, showed a satisfactory
working balance. The' vacancies on the Floral
Committee, necessitated by the retiring of one-

third of the members according to rule, were
filled by the election of Messrs. C. H. Curtis,
Emberson, Prickett, Springthorpe, T. Stevenson,
H. J. Jones and R. Ballantine. The members
of the Finance, Schedule and Publications Com-
mittees were also elected. It was decided that
the annual outing should be a river trip, and
take place on Monday, July 20, or failing that
date, July 27. Mr. Leach was thanked for his
kind invitation for the committee to visit Wocd-
hall on June 22. Subject to Ithe President's ap-
proval, the annual dinner will take place at the
Holborn Restaurant on November 26.

ROYAL METEOROLOGICAL.
January 21.—The annual general meeting of

this society was held on Wednesday the 21st.
ult. at the Institution of Civil Engineers, Great
George Street, Westminster, Mr. C. J. P. Cave,
M.A., president, in the chair.

The Council's annual report referred to the
various branches of work which had been carried
on by the society during the past year. These
included researches in the upper atmosphere,
meteorological lectures, the collection of pheno-
logical observations, and the commencement of
the preparation of a series of normal values of
the climatological elements of the British Isles.

The Council awarded the Symons Gold Medal
for 1914 to Mr. W. H. Dines, F.R.S., in recog-
nition of his distinguished work in connection
with meteorological science.

Mr. Cave in his presidential address dealt
with the subject of upper air research. He
pointed out that research in the upper air may
be by means of manned balloon with observer
and instrument, or by self-registering instru-

ments sent up in kite, caiptive balloon, or free
balloon. Kites were first used for this purpose
by Dr. Wilson, of Glasgow, 1749 ; and also in
Arctic expeditions in 1821 and 1836. The box
kite and the use of steel piano wire instead of
line enabled greater heights to be attained ; and
both were adopted by the Blue Hill Observatory
in 1895. The use of kites was not taken up in
England till 1902, when Mr. Dines flew them
from a steamer. After referring to the use of
balloons and the ascents made by Glaisher and
others, the President said that danger to life

in high ascents caused MM. Hermite and
Besancon to use a registering balloon in 1893

;

a free balloon carried a recording instrument,
the recovery of the instrument being dependent
on the balloon being found after its descent

;

a height of nine miles was reached in France,
and thirteen miles in Germany soon after. He
next referred to the various types of instru-
ments used in the research, and described Mr.
Dine's meteorograph, which is an , extremely
simple and light instrument. Rubber balloons
are usually used, and as they ascend they record
the winds above the surface, a special theodolite
being used for observing the balloons. The In-
ternational Commission for Scientific Aero-
nautics directs the studies for upper air research,
and special days are arranged for international
ascents of balloons and kites, stations in various
parts of the world taking part in the work. The
first great result of these researches has been
the discovery that the atmosphere is divided
into the Troposphere, where the air is in con-
stant movement, horizontal and vertical, and the
Stratosphere, where turbulent motion seems to
cease. The Stratosphere begins at about 7.5
miles in these latitudes. The method of investi-
gation is new, but many other results are begin-
ning to come to light, and it seems as though
changes of weather do not begin at the surface
of the earth, but are dependent upon movements
taking place about 7.5 miles up.

UNITED HORTICULTURAL BENEFIT
AND PROVIDENT.

February 9.—The monthly Committee meet-
ing of this society was held at the R.H.S. Hall
on Monday the 9th inst. Mr. Chas. H. Curtis in

the chair. Three new members were elected.
Three members were assisted from the Distress
Fund, and two members were allowed to with
draw double the amount of interest, viz.,

£3 12s. 8d and £2 Is. 2d. respectively. The
Secretary reported that the accounts on the State
Section of the Society had been passed by the

Government auditors. The annual meeting will

be held on March 9 at the R.H.S. Hall at
7.30 p.m.

ABERDEEN CHRYSANTHEMUM.
February 14.—The annual meeting of the

members of this Society was held in the Young
Men's Christian Institute Hall, Aberdeen, on
Saturday, the 14th inst. There was a good at-

tendance, and ex-Baillie Middleton, chairman of

the Society, occupiodi the chair. The chair-

man moved the adoption of the report and finan-

cial statement for the past year, which were
considered very satisfactory, and they were cor-

dially approved. .Lord Provost Maitland, Aber-
deen, was re-elected hon. president, and ex-

Baillie Middleton was appointed as hon. vice-

president. Ex-Baillie .Allan, Aberdeen, was
unanimously elected chairman, Mr. David 1 Ritchie
vice-chairman, Mr. Magnus H. Sinclair secr-

tary and treasurer. The committee was also

elected. It was decided to hold the next annual
exhibition in the Music Hall Buildings, Aber-
deen, on Friday and Saturday, November 20
and 21,

.

ABERDEEN NATURAL HISTORY.
January 16.—A largely-attended meeting of

the members of this society was held in the

Botanical Classroom, Aberdeen University, on
Friday, the 16th ult., when Dr. James W. H.
Trail, Professor of Botany in Aberdeen Uni-
versity, delivered an illustrated lecture on the

"Arctic-Alpine Flora of Scotland." Dr. Gibb,
Lecturer in Geology, occupied the chair, and in

introducing the lecturer said Dr. Trail was the

first president of their society. Most of the

plants, said Dr. Trail, were found at an altitude

of 2,500 feet above sea-level, and he proceeded to

show numerous illustrations of Alpine plants,

including the Dryas, the Snow Gentian, Saxi-

fragas, Willows, Silene and Whortleberry. The
lecturer pointed out that many of the Alpine
plants have beautiful flowers and flourish in

great profusion during the short summer season.

Professor J. Arthur Thomson,. Aberdeen
University, in moving a vote of thanks to Dr.

Trail, referred to the excellent lessons which

the doctor had pointed out as to the way in

which Alpine plants overcame difficulties and
suited themselves to the conditions in which they

flourished. In acknowledging the heartily-

given vote of thanks, Dr. Trail mentioned that

those present might have an opportunity of ex-

amining the collections of Alpine plants made by
the late Professor Macgillivray and the late Mr.
John Roy, who was for many years a head
schoolmaster under the Aberdeen School Board.

Dr. Trail mentioned that Mr. Roy had prepared

a flora of the north-east of Scotland, but had
handed it to the Rev. Dr. Ferguson, of

Fearn, with instructions to "his executors

to have all papers burned. That had, un-

fortunately, been only too faithfully earned
out, but his collection of plants had been saved

by Mrs. Roy and presented to the Aberdeen
University, where it was likely to remain as a

worthy memorial of one who was a most con-

scientious worker, and one whose memory they

would ever hold in high esteem.

ST. GERMAN'S HORTICULTURAL.
February 7.—The fifth annual dinner of this

excellent local society took place on the 7th inst.

at the Victoria Mansions Restaurant, when, owing

to the indisposition of the President, Sir Edward
Coates, Bart., M.P. for Lewisham, Mr. W. E.

Robinson took the chair. The toast of the even-

ing, "Success to the St. German's Horticultural

Society," was proposed by Mr. T. W. Sanders.

The Chairman of Committee, Mr. W. H. Col-

lins, replied. Among other speakers were Mr.
Harman Payne, who replied for the visitors.

Publications Received. — One and All
Gardening, 1914. (London: Agricultural and
Horticultural Association.) Price 2d.— Wild
Flowers. Bv Macgregor Skene. (London and
Edinburgh : T. C. and E. C. Jack.) Price 6.I.—

Transactions and Proceedings of the Botanical
Society of Edinburgh. Vol. xxvi. Part II.

Secretary, Mr. \V. W. Smith, Royal Botanic
Gardens, Edinburgh.
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MARKETS.
COVENT GARDES, February 18.

We cannot accept any responsibility for the subjoined
reports. They are furnished to us regularly every
Wednesday, by the kindness of several of the principal
salesmen, who are responsible for the quotations. It
must be remembered that these quotations do not
represent the prices on any particular day, but only the
general averages for the week preceding the date of our
report. The prices depend upon the quality of the
samples, the way in which they are packed, the supply
in the market, and the demand, and they may fluctuate,
not only from day to day, but occasionally several times
in one day.—Ens.1

Cut Flowers. See. : Average Wholesale Prlees.

a. d. s. d.
Arums(RkhardiaB),

per doz.
Azalea, White, per

doz. bunches .

.

Camellias, per doz.
Carnations, per

dozen blooms,
best American
varieties

— smaller, per
doz. bunches .

.

— Carol a (crim-
son), extra large

— Malmaison, per
doz. blooms

:

pink
Daffodils, single,

per doz. bnchs.— Golden Spur
— Emperor
— Victoria
— Empress— Sir Watkin .

.

— Princeps
— Henry Irving.

.

— Double Von Blon
Eucharis, per doz.
Freesias. per dozen

bunches
Gardenias, per box

of 15 and 18
blooms

Lilium auratum,
per bunch

— longiflorum,
per doz., long..

short
— lancifolium

album, long .

.

short
— rubrum, per

doz., long
short

Lily-of-the-Valley,
per dozen
bunches

:

— extra special
— special .

.

— ordinary

s.d. s.d.

2 6-36

3 0-40
16-20

12 0-15

5 0-60

9 0-12

4 0-60
5 0-60
5 0- 6
.". 0- 6 '0.

5 0- 6
4 6-50
4 0-50
3 6-40
4 6-50
3 0-40

2 6-36

2 6- 3
l

2 6-30

2 6-30
2 0-26

2 6-30
10-13

15 0-18

2 0-30

3 0-40

2 0-

4 0-

sle 4 0-

3

"

12 0-15

ft 0-10

8 0-90

; Orchids, per doz. :— Cattleya— Cypripedium .

.

— Dendrobium
Phalaenopsis .

.

— Odontoglossum
crispum

Pelargoniums, per
doz. bunches,
double scarlet

Roses : per dozen
blooms, Brides-
maid .

.

— Kaiserin Au-
gusta Victoria
LadyHillingdon

— Liberty
— Mme. Carnot..— Madame A.

Chatenay
Madme. W— Melody

— Niphetos
— Richmond
— Sunburst
— Sunrise

Yellow Sou-
venir ..

Snowdrops, perdoz.
bunches

Spiraea, per doz.
bunches

Tulips, per dozen
bunches, pink— — bronze

scarlet
yellow
white

— double, perdoz.
bunches, pink 16 0-1S

orange . . 12 0-15
red . . . . 12 0-15

Violets, English.per
dozen bunches 16-20

— Princess of Wales
per doz. bunches 2 6-40

Wallflowers. per
doz. bunches . . 16-26

2 0-30
3 0-60
4 0-60

4 0-60

13-16

9 0-10

T 0- 8
5 0-10

7 0-80
6 0-80
7 0-80

Cut Foliage, &e.: Average Wholesale Prlees.
s. d. s. d.

Adiantum Fern
(Maidenhair),
best, per doz.
bunches .. 7 0-80

Agrostis (Fairy
Grass), per doz.
bunches .. 2 0-40

Asparagus plumo-
sus, long trails,

per half-dozen 16-20
— medium, doz.

bunchea .. 12 0-18

— Sprengeri . . 6 0-12

Carnation foliage,
doz. bunches . . 3 0-50

s. d. s. d-

12 0-16

3 0-12

10-16

6 —
1 —
10-13

French
s.d. s.d.

Anemones, double
pink, per doz. 2 0-26— De Caen, per
doz. bunches . . 4 0-50

Lilac white, per
bunch . . . . 2 6-36— mauve, p. bnch. 5 0-60

"Marguerites, yel-
low, per dozen
bunches . . 2 6-30

Mimosa (Acacia),
per pad . . . . 7 0-80— — per bunch 13-16

Narcissus, Paper
White, per pad 8 0-10— — — perdoz.
bunches 2 0-26

Guernsey and
s. d. s. d.

Anemone fulgens,
per doz. bnchs 3 6-40

Narcissus, paper
white (Scilly),

per doz. . . 2 0-26— Soleil d'Or . . 2 0-26— Gloriosa . . 3 0-36

Croton foliage,
vrs. , doz. bunc.

Cycas leaves, per
doz.

Eulalia japonica,
per bunch

Honesty, per doz.
bunches

Moss, gross
bunches

I
Myrtle, doz. bnchs.

English,
small-leaved .

.

— French..
Smilax, per bunch

of 6 trails

Flowers.

s.d. s.d.
Narcissus, Continued :— Double yellow,

per pad . . s 0-10
— Double yellow,

per dozen . . 2 6-30
Ranunculus,scarlet,

per dozen . . 8 0-12
— Barbaroux .. 5 0-60
Stock, white, per

pad . . . . 7 0-80— per doz. . . 3 0-36
Violets, single, per

pad
— — per dozen

bunches
— Parmas, large

bunch ..

3 0-60

10-13

2 0-2 6

Scilly Flowers.
s d. s. d-

Narcissus,Poet icus,

per dozen . . 2 6-30
— Soleil d'Or

(Guernsey),
per doz. . . 2 0-26

— Grand Priino. . 4 0-50
Remarks.—The supplies generally show an increase

on those of last week. Trade has improved a little, and
prices are lower. Except for a few best varieties of Eng.
lish-grown Daffodils the value for these flowers is higher.
Supplies of Narcissus Poeticus are sufficient for the
demand. Yellow and WJute Daffodils, Poet's Narcissus,

Guernsey. Ther
nations. Azalea, Arums,

White Freesia, and Anemone fulgens are ar-
iving in_ good condition from "

Scilly
~ and

a good supply of Car-
. Lilium Harrissi, Tulips, Lilv-

ni-the-Valley and Forget-me-Nots. There are exception-
ally fine blooms of Violet Princess of Wales on
sale. Snowdrops and Wallflowers are very plentiful.
Roses show an increase in numbers, especialfy the varie-
ties Richmond and Niphetos ; there are also some fine
blooms of Lady Hillingdon. Sunburst. Mrs. Ward,
and Liberty. Roses are selling freely, and at reason-
able prices. In the foreign flower market Violets are
the most plentiful subject, but many baskets of these
flowers are arriving in an unsaleable condition, point-
ing to the finishing of the season. Pink. Red, and single
varieties of Anemones, similar to the St. Bridget varie-
ties, but with larger blooms, are on sale. There is a fair
supply of Mimosa, Yellow Marguerites, White and Pink
Stocks, and Freesias. Parma Violets are more plentiful,
but they show the effects of the long journev sooner than
the singles.

Plants In Pots, &e. : Average Wholesale Prlees.

s. d. s.d.

6 0-

Aralia Sieboldil
dozen

Araucaria excelsa
per dozen

Asparagus plumo-
sus nanus, per
dozen .

.

— Sprengeri
Aspidistra, perdoz.,

green .

.

— variegated
Azalea, per doz. .

.

Cacti, various, per
tray of 15's .

.

tray of 12's .

.

Cinerarias, 48's .

.

Cocos Weddeliana,
per dozen, 60's— larger, each .

.

Croton, per dozen 18 0-30

Daffodils, 48's, per
dozen . . . . 0-80

Dracsena, green,
per dozen . . 10 0-12

Erica melanthra,
per dozen . . 15 0-21

— small, in thumbs,
per dozen . . 4 0-60

— Willmorei, 48's 12 0-15

Ferns, in thumbs,

s. d. s. d.

18 0-21

10 0-12

6 0-80

18 0-30

30 0-60

30 0-36

40 -
SO -

10 0-12

6 0-12

2 6-10 6

per 1O0
in small
large 60's

in 48'

dozen

and

s, per

8 0-12

12 0-20

6 0-60 —

Ferns,choicer sorts,
per dozen— in 32's, per
doz.

Genista, 4S's

Geonoma gracilis
60's per dozen .

.

— larger, each .

.

Hyacinths, 4S's, per
doz., white and
coloured

Kentia Belmore-
ana, per dozen 5 0-80— Fosteriana, 60's,

per dozen
larger, per

dozen .

.

Latania borbonica,
per dozen

Lilium longiflorum
per dozen . . 24 0-30

Lily-of-the-Valley 18 0-21
— 48's, per dozen 21 0-30
Marguerites, in48's,

per doz., white S 0-10
Pandanus Veitchii,

per dozen
Phoenix rupicola,

each
Spiraea japonica,

per dozen pots 6 0-80
Tulips, on bulb, per

doz. pink
- — scarlet
— yellow
— white

8 0-12

10 0-18

10 0-12

6 0-80
2 6-76

G 0- S

4 0-80

18 0-36

12 0-30

36 0-48

2 6-21

1 0-

1 0-

1 3
1 3

9-10
10-13

Remarks.—In the plant market flowering subjects form
the leading feature just now. Some verv fine Cyclamen
are stil! on sale. The other subjects include Cinerarias,
Genistas. White Marguerites, Erica Willmorei, E. per-
soluta, White Spiraea, Hyacinths, Tulips and Daffo-
dils. Azaleas are very plentiful.

Fruit : Average Wholesale Prlees.

s. d. s. d.
Apples, cooking,

per bushel . . 5 6-80
— American, brls. 30 0-36
— CalifornianNew-

town Pippin,
case .. ..10 6-11 6— Nova Scotian,
barrel . . . . 23 0-30

— Oregon, New-
towns, case . . 13 6-15

— Wenatchee.case 12 6-13
Apricots, Cape, box 5 0-60
Bananas, bunch

:

— Double Ex. .. 11 0-12
i— Extra . . . . 9 6-11

— Extra medium 8 0-90
— Giant . . . . 12 0-14
— Medium . . 6 6-76
— Red, per ton .. £25 - £28— Jamaica, p. ton £13 —

Cranberries, Cape
Cod, per case . . 9 6 —

Custard Apples,
per doz. . . 6 0-10

Dates, dozen boxes 4 0-46— per cwt. case . . 20 —
Figs, Kadrowi, cwt. 11 —
Grapes—English

:

— Gros Colmar,
per lb 10-30

— Black Alicante 14-26— Almeria, per
barrel . . . . 20 0-24 6— Almeria, per
dozen lbs. .

.

6 0-80
— Cape, box .

.

5 0-90— Belgium Col-
mar, per lb. .

.

10-20
Grape Fruit, case

:

— 96's

= SK ::— 64's

Remarks.—A few fruits of Bramlev's Seedling are the
only home-grown Apples obtainable. Supplies of
Apples from overseas in boxes and barrels are suffi-
cient for all demands. The first shipment of Australa-
sian Apples is in course of transit. Arrivals of Cape
fruits to hand comprised 12,000 boxes of Plums, Peaches,
Nectarines, Pears, Grapes, etc. Another boat with
fruit is expected to arrive on Saturday next. Forced1

Strawberries from the Worthing district are arriving
daily. Supplies of Grapes (Black! from English and
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TRADE NOTE.
MESSRS. ROBINSON BROTHERS, LTD.
We are informed that Messrs. Robinson

^Brothers, Ltd., manufacturers of Carmona garden-

.alities, West Bromwich, are opening a London
office and warehouse at 101, Long Acre, W.C.
Mr. A. J. Macself, until recently a member of

the staff of the Gardeners' Magazine, will take

charge of this branch of the business.

NEW INVENTIONS.
HORIZONTAL THERMOMETER.

We have received from the Harrow Speciality

»Co. a specimen of their "Max-Min" horizontal

thermometer, which is so constructed that no
magnet is required to move the pointers that
Tegister the maximum and' minimum tempera-
tures. By the simple movement of tipping the
thermometer on one end the small floating

pointers fall into position again. It is said also

-that should the mercury itself become separated

it is only necessary to lift the scale out of the
•case and give it a sharp shake downwards, when
the mercury will at once unite. The thermometer
is contained in a strong metal case, which is

enamelled, and it i6 fitted with a folding rain

and sun shield.

THE "STANDALONE" FOOT SCRAPER.
From the Qripper Manufacturing Company,

Leicester, we have received a bi-prong foot
scraper and brush for use in gardens. It con-

sists of a wooden shaft 4 feet high, the lower
•end) being inserted in a galvanised steel frame
with two prongs, the feet of which insert into

the ground and hold the scraper erect. By
grasping the staff with one hand the sole of the
boot can be scraped and the sides brushed with
-the greatest convenience, and the creosoted wood
handle by drawing attention to the scraper
"tends to the preservation of clean paths.

LAW NOTES.
XIABILITY OF A RAILWAY COMPANY

FOR DAMAGED GOODS.
A judgment of importance to traders was de-

livered by Mr. Justice Banks, in an appeal by
a Railway Company against the decision
of the Judge of the City of London
Court, in a case of action to recover damages
for injury to a machine carried by them.
The machine—a milling machine—was delivered
to a van sent by defendants to convey
it to their station at Smithfield, en route for
Minehead. The plaintiff's servant handed the
carman who was sent to collect the goods a con-
signment note containing no restrictions exempt-
ing the defendants from liability for damage
during transit. The carman refused to take the
machine without a special contract note, and
asked the plaintiff's servant to write O.R.
(owner's risk) upon the note tendered to him and
to initial it. This was done. The machine was
carted to Smithfield Station, where afterwards
it was found with its steel bore cracked. The
Judge held that the effect of the above-described
special contract was that the owners took the
ordinary risks of transit, but that the defen-
dants remained liable for injury resulting from
negligence of their servants; that the broken
condition was not conclusive evidence of such
negligence. He gave judgment for defendants,
hut in case the Divisional Court should hold that
there was evidence justifying the inference that
the injury wa6 caused by negligence, he assessed
the damages provisionally at "£50. The plain-
tiffs appealed, and the Court allowed the appeal.
In giving judgment Mr. Justice Banks said that
there was no evidence that, anything which oc-
curred between the plaintiff's 'servant and the
carman justified the inference that the former
agreed to any special stipulations or conditions
as to the liability of the defendants. It was
not disputed that under an owner's risk contract
the defendants would be liable foT the negli-
gence of their servants. On the question of evi-
dence of negligence a witness called by plaintiff
had given his opinion that the damage was caused
by a severe blow. The blow must have been
siven whilst the machine was in the custody of
the railway company. There was prima facie
evidence that the damage could only have re-

sulted from improper treatment of the machine
whilst in the custody and control of the railway
company. The appeal was allowed, and judg-
ment entered for the plaintiff for £50.

SALE OF LILY-OF-THE-VALLEY CROWNS.
On appeal, Sheriff Gardner Millar has adhered

to the decision of Interim Sheriff-substitute
Maedonald given in an action brought in Glas-
gow Sheriff Court by Messrs. Eugen Schaffenius
(Limited), London, against Messrs. J. and R.
Thyne, nurserymen, Glasgow, for £36 3s. 8d..
the cost of Lily-of-the-Valley crowns sold to
defenders in 1911. The terms of the contract
were disputed, defenders contending that the
order given -was for prime quality crowns of
similar quality to those supplied to them the
previous season and seen in bloom by pursuers'
representatives who took the order. Defenders
further averred that the crowns supplied proved
to be of inferior quality and worthless to them.
The Sheriff-substitute found for pursuers, and
granted decree for the sum sued for, as well as
for £1 9s. lid., also due by defenders.

In the course of a note affirming that deci-
sion, Sheriff Millar said it seemed to him clear
that defenders were to get first-quality Berlin
Lily-of-the-Valley crowns. Their agents ai'gued
that that meant Lily-of-the-Valley crowns of the
same quality as the previous season, but it was
explained that as the crowns vary in different
years the quality may be of less excellence in
one year than another, and he thought that
what was meant was that it was the first quality
of the particular year. Pursuers averred that
they sent first-quality crowns, and if there was
a failure in the crop it must have been due to
lack of proper cultivation of them. Probably
the most serious question was, could the quality
be discovered1 at the time they were sent? If
defenders coidd have discovered the quality of
the goods by examination when they received
them, and failed to do so, but proceeded to plant
them, then he thought they were liable for the
price. The case seemed to him to be distinguish-
able from the cases of seed, the quality of which
could not be dicovered till after the crop was
raised from it.

©bitmap.
Henry J. Clayton.— Mr. Henry James

Clayton, whose death was announced in our last

issue, served Ins apprenticeship in the Earl of

Wharncliffe's gardens at Wortley Hall, Shef-
field. After leaving Wortley he served for a
time in the gardens at Strathfieldsaye, the seal
of the Duke of Wellington, and later was fore-

man at Hackwood Park. He was appointed
head gardener to Lord Bolton at Hackwood Park
in 1866, and remained there for six years, re-

moving in the autumn of 1872 to Grimston Park
as gardener to .Mr. John Fielding, who had just

purchased the Grimston Park estate from Lord
Londesborough. Lord Londesborough and his
gardener, Mr. William Denning, removed to

Norbiton. Mr. Clayton remained at Grimston
until 1907, and he served under three different

owners—Mr. John Fielding, Mr. Tom Fielding,
and Mrs. Fielding. Many important alterations

and improvements were carried out in the large
establishment at Grimston during the long period
of years the place was under the care of Mr.
Clayton. He set to work to convert the Orchid
houses into serviceable houses for growing Pines
and Melons. The houses being span-roofed, the
centre beds lent themselves splendidly for Pines,
and slate boxes took the place of the 6ide stages
for growing Melons in, the arrangements answer-
ing .splendidly. Then he grew in another wide
lean-to house most excellent pot vines. The
vines were grown the first season in 10-inch pots.

They were then cut back to 6 or 9 inches from
the surface of the soil and shifted on into pots
2 feet in diameter by about 1 foot deep. Gros
Colmar, which was somewhat new at that time,
was exhibited quite ripe at York Show in June,
but the variety grown was chiefly Black Ham-
burgh. He managed every department of the
garden with the utmost credit to himself and
satisfaction to his employers. Many gardeners
now holding responsible positions in the profes-
sion have served at one time or another under
Mr. Clayton, and one and all bear testimony to
the general respect in which lie was held. He

was a strong man, big in frame. He
stood head and shoulders above most of
his companions, whilst his intelligence ap-
peared to be in proportion to his build.
He found it easy to influence the minds of others,
and the young men who came into association
with him benefited very much from his influence
during their training at Grimston. Mr. Clay-
ton's name will always be associated with the
Royal Gardeners' Orphan Fund. He not only
assisted in establishing the 6cheme, hut it

is a question whether the idea of creat-
ing such a, fund originated first in the
mind of Mr. Clayton or Mr. Penny, who
was then head gardener at Sandringham. At
any rate, the suggestions of both these men came
before the public at practically the same mo-
ment, and Mr. Clayton followed" up his proposal
by maintaining an unflagging interest in the
welfare of the fund. Many a time since 1887
has the committee received helpful suggestions
and practical advice from Mr. Clayton, and he
has always been a missionary for the cause in
the great county. • He was a member of the
Ancient Society of York Florists, in which he
took much interest; indeed, he was in the habit
of sending us notes on the shows promoted by
that society and those of the York Gala. He
was one of the founders of the North of England
Horticultural Society. He was twice married,
and leaves four sons and three daughters. One
of his sons is manager to Messrs. Daniels
Brothers, Norwich. The remains were buried on
the 11th inst. in the churchyard of Kirkby
Wharfe, the parish where Mr. Clayton was
Vicar's Warden up to the time of his death.
Mr E. Mines, Abbey Gardens, Bury St.

Edmunds, has sent us the following note :

—" It
was with regret I read on p. 120 of the
death of Mr. H. J. Clayton. As one who
had the pleasure of serving under him
from August. 1899. to August, 1901, I can
testify to his abilities as a gardener and
instructor. Although in working hours he
carried a rather stern appearance, he had a very
kind heart, and was always ready to listen to
any request for advice, which was freely given.
Mr. Clayton wanted no " slackers," but when
duty was over he encouraged us in our games,
especially cricket, of which he was very fond.
I cannot let the present occasion pass without-
recording the great respect and admiration I had
for him."

James John Comont.— There are many in

the seed trade who will learn with regret of the
death of Mr. J. J. Comont, who was for over
half a century a representative of Messrs.
James Carter and Co., of High Holbein,
London, and Raynes Park. Few men
were more widely known, or more highly
respected in certain seed-growing circles, as the

deceased gentleman always proved himself a

straightforward and honourable business man.
He was for many years aJi annual visitor

to Canada and the United States of

America, where his knowledge was eagerly

sought after by those in the trade. Those of

his immediate associates who enjoyed the plea-

sure of his close acquaintance for a great

number of years mourn the loss of an open-

hearted and generous comrade. He died "ii

February 13 at Acton. London, after a long

illness borne with great fortitude.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Amount of Labour Required to Work a Small
Garden Profitably : P. A. Bearing in mind
all the particulars given in your letter regard-

ing the size of garden, number of glasshouses,

and the character of the subjects grown therein

and the fact that you are expected to make
the place pay bv the sale <>f surplus garden
prodiu*, you will require at least five men to

keep the garden and grounds in good order

and to do the extra work which the growth
.and sale of surplus produce incur. Two
guineas per week, with house rent free, coal

and vegetables, together with a commissi
5 per cent, on profits, would be a fair we
the person supervising the work.

BuD-DRori'iNo in Peaches : IF, /'.. Nottt. The
reason Peaches csbI their buds in the sprit

is because of an unei I ilance of gi
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between root and shoot. It is not met
with to any great extent in trees grown
out-of-doors, where the plants enjoy a com-
plete rest in winter, and, when growth de-

velops, it occurs concurrently In root and shoot,

but is very slow at the start. In glasshouses

it is snot an easy matter to regulate top and
bottom growth, for the conditions may ait one
time favour root development and at another

time that of the buds. The experienced culti-

vator endeavours to regulate the conditions of

the border and house to ensure equal growth
by seeing that the trees receive a sufficient

supply of water at the roots during the rest-

ing season and keeping the house cool, attend-

ing especially to the ventilation when the sun
is shining, for this may cause the temperature
(to rise many degrees in a few minutes.

Expiration of Engagement : Gardener. You
state that the employee refused to work after

12 p.m., although the proper time for leaving

is 3 p.m. The man ought to have stayed his

full time, and technically his employer could

sue him for damages for not serving the proper

hours, but the damages would be so small that

it would not be worth his while to bring an
action.

Fruit Trees and Canker : Anon., Weston. We
thank you for the extract from the volume
on market fruit growing relating to the pre-

vention of and cure of canker in Apple trees

by means of pruning. This advice is sound
enough so far as it goes, and we believe the

reasons for the pruning are pretty generally

understood by cultivators. The fungus

(Nectria ditissima) causing canker is usually

a wound parasite, that is, a parasite the spores

of which find a lodgment in shoots on which
the bark has been injured by some cause or

another. When immature wood is left upon
the trees there is always the liability that

frost will injure such wood during the winter,

in some cases causing the bark to crack. Its

connection, therefore, with the spread of

canker is close enougn to be easily understood,

and most gardeners know better than to leave

immature wood upon trained trees, their efforts

on the contrary being directed towards pre-

serving the bark of the tree from injury, so

that lodgments are not provided either
_
for

fungous diseases or pests, such as American
blight and others. We do not think it of

general interest to print the extract in full.

Hoof-parings : A. C. This material forms a

valuable nitrogenous manure. The parings

should be divided finely, and they will be

better used after having been kept for some

time.

Kentia Palm Root Infested with White
Insect : E. W. R. The insects affecting the

roots of your Kentia Palm are Ripersia ter-

restris. The plants should be removed from

the pots, spraying the exposed roots and soil

with carbon bisulphide, using a small glass

spraying apparatus. Scald the pot and have

it in readiness for replacing immediately after

spraying. The carbon bisulphide will not kill

the eggs of the insect, therefore the process

must be, repeated. Shade the plants from

bright sunshine for a week after treatment.

Lily Bulbs Splitting : W. F. B. The trouble

is not due to disease, but to an excess of

moisture in the soil.

"Malmaison" Carnation: W. B. B. Both

the plants have been injured by insect punc-

tures earlier in the season. There is no fungus

present to cause disease. Keep 'the plants

clear of pest6 by the use of an insecticide.

Melons : C. C. Melons may be grown in a mini-

mum temperature of 60° to 70°, without bottom

heat, but you must be careful in the distribu-

tion of moisture in the house until the tem-

perature has risen to 70°. In some market

nurseries Melons are grown successfully with-

out bottom heat on mounds placed 2 feet apart

on the floor of span-roofed houses pretty close

to the flow and return hot-water pipes. As

vou intend growing your plants on the

staging, which is 18 inches above the hot-

water pipes, place about half a bushel of the

fermenting material you mention at intervals

of two feet, and over this about one peck of

good loam. The soil should not be mixed with

the fermenting material, but simply placed on
the top of it, and should be in the house at

least 24 hours previous to planting, in order that

it may become fairly warm before setting the

plants therein. If you intend training the plants

to a trellis fixed under the roof-glass, it will

be advisable to shift the young Melon plants

out of the 3-inch pots into 32's (6-inch pots),

and grow them on until about 15 inches high
before transferring them to ihe mounds. Presj
the soil firmly about the roots in planting,

watering through a rosed can to settle the

soil. When the roots push through the
mounds or hillocks, top-dress them with a

compost consisting of one part horse-droppings,

or short manure, quite free from worms, and
four parts loam, well mixed, and which should
be in the Melon-house for the period indi-

cated to become slightly warm. Continue to

apply top-dressings as the roots appear and
until the intervening spaces are filled nearly

level with the summit of the mounds.

Names of Plants : T. B. 1, Lonicera, but can-

not identify the species without flowers; pos-

sibly L. japonica ; 2, Azara microphylla ; 3,

Cotoneaster microphylla ; 4, Ceanothus den-

tatus; 5, Pyraeantha (Crataegus) coccinea.

—

/. A. Juniperus bermudiana.— IF. D. 1,

Lopezia miniata ; 2, Solanum jasminoides.

—

W. J. M. Nandina domestica.

—

T. B.

Dendrobium tortile. — B. J. W. 1 and
2, Dendrobium nobile ; 3, Cypripe-

dium Numa; 4, C. Calypso; 5, C.

nitens; 6, C. Argus Hybrid; 7, C. (Seleni-

pedium) Sedenii ; 8, C. villosum ; 9, C. Pros-

pero; 10, C. Harrisianum ; 11, C. Ashbur-
tonae.—/. L. Billbergia nutans, a Brome-
liaceous plant generally epiphytic. Native of

Brazil.— IF. B. Cornus Mas.

Plumbago rosea : A. B. Eelworm is present at

the root6. The infected loam should be steri-

lised by heating, or it may be mixed with gas-

lime, but this must be done about two months
before it is used for plants.

Primulas for Moist Places : Dorset Gardener.

The following species of Primula will grow in

the mud of ditch-bottoni6 or on pond edges,

and are indifferent to actual inundation at

times : P. japonica, P. pulverulenta and its

cream-coloured form Mrs. Berkeley ; P. Pois-

sonii, P. rosea and P. involucrata. For plant-

ing in spongy ground just above the water-

level select P. sikkimensis, P. Bulleyana, P.

rosea, P. involucrata, P. sibirica, P. frondosa,

P. farinosa, and P. capitata. The following

species will grow in damp woodland soil, where
deep leaf-mould overlies loam :—P. Bulleyana,

P. Veitchii, P. cortusoides, P. Sieboldii vars.

P. Juliae, P. denticulata, P. malacoides (which

is flowering now after 18° of frost three weeks
back), P. luteola and P. elatior. We cannot

say if any of the species is rabbit-proof.

Quantities of Seeds for Sowing i acre :

Amateur. The following quantities of seeds

will be sufficient for raising half an acre of the

respective crops :—Mangold, 4 lbs. ; Swedes,
1 lb. ; Turnips, 1 lb. ; Carrots, 4 lbs. ; Par,
snips, 3j lbs. ; Cabbage, 2 lbs. ; Potatos, 12

bushels of "seed" tubers, weighing lj to

2 ozs. each ; Lucerne, 12 lbs. ; Clover, 8 lbs.
;

Oats, 2 to 2i bushels (some may consider this

too much, but rooks devour some and the Oat

does not tiller so much as Wheat, and hence
does not require so much space) ; and Barley

2 bushels.

Sterilising Soil : Mulligan. Sterilise the soil

as you suggest, and also that used for seed-

lings. There is no need to sterilise the water.

Tomato-Sick Soil : Grower. Remove the soil

which has been in the house for several years,

and replace it with fresh, rich loam. If this

is not obtainable fork a good dressing of

freshly-slacked lime or soot into the old soil

before planting.

Trees for a Screen : Beta. The following is a

list of evergreen and deciduous trees which

will suit the conditions named in your letter.

—

Deciduous. Acer Pseudo-platanus, Betula

alba, B. lutea, Fagus sylvatica, Fraxinus ex-
celsior, Juglans nigra, Larix leptolepis, Popu-
lus deltoidea aurea, Ulmus cornubiensis and
U. montana. —Evergreen. Abies grandis, A.
Nordmanniana, A. nobilis, Cupressus Lawson-
iana, C. macrocarpa, Pdcea Engelmannii, P.
exceJsa, Pinus Cembra, P. Laricio, P. sylves-

tris, Pseudotsuga Douglasii and Quercus Ilex.

The best ultimate effect would be obtained by
planting selected species in groups, twenty to
twenty-five feet apart, and closely planting de-

ciduous forest trees between tiiem as nurse
plants, these latter .to be thinned as circum-
stances require. The row of established
Spruce would not make a satisfactory per-

manent hedge.

Treatment of Japanese Pygmy Trees : L. M.
When the trees commence to grow in the
spring afford manure twice a month—say, in

March, April, May and June, and again in

September and October ; in the hot days of

July and August no manure should be
afforded, nor in winter and early spring, the
plants then being at rest. The best kind of

manure is finely-powdered oilcake and bone-
meal, and to a jardiniere 1 foot in diameter
three or four large teaspoonfuls, not heaped,
of this dry manure should be spread evenly
around the edge of the jardiniere. Re-potting
should be done once in two or three years as
follows :—Lift the plant out of the recep-
tacle and, with a sharply-pointed stick, re-

move about one-third of the old soil around
the edges and bottom, cutting away a portion
of the old, fine roots, but none of the strong
roots ; then replace the plant in the same jar-

dinere, first seeing that the drainage is in order.

For a small, shallow bowl use a flat piece of
tin or a flat crock over each hole, and over this

spread some rich, fresh soil, filling up with
i'ich soil to within £in. of the rims. In the ease
of large plants, concave crocks should be em-
ployed for drainage. The work should be
done in February or March, just before growth
re-commences. To maintain dwarfness in the
trees, pinch the young growth from April to
the middle of June. In the case of Thuja
obtusa pinch out the points of the young
growth all over the plant, to maintain the
correct form ; and this practice i6 also applic-

able to Cryptomeria and all other Conifers
except Pinus. Pinus should have the points

of the irregular growth pinched out simply
to maintain the shape of the plant. In Pome-
granates. Lagerstroemia indica, and the flower-

ing Peach and Cherry, pinch back the non-
flowering shoots either before or after bloom-
ing. Wistaria is best pinched in July and
August so far as regards the young shoots,

leaving only four or five leaves on each.

Maples and other deciduous trees are pinched
back at the same time as Thuja obtusa, leav-

ing two to four leaves, as may be necessary

to maintain the desired shape of the plants.

Should a second growth be made the same
rule is followed of pinching out the points.

Vine Roots : T. D. S., Ireland. The roots are

injured by the presence of stagnant water in

the soil, showing that the drainage of the

border is in an unsatisfactory condition.

Violets Diseased : Oxonia. The fungus Cer-

cospora violae is causing the injury to the

leaves. Spray the plants with liver of sul-

phur—loz. to four gallons of water—also soak

the soil with the same specific.

Waety Excrescences on Vine Stems : H. B.

Excrescences, such as those you send, are some-

times produced in vines by high feeding and

a close, moist atmosphere. It is a condition

of growth known as intumescence, and is akin

to the warty excrescences found sometimes on

the undersides of the leaves. Ventilate the

vinery more freely, and promote less atmo-

spheric moisture.

Communications Received—T. T.—F. J. C.—

J R. B., Waneninp-en—J. O., Uppsala—W. E. K.—

W C..-MT. M.-.T. B. B.-T. S. H. D.-C. T. M.-
T W —C T.—E. G. A.—L. G., Brussels—H. 1 —
n F

' Moscow—W. W.—H. C. Geneva—W. T., Sahs-

burv-H. W. G.-W. H. W.-A. C. H.-T. G.-A. P.-

A C-R. E. A.-J. D.-P. E. E.^F. C.-C. T. D.-
Plantsman-E. S. R. T.-T. A.-C. H.-G. D.-R P. B.

—W. N. O.-Rico Tropical Fruit Co.—W. B„ Marlow.
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ROSES THAT FLOWERED AT
CHRISTMAS.

In a well-known passage in his Animals and

Plants under Domestication, the late Mr. Dar-

win, when treating of the Rose, wrote :
" From

the effects of crossing and variation Mr. Rivers

enthusiastically anticipates that the day will

come when all our Roses, even Moss Roses, will

have evergreen foliage, brilliant and fragrant

flowers, and the habit of blooming from June to

November. A distant view this seems, but per-

severance in gardening will yet achieve wonders,

as assuredly it has already achieved wonders."

The first edition of Darwin's book was brought

out in 1868, and Rivers' Rose Amateur's Guide,

from which he quoted, in 1837, while to-day,

after a mild autumn such as we have just ex-

perienced, we may say that, with the exception

of the Moss Roses, in which little advance has

been made, the prophecy has been to a large ex-

tent fulfilled and even surpassed ; for in 1913

we gathered fair Roses up till Christmas, and,

notwithstanding the cold weather which then

set in, a few stray blossoms were picked till

nearly the close of January
It may be interesting, after the exceptionally

mild yet dry autumn, to notice the varieties that

were specially useful during November and

December. I think the three that provided

jus with most flowers were Richmond, Lady
Hillingdon, and Mme. L6on Pain. Richmond

1

was wonderful and produced an almost con-

stant succession of flowers, in quantity almost

equalling all- the rest together right up to Christ-

mas. It is very curious that in my own garden

General McArthur gave me very few flowers

during this period. My garden is on a

Middlesex hill-top, -with from 8 to 4ft. of gravel

or stony soil, and a friend some few miles off

at the bottom of a Heftfordshire valley had a
similar experience. On the other hand, about

as many miles away in the opposite direction, in

a nursery on a clayey slope, General McArthur
flowered finely, as the nurseryman said, just

as if it were summer. This is very puzzling

and illustrates the danger of assuming that

the results of one garden can be relied on

in one of a different character. Now in North

Ididdlesex all the hill-tops are cut off witn

gravel and the slopes and valleys are heavy

clay, while in Hertfordshire, speaking very

generally, the conditions are almost precisely

reversed, the valleys being gravel or alluvial

soil, and the higher ground very often more or

less heavy clay, though seldom so heavy as that

of Middlesex. It looks as though one might

provisionally assume that Richmond is the better

suited for a light and General McArthur for a

heavy soil. I am, however, experimenting further

with these two Roses, and for this purpose

have planted a bed of Richmond and another of

the General close together, in another part of

the garden from that in which I have grown

either of them before. I am inclined to think

soil has a good deal to do with it and not merely

climate, and in this connection I remember
noticing a bed of Richmond and Hugh Dickson

in the extreme North of Scotland, not a great

many miles from ThurBO, in which, to my sur-

prise, Richmond had proved far more vigorous

in growth than Hugh Dickson.

Lady Hillingdon is another Rose that seems

much affected by soil, and though I have little

to complain of in the behaviour of this Rose, it

ha6 often seemed to me that on the stiff loams of

the Midlands and the stony, clayey slopes of

this district it produces a larger proportion of

highly-coloured flowers than it does with me.

It was, perhaps, somewhat unexpected to find

Mme. Leon Pain so good last autumn, for it is

a Rose which, though producing plenty of

autumn buds, is often spoilt by the wet, and so

usually suffers from autumn rains, but its un-

usual excellence is accounted for by the dryness

of the weather, which gave the flowers the

opportunity of opening.

Next to these three Roses I think I am in-

clined to place Edu Meyer, which has flowered

abundantly and well, though the blossoms have

not had the intense colouring of their summer
showing.

Very good, too, have been Mme. Abel
Chaitenay, Pharisaer, Frau Karl Druschki, Mme.
Alfred Carriere, Lady Roberts and Camoens,

while it is no surprise to pick many flowers of

Mis. B. G. Hill through November. We had

also a very late burst of blossom on Antoine

Rivuire and G. Naboniiaud, though both of these,

naturally lacked the freshness and delicacy which

are so attractive in their summer blooms.

Leaving for a moment the fine-shaped Roses,

the Common Pink China was full of flower all the

autumn, while Jessie, Orleans and Mrs. Cutbush

went on very late ; in fact they continued to

flower for a time after they had lost a good deal

of their foliage, and the bright pink flowers of

the two latter on stems 'gradually becoming more

naked 'each day produced rather a weird effect.

'"-i
,.v

Roses which gave us a few pretty flowers

at intervals but not in quantity are Dorothy Page
Roberts, Lady Pirrie and, curiously enough, the

hybrid rugosa Daniel Leseuer. We have also

had many flowers from G. C Waud, which,

however, though cheerful in the garden, are

really of little use, being too full to open well

in winter. The same observation may be made
of Mrs. A. E. Coxhead, which produces plen'7

of flowers, though they are not of much value late

in the year.

It is, in fact, a necessary character of a good
late autumn or winter flowering Rose that it

should be much less full than those Roses which
are the joy of the exhibitor's heart. Roses with

tightly-packed petals in the sunless time of the

year are apt to rot before they can expand
properly. Even Frau Karl Druschki, the only

h.p. in my list, is rather full for this purpose,

but the late flowers are, of course, much thinner

than those we get in the summer.
A friend living between this place and London

has kindly sent me a list of Roses that flowered

well after November. I am interested to find

this list very nearly confirms our experience

here, and contains most of the Roses I have

named, and, in addition, Jc6eph Hill, Betty,

Mme. Ravary, Princesse Marie Mertchersky,

Gusfave Regis and Marquise de Salisbury.

In addition to the quality of late flowering,

one of the characters to which Darwin looked

forward in the passage I have quoted was that

of evergreen foliage. Several of our modern

Roses possess this to a remarkable degree, es-

pecially among the Tea group. Last spring, at

pruning time, Mme. Antoine Mari and Medea
were both covered with the previous year's

foliage, Marie van Houtte had retained a large

proportion of it, and my beds of these Roses

seem as though I should find the same state

of affairs this year. The mild autumn, of

course, allowed the foliage to remain on in

many cases unusually long, but in most cases

the bitter east winds of the latter half of

January killed the remaining leaves. Coming as

it did on leaves that were not ripened but still

in active work, it has killed them .before they

were ready to fall ; but the Teas I na:ned above

seem to have resisted even those icy blasts.

What the precise effect of this will be I am
a little uncertain, and I rather fear it to be

an indication that much of the wood is not well

ripened and that careful selection at pruning

time and the rigorous cutting out of sappy or

frosted wood may be called for.

It is rather curious that practically no ad-

vance in the Moss Roses has taken place of

recent years. The last edition of the official

catalogue of the N.R.S. contains only six varie-

ties. These are Common Moss (1596), White

Bath (Salter, 1810), De Meaux (Sweet, 1814),

Crested Moss (Vibert, 1827), Perpetual White

(Laffay, no date), and Blanche Moreau (Moreau

Robert, 1880). The date of Laffay's Perpetual

White is apparently unknown, as it is not given

in the Xoms des Roses. Laffay, however, was

a horticulturist at Auteuil, in France, and

brought out most of his Roses between 1835

and 1845. He brought out Gloire des Moasaux,

however, as late as 1853, and we may probably

place Perpetual Moss somewhere between these

dates.

In Lcs Plus Belles Roses, M. Charles Amat
gives a more extended list of Mosses, and he

mentions six later than 1880, namely, Mousse

line. 1881. OeiUut panachA, 1888, Capt. Bas:

and Crimson Globe, 1890, Zendbiaj 1892, at..

I
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Mme. Louis Leveque, 1904. The fact that

none of these obtained a place in the official

catalogue indicates they have not yet becrme

popular. This may be due to Moss Roses being

for the moment out of fashion. It is, however,

to be hoped that the public will not let this

beautiful class altogether drop out in the rush

for the more striking and brilliant novelties of

to-day. Wichmoss, a mossy hybrid of Wichura-

iana of climbing habit, introduced in 1911, is a

new break in this class. White Rose.

TENDER PLANTS IN A WIGTOWNSHIRE

GARDEN.

ALPINE GARDEN.

The sub-tropical scene represented in fig. 63 is

in the garden of K. McDouall, Esq., of Logan,

Wigtownshire. Many will be surprised to learn

that the Club Palms (Cordyline australis) and

Tree Fern (Dicksonia antarctica) grow luxuri-

antly out-of-doors in this Scottish garden, but

the plants admirably—young specimens planted

in 1910 have attained to a height of 9 feet.

Dickfionia antarctica was planted in 1907,

and has made remarkable growth for a plant

of this kind in the open. At the time of writ-

ing (February 19), the fronds are as fiiesh

and green as they were in the autumn. They
measure about 12 feet in diameter. In favour-

able seasons two new sets of fronds are produced,

one in May and another in August or September.

The site where the Fern is now growing is a hole

SPRING-FLOWERING CYCLAMEN.
The two varieties of Cyclamen named C. euro-

paeum and C. hederaefolium (or neapolitanum)

are well known; and are cultivated, especially

the latter, in many English and Continental

gardens. The delicate white flowers are gene-

rally admired, and the varieties enjoy consider-

able, popularity. They are, however, both

autumn-flowering kinds, and not quite so popular

as those which blossom in the spring.

The varieties of the C. repandum type are less

well known. They are all indigenous to the

south and the east of Europe. The first of the

white-flowered kinds is C. coum (syn. vernuin),

from Greece and Ar tenia. At Floraire it flowers

in January and February, sheltered beneath the

shrubs, and at the same time as Erica carnea,

Viola Florairiensis and Iris stylosa. The winter

Aconite, which flowered last year so early as

December, has not yet (beginning of February)

made an appearance this season, having been re-

tarded by severe frost ; but my small Cyclamen
coum flowers well, in spite of the cold.

C. ibericum (C. caucasicum or elegans) is a

nearly allied species which might be considered

a large form of C. coum. The most brilliant

variety is the English C. Atkinsii ; it bears a
pretty white flower, with a deep crimson spot at

the base of each petal. C. repandum (C.

romanum), from South Europe, is a pretty

variety with a 6weet scent ; the two before-men-

tioned kinds have little or no scent. C. repandum

or romanum bears deep crimson flowers, with

long, narrow, often spirally-incurved petals. It

blossoms from March until May. The variety,

very common in the vicinity of Rome, is found

everywhere between stones and rocks. It is

quite hardy with us, but cannot stand much
damp.
C. latifolium, the C. persicum of horticul-

ture, is not hardy with us.

There is a charming variety very seldom

met with in gardens, which i6 known as

C. balearicum. It was found uy a countryman
of mine, Mr. William Barbey, thirty years ago,

in the island of Majorca. He gave me a speci-

men, but I lost it many years ago ; nor did he
himself keep the original plant for long. I was
very anxious to replace it in my collection, and
ordered 1 it several times from different nursery-

men in Italy and elsewhere, but I always got

instead the common C. repandum or C. hederae-

foliumi Finally, I managed, only last year, to

obtain it from Palma, and hope to be able this

time ' to keep it. I have tried growing it in

several different places and under various con-

ditions. It seems 'to do best under wood in good
leaf-mould mixed with stones, and in a dry posi-

tion. It flowers in March and April. This variety

differs from C. repandum in that the leaves are

more deeply indented and are spotted with white,

and 'that the flowers are only half the size of

those of repandum, and a very light colour. It

is a very fragrant variety.

All the sorts I have mentioned are spring-

flowening, and are all easily cultivated, except,

perhaps, the last named, which is a little

tender. I was obliged 'to cover it up during the

late severe winter, but it seems to be going on
well, and I have great hopes that it will flower

before long. H. Correvon, Floraire, Geneva.

Fig. 63.

—

cordyltnes and tree fern in a Wigtownshire garden.

this part of the Rhins of Galloway is very

favourably situated, and many other tender

shrubs may be grown in the open. The Cordy-

lines were planted in 1905, and are now about

18 feet high. More than twenty of the plants

flowered freely during the summer of 1912, and
their small white, delightfully fragrant flowers

made a charming picture in the garden. One
head of flowers may be seen in the illustration.

These noble plants give a fine sub-tropical effect

to the garden during summer, and are also a

great acquisition during the winter, when most

trees and shrubs are bare of leaves. The soil, a

black sandy loam resting on rock, seems to suit

quarried out of the solid rock, which was filled

with suitable compost.

Mr. McDouall, who is an ardent horticulturist,

has, during recent years, planted many tender

plants and shrubs in his garden, and all are

growing with equal success. Among the many
may be mentioned Abutilon vitifolium

;

Chamaerops Fortunei, the C'husan Palm ;

Drimys Winteri (the plant receives no protec-

tion and is now covered with seeds) ; Emboth-
rium coccineum, the South American Fire Bush,

most appropriately named from the wonderful

colour of its fiery-red flowers, which appear in

clusters in May; Solanum jasminoides; Solanum
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crispum, too seldom seen as a bush, for in this

form only can its real beauty be appreciated

;

Calceolaria integrifolia ; the curious violacea,

with small helmet-shaped flowers; and Hima-

layan Rhododendrons in great variety. Not on©

of these plants is protected in average winters,

with the exception of the Tree Ferns, which as

a precaution have their trunks covered with

straw. A. Findlay, The Gardens, Logan.

NOTES ON IRISES.

THE RETICULATA GROUP.
The first sight of the confused fragments

of a puzzle which have to be fitted together

is apt to be disheartening. Scarcely any two
pieces seem to belong together, and the

majority, indeed, appear to be so detached

from the rest as to be quite meaningless.

Such has hitherto been my feeling with

regard to the disconnected facts that have con-

stituted our knowledge of the group of early-

flowering bulbous Irises, of which I. reticulata

(see fig. 64) is the best-known example. It can-

not be pretended that all the fragments can yet

be made to fit together into a complete picture,

but it is, perhaps, possible to suggest some
definite arrangement and to ask whether facts

within the knowledge of others who are inter-

ested in the group seem to them to fall into their

places in the scheme.

The chief difficulty lies, of course, in obtain-

ing specimens of wild plants from known locali-

ties. Importers and collectors are only too in-

clined, perhaps not unnaturally, to be reticent as

to the precise localities from which their sup-

plies come, and herbarium material is not always
sufficiently carefully prepared to enable us to

see clearly the somewhat minute points of differ

ence.

Anyone who has grown I. reticulata, I. his-

trio and I. histrioides must have noticed that

there are marked differences in the methods of

increase of these plants. Flowering bulbs of the
two latter species form round their bases a clus-

ter of as many as twenty or thirty small bulblets,

no bigger than, and not unlike in outline to,

grains of wheat. I. reticulata, on the other hand,
forms a much smaller number of relatively large

bulbs differing considerably in size one from
another. The smallest, however, is usually three

or four time6 the size of the bulblets formed by
the other two species. Ao far as my information
goes, I. reticulata is confined to the Caucasus
Tegion, and it i6 only there that Irises are found
which increase in the same way. All the other

members of the group form the innumerable
bulblet6 already mentioned, and come from fur-

ther south. The only exception is I. Bakeriana,
which is easily distinguished by the character of

its foliage, as we shall see later.

There can, I think, be little doubt that the
deep violet-blue I. reticulata of our gardens is

not the commonest form of that species in its

native home. Indeed, I have so far failed to find

any scrap of evidence to prove that it is not
merely a colour form of garden origin. Bieber-
stein's original figure (Cent. Plant. Bar. Taur.
Cauc. I. t. 11, 1810) does not even justify the

assumption that this is his type. On the con-
trary, his drawing represents much more faith-

fully the red-purple flowers, which have always
been the product of any bulbs which I have re-

ceived direct from the Caucasus, and also of those
plants that I have raised from seeds from the
same source. The actual shade of red-purple is

apt to vary and the blade of the falls is usually-

more or less conspicuously veined ; the style-

branches are broader than the haft of the falls,

and the standards, also, are broad and tend to

curve inwards to meet each other instead of

pointing outwards at nearly the same angle as
the style-branches as do those of I. reticulata.
The view that a red-purple flower is the com-

mon wild form is supported by the fact that self-

fertilised seed of the type has never given me
anything but red-purple forms. This has also
apparently been the experience of others, and
yet it is a result which no Mendelian theory
seems able to explain.

There is yet another tone of colour, which is

found among the forms of this Caucasian Iris.

It is a peculiar slaty blue, sometimes quite

dark, and sometimes so pale that one sturdy
example has even received the name of Cantab.
As we leave the Caucasus region and go

further south, we come to the home of I. his-

trioides in the neighbourhood of Amasia or
Amas. Its habit suggests that it is an in-

habitant of mountainous districts where the
winters are severe, for the flowers come up almost
simultaneously with, and sometimes even before.

is carried all along the haft, as wae also the case
in Leichtlin's purpurea. The latter does not now
seem to be in cultivation, but this feature and
its short leaves are perhaps enough to justify us
in assigning it to this group of plants. We seem
also to have lost the colour-forms of sophen-
ensis, which Foster tells us (Bulbous I>-ises, p. 7)
may vary from red-purple to a lightish blue. The
only form which I know, and which comes true
from seed, is of a pale blue colour, with a lemon-
yellow central ridge, much resembling a rather
small pale histrioides. Among seedlings of the
latter, variation in the exact shade of colour

occurs both in the flowers as a whole and in the

yellow ridge on the falls.

Going still further south, we come to the
region where I. histrio (see fig. 65) is

native. Our diffieultv here lies in the fact

Fig. 64.- -IRIS RETICULATA : FLOWERS RED-PURPLE IN THE CAUCASIAN FORM : DEEP VIOLET-BLUE IN
THE GARDEN FORM (SEE TEXT).

the leaves. The flowers are flatter and less

funnel-shaped than those of the Caucasus group,
and of a vivid blue colour, except in the upper
part of the blade of the falls, where there occurs

a triangular white patch veined and dotted with
blue. All these characteristics are found in

home-raised seedlings of this species, and, as has

been already observed, it differs sharply from the

Caucasus plants by its method of increase.

With I. histrioides I am inclined to connect

somewhat closely the plant to which Michael
Foster gave the name of sophenensis, in

memory of the fact that it came to him
from the neighbourhood of Kharput, a dis-

trict which in ancient times bore the name
of Sophene. This Iris has floweis of the
same shape as those of I. histrioides, but

smaller. In neither does the central ridge on the

falls fad© away, as in I. reticulata ; in both it

that it is no longer possible to say with
certainty to which of two distinct plants

the name was originally given. It is, per-

haps, rather more probable that it was be-

stowed on a plant with upright standards and
very conspicuously blotched falls, which seems to
be confined to Palestine, if not indeed to Lebanon.
This Iris has been distinguished as histrio ortho-

petala, and it is evidently closely allied to the
form with divergent standards and lees conspicu-

ously blotched falls, which is common in the

neighbourhood of Marash, and which is now com-
monly supplied by the trade for the more showy
orthopetala. Both produce numbers of minute
bulblets, but they differ from the two groups
we have already considered by the fact that their

foliage, though longer, is more slender and leas

erect. It is far less rigid, and seems always to

begin to curve as soon as it emerges from the
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soil. The prevailing colour of the flowers is a

blue-purple, and the falls are either dotted or

veined more or less distinctly.

It is interesting to notice that of this Iris, too,

there is now known a red-purple form, atropur-

purea. As reticulata, and Krelagii only differ in

colour, so does this plant resemble what is pro-

bably the northern form of histrio in every re-

spect but that of colour, except that the central

ridge is here non-existent, though the black

tubercles that dot the low ridge in histrio are

here conspicuous as raised points along the cen-

tral line of the haft of the falls.

Further south still, we come to I. Vartani,

which is hardly more than another development

of I. histrio. It is distinguished by the length of

ite style-crests, and for us in the north by its

inability to survive our climate for more than a

year or two at the most. Of the white form of

I. Vartani, some examples are beautifully

describing a new species under the name of I.

Bornmulleri.

Definite dates for the flowering of these plants

are most misleading. This year I. reticulata is

in full flower in the middle of February, while

I have known it so late as the last days of March.

And yet, if, as seems not improbable, all our

stock of I. reticulata has arisen by division from

a single bulb, we might reasonably expect it to

be much more constant in its time of flowering

than any other of these species, where seedlings

are innumerable and differ considerably in their

time of flowering. For instance, this season I

liad some I. Krelagii in flower in the last days

of November, though this is no doubt exceptional,

while others have yet to open their buds at the

end of February. Much depends, I believe, on

the date at which the growth of the previous year

was ripened off, and on the weather during the

late autumn and early winter. The embryo

Fig. 65.

—

iris histrio : flowers coloured bluish-purple.

spotted with blue, and we car. only regret that

this Iris has such a poor constitution.

There remain two outlying species, which are

easily separated. To the west, in Asia Minor,

occurs I. Danfordiae (see fig. 66), which

is distinguished by its minute bristle-like

standards and by its yellow colour ; while

to the East is found I. Bakeriana, whose
eight-ribbed leaves divide it at once from
all the other Irises we have considered.

That I. Danfordiae has been described

under more than one name is due not to the varia-

tion of the olive-green markings which some-
times occur on the blade of the falls and on the
backs of the style-branches, but to the fact that

the first-described herbarium specimens had lost

their outer bulb-coats, with the result that the

description did not mention their reticulated

structure. Baker was thus led to class this Iris

among the Junos on account of its minute stan-

dards, and it was only when the plant was re-

discovered by Bornmuller that Haussknecht,
seeing the reticulated bulb-coats, thought he was

flower is already in the bulb when we plant it in

the autumn, and it is not difficult to imagine that

external conditions have great influence on the

flowering-time of bulbs which develop their flowers

with such amazing rapidity as do these small

Irises. My experience is that imported bulbs

and those that have been lifted flower earlier

than those left in the ground, and this is pro-

bably to be explained by the fact that the ripen-

ing has been more complete.

There is one other point that may be of some
interest. I. Bakeriana is admittedly of poor

constitution, and apparently nowhere in England
does it do really well. For several years now I

have grown it side by side with a beautiful

hybrid form, of which the late Max Leichtlin

sent me a single bulb under the name of Baker-

iana melaina. The latter increases regularly by
offsets, and this year there have appeared ten

flowers, though the type has been flowerless.

Melaina has six-ribbed leaves,, and is probably a
hybrid of Bakeriana and some reticulata Iris. Its

falls are of the richest velvety-violet, and the

interest of the plant is that there are now con-

siderable differences among the flowers produced

by the different bulbs in the extent of the tri-

angular white patch at the throat and of- the

arrangement and number of the dark-violet

blotches upon it. Seeing that such differences,

small though they are, do undoubtedly arise

among the individuals obtained by vegetative in-

crease, we can form some idea of the possibilities

of variation among the forms of these Irises which
nature has evolved by sexual reproduction.

IF. JR. Dykes, C/ia>-tcr!tonse, Godalrning.

THE PRUNINC AND TRAINING OF

FRUIT TREES.

In passing through an otherwise fairly well

managed garden last October I observed that

trees of Apples and Pears in bush, pyramid and
espalier forms had made a large amount of

second growth, nearly all the buds on some of

the shoots having started and formed thickets of

weakly twigs. The leaves were still green and
the growths very soft. But on coming to the

orchard trees no second growths were to be
seen ; those which were made in the spring and
allowed to remain unchecked had ripened very

well. Then in another establishment were some
well-trained Pears which had their shoots

pinched in the spring. These had made a second

growth, which was also pinched in early summer,
and there was no further attempt at elongation,

while there were good, plump buds on the earlier

growths to cut back to at the winter pruning.

Here, then, are three distinct systems of treat-

ment, and it is worth while before another grow-
ing season arrives to consider the merits and
demerits of each. It may be said by the advo-
cates of summer pruning that the first-mentioned

case is an extreme one ; but I have seen many
such, and I have noticed that such fruit as there

was on trees so managed was mostly on scraggy

spurs out of tihe reach of sunlight. I am no
advocate of summer pruning, not yet for grow-

ing fruit trees for the purpose of supplying
flower-sticks; but I believe in stopping the
shoots with the finger and thumb nails in the

spring and again in early summer, and those

which are likely to become strong should be
stopped some days before the weakly ones.

Large orchard trees are best left unshortened
and kept severely thinned. If we take the

trouble to measure the rapidity of growth of the

fruit of an Apple or Pear tree during the week
preceding the amputation of growing shoots,

called summer pruning, and also during the week
following, we find a vast difference between the

two Tates. And it would be strange if it were

not so. We know that if we attempt to bud a

stock a few days after beheading it, or even

after trimming its side-shoots, the bark will not

rise and our efforts will be vaan. The same
tiling happens to a tree bearing fruit. The
channel of communication between the leaves

and the fruit is blocked, and the fruit for a time

is starving, because it has little or no power in

itself to draw nourishment from the soil or from

the atmosphere, but is dependent on the leaves

both for the supply and the preparation of that

nourishment. The unskilled man will tell you
to cut off some of the leaves and throw strength

into the fruit, but the skilled grower knows that

this will have the opposite effect. Superabundant
leafage will prevent light and air reaching the

fruit and the primary buds. But why allow

such leafage to be formed, using up energy

which could be turned to better account? In a

dry summer, such as was experienced last year,

there is another reason for preventing unneces-

sary leafage. Every leaf exposed to the light is

taking its part in drawing up water' from the

soil, through the roots, stems and branches, the

greater part of this water being discharged

into the atmosphere, and is thus making
the soil drier than it otherwise would be.
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We see many trees which twice iii the year—i.e.,

after winter and summer pruning—are so neatly

cut into shape that one might suppose the form
of the tree and not the production of fruit was
the primary object.

But the neatness is of short duration, for as

both weak and strong growths receive very much
the same treatment from the knife, the in-

equalities are speedily made manifest by the
stronger and upper growths taking the lead,

whereas, by timely pinching the strong shoots

you divert the supplies to the weakly ones, which
in time become strong, and very weakly ones,

such as those which occur near the base of the
tree, where the branches are almost horizontal,

can be left to grow still longer, and they will at

the same time increase in diameter.

It is found that root priming is seldom neces-

sary when trees are kept pinched in the way re-

commended, because all shoots inclined to be
rampant are checked very early, and in some
cases are entirely removed, as are also very
weakly ones which can be spared, and it is the
rampant growths which encourage corresponding
growths of the roots.

Another question arises in connection with late

growths forced into existence by summer prun-
ing. In a dry season, where does this growth
come from and of what does it consist ? The
ground was so dry last season that trees on sur-

face-rooting stocks, such as the Quince, could
not possibly draw water or anything else from
it; yet after the atmosphere became humid, and
before the water from the clouds had penetrated
the soil, growth was very rapid. The inference

is that all mineral matters as well as nitrogen
and hydrogen supplied to these useless and
harmful shoots were robbed from the permanent,

parts of the trees. We know that stored -up

material can be transferred without root action

by the fact that a felled tree will sometimes pro-

duce shoots 2 or 3 feet in length.

We had evidence of the almost total absence
of moisture in the soil when lifting Chrysan-
themums in October after there had been a con-
siderable fall of rain. The surface was damp,
but half an inch below there did not seem to be
a particle of moisture, and all the lower roots

were dark-coloured and hard, those only near
the surface, and some actually above it, had new
growths. Yet these same plants which had re-

mained dwarf and hard during the summer had
afterwards made a large amount of growth and
became very tall. They subsequently produced
flowers which were soft and thin in texture.

Win. Taylor.

NOTICES OF BOOKS.
School Gardening.*

The object which Mr. Brewer has in view in

writing th:6 book is expressed succinctly in the
introduction, which is written by the. Rt. Hon.
Henry Hobhouse. This object is to show how
the school garden may be used so as to give a
less " bookish " form of education than that now
prevalent. To this end the author is at pains
to indicate how lessons in many subjects

—

arithmetic, drawing, mensuration, etc.—may be
made more real by relating them with the work
of the school garden. In accordance with this
ruling idea Mr. Brewer recommends that lessons
in woodwork—now given in many schools—
should take the form of exercises in the making
of the simpler garden implements.
With these views we are in fullest sympathy,

but we must take serious exception to the
author's assertion that " A schoolmaster should
not mind if he is not an expert at gardening;
he should be an expert at teaching, and it is
the teaching that is the thing." The fallacy un-
derlying the statement italicised is responsible
lor half the evil jn modern education. The cry
goes up for a change from the old book subjects
to more real subjects, and teachers ignorant of

'Educational School Hardening and Handiwork, B<i
I'. ». S. Brewer. (I'mnbrldKe : timersity Press.) 2s.0d.net.

these- subjects are obliged to teach them. The
result i6 deplorable, and chiefly in this, that in
ignorant hands the " real " subjects soon became
as unreal as those which they have displaced.

It is true that a teacher in a school garden
need not know the practice of hot-house culti-

vation of Grapes and Pines ; nor need he be
conversant with the intricacies of Orchid
hybrids; but if he be not an expert in school
gardening he will be bound to fail. As Falstaff

exclaimed :
" I am not only witty in myself, but

a cause of wit in others." So a real teacher in
any subject must he able to declare :

" I can
not only toll my scholars how to do this thing,
but I can do it." This fundamental fallacy ex-
cepted, we are in general agreement with Mr.
Brewer's thesis. His purpose is to make the
scholars us© their eyes and hands and wits, and
he succeeds in demonstrating that this may 'be

achieved by making full use of the sehcol garden
as a school teaching instrument.

Teachers who find themselves in charge of

school gardens and who wish to make the fullest

use of them will find in Mr. Brewer's book much
useful help. We like particularly the introduc-

tion of simple experiments—e.g., in seed sow-

CWfS-
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iris danfordiae : colour of flowers
YELLOW.

(See page 141.)

ing—into the ordinary school work, for among
too many people there still lingers the idea that
an experiment is a mode of mystification instead
of a method of getting an answer to a precise
question. The help which such teachers may
derive is 'both direct and indirect ; not only may
they adopt Mr. Brewer's suggestions, but they
will be .led themselves to conceive of others
which they can put into practice in the lessons

in the school garden.

Planting in Uganda.*
Tuts very readable book may be commended not

only to the planters for whom it is written, but
also to the wider public of persons interes:ed in

the natural features and fortunes of greater
Britain beyond the seas.

The authors, who have had considerable ex-

perience in Uganda plantations, possess a firm
and apparently well-founded belief in the future
of this remarkable country. For in truth
Uganda is a remarkable country. Lying on the
equator, it nevertheless has a far from tropical

temperature and rainfall. The mean maximum
temperature is only 80°, and the annual rain-

fall is from 40 to 51 inches. The relatively low
temperature is due first to the highness of the
land, Uganda forming an undulating and in parts
hilly plateau of from 3.000 to 4,003 feet above

• Planting in Uganda. By E. Brown and II. II Hunter,
with contributions bj Prof. Dunstau and O. Masaee. (London
Longmans, Green and <'<>.) r.u:'.. LOs. Od. net.

sea level ; and secondly, to the presence of a
great body of water—the Victoria Nyanza. In
the daytime breezes always blow, but at
night the air is still. Like that of other tro-

pical regions, the range of temperature is but
small (mean maximum 80°, mean minimum 62°)
and the relative humidity is high.

One conspicuous advantage possessed by that
part of the Protectorate known uneuphoneously
as Buganda is that the land i6 not covered with
dense forest. It is dotted with little hills with
easy slopes, giving good drainage and running
down into swamp or stream fringed with forest.

The good land is under a growth of Elephant
Grass (Pennisetum setosum) so dense as to kill

out all other plants except an occasional tree of
Muvule (Chlorophora excelsa) or of Acacia.
Two rainy seasons with no very set terms

occur each year, but although little ram falls in

December, January, and February, or in June,
July and August, it is Tare for a month to pass
"without any rain. Analyses of soil from various
planting centres in the two provinces, Buganda
and Busoga, indicate a high degree of fertility,

although the soil in certain districts is somewhat-
deficient in lime.

The rubber industry dates from 1901, in

which year a single tree (of Hevea brasiliensis)

was received from Kew. From consignments of
seed received in 1904, 300 trees were raised and
planted out in the gardens at Entebbe. The
growth of those trees indicates that tapable
size—viz., 16 inches girth at 3 feet from the
ground—is Teached in five years.

The first planting of Cocoa .was also made in

1901. Kew again supplying the trees.

Coffee (Coffea arabica) was introduced about,

the same time and has been found to prcduce its

full crop three years after sowing. The plant
yields two main crops each year, and, since there

are intermediate flowerings, picking is in progress

from February to November. The seed takes
eight months to ripen. The chief harvest is in

September, and the heavier the crop in one
season the smaller it is in the next; hence in

each year there is one big and one/small crop.

Records of the yield from tapping Hevea
brasiliensis (Para rubber) are somewhat meagre,

but lead the authors to estimate that eight-year-

old trees will average 21b. of rubber per tree.

Yields of Coffee appear to be remarkably good,

reaching so much as 2!b. per tree, and the
authors arc sanguine of the promise of this crop.

Unfortunately, as is pointed out by Prof. Duu-
stan in the introduction, the Coffee disease, due
to the fungus Hemiliea vastatrix, has made its

appearance in plantation Coffee. As everyone
knows, this pest was the direct cause of the

abandonment of the once flourishing Coffee in-

dustry in Ceylon, and it is to be hoped that it

may not prove so destructive in Uganda. Those
in charge of the administration of Uganda are

doubtless taking steps to control this most
serious of pests ; but it is curious that no refer-

ence to the subject is to be found in the body
of this book. There would appear to be a good
prospect of producing an immune strain, for

Coffee (robusta) is indigenous, and hence there

is ample opportunity for seeking for naturally

immune strains, and for experimenting with the
object of producing resistant hybrids by cross.

breeding. In this connection thos? interested in

the planting industry should note the account

given in th:6 journal (March 6, 1909, p. 153) of a
new species of Coffee that has been discovered in

Central Africa which has so far remained
immune to Hemiliea vastatrix. The gp cies in

question is C. congenesis, and was discovered by
Mr. Dyboneski on the shores of Oubangi.

The maps accompanying the text show that

there is ample room for the fm t li on
of the planting industry, and any young man
with the necessary capital might well make a
•our of inspection and enquiry of the Pro-
• borate with a view to settling. The work is

abundantly and well illustrated, and concludes
with an account by Mr. George Massee of the

chief diseasi - .is si by fungi.
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K The Week's Work.

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
By H. J. Chapman, Gardener to Mrs. Cookson,

Uakwood, Wylam-on-Tyne.

Van da.—The different species and varieties
of Orchids allied to Vanda tricolor are commenc-
ing to grow, therefore it is a suitable time" to
undertake the work of potting them. It is not
desirable to re-pot these plants unless a shift is

absolutely necessary, but even in the case of
very healthy specimens the compost on the sur-
face requires renewing after the long season of
rest. Where top-dressings of this kind are
necessary it is desirable to ascertain that the
drainage is satisfactory. Plants that have be-
come leggy through loss of their lower leaves
should be reduced by cutting away a portion of
the stem. The length to which the stems may
be shortened must be governed by the condition
of the roots. Some plants root freely along
the stems, whilst others have roots at consider-
able intervals, and this fact must be taken into
consideration. Fasten the growths to strong
sticks. Use scrupulously clean pots, and place
a few suitable crocks over the drainage holes.
The plant should be arranged in position, as
many as possible of the lower roots placed care-
fully inside the pots, and the space filled in with
a mixture of clean crocks and charcoal to about
two-thirds the depth of the receptacle. The re-

maining space may be filled with finely-chopped
Sphagnum-moss intermixed with silver sand and
broken charcoal. Press the compost firmly about
the plant, and arrange it in the centre to form
a slight mound. Some may prefer to use a
compost of Osmunda or Peat intermixed
with Sphagnum-moss ; but it is immaterial which
compost is used, provided suitable conditions are
afforded the plants. After the work of re-

potting is finished soak the roots with rain-
water. Shade newly-potted plants from strong
sunlight until the roots are re-established, and
maintain a humid, warm atmosphere at all

times.

Aer ides.—Many of these Orchids require a
treatment similar to that recommended for
Vanda. But the thicker-leaved species, such as
A. crassifolium, A. crispum, A. FieldingH, A.
Lobbii, and A. maculosum, do not grow so
rapidly as many of those of a more compact
habit. They grow best during the summer in a
warm, intermediate house ; a shady position in

the Cattleya house is suitable. The roots are
thicker and more fleshy than those of A. odora-
tum and others of its type, therefore good drain-
age is essential, and a small amount of the pot-

ting compost should be used. The dwarfer-
growing species, such as A. Lobbii, A. crassi-

folium, and A maculosum, grow best in baskets
or shallow pans, in which they may be sus-

pended close to the roof glass. During the
plant's period of most active growth the roots

require an abundance of moisture. Overhead
spraying will be beneficial whenever the out-

side conditions are favourable for doing this.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
By W. Crump, Gardener to Earl Beauchamp, K.C.M.G.,

Madresfield Court, Worcestershire.

The Pinetum.—Keep an observant eye on
the leading shoots of all choice young specimens
of coniferous trees, and if from any damage

—

by squirrels or other cause—to the central shoot
there are more than one top growth struggling
for the mastery select the best-placed and most
healthy shoot and shorten the others by means of
long-handled pruning shears. Keep the trunks
of all Conifers and forest trees free from Ivy
excepting an occasional forest tree that has seen
its best days. In such cases the Ivy, when laden
with its winter berries, will not only be an orna-
mental feature in the landscape, but furnish a
pretty evergreen for Christmas decorations. A

,

small colony of specimen bush Ivies in variety
planted by the margins of shrubberies and
laden with various coloured berries gives a
charming winter effect.

The Iris Garden— How seldom do we see
the members of this handsome family of flower-
ing plants given the attention in cultivation they
merit

! We have a corner of about half an acre
set apart for Irises, chiefly the German Flag
Iris. Ther*> are between forty and- fif.tv

irregularly shaped beds of various sizes arranged
in the grass, each planted with one variety.
When the plants are in flower the Iris garden
is one of the loveliest features of Madresfield
Court. I. pallida and its varieties, Madame
Pacquitfce, Gracchus, Victorine, Mrs. Darwin,
Purple King, Jacquimeana, Madame Chereau,
Maori King, and many others, are all excellent
plants for furnishing cultivated beds on lawns,
whilst many of the commoner varieties may be
utilised with good effect in woodland paths.
One of the chief details in the successful culti-

vation of Irises is care in planting ; do not cover
the rhizomes with soil. If necessary plants may
be divided, but this will be at the expense of
this season's flowers. The best method of pro-

pagation is to spall off side-shoots as soon
as the flowering is over and plant them in the
reserve garden until autumn.

Lilies may be associated with the Irises,

especially L. candidum, and L. speciosum
[lancifolium]. Mr. C. Maries, the celebrated
plant collector, once informed me that he often
found Lilies growing wild in association with a
foster plant, such as prairie grasses, a hint I at
once acted on by planting Iris germanica and
the Lilies I have enumerated together. Irre-

gular blocks or groups of Tulip Gesneriana
major were already dotted about in the grass,

and by adding a few more Tulip bulbs to the
Iris beds we are able to secure a triple period of

consecutive or successional flowering, making
this quarter a pleasing or attractive section of

the pleasure grounds. Iris Kaempfen is best
grown by the water's edge, where the gorgeous
blossoms are reflected in the water. I. Mon-
nieri, I. ochroleuca (syn. gigantea) and other

fall growers are suitable for planting in odd
corners, along the margins of lakes, or in the

water-garden proper.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
By C. H. Cook, Gardener to the Earl of Derby,

Knowsley Hall, Lancashire.

Hume*.- Plants in 6-inch pots should now be
shifted into their final pots—8 or 9 inch. Rich,
fibrous loam, leaf-mould, a little manure from a

spent Mushroom bed, some charcoal (broken
small), and a dash of sharp sand will provide a

suitable compost. Watering must be done with
extra care, as damping is a frequent cause of

trouble.

Hanging Baskets. — Baskets of foliage or
flowering plants are always attractive in the
greenhouse and conservatory suspended from the
roof rafters. Amongst the foliage plants we
utilise for this purpose are Asparagus Sprengeri,
A. deflexus, Davallia bullata and other Davallias,
whilst of the flowering subjects we employ varie-

ties of Ivy-leaved Pelargoniums largely, as

these make a pretty show during the summer.
Schizanthus Wisetonensis is also suitable. By
twisting the growths and tying them loosely

round the baskets the plants will appear like

balls of flower. Prepare the baskets by lining

the interior with Moss to prevent the soil from
falling through the sides. Use an open, loamy
compost for the flowering plants and peaty mate-
rials for the foliage subjects.

Bouvardia.— The plants, having rested for a
period of about six weeks, should be prepared
for another season's growth. If it is desired to

increase the stock an old plant may be utilised

to provide root cuttings. Shake the old soil

from the roots, cut the latter in small pieces,

and place the portions in a pan of light, peaty
soil. Plunge the receptacle in bottom heat, and
the cuttings will quickly form roots, at which
stage they may be potted and grown on in a

moist atmosphere with a temperature of

65°. The shoots of old plants should be pruned
to prominent buds, and whilst the latter are

still dormant thoroughly wash the wood with
Gishurst compound, using a brush on the hard,

old wood to dislodge mealy bug. Grow the

plants in a temperature of 60°, syringe them
daily until they show their new growths, when

the old soil should be shaken from the roots
and the plants re-potted in slightly smaller pots.
Afford a shift when the receptacles are full of
roots. Use the syringe freely and fumigate
the house on the first signs of aphis.

Tuberose.— Successional batches of this
sweet-scented bulbous flower should be potted as
required. Remove the side bulbs to throw all

the strength of the plant into the. flowering
shoots. One bulb may be planted in each
5-inch pot or three in each 7-inch pot,
but the single planting is preferable. Use
rich fibrous loam mixed with leaf-mould
as compost and pot firmlv. Plunge the
pots in bottom heat (60° to 70°). Light
spraying with clear water will suffice to
supply moisture until growth is advanced,
when the roots should be watered freely. As
the flower spikes appear secure them to neat
stakes and remove the plants to an intermediate
house. Bulbs for later batches may be kept in

a dry place until required for use.

Azalea.— Remove the old seed vessels from
specimen plants of Indian Azaleas that have
finished flowering and grow the plants in
a temperature of 60°. Syringe them twice
daily, regulating the second syringing s«;
that the foliage becomes dry before night-
fall. Azaleas do not require re-potting every
year ; established plants, if in a healthy con-
dition, require only top-dressing. Remove some
of the surface soil with a pointed stick and
replace with a mixture of three parts peat, one
part loam, enriched with a little fertiliser. Ram
the soil hard. Young plants should not be over-
potted. Pick some of the soil from the ball
with a sharp stick, remove the crocks, and press
the compost very firmly with a potting stick
as the work of potting proceeds.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
By W. Hedley Warren, gardener to the Aston-CIinton
Park Estate (the Rt. Hon. Lord Rothschild), Buck-

inghamshire.

Pineapples.— Continue to grow the plants in
a steady bottom heat and pay careful attention
to watering the roots. As the' weather brightens
allow the temperature to rise and admit plenty
of air when the conditions are favourable. Suc-
cessional plants may be grown in a temperature
of 60° to 65° at night, increased to 70° to
75° by day. Plants that were potted last

autumn will soon be growing freely, and the
path, brickwork and staging should be kept
moist, but do not syringe the plants. Suckers
should receive every attention at this stage.
Get the bed, pots and soil ready, and pot them
without delay, using rich, turfy loam only as
the rooting medium. Pots 7 inches in diameter
should be used for large offsets, and 5-inch pots
for the smaller ones. Let the receptacles be well
drained and plunge them at once without water-
ing the soil. The temperature should be 55° to
60° at night and 65° to 70° by day. As the
suckers possess no roots much warmth will cause
them to become drawn and weakened. Afford
shade on bright days from the midday sun.

Peaches and Nectarines.— Syringe the

trees in the early house freely, as early as the
sun will permit in the afternoons of bright days.

Keep the house closed for two or three hours
afterwards, when the ventilators at the top of

the house may be opened for an inch or so, and
a little air permitted at night during mild
weather, for this will cause the air to circulate.

Hasten with all despatch the work of preparing
the successional and late houses for forcing.

Take advantage of sunny weather to ventilate

the house freely where file trees are in bloom,
and pollinate the flowers of shy-setting varieties

by dusting a camel hair brush or rabbit's tail

gently over the stamens and stigmas.

Orchard House.—Keep the roots in a

proper condition as regards moisture, whethar
pot plants or specimens planted out, for nothing
causes the fruit to drop more than dryness at

the roots. Apricots and Cherries on the point

of blooming should be afforded an abundance of

fresh air in mild weather, for plenty 'of ventila-

tion will assist the flowers to set. In late houses

admit air to the fullest extent to retard the

flowering of the trees.
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Figs.— In houses where the fruit is swelling
maintain a genial, humid atmosphere and a tem-
perature of about 65° by night, rising by day to
75° or 80° and higher by sun heat. A few more
pot trees may be started to furnish a succession.
Finish any pruning that is required to be done
and follow the advice given for the earlier trees.

Tomatos.— Plants with fruit fast maturing
should be fed by top-dressing the roots occasion-
ally with loam mixed with a small quantity of
bone meal, also by watering on frequent occa-
sions with liquid manure. Gather the fruits as
soon as they are ripe, or even at a little earlier
stage. Maintain a buoyant atmosphere by arti-
ficial heat and afford an abundance of air during
mild weather. A sowing of seed for the main
crop plants may be made now. As soon as the
seedlings are in the rough leaf pot them singly
into 60-sized pots and grow them on as advised
in the issue for January 17.

For cinq Pits. — Admit an abundance of air

to Strawberry plants in bloom and do not
sprinkle them with water overhead as heretofore,
but give more frequent and copious supplies of
liquid manure to the roots to strengthen the
plants.

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
By J. C. Weston, Gardener to Lady Northcotb, East-

well Park, Kent.

Mulberries.— This fruit is frequently grown
in unheated houses, where the soil and
climate conditions are not favourable for

the trees maturing their fruits in average
seasons out of doore. The trees may be
grown either in pots, tubs, or in a nar-
row border against a wall. During the growing
season afford an abundance of water to the roots,

or the fruit will drop. When once the trees
have reached average size, little, if any, prun-
ing will be required. Short fruiting spurs will

at that stage develop throughout the entire
length of each branch. The variety Large Black
is the best and most generally grown. The Mul-
berry, being one of the latest of all fruit trees to
start into growth, may be potted, or transplanted
late in the season, but care must be taken not
to damage the fleshy roots during the operation.

Winter-spraying.— It is generally found
most convenient to apply winter washes as soon
as the work of pruning and training is com-
pleted. Old, neglected trees may need a second
application of the wash in order to cleanse
them thoroughly, the first time early in the
winter, and again just before the buds open in
the spring. The work of spraying with caustic
washes should no longer be delayed, the sap
being already on the move, and, once the buds
commence to open, such washes would cause
much harm to the trees. Do the work on a
mild, calm day, as much of the spray fluid will
be wasted if the weather is windy, and at such
times there is a danger to the operator through
the wash blowing on to the face. Rubber gloves
and old clothes should bo worn, a6 it is difficult
to avoid being splashed. Not only does an
annual winter spraying keep the trees perfectly
clear of lichens and "fungous growths, but it
also destroys dormant insects and their eggs.
For a small or moderately-sized garden a knap-
sack sprayer is probably the most convenient
appliance to use, but in large fruit gardens or
orchards, one of the larger spraying machines
is of more service. See that the fluid reaches
every part of the tree, especially the trunk and
main branches, which should be saturated, in
order that the wash may penetrate in crevices
and rough places of the' bark, as these are the
mrking places of insects and their eggs.

Concentrated Alkali Wash may be pur-
chased in tins of small quantities, and after
using it for a number of years I can strongly
recommend it.

American Blight.—Wherever this pest is
noticed on fruit trees, measures should be taken
at once to destroy it, for the blight spreads very
rapidly, and will quickly infect a plantation.

\ure Paraffin oil is one of the best specifics, and
should be worked in thoroughly in all the
crevices where the pest is seen bv means of a
paint brush. This should be done as soon as the
leaves have fallen, and again before the trees
burst into leaf.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By B, P. Brotherston, Gardener to the Earl of

Haddinoton, Tyninghame, East Lothian.

Herbs.— Any work requiring to be done in
the herb garden should be proceeded with when
convenient. Chives, if overgrown, should be
sub-divided into little clumps and planted a few
li-ches apart, and Sorrel, which is, commenciii"-
to grow, should be treated in the same manne

°

but only if it has been too long a time in the
same position.* The broad-leaved is the prefer-
able variety. Lavender, rooted in frames,
should be transplanted into a sheltered spot at a
few inches apart for re-planting in the autumn,
and Sage should be treated in like manner
Sage, however,, roots readily at this time of year
from rather long shoots -set deeply into the
ground. Thyme lasts only a, few years here,
and has to be raised anew from. seeds sown about
the middle of March. Where Basil is in request,
seeds may be sown now. A moderate heat is
essential, and the seedlings are all the better if

pricked out into boxes to strengthen them before
planting in the open garden. Sweet Marjoram
may also be sown now, but for this herb there
is time enough, only it saves in labour to grow
together as many of these herbs as will succeed
under the same treatment.

Edgings.— It contributes largely to the plea-
sure of the garden of vegetables to have the
edging to walks trim and neat. Therefore trim
Box or relay it, and see to other material before
the rush of work comes on.

Spring Broccoli.- Should the plants be
small and not growing freely, spread a dressing
of horse droppings or Peat Moss litter be
tween the rows and around the plants to givethem a much-needed start, and thus favour the
production of good heads. The above manures
are to be preferred to nitrogenous salts, which
however, may be substituted where the former
cannot be had. White Sprouting Broccoli is
turning in, and if carefully gathered, that is,
just the little white buttons, others will develop
on the same stalks.

See°s to Sow. A small sowing of early
Milan Turnip may be made on the chance of
the crop succeeding. Also some more Turnip-
rooted Radishes, dropping the seeds very
sparsely. Turnip-rooted Beet, where required
tor summer use, is another crop that should besown now, also Cabbage and Cos Lettuces, with
a fair-sized breadth of Spinach. I have grown
nine or ten varieties of the last-named, and
have found none generally so satisfactory as
Viroflay. Lente-a-Monter is very slow to run
and might be substituted in naturally dry soils'
Sow also another breadth of Broad Beans.

Potatos.— The tendency of growers in re-
cent years is in the direction of early planting
and no doubt there is much to be said in its
favour, one of the most important reasons being
the production of roots while the growths are
making comparatively little progress. Early
sorts must be selected to secure early crops, and
at the other extreme late varieties, unless
planted early, yield reduced crops. In garden
culture quality is before everything, hence only
varieties of the best flavour should be grown,
and the seleotion to be choice need not be
large. None has here excelled Puritan for early
summer eating. It requires the best culture.
Midlothian Early succeeds it, but is less good
in quality and less exacting in its wants. Duke
of York and British Queen are very largely
grown, too, but neither is equal to "the last-
named. King George V. gave very good results as
a mid-season variety, and is one worth a trial,
but Nonsuch or Windsor Castle ought also to
be planted. From the beginning of September
no variety excels Golden Wonder, the best of
the Langworthy type, and perhaps the best late
variety in existence; but. like others of the
class, the tubers run small unless the cultural
treatment be of the best, viz. : ground trenched,
moderately manured, and further enriched with
artificials, with wide-spaced rows, three feet at
least, and half that distance between the sets.
Among others grown for the first time in 1912
Arran Chief gave no small but an enormous crop
of very large tubers, fit only for baking. A lower-
class culture would therefore be suitable for

i

this variety. Baronet, a new Kidney variety
has tubers even larger. Whole tubers ofmoderate size are preferable to cut sets, though
one sometimes has to use the latter, which give
better results than the very small " seed " which
is not infrequently supplied when bought in.
The worst kind of set of all is that which is pro-
duced from tubers which are cut to single eyes
sometimes having only a small portion of the
tuber attached. The crop from these is never
large, and the tubers are small and often un-
shapely.

THE "FRENCH" GARDEN.
By Paul Aquatias.

Hot-Beds. —The crops in the frames are
maKing good growth, and should be gone over at
least once' within the next fortnight, with the
object of removing decayed leaves. The Radishes
should be marketed as soon as they are ready,
removing at the, same time those growing wiry
or too close td'the Lettuces. As soon as the
Cauliflowers are well forward they may be set
amongst the other crops, 24 of such varieties
as Snowball, or 15 of a bigger sort, like Drian-
court or All Year Round, to each frame. Plant
the roots deeply, burying the bottom leaves, and
make the soil very firm. The paths between the
frames should again be filled with dry manure
within the next ten or twelve days. Spread
mats over the lights in frosty or stormy weather,
taking care that they overlap one another on
the side opposite that from which the wind is
blowing. It is advisable to place them in
position when they are wet during a clear and
breezy night, even though there be no danger
from frost, for this will dry them. Afford
ventilation to the Cos Lettuces under the cloches
by making two apertures with the closed fist, or
a triangular block of wood, under the rim of
each bell-glass. Take care to keep these open-
ings clear during the season. Another batch
of Cos Lettuce may now be planted to each row
of cloches, in the spaces between two glasses, or.
the south side.

Melons.—The first sowing of this important
crop should be made in boxes filled with loam
and black soil. Germinate them in a house
having a temperature of 65° to 70° Fahr. The
soil will not need to be watered if it is used suffi-
ciently damp at the time of sowing. If a green-
house is not available, make up a bed' 14 to 18
inches thick, composed of three parts of fresh
and one part of dry manure, to accommodate
one frame of one light. As soon as the mate-
rials become warm from fermentation place the
seed boxes in the centre of the light. Spread
mats on the light and round the bed as soon as
the temperature falls in the afternoon, and allow
them to remain in position until 8 or 9 a.m. the
following morning. Some growers instead of
raising Melons so early, sow a batch of Vege-
table Marrows, and set these plants in ihe
frames during the second week of April, when
the frames will be at liberty from the crops
grown without heat. Early in June the Mar-
rows will grow without shelter, and the frames
will be again available for a late batch of
Melons. This method is to be recommended,
especially where a big selection of produce is

required, and where the staff is a small one.

Crops in the OPEN.-The work of manur
ing and digging the ground for open air crops
is completed. The surplus black soil left from
the hotbeds should be well broken with the
fork, to be used either for covering seeds or
mulching beds previous to planting. Its use
increases the amount of food for the plants,
favours earlier cropping, because dark soils are
always warmer, and prevent clogging of the
soil in wet weather. Animal manure, especially
when well decayed, is preferable to artificials iii

the intensive culture of vegetables, as most of
the crops grown are of a very sappy nature, and
it is essential to uso only manure which helps
to retain moisture in the ground. Should the
weather remain genial. Lettuces. Passion and
Palatine, may be planted outside within ten or
twelve days. They are set 10 inches apart
each way, and made (inn at the roots. If the
plants are not wry Btronit, or should the garden
be an exposed one, it is preferable to defer
planting until a little later.
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EDITORIAL NOTICE.

ADVEBTISEMENTS should be sent to the
PUBLISHER. 41, Wellington Street.

Covent Garden. W.C
Editors and Publisher. — Our Correspondents

would obviate delay in obtaining answers to

their communications, and save us much time and
trouble, if they would kindly observe the notice

printed weekly to the effect that all letters relat-

ing to financial matters and to advertisements

should be addressed to the Publisher; and that

all communications intended for publication, or

referring to the Literary department, and all

plants to be named, should be directed to the

Editors. The two departments. Publishing and
Editorial, are distinct, and much unnecessary de-

lay and confusion arise when letters are mis-

directed.

Special Notice to Correspondents. — The
Editors do not undertake to pay for any contribu-

tions or illustrations, or to return unused com-
munications or illustrations, unless by special

arrangement. The Editors do not hold themselves

responsible for any opinions expressed by their

correspondents.

APPOINTMENTS FOR MARCH.

TUESDAY, MARCH 3—
Scottish Hort. Assoc, meet.

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 4—
B.G.A. Ex. Council meet.

THURSDAY, MARCH 5—
Linnean Soc. meet. British Gardeners' Assoc, meet.

at Bush Hotel, Carlisle—

FRIDAY, MARCH 6-
Dundee Hort. Assoc, meet.

SATURDAY, MARCH 7—
British Gardeners' Assoc, meet, at Penrith. Societe

Francaise d'Hort. de Londres meet.

MONDAY, MARCH 9—
United Hort. Ben. and Prov. Soc. Com. meet.

TUESDAY, MARCH 10—
Roy. Hort. Soc. Corns, meet., Special Bulb Show (2

days). (Lecture at 3 p.m. on " Adaptive Degrada-
tion the Cause of Many Cases of Evolution Among
Plants.")

THURSDAY, MARCH 12—
Manchester and N. of Eng. Orchid Soc. meet.

MONDAY, MARCH 16—
Surveyors' Inst. Exam.

TUESDAY, MARCH 17—
Broughty Ferry Hort. Assoc, meet.

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 18—
Stevenage and District Hort. Soc. Sh.

THURSDAY, MARCH 19—
Linnean Soc. meet. Roy. Soc. of Arts meet. Paper
by Mrs. Villiers-Stuart on " Indian Water Gardens."

TUESDAY, MARCH 24—
Royal Hort. Soc. Corns, meet. (Lecture at 3 p.m.
on " Pruning Shrubs.")

THURSDAY, MARCH 26—
Manchester and N. of Eng. Orchid Soc. nieet. Roy.
Botanic Soc. meet.

TUESDAY, MARCH 31—
Cornwall Daffodil and Spring Fi. Sh. at Truro (2

days).

Average Mean Temperature for the ensuing week
deduced from observations during the last Fifty

Years at Greenwich, 40.7°.

Actual Temperatures :—
London, Wednesday, February 25 (6 p.m.) ; Max.

44° ; Min. 34°.

Gardeners' Chronicle Office. 41, Wellington Street,

Covent Garden, London, Thursday, February
26 (10 a.m.) ; Bar. 29.5°. Temp. 45°. Weather
—Dull.

Pr.ovixcES.

—

Wednesday, February 25. Max. 47°,

Valencia; Mm. 38°, St. Ives.

6ALE8 FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
MONDAY AND FRIDAY—

Hardy Bulbs and Herbaceous Plants, Roses, Fruit
Trees, etc., at 67 and 68. Cheapside. E.C.. by Pro-

theroe and Morris, at 12.

WEDNESDAY—
Perennials and Border Plants, Hardy Bulbs, etc., at

12. Special sale miscellaneous Bulbs at 12. 1,030 c/s
Japanese Liliums at 2.45. Palms and Plants at 5,

at Protheroe and Morris's rooms.

WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY—
Nursery stock, at Horsell Nurseries, Woking, ly
Protheroe and Morris, at 12.

THURSDAY AND FRIDAY—
Clearance Sale of Nursery Stock, at the Cemetery
Road Nurseries, Hitchin, by Protheroe and Morris,
at 12.

THURSDAY—
Roses at Protheroe and Morris's rooms, at 1.

FRIDAY—
Orchids, at Protheroe and Morris's rooms, at 12.45.

MONDAY AND WEDNESDAY—
Shrubs, Roses, Perennials and Lilies, at Stevens'
Rooms, King Street, Covent Garden, at 12.30.

Systematic plant-
The Riddle breeding and the analy-
of species. s i s f the results there-

of, have led to the dis-

covery of such a vast array of new facts

that it is by no means astonishing to

find the more adventurous-minded among
biologists attempting to apply these

discoveries to the elucidation of the origin

of species. It is true, of course, that

among living biologists there are some
who maintain that the last words on this

subject were said by Darwin. Of these

orthodox naturalists some pin their faith

to those sections of the tables of the Law
of Evolution, which ascribe the appear-

ance of new species to the accumulated

effects of environment. Others of them
maintain that the source of the origin of

species is to be found in the instability of

species. Just as humanum est errare, so

variability is the property of all living

things. They do vary, for better and for

worse. The better variations survive.

The better of these survive again, and so

at last the surviving forms are so mani-

festly dissimilar from the parent form
and from one another that the supreme
arbiter in these things—the systematist

—

pronounces them to be so many distinct

species. Controversy has ranged round
those opposing opinions for so long, the

champions of these opposing views have

annihilated one another so often and so

completely that the dispute has died down
—as though it were a Shakespearean

tragedy—because there are no performers

left. A third group of biologists has

tended more and more to stand aloof

from the quarrels of the Montagues and
the Capulets-—the exponents of the doc-

trine of the inheritance of acquired

characters, and of that of the selective

accumulation of chance variations. They
stand aloof and wonder, applying to the

origin of species, it may be regretfully,

the aphorism that the mystery of life en-

dures—the closer it is approached the

greater it becomes. Such doubting apos-

tles of evolution will greet with mixed
feelings the attempt made by Dr. J. P.

Lotsy to apply the results of Mendelian

discovery to the elucidation of the origin

of species. Translating the words of

Brutus into the language of a more
decorous day, they may be inclined to ex-

claim—"There is tears for his love, joy

for his fortune, honour for his valour,

and death for his ambition." Dr. Lotsy's

thesis is that new species arise by the

crossing of species. Though the thesis is

not new, the arguments which the author

advances in its support are both novel and
weighty. Briefly these arguments are as

follow : A species is a thing of infinite

variety. It is an assemblage of forms

which may be ranged into a larger or

smaller number of lesser groups — the

petites especes of Jordan. If the sorting

process be carried far enough the species

may be separated into a number of micro-

species, each of which is unique and im-

mutable. A true microspecies might be

grown for ever and anywhere, and it

would first and last and always to itself

be true.

If, however, one microspecies with one

set of characters be mated with another
possessing a different set of characters, an
unstable hybrid is produced.
The hybrid characters of this first

generation plant or animal are dealt out
among its offspring in all manner of com-
binations. The several characters of the

parents are recombined in new and varied
ways in the offspring. Some of these

combinations are such that the forms
which possess them breed true. They are

petites especes or genotypes, and, in so

far as they differ from one another and
from the parental forms, they are new
microspecies. If the two parents belong

to different species the assemblage of

microspecies which segregate in the second

or later generation constitute a new
species in the ordinary sense of that

heavy-laden word.

To do justice to the argument and to

the wealth of illustration which Dr.

Lotsy brought forward in its support is

not possible within the limits of space at

our disposal. We will, therefore, confine

ourselves to examining what must be re-

garded as the fundamental postulate on

which the argument is based. This pos-

tulate affirms that >a genotype or true

microspecies is, like the laws of the Medes
and Persians, unalterable. Like the germ
plasm of Weissman, a genotype cannot
change. It is the unit of life. Circum-

stance, climate, may play upon the in-

dividual and may make it tall or short,

fleshy or meagre, but such passing influ-

ences have no lasting effect, and the pro-

geny of the genotype shows no trace of

i l,o changes which circumstances begat .n

the parent.

This is a hardy proposition to which

those who are best informed will neither

assent nor object. They will ask for

proof. This proof Dr. Lotsy offers in the

results of Johannsen's famous experiments

on the inheritance of size and weight of

Beans. As is now well known, Johannsen

discovered that it is possible to sort out

from a race of Beans a number of pure

lines. In each pure line the seeds have

a certain range of weight and size, and

for each pure line that range is fixed, so

that although seeds are chosen from either

end of the range—a large seed and a small

seed, for example—the range of size in

the seeds which they produce is the same

in the produce of the small and of the

large seed and identical with that of the

pure line from which the seed was selected :

or, expressed axiomatically, all the mem-
bers of a pure line give rise to identical

offspring. Selection in the seedman's

sense means, therefore, the picking out of

those pure lines which best serve his

purpose.

We are not prepared to assert that Dr.

Lotsy is wrong in ascribing this un-

deviating permanence to the germinal

factors on which a plant's manifest char-

acter depend. We are inclined to think,

however, that Dr. Lotsy ascribes to these

factors a too rigid unchangeableness. The

factors which determine characters must

grow. Therefore, it is possible that in

some circumstances the rate of growth of

a factor may be so increased that a germ

cell mav receive " two factorial doses
"
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instead of one, and this doubling of a

factor may be expressed in the plant by a

"new " character — a giant, a brighter

flower, or even a change of form. If this

be proved to occur, Dr. Lotsy's conclusion

that species originate solely by crossing

must be regarded as untenable; but even

so, the author will have performed a

notable service in compelling the wander-

ing or reluctant attentions of biologists to

the greatest—or almost the greatest—of

biological problems.

Coloured Plate.—The Supplement this week

illustrates a plant of the well-known bedding

Viola Walter Welsh, as grown in the trial of

Violas carried out in the Royal Horticultural

Society's gardens at Wisley last season. The

culture of the plants at Wisley left nothing

to be desired, and the deputation of the

Floral Committee that judged the varieties

on the ground had rarely if ever seen

a better display of these popular flowers.

The illustration is reproduced from a photo-

graph taken on the spot, after means had

been taken to isolate the plant from the neigh-

bouring specimens. The habit shown is per-

fectly natural, and nothing had been done in

the way of supporting the growths. Amongst

the tallest plants were Maggie Mott, Virgin

j

White and Kittie Bell, which grew to a height

of 16 inches. The variety Walter Welsh came

into the next category, which included plants

growing to a height of 12 inches, such as Archi-

bald Grant, W. Robb, Primrose and King Cup.

For further particulars of the trial our readers

mav turn to the Gardeners' Chronicle for July 5,

1913, pp. 11 and 18.

R.H.S. Daffodil Year Book, 1914.
Secretaries of Daffodil societies, or of horticul-

tural societies which hold spring shows where
Daffodils form a speciality, are asked to send as

soon as possible a copy of their schedule for 1914

to the Rev. Joseph Jacob, Whitewell Rectory,
Whitchurch, Salop, in order that notices of

such shows mav appear in the Daffodil Year
Bool-.

The Trade and the R.H.S. Shows.— It will
be remembered that Mr. Wallace made some
remarks at the annual meeting of the Royal
Horticultural Society respecting the hour of
closing the fortnightly exhibitions at the Vincent

' Square Hall. We understand that steps are
I being taken to present a petition to the Council
i in favour of closing the shows at the usual time,
6 p.m., instead of at 7, the hour now proposed.
The firms represented at the Hall on Tuesday
last were asked to sign the petition, and most
of them did so, the latter hour being very un-
popular with exhibitors. In the afternoon an
informal meeting of traders was held in the
Horticultural club room to consider certain regu-
lations that have been arranged in connection
math the forthcoming show at Chelsea, and it is
likely that representations on the matter will be
made to the Council.

Baron Bruno Schroder and the Royal
Gardeners Orphan Fund.— Supporters of
this excellent fund will learn with pleasure that
Baron Bruno Schroder has consented to pre-
side at the next festival dinner of the Royal
Gardeners' Orphan Fund, which will take place
at the Hotel Cecil on Thursday, May 21.

Animals and Plants under Domestica-
tion.— At the sixth lecture of the course

at the Royal Institution, Professor Bateson
said that the study of the histories of

those plants introduced during the eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries showed that in the

majority of ea«es development haA proceeded
along very similar lines. A " break " had
Occurred, generally as the result of a definite cross

between two species, and all the possible re-com-

binations of the new characters thus produced
have then been made by repeated hybridisa-

tions. There is, however, one case—that of the

Sweet Pea—which forms a definite exception to

this rule. :So far as is known, all the varieties

of the Sweet Pea have been derived from ihe

species found wild in Sicily, and there.is.no
evidence that a cross with any other species has
occurred. There is no other case so clearly

established of a large number of forms arising

from one species without hybridisation with
another species. It had been supposed by some
that all our garden varieties of the Cineraria

had come from C. cruenta, without the introduc-

tion of any other species. But it. is now evident

that at least one other species, C. lanata, had
been crossed with it, giving rise to many hybrid
forms in the early part of the nineteenth century.

In recent years Mr. Lynch had crossed the

garden varieties back with C. cruenta, pro-

ducing the graceful star forms. Two more
"breaks" had been caused by putting in C.

lanata again, and by crossing with C.

primulinus, a yellow-flowered species from
the Cape. It has been observed that,

when a change of type occurs it is usual
to find that many new forms appear almost
simultaneously. Such simultaneous changes may
be caused by the introduction of a new species, or

they may be attributed to the appearance of a
new variety due to the loss of a single factor and
the combination of the new character with pre-

viously existing varieties. The history of the
Rose forms a striking series of periodical

"breaks." The whole race of Hybrid Per-
petuals was derived from crosses made with a
Rose found growing in a hedge in the He de
Bourbon. The Noisette Ro6es were obtained by
M. Noisette by crossing R. indica with R".

moschata. Similar cases were mentioned as
occurring in Dahlia, Calceolaria, and Fuchsia.

National Carnation and Picotee So-
ciety.— Mr. Chas. Henwood has been appointed
secretary of the National Carnation and Picotee
Society in succession to his father, Mr. T. E.
Henwood. The new secretary's address is 21,

Clifton Road, Maida Vale.

International Institute of Agricul-
ture, Rome.— Sir James Wilson, K.C.S.I.,
has been appointed to act as delegate for Great
Britain and Ireland, the Dominions of Canada,
Australia, New Zealand, the Union of South
Africa, and the Government of Mauritius on
the Permanent Committee of the International

Institute of Agriculture at Rome. Lieut.-Col.

Sir David Prain, C.M.G. , Director of Kew
Gardens, Sir James Wilson, K.C.S.I., and Mr.
A. G. L. Rogers, Head of the Horticulture
Branch of the Board, have been nominated by
the President of the Board of Agriculture and
Fisheries to represent the Department at the
International Phytopathological Conference to

be held at Rome on the 24th inst.

Sir Ronald Munro Ferguson.— Scottish

horticulturists and arboriculturists deeply re-

gret that his appointment as Governor-General of

Australia necessitates the departure of Sir

Ronald and Lady Munro Ferguson from Scot

land. Sir Ronald Ferguson has long been one

of the most active and energetic advocates of

afforestation, and at his estate of Novar gives a

practical demonstration of his deep interest in

the subject. He is also a keen horticulturist.

The local flower show at Raith has been held

annually in the grounds attached to his residence.

Sugar and Cotton Crops. -The Board

of Agriculture and Fisheries have received the

following telegram from the International Insti-

tute of Agriculture :
—" The total production of

raw Beet sugar during the current season in the

following countries was, for the four months

ended December, 126 million cwts., or 2.3 per

cent, below last season's production in the corre-

sponding period—Germany, Austria. Belgium,

Denmark, France, Italy, Netherlands, Roumama,
Switzerland, and the United States. The esti*

mated production of raw cane sugar in Cuba is

49,573,000 cwts., or 10.2 per cent, above last

season's production. Final returns show the
production of cleaned cotton in India' as
18,575,000 cwts., or 12.8 per cent, above last

season's production."

Robbery from a Gardeners- Bothy.—
The gardeners' bothy at the Moffat Hydropathic
Institute was recently entered by burglars, and
money belonging to the two gardeners who occu-
pied it taken. Some banknotes were left, but
£8 in gold belonging to one and £4, the property
of another, was stolen.

American Carnation Society.— It is in^

teresting to note that the Committee oij

the American Carnation Society, reporting;
at the annual meeting held in Cleveland, ex-;

pressed doubt that Carnations are losing eitheri

in fragrance or in keeping qualities. The Com-|
mittee observes (see American Florist, February:
7, 1914) that flowers produced during the com-
paratively sunless winter months are naturally
less fragrant than those produced in more sunny 1

seasons. The Committee is of opinion that de-
terioration where it occurs is largely due to bad
and over-cultivation and particularly to improper
selection and handling of cuttings. The Burki
prize for the best keeping Carnation as tested
by its endurance in the cut state during the
show was awarded to Mr. S. J. Goddard, Fram-
ingham, Mass., for a vase of Pink Delight.

Other varieties which kept well were Rosette,
Beacon and Benora. Among new Roses ex-

hibited at this show, our contemporary com-
ments very favourably on Hadley, a bright red
rose, shown by Mr. A. N. Pierson, Inc., of

Cromwell, Conn. It is said to be a fine flower

and a good keeper, with good stem and foliage.

Casein as an Adhesive.— Experiments car-

ried out by Messrs. Vermorel and Danthony
indicate that casein serves well for increasing

the adhesiveness of Bordeaux mixture. To dis-

solve the casein mix thoroughly 3£ ozs. of

powdered burnt lime with 1^ oz. of powdered
casein. Add the mixture to a little water, and
work it into a paste. Make up to a quart by
adding water a little at a time. This amount
will serve to mix with 100 gallons of Bordeaux
mixture. As an adhesive for Paris green or
for acid Bordeaux mixture gelatine may be used
at the rate of 3 to 8 ozs. per 100 gallons

May-Sick Land.— Hero and there, in parts

of certain fields on farms in Warwickshire,

Cheshire and Nottinghamshire, crops, whether
of Wheat, Oats. Mangolds, or Potatos, show
year after year symptoms of disease. The leaves

turn yellow and growth is arrested. Land pro-

ducing this effect is said to suffer from May-
sickness. The cause of the malady is obscure,

but Mr. W. E. Collinge, who has published

recently (Journal, Board of Agriculture, XX..
No. 10. 1914) an account of his investigations on
the subject finds that- May-sickness may be

remedied by dressing the land with sulphur at

the rate of 6 cwts. to the acre, the cost of which

is about 30s. per acre.

The Origin of Species by Crossing.—
The above subject was introduced by Dr.

Lotsy at the meeting of the Linnean Society,

held on Thursday, 19th inst. A general account

of Dr. LOTSY'S paper will be found in our leading

article, and hence refl n nee need be made here

only to the more interestii 2 es imples which Dr.

Lotsy brought forward in support of his theory,

Of these ea umplee the mosl striking from .i horti-

cultural standpoint was his account of the re-

making of Petunias with green-bordered petals

It appears that these Petunias arose soon after

the introduction of Petunia violacea (in 1830).

This species was crossed with P. nyctaginiflora,

and the paces with green bordered petals arose

as a result of the cross. In coarse of time these;

fancy Petunias disappeared from cultivation, as
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did also the true Petunia violacea. The latter

species was, however, rediscovered recently in

Messrs. Vilmorin's establishment at Verrieres

Crossed with P. nyctaginiflora it yielded in the

second generation large numbers of the green-

bordered race which had been lost so long. Dr.

Lotsy also mentioned as a contribution to the

controversy as to the real nature of Oenothera

Lamarckiana—the plant rendered famous by de
Vries—that by crossing Oe. grandiflora and Oe.

biennis plants are obtained which though not

identical .with, yet resemble greatly, Oe. Lamarck-
iana. Moreover, among the offspring of the

cross are some which throw abnormal plants in

the same way as Oenothera Lamarckiana throws

"mutating forms." Thus the view that Oe.

Lamarckiana is a hybrid receives considerable

support. As an example of the pitfalls which
await the naturalist over-eager to explain

things, Dr. Lotsy cited the case of a glabrous

form of Viola growing in association with Viola

palmata. It would seem natural to assume that

the glabrous form had arisen as a subtractive

mutation from V. palmata; that it owed its

origin to the loss of a factor for hairiness. Yet
it has been shown by Brainerd that this glab-

rous form has arisen from the descendants of a
cross between Viola palmata and V. papilion

acea. The paper gave rise to an animated dis-

cussion, in which the following, among others,

took part :—M. Philtp de Vilmorin, Sir

Francis Darwin, Major Hurst, Profs. Bate-
son, Farmer, Weiss, Macbride, Dendy, Keeble,
Drs. Rendle, Slapf, and Gates, and Miss Saun-

ders. In the course of the discussion Mr.
Arthur Sutton exhibited an interesting slide

illustrating the various types of Beet—Garden
Beet, Mangel, Spinach Beet, and others, as well

as the wild Beet (Beta maritima), from which
species these cultivated forms are held to be
derived

A CINERARY URN.

An interesting discovery was made recently

on Messrs. J. Carter and Co.'s seed farms at

Dedham, not far from Flatford Bridge, made
famous by Constable's picture.

While digging gravel out of a pit on the
estate, a cinerary urn (see fig. 67) of the Bronze
Age was unearthed. It contained human
bones, and experts ascribe it to a date
from 900 to 1,000 years B.C., or nearly

3,000 years ago. An examination of the
gravel pit is interesting as it shows that
the interments were made in V-shaped
graves some 5 feet below the present ground
level, and in several cases a curious layer of

charcoal or charred wood near the top gives evi-

dence that funeral feasts were prepared on the

improvised hearth. Investigations are still going
on under the directions of Mr. A. G. Wright.
the Curator of the Colchester Museum, and
care will be taken to preserve any other rare
specimens that may be there. An authority on
the subject writes :—The type of cinerary urn
found at Dedham is that known to archaeologists

as the overhanging urn type. According to the

Hon. John Atercromby, who has made a special

study of the Bronze Age ceramics, this type of

urn began to make its appearance somewhere
about 1400 B.C. in the S.W. of England, and
lasted to about 650 B.C., with certain variations

in its form.

Urns of this type are generally of thick,

coarse ware, made entirely by hand of the local

clay mixed with sand and small stones, and vary
in colour from pale ochre to a rich brown. At
the time of their beginning cremation was the
popular form of burial, but inhumation had not
entirely ceased. It was customary, too, to raise

a barrow (a mound of earth) over the burial site,

but about 900 B.C., owing perhaps to the in-

crease of the population, the barrow was dis-

carded and interments were made in small, flat

cemeteries. At Dedham there is no trace of a

mound ; but the burials appear to have been made
in the top of a small hillock or rising ground.
If this surmise is correct, we have an approxi-

mate date of about 900 B.C. Messrs. Carter
intend to place the urn, with any others that

may be found, in their entrance hall at Raynes
Park.

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
(The Editors do not hold themselves responsible for

the opinions expressed by correspondents.)

DlERAMX PJLCHERRIM JM (see p. 105). I

have cultivated this plant since 1907 in heavy
clayey loam at an altitude of more than 600 feet,

and have had racemes of flowers from 4^ to 5 feet

in length. When planted in masses Dierama is a
beautiful object in bloom, for although the
colour of the type is not very pleasing, those of

pink and white shades are charming, and the
only quality lacking is perfume. Among several

hundred seedlings I have only raised one with
pure white flowers; I have hope of obtaining
a red or 6carlet variety. After the flowers have
faded the plants are attractive for several weeks

FlO. 67.—CINERAP.Y URN FOUND ON MESSRS.
carter's SEED FARM, DEDHAM.

whiLe carrying their seed vessels, and it is

interesting "to note that, while the first flower to

expand is at the bottom of the raceme, the
first seed to ripen is usually at the apex, and
this appears to be the case with those illustrated
in fig 48, p. 105. Seed ripens in considerable
quantities, and if sown as soon as ripe in a cold
frame, germinates freely ; the seedlings are
fit for planting out the following April.
As to the hardiness of Dierama, I have known
the plants to withstand 20° of frost, and frost
which lasted for 116 hours, without any apparent
injury. The rainfall here is about 37.00 inches,
and we have registered as much as 25.12 inches
during the six' winter months, but this great
amount of moisture did not appear to harm the
plants in any way. They are, however, liable to
be killed by eelworm. John Edwards, Cefn-
garthmyl, lierriew, Montgomeryshire.

Celery Disease (see p. 95). — Regarding
manuring of Celery, I will give methods adop-
ted by me in the past two seasons with very dif-

ferent results. In 1912 my Celery trenches were
enriched with a 6 to 7 inch layer of well-rotted
farmyard manure, cow and horse manure mixed.
The material was dug into the bottom of the
trenches, and a light dressing of slacked lime
was placed in the bottom of part of the trenches.
The crop was planted about ten days after the
trenches were prepared. After planting a heavy

it fall of rain occurred, which suited the plants. a couple of weeks before he died

I occasionally dusted them with soot and lime
and I fed the roots with liquid manure aboutl
once in eight or nine days, always after rain-
fall. When preparing the soil for earthing up I
mixed a little Vaporite with it, generally in the
morning, and by the afternoon the ground and
plants were in a good order for applying the
earth by hand. The summer of 1912 being very
wet I had no cause to water the plants, which
furnished a fine crop of Celery without the
slightest sign of disease. I followed the same
methods in 1913, with the exception that lime
was used. The ground was adjoining that which
was used for the previous year's crop. But the
weather of 1913 being dry and warm I had to
water the crop, with the result that disease ap-'.

peared early in August. I sprayed the plants
on the first signs of disease with copper compound.
The first spraying seemed to check the disease,
but further spraying seemed to have very little

effect. I picked off leaves that were affected,
and that further weakened the plants. After
this experience can it be said that manuring has
any bearing on the disease? I am more inclined
to think in my case that the watering was re-
sponsible. Therefore weather and season have
more to do with the disease than manure.
M. A., Co. Kerry.

The Cabbage Caterpillar (see pp. 82,
100).—You state that the caterpillars of the
Cabbage Moth " not unusually" pass the winter
in that state, but I think you are probably mis-
taken in the species. So far as I am aware, as
a collector of some thirty years' standing, the
larvae of that species always pupate before the
winter, as do those of the closely allied species
Mamestra persicaria, and other pupae are|
often dug up in the garden during the;
winter months. On the contrary, the
larvae of the Large Yellow Underwing
(Triphaena pronuba) do live through the
winter and pupate in the spring, and these
are probably the ones sent. Your reply oni
p 82 is in itself contradictory, for you say : (1)1
It is not unusual for this insect "to pass the
winter in the caterpillar stage. (2) As a rule,
however, it buries itself in the earth and pupates
in the early spring. One gathers that these are
supposed to be opposite statements, but as al
matter of fact they are just two ways of saying'
the same thing, because, according to (2) if' the
caterpillar pupates in the spring then it must
live through the winter as a caterpillar. This!
is what the first statement says. If you get •

any more of the larva* in question I shall be I

glad to set the matter right for you, and in I
any case I should like to see " hibernating "1
larvae of Mamestra brassicae. C. Nicholson.
rOur expert, informs us that he has proved that
the larvae of the moth in question often pupate
in spring. He has rea,red a number of adults
from larvae which had passed the winter in a I

herbaceous border in the "city of Chester.

—

Eds.]

U Chicory - Growing in Aberdeenshire
(see pp. Ill, 133).—The Witloof is a sub-
variety of the Chicory Magdeburg, and
could be utilised for the purpose of mak-
ing commercial Chicory. Roots intended fori
the purpose must not be forced 1 first to

jproduce salading. The yield per acre would
be inferior to the Magdeburg Chicory, which
gives roots weighing as much as 18 ozs. each.
Sowings of the Witloof variety, made earlv ;nj
May, are liable to bolt in dry seasons such as
1913. P. Aguatias.

PlSTACIA VERA AND ELEAGNUS ANGUSTI-
folia.— I should be obliged if you would state
in the Gardeners' Chronicle that I shall be happy
to send seed of Pistacia vera and Eleagnwj
angustifolia to anyone forwarding a stamped ad-
dressed envelope to A. C. Bartholomew, rark
House, Reading.

The late H. J. Clayton.— I had the privi-
lege of serving under the late Mr. Clayton for

a period of twelve years, during which" time I
held five different positions, including live years
as general foreman. He has been rightly de-
scribed as one of nature's nobelmen ; a" man
of broad views, not only on horticultural
matters, but on things in general. I have
seen more of Mr. Clayton than I have of
my own father. I had a letter from him about

, when he wrote

,bfc sohl i/csri io no i

-
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in his usual cheery way. We corresponded at

frequent intervals during the whole of the fifteen

years since I left him. I cannot exprecs ade-
quately the regret I feel in having lost one of

my best friends and tutors. /. Sncll, Briery
Gardens, Sunderland.

The Parmentier Myth. — (see p. 124).

—

The recent celebrations in honour of Parmentier
have caused this story to pass the round of the
daily papers, and even, it must be con-

fessed, of many horticultural journals. I

venture, therefore, once again to point
out a few facts, which totally contradict
this generally accepted idea. It was in

1773 that Parmentier published his Examen
Chimiquc des Pommcs de Terre, and in 1783
he planted the famous 35 arpents which stupefied
the Parisian crowd and enrolled Louis XVI. as
advertising agent of the astute Parmentier. The
facts of history, however, remain. The Potato
was generally grown all over France, from the
early days of the eighteenth century, and thou-
sands of sturdy peasants had probably fed upon
it long before Parmentier "discovered" it. It

13 not passible here to give many extracts which I

prove this statement, but I may mention- that
Leopold, Duke of Lorraine, in 1719, decreed that
certain of his tithes should be paid in Potatos,
and, to come to later dates, in 'the Pratique
du Jardinage, by the Abbe Eoger Schabol, the
Potato is mentioned in a gardening calendar,
amongst other vegetables, without any comment
as to its rarity or any recommendations as to its

uses. In an early catalogue in my possession,
namely, that of Messrs. Vilmorin, dated 1771,
Potatos are offered for sale amongst other vege-
tables. Even more interesting are the remarks
of PaTmentier himself, in his book above quoted,
where he says, on page 1 :

" The use of this
plant has been adopted, for a century," and on
page 5 : "It is so widely spread that there are
provinces where Potatos have become a part
of the nourishment of the poor, and one sees the
entire fields covered with it in the neighbourhood
of the capital, where it is so common that all

the markets are filled with it, and it is sold at
the corners of the streets, cooked or raw, as
they sell chestnuts." The idea of 'reading Par-
mentier's book has apparently never occurred to
his eulogisers. One may imagine, without un-

. duly exercising that faculty, that the Potato
was a new article of diet to the higher circles of
France, and that Parmentier's discovery con-
sisted in introducing it to them. In his enthu-
siasm he recommended it for making bread, an
idea which had been tried long before his time

:

but he was not chemist enough to know that
starch without gluten will not make bread. It
is somewhat amusing to read that Parmentier's
attention was first directed to the Potato as an
article of food by the French soldiers digging it

up during the Seven Years' War. One asks
who can have been the planters of these Potatos.
so unknown at the time? It has also been
already pointed out that for 35 arpents seed
must have been obtainable in large quantity,
and the astute device of withdrawing the guard
round these valuable Potato fields, in the light
of the above facts, loses its point. It is probable
that Potatos were stolen for the same reason for
which they are stolen nowadays. Parmentier,
therefore, claims remembrance as a predecessor
of the astute dealers who in times not far distant
exploited the orednlitv of Potato growers bv
offering a variety which would turn the poorest
sand into gold. The whole history is an inter-

esting contribution to the study of o«ychologv
rather than horticultural history. Edward A.
Bunyard.

The Moon's Effect on Plants. — Talk-
ing with a fellow-gardener on a variety of sub-
jects a short time back, he made the following
(to me) surprising statement. At his previous
place as journeyman, in a large establishment,
it fell to his lot on one occasion to insert a batch
of Chrysanthemum cuttings, which he did in the
usual way. When the head saw them some
time afterwards he told him the cuttings would
not be much of a success owing to the fact that
they had been inserted when the moon was on
the decline, and advised him to take another lot

of cuttings directly there was a new moon. On
my inquiring whether there was any noticeable
difference between the two batches of cuttings
my friend said that the second batch did appear

to root and make headway more quickly and
healthily than the first. Previous to this* state-

ment I met a Sussex man who said his father
would only sow seeds, plants, etc., when the
moon was in the ascendant—to do so when on the
wane would be courting failure. There is a simi-

lar idea held in some parts of the country by
farmers with respect to the birth of animals,
Iambs in particular, the inference being that
those born with a new moon have a much more
successful outlook than those born after the
moon has reached its full. But the foregoing
are the only two cases where I have heard of

gardening operations and the moon being as-

sociated in present-day practice. C. Turner,
Ken View Garden, High gate.

Cyanidinc to Destroy Mealy Bug. —
Mr. Shakelton's remarks on page 106 go to

prove conclusively my assertion that the
failures in cyaniding are due to using cyanide
of an inferior quality, together with an
improper graduation of the other requisites. I

would warn your correspondent not to put
too much faith in the 130 per cent, cyanide
of sodium, as this is a meaningless quantity and

reward of 25s. per week, and a free house.
Strange it ds, but true, that, although the
gardener is so poorly paid, the employer fre-

quently consults him upon many important
matters connected with the establishment, sub-
jects entirely foreign to horticulture. I think
this fact proves that the gardener is looked upon
as being an intelligent, observant, capable
servant. Personally, it is the deep interest that
horticulture possesses that has induced me to
remain in the ranks, and I venture to say many
others are in a similar position. What is more
deplorable than to find an unskilled man in

chargo of a garden in which he takco no interest.
I am inclined to think this fact, with its disas-
trous results, is the chief cause of the present
unsatisfactory conditions. I write from experi-
ence. What can we do to remedy this state of
affairs ? Roamer.

—I was very pleased to read the remarks made
by Mr. Hudson, on p. 61, on the habit of head
gardeners of taking premiums from journeymen,
as I think the practice very objectionable. Years
ago it was more prevalent than it is at the pre-
sent time, but it still exists, and I know severa'

[Photograph by R. A. Malby.

FlQ. 68.—SAXIFRAGA BURSERIANA AS CULTIVATED BY MR. F. LLOYD, CROl'DON.
R.H.S. Cultural Commendation February 24, 1914. (See p. 153.)

is no guarantee whatever of its purity. If he
insists on being supplied with a guarantee stipu-

lating that there is 98 per cent, of pure cyanide
of potassium, he would then be more than half

way on the road to success. I have never found
it necessary to use a dose of 3 ozs. cyanide of

potassium to the 1,000 cubic feet of space (not

even in a vinery in winter). Half that quantity
will not only kill mealy bug, red spider and
thrips, but also mice, toads, woodlice, cock-

roaches, snails, slugs, and worms. In fact,

no animal life can survive a strong dose
of hydrocyanic gas. I should like to

warn beginners of the great danger they incur
of pouring water upon a strong solution of com-
mercial sulphuric acid. Jas. Fulton, Grims
Dyle Gardens, Harrow Weald.

Gardeners' Wages.—The discussion upon
this subject is doing a vast amount of service, in

so far as it is showing the younger generation the
true facts of the case. Doubtless many a youth
will "throw up the sponge," and small wonder.
We find that after ten or fifteen years' struggling

along in unsanitary bothies, working long hours,

with often additional unpaid duty, we may,
with luck, reach the position of head, with a

instances where it is in force. In one case the
premium paid was as high as £25. I have been

head gardener for a good many years where a

large staff is employed, and I could take pre-

miums if I wished, but my conscience would not
permit me to do so. I know that the wages the
journeyman will receive and his opportunities

for advancement will not warrant it., I am of

the same opinion as your correspondent Forty
Years Head (p. 76), that by taking a premium
from a young man, the head gardener is under
an obligation to keep him for the term, whether
he has an aptitude for gardening or not. In many
instances a man would thus be brought into the

profession who is not adapted to it. Thirty-tight

Years Head.

Publications Received.—Debentures and
Other Charges. By Herbert W. Jordan. (Lon-
don : Jordan and Sons, Ltd.) Prico 6d.

—

Four Essays, written by Students at Wisley.
(London: Koyul Horticultural Society.) —The
Journal of the Board of Agricalture. February.
I
London : Board of Agriculture and Fisheries.)
Prioe 4d.
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SOCIETIES
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.

February 24.—The usual fortnightly meeting

of the Committees of this society was held on

Tuesday last in the Vincent Square Hall, West-

minster. An excellent exhibit from the Weston-

birt collection included enormous plants of

Cattleya Trianae, Cymbidium eburneum and C.

Lowianum, the Lindley Medal being awarded for

excellence of culture. The Orchid Committee
recommended two First-class Certificates and

three Awards of Merit.

The most imposing exhibit before the Floral

Committee was a collection of Tulips, for which

a Gold Medal was awarded. There were also

bright groups of forced trees and shrubs.

Primulas, Carnations, Camellias, Daffodils.

Hyacinths and other bulbous flowers, and
numerous rock-gardens. The Floral Committee
recommended two Awards of Merit to novelties.

The Fruit and Vegetable Committee made no
award to a novelty, but four collections were

exhibited on the bulbs. A large mound of

Lachenalias made a pretty feature in the centre,

and these were as praiseworthy as the Tulips.

(Gold Medal.)
Lady Tate, Park Hill, Streatham Common

(gr. Mr. W. Howe), contributed a great bank of

Mowers with well-grown pot specimens of Tulips,

Daffodils and Hyacinths, relieved with Ferns and
Palms. (Silver-gilt Banksian Medal.)

Messrs. Sutton and Sons, Reading, filled a

table with their fine novelties in Primula
sinensis set in a ground of Adiantum Ferns,
which threw the flowers in relief. One corner

of the exhibit- was composed of the yellow-

Primula kewensis associated with the new White
Queen stellata variety, and this led on to rows
of Coral Pink, Giant Salmon Pink, The Duchess,
Giant Crimson, The Czar, lavender blue ; and
Reading Blue, a paler shade than the last, with
a centre-piece composed of Dark Blue stellata

variety intermingled with P. malacoides, with a
ground of Ferns. Two pretty novelties in star

Primulas were seen in Coral Pink and Silver

Star, the latter having no colouring in the eye.

This firm also showed a batch of fine white

[Photograph hy

Fig. 69.

—

freesia excelsior : flowers deep cream blotched with orange colour.
RlH.S. Award of Merit, February 24, 1914. (See page 153.)

awarded Medals. At the three o'clock meeting
in the lecture room, an address on " The Use of

E-xplosives and of the Blow-lamp in the Garden "

was delivered by Mr. H. E. Durham, Sc.D.

Floral Committee.

Present: H. B. May, Esq. (in the chair),

A. A. Dorrien Smith, George Paul, G. Reuthe,
Chas. E. Shea. E. H. Jenkins, Thos. Stevenson,

W. J. Bean, F. W. Harvey, H. J. Jones, C.

Dixon, W. H. Page, John Dickson, C. E. Pear-

son, R. C. Nevill, Win Howe, J. F. McLeod,
J. W. Moorman, C. Bliek, C. T. Druery, E.

Bowles, W. A. Bilney, R. Hooper Pearson,
George Gordon, W. Cuthbertson, F. Page
Roberts, R. C. Notcutt, Jas. Hudson, T. W.
Barr, J. Jennings, W. G. Baker, R. W. Wallace,

B. Crisp, W. B. Cranfield and W. P.
Thomson.

Messrs. R. and G. Cuthbert, Southgate. had
the largest exhibit in their collection of Tulips,

which ran the entire width of the building at

the end opposite to the clock. There were some
60 distinct varieties, and each sort was shown
by itself in a round basket in a setting of

greenery. The blooms were in the very best

condition of freshness and colouring and were

Freesias and Hvacintlis in art bowls. (Silver

Flora Medal.)

Messrs. J. Carter and Co., Raynes Park,
showed their new star Primula Fairy Queen and
Princess Mary, a pretty blush-pink variety of the

older type. It was a very dainty exhibit, and
showed how well these beautiful greenhouse
flowers appear when massed. At either end were
banks of Tulips, which gave additional interest

and colour. This firm also showed a new Trum-
pet Daffodil named Sir Francis Drake. The big

trumpet is of deep yellow colour, being set off

by a perianth of Emperor type, with old gold
shading. The foliage is most vigorous.

Messrs. W. Cutbush and Son, Highgate,
arranged a very large floor group of forced
shrubs, and, as a separate exhibit, Carnations
and Alpines. (Silver Flora Medal.)

Mr. L. R. Russell, Richmond, staged, in a

mass, profusely-bloomed plants of Azaleas, with
standard Lilacs rising amongst them at intervals

and backed bv a row of Palms. (Silver Flora
Medal.)
Messrs. Pipers, Bayswater, exhibited espalier

trees of Pyrus floribunda, P. atro-sanguinea,

double-flowered Peaches and Cherries, a system

of training not often practised with ornamental-

flowering shrubs, but very suitable for arranging

along the walls of a conservatory or greenhouse.

They had also a rockery which showed great

taste in its method of arrangement and plant-

ing. (Silver Banksian Medal.)

Messrs. Wm. Paul and Son, Waltham Cross,

filled the corner by the east annexe with.

Camellias, flowering Cherries, double crimson-

flowered and white Peaches, Pyrus Malus flori-

bunda and other beautiful flowering trees of

this character, making a delightful exhibit, for

which a Silver Flora Medal was awarded.

Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., Bush Hill Park,
were awarded a Silver Banksian Medal for Car-

nations, Cyclamen, and other greenhouse plants.

Messrs. James Veitch and Sons, Ltd.,
Chelsea, were awarded a Silver Banksian Medal
for an exhibit of Azaleas and other greenhouse
flowers.

Messrs. Wills and Segar, South Kensington,
made big banks of flowers with Cinerarias and
Cyclamens in a variety of colours. (Silver

Banksian Medal.)
Mr. Geo. Prince, Oxford, showed a email

group of Roses, for which a Bronze Flora Medal
was awarded. Two big vases of
Fortune's Yellow were at the
back, and in front were such
varieties as Mme. Edouard
Herriot and Sunburst.

Messrs. H. B. May and Sons,
Edmonton, were awarded a
Silver Banksian Medal for

Pansies, Polyanthuses, and
Ferns, the last including a
dozen or more excellent plants
of the densely plumose variety

of Nephrolepis exalata, named
after Miss Willmott.

Messrs. H. Cannell ant>

Sons, Swanley, showed Zonal-
leaved Pelargoniums, Cycla-

mens, and varieties of
Primula sinensis.

Varieties of Zonal - leaved
Pelargoniums growing in small

pots and carrying large trusses

of blooms were shown by
Messrs. H. J. Jones, Ltd.,

Ryecroft Nurseries, Hither
Green.

Messrs. Allwood Bros. ,

Wivelsfield, Hayward's Heath,
had some of the best Carna-
tions in the show, for which
they were awarded a Silver

Banksian Medal.
Other exhibitors of Carna-

tions were Mr. J. C. Jenner,
Rayleigh, Essex ; Mr. H. Bur-
nett, Guernsey, (Silver Bank-
sian Medal) ; Mr. C. Engel-
mann, Saffron Walden (Silver

Banksian Medal) ; Messrs.
R. A. Ualby. Young and Co., Cheltenham;

and Messrs. W. Wells and
Co., Merstham.

Messrs. R. Gdll and Sons,
Falmouth, again showed Rhododendrons, Violet
Princess of Wales, and Cyclamen coum.
Mr. J. J. Kettle, Wimborne, Dorsetshire,

showed varieties of single and double Violets.

Mr. Maurice Prichard, Ohristchurch, Hamp-
shire, was awarded a Silver Banksian Medal for

a dainty rock garden planted with Alpines.

Me6srs. Baker's, Wolverhampton, showed
several boxes of Alpines, having in fine condition

Primula denticulata, and its white variety.

Mr. G. Reuthe, Kestom, Kent, exhibited

Shrubs and Alpines. The two most interesting

plants were Tecophilaea cyanocrocus, with clear

blue petals ; and the lovely Crocus aerius, the

gem of the genus and very rare. The flowers

of the Crocus are coloured light blue, passing to

white, with gold in the interior at the base,

against which the bright red. stigma shows con-

spicuously. The foliage develops after the

blooms are over. (Silver Banksian Medal.)

The Wargrave Hardy Plant Nursery, Twy-
ford, were awarded a Silver Banksian Medal for

Alpines exhibited on a Tockery.

Messrs. Barr and Sons, King Street, Covent

Garden, contributed a pleasing group of bulbous

and other haTdy flowers, together with a rock-

garden exhibit. Thev had charming pans of Iris

reticulata, pots of Primula malacoides, hybrid
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Gerberas, numerous line Daffodils, and a big

batch of Tulips. A prominent feature was .a

bank of the fragrant Narcissus Poeticus Grand

Soleil d'Or. (Silver Banksian Medal.)

Messrs. Wares, Ltd., Feltham, were awarded

a Silver Banksian Medal for Alpines. Their

Irisee were good, especially 1. sindjavensis, I.

reticulata, and I. histrioides.

'The Guildford Hardy Plant Nursery were

awarded a Bronze Flora Medal for hardy flowers

and Alpines ; Mr. James Box, Hayward's Heath,

r-eceived a Silver Banksian Medal for an exhibit

of a similar nature, and Messrs. R. H. Bath,

Ltd., showed bowls of bulbous flowers.

Hardy flowers were shown well by Messrs.

Geo. Jackman and Son, Woking. We noticed

the rare Androsaco carnea alba, Morisia hypo-

gaea, Hellichrysum bellidiodes, numerous fine

Saxifragas, and Megasea ciliata in this exhibit.

Messrs. Whitelegg and Page, Chislehurs.t,

Kent, exhibited a long, flat rockery on a table,

but it had not sufficient depth to appear effec-

tive. It was brightened with many well-flowered

Saxifragas. (Bronze Flora Medal.)

Messrs. G. and A. Clark, Ltd., Dover, were

also the exhibitors of a rockery on which coloured

Primroses were we'll displayed.

The rock garden that pleased us most was

shown by Mr. Clarence Elliott, Stevenage.

The 6tones were of old grey limestone, and the

blocks were disposed in a natural manner.

(Bronze Flora Medal.)
Rock gardens were also shown by Messrs.

Thompson and Charman, Bushey, Hertford-

shire ; the Burton Hardy Plant Nursery,
Christehurch ; R. Tucker and Sons, Brooksidc

Nurseries, Oxford; R. Wallace and Co., Col-

chester. (Bronze Flora Medal.)

Awards of Merit.

Freesia Excelsior (see fig. 69). — A new
variety characterised by its great substance

and vigour. The colour is rich cream

blotched with orange, very much like the

variety Leichtlinii. The outside of the tube

was also in some cases lightly shaded

with purple. The flowers, however, are larger

in size and stouter in substance than any of the

varieties in commerce, and the foliage showed
such extraordinary vigour that it was nearly

an inch in breadth, though grown '"n ordi-

nary conditions. The remarkable constitu-

tion of the plant promises great things in the

hands of the hybridist, and may well lead to a

new strain. We were informed that under
identical conditions it blooms three weeks

earlier than F. refracta alba, which was dis

played with it. Shown by Messrs. Sutton and
Sons.
Sparaxis King George V.—This is a variety

raised some years ago from seed by Mr. W.
Barr, who finds that every year it blooms at this

early period for a Sparaxis. It is also notable

for its very rich colour, the brightest tints in

which are the deepest shade of blood-red (of the

Repertoire de Couleurs), and this passes in-

sensibly towards the centre into a dark maroon,
which gives a definite edge to the usual light-

yellow eye. Shown by Messrs. Barr and Sons.

Cultural Commendation.

To Mr. F. Lloyd, Croydon, for pan of Saxi-

fraga Burseriana (see fig. 58). The pan was about
8 inches in diameter, and there were more than
three hundred expanded flowers, which were so

densely placed as to hide the foliage.

Other Noteworthy Plants.

Crocus Thomasianus [suticus) Weaveri.—

A

distinct purple-red variety, shown by the War-
•grave Hardy Plant Nursery.

/•'/. zsia Sobinella.—Mr. F. H. Chapman
showed this new variety of Messrs. Van Tuber-
gen's. The flowers are a deep shade of old

rose, the darkest of the red shades that we have
seen in these flowers.

Orehid Committee.

Present : Sir Harry J. Veitch in the chair,

and Messrs. .las. O'Brien (lion, sec), F. Sander,
R. G. Thwaitcs. F. J. Hanbury, F. M. Ogilvie,
T. Armstrong, C. H. Curtis, W. Cobb, A.
McBean, J. Charlesworth, J. Cypher, W. H.
Hatcher, J. E. Shill, H. G. Alexander, W. P.

Bound, A. Dye, E. H. Davidson, S. W. Flory,

W. Bolton, Gurney Wilson, F. J. Chapman, de
B. Crawshay, Stuart Low, R. A. Rolfe, and
Sir Jeremiah Colman, Bart.

In the main building Lieut. -Col. Sir Geo. L.

Holford, K.C.V.O., Westonbirt, Tetbury (gr.

Mr. H. G. Alexander), occupied the same space

as on the occasion of the last show, when his

group secured for him the Society's Gold Medal.
On this occasion the exhibit was equally

interesting, but confined mainly to grand forms

of Cattleya Trianae, and some huge specimens,

marvels of high cultivation. The award was
divided, a Silver-gilt Flora Medal being

awarded for the, group, and a Lindley Medal
for the three wonderful specimens, viz.,

Cattleya Trianae, vair. Hydra, with 96 beauti-

ful flowers (the same specimen which, when
smaller, Was illustrated in the Gardeners'

Chronicle, February 18, 1911, p. 108); Cym-
bidium Lowianum, with 15 spikes, bearing to-

gether 278 flowers ; and C.Lowio-eburneum, with

26 spikes of 101 flowers ; these three giants being

in tubs. A batch1

of the Westonbirt Cymbidium
Dryad (insigne X Parishii Sanderae), with 10

example, in those with labellums spotted all
over with rose colouir. Messrs. Sander state
that they take every precaution to record their
seedlings accurately, and with better parents
have gone over the well-known Continental
crosses with the result that in many cases the
reputed parentages have been proved to be in-
coirrect. A finely -formed flower (Rolfeae x
Pescatorei) is a great improvement on 0.
Rolfeae (Pescatorei x Harryanum), but it

ought to be known by that name, as no new
element is introduced except in degree. O. St.

Andre (Rio Tinto x ardentissimum) is a very
handsome flower with yellow ground colour
heavily blotched, and with the lip covered with
rose spotting.

Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., Bush Hill Park,
and Tarvisbrook, Sussex, were awarded a Silver
Flora Medal for a very fine group of splen-
didly grown Orchids, excellently well staged.
Most of the showy Orchids of the season were
represented, including fine forms of Cattleya
Trianae and other Cattlevas, with a plant of the

pretty white-petalled C. Percivaliana Little

Gem. Odontiodas, Odontoglossums and Cypri-

Fic. 70.—rvMBinirM

(Photograph by R. A. Malby.)

\LEX\NDERI HAMILTON- SMITH'S VARIETY: SEPALS AND PETALS WHITE: LIP MASKED
WITH CRIMSON.

n. U.S. V jrs class Certificate, February -n, inl4. (See page 154.)

pediums were in variety, and specially attrac-

tive were Brasso-Cattleya Madame Chas. Maron
and other Brasso-Cs/ttleyas, and a very bright

reddish-rose hybrid between L.-C. Ophir and

I. c. Charlesworthii flowering on a very small

plant.

Messrs. Charlesworth and Co., Haywards
Heath, were awarded a Silver Flora Medal for

a small but very select group, all good speci-

mens. The best noted were Phalaenopsis Schil-

leriana alba, the unique snow-white form;
Brasso-l.arlia Cattleya Juan (C. Octave Doin x
B.-L. Mrs. GreatrixJ, a good yellow flower with

Cringed lip : Sophro-Laelio-Cattleya Elect ra

(S.-L. heal osis - C. labiata), ruby red in

colour; Cattleya frianae The Baron, a noble

white flower ; "Odontoma Langowoyi, the pretty

hybrid of Miltonia Schroderiana which rea

reci ed an Award of Merit ;
some bright red

odontiodas and Bhowy Odontoglossums; the

\. i iei urn citratum ; and

tinted form of Cattleya Susanne Eye d« i ron

Gaskelliana alba - Mossi is w
i

si si oul of a

batch which give white and tinted varieties.

Messrs. \ and Brow s. i >ri hid

funbridge Wells, were awarded a Silver

Banksian Medal for a group, p incipall} hybrids,

spikes of fine white flowers, the lip spotted with

purple, stood at one end, and a fine lot of the

pretty yellow L.-C. Ariel (C. aureaxL. Cowanii)

at the other. Sixteen distinct forms of C. Trianae,

with very fine blooms, were included, and among
them the large variety Colossal, Madame Louis
le Hemptinne, with blush-white sepals and
petals; Lowii, white with a pink tint on the

lip; Ainpliata. of a pale peach-blossom colour

like C. Sehroderae ; Mooreana, one of the finest

in colour: The Premier, Chrystobel, white with
sulphur yellow in the tube of the lip; and Per-

fecta, a'lairge bloom with crimped edge to the

labellum, were prominent. Two exhibits

gained Awards of Merit (see Awards), but the

fine Laelio-Cattleya Aureole (L.-C. luminosa X

C. Iris), with a strong spike of eight brightly-

tinted flowers of a peculiar magenta-red colour

on yellow ground, which many visitors admired,

was passed without award.
Messrs. Sander and Son, St. Albans, were

awarded a Silver Flora Medal for a fine group,

the most interesting feature in which was the

excellent selection of new hybrid Odontoglos-

sums. which, while being all of fine size and

shape, exhibited great variety of colour, with

some novelty in the arrangement of it, as, for
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some of which were new, and the seedling
Odontoglossums, flowering for the first time,
specially attractive ; crosses between 0. illus-

trissimum and 0. eximium, and one between 0.
Lambeauanum and 0. excellens being distinct.

A singular 0. Pescatorei, with a tew violet
spots, and some hybrids of it, were also re-

marked. Cymbidium Iona (insigne X gigan-
teum), and a finely marked C. Lady Colman

;

Cypripedium Vetms Orchidhurst variety ; C.
Holdenii, C. Leander Cambridge Lodge variety ;

C. Florida (Fowlerianum x glaucophyllum), a
new cross of remarkable features, the broad
dorsal sepal and broader lower sepals having
blackish lines and greenish margin, the very
dark petals a strongly ciliate margin, lip rose-
colour.

Messrs. J. Cypher and Sons, Cheltenham,
were awarded a Silver Banksian Medal for a
good group, principally of fine Cypripediums,
Phalaenopsis Schilleriana and P. Stuartiana
were finely in bloom ; a selection of pretty Mas
devallias included M. ignea, M. caudata Shut-
tleworthii, M. Couutauldiana, M. Hincksiana,
etc., and the bright scarlet Epiphronitis Veitchij,
and Sophronitis grandiflora, were arranged in

front.

Messrs. Flory and Black, Orchid Nursery,
Slough, were awarded a Bronze Banksian Medal
for a small group in which were two good varie-
ties of Odontioda Schroderi, several O. Sibyl,
0. Graireana and two unnamed Odontiodas.
The best of the Odontoglossums were 0. ama-
bile, 0. Lambeauanum and 0. Doris, pretty
forms of which were shown. Among Cypripe-
diums were a very fine C. Dicksonianum,
Countess of Carnarvon, with rich rose-purple
dorsal sepal, with white tip. New Cypripediums
were C. Marcus (Dicksonianum x Leeanum), C.
Trinculo (insigne Harefield Hall x Victor
Hugo), and C. Marina (aureum x Lord Wolmer).

Messrs. Hassall and Co., Southgate, were
voted a Bronze Banksian Medal for a small group
in which were the new Odontocidium South-
gatense (Odontoglossum Edwardii x Oncidium
maevanthum), a very singular hybrid with flowers
having broad sepals and petals of a dark purple
colour and rose lip with ovate front and yellow
disc. The pretty Odontioda St. Fuscien, Brasso-
Cattleya Langleyense albens, good Cattleya
Trianae, C. Empress Frederick, Cypripedium
villosum Stanleyi, a very large form, Cymbidium
insigne, and C. eburneo-Lowianum were also
shown.

Messrs. Swan and Price, St. Albans, were
awarded a Bronze Banksian Medal for a group
of Cypripediums in great variety and good
quality, with Cattleyas.

Messrs. E. H. Davidson and Co., Orchid
Dene. Twyfird, showed a selection of rare
Orchids, including the very large and handsome
Cattleya Trianae Orchid Dene variety, C. Har-
risoniana alba, with a good show of pure white
blooms ; the fine white Odontoglossum crispum
Princess May ; and the deep rose and claret-rel
O. Twyford Gem, the most beautiful of 0.
Eossii hybrids ; also Sophro-Cattleya Warnham
ensis, and a charming pan of Odontoglossum
Oerstedii, with 18 white flowers.

De B. Crawshay, Esq., Rosefield, Sevcnoaks
(gr. Mr. Stables), again snowed the pretty and
floriferous brown and yellow Odontoglossum
Boadicea (triumphans x ardentissimum), 0.
Damaris (Rolfeae x Waltonense), fine forms of
0. harvengtense and 0. Hallio-crispum, and
Odontioda Bella (Cochlioda Noezliana x Odon-
toglossum bellatulum.

Monsieur Jules Hye de Crom, Ghent_ (gr.

Mr. Coen), sent Cypripedium Tracyanum maxi-
mum (aureum Hyeanum x Leeanum Clinker-
berryanum), a very large light-coloured flower.

C. ,T. Lucas, Esq., Warnham Court, Horsham
(gr. Mr. Duncan), sent the large-flowered Cypri-
pedium Harlequin, and C. Robsonii (exul X in-

signe Sanderae), first flowered by Messrs. San-
der in 1905.

Miss Hflen F. M. Sidney, Moreton, Holly
Place, Hampstead, showed a finely-flowered
Dendrobium splendidissimum.
Mr. L. Lawrence. Shoreham House Gardens,

Shoreham, showed a good specimen of Seleni-

pedium Sedenii candidulum.

AWARDS.
First-Class Certificate.

Odontoglossum Colossus (parentage unre-
corded), from Baron Bruno Schroder,

The Dell, Englefield Green (gr. Mr. J. E. Shill).—A noble Odontoglossum with probably the
largest flowers of any yet shown, and a fine
example of good culture. The greater part of
the broad segments was covered with large
purple-red blotches, the margins and a few
irregular lines between being white. The colour
was heightened by the rich purple back of the
segments.
Cymbidium Alexanderi Hamilton - Smith's

• 'ii a ttj (insigne x eburneo-Lowianum), from
Hamilton Smith, Esq., Seymour Road, Finch-
ley (gr. Mr. A. Coningsby).—A vary beautiful
variety, differing from others in its white, wax-
like flowers having an irregular band of crimson
on the lip as in C. Lowianum.

Award of Merit.

Cypripedium Mogul (Mrs. Wm. Mostyn x
chrysotoxum). — F>om Lieut. -Colonel Sir Geo.
L. Holford. A very beautiful Cypripedium of
fine shape and thick texture, yellow, tinged with
purple, the ivory-white dorsal sepal having a
purple band in the middle.

Laelio-Cottleya Ariel (C. Dowiana aurea x
L. Cowenii), from Lieut.-Colonel Sir Geo. L.
Holford.—A very floriferous and pretty hybrid
as seen in the small batch shown. Spikes tall,

with six to ten flowers, reddish golden yellow
or copper colour, with ruby-red lip.

Phalaenopsis Ariadne (Aphrodite X Stuart-
iana), from Messrs. Sander and Sons, St.
Albans.—A very interesting and beautiful plant
introduced by Messrs. Sander as a natural
hybrid and quite intermediate, the large white
(lowers bearing some of the spotting of P.
Stuartiana on the lateral sepals. It was first

flowered and home-raised by Messrs. Jas. Veitch
and Sons in 1896, P. Aphrodite being the seed-
bearer.

Fruit and Vegetable Committee.

Present : Jos. Cheal, Esq. (in the chair),
Messrs. C. G. A. Nix, W. Poupart, W. H.
Divers, J. Jaques, W. Crump, A. Bullock, A. R.
Allan. A. Grubb, W. Bates, Edwin Beckett,
Jesse Willard, and John Harrison.

Messrs. James Carter and Co., Raynes Park,
were awarded a Silver-Gilt Banksian Medal for
78 varieties of Potatos. The dishes were ar-
ranged on a green velvet cloth, and Palms were
employed to enhance the effect. The tubers
were clear of skin, evenly matched and very
attractive generally. Varieties of the firm's in-,

traduction were conspicuous, and of these the
more notable were Advancer, King of the Rus-
sets, Long Keeper, Invicta, Snowball, Early
Favourite, and Goldfinder. The old Scotch
Regent variety was included for its excellent
flavour, although it is not popular with some on
account of having deeply set eyes. Another
variety of excellent table quality was seen in

Excelsior, but in this again there is the defect
of small size.

Mr. W. E. Sands, Hillsborough, Co. Down,
exhibited 21 baskets of Potatos, for which a
Bronze Knightian Medal was awarded. Many,
such as Emerald Queen, Edina, Leinste'r,
Wonder, Irish Hero and The Gardener bore
names unfamiliar to growers in this country.
Mrs. Dennison, Little Gaddesden, Berkh'am-

sted, showed excellent root vegetables and Pota-
tos, including 1-nrge Record, Ailsa Craig, and
Rousham Hero Onions ; Summer Favourite and
Early Market Carrots; Early Milan, Round Red
and Jersey Lily Turnips ; splendid Maltese
Parsnips

; good Musselburgh and Holborn
Model Leeks. (Silver Knightian Medal.)
The Duke of Rutland, Belvoir Castle, Grant-

ham (gr. Mr. W. H. Divers), showed a collec-
tion of Apples and bunches of Black Alicante
Grapes, for which a Silver Banksian Medal was
awarded.

Mr. H. Hemsley, Crawley, showed fruits of

the new Apple Crawley Beauty.

NATIONAL FEDERATION OF FRUIT AND
POTATO TRADES' ASSOCIATIONS.

Ff.bruary 24.—The eleventh annual general
meeting of the members of the National Federa-
tion of Fruit and Potato Trades' Associa-
tions (Incorporated), Limited, was held on the
24th inst. in the Grand Hotel, Leicester. There
was a large attendance of delegates. On being
elected President, Mr. Wm. Cann (Manchester)

occupied the chair. The annual report was pre-
sented, of which we print the following ex-
tracts :

—
ANNUAL REPORT.

The hope expressed in the last Report that if the
Federation were reorganised on the lines suggested, all
the trade associations would become affiliated, has been
fully realised. We are glad to be able to report that
all known associations connected with the wholesale
fruit trade are now members of the Federation, and,
in addition, we now have 189 individual members.

It has been decided to form a Foundation Fund to
provide a reserve against special contingencies, and
up to the present time £537 18s. has been subscribed.
This amount is quite inadequate for the purpose—the
reserve should be at least £1,000—and we trust that
all members who have not yet contributed will send
a donation to the secretary.

In order to relieve the Executive Committee of some
of the detail work, a Northern division has been formed
to deal with all matters of special interest to the North.
The country has been divided by the line of the 53rd
degree, and all Great Britain north of this line, to-
gether with all Ireland, has been allotted to the
Northern Division. A Northern committee lias been
formed of all the executive members resident in the
Northern division, Mr. Wm. Cann .being appointed
chairman, and Mr. Ernest Farrington, of Manchester,
secretary.
The members of the Northern Committee have done

a very large amount of useful work during the year.
They have held committee and sub-committee meetings,
and, in addition, have addressed meetings in various
parts of the country, with the result that several asso-
ciations which had broken up or become moribund have
been re-formed, and have joined the Federation. They
have also been successful in obtaining a large number
of individual members. It is hoped, during the coming
year, to form other associations where there are suffi-

cient wholesale traders to render this possible.

Railway matters have also taken up considerable time.
On May 22 a deputation waited on Mr. Marriott, of the
Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway, to lay certain griev-
ances before him. Messrs. Crouch and Bellis attended
on behalf of the Federation. Mr. Marriott promised to
improve the service, and a number of claims for delay
were settled satisfactorily.

The Federation was asked to take up the question of
flower cartage in London. The rates had been in-

creased from 4s. 2d. to 6s. 8d. per ton, and the mini-
mum raised from 2d. to 6d. As a result of representa-
tions from your committee, the minimum charge was
reduced to 3d., but the Metropolitan Conference re-
fused to reduce the tonnage rate.

The demurrage charges came up for consideration
owing to the companies issuing new regulations allowing
only two days before demurrage was charged. We com-
municated with the companies in an endeavour to get
a longer time allowance, but without any result. It

therefore seems that Ave shall have to make use of our
legal remedy under the Railway Rates and Charges
Order Confirmation Acts of 1891-2. These Acts provide
that if the trader is dissatisfied with the time allowed,
or the rate charged, he can create a difference—that is,

raise a forma] objection—when the company must sub-
mit the matter to the arbitration of the Board of Trade.
A Royal Commission on Railways has been appointed

to inquire into the relationship between the railway
companies of Great Britain and the State in Tespect to
matters other than safety of working and conditions of

employment, and to report what changes, if any, are
desirable in that relationship. Your committee have
applied to be heard by the Commission, and have ap-

pointed Messrs. Cann, Dennis. Larsen, Meek, and the
two secretaries as witnesses. The chief points on which
evidence will be given are late del : veries, classification,

owner's risk conditions, delivery of empties, increased
rates and reduced facilities.

The report was adopted.

During the afternoon a Conference was held

to discuss matters relating to the transit of pro-

duce.

The President said that so far as the railway
companies were concerned the trade was sub-

jected to the same expensive and irritating treat-

ment as formerly, and that in face of the 4 per
cent, increase in the rates. They dad not object
to the 4 pea- cent, increase, but they strenuously
objected to the inefficient service they got in

return ; there was no certainty of reaching the
market in proper time. In asking for a better
service they were only asking for what they were
accustomed to get before the railway companies
entered into working arrangements, thu6 doing
away with competition. In addition to bad de-

livery, they had also to complain of demurrage
charges and indifference to complaints. Offering
suggestions in the way of remedies, the President
mentioned the issuing of time-tables for traffic

to traders, which he thought would be exceed-
ingly useful. If railway companies broke con-
tracts by running late they should be penalised.
They wished to work amicably with the railway
companies, realising they could be mutually
helpful, and to that end he suggested quarterly
conferences between representatives of the com-
panies and local associations to consider sugges
tions for improvements.

Mr. Major (London) thought it ought not to
go forth from the President's remarks that they
entirely agreed with the increase in railway
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rates, which were most oppressive in many
cases.

On behalf of the Leicester Association Mr.
Tomlin (Chester) moved a resolution that the
question of demurrage be considered by the
Federation, the time allowed for unloading trucks
of loose Potatos being totally inadequate.

This was seconded by Mr. Dent (Manchester).
The resolution was carried, and on the sugges-

tion of Mr. Eatough (Blackburn) it was also
decided that a list of grievances be sent to the
Railway Clearing House for consideration.

Mr. Rhodes (Liverpool) moved the following
resolution, which stood in the name of the Liver-
pool Market Tenants' Association:—"That the
attention of the Federation be directed to the
question of late deliveries on the part of the
railway companies, with a view to ascertaining
what is considered a just and reasonable de-
livery." He contended that 6ince the rates were
increased deliveries had been later.

In seconding, Mr. John Martin (Liverpool)
said that what they wanted to know was what
really constituted reasonable delivery.

The resolution was carried.

Another resolution dealing with the same sub-
ject was moved by Ml-. Shipley on behalf of the
Leicester Association. The resolution indicated
habitual late delivery to Leicester of goods from
Liverpool and Manchester, amounting to two and
three days' delay.

Mr. Charles Wilson (Leicester) seconded, and
the resolution was agreed to.

Other matters dealt with were signing for
goods before receipt, the grouping of small con-
signments, charges for empties, and propaganda
work.

THE BANQUET.
The annual banquet was held in the evening

at the Grand Hotel, all the delegates being
present. It was decided to hold next year's meet-
ing in London.

NATIONAL DAHLIA.
February 23.—This Society held its annual

conference at Carr's Restaurant, Strand, on
Monday last. Mr. Geo. Gordon, the Presi-
dent, occupied the chair. The Chairman, in
Ms opening remarks, referred to the trial of
Dahlias carried out last year by Mr. R. Cory
at Duffryn, and the competition for the Cory
Cup and Veitch Memorial Medal. These events
should forward the interests of the flower.
Raisers were endeavouring to secure varieties
that will be as useful in the garden as for ex-
hibition, and he trusted that everyone would
take a broad view of the possibilities of the
flower and encourage every type. -Ih the
absence of the author, Mr. R. Cory, Mr. J. A.
Jarrett read the paper on the Duffryn trial,

and a second paper on " The Dahlia of To-Day "

was read by Mr. H. Shoesmith. We are com-
pelled to hold over our report until next week.

EDINBURGH BOTANICAL.
February 12.—The fourth meeting for the

session was held on the 12fch inst., Dr. R. S.
MacDougaill, President, in the chair.
Mr. Montagu Drummond gave an account of

a summer vacation in Jamaica, with lantern
illustrations, with special reference to the
Botanic Gardens at Hope, near Kingston, at
Castleton, twenty miles inland, and at Cinchona,
in the Blue Mountains, at an altitude of 5.000
feet. He pointed out the special advantages of
Cinchona as a tropical station for research, and
drew attention to the project which is on foot to
make that station more fully available to British
sudents, and in aid of which the British Asso-
ciation for the Advancement of Science has
already granted £25.
Miss Lamont read a paper on " The Ecology

of an Argyllshire Area (the Estate of Knock-
dow)," with lantern illustrations, in which she
indicated the distribution of various types of
vegetation taken as representative of the flora of
the district.

Dr. R. S. MAfDounALL exhibited the Citrus
white fly (Aleyrodes citrj), parasitised by the red
fungus (Aschersonia' aleyrod's) and the black
fungus (Aegerita Webberi).

Mr. Whytock showed a collection of plants
from out-of-doors at Dalkeith Palace.
The following plants in flower were shown

from the Royal Botanic Gardens :—Cullumia
squarrosa, R. Br., a peculiar South African com-
posite

; Rhododendron moupinense, Franch. ; and
Rhododendron oledfolium, Franch., a hardy
species with whitish flowers, tinged sometimes
with lilac. Introduced from Western China by
Mr. Wilson.

DEBATING SOCIETIES.

WARGRAVE AND DISTRICT GARDENERS'.
At the meeting of the above association held

on the 11th inst. Mr. W. H. Scott gave a
lecture on "The Evolution of Vegetable Culture."
He referred to the vegetables mentioned by Par-
kinson as being cultivated at the end of the seven-
teenth century, and showed how bv careful elimination
of worthless kinds and hybridisation of the best varie-
ties our present-day vegetables have been brought to
a high state of perfection. The use of manures was
carefully pointed out, and the great advantages of
glasshouses in lengthening the season of many vegetables
were referred to. The improvement is very marked,
said Mr. Scott, if one remembers the quality, size and
appearance of the vegetables exhibited at any large
show of twenty years ago and those of the present day.

BIRMINGHAM AND DISTRICT GARDENERS'.—
At the meeting of this society, held on Monday, the
26th ult., a lecture on " Edible and Poisonous Fungi "

was delivered to a large audience by Dr. Jessie Bayliss
Elliott, Lecturer on Botany at the Universitv of Bir-
mingham. Miss Elliott emphasised the importance of a
knowledge of fungi to gardeners and horticulturists in
general as there was no definite rule as to whether
a fungus is edible or not. She stated that many more
fungi are edible than is commonly supposed, and many
could be utilised for food. After giving some Teeeipts for
cooking fungi the lecturer proceeded to explajn the
method of mushroom culture in Paris, the details of
which she had gathered from personal investigation. The
lecture was illustrated by lantern slides.

REDOING GARDENERS' The first fortnightly
meeting of the winter session was held on the 26th ult.

in the Abbey Hall, Mr. J. T. Tubb, chairman of the
committee, presiding over a large attendance. Mr. J. A.
Murray, B.Sc. of the University College, Reading, de-
livered a lecture on " Farmyard and Stable Manures."
Mr. Murray based his opening remarks on the well-
known bias of practical gardeners toward farm and
stable manure for the cultivation of garden crops gene-
rally, and said that the preference was well founded. No
artificial manure could or ever would take the place
of stable or farm manure. It was quite possible to
supply to the soil all the soluble or even insoluble food
that 'a given quantity of stable manure contained by
compounding various artificial manures, but their

action on the soil in other respects was totally different
from that of stable manure. Artificials supplied no
organic matter, and the great value of farm or stable
manure lay, not so much in the soluble manurial sub-

stance it contained, as in the many-sided effect that
the organic matter had on the soil itself. The lec-

turer pointed out the relative values of various kinds
of. farm and stable manure and how such value was
greatly affected by the age and food of the animals, and
the treatment the manure received. Where the urine
was allowed to drain away, or insufficient litter used
to retain it, by far the most valuable portion of the

manure was lost. Again, washing by rains would waste
nearlv, if not all, the immediately available plant food,

and some time must elapse before manurial matter less

soluble could, bv the odd of fermentation, be brought
to a condition when it could be taken up in the soil

water by the plant.

The evening devoted to "ten minute" papers by the
younger members last April proved so successful that

a similar gathering was held on Monday, the 2nd inst.

Papers were contributed by Messrs. C. Goodchild
(" Greenhouse Plants "). J. Lloyd (" Starting a Busi-

ness "). P. Kave (" Melons "), R. Baker (" Stove and
Greenhouse Plants"), C. Reader ("Violets"), and F.

Barnes (" Malmaison Carnations ").

The annual tea and entertainment took place on the

18th inst. About eighty members and friends weTe pre-

sent, the president (Mr.' F. S. Parfitit) being in the chair.

After the tea and during the time the hall was being

oleared those present were afforded an opportunity of

inspecting Messrs Sutton and Son's stores and offices.

At 7.30 an audience of about 600 assembled at an enter-

tainment, and an excellent programme was provided by
tiie kindness of Mr. Leonard Sutton.

BRISTOL AND DISTRICT GAROENERS'.-
The fortnightly meeting of this association was held

on the 12th inst, the president. Colonel Cary Batten,

J.P., occupying the chair. Two papers were read by Mr.
Barrow and Mr. Extenoe on " Tomatos " and " Decora-

tive Chrysanthemums " respectively. The prizes

offered bv'the president for two Cypripediums were won
by Mr. Jennings (1st) and Mr. Curtis (2nd).

BRITISH GARDENERS' ASSOCIATION (Leam-
ington Branch).— A meeting of the members of the

Leamington branch of the B.G.A. was held on the 31st

ult. Alderman A. Holt, chairman Leamington and
County Show, presided. A lecture was given by Mr.

J. H. Have, superintendent of the local publio park,

on " Propagation by Seed."

BRITISH GARDENERS' (Edinburgh Branch).—
The monthly meeting of the Edinburgh branch of the

B.G.A. held on the 9th inst., Mr. W. H. Morland presid-

ing. A lecture on " Hybridising," illustrated by lan-
tern slides, was delivered bv Mr. Hosking. horticul-
tural lecturer at the Glasgow and West of Scotland Col-
lege of Agriculture. The next meeting will be on
March 9. when the subject of the lecture will be " The
Formation and Maintenance of Herbaceous Borders "
by Mr. A. McDonald, Darnhall Gardens, Eddleston.

DUMFRIES AND GALLOWAY GARDENERS' —
The monthly meeting of this association was held in
the Wesley Hall, Dumfries, on the 31st ult. Mr. S.
Arnott, president, occupied the chair. A paper on " The
Rose

: its History and Cultivation," was read by Mr.
W. Sturrock, manager of the Larchfield Nurseries,
Dumfries. Mr. Sturrock dealt briefly with the history
of the flower, and more fully with its cultivation. He
gave a selection of the best varieties for planting.

SOUTHAMPTON AND DISTRICT GARDENERS'
—The first monthly meeting of the new session was
held on the 29th ult., the president, Mr. H. E. Moly-
2
e

,

U
j
X

'«T
In the chair

- Mr. Montague Allwood, of Wivels-
field Nurseries, Haywards Heath, gave a lantern lecture
on The Perpetual-Flowering Carnation." Twenty-
four new members were elected—a record number forany one meeting.

KILMARNOCK AND DISTRICT GARDENERS"—
Hie monthly meeting of this society was held on the
11th inst. Mr. R. K. Sillars presiding. Mr. D. Vallance,
of Dunaskm, delivered a lecture on " Beekeeping

"

illustrating his remarks with the aid of various sections
of hives etc. The intimate connection of beekeeping
with horticulture, and the methods to adopt to ensure
the most profitable return of honev, were clearlv ex-
plained.

* **

thf^T"
GARDENER6'.-Mr. T. Parrott presided atthe fortnightly meeting of the Bath Gardeners' Debat-ing Society, held on the 9th inst. There was an excel-

lent attendance. A paper on " Apple Cultivation "
was given by Mr. Strugnell.

~A'RMINGHAM AND MIDLAND COUNTIES
?,*

RDE*ERS'-At the meeting held on Monday the9th inst. two papers were read. Mr. Brotschneider, ofCompton Nurseries, first gave a paper " On the Propa-
gation of Roses. ' After giving full details of the methods
of cleft, tongue, and whip grafting he closed his lecture
Dy briefly answering questions raised. The second
paper was by Mr. Brown, proprietor of Compton Nur-
series, King's Norton, and he dealt with " The Best
Varieties of Roses." Amongst the twenty-four best
Koses for general purposes, said Mr. Brown, were Hugh
Dickson, Frau Karl Druschki, Mrs. John Laing, and
General McArthur. He gave lists of the best bedding
Roses; the best for standards; the best varieties for
pillars—chief of which were the American and Blush
Ramblers—varieties for pot culture; and the twelve
most suited for town gardens, together with the twelve
best Teas and twenty-four best varieties for exhibition.

CHESTER PAXTON.-At the opening meeting of
the winter session, under the chairmanship of Mr
A. W. Armstrong, a lecture entitled " Cultivation of
Chrysanthemums " was given by Mr. A. Calderbank
Chief Instructor in Horticulture at Holmes Chapel Col-
lege, Cheshire. The lecturer dealt very fullv with his
subject under the heads of propagation, composition
of soils, manures, their value and method of applica-
tion, and gave numerous cultural hints. He empha-
sised the need of fresh air and sunshine, and gave ex-
plicit directions as to the composition of soils and
liquid and other manures. He gave an extensive list
of varieties which he recommended for cultivation,
and explained the method of raising new varieties.

At the usual bi-monthly meeting held in the Grosvenor
Museum on the 21st inst., Mr. Montagu Allwood delivered
a lecture on " Perpetual-Flowering Carnations " to a
large audience over which Mr. N. F. Barnes. Eaton
Gardens, presided. Mr. Allwood illustrated his lecture
with a series of lantern slides (a number of which were
coloured), and which gave added interest to what the
chairman described as one of the best lectures they
had listened to.

BURNLEY AND DISTRICT HORTICULTURAI
A meeting of this association was held in the Mechanics'
Institute, Burnley, on the 5th inst. Mr. W. J. Har-
greaves occupied the chair. Mr. H. Jackson, of Ighten*
hill Park, gave a lecture on " Summer Bedding."

WATFORD HORTICULTURAL— A well-attended
meeting of this society was held on the 13th inst. The
president, R. H. Comyns, Esq., occupied the chair.
Mr. H. Newman was presented with a marble time-
piece as a mark of esteem and recognition of his

services as secretary from 1910 to 1912. A
lecture on " Potato Culture " was delivered by Mr.
R. A. Ayre, of Bushev Lodge Farm. He dealt with the
subject under the following heads : Seed, manure, cul-

tivation, profitable side, healthful side, and beautiful

side.

BRITISH GARDENERS' (Watford Branch).—
The monthly meeting of the Watford branch of the
B.G.A. was held on the 19th inst. Mr. W. Phillips pre-

sided. Mr. H. Curtis, superintendent of Parks, North-
ampton, gave a lecture on " Old-fashioned Flowers for

Spring Bedding." He dealt exhaustively with ihe rais-

ing of the plants from seeds, their general cultivation

and flowering periods. At the next meeting, to be held

on March 19, Mr. W. R. Phillips. Kennels. Stanmore. will

deliver an address on the "Cultivation of Root Crops."

LIVERPOOL HORTI-^ULTUIAL.— A special
general meeting of this society was held on the 19th

inst. for the purpose of electing a secretary in succes-

sion to Mr. H. Sadler, who has filled the pffice for the

past 15 vears. Mr. W. Mecer. occupied the chair. The
name of' only one candidate was submitted, Mr. W. S.

Peet. 36, Dale Street. Liverpool, a chartered accountant,

and lie was unanimously appointed.
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GARDENING APPOINTMENTS

Mr B- Savage, for the past 18 months with Messrs.

Cutbush and SON, The Nurseries, Barnet, and pre-

viously for 124 years with Mrs, E. Rider Cook,
Woodford Green, as Gardener to W. H. BROWN, Esq..

Harts. Woodford Green, Essex. [Thanks for Is. for

R.G.O.F. box.—EDS.]

Mr. H. C. Lewis, for the past 2 years Second Gar-

dener at Derryswood. Wonersh, Surrey, and pre-

viously at Greenlands, Heniev-on-Thaines. as Gar-

dener to A. D. Hart, Esq . Dharnwood, Melbourne,

Australia.

Mr- C Brookes, for nearly 3 years Foreman at St.

Osyth Priory, Colchester,' Essex, as Gardener to

Mrs. Faudel* Phillips, Mapleton. Edenbrulge, Kent.

©bftuai\>.

Joseph Towell. — The Florists' Ex-
change records the death of Joseph Towell

on January 26, who was born in County
Down, Ireland, May 24, 1848. He left

6chool at the age of fourteen and worked three

years in the gardens of the Marquis of Down-
shire; thence he went to East Hempstead Park,

and later worked in many private and commercial

establishments. Mr. Towell settled in the

United States in 1872 and engaged him-

self as a gardener for several years, hold-

ing positions in New York, Newport, Long
Island, Staten Island and Canada. Iu
'878 he secured employment in the Bellevue.

Nursery, U.S.A., which he managed until 1880,

when he bought the business, operating the 6ame
until about 1910. As a wholesale grower he
shipped largely to New York, and he 'held at

one time the best retail store in Paterson.

Joseph Fels.—Our readers who are familiar

with the work of the Vacant Land Cultiva-

tion Society will learn with regret of the

unexpected death at the age of 61 years of the

founder and president, Mr. Joseph Fels, who
succumbed to an attack of pneumonia on the

15th inst. at Philadelphia, U.S.A. In our issue

for May 15, 1909, p. 312, will be found particu-

lars of the operations of the society in the

Metropolitan area, where there are numerous in-

stances in which vacant land awaiting the enter-

prise of the builder has been brought into a state

of cultivation under the direction of the superin-

tendent, Mr. R. Lewis Castle. Not only have
the sites been much improved in appearance, but
the gardening operations have provided re-

munerative employment for men who would
otherwise be out of work. In 1905 Mr. Fels ac-

quired an estate of 1.300 acres at Hollesley Bay.
which he placed at the disposal of the Central
(Unemployed) Body for the formation of a
labour colony for the unemployed ; and he after-

wards bought 600 acres of land at Maylands,
Essex, for a similar colony.

brrcjpondcnt

Apricot Trek Attacked bt Maggots :

A. G. S. P. The caterpillars are those of

the magpie moth, Abraxas grossulariata ; all

of them are immature. The best remedy for

this pest 's to spray with either Paris green
or arsenate of lead.

Bone Meal : A. P. This manure would benefit

the Tomatos and Chrysanthemums. It should
be used at the rate of lib. to each barrowful
of the potting soil, or 141b. to a cartload.

Erratum.—In the note on perpetual-flowering
Carnations at Lynwood Nurseries, Rayleigh (p.

127), the number of plants in one house grown
on benches should read 15,000 instead of 1,500,

as printed.

Glass for a Greenhouse : T. G. The clear

glass would suit the plants best, but if the
untinted, rolled glass is not too dense this may
be used. One advantage of the latter is that
during very bright weather it would not need
to be shaded, but you must remember that
there are more dull days in a veal than sunny
ones.

Lady Gay Rose : E. P. It is very natural to

rind a. difficulty in accepting Crimson Rambler
as a parent of Lady Gay. There seems little

or nothing about the plant to render this prob-

able, though in dealing with hybrids it is often

the unexpected that happens, and this parent-

age is believed to have been stated with

authority; at least, it is given by Mr. Daniel,

who has made a special study of the parentage

of Roses. The distinctive characters botanic-

ally of Rosa multiflora and R. Wichuraiana
are as follows :

—

Rosa multitlor i. Rosa Wichuraiana.
Thorns frequently in Thorns almost always

pairs. scattered.

Leaflets rather rough, Leafljts always glabrous,

usually more or less smooth and shining.

pubescent, lighter green smaller than in R.

than in R. Wiehu- multiflora.

raiana. Stipules, with fine teeth.

Stipules very character- not longer than the

istic, deeply pectinated. leaf-like part of the

the teeth "longer thai* stipule is broad.

the leaf-like part of the Stylar column often

stipule is broad. hairy.

Stylar column usually Stems, creeping along the

glabrous. ground, lax and flagel-

Stems upright at first, late, and easily bent

arching later, strong, or twined in any di-

rigid and brittle. rection.

Tried by these tests no one would connect

Lady Gay as it has been distributed in this

country as a multiflora, but it would be placed

without hesitation among the Wichuraiana

group. We must not expect to find any of our

garden forms, which are mostly hybrids, pos-

sessing exactly the typical characters of the

species ; it will always be a case of greater or

less. For instance, in Crimson Ramble.r, a. multi-

flora hybrid, and' not very far from the type,

thorns are seldom noticed in pairs. Lady
Gay, however, possesses so many of the quali-

ties of the Wichuraiana type that Dr. Wil-

liams was justified in classing it among the

Wichuraiana hybrids. We believe that he has

now admitted "Hiawatha and Excelsa to the

same group.

Names of Fruits : W. Manning. Apple New
Bess Pool.—/. .4. J.B. Apple Royal Somerset.

—

G. II'., Brandon. Ashmead's Kernel.—H. A.

Gros Fenouillet.—/. /. S. 1, Reinette du
Canada ; 2, Calville St. Sauveur ; 3, D'Arcy
Spice syn. Spring Ribston ; 4. Waltlnuu Abbey
Seedling.

Names of Plants : A. J. II'. Brunfelsia

calyeina var. Macrantha, also known in gar-

dens as Franciscea. Insert cuttings of the

ripened growths at once, using only those

which have not started into new growth, as

these form the best plants. Cuttings are

also easily rooted in the autumn if ripened

growths are placed in a sandy, peaty soil in a

close frame furnished with brisk heat. Brun-

felsias are best treated as stove plants during

their growing period, and may be transferred

to an intermediate house during the late

summer and autumn.

—

J. II'. B. Dendrobium
Pierardii.

—

Constant Reader. The Orchid is

Dendrobium speciosum, an Australian species,

which may be grown in any warm, sunny
greenhouse, fruit-house or conservatory. The
tree is Cornus Mas. Asparagus plumosus grows
well in almost any situation, and should be
potted in turfy loam.—T\ M. 1. Dendrobium
cretaceum ; 2, Dendrobium Parishii ; 3. Den-
drobium sanguinolentum ; 4, Odontoglossum
Lindleyanum. — Constant Reader {J. C). 1,

Probably a leaf of Asarum canadense. Send
when in flower ; 2, Anemone Hepatica varie-

ties ; 3, Libonia Penrhosiensis ; 4, Nepeta
(Gleehoma) hederacea variegata ; 5, Pelar-
gonium Little Trot ; 6, Hib'seus Rosa-sinensis

Cooperi. G. H. S. 1, Cupreesus filifera

plumosa ; 2, C. Lawsoniana lutea ; 3, C. fili-

fera plumosa aurea ; 4, C. pisifera squarrosa
;

5, Cryptomeria elegans.

Opportunities for Gardeners in Australia :

G. Howell. We submitted your enquiry to

our valued correspondent, Mr. Gilbert Errey,
of Victoria, Australia, who replies as follows :—" The possibilities of gardening employment
in Australia depend largely upon the quali-

fications and tastes of the applicant. The
general demand is for men accustomed to
the climatic, conditions, which differ greatly
from those in England. The main, features of

outdoor gardens in Sydney are shrubs—par-

ticularly Roses—and bedding annuals or

foliage plants, such as Iresine and Alter-

nantliera. Hardy herbaceous perennials, as
known in England, are grown in a " bush "

house or greenhouse. Bulbs for spring flower-

ing are popular, but Tulips and a few others
requiring cooler conditions are seldom grown.
The members of the Amaryllidaceae are much
in evidence. Wages vary from £3 or £4 per
week for a very limited number of head gar-

deners, who axe also expert propagators ; to
' 20s. per week and found ' for labouring work
in the garden. Many gardens are managed
entirely by ' jobbing ' gardeners, who work
for four hours upwards per week at one gar-

den and elsewhere for the treat of the week,
frequently keeping six gardens in order by
giving one day per week to each. Wages for

these ' jobbers ' usually average about 8s. to

8s. 6d. per day of eight hours, with no board
or lodging—an occasional popular and expert

jobber commands 9s. and 10s. per day. Should
a good grower of vegetables and flowers con-

sent to go several hundred, miles out of
Sydney and endure the bush life of a squatter's

homestead (10 to 25 human beings centred in an
area of perhaps 50 to 1,000 acres) he usually

receives good treatment, with £80 to £100 per
year with board and lodging. I would advise
those who land to make personal application

to the secretary of the Horticultural Society
of N.S.W., to the Curator of Botanic Gard-
dens, Sydney, or to such a firm as Messrs. A.
Yates and Co., 184, Sussex Street, Svdney.
You could insert an advertisement in the

Sydney dailv papers stating your qualifica-

tions, experience generally, and the position

desired. The cost would be from 2s. 6d. to
5s., according to the space taken and the

|

number of insertions."

Paradise Stocks : Constant Reader. These are
shallow rooting and more or less dwarfing
stocks, obtained from layers, as distinguished

from seedling Crab and free stocks, which
have tap roots, and are conducive to more

j

vigorous growth in the trees grafted or budded
upon them. There are several types of the
Paradise stock. The French Paradise is of?

too dwarfing a character for commercial plan-

tations, and is to be recommended only for use

in gardens where space is limited. The less
|

dwarfing English broad-leaf Paradise is re-

commended for bush trees in large orchards,
though for some varieties of Apples and for

standards the Crab or free stock is preferable.

The English Paradise is a selection, probably
from the Doucin, a stock intermediate in

j

vigour of growth between the French Para-
dise and the Crab or free stock. The Crab
is the wild Apple, and the free stock is raised

from the pips of Apples, usually obtained
from cider mills, but sometimes from a parti-

cular variety.

Potato: <?., Stepney. No disease is present

in the tubers. The superficial scab on the
surface would not account for the smell when
the Potatos are cooked.

Primula obconica Unhealthy : TF. B. The in-

jury is caused by a fungus. Sp.'ay the plants

at intervals of four days with a solution of

liver of sulphur—1 oz. in 6 gallons of water.

Richardia (Arum) Leaves Unhealthy : C. H. I

The injury to the leaves is not due to fungous
disease or insect pests. The cause of the

j

trouble must be looked for in some wrong
f

cultural treatment.

Soil from a Vine Border : II'. B. The
mycelium present in the soil is that of the

vine-root fungus. Soak the soil thoroughly

twice at an interval of a fortnight with a solu

tion of sulphate of potash. Lift the soil wit'

a fork to allow the solution to enter freely

the specific should be used at a strength of

1 lb. in 10 gallons of water.

Communications Received-—G. Bates—F. S.-

R. T. L. T.—G. H. S—A. G. Soames (Tour letter ha
been forwarded)—T. J. R.—G. L—A. C. H.—F. J. C-
W. G.—T. S. H. D.—T. W.—E. G. A.—A. S. O-
A. E. T. R —T. A.—G. C—W. T.-J. B. B —W. E
Proud Salopian—G. H. M.-J. T. B.—J. O.—R. A. M -

J. D.^E. F. H—A. G.—G. A.—A. 0., FaversWam-
R. E. A.—T. 0.. Cornwall—O. S—A. J.. Harlow-
F.. F. (i—M. and Co.—R. P. B.—S. A.—T. J. S.,

. land—J. M. B.—0. D.—B. P.—G. H-. > .
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THE MARKET FRUIT GARDEN.

LAST month was my fifteenth February

in this place, and the rainfall of

4.02 inches has but once been

equalled during the preceding fourteen

years. That was in 1910, when the

measurement was 4.28 inches. The only

other very rainy Februarys were those of

1900, with 3.46 inches, and 1904, with

3.56 inches. In only two other years was

the February measurement so much as

If inch, namely, 1906, when it was

2.67 inches, and 1912, when it was 2.21.

The lowest records were 0.21 inch in 1909

and 0.69 inch in 1905. The February
average for the fourteen years ended with

1913 was 1.89 inch, so that the quantity

last month was considerably more than

double the average for the period named.
All but a trifling proportion of the fall

occurred in the second and third weeks of

the month. The fall at my station may be

compared with 3.62 inches for the South-

East of England generally. For other dis-

tricts into which the United Kingdom is

divided by the meteorological authorities

the figures are as follows, in inches:—
Scotland N., 5.87; Scotland E., 2.67;

Scotland W., 5.45; England N.E., 1.16;

England E., 1.76; England N.W., 3.23;

England S.W., 4.58 ; England extreme S.,

3.89; Ireland N, 5.56; Ireland S., 6.32.

In an average of seasons February is one

of the driest months in the year, in spite

of its unfair nickname, " fill-dyke." Its

average rainfall in thirty-five years at

Brixton was the lowest for any month but

March.

Labour Lost.

Unfortunately, my first trial of lime-

spraying, so far as Plum trees are con-

cerned, was to a very great extent an-

nulled by the daily or nightly rainfall of

February 11 to 21. The work was begun

on February 7, and rain fell on the follow-

ing day. Then we had two dry days

;

but afterwards rain fell a few hours after

each instalment of the spraying, except at

the last, although it was carried on only

when there seemed to be some hope of

fine weather up to the 21st. Conse-

quently a large proportion of the lime

was washed off the trees, although the

wash was as thick as it could be used, lj

cwt. of lime to 100 gallons of water being

the proportions. The trees from bases

to tops were ghostly white when freshly

done, but only a few are white now. The
worst of lime is that it must be used soon

after its arrival, and, as mine came from

Buxton, it was necessary to have four

tons at a time to avoid the extremely high

rail rate per ton charged on less than a

tiuckload. Moreover, it was sent a week

sooner than it was directed to be des-

patched. Lime does not stick on the trees

nearly as well as lime-sulphur, and if, as

E. M. . says on page 106, it has no effect

in preventing aphis attack, I shall never

use it again. Lime-sulphur is much less

trouble to use, and, if fungicidal action

is of any use in February or March, it

has some action of that kind, whereas

lime has practically none, while the

former is superior to the latter for clear-

ing moss off the trees. By the way, if

lime is not a preventive of aphis attack,

it is not easy to imagine why E. AI.'s

neighbour applies it when his Plums are

bursting into bloom. If it does nothing

but cleanse the trees of moss it might as

well be applied in winter as in spring. I

should be sorry to use it on trees in

blossom, as it seems entirely improbable

that it can fail to impair fertilisation. A
thick coat of lime over the sexual parts

of the flowers must interfere to some ex-

tent with the spreading and reception of

the pollen, bv the agency of insects or

otherwise. Lime-spraying of young Apple

trees will be deferred to a later date.

The instruction of those who recommend
lime-spraying is to apply the wash when
hot. As a matter of fact, this is impos-

sible without constant relays of boiling

water for mixing, which would be almost

impracticable in field work. Although

the Buxton lime is the best that can be

had, and generates great heat when
slaked, dilution with cold water reduces

the temperature below blood heat before

a freshly-prepared tub of the wash is half

used. In my case the mixer kept only

one tub ahead of the sprayers, and yet

the wash, when it emerged from the

machines, was quite cool to the hand.

One Great Advantage in Lime-

Spraying .

In the case of soil deficient in lime

there is one great advantage in the use

of lime-wash. It requires fully three

gallons of the wash to thoroughly cover

two mature trees of moderate size, or one

very large tree, and each gallon contains

1.681b. of lime. As my Plum trees num-
ber 300 to the acre, the application was
over 7f cwts. per acre, allowing two trees

to the three gallons, for, of course, sooner

or later, all the lime applied is washed on
to the ground. Such a dressing annu-

ally would be ample. But, as all my land

has been very liberally chalked (about 15

tons per acre a few years ago), the advan-

tage does not occur in my case. The
quantity would be very much less in an

orchard of young trees.

Lime-Spraying with Knapsacks.

A friend who has had experience in

lime-spraying informed me that the work
could not be done with knapsack

machines. A trial made before ordering

a large quantity of lime, however, proved

that this is not the case. By wiring

and soldering a small piece of brass plate

on to a plain jet in such a way that it

acts as a spreader my pneumatic knap-

sacks were found capable of spraying trees

fifteen feet high, a seven feet lance being

used with each. There is nothing in the

jet to get blocked, and the spreader is

turned up at just the right angle to catch

what would be a solid stream, divert ;ng
it in proper spray form. Any ordinary

nozzle would be frequently blocked by
thick lime-wash, although, of course, the

stuff is passed through a fine sieve into

the tubs. The piece of brass plate can

be bent by pliers to precisely the right

angle for making the best spray. The
size of the spreader above the part where
it is first wired and then soldered on to

the jet is J inch in length and f inch in

breadth. It has its sides very slightly

turned up.

Home-Made Lime-Sulphur.

As factory-made lime-sulphur has in-

creased greatly in price since the first

sample used in this country was pre-

pared for me, and since manufacturers will

not take the barrels back or allow for

them, I decided that I would make my
own with some of the Buxton lime ordered

for lime-wash. A 25-gallon portable

boiler was obtained for the purpose, and

some empty paraffin casks. The object

was to make 20 gallons of the conoen

tiated fluid in one boiling, two lots to fill,

or nearly fill, a barrel. The plan of

making is as follows:—Place 241b. of

fresh lump lime in the boiler, then beat

481b. of flowers of sulphur into a paste,
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breaking all lumps, dilute the paste and

pour on to the lime to slake it, stirring

thoroughly. The fire should 'be lighted as soon

as the liquid is poured on to the lime.

When the lime has slaked fill the boiler

up 'to 4 inches from the top and boil for one

hour, stirring frequently while the stuff is get-

ting to the boiling point, a.nd occasionally after-

wards. An old spade is the best tool for stirring.

As there is a good deal <.*' loss from evaporation

extra water has to be added after boi.'.ing has

gone on a little while to keep the quantity up to

20 gallons. Great care is necessary to keep the

stuff from boiling over. A 30-gallon boiler would
be better, for then 25 gallons could be put into

it immediately after the lime had been
thoroughly slaked, thus avoiding the arrest of

boiling caused by adding more water. This
quantity would waste to about 20 gallons. There
is hardly any sediment when the proportions of

to exclude air. If a draw-off tap is fixed in the

boiler it should have a strainer oveT its opening
into the boiler, for otherwise it will be blocked
by the .lime or sulphur.

A Backward Season Becoming Forward.

If the extraordinary mildness of February is

not to be followed by a spell of severity, the
comparative backwardness of vegetation will be
transformed to at least moderate earliness. Last
season was a very early one, and comparisons
of a few developments of this season with those
of 1913 show great differences. This year Snow-
drops and yellow Crocuses were both in full

blossom in my garden on February 15, as com-
pared with January 28 last season. The double
yellow Daffodil was only in bud at the end of

February, whereas it was in full bloom on Feb-
ruary 14 last year. The Almond, now dormant,
was in full bloom at the end of January in 1913.
showing phenomenal forwardness. For Elder

ORCHID NOTES AND GLEANINGS.

71.—ODONTOGLOSSUM COLOSSUS : SEGMENTS WHITE. WITH PURPLE BLOTCHES.
R.H.S. First-class CertiBcate, February 24, 1914 (see p. 154. ante).

lime and sulphur are as stated above, but there

would be a great deal if a larger proportion of

lime were used. The density of the fluid when
cool should be not less than 31° as indicated by
the Baume hydrometer, or 1.2719 on the ordinary-

specific gravity instrument. The former is much
easier to read. One gallon of the concentrated
fluid of the density named or a little higher can
be diluted with 12 gallons of water for a winter
wash, and with 40 gallons for summer spraying.
The cost of the concentrated fluid is under five-

pence per gallon, including labour and the little

coal used ; but this does not allow for interest
on the cost of the boiler and barrels or deprecia-
tion. At any rate, sixpence per gallon would be
ample to allow to cover everything. In the loirg

run there would be some economy in using a 50-

gallon boiler in order to fill a paraffin barrel in
fine operation. But for anyone needing only ten
to twelve barrels in a season, the expense of the
larger size would hardly be warranted. The
barrel should be filled quit© up to the bung hole

leaf the comparison is one-quarter expanded on
February 15, against January 31. Lilac leaf-

buds were bursting on February 28 this season,
against February 14 last year. Forsythia was in

full leaf at the end of February in 1913, but was
not a quarter out at the end of last month, and
the difference in Deutzia scabra is nearly as

much. Gooseberries were beginning to burst
their buds in sheltered spots On February 21, a

fortnight later than they were last year, and the
cases of Red Currants and early Pears are simi-
lar. Black Currants are exceptional in being
a little forwarder than they were a year ago.
Plum bude were no more swollen at the end of

February last than they were at the end of
January last yeaT. The buds of early Apples
are swelling suddenly at the time of writing,
bidding fair to be as forward shortly as they
were last season. Raspberry leafage was a
quarter out last year on February 15, but only
a few buds are bursting at present. A Southern
Growir.

HYBRID CYPRIPEDIUMS.
Mr. E. Hill, gardener to F. J. 0. Montagu.,

Esq.. Lyndford Hall, Mundford, sends blooms,
of four fine Cypripediums raised by him, as,

follows :—C. Master Andrew (chrysotoxum x
insigne Harefield Hall), as large as, and lighter

in colour than, C. insigne Harefield Hall. Petals,

yellowish veined with purple. Dorsal sepal
white with rose-purple spots.

C. Rosemary (Hera x aureum Oedippe), with
large dorsal sepal flushed and spotted with dark
rose colour. The petals and lip are coloured
yellow, tinged with chestnut-redi.

C. Tracyanum aureum (aureum Surprise x
Leeanum Clinkaberryanum), a fine flower, fol-

lowing C. aureum Surprise in its clear, light

yellow tint and clear, white upper part in the
dorsal sepal.

C. nitens-Leeanum, a pretty variety with
white dorsal sepal.

All the plants show evidence of remarkably
good culture.

ODONTIODAS AND ODOXTOGLOSSUMS.
AT HAYWARDS HEATH.

The great value of these beautiful Orchids,

for supplying bloom all the year round is well

shown in the many houses devoted to them in

Messrs. Charlesworth's Orcliid Nursery at Hay-
wards Heath, which is never -without a good,

show of bloom. In the Odontioda house are

thousands of spikes in all stages of development,
making a bright show of varied tints of scarlet,

red, and red and white. There is also a great

show of bloom in the Odontoglossum house, the'

blotched, home-raised 0. crispum being remark-

able in two ways—in that the blotched,

forms outclass the imported varieties, and the

perfect shape, fine substance, and clear white

of the white forms are far better than importa-

tions can give. In all classes of hybrids here

many interesting lessons in variability and here-

dity, as well as in seed-raising and cultivation,,

are to be learned.

HIPPEASTRUMS FROM SEED.

The flowering period, when the plants are
giving a wealth of colour, is the best time

to mark Hippeastrums for seed production. The
selection will depend on the strength of the plant,

and what colours, and whether selfed or striped,

are preferred. If the strongest plants are

selected, the result will be large and well-filled

pods of seeds, from which strong seedlings may-

be expected.

It is a good practice not to allow more than
two pods to ripen on each plant. Should any-

particular flower be fertilised by its own or other

pollen, it is advisable to enclose the whole in-

florescence in a piece of muslin to prevent bees

or other insects from carrying foreign pollen to

the stigma. After fertilisation has taken place

the pods will soon begin to swell until they burst

and expose their black seeds. These are then
ready for sowing, and the sooner this is done the
better, their vitality is stronger and they ger-

minate more quickly ; the result is stronger
plants.

The seeds should be sown in a well-drained pan
filled with soil consisting of loam and leaf-mould

in equal quantities, first passing these ingre-

dients through a A-ineh sieve, and adding suffi-

cient sand to ensure porosity. The soil should be

made moderately firm, the seeds sown on the

surface' about A inch apart, and covered lightly

with the same compost. Give a good watering
with a fine-rose can, and, if possible, plunge the

pan into bottom heat, placing a square piece of

glass over it to prevent excessive evaporation.

Shade the pans until the seedlings appear, which
will be in about a month's time. After they
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have made six months' growth they should be

taken out carefully and transferred to boxes. 1

use champagne or claret boxes, which are about

10 inches deep. They are drained, and over the

drainage material are plaeed turves, grass

downwards, and then a layer of small bones, on

which a compost of two parts of loam, manure

from a spent mushroom bed and sand is placed

and made firm. By planting the young plants

out in these boxes much time and labour are

saved, for the seedlings take about three years

before they reach the flowering stage, and hence

if this practice be adopted they require less

handling. For the first twelve months these

should be kept growing and not allowed to rest,

keeping them well supplied with moisture both

at the roots and overhead.

At the end of the two years they should be

potted in 4 and 5 inch pots. Some of the

strongest plants will then flower. Those in

bloom should be removed to a well-ventilated

bed manure, charcoal, and a good dusting of

bone-meal and silver sand. The size of pots must
be governed by the size of the bulbs, which

generally are 6 inches. The plants must be

placed back again in the hot-bed to encourage

root action, and a humid atmosphere must be

maintained by damping down the house twice

a day. Great care must be exercised' with

the watering can till the plants have recovered

from their disturbance. Once the pots are

filled with roots and growing freely, a little

liquid manure will be beneficial. Whilst the

plants are in bloom they should be gradually

removed to a well-ventilated house having an in-

termediate temperature. After they have
finished flowering they must be replaced in

heat to complete their growth and to build

up new spikes for another season. Manure
water in a weak solution may be given two or

three times a week, and a humid atmosphere

must be maintained, for although the plant loves

NOTICES OF BOOKS.
The Herbaceous Garden.

It is probable that the old-fashioned hardy
plantsmen who half a century ago composed
the glowing borders in the Countess of Home's
garden at Bothwell Castle, and those of Lady
Eleanor Balfour at Newton Don, congratulated

themselves on having attained almost to

perfection. Yet those who can remember the

glory of these and of a few other gardens and
the stages through which hardy plant gardening
has since been passing will experience much
pleasure in dipping into the present volume to

find the case for the herbaceous gardens of to-

day presented in a novel and fascinating man-
ner, and will easily forgive the clever authoress

its production, notwithstanding that it adds

another to the perplexingly large number of

recent volumes on the subject. Mrs. Martineau's

reason for writing is, moreover, a valid one.

[Photograph by R- A. UaVty.

Fig. 72.—cattleta trianae var. hydra with 96 flowers : from the collection of lieut. col. sib GEO hou-ohd', ic.c.v'.o:

R.H.S. Cultural Commendation, February 24, 19U (see p. 153. ante).

house having an intermediate temperature, and
they must be afforded water carefully, avoiding

a too wet condition of the soil. The bloom must

also be shaded from bright sunshine.

In the case of old bulbs during the resting

period, say, from November to January, no water

is required. Indeed, one great advantage these

plants possess is the economical method in which
the bulbs may be stored during the winter in

odd corners under stages, etc., so long as they

are exposed to a fair amount of light and air.

By bringing the plants in batches into heat the

flowering period may be extended from February
to the end of May. When starting the plants

into growth it is an advantage to plunge the

pots into bottom heat of 65°, but the overhead
temperature must not exceed 55°. The plants

must not be re-potted until the flower spikes

are just showing, which will be about a fortnight

if a proper amount of moisture is afforded by
syringing. The bulbs should be shaken out of

their old soil, and re-potted into a compost con-

sisting two parts turfy loam, one part mushroom-

light, it cannot stand the direct rays of the sun

at midsummer. Towards the end of August

growth will have well-nigh ceased. The plants

then should be removed to a cooler temperature,

well exposed to the light to ripen the bulbs,

which is of vital importance to the well-being

of next season's flowering.

Properly treated Hippeastrums, or Amaryllis,

as some people call them, will increase in size

and strength of (lower, often throwing up two

spikes, each bulb giving off one or more offsets

every year, which, when large enough, may be

detached and grown on as advised for the seed-

lings. E. /•'. Hint, Hockley Bouse Gardens,

Twyford, Winchester.

Publications Received.— My Garden In
Spring. By E. A. Bowles. With preface by
Reginald Farrer. (Edinburgh : T. Q. and E. C.

.Tack.) Price ."is. - The Banana By W. Kawcott.
With an introduction by sir Daniel Morris,

K.C.M.G. (London: Duckworth and Co.) Price
7s. fld. net.

She has always been a gardener, has made,

or lather built up, several gardens, and for

a series of years has, with tiie help of a

sufficient staff, successfully managed a moderati

sized garden. Hence she finds herself in a

position to help those who, wishing to help

themselves, need a volume such as this to point

the way and guide their steps along the road

to success. Admittedly it is not a book for

gardener;, but primarily for amateurs—garden

lovers—and much that a gardener writing for

gardeners wotdd include is not to be found in

its rages. Still, the gardener who works for

his living will gratefully pick out choice i * Is

to strengthen him in the pursuit of the aesthetic.

The authoress has a predilection for gardening

in miniature, dividing small spaces into spaces

still smaller to make believe that an enclosure

is larger than it is. Such devices will not appeal

• The Herbaceous Garden Bj lllce Martlneau, with an

Introduction bj W. Robinson. (London Wflllama and

Norgate, 14, Henrietta Street, Covenl Garden, W.C.) Price

7s. el. net.
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to those to "whom the trivialities of Pope's villa

garden' are as repugnant as the display of wealth

apparent in some of our modern gardens.

Though the book has its chapters and head-

ings, the narrative is somewhat inconsequential,

and, every now and again the reader finds digress-

sions on current or obscure subjects. " Kew
—a mixture of the highest scientific research

and the tea garden," where "there is never
anyone to explain things," is compared with
Bagatelle in France, where " you will find some-

one willing—nay, anxious—to pour out rivers

of knowledge." The French, too. are more to

be admired in the use of trellis-work than we.

Mrs. Martineau's views on gardeners and then-

emoluments—another digression—will be re-

ceived with approbation by the men for whom
she pleads. The subject is discussed even more
sympathetically than it is in one of Miss Jekyll's

early books, which is saying a good deal ; and
it is interesting to have the expressed opinion

of the authoress that her best gardeners have
been foremen from big places who have stayed

a few years and then passed on to higher and
better-paid positions. There is nothing new in

this, though young men might lay it to heart

and keep it in mind that many well-to-do gar-

deners have started, like the writer of this

review, in a small but well-done garden, and
thence to better things. Her one lady gardener,

by the way, failed, not through lack of push
nor through laziness, but from a deficiency of

practical experience. Probably some of the
wealthy people who are sinking fortunes in stone

and concrete and hundreds of pounds in rockery

stones and pavements may be induced by this

lady's remonstrances to reconsider and revise

the scale of remuneration of their gardeners.

The chapters on " Colour" and "The Mixed
Border " are rich in material, and much of this

material is new, or at least placed before the

student in a new way. I should not care to

assert that the chapter on colour is exhaus-

tive, but so far as it goes it must be
helpful to those whose trajning in the

colour sense is deficient or has been hitherto

neglected. Take these for examples :

—" Always
remember that the simpler the scheme
of colour the more effective it is." "Clear
blues should be kept together, and grey or

purple blues must not be mixed with them "

(an extremely important pronouncement). " Too
much white in a border looks spotty, and looks

best in a breadth by itself." Concerning
" form," she remarks, " It is well to classify

mentally the upright, literally spiral growth of

some in contrast with the branching or massive
forms of others." How important this is may
be seen almost any day in gardens where the

form of the individual has not been considered

in the planting. On the whole, I should be

inclined to pronounce the above-named chap-

ter the most important in the volume. Other
chapters deal briefly with " Annuals and
Bulbs," " One-colour Gardens." " Massing of

Distinct Species," " Spring and Autumn," and
" My Herbaceous Garden." a short description

of which is given, along with details of planting.

What are called borders—60 and 52 by 12

feet—are really oblong beds, and the person who
has to deal with borders five or six times

the length will note how much easier it is to

arrange those of Mrs. Martineau than his

own. There is much suggestive matter relating

to the appropriate furnishing of the border
which will be-most usefujj not oi*ly to the tyro

but also to those on the outlook for novel com-

binations. Here and elsewhere in the volume
are diagrams showing how the plants are ar-

ranged, but, as usual, they are of but slight value.

The second part is devoted to an alphabetically-

arranged list of plants, with cultural and de-

scriptive remarks, and subsidiary lists of the an-

nuals, blue flowers, Phloxes and Delphiniums,
which the authoress holds to be indispensable to

the effective furnishing of a garden. The

volume is effectively illustrated by a number of

excellently-produced reproductions of garden
scenery, remarkable for their softness of expres-

sion, and by one or two coloured illustrations.

Here and there throughout the text mistakes

occur. One such refers to Asters thus :
—" A

very good variety was Harpur Crewe, but since

Climax was introduced, with a flower twice its

size and of better growth, there is now no reason

to grow the former." The present writer threw

out Harpur Crewe years ago for a better white,

but how it could compete or compare with

Climax, a light-blue variety, is not obvious. B.

ALPINE GARDEN.

CROCUS SIEBERI VERSICOLOR.
Some flowers are like a choice work of art

which only the connoisseur can appreciate,

and this applies .to the exquisite Crocus Sieberi

versicolor. The variety versicolor is Teeognised

by the high canonical authority for the Crocus-

lover—Maw's Monograph of the Genus Crocus—
a perfect source of delight to those who possess

it. Still prettier than the presentments of

Crocus Sieberi versicolor in that magnum opus

is the flower itself. Words fail to describe

its beauties, but I will fall back on Maw's de-

scription. He says :
" The variety versicolor

is an extremely beautiful plant, the segments

being variously striped, like a Picotee, with,

purple and white, which blend into the bright

orange of the throat." My plants flowered in

February, and the blooms were a delight indeed

to examine, either when eksed or open. I grew

the plant many years ago, but lost my original

stock when I removed to my present garden. S.

Arnott, Dumfries.

CANADA.

HORTICULTURAL OPPORTUNITIES.

A recent advertisement in the Gardeners'

Chronicle from a Canadian firm offering steady

garden wo.rk at an attractive figure suggests a

lew thoughts from one who has worked in horti-

cultural circles recently in the Queen City of

the Dominion, Toronto. Whether the practical

gardener should emigrate depends upon the

man himself. There is no chance whatever for

anyone who does not bring to bear upon his

work, as in England, common sense, downright

earnestness, and a willingness to do his level best

to push forward the interests of his employer.

Horticulture generally is making great strides in

the Dominion, especially in Toronto, and things

move quickly. Great scope is offered to those

with energy and some capital in the direction of

market gardening. Toronto, though possessing

a population rapidly approaching 500.000, is

behindhand in matters relating to the growth

of vegetables for market, the most familiar

types, such as Lettuces and Spinach, being sold

at prices that place them outside the means of

those with moderate incomes. Hence well-

directed enterprise in this direction should

prove remunerative.

Market gar-dens are, howevar, already spring-

ing up in districts outside the city, and in the

course of a few years it is to be hoped that a

greater variety of good vegetables will be forth-

coming at reasonable prices to help to reduce the

present high cost of living. There seem to be an

absence of skilled labour, and naturally much of

the cultivation has to be accomplished under

glass to keep anything like pace with the de-

mand, especially during the long winter months.
As in England, so in Canada : it is the produce

that come6 in before the same kind is ready in

the open air that pays best, and' in the direction

of early vegetables, for example, Mushrooms,
Seakale and Asparagus, the possibilities of

realising excellent profits are very promising.

And it may be well asked, Why is this '! In
the first place, it has to be remembered, that
Canada 16, so to say, a- new country, and until

comparatively recent times gardens were not
seriously considered ; but an awakening has
come. The importance of vegetables in the
dietary is now realised, and the use of garden-
ing as a pastime for the sake of recreation and
profit is gaining many advocates.

The cultivation of Mushrooms and Asparagus,
to single out only two vegetables, is in its infancy,

but a quick demand will exist when theie is any
supply at a reasonable figure. Horticulture under
glass is reaching, as it has reached in England,
something of a fine art. In St. Catherines, a
beautiful city in the Niagara fruit belt, by the
shores of Lake Ontario for the most part, an
enterprising market gardener tills the soil under
his huge glasshouses ; it is, indeed, market gar-

dening under cover and a source of great profit.

Every effort is being made to make the cultiva-

tion of good vegetables a real industry, and for

the furtherance of this skilled !a,bour is requisite,

with the possibility, when a man is determined
to succeed, of his making a quicK start for him-
self.

The experience of a year or so will suffice for

the grower to accustom himself to the different

conditions of temperature and ways of cultiva-

tion which obtain in Canada. Indeed, the
differences are not great, though it need scarcely

be said that the forcing of vegetables in such a

winter as favours Canada demands constant

watchfulness and patience. But a good price is

willingly paid for good material, which, if it adds
tto the variety of things offered, means a greater

reward for labour and skill expended. The emi-

grant, in whatever position in life he may be,

must learn one thing, and that is to assimilate,

remembering that in the land of his adoption

he should make himself one with those born in

the Dominion, and not stand apart and criticise

as a foreigner the people and their ways.

The annual convention or meeting together in

the Parliament Buildings, Toronto, of the Vege-

table Growers' Association was an occasion of

much enthusiasm over the progress of vegetable

cultivation in this province, and there was a
large attendance. The superb quality of English

seed was referred to as one of the great factors in

making this forward movement for finer produce

in greater variety a reality. It is delightful to

have English vegetables in the garden—the same
luscious kinds that were enjoyed in the old

country—and this is possible when the various

kinds are grown in a way suitable to the altered

conditions. A new vegetable garden on a farm
about thirty mile6 from Toronto was filled with
varieties from Carter and Co. 's splendid store in

the city and the crops were remarkable. It is

all a question of sowing at the right time,

paying regard to succession, which is most im-

portant as growth matures with extraordinary
rapidity, and preserving for winter use. Nothing
save rdbt crops—Parsnips. Beets and Carrots,

and similar things—is available in winter. All

else—unless forced, which makes them luxuries

—must come from the preserved stock.

What has been written of vegetables is true

also of flowers—solid progress everywhere,

especially with Roses under glass, and an in-

tense desire to acquire the most approved of

novelties among the leading types, of which one

may cite the Sweet Pea, a universal favourite,

as an example. As I pointed out in a former

note, the Rose is seen in many gardens in its

latest development, the majority of the plants-

coming from the nursery gardens of Great

Britain. The next few years will witness a,

great change, a gradual quickening of interest in

everything that concerns the garden resulting in

what is desired—beautiful surroundings to the

home, spacious parks and recreation grounds (of

which there are many already), and flower beauty

everywhere, with an increasing trade with Eng-
land. Correspondent.
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THE GARDENS OF SERLBY HALL.

Serlby Hall, the beautiful residence of

Viscount and Viscountess Galway, is situated

three miles distant from Bawtry Station on the

designated the East Garden, presumably so
named because of its gentle slope eastwards.
The plan adopted is gloriously unorthodox in
design and execution. Conventional bedding-
out, stereotyped floral mixtures, and the familiar
row after row way of planting have no place

Fig. 72 -SERLBY HALL, YORKSHIRE, THE RESIDENCE OF VISCOUNT GALWAY.

Great Northern main line from London to York.

The house, which is of a compact, solid appear-

ance, is flanked on the west side by a finely-

wooded expanse, which includes many noble Beech

trees. The south and north fronts of the Hall

give extensive views across the grandly-wooded

park, while on the south lawn are two specimens

of the Lebanon Cedar. Before the charms of the

garden are described it may be mentioned that

the Serlby estate and near surroundings are in

the grip of a great coal-mining enterprise. F

learned that some 60 acres of surface land had

been acquired as a preliminary step for the

sinking of a shaft and other preparatory work.

one item of which is the building of 1,000

cottages.

The hugely terraced lawns of Serlby Hall Ere

separated from the park on the north side by an
ornamental lake, skirted on the lawn side by a
mixed herbaceous border of some 150 yards

length, while on the south side the dividing

line is a most uncommon kind of balustrade

work formed of semi-circular tiles, which have
the appearance of large drain pipes cut in half,

lengthways, and inverted row upon row, these

in turn being capped with stone flagging.

Adorning the top of this wall, spaced at certain

distances between, stand a dozen or more ex-

Mnples of stone statuary, which together witli

the tiled parapet form an effective and im-

posing line of demarcation from the outer park
grounds. I understand that Lady Galway was
responsible for this novel and picturesque screen.

On the opposite side of the same lawn, at

the south front, we enter from near the man-
sion a massive brick wall and pillar pergola,

with wooden crosspieces of a very substantial

size (see fig. 74). It is ICO yards" long, 8 feet

wide, and 8 feet high at one end, but about 15
feet high at the other end, owing to a gradual
fall of the ground over which it is erected. As
may be expected, the masking of such a struc-

ture is no simple task, and many and varied
climbers are requisitioned.

We now come to the most striking feature of
Serlby Gardens, the hardy flower quarters,

here. Not even a plant of the Zonal Pelar-

gonium, let alone a bed, is bedded out. The

north side of this East Garden enclosure is

bounded by a brick wall about 10 feet high and

150 yards long, clothed with wall shrubs

and many climbers, including a number of

sections
:—Scarlet and orange beds, with

bronze foliage (2) (fee fig. 75), blue and kindred
shades (2), white (2) (see fig. 76), pink
and rose shades (2), and 2 yellows. The
fiisfc six mentioned are each 35 yards long
by 10 feet wide ; the pink holders are
the same width, but not quite so long, and
the yellow borders are 38 yards long and 4 feet
wide. All the borders are in pairs, and except-
ing the yellows, which run Gut, horizontally

right and left, are parallel with each other, with
a grass pathway of 18 feet between. A low Yew-
tree hedge about a yard high at the back makes
a capital foil to the various plants. No colour
arrangements are allowed to clash ; too blatant

colours are not tolerated, especially those in

yellow shades, and the plants in the borders are
not graded' in height from back to front like

galleries in a theatre, the aim being rather the
preserving of a natural irregularity of effect.

At the bottom of this East Garden lie the
rockery and semi-aquatic section, all together
making four acres. The rockery, which is full

of good things, is built facing an ornamental
piece of water. To the right of the rockery,

as one looks eastward, and linking it up
with the aquatic part, is a great number of

Iris germanica in three colours, the sight of

which in flower, Mr. Turner said, "was truly-

gorgeous. " Within the bog area two large
batches of Primula rosea particularly attracted
my attention. They looked healthy and vigor-

ous, and had flowered profusely in their shady
waterside quarters. Before leaving this delight-

ful spot I should like to mention an extraordi-

nary piece of work accomplished by Viscountess
Galway and a friend. It is the hand-painting
of trees and shrubs in two shades of green upon
the high wooden partition which divides the
water garden from another part beyond. The
object of this painting was to give an effect of

distance, an object which is m good measure un-

questionably achieved.

We now pass to the kitchen garden section and
glasshouses, but before entering my attention

was directed to one of the outer walls covered

Fig. 74.

—

pergola at serluy hall.

Hoses ; while running parallel with the wall,

with a flagged walk between, is a splendid

border of Lavender bushes about 140 yards

long. Turning to study the chief borders of

this garden more closely, we find they are 10

in number, divided into the following colour

with Wistarias for a distance of 100 yards; the

sight of which in bloom may be better

imagined than described. The extent of the
kitchen garden is five acres, and this area is

divided into two walled-in enclosures, making, by
the way, with what has already been mentioned.
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a vast amount of wall and training work. Big

batches of vegetables, so necessary in large estab-

lishments, were in healthy evidence, most note-

-worthy among tihem were climbing French

Beans, Scarlet Runners, and culinary Peas.

Outside fruit is also strong at Seiiby, especially

Peaches and Morello Cherries. Concerning the

ADDITIONS AND ALTERATIONS AT KEW.

The following details of additions and altera-

tions at the Royal Gardens, Kew, are supplied by
the official Bulletin :

—

Riverside Avenue.—The work of providing

a new screen of evergreen vegetation to hide the

Fig. 75.

—

border at seelby planted with scarlet and oeance-coloueed flowers.

latter, Mr. Turner happened to mention that

the young growths fruited just as well spurred

in as they do when tied in. Apples, Pears,

Plums, Fi^s, Raspberries, Gooseberries, Logan-
berries and Currant's are also well represented.

Apple Gravenstein was pointed out to me as

being less frequently seen than others, though

it is a most useful variety. Two other dis-

tinguishing crops in the kitchen garden were

borders of single Asters (annuals) and Sweet

Peas (see fig. 77). I have never seen a more
glorious profusion of the latter anywhere. The
rows totalled 150 yards in length, and were

literally smothered in flowers at that late date

—

the third week in September, and disease had
been practically unknown.
Looking around the glass-houses, the salient

.features proved to be Peaches among the fruits

and Perpetual Carnations among plants. One
other subject growing in the conservatory I must
record, as it is seldom seen in such a splendid

state ; and that is Luculia gratissima.

Another most interesting feature in this

twenty-acre garden is constituted by the two Mul-

berry trees. These trees were given to the

Moncton family by Cardinal Wolsey. Hence
they are of a ripe age, in witness thereof are

the props and iron chains which support their

declining years. The best example is eighteen to

twenty feet high, supported by eleven posts.

It covers an area of ten square yards, and is

8 feet 6 inches round the trunk at 18 inches

from the ground.

In concluding this brief survey of Serlby

Gardens it may not be inappropriate to add that

,

before taking charge here in June, 1912, Mr.
Turner was general foreman at Lockinge Park,

and had served previously in the gardens at

Windsor, Penrhyn and Elvaston. C. T.

unsightly parts of Brentford from the view of

visitors in the north-west part of the gardens,

which was begun last winter (see K.B., 1913. p.

51), is being completed. Owing to the number
of large evergreens like Holm Oak, Holly and
Yew that have been needed to make an imme-

yorc/ch rryr

New Chinese Rhododendrons.—The large

collection of Rhododendrons raised from seeds

of Wilson's gathering, and obtained also from

Messrs. Veitch, J. C Williams, Miss Will-

mott and other donors, having become too large

for nursery quarters, it has become necessary to

provide space for them in the Ericaceae collec-

tion. This is situated on the western side of

King William's Temple. One of the "spurs"
of the mound on which the temple stands has

been cleared of a nondescript mixture of trees

and shrubs for their accommodaition. There is

still the large collection raised from seeds sent

home by Forrest to be disposed of during the

next few years. It seems probable that before

the whole of the Chinese Rhododendrons and
other new Ericaceae have been found permanent
places most of the ground in this part of itha
gardens will have to be given up to them.
Rose Dell.—The renewal of the Roses in this

pretty feature of the grounds, which was begun
last winter, has been completed. About 350

of the best free-growing or rambling Roses have
been planted. The removal of a large sweet

Chestnut that stood in the middle of the dell has
given more room for planting and will admit
more light and air.

" Seven Sister " Elms.—The remnants of two
more of these famous Elms have had to be re-

moved during the winter. The itrees, once of

very large size, had become reduced to mere
fungus-eaten stumps a few feet high and dan-
gerous to the public. There now remain three

of the original seven, two of them lofty trees

still vigorous, the other a stump with a proppcd-
up limb on one side only. Judging by an en-

graving in the Gardeners' Chronicle of Sep-
tember 15, 1883, from a drawing by Fitch, six

of <the6e Elms were then in good condition.

They appear as good-sized trees in an old

eighteenth century engraving preserved in No.
III. Museum, standing near the margin of

George III.'s lake, which was filled up about
1814.

Additions to Arboretum.—The most im-

portant contribution to the hardy ligneous col-

lections during 1913 has been made by the pur-

J ^p

Fig. 76.

Plant Inspector in British East Africa.—
Mr. Haert Barron Shaepe, formerly a member
of the gardening 6taff of the Royal Botanic Gar-
dens, Kew, has been appointed Plant Import In-

spector in the Agricultural Department, British

East Africa.

diately effective screen of sufficient height, the
work has been of an arduous nature—some of

the masses of earth moved with the trees weigh-
ing four to six tons. Once planted, however, the
belt will be not only increasingly effective but

permanent.

BOEDER AT SERLBY HALL.

chase from Messrs. Veitch of about 250 rare

Chinese trees and shrubs collected by Wilson
and Purdom. The impending dispersal of the

collections at the Coonibe Wood nursery made it

imperative that Kew should acquire as many as

possible of these before this lamentable but in-
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evitable event happened. Many of the plants

purchased were of species found by Wilson

during his first journeys on behalf of Messrs.

Veitch, which covered ground not since

traversed by any collector. They have conse-

quently not been again introduced, and some,

not easy to propagate, are very rare in gardens.

Many of the trees and shrubs are still under

number, only the genus to which they belong

being known. Among the more important ones

obtained from Messrs. Veitch are :—Cladrasti6

sinensis, Corylopsis sinensis, Actinidia Henryi,

Eleutherococcus leucorrhizus, Diospyros armata,

Meliosma Veitehiorum, M. Old'hamii, Pyrus
Folgneri, Styrax Hemsleyanum, S. Veitehiorum,

and Tsuga chinensis. A tree of great interest is

the true Aesculus chinensis of Bunge. Long
known by name in European collections, this

Horse Chestnut has not really been represented

anywhere (except possibly by a single tree at

Segrez, in France) until introduced by Purdom
from North China. For many years the

Japanese tree A. turbinata did duty for it on the

Continent, and latterly it has been confused with

the tree found farther south, in Hupeh, by

visit to Ireland in February. Among them were
two seedlings of Daphne retusa, one of the rarest

and most beautiful of Daphnes. Mr. T.

Smith's remarkable nursery at Newry was
visited at the same time and purchases made.

The most important contribution of seeds to

the Arboretum were 449 packets, gathered by
Mr. G. Forrest in South China. Some seeds of

interesting species in North-West America were
presented by Mr. F. R. S. Balfour of Dawyck.
Acknowledgments are due to Canon Ella-

combe, Miss_ Willmott, the Hon. Vicary Gilbbs

and other amateurs for their willingness to con-

tribute what they can towards making the

national Arboretum as complete as possible.

The following trees and shrubs have flowered

in the Arboretum Department for the fiiet

time :—Berberis brevipaniculata and B. sub-

caulialata (China), Ceratostigma Willmottiana

(China), Cotoneaster turbinata (China), Davidia
involucrata (China), Deutzia eompacta (China),

Fatsia horrida (North-West America), Jas-

minum Beesianum (China), Meliosma cuneifolia

(China), Prunus microlepis var. Smithii (Japan).

and Rhododendron nigro-punctatum (China).

Fig. 77.

—

sweet peas in the kitchen garden, serxby hall.

Wilson. The latter has recently been distin-

guished as A. Wilsonii by Render. Bunge's
A. chinensis from North China was included in

the purchases from Messrs. Veitch.

A very valuable consignment of trees and
shrubs was received from the Arnold Arhoretum
in December. Besides Chinese species of Wil-
son's and Purdom's collecting, many interesting

North American ones were included. Amongst
the more important items were Larix Potaninii,

L. Mastersiana, new American Poplars, Plums
and Cherries, Oaks, Hickories and Chinese
Willows.

As the Tesult of an official visit made in June
by the Assistant Curator to the nursery of
Messrs. Leon Chenault and Son at Orleans,
this firm kindly presented to Kew over seventy
new and rare trees and shrubs noted at that
time. Amongst them were species that have
been introduced to cultivation by French mis-
sionaries in China from districts not traversed
by English collectors. Mr. Maurice L. de Vil-

morin has also sent contributions from his fine

collections at Le6 Barres.

From the Royal Botanic Gardens, Glasnevin,
were sent about thirty kinds of trees and shrubs
noted by the Assistant Curator during an official

AMERICAN NOTES.
NEW ROSES AND CARNATIONS.

Several fine new forcing Roses are this

season being offered in this country. Of

course, all are adaptable to outdoor culture

where climatic conditions are sufficiently mild,

but Rose culture under glass is a vastly more im-

portant industry here than outdoor Rose grow-

ing. In some sections, notably on the Pacific

Slope, wonderfully fine outdoor Roses are grown,

but in most of our States the hot summers
and severe winters render their successful cul-

ture a somewhat difficult one.

Killarney Brilliant, one of Dickson's new
varieties, is having a great run, and is an im-

provement on the very popular Killarney. Un-
doubtedly the latter variety has been the most

popular pink forcing Rose ever introduced here.

Hadley. a scarlet variety, raised by the Mont
gomery Co., Hadley, Mass.. promises to give

Richmond, our leading red Rose, a tussle for

supremacy ; it is proving very popular. Prince

E. C. D'Arenberg is another red flower in con-

siderable demand. Ophelia, one of Messrs. Paul

and Sons' novelties, is being popularised by tha

E. G. Hill Co., Richmond. Indiana.

Mrs. Charles Russell, last season's introduc-
tion of the Waban Rose Conservatories, Natick,.
Mass., has done well practically everywhere, and
will be more planted than ever next season. As.
a single forcing Rose Irish Fire Flame has taken
quite well. Mrs. Geo. Shawyer has also done
well since being sent out by Mr. C. H. Tatty,.

the Chrysanthemum expert.

Killarney Queen is enjoying a reign of wonder
ful popularity. Double White Killarney and
Double Pink Killarney have in large measure
taken the places of Killarney and the original

white sport. Amongst yellows Mrs. Aaron
Ward still leads in favour, followed by Sunburst
and Lady Hillingdon. Other popular forcing

Roses are :—Prince de Bulgarie, My Maryland
and Radiance. The little baby polyantha, Mane.
Cecile Brunner, also called Mignon and Sweet-
heart, long a favourite in California, has
jumped into favour with the East and West, and
is proving useful as a forcing as well as a bed-
ding Rose

New Catenations.—About an average number
of new Carnations are this season being offered

in America. On the whole they are not equal to
those offered in some previous years. None of

the novelties secured 90 out of 100 points at the
recent convention of the American Carnation
Society in Cleveland. Matchless, a beautiful

white of the largest size and splendid form,
seems likely to take the place of White Wonder
and White Enchantress, the two most popular
whites grown at present. This variety is being
introduced by the Cottage Gardens, Queens,

New York, who have also sent out Mrs. C. W.
Ward, our best deep pink, Alma Ward, and
other sorts. Mr. Peter Fisher. Ellis. Mass., in

troducer of Mis. Lawson, Enchantress, Beacon,
Benora, and other good varieties, is giving us
Gorgeous, reddish cer'se in colour. This nas
been seen at the London and other shows. Ir,

is a big fancy flower, carried on very stout

stems. Mr. Fisher will next season send out

Alice, of a charming shrimp pink colour, freer

flowering than Pink Delight, and of very good
form. Ratten and Co., Tewksbury, Mass., are

sending out Princess Dagmar, an immense deep
crimson, the largest of this colour up to date.

The Chicago Carnation Company is giving us
Peerless Pink, a deep pink, in the way of

Rosette, which latter has become quite popu-
lar. Philadelphia Pink, being sent out by
S. S. Skidelsky and Co., Philadelphia, proved
to be a great winner at the late Cleveland Con-
vention ; it is of a lovely warm pink colour, and
is having an immense sale.

F. Dorner and Sons, Lafayette, Ind., have
given us two very fine new yellows. As a rule

Carnations of this colour have proved to be
failures here, but Yellow Prince is as free- as
any other Carnation in commerce. Yellowstone-

is a larger variety, not quite so prolific. Their
new Champion, scarlet, seems destined to-

be the future leader in its colour. At pre-

sent Beacon is easily the leader, followed by
St. Nicholas, Commodore and William Eccles.

Messrs. Dorner have introduced some of the
finest Carnations, including White Wonder,
Pink Delight, Rosette, and Gloriosa. Miss
Alice Coombs, from Mr. A. Roper, Tewksbury,
Mass., secured a silver medal at Cleveland. It

is intermediate between flesh and light pink in

colour ; a very large flower, beautifully formed.

J. Leach and Sons, North Easton, Mass.. are

sending out Pink Supreme, a very pretty shrimp
pink variety, a wonderfully free bloomer.

Benora remains easily at the head of our white
variegated Carnations. Enchantress has been
largely dropped to make way for Pink Delight inr

the East, but in the West still holds its popu-

larity. In spite of the great annual increase iir

the production of Carnations, they continue to-

sell well, and no decrease in their popularity is

apparent. William .V. Crniy, Broolline, Mass.,

r.s.A.
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FLORISTS' FLOWERS.

DAHLIAS.
The following papers on Dahlias were read at

the conference held under the auspices of the

National Dahlia Society on February 23 :

—

The Dahlia Trials at Duffry.v, 1913.

Mr. Reginald Cory's paper was entitled

•'Observations on the Dahlia Trials at Duffryn,

1913." It was as follows:

—

Seeing that the summers of 1912 and- 1913 were

respectively among the wettest and dryest en

record, it is instructive to note, from my own
experience, that for growth and, display of bloom

there was little to choose between the two

years, and I think there are very few other

'plants of which so much could be said. The

weather of last year was exceptional, also, on

account of the fact that we experienced no frost

that did practically much damage until Novem-
ber 22, when the entire collection was destroyed,

but it gave the Dahlia—rather at the right

moment, as it happened—the opportunity of

showing to the full its maa-vellous capabilities of

producing bloom both in quantity and over a long

period of time. To be able to cut blooms from

the same plants in May and again on November
22 is an interesting fact, but to be able, from the

same plants, to put up a big display at a local

flower show, with summer climbing Roses as an

adjunct, and another, yet finer exhibit, on

November 5, with Pampas Grass and winter-

flowering Kniphofias as accessories, proves pretty

conclusively the value of the Dahlia as a bloom
producer, and its especial value in those parts

where the winters are mild and frosts not gene-

rally severe.

Several friends who visited the gardens fre-

quently during the summer time remarked that

th>y thought the seedling beds were, if any-

thing, gayer and more attractive-looking than even

the Dahlia garden proper, and as I had rather

thought the same myself, I began to look around

for enlightenment. The explanation which I

arrived at, and which I think is the right one,

demonstrates the value of the Singles, and espe-

cially of the gigantic Singles, for giving a bril-

liant decorative effect. The majority of my seed-

lings proved' to be Singles, with a large percent-

age of giant Singles, and I have no doubt that

the transparency of the great single petals, with
i he sun shining through, gave that appearance of

lustrousness which is lacking where flowers of a

louble nature are viewed, especially with the

un behind them ; for the latter, from their

formation, are opaque, and their true colour

value is only obtained' when the light falls on

them in the same line as that from which they

ere seen.

One of my favourites among the singles were

the Mignonnes. which proved veTy attractive

also to lovers of herbaceous flowers, on account

of their extraordinary floriferousness and com-
pactness. As a proof of the former good quality,

one little plant some 18 inches high, and about,

the same through, produced, on an average, fif-

teen to twenty blooms a day. They also have

the advantage of being extremely early. The
Parisian Singles are another type, somewhat simi-

lar to Mignonnes in habit and growth, not quite

so free, but exceptionally bright and decorative.

I have a great liking for all the various kinds

of Singles, on account of their freedom, light-

ness, brilliance, (which. I have pointed out, T

-consider a special attribute of theirs), and stiff

stems, all combining to make them very valuable

for garden display and as cut flowers.

With the exception of compactness, and in

some cases freedom of blooming, these qualifica-

tions apply equally to 'the Collerettes, but the

majority of those which have come under my
observation I consider—speaking from an all-

round point of view—to err on the side of coarse-

ness of bloom and habit, whilst many of those
that carry the finest flowers are rather shy and
late. Henri Farman and Tuskar are gems
of their class, brilliant in colouring, and very
free; Diadem, though big, is a thing of beauty
and a joy till the frost comes. There will be a

great welcome for a plant in this most beautiful

section, with small regular flowers, the dainty
collar, which is characteristic of, say, Regularity
and Diadem, with the freedom of these two, and

not more than some two feet and a half in

height.

There is one other section which seems to fall

into place here, and of which I had my second

experience last year, and, unlike another section

(of which I shall speak later), my further

acquaintance fully justified the good opinion I

had formed of it. 1 refer to the Stars. I con-

sider they have the longest and stiffest stems

of any, and this fact, combined with their

prolificness and rather unusual form and colour-

ing, make them very conspicuous, and remark-

ably useful for vases. These, mixed with the

ordinary singles, made one of the prettiest table

decorations I have seen.

I suppose there are few flowers that are more

intrinsically beautiful than those of the Cactus

section. From combination .of colour, delicacy,

and perfection of shape, th;y are, as flowers,

marvellous, but, taken as a class, and in the mass,

I consider that they proved the least decorative

of any. I know there are exceptions, and I have

no doubt that these will be greatly added to this

coming year; but, speaking from my own obser-

vations of last season-, the great majority of them

—even when they threw their blooms well above

the foliage—were inclined to look downwards.

The blooms also, even before they were quite

expanded, had a tendency to turn brown, which

gives the whole plant a soiled and faded appear-

ance. This defect is especially noticeable where

the flowers are of a white or pale colour. This

habit of "browning off," as I might term it,

appears to be a fault of the Cactus section gene-

rally, as it is observable even in the dwarf

bedding varieties, such as Gluchauf audi Zwerg-

sonne, both of which, upright in habit though

they be, always required to be gone over for any

special occasion. The first named of the two

has a value quite inversely to its size, for it

is very dwarf and bushy, but of brilliant

colouring and generally good shape. The remain-

ing members of this set did not come up to the

opinion we formed of them the previous season.

John Mortensen was very good to look into, but

not so good to look at.
' The colour apparently

is not of the right shade to be effective at a dis-

tance. Marianne was new this year to me, and

I liked it, and it was most delightful as a cut

flower, but for seme reason or other it was not

a favourite out-of-doors, which, I suppose, was
the reason why it did not obtalin three marks,

which I think it was worth, especially in view

of another of the same section which did.

With the exception of the Cactus Dahlia

proper, all the other sections which I have men-
tioned, together with the dwarf bedders, such

as Barlow s Bedder, Rising Sun, the Anemone-
flowered variety, and Crawley Star (which is

rather a variety unto itself, I think) go to form
what I call a general utility crowd, suitable and
fit for any garden, of any dimensions. I know
that in making a general assertion such as this

there are usually exceptions, and I have not

lost sight of the fact that among the Coller-

ettes Diomede has run up with us to some
eight or nine feet high, and one or two of the

Giant Singles have grown nearly as tall ; but

these monsters are the rarities of their classes.

Nor have I forgotten that I have not mentioned
the Pon.pons, which. I suppose, must fall in

this class; but I said "general utility," and
I am not quite sure that this does altogether

apply to them. Like some of the Cactus

varieties, they were somewhat behindhand in

making a display, and I noticed that the

quarters assigned to them, the Shows and the

Fancies, seemed to look dull for a very longtime,

but I must admit they formed a bright spot

when they were at their best. The extreme
formality of these three sections is, 1 think,

rather against them for garden display, giving

a somewhat heavv appearance when planted in

big masses. The great multiplicity of the

petals, too, results in the absorption of much
light, so that it is only at certain times of the

day that they show good colour values.

I gave a good trial to several of the " general

utility" lot in tubs, but the result was not

altogether up to my expectations, as it often

happened that one of the group did not thrive

sn well as the rest, and the result was an un-

balanced effect. However. I shall try a few

again this year, as I rather fancy Marianne, and
some of the Anemone-flowered varieties may
prove more suitable.

The latter, together with some of the dwarfer
Collerettes, I found very valuable for the front

and middle of the herbaceous borders, whilst

selections from the best of the Paeonies and
Giant Decoratives gave colour notes in the
scheme, which would have been impossible .it

attainment in any other flower. In fact, 1 found
the Dahlia a very valuable asset in this part
of the garden, as, owing to its late develop-

ment, I was able to plant summer-flowering
annuals and early perennials between ami
around, which, when they were over, were
cut down, and the Dahlias took their place, and
then, towards the end of autumn, when most
of the hardy herbaceous plants were getting

ready to hibernate, the former were at their

best, and the borders, with the help of a few
late perennials, looked almost as gay as during

the summer months. But where I think the

Paeonies and Giant Decoratives seemed to me to

be most at home was where they were backed
by tall Bamboos, fringing a pdece of woodland,
or massed around groups of shrubs and trees.

Mr. J. Green, opening the discussion, said

that after inspecting the trials at Duffryn he
could only endorse what Mr. Cory had written.

The trial was an excellent one in every respect,

and, unlike nursery trials, the plants were
arranged according to height and colour. Many
were massed in beds, borders, on banks, and
every conceivable place where a Dahlia would
grow. It was an object-lesson to those who
had charge of public parks and gardens where the

Dahlia was not appreciated as it should be at

the present time.

Mr. J. T. West was enthusiastic in his re-

marks on the trials, but was severe in his con

demnation of the Cactus varieties sent to

Duffryn, as many of them were incapable of pro-

ducing an effect in the garden. He was of the

opinion that the future of the Dahlia was bound
up in all sections of the flower and not one

class alone. Mr. J. B. Riding said that he

was rather surprised Mr. Cory did not say more
about the Paeony-flowered varieties in his paper,

as at the time the Committee visited Duffryn

they were extremely beautiful. He also failed

to detect the coarseness alluded to in the

Collerette section, with the single exception of

Diomede, which was seven feet high the first

week in September, and would doubtless grow
another two feet before the end of the season.

The trials had demonstrated the value of the

Dahlia.

Mr. W. Cuthbertson said he took a keen
interest in the Dahlia, and he was pleased

to hear Mr. West's remarks on types. There
had been a rebound from formalism in all types

of flowers, perhaps too far ; but it was a matter

of fashion. He agreed with Mr. Cory's re-

marks on the Collerette that a smaller flower

would be more effective, especially for vase

decoration.

Mr. J. Cheal said he thoroughly endorsed Mr.
Cuthbertson's remarks. As a raiser it had been
his aim for some years past to send out

varieties in the Cactus section which carried their

flowers well above the foliage. He was de-

lighted to hear that the single varieties had given

such a good account of themselves.

Mr. C. G. Wyatt said there were plenty of

Cactus varieties that would give satisfaction if

the growers would only stake them out well so

that the plants obtained plenty of sunlight and
air.

The Dahlia of To-day.

Mr. H. Shoesmith read his paper entitled

"The Dahlia of To :day," from which we print

the following extracts :

—

"When about three years back Mr. J. B.

Riding read a paper at one of these conference

meetings, and told us the first and best

thing to do would be to make a bonfire of all

the appurtenances of showing, I did not think

he was foretelling a change which would come
about so soon. It really meant that the Dahlia

of the future would be named in one word—this

is ' stem.' And in this one word we have got

the cue for the flower as we know it at its best

at the present time. Personally, I am one of

a school of gardeners which has been a stickler

for beauty of form in a flower, whether it he a
Dahlia or anything else ; but as we grow older

we have to learn to fall into line with changed
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fashions and throw our cherished notions to

the winds. Still, this fashion comes rather
hard sometimes on those engaged in rais-

ing new varieties—Dahlias, for instance. All

our energies may go to producing some-
thing taking to the eye, making the
florets more narrow, or what-not, and
before we have finished in such directions
popular taste proclaims that there must be a

change ; everything must go before one great
point, and that is usefulness in, maybe, kinds
of a showy character only. This being so, I for
one look back with a longing eye when recalling

the many seedlings I have thrown away—how
useful they would now be ! In this connection
I am reminded of an occasion when a market
gardener—a man, by the way, who has
made money out of the common field Poppy
and other wild flowers—on looking through my
plantation, pointed to a flower of one seedling
and said :

' Were these Dahlias mine I would
throw away all except this, then I would pro-
pagate it. exhibit it, and ask five pounds for
each plant.' The variety in question was
original in colour and shape, but it did
not satisfy my own notions of beauty and was
discarded ; so that I lost what may have been a
fresh type. Florists, as I have remarked, are
usually slow to learn, and even now I think
sorts like, say, John Riding. Prima Donna and
Frederick Wenham, of the Cactus class, are the
highest forms of beauty in the Dahlia, whether
the blooms hang their heads or not ; but the
great difficulty is in making the general public
think the same.

" The Dahlia of to-day, then, is one with a
good habit of growth, and a stiff, upright stem.
Persons may please themselves (within schedule
rules, of course) in what way the plant shall be
exhibited ; but I take it that introducers of new
varieties will not employ supports if the flowers
can be shown in comely style without them.

Cactus, Show, and Pompon Dahlias.

"The Cactus Dahlia I regard as a fine type
of the modern Dahlia, and it is well divided into
two groups—the exhibition and the decorative
or garden forms ; and when the beautiful blos-
soms we now know in the former are produced
on the stiff stems of the latter—this is not so in
many instances to-day—then this class will please
the greater number of people.
" The old, big, double show Dahlia, in the

South at least, may be said to be on the down
grade. Standing still practically, in the
matter of new varieties we find exceedingly
few fresh growers. It is not the same with the
Pompons; these are popular as ever, and are
likely to remain so on account of their usefulness
for garden display and for cutting ; and also be-
cause in this instance there is no doubt about
that important attribute of stem. I should say.
however, the acme of perfection in this class was
reached some years back ; anyhow, improvement
upon the old sorts >is somewhat slow.

The Collerette Dahlia.

_

" It is justly claimed that the Collerette type
is showy, and therefore useful for garden decora-

|

tion
; it is valued for cutting because the flowers

last a comparatively long time in water. But
some think that this showiness is of a gaudy
nature of colouring, and the sorts are not par-
ticularly distinct. In fact the present position
of the class has been made bv the blossoms
possessing a collar which is a contrast in colour
to the other shades of the flower. If. however,
we get away from the shades of crimson and red,
if we come to lighter shades—say vellow and
white—such contrasts are not to be" found, at
least in varieties we have vet seen, and to my
wA

nkl
u
g these look ve™ comm°n indeed".

Whether raisers will save us from this same-
ness I do not know

; but certainly the novelties
which came before the Floral Committee of this
Society last vear led me to think the process will
not be rapid. Except for the distinct collar,
what beauty has the Collerette, which the ordi-
nary single has not ? Is it a better garden plant,
more useful in a cut state? In general refine-
ment and flower formation it appears to me
jo be decidedly inferior. In shades of colour-ing again the type of single we have become
accustomed to is much more varied. These

are only impressions, and from imy point of view
the present-day popularity of the Collerette rests
upon its novelty, aided by persistent exhibiting.

Paeony Dahlias.

" If I were to say that the Paeonies are not of
especial value for exhibition, only from a decora-
tive standpoint, I should probably be right ; but
if I were to state that they are of no great use
for the garden, those who saw the display at
Cardiff last year could soon inform me that as
a type they are the most gorgeously showy of
all. There are those who would " define the
Paeony Dahlia, but it is questionable if this is

advisable, for no two sorts are alike in shape.
To my thinking the flowers may be composed of
a single row of florets, a double or a treble. I
would only ask that they be of effective colour-
ing, that the stems shall be stiff, and that the
habit of the plant is free-flowering and
shapely. Further, it appears to me that
all these might be classed with and known
as Decorative or Garden Dahlias. For ex-
ample, last year a variety named Aphrodite
obtained the Certificate of this Society. Its
value as an effective variety in the garden was
apparent, yet it has but one row of petals, and
on account of its great size will be found among
those termed Paeony. To my mind this reducing
of the number of special divisions would simplify
matters."

RELATIONSHIP OF SOIL AND PLANT.

At a recent meeting of the Royal Dublin
Society, Dr. Russell, Director of the Rothamsted
Experimental Station, delivered a lecture on
"Mutual Relationship of Soil and the Plant."
Having expressed the thanks of the com-

mittee of the Rothamsted station to the Royal
Dublin Society for the support given to the
movement for erecting a laboratory to com-
memorate the centenary of the birth" of Lawes
and Gilbert, the lecturer said the fact had been
long ago established by practical farmers that
certain crops and plants showed marked prefer-
ences for certain types of soil, and would not
do as well on other types of soil, no matterW

kit
CAle ° 1

'
sk 'U Was used

'
How was !t" *asked, that the close connection between the

soil and the plant arose? The answer was that
each plant required certain conditions—water,
air for the roots, food, etc., and where it found
those conditions it grew well. Those were very
largely soil conditions, but not entirely ; cli-
matic factors cut across the soil factors, and
prevented too rigid a classification of flora ac-
cording to soil types. But closer examination
showed there certainly was a specific soil type
effect, the study of which was of great prac-
tical importance. Investigation had shown that
the plant had almost as marked an effect on
the soil as the soil had on the plant. Right
from the outset the soil had been affected by
the vegetation growing on it. The mineral
matter that formed the main part of the soil
split off from rocks in consequence of various
physical and other agencies, and after many
wanderings came finally to form the surface of
the present soil. But it did not remain bare
It soon covered itself with vegetation Plants
grew, took out from the soil moisture the
mineral and nitrogenous food they wanted built
up carbo-hydrate material from the gases of the
atmosphere and the rain water. There weretwo highly important effects produced— (1) or-
ganic matter was added entirely different in
character from the matter already there and
!ol

PI
r
SSln? a new lot of Properties on th« soil •

(2) the organic matter contained stores of enerev
derived from the sunlight: when it mingled
with the soil and began to decay the energy was
set free and enabled micro-organisms to live in

"J
6 S01}- The living plant also had an effect on

the soil. It took out certain constituents wh-'ch
it not replaced would lead to exhaustion. Re-
cent experiments suggested that that remark-
able effect was only produced when soil bact-ria
were present. It appeared, therefore", that be-tween them the plant roots, the soil, and the
bacteria might set up something i n the soil thatwas poisonous to plants. The possibility that a

plant might thus foul the soil and injure it for
another plant had long been part of the tradi-
tion of the gardener and farmer. During the
last year or so a new way had been discovered
in which the plant affected the soil. It had
been shown that the growing plant somehow in-
terfered with the activity of bacteria that made
plant food in the soil, so that less plant food
was made on cropped land than on land lying
fallow. Modern research showed that the soil
was not a mere mass of inert minerals, but a
wonderful structure honeycombed with recesses
and inhabited by teeming populations, micro-
organisms, which science was just beginning to
explore. The plant sent its roots into this
living mass, and in some way not yet compre-
hended those roots interfered with "the normal

i j
f

t
he or&anis™> and so effects were pro-

duced that one did not get in soil bare of all
vegetation. The difficulty of finding out what
really was going on was increased by the fact
that they could not see into the soil. 'No micro-
scope existed that would peer into its recesses-
they could only gain knowledge bv indirect
means. But it was imperative that the man of
science should go on with exploration

VEGETABLES.

Broccoli.—I never remember this im-
portant and useful vegetable having been more
plentiful than during the whole of this winter.
We have cut heads of splendid quality without
a. break since last autumn. This is partly due
to the mild weather and partlv because there is
now such a splendid selection of successional
varieties, which render the task of keeping up
a constant supply much less difficult than it was
a few years ago. After extensive trials the
varieties we have found to be most, satisfactory
are as follows, maturing in the order in which
they are placed :—Michaelmas White, a splen-
did autumn variety; Winter Mammoth, a dis-
tinct and good sort; Snow's Winter White
an old variety, but still one of the best sorts for
winter; Superb Early, producing refined, excel-
lent heads; Snow White, quite distinct from
Snow's Winter White : Christmas White, an in-
valuable variety, one of the best of all Broccoli

;

Leamington, an old variety that should fincTa
place in all gardens ; Late Queen, very hardy and
late in maturing

; and Model, the best late Broc-
coli, producing heads of beaufiful quality which
may be had in good condition as late as June.
Vegetable Marrows.—Early Marrows are

much appreciated, particularly in the months of
April, May and June. For early cropping the
seeds should be sown singly in small pots at once
and raised in gentle heat. As soon as the second
leaf appears pot the seedlings into 6-inch pots
and grow them in a position near to the Toof-
glass in a temperature of about 60°. When
about a foot high they should be planted out
into portable two or three light frames on a
very mild hotbed composed chiefly of leaves.
Afford the plants every care and "attention to
ensure them making sturdy growth. Very little
soil is necessary at the start, and it should not
be very rich; fresh compost may be added as
often as is necessary, and when the Mai rows are
developing it should be richer in quality. Im-
mediately it is safe to do so, the frames" should
be removed entirely. The same plants, if pro-
perly attended to, will continue to produce large
crops until destroyed by frosts. Grown in this
way Marrows will not only produce fruits early,
but they will be in full bearing by the time the
majority are contemplating planting them out.
The situation should be an open and sunny
one. We have adopted this practice at
Aldenhani for many years without once expe-
riencing a Eailure. Suitable varieties for 'his
system of culture include Moore's Oeam, Per-
fection. Pen-y-byd and Custard, which crops
abundantly under glass and always much be tor
than when grown in the open. B.SeekeU, A/dm.
ham House Gardens, f!lstree.
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The Week's Work.
^2

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
By H. J. Chapman, Gardener to Mrs. Cookson,

Oakwood, Wylam-on-Tyne.

General Remarks.—With the lengthening

days and increasing power of the sun, a more
liberal treatment in respect to moisture may be

afforded to all classes of Orchids that are in a

more or less active condition of growth. Let

the damping of the floors, staging and spaces

between the pots be done in the mornings as

soon as the normal temperatures of the different

houses are reached. In bright, drying weather
the damping should be done again in the middle
of the day, and a third time between three or

four o'clock in the afternoon, at which time the

ventilators are closed. In all departments ex-

cepting the cool houses the temperatures of the

houses should be maintained about 5° higher
at night, as compared with the winter condi-

tions. A night temperature of 53° to 55° will

be warm enough for Odontoglossums, but I

advise every care to be taken to guard against
fluctuations in the temperature. Rapid changes
in the temperature give a check to the

tender growths and developing flower-buds, and
the injury resulting therefrom becomes per-

manent. Cold draughts of air from the venti-

lators or other sources are likewise harmful. The
lower ventilators should be formed below the

staging so that the cold air is warmed by pass-

ing immediately over the hot-water pipes.

Watering. — In the north and north-
eastern parts of England snow and hail-storms

often occur in March and April, and the melted
snow or hail dissolving on the roof finds its way
to the tanks, lowering the temperature of the

water considerably. Cold water is injurious to

the plants, and it is advisable to test the tem-
perature at all times after heavy rains or cold

storms. At such times warm water should be
added to raise the temperature of the water in

the tank a degree or two higher than the nor-

mal temperature of the house. Overhead syring-

ings will be advantageous, but this should be
done sufficiently early in the day to ensure the

foliage becoming dry before nightfall.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
By W. Crump. Cardener to Earl Beauchamp, K.C.M.G.,

Madiesfield Court, Worcestershire.

Evergreen Shrubs.—There being no great

danger now from frosts, evergreen shrubs may
be pruned arid reduced in size and height, in

accordance with requirements. The best system
of pruning evergreens is to saw out every year
a few of the old and exhausted branches. This
will afford space for young growths to take their

places. At the same time aim at preserving a

proper balance in the individual specimens and
prevent them from growing into each other. If

the planting has been done too thickly do not
hesitate to head down to the ground a plant here

and there, as such will send up a crop of new
vigorous shoots. A few plants may be treated

in this way every year ; thus the plantations will

be kept in a healthy condition and the shrubs
will furnish an abundance of fine flowers.

The Wild Garden.— All planting in 'this

part of the pleasure grounds must be purely in-

formal in contrast with the trim neatness asso-

ciated with .summer bedding on closely-mown
lawns. The plants may be arranged singly or

in groups and allowed full freedom of growth, in

order thit they may show their grace of outline

and floral beauty : Nature must be followed in

all her simplicity and boldness. There are many
who imagine that the wild garden means a

wilderness or a vast tangle of crowded growths
which, once planted, requires no further atten-
tion. But indiscriminate planting is the very
opposite of the correct system. It must be re-

membered that there is considerably more diffi-

culty in directing labour to the best advantage
in the natural than in the formal garden.

Numbers of very beautiful plants may be grown
in spaces which are usually occupied by coarse

grass and even weeds, around shrubberies,
_
on

the margins of streams and pond6, and in wood-
land walks It is not easy to prescribe for all

ca6es, seeing that no two places offer the samo
facilities, but there are certain general principles

to be followed.

Plants for the Wilo Garden . — To
give a complete list of suitable plants would
occupy too much space, therefore I will only
enumerate a few that I have found especially

attractive when grouped largely and irregularly

in conjunction with clumps of dwarf evergreen
shrubs, such as Olearia Haastii, Azara micro-

phylla, Veronica Traversii, V. Kirkus, V. angusti-

folium, Kerria japonica fi. pi., Choisya ternata,

Berberis Darwinii and B. stenophylla. Farthest
away from the gravel paths plant bold groups
of Anchusa italica Dropmore and Opal varieties,

Helianthus Miss Mellish, H. multiflorus. Gale-
gas, Hemerocallis, Cimicifuga, Delphiniums,
Clematis Davidiana, Epilobium, Chicory, Holly-
hocks, Anemone japonica., Tree Lupins, Pyre-
thrum uliginosum, Valerian, Kniphofia, and
others. Plantations of Hydrangea paniculata,

Gladiolus Brenchleyensis, Papaver orientale

and Galtonia candicans will provide a succession

of bright colour. Nearer the walks may be

planted, both a6 single specimens and in groups,

Yuccas, Ruscus aculeatus, Phormiums, Hyperi-
cum, Megasea, Bambocs in variety, beds of the
common Polypody and Lychnis Viscaria. Lily-

of-the-Valley, Polyanthus, Thrift, and other
dwarf evergreen plants, may be allowed to grow
right up to the margin of the walks and thus
obviate having artificial, clipped edges.

Colour Scheme.— I am not in favour of

indiscriminate mixing of the colours of flowers,

but prefer to commence from a central group of

one colour and as far as possible shade off in a

subdued tone of the same colour, utilising

the next strong colour in the same way,
always provided such colours, when nearing
each other, do not clash but are in

soft, pleasing harmony. Now is the

season for re-arranging and re-planting the

strong growers, some of which are best shifted

annually. Divide the roots and select the outer

vigorous, healthy portions, discarding the old

exhausted growth in the middle of the clump.
The plants u6ed for wild gardening are not over
particular as to soil ; still, they grow best in a

deep root run and will always repay for good
cultivation.

Stepping-Stones.- Where stepping-Uones
are arranged through and alongside a stream
some dwarf half-hardy, creeping annuals should

be planted between the stones. A few of the

most useful plants for the purpose are Dianthus
neglectus. Viola gracilis, Mesembryanthemums.
Ionopsidium, Phacelia campanularia, Andro-
sace, Arenaria, Aubrietias, Erodiums, Erinr-
alpina. Veronica repens, dwarf Campanulas, anr'

hybrid Dianthus. known as Mule Pinks, all of

which may be raised easily from seed.

Trees and Shrubs in Flower.— The fol-

lowing trees and 6hrubs are in flower in these

gardens :—Amygdalus Davidiana, Andromeda.
Arbutus, Daphne Cneorum major (a lovely

plant), Erica carnea, Viburnum Tinus, Mahonia.
Spiraea Thunbergii, and many others.

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
Bv J. C. Weston, Gardener to Lady Norihcote,

Eastwell Park, Kent.

Protecting Fruit Trees.—The fruit-buds

of the earlier-flowering fruit trees, such as the

Apricot and Peach, are swelling rapidly, and
the question of protecting the blossom from frosts

must be considered. Local conditions govern the

necessity for protection in a great measure. In

cold districts and exposed situations, especially

where the gardens are low-lying, spring frost?

often ruin the crops unless measures are taken

to protect the trees, and the coverings should b?

got ready at once. Notwithstanding what has

been stated the protective material should not

be placed in position until the earliest blooms

are on the point of expanding, for up to that

stage the trees are much be'. fcer left fully ex-

posed. Heavy coverings of a permanent nature

should not be used, as these often prove more
injurious than the weather. By excluding the

light and air they tend to make the "young
growths and embryo fruits tender, and therefore

more susceptible to injury by inclement weather
after they are removed. Fish-netting of double
thickness, which has been used for protecting

ripe fruit from birds, is often employed in the
spring for protecting fruit-blossom from frost.

The best coverings are those that can be removed
when there is no danger from frosts; but if the
nets must be left on during the day means should
be taken to keep them well away from the trees

or they will be of little U6e. This is best done
by the use of poles or wires, or a combination of
both. If the nets are simply hung up in front
of the trees and a storm of rain or snow occurs
from the quarter opposite to the wall, the wet
nets may pie6s directly on to the blossom and
thus do more harm than good. One of the best
systems is to fix blinds made of shading
material or light canvas on to rollers that may
be drawn up under the coping and let down
whenever they are required. During inclement
weather such blinds may be lowered at 6unset
and allowed to remain in position until the tem-
perature rises next morning.

Glass Protectors.— In many establish-

ments garden walls are provided with glass pro-

tectors on the coping, for the purpose of pro-

tecting the trees during bad weaker. They are

fixed on a strong iron framework and project 2

or 3 feet from the top of the wall. Such pro-

tectors are best glazed on a system that permits
of the removal of the glass in the summer and
autumn, to allow the rain and air to penetrate
to all parts of the tree. During the blossoming
period light canvas or tiffany can easily be sus-

pended from the sloping front of these pro.

tectors, and if the canvas material is hung in

position at the time when the sun is setting con-

siderable warmth will be enclosed in them, thus
keeping up the temperature to a safe degree
during cold nights. Short of entirely covering
the wall with glass and converting it into a

fruit-case, the use of these glass copings with
light blinds is probably the best method of pro-

tecting fruit trees from frost in spring. In older

gardens slates are sometimes built in the top of

the wall in the same manner, but their value is

not to be compared with that of the modern
glass protectors.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
By C. H. Cook, Gardener to the Earl of Derby,

Knowsley Hall, Lancashire.

Souvenir de la Malmaison Carnations.—
Plants of the earliest batch of " Malmaison

"

Carnations are showing signs of growth, and
they should be afforded plenty of air at this

stage. A temperature of 45° to 50° is suitable.

Regulate and tie the leading shoots neatly to

stakes placed securely in the pots. Water
should be only afforded when moisture is abso-

lutely necessary ; a more liberal watering and a

dusting of concentrated manure will be bene-

ficial when in full growth. Keep the leaves dry

and the atmosphere moderately dry. The ear-

liest and strongest of last year's layers that were

potted into 6-inch pots last October are making
top growth and healthy roots. Plants that

have been grown in 60-sized pots through the

winter should be shifted in 6 or 7-inch pots.

The compost may consist of turfy loam three

parts and leaf-mould one part, with sharp sand,

wood ash and lime rubble added. The soil may
be enriched with concentrated fertiliser at the

rate of a 6-inch potful to every two bushels.

Pot fairly firm, place a stake in the centre of

the pot, and secure the growth thereto. Stand

the plants in a close frame for a day or two,

affording shade if required. Water the plants

once after the first week, but afford moisture

subsequently only when the soil is dry.

Tree Carnations.— Plants that were rooted

in the autumn are breaking freely into growth,

and the points of the shoots should be pinched

out when the latter are about 4 inches long.

Side shoots will quickly form, and the plants

will be ready for shifting into larger receptacles,

the strongest specimens into 7-inch pots. Admit

air on all favourable occasions, pot rooted cut-
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tings as they become read}-, and grow them in

a close atmosphere and a temperature of 55° for

a few days until they become re-established.

Eranthemum pulchellum- A batch of

well-grown plants is very attractive at this

season, and the deep blue flowers always attract
attention. The blooms are very fugitive, but others
develop in quick succession. As soon as the
flowering season is over the growths may be
shortened; the new growths will form suitable
cuttings, and may be inserted when they have
attained a length of 3 inches. Root them singly
in thumb pots in a brisk bottom heat. When
the cuttings are well rooted pinch out the points,
which will result in side-shoots developing, and
the plants may then be re-potted.

Aspidistra.— Plants that have become pot-
bound may be re-potted now, and such as are
too large for decorative purposes may be di-

vided. A compost of gritty loam and leaf-mould
will^ be suitable. See that the drainage is

efficient. Specimens that require top-dressing
should have a little of the old soil removed and
replaced by fresh compost enriched with a
slight dusting of bone meal. Sponge the leaves,
and grow the plants in a warm house.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
By W. Hedley Warren, gardener to the Aston-Clinton
Park Estate (the Rt. Hon. Lord Rothschild), Buck-

inghamshire.

Vines.— Mid-season vines should be started in
a temperature of 50° by night and 55° to 60°
during the day, rising to 65° by sun heat.
Under these conditions the buds should break
gradually and strongly. As the buds swell the
temperature may be increased gradually both by
day and by night. Started in this way mid-
season vines require less artificial heat during
the warmer months of the year—in some in-

stances fire heat may be dispensed with alto-
gether—and much better results will be obtained
with less risk from insect pests than would be
the case if the vines were started later, and
hence needed considerable artificial heat to finish
the crop. Late Grapes require, as a rule, a long
period in which to ripen satisfactorily, so that the
berries may keep well. Few, if any, of the
vines should be started later than the beginning
of March, therefore get the houses in readiness
at once. Keep the inside borders moist and
syringe the rods several times daily to favour
the bursting of the buds. Should the spurs
bleed, as they sometimes do on late vines, wipe
the wounds dry and dress them with styptic.
Stems that are partially exposed in vines grow-
ing in outside borders should be protected and
the borders top-dressed with half-decayed
manure and leaves, which will give all the pro-
tection needed at this time of the year.

Melons.— Sow seeds for the general crop, and
plant out successional plants so that no break
may occur in the supply of ripe fruits. Plants
that are approaching the flowering stage should
be grown in a somewhat drier atmosphere
until after the crop has set, hut care
should be taken that the plants do not lack
moisture at the roots. The root-run should be
limited, or the result may be plenty of foliage
and but little fruit. At night the temperature
should be 70°, and from 75° to 85° with sun
heat during the day. Admit air regularly, but
see that cold draughts do not reach the plants.

Cucumbers.— The beginning of March is a
good time to make another sowing of Cucumber
seed, and in all probability the plants will be
sturdier than those sown last month. See that
the linings of the bed are efficient where the
plants are growing in brick frames, and bear in
mind that the manure must be well fermented
and turned before use. Make the linings albout
18 inches or 2 feet in width and as high as the
bed

; examine the latter frequently to ascertain
that its temperature is all right. Whether for
spraying or watering the roots, always use water
warmed to the air-temperature in the frame.
Close the lights not later than 2 o'clock, thus
conserving all the sun heat possible without risk
of scalding the foliage. Rapidly-growing plants

should be fed with liquid manure at every
alternate watering. Apply top-dressings of
soil and manure about every three weeks
to plants that are growing in houses, to
keep them in a healthy, fruitful condition. Well
thin the fruits on plants just coming Into bear-
ing, stopping the growths at one, or not more
than two, joints beyond the fruit. Remove all
superfluous growths and tendrils as they appear,
and maintain a moist, brisk temperature of 75°
to 80° by day, and 65° by night. The evaporat-
ing troughs should be kept well filled with liquid
manure or water in which a small quantity of
liquid ammonia has been placed.

Cherries.—The temperature of the house in
the daytime should not exceed 55° by fire heat,
but when air is admitted it may rise by sun
heat to 65°. Whilst cold draughts are harmful,
air may be admitted on every favourable occa-
sion. Afford water in moderation until the
fruit has set, when the roots may be soaked with
weak manure water, or artificial manure may
be applied and the soil watered afterwards. A
stimulant may be applied at intervals of about
fourteen days, according to the condition of the
borders—less frequently if the borders are not
well drained, for stagnant moisture at the roots

will cause the young fruit to drop. Watch care-

fully for the first signs of black fly or kindred
pests on the young leaves, and lightly fumigate
the house with a nicotine preparation. After
fumigating wash the trees thoroughly, syringing
them with clear tepid water. Such leaves as
are curled should be carefully examined for the
presence of a small caterpillar, which causes
much damage to the tender growths, making
them unsightly for the remainder of the season.

Figs.— Trees in successional houses should be
kept steadily moving in a temperature of 55°

for the first fortnight, gradually increasing the
day temperature as the sun heat increases. See
that the borders are neither sodden nor exces-

sively dry. In houses where the trees have
reached the fruiting 6tage watch carefully for red
spider on the underside of the leaves. Sulphur
made into a paste and brushed over the hot-

water pipes will assist in destroying this pest,

as well as syringing frequently with clear water.

A dry atmosphere and high temperatures favour

this pest, therefore maintain moist, genial con-

ditions.

Capsicums.—Seeds of Capsicums may be sown
now. When the seedlings are sufficiently strong

pot them singly in small receptacles, and keep
them growing in a brisk heat, admitting plenty

of air during sunny weather. Finally shift them
into 7-inch pots, placing three plants of about
the same size and strength in each pot. When
the plants have recovered from the shift stand

them where they will be fully exposed to the

sun. If grown in heated pits the lights may
be removed for two or three hours daily on

warm, sunny davs in summer.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By R. P. Brotherston, Gardener to the Earl of

Haddington, Tyninghame, East Lothian.

Globe Artichokes.—The material used for

protecting the plants in cold weather should be
removed, which is most easily effected by dig-

ging it deep into the interspaces of the rows.

For many years I have used leaves for pro-

tection, and they seem more suitable as a
manure, being less forcing than farmyard litter.

Fresh plantations may be made either from
side shoots wintered elsewhere or from suckers
carefully disjointed from the plants. I allow

the sets spaces of three feet in the rows and
five feet between the rows. First-year plants are
valuable because they produce heads for autumn
use, when, as a rule, the old plants are ex-
hausted.

Peas.— A sowing of the variety Pilot may be
made now in one of the main quarters. It is
an advantage for the ground to have been
trenched deeply in October for this sowing, and
for no other reason than that the soil will be
warmer. For this and the succeeding sowings

shallow drills taken on the width of a spade
are to be preferred to deep drills, also on account
of warmth. I invariably have the trainers put
in place as soon as the Peas are covered. This
protects them from pheasants, etc., and is an
assurance that they will not be neglected, as is
not infrequently the case when the haulm is
growing rapidly.

Dressing Crops.— It is safe now to dress
Cabbages, Lettuces and Spinach that have been
close picked with a stimulating manure, either
nitrate of soda or sulphate of ammonia ; I prefer
the latter. About , oz. applied to each Cabbage
is a suitable quantity, but for the others it must
be scattered evenly between the rows, at the
rate of 1 lb. to each 40 square yards. This
manure need not be covered, but it is, on the
whole, beneficial to stir the surface by means of
a hoe subsequent to the application.

Early Onions and Leeks. — Seedling
Onions should either be potted singly or trans-
ferred to other boxes, using for them a rough
compost that will enable the plants to be lifted
each with a ball of soil. Leeks for use early in
autumn should be treated similarly.

Parsley.— If a sowing of this herb was made
in heat early in the year the seedlings should
be pricked out singly into cutting boxes when
they are large enough to handle.

Lettuces.— The time is at hand when there
may be a gap in the supply of this salad vege-
table. I find that plants wintered in a cold
pit—that is, young plants put into a border in
autumn—grow to a useful size by about this
time of the year, and continue furnishing a sup-
ply of heads for several weeks. During winter
water is not needed at the roots, but with the
increasing heat of the season applications of

moisture are essential, as much to keep the
plants growing as to preserve them sweet and
free from a bitter taste. See that the leaves
are not wetted, as this may set up rotting.
For a time only a little ventilation need be
afforded.

Carrots.—A moderate breadth of a stump-
rooted variety, which on the whole is the best
garden type, may be sown in well-prepared
ground. Where the Carrot fly is troublesome it

is as well to make this the 'main crop. There
are numerous specifics recommended to save the
plants, but it is doubtful if any is a panacea.
In light soils at least the drills should be drawn
rather deeply, the seeds, first mixed with sand,
drilled quite thin, and the drills only filled with
sufficient soil to cover the seed sufficiently to
enable them to germinate properly. When the
seedlings are well established and thinned the
drills should be filled with dry sand to cover
the crowns of the plants 2 inches in depth.
Slight dressings of soot periodically renewed are
sometimes beneficial in combating the fly.

The Onion Crop.- It is still the practice
of many to raise this important crop from seeds
sown in the open at this season, the object being
to get the seed in as soon as the ground
is fit after the middle of February, for, like the
Leek, the longer the season of growth the larger
the individual roots. Since manurial dressings
throughout the growing season have been recog-
nised as imperative, the soil need not be so

highly manured preparatory to the crop as at
one time was deemed essential. At the same
time a dressing of superphosphate, 2 lb. to the
rod, and a slight sprinkling of pigeon manure,
will be advantageous. After applying the
manures and just before sowing half dig the
ground, preferably with a fork, by means of
which the soil may be more easily broken up and
the manure incorporated. Then compress the

ground by foot-pressure, draw shallow drills,

cover with the foot, and again compress the sur-

face as evenly as possible, finishing by raking the
surface smooth. Any bulbs of last year's crop
which are beginning to grow in the store may
be planted for scallions. They ask for no
special cultivation. Pickling Onions mav also be
sown now. These are grown close in the rows,

and. being of use only when small, the ground
needs no such manurial preparation as for

ordinarv Onions.
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EDITORIAL NOTICE.

ADVERTISEMENTS should be sent to the
PUBLISHER, 41, Wellington Street,
Covent Garden. W.C.

Editors and Publisher. — Our Correspondents
would obviate delay in obtaining answers to
their communications, and save us much time and
trouble, if they would kindly observe the notice
printed weekly to the effect thut all letters relat-
ing to financial matters and to advertisements
should be addressed to the Publisher ; and that
all communications intended for publication, or
referring to the Literary department, and all
plants to be named, should be directed to the
Editors. The two departments. Publishing and
Editorial, are distinct, and much unnecessary de-
lay and confusion arise when letters are mis-
directed.

Special Notice to Correspondents. — The
Xditors do not undertake to pay for any contribu-
tions or illustrations, or to return unused com-
munications or illustrations, unless by special
arrangement. The Editors do not hold themselves
responsible for any opinions expressed by their
correspondents.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

MONDAY, MARCH 9—
United Hort. Ben. and Prov. Soc. Com. meet.

TUESDAY, MARCH 10—
Roy. Hort. Soc. Corns, meet., Special Bulb Show (2
days). (Lecture at 3 p.m. on " Adaptive Degrada-
tion the Cause of Many Cases of Evolution Amonu
Plants. ') b

Horticultural Club : House Dinner at 6.30 p.m.
THURSDAY, MARCH 12—

Manchester and N. of Eng. Orchid Soc. meet.

Average Mean Temperature for the ensuing week
deduced from observations during the last Fifty
lears at Greenwich, 40.8°.

Actual Temperatures :—
London, Wednesday, March 4 (6 p.m.)- Max 53°-

Min. 44°.

Gardeners' Chronicle Office. 41, Wellington Streot,
Covent Garden, London, Thursday, March 5
(10 a.m.)

; Bar. 29.6°. Temp. 53°. Weather—Fine.
Provinces.—Wednesday, March 4. Max. 52°, Rams-

gat* ; Min. 42°, Aberdeen.

SALES FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
MONDAY AND WEDNESDAY—

Roses, Rhododendrons, Perennials, Lilies, etc., at
U.iO, at Stevens's Rooms, King Street, Covent Gar-
den, London, W.C.

MONDAY AND FRIDAY—
Herbaceous Plants and Hardy Bulbs, Roses and
iruit Trees, at 12, at 67 and 68, Oheapside, E.C., byProtheroe and Morris.

WEDNESDAY—
Liliums and other Hardy Bulbs. Herbaceous Plants.
etc., at. 12, Palms and Plants at 5, at Protheroe andMorns s rooms.

THURSDAY—
Roses at Protheroe and Morris's rooms, at 1

FRIDAY—
Freehold Property. Willard'a Nurseries, Polegate,
near Eastbourne, 4a. 2r. 19p„ House, Greenhouses,
etc.. also Vines, etc., Fruit Trees, Crops, etc., alt

at 2
Lon<ion, E.C., by Protheroe and Morris,

Anyone with a taste for

'.The Thirstiness statistics and a leaning
of Trees. to the marvellous may

read in the textbooks of
botany wonderful estimates of the amount
of water absorbed and transpired by trees.
They may learn that a sunflower may give
off several pints of water on a summer
day

; that in the case of a young tree the
amount runs into gallons, and in that of a
full-grown tree into tens or hundreds of
gallons. The most recent estimate of this
sort has been commented upon in the
American Press (see American Fruits,
February, 1914). According to these com-
ments, Professor Pierce, of Harvard, has
computed that a giant specimen of the
Washington Elm, which he examined,
gives off some 2,000 gallons of water per

day. The tree, according to the same
computation, possesses 7 million leaves, the
total surface of which is equal to an area
of about 5 acres. The estimate is arrived
at thus : An acre of grass gives off 6,000
quarts of water in 24 hours—presumably
on a summer day—and on the basis of this

estimate the tree's loss is computed.
We have not the text of Professor

Pierce's original contribution, and hence
can make no comment on these statements
beyond saying that their author is well
known for his conscientious, cautious, and
valuable contributions to botanical science.

But on the general question of the
amount of water given off by trees we may
observe that, so far as we know, the esti-

mates in the books have no proper experi-
mental basis whatever.

That the amount of water given off by a
tree is very large no one will dispute ; but
it is very doubtful whether that amount
is anything like so large as is generally
believed. To determine the amount of
water given off by a branch, to estimate
the total area of the leaf surface, and to

work out a result by rule of three is to
reach a valueless result. For no one can
say that in the competition for water that
takes place between the leaves all the
leaves win first place. It may well be
that failing in the daily competition the
leaves of not a few branches are compelled
to close their stomata, to shut down
operations and to curtail their rate of

transpiration. The poor development ex-
hibited by many of the branches of an un-
pruned tree would indicate that this hap-
pens widely in Nature, and the conviction
entertained by gardeners that light and
air must be admitted to the centre of a

tree, if proper ripening of wood is to be
secured, may have its explanation in part
in the fact that with a head of dense
foliage transpiration of the inner leaves is

reduced greatly.

In any case the figures so often given
cannot be taken as the results of experi-
ment, and it would be interesting if some
botanist would take the trouble to carry
out an actual experiment on the amount of
transpiration of a large tree. We may con-
fess that we ourselves planned such an ex-
periment some years ago, purchased the
necessary balance and potted up the trees.
The trees still languish in their pots and
the balance ornaments our laboratory, but
owing to the pressure of other duties the.

experiment was never completed. Need-
less to say, the results of an experiment of
this kind made with several different sub-
jects would have a distinct practical
value.

The recent researches

The Chemistry of °* Willstatter and
Plant Pigments. Everest appear to have

settled finally a ques-
tion which has vexed the minds of
botanists and chemists—namely, the
chemical composition of the anthocyan
pigments of plants. These pigments,
which occur in the flower and fruit and in
other parts of the plant, are dissolved in
the cell sap, and are generally, and per-
haps always, of a blue, violet, or red
colour.

By the use of large quantities of raw
material—the corollas of the Cornflower
(Centaurea Cyanus) — Willstatter and
Everest have succeeded in isolating the
anthocyan pigment in a pure state in suf-
ficient quantity to admit of a chemical
analysis. They find that there is, as was to

be expected, a close and definite relation
between the blue, violet, and red antho-
cyan pigments. All the pigments are
glucosides—that is, substances which,
when acted on by acids or other suitable
re-agents, unite with water and split off

sugar from their molecules. The antho-
cyan glucoside occurs in the flower in one
of three forms. It may occur as a free
acid, in which case the anthocyan is-

violet ; or the free acid—known as cyanirt

—may combine with potassium to form
a blue salt ; or the cyanin may unite with
a plant acid, and give rise to a red pig-
ment.

Into the chemical details of these re-

searches we cannot enter now, but the
bare facts deserve to be put on record
here, for a knowledge of the properties of
these anthocyan pigments cannot fail to

be of great service, not only to the>

student of plant-chemistry, but also to-

the plant-breeder. When he sets out to
produce a new colour in a race of plants
the plant-breeder is, in fact, undertaking
to perform a chemical experiment. If he
could but know in advance the nature of

the pigments in his plant and their modes
of reaction with other reagents he would
have, if not a guide, at least a hint as to-

what he may expect as the result of cross-

ing different colour-forms with on&
another-

We understand that Professor Will-
statter is now engaged in further investi-

gations on the subject of the anthocyan
pigments, and we may, therefore, expect
tli at before long one of the most obscure
problems in plant physiology—the nature
and relations of the anthocyan pigments-
will be solved completely. If so, the
plant-breeder will obtain a clue, for which
he has long sought, to guide him through
the maze of plant coloration.

It is of interest to observe that each-

of the three anthocyan pigments of the
Cornflower, the blue, violet, and red, may
be caused to undergo change into a colour-
less condition, and this without any
chemical change other than that of a re-

arrangement of the parts of its molecule.
Hence it might be supposed that the white-

forms of certain flowers are white because
of the occurrence of the colourless

(isomerous
-

) form of anthocyan. So far,

however, although Willstatter and Everest-

have examined many different flowers

from this point of view, they have failed

to obtain any evidence that whiteness is

due to the presence in flowers of a colour-

less anthocyan.

Achillea argentea (see fig. 78).—The
dwarf-growing plant known in gardens as Achillea

argentea is one of the Yarrows which by reason

of neatness and compactness of habit are well'

adapted for the rock garden. Tile flowers are

large in proportion to the size of the plants, and

the silvery-grey foliage is very attractive at all*

seasons. There is some uncertainty as to the

origin of A. argentea, although it has been'
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[Photograph by C. P. Ra/pH.

Fig. 78.

—

Achillea argentea growing in the rock-garden, kew.
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cultivated in gardens for many years. The plant

illustrated is evidently a hybrid, and has most
probably been derived from A. umbellata and A.
rupestris. The tufts of hoary, pinnatrifid leaves

are about 1^ inch long, and the heads of

flowers develop on stems about 5 inches in length.

The ray florets are pure white, whilst those of

the disc are pale yellow. Like many other

plants possessing silvery foliage Achillea argentea
requires a dry, sunny position in well-drained,

gritty soil. It is very liable to damp in winter,

and should be planted on a rocky ledge or steep,

rocky bank. The name is a synonym of Tana-
cetum argenteum, quite a different plant.

Coloured Supplement. — The subject of

the coloured plate to be published with the

issue for next week is the Collerette Dahlia

Skerryvore.

Royal Horticultural Society.—The
next meeting of the Committees will take place

on Tuesday, the 10th. inst., in the Vincent Square
Hall, Westminster. A competitive bulb show
will be heid and will continue for a second day.

At the 3 o'clock meeting of the Fellows on the
Tuesday an address on " Adaptive Degrada-
tions : the Cause of Many Cases of Evolution

among Plants," will be delivered by Rev. Prof.

G. Henslow.

Dutch Visitors at the Horticultural
Club.— A House dinner will take place in the

Club Room at the HoteJ Windsor, Victoria

Street, Westminster, on Tuesday, the 10th inst.

Members of the Dutch Bulb Growers' Associa-

tion, who will be present to assist in judging

the flowers at the Royal Horticultural Society's

exhibition of Dutch bulbs on the same day, and
several other bulb experts from Holland, have
accepted invitations to be present. After dinner

there will be a talk about bulbs. The Rev. J.

Jacob will introduce the subject.

The National Diploma in Horticulture.
—The number of gardeners who have registered

their names as intending candidates for the
forthcoming preliminary examination for the
Diploma is 65. The Council of the Royal Horti-
cultural Society has every reason to be gratified

with the immediate success which—as judged by
this number of candidates—has followed upon
the decision to establish the Diploma. The can-

didates come from all parts of England and
from Scotland, and hence it may be found neces-

sary, in all probability, to hold the practical

garden tests in some five or six centres in differ-

ent regions.

The Royal Society.— Among the men of

science recommended by the Council for election

to the Royal Society is Professor Biffen. As is

well known to horticulturists, Professor Biffen
has devoted himself for many years to the breed-

ing of Wheat, and has been conspicuously suc-

cessful in raising rust-resisting strains, and also

strains which combine the characters of
" strength " of flour and heaviness of yield.

Professor Biffen is a keen gardener, and has a

special predilection for Roses. Striking evi-

dence of his wide horticultural knowledge and
keen observation is to be found in the Masters
Memorial lecture (see R.H.S. Journal, Vol.

XXXIX., Part II., p. 313), which Professor Biffen
delivered before the Royal Horticultural Society
in July of last year.

Royal Gardeners' Orphan Fund.—
Mr. F. W. Topham. of Northwick Hall Farm,
Claines, Worcester, the local secretary for the

R.G.O.F., is in the habit of promoting concerts

and whist drives in Worcester in aid of the fund.
The latest result of his efforts was a very suc-

cessful whist drive, which took place a week or

so ago, and realised a profit of £11 for the charity.

National Chrysanthemum Society.—
The National Chrysanthemum Society is hold-
ing three exhibitions this year ; two will be held
at the Crystal Palace, Sydenham, on October
7 and 8, and November 4, 5, 6 respectively,

whilst the other will take place at the Essex
Hall, Essex Street. Strand, on Wednesday, De-
cember 9. Schedules may be obtained from the
Secretary, Mr. R. A. Witty, 72, Savernake
Road, Gospel Oak.

Th£ Surveyors Institution .— The next
ordinary general meeting will be held in the Lec-
ture HaJl of the Institution on the 9th inst.,

when the discussion on Mr. Christopher
Turnor's paper, entitled " Comments on the
Land Enquiry Committee's (Rural) Conclu-
sions," will he resumed. Mr. Edwin Savell,
member of Council, will re-open the discussion.
The chair will be taken at 8 o'clock.

Leamington County Show.— The Com-
mittee responsible for promoting the Leamington
and Comity Flower Shows may be congratulated
on the financial success obtained in 1913, the
result of this good fortune being evident in the
balance in hand of £65 as against a deficit of
£54 at the end of 1912. All the challenge cups
which were won outright last year are replaced
by the generosity of private donors. Mr. F. A.
Chandler offers a 25-guinea Cup for hardy
flowers, Mr. Shaw a similar Cup for a group of
Roses, the Mayor of Leamington a Cup for the
Warwickshire Amateurs' group class, and the
Earl of Craven a Challenge Cup for a group
of hardy plants. In future it will be impossible
to win the Challenge Cups outright, but these
awards will be accompanied by money prizes
as compensation. The forthcoming show will be
held in the Victoria Park, Royal Leamington
Spa, on July 22 and 23, and we are informed by
Alderman Holt, who takes a special interest
in the event, that a good display is confidently
expected. The secretary is Mr. Leslie D.
Overell.

Retirement of Monsieur Truffaut.—
On February 15 the farewell banquet promoted
by the Societe Nationale d'Horticulture de
France in honour of Monsieur Truffaut took
place in the Banqueting Hall of the Palais
d'Orsay, Paris. More than a hundred guests
were present to celebrate the occasion and ex-
press their gratitude to the veteran horticulturist

who had for so long filled the position of
Honorary Vice-President. Monsieur Viger pre-

sided, and Monsieur Abel Chatenay, as Secre-
tary, Monsieur Truffaut's oldest friend, was
entrusted with the presentation of a beautiful

work of art which had been subscribed for by
the guests. Several congratulatory speeches
were made, to which Monsieur Truffaut re-

sponded. He thanked all those present for their

kindness and for their good wishes, and observed
that it gave him great pleasure to see in Monsieur
Chatenay his successor in office. He then briefly

passed in review the chief events in the horticul-

tural world since 1855.

The Flowering of the Almond.— The
first flowers of an Almond tree, situated in a

favourable position in Wandsworth, five miles
south-west of London, expanded fully on Mon-
day last, the 2nd inst. Previous dates for the

flowering of this tree are: Januarv 25, 1913;
Februarv 24. 1912; March 11, 1911 ; March 12,

1910 : April 1, 1909 ; March 23. 1908 ; March 20,

1907; February 28, 1906; March 7, 1905; and
March 21, 1904.

Mr. G. H. Hollingworth.— We are in-

formed that Mr. G. H. Hollingworth, who has
been horticultural instructor to the Gloucester

Education Committee for nearly ten years, has

been promoted to the position of Organiser of

Agricultural Education for the county of Glou-

cester

Storm in Aberdeenshire. — A severe

thunderstorm occurred in Aberdeenshire last

week, and produced a remarkable effect on a

Silver Fir at Newton of Insch. The tree, which

stood about 600 yards from the mansion house,

was blown to pieces, and scattered far and wide
by the lightning. During the night a vivid flash

of lightning lit up the scene, and a terrific re-
port was heard, the windows of the house and
outlying buildings being violently shaken. When
morning dawned it was found that the tree,
which contained about 45 cubic feetof timber, had
been completely destroyed. One fragment, weigh-
ing about 2 cwt., was found over 250 yards away,
and another, of about the same weight, over 150
yards away, and pieces had been carried into
the neighbouring wood, where the trees showed
the marks of the blows. A strong iron fence
near the tree was smashed, and a similar fence
over 100 yards away was considerably damaged,
apparently by the fragments. From the way in
which the fragments were spread in the neigh-
bouring wood it was evident they had been
blown to a considerable height. The destruc-
tion was complete, the tree had been torn right
out of the ground and a big hole left.

Animals and Plants under Domestica-
tion.—At the last lecture of this course, at the
Royal Institution, Professor Bateson said that,
as he had pointed out in the previous lecture,
the development of most of our cultivated plants
had followed similar lines, and the question now
arises whether our animals have passed through
an analogous course of development. Unfor-
tunately, owing to the great antiquity of our
domestic breeds, the evidence as to their origin
is very incomplete. There are a few cases in

which we know how a breed has originated.

Such a case is that of the Suffolk breed of

sheep, which was produced by crossing the
Southdown breed with the old Norfolk breed.

Again, a breed of silkworms is still used for

the production of coarse silks which was raised
by crossing Attacus ricini with A. cynthia.

Nevertheless, the existence of a few such cases

does not give any satisfactory explanation of

the origin of our types, and when we turn to

the critical examination of the part played by
artificial selection, we fail to find any adequate
basis on which to build a theory. Artificial

selection picks out the types which are already
in existence; it cannot produce a new type.

As an example of the powers of artificial selec-

tion the history of the Sugar Beet was given.

There was a great increase in the sugar per-

centage between the years 1850 and 1890. The
first improvement was owing to mass selection,

in which seed was saved from the best plants,

and no precautions against cross fertilisation

were taken. Then a further increase occurred wnen
pure line selection began, in which the best

plants were self-fertilised, and their offspring

grown separately. When a plant which has

been selected for a quantitative character, such

as tallness, throws plants which are taller than

itself, it is possible that segregation of factors

has occurred. In this way selection may appear
to produce new types, while in reality it is only

weeding out the heterozygous plants.

History of Irish Woods. -Prof. Augus-
tine Henry, in the course of a lecture at a re-

cent meeting of the Belfast Naturalists' Field

Club, said that the history of the woods of

modern Ireland began after the Ioe Age, as

during this period all the vegetation and mould
were destroyed, a barren sterile soil being

everywhere left. He explained the occurrence

of the submarine forests, found all round the

coast, and of the great forests in the peat, which

were formed in the Neolithic period, at the time

when the climate was drier than now. There

were Pine tree6, however, in the great Leinster

forest in 1010 a.d. ,
which were carried to Kin-

cora on the Shannon to make masts for the

ships of King Brian. Firs grew, according to

a note on an old map, on the mountains of

Down in 1570. The association of the Pine with

the capercailzie in Ireland was striking, as this

beautiful bird gradually became extinct with the

increasing rarity of the Pine woods. Ireland

always had plains on which trees never grew

.

like the Curragh of Kildare, Lecale in Down,
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and the great plain of Roscommon. During the

Bronze Age man began to clear the forests for

the cultivation of cereals and Flax, and the agri-

cultural area increased in succeeding centuries.

Half the island was probably covered with

forest at the time of the Norman Conquest. The

woods were remorselessly cut in the seventeenth

century, as timber was the main source of profit

to the adventurer, who exported oak staves

abroad, established ironworks all over the

country, and who consumed for charcoal all the

smaller trees. Remnants of the old woods still

existed in many parts, and are characterised by

a peculiar flora and fauna, which is non-existent

in plantations and unwooded ground. Professor

Henry gave a list of these plants, and alluded

to the lingering of two 6pecies of Pyrola in a few

spots as indications of former Pine woods. These

little plants were dying out, and would become

extinct like the capercailzie. He gave many
instances of remarkable woods in Ireland,

as the Oak and Holly woods of Castle-

wellan, out of which £500 of Holly timber was

sold in one year. A remarkable Ash wood at

Glaselough, in Monaghan, in 1801 was reported

to be the finest in Europe at that day, being

worth £1,000 an acre. Crab trees of great age

were common a centurv ago along the shores of

Lough Neagh, and the largest Oak that was eveT

known in Ireland was felled at Portmore about

1750. The most celebrated tree in Ireland is,

however, fortunately still alive. This is the

famous Yew now in the grounds of Crom Castle,

in the townland of Crom, in Fermanagh. This

tree is remarkable for the enormous spread of its

branches, over 200 people being able to sit down
to a banquet under its shade. The lecturer had

discovered an early reference to this tree in

O'Clery's Contention of the Sards, 1620,

where the Yew of Crom is said to have been

discovered, about 125 ad. , on the day when
Conn of the Hundred Fights was born. This

tree has probably an antiquity of over 1,500

years, and may have been associated with the

worship of the pagan idol Crom Cruach.

Cold Storage of Fruit.— The Report of

the Union of South Africa Department of Agri-

culture contains, in addition to much other valu-

able information, the result of investigations,

made by the Fruit Inspector, Cape Town, on

the temperature most suitable for the cold stor-

age of fruit. Experiments were carried out on

a large scale with various- fruits—Apricots,

Peaches, Plums, Grapes, etc.—and the conclu-

sion was reached that 32° is the most suitable

temperature. Fruit kept for from 18 to 30 days at

32° was found to last well for from 7 to 10

days when taken out of cold storage. Certain

fruits, such as Burbank Plums and yellow-fleshed

Peaches, are not amenable to cold storage treat-

ment.

Gardening in America.— Mr. Harry A.

Bunyard writes us from New York City as

follows :
—"A few years ago I wrote you rela-

tive to the scarcity of assistant gardeners and

foremen for private estates in America, mention-

ing the fact that there were good openings for

progressive young men willing to work and to

adapt themselves to conditions here. At that

time your editor took exception, stating that

these young men should go to the British

Colonies rather than come to the United States.

However, a good many young men came over

and found positions practically the day th?y

landed. The immigration laws of the United

States do not apply to gardeners, owing to the

fact that they are classified as personal servants.

This may be somewhat a reflection upon the

profession, but it is nevertheless a fact. I am
writing at this time to convey the same informa-

tion, that there is a paucity here of young gar-

deners, more especially in the spring and fall.

The wages run from $69 to $75 per month, with

out hoard, and $40 to $50 per month with board.

The average cost for board and room here for

gardeners is about $20 per month. I may at

this time state that while gardening is not quite

so far advanced as in the old country along

some lines, there are immense private estates

and florists' establishments that compare very

favourably with those in Europe. I could cite

many instances where assistant gardenere have

grown up in this country and have now laTge

commercial establishments themselves. It all

depends upon the man. Should anyone wish to

communicate with me on the subject I should

be happy to answer any questions through the

Gardeners' Chronicle. There are no openings

for head gardeners, who are recruited here as

in Europe from the foreman and assistant

gardener."

Gladiolus. — An interesting account of the

Gladiolus and of the Gladiolus trials

made at Cornell was given recently by

Mr. Alfred C. Hottes before the

New York State Federation of Floral Clubs,

Ithaca, N.Y. (see the American Florist, Feb-

ruary 14). Some 700 varieties of Gladiolus have

been grown and described in the course of the

trials, and a careful inquiry has been made into

the history of the cultivated varieties. Mr.

Hottes points out that up to 1841 the varieties

cultivated were of the Gladiolus nanus type,

e.g., G. Colvillei and its white variety, The
Bride. Somewhere about this time Bedding-

haus, gardener to the Due d'Aremburg, crossed

various African species of Gladiolus. As a re-

sult of certain of these crosses the hybrid known
as G. gandavensis arose. The precise origin of

this famous hybrid is unknown, but Mr. Hottes

gives his support to the view expressed by

various experts that it originated in a cross be-

tween the brightly-coloured G. psittacinus and

G. oppositiflorus, the flowers of which are oppo-

site and more profuse than those of the G.

psittacinus. The hybrid was brought out by

Van Houtte, and Souchet, gardener to Napo-

leon III., who admired the plant, set himself to

improve it by crossing Gandavensis varieties,

and also by hybridising these varieties with

other species of Gladiolus. Lemoixe, of Nancy,

also took up a like line and crossed Gandavensis

with G. purpureto-coloratus, a species with

hooded or bell-shaped flowers, greenish-yellow

in colour with a conspicuous maroon blotch. The
result was Lemoinei—a partially hardy form with

deep coloured and velvety flowers, somewhat
lacking in size, and often not open enough. Later

Lemoine crossed some of his namesakes with

G. Saundersii, a species with wide-open scarlet

flowers with spotted throat. Hence arose the

forms known as G. nancianus, with the larger,

wider-opened flowers of Saundersii and the won-
derful colours of Lemoinei. Leichtlin, of Baden-
Baden, at about the same time crossed Ganda-
vensis with Saundersii, land obtained the

Leichtlinii, a great flowering race. History

now follows the plant to the United States. The
stock of Leichtlinii was purchased by Mr. Hal-
lock, of Long Island, and after some improve-
ment passed into the hands of Mr. John L
Childs, who rechristened it Childsii. The ruffled

strain was originated by Mr. A. E. Kunderd.
Recently yet another species, G. primulinus, has
entered the hybrid mosaic. The yellow of this

species has proved useful in toning down the

more garish colours of the hybrids, and this has
facilitated the production of delicate orange and
salmon pink shades. Mr. H. H. Groff has also

raised hybrids, which have been fertile in novel-

ties.

Basic Slag.—A useful summary of the pro-

perties and modes of use of this important arti-

ficial manure is contained in Leaflet No. 267 of

the Board of Agriculture. As is well known to

many gardeners, basic slag is one of the most
serviceable of fertilisers, and, although it exer-

cises its beneficent effects most on a dry soil, it

is doubtful whether any garden soil is not ren-

dered more fertile by an application of basic
slag. It is easily applied, and one of the most
effective methods of application is to dust basic
slag over the manure which is being dug into the

ground. The rate of application should be 2 to

4 ozs. per square yard. Good for flowers and

for fruit, basic slag should be excluded from the

lawn, and this for the very reason which makes

it an excellent fertiliser for pastures—namely,

that it encourages the growth of Clover. The
leaflet draws attention to the importance of

securing good basic slag. The goodness depends

on several conditions : (1) the total amount of

phosphate of lime which it contains, (2) the

amount of readily soluble phosphate, (3) the

fineness of the powder. The fact that basic slag

contains a certain amount of free lime—from

2 to 5 per cent.—is also to be remem-
bered, and makes this fertiliser of par-

ticular value for garden soils wherein lime

is apt to be deficient. In many cases,

for example on light soils, it is advisable to add
kainit—at the rate of i to 1 oz. to the square

yard—as well as basic slag. Anyone who has

not tried the effect of the latter should test

for himself the value of basic slag when next
making up a flower border, applying it in the
way indicated to about half the length, and
observing the growth of the herbaceous plants,

not only in the following, but also in subsequent,

seasons.

Oenanthe CROctTA -A ease of fatal poison-

ing of four heifers by the root of this plant has
been reported recently from Wells, Somerset.

At this time of the year, when ditches are

cleaned out and the mud thrown up on

the margins, the roots of this plant con-

tained in it become washed clean by rain,

and the white Dahlia-like tufts of fleshy

roots then prove tempting to cattle grazing in

the fields. The cases of poisoning recorded are

almost invariably at this time of year, and, as

the leaves do not appear until April, farm
labourers do not recognise the root as belonging

to a dangerous plant. The fleshy, spindle-shapad

roots when broken across exude scattered drops
of milky juice, which turn after a short time
into saffron-coloured dots (hence the specific

name "crocata" applied to the plant), and by
this character and its white colour and spindle-

shaped form the root may be recognised. Gar-

deners residing on farms where there are streams
in pastures will do well to call the attention of

farmers to the danger of this plant, which fre-

quently causes death in cattle in less than three

hours after consumption The plant is illus-

trated in Gardeners' Chronicle, April 10, 1902,

p. 265.

ANNUALS. IN.

Annuals growing from six to nine or ten

inches in height are very numerous, and those

to which I shall refer do not by any means ex-

haust the list ; they must be considered only as

examples, but that they are good examples, I can
vouch.

Anagallis (Pimpernel).

These, like all the others, I sowed in the open
border o*i the 5th or 6th of May, and though
they took a considerable time—twenty-four days

—to get above ground, they did well, and con-

tinued in flower till quite late in the season. A.
Monelli Parksii at the end of the season was
nine inches in height. Its fine orange scarlet

flowers were very freely produced at the axils

right up the stem. A. Monelli Phlllipsii had
rich blue flowers on slender footstalks. The
flowers were about one inch in diameter, and
on close inspection revealed a deep rose-coloured

ring round the centre, although the general effect

of the flower was blue. Like the former variety

it reaches a height of nine inches.

Campanula Attica.

Two varieties of this were grown, both of the

same height and habit, and both most flori-

ferous. The flowers were about half an inch in

diameter ; those of the type being rich bluish

purple with white centres, the other form having

fine white flowers.
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Clarkias.

Here I refer only to the dwarf race, which
grew with me about nine inches in height. They
are called Tom Thumbs, but all had a percentage
of giants among them, which, however, are easily

distinguished and may be removed. They were
all double forms—white, purple, crimson, etc.

—

and each and all formed charming groups. Mr.
Alfred Wat-kins has for a number of years been
working hard at these dwarf Clarkias, and is

getting the strains sent out by his firm very
near perfection.

Candytuft.

There is now a dwarf white Candytuft called

Little Prince. It grows, according to the rich-

ness of the soil in which it is planted, from six

to nine inches in height. It produces fine large

heads, the individual flowers of which are broad
and of excellent substance. Messrs. Sutton say,
" Little Prince remains in perfection for a
longer period than any other annual Candy-
tuft, " and this I found it to do.

EUCHARTDIUM BREWERI.
This must not be judged by the common tall

form E. grandiflorum, to which Breweri is very
superior. It grew eight inches high and
bloomed most profusely. The flowers were of a
charming shade of pale rose marked occasionally

with white.

Dwarf Jacobea.

There are many varieties of the dwarf double
Jacobeas—white, purple, rose, red, etc. In the
early stages of their growth they remain very
•dwarf. When in full bloom their height, to the
-top of the flowers, is eight inches. The strain

seems quite true to dwarfness, as it gave no tall

mes, but there is room for improvement in

•doubleness. It rather spoils the effect of a mass
if several of the plants have large staring yellow
eyes while all the others are perfectly double.

T do not doubt the difficulty recognised by every
seedsman of getting a strain quite true to double-

•ness. Very hardy and easily grown, the seed of

"this Jacobea germinates quickly, and plants

should be thinned to at least four inches.

Kauxfussia.

This annual has other names, and is generally

put down as growing six inches tall, but with me
it grew to nine inches. K. amelloides produced
brilliant blue flowers in abundance. K. Ker-
mesina gave ruby purple flowers. The former
was the more effective. Daisy-like, about one
inch in diameter, on slender footstalks, describes

the individual blooms.

LlMNANTHUS DOUGLASII.

This free-blooming very hardy Californian

annual grows eight or nine inches high to the

"top of its flowers. The latter are saucer-shaped,

one inch in diameter, yellow in the centre and
marked with white round the edges. It is very

iragrant and much visited by bees. It germi-

nated quickly, and was in full bloom in July.

There is a slight difference between the several

strains, some being larger flowered than others,

doubtless due to the selection of stock seed from
.large flowered plants.

Nemophila.
~l grew four sorts of this trailing or spreading

-annual, the well-known insignis being the

brightest and best of the four. Its flowers are

one inch in diameter, bright sky-blue with white
centres. Insignis alba is a white counterpart of

•the former; the anthers are black and rather con-

•spicuous. N. atomaria has white flowers, not
quite so large as insignis. and covered with
minute black spots. N. discoidalis elegans is

most distinct. The flowers, which are rather
over half an inch in diameter, are deep maroon
in colour, and are edged or laced with pure white.

Zaluzianskia selaoinoides (see fig. 79).

A most charming little plant covered with
.myriads of star-shaped flowers—i inch in dia-

meter. The colour was white, with only the
faintest trace of pink. The pale coloration was
no doubt due to the dry season, as it generally
is much pinker.

Phacelia campanularia (see fig. 80).

One of the very best blue annuals, growing
to a height of eight or nine inches. The flowers

are bell-shaped and of the most brilliant ultra-

marine colour. The plant remains in bloom for

a long time, the flowers opening in succession up
the stem which carries six or more. The foliage

is somewhat large for the size of the plant, it is
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difficult to 'believe that these farmers were

serious in their remarks. B.

Yellow Violas.— The excellent coloured

plate of Viola " Walter Welsh" in your issue of

28th ult. must have set many people wondering
how such fine plants could be grown on the

light sandy soil of Wisley. I was a visitor to

the R.H.S. gardens on two occasions last

summer, and admired the Viola beds very much.
They had been well done. Mr. Wright, the

superintendent, had delegated the duty of look-

ing after the Viola trials to Mr. Blakey, and
in conversation with him he frankly revealed

his method of culture. The ground was pre-

pared in August and early September. Old

cow manure and leaf soil were put into the beds,

in liberal quantity, 6 inches beneath the sur-

face, to make certain that the roots would travel

downwards, because, said 'Mr. Blakey, ''when
they get down among the manure and leaf-mould

they can stand drought and other trying condi-

tions and look happy." This they did, many
of the individual plants bearing from forty to

seventy flowers in the middle of June. Much

low An colour, witii a perfect habit ; Redbraes
Yellow, deep golden-yellow of excellent habit

;

Royal Sovereign, also a grand rich yellow.

Those who want the largest flowers of all pro-

duced on fine long stems must grow Moseley Per-

fection—66 per cent, of the plants of the two
last-named stood over two winters at Wisley.

No Viola has a deeper, richer yellow tone than

Walter Welsh, the one you figured in colour.

In spring and early summer its rays are apt to

run together and assume a blotchy appearance,

but that goes off. It is one of the strongest

growers, growing if it gets the least encour-

agement to 15 or 16 inches. 11". C.
I

Grafting Roses (spe pp. 52, 106, 135).—
Amateur is correot in Ihis remarks concerning

temperature, etc. HaTfrrg handled thousands

of Roses in all stages of growth, I think

the most important item is to prevent the

damping off of the young growth. The
temperature should be 70°, not more, and
not lower than 65° at night. From the

time when the stocks are brought into the pro-

FlG. 81.—S1LENE PENDULA COMPACTA : FLOWERS PINK.

(See page 173.)

the best results were obtained with the plants

planted in October, which came through the

winter without a single loss. October planting

is not always convenient, and in some districts

and in some soils not advisable. For spring

planting the beds or stations for Violas should

be prepared in a similar way to that adopted
at Wisley. Violas need not be in beds. In
clumps of six to a dozen plants of carefully

selected colours, they are most valuable in the

foreground of mixed borders. For such sites

varieties should certainly be chosen which
possess the power to stand over winter in the

open. In the Journal of the Boyal Horticul-
tural Society, published in December, 1913,

there is a valuable key to such varieties. There
is a complete list of ail varieties in the trial

and the percentage of plants which stood suc-

cessfully through two winters is given, the

following yellows being specially commended on
that score:—Bullion, Grievei, Kingcup, Molly
Pope, Primrose and Walter Welsh. In addition

to these, there are yellow Violas which
most experts would term flowers of a better

class. Such are Sulphurea. pale sulphur yel-

pagating house to the time when five-inch pots
are needed' the temperature should always be
maintained evenly. The chief detail to observe
after grafting is the drying of the lights each
morning. I like to do this at one special time,
namely, just before going to breakfast. The
lights dry during the half-hour, and can then
be closed. If the weather is fine no further
alteration is needed until next day, but in dull,

wet weather it is necessary to lift the light

again for a short time in the afternoon, wiping
all woodwork and glass to get rid of the con-

densed moisture. In a temperature of 70° a

fair batch of the grafted plants should be ready-

to be taken out of the propagating frame in ten

days or so, but some remain dormant for a long
time. Grafts that were made from hard spur
growths should be placed at the warmer end
of the frame. These generally make nice bushy
plants when started. As the plants are taken
from the frame each should be labelled and
stood in another frame on a layer of ashes, shut-

ting and shading the frame if necessary for a
few days. After a week or so a little air may
be afforded by using a label as a wedge. The

amount of air may be increased gradually until)
finally the lights may be removed entirely for a
short time daily. A temperature of 83° is.

dangerous-for young grafted Roses, and I should
think bad results would follow, for the high tem-
perature promotes a quick growth, and when
taken out of the frame the young growth would
hang limp, to be put back into the propagating-
frame, and ultimately thrown away. W. E.
Kearn, Horsforth, Leeds.

In the further remarks by Experience it is,

observed that there can be no damage by damp-
ing providing dormant, well-ripened wood be-
used as scions. It will be remembered that
he stated on p. 52 that only novelties
were worth while grafting. Where will he get-

bis well-ripened wood from, as the newer varie-
ties are propagated to such an extent that one-
gets weak, pithy wood for at least the first-

two seasons ? Sunburst was certainly an excep-
tion, but take Rayon d'Or, Louise Catherine-
Breslau and Mdme. E. Herriot, all Roses of

Lyons Rose type, and where does his well-ripened'

wood come in ? I was surprised to see that he
has come down to five days as regards keeping
the case closed. In a perfectly-kept, case enough
moisture arises to form big drops on the glass,,

which would drop in twenty-four hours, when
the damage is done. He would also find the-

raffia round the grafts saturated with moisture.
The lights should be taken off for half hour
the second day to allow raffia to dry. If unestab-
lished Briars were used, .being potted only ten
days, he would have, if grafting any number, a
good number still in the case if left to the proper
time of removing at the end of six weeks. If
taken out in three weeks I would be interested
'to know how many per cent, die after coming-
out of the case. Amateur.

Ruscus aculeatus. — The shade - loving-

Butcher's Broom, with its leaf-like branches, is

fairly common, but, so far as I am aware, it is

seldom seen in fruit. I had that pleasure last

week when on a visit to Mr. Wilks' pretty garden
at Shirley. As is well known, the species is-

usually dioecious, and it is only when the male
and female plants are grown together that

the bright red berries (i inch in diameter)

are abundantly produced. It might be sug-

gested to those interested in the subject

to examine the flowers and ascertain whether
they possess male and female plants. This may
easily be done as the protandrous male flowers

are now appearing. They are star-shaped and
about £ mch diameter. The bright yellow and
sessile anthers are readily seen surmounting the
short, stout and slightly purple column. In the

female flowers, which appear later, the style is

short and the stigma discoid. According to

Hooker's Flora (1884), p. 403, the male flower?

are on narrower cladodes ; but while this may tie

borne in mind, a careful examination of the

flowers would at once settle whether the plants

in any particular locality are male or female,

and a mutual exchange of plants might follow.

D. Morris. Boscombe, February 28.

Der Rucksack.— Having grown up^in the

Austrian Alps, I have been familiar wfth the

Austro-Bavarian dialects from childhood. Pro^

fessor Farmer will, therefore, forgive me if 1

question the correctness of his derivation of the*

word " rucksack." To me there is no doubt

that a " rucksack " is a saok carried on the-

"ruck'n" (i.e., back). An Austrian, Stvrian,

Tyrolese or Bavarian mountaineer, if asked why-

he called the thing a "rucksack" would reply,

"Because I carry it 'auf'n ruck'n,' " that is, on
the back. He would never say " auf'n riicken,"

unless he affects to speak " Hochdeutsch." The
use of "u" in the place of "ii" is character-

istic of the Austro-Bavarian dialects, as

"buck'n" for " biicken " (to bow or stoop),

"bruck'n" for " briicke " (bridge), " druck'n
"

for " driicken " (to press), " muck'n " for

"miicke" (gnat), etc. Further, if the same
man were asked what he does if the " ruck-

sack " presses too heavily on his shoulders, he-

would say, I give it a*"rucker" (a jerk) to-

shift it, but never a "ruck," which is " Hoch-

deutsch." The form "ruck" for " riicken
'"

(back) also occurs occasionally in place names as-

" Hausruck " (Upper Austria), a range of hilts
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.with a wide, flat back. Finally, I would only

add that the "u" in "rucksack" sounds as

"u" in "put" or "push." 0. Stapf.

The Moons Effect on Plants.— Your

•correspondent, Mt. C. Turner, might be inter-

acted to hear the opinions of many old men of the

labouring class in my native county of Cheshire.

Though personally I am at a loss to understand

low such an extraordinary notion can be enter-

.tained by any educated man, yet the fact

remains that I am well acquainted with many
.old Cheshiremen who profess to have firm faith

in the effect of certain phases of the moon on

their crops and cattle. They -will tell one in

all sincerity that one must always sow Peas .and

_planit early Potatos, to name but two garden

crops, in what they are pleased to call "the

decrease of the moon," so 'that these crops may
show above the ground in " the increase of the

next one." This idea also applies to the hatch-

ing of hen eggs, and they will keep a broody

lien idle for a week or so rather than allow her

a clutch of eggs at the wrong time. Tradition

takes a lot of killing, and I well remember,
-when, in my schooldays, I ridiculed an old

labourer for these ideas, he indignantly informed
me that they were good enough for his grand-
father, and therefore they were good enough for

him. Ceslrian, Carnarvon.

Referring to the remarks of the effect of

the moon on plants, p. 151, it is possible that

many gardeners and farmers are guided in their

operations by the phases of the moon more than
they would care to admit. Some years ago I

had the pleasure of the confidence of a very suc-

cessful old gardener, who wis very careful to

^perform certain operations during the first half

of the moon. He carried the idea into the prun-
ing of specimen stove and greenhouse plants.

Of these he was then a very successful grower.
In 1905 I made a test when sowing seed in the
•open air; the plants noted were Peas, Spinach,
Radish. These plants, growing under exactly

the same conditions, sown during the growth of

the moon, showed a quicker and better germina-
tion and the subsequent growth was more satis-

factory than with those sown when the moon was
•on the wane. Some twenty years ago a suc-

cessful poultry rearer quietly informed me that
if I wished to hatch the strongest chicks I should
time them to appear during the second quarter of

the moon. This is still practised by some poultry
rearers. There is an opinion held by some
farmers in mid-Wales that seed sown in the

afternoon is more successful than that sown
in the forenoon. There is, however, one
practical reason why this should be so—that is,

"the soil is usually in a more workable and warm
condition in the afternoon than it can be earlier

in the day. Some seven or eight years back
-opinions were freely given in favour of the soak-
ing in water of the seed of Peas, Beans, etc.,

before sowing them. I tried this for one season
with Peas and could not find any difference in

the time taken to get them ready for table.

John Edwards, Cefngarthmyl, Berriew.

Silver-Leaf in Peaches. — In 1869, when
I took charge of the gardens at Singleton,
near Swansea. I found the Peaches and
Nectarines (both inside and out-of-doors) suffer-

ing very badly from white or silver-leaf dis-

ease. I had no previous experience of

white leaf, but it occurred to me that I

must go to the roots to remedy the evil, which I

did. As soon as we had gathered the fruit from
the trees in the early house at the end of June
we dug up the border, commencing outside the
roots and gradually working inwards, taking
care not to injure any of the fibrous roots, of
which there were but few, and cutting away all

cankered portions. We found a layer of "con-
crete on top of the drainage, instead of the
drainage on top of the concrete. After putting
this right, we fecured freshly-cut turves, and
turned them grassy-side down on the drainage.
We then filled in with compost, which was com-
posed of fresh turf from the park chopped up
roughly about the size of one's shoe, three loads
of turf to one of old mortar rubbish. No
manure whatever was employed, not even
crushed bones, nothing but the"mortar rubbish
and turf. When the trench was filled to within
a quarter of the required height, the roots
were spread out on the surface, and covered

with some of the compost chopped a little finer.

The roots were then about 2 inches under the
surface, and the border would not be more than
1 foot deep. When all was finished the trees

were shaded and the soil made just moist. The
trees were syringed three or four times daily
until the roots began to grow in the new mate-
rial, when the shading was removed and the
trees exposed fully to the sunshine. By the
end of August the trees were well established,
and the house was thrown open, but the roots
were not allowed to lack water, or the
fibrous ones would suffer. In the following
November the house was again shut up and
the trees gently forced. The shoots broke freely

and flowered fairly well, but they were only
allowed to carry a light crop. A few leaves

showed silvering, but they soon grew out of it.

Although no manure was used in the borders
the roots were fed with weak manure water
when the fruit was in the first stage of swell-

ing, and again after stoning. The borders were
mulched with half-rotted stable manure, some-
times cow manure, but less of the latter was em-
ployed. At the stage of the fruit's second swell-

ing the roots were afforded a copious supply of

chilled water (cold water should never be used).

In the autumn the mulching, manure, etc., and
fine soil were cleared away down to the roots

and a good layer of fresh-cut loam and lime rubble
substituted before shutting up the house. The
border was renovated every fifth or sixth year,

one half of the trees, those on one side at one
time, to ensure a crop. I am pleased to say
that for the 20 years over which I had these old

trees under my charge they showed no more signs

of silver leaf. I won my 1st prize with fruit

from these trees, especially at the Royal
Botanical Society's exhibitions in Regent's Park,
at that time considered the best shows in

London. South Wales.

Celery Disease (see pp. 95 and 150).

—

M. A. is right in his assertion that weather and
season have more to do with Celery disease than
manure. In 1912 our crop of Celery—1,000
plants, grown in the usual way in trenches with
well-rotted cow and horse dung to the depth of

6 inches in the bottom—was badly infested with
the disease. Celery in several other gardens
which I visited were also affected, and spray-

ings failed to check the disease. In 1913 we
cultivated our Celery in exactly similar con-

ditions (excepting change of site) and no disease

appeared. Nor did I see a trace of disease

in any of the gardens visited by me during 1913.

thus proving that the farmyard manure is not
the cause 01 the disease. Celery last year was
badly injured by the leaf-mining insect. Wil-
mot H. Talis, Botherfield Park Gardens, Hamp-
shire.

Apple Cox s Orange Pippin. —There
appears to be just now such a mania amongst
gardeners to persuade planters of the value of
this and that variety of late Apple for dessert
from Christmas onwards, that onSil could
scarcely find room for all the sorts recom-
mended. Far yeans I have wondered why
gardeners hanker after so many varieties
instead of planting extra trees of Cox's
Orange Pippin, either as standards, bushes, or
cordons in the open, when they know quite well
that no Apple can equal it in quality. It is an
admitted fact that when Cox's Orange Pippin is

finished we have no English Apple in any way
comparable with it ; in fact, it is difficult to

name one that is but an apology for a good
dessert fruit. On p. 52, in your report of tin-

admirably managed garden at Penrhyn Castle,

you allude to the fact that fruits of Cox's
Orange Pippin Apple are usually placed on the
table in a fresh and plump condition in the
second week in May. When wo know how satis-

factorily well-grown fruits of this Apple will
Keep it is a sate question to ask why do
not more persons imitate Mr. Speed and grow
more trees of this king of dessert Apples?
E. Molyneuxt

Failure with Forced Bulbs.- I should
be glad bo learn how other gardeners_have suc-

ceeded with forced Narcissus this season. My
first batch failed : the buds at the bottom did
not develop, although the foliage was 18 inches
long bub rather weak. The varieties were
Golden Sour and Prin.eps. The bulbs leceived

fair treatment and were not unduly forced. The
varieties HorsfieJdii, Empress and Mr6. Langtry
that are just coming on are all weak and give
little promise of much flower, being far from
satisfactory generally. Never having had a
failure of this sort before, it would be interest-
ing to know the experience of others. The only
variety that has done well with me is obvallaris,
which has flowered very well indeed and has been
my mainstay. Now the question : Why should
this variety do well whilst all the others were
failures, seeing that they were grown under the
same conditions and obtained from the same
source ? The most

,
profusely-flowered Narcissus

I have seen this season came from Lincolnshire,
and in future I intend to give home-grown bulbs
a trial. /. JR. Wilson, Sulley Hall Gardens,
Rugby.

Journeyman Gardeners Wages.— With
reference to the subject of the low wages paid
to journeymen, I should like to mention a case

in which wages were stopped (I consider very
unjustly) for time taken off. A friend of mine,
having taken a situation not far from here, came
to spend a week-end with me, being off duty for

Saturday and Sunday. He was unable to get

back until twelve o'clock on Monday, and on the
Saturday following half a day's pay was stopped
from his wages. At Christinas the head gar-

dener asked if any of the men would like some
time off, and my friend took Christmas Day and
Boxing Day. On the Saturday following a whole
day's pay was deducted for Boxing Day. Such
treatment appears to me very mean, and I should
like to know whether other readers have had the
same experiences. Salisbury.

In reply to Another Journeyman and
J. H., who challenge my remarks on page 96,

I consider A. J.'s idea that we must demand
more money is ridiculous. Perhaps he will ex-

plain how it is to be done, also if he has put it

to the test himself. Then he blames the head
gardener. If he will ask a few heads as to the

journeyman's wage and their own, he may after-

wards see the light. J. H. remarks :
" How

many situations are there at 18s. per week, with
bothy, etc. ? " If he will scan the advertise-

ment pages of the horticultural papers he may
find an answer to that question. If a journey-

man is a good man at his work he will be
able to jog along comfortably. As I said before,

a higher wage all round will be thankfully re-

ceived, but we must wait a wee bit longer. I

should like to hear the opinions of head gar-

deners on my remarks on page 96. Journeyman.

——Having been a subscriber of your valuable

Chronicle since 1879, I have read a great many
articles on various subjects in Home Correspond-
ence, and I doubt if sonic of our present-day

journeymen are not far better off in every re-

spect than they were thirty years ago. At the

same time I am very pleased to see that there

is an upward tendency in gardeners' wages. 1

have here a man aged twenty sigh) as inside

foreman, who is thoroughly practical in all

branches of his profession, and who wishes to

secure a post as head gardener and settle down.
The following is a true copy of the terms re-

lating to a situation recently offered him-—
Wages 18s. per week, with excellent cottage and
garden vegetables free. Unties: To have con-

trol over four other men and be generally re

sponsible for the care and upkeep of the gar-

dens, including hot houses, fruit and flower cul-

ture, etc., etc. To lie under the general super-

vision of tile estate bailiff, who Will certify all

Kills.. I note some writers blame the head
gardener for the present low wage. What
would the journeyman's position be in

a nobleman's place of this description?

.1 II • // ioi Head and Under Gardeners.

In respect to the letters which have be
written in these columns on the subject of the
h.w rate at »l i ours \ men are paid, 1 may
say that I have worked with some men who
think they ought to get more wages than the

bead and d thing but talk about football,

cricket. OI boxing instead of doing their wank.

I think that if the head ami the journeymen
weie tu raake an effort to work together in liar

mony, ami the Mien we,,- to leave the subject ol

port until alter working hours, there would be
better feeling all round. I. S., Kingtti

Thames.
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SOCIETIES
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.

Scientific Committee.

February 24.

—

Present : Mr. E. A. Bowles.

JI.A. (in the chair), Sir J. T. D. Llewelyn, L)r.

A. Voelcker, Messrs. W. C. Worsdell. W. Cuth-
bertaoa, A. W. Hill, Arkwright, Hales, and
F. J. Chittenden (hon. sec).

Azalea amoziia. —Mr. W. C. Worsdell
showed' double flowers of Azalea araoena, and
drew attention to th« f?.ct that the sepals had
become pe.ta.loid, giving rise to a " hose-in-'hose

"

flow-er.

Odontoglossum angustatum.—Mr. R. A. Rolfe
reported that the Odontoglossum shown at the
last meeting by Mr. H. S. Goodson, of Fairlawn,

Putney, was probably a form of Odontoglossum
angustatum, Lindl. It had rather shorter seg-

ments and a less-toothed crest, but there are

several imperfectly known species described by
Reichenbach in this group (a group of only slight

importance in the garden). The present plant
may belong to one of these, but Mr. Rolfe could
not quite make it fit any of them. More dis-

tinot things, he says, have been referred to O.
angustatum. and he considers it should belong
there for the present.

Tomatos dying.—Some small Tomato plants

were shown from Guernsey, the grower com-
plaining that they had drooped to some extent
and looked otherwise unhealthy. The Secretary
reported that he had found numerous though
very small nodules on their roots inhabited by
the "root-knot" eelworm, Heterodera radici-

cola.

Hybrid scented-leaved Pelargoniums.—Mr. J.

Fraser continued his remarks upon the scented-
leaved Pelargoniums in the Wisley collection,

and dealt especially with the hybrids of P.
cucullatum, P. angulosum, and P. acerifolium.

Curious growth of Hyacinth.—Mr. R. C.
Notcutt sent a curious Hyacinth with a flower-
spike growing downwards into the glass, issuing
from the base of the bulb. There was also a
normal growth at its apex. A section through
the bulb showed an adventitious bud to have
developed on the edge of the ascale leaf, as often
occurs when, as in the present case, the bulb
has been injured. This bulb developed a flower-
ing shoot, and this found its way out of the
bulb by the easiest path—viz., through the
damaged base of the bulb.

Small Narcissus fy.—Mr. P. D. Williams
sent from Cornwall a bulb of Narcissus contain-
ing numerous larvae of the small Narcissus fly,

Eumerus lnnulatus. This fly is apparently very
destructive to Narcissus bulbs in certain seasons,
and has been reported to attack various bulbs,
including onions. The Secretary said he had
hatched out the flies from rhizomes of Iris at-
tacked by the larvae. They are allied to
Mercdon, the better-known Narcissus fly, but
are much smaller and more like a house fly in
appearance. The larvae, with the three projec-
tions from the blunt tail end, the middle one
of which is red, are also very distinct.

MANCHESTER AND NORTH OF ENGLAND
ORCHID.

February 12.—At a meeting held on this date
the following awards were made :

—

First-class Certificates.

Odontoglossum L'Empereur, parentage un-
known, a magnificent flower of good shape and
substance, bluish purple. A Silver Medal was
also awarded ; shown by W. R. Lee, Esq.
Odontoglossum crispum Palatine, a fine white

flower, from Wm. Thompson, Esq.

Odontoglossum x Countess of Sefton, parent-
age unknown, a large well-set flower, heavily
blotched, shown by R. Le Doux, Esq.

Cattleya Susanae Hye grandiflora, the largest
of the variety seen, shown by Messrs. E. H.
Davidson and Co.

Awards of Merit.

Odontoglossums x Desdemona, 0. illustrissi-

mum, 0. Mrs. McVittie, 0. eximium " Walton
Grange " var., 0. x Bonar Law, and O. crispum
aureolum, all from Wm. Thompson, Esq.

Odontoglossum amabile var. "Daphne"
(crispo-Harryanum x crispum), and Odontioda
Madeleine (crispum x Odontioda Charles-
worthii), shown by W. R. Lee. Esq.

Cattleya Trianae " Unimex," shown by Col.
J. Rutherford.
Cypripedium Griffin (Mrs. Mostyn x Archi-

medes), shown by Mr. J. Evans.

LINNEAN.
February 5.—A general meeting of this

society was held on the 5th ult., Prof. E. B.
Poulton, F.R.S., President, in the chair.

The Secretary for Zoology read the following
abstract of a paper on " The Mouth-parts and
Mechanism of Suction in Schizoneura lanigera,

Hausm.," by Mr. James Davidson, M.Sc,
F.E.S., communicated by Dr. A. D. Imms,
F.L.S., the author being abroad.
The object of this paper is to give a detailed

description of the anatomy and relations of the
mouth-parts of aphids, with special reference
to the working of these structures during the
process of feeding.

As seen in this species, the head is divided
by an articulation of flexible chitin into a
distal, tapering portion, the " Vorderkopf," and
a broader, proximal portion. The former is com-
posed of several sclerites associated with the
mouth-parts, and the latter portion bears the
eyes and antennae.
The stylets play an important part during

suction. They are four in number. The two
maxillary stylets fuse together to form a median
compound maxillary stylet. By this means two
minute canals are formed along its length. The
dorsal canal conducts the cell-sap from the plant

host to the pharynx, and the ventral canal con-
veys the salivary secretion into the plant host.

The stylets are supported on the head by
chitinous rods, and can be protracted or re-

tracted by means of strong muscles, which are

attached to various parts of the endoskeleton of

the head. They extend distally from the head,
and lie in a longitudinal groove on the anterior

face of the probosc's.

During feeding they are forced into the tis-

sues of the host plant, and the plant juices pass
along the dorsal suction-canal formed by the
compound maxillary stylet to the pharynx.
The salivary glands, situated in the head,

secrete a salivary substance, which is conveyed
by a median salivary duct to the salivary pump,
thence it is forced down the ventral or salivary
excretion canal, into the plant tissues.

The pharynx is a chitinous, distensible

chamber, the upper wall of which is composed of

thin flexible chitin. This wall is acted upon by
large muscles, and thus the pharynx exerts a
sucking action, the plant juices being drawn into

it, and passed backwards into the oesophagus
and stomach.
At the oral extremity of the pharynx the walls

are continued to form a thick-walled canal, the
"pharyngeal canal," which leads directly into

the dorsal suction-canal. The anterior or dorsal

wall of this region is perforated by eight minute
pores, above which is situated a "taste organ."
By means of this taste organ it seems clear that

the aphid is able to appreciate the quality of the
sap before it enters the pharynx.
The ascent of the sap along the suction-canal

formed by the maxillae is probably largely due
to capillarity.

One function of the salivary secretion is, I

believe, to lower the surface tension of the cell-

sap so that it may more readily ascend up this

minute suction-canal.

LAW NOTES.

ARBITRATION CASE.

At the Surveyors' Institution on the 5th ult.

an important arbitration case was concluded be-

fore Mr. George Langridge, P.P.S.I., in the
case of Smith v. Rayner. Mr. Bremmer and Mr.
Aubrey Spencer appeared for the claimant (Mr.
John Smith) and Mr. William Allen represented
the respondent (Mr. Richard Rayner).
Mr. Smith claims £2,400 as compensation for

tenant-right improvements carried out by him
upon farms known as Great and Little Harling-
ton, Middlesex. Evidence was given on behalf

lof the claimant by Mr. R. J. Steel, auctioneer'

and valuer, of Boston Gardens, Brentford ; Mr..
Thos. Woods, auctioneer and surveyor, of

Church Parade, Hounslow ; Mr. James Ben-
jamin Slade (of Messrs Protheroe and Morris.

67, Cheapside, E.C., auctioneers and valuers),

and Mr. H. M. Cobb, of 61 and 62, Lincoln's

Inn Fields, W.C. On behalf of the respondent
Mr. H. Trustram E^e, F.S.I. , Mr. Spencer
Pickering, and Mr. William A. Neald gave-
evidence.
Mr. Trustram Eve, in reply to Mr. Bremmer,

admitted he had no personal knowledge of the
distance at which Morello Cherry trees should
be planted. Taking an average farm in Middle-
sex, he could not say how many trees should be
planted to the acre, as it all depended upon
whether the lessee or the owner was planting,

and the sorts. Consequently planting varied all

over the country. Mr. Robbins, the incoming
tenant, was going to grub up all the trees. In
re-examination, witness said the difference be-
tween gardens planted by the lessee and the-

owner was that a lessee always tried to get as-

much out of the land during his term as pos-
sible, whilst the owner had a long future in front
of him and was not influenced by the fact that
he had to give up the farm after a certain time.
Evidence was then given by Mr. W. G. Lob-

joit, valuer and market gardener, of Heston
Farm. Hounslow, Middlesex. He had over 1CX>

acres of land under fruit, and he had been ac-

quainted with the land under review for about
twenty years, so was fully acquainted with its

appearance and value. His valuation of the
tenant right on behalf of the lessor was as.

follows :

—

Twenty-one Acre Farm.

Planting 13ft. by 13ft. ; 237 trees to the acre..

£ s. d.

Grubbing half the trees : 126j at Is.

per tree 6 6 &
Pruning and spraying at 6d. per tree 3 3 3

Trenching at 6d. per tree 4 3

13 12 9

Estimated value of trees 20 0"

Less cost of work as above 13 12 9

6 7 3

21a. 3r. 18p. at £6 7s. 3d. per acre... 139 2 O

Ten Acres (Little Harlington Farm).
£ s. d.

Estimated value of trees and bushes
per acre 40 0>

Estimated cost of grubbing, pruning
and spraying per acre 15 &

25 O

10a. lr. 20p. at £25 per acre 259 7 6-

Summary.
£ s. d.

Great Harlington Field 139 2

Little Harlington Field 259 7 6-

Total ...: 398 9 5-

Continumg, witness said the trees in the larger-

field were too close, and consequently encourag-

ing disease, and, in fact, he found a lot of the-

trees infested with blight. As to the smaller

field, he found the trees healthy in parts, but

lather interlined and interplanted. They were
much too thick and there had been underplanting

(bushes) as well. In cross-examination, witness

admitted it was the custom in that part of Mid-
dlesex to plant closely together.

Morello Cherries could be started thickly, but

when they began to grow into each other it was
better to thin them out. The trees in this case

had been put in in such a haphazard way that

it would be a matter of d ; fficulty to thin them
out. AH sorts were planted at varying distances.

In re-examination, witness said that the new
tenant of the farm was now grubbing up the?

trees.

Mr. Roland R. Robbins, J. P., market gar-

dener, of Hollycroft, Sipson, Middlesex, stated

he had been a market gardener for twenty-five

years and was a member of several institutions

connected with the land. He was also acting
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partner in the market gardening firm of Wild
and Robbins. When the claimant vacated his

holding witness was approached by Mr. Rayner
as to his taking of the fields, and eventually

agreed to take a lease at a rental of £3 10s. per

acre, commencing with Michaelmas, 1913. There
was a olause in the lease empowering him to

clear the land of all trees which were planted.

He took possession on October 13 and found the

trees were very crowded. Altogether he had
cleared 17 acres of the larger field at a cost of

£12 per acre, which included the cost of turning

over. He would sell the wood whenever pos-

sible, but he was burning the brushwood.

Mr. William Allen, on behalf of the
respondent, said they were asked to pay for 32
acres of land which had been turned from agri-

cultural land to fruit land. What, however, was
the state of the fruit land ? Every witness
agreed in his evidence, on both sides, that the
plantations had been planted very thickly with
trees. They also agreed that the time had come
when they would have to be thinned to a very
great extent. There was no agreement among
the witnesses as to the effect of the thick plant-

ing, but all the witnesses that he had called

(practical market- gardeners who were engaged
in the industry) were agreed that planting of

that nature was conducive to disease. Moreover,
the evidence of Mr. Steel, Mr. Cobb, and Mr.
Slade, called by the other side, showed that the
time had arrived when the plantations should be
thinned. The evidence that the trees needed
pruning, that there was mildew, and that the
Apple and Plum trees were diseased was over-
whelming, and even if it was not essential to

grub up the whole of the two orchards, yet the
trees must to a large extent be thinned. They
would require a great deal of attention in the
near future. Then with regard to the evidence
of Mr. Robbins as to the state of the trees. That
gentleman said he had grubbed the majority of

the trees in the larger orchard, and 60 per cent,

of the Plums were rotten in the middle. He
could not see, therefore, how it could be said, as
60 per cent, of the trees were rotten, that the
orchard was a valuable one. Indirectly, also, he
thought there was evidence that the trees had
not been properly pruned. The claimant's
foreman had said that "if everybody had
pruned as he had done there would have
been nothing to crumble at." He (Mr.
Allen) understood that statement to mean
it was absolutely necessary to thoroughly
prune in order to make up for lack of pruning
in the past. Mr. Steel's valuation was based on
the fact of the orchard being in a thoroughly
good and efficient state. But, with the excep-
tion of one. all the witnesses agreed that they
would not plant the same sort of trees again, as
they were out of date. Mr. Miskin, a well-
known local grower, told them (continued Mr.
Allen) that he would not have these particular
Apples in his orchard : the only thing he would
be able to do with them would be to graft them

:
with others. If these trees would have to be
grafted and were out of date, how could it be
described as an efficient and up-to-date orchard,
for which an incoming tenant would be willing

1 to pav for existing poodwill. It had been sug-
I gested that Mr. Robbins was in the position of

partner to Mr. Rayner 's son-in-law, but he did
not see that there was any objection to this, as
they formed quite a respectable firm. He sug-
gested that in this case Mr. Smith had planted
these trees so closely together because he wanted
to get as much as possible out of the limited
number of years he was tenant of the farm in
question, and not caring at all whether the trees
were of any value when he quitted the farm.
A tenant, he contended, always tried to get as
much as possible out of his land while be was
in the position of tenant, and Mr. Smith was
leasinf a good deal of land in the neighboujrhooH

\

as well as the orchard in question. Mr. Smith
had kept no record of the fruit sent out from
the orchard, although he thought it would have
been advisable to do so, and be understood Mr.
Smith hnd kept an account of his sheep stock,
.niyl could not understand bis omission in this.

:
When a claim of this kind had to be considered
they not only wanted the evidence of profes-
sional valuers, but a^o the evidence of practical
mnvkot rrardeners. He said that his client had
called three market gardeners on his behalf

and his opponent had called none, and he
thought this pointed to the fact that he was
afraid to do so. In conclusion, he said they had
before them a claim for £2,400, and he sub-
mitted the question was whether this claim was
reasonable or unreasonable.

Mr. Bremmer then stated the case for the
claimant. He said this was not like an ordinary
court of law where the jury tried the case. In
this instance they had to leave the decision in

the hands of one gentleman. When a jury tried

a case they looked upon every witness as a

wicked conspirator and treated them as such

;

that was what might be termed one of the
"tricks of the trade." The whole question re-

solved itself into one of simple valuation, and
nothing more ; that was to say, the value of the
estate to the incoming tenant. With regard to

the question of costs, he thought when a man
was afraid he would have to pay the costs of his
own case he naturally made an application to the
Arbitrator for an order for the other side to pay
his costs.

Mr. Bremmer said he could see no legal answer
to the claim ; in his opinion, the legal point was
absolutely a myth. He could not tell where it

came in at all. There was no covenant in the
lease about assignment, and he could not see
what bearing the assignment by Mr. Smith had
on the case. In the lease itself it said the tenant
must carry out improvements to the estate, such
as planting trees, etc., and trees had been
planted ; therefore, improvements had been made
to the estate. With regard to Mr. Lob-
joit, he thought that gentleman had come
there not to assist the Arbitrator in arriv-

ing at a correct solution to the case, but to
further the landlord's cause, and he thought he
had done so in the best manner possible for an
ordinary country gentleman. He thought he
must say a few words regarding Mr. Robbins,
but could soon dispose of that gentleman. Mr.
Robbins' evidence should be very important, as

that gentleman had declared he cared for no-

body's opinion on gardening matters, not even
specialists, and he himself knew all about gar-

dening, and he did not see how Mr. Robbins'
evidence could be excluded from the case.

Returning again to the question of costs, Mr.
Bremmer said they had come into that room on
several occasions for the Arbitration because
they thought there was some legal answer to

their claim, and he thought it had been amply
proved there was none. They were forced into

this arbitration ; they did not enter into it of

their own free will, and would gladly have
settled the matter without these proceedings.
He respectfully submitted that his client was en-

titled to costs. In conclusion, Mr. Bremmer said
there was a great deal more he should like to
have said, but thought they had been engaged on
the case long enough now, and did not wish to
waste any further time.

The Referee said he was very pleased with the
clear and concise way in which each side had
stated their case, and would let them know his
decision in due course.

The Decision.

We are informed that the arbitrator's decision
is as follows :—
"That the said John Smith is entitled to re-

ceive from the said Richard Rayner the sum of

one thousand one hundred and thirty-nine

pounds five shillings and sixpence (£1,139 5s. 6d.)

as compensation in respect of the improvements
comprised in the 1st schedule to this my
Award." Each party pays his own costs and
moiety costs of the Award.

DEBATING SOCIETIES.

EGHAM AND DISTRICT GARDENERS— The mm li

annual dinner of this society took place on the 19th
ult. ; the president, Mr. W. G. Rigden, occupied the chair,
and about 180 sat down to dinner. The chairman said
that the principal object of these dinners was to brine
together those interested in the work of the associa-
tion and gardening generally. Mr. Swan alluded to the
proposed new scheme of the Royal Horticultural Society,

and the effect, it may 'have on gardeners. In response to
tbe toast of "The Chairman," Mr. Rigden said it gave
him great pleasure to help gardeners. He was pleaded
to become their first, president. Mr. G. Baskett, umong
other speakers, made some remarks an the responsi-
bilities of gardeners having control of large gardens.

BATH GARDENERS'— A meeting of the Bath
Gardeners' Debating Society was held at. tbe Forester's
Hall on Monday, tihe 23rd ult. In the absence of the
ohiainman (Mr. T. Panrott), Mr. G. Gaxraway presided.
The chairman informed the meeting that Mr. 0. Phillips
had promised to give a silver medail to the exhibitor of
the best bloom in the Ohrysanthemum Show this year.
The paper for the evening was delivered by Mr. C. J.
Wait, on "Strawberries." The lecturer stated the
Strawberry grows best in a deep, rioh loam, but success
might be obtained on almost any kind of soil by intel-
ligent and liberal .treatment. The Strawberry is a gross
feeder and it is impossible to overdo it with manure.
Any difficulty in the nature of soil can be easily over-
come by treatment, but the beds must be given an open
situation.

BANFFSHIRE HORTICULTURAL.— The annual
meeting of the members of this association was held
recently in the county town—Banff. There was a good
attendance, and Mr. A. Mann, Broadcroft, presided.
The secretary (Mr. Badenooh) submitted the annual
balance-sheet, which showed that the income for the
year amounted to £103 ias . 8d., and the expenditure to
£104 8s. 2d. The ordinary income was £10 0s. 8d.
more than in the previous year, and the expenditure
was £1 Is. 8d. less, there being due to the treasurer
the sum of £9 17s. 9d. A committee was appointed to
arrange means of raising money.
BRISTOL AND DISTRICT GARDENERS'.-

The usual fortnightly meeting of this association was
held at St. John's Parish. Rooms on Thursday, February
26, when Mr. Boston occupied the chair. The lecturer
for the evening was Mr. Goodger, a member of the
Beading Gardeners' Association, his subject being
" Melons." The prizes offered by Messrs. Mansell and
Hatcher for two Orchids in bloom were won by Mr.
Scott (1st), Mr. Baston (2nd), and Mr. Jennings (3rd).'

PLYMOUTH AND DISTRICT GARDENERS'.—
This association met in the Mutley Grammar School
on the 21st ult., Mr. T. R. E. Olver presiding.
Mr. T. Willcocks delivered a leoture on " The.
History of Some of Our Cultivated Vegetables." He
stated that previous to the Roman invasion of Britain
the inhabitants of this country fed on uncultivated
roots and herbs. The Romans were famous for their
knowledge of horticulture, and undoubtedly they taught
us the art of oultiv.atdng vegetables. There were
no books on plants in English before the sixteenth cen-
tury, and as in 1552 orders were given for scientific
books to be destroyed, it was almost impossible to
know much about gardening before the time of Henry
VIII., after whose reign rapid strides were made, due
to Flemish settlers near London. Many gardens planted
by them still flourished. Mr. Willcocks traced the his-
tory and development of the Potato. The antiquity' of
the Garlic was spoken of, and the lecturer concluded
with the history of the Cabbage.
DUMFRIES' AND GALLOWAY GARDENERS'

The president, Mr. S. Arnott, occupied the chair at
the monthly meeting of this association held on the
28th ult., in the Wesley Hall, Dumfries. A paper on
"Manures and Manuring" was read by Mr. Alexander
Frame, gardener to Sir J. E. Johnson-Ferguson, Bart.,
Springkell. Mr. Frame pointed out the values of the
different manures, and considered them in regard to
their uses to horticulture.

BIRMINGHAM AND MIDLAND COUNTIES
GARDENERS'.— At the meeting of this association
held on February 22, in the presence of a crowded
audience, Mr. J. Smith, of King's Heath Park, Birming-
ham, read a paper on " The Perpetual Flowering Car-
nation." He stated that in 1893 he was in the employ
of the late Baron F. Rothschild, and that he became
acquainted with Carnation-growing when the cultivation
of this flower was almost solely in the hands of a few.
In those days old favourites like Mrs. Moore, Mrs.
Llewellyn, Mrs. L. Rothschild, and Miss Jolliffe were
the glory of Waddesdon Manor and Blenheim House.
To-day the6e varieties had been displaced by such
specimens as those he had displayed in two vases,
comprising Britannia, Mrs. Burnett, Beacon, Enchant-
ress, R. F. Felton, Windsor, and others. Directing at-
tention to two sectional drawings of suitable Carnation
houses, he demonstrated that well-ventilated, high-span
roofing and good sidelights render it possible to
obtain the proper atmospherio conditions which are
imperative for cultivating this plant. He recounted all
the details of potting, made recommendations regarding
the making up of the compost, and advised that certain
methodical treatment be observed in order to elude the
dangerous insect pests. The paper gave rise to an inter-
esting discussion, in which Messrs. Oryer, Scean, and
Webb particii>ated.

READING GARDENERS' The Rev. F. Page
Roberts (ex-president of the National Rose Society) lec-
tured on " Roses and Their Culture " to a crowded
meeting of the members of this society on the 16th
ult. Mr. G. G. Hamilton illustrated the lecture by
autochrome lantern slides of Roses and of gardens at
Bournemouth and neighbourhood. Mr. Roberts empha*
sised the necessity of proper drainage in Rose grow-
ing, pure air also being as necessary for plants as
for people. The application of water with a can and
a rose was worse than useless, because moistening
the top of the ground resulted in the roots growing
on the surface, and were then scorched by the sun.
His practice was to loosen the ground with a hoe, and
then gently pour in water so that it soaked right
down to the roots. Ue confessed he failed to under-
stand mildew. The only way to combat it was to
begin spraying immediately after pruning in March.
They needed an appliance that would distribute the
finest spray into every cranny.
BRITISH GARDENERS' ASSOCIATION (Learn

ingrton Branch).—A meeting of the Leamington
branch of the B.G.A. was held on the 28th ult., when
a lecture on Rock Plants and Alpines was given by
Mr. R. T. Law, Rhine Hill Gardens, Stratford-on-Avon.
The subject was most exhaustively dealt with by the
lecturer, and at the close of his remarks a diftousflion
ensued, all members present taking part.
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THE WEATHER.
The Following Summary Record of the

weather throughout the British Islands, for the

week ending February 28, is furnished from the

Meteorological Office :

—

GENERAL REMARKS.
March S, 1911.

At the beginning of the week the centre of a large

depression advanced over Ireland from the Atlantic.

The system was unusually deep ; at Dublin the baro-

meter" fell between 9 and 10 a.m. on Sunday as low

as 950 millibar?, while over the whole of the United
Kingdom, except Shetland, the readings were below

982 millibars. The surrounding gradient was steep,

and strong to high winds or gales occurred on all

parts of the coast, from the eastward in Scotland,

but from the southward, south-westward, and westward
in most of the English and Irish districts. The dis-

turbance moved rather slowly northward, and became
less deeper, but did not disperse until the middle of

the week. No other depressions of importance passed
directly over these islands, but some large and deep
systems arrived in the Icelandic region, and the general

direction of the wind over this country was southerly

or south-westerly, and its force occasionally strong
along the western and north-western seaboard. Rain
was experienced almost daily over a large area in the
extreme west and north of the Kingdom, but in the
east and south several days were dry, and some of them
exceedingly fine and bright. A few stations in Scotland
and the north of Ireland received mure than 0.5 inch
of rain on the 22nd, but the subsequent falls were, as

a rule, moderate to very slight.

THE WEATHER IN WEST HERTS.
Week ending March &, 191k.

The Fifth Unseasonably Warm Week in Succession.—
Another warm week, and the fifth in succession. This

was on the whole a much warmer week than the
previous one, but on two nights the exposed ther-

mometer registered respectively 9° and 12° oi frost, the

latter being the coldest night in February, but by no
means unusually cold for the time of year. Thie

ground is at the present time 1° warmer at 2 feet

deep, and 3° warmer at 1 foot deep, than is season-

able. Some rain fell «n two days, but to the total

depth of less than a tenth of an inch. For the last few
days there has been no measurable percolation of rain-

water through either of the soil gauges. The sun
shone on an average for four hours a day, which is

rather more than an hour a day in excess of the

average duration for the time of year. On each of

the three sunniest days the sun was shining brightly

for about eight hours a day. The first three days of

the week were very calm, but since then the wind
has been as a rule moderately high. The mean amount
of moisture in the air at three o'clock in the after-

noon fell short of a seasonable quantity for that hour
by 7 per cent.

FEBRUARY.
Remarkably Warm, Very Wet, and Stmny.—ln the

last twenty-nine years there has been only one other

February as warm, and that was in 1903. There did

not occur a single unseasonably cold day, and there

were only five cold nights. On the warmest day the

highest reading in the thermometer screen was 57°, and
on the coldest night the exposed thermometer registered

12° of frost. Both of these extreme readings are excep-

tionally high for the month. In fact, in the last twenty-
nine years there have been only three other Februaries
with as high a day temperature, and but two other

Februaries when the lowest temperature on grass has
been as high. Rain fell on sixteen days, and to the

total depth of 3 inches, which is over an inch in ex-

cess of the February average for the previous fifty-

eight years. There was little rain on the first five

and last seven days of the month. Some snow fell on

one day, preceded by rain and followed by a fall

of soft hail, which for a short time nearly covered the

ground. The sun shone on an average for 23 hours a
day, or for about £ hour a day longer than is usual

in "the last winter month. The wind was, as a rule, if

anything, rather high for February, and in the windiest

hour the mean velocity reached twenty-one miles

—

direction S.S.W. The average amount of moisture in

the air at 3 p.m. fell short of a seasonable quantity

for that hour by 2 per cent.

THE WINTER OF 1913-14.

Very Warm and Remarkably Dry, with a Good
Record of Sunshine.—This was the fifth unseasonably
warm winter that we have had in succession, but was
not so warm as either of the two previous winters.

Taken as a whole, December was decidedly warm,
January about average, and February remarkably warm.
On the warmest day the temperature in the ther-

mometer screen rose to 57°, which has been exceeded in

only three of the preceding twenty-eight winters. On
the" coldest night the exposed thermometer registered
20° of frost, which is in no way remarkable. The total

rainfall amounted to 4| inches, or as much as 2£
inches in defect of the average for the season. In the
last fifty-eight years there have been only nine other
winters'as dry as the past season. Both December and
January proved remarkably dry, while February, on
the other hand, was unusually wet. Snow fell on only
seven davs, and on no day was the ground completely
coverei by it. The sun shone on an average for one
hour fifty-one minutes a day, which is nine minutes
a day in 'excess of the average duration for the season.

OUR UNDERGROUND WATER SUPPLY.
Since the winter half of the present drainage year

began in October the total rainfall has been Hi inches,
or 13 inches in defect of the average for the same
five months in the previous fifty-eight years, which is

equivalent to a deficiencv of rainfall on each acre in
this district of 38,460 gallons. At the same time last
year there was an excess of 7,010 gallons per acre.
E. M., Berkhamstcd, March h, 1911,.

©bituar^
Harry Copas.— The American Florist re-

cords the death of Mr. Harry Copas, member of

the firm of Copas Bros., Elyria, U.S.A., at the
age of 34 years, on February 2, after an illness

of a year. Mr. Copas was a native of England
and settled in America with his parents when a
child.

Apple Shoots Diseased : R. Turner. The
disease is Apple scab. Spray the trees with

the Bordeaux mixture this spring, and next

winter, when the trees are resting, drench

them thoroughly with a solution of sulphate

of copper—1 lb. in 25 gallons oi water.

Correction*.—Messrs. W. Cutbush and Son's

exhibit of forced shrubs, Carnations and
Alpines at the R.H.S. meeting on the 24th

ult. was awarded a Silver-gilt Flora Medal.

Cyclamen Failing to Flower : Stanwell. An
excess of manure or growing the plant in

too much warmth may partly account for the

trouble. A minimum temperature of 55° is too

h'gh, except in the earlier stages of growth.

The fault may be an inherited one, from lack

of care at some time in seed selection. Non-
flowering is more frequent in the giant-flowered

forms, and it is usually accompanied by very

vigorous leaf growth—a superabundance of

leaves ; the top of the corm, instead of develop-

ing the usual symmetrical crown of leaves,

seems to break up and develop a crowded mass
of foliage ; this condition may arise from
injury in the younger stages of the plant.

Deformed Azalea Leaf : Novo-castro. The
plant is attacked by a fungus—Exobasidium
rhododendri—which causes the gall-like swell-

ings on the leaves. If the galls are sought out

and removed to the fire before they have de-

veloped any colour the same plants are free

from attack in the following year, and this

treatment is therefore the one that the cul-

tivator should apply. Tlie disease was de-

scribed in the Gardeners' Chronicle so long
ago as July 19, 1879, p. 119. See also the

issue for August 9, 1879, p. 182.

Fig Tree Diseased : G. Bates. The specimen

submitted for examination was attacked by
the Fig-tree canker, Libertella ulcerata. Cut
out all diseased parts and cover the wounds
with gas-tar. Entirely remove and burn the

one diseased tree, as the complaint spreads

rapidly.

Kentia Palm Roots : C. C. G. The insects

attacking the Palm roots are known as the

Root-feeding Mealy-bug (Ripersia terrestris).

Growing plants that are attacked with this

insect should be removed from the pots and
the exposed roots and soil sprayed with carbon
bisulphide, using a glass spraying apparatus.

It will be best to scald the pot and have it in

Teadiness for replacing the plant immediately
after spraying. It will be found that this

treatment will not kill the eggs, so the process

must be repeated. Shade the plants from sun-

shine for a week after treatment.

Mushroom Bed : F. S. There is absolutely no
cure when a Mushroom bed is invaded by
another fungus. The only thing is to clear

out all the old materials, disinfect the house,
and start afresh.

Names of Plants : H. J . Van Hcyrt. Senecio

Petasitis. — F. H. 1, Dendrobium crystal-

linum ; 2, Dendrobium Pierardi' ; 3, Eria acer-

vata ; 4, Pholidota imbricata. — Constant

Reader. Selaginella Kraussiana, commonly
known in gardens as Selaginella denticulate.—

•

Bourne. 1, Epidendrum Stamfordianum ; 2,

Brassavola Perrinii. (Insects, next week.)
—/. A". B. Symphytum tuberosum.

Peach Growths Diseased : R. M. F. The
trouble is due to silver-leaf. Silver-leaf
disease is caused by the fungus Stereum pur-
pureum, and there is reason for believing that
infection may take place from the soil. There-
fore, if you use the old compost it should be
only after sterilisation. The infected soil may
be spread in the vegetable quarters or on a
herbaceous border, but not near trees.

Perpetual-flowering Carnation: T. J. R.
The flower of the seedling Carnation which you
consider to be finer than Rose pink Enchan-
tress appears to be of good quality, so far 'as

can be judged from a single specimen. Whether
it is perfectly distinct from all varieties in
cultivation we are not able to say ; but it would
certainly be desirable to cultivate it with a
view to showing it next season before the
Committee of the Perpetual-Flowering Carn.i-
tio'n Society or the Floral Committee of the
R.H.S.

Tomato Seedlings Collapsing : J. H. A. The
Tomato seedlings are attacked by the Damping-
Ofi fungus—Pythium de Baryanum. It is a
common trouble with seedlings raised in heated
houses, where the soil and atmosphere are
usually charged with moisture. Thick sow-
ings favour the disease. Care must be taken
in ventilating the propagating frame. Pull
out the worst of the seedlings and pour dry
sand or sand and charcoal mixed amongst
them. Standi the seedlings on a shelf near to
the roof-glass, where the conditions are drier.

Tropical Fruits Cultivated in Great
Britain: M. Buysman, Java. The following

is a list of tropical plants that may be in-

cluded under the above term, and whilst it

is in no sense a full and complete one, it will

doubtless 'be of assistance to you. Many of

these plants have fruited repeatedly in Great
'

Britain, but few of them develop that full and
rich flavour characteristic of the fruits

grown under natural conditions :—Mangifera
indica (the Mango), in variety; Grias cauli-

flora (Anchovy Pear) ; Nephelium Lit-chi

(Litchi); Cyphomandra betacea (Tree Tomato)
;

Aberia caffra (Kei Apple) : Sarcocephalus escu-

lentus (Negro Peach) ; Eugenia malaccensis

(Malay Apple) ; Eugenia gambos (Rose

Apple); Eugenia jambolana (Jambolana)

;

Psidium Guava (Guava) ; Psidium Cattleya-

num (Mountain or Purple Guava) ; Anona
squamosa (Custard Apple) ; Anona muricata

(Soursop) ; Carica Papaya (Papaw) ; Carica

candamarcensis (Mountain Papaw) ; Punica

Granatum (Pomegranate) ; several species of

Passiflora with edible fruits, known as Grana-

dillas or Passion Fruits, including P. edulis,

P. quadrangularis, P. macrocarpa, and P.

laurifolia ; Diospyros Kaki (Kaki Plum or

Persimmon) in several varieties ; Persea gratis-

sima (Avocado Pear) ; Eriobotrya (Photinia)

japonica (Loquat) ; Casimiroa edulis (Mexican

Apple) : Ficus carica (Fig) ; Vitis vinifera

(Grape) ; Primus persica (Peach) ; numerous

varieties of the Orange family, including the

Citrus nobilis (Mandarin Orange) ; C. Auran-

tium (Sweet Orange) ; C. Limonum (the

Lemon); C. decumana (Shaddock); Grape

Fruit, a varietv of decumana ; C. acida (the

Lime) ; C. Medica (the Citron) ; C. Limetta

(Sweet Lime); C. Tangerina (Tanganne

Orange), etc. : Garcinia Xanthochymus,

(Mangosteen) ; Theobroma Cacao (Cocoa)

;

Coffee arabica (Arabian Coffee) ;
Coffea

liberica (Liberian Coffee) ; and Camellia thei-

fera and its var. assamica, which furnish the

Tea of commerce.

Communications Eeceived. — A Williams

[Thanks for donation tor R.G.O.F. box.—Eds.]—P. I.

-A. J. C—H. N. E.-C. E. T.-J. H. W..

Norwich—H. C, Geneva—G. L.—F. J. C—W. G.

-I. B. B.-W. H. N.-F. T.—A. E. T. R.-
G. J., Beverley—R. A. M.—J. 0., Uppsala—F. W. P.,

Washington—D. M., Shanghai—B. and Sons—A. E. B.

—G. 0. S.—Gravesend Gardener—J. C—A. O.—S. h.

and Oo.—J. S.—C—M. and Co.—Mrs. B., Plymouth

—M B.—E. B —T. W.—A. J.--H. T.—R. F. L.

—R. P. B.—B. D W.—B. W.—R. P. B—W. H. W.—
Hale—J. T.—A. Pitcher.—Proud Salopian and W. E.

[We cannot consider your letters with a view to

publication, as you have failed to comply with the

essential condition—namely, that all writers must sup-

ply name and address Whether writing over a nom
de guerre or not.

—

Eds.]
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PRIMULA MALACOIDES.

As a plant for the amateur for greenhouse

and window decoration during winter this beau-

tiful Primula, which was introduced a few years

ago from China by Mr. Forrest, stands un-

rivalled. The whole plant has a light and
graceful habit, the inflorescences especially pos-

sessing a beautiful appearance, whilst the fra-

gTant flowers vary from white-lilac to deep
pink in shade. The plant is extremely easy of

culture, and will grow out of doors on a rockery
in a sheltered nook, flowering and ripening seeds
freely, only needing protection from cold winds
and extreme dampness.

flowered form was exhibited by Messrs. Bees,

Limited, and the Floral Committee granted it

an Award of Merit.

On January 13, 1914, Mr. James Box, Lind-
field, Hayward's Heath, submitted to the Floral

Committee of the R.H.S. the strong, vigorous

growing form illustrated in fig. 82. The plant
lias stouter stems, a more robust habit, and
flowers twice the size of those of the type, the

colour being the deepest shade of pink yet seen

in the species.

The origin of the giant form is unknown, but
there is a possibility that it is an accidental

cross with Primula Forbesii, as several plants

of the latter species were growing in th>»

same house, and in proximity with the seed-

[Photograph 6j/ It. A. Malby.

Fig. 82.

—

giant-flowered form of primula malacoedes.

Seeds sown in pots or boxes during the spring
germinate readily. The seedlings should be
placed on a shelf until ready for pricking off.

Watering must be done with extreme care, other-

wise damping will occur. Afterwards prick off

the seedlings into boxes until they are estab-

lished and possess several leaves, when they may
be potted, three in each 5 inch pot, or singly

in 3£ inch pots. Grow them on a shelf in a
greenhouse and gradually harden them for plac-

ing in a cold frame. Watering in summer must
be done very carefully. The soil should sonsist

of one part leaf-mould and two-thirds sandy
loam ; admit an abundance of air on all favour-
able occasions.

At the meeting of the Royal Horticultural
Society on December 2, 1913, a beautiful double-

bearer. Furthermore, later batches have con-

tained several more of this pronounced variety.

At first sight it would appear to have Primula
Veitchii blood in it, but this is impossible,

as at the time the seed was saved no
plants of P. Veitchii, or of any similar type,

were in stock. The foliage greatly resembles
P. Veitchii, but the colouring is that of Primula
Forbesii ; while it is quite distinct from the
new hybrids raised by M. Lemoine, Ville <de

Nancy and La Lorraine. E. S. [The suggestion
that the giant form of Malacoides is the result of
a cross with P. Forbesii does not receive support
from the results of numerous experiments which
we have made. Although we have made the
cross many times in both ways no fertile seed
has been obtained.—Eds.]

P0LLINATI0N3EXPERIMENTS', WITH
FRUIT TREES.*

Pollination trials with fruit trees were com-
menced by Mr. W. 0. Backhouse in 1911 at the
John Innes Horticultural Institution, and are
still in progress. The object of these experi-
ments is to find the degree to which varieties

are fertile with their own pollen, and, in the
case of those which are self-sterile, to select
good pollenisers for them.

Plums.—The varieties of Plums can be
grouped into three classes according to their

behaviour when self-pollinated :—(1) Self-fertile,

(2) self-sterile, (3) partially self-sterile, setting
about 1 per cent, of their flowers when self-

pollinated.

From the point of view of the practical
grower the last-named class should be treated
as self-sterile, and planted beside other varie-

ties.

The varieties which have been tested up to

the present can be classed as follows :

—

Self-fertile.—Denniston's Superb, Early
Mirabelle, Reine Claude Violette, Myrobalan,
La Prune Geante, Monarch, Early Transparent,
Reine Claude de Bavay, Prince Engelbert, Early
Favourite, Gisborne's, Oullins Golden, Golden
Transparent, Victoria, Czar, Pershore, Red and
White Magnum Bonum, Kentish Bush, War-
wickshire Drooper, Damson vars.

Self-sterile.—Histon Gage, Early Orleans,

Late Orleans, Sultan, Kirke's Blue, Coe's Gol-

den Drop, Coe's Violet, Wyedale, Grand Duke,
Jefferson, Reine Claude d'Althann, Pond's Seed-

ling, Washington, Early Green Gage, Old Green
Gage, Curlew, Ickworth Imperatrice, Late Trans-

parent, Prune d'Agen.
Partially self-sterile.—Rivers' Early Pro-

lific, Stint, Mallard.
When the self-sterile varieties were cross-

pollinated a few cases of inter-sterility were ob-

served, although they appear to be rare amongst
Plums. Thu6 it was found that Cox's Golden
Drop would not set fruit with pollen from Coe's

Violet.

If Coe's Violet is a bud sport from Coe's

Golden Drop, as seems almost certainly to be
the case, one would not expect them to be fer-

tile with one another, seeing that they are parts

of the same self-sterile individual.

Coe's Golden Drop and Jefferson are appar-

ently quite inter-sterile, nor will the pollen of

Jefferson set fruit on Coe's Violet.

The two Gages, Early Green Gage and Old
Green Gage, only set about 5 per cent, of their

blossoms when inter-pollinated, and Rivers'

Early Prolific does not appear to set well with
pollen from Early Favourite.

Apart from the above cases it was found
that the self-sterile varieties -which have so far

been tested set freely when cross-pollinated.

Coe's Golden Drop set a full crop when
crossed with any of the following varieties :

—

Rivers' 'Early Prolific. Reine Claude d'Althann,

Wyedale, Early Mirabelle, Reine Claude Vio-

lette, Denniston's Superb, Monarch, Prune
d'Agen.

Jefferson was quite fertile with Early Trans-

parent, Monarch, Rivers' Early Prolific, and
Reine Claude d'Althann.

Reine Claude d'Althann set freely with Coe's

Violet, Coe's Golden Drop and Jefferson.

Washington set freely with Pond's Seedling

and Late Transparent with Early Transparent.

It' is not yet known which Plums will prove
the best pollenisers for the Green Gages, but
they will probably be found amongst such varie-

ties as Monarch, Rivers' Early Prolific and
Pond's Seedling.

Cherries.—As yet comparatively few varie-

ties of Cherries have been tested at the John

* Summary of paper read by Mr. G. 0. Sherrard at the
annual meeting of the National Federation of Fruit Growers,
February 25, 1914.
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Innes Institution. Those that have been tried

are as follows :

—

Self-fertile.—Morello, Late Duke.
Self-sterile.—Black Tartarian, Elton,

Bigarreau Frogmore Early, Bigarreau Jaboulay,
Bigarreau Napoleon, Black Heart, White Heart,
Kentish, Guigne d'Annonay, Early Rivers, May
Duke (set 8 fruit out of about 1,700 flowers self-

pollinated).

In cross-pollinating the self-sterile varieties it

was found that Elton and Bigarreau Frogmore
Early set freely when inter-pollinated, but

neither set a good crop with pollen from Late

Duke. V. R. Gardner, t in America, observed

that Bigarreau Napoleon and some American-

raised Bigarreau varieties were almost sterile

with May Duke pollen, so that possibly it is

a general rule that the Bigarreaus are not fer-

tile with the Dukes. Further trials are being

carried out to ascertain whether this is the case.

Black Heart is fertile with Morello pollen,

and Guigne d'Annonay with pollen from Bigar-

reau Napoleon.

Apples.—In Apples self-sterile and self-fertile

varieties occur, and also a class which when
self-pollinated yields seedless fruits. Nine varie-

ties were studied.

Self-fertile.—Baldwin, Washington, Stir-

ling Castle.

Self-sterile.—Northern Greening, Lord
Hindlip, Cox's Orange Pippin.

Setting Seedless Fruit When Self-pol-
linated.—Lord Derby, Golden Spire, Duchess of

Oldenburg.

The seedless Apples are usually smaller than
the fruit of the same variety containing seed,

but this is not always the case. In order to

secure a uniform crop with these varieties it is

advisable to treat them as if they were self-

sterile and plant them with other sorts.

Cox's Orange Pippin does not appear to set

equally well with different varieties ; the best

set was obtained with pollen from Duchess
Favourite and Stirling Castle, while few fruit

set with Lord Derby, and none with pollen from
Bramley's Seedling. This variety (Cox's Orange
Pippin) is undergoing further trial.

NURSERY NOTES,

PRIMULAS AT READING.
All Primroses are beautiful plants for the

garden, where each has some special place and
value, but, as in other families, one member is

of greater importance than all its fellows, and
in this genus it is P. sinensis, so that when gar-

deners speak of Primulas they refer to the culti-

vated forms of this species. The Chinese

rrimula is a remarkable flower in many respects.

It is one of the best examples of a florist's

flower, a term associated with those that have

been so changed by cultivation and breeding as

to bear little or no resemblance to their wild

progenitors. The florist's Primula lias been so

far altered from the wild form that many doubt
if its ancestral type is known, and will not ac-

cept Wilson's P. sinensis as its parent. How and

when, then, was its career started, and by whom?
By what means did we come to possess this in-

valuable plant, a:-:d what is the date of its intro-

duction into Europe ? All this remains a mystery

beyond the fact that the flower has been cul-

tivated in China for ages, and was introduced

to Europe somewhere about the year 1821. But,

clever as the Celestial may be, we have no evi-

dence that he has raised anything approaching

the beautiful forms that we possess, such

as may be seen in Messrs. Sutton and

Sons' nursery at Reading, where many glass-

houses are filled with the manifold forms

nf the plant. The varieties enumerated in the

seed catalogue of this famous firm number

t Bulletin nu, Oregon Experimental Station, U.S.A.

no fewer than 50, and the Reading collec-

tion represents most of the finest sorts in

cultivation. Those with compact, solid trusses

and big blooms, of which Duchess may be cited

as an example, were the chief fancy of the older

florists ; hence until recently progress was
greatest in this direction. To distinguish them
from those of the star type, they are known as

sinensis varieties. But in recent times the star

or Stellata Primulas have become as popular

with growers as the older form, and they lend

themselves even better to decorative uses.

As cultivated in separate batches for seed pur-

poses, row after row of the same variety gives

a very formal effect, although collectively they

make an impressive scene of floral beauty.

These same Primulas, intermixed in the green-

houses and conservatory at Hillside, Reading,

the residence of Mr. Leonard Sutton, had quite

a different effect, and some of the more attrac-

tive groups which we observed on a recent visit

may be described.

The one that pleased us most was arranged on

a central stage, which was filled with Silver

Star and Ruby Star varieties, the former with

eyeless flowers—that is, devoid of any trace of

colour in the eye. Another very effective

group was of Coral Pink and Crimson King, with

spikes of the blue Salvia-like flowers of Pyc-

nostachys arising at intervals. Stellata Coral

Pink associated well with Giant White Star,

and the latter also harmonised finely with

Ruby Star. Pearl WT
hite and Coral Pink, both

of the sinensis type, looked well together, the

pale green foliage of the former enhancing the

effect.

Primula malacoides, with its light and grace-

ful trusses, makes a fine companion for any of

the Chinese Primulas, and it was used most

effectively at Hillside with White Queen and.

Pale Blue Stellata varieties. In another group

were P. malacoides, white Hyacinths, and

various large-flowered Primulas.

The plants grown for seed in the nursery

number many thousands, and house after house

is filled with them. Many of the sorts are old

favourites, but Primulas are constantly chang-

ing, hence the visitor to Reading always

finds something new. The old Giant White

variety, sometimes known as Queen, has often

a faint blush in the petals, but Messrs. Sutton's

newer Giant Royal White is without this de-

fect. The plants are distinct in foliage, fur

in the first the leaves are light green, whereas

in the latter they are dark-coloured. It is

notioed that white varieties with green 6tems

generally develop a tinge of pink in the blossoms,

so that the petals are never a dead white. There

are other "Giants" in lavender, pink, crimson,

salmon, and other shades. Giant Lavender is a

most beautiful variety, but it is one of those

unfixable sorts which cannot be relied upon to

come perfectly true to seed. It is a hybrid

raised from a white-flowered, dark-stemmed

variety and the old Giant Red. Many of the
" Giants," for example Giant Crimson, are poor

seeders.

In Reading Scarlet we have the nearest ap-

proach to that colour, but there is none of a tru i

scarlet shade in Primulas. The deepest of the

blues is The Czar, whilst Reading Blue is

a beautiful pale lavender colour. Lord Roberts

is quite one of the best in the salmon shades,

and occurs both in the "fern" and "palm"
leaf forms of foliage. Plenty of heat enhances

the colouring in this variety, although in many-

sorts it causes the blooms to become "washy."

Giant Salmon Pink and Crimson King also throw

brighter flowers in a very warm house, but in

these cases the " pips " come smaller. The Fern-

leaved form of Crimson King is not so robust as

the type. Most of the staging in one house was

filled with plants of the Duchess, which was

raised from a dark-stemmed, white variety

crossed witli Crimson King. The Duchess is

still the very finest in its class. It stands mil

mainly by reason of its bright pink-coloured zone

in the centre, contrary to what obtains usually,

for in most others the more pronounced colour-

ing is. on the outside.

There are double forms of the Duchess, but

in these the zone is partly hidden by the super

imposed petals, which spoil the effect. Some of

the other double sorts, however, are very pretty,

especially Double Pink, There are also Duchess
hybrids. One kno.wn as Lady Roberts is par-

ticularly beautiful, but it does not breed true,

and is therefore not enumerated in the catalogue.

It was raised from Duchess crossed with Crim-

son King. Brilliant Rose is one of the easiest of

Primulas to cultivate, and for this reason is a

favourite with amateurs, and the same may be

said of Pearl, which is one of the best white

varieties for general purposes.

One of the largest divisions, known as the

"triple" house, because of the three-span roofs

covering it, was filled, entirely with Stellata

varieties, the effect of which was superb. The

pretty Dark Blue and Pale Blue Star varie-

ties—counterparts of The Czar and Reading

Blue—mark a great advance in this section.

They associate finely witn other shades. Pale

Blue is especially pretty mixed' with Coral Pink

Star. Stellata Pink is a fine variety, but

Messrs. Sutton have one better in Delicate

Pink, the foliage of which is very pale

—

really bright green, palest among all the Star

varieties. In contrast were some near by with

stems almost) a maroon colour'—the variety

Giant Carmine.

White Star has been improved, and a newer

form with larger flowers and paler foliage is

known as Giant White Star. White Queen is a

very free bloomer ; the foliage is neither very-

dark nor very pale, but intermediate. The
original White Stellata form has dark-coloured

leaves ; it was noticed that many of the petals

in this variety were marked, sometimes en-

tirely, with lilac-pink. In the newer eye-

less white variety even the yellow flush of

the eye is absent. Parti-coloured varie-

ties crop up now and then, and Messrs. Sutton

have fixed one that has petals splashed with

carmine. It is named Centenary, but there is

no demand for it, the present taste being for

those with self or clear colours. Stellata Lord

Roberts is a very striking colour—rich car-

mine, but not so dark as Ruby, which has petals

coloured crimson. There are some in this sec-

tion with the characteristic "Duchess" eye,

although not so pronounced as in the sinensis

form, yet very beautiful. They are the off-

spring "of a dark-stemmed White Star variety

crossed with Ruby (Stellata). Ruby has yellow

in the eye, but this has disappeared in the one

known as- Eyeless Ruby. Partial doubling has

taken place in some of the star Primulas, and

Messrs. Sutton have a race of these semi-double

varieties.

The Cyclamens, which make such fine com-

panions for the Primulas, were just past their

best show, but sufficient remained to prove the

excellent strain, which includes many choice

named varieties.

PLANT NOTE.

NERTERA DEPRESSA.
This pretty berry-bearing plant was formerly

grown largely for use in carpet-bedding. In

more recent times it has been less frequently

seen, though some excellent exhibits at the

R.H.S. Hall last year clearly showed that the

plant is still well cultivated. In former

years I grew it largely, and found it expedient

io increase the plant by division, usually in Feb-

niarv, thereby enabling it to make growth and

become established before flowering in April or

May. The flowers are inconspicuous ;ind stssile,

and* it is not a little remarkable that so fine a.
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crop of brilliant scarlet berries should result.

The plant grows freely in a mixture of 6andy

loam, peat and pounded brick rubble, and while

not objecting to greenhouse treatment, i6 quite

amenable to cultivation in a cold frame. Cul-

tural items of importance include the withhold-

ing of overhead waterings and the giving of an

abundance of air at flowering time. At other

times an abundance of overhead moisture is bene-

ficial. I grew the plant in cold frames, and it

never received more than mat protection in the

severest weather. E. J., Hampton, Middlesex.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
ARBUTUS MENZIESII AT BAYFORDBURY.
Although introduced by Douglas so long ago

as 1827, this beautiful evergreen tree is still

scarce in English gardens. Ihe specimen illus-

trated stands in a sheltered position on the lawn

at Bayfordbury, Hertford, the seat of H. Clin-

ton-Baker, Esq., who kindly sent me the photo-

graph, which was taken recently by Mr. Elsden,

of Hertford. The tree, which is now 29 feet

high with a stem 2 feet 5 inches in circumfer-

ence at 3 feet from the ground, was sent to the

owner's grandfather about 30 years ago as a

very small plant. In the autumn it produces

masses of orange-red berries,* which form a strik-

ing contrast to the shining foliage and make
the tree very ornamental. The reddish papery

bark so characteristic of Arbutus is very notice-

able in this species.

The Madrona, to give the tree its native name,
attains its greatest size in California, where,

under favourable conditions, it grows to a height

of 100 feet. It is distributed through the Pacific

coast region from Southern British Columbia
through Washington and Oregon, to California.

Its southernmost limit is in the Santa Lucia

mountains. Here it becomes shrubby in habit.

This species is quite hardy in England, except

in a young state, when the shoots are sometimes

frosted. Trees up to 50 feet high are known
in England, the largest on record being one at

Bassett Wood, near Southampton. I have not

seen this tree, but according to Elwes and
Henry,T it measured in 1907 50 feet in height

with a stem clear for about 20 feet, and 3 feet

2 inches in girth. Arbutus Unedo also made a

brilliant show at Bayfordbury last autumn, with

its masses of " strawberries," but the birds

made short work of them. A. Bruce Jackson.

FLORISTS' FLOWERS.

scarcely possible to judge the future habit of a

plant from the first few blooms, or when it is

crowded in the seedling beds.

As seedlings often commence flowering late in

the season, one may be pardoned for over-esti-

mating what appeared then a desirable variety.

Now that numbers are increasing by leaps and

bounds, it is necessary to sift the wheat from

the chaff.

lit is well known, too, how misleading a fine

vase of cut blooms may be with respect to the

garden value of the plant.

CHOICE COLLERETTE DAHLIAS FOR
GARDEN DECORATION.

(See Coloured Plate.)

After a few years, which may be termed a

sort of probationary period, the CoDerette

Dahlia has asserted its right to a place in

gardens, whether large or small. The fact of

its suitability for small gardens should go a

long way to popularise the type, for it is a com-

mon error to suppose that Dahlias aire too large

for gardens of moderate dimensions.

This, I feel sure, is entirely owing to a lack

of acquaintance with many of the newer types

and improved varieties of older sections. To
those unfamiliar with the habit of the Col-

lerette in the garden, and who intend giving

it a trial, the selection of varieties is an im-

portant matter.

In 1912 the percentage of varieties possessing

a really good garden habit was very high.

With an increasing demand for the type, it

is probable that many were placed on the market
in 1913 without having previously had a suf-

ficient trial to justify their inclusion. It is

• The fruiting specimen figured in Bot. Mag. t. 8,249 (1909)
was obtained from the Bayfordbury tree.

t Tree of Great Britain and Ireland, III., 566 (190S).

the blooms are very large and the foliage ex-

ceedingly robust ; others of this type are Ami
Nonin, Ami Cachet, Crown Princess Charlotte,

Diomede, Burgomaster Siefurth, and Souvenir

de Chabanne.
None of these large flowering varieties met

with favour from the judges at last year's trial,

but their much later time of blooming, even
though given identical treatment with others,

would always tell against them.

Souvenir de Chabanne, it may be mentioned,
though it has the large, perfectly formed flowerr

Fig. 83.—arbutus menziesii at bayfordbury, Hertford.

An instance of this is seen in the variety

Albert Maumene, which received an Award of

Merit from the R.H.S. in 1912.

The individual blooms of this variety are

beautiful, but as one rarely gets more than half

a dozen expanded blooms at one time on very

fine plants, it can readily be seen that, in com-

parison with many others, it would not receive a

second glance when judged in the garden.

This particular variety belongs to a limited

few, which may be considered distinct in that

and vigorous foliage, yet differs in habit some-

what from the others, having when at its best a

handsome epergne-like appearance, and flower

stalks quite 2 feet long.

It was greatly admired here last autumn, but

was not at its best before the end of September.

Owing to this drawback, these large bloomers

cannot be recommended in a select list of varie-

ties, handsome though their blooms are.

Especially is this the case now that one can

have varieties which, under proper treatment,
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commence blooming early in July, and con-

tinue until cut down by frost. The ideal type,

of which I should name the variety Henri Far-

man as a perfect example, grows about 3 feet

tD 4 feet tall, with moderate growth.

The flowers are of medium size, poised on stiff

stems, and produced in the greatest profusion

throughout the summer and autumn. The

range of colouring is now very wide and com-

prises varieties of self-colour, others self with

the exception of contrasting collerette, while

many are prettily striped, blotched, suffused, or

tipped. A good, clear pink, however, is still

needed.

Dora Fisher is a very pretty pink, reminding

one of the well-known "Pink Pearl" of the

Cactus section, but the form of flower is not

perfect, and the habit leaves much to be desired.

Dainty, another so-called pink, has not much to

recommend it.

Tastes differ; many prefer the selfs, while

others favour the combination of colouring.

Selfs are particularly suitable for associating

with herbaceous plants, while all are charming

for groups, beds or borders.

In the following list varieties have been

chosen which give a wide range of colour.

1. Diadem, flowers star shape, of a lovely

bright rose pink, with white collar, grows taller

than most, reaching from 4 feet to 4j feet. In

the opinion of many this is the gem of the

section.

2. Princess Louise, flowers rich crimson, with

white collerette.

3. Prince John, crimson edged lake, white

collerette. These two are very similar in habit,

iraking perfect bushes about 3 feet to 34 feet

high.

4. Holyrood, ruby, with yellow disc and col-

lerette. A striking and popular variety, 34 feet.

5. Henri Farman, claret, edged primrose

straw collerette. A particularly fine variety,

3j feet.

6. Queen Bess, orange-scarlet, tipped golden

yellow, collerette yellow, streaked red. A
showy variety, 3j feet.

7. Negro, maroon. A very fine dark, with

white collerette, 34 feet.

8. Goldstern, flowers star shape, yellow self,

the best of its colour, 4 feet.

9. Countess Dougon, white ground, striped

and suffused rosy carmine, collerette white.

This variety is rather variable in colour. A
good type, very attractive, 4 feet.

10. May, a pure white, habit not perfect, but

the best so far as I know, 4 feet.

11. Queen Mary, deep rose with white disc

and tips, blush-white collerette, 3 feet.

12. Eegularity, purplish crimson, with purple

and white collerette, 3 feet.

13. Prince of Orange. This variety is unique
in colouring, being well named, a true self,

4 feet.

14. Tuskar, a charming variety with rich,

rosy-crimson petals tipped with rose and white,

collerette straw-coloured, 3 feet.

15. Inchmarnoek, bright red with yellow

collerette.

16. Eddystone, crimson scarlet, tipped golden

yellow, collerette pale vellow, spotted crimson,

44 feet.

17. Skerryvore (see Coloured Supplement),

bright scarlet, tipped with yellow. Yellow collar,

4 feet.

18. Sunburgh, purplish-mauve suffused and

Striped with white. Pure white collar, 3 feet.

Arthur J. Cobb, Duffryn Gardens, Cardiff.

NOTICES OF BOOKS.

Publications Received.- Journa/ of
Generics. February. Edited by W. Bateson
and R. C. Punnett. (London : Cambridge
University Press.) Price 10s. net.

—

Bulletin

of Miscellaneous Information, 1914. Royal
Botanic Gardens, Ki'W. Price 3d.— Colour
Schemes for the Flower Garden. By Gertrude
Jekyll. Third edition. (London : Country
Life, Ltd.) Price 12s. 6d. net.

The Chemistry of the Garden.*
This little book is to be recommended as an

introduction to the practical study of the chemis-

try of the garden. It is designed for the use of

teachers and students of gardening, and will

prove useful to those who wish to find out for

themselves how to identify the different chemical

elements present in plant, soil and manure.
In Chapter I. the various chemical tests by which
the presence of carbon, nitrogen, phosphorus and
sulphur in plant tissues is determined ate de-

scribed briefly but sufficiently, as also are the

methods by which sugar, starch, ceJlulose, pro-

teins and oils may be demonstrated. The second

chapter, dealing with the soil, consists in the

description of experiments which serve for the

detection of phosphates, potash and lime. Chap-

ter III. deals with manures, and in it are indi-

cated the points to be observed in examining

such artificial manures as nitrate of soda, sul-

phate of ammonia, superphosphate, basic slag,

kainit and others. The final chapter is devoted

to a brief account of the chemistry of sprays and
washes.

Agricultural Chemistry^
This well-known students' text-book is a com-

pendium of the whole subject of agricultural

chemistry, comprising, as it does, a study of

soils and manures, the plant and its products,

animal feeding, milk and milk-production, etc.

The previous edition no doubt suffered consider-

ably from the author's inability, through resi-

dence abroad, to incorporate his alterations and
additions with the main text, and also from the

unfortunate circumstance that the revised

edition was given to the public without mention

of certain important advances in the study of

animal nutrition, advances which have now been

widely accepted as established. Nevertheless, Mr.
Ingle's book has always been so thorough and

clear that it has had, deservedly, a wide vogue

amongst students of agriculture. It is pleasing,

therefore, to find that the present edition, which

has been fully revised and largely re-written,

equals its predecessors in clearness, and is suffi-

ciently comprehensive and up to date to make it

unique amongst text-books of this kind.

The chapters on " The Chemical Constituents

of Plants" and "The Plant" may be especi-

ally picked out for approbation ; they are well

written and provide a mass of correct informa-

tion. It is impossible, however, to avoid

deprecating the retention of loose expressions,

such as "albuminoid" and " proteid " (except

where they are used in a popular sense) in a

book which is intended for those " who already

possess a fair knowledge of general chemistry.

"

The sections particularly applicable to the re-

quirements of the scientifically-trained horticul-

turist are full and to the point, those dealing

with the processes operative in the soil being

especially well worked out. Indeed most of

the portion of the book dealing with soils and

manures is admirably written, and the author's

few faults are of omission rather than commis-

sion. It is a pity, for example, that in a book

of this kind no mention is made of soil-surveys

and soil-maps, for it is now realised that such

surveys are of paramount importance to the

agriculturist and horticulturist, both for the

correlation of soil-types with agricultural prac-

tice and for the interpretation of soil-analyses.

The latter, indeed, is treated in a manner more

prevalent ten years ago than to-day, and might

well be rewritten.

The short sections on fungicides and insecti-

cides are poor, and do not accord with the high

standard of the remainder of the book, which

can be given a cordial welcome in its new

edition, and may be recommended. 5. T. M. A.

* A Cnin-.ir of Practical Work in llir Chemistry of the

Garden. By D. R. Edwardes-Ker. Pp. 40. (John Murray.)

]s. Oil.

t A Manual »f dgrieuUurat Chemistry. Bj Herbert
Ingle. Third ana' revised edition. Pp. viii.-397. (London,
1<n:i: Sl-oU, Greenwood and Son. 7s. 6d.

The Week's Work.

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
By H. J. Chapman, Gardener to Mrs. Cookson,

Oakwood, Wylam-on-Tyne.

Dendrobium. — Most of the deciduous Den-
drobiums have now their flowers in an advanced
stage of development. Let the plants have the
advantage of full exposure to the light until the
flowers expand. They may then be placed
in a somewhat drier and more shady place, such
as will increase the durability of the flower.

Any re-potting that may be necessary should be
carried out as the plants pass out of flower,

using a compost, etc., as previously recom-
mended. Where large specimens of some of the
evergreen Dendrobiums are grown, such species,

for instance, as D. thyrsiflorum, D. densiflorum,

D. suavissimum and D. chrysotoxum. They are

exceedingly serviceable for house decoration

when in flower. The plants here are often

allowed to remain in the dwelling-room from
the time they expand their flowers until they
fade, which is a period of two or three weeks.

Yet with proper care with regard to watering,

by guarding against excessive root-waterings, no
injury takes place. Plants of this section now
producing their flower-scapes may be syringed

overhead on all sunny days until the flowers

commence to open. As with the deciduous

species, so with these : re-potting should be car-

ried out immediately after the flowering period,

selecting for them a good lasting compost, so

that frequent re-potting may not be necessary.

Coelogyne CRISTATA.— The early-flowering

plants of Coelogyne cristata have already

bloomed. If the plants have grown into large

specimens and the receptacles are full of roots

it may be found that the pseudo-bulbs have be-

come reduced in size and promise to give less

satisfactory results than formerly. In cases of

this description turn the plants out of their pots,

remove the old potting compost, and cut away
such portions of the back pseudo-bulbs as are

not necessary, leaving two or three pseudo-bulbs

behind each new growth, then pot up the lead-

ing portions into pots selected for their con-

venient size. The older pseudo-bulbs which
have been cut off, if potted or laid on a bed of

damp Sphagnum-moss in a shady position in a

warm house, will produce new growths that may
be potted up when they have formed roots. A
suitable compost for Coelogynes is one consist-

ing of fibrous loam two parts and peat one part,

with a quantity of coarse sand and broken crocks

added. The pot should be well drained, as only

a shallow layer of potting compost is necessary.

Following the re-potting operation, place the

pots in a warm, moist house, shading them from

too much light and spraying them overhead daily

in sunny weather.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
By W. CnuMP, Gardener to Earl Bbaochamp, K.C.M.G.,

Madresfield Court, Worcestershire.

Garden Roses.—Pruning may be put in hand

now, beginning with the climbing section. A
sharp " Saynor " knife, which will make short,

clean cuts," should be used in preference to seca-

teurs or shears. Cut out all spindly, weak

growths, and reserve the stout shoots of last

year. These should be shortened to about

'one-third of their lengths and the remainder

trained to the wired walls or to the pergola

frames, as the case may be. From the laterals

of these last season's rods the finest flowers will

spring. Each rod will require a space of about

1 foot between it and the next. The Roses to be

recommended for pergolas are Mme. Abel Car-

riere, Reine Olga de Wiirtemberg. Gloire de Dijon,

and Felioiteet Perpetue : but for tew "alls and

the stumps of trees, semi-climbers such as Grass

an Teplitz, J. B. Clark, Rove d'Or, VY Ulen

Richardson and Climbing Liberty aro excellent.

Beds of Tea, Hybrid Tea, and Pernetiana

varieties should be cut much harder and closer
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to the ground than those mentioned above, so as

to secure shoots right down from the base for the

following year's growth, shortening the stronger

shoots down to five or six dormant buds. These
will supply a profusion of Roses of excellent

quality this season, and will be cut out next

year and succeeded by the shoots secured

as above from the base With regard to

pruning, it may be stated that there is such a

diversity of habit in Roses that no one system

can safely be applied to all : tho pruner must
use his own discretion. Polyantha Roses are in-

valuable for bedding, flowering continuously all

through the summer. They must be brought

back by pruning, otherwise they will lose their

compactness. Hedges of Rosa rugosa should be

cut down to the ground.

Shrubs.-Shrubs for flowering or foliage

planted in beds (such as Ceanothus Gloire de

Versailles, Golden Elder, Hydrangea paniculata,

and Paulownia imperialis) should now be cut

down close to the ground. Some are in flower

now. notably Elaeagnus longipes (a scented

shrub). Flowering Almonds, and Berberis

Darwinii.

Bulbs.— Owing to the very mild winter slugs

are likely to be troublesome." Their haunts may

Lawns. -Keep the lawns rolled once a week,

or more often after rain, so as to disperse the

worm-casts in readiness for the scythe. A dress-

ing of fine soil or sand and sulphate of ammonia
will kill the ground-moss and Daisies. Trim
the edges of the lawns and line out correctly all

the paths which may have been trodden out of

shape. Motor or hand-power mowers should be
put into thorough working order, ready for tho

season.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
By C. H. Cook, Gardener to the Earl of Derby,

Knowsley Hall, Lancashire.

Seedlings.—Gloxinias, Begonias, Streptoear-

pus, Primula obconica and other seedlings will

now be showing the first rough leaf, and should

be pricked off into shallow pans without delay.

Choose clean and well-drained pans, placing the

sittings over the crocks used for draining, and

fill the pans with light, sandy soil. The pans

should then be placed in a warm house, and
given a soaking with tepid water. In a day or

two the soil will bo quite sufficiently warm. The
seedlings must be very carefully handled. Each
should be lifted by means of a cleft stick held

in the left hand and planted in the hole pre-

pared for its reception with a dibber held in the

Fig. 84.

—

bulbs in the grass at madeesfield court.

(See " The Flower Garden.")

be disturbed with effect by breaking up the sur-

face of beds of choice Tulips, Hyacinths, Ane-
mones and Hepaticas with a small Dutch hoe.

Apply a dusting of fresh soot and lime after each
rainfall just before night. Bulbs in grass are

now in active growth, and in some cases Scilla

sibirica and Chionodoxas are in full bloom.
Grown on a slope, combined with Primroses,

these flowers have a charming effect. On slopes

where Primroses abound note should now be
made of their position, so that in the autumn
some of the Primroses may be cleared away and
Scillas and Chionodoxas planted for next year.

Daffodils of the early section are opening their

first flowers.

The Heath Garden.-This is now looking
very bright. Space should be given for bold
masses of Ericas carnea, albens, hybrida,
Serlei, Allportii, Hammondii, and other dwarf
species. These look well planted on a slope,

interspersed with a few single specimens
of tree heaths, such as E. codonodes, Veitchii,

and australis. If a background of common
or double Gorse can be utilised, the effect

is much improved. If the soil is free

from lime, it is astonishing how well the Ericas
succeed if a little leaf-mould and charred vege-
tation can be added to the staple.

right hand. The soil must then be pressed close

around each plant ; being already moist it will

not need root waterings for some time, a light

spraying overhead being sufficient to keep the

seedlings fresh. They will do best if kept close

to the roof-glass, but shaded from sunshine.

Gloriosa SUPERBA.-The tubers of this

stove climber will now be showing signs of

growth, and should be shaken clear of old soil.

Two or three tubers should be placed in a 10-

inch pot (previously well drained), and covered

until the pot is three-parts full with peat ana
fibrous loam in equal proportions, with the ad-

dition of some sharp sand and broken charcoal.

Bottom heat is an advantage, but not a necessity.

The pots should be placed so that the plants can

climb up the rafters near the roof-glass.

General Work.— The sun is now becoming

more powerful, and blinds for shading should be

got out and fixed over the houses of the most
tender plants. Growth is active, and an in-

crease of temperature may be allowed. In the

stove the atmospheric temperature may be in-

creased to 70° at night and to 80° with sun-heat

during the day. The necessary humidity can be
maintained in the atmosphere by frequent damp-
ing of the floors and stages. Overhaul Eucharis

and Paucratiums, top-dressing those in which
the drainage is good and general condition
healthy. It re-potting is necessary, remove care-
fully as much of the old soil as possible. All
small bulbs will do best in potc by themselves,
with a porous compost of turfy loam, to which
may be added a little rotten manure, sand, and
broken charcoal. The pots must be well drained,
and the coarser material placed over the crocks.

Four or five bulbs to each 10-inch pot will be a
suitable number. Press the soil firmly into the
pots and insert the bulbs so that they will be
just covered with soil; then plunge the pots in
bottom heat at a temperature of 65° to 70°.

Codiaeums (Dracaenas) which have rooted
should be potted up, keeping them close for a
few days, until the roots have taken a firm hold
of the new soil. Selaginellas, Zebrinas, Pileas,

and Oplismenus Burmannii variegata (Panicum)
can now be propagated. Eranthemum pulchel-
lum, Plumbago rosea, Begonia Gloire de Lor-
raine, Coleus thyrsoideus, Justicias and Rein-
wardtias should be placed in a moist warm
house to produce growth suitable for cuttings.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
By W. Hedley Warren, gardener to the Aston-Clinton

Park Estate (the Rt. Hon. Lord ROTHsCHnD), Buck-
inghamshire.

Vines. —Early vines with berries on the point

of stoning should be grown in a mild, steady
temperature. Let the borders receive periodical

waterings with liquid manure, or apply dressings

of artificial fertilisers. Attend to successional

houses as formerly directed. If Muscat vines

are not already started forcing should be com-
menced at once, as the earlier the fruit ripens,

the better will the berries keep during the

autumn and early winter. Examine grapes that

are stored in the fruit room, with a view to

replenishing the water if it is low in the bottles.

Pines.— If the fruiting Pines are in good con-

dition most of them will now be producing
suckers, and if these are not required for in-

creasing the ordinary stock all except one sucker

to one ulant should be removed by screwing them
out ; but do not remove them from the stem.

Let the roots be carefully attended to, both in

respect to the water supply and the degree of

bottom heat. It is not infrequent for Pine roots

to be burned owing to excessive bottom heat.

A temperature of 70° to 80° is safe enough, but

it should not be allowed to go higher. T1il~

atmospheric temperature at night should be from
65° to 70°, with proportionate increases of heat
during the day, even up to 85° or 90°, with
plenty of ventilation on sunny days. The house-

may be closed in the afternoon when the tem-
perature ; s 80°. Successional plants may still

nave the temperature as previously advised for

them. Closely examine the heat of the bed in

which succession plants are plunged, and if it-

becomes too hot lift the pots and place a piece

of inverted brick or small saucer beneath each
pot, allowing them to remain so until the exces-

sive heat subsides. Spray the plants lightly

overhead at closing time on all sunny days and
apply root waterings whenever the soil appears

to be 'dry. Prepare soil for plants that require

shifting "into fruiting-pots, .making the compost

of fibrous loam, broken up into moderately

sized lumps, and put plenty of drainage material

into each pot.

Peaches and Nectarines.—The bright

sunny days of spring may prove very trying to

trees which are being forced. To prevent injury

occurring from this cause let the fires be checked
directly it is seen that the weather is becoming
sunny ; admit air early and frequently, and
sprinkle the paths and other surfaces of the house

with water. Syringe the trees thoroughly at

closing time with water slightly higher than the

temperature of the house. E-xamine all inside

borders and apply a thorough soaking of water

to all that are found to be dry. In the earliest

houses give prompt attention to thinning,

disbudding, and tying-in of the young growths.

Disbudding is an operation which requires daily

attention, and the operator should have a know-

ledge of the condition of the roots. Young
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vigorous-growing trees should be divested of all

fore-right growths. Strong-growing side-shoots

should be pinched ; they will then produce
lateral growths of lesser strength, and therefore

better suited for fruit-bearing. In applying
stimulants of any sort to the roots, let the
quantity always be governed by the condition
of the tree. In the case of inside borders that
are well made and provided with proper drain-

age there is very little danger of over-watering
taking place, for the trees require, during the
period of growth, a very large quantity of water,
and drought is the worst evil that can overtake
a tree. Close the ventilators early in the after-

noon, thus conserving the sun heat.

Orchard House.—Peach, Apricot and Plum
trees ought all to be in full blossom- On warm,
sunny days let the house be given free ventila-
tion ; even at night, when the weather is mild,
the ventilators may be left partly open as a
means of assisting the fertilisation of the flowers.
Take care that none of the trees suffer from
want of water, specially those growing in pots.
When the fruit is seen to be fairly set let the
trees be given a light syringing with clear
water, and keep up a close watch for green fly

and other insect pests.

I*"Unheated Houses and Wall Cases.—
These structures, which are often used for cul-

ture of late fruits, should be kept thrown open
as much as possible, with a view to retarding
the flowering season to the last degree possible,
so that there will be less risk of injury from the
spring frost. If sharp frosts occur without much
warning, and the buds of the trees are suffi-

ciently advanced to be liable to injury, lower the
frost-proof blind on to the roof of the house and
protect the sides with similar material or with
stout tiffany. Do not nurse or push the trees in

the least degree until the fruit is set; but in
the meantime afford them plenty of water and
an abundance of air.

Strawberries.—Plants bearing fruits that
are nearing the ripening stage should be kept
somewhat drier at the roots, and the atmosphere
should be kept rather less moist by allowing a
constant circulation of air through the structure
both by day and night. Otherwise the fruit
might prove to be deficient in flavour. Succes-
sional plants may be placed in heat at intervals
of about a fortnight, or as often as necessary to
satisfy the demand for early fruits.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By E. P. Brotherston, Gardener to the Earl of

Haddington, Tyninghame, East Lothian.

Cauliflowers.— Plants of Cauliflower that
have been wintered in frames, and others pricked
out at the base of south walls, may be trans-
planted in gardens known to be moderately free
from severe frosts in spring. But in the
northern counties of England and the north-
eastern counties of Scotland, and other cold dis-

tricts, transplantation may be deferred for a few
weeks.

Late Cabbages.— Both Brussel Sprouts and
late Cabbages may be treated as recommended for
Cauliflowers, in cases where seeds were sown in

the autumn. In my own case, however, I prefer
to sow seeds of late Cabbages and Savoys at the
present time, making another sowing of Savoys
at a later date ; the produce is smaller, more
tender, and of greater use than that from plants
raised in the autumn.

Lettuces.— Seedlings raised under glass a
few week's ago are now strong enough for trans-
plantation into the open ground. If slugs are
numerous make the surface soil perfectly smooth
with the back of a spade and sprinkle it occa-
sionally with hot lime. Take other measures
to destroy the pests, as they die most destructive
to young Lettuces.

Celery.— Prick out the earliest Celery plants,
which, being of moderate numbers, may be
put into ordinary cutting-boxes filled with
a compost of loam and leaf-mould in equal
quantities and made very firm ; or two parts of
loam to one of leaf-mould, according to the

quality of the loam. The leaf-mould is neces-
sary in order to get the roots to lift with plenty
of soil adhering to them at the next plantation.

Tomatos.— The earliest fruits of the autumn-
raised plants should now be approaching
maturity, and in order to develop a good flavour
in the fruits the heat of the house should be
well maintained, and the roots should be kept
rather on the dry side. Plants raised in January
ought now to be large enough for placing in the
fruiting-pots. Plant them rather deeply and
leave a few inches of space to be filled with com-
post later on. A 9-inch scarcement in one of the
structures here holds 60 plants, placed at 1 foot
apart. The compost is brought slightly above
the level of the ball of roots, and surface dress-
ings of soil and manure are added as necessity
arises. The depth of soil at no time exceeds
6 inches, yet very fair crops are the result.

Where pits or deep frames are otherwise em-
ployed during the summer they may be utilised

for cultivating Tomatos. Sow the seeds and
raise the seedlings in as cool a temperature as

they will bear without damage and be very
careful in applying water, as excessive moisture
is most harmful.

Vegetable Marrows.-The preparations for
Vegetable Marrow culture may be commenced.

Fig. 85.

—

bulbs in the grass at madresfield
court.

The plants may be raised in 4-inch pots, allow-
ing one seed to each pot, or the seeds may be
germinated in 3-inch pots, in which case the
seedling, directly the seed-leaves are expanded,
must be transplanted to a 5-inch pot. The
plants can be grown either in a manure-heated
frame or an intermediate pit. A check to
growth or to the extension of the roots is par-
ticularly harmful to Marrow plants.

THE "FRENCH" GARDEN.
By Paul Aquatias.

Hot-Beds. —The Lettuces grown in the beds
reserved for forcing Turnips are ready for mar-
keting. When the frames are cleared of the
crop rake the soil loose and press it down again.

Sow seeds of Turnip Milan Round or Half
Long in eleven rows per light ; make ten
holes in each row, placing two or three seeds in

each hole. Turnips may be forced easily pro-

vided growth is not checked at any period. The
chief causes of failure are : Extreme bottom heat,

which is obviated by growing a crop of Lettuces
before the insertion of the Turnip seeds; (2) cold

weather and sudden changes of temperature.
Careful ventilation and covering with mats at

night will overcome these difficulties. Admit
air in moderation as soon as the cotyledons are

developed. The Lettuces growing in the Carrot
beds are hearting, and should be examined at

least once each week with a view to transplanting
such as are ready for shifting, and thus favour
the development of the Carrots.

Cold Frames.— Ventilation may be afforded
the crops in unheated frames and cloches in
favourable weather, especially where Lettuce
Passion is grown. Covering the frames at
night must be done more carefully than hitherto

;

in case of unexpected frost the mats may be
spread over the glass till the plants have en-
tirely recovered, and air may be admitted imme-
diately after the mats are removed. Cauli-
flowers may be planted in cold frames in
the same manner as in the hot-beds. Such
varieties as All the Year Round and Drian-
court may be planted at the rate of
fifteen plants for every frame, or on the two
outside rows in the cloche beds. The heads will
be valuable as a successional crop to those grown
in the hot-beds. After this operation the winter
quarters of the September-grown Cauliflowers will

be at liberty. Three banrowloads of black soil

may be placed in each frame for sowing a crop
of Turnip in a similar manner to the batch in-

serted in the hot-beds or for transplanting Cos
and Cabbage Lettuces raised from seed sown in
cold frames early in January.

M elons.— Successive sowings of Melons
should be made every week until the sesond week
of April, in order to have plenty of young and
vigorous plants. Where such sowings are made
on hot-beds, it is advisable to make a fresh bed
every week, and transfer all seeds and seed-
lings on the last bed as the manure is fermenting.
The old bed will be again available after the
materials have been turned over and two or three
barrowloads of fresh manure added to it.

Nursery Beds.— Make up a small bed to

accommodate one frame for sowing the first

batch of Red Celery—Standard Bearer- or

Leicester Red—for a supply from November on-

wards. This sowing should be followed by a

second one in a fortnight to ensure a supply of

sturdy seedlings for pricking off late in May.
Tomatos may also be raised in this frame for

cropping out-of-doors. The seeds of the

Tomatos germinate quickly, therefore prepara-

tion should be made for pricking the seedlings

out as soon as they are large enough to handle.

Fill the frames with good loam instead of black

soil, which would favour a sappy growth.

Seeds of Cauliflower may be sown very thinly

in a cold frame, as the plants will not be

pricked out before they are finally planted.

A sowing of Endive La Parisienne or La
Rouennaise may be made in boxes placed on

the Melon bed. This crop when grown in small

batches is a remunerative one. The rearing of

the seedlings at this time of the year in a tem-

perature of 60° is a rather tedious process,

and should only be undertaken where time

can be spared for the work.

THE APIARY.
By Chxoris.

Purchasing.— At this time of the year much
secondhand bee material is offered for sale._ It

is not wise to purchase hives, etc., unless it is

known for certain that no diseased colonies have>

previously inhabited them. In any case where
secondhand hives are bought it will be prudent
to scorch out the interior with a plumber's 'amp,

wash the whole of the woodwork with a strong

solution of carbolic, and then place the hive >.n

the fresh air for a few days before painting it.

Beekeepers should order their requisites for the
coming season early, so that sections may be
fitted up and frames prepared in readiness for

the honey-flow. In fitting up section crates do
not omit dividers, and those of metal are more
satisfactory than those of wood, because these
latter twist. It is impossible to obtain shapely
sections unless dividers are used. Those who are
not able to plane and saw wood 'true will find it

a decided advantage to purchase hives in th.i flat

and put them together themselves in their spare
time, and to give them at least three coats of

paint before the end of March, so that the smell
• >f the new paint may have passed off before it

is necessary to utilise them for swarms.
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EDITORIAL NOTICE.

ADVEETISEMENT8 should be sent to the
PUBLISHER, 41, Wellington Street,

Covent Garden, W.C.
Editors and Publisher. — Our Correspondent)

would obviate delay in obtaining answers to

their communications, and save us much time and
trouble, if they would kindly observe the notice

printed weekly to the effect that all letters relat-

ing to financial matters and to advertisements
should be addressed to the Publisher; and that

all communications intended for publication, or

referring to the Literary department, and all

plants to be named, should be directed to the

Editors. The two departments. Publishing and
Editorial, are distinct, and much unnecessary de-

lay and confusion arise when letters are mis-

directed.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

MONDAY, MARCH 16—
Surveyors' Inst. Exam.

TUESDAY, MARCH 17—
Broughty Ferry Hort. Assoc, meet.

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 18—
Stevenage and District Hort. Soc. Sh.
Roy. Met. Soc. meet. Lecture by Prof. A. C.

Seward on ". Climate as Tested by Fossil Plants."

THURSDAY, MARCH 19—
Linnean Soc. meet. Roy. Soc. of Arts meet. Paper
by Mrs. Villiers-Stuart on " Indian Water Gardens."

Average Mean Temperature for the ensuing week
deduced from observations during the last Fifty
Years at Greenwich, 11.9°.

Actual Temperatures :

—

London, Wednesday, March 11 (6 p.m.); Max. 47°;
Min. 31°.

Gardeners' Chronicle Ofnr*>. 41. Wellington Street.

Covent Garden, London. Thursday, March 12,

(10 a.m.) ; Bar. 29.3°. Temp. 52°. Weather
—Dull.

Provinces.—Wednesday, March 11. Max. 48°, Cork ;

Min. 38°, Aberdeen.

SALES FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
MONDAY AND WEDNESDAY—

Rose Trees, Rhododendrons, Perennials, Lilies, etc..

at Stevens's Auction Rooms, King Street, Oovent
harden, at 12.30

MONDAY AND FRIDAY—
Hardy Bulbs and Herbaceous Plants, Roses, etc , at
67 and 68, Cheapside, E.G., by Protbeioe and Morris,
at 12.

TUESDAY—
Nursery Stock, at the Royal Gardens, Hampton
Court, by Protheroe and Morris, at 12.

WEDNESDAY—
Herbaceous Plants and Hardy Bulbs, at 12 ; Trade
Sale miscellaneous Bulbs, etc., at 12; Japanese
LUiums, at 2.45 ; Palms and Plants, at 5. at 67 and
68, Cheapside, E.C., by Protheroe and Morris.

Fifth Annual Sale of Nursery Stock at Nineham's
Nursery, Addison Road, Caterham, by Protheroe and
Morris, aJt 12.

THURSDAY—
Roses, at 67 and 68, Cheapside, E.C., by Protheroe
and Morris, at 1.

FRIDAY—
Orchids, at 67 and 68. Cheapside, E.C., by Protheroe
and Morris, at 12.45.

The seeds of the com-
The Life of monalty of plants are
the seed. docile things. Given

but a modicum of atten-

tion and they practise straightway the

magic of their growth. Yet, as we all

know, there are recalcitrants among the

commonwealth of plants—some refusing

to germinate unless they receive special

attention, others maintaining unimpaired
their powers of development even though
they be treated most neglectfully. But
whether difficult or easy in their response

to the cultivators' cozening, all the seeds

of cultivated plants have this in common,
that if not isown soon after they are ripe

their vitality fades by slow degrees, until

after a briefer or longer period of decline

it is lost altogether. In sharp contrast

with this brief temporal hold on life is

the endurance of the seeds of various
weeds. For the seeds of Charlock, of

Foxglove, and certain other wild plants

time, as it were, stands still, and long

years after chance has buried them in the

ground these seeds may spring up again

and minister to the wonder of the obser-

vant and the credulity of the casual

looker on. The seedsman accepts the

annual loss among his seed stores as in-

cidental to his trade. After making the

best provision he may for the storage of

his seed he bows to the inevitable, dis-

cards his stocks of old seed of low ger-

mination capacity, and looks to each re-

curring harvest to make good the loss. He
knows that deterioration goes on more
rapidly if the seed be that of a bad har-

vest, and he is aware of the fact that this

deterioration may be delayed—at the ex-

pense of rapidity of germination—if the

seed be dried by artificial means. To the

man of science it is evident that large

problems lurk behind these phenomena,
and numerous attempts have been made
to discover the causes of deterioration and
of longevity of seeds. Until the other day
these attempts had met with but scant

success ; but now a new worker has ap-

peared in the field, and his discoveries,

announced at the meeting of the Royal
Society on March 8, bid fair to clear up
some of the mystery which attaches to

the problem of the life of the seed.

Mr. Kidd, who has made this important
contribution to our knowledge, has estab-

lished the facts that if seeds be kept

in an atmosphere containing from 20
to 30 per cent, of carbon dioxide their ger-

mination capacity may be held up in-

definitely, and that they are none the

worse for their enforced rest. When re-

moved from the air charged with carbon
dioxide and placed under ordinary con-

ditions the seeds germinate at once. If

this discovery be found to apply generally
to the seeds of horticultural and agricul-

tural plants it will prove of very consider-

able practical value. By Mr. Kidd's
method, which would appear to be of very
simple application on a commercial scale,

the seedsman will be able to arrest the
gradual deterioration of his seeds, and, if

he chooses, hold over stocks from the har-

vests of good years to supplement those of

leaner harvests. The planter will be able

to obtain seeds of Para rubber (Hevea
brasiliensis), which, unlike those which
he is apt now to receive, may be guaran-
teed of high germination capacity.

The traveller who includes in his kit a

small cylinder of liquid carbon dioxide
may succeed better than in the past in

bringing home living seeds of the novel-
ties which he has collected on his

journeys. Indeed, should this simple
method prove generally efficacious we
may before long have seeds on the market
as we have vintage wines guaranteed as

the produce of a great year. To speculate
thus is, howevor, to outrun the warrant
given us by Mr. Kidd's brief abstract of

his work. What is clear is that we
posses in carbon dioxide, properly ap-

plied, a means of arresting the slow loss

of vitality which seeds suffer when ex-

posed to ordinary conditions. No less

interesting is the further discovery that in

one case at all events (Brassica alba)

seeds which have been treated with car-

bon dioxide remain dormant even when
put in conditions of air, moisture, and
temperature which favour germination.
Such seeds require special treatment be-
fore they may be awakened from the
torpor in which they have been plunged.
To induce them to germinate, the seed
coat must be removed, or the intact seeds •

must be dried thoroughly and re-wetted.
This remarkable behaviour of the seeds

of Brassica alba bears directly on the
phenomenon of delayed germination mani-
fested by the seeds of Charlock, Foxglove,
and other wild plants; for it suggests that
this delayed germination is due to a
similar cause, namely, the "sealing" of

the seed coat as a result of exposure to
carbon dioxide. The effect of this treat-
ment appears to be that the seed coat
becomes less penetrable by oxygen, and
so the seed, unquickened by oxygen, re-

mains dormant.
Mr. Kidd has shown by means of an

ingenious experiment that seeds lying in
the ground may be induced to remain
dormant. Thus if a mass of green
vegetable matter be buried deeply in the
earth, and seeds be planted in soil over
it, germination of the seeds is prevented
by the carbon dioxide given off from the
decaying plant remains.
We shall look forward with great in-

terest to the publication of Mr. Kidd's
researches, for we are confident that they
supply a clue to the understanding of
many obscure phenomena presented by the
alternating states of rest and activity

which occur among plants.

Mr. C. W. Richardson,
The Garden working at the John
strawberry. Innes Institute, has

made an interesting and
valuable contribution to our knowledge of
the origin and genetical habits of the
garden Strawberry.* As is almost invari-
ably the case with origins, the origin of

the modern garden Strawberry is obscure.
There is no doubt, however, that the
modern plant arose, as Mr. Richardson
points out, from old forms of garden
Strawberry, and that, in the production
of the latter, Fragaria vesca, F. vesca
semperflorens (the Alpine), and Hautbois
(F. elatior) were involved.

The old form was crossed with other
species—e.g., F. virginiana, introduced
in 1629, and F. chiloensis, which was
brought to England by Philip Miller in
1727* The hybrids from these crosses

were crossed with F. Ananassa (F. grandi-
flora), introduced from an uncertain
source into Holland, and thence to Eng-
land in the eighteenth century.

It is incident to all attempts at the
solution of origins that an element of

mystery should attach to the plant sus-

pected of playing a chief part in that

origin.

This is the case with F. Ananassa,
which is unknown in the wild state, is

said to have come from Surinam, is said

also to be a variety of F. virginiana, and
may after all be a chiloensis cross. What-
ever be its origin, F. Ananassa is un-

doubtedly, according to Mr. Richardson,

'Journal of Genetics, III., February 3. 1914.
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a progenitor of all our best garden varie-

ties.

The author shows that of 1,000 plants

obtained by self-fertilising eight garden

varieties none resembles a vesoa nor an

Alpine, but many show traces of

chiloensis and more of virginiana.

As was to be expected, Mr. Richardson

finds conclusive evidence of segregation

of characters. Thus runner and runner-

less crossed with one another yield

in the first generation runner-pro-

ducing plants, and these self-fertilised

give both types in the second generation

;

white crossed by red gives red in the first

generation, and red and white in simple

Mendelian proportions (3 : 1) in the

second. Similarly the monophylla single-

leaved form behaves as a simple recessive

when crossed with the normal trifoliate

form.
The perpetual form—said to be derived

from the Alpines—is dominant to the

non-perpetual, but it is probable that the

character is not a simple one.

Mr. Richardson has dealt also with

the question of sex inheritance, a matter
of great practical importance to the raiser

of novelties, since the best fruit comes
from plants which have the male and
female organs well developed. The
elucidation of the behaviour of the sex

character in inheritance must of necessity

be a somewhat laborious process. Mr.
Richardson, so far as his experiments
have gone, shows that crosses between pure
female F. virginiana and pure male
chiloensis give males, females and herma-
phrodites in the first generation, whereas
F. virginiana (female) by F. grandiflora

(hermaphrodite) gave females and herma-
phrodites only. We shall look forward
with great interest to the next chapter in

Mr. Richardson's experiments ; for, as

will be evident to anyone who reads this

brief resume, the working out of the de-

tails of the inheritance of the characters

of such a plant as the Strawberry will

result not only in an important gain to

scientific knowledge, but in a smoothing
of the plant-breeder's extraordinarily

difficult path. As the result of that

making smooth of the path the raiser of

new varieties may not produce better

varieties, but he will assuredly produce
them more quickly and at the cost of fewer
failures.

Wright, the superintendent, who has for so

many years carried out the important duties

connected with the practical conduct of the

garden. W. Wilks. Secretary.

National Chrysanthemum Society.—
On the nomination of Sir Albert Rollit,

LL.D., President of the Society, His Excel-

lency, M. Inouye, the Japanese Ambassador in

London, has become a patron and Honorary Fel-

low of the National Chrysanthemum Society.

Royal Meteorological Society.—
A meeting of the Royal Meteorological Society

will be held at the Institution of Civil Engi-

neers, Great George-street, Westminster, on

the 18th inst., at 7.30 p.m., when a lec-

ture on " Climate as Tested by Fossil

Plants " will be delivered by Professor A. C.

Seward, F.R.S., Professor of Botany in the Uni-

versity of Cambridge. The paper will deal with

vegetation in relation to climate : the plasticity

of plants illustrated by their manner of response

to different factors—e.g., temperature, light,

moisture, etc. Cosmopolitan types and plants

with restricted geographical range. The nature

and value of the evidence afforded by fossil

plants with regard to climatic conditions. The
internal structure of fossil plants as an index of

climate; the anatomical features of leaves and

stems of extinct plants. Palaeozoic floras with

Coloured Plate. — The subject of the

Coloured Plate is the new Collerette Dahlia

Skerryvore raised by Messrs. Dobbie. In the

Duffryn trials last season the plants grew about

4 feet high. (See p. 183.)

Development of the R.H.S. Garden at
Wisley.— In pursuance of the policy which they

have for some time past had under consideration.

and with the object of making the garden at

Wisley of more general practical service to the

Science and Art of Horticulture, the Council

on Tuesday last appointed Professor Keeble.

F.R.S., of University College, Reading, to the

office of Director. The duties attaching to the

position will include the general guidance and

supervision of the trials, teaching, and re-

search. In the further development of these

several branches of horticulture the Director

will have the continued assistance of Mr. F.

Chittenden, F.L.S., who will remain in charge

of the Educational Section, and of Mr. S. T.

PROFESSOR KEEBLE, F.R.S. , THE NEW DIRECTOR OF

THE R.H.S. GARDEN, WISLEY.

special reference to the vegetation of the coal

period. The distribution and composition of

Jurassic floras in relation to climatic problems.

Sources of error to be guarded against in at-

tempting to use fossil plants as tests of climate.

Gardeners Royal Benevolent Institu-
tion.— The thirteenth annual social gathering

and concert of the Liverpool Auxiliary of the

Gardeners' Royal Benevolent Institution will take

place on the 14th inst. at the Bear's Paw Hotel.

Liverpool. The Hon. Arthur Stanley, M.P.,

will occupy the chair.

Sir John Wolfe-Barry Studentship in

Economic Entomology.— Mr. J. W. Mr/Nito,

B.Sc, has been appointed to the Sir John
Wolfe-Barry Studentship in Economic Ento-

mology at the Imperial College of Science and

Technology, London. Mr. Mtjnro is the first

Scotsman to hold a degree in Forestry. Although

a graduate of Edinburgh University, Mr.

Munro has been for long intimately connected

with Aberdeen, where, after graduation, he was

appointed assistant lecturer in Forestry at Aber-

deen University. Among other distinctions ob-

tained during his University career he was

medallist in Forest Entomology. He has since

studied under Professor Escherich, of the Royal

Forest Academy of Tharandt, Saxony.

Professor Engler.—A committee has been
appointed in Berlin to make arrangements to

celebrate the seventieth birthday of Professor A.
Engler on March 25 next, by the presentation

to him of his life-size marble bust and in other

ways, as a sign of the appreciation by botanists

of his varied and valued contributions by pub-

lication and otherwise to the advancement of

systematic, geographical, and economic botany.

Gall-forming Eelworms.—According to Mr.

George Massee -in the Kew Bulletin Heterodera

radicicola, Mull., the gall-forming eelworm, is less

known and does the greatest amount of damage
in this country. The egg is large in size com-

pared with the worm, colourless, elliptic-oblong,

about T,i,
T
th of an inch in length. The covering

is very thin and translucent, so that at a certain

stage the minute worm can be distinctly seen in

its interior. Although so thin, the wall is very

tough and resistant to extremes of heat and
cold, chemical substances, etc., and the germ is

with difficulty killed. The worm usually escapes

from the egg in the gall, and is a tiny eel-like

body, quite invisible to the naked eye. The
young worms soon find their way into the soil,

when they at once proceed to attack any rootlets

that may be present. In this country Cucumbers
and Tomatos suffer most severely from the rav-

ages of eel-worms, but other plants are also at-

tacked — Vines, Potatos, Roses, Phloxes, and

Balsams, less frequently fruit trees. There is

no known method by winch the eggs of eelworms
can be killed in the open ground, but the eelworms
themselves can be killed by repeated dressings of

sulphate of potash, 3 cwt. per acre, worked into

the soil, though its efficacy soon passes away.

Gas lime is better, but heating the soil with

steam in Tomato and Cucumber houses is the

most effective proceeding. It has been suggested

that dressing the soil with rape meal destroys

eelworms ; the eggs, however, resist the treat-

ment. Potassium permanganate, solution, 1 in

200, kills eelworms if the soil Vs saturated at

intervals of ten days, and does not injure grow-

ing plants; in this case, also, the eggs are un-

affected. Carbon disulphide injected into the

soil will kill any active eelworms present.

Amateurism in the Public Parks.—We
have pleasure in noting that the Bermondsey
Borough Council has decided in future to make
the superintendent of the public parks and open

spaces directly responsible to the Council. The
wisdom of conferring full responsibility on the

men who possess the technical knowledge and

training required in the management of the

neople's parks is becoming recognised ; but there

are still many boroughs where the chief respon-

sibility is vested in surveyors or other amateur

agents who would be glad to get rid of posts for

which they have no special qualification. It is

to be hoped that the example of Bermondsey will

be followed in other towns.

New Plant House for Edinburgh
Botanic Gardens- In t lie estimates which

have been presented to Parliament for the en-

suing financial year, the sum of £3.000 is allo-

cated to be expended on a new plant house for

the Royal Botanic Gardens, Edinburgh.

- [Congress on Fungous Diseases of

Plants.— The International Phytopathological

Conference summoned by the French Govern-

ment in conjunction with the Italian Govern-

ment to meet at the International Institute of

.Agriculture, was inaugurated by his Majesty the

King of Italy on February 24 last, and was

brought to a conclusion on the 5th inst., in the

presence of the fifty delegates who represented

the 35 States who took part in the Conform.

The final draft of the text of the proposed

International Convention was discussed at the

morning session, and was read for the last time

in the afternoon. Adhering States pledge them-

selves in the first place to take whatever legis-

lative and administrative measures are necessary
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to prevent the distribution of all diseases of

plants in their own countries, but specially to

organise an effective service of supervision over

nurseries, gardens, glasshouses, and other es-

tablishments which carry on a trade in living

plants. The proposed Convention, however, ex-

cludes vines, grain, seeds, tubers, edible bulbs,

rhizomes and roots, as well as fruit, fresh vege-

tables, field roots, and general agricultural pro-

duce. The measures which adhering States

would pledge themselves to take include (a) the

erection of one or more institutes for scientific

studies and research ;
(b) the organisation of an

effective service of supervision over nurseries,

including the packing and despatch of plants

;

(c) the issue of phytopathological certificates.

They would bind themselves only to admit

plants accompanied by phytopathological cer-

tificates issued by or from a competent official

authority, except ' in the case of plants which
are imported for scientific research at an in-

stitute authorised by the Government. These

certificates must be in conformity with a model
given in the Appendix to the proposed Conven-

tion. They include a declaration by the con-

signor that the plants come from a nursery sub-

ject to phytopathological inspection, a certifi-

cate in accordance with the Phylloxera Conven-

tion of Berne, and a certificate from the official

phytopathological service that the plants are in

a satisfactory state of health, and are free from
any of the diseases, or enemies of plants,

scheduled by the Government of the country to

which they are being sent. The compilation of

this list is left to each importing country, but

it was decided that this list must be as short as

possible, and confined to those diseases which
are epidemic in character, and destructive or at

least injurious in their action, as well as being

easy of propagation. Common diseases which
are widely distributed are excluded. Adhering
States would recognise the International Agri-

cultural Institute of Berne as the official head-

quarters for all questions dealt with by the Con-

vention. The Institute would collect all infor-

mation of an administrative, scientific, and prac-

tical character concerning the diseases of plants

submitted to the adhering States, and would
issue a monthly bulletin giving the results. The
Conference was particularly concerned to inter-

fere as little as possible with trade, and to har-

monise the interests of plant hygiene with those

of commerce. A special article prohibits ad-

hering States from giving better terms to those

outside the Convention than is accorded to those

inside it.

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
{The Editon do not hold themselves responsible for

the opinions expressed by correspondents.)

Roses at Christmas (see p. 141). — As
the E.M.S. Phenological Committee is re-

ceiving notes on this subject from all parts,

there is an additional interest in the article

from such an authority as White Rose (see p.

141). If you are willing to receive lists and
someone would then tabulate results it might be
of some value. Of the forty-seven varieties

flowering in this exposed garden in Decem-
ber thirty-three were still " out " in Christ-

mas week, some being fit to pick. More sur-

prising was the number that survived the

January frosts, a very few, again, being present-

able enough to pick in February, and two or

three were worn as "buttonholes" (Hugh Dick-
son and A. K. Williams). Even now, March 1,

a few are lingering ; last year one (Petit Con-
stant) did so for the first time. Those out at
Christmas were as follows (J., F. and M. stand
for such as lingered into January, February and
March) :—A seedling Polyantha, Homer (J., F.

,

M.), China pink (J., F.), China dark red (J.,

F.), China Mme. J. Perrian (J., F.), President
Roosevelt, Dupuy Jamain (J., F., M.), Aschen-
brodel (J.), Comtesse du Cayla (J., F.), Long-

worth Rambler (J.), Bennett's Seedling, Marie
Pavie (J., F.), Gloire de Dijon (J., F.), Minne-

haha (J., F., M.), American Pillar (J., F., M.),

Jessie (J., F., M.), Comtesse de Rambaud, A. K.
Williams (J., F.), Viscountess Folkestone (J.,

F.), Ma Capucine, Aimee Vibert, La France

(J., F., M.), Mme. A. Ohatenay (J.), Mrs. Shar-
man Crawford, Irish Glory (J.), Petit Constant
(J., F.), Gustave Regis (J.), Kaiserin Augusta
Victoria (J., F.), Gruss an Teplitz (J.), General
Jacqueminot (J., F.), Bouquet d'Or (J.), Lady
Ashdown (J.), Caroline Testout, Mme. Ravary
(J.), Isabella Sprunt (J.), Francois Foucard (J.)

and Hugh Dickson (J., F., M.). Totals.—Christ-
mas week, 36 ; January, 29 ; February, 18

;

March 7. /. Edmund Clark, Purley, Surrey.

Tax for Trees (see p. 173).—Hedgerow trees

are a great hindrance to successful farming

and gardening in this country. No one will

assert that crops in general, particularly Corn

and Potatos, give anything approaching an

average yield when grown under trees. It is

easy to see how far the roots extend into a

field by observing the short straw of Corn and

dwarf haulm of Potatos. The value of the trees

as wind breaks cannot be very much on account

of their great distance apart; but it must be

admitted that the trees form one of the great

features in the landscape of our islands. C.

Robinson, St. Hilary Gardens, Cowbridge.

A New Source of Oak Timber.— A
story not easy of credence has recently appeared

in the Press of a wonderful discovery of old Oak
trunks "in the bed of the River Moksha, a
tributary of the Oka, which in turn join6 its

waters to those of the mighty Volga at Nishned-

Novgorod." This discovery is said to have been

made by a Russian military officer who
" noticed that the bed of the stream for

long distances was paved with immense
logs of Oak. Further investigations proved

that this condition obtained for a dis-

tance of 500 miles, and upon one of the logs

being brought to land and cut into planks the

wood was found to be very sound, and naturally

of a very dark colour, approaching that of Bog
Oak." The sensational character of the discovery

of the trunks and how they are brought to land

will be best given in the words of the news-

paper account referred to, which states before

the Russian officer " made his great discovery

he was aware that the peasants living on the

course of the Moksha had for generations been
using beautiful Black Oak timber for all sorts of

domestic purposes, such as building their dwell-

ings, making furniture, and even constructing

outhouses and pig-styes. Inquiries as to the

origin of thi6 material elicited the surprising

answer from the peasants that they ' got it out
of the Tiver.' The method of obtaining it was
very simple—namely, a loop of chain or rope
was dra.gged along the bottom, and invariably

it immediately caught a log and brought it to

the surface." Some of the logs are said to be
of enormous size, measuring 60 feet in length

to the first branches and 5 feet in diameter.
Another peculiar point is that the logs are said

not to lie in a single layer. " At points where
those on the top have been removed the stream
has washed away the sand, disclosing yet other
layers below. This circumstance led to further
investigation, and it has been ascertained

that in places the logs lie at least ten

deep in long stretches of the river." The
article then proceeds to explain the " origin of
this remarkable accumulation of valuable

timber" as follows :—The River Moksha
meanders through a level open plain from five

to seven miles in width. This plain is composed
of sandy alluvial soil, and the river banks are
consequently very friable and easily worn away
by the heavy floods, especially when the ice is

breaking up in the spring. In consequence the
river is constantly changing its bed as the loose

soil of its banks wears away. At some remote
period the whole plain was covered with a dense
growth of magnificent Oaks, and as the river
cut away the soil these fell into the stream and,
becoming water-logged, sank to the bottom and
remained there. The remains of the ancient
beds of the river are found everywhere over the
plain, some dry, the more recent filled with
water in the form of long, narrow lakes. The
bottom of these lakes, like that of the river

itself, is also filled with Oak logs. It is impos-
sible to estimate the total quantity of timber,
but careful calculations go to show that it must
run into many millions. In the present bed of
the Moksha, without taking into account what
lies in the lakes and the old dry water-courses,
there is sufficient to yield at least 20,000 logs
annually for fifty years or more, and the stream
is constantly exposing fresh deposits. The
object of bringing all this to Jight is to establish
a trade in timber of a character similar to Bog
Oak, chiefly for cabinet work. John R.
Jackson.

Rucksack.— I have read Dr. Stapf's valuable
contribution to the philology of the word " ruck-
sack " with much interest, and I quite admit the
force of his arguments in favour of one of the
possible solutions of the problem which I had
rejected. It is, of course, not easy to attain to
finality in the face of conflicting evidence, es-
pecially when, as in this instance, the evidence is

so largely a matter of authority. Indeed Dr.
Stapf, had he been so minded, might have
quoted Murray's Dictionary against the weight
of Muret-Sanders' views as cited by me. Further-
more the word " Riichenbeutel," which I have
heard used in Northern Germany, might be also
adduced as supporting the derivation of rucksack
from the dialect word "ruck" (back). Never-
theless, apart from the conflicting evidence of the
lexicons, as well as of persons who are inti-

mately acquainted with patois and the dialects of

Alpine villages, it still seems to me that there
are good reasons for adhering to the view that
it is the other ruck (jerk, pull) which has con-

tributed the first syllable to the word under
discussion. It expresses in so accurate and pic-

turesque a fashion the peculiar little ways of the
load carried on a rough mountainside, whilst
ruck (back) appears so unnecessary, and if I may
say it, so dull a description that I find it hard
to believe that the latter word represents the
original significance, whatever meaning be read
into it at the present day. It may be remem-
bered that our own word knapsack refers to the

victuals carried, and not to the position in which
they are borne. Is it possible that to the notion

that a rucksack is a " back-sack," a habit (which
to me seems to be growing more common in the

Alps) of dropping out the ruck altogether may
be due ? But however these things may be, it

appears that neither meaning is unapplicable,

though perhaps we may never discover evidence

of a kind to settle once and for all which is really

the primitive one. J. B. Farmer.

Unstamped Letters.—You would be doing
nurserymen and seedsmen a great favour if you
would draw your readers' attention to the fact

that when writing for a catalogue they should
either use a postcard or stamp their letters with a

penny stamp. Every post I receive applications

for catalogues on which I have to pay Id. extra
through the applicant writing in the form of a
letter and placing in an open envelope bearing
only a ^d. stamp. In my own little way this is

probably costing me 3s. to 4s. per day, and no
doubt similar expense is borne by the trade
generally. H. N. Ellison.

Cure for Mildew on Roses.—For many
years past Rose mildew has caused much trouble
and disappointment in these gardens, more
especially during the early autumn, when one
expects a wealth of fragrant flowers. We have
tried almost every specific which has been ad-

vertised, but not until the past year have we
been successful. I was induced to try a pre-

paration called serum, and this gave splendid
results. Certain varieties which are very liable U>

attacks of mildew were, when very badly affected

in early autumn, given two applications of this

specific, and not a particle of mildew could be
found afterwards. The foliage became healthy
and the plant produced an abundance of flowers

until quite late in the year. One very important
point in its favour is that no deposit is seen
afterwards on the flowers or foliage. I have used
the specific on other plants with the same good
results. Edwin Beckett, Aldenham House Gar-
dens, Elstree.

Soil for Carnations.—That the soil is not
suitable for perpetual-flowering Carnations is the
common excuse of the gardener who fails. Yet
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I do not believe that there is any soil which
could not be made suitable for this flower.

Some years ago I was associated with a
nursery in Holland, and we found that by burn-
ing the soil and using a good proportion of mud
from the canals we could grow Carnations to

perfection, yet previously it was considered
almost impossible to cultivate the plant success-

fully in that country. But there is practically

no definite rule to guide the gardener ; he can
simply get ideas from others, and must discover
the details for himself. However, the following
are a few points upon which most Carnation
growers agree. Lime is essential. With very
heavy soil it is best added as unslaked lime,
with medium soil as old mortar rubble and
with light soil in the form of pulverised chalk. It

is safe to say that wood ashes or aches from
burnt garden refuse are beneficial to all soils.

If the soil has a natural free drainage sand
should not be added for the final potting, be-

cause the lighter the soil the quicker and weaker
the growth—that is why firm potting is almost
universally practised. The quantity of manure used
should be influenced by the richness and texture
of the loam, but, as is generally known, cow
manure is best for light soil and horse manure
for heavy soils. This should not be so old that
it almost powders, but sufficiently old so that it

can be chopped up with a spade. The same rule

would apply to the loam. We believe that when
this has been stacked over nine months it is of

little value for Carnations, and the bulk of ours
is only stacked six months. Peat is a thing Car-
nations abhor : the very nature of the plant
proves this. The same applies to leaf-mould,
and beyond mixing a little with the soil for the
first and second pottings in the case of heavy
loams it should not be used. The only artifi-

cial manure which should be added to the soil

should be given in organic form, for chemical
manures are too available, simply enriching the
soil when sufficient food is to be had. We favour
surface feeding when the plant is well estab-

lished. This particularly applies to the use of
bnne meal, except instead of being too available
when buried and the air is excluded the reverse
takes place, and in a good organic food the
phosphates are given in the form of finely-ground
bone. Ground oyster shells are a luxury which
do not enter into commercial horticulture, but
they are very useful. We always use sea sand
for mixing with our soil. M. C Allwood.

Butchers Broom.- The fruiting of this

native plant is not so infrequent as Sir Daniel
Morris supposes. In the neighbourhood of the
New Forest and in the hedges near Hayling
Island its bright berries are very conspicuous.
Lest month I gathered a number of them near tne
Guards' cemetery at Bayonne. It surprises
some people to be told that this queer shrub
belongs to the Lily order. Herbert Maxwell,
Monreitk.

Cyaniding to Destroy Mealy Bug. —
My recent experience in cyaniding to destroy
mealy bug in glasshouses may prove interesting
to your readers. Early in January I used potas-
sium cyanide, 5 oz. per 1,T)00 cubic feet, in a
large conservatory, but the effect on the bug was
very slight. I wrapped the cyanide in tissue

paper and dropped it into the jar of dilute acid,

but found next morning that only part of the
cyanide had dissolved. On February 3 I used
sodium cyanide. 2 ozs. per 1,000 cubic feet, drop-
ping the cyanide into trays of acid without any
tissue paper, and left the house closed all night.

After this dose I could not find any bugs alive.

On this occasion I left in the conservatory as

an experiment one each of the following plants,

some of which were infested with mealy bug :

—

Asparagus Sprengeri, A. plumosus. Coelosrvne
cristata. Cypripedium insigne, Cyclamen, Cine-
raria, Primula obconica, Dracaena, Richardia
(Arum Lily), Azalea, Aspidistra, Show Pelar-
gonium, Dendrobium nobile, seven Palms, six

Adiantums, and six other Ferns. None of

the plants appeared to be damaged, except
the Coelogyne, Show Pelargonium and Asparagus
Sprengeri, which were slightlv scorched. In
order to destroy any bugs which might have
hatched subsequently I fumigated again on
February 13, using the same dose of sodium
cyanide. On this occasion I fumigated in the
morning, and only left the house closed for an

hour. Seeing that so little damage had been
done by the second fumigation, 1 decided this
time to leave the conservatory practically full of
plants ; but the results were disastrous. All the
Loelogynes, Cypripediums, Dendrobiums, Primu-
las, Cyclamen, Palms and Asparagus were badly
injured, and some of the plants of Adiantum and
Nephrolepis scorched slightly. A strange feature
is that in nearly every case the old foliage is

damaged, and the young growths are unharmed.
This applies particularly to Adiantums, Aspara-
gus, Cypripediums and Cyclamen. Several
of the Orchids were in bloom, also the Cycla-
men and Primulas, but, with the exception of

the last-named, the flowers were not damaged in
any way. The plants had been left unwatered
for two days before fumigating, and the con-
servatory was as dry as the presence of a large
rainwater tank under the stage would allow.

Notwithstanding all this damage to plants
the bug was not entirely destroyed. I

found a live insect on a Streptosolen five

days after the fumigating. Is it possible

to use too strong a dose so far as the
effect on bug, etc., is concerned? I know that
when poisoning a dog with prussic acid an ex-

cessive dose will cause sickness and the dog will

recover. Perhaps some of your correspondents
can throw light on this point, and also explain
why old foliage should be damaged and young
growths escape. One small Adiantum with
young fronds has been fumigated twice and is

still quite healthy, whereas similar Ferns only
once fumigated are scorched. Since writing tho
above I have noticed to-day that some brown
scale is still alive. Ben Walmsley, Baddesley
Grange, Northam, N. Devon.

Celery Disease. -Referring to Mr. W. H.
Yates's observation on p. 175 as to Celery being
badly injured by the leaf-mining insect last

season, it will be interesting to know if this was
general, and the cause of it. My experience was,
that up to the beginning of September the larvae

of Acidia heraclei was scarce!}' observable, but
afterwards they became more troublesome than
I have ever known them, and on the last day of

that month we hand-picked about a bushel of

infected leaves from 30) plants. According to

Leaflet No. 35, issued by the Board of Agri-

culture and Fisheries, the fly attacks Thistles,

Cnicus arvensis. This weed here last season,

owing to pressure of woik, became very abun-
dant, it was late before it was cut, and it is

possible that the late attack of the larvae of the

Celery fly came from insects which had pupated
on the Thistles. An interesting remark is made
by Mr. Massee on p. 308 of Diseases of Cultivated
Plants. There he states that Cnicus arvensis is

commonly attacked by Puccinia obtegens (Tub.),

and that as infection is readily effected by lash-

ing healthy plants with infested ones it should
be possible in this way to eradicate one of our
worst weeds. Cnicus arvensis is very common in

this country, and there are also a few plants of

C. lanceolatus and C. pratensis. John Edward*.
Cefngarthmyl , Birriew.

Paeony-flowered L.AHLIAS.—In the discus-

sion which followed the reading of my paper at

the National Dahlia Society's Conference (see

p. 164), I notice that Mr. J. B. Riding said he
was rather surprised I did not say more about
the Paeony-flowered varieties. I feel that in

justice to one of the finest of all the sections of

Dahlias. I ought to give some explanation of

the omission which he points out, and which
might be construed on my part as a lack of ap-

preciation of that very type which was respon-

sible for my conversion from indifference to en-

thusiasm for the whole tribe ! When putting

my observations on paper, I rather endeavoured

to keep them off the lines of the usual critique

on a collection of Dahlias, as so much has been
written by able pens on all the well-known
varieties, and hence it was that I passed them
over with rather a cursory reference, to deal

more fully with those that are at present new,

or little known to the general public. As a matter

of fact, the Paeonies and Decoratives (with the

exception of a few beds of Singles) were as-

signed to a garden to themselves, and gave the

most splendid and impressive display of any.

and even those who found their favourites among
other sections were none the less astonished at

the first sight of this garden full of huge
blooms. Iteginald Cory.

Forestry Statistics.— 1 am desired by
the Council of the Royal English Arboricultural
Society to ask for the assistance of your readers
in the collection of forestry statistics. The
Council feels that properly prepared statistics

should prove of the utmost value, and they
propose to collect data under three heads :—(1)

The volume of timber that can be produced by
various kinds of trees under different conditions
of soil and treatment. This inquiry will involve
the establishment and periodical measurement,
on a set plan, of sample plots. (2) Volume
tables which will show the average volume of

trees of given heights and diameters. This in-

quiry will involve the measurement of felled

trees on a set plan. (3) The financial return
from woodlands, i.e., figures showing the ex-

penditure on, and income from, the woods on
estates. This will involve the analysis of estate

accounts on a set plan. The Council recognises
that it will be possible for very few persons to
supply information on all three heads, but they
desire me to express the hope that some of your
readers will, if possible, help with one or more.
Edward Davidson, Secretary, Boyal English
Arboricultural Society.

Journeyman Gardeners' Wages.— The
writer of the review on Mrs. Martineau's
book, The Herbaceous Garden (see p. 160,

March 7), calls attention to the authoress' views
upon gardeners and their wages. Mrs. Mar-
tineau is a practical horticulturist herself, and
is naturally sympathetic ; it is always to those
who have made a personal study of gardening
that the gardener must look for encouragement
and help. The casual observer is in the habit

of remarking, " What delightful work garden-

ing must be !
" Certainly, it is delightful when

carried on under pleasant conditions, but it is

only fair that those engaged in it should receive

adequate remuneration for their services. Many
owners spend large sums on the equipment of

their gardens, and then seek to keep them up
by employing men at a low wage. I know of

an instance in which the journeymen in a garden
struck because the labourers employed in some
landscape work, though their hours were shorter

than those of the gardeners, were receiving

higher wages. Surely a skilled gardener, who is

supposed to use his brains as well as his hands,

should receive at least as much as an unskilled

labourer. Roamer.

Contented Journeyman, tells us that we
must not forget that gardens are hobbies, and
not profit-making concerns ; but several years ago

I was employed in a garden—the owner of which
was certainly not dependent upon it for his

living—where three-quarters of the produce was
grown for sale. The utmost pains were taken to

grow such produce as would command the best

prices, and quantities of fruit, vegetables, and
flowers were sold in local shops and in Covent

Garden market. I fail to see how such gardens

can be described as "hobbies." Discontented.

C. H. states on page 62 that it is not

only journeymen who are paid low wages, and

that they are sometimes paid more than respon-

sible gardeners I admit that some ignorant gar-

deners get higher wages than experienced

men. I have myself met some ignorant

men in the position of head gardeners, and I

should think it is quite time that C. H. tried to

get something better. With the experience which

he has got he ought to be earning 35s. per week,

with cottage ; he could then allow some of the

ignorant to apply for his situation. H. H.

——I cannot agree with the statement of some

of your correspondents that there is an upward
tendency in gardeners' wages, but any increase

there may have been is certainly more than bal-

anced by the rise in the cost of living. Some weeks

ago I noticed an advertisement for a head gar-

dener for the Royal Botanic Gardens. Regent's

Park, " salary £120 and house." An applicant

for such a situation must possess the highest

qualifications, and keep up a certain amount of

appearance; yet the wage offered is probably not
much more than that of an omnibus conductor!

J. Harrison.
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SOCIETIES,
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.

March 10.—The meeting held on Tuesday last

in the Vincent Square Hall was remarkably suc-
cessful. The building was filled to its utmost
capacity with exhibits, and both the annexes
were requisitioned to accommodate groups. The
great demand for space was largely due to the
special bulb competitions, on wnich a deputa-

tion of the Dutch Bulb Growers' Association

adjudicated. The Narcissus Committee met for

the first time this season, and this also had its

effect on the show, for several growers staged
large collections. Two new varieties of Narcis-
sus received Awards of Merit from this Com-
mittee.

The Floral Committee recommended an Award
of Merit to a hybrid Rhododendron, and
awarded twenty-seven medals to collections, in-

cluding the Gold Medal for an exhibit of Alpines.
The Orchid Committee granted one First-class

Certificate and two Awards of Merit to novel-
ties.

The only exhibit before the Fruit and Vege-
table Committee was a collection of vegetables
staged by Messrs. Sutton and Sons. At the
three o'clock meeting of Fellows an address on
"Adaptive Degradations: The Cause of Many
Cases of Evolution Among Plants," was de-

livered by Rev. Prof. Geo. Henslow.

Floral Committee.
Present : H. B. May, Esq. (in the chair),

Messrs. C. T. Druery, G. Reuthe, W. J. Bean,
W. Cuthbertson, John Green, C. E. Shea, F.
Page Roberts, Chas. E. Peairson, E. J. Jenkins,
W. P. Thomson, Arthur Turner, H. J. Jones,
C. Dixon, John Dickson, W. H. Page, C. Blick,
Wm. Howe, J. F. McLeod, Thos. Stevenson,
A. A. Dorrien Smith, W. A. Bilney, ' C. R.
Fielder, J. W. Barr, F. W. Harvey, J as. Hud-
son, R. C. Reginald Nevill, and R. Hooper
Pearson.

Messrs. J. Carter and Co., Raynes Park,
made- one of their delightful spring gardens
which have become an established feature of the
spring shows. The simple, yet dignified, con-
ception of cool, green lawn with borders of
flowering plants and low buttressed wall with
wrought-iron gates of exquisite design and work-
manship, was a charming effort. The centre
stand supporting the cinerary urn described
last week attracted the interest of numerous
visitors. On adjoining tables Messrs. Carter ex-
hibited an immense collection of superb Hya-
cinths in pans, the chief varieties being Schotel,
Moreno, Lord Derby, King Menelik, Lord Bal-
four, and Queen of the Pinks. (Silver-gilt
Flora Medal.)

Col. the Hon. Mark Lockwood, M.P.,
C.V.O., Bishop's Hall, Romford (gr. Mr. G.
Cradduck), staged some 200 Hyacinths in 6-inch
flower-pots, instancing first-class cultivation.
Adjoining this meritorious exhibit was a col-

lection of "miniature" Hyacinths in 3-inch
pots. (Silver Flora Medal.)

Messrs. Sutton and Sons, Reading, arranged
charming colour schemes of pot Hyacinths.
Such combinations as cream and pale blue, pink
and white, yellow and dark blue, pale blue and
pink, rich red and apricot, and shades of
mauve. (Silver-gilt Flora Medal.)

Messrs. Dobbie and Co., Edinburgh, exhibited
in colour blocks wonderfully fine Crocuses
of good size. Of the many excellent varieties,
Caroline Chisholm (white), Pollux (purple),
Mammoth Blue and Mammoth Yellow are merely
a few of the great number shown. (Silver
Flora Medal.)

Messrs. J. Piper av;d Son, Bishop's Road,
Bayswater, girew upwards of 900 Hyacinths in
anticipation of the bulb show, and as sufficient

floor space could not be allotted to them, dis-

played great ingenuity in planting the bulbs on
a framework against the wall under the gallery,

where the large collection attracted much atten-

tion, but it may be hoped that it will not again
be necessary to adopt the method of exhibiting.
(Silver Flora Medal.)
Mr. A. Dawkins, King's Road, Chelsea, con-

tributed a collection of forced Darwin Tulips.
Messrs. H. J. Jones, Ltd., Hither Green,

Lewisham, showed bunches of zonal-leaved Pelar-
goniums, the varieties including two novelties

—

John Beckford, a large, purplish-coloured flower
blotched with scarlet, and Mrs. F. W. Parsons,
of the shade known as cherry-red.

Messrs. H. Cannell and Sons, Swanley, were
awarded a Bronze Banksian Medal for bunches
of zonal-leaved Pelargoniums.

Messrs. James Veitch ahd Sons, Ltd., King's
Road, Chelsea, staged miscellaneous greenhouse
flowering plants. (Silver Flora Medal.)

Messrs. W. Cutbush and Son, Highgate, were
awarded a Silver Flora Medal for Carnations,
Alpines, and greenhouse flowering plants.

Messrs. H. B. May and Sons, The Nurseries,
Edmonton, showed Pansies, Polyanthuses, varie-

ties of Clematis, and a seedling Richardia
named aloeasaefolia, with broader dwarfer leaves

and more expanded spathes than the type.

(Silver Flora Medal.)
Mr. L. R. Russell, Richmond, Surey, had

many beautiful plants of Clematis, of the large-

Fox, Esq., Penjerrick, Falmouth, were awarded
a Bronze Banksian Medal.
Mr. A. H. Cole, Swanley, put up a small giroup

of Primulas and Cyclamens.
Mr. Geo. Prince, Oxford, again showed Roses,

having similar varieties to those displayed by
him at the last meeting.
Carnations were shown by Mr. H. Burnett,

Guernsey (Silver Flora Medal) ; Mr. C. Engel-
mann (Silver Flora Medal) ; the Misses S. C.
Price and A. B. Fyfe ; Mr. J. C. Jenner,
Lynwood Nurseries, Rayleigh ; Messrs. All-
wood Bros., Wivelsfield, Haywards Heath;
W. Wells and Co., Ltd., Merstham, Surrey;
and Messrs. Young and Co., Hatherley (Silver

Banksian Medal).

Hardy Flowers.

Sir Everard Hambro, K.C.V.O., Hayes Place,
Hayes, Kent (gr. Mr. J. Grandfield), was

[Photograph by R. A. Malby.

Fig. 85.

—

saxifraga faldonside ; colour of flower golden-yellow.
SHOWN BY SIR EVERARD HAMBRO AT THE R.H.S. MEETING ON THE 10tH INST.

flowered type, and the scarlet Clianthus puni-
oeus, for which a Silver Flora Medal was
awarded

Messrs. J. Peed and Son, West Norwood,
staged a large group of forced shrubs, of such
kinds as Azaleas, Weigela " Conquete," double
flowered Cherries, Rhododendron Pink Pearl

and Prunus triloba with Maples for relief and a

background of Palms. (Silver Flora Medal.)
Messrs. Wills and Segar, florists, South Ken-

sington, contributed a collection of greenhouse
flowering plants for which a Silver Banksian
Medal was awarded.

Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., Bush Hill, En-
field, were awarded a Silver Banksian Medal for

Carnations and a pretty group of Acacia armata
arranged with Daphne Mezereum and White
Ericas.

Messrs. R. Gill and Sons, Falmouth, were
awarded a Silver Banksian Medal for Rhodo-
dendrons and Violets.

Trusses of Rhododendrons shown by Robert

awarded a Gold Medal for Alpines. This mag-
nificent exhibit was arranged on a wide table

next to the wall, the background being of

Azaleas, Deutzias, Andromeda floribunda, and
dwarf Conifers, with Tulips and the tall-growing
Primula cashmeriana as foils at intervals. Most
of the Alpines were growing in large pans, and
were principallv fine forms of encrusted Saxi-

fragas and species of Primulas. The gem of the
collection was a fine clump of the beautiful

golden Saxifraga Faldonside (see fig. 86), the

finest variety in its section. There were very
large pans of S. Burseriana, S. B. Gloria, S.

scardiea obtusa, S. apiculata, S. Paulinae, a fine

yellow Saxifrage but not so imposing as Faldon-
side ; S. marginata, and, in smaller receptacles,

S. Boydii, S. Burseriana crenata, with crimped
or wavy margin to the white petals ; and many
others. Of the Primulas we noticed the beauti-

ful J. H. Wilson variety with lavender-violet

coloured flowers ; P. frondosa, P. spectabilis, the

rosy-coloured petals being very deeply cut ; P.
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Winteri (magnificent specimens), P. viscosa, P.
megaseaefolia, bearing large umbels of soft lilac-

coloured flowers, and P. rosea. There were also

beautiful specimens of Soldanella alpina, Sedum
dasyphyllum, the pretty glaucous stems and
leaves being tinged with rose, and a host of other
interesting subjects, every plant being an object-

lesson in good culture.

Messrs. T. S. Ware, Ltd., Feltham, arranged
a large rockery exhibit in the corner by the east
annexe, for which a Silver Flora Medal was
awarded. At the back was a row of Conifers,
and against these the yellow Dendromicum
rigidum showed up well, the plants being finely

flowered. A border of Christmas Roses and
Primroses next to these led on to the stone work,
in which were growing large patches of Viola
gracilis, Pulxnonaria rubra, P. azurea. Anemone
blanda, and other dwarf-growing flowers.

Messrs. John Waterer, Sons and Crisp,
Twyford, Berkshire, arranged a rockery with
stones of old weathered limestone planted with
rare and choice Alpines. A new Viola, V.
Thuringia, with purplish flowers shaded with
mauve and yellow eye ; Hepatica angulosa,
Ophrys aranifera, the Spider Orchid ; Primula
marginata, with petals a delicate shade of

lavender ; Iris persica, Viola gracilis, Mazus
reptans, Omphalodes cappadocica and Tulipa
Clusiana were all finely flowered. (Silver Bank-
sian Medal.)

Mr. G. Ret/the, Keston, Kent, showed Rhodo-
dendrons, Camellias, and Alpines. A large truss

of Rhododendron argenteum was a conspicuous
feature, and prominence was afforded the new
yellow-flowered R. Keiskii. (Silver Flora Medal.)
Mr. Clarence Elliott, Six Hills Nursery,

Stevenage, planted a rockery with broad sweeps
of Saxifraga apiculata, S. oppositifolia alba,

S. o. splendens, the finest patch of colouring of

all ; S. Boydii alba, S. Elizabethae, Anemone
blanda Ingramii, Muscari azureum and other
Alpines. (Silver Banksian Medal.)

Messrs. Blackmore and Langdon, Twerton,
Hill, Bath, showed a good stra ;n of coloured
Primrose6, and varieties of Violets. (Silver

Banksian Medal.)
A pretty exhibit of hardy flowers was shown

by Messrs. Geo. Jackman and Son, Woking, for

which a Bronze Flora Medal was awarded. The
plants were grouped against a background of
flowering trees, such as Prunus Pissardii, Spiraea
arguta and Almonds. Amygdalus Davidiana alba
has rose-tinted buds, but the flower when ex-
panded is pure white.

Messrs. Bakers, Wolverhampton, made a
feature of Primula denticulate, and its white
variety in an exhibit of Alpines arranged in

boxes.

Messrs. Reamsbottom and Co., Geashill,

Ireland, showed St. Brigid Anemones in a variety

of colours.

Hardy flowers were also shown by Mr. G. W.
Miller, Wisbech ; Mr. Maurice Prichard,
Christehurch, Hampshire ; Mr. H. Hemsley,
Crawley; Messrs. R. Tucker and Sons, Oxford

;

Messrs. Whitelegg and Page, Chislehurst
(Silver Banksian Medal) ; the Misses Hopkins,
Shepperton ; Messrs. R. Wallace and Co., Col-

chester (Silver Banksian Medal) ; T. H. Gaunt,
Farsley, near Leeds ; Burton Hardy Plant
Nursery ; Guildford Hardy Plant Nursery

;

Thomson and Charman, Bushey, Hertfordshire

;

and Messrs. G. and A. Clark, Ltd., Dover.

Award of Merit.

To Rhododendron x Lilianii.—This was the
finest of a beautiful strain of arboreum x Shil-

sonii hybrids. The colour is a brilliant blood-red
shaded with carmine. The carmine in it is

distinct, and brightens and increases as the
flowers age to such an extent that the old trusses

shown appeared at first sight to belong to a

different variety. The handsome trusses consist
of about 18 compactly-arranged flowers, each of
which at its best is 3^ inches in diameter. The
foliage is also bold and h.-fid6ome. whilst in habit
and freedom of flowering this variety is described
as the best of the batch of seedlings from which
only cut trusses were shown. Shown by R. Fox,
Esq., Falmouth.

Cultural Commendation.
This award was made to F. D. Godman, Esq.,

for three fine pans of the beautiful Chilian

Crocus, Tecophilaea cyanocrocus, which was
figured in Gardeners' Chronicle so long ago as
February 17, 1872, p. 219.

Other Novelties.

Rhododendron x Barclayi. — The most inter-

esting of the beautiful Rhododendrons shown by
R. Fox, Esq., was not found in the arboreum
hybrids but in this Sikkim hybrid, derived from
Scarlet Aucklandii crossed with Thomsonii. The
foliage is very distinct and handsome, and the
plants now flowering for the first time have been
watched for many years with the greatest interest

by Rhododendron enthusiasts. The flowers are

larger than those of Lilianii above, deep blood-

red, very telling, both in form and colour, but

very beautiful Laelio-Cattleya Glaucus Weston-
birt variety (L.-C. Rubens x L. purpurata) from
the same cross, for which Sir George Holford.
received a First-class Certificate on August 13,
1912.

Messrs. Jas. Veitch and Sons, Royal Exotic
Nursery, King's Road, Chelsea, were awarded a
Silver Flora Medal for a fine group of Dendro-
bium Wardianum, Lycaste Skinneri, and
Odontoglossums, all finely flowered, the D.
Wardianum having the tall pseudo-bull's well

furnished with blooms. The plants were grown
and flowered at Chelsea from imported pieces.

A grand daTk form of L.-C. Gottiana was also

shown.

Messrs. Charlesworth and Co., Haywards

[Photograph by R. A. Malby.

Fig. 87.

—

narcissus northern queen.
(Se© page 192.)

not held so closely in the truss as in the arboreum
hybrids.

Orchid Committee.

Present : Sir Harry J. Veitch (in the chair),

and Messrs. Jas. O'Brien (Hon. Sec.), Gurney
Wilson, F. M. Ogilvie, R. A. Rolfe, R. G.
Thwaites, F. J. Hanbury, T. Armstrong, A.

McBean, W. Cobb, J. Charlesworth, J. Cypher,
W. H. Hatcher, H. G. Alexander, G. Hunter, A.
Dye, E. H. Davidson, S. W. Flory, C. Cook-
son, W. Bolton, and De B. Crawshay.

Lieut.-Col. Sir Geo. L. Holford, K.C.V.O.,
Westonbirt, Tetbury (gr. Mr. H. G. Alexander),

sent the finest Orchid of the show, and the finest

Sophronitis cross in the brilliantly-coloured

Sophro-Cattleya Wellesleyae, which gained a

First-Class Certificate (see Awards) ; also the

Heath, were awarded a Silver Flora Medal for

an excellent group of hybrid Odontoglossums,
with several very fine white forms of 0.

crispum Odontiodas, Laelio-Cattleyas and
Brasso-Cattleyas. The front of trie group had
compact plants of the graceful white Angraecum
ci/tratum w'th scarlet Sophronitis grandiflora,

Coelogyne sparsa and yellow Oncidium concolor.

Specially noteworthy were a fine plant of the

singular Lycaste gigantea with twelve flowers

;

a good Cypripedium Rothschildianum, Miltonia

Bleuana varieties, and Dendrobium atro-vio-

laceum.

Messrs. Sander and Sons, St. Albans, were
given a Silver Flora Medal for a varied and in-

teresting group, the novelties in which were

(ymbidium amabile (Lowio-Mastersii x insigne

Sanderi), a pretty hybrid with the usual
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characteristics which follow most of the C.
insigne crosses, Brasso-Cattleya Sylvia (B.-C.
Digbyano-Trianae (Sedenii) x C. Trianae), a
pretty white flower, merged into C. Trianae, but
with a fringed lip, and Laelio-Cattleya Dulce (C.

Mendelii x L. anceps Sanderiana) (see Awards).
Some pretty Odontoglossums, good Cymbidium
Gottianum, Cattleya Olaf var. venusta, Masde-
vallia Schroderiana, Cirrhopetalum picturatum
well-flowered Odontoglossums set up with Renan-
thera Imschootiania were also noted.

Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., Bush Hill Park,
and Jarvisbrook, Sussex, were awarded a Silver

Banksian Medal for an effective group of Den-
drobiums. Cypripediums, Odontoglossums, etc.,

with scarlet Sophronitis grandiflora in front. At
one corner stood a fine specimen of the noble
dwarf form of Dendrobium Jamesianum known
as D. Donnesiae, with thirteen large, white
flowers with yellow centres. A very fine Laelio-

Cattleya Myra, a rich red Odontioda Charles-
worthii, some well-flowered Brasso-Cattleyas, and
Odontoglossum Jasper of specially good quality
were included.

Messrs. Armstrong and Brown, Tunbridge
Wells, were awarded a Silver Banksian Medal
for a good group specially rich in hybrid Odonto-
glossums, some between 0. eximium and 0. illus-

trissimum, and some home-raised blotched 0.

crispum being excellent. Among hybrid Dendro-
biums D. Chessingtonense was the best deep
yellow. D. nobile Virginale was well shown

;

Laelio-Cattleya Myra, varying in tints of

yellow and rose, and L.-C. Myrosa (Myra x
luminosa), a fine improvement on L.-C. Myra,
with yellowish sepals and petals tinged and
veined with purple, the violet-purple lip having
a yellow patch on each side. Forms of Miltonia
Hyeana, Odontiodas and Cypripediums, with
a plant of the beautiful little Maxillaria san-

guinia were also noted.

Messrs. J. Cypher and Sons, Cheltenham, se-

cured a Silver Banksian Medal for a well-

arranged group of good Cypripedium Calanthe
Bryan, and William Murray, Lycaste Skinneri
und the best white form ; Brasso-Cattleyas,
iaelio-Cattleyas, Dendrobium Wardianum
album, the pretty Laelio-Cattleya Lady Miller
in several forms, varying in tints of copper-red

;

a finely-flowered Sarcochilus Fitzgeraldii, An-
graecum citratum and Ada aurantiaca were in-

cluded.

Messrs. Flory and Black, Orchid Nursery,
Slough, were awarded a Bronze Banksian Medal
for a small group of remarkably good hybrids,
including the new Laelio-Cattleya Verona (L.

anceps x C. Hardyana) with soft rose-coloured

flowers with orange disc to the lip ; some good
blotched Odontoglossum crispum ; the very dis-

tinct Cattleya Trianae Exquisite, a finely-shaped

flower with broad, purple feather on the petals

—an improvement on the variety Backhouseana
—some new hybrid Cypripediums, and two plants

of the pretty white Disa sagittalis.

Messrs. W. B. Hartland and Co., Cork, were
awarded a Bronze Banksian Medal for a group of

Cypripediums, Cymbidiums and Odontoglossums,
Cypripedium aureum Surprise, and other forms
of C. aureum and C. Euryades were effec-

tively displayed with Cymbidium Lady Colman,
C. insigne. and a hybrid between C. Tracyanum
and C. giganteum.

The Earl of Craven, Combe Abbey, Coventry
(gr. Mr. H. Chandler) sent Laelio-Cattleya Cor-
neliensis (L.^C Haroldiana x C. Schroderae), a

softly-tinted cream-white flower tinged with
yellow, the front of the lip rose-purple.

R. G. Thwaites, Esq., Chessington, Streatham
(gr. Mr. Harmington) showed a very fine

Cattleya Octave Doin ; several of his rich yellow
and maroon Dendrobium Chessingtonense, D.
Austinii, a distinct Cattleya Empress Frederick,
-and two new hybrid Odontoglossums.

Pantia Ralli, Esq., Ashtead Park, Surrey,

showed Odontioda Hemptinneana (Od. eximium
x C. Noezliana), 0. Keighleyensis Ashtead Park
variety, and another deep-red Odontioda named
lllustris, of unknown parentage. Also Miltonia
St. Andre Ashtead Park variety ; Odontoglossum
crispum Mrs. T. Zarifi and 0. c. Ashtead Park
variety.

E. R. Ashton. Esq., Broadlands, Tunbridge
Wells, showed Laelio-Cattleya Marion (L. C.

Clive x L. tenebrosa), a very richly-coloured

flower of medium size, and Cattleya Trianae
Broadlands variety, large and of good shape.

11. S. Goodson, Esq., Fairlawn, Putney (gr.

Mr. G. E. Day) sent Brasso-Laelio-Cattleya Joan
(B. L. Mrs. Gratrix x C. Octave Doin) of a
pleasing yellow colour, and Sophro-Laelio-Cat-
tleya Marathon Goodson's variety.

W. C. Clark, Esq., Boscombe, Bournemouth,
showed Laelio-Cattleya luminosa Clark's variety,
with buff sepals and petals tinged with rose, lip

rose-purple in front.

F. M. Ogtlvie, Esq., The Shrubbery, Oxford
(gr. Mr. Balmforth) showed in fine form
Lycaste Skinneri alba magnifica, Cattleya Em-
press Frederick alba and others.

Messrs. E. H. Davidson and Co., Orchid Dene,
Twyford, showed a selection of handsome
Orchids, including their very fine form of Cat-
tleya Trianae, C. Empress Frederick, the richly-

coloured Sophro-Laelio- Cattleya Elissa, Brasso-

Laelia Helen with unusually large flowers, two
Brasso-Cattleya Digbyano-Mendelii, one being a

grand white form with a small rose-coloured line

on the lip
; the new scarlet Habenaria Roebe-

lenii, Laelio-Cattleya Feronia superba, some
brightly-coloured Odontiodas and Sophronitis.

Messrs. J. and A. MoBean, Cooksbridge,
staged a small group in which the bright-red

Odontiodas were conspicuous, the best being 0.

Lambeauana Ceres, 0. Diana varieties Doris and
Pluto. At the back were hybrid Cymbidiums
and Odontoglossums, and among others noted
were the new Laelio-Cattleya Euripides (Myra
X Goldcrest), a pretty flower of a uniformly
clear yellow colour, and the handsome Cattleya
Trianae F. McBean.

Messrs. Hassall and Co., Southgate, staged
an effective group, at the back of which were
Odontoglossum Thompsonianum, Renanthera
Imschootiana, and a good example of Angrae-
cum sesquipedale, with Odontoglossums. The
white Brasso-Cattleya Menda raised at South-
gate, and other hybrids, were also noted.

Monsieur Mertens, Ghent, showed some
hybrid Odontoglossums and Cattleya Trianae
alba.

AWARDS.
First-class Certificate.

Sophro-Cattleya Wellesleyae Westonbirt var.

(.S. grandiflora x C. labiata) from Lieut.-Col.

Sir Geo. L. Holford. One of the finest of

Sophronitis grandiflora crosses yet shown, and
unique in the brilliant tint of its richly-coloured

flowers. The inflorescence bore three flowers

of fine shape, deep scarlet, with a bright cerise-

red glow varying in tint in different aspects.

The base of the lip is yellow, with red lines.

The cross was first shown by Francis Wellesley,

Esq., and is sometimes called S.-C. Mrs.
Francis Wellesley. It is a charming hybrid, and
extremely rare.

Award of Merit.
Laelio-Cattleya Dulce (C. Mendelii x L.

anceps Sanderiana) from Messrs. Sander and
Sons. Flowers of good size, nearest to C. Men-
delii in size and shape. Inflorescence 1ft. high,

three flowered. Sepals and petals silvery-white,

tinted with lavender colour; front of lip violet-

purple.

Dendrobium Bassattii (Rolfeae X Melanodis-
/•us Salteri), from Mrs. T. B. Haywood, Wood-
hatch, Reigate. A pretty rose-coloured flower

nearest to D. Rolfeae, but larger ; lip white, with

rose-tinted tip and some purple lines at the base.

Narcissus and Tulip Committee.
Present : E. A Bowles, Esq., in the chair, the

Rev. Joseph Jacob, Messrs. W. F. N. Copeland,
Arthur R. Goodwin, A. M. Wilson, Herbert
Smith, Christopher Bourne, Charles T. Digby.
R. W. Wallace, J. T. Bennett-Poe, F. Herbert
Chapman, W. A. Watts, W. W. Fowler, W.
Poupart, Walter T. Ware, G. W. Leak, C. L.

Adams, and Chas. H. Curtis (hon. sec.).

Messrs. Cartwright and Goodwin, Kidder-
minster, staged a comprehensive collection of

the various types, amongst which such bright-

cupped Barrii varieties as Firebrand, Fire

Spaniel, and Southern Star arrested atten-

tion. But the gem of the exhibit was
Northern Queen (see fig. 87, p. 191), a Leedsii

variety with a perianth of Cassandra type and
a small, pale yellow crown—a very chaste and
fascinating flower. Swashbuckler, a bicolor

Incomparabilis, has a nearly white perianth and>
a very large, open cup ; Aquarius, a Leedsii with
a very large perianth and a crimpet crown, which
is delicately tipped with orange ; and Onslaught,.
a bicolor Trumpet, in which the yellow of the
trumpet merges into the white of the perianth,,
are desirable novelties. Amongst the smaller
flowered section, a cross between Golden
Spur and cyclamineus was interesting in that
it showed but little of the Trumpet parent,
age ; the flowers are almost purely of cycla-

mineus form, but twice as large, and with a*

slightlv wider mouth. (Silver-gilt Banksian
Medal!)

Messrs. Barr and Sons, Covent Gairden,.
London, showed many seedling Trumpet varie-
ties under numbers, several of them of such,
merit that they are deserving of names.
Of these, 1,983, rich yellow in colour
and widely expanded cup ; 2,646, a similar,,

but rather larger flower ; 1,068, a very
long trumpet of pale primrose colour and
a lighter perianth ; and 407, rich yellow and of
good substance, are the very best. Of the named!
sorts, Sunrise, a distinct Barrii, perianth white
with a broad primrose-coloured bar along the-

centre of each segment and a fluted fiery-

orange crown ; Sparkler, a Leedsii which has a.

rich yellow perianth and a fiery orange rim.,

to the crown ; and Firedome, a similar flower
differing in the paler colouring and wider crown,
were pleasing. Amongst the small section
N. cyclamineus, minimus and Bulbocodium con-
spicuus were also shown in good condition.
(Silver-gilt Banksian Medal.)
Messrs. James Carter and Co., Raynes Park,

arranged a lai'ge collection of Narcissi and
Tulips growing in bowls of fibre. Of the former
Barbara, Sir Francis Drake and Vanilla were
uncommonly successful, and the bowls of Tulip
Prince of Austria were very gorgeous. (Silver

Flora Medal.)
Messrs. J. R. Pearson and Sons, Lowdham.

Notts, specialised with the Giant Leedsii varie-

ties, and of these Lowdham Beauty and Louise
L. Linton, both of perfect form and widely
expanded crowns ; Capella, with so large a cup
as to give a first impression of being a Trumpet
variety, were uncommonly fine. Florence Pearson,
a Trumpet variety, which may be described as
a greatly-improved Madame de Graaff. will have
a great future. (Silver Flora Medal.)

Messrs. W. T. Ware, Ltd., Inglescombe Nur-
series, Bath, arranged a large number of the
richly-coloured Queen of the West (Trumpet)
•on each side of a few very choice novelties.

White City, a Leedsii, in which the perianth
is large and stout and the crown small, curled

and slightly incurved ; Lolah, a slightly pendu-
lous Trumpet variety with a nearly white peri-

anth and sulphur-yellow trumpet ; and Mace-
bearer, an orange-tipped Inconiparabilis, were-

of great merit. (Silver Flora Medal.)
Mr. C. Bourne, Simpson, Bletchley, had a.

predominance of the chalice-cupped Narcissi in-

his display, and of these Bernardine, a very
round Leedsii bloom : Lady Moore and Cossack,
two bright-rimmed Barrii varieties, were of"

much more than average merit. (Silver Flora
Medal.)
Messrs. R. H. Bath, Ltd., Wisbech, made an

attractive display of Tulips, Crocuses, and a
few Narcissi growing in pans of fibre. In the-

centi* was a vase of Hercules, a new Trumpet
Daffodil of great size and rich yellow colour.

(Silver Banksian Medal.)
Messrs. Herbert Chapman, Ltd., Rotherside

Gardens, Rye, showed novelties and standard
varieties in the annexe. T. G. Sharpe, a slightly

pendulous Trumpet of good substance and palp-

yellow colouring; Scabbard, a bright-eyed Barrii,

which has the attributes of a naturalising

variety ; Albatross, a chaste Leedsii of good form p

Bracken, a twin-flowered Incomparabilis, and
Shrove, an aporoDriately-named Barrii which
has an unusually flat crown, are all very good.

N. triandrus hybrids, N. minicycla were shown
in quantity.

Miss C. Michell, Oakfield. Cricklewood ;-

Messrs. W. B. Hartland and Sons, Ardcairn,
Ballintemple, Co. Cork ; Messrs. Carter Page-

and Co., London Wall, London; Messrs. Barrie
and Brown, King William Street, London
Bridge, London ; and Messrs. Robt. Sydenham,
Ltd., Birmingham, showed Narcissi an<8

Tulips in pans of fibre.
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Awards of Merit.

O/ympia.—An Award of Merit was given to

this well-known large yellow Trumpet Daffodil,

in recognition of its gTeat value for cultivation

in pots.

W. P. Milncr.—A very old Trumpet Daffodil

with pendulous flowers of sulphur-yellow colour-

ing. The flowers are of small size, and are
freely produced ; this variety is of value for
planting in rock gardens, which attribute in-

fluenced the award.

Fruit and Vegetable Committee.

Present : J. Cheal, Esq. (in the chair),

Messrs. John Harrison, W. Bates, F. Perkins,
A. R. Allan, J. G. Weston, Horace J. Wright,
ZP. C. M. Veitch, A. Grubb, A. Bullock, W. E.
Humphreys, G. W. Wythes, F. G. Treseder,
C. G. A. Nix, H. H. Williams, and George
Reynolds.
Messrs. Sutton and Sons, Reading, were

-awarded a Silver Knightian Medal for vege-
tables. This attractive exhibit contained choice
heads of Early White and Snow White Cauli-
flowers ; Early Purple and Early Purple Sprout-
ing Broccoli ; Harbingen and April Cabbages,
Golden Ball Lettuce, Seakale, Mushrooms,
-Cucumbers, and Climbing French Beans.

Competitive Bulb Classes.

Although the entries for this annual show
•wore not S9 numerous as usual, this falling off

was atoned for by the superlative excellence of

many of the exhibits, some of which were as
near to perfection as we ever expect to see. The
object of the show is "to discover the varieties

liest suited for gentle forcing," and as the
varieties shown Were almost identically the
same as at recent exhibitions, there does not
.appear to be any new sorts of greater value for

forcing purposes than what may be termed the
standard varieties.

The Gold Medal of the General Bulb Growers'
Association was awarded to the Duke of

Portland.
Amateurs' Classes.

Eighteen Hyacinths, distinct.—The competi-
tion in this large class must have been very
gratifying to the Council, for it is no light
undertaking to present such a collection in
show condition. 1st, the Duke of Portland,
Welbeck Abbey, Worksop (gr. Mr. J. Gibson),
who had a magnificent collection which was
characterised by splendid stout spikes of large,
closely - disposed flowers rising from broad,
short, healthy foliage. In this exhibit the varie-
ties Koh-i-noor, Hofgarten Kurnet and La Vic-
tcvie, were superb ; 2nd, Lord Hillingdon, Wil-
dernesse, Sevenoaks (gr. Mr. J. Skelton), who
also had an admirable exhibit, in which the
varieties King Menelik, Eleotra and Jacques were
especially fine; 3rd, Colonel the Hon. Mark
Lockwood, Bishop Hall, Romford (gr. Mr. W.
Cradduck).
Twelve Hyacinths, distinct.—The competi-

tion in this class was very good indeed, and
there could not have been many points separat-
ing the leading exhibitors. 1st, the Marquis of
Salisbury, Hatfield (gr. Mr. H. Prime), who
•staged splendid spikes of Correggio, Electra
Schotel, and City of Haarlem; 2nd, R. G. Mom
hison, Esq., The Hollies, Victoria Park, Liver-
pool; 3rd, Miss Nathan, Little Heath House,
Potters Bar (gr. Mr. W. Newton).

Six Hyacinths, distinct.—The exhibits here
were not of equal merit to those in the larger
classes, but an occasional spike was magnificent.
1st, Miss A. Levita, Norton Priory, Chichester
-(gr. Mr. H. Edwards ; 2nd, Mr. L. Thomson,
Ailsa Craig, Formby, Liverpool; 3rd, Lady
Tate. Park Hill, Streatham Common (gr. Mr.
•H. Howe).

Four pans of Hyacinths, 10 roots of one
variety in each.—This was the outstanding
•feature of the show, and it is safe to say that
never before have such examples of cultural
skill with these bulbs been seen. The compe-
tition was so keen that the judges felt constrained
to award equal 1st prizes to the Duke of Port-
land and the Marquis of Salisbury, who both
showed pans of City of Haarlem, La Victoire and
Correggio. The blue variety in the first-named
collection was King of the Blues, whilst the
"Marquis of Salisbury presented the paler.
Schotel : 2nd, Colonel Lockwood, who stag**<l

.splendid plants, but little inferior.

Bulbs in Moss Fibre.

The following classes were for bulbs grown
in vases of moss fibre, and the varieties had to
be selected firom published lists.

Six Single Hyacinths.—There was good com-
petition in this class, where many of the spikes
were of splendid size and form. 1st, Lady
Tate; 2nd, Miss C. Michell, Oakfield, Crickle-
wood.

Six Vases of Tulips.—1st, Lady Tate, who
sent floriferous vases of such varieties as Kaiser-
skroon, Le Reve and Van der Neer.

Six Vases of Narcissi.—All the exhibits were
very graceful and attractive, well illustrating

the value of this method of culture. 1st, Lady
Tate; 2nd, Mrs. Guy Baring.

For Trade Growers.

Messrs. R. and G. Cuthbert, Southgate, were
the only exhibitors in the class for the Gold
Medal of the General Bulb Growers' Association
of Haarlem, and they were awarded the trophy
for a monster display of Hyacinths, which filled

the end of the hall. There were over 60 pans,
each containing 9 plants, as well as a large
number of single pots, and all the flower spikes
were of first-rate quality. Where all were so
good it was a difficult matter to select any for
especial mention; but the pans of Jacques," City
of Haarlem, Lord Derby, Queen of the Blues,
and Lord Balfour, were of exceptional merit.

Odontoglossum Twyford Gem jRossii rubescens
X formosum, shown by Messrs. E. H. Davidson
AND CO.
Dendrobium cybcle album (nobile virginale x

Findleyanum album), shown by Messrs. A. J.
Keeling and Sons.

SILVER CHALLENGE CUP FOR ROCK
GARDENS.

A Silver Challenge Cup has been presented to
the Society by the proprietors of the Daily
Graphic and offered by the Council in open
competition at the Chelsea Show on May 19, 20,

21, 1914, for the best rock garden judged not
from the point of view of size, but for (1)

the natural artistic grouping of the stones
; (2)

evidence of design in construction ; and (3)

suitability to the growth of Alpine plants. The
rarity or otherwise of the plants themselves to

carry but little weight in this competition.
Special judges will be appointed representing as

far as possible an artist, an owner of a rock
garden, and a gentleman accustomed to the
planting of rockwork. The winner will hold
the cup for one year subject to a sufficient in-

surance against loss, and a written guarantee to

return it in good condition ; or failing this, to

refund to the R.H.S. the sum of £55. On re-

turn of the Cup in good condition the holder
will be presented with a small commemorative
Cup. The same exhibitor may only win the

Cup once in three years, but should the winne-r

of the previous year be again considered first,

the Council will bestow a special award.

MANCHESTER AND NORTH OF ENGLAND
ORCHID

February 26.

—

Committee present: Rev. J.

Orombleholme (in the chair), Messrs. J. Bamber.
J. Cypher, A. G. Ellwood, J. Evans, A. Han-
mer. J. Howes, J. Lupton, D. McLeod, C.

Parker, W. Shackleton, A. Warburton, Z. A.
Ward, A. A. McBean, and H. Arthur (secretary).

AWARDS.
First-Class Certificates.

Odontoglossum cxiinium var. " Iduna," shown
by W. B'. Lee, Esq.

Cattleya Trianae "Orchid Dene" var., from
Messrs. E. H. Davidson and Co.

Awards of Merit.

Odontoglossum x Rufus, 0. Distinction, i>.

erispum var. Meteor, Odontioda Breton var.
" nigcr rubra," all from R. Ashworth, Esq.

Odontoglossum Fuscans, Laelio-Cattleya Lucas-
iana and Cyprvpeiium Lord Trevor var. " Pyra-
mus," shown by Wm. Thompson, Esq.

Cypripedivm Thisbe (Mrs. Mostyn x leeamim
Clinkaberryanum), from W. R. Lee, Esq.

Odontoglossum Edith, d'Abrew, shown by R.
Le Dous, Esq.

odontioda Diana " Lccman's" var., shown by
J. Leeman, Esq.

SCOTTISH HORTICULTURAL.
March 3.—The monthly meeting of this Asso-

ciation was held in the Goold Hall, 5, St. An-
drew Square, Edinburgh, on the 3rd inst. Mr.
Fife, one of the vice-presidents, was in the
chair, and there was an attendance of 90 mem-
bers.

A paper, entitled "A Talk About Potatos,"
was read by Mr. Geo. M. Taylor, Edinburgh.
He said that a disease-proof Potato was some-
thing very desirable in the interests of every
grower of this important crop, and he discussed
the possibilities of such a Potato being evolved
by the practical plant breeder. He traced the
evolution of the Potato from the year 1846
to the present time, and endeavoured to show that
careless cultivation in the way of seed selection
was primarily responsible for the frequent at-

tacks of Phytophthora infestans. Careful selec-

tion of tubers for seed, said Mr. Taylor, was a
vital necessity if disease was to be successfully
combated, and rubbish left over after the ware
had been sold for food was useless for planting,
and was a sure method of weakening the
constitution of the plant, rendering it unfit to

ward off the attacks of blight. The problem of
fighting diseases in the Potato was one that re-

quired the attention of the plant pathologist, and
the manuring methods as applied to this crop re-

quired considerable investigation. The scientist

alone could not hope to arrive at a satisfactory
solution without the aid of the practical seed
grower and breeder. Our seed was obtained from
many countries, and the need for new methods
was pressing if the crop was to remain a paying
one in these islands. The Scottish Board of
Agriculture had lately approached a distinguished
scientist to make some experiments in the breed-
ing of Potatos immune from disease. He asked
the Board to declare to practical men what it

required. He, for one, was willing to submit a
race of hybrids to the Board for severe trial, and
he believed they would resist disease. The ap-

plication of Mendelian laws to Potato breeding
was now an accomplished fact, and much pro-

gress had been made on these lines. If im-

munity from disease was proved to be a recessive

character (and everything seemed to indicate that
it was), a disease-proof Potato was a matter of

certainty. The fact remained, however, that
careful seed selection was a necessity if resist-

ance to disease was to remain a permanent
character of the Potato.
The exhibits were :—Clematis indivisa, ex-

hibited by Mr. \Ym. Smale. Blackford Park,
Edinburgh ; Galanthus Elwesii, Helleborus
orientalis vars. purpura«cens major, " Ne Plus
T'ltra " and "Dr. Moore." exhibited by Mr. C.

Comfort, Davidson's Mains.

At the meet inj to be held on April 7. Mr.
Tharles W. B. Wtcicht. Edinburgh and East of

Scotland College of Agriculture, will give a lec-

ture on "Methods of Controlling Disease by
Spraying " (with lantern illustrations).

GARDENING APPOINTMENTS
[Correspondents arc requested to write the names
of persons and places as legibly as
possible. A'o charge is made for these announce-
ments, but if a small contribution is sent, to 6«
placed in our collecting Box for the Gardeners'
Orphan Fund, it it ill he thankfully received, and
an acknowledgment made in these columns.]

Mr. G- Marcham. for the past 2 years and 4 months
Gardener to J. F. SYMONS Jhunh, Esq., Runnymede
House, 01.1 Windsor, Berkshire, as Gardener to
Madame Freeman Princess db Bourbon', Ashleigh.
Virginia Water. Surrey.

Mr- W- H- Jones, formerly for 3£ years Gardener to
^. T. Hereford. Esq.. and for the past 6 months
w 1 1 li Me -s re . The K ixr/s Aorb Nurseries, Ltd. ,

as pardoner to Captain Heygate, E3q., The 'Wells,

Bromyard, Herefordshire.
Mr. W. W. Pennifold. for the past 7 years Fore-

man at Frankh n=. Haywards Heath, Sussex, as
Gardener to A. J. N'ORRIS, Esq., Court House, Ban-
stead, Surrey.
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M ARKE TS.
COVENT GARDEN, March 11.

We cannot accept any responsibility for the subjoined

reports. They are furnished to us regularly every

Wednesday, by the kindness of several of the principal

salesmen, who are responsible for the quotations. It

must be remembered that these quotations do not

represent the prices on any particular day, but only the

general averages for the week preceding the date of our

report. The "prices depend upon the quality of the

samples, the way in which they are packed, the supply

in the market, and the demand, and they may fluctuate,

not only from day to day, but occasionally several times

in one day.—EDS.1

Cut Flowers, &c. : Average Wholesale Priees.

s.d. B.d. s. d. s. d.

Arums(Richardias),
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much as the average quantity for the whole
month. On the one very wet day* (8th inst.) the fall

of rain amounted to rather more than one inch—mak-
ing this the wettest day since Michaelmas Day, 1912,

or for nearly eighteen months. During the past week
nearly eight gallons of rainwater has come through both
the percolation gauges—which are each a yard square
and nearly a yard deep. The sun shone on an average
for nearly two hours a day, which is l£ hours a day
short of the average daily duration for the same period
in March. On Ave days no sunshine at all was re-
corded. The winds were, as a rule, high during the
early part of the week, but light airs have alone
prevailed for the past five days. In the windiest hour
on the 6th inst. the mean velocity amounted to
twenty-six miles—direction W.N.W. We have to go
back to December, 1909, or for over four years, in order
to find any wind as high. The average amount of
moisture in the air at 3 p.m. exceeded a seasonable
quantity for that hour by 6 per cent. E. M., Berk-
hamsted, March 11, 191U.

LAW NOTE.

In the Kings Bench Division, Court IV., on
the 23rd ult., an action was opened in which
the plaintiff was Mr. Archibald Forshaw
Dutton, proprietor of the Nurseries, Iver,
Buckinghamshire, and the defendant Colonel
Frederick Charles Wood Rideout, proprietor
of the Clury Nurseries, Langley. Mr.
Dutton alleged wrongful termination of
an agreement, under which he had been
practical adviser to the defendant at the Clury
Nurseries, and claimed an account and payment
of all sums found to be due to him under such
agreement, damages for wrongful dismissal, or.

in the alternative, that the agreement be de-
clared to be still subsisting, and himself (the
plaintiff) entitled to perform his obligations
thereunder, and that an account, as before
mentioned, be taken, and all sums found to be
due to him under the agreement be paid.
Colonel Rideout denied the wrongful termination
of the agreement, and counterclaimed, alleging
that he had suffered damages by reason of loss

, in the working of his nurseries, caused in whole
or in part by the plaintiff's misconduct and
breach of agreement.
The evidence of the plaintiff was that in

August, irfll, an agreement was made between
himself and defendant under which the plaintiff

was to be employed as practical adviser in con-
nection with the management of the Clury Nur-
series at Langley for a period of seven years and
fifty-two days, subject to the defendant's right
to terminate the agreement should the defendant
sell the nurseries from such date as should be
mutually agreed upon, the plaintiff being «i-
titled to a proportion of the net profits up to
such determination. The remuneration of -the
plaintiff was to be computed as follows:—At the
end of the first year and fifty-two days he was
to have a sum equal to the net profits (if any)
in excess of £300. At the end of the second
and every subsequent year a sum equal to the
net profits (if any) for the year in question in
excess of £350 up to a total o"f £450, after which
sum any excess would be equally divided between
the defendant and the plaintiff ; and should the
defendant, at the consent and on the advice of
the plaintiff, incur further capital expenditure
on account of the nurseries, then the net profit
due to the defendant should be increased by
10 per cent, on this capital expenditure, certain
deductions, particularly referred to, having been
made. The accounts of the business were to be
made out annually, ns on September 30, and
audited by a competent firm of auditors. The
plaintiff entered on his duties at Clury Nur-
series on or about August 10, 1911, and con-
tinued to perform them until June 20, 1913,
when the defendant, by a letter of his solicitors,
Messrs. R. H. Barrett and Son, terminated the
agreement as from the following dav, although
the nurseries had not been sold.

Several salesmen and growers gave evidenes
relating to the stocks of blooms at the Clury
Nurseries. Mr. Curry, a Covent Garden sales-
man, said he had purchased blooms from these
nurseries both before and after August 10, 1911.
Before thi9 date the blooms were very poor, but
had afterwards improved. Later "still, after
June 20, 1913, the quality had. gone back again.
On the question of some beds of Carnations in

which numbers of the blooms had died. Mr.
Oar] Engelmann, of Saffron Walden, stated that

if they had died in patches it was most likely
due to "stem rot," and not, as had been sug-
gested, to the use of improper or too great quan-
tities of manure. The manure used was the
proper kind, and was used by 75 per cent, if
growers.

Mr. Frederick Burnett, who had been em-
ployed at Clury Nurseries from February 20,
1911, to April 25, 1913, stated that Mr. Dutton's
visits had been very regular—he had been to the
nursery twice a week and very often on Sundays.
Between February, 1911, and August, 1911, the
condition of the nursery was wretched. After -

Mr. Dutton came there was a great improve-
ment ; the methods of planting out were placed
on a new basis, and the production of the nur-
series in the way of bloom was much increased.
In the opinion of the witness the cause of the
dying of the Carnations was stem rot, as the
roots were found by him to be alive.

The defence offered was that the plaintiff did
not visit the nurseries regularly once each week ;

that from April 29 to June 30, 1913, the plaintiff
did not once visit the nurseries on a working
day ; that he had endeavoured to induce the
defendant's foreman and stoker to leave and
enter his (the plaintiff's) service. It was also
stated that in a competition for Carnation blooms
at the Perpetual-Flowering Carnation Society's
Show, held in the Royal Botanic Gardens, Re-
gent's Park, on December 5, 1911, the plaintiff
showed in his own name 28 Mikado blooms which
were grown at defendant's nurseries and ob-
tained a first prize for them, and that he had
also obtained various other awards for defen-
dant's blooms. It was further contended that
the accounts taken for the year ending Septem-
ber 30, 1912, and properly audited, showed a
los3 of £400 on the nurseries, and that the next
year a profit of only £8 was made.

The reply of the plaintiff was that during the
period between April 29 and June 13, 1913, he
visited the nurseries on several Sundays, and on
weekdays communicated with the foreman by
telephone and ascertained that a personal visit
was unnecessary. Fro.m April 25 to 28 plain-
tiff was at Ghent, and from May 24 to June 8 ue
was on his holidays, with defendant's full know-
ledge, and without any objection being raised.
A denial was given to the statement that he
had tried to induce the defendant's foreman and
stoker to leave and enter his own service. All
he had said was that if they should be obliged
to leave he would endeavour to find situations
for them. The blooms referred to as having
been shown by plaintiff were sold to him by
defendant in December, 1911. The plaintiff had
honestly advised defendant not to exhibit at
shows, as it had been arranged that the whole-
sale cut-bloom trado should be specially catered
for. As to the three beds of Carnations, he
considered that the plants had been killed by
stem rot, and through no fault of his own. With
reference to the profit, he said that if the stock
had been properly and fairly valued the results
of the trading would have appeared in a much
more favourable light.

Colonel Rideout gave evidence, and said that
he was a retired colonel of the Indian Army, and
not himself an expert in horticulture. Th9
Clury Nurseries were started in 1909, and Mr.
Dutton came in 1911. After Mr. Dutton's
arrival the foreman, Wharton, was put under
him ; but defendant was not at all satisfied with
the number of times Dutton came, and told
Wharton to keep a record of his visits. The
record was kept, and showed that Dutton came
very seldom.

The accountant, Mr. Ernest Holder, C.A.,
stated that he had perused the agreement in
question, and had examined the books of the
Clurv Nursery. He had not checked the stock.
He found that in the year ending September,
1912, there was a loss of £403, and in the next
year a loss of £14 18s. lOd. The difference be-
tween the Colonel's balance-sheet, showing £8
profit, and his own finding of a loss of
£14 18s. 10d., was due to his having allowed
depreciation on additions made to the green-
houses the previous year.

The Lord Justice put the following questions
to the jury:— (1) Did the plaintiff duly perform
the duties of the agreement into which h<* had
entered? (2) If not, did he so neglect his duties
or so misconduct himself as to entitle the defen-
dant to terminate the agreement?

The jury conferred for nearly an hour, after
which they returned the answer : To No. 1,
" Yes, except in the attendance." To No. 2,
"No." Replying to a further question based on
this, they put the plaintiff's damages at £100.
Judgment was therefore entered for the plaintiff,
£100 damages on the claim.

TRADE NOTE.

JOHN WATERER, SONS AND CRISP,
LTD.

In connection with the amalgamation of the
Wargrave Plant Farm, Ltd., with the firm of
John Waterer and Sons, we are informed that
Mr. Bernard Crisp, son of Sir Frank Crisp,
Bart., promoter of the Wargrave Plant Farm,
will be a director in the new company, together
with Mr. Gomer Waterer and Mr. John
Waterer.
The Twyford Nurseries will be chiefly de-

voted to the culture of rock plants, herbaceous
plants, Roses and bulbs.
At the Bagshot Nurseries choice shrubs,

Chinese plants, American plants and Rhododen-
drons are largely cultivated, 60 acres alone being
devoted to Rhododendrons. The two nurseries
extend to 200 acres. The Bagshot Nurseries
have been established over 100 years.

Ants and Woodlice : Destroyer. Nests of Ants
are sometimes made in places where boiling
water can be poured over them, which
is sufficient to destroy these pests. If this is

not effective inject a little bisulphide of carbon
or vaporite into their burrows, and the fumes
will kill the ants. The " Ballikinrain Ant
Destroyer/' which is prepared by Messrs.
Alex. Cross and Son, Glasgow, is another
effective and poisonous preparation. Traps may
be made to catch woodlice by hollowing out
pieces of Potato, Turnip, etc., and placing
them hollow-side down. If the baits are
examined every morning it will be found that
they contain woodlice, which must be killed,

and the baits replaced. Another method
of killing woodlice is by placing baits
which may be poisoned with Paris green
or white arsenic. There are also other effec-

tive poisons on the market : Steiner's " Vermin
Paste " is recommended by Mr. H. W. Ward,
who has used it in his nursery at Rayleigh.
The paste should be mixed with Barley-meal
or middlings, and set on pieces of glass, wood,
or tin, and then placed in the haunts of the
woodlice. This means has been found
sufficient to eradicate the pest in a week or

ten days.

Apple Shoots : A. T. H. The malformations
are due to the attacks of the woolly aphis or

American blight. As it is too late now to

spray with the ordinary alkali wash we would
recommend treating the affected parts with
this specific by means of a brush, keeping the

fluid clear of the buds.

Bowling Greens : Conscious of Ignorance. A
green surrounded by wooden troughs must
also have a grass bank. It is recommended
that raised borders or banks be formed as

a margin to bowling greens, and to prevent
disputes these banks should be 18 inches

above the green level, with an angle from the
green of not more than 120 degrees. With
regard to your query as to whether champion-
ship matches may take place on a green in

perfect ordeT) correct in size, surrounded by
wood troughs, but without grass banks round
tame, there is, so far as we are aware, no
written law to the effect, yet it is implied thit

if there is no bank there must be a board
fixed equivalent to the bank in match games,
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the meaning being to prevent reckless driving.

Bowls are out of play when they go into

the ditch unless they are " touchers," also if

they go over the lines and lie in adjacent

rinks. In laying the turves place them
tightly together, as a green laid thus will be

sooner fit for play than one laid with spaces

left between the sods.

Canker in Apple Trees : W. B. Canker

(Nectria ditissima) is a wound parasite, enter-

ing into the living tissue by means of rup-

tures in the bark of the tree caused by the

woolly aphis, by "gummosis," etc. It gene-

rally attacks trees that are in bad health,

neglected, or that have been planted in badly-

drained or unsuitable soil. All badly-diseased

branches should be cut off and burnt. When
the attack is only slight, cut out the affected

parts and coat the wound with tar. It is not

wise to allow badly cankered trees to remain
as a source of infection for others ; they

should be rooted out and burned.

Carnation Diseased : P. I. A fungus is

present in the specimens. Spray both diseased

and healthy plants with a rose-red solution of

permanganate of potash.

—

Hale. Carnation

rust is present. Remove diseased leaves, and
spray or sponge the plants with a rose-red

solution of permanganate of potash.

Correction.—In Mr. Correvon's notes on
spring-flowering Cyclamen (p. 142), the word
winter in line 13 was erroneously printed

white.

Cucumbers Diseased : Gravesend Gardener.

Spraying with the Bordeaux mixture has not

been very effective against Cucumber Spot
Mould or Blotch (Cercospora melonis), but if

commenced at an early stage it may do some
good. Carbolic acid has been used by some
with success. Mix a pint bottle of No. 5
Calvert's carbolic acid with five quarts of

water, and water the path with this fluid just

before shutting up the house in the evening.

Mr. H. W. Ward relates that a similar mix-
ture of carbolic acid and water was placed

about in saucers in Cucumber and Tomato
houses, and in all cases the plants remained
healthy. Carbolic acid is a virulent caustic

poison, and great care should be exercised in

handling it or making use of it for this

purpose.

Daffodils : /. T. The bulbs are badly attacked

by eelworm. Sterilise the soil in which they
grew by heating it.

Fig : Brown Turkey. The small Figs received
have black spots upon them, which may be due
to too much moisture being present in

the air when the temperature of the house
was rather lower than it ought to be. At this

season of the year forced Figs require
vigilant care. They like plenty of at-

mospheric moisture ; indeed if they do not
get this the leaves very soon become attacked
by red spider, but whilst they like moisture,

they like heat equally as well, and at the same
time a circulating atmosphere. The difficulty

is in adjusting the amount of moisture and
heat in the hot-water pipes with a mild circu-

lation of air admitted from the back of the
house. Of course it may be that the Figs are

attacked by the well-known fungous disease,

Cercospora Bolleana, but your specimens are

not sufficiently developed to show this pest.

If you have further trouble with them we
would recommend you to send some more speci-

mens with the spots in a further state of
decay.

Gooseberry Shoots : A. W. American Goose-
berry mildew is not present on the shoots,

which have been injured by aphides.

Grub of Kitchen Garden : C. H. The speci-

men sent is a fully-grown larva of the common
cockchafer, Melolantha vulgaris.

Grubs : C. A. B. The grubs submitted for
identification are commonly known as "leather
jackets." They are the larvae of a species
of Tipula, and feed upon the roots of various
plants.

Hyacinth : T. The bulb has produced many
side-growths because the central growth
received a check of so severe a nature

that the bulb has been unable to pro-

duce a flower-spike. Whether this check

happened last season before the bulb was taken

from the nursery plantation we cannot say.

but the probabilities are that such was the

case. There does net appear to be any specific

disease present in the tissues.

Insects : Bourne. You are correct in your sur-

mise with regard to the large tunnel in the

Holly branch. It is undoubtedly the work of

the larva of a moth—possiblv Cossus ligni-

perda, though in the absence of the insect it is

impossible to be definite on this point. The
eggs are those of the vapourer moth, Orgyia

antiqua. The egg masses, which are invari-

ably attached to the cocoon, should be col-

lected systematically and destroyed. If the

caterpillars are found to be troublesome you
should spray with arsenate of lead.

Morello Cherries : N. L. Cherries have al-

ways given more trouble than most other

fruits by reason of their proneness to fall

prematurely from the tree, but the habit is

more characteristic of Sweet Cherries than

Morellos. In both cases the bloom is produced

with extraordinary profusion, and the drain

upon the tree at a particular time during

the setting of the flowers, swelling of the

fruit, or formation of seed may be such

that the tree suddenly casts the crop

owing to temporary exhaustion. To pre-

vent this misfortune gardeners sometimes

thin out the flower-buds before they ex-

pand, which may be done very liberally whilst

still leaving many more upon the tree than are

required for the crop. In your case the fruits

appear to get through the trying process of

stoning without difficulty, but fall from the

tree after they have commenced to develop

colour. We think that the cause will be

found in lack of sufficient moisture at the

roots. Let steps be taken to keep the roots

abundantly supplied with water and manure
water whilst the fruit is swelling and colour-

ing next season, and note the result.

Names of Plants : A. M. L. 1, Cedrus atlan-

tica var. glauca ; 2, Betinospora squarrosa; 3,

Cryptomeria elegans ; 4, Ruscus aculeatus

(Butcher's Broom).—F. C. Steele. 1, The
green-leaved female variety of Aucuba japon-

ica ; 2, Juniperus chiuensis ; 3, Taxus baccata ;

4, Viburnum Tinus; 5, Pyrus sp., send when
in flower; 6, Berberis Darwinii. —B. L. F. 1,

Crassula coccinea ; 2, Cupressus Lawsoniana :

3, Viburnum Tinus (Laurustinus) ; 4, Olearia

Haastii ; 5, Prunus Laurocerasus (Portugal

Laurel) ; 6, Taxus baccata (Yew).

—

Borden
Hall. 1, Polygonum affine; 2, Alyssum, sp.

probably montanum ; 3, Sedum altissimum.

—

G. D. A. 1, Hacquetia Epipactis ; 2, Adonis
amurensis ; 3, Narcissis minimus ; 4 and 5,

Aubrietia deltoidea vars. ; 6a Erica carnea alba :

7, E. carnea ; 8, Lithospermum prostratum.

—

M. 0. L. Centradenia rosea.

—

F. W. N. 1,

Cypripedium Lawrenceanum ; 2, Cypripedium
Boxallii ; 3, Dendrobium speciosum ; 4, Cypri-

pedium Savageanum (Harrisianum x Spiceri-

anum) ; 5, Cypripedium Harrisianum (barba-

tum x villosum) ; 6, Cypripedium Germiny-
anum (hirsutissimum x villosum) ; 7, Cypri-

pedium Iago (Davyanum X villosum) ; 8,

Jacobinia (Sericographis) Ghiesbrechtiana

;

9, Iris japonica (fimbriata) ; 10, Onychium
japonicum : 11, Aspidium decompositum.

—

E. S. H. Epidendrium O'Brienianum, scarlet

variety.

—

T. C, G. T. 1, Nuttallia cerasi-

formis ; 2, Pseudotsuga Douglasii ; 3 and 4,

Picea hondoensis ; 5, Sequoia sempervirens

;

6, Picea nigra.

Narcissus Diseased : J. S. The injury has been
caused by Fusarium bulbigenum, and t/he soil

in which the bulbs grew will in all proba-

bility be infected with the fungus.

Plants for a Rockery Facing North-East :

Alpine. The following plants would be
suitable for your purpose :—Adonis amuren-
sis, Anemone alpina, A. apennina, A. blanda,

A. sylvestris, A. Hepatica, Aauilegia glandu-
Iosa, A. coerulea-, Arenaria balearica, Au-
brietia in variety, Campanula carpatica^ C.

Portenschlagiana, C. pusilla, C. pulla, and.

others, Cerastium Bilbersteinii. Chrysogonum
virginianum, Bulbinella Hookeri, Cornus cana-

densis, Cortusa Matthiolii, Cyclamen neapoli-

tanum, C. coum, C. ibericum, Dodecatheort
Meadia, Epigaea repens, Epimedium pinnatum,
E. rubrum, Euphorbia epithymoides, Funkia
ovata vars., Galax aphylla, Gentiana ascle-

piadea. G. septemfida, Geum montanum,
Haberlea rhodopensis, Hacquetia (Dondia)
Epipactis, Helleborus orientalis, H. niger,

Lindelofia spectabilis, Lithospermum purpuieo-

coeruleum, L. prostratum, Maianthemum con-

vallaria, Meconopsis aculeata, M. sinuata lati-

folia, M. cambrica and its double var., M.
Wallichii, Mertensia primuloides, M. echioides,

Myosotis in variety, Omphalodes verna and.
var. alba, Primula Bulleyana, P. Beesiana,

P. rosea, P. japonica and many others, Pul-

monaria rubra, P. saccharata, Ramondia
pyrenaica, R. serbica Nathaliae, Ranunculus-
amplexicaulis, R. platanifolius, Rodgersia
pinnata, Romanzoffia sitchensis, Saxifraga-

hypnoides, S. caespitosa, and all others of the

mossy section, Thalictrum aquilegifolium,

Tiarella cordifolia, Trillium grandiflorum, T.

erectum and others, Erythronium Dens-cania,.

E. giganteum, E. Hendersonii and others, Van-
couveria hexandra, Veronica Teucrium pros-

trata, Vinca minor in variety, Viola gracilis,

and Waldsteinia trifolia.

Primula Malacoides : A Dorset. Gardener. The-
note on p. 180 will furnish the information you
ask.

Todea superba : 0. D. K. This plant is seldom
propagated in this country; strong stems are-

usually imported from New Zealand for sup-

plying offsets. It is seldom that the old. stems
produce any offshoots, and the only other

method of increase is to raise the plants from
spores, which are, as a rule, produced in

abundance on strong, healthy specimens. The-

spores should be sown as soon as they ripen

or become brown, and should be afforded the-

same conditions with regard to shade and atmo-

spheric moisture as the parent plant. The spores-

are best sown on a piece of soft sandstone or

in a small pot of carefully sterilised compost
consisting for the most part of peat and sand.

In either case the pot or sandstone should be-

stood in a saucer of water, in order to keep
the compost moist, thus obviating overhead
watering. On no account should the soil be
watered from above, as the minute spores-

would be washed into the soil, and they would!
then fail to germinate. After sowing the*

spores fill the saucers with water, and add!
water whenever ne_cessary. The spores ger-

minate and produce dark green, kidney-
shaped prothalli, and when this stage is

reached they may be watered overhead. Later
on the young plants may be pricked off into

small pots and afforded exactly the same treat-

ment as the parents. At no period should this-

plant be exposed to the sun ; it should be care-

fully shaded at all times.

Tomatos : V. A. B. Send specimens- of the-

affected seedlings for examination.

Tree Surgery : A. C. M. Remove all, or as;

much as possible, of the decayed wood, then

wash the surface with a strong solution of

carbolic acid, and after this has become quite

dry smear the surface with coal tar. This-

antiseptic treatment is intended to destroy

parasitic fungi and arrest the decaying pro-

cess. The hole should then be filled up and.

made watertight. If it be small the best

" stopping " is formed of a piece of Oak made
to fit, but large holes should be filled with

cement. In either case a final coating of tap

should be given. Except when the hole is-

very large, a new layer of bark will grow

over the cavity when treated in the way de-

scribed.

Communications Beceived—H. LJoyd (ttaiiks'

for Is. for R.G.O.F. hox)—S. M —W. T.—A. E. T. R —
A. S.—R. F—R. F. L—S. and M—W. G. 0.—W. W.

and Son—S. A.-E. W. 0.—J. A. J.—H. S. T.—L.—
E. G. A.—L. G., BruxeU.es—D. M. G.—A. W.—H. J. G.

—A. D—A. C—H. B.—L. R. C. Hailsham—T. —
I. I. R. H., America—0. G.—Experience—W. F.—
T. S. H. D.—E. M.—J. S—W. B.—T. N.-^. H. P..

Nottingham—.T. J.—Enchantress—G. H. O—E. H. K —
W. T. W—0. E. M.—B. S.—E. S.—E. H—0. H —
J. H. P.—W. C, Taplow.
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M
THE DATE PALM*

R. POPENOE has written a fascinat-

ing book on the Date Palm—" The
Dadel, a Tree Unknown to Us" of

John Ogilby, the seventeenth century
traveller.

The book is fascinating because it brings

the superstitions of remote antiquity into

friendly communion with the latest word
of the strenuous scientific commercialism
which is to Europeans such an impressive

feature of modern American life. Mr.
Popenoe demonstrates that the hard-bitten

man of affairs, bent on making the Date
one of the chief fruit crops of the United
States, may in proper time and place take

a kindly cognisance of the curious legends

and bizarre practices which have grown up
in the countless centuries during which the

Date Palm has been in cultivation. It is

so easy to treat in diffuse, sentimental and
patronising digressions of the historical

aspect of such a subject as the " Dadel "
:

it is extraordinarily difficult to write a

clear, businesslike, practical and con-

tinuous narrative which contains, with-
out detriment to its directness, as

much of the past as of the pre-

sent phase of Date cultivation. This
difficulty Mr. Popenoe has overcome, and
it is evident that he has overcome it be-

cause he is at once a practical man and
an artist. Mr. Popenoe is a firm be-

liever in the commercial promise of Date
cultivation in the United States. He holds
that in California and Arizona the cultiva-

tion of the Date has already proved a suc-

cess, and is of opinion that the near future
will see an extension of commercial Date-
growin? into California and Texas, as well
as in Mexico.

With that American thoroughness which
is the envy and admiration of the easier-
going Englishman, Mr. Popenoe has pur-
sued his investigations not only at home
but in the chief Date-growing countries
of the world. His journeys have ex-
tended from the North African littoral
and deserts through Turkey and Persia
into India. He observed in the last-

named country that " there has been dur-
ing the last half-century a small but con-
tinuous effort to establish the Date Palm
on a large scale "

; and he holds out some
hope that in some localities these efforts

may meet ultimately with success. Mr.
Popenoe's enthusiasm for Phoenix dacty-
lifera is almost equal to that of
Mohammed, who proclaimed that "there
is among the trees one tree which is blessed
as is the Muslim among men ; it is the
Palm. Honour your uncle, the Palm : I
call him your uncle because he was
created from the earth left over after the

the Date Palm. Apart from this need
for water the tree is not exacting. It
grows and is fruitful in light and heavy
soils, responds well to manuring with dung
and humus, and in the adult "stage with-
stands winter frosts; though it must be-

protected from wind. It is found advis-
able, however, to protect the ripening fruit
(see Fig. 89).

Propagation may be effected by seed or
by offsets (see Fig. 88) ; but, as the author
insists, the latter mode of propagation is
by far the better, and this for two reasons.
First, the offset from a female Palm is of
course female, whereas, of seedlings, about
half are male and half are female, and
hence large numbers of useless male
plants must be grown until they declare
their sex at flowering time, when those not
required as pollen-bearers must be dis-

carded. Second, as is the case with all

long cultivated plants, Date Palms are ex-

tremely variable, and hence the offspring

FlC 88.—CULTIVATION OF DATE PALMS : SETTING OUT OFFSHOOTS.

(Quarantine regulations in the United States require that they be planted in nursery rows, and kept there for one year.)

* Date Growing in Oil Old World and ihr Ifgto. By Paul P
Popenoe. Published by the West India Gardens, Altadena'
California. > dollars 10 eents.

creation of Adam. . . . The Palm
resembles man by its erect position and its

height, by its separation into two sexes

and by its necessity for the pollination of

the female. If its head is cut off it dies.

. Is it not the same with man ! If

its leaves are cut off it cannot grow
others in the same place ; no more can
man if he lose his members. It is covered
with a fibre analogous to the hair of man."
To those only familiar with the Date Palm
in pictures or pots the most striking point

of Mr. Popenoe's account of its " cultural

requirements " is the need of the Date
Palm for large and continuous supplies of

water. It grows and fruits best (see figs.

90 and 91) when well and even constantly
irrigated. Thus in Persia the im-
mense plantations around Busreh are
irrigated naturally and copiously every
twelve hours throughout the year. In-

deed, the author maintains that irrigation

is the principal item in the cultivation of

of a choice kind are anything but true to

the characters of the parents. The work
of breeding pedigree races, which has been
undertaken in America, will without doubt
meet ultimately with success ; but in the
meantime offsets from fine forms should
be used, because, as is the case generally
with asexually produced plants, they are
true to character.

That the Date Palm fails to set seed
unless the female is pollinated was known
centuries before the present era, and bas-

reliefs on Assyrian monuments illustrate

the operation of pollination. Mohammed
never showed his astute genius better than
in retrieving the great error into which he
fell when he forbade the artificial pollina-

tion of the Date Palm on the ground that

it is an unnatural practice. The obedient
followers of the prophet abstained and the

harvest was barren. As Mr. Popenoe puts

it, "an indignation meeting was held," and
as a result the Prophet announced, " You
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are weak in spiritual knowledge, but are

worldly-wise ; therefore in future I will

confine myself to the government of your

spiritual welfare, and let you manage the

affairs of this world to suit yourselves "-

—

a pronunciamento bound to be acceptable

to a race of people with commercial in-

stincts.

To secure crops, artificial pollination

.must be, and is, practised both in the

•Orient and in Occidental countries—wind

pollination is too uncertain and insuffi-

cient. The male inflorescence with its

spathe is detached as soon as it is mature,

the spathe is slit open and the sprigs of

male flowers are removed and placed in a

basket for twenty-four hours. The culti-

vator climbs a tree on which the female

flowers have burst their spathe and inserts

several clusters of males among the

females, and ties them in their place. If

kept dry the pollen lasts a long time, and

it is interesting to observe that it is cus-

into the methods devised for ripening the

fruit artificially, although these are

matters which to our readers in sub-

tropical countries are of considerable in-

terest ; but we may conclude our review

by recommending horticulturists generally

to read this entertaining and beautifully

illustrated work, for we are assured that

whether they grow Dates or not it will

bring them both pleasure and profil.

GARDENS FOR THE POOR
IN FRANCE, GERMANY, ENGLAND

AND AMERICA.
[Concluded from, page 179.)

SMALL gardening for the poor is on a

different basis in Germany. In con-

sequence, doubtless, of the brilliant

success attending the French private move-
ment, it has come to pass in a number of

German towns during the last three or

Fig. 89.

—

protecting the ripening dates.

tomary in some districts to keep pollen

from year to year. Trials made at the

Mecca Experiment Station have shown
that pollen may be kept for seven years

and retain its power of fertilisation.

Equally interesting is the statement that

fertilisation may be effected by the

pollen of other species of Phoenix,

e.g., P. canariensis, and with other

genera of Palms such as Washing-
tonia filifera and the Mediterranean
dwarf Palm, Chamerops humilis. Growers
are advised to establish three or four males

for each hundred females. An old state-

ment by Schweinfurth (in 1901) that the

qualities of the fruit are influenced by the

pollen used for fertilisation is said to be

borne out by recent experiments made by
Bruce Drummond in California. This

statement is by no means in disaccord with

modern views on fertilisation, and might
well be tested in fruits other than the Date.

We need not follow the author in his esti-

,mates of the profit of Date-growing, nor

four years that the municipal authorities

themselves have assigned land for market
gardening, instead of cash, to those

entitled to relief. This was first

done in April, 1909, at Posen. In the
suburb Gurtschin there were first rented
about 1,800 square yards, which were
assigned to seven large families for culti-

vation. A few loads of manure were given

them free, and the seeds they bought
themselves. The crops not only supplied

the said families with all their vegetables
during the summer and autumn, but also

yielded a small store for the winter. They
drew much more money from the garden
than would have been given them in cash,

and the town fared equally well, for with
a total expenditure of 17 marks (rent) from
70 to 100 marks had been saved in cash
assistance. The new arrangement is

of even greater value as regards health

and education. Naturally in Posen
there has been a considerable extension
of the successful experiment. It was

imitated in Kbnigsberg, where the Poor
Relief Board prepared an acre or so of

municipal -land for agriculture and
kitchen-gardening, and in May, 1910,
divided it into allotments, each of from 80
to 600 square yards. The first experi-

ment was made with 25 married or un-
married recipients of poor relief, a prefer-

ence being given to widows with children

and those who though infirm were not in-

capable of garden work. The under-letting

of allotments is prohibited. Larger tracts

of land are to be prepared for the same
purpose. Frankfort and Strassburg have
also recently come to follow the good ex-

ample of Posen. Not long ago the town
council of Dresden decided to devote pro-

visionally 4,800 square yards, together

with the necessary seeds, to the same
purpose. A rapid advance in this new
small gardening movement will doubtless

soon be made in consequence of the fol-

lowing decision of the Third International

Congress for Workmen's Gardens (Brus-

sels, autumn, 1910) *:—
" Taking into consideration the fact

that the poor relief burdens weighing
upon municipalities and charitable insti-

tutions are not infrequently to be traced

lo drink, consumption and the consequent
corporeal and moral distress, and that

family gardens form one of the most
efficient weapons against this distress, the

congress expresses the request that muni-
cipalities and poor relief boards shall

promote such gardens and assign them to

large families, instead of giving cash

assistance. The State and municipali-

ties should be bound to lease to garden
societies at moderate rates a part of their

land suitable for cultivation."

The same congress also requested the
speedy enactment of laws that, like those
in France, should render family gar-

dens not subject to mortgage or distraint.

A novel kind of experiment in plot-

gardening for unemployed workmen is

being successfully carried on in a

wretchedly poor part of the East End of

London. In 1906 the West Ham Unem-
ployed Aid Society obtained permission
to use gratuitously three acres of the Gas
Light and Coke Company's vacant land
in Canning Town for the purpose of

granting garden plots to temporarily un-

employed workmen. In 1907 two acres

were added. Two years later the Mans-
field House Settlement took the concern
over, and were given the free use of the

whole of the Company's vacant land—30
acres. This area is at present divided

into 340 plots. The holders have to buy
their own seeds, or else they have to re-

pay the price out of the sale of produce.

Only vegetables are grown, the vicinity

of the gasworks having proved detri-

mental to flowers. The average annual

yield amounts to about £5 per plot. In

1912 the management of the Settlement

asked for a voluntary yearly contribution

of 2s., and most of the holders cheerfully

responded. Up to then nothing had ever

been paid in the way of rent. This kind

of gardening gives some work to the un-

employed, and enables them to earn at

least part of their living.

* The first two were held in 1903 and 190U.
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This principle of putting waste land to

philanthropic use might be called a

" Columbus egg " in its simplicity, inex-

pensiveness and usefulness. No wonder
it is beginning to be acted upon on a

larger scale in England and America.
Recently I received the fifteenth annual

report of the Philadelphia Vacant Lots

Association. From it I gather that " the

land is prepared, and fertilisers with

seeds are supplied annually, at a cost of

$5 to the Association for each plot." No
rent is charged, but every holder is re-

quired to contribute, for what is sup-

plied to him, $1 the first season, $2 the

second, and so on, so that a family which

funds, it has to be content at preseut. It

obtains the loan of this land from the
owners, letting it in 500 plots to needy
men or women of the working classes.

It is noteworthy that every sovereign
spent by the V.L.C.S. means five

times this amount in vegetables for

the plot holders. "Recognising the
value of the aid they receive, and
aware of the fact that the society is not
adequately supported by the public,"
most of the holders lately volunteered to

contribute to the management and seed
fund. Some offered to pay as much as 15s.

a year, stating that they " would much pre-

fer doing so to receiving continuous gra-

THE BULB GARDEN.

JAPANESE LILIES.
The rapid rise in popularity of Japanese bttlb&

of Lilium longiflorum grandiflorum is one
of the most noteworthy features of present-
day gardening. It is the more remark-
able in that until about thirty years ago-

but little attention was paid in Japan
itself to the cultivation of L. longiflorum. The
flower was left to waste its sweetness on the
desert air—or rather to grow wild among the
bushes of Oshima, the island which lies about
200 miles south of the town of Kagoshima.

It was only about twenty-five years ago thaJt

bulbs of Lilium longiflorum were brought from
Oshima to Yokohama, where they were grown,-

Fig. 90.

—

date i'alm in fruit.

(A recent frost hud destroyed some <-f the leaves.)

FlG. 91.—HARVESTING DATES :

Taking the crop of an unusually tall Palm a' Elehe, Spain.

continues to cultivate a garden pays in the
fifth season the full five dollars.

Encouraged by the good results ob-
tained in the States, the late Mr. Joseph
Fels, the well-known land reformer, called
into life a Vacant Land Cultivation Society
for London, in 1908, which, according to

its fourth annual report, is doincr

splendid work—materially as well as edu-
cationally. An official return of the
L.C.C. puts the metropolitan acreage of

unused vacant land at 14,000. Part of

it would be too expensive to prepare for

plot gardening, but there is ample that
would need comparatively small outlay.
The society could, if it had the money,
very well manage ten times as much as
the 60 acres with which, owing to lack of

tuitous aid." Recently a branch society

was founded in Birmingham. The re-

port rightly expresses a desire for "sub-

stantial recognition " of its work from
public bodies to enable it to effect a large

extension of its acreage. I hope that not

only public bodies but some public-

spirited persons of means among my
readers will do something substantial for

the meritorious work of the V.L.C.S., or

for establishing similar agencies in other

large towns. There are few ways in which

money may be spent to better and more
lasting good purpose; for to this discrim-

inating form of help the Pauline aphorism

certainly applies: "Faith, Hope and

Clarity, these three; but the greatest of

these is Charity. " Leopold Eatseher.

and obtained high price--. In those early days

the bulbs fetched about ten times their present

price. The imported bulbs flourished in Japan
and, after the manner of introduced plants

generally, began t* show a certain amount of

variation. It was discovered, however, th it the

Lily is a capricious plant and soon tires < { any

one soil, and if not given the change for which, it

craves degenerate-: year by year. In spite of

this discovery not a lew growers in Japan con-

tinue to grow >t he bulbs in the same cround. and
hence arise the complaints so often heard in

England as to the quality of the bulbs imported
'iiw country. In consequence <>f the dete-

rioration of the bulbs the reduct'n f prices

pressed heavily on the local growers and on the

exporters. In these difficult timet; not > few

Japanese growers endeavour to speed up or

i
licipen production of bulbs of I.. Longiflorum by

planting m shallow soil, with the result that
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though the size of the bulbs may have been in-

creased the quality was undoubtedly reduced.

The custom of some dealers of collecting in-

discriminately bulbs grown by large numbers of

small men contributed also to a lowering of

quality, especially in tie winter-flowering

variety of longiflorum. The form known as L.

1. formosanum is held by some to be a separate

variety obtained from Formosa ; but, in point of

fact, this form, put on the market about nine

years ago, is obtained from Oshima, the home
of L. longiflorum.

The reason for the greater vigour of the for-

mosanums is that they are grown in their native

habitat, and, when proper caire is taken in selec-

tion, their growth and time of flowering are per-

fectly uniform.

The giganteum variety which is amenable to

pot cultivation is distinot from that known as

formosum giganteum. Now that I have grown

tJhe latter for many years in its native home
thoroughly satisfactory bulbs are obtainable. It

has the further great advantage that it can be
shipped two months earlier than the ordinary

giganteum, and so is ready earlier for winter

forcing. Seii Miyahe.

CYCLAMEN PSEUD-IBERICUM.
Cyclamen pseud-ibericum (see fig. 92) is the

finest of all the hardy members of the genus.

The species was described in 1901 by Hildebrand

from plants growing in the nursery of Messrs.

Van Tubergen, of Haarlem, but its origin was
not given. The leaves, like those of C. ibericum,

are marbled with a zone of white ; but instead of

being entire, the cartilaginous margin is crenu-

late, while the under sides are a ruddy-purple

colour. The rich rose-coloured flowers with the

faintest tinge of purple are borne well above the

foliage on stems 4 inches to 5 inches long. The
segments are 1 inch long and more than half-an-

inoh wide ; each has a dark-purple blotch at the

base, whilst the edge of the ring is white. The
first flowers are produced early in February, and
the plant continues in bloom through the month
of MaTch. Cyclamen pseud-ibericum is quite as

hardy and as easy to grow as C. coum and C.

ibericum, but is a great advance on either in the

size of its flowers, which suggests that it is a

hybrid rather than a true species. W. I.

THE ROSARY.
PLANTING, PRUNING AND MANURING.
Planting may still be carried on with every

prospect of a successful display. It is well to

plant some Roses rather late each spring, as

they will thus provide blossom a little later than

the general crop. Retarded plants should be pro-

cured if possible.

Upon heavy land it is best not to dig or trench

too much in advance of planting. If, however,

the land does not require trenching, it is a good

plan to throw it up in ridges. In a very short

time it will become level and be in good con-

dition for planting. Very short manure mixed
with the soil as it is levelled will assist in keep-

ing it in condition, and will be beneficial to the

plants. Roses should be pruned back hard im-

mediately after planting. It is essential to water

them at this time of year, not only as soon as

they are planted, but once or twice afterwards

at intervals of a few days.

Mulching in spring is a mistake, as it tends

to keep the roots cold. Leave the surface soil

rather rough, and see that it does not become
too consolidated.

Old pot Roses which have been discarded

from the forcing house, if healthy at the root,

may be planted out early next month, and will

then make useful plants for cut-flower purposes.

Instead of pruning such plants bend them over,

so as to induce basal growths. Such plants will

develop well if carefully planted and given a

little bone flour at the beginning.

Hedges of Rambler Roses should be planted

wherever opportunity offers, or in line down the

kitchen garden. They furnish most useful

sprays for table decoration, and the plants

quickly establish themselves. The Multiflora

tribe may be kept pruned quite low if neces-

sary, and will blossom to the ground : the long

growths should be tied out in a fan shape. The
Wichuraianas not only provide handsome trails

of blossom, but . re worth growing for the de-

corative value of their foliage. It is becoming
the fashion now to use Rose foliage only when
decorating a table with Roses. This is right,

and it is a good thing that the National Rose
Society stipulates that only Rose foliage shall

be used by competitors in their decorative

classes.

The mildness of the winter has shown the

wonderful beauty of the Wichuraiana foliage.

Edmund Proust has been perfectly evergreen,

and so also has American Pillar. We shall soon

be using this latter Rose instead of Ivy for many
of our outdoor effects.

As to pruning, much doubt still exists in the

minds of amateurs as to methods.

Unquestionably the correct practice is to prune

plants hard the first season, whether bush,

prune hard in the spring. If this cannot be

done, then prune severely, and peg down the

young growths when they are firm enough. Some
of the more pliant shoots produced early last

summer may be retained full length and tied over
in April.

Wild Rose6 and all the briars are left prac-

tically unpruned ; so are also the little Scotch
Roses.

In all pruning one should endeavour to pic-

ture what the plant will be like in June and
July. If growths are too numerous, reduce their

number rather than their length, so that all

foliage may have an opportunity to obtain air

and sunshine.

If manure was dug in last autumn established

Roses may be dressed with some bone flour now.
Good, well-rotted manure may still be applied,

but let it be lightly forked under the soil at

once. If the beds or borders allow of it, first

lightly fork up the surface, and then lay on the
manure, covering this with some fibrous soil.

Roses produce roots very near the surface, so

that careless forking may do a great deal of

harm. They are sometimes benefited by scoop-

ing away the soil around each plant and filling

Fig. 92.

—

cyclamen psetjd-ibericum.
[Photograph by W. Irving.

standard, or climbing plants

—

i.e., within 4 or

5 inches of the base in the majority of cases.

Vigorous growers, such as Juliet and Hugh Dick-
son, and also climbers, should be pruned to

within about 12 inches of the ground. The
Wichuraiana group forms an exception. These
plants possess such a natural tendency to throw
up basal growths that one may safely retain

nearly the full length of two or three growths
per plant. Weeping Roses of this group should
not be pruned the first year until after the
flowering time; then cut away some of the
growths quite to their base.

Prune established Roses according to their

vigour. Those making very strong shoots may
be cut back less than the varieties of less

vigour. Old wood should be freely discarded

after the second year. This is best done in

autumn in the case of the hybrid perpetuals.

Free-growing Roses of the type of Margaret
Dickson, Clio, Ulrich Brunner, and Hugh Dick-
son may have their ripened one-year-old wood
retained for some 2 feet in length ; they are thus

more likely to blossom freely than if severely

pruned. Frau KaTl Druschki is sometimes a
difficult Rose to manage. A good plan is to lift

the plants in autumn and replant at once ; then

up the cavity with cow manure, which may be

covered with some of the soil.

If there are any old bush Roses which are

not required, they may be cut down to the

ground and the new growths that will spring

from the base may be budded with good, popular

kinds. .

Several of our modern Roses make such strong,

upright growths that they could be readily con-

verted into standards by retaining one such

growth some 5 or 6 feet long and cutting away all

other shoots. Juliet is such an one. Corona-

tion, the beautiful new H.P. of Messrs. Hugh
Dickson, is another. In Belfast several stan-

dards of this Rose have been produced in the

manner indicated. Some of the lovely Penzance
briars treated like this would make interesting

objects.

All exhibitors should plant out a few dwarf

briar stocks annually, so as to be able to bud
some of the varieties that yield 1 their best upon
"maiden" or yearling plants. Roses such as

A. K. Williams, Alfred Colom'o, Horace Vernet,

and Marquise Litta, e.re never so good from a

cut-back plant as from a maiden. Most of our

eminent amateur exhibitors have several hun-

dred stocks every year.
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The present is a good time to plant out euch

stocks. Plant them upon good, rich, deeply-

dug land, in rows 2^ to 3 feet apart, and the

stocks about 8 inches apart in the rows. Many
of the Teas and Hybrid Teas yield superior

blooms from half-standard or standard briars the

first year after budding, so that if any briars

have been planted they should be reserved for

such Roses. Experience.

NOTICES OF BOOKS.

My Garden in Spring.*

Anyone who knows Mr. Bowles and the catho-

licity of his taste in gardening will find thait this

account of his garden in spring is exactly the
kind of book that he would have expected it to

be, for it deals with nearly every olass of spring-

flowering plant that can be grown in English
gardens.

The author is one of those lucky gardeners who
are also men of leisure, and who are conse-

quently able to rush off to Mr. Farrer's garden
at Ingleborough when a Galanthus Elwesii ha6
" poculiformed itself," and to Bitton when a
note from Canon Ellacombe announces the
arrival in his garden of a double-flowered form
of Anemone blanda. Few gardeners, and least

of all Canon Ellacombe, could refrain from being
generous to a fellow enthusiast who had made a
special journey to see his latest new treasure,

and so it comes about that many interesting

and rare plants find their way to Mr. Bowles'
garden while they are yet unknown to the
majority of gardeners.

Another result of Mr. Bowles' happy position

is that he has the time to be his own gardener,
and has thereby gained that first-hand know-
ledge of plants without which any writer on hor-
ticultural subjects is only too apt to be neither
interesting nor informing.

The outstanding feature that will strike the
reader is Mr. Bowles' passion for, and extra-
ordinary knowledge of; the rare and freakish
forms of well-known garden plants. He con-
fesses that it gives him '

' more pleasure to
have got together the three distinct forms

—

grey-leaved, golden and major—of Sedum spathu-
latum, and to make them share a flat-

topped rock with at least six other species
of Sedum, than to have the same space
monopolised by Sedum pilosum, new, rare and
lovely though it be." This pursuit of un-
usual forms has even led him to establish what
he calls a lunatic asylum, to which he relegates
the more eccentric. Here, for instance, we are
introduced to a pigmy form of Elder which
started life as a Witch's Broom, and to " the
first crazy occupant," a Hazel 60 twisted that
"it never produces a bit of straight wood."
Another instance of the results of the long-

continued search for various forms is that, in
spite of his complaint that his garden is not
very well suited to Snowdrops, Mr. Bowles has
got together so many different species and forms
of this flower that the descriptions of them—with
sundry excursions—occupy some twenty pages.
A whole chapter is devoted to a description

of a separate garden of plants with silvery
leaves or with the variegated foliage for which
Mr. Bowles frankly confesses his admiration.
A few purple-leaved trees and shrubs, such as
the purp'e-leaved Peach, are introduced to
heighten the effect of the pale foliage of the
majority.

The chapter on spring-flowering Crocuses
occupies some thirty pages, but the impression
left by a recent visit to the frames and seedling
beds makes it seem probable that several
chapters of this length could easily have been
written if all the beautiful seedlings that have

* Mi/ Garden in Spring. Bv E. A. Bowles, with preface
»)• Kegnmlil Farrer. Pp. 31;. and 33 illustrations. (T. C. and£

- C. Jack.) 5=. net.

appeared there had been described. There is
certainly a rich reward in store in the shape of
a harvest of bloom when flowers are scarcest for
those who follow in Mt. Bowles' footsteps and
start a cold frame or two for the early-flowering
Crocuses.

Early Irises, Daffodils, Primulas, Anemones
and Tulips have each a chapiter to themselves,
but the subject is so broadly handled that fre-
quent digressions occur. These deal with other
flowers in bloom at the 6ame time, with the
structure of moraines, with collecting in the
Alps, and even with the pigments that the artist

must choose and combine if he is to depict the
true colours of the flowers that are described.

The style in which the book is written is de-

cidedly conversational ; but if this occasionally

has its drawbacks, it allows of a free introduc-

tion of amusing incidents and horticultural anec-
dotes. The tale of the wiles of the old man
who for years provided a firm of druggists

with an abnormally cheap supply of Hemlock
is certainly worth recording, and it is interest-

ing to find that there is no truth in the

story of the theft of Caltha polypetala from
the Vatican Gardens. It was always alleged

that one member of a party engaged the

attention of the gardener by inquiring as to the
whereabouts of the stable6 in which the famous
Papal bulls were kept, while another hooked
fragments of the giant Kingcup out of the pond
with the handle of an umbrella and secreted

them in its folds.

Of misprints there appear to be very few, but
the difficulty of the last sentence on page 119 is

increased by the fact that "derivatives" occurs

instead of "derivations."

The illustrations are numerous and of two
kinds. There is a set of twenty-four excellent

reproductions of photographs of views in Mr.
Bowles' garden, and in addition there are six-

teen coloured plates of various flowers, mcstly
reproduced from the volumes of the " Present
Day Gardening Series." The latter seem to

vary greatly in faithfulness to the originals.

Some are successful, but Iris susiana has become

quite red, and Iris longipetala has taken on a
shade of pink which it does not wear in nature.
The plates of Tulips seem to show that it is still

difficult by this mechanical photographic process
to get both the reds and pinks of the flowers and
the varying shades of green in the stems and
leaves. It is a pity that the plates seem to have
been scattered at random throughout the book
instead of being inserted, as far as possible, where
they would face the text that they illustrate.

In this description of his garden in spring Mr.
Bowles has given us a book which is at once en-

tertaining and instructive; and, if only our gar-
dens contained half the treasures to which we
are here introduced, they would gain greatly in
interest and beauty. W. E. D.

ORCHID NOTES AND GLEANINGS.

DISA SAGITTALIS.
A small batch of this pretty little Disa is

flowering with Messrs. Flory and Black,
Orchid Nursery, Slough, where it proves to be
very free-growing and produces its flowers in

profusion, although the other small-flowered
Disas have a reputation for being difficult to
cultivate. It is hoped to obtain a new race by
crossing it with some of the showier hybrids,
which are also about to flower. The stems rise

from a tuft of leaves, are clad with close-

fitting whitish bracts, and bear on the upper
part six or eight white flowers slightly marked
with rose-purple, and of very singular structure.

The plants, which bear five to eight spikes each,
are gTown in the Odontoglossum house with the
other Disas, which seem to like the position,

home-raised seedling Disa grandiflora having
flowered there in fair quantity.

HYBRID ORCHIDS.
(Continued from page S7.)

The names and parentage are those given by
the owners of the plants.

Hybrid.

Brasso-Cattleya Sylvia .. "-.,

Cattleya Cappei
Cattleya Domitian
Cymbidium amabile
Cymbidium Cooperi
Cymbidium Dryad
Cymbidium Iona
Cypripedium Florida *

Cypripedtnm Marcus
Cypripedium Marina ..

Cypripedium Master Andrew
Cypripedium Mogul ..

Cypripedium Pyramua
Cypripedium Rosemary
Cypripedium Trineulo
Epi-Laelia Medusae
Laelio-Cattleya Allumette
Laelio-Cattleya Amyas
Laelio-Cattleya Ariel
Laelio-Cattleya Aureole
Laelio-Cattleya Caligula
Laelio-Cattleya Corneliensis
Laelio-Cattleya Dulee
Laelio-Cattleya Euripides ..

Laelio-Cattleya Julia
Laelio-Cattleya Marion
Laelio-Cattleya Myrosa
Laelio-Cattleya Verona
Odontioda Bel la

Odontioda Diana var. Gladys
Odontocidium Southgatense
Odontoma Lucilia
Odontoglossum aurosum
Odontoglossum Boadieea
Odontoglossum chryseum
Odontoglossum Cyrus
Odontoglossum Damaris
Odontoglossum Desdemona
Odontoglossum Hecate
odontoglossum Laredo
Odontoglossum Nox
Odontoglossum Philomene
Odontoglossum Rio Ttnto
Odontoglossum St. Bavon
Odontoglossum Verulatn
Phalaenopsis Ariadne
Kophro-Cattleya Wellesleyae Westonbirt

var.

Sophro-Laelio-Cattleya Herbertii ..

Sophro-Laelio-Cattleya Lysia

Parentage.

B.-C. Digbyauo-Trianae x C. Trianae ..

Trianae x Schrsderae- .

.

Harrisoniana x Schrdderae .

.

Lowio-Mastersii x insigne..
insigne x Sehrbderi
insigne x Parishii Sanderae
insigne x giganteum
Fowlerianum x glaucophyllum
Dicksonianum x Leeanum
aureum x Lord Wolmer
chrysotoxum x insigne Haretteld Hall
Mrs. Win. Mostyn x chrysotoxum
Hera Euryades x Mrs. "Win. Mostyn ..

Hera x aureum Oedippe
insigne Harefleld Hall x Victor Hugo
E. ciliare x L. cinnabarina
luminosa x La France
L. Jongheana x L.-C. Waruhamensis ..

C. Dowiana aurea x L. Cowanii
L.-C. luminosa x C. Iris ..

C. Percivaliana x L. anceps Schruderiana
L.-C. Haroldiana x C. Schroderae
C. Mendelii x L. anceps Sanderiana
Myra x Goldcrest
Aphrodite x Hippolyta Phoebe
L.-C. Clive x L. tenebrosa
Myra x luminosa
L. anceps x C. Hardyana
C. Noezliana x O. bellatulum . . .

C. Noezliana x O. amabile
Odm. Edwardii x Oucidium macranthum
Odm. cirrhosum x Miltonia spectabilis Moreliana .

cirrhosum x excellens ..

triumphans x ardentissimum
Pescatorei x excellens ....
Rolfeae x eximium
Rolfeae x Waltoniense
Hallii x gandavense
harvengtense x Crawshayanum .

.

Edwardii x Lawrenceanum
Edwardii x Waltoniense ....
Rolfeae x percultum
gandavense x Sceptrum
Lambeauanum x gandavense
Rolfeae x Wilckeanum t

'

Aphrodite x Stuartiana ..

s, grandiflora x C. labiata

S.-L. heatonensis x C. V. W. Wigan
S. grandiflora x L.-C. Cranstouniae

Exhibitor.

Sander and Sons.
Armstrong and Brown.
Armstrong and Brown.
Sander and Sons.
Sander and Sons.
Sir Geo. L. Holford.
Armstrong and Brown.
Armstrong and Brown.
Flory and Black.
Flory and Black.
F. J. O. Montagu, Esq.
Sir Geo. L, Holford.
Baron Bruno Schroder.
F. J. O. Montagu, Esq.
Flory and Black.
Lord Rothschild.
W. H. St. Quintin, Esq.
Flory and Black.
Sir Geo. L. Holford.
Sir Geo. L. Holford.
Armstrong and Bro \ n.

Earl Craven.
Sander and Sons.
J. and A. McBean.
Armstrong and Brown.
E. R. Ashton, Esq.
Armstrong and Brown.
Flory and Black.
De B. Crawshay, Esq.
J. and A. McBean.
Hassall and Co.

Charleeworth and Co.
Mr. Harry Dixon.
De B. Crawshay, Esq.
Sander and Sons.
Sander and Sons.

De B. Crawshay, Esq.
Sander and Sons.
De B. Crawshay, Esq.

De B. Crawshay, Esq.
De B. Crawshay, Esq.
Sander and Sous.

Sander and Sons.
Sander and Sons.
Sander and Sons.

Sander and Sons.
Lt.-Cul. Sir Geo. Holf..rd.

ii. s. <! toon, Esq.
Stuart Low and I lo.

* Gard. Citron., Feb. '28, p. 154. t Gard. Ckron,, Feb. 14, p. 11&
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The Week* sWork.

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
By H. J. Chapman, Gardener to Mrs. Cookson,

Oakwood. Wylam-on-Tyne.

Summer-Flowering Oncidiums.—The
warm-growing Oncidiums are producing their
flower spikes, and need a liberal treatment to
assist them to develop their flowers. One of the
most serviceable species both for exhibition and
decorative purposes is 0. Marshallianum. This
plant often produces several dozen large flowers
which are coloured yellow and brown, and this
free-flowering characteristic is probably the
cause of the plants deteriorating early. After
two or three years in cultivation the plants be-
come weaker, and the pseudo-bulbs smaller
year by year. I draw attention to this fact
so that everything may be done that will
contribute to the plants' well-being, such as
removing the flower spikes within a reasonable
time after the flowers have expanded. The pro-
duction of these huge spikes of 'bloom entails a
great drain on the plants' energies, and if they
remain for long after the flowers are open the
pseudo-bulbs will shrivel, and plants affected in
this way rarely regain their former vigour.
Large specimens of the tufted-growing species
such as O. obryzatum, O. haematochilum, and
0. flexuosum, are all useful when well flowered.
The best time to undertake re-potting is imme-
diately after the plants have finished flowering,
for then the roots are in an active condition.
I find that the plants derive considerable advan-
tage from leaves mixed with the potting com-
post. Many Oncidhuns that I found were diffi-

cult to cultivate grew satisfactorily when the
compost contained at least one-third its bulk
of broken Oak and Beech leaves. The other
materials should be peat and moss, with plenty
of sand and broken crocks added to render the
compost porous. The greatest care is necessary
at this season of the year to keep the growths
and flower-scapes free from thrips. green fly, and
other insect pests. It is a good plan to spray
the plants in the different nouses with an in-

secticide on frequent occasions, whether insects
are observed or not. for then there will be little

danger from this trouble during the spring, sum-
mer and autumn months. Vapourisings are best
in winter, for if spraying was resorted to then
the foliage would remain wet for too long.
Even at other times spray only when the weather
is fine and dry. Whereyellow thrips have in-

fested such close-growing plants as Miltonias
and Cypripediums, it is a difficult matter to
eradicate the pests. A red, rusty appearance of
the leaves and on the inside at the base of a new
growth is a sure indication of the presence of
thrips. In cases of verv bad infestations the
plants should be dipped into the insecticide, but
do not wet the potting compost. Let the plants
afterwards be placed on their sides to drain.
This treatment should be practised weekly for
a time, and, when satisfied that the pests are
destroyed, spray with the insecticide as recom-
mended above. It is much better to use any
specific at a slightly weaker strength than ad-
vised by the manufacturer, for an overdose may
prove very harmful to the plants.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
By W. Crump, Gardener to Earl Beauchamp, K.C.M.G.,

Madresfield Court, Worcestershire.

Preparations for Planting Annuals.
All borders of 'beds which were manured and
dug roughly in the autumn should be well
dressed with soot in fine, dry weather, and the
soil broken with a fork to prepare a fine tilth
in readiness for planting. This early prepara-
tion of the soil will allow for the ground to
become settled again before planting time ar-
rives, and no amount of trouble taken in this
matter can he considered too much. The soot
will make the soil untenable by slugs and other
insect pests: no small boon when the young,
tender plants are put out. Meanwhile' push

forward with the work of pricking out into
boxes or cold frames a suitable number of each
kind of plant for furnishing the beds. Use
good friable soil and transplant the seedlings
'before they become crowded in the seed-bed.
The importance of thin sowing, transplanting
early and growing the plants stocky cannot be
too strongly emphasised, as once seedling an-
nuals become crowded and drawn they are prac-
tically useless, for they can never be restored to
a good condition. It is far better to sow one
variety thinly in two boxes than to crowd the
same number of seeds in one box. Moreover,
the young plants when well apart in the seed-
bed do not require such early transplanting. A
select list of the best half-hardy annuals was
given in the issue for January 24, p. 54.

Dahlias —Continue to insert strong, healthy
cuttings, taking them, whenever possible, with a
portion of the old tuber at the base, or strong
roots may be cut into portions with one or more
eyes like Potatos. For the first time we intend
to include some of the Paeony-flowered varieties,
and they will be planted in bold groups in the
wild garden. A few plants with their bright,
showy flowers on long stalks, should, if the
colours are well-chosen, make, a fine effect in

autumn amidst the greenery of grass and trees.

In such parts of the pleasure-grounds with such
surroundings there cannot be too many gay
colours.

Border Carnations.— Where wild rabbits
can gain access to these plants in the beds, it is

necessary to take up the rooted layers in the
late autumn and winter them in pots in cold
frames. In view of re-planting them the ground
should be prepared in a similar manner as re-

commended for annuals. If planted out as soon
as the ground is ready the plants will grow
away at once and bloom satisfactorily.

Tree Carnations.— Cuttings that were
rooted last autumn, if treated in the same man-
ner as the 'border varieties, may be relied upon
to bloom freely all through the summer, and
to continue in flower until frosts occur. Old
plants left out all the winter have furnished a
few good flowers as late as the time of writing,

but this is unusual.

Pinks and Picotees.— These flowers require
much the same treatment as the Carnations.
Pink Mrs. Sinkins makes a pretty edging to
paths other than with grass verges, and the
blooms are sweetly perfumed. Mule and other
Pinks, such as Napoleon III. , Dianthus neglectus,
and many of the single varieties, should be
planted amongst the stones in the paved gar-

den, between stepping-stones, etc.

Calceolaria and Marguerite.— These
plants should be removed from the frames in

which they were rooted, and planted out in cold

frames in friable soil, thence direct to their per-

manent quarters. It is a' mistake to pot bedding
Calceolarias.

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
By J. G. Weston, Gardener to Lady Northcote,

Eastwell Park, Kent.

The Loganberry.—This bramble is of very
vigorous habit. Therefore, when planting allow

plenty of room for the canes to develop without
overcrowding. The plant is not very particular

as to the kind of soil or the position in which
it is planted, for it will succeed almost anywhere,
but it thrives best in a good, strong loam that

has been well enriched with manure. If only a

few plants are grown the shoots may be trained
on a fence or a wire-trellis in the kitchen-garden,
where the plants will occupy but little room, suc-

ceed well, and be easy to get at. If trained on poles

the canes should be retained their full lengths, for

the Loganberry is a prolific cropper and well-

ripened shoots fruit to their ends. The. berries
are a little later in ripening than the main crop
of Raspberries, and provide a welcome addition
to culinary fruits. They are also excellent for

bottling if gathered before they are over-ripe.
The plants should be afforded similar treatment
to the Raspberry, that is, the old fruiting canes
should be cut to the ground as soon as the crop is

picked. Thin the young canes early, loop those

that are left out of harm's way in the early part

of the season, and after the old wood is cut out

train them in their permanent places. If this

work has been overlooked it should be done now,
and weak or immature shoots cut back to ripe

wood. Established plantations should be afforded

a heavy dressing of manure annually. Young
canes may be planted now with every prospect of

success, but a light mulch should be spread over

the roots to protect them from drying winds.

Blackberries.—The common Blackberry,

when well cultivated, has the best flavoured

berries of these fruits, which are exceedingly pro-

lific, and the berries are valuable for cooking and
preserves. They succeed well when trained on a

fence or trellis as a screen, for which purpose;

they are well adapted. A few bushes may be;

allowed to grow almost wild on the outskirts of 1

orchards or in corners of the outside garden, and!

they will fruit freely if there is an old tree stump'

or heap of stones over which they can ramble.

The Parsley-leaved variety, laciniatus, is a veryl

ornamental plant as well as valuable for its fruit,

and is suitable for planting in the wild or wood-,

land garden.

The Lowberry. — The Lowberry, raised,

from the Loganberry and Blackberry, succeeds)
under the same treatment as the common Black-
berry. The fruits are long, jet black, and of;

Blackberry flavour.

Filberts and Cobnuts.—The pruning of]

Nuts is usually left until fairly late in the season,]

but the work should be finished now. In market;
plantations the bushes are trained in the forml
of a cup or basin, the centre being entirely open.'

Grown in this manner the bush is restricted to a

small size, making it an easy matter to prune;
the shoots and pick the crop. There is still timei

to plant young trees, but on no account select]

rich or recently-manured ground, or growth will!

be gross and unfruitful. All nuts grow well in!

poor, stony soils, and may be planted on sloping;

banks or boundaries which are not always suit-j

able for other fruits. Being accommodating in

the matter of soil Filberts and Cobnuts are often
planted in out-of-the-way corners and allowed to
suffer from neglect, but, like most crops, they
repay for a reasonable amount of attention.
After the work of pruning is completed fork the
ground over, burying all annual weeds and
leaves. Choose plants with clean stems, and
rigorously keep down suckers. Good varieties to'

plant are Kentish Cob, Early Prolific Filbert, and!
Merveille de Bollwyller. The purple-leaved
variety, apart from the value of its nuts, is well!

worth planting in the shrubbery or wild garden
for its ornamental foliage.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
By W. Hedley Wareen, Gardener to the Aston-Clinton
Park Estate (the Et. Hon. Lord Rothschild). Buck-

inghamshire.

Figs.— A temperature of 60° to 65° at night,
and 75° to 80° in the daytime, will not be too
high for the early house, with a rise of a few :

degrees by sun heat. The Fig delights in an
abundance of heat and moisture, but plenty of

light and fresh air are also essential, therefore

admit air early in the day during warm, sunny
weather. Continue to give the necessary atten-

tion to the work of thinning, pinching and tying

the young growths where the trees are trained

on wires or trellis-work, also thin the young
fruits where they are growing too thickly. Fol-

low the instructions already given on the

management of pot-trees, by feeding and syring-

ing the plants daily, or as required. The swell-

ing of the young fruits may he hastened by
affording top-dressings of rich, soil and artificial

manures, a little at one time, just sufficient to

keep the trees in a healthy condition. Applying
a little and often is far preferable to affording

heavy dressings at long intervals.

Vines.— When the berries have passed the

stoning stage the temperature may be 5° higher

at night, always admitting a little air through
the top ventilators. Close the house early in the

afternoon when the atmospheric temperature is

85°. Whenever this temperature is maintained
promote plenty of atmospheric moisture in the
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vinery. The temperature for Muscats in bloom
should be 5° higher than that recommended for

Black Hamburgh. If the temperature is 75° at

night and 10° higher during the day, this will be
suitable. To prevent sudden changes in the

temperature admit air by degrees, as nothing

is more liable to cause rust on the berries than
draughts of cold air between the flowering and
the stoning periods. Disbud, stop and tie the
growths in later houses as required. If the
shoots are stopped' at three joints beyond the
bunch it will be close enough to the main rod.

Syringe successional vines several times daily,

and start the other vineries to follow these. If

the work has not 'been done already, top-dress

borders showing signs of exhaustion with fresh

fibry turf, mixed1 with a sprinkling of quarter-
inch bones, or bone-meal. Prepare a similar

compost for pot vines needing larger receptacles.

Early Cherries.— After the fruits have set

they will grow rapidly, and syringing should be
practised twice daily during bright weather, and
but once only—early in the afternoon—on dull

days. This will not only keep the foliage in a

healthy condition, but assist in checking insect

pests. Fire heat should be used only when there

is a danger of the temperature falling below 45°

at night. Admit air early in the morning, and
thus prevent a stagnant atmosphere. Unless by
sun heat, the day temperature should not ex-

ceed 65°. As the trees develop, the spur growths
should be stopped when they are four or five

inches long, but do not pinch growths required

for extension. Remove entirely all growths that

would cause overcrowding. Fumigate the

house promptly for the destruction of green or
black fly directly these pests are detected. It

is better not to syringe the trees with insecticides

alter the fruit has formed1—quassia would
probably cause the fruit to have a bitter taste

when ripe.

Melons. — Fertilise the strongest flowers

only, as the finest, blossoms invariably produce
the most perfect fruits. Superfluous male flowers

should be removed, and laterals pinched at one
joint beyond the fruit. When a sufficient num-
ber of blossoms is set, water the roots with
weak liquid-manure, and use more moisture in

damping the house. Syringe the trees freely on
sunny days at the time of closing the house, as

this will in large measure prevent attacks of red
spider and thrip. Should green-fly appear on the
terminal growths, dust with tobacco powder
when the foliage is damp ; do not fumigate if it

can be avoided. Make another sowing to fur-

nish successional plants.

Cucumbers.— If the plants are to be grown
in a frame, prepare the materials for the hot-
bed. Make the bed, say, about 3 feet 6
inches deep in front, and 4 feet 6 inches at
the back, and place the frame and lights in posi-
tion as soon as it is made urj. Allow a few days
for the bed to settle, then arrange the soil in
ridges, or as mounds in the centre of each light.

The compost should consist of loam, leaf-mould,
and well-decayed manure, with the addition of a
little charcoal or lime rubble. When the
materials are warmed thoroughly set the plants
in position. Take care that the heat of the bed
is not sufficient to burn the roots—75° to 80°
will be safe.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS
By C. H. Cook, Gardener to the Earl of Derby,

Knowsley Hall, Lancashire.

Richardia Elliottiana.— The strongest of
these plants are ready for transference to their
flowering pots, and the more robust specimens
may be grown in pots 8 inches in diameter.
The compost should consist of two-thirds loam,
one-third leaf-mould and manure from a spent
Mushroom-bed, adding a good dash of coarse
sand. Make the soil moderately firm, and after-
wards grow the plants in a moist house where
the temperature is 60° to 65°. Syringe the
foliage daily and fumigate the house directly
aphis is detected. When the pots become filled
with roots, feed the latter with weak liquid
manure and soot-water. Flower the plants in a
greenhouse temperature

; pot on successional
batches as required.

Roses in Pots.— Plants that are coming into
flower should be removed to a greenhouse or the
cooler end of the conservatory. Take care to
prevent cold draughts from reaching the plants
and1 shade them from bright sunshine. Blooms
intended for room decoration should be cut in

the bud stage and placed in water in a cool
place, where the wood and foliage will harden
and the flowers last fresh much longer than other-
wise. It is also advisable to cut Roses in the
bud twelve hours ibefore packing them in boxes
for transit, treating them in the meantime as
just advised. Climbing Roses, both pot plants
and those in the borders, are on the point of
blooming in the earliest house, and they also
should be shaded during the warmest part of the
day. Train in straggling shoots, and remove
fading flowers. Feed the roots at this stage with
liquid manure and soot-water diluted with clear
water. If artificial manures are employed select
one that does not give off an offensive odour.
Keep the atmosphere fairly moist, and maintain
a night temperature of 55°, the day tempera-
ture to be in accordance with the weather.

Anthurium.— Turn the plants out of their
pots and carefully remove as much as possible
of the old compost. A suitable potting compost
consists of two parts broken peat from which
the dust has been removed by shaking, Sphagnum-
moss, charcoal and fibrous loam one part each.
Fill the receptacles half-full of crocks. Next lay
on some of the coarse material and then work
the compost carefully about the roots, keeping
the stems of the plant well above the rim of the
pot. Leggy specimens should have moss tied

around the stem. Roots will develop in the moss,
when the plants may be re-potted. Anthuriums
should be grown in a brisk heat and moist
atmosphere ; the roots need copious supplies of

water throughout the growing season.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By R. P. BROTHBKSTOW, Gardener to the Earl of

Haiuungton, Tyninghame, East Lothian.

Celery Trenches.— It is a great relief

to get a big task like the making of Celery
trenches out of hand and in readiness for the
reception of the crop at the proper moment. I

take every opportunity when other work is not
very pressing to get it done—usually at this
time. The large number of heads we require
makes it imperative to have large trenches in

which 200 to 250 plants may be set. These hold
four rows at 1 foot apart, the outer rows 6 inches
from either side of the trench, or a trench of 4
feet wide may be made with interspaces for the
ridges of 4 feet 6 inches. The excavation need
not be more than 6 inches in depth, for by going
below the rooting level of the plants plenty of

soil for earthing-up is secured, and at the same
time a simple way provided for keeping the
trenches drained during the winter months.
Manure is incorporated with the soil, although
I am aware that it is the usual practice to place
it in a thick layer at the bottom with a cover-
ing of soil. The value of my practice is seen in

dry seasons ; during the drought last summer
once the manure became dry it was a difficult

task to moisten it again by watering. I could
only partially water the crop twice, and though
the plants drooped they grew splendidly on the
break-up of the drought and less than a dozen
bolted. I have only once grown another crop
in the Celery trenches before the plants were
ready for planting, but the result was so un-
satisfactory I have never practised it again.
But the ridges between the trenches may be
cropped immediately with a variety of suitable
vegetables, which will do splendidly in the
great depth of rich soil.

The Importance of Thin Seeding.—
I do not recommend thin seeding so much from
a pecuniary standpoint, because in garden man-
agement this is scarcely worth considering; but
it effects a great saving in labour, and, most
important of all, a plant with plenty of space
underneath and above ground makes more pro-
gress than one tint is crowded and thus more
or less starved from the beginning. As a
rule all seeds are sown too thickly, one of the
never-ending instructions one has to give being

to sow the seeds well apart and then to thin
the seedlings so that each has plenty of
room to develop. The evil of using too
much seed is evidenced most clearly in legumin-
ous crops, and in Peas especially. In Mr. Dar-
bishire's book on plant breeding, he remarks that
Pea " plants grown 9 inches apart set a vastly
greater quantity of seed than plants grown *3

inches apart," which is incontrovertible. The
largest and longest -bearing crop of Peas I have
grown was from seeds set at 3 feet apart, and if

the manager of a small garden could bring him-
.
self to grow Peas thus it would enable him to
let loose for other crops a portion of ground less

usefully occupied by Peas struggling for exist-
ence. And so with French Beans. I never sow
these closer than 6 to 9 inches, and the seedlings
are afterwards thinned. Scarlet Runners are
treated in a like manner.

THE APIARY.
By Chloris.

Purchasing Requisites.—Too often the pur-
chasing of bee material is put off until it is

actually needed ; in some cases it is done because
the beginner does not know how to anticipate his
wants. Some appliance makers give special

terms to those who order early, because, when
the honey flow has begun, the work is so heavy
that they cannot despatch the orders to time.
The following hints may be helpful :—Each year
a fair proportion of the combs should be removed
in the brood chambers, because the cells gradu-
ally decrease in diameter, consequently a smaller
race of bees is raised. This is caused by each bee
raised in the cell leaving behind the cocoon in

which it was reared. Buy brood foundation
eight sheets to the pound. To purchase thinner
foundation is false economy, because it may break
down from the top bar during hot weather. The
price is generally about 2s. 3d. per lb. Those who
are working for extracted or run honey, as it is

often termed, should fit up the shallow frame
with full sheets of thin foundation with a drone
base, not forgetting to wire it in, because the
force with which its honey is removed in the
extractor will be almost certain to break the
comb from the frame. This is usually 2s. 4d. per
lb. For comb honey purchase two bee-way sec-
tions, with a split top, which are generally Is. 6d.
for 50. and 2s. 9d. per 100, and larger quantities
correspondingly cheaper. The foundation for

these should be the extra thin ; costing
about 3s. per lb., remembering to use full

sheets that are the full width, and falling
short of the length by \ to ^ inch to allow for
stretching and to prevent buckling. To separate
the sections use dividers made of metal. Those
of the wooden type are useless. For hiving
swarms and driving bees it is an advantage to
have a good straw skep of ample size costing
about 2s.

Overhauling the Hives. — The impatient
bee-keeper must restrain himself for a little longer,

for, beside losing valuable heat by opening the
hives so early during inclement weather, he will

lose brood, and incur the danger of the bees ball-

ing the queens and killing them. If there is doubt
about the larder, lift a corner of the quilt for

a moment, and supply the deficiency by placing
a cake of soft candy, and let it be a large one,
so as to cause no more anxiety for at least a
month. Should the district be lacking in pollen-

bearing flowers, then supplv pea flour among
shavings in a sheltered, sunny nook. I fear
clean water will not be lacking in most districts,

but should this be so. then supply it, for the bees
will go to a contaminated source to get
the large amount necessary to rear brood.
Until the weather be more favourable be content
to rake out through the entrance nil dead bees.

If Isle of Wight disease lias carried oil' an\ colony
do not omit to use a copious quantity of quick-
lime over tile ground where the hive stood, and
burn the frames, quilts, etc., used in the interior,

then thoroughly cleanse the interior by using a
blow lamp, such as painters and plumbers use,
and follow this up bv washing the whole dive
thoroughly with a solution of Calvert's carbolic,
and afterward leave open in the sunshine for the
disinfection to be completed before using the hivo
again.
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EDITORIAL NOTICE.

ADVEETISBMENTS should be sent to the
PUBLISHER. 41. Wellington Street.

Covent Garden, W.C-
Editors and Publisher. — Our Correspondents

would obviate delay in obtaining answer) to

their communications, and save us much lime and
trouble, if they would kindly observe the notice

printed weekly to the effect that all letters relat-

ing to financial matters and to advertisements

should be addressed to the Publisher ;
and that

all communications intended for publication, or

referring to the Literary department, and all

plants to be named, should be directed to the

Editors. The two departments. Publishing and
Editorial, are distinct, and much unnecessary de-

lay and confusion arise when letters are mis-

directed.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

MONDAY, MARCff 25—
Birmingham and Midland Union of Horticultural

Societies' Annual Meet and Concert, White
Horse Hotel.

TUESDAY, MARCH 24—
Royal Hort. Soc. Corns, meet. (Lecture at 3 p.m.

on " Pruning Shrubs.")
THURSDAY, MARCH 26—

Manchester and N. of Eng. Orchid Soc. meet. Roy.

Botanic Soc. meet.

Average Mean Temperature for the ensuing week
deduced from observations during the last Fifty

Years at Greenwich, 42.7°.

Actuai Temperatures :—
London, Wednesday, March 18 (6 p.m.); Max. 47°;

Min. 40°.

Gardeners' Chronicle Office. 41, Wellington Street,

Covent Garden, London, Thursday, March 19

(10 a.m.) ; Bar. 29.3°. Temp. 42°. Weather
—Dull.

Provinces.—Wednesday. March 18. Max. 44°, Yar-
mouth : Min. 38°, Spalding.

8ALE8 FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
MONDAY—

Hardy Bulbs and Perennials, Roses and Fruit Trees.

At 67 and 68, Cheapside, E.C., by Protheroe and
Morris, at 12.

MONDAY AND WEDNESDAY—
Roses, Shrubs, Hardy Perennials and Lilies. At
Stevens's Rooms, King Street, Covent Garden.

TUESDAY—
Sale of The Wray Park Nurseries, 60, Holmesdale
Road, Reigate, by Messrs. Peat and Holdsworth, at
the White Hart Hotel, Reigate, at 7 p.m.

WEDNESDAY—
Perennials and Harbaeeous Plants, Hardy Bulbs
and Lilies, at 12 ; Paims and Plants, at 5. At
Protheroe and Morris's rooms.

THURSDAY—
Roses. At Protheroe and Morris's rooms, at 1.

FRIDAY—
400 Unflowered Seedling Orchids. At Protheroe and
Morris's rooms, at 12.45.

Hardy Bulbs and Herbaceous Plants. At Protheroe
and Morris's rooms, at 12.

Recent investigations
The Properties have shown that peat
or Bacterised , ,. , j , ,

,

Peat. when subjected to the ac-

tion of bacteria becomes
transformed into a manure of consider-

able value. The treatment required to

bring about this result was devised by
Prof. Bottomley, and consists in three

stages. In the first stage the crude peat

is acted on by certain bacteria, and as a

result of that action large quantities of

" humates " are liberated. In the second

stage the humated peat is sterilised by heat,

and in the third stage it is treated with a

mixed culture of nitrogen-fixing bacteria

(Azotobacter chroococcum and Bacillus

radicicola). It is claimed that the steril-

ised humated peat encourages in a marked
manner the activities of the nitrogen-fixing

organisms, and that as a result the amount
of soluble nitrogen-compounds is increased

during the third stage of the process.

The foregoing facts are recorded with
some detail in the Gardeners' Chronicle

(October 25, 1913, pp. 290 and 295); the
new observations made more recently and
described by Prof. Bottomley in a lecture

before the Royal Society of Arts on Wed-

nesday, March 11, are destined, if they

are established, to prove of considerable

importance both to science and practice.

Briefly, these new facts are that ex-

tremely small quantities of a watery ex-

tract of bacterised peat are potent stimu-

lators of plant-growth. For example, it

is stated, on the authority of Dr. Rosen-

heim, who carried out the experiments,

that plants treated twice with the water

extract of 0.18 gram (= j^j oz.) respond

very readily to the treatment and grow

away from untreated "control" plants.

If the result of other more extended and

similar experiments is to confirm the cor-

rectness of this observation we shall be

face to face with a discovery of prime im-

portance : for it is well nigh certain that

this growth-accelerating effect of the ex-

tract cannot be brought about by the nitro-

genous or other ordinary substances con-

tained in that extract. The actual amounts

of nitrogen—and of phosphorus—con-

tained in T ^o- oz. of the bacterised peat

must be extremely small; far too small,

as it would seem, to produce a marked

increase in the rate of growth of plants

potted in ordinary garden soil. To

account for the phenomenon Dr. Rosen-

heim has suggested—albeit but tentatively

—that bacterised peat contains substances

similar to those discovered by animal

physiologists in various foodstuffs. These

substances—known as vitamines or acces-

sory food substances—are held by

physiologists to play a fundamental part in

animal nutrition. Without their presence

foodstuffs, no matter how rich they may be

in the ordinary food materials—proteins,

fats and the like—fail to nourish, and the

animal, deprived of accessory food sub-

stances, languishes and dies.

These accessory food substances are de-

rived by animals directly or indirectly

from plants, and the well-known incidence

of scurvy among sailors and others de-

prived for a long time of fresh vegetable

food may be attributed, in the light of

recent research, to the absence from the

diet of accessory food substances. A fur-

ther illustration of the vital importance of

these substances is supplied in the disease

known as beri-beri. It has been shown

that this disease, which is widespread and

increasing among Eastern peoples who live

on rice, is due to the fact that as the result

of the introduction of the modern steel

roller the husk is removed during the pre-

paration of the rice grain. It is in the

husk that the vitamines are contained, and
it is the lack of these accessory food sub-

stances that accounts for the disease of

beri-beri. By adding the husk to the

polished rice or by the addition of vita-

mines from other sources, e.g., from

Phaseolus mungo L., the disease is pre-

vented. Rickets, another malady which

has long been ascribed to a disordered

and poor nutrition, is now attributed

more precisely to the deficiency of vita-

mines in the restricted and monotonous

diet of the poor.

The observation that a watery extract

of bacterised peat containing so little solid

matter as 30 milligrams acts as a stimu-

lator of plant growth has led Dr. Rosen-

heim to make the suggestion that no less

than in animal nutrition, so in plant nutri-

tion, obscure accessory substances may
play a part. The suggestion is one of
great interest, but it must be received as
it is given, with proper caution,

Coloured Supplement. — The subject of

the Coloured Plate to be published with the
issue for next week is a view in the Royal Inter-

national Horticultural Exhibition of i912, and
it will be accompanied with a review of the
Horticultural Record, the volume prepared by
Mr. Reginald Cory to commemorate the Exhi-
bition.

Royal Horticultural Society.—The
next meeting of the committees will take place
in the Vincent Square Hall, Westminster, on
Tuesday, the 24th inst. At the 3 o'clock meet-
ing of the Fellows a lecture on " The Pruning of
Shrubs" will be delivered by Mr. E. Beckett.

National Sweet Pea Society. A special

general meeting of the members of the National
Sweet Pea Society will be held at the Hotel
Windsor, Victoria Street, Westminster, on

April 20, at 2.30 p.m., for consideration

of proposed alteration of rules. Notice of

amendments, alterations, or additions must be
sent to the secretary, Mr. Henry D. Tigwell,
as per Rule 26, on or before March 30.

The Surveyors- Institution.— The next
ordinary general meeting of the Surveyors' In-

stitution will be held at 8 o'clock in the Lecture

Hall of the Institution on the 30th inst., when a

paper will be read by Mr. W. W. Jenkinson,
entitled "London Before the Fire : as Referred

to in 16th and 17th Century Literature."

Primula Hybrida La Lorraine. — A note
and illustration in Revue de VHorticulture Belgt

et Etrangere (No. 4, February 28, 1914) are de-

voted to the new hybrid Primulas raised by

M. Lemoine by crossing Primula Veitchii and
P. cortusoides, the latter being used as the male
parent. One of the hybrid La Lorraine is &

vigorous and noriferous plant, and bears large

rose-carmine flowers with a yellow eye. Another

plant from the same cross (Primula Ville de

Nancy) is characterised by laciniate, bright

purple-carmine flowers.

A New Peach.— According to a brief state-

ment in American Fruits (March, 1914), Mr. E.

H. Wilson, collecting for the Arnold Ar-

boretum, has brought from his last expedi-

tion a Peach the fruits of which are as good a*

those now in general cultivation ; but which have

the merit of possessing a stone no larger than

and as smooth and as easily detached as a

Cherry stone. Truly, Nature, in her capacious

heart, has a warm corner for gourmets.

Trees on Farms.— The movement among

some English farmers to get Tid of hedges and

trees on their farm6 ha6 called forth a weighty

warning from a correspondent in the Timet.

This correspondent pointe out that the present

hedges serve to isolate and hence to check the

spread of contagious diseases among live stock.

He also observes that if ditches are to go as well

as hedges the drainage of the fields will suffer.

It is interesting to observe in this connection

that American farmers are beginning to appre-

ciate the uses of trees. Thus, thanks to the

missionary enterprise of the Forestry Extension

Service of the Michigan Agricultural College,

about a million young trees are io be planted this

year in Michigan, and on one farm alone some

10,000 are to be put in. At the same time, the

question of hedges requires attention, and there

can be no doubt but that some hedges of the im-

penetrable thicket type should be grubbed up

and replaced by others less massive, dirty and

greedy.
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Amalgamation of Two Horticultural
Societies.— The Walton Rose Society and the

Weybridge Horticultural Society have amal-

gamated under the title Weybridge, Walton-on-
Thames and District Rose and Horticultural

Society. The new society will hold an exhibi-

tion in the Old Palace Gardens, Weybridge, on
Wednesday, July 8. The secretary is Mr. C.

Rowland, Weybridge Park Gardens.

New Flagstaff for Kew.—In place of

the flagstaff at the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew,
which was lowered recently owing to the decay
at its base, the Government of British Colum-
bia has offered to present a new pole, which
measures 225 feet and has grown on Vancouver
Island. Like the old example, this is a spar
of the Douglas Fir, and when erected will

be the tallest flagstaff in one piece in the
world. The original pole was presented to Kew
by Mr. Edward Stamp, of the firm of Messrs.
Anderson, Anderson and Co., timber merchants,
dealing with the produce of British Columbia.
This spar came from Vancouver Island, was
159 feet high and 20 inches in diameter at the
base. The total height of the tree was 180 feet,

and its age was estimated at 250 years.

A Park for Hucknall.-To commemorate
the coming of age of his son, Lord Titchfield,

the Duke of Portland has given three recreation

grounds and a park to Hucknall, near Notting-

ham. The park, known as the Waddow Park,
has an area of about eleven acres, and the gifts

are valued at about £20,000.

Experimental Shipment of Avocado
Pears.— The Director of Agriculture took home
on his visit to England in November two cases of

Avocado Pears which were carefully packed by
Mr. ARNEAtTD de Boissiere. Through the cour-

tesy of Mr. Skinner they were stored in the
vegetable chamber (the temperature of which is

kept at 45° F.) during the voyage and they ar-

rived in perfect condition. On examination during
the voyage it was found that one was bruised but
not ripe; this was removed. They wete exposed
for sale in a London fruit shop, and the prices

realised for the shipper were 12s. per dozen for

three dozen and 10s. per dozen for two dozen. The
fruits presented a most attractive appearance,

contrasting strongly with another consignment
from the Canary Islands. The following report

was received from the manager of the fruit de-

partment :
—" The Pears were very good, and I

would assure you that future consignments will

receive our best attention." This experiment
shows that Avocado Pears can be successfully

shipped and sold at remunerative prices if stored
at a temperature of 45° F. Trinidad anil

Tobago Bulletin.

A Census of the Genus Acacia in

Australia.— Mr. E. E. Prescott, Principal of

the School of Horticulture, Burnley, Victoria, has
issued in pamphlet form a useful census of the
genus Acacia in Australia. In his introductory
remarks the author protests rightly against the
custom of confusing Acacia with Mimosa, point-

ing out that the South of France is responsible

originally for this error. The two genera may
be distinguished by the facts that Mimosa has
eight stamens and Acacia from four to many,
and that the seed pod of Mimosa separates into

one-seeded joints, whereas in Acacia the pod is

two valved. The census shows that over 500
different forms of Acacia are indigenous to Aus-
tralia, and of these forms over 400 are distinct

species; thus Acacia is the most numerously re-

presented of all Australian plants. To the Aus-
tralian horticulturist they a-re invaluable, though
paradoxically enough the chief difficulty of their

cultivation arises from their love of neglect. Oc-
curring naturally in poor soil, and accustomed
to hardship in respect to water supply, many
Acacias fail to take kindly to the more generous
conditions of the garden. This, as Mr. Prescott
points out, is specially the case with the beautiful

Golden Wattle, Acacia pyemantha, the natural

habitat of which is on the thin
soils of silurian hillsides. Another rebel

against soft conditions is Acacia myr-
tifolia, a dwarf species with cream-coloured
and wonderfully fragrant flowers. A. Baileyana
is one of the most beautiful and hardiest of all

Acacias. This species, the Cootamundra Wattle,
grows 24 feet high, with a spread of branches 38
feet in diameter, and a trunk of 2 feet in diame-
ter. It lends itself kindly to cultivation, and does
not resent pruning provided that the operation
be carried out at or immediately after the flower-
ing period. Other interesting species are A.
elata, one of the real trees of the genus and A.
Saligma, the weeping Wattle of Western Austra-
lia, a rapid grower with rich golden racemes.
A. decurrens var. normalis, known commonly
as the King or Sydney Green Wattle, is one of
the noblest forms, but does not thrive near towns
nor in a smoky atmosphere. In concluding his

introductory remarks Mr. Prescott expresses
the hope that they may stimulate the planting
of these beautiful Australian shrubs and trees,

and for our part we feel sure that the wish will

be fulfilled, for we have rarely Tead an introduc-
tion so concise and so interesting as that
written by Mr. Prescott. His love for the Aus-
tralian Wattle is contagious, and cannot fail to

infect others among the plant-loving members of

the Commonwealth.

Horticultural Exhibition at Vernet-
les-Bains.— The Pyrenees-Orientales Horticul-
tural Society, in conjunction with the Horticul-

tural Syndicate, is arranging for March 28 and
29 a horticultural exhibition, to take place at

Vernet-les-Bains. It is well known that many
English people are to be found at Vernet-

les-Bains at this time of year ; the place

and the time are thus well chosen for

showing to visitors the value of the horticul-

tural produce of the district. A detailed pro-

gramme of the exhibition will be sent on appli-

cation to the Commissaire General de l'Exposi-

tion d'Horticulture, Vernet-les-Bain6, Pyr.-Or.,

France.

Silene swertiaefolia.—A note in Die Gar-
tenwelt (March 7. 1914) diraws attention to the

merits of this species, which, like S. chlorifolia,

is a native of Asia Minor. S. swertiaefolia grows
to a height of about 1-1^ feet, and bears the
largest flowers of the genus. It requires a sunny
aspect, a well-drained soil, and likes lime. The
flowers, borne on stout branches in groups of

three, are pure white on the uppeir side,

brownish on the under side and on the calyx.

The flowers are long lasting, and close at night

and in cloudy weather.

U.S.A. Prohibition of Plants by Post.
The Board of Agriculture and Fisheries desires to

bring to the notice of nurserymen and exporters

of plants and bulbs that the importation by
parcel post into the United States of all grow-
ing or living plants, seeds, and other plant pro-

ducts for propagation (except field, vegetable,

and flower seeds), except in the case of parcels

addressed to the Department of Agriculture,

Washington, is now prohibited.

The Future of Covent Garden.-Mi
Mallaby Deeley, M.P., who recently purchased

the Covent Garden Estate, presided on Wednes-
day last at the Annual Dinner of the Wholesale
Fruit and Potato Trades' Benevolent Society.

Replying to the toast of his health, he expressed

the opinion that the market would not be trans-

ferred to another site, but that it would be de-

veloped and improved. He promised the sales-

men as much fixity of tenure as could be given

under the Charter, and said that they would be

able to pass the goodwill of their tenancies to

their successors.

Publications Received. — The Horticul-

tural Record. By Reginald Cory. (London :

J. & A. Churchill.) Price, £2 2s. net. Gardening
for Amateurs. Parti. Edited by H. H. Thomas.
(London : Cassell and Co., Ltd.) Price 7d. net.

BALLS PARK: HERTFORDSHIRE.,
(See Fig. 93 and Supplementary.

Illustration.)

Like so many estates in the Home Counties,
Balls Park has had its due share of changes in
ownership. The square, red-brick house was
built some time about 1640, when the estate was
acquired, through marriage, by Sir William
Lytton, of Knebworth. It owes its name to an
earlier owner, Simon de Ball, a Member of

Parliament in King Edward ?s reign. Chauncy's
History of Hertfordshire describes the house as
" a fair, stately fabric of brick in the middle of

a warren, consisting of <a square pile with a
court in the middle thereof, every side equally
fronted and exactly uniform, the ceilings within
the house wrought with several and distinct

patterns of fretwork, the steps in the great stair-

case paved with black and white marble, the in-

ward court with free stone." Judging from the
delightfully weathered brick, the exterior has
remained unchanged, and the ceilings are still

famous. In the middle of the seventeenth cen-

tury Sir Wm. Lytton was deprived of his estate,

and it came into the possession of Sir

John Harrison, whose dame lived at Balls

Park until her death in 1705, when she
was succeeded by her son Edward. Then
his daughter, the famous Lady Townshend,
who " lived to be eighty, and gave the world
and Horace Walpole considerable entertain-

ment," became the owner. Various members of

the Townshend family held the estate until it

was acquired by Sir George Faudel-Phillips,

Bart., who has effected considerable improve-
ments. Previously the gardens were unimpor-
tant, and during the past century had been neg-
lected, but the present owner's eldest son, Mr.
B. S. Faudel-Phillips, has so improved them, with
the assistance of the gardener, Mr. F. Fitch, that

they now rank amongst the finest in the county.

The earliest work of any note was the transform-

ing of an uninteresting kitchen garden into a
series of charming hardy flower borders of the

style shown in the supplementary illustration.

The principal borders are a pair, each more
than 120 yards long and fully 20 feet wide.

In these borders the colour schemes are

the chief feature. Commencing with white

and grey, pink merges into yellow and
orange, and the full reds occupy the centre.

Along the back vigorous Roses, on poles

and chains, of similar shades to the border

plants, form a charming framing. The herba-

ceous plants, which are disposed in bold masses,

are principally Delphiniums, Phloxes, Heu-
cheras, Geums, Paeonies, Kniphofias, EremHrus,

and Liliums. There is no conventional rock

garden, but several of the borders, edged with

raised stone, provide admirable places for very

many Alpines. Whilst Balls Park is primarily

a summer and autumn garden—for at these

seasons the magnificent borders are aglow with

colour—it is also attractive in late spring, when
Darwin Tulips, in 120 varieties, furnish a blaze

of colour. As soon as the Tulips have finished

flowering, their place is taken by annual

Larkspurs, Heliotrope, and Ageratum. Through-

out the summer and autumn all the borders are

kept filled to their utmost capacity, and for this

purpose Mr. Fitch grows large numbers of

annuals for filling the blanks left by earlier-

flowering perennials, whilst various Liliums,

planted amongst the border subjects, add

further beauty. The original walled-in gar-

den, which goes by the name of Nan's Garden,

has been transformed into a delightful Rose

garden, where large triangular beds, each filled

with one variety of a pink or a red Rose and

Liliuni candidum, are edged with a broad band

of Sazifraga cordifolia.

The Sunken Garden.

Of Balls Park it may be said witli truth that

its gardens are in a wood. The flower gardeD,
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part of which may be seen in Fig. 93, was made

in a clearing of the tall, clean-boled Elms,

Beeches, and Poplars, and on the other side of the

lawn a dense Yew hedge forms a fitting boundary

io the sunken garden shown in the lower half of

the supplementary illustration, and which also

possesses a rich, leafy framing. Such features

of the garden are essentially for summer enjoy-

ment, and during that season few more enticing

places could be found. In the style and arrange-

ment the influence of the Dutch Garden at

Hampton Court can be plainly seen, but the

pattern has been departed from sufficiently to

stamp the Balls Park effort with an individu-

ality of its own. It is deeper, more rectangular

in shape, and in place of the moss-covered little

central fountain i6 a leaden Cupid. Out from

this delightful garden, where the surround-

ing trees cast patterned shades, and along a

broad stretch of greensward, is the " Cottage

Garden," with its terraces capped by Yew
hedges and containing a formal Rose garden,

where none but the yellow -flowered varieties are

grown. From this point of vantage an easy and

pleasant inspection of the long, broad shrub-

delightful sight; at the time of planting the

large-flowered varieties were selected with a

view to this spring effect. Carnations are grown

in large numbers and with exceptional suc-

cess, as witness the large, well-flowered " Mal-

maisons" exhibited at the R.H.S. spring shows

by Mr. Fitch. More than 1,200 plants of Souve-

nir de la Malmaison varieties are grown, chiefly

Princess of Wales, Lady Coventry, King Oscar,

and Blush Malmaison. Several houses are de-

voted to Perpetual Flowering Carnations, which

also evidence skilful culture, and of these the

principal varieties are the Enchantress varieties,

R. F. Felton, and Beacon. Other glasshouses

contain a variety of such plants as Poinsettias,

Plumbago rosea, and exceptionally large speci-

mens of Adiantum terterum Fnrleyense. A- C. B.

NOTES FROM WISLEY.

PLANTS IN BLOOM.
On the rockery Saxifraga apiculata, S.

Boydii alba, S. Burseriana and S. Burseriana

Fig. 93.

—

balls fark

[Photograph by H. N. King.

GARDEN FRONT, SHOWING PART OF ONE OF THE LARGE RAISED FLOWER BEDS.

bery border, which marks the boundary of the

gardens, may be made.

The temptation to give this border a wavy

outline has been resisted, and spacious dignity

is derived from the straight boundary and ample

greensward. Good taste and much skill are dis

played in the arrangement of this noble border,

which contains many uncommon shrubs. In

addition to the splendid effect from the borders

and flower-beds must be noted the large number

of Hydrangeas, Palms, Heliotropes, Plumbago

capensis, and kindred plants which are set out

in tubs at points of vantage during the summer

months.

The Glasshouses.

When the flower borders were formed on the

site of the kitchen garden, eight acres of ground

in another part of the estate were requisitioned

for the growing of vegetables, and here the

different crops all bear the stamp of good cul-

ture. The glasshouses were retained conveni-

ently near to the house, and at the present sea-

son three Peach houses in full bloom are a

which is laden with trusses of its white flowers,

Hamamelis arborea (Witch Hazel) and H. Zuc-

cariniana are just past their best, but Daphne
Mezereum and Erica lusitanica are both flower-

ing profusely. The last-named is afforded some
protection by neighbouring Bamboos and Coni-

fers. The buds of Pieris floribunda are well ad-

vanced, and many of the flowers are already

open. One of the most charming trees in flower

is Prunus Pissardii. Plants in bloom on the

moraine are Saxifraga apiculata alba, S. Boydii

alba, S. Burseriana Gloria, and the small yellow

S. Paulinae. C.

major are all flowering freely. A large patch

of Erica mediterranea hybrida is in full beauty

on the banks of the largest pool and the purplish

colour makes a contrast with the greyish tint of

E. Veitchii, which is flowering on the opposite

bank. Primula Winteri, protected from exces-

sive moisture by overhanging rocks, has been in

bloom for seve'ral weeks. Crocuses, Polyan-

thuses and Cyclamen coum are flowering

abundantly, while a fine colony of Narcissus

cyclamineiis is blooming in the wood adjacent

to the rock garden. The Alpine house contains

a good selection of plants in pots and pans, in-

cluding Primula megaseaefolia, P. Winteri, Ane-

mone blanda, Saxifraga Burseriana and its varie-

ties crenata and Gloria ; S. oppositifolia, S.

Boydii alba, Soldanella alpina, S. montana, and

Saxifraga Grisebachii. The last, although not

yet in flower, is very beautiful with its numer-

ous crimson-coloured bracts. A pan of the an-

nual Ionopsidium acaule makes a charming fea-

ture, while Daphne Blagayana, Saxifraga

apiculata and S. Faldonside are all very attrac-

tive. Shrubs in flower include Pieris japonica,

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
(The Editors do not hold themselves responsible for

the opinions expressed by correspondents.)

Henry J. Clayton Memorial.—A wish

has been expressed by some of the many friends

and admirers of the late Mr. Clayton that a man
so widely respected, and who was in every sense

such a credit to our profession, should have his

memory perpetuated by a " Memorial " in con-

nection with the Royal Gardeners' Orphan Fund.
It will be remembered by many that the sugges-

tion for establishing this Fund by the Gardeners
of Great Britain and Ireland, in commemoration
of the Jubilee of Her Majesty Queen Victoria,

originated in part with, and was most strenu-

ously advocated by, Mr. Clayton, and it is

generally felt that no other form of memorial
would more greatly commend itself to the wishes
of our late friend or to his family. From the

establishment of the Fund in 1887 Mr. Clayton
never ceased to advocate its claim to the support
of the fraternity, as well as of the garden-loving

public ; and we know how keenly he rejoiced in

its growth and prosperity, and to see the sum
annually expended in relieving the necessities of

destitute orphan children of his less fortunate

brother gardeners grow steadily from £139 15s.

in 1888 to £1,868 12s. 6d. in 1913. I hope that
gardeners will support this movement with small
contributions, which I will gladly acknowledge.
T. Turton, Hon. Sec. and Treasurer, The Castle

Gardens, Sherborne, Dorset.

Apple W. Crump.— At last I have found an

apple which for late keeping and really good
flavour is worthy of extended growth. I allude

to W. Crump, which was raised by its namesake
at Madresfield Court. It is the result of a cross

between Cox's Orange Pippin and Worcester
Pearmain. In shape, size, and colour it is iden-

tical with Worcester Pearmain, but it has much
more yellow colour in the skin, and the rich

yellow flesh of Cox's Orange Pippin. On March
7 last I tasted a firm, solid fruit ; the flavour was
distinctly good, reminding me of Cox's Orange
Pippin. E. M.

Tricuspidaria lanceolata syn. Crino-
DENDRON HOOKERIANUM. - On p. 60 Mr.

Jenkins writes of the difficulty in getting seeds of

this plant to germinate. I may state that seeds

have germinated readily this year, and around

the parent plant in my garden hundreds of seed-

lings are springing up. Frank R. Durham, Fair-

haven, Salcombe, South Devon.

HlPPEASTRUMS from Seed (see p. 158).

—

In Mr. Hart's note on the raising of seedling

Hippeastrums he states that they take

about three years to reach a flowering size,

or at least only a few of the stronger

ones flower when two years old. By
growing them entirely in pots from the seedling

stage we have no difficulty in flowering 90 per

cent, of the bulbs in two years. The seeds are sown

in boxes at 1 inch apart, and so soon as the seed-

lings have developed two leaves they are transferred

into small sixty-sized pots, placed on shelves, and

grown in a temperature of 65 to 70°. By the

end of August the seedlings are ready for trans-

ference to 4i-inch pots, and are kept steadily

growing all through the winter. At the end of

the first year they are shifted into 6^-inch pots,

and kept* growing until the winter. They are

then partially rested, but not kept dry enough to

cause the foliage to drop. By the end of
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February the majority of the bulbs are pushing
up their flower spikes, and can then be
brought into flower in a few weeks. This
method of growing them certainly entails three
times potting to Mr. Hart's one potting and one
boxing, but one season's watering and attention
is saved. Also, where large batches of seedlings
are raised annually the sooner they are flowered
and the poor ones weeded out the better. C

.

Garratt, Highbury Gardens, Birmingham.

Failure with Forced Bulbs (see p. 175).—We have experienced the same failure as
Mr. Wilson with forced bulbs. Some varie-

ties, such as Golden Spur and Poeticus ornatus,
were a complete failure, but others, grown in

the same conditions, were successful. Yellow
and Red Due Van Thol Tulips were also
failures. Golden Spur Narcissus was rather
strong in growth, but only 25 per cent, of

the plants flowered. Poeticus ornatus started
into growth and then stopped, but the bulbs
rooted freely. The Tulips mentioned made
weak growth and scarcely any roots. The bulbs
were supposed to be of first quality, and were
in a good condition when potted. W. H., Cob-
ham, Kent.

Aquilegias and their Hybrids.— One of

the most beautiful and effective of all the
Aquilegias is A. coerulea hybrida, most graceful
in aspect. The original colours of this charming
Columbine were blue and white ; but, crossed
with chrysantha, it has acquired distinctive,

luminous yellow hues. Aquilegia californica hy-
brida shows an impressive blending of brightest
orange and deep scarlet, though by reason of a
somewhat pendulous tendency ' its lustrous
beauty is much concealed. A. canadensis,
the colours of which to some extent resemble those

of californica (though yellow supervenes, as if for
the 6ake of floral individuality), is also a very
effective variety, which succeeds here admirably
in garden loam. One of the finest members of

this richly ornamental family is the Siberian
A. glandulosa, which ever since its introduction
into this country from the Alpine regions, lias

been a supreme favourite with all earnest culti-

vators of these fascinating flowers, so popular
at present in Scottish gardens. Aquilegia Skin-
neri, which has yellow petals, with sepals

of delicate green, is a native of Guate-
mala, in South America. It is not ardu-
ous of culture when grown in fibrous soil, but in

my own garden, where nearly every variety of

any consequence has been cultivated assiduously,
I have found it short-lived. It is quite possible
that it was assigned too shady a situation.

Aquikgia glandulosa, to which 1 have already
incidentally referred, is easily increased, like
many other forms, by careful division at the
roots as soon as it has developed its resources
and attained its utmost strength. A derivative
from this highly artistic inhabitant of the re-

mote Altai Mountains—namely, A. Wittmann-
iana, though possessing very considerable attrac-
tiveness, is not equal in beauty, or even in
facility of culture, to the peerless parent flower.

The late Dr. Stuart, of Chirnside, in Berwick-
shire, once said to me, 'with reference to his large
and lustrous Aquilegia namesake (A. Stuartii),
that it was somewhat difficult to grow adequately.
" requiring very careful attention in its earlier
stages, and a deep, fertile soil." I have been
informed by its first introducers, the Messrs.
Cocker, of Aberdeen, that it was the result, of a
cross between A. coerulea and A. glandulosa.
One of the finest and' least culturally exacting
of all the Aquilegias is the " Golden Columbine,"
A. chrysantha. It should be found in every
herbaceous garden where those glorious flowers
are grown. David H. Williamson.

The N.E.H.S.—The above society has held its

third annual meeting and at last, more or less,

equalised income and expenditure, there being a

loss on the current year's working of only £22.
This is excellent work, but the heavy initial ex-
penses still remain as a drag on any forward
movement, although some £105 was raised in 1913
towards reducing the expenses incurred in estab-

lishing the society. The subscription list shows
a great increase, being £348 as against £277 in

1912, and £257 in 1911. But the problem that

confronts all well-wishers of this northern
society is this—will the Fellows and Members
remain loyal, and will the increase continue now

that only an honorary and part-time secretary has
taken the place of a paid and full-time secretary '!

Is the society this year holding out to Fellows
distant from Leeds any benefits consistent with
a guinea subscription? This remains to be seen.

According to the 'belated list of arrangements
there is little to offer to members distant from
Leeds. Having watched the working of the
society since its inception, I consider there
have been three great hindrances to that
progress, continuity and stability which is

so necessary to a young organisation. First, the
monthly shows were given up too soon. They
were in 1911 the feature of the society, they
kept the Fellows interested and the enthusiastic
committeemen busily occupied. Secondly, the
society was badly financed at its start, for no
guarantee fund was formed at the time when
such might have been easily raised. And, thirdly,

the N.E.H.S. has been under a great disadvan-
tage in that it started on its career handicapped
with rules and regulations copied1 wholesale from
the R.H.S. Natural growth to a gardener should
be of more importance than artificial imitation.

These three great mistakes, lack of continuity,

bad finance and ignorance of natural laws have
been protested against without success. Another
mistake is now being made—lack of tact and
courtesy towards men who have borne the burden
and heat of the initial fighting. A stupid policy

of isolation is also being persisted in, which will

make the society few friends and many enemies.

In the North of England there are several old

gardening societies whose goodwill might have
been obtained and retained had a programme as

broad and as long as the North of England been
wholeheartedly outlined and adhered to. As it

is, I prophesy that unless a change takes place we
shall soon see the N.E.H.S. dead and buried,

sharing the fate of other societies which have
found the smoke and apathy of Leeds too much
for them. It may survive for a few years, ap-

pealing to a few garden lovers in the Leeds dis-

trict ; but as for carrying out the work implied

in its Articles, it is already lacking in loyalty

to them, it is deficient in enterprise, and there-

fore cannot expect to win the horticulturists of

the North of England over to its side, and lead

them and guide them in their difficulties and
aspirations. J. Bernard Hall.

Mildew on Roses.—All lovers of Roses I

think dread the attacks of this disease, to which
some of our best Roses aTe subject. I was in-

terested in last week's note by Mr. Beckett on
the use of serum. The gardens here lie rather

low, and I find it necessary to keep a sharp

watch for any signs of mildew attacks, both in-

side and out. I have used grey flowers of sul-

phur with excellent results on vines and other

plants indoors, but this is not so easily applied

to Roses outside. Last year I used Gis-

hurst Compound, an old remedy, which
contains a large portion of sulphur, dis-

solving two ounces in a gallon of water by letting

it stand four or five hours, adding two gallons

of clear water and syringing once a week, start-

ing early in the season, and not waiting until

the plants were attacked. I was very pleased

with the result, and I am using it every day
this year on inside Roses, and so far with good
effects. A. J. H., Kent.

Arbutus Menziesii (see p. 182).—I was
greatly interested in the description jjf the

tree of Arbutus Menziesii at B yfordbury,
especially to note that the tree fruits so freely.

It would be very interesting to learn if the seeds

are fertile. The tree here is still vigorous, and
each year is covered with its beautiful white
blossom, 'but it never fruits. The height of the

tree is, as stated on p. 182, about 50 feet. The
girth has increased since Mr. Elwes measured it

in 1907, and is now 3 feet 10 inches at 3 feet

from the ground. I believe the species is a

rather difficult subject to increase. There
are growing here several large specimens of

Arbutus Unedo, the tallest specimen being

about 30 feet high. The variety canariense is,

to my mind, superior to the type. The blooms
are tinted with rose, and the fruits are more
abundant, but rather smaller. It is a great pity

that birds are so fond of the berries, as a
bush of Arbutus Unedo, or canariensis, in full

fruit is a beautiful object. Herbert Silcock,

Bassett Wood Gardens, Southampton.

Journeyman] i C aRdenersJ Wages. --

Correspondence on this question seems to be
wanting in definiteness, and in assumption is

not always correct. How devoid of founda-
tion is the taunt thrown at the head gardener
that the interests of his subordinates are nothing
to him ! In the abstract it is self-evident that
the younger men are indebted solely to the head
gardener for training—unrequited on their part—and for advancement to the position of heads
themselves. In the concrete, I may be allowed
to state in a few words what I have been fortu-
nate in getting done for them collectively in one
place. The foreman's wage has been increased
by 55 per cent., the others not so much, but at
present I am in consultation about a further in-
crease for them. The bothy—though it is now
a better house than my own, and ''bothy" is

quite an inapplicable term—has been made to
twice the dimensions and refurnished, and in-
stead of the woman devoting only a small part
of her time to the men's wants, she has for
years been engaged exclusively attending to
their comforts. The half-holiday, every Satur-
day is now an old institution. Every garden in
the locality has not seen an equal progress, but
many gardens have, and the same conditions are
evident elsewhere. On the other hand, in only
a few cases have the head gardener's emolu-
ments been increased, some remain stationary,
and others have actually decreased. This no
doubt is due to the applicant asking a small
wage at time of engagement. Where, in addi-
tion to the wage, milk, vegetables, and light
is given, the estimate of a correspondent
that 8s. can be saved out of 18s. is well
within the mark. Young men have told me that
their monthly bill for food rarely exceeded 20s. ;

but that was some years ago, and no doubt a
considerable addition must be made to meet not
only the inflation of prices, but the more expen-
sive habits of young men. If a comparison is

made with the artisan who has a bare wage
with deductions for lost time, I think the
condition of the gardener will be seen to be not
so unenviable as some make out. There are
other points I would like to note. Premiums for

one. Did it ever strike the present-day young-
ster that there was a reason for premiums ?

Consider for a moment. There are a numbelf of

institutions run for the instruction of women in

gardening, the fees charged for which would
open the eyes of young men, and they give their

labour gratis. For French gardening I have
known a premium of £100 to be asked arid given
with a student. It is the same in other callings.

Many a gardener could tell of members of

his family who have worked for nothing for

years, or for a remuneration that scarcely kept
them in clothes, with, in some cases, pretty stiff

fee* in addition. Why, therefore, should a head
gardener who instructs his subordinates, either

directly or indirectly, be blamed for asking an
equivalent? I have never asked a premium my-
self, but am quite convinced that there is

nothing wrong in the principle, else it is also

wrong in other cases. I think it is clear from
the tone of the correspondence that the further
self-evident fact that the privilege of being em-
ployed in gardens is worth something has been
overlooked. And not only employed, but having
the means provided of gaining a thorough know-
ledge of all the practical parts of horticulture

and an intimate acquaintance with the plants of

the garden, their culture and uses, whether vege-
tables, fruits, or flowers. A young man may
be so devoid of a desire to obtain knowledge
that he merely picks up the scraps that come
in his way : but surely it is patent that there is

nothing connected with horticulture, practical

and scientific, useful and ornamental, that he
may not appropriate. If such be the case, and it

is the case, then the young gardener obtains for

nothing his training, others being obliged to pay
for theirs—either by premium and their labour
included, or by a remuneration so low that their

guardians have to practically keep them till

trained. It is. then, after having obtained his

training, and he assumes the supervision of a
garden with its numerous ramifying annexes,

that the hardship of the gardener's vocation

appears. There are employers who. without a
doubt, cannot afford to give a lvgh wage.

But no one can truly conceive of this

being a general condition of the employing
classes, and the difference of a pound a week
more or less to the gardener's wage would never
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be felt by the great majority, and to him, and
his wife, it would not only be wealth, but, far

better, a translation from a life of worry to a
life of comfort and peace. Clearly, the solution

is in the hands of the young men themselves. I

have been astonished over and over again when
informed of the sum the applicant for a gar-

dener's situation has asked, when I knew that he
might have had more for the asking. It is true

that the outlays of many gardeners are dimin-
ished by, in addition to a free house, coals, light,

and vegetables, but the tendency for some years

has been in the direction of reducing per-

quisites. A cow, or its equivalent in money,
seems to be a thing of other days, and there are
other little things which kept down expenses or

added to the comfoi't of his family, e.g., medical
advice and medicines, which have gone the way
.of the cow. The acknowledgment from the
seedsman, which not all of us depended on.

must have been keenly missed by many a gar-

dener. An Old Hand.

1 quite agree with Salisbury's remarks as

regards stopping wages for time off ; but I do
not think that in most cases the head gardener is

,to blame. For instance, I myself (as head) took

mained twenty-two years. This afforded me an
opportunity of forming an opinion of many
young men and boys. I am pleased to say
several of them proved excellent men, and are

now holding permanent positions. I am con-

vinced that if the young men of the present day
would take more interest in their work,
instead of grumbling and watching the
clock, it would prove to their credit and ad-

vantage. T. Lochie, Diddington Hall Gardens,
Huntingdon.

SOCIETIES,

ALPINE GARDEN.

EUPHORBIA BIGLANDTJLOSA.
For the past two years throughout the winter

months this fine Spurge has been the brightest

plant on the Glasnevin rockery. The telling

colour is particularly welcome at this time of

the year, the long shoots hanging over a large

rock giving a fine effect. In strong specimens

numerous sturdy shoots arise from the root-

stock, some nearly half an inch in diameter.

These shoots are densely clothed with glaucous

Fig. 94.

—

euphorbia biglandulosa flowering on the rockery at glasnevin botanic garden.

a week-end off to go and see my friends, and
the Saturday following a day's pay was de-

ducted. I could not help thinking this very
mean, especially considering the extra time one
puts in during the year—often on Sundays

—

without extra remuneration. /. G. S., Surrey.

Having been much interested in the letters

of your correspondents on the above sub-

ject, I beg you will grant me space to report

my experience of fifty years ago. At the

age of 19 I was sent as journeyman to a
noted garden near Ascot ; wages, 12s. per week
including bothy. This included Sunday duty
and attending fires of an evening. The
bothy was simply a back shed on the north
side of a range of glasshouses, without
ceiling or plaster of any kind, and during
windy weather we had a great difficulty

in keeping the tallow candle burning ; but
the climax was reached in the month of Novem-
ber, when, owing to shorter daylight,, our wage
was reduced to ten shillings per week. Being
interested in my work, I soon found employment
elsewhere, and was much better treated. This
encouraged me to persevere and gradually im-

prove my position, and at the age of thirty I

was appointed as head, with a staff of fifteen

men and boys under my charge. Here I re-

leaves, which have a very distinct spiral arrange-

ment. The stems grow upright for 18 inches

to 2 feet, and then bear the bright yellow heads

of flowers. As in other Euphorbias, it is the

bracts which are the attractive part of the in-

florescence. The flowers are small, and appear

later on between two curious yellow glands.

Some of the stems lengthen to 2 or 3 feet, lose

their erect position, and hang downwards. The
plant may be increased by cuttings or raised

from seeds.

Euphorbia biglandulosa (see fig. 94) ; s a

native of Greece and Asia Minor, and will make
a plant from 3 to 5 feet across, according to the

richness and depth of soil. C. F. Ball, Glas-

nevin, Dublin.

Adviser in Forestry.— It is announced
that Dr. D. B. Osmaston, of the School of

Forestry, Oxford, has been appointed adviser

in forestry to a group of counties, of which
Kent is one. Landowners or others who desire

advice on the management of woodlands can
avail themselves of his services free of charge,

but they will be asked to contribute towards the

forest officer's travelling expenses.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.

Scientific Committee.

March 10.

—

Present : Mr. E. A. Bowles, M.A.

(in the chair), Dr. A. B. Rendle, Sir

J. T. D. Llewelyn, Canon Fowler, Messrs.

Shea, Hales, Fraser, Gordon, Holmes, Worsdell,

Worsley, and Chittenden (lion, sec), with Mr.

Goodwin, visitor.

Narcissus hybrids. — Mr. Goodwin showed a

hybrid between Narcissus cyclamineus and N.

Golden Spur flowering now from seed sown
four years ago. Like most of the cyclamineus

hybrids it has poor weak foliage, but the con-

colorous flowers had the broad perianth pieces

i eflexed and a long corona somewhat frilled and

expanded at the mouth.

He also showed N. Leedsii Minnie Hume x
N. Jonquilla. This had rush-like foliage as tall

as that of Minnie Hume, and the yellowish flowers

retained the Jonquil scent, though rather toned

down. The hybrid is called Fragrance, and was

raised by Mr. Copeland.

i\Ir. Goodwin referred to the prevalence of the

fungus Fusarium bulbigenum this year, and

thought the only effective method of dealing with

it was to lift all plants showing yellowing of

foliage and to remove the remains of bulbs where

blanks occurred.

Zizania sp.—Sir John Llewelyn referred to

the species of Zizania cultivated in England, and

said that Zizania aquatica always proved an an-

nual, but the plant grown under the name Z.

latifolia was a perennial. It did not flower, and

there had therefore been no opportunity of veri-

fying the name. A plant under that name was
mentioned in Gray's Flora of North America, and

was thought to be the same as Z. miliacea.

Pelargonium hybrids.—Mr. Fraser continued

his remarks upon the scented Pelargonium, deal-

ing with the forms belonging to Pelargonium

capitatum and its hybrids.

Intermittent variegation.—Mr. Hales referred

to the matter of intermittent variegation which
had been brought to the attention of the Com-
mittee some time ago, and said that a plant of

Sedum Telephium, at Chelsea, after showing no
signs of variegation for three years, had this year
become markedly variegated again.

Small ziarcissus fly.—Mr. Shea showed numer-
ous specimens of the larvae of the small Narcissus
fly Eumerus lunulatus (E. strigatus). He said

they were proving particularly troublesome in his

garden, and that he was lifting all bulbs which
failed or showed signs of weakness. A large

number of the larvae was often found in one
bulb, up to 80 in one case, and 32 in another.

Plants growing in the sun appeared to be more
liable to attack than those in shade, as is usually

the case with bulbs attacked by the large Nar-
cissus fly. He thought it probable that the larvae

travelled from bulb to bulb in the soil.

[An illustration of the Merodon narcissi, a re-

lated syrphus fly, was published in Garcl. Chron.,
October 12, 1912, fig. 124.1

" Reversion " in Odontioda.—Mr. R. A. Rolfe
showed a flower of the cross Odontioda Brad-

shawiae Cookson's var. x Odontoglossum spec-

tabile, from the collection of Clive Cookson,

Esq., Wylam-on-Tyne. The flower closely re-

sembled the Odontioda in shape, but the scarlet

colour was entirely suppressed. The flower was
white with a few' light brown spots round the

yellow crest of the lip, and a little brown spot-

ting it the base of the lateral sepals.
_

Fasciation in Pobinia Pseudacacia. — Mr.

Bowles showed a branch of Robinia from a

garden at Enfield Lock exhibiting this pheno-

menon.
Axile proliferation in Quince.—Mr. J. Cheal

sent a branch bearing a fruit-like swelling from

the apex of which a strong, woody shoot had
grown, bearing foliage and buds. The succulent

flesh of the fruit had shrunken to small propor-

tions by this date, but in October had been of the

usual bright colour and consistence.
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HORTICULTURAL CLUB.

THE SPRING BULB SHOW OF 1914.

March 10.—The monthly dinner of the Horti-

cultural Club was held at the Hotel Windsor,

on the above date.

Sir Harry Veitch presided over a company of

seventy, which included the following guests from
Holland :—Mr. E. H. Krelage, President of the

Dutch Bulb Growers' Association, Mr. Wentholt,

secretary ; and Messrs. John Hoog, Jan de
Graaff, A. Byvoet, G. H. van Waveren, A.
Guldemond, J. M. V. van Zanten, and others.

After dinner the Rev. J. Jacob urged the need
for early bulb shows in London and in other

large towns. His special hobby at the present

was the miniature Hyacinth. There were
few exhibited that day, and he could not

help thinking that the miniature Hyacinths
supplied by their Dutch friends were not
very good for the purpose. The typical

miniature Hyacinths with a spike like t1 e Roman
Hvacinth were Orange Boven. Fleur d'Or,

Grand Maitre, Gen. de Wet, William III. and
Queen Wilhelmina. Three or four of these bulbs

would make a nice little display, and if their

Dutch friends feared their trade was leaving

them, they had many varieties, and a little

searching might bring to light just what was
wanted. The William III. was a very dark blue
and made a beautiful show. The same could be
said of the Orange Boven. The Grand Maitre
had a middling shade of blue—a shade he was
very fond of himself and one that had many
admirers, although he was quite raady to admit
that plenty of people preferred a paler form, while
others would like a darker one, such as King of

the Blues or King Alfred or Prince of Wales.
Two varieties which rather pleased him were
Koh-i-noor, a rich pink, and a white variety,
which was extremely beautiful. He could not
understand why the red Hyacinths were not so
high in quality as the pinks and the blues. There
was something washy about the red. It did not
look quite happy and seemed to need a fillip of

some sort. King of the Scarlets was a pretty
one. As to the Tulips, he could only touch
on one or two points. He was very glad
to see Mr. Dawkins' exhibit of Darwin Tulips,
and to think that he would in the future be one
of the supporters of the Spring Bulb Show. The
sensation of the year, so far as it had gone, in

the Tulip world, did not seem to have been pre-

sent that day. He referred to Sweet Lavender,
which was their old friend William Copeland.
Other beautiful varieties were Prince of Austria,

Cherry Ripe and Brunehilde. He could not help
feeling that there were still a great many early

varieties of Darwin Tulips to come from Holland.
Some varieties when in Holland two or three
years ago were of a miserably dingy colour, yet
Messrs. Carter and Messrs. Barr had done much
to show them in better colour, and there might
be other varieties that would respond with equal
readiness. A great deal was to be done by
forcing—some considered there was loss of

character — but he understood that Sweet
Lavender responded to a fairly moderate heat

—

somewhere about 70°.

As to Daffodils, he was especially pleased to
see the exhibit of Messrs. Carters. He did not
think they wanted only cut flowers. They
were very beautiful ; but they wanted to see
hulbs growing in the actual soil. Nothing could
give so good an impression as the bulb itself grow-
ing before their eyes. Another type of Daffodil
•was what he had called the New Poetaz. The
old Poetaz kinds were put into commerce a
good many years ago by Messrs. Van der Scbnot.

They were told by the Narcissus Committee
that morning that these Poetaz were raised by
Messrs. Van der Schoot somewhere in France.
("No.") He did not believe that was true. The
tale must have gained credence because un-
doubtedly in the early stages when Poetaz were
put into commerce the English people did
not take to them at all, and the French did.
Long before he saw Poetaz in an English cata-
logue he was able to buy them from Messrs. Vil-
morin, in Paris. That was perhaps how the
myth had arisen. Now they had another series
with rather thicker stems and broader leaves,
and probably more flowers. He was glad to see
on Messrs. Barr's stand some very nice specimens.
One of these was called Admiration, a charm-
Wg specimen, which he could strongly recommend.

He had grown a certain number of this

type himself, and he believed that in one
he had called Orange Blossom they had a
most excellent variety. Here he would suggest
that for pot plants there should be a price limit,

as it was absurd to expect people to give
10s. a bulb or more to grow in pots. He
tbought 10s. a dozen would be nearer the mark,
and there were not many people who would pay
10s. a dozen to grow Daffodils in pots. They
should be grown under glass, and shown on the
ground. If they had good prizes for such a class

it would be very instructive, and give them many
wrinkles. He next suggested some good Daffodils

for pots. What was wanted was early Daffo-
dils with red eyes. They already had some
very beautiful yellows in Golden Spur, Henry
Irving, and others. Then there were Firebrand,
Blackwell (one of the very best, so excellently

shown by Messrs. Barr), Lucifer, an extra-
ordinary flower, which would stage well,

Robert Browning, Fairy Queen, Torch, Beet-
hoven, and Queen of Spain. Speaking of

Freesias, he said that when they had another bulb
show some of these beautiful flowers would be
seen there. As to Lachenalias, theTe were several

beautiful varieties, and grown in 3jin. pots,
three good fat bulbs in a pot, they made most ex-
cellent little plants for putting on a small table.

Coming to Hyacinths there were Dorothea, May,
Charles Dickens (double blue centre), Prince Bis-

marck (Christmas flowering), La Victoire, Queen
of the Pinks (sport from King of Blues), Ivanhoe
(dark sport from King of the Blues), Lord Bal-

four (bright and clear, and early), Cardinal Man-
ning (earlier than La Victoire), Louis Pasteur,
Prince Henry, Princess Juliana, Queen of the
Netherlands, Purity, Parsifal, and Count Zeppe-
lin. He wished to congratulate Messrs. Dobbie
qn their display of Crccuses.

The Dutch Point of View.

Mr. E. H. Krelage (President of the Dutch
Bulb Growers' Association) thanked the company
for the reception accorded1 to himself and his col-

leagues. The Bulb Show was the reason for their

presence that night. It was an outcome of co-

operation, and another outcome of it would be the
Tulip trials to be held at Wisley this spring. The
R.H.S. and the Council of the Dutch Bulb
Growers' Society were trying to give that co-

operation a permanent character, and on the pro-

posal of the Dutch Society the Council of the

R.H.S. had decided to enlarge the existing Daffo-

dil and Tulip Committee, thus leading to the pos-

sibility of the addition of a number of Dutch
specialists to the Committee. This would be
another example of international judging of new
garden plants. It was not the first time that it

had been done, for new Roses had been judged by
an International Committee in Paris for several
years. This would now be done in London in the
case of Tulips ; and it was a matter of the
greatest importance that similar arrangements
should be made for all garden flowers. A certifi-

cate or award given by an International Commit-
tee would be of far greater value than any certifi-

cate from a National or Royal Society. For eight
years in succession the Dutch Bulb Growers'
Society had been allowed by the R.H.S.
to offer prizes for forced Hyacinths at one of the
March meetings in the Horticultural Hall. This
competition had resulted in the important two-
days' R.H.S. Bulb Shows, which had become one
of the features of the horticultural year.

His Society was very grateful to the R.H.S.
for the opportunity thus opened up to awaken
the interest of the amateur and the professional

gardener in the Hyacinth. It would perhaps
never completely regain the immense popularity
it enjoyed in the 'sixties and 'seventies of last

century, but, nevertheless, the times when Hya-
cinths were never to be seen in the Horti-

cultural Hall were past, and year by
year new names were among the prize-

winners in the competitions, while the ex-

hibitors had attained a remarkable standard of

efficiency. The flowers shown by the Duke of

Portland and the Marquis of Salisbury were as

perfect as they possibly could be. and this was the

more remarkable because Hyacinths did not force

well this season. He thought, however, that the
method of showing Hyacinths could still be im-

proved. Messrs. Cuthbert's exhibit was a deco-

rative display of the best kind, but the Hyacinths
as a whole did not make such a charming

picture as did the Daffodils. The Daffodil
might be a more graceful flower than the
Hyacinth, and this gave it a better chance of
artistic arrangement; but the Hyacinths would
make a better impression if the flowers
could be shown in a more convenient way, puch
as grouping them together, and not mixing tliem
up with other exhibits. The colours of the
Hyacinth were so distinct from those of any other
flower that a combination was always a great
risk, and as a rule did not give satisfaction.
Hyacinths should be shown on the ground in
groups of one variety, just as they might be used
in the garden. They then made a far better im-
pression than on tables, or even against the wall
or roof of a building.

Raising New Hyacinths.

Mr. Krelage next gave a review of such new
Hyacinths as were likely to become leading
trade sorts in the near future. New Hyacinths
were the results either of crossing or of sporting.
Sports in Hyacinths were numerous, and
some varieties had a remarkable tendency that
way. The well-known single blue Charles
Dickens had sported to the double blue, and the
single red, form of the same name ; while the
double blue had again produced a double rosy
sport which was known under the name of
Lohengrin. The single white La Grandesse had
produced a sport with double flowers. From the
double blue Van Speyk a double pink originated,
which was named Leo XHI. Raising seedling
Hyacinths took a man's lifetime. The results of

what he sowed in his youth he could only appre-
ciate when his hair had become grey, and if he
started at a more mature age it was often doubt-
ful whether he would personally gain any finan-

cial profit. The Hyacinths which were now
making their first appearance on the market must
have been raised many years ago, and that they
were satisfying the demand of the present day
was a proof of the growers' perspicacity. This
did not mean that Hyacinths as a rule
had been raised by crossing special varie-

ties. This may have been done occasionally,

but as a rule the new Hyacinths had originated
from varieties selected for seed bearing,

which were expected to be fertilised by
the wind or by insects with pollen from other
choice varieties growing close by. The qualities

of the existing trade varieties of the Hyacinth
were so excellent in many respects that it was
not easy to beat the older sorts. From time to

time the older sorts, howerer, were disappearing

from the market, because of disease or degenera-

tion, and they must be replaced by new forms
which possessed full vitality and could stand the

modern methods of rapid propagation. One of

the chief points in judging the merits of

the Hyacinth in our days was the spike.

If it was so strong that it did not want any tying

the flower would have a better sale than when
the stalk was weak. This explained why Gertrude
was preferred to Moreno. Early forcing quality

was another desideratum, and if a Hyacinth
proved to be an easy Christmas bloomer it would
everywhere have a splendid sale. In this connec-

tion he mentioned the first novelty he wished to

refer to. Prince Bismarck was doubtless the
best blue Hyacinth for Christmas forcing. The
name indicated that it was not absolutely new

;

indeed, it was known for many years, and it was
generally considered a rather poor thing, only
good enough for the mixture. Only quite recently

the remarkable early forcing qualities had been
discovered. It had broad, large flower heads
and large bells- of a clear blue colour ; the spike

waa rather short.

La Victoire, which was represented in several

collections in the Hall, was not fit for so early

forcing, but forced very easily in the middle of

January. Brilliant had long, red flower heads,

large elegant bells and strong spike. Queen of

the Pinks was a sport from King of the Blues, and
had exactly the same character and properties,

except for the colour, which was a bright rosy

pink. King of Violets, with lilac-violet bells,

and Ivanhoe, black-blue, very much admired in

the Hall, were two other sports from King of

the Blues. King of the Blues being a rather late

flowering variety, the new forms could not be
expected to be fit for earliest forcing. Neverthe-

less, they were most promising acquisitions. Rose

Lord Balfour was a sport which had not yet

received an appropriate name. Lord Balfour was
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well known by its fleshy, large bells and its par-

ticular colour. The rose-coloured sport might be

compared with a very bright and clear Moreno
as far as colour was concerned. It was an excel-

lent early-forcing variety.

White Lady was the pure white form of the

blue Lord Derby, a well-known large flowering

variety with a strong spike. The sport was of a

satiny white. It had been known for several

years, and was now becoming very popular.

Lady Borell was a sport from Lady Derby, and
had a deeper and more vivid colour. Dr. Lieber

was an improved Charles Dickens, which
it resembled in many respects. It was an ex-

cellent, early-forcing variety. Cardinal Man-
ning was bright scarlet, and a worthy companion
to La Victoire, but was better suited for early

forcing. A fine flower head on a spike of medium
length. Marconi might be called Cardinal

Wiseman Improved. It had the same character,

but in larger dimensions. The flower head was
immense, broad and bold, with bells of medium
size. There were some fine specimens in the

Bulb Show. Louis Pasteur, which was also in

the Hall, suggested more or less the colour of a

Lilac. It had a long, dense flower head, and
a, very fine spike. It was pretty early, and
a good forcing variety. Prince Henry, rosy-

white, large flower head, with fine bells, had
a very good spike. Princess Juliana was waxy-
white, with a broad, well-formed flower head.

Queen of the Netherlands was an excellent

pink in the same style as Prince Henry. The
three latter varieties were very little known, but
they were all highly promising. The newest addi-

tions to the list were Purity, with large flowers

and fleshy bells of a creamy-white colour, Parsi-

fal, with large lilac-blue flowers, and Count
Zeppelin, a soft lilac sport from Grand Maitre.

Purity, Parsifal, and Count Zeppelin' recently

obtained the First-class Certificate of the Dutch
Bulb Growers' Society.

Mr. Guldemond followed with a speech in which
he said that thirty years ago Hyacinths were
harvested—or, as it was termed in his

country, lifted—between June 15 and June
28. They were then laid in rows on
the ground and slightly covered with sand.

After six or seven days they were brought into

the warehouses, the work being usually finished

about July 5. After being properly dried, the

bulbs were cleaned, sorted, and made ready for

export. It would be noticed that by this treat-

ment the Hyacinth had a considerable rest

between lifting and shipping. That rest was very

necessary, as during that time the bud of the new
flower matured. It had been known for many
years that if the weather was warm and dry
directly after lifting, the Hyacinth came into

bloom earlier than in those years when the tem-
perature was cooler, which showed that the flower

inside the bulb matured quicker in the higher tem-
perature. Until a few years ago they were
absolutely dependent upon weather conditions. In
very wet seasons some growers, in order to dry
their bulbs, found it necessary to raise the tem-
perature in their warehouses. That was done by
means of big stoves. It was noticed that the bulbs
stored nearest to the fire gave the best blooms and
flowered earlier than those in a cooler place. That
was a point of great importance to understand, for

it had enabled them to meet the ever-increasing

demand for early bulbs. Stoves were soon dis-

carded in favour of the hot-water heating
system, which gave a more even tempera-
ture and could be better controlled. Nearly
all the leading firms and growers were
working in this direction, and had obtained

results never before thought of. As an example,
one grower was able on December 23, 1910, to

have about 2,000 Hyacinths in flower, nearly all

of which were very good. Since 1911 the

General Association of Dutch Bulb Growers had
held their annual show of early-flowering bulbs.

and the improved results from year to year were
most interesting. Up to now it had been necessary
to send these Hyacinths, which were required to

be in bloom at or before Christmas, to France for

one year's cultivation; but the time was not far

distant when Dutch growers would be able to

sell and guarantee Dutch prepared Hyacinths to
flower at Christmas. Dutch growers, on the
whole, were very modest people, and were content
with a few pence profit; but although they wished
their friends in France every prosperity, they

thought they should like the whole shilling ! The
Dutch Government, knowing the national import-
ance of the bulb-growing industry, had founded
a special school, where young men could be
trained in the business.
The Rev. G. H. Engleheart said he was once

much engaged in raising the Daffodil, and it

gave him great pleasure to see so many of his
children represented at the show.
Mr. Wentholt said the relationship between

Englishmen and Dutchmen and bulbs was not a
relationship of mere money, but of common love
for the flowers.

Mr. A. Worsley said if they looked back thirty
years they would see a tendency to cultivate a
few sections of bulbs at the expense of all the
others. They had to study the desire of amateurs
for new things and for greater variety.

Mr. Jan de Graaff suggested that the R.H.S.
should reserve the middle of the hall for the bulbs
in order that they could be shown on the ground.
Among the other speakers were Messrs. Walter

T. Ware, Van de Meer, John Hoog and A.
Byvoet.

THE WEATHER.

ROYAL DUBLIN.
TREES AND THEIR VARIETIES.

March 6.—Professor A. Henry, in a lecture
entitled "Trees and their Varieties," at the'
Royal Dublin Society on the above date, began by
referring to the difficulty of defining the word
species, a task which Darwin had apparently not
attempted. Nevertheless, species do occur, most
of which in Nature are well defined, at any rate
as regards their habitat. Of common trees, pairs
of species in the same country can often be
readily recognised, one adapted to a dry, the
other to a moist situation. Examples of this occur
in the two species of Elm, of Oak, and of Birch.
The Austrian Pine differs mainly from the Cor-
sica^ Pine in retaining its leaves a year longer,
and is thus enabled by its dense and copious
foliage to keep some moisture in the dry lime-
stone rock on which it grows naturally inServia.
The lecturer described the nature of sports, each
of which arises as a solitary and often inexplic-
able phenomenon, either as a rare seedling or as a
single 'branch with some strange peculiarity on
an otherwise normal individual. Numerous
slides showed different kinds of sports in trees,
weeping and erect forms, varieties with bizarre
foliage (coloured, puckered, deeply-cut leaves),
dwarfs, and trees with all the branches curved
and twisted. Some of these varieties, as the
simple-leaf Ash and the Irish Yew, can be ex-
plained as individuals that have retained the
features of the young seedling, and have never
taken on the adult form, which, as a rule, differs
materially from that of early youth. A good
specimen of the fine Irish Yew at Seaford, Co.
Down, was contrasted with the wide-spreading
common Yew at Crom Castle, Fermanagh, under
whose shade two hundred people had sat to-
gether at dinner.

Professor Henry next dealt with another class
of trees, those which originated by hybridisation,
and he showed how, amidst innumerable
varieties of Hollies, the two classes of sports and
hybrids can be clearly distinguished. Hybrids,
especially those of the first generation, usually
show exceptional vigour. In the United States,
when two kinds of Maize, one producing 42
bushels and the other 17 bushels per acre, had
been crossed, their progeny gave no less than
127 bushels. First-cross trees had hitherto only
been obtained by accident, as when two allied

species stood together in the forest or in the
nursery, and had given risen to a chance hybrid
seedling. To such haphazard seedlings, picked
up bv observant nurserymen, we owe many
valuable trees, such as the Huntingdon Elm. the
black Italian Poplar, the cricket bat Willow, and
the common Lime. One of them. Populus
robnsta, found in a nursery at Metz, has ac-

tually attained in fourteen years on the poor soil

at Glasnevin a height of 45 feet. Professor
Henry has during the last three years been
making crosses of Ash, Alder, and Poplar, some
of which are of remarkable vigour and beauty.
The manner in which the different characters of

each parent combined in the offspring was well

exemplified in the case of the seedlings of the
Huntingdon Elm. raised bv Professor Henry-

,

which followed Mendelian laws.

The Following Summary Record of the-

weather throughout the British Islands, for the-

week ending March 14, is furnished from the-

Meteorological Office :

—

WEEKLY REMARKS.
March 17, 1911.

Pressure. Wind, and Weather.—Throughout the week.
ih.r distribution of atmospheric pressure was of a very
unsettled type. At first anticyclones ruled over Southern
Europe on the one side, and from Greenland to Spitz-
Itergen on the other. Subsequently the 60uthern.
anticyclone became more extensive, stretching from the
middle belt of the Atlantic to Southern and Central
Europe, a new high pressure forming over Scandi-
navia, and the Arctic one disappearing beyond the
field of observation. These anticyclones hemmed in a.

great basin of low pressure, embracing the British
Isles, the northern half of the Atlantic and surround-
ing regions. Within this basin there were numerous
secondary depressions, many of which, moving along
paths between east and north, visited this country. As-

a rule, they were of no great depth, the barometer
descending to about 1.000 millibars, but on the 14th

a deeper one arrived over the North of Ireland, with
the barometer down to 975 millibars, the system later

moving northward across Scotland. With so many dis-

turbances, the winds varied a good deal in direction,
south-westerly to north-westerly predominating, and
only occasionally was there a strong breeze expe-
rienced locally, but the arrival of the more intense
depression near the the close of the period was marked'
by exceedingly stormy conditions over a great
part of the Kingdom, a strong gale to storm force being-

felt in several southern districts, with gusts of hurri-
cane violence, 77 miles per hour at Holyhead, and 78
miles at Scilly. Rain was of daily occurrence over a
wide area, and snow or hail at times. Generally the daily
falls were not large, there being fettj. instances of more
than an inch, but the aggregate totals for the week were
far in excess of the normal in nearly all districts,

more than five times the usual quantity in England
E.. and more than four times in England S.E. Thun-
derstorms, or thunder or lightning alone, visited various
parts of England and Ireland on the 9th, 10th, and
14th.

THE WEATHER IN WEST HERTS.
Wcelc ending March IS, 191i.

Eleven Days of Very Wet Weather.—Another warm-
week, and the seventh in succession. During the course*

of it there did not occur a single unseasonably cold day
or night. On the first day (12th inst.) the temperature
in the. thermometer screen rose to 58°, making this the
warmest day as yet of the present year. The ground is

now 2° warmer at 2 feet deep, and 1° warmer at 1 foot

deep, than is seasonable. Rain fell on each day of the
week, and to the total depth of 1^ inches. In fact, rain-
has fallen on all but one of the last eleven days, the
total measurement being 3i inches, which is 14 inches
more than the average rainfall for the whole month.
Of that quantity 13^ gallons have come through the bare
soil percolation gauge, and 12^ gallons through that on
which short grass is growing, or nearly the whole of
the rainfall. Both gauges are a yard square, and nearly
a yard deep. The sun shone on an average for 3£ hours-
a "day, which is a quarter of an hour a day short of the
mean duration for the same period in March. On the
sunniest day the sun was shining brightly for 8£ liours.
The winds were as a rule rather high, and in the
windiest hour, the hour ending 11 a.m. on the 16th, the
mean velocity reached twenty-four miles—direction
W.N.W. The average amount of moisture in the air at
3 o'clock in the afternoon exceeded a seasonable quan-
tity for that hour by 2 per cent. An Early Rivers Peach-
growing on a south wall in my garden came first into
blossom on the 17th inst., or five days earlier than its

javerage date for the previous twenty-eight years, but
three davs later than last year. E. if., Roscbank. Berlr-
hamsted, March IS, 191',.

GARDENING APPOINTMENTS.
[Correspondents are requested to write the names
of persons and places as legibly as
possible- A'o charge is made for these announce-
ments, but if a small contribution is sent, to bt
placed in our collecting Box for the Gardeners'
Orphan Fund, it will be thankfully received, and
an acknowledgment made in these columns.]

Mr- J. E- Jones, for 2'
5 years Gardener at Parmoor,

Henley-on--Thanies, as Gardener to Col. C. E.
Walker, Burnthwaite, Heaton, Bolton, Lancashire.

Mr. Page, late of The Grange, Earls Barton, North-
ampton, as Gardener to Mrs. Renton, Arthingwortb
Hall. Market Harborough.

Mr- Ed- Hayton, for 11 years Gardener to Captain
Harcourt Wood, as Gardener to W. H. Aykroyd,
Esq.. Cliffe Hill, Lightcliffe, near Halifax.

Mr. James Machar. for the past 2 years Gardener
to Sir William Eden, Bart., of Windlestone, Ferry-
hill, Durham, as Gardener to Colonel Rowland
Burdon, of The Castle, Castle Eden, Co. Durham.
[Thanks for 2s. for R.G.O.F. box.—Eds.]

Mr. Harry "Winter, for the past 3 years Foreman
at Gallowhill Hall, Morpeth, as Gardener to F.

Richmond Brown. Esq., Llanfair, Carnarvon,
North Wales.

Mr- F. Dalton, for the past 5} years Gardener to the
Earl of DUiNRAVEN, K.P., at Kenry House, Kingston.

Hill, Surrey, as Gardener to the same gentleman
at. Adare Manor. Adare, Co. Limerick. Ireland.

[Thanks for Is. for R.G.O.F. box.—Eds.]
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MAUKE T S.
COVENT GARDEN, March IS.

*1¥e cannot accept any responsibility for the subjoined
reports. They are furnished to us regularly every
Wednesday, by the kindness of several of the principal
salesmen, who are responsible for the quotations. It
must be remembered that these quotations do not
represent the prices on any particular day, but only the
•general averages for the week preceding the date of our
report.—Eds.]

Cut Fltwers, ftc. : Average Wholesale Prices.

3 0-

1 6-

2 6-

4 0-

4 0-

4 0-

4 0-

3 0-

3 6-

Arums(Richardias),
per doz.

Azalea, White, per
doz. bunches .

.

Camellias, per doz.
•Carnations, per

dozen blooms,
best American
-varieties— smaller, per
doz. bunches .

.

— Carola (crim-
son),extra large

— Malraaison.per
doz. blooms

:

pink
"Daffodils, single,

per doz. bnchs.
— Golden Spur— Emperor
— Victoria
— Empress
— Sir Watkin .

.

— Princeps
— Henry Irving..
— Double Von Sion :>>

Eucharis, per doz. 2 6
Torget-Me-Not, per

dozen bunches
l^reesias, per dozen

bunches
"Gardenias, per box

of 15 and 18
blooms..

Iris, Spanish, per
bunch

Lilium auratum,
per bunch— longiflorum,
per doz., long..

short
— lancifolium

album, long ..

short— rubrum, per
doz., long

short
lily-of-the-Valley,

per dozen
bunches

:

— extra special— special .

.

— ordinary

Cut Foliage, &c.

s.d. s.d.

4

2

12 0-15

6 0-10

3 0-50

1

e o- s o

8 fi-

2 0-

0-2 6
6- 2 I)

2 0-26
10-13

12 0-15

0-10

S 0- 9

s. d. s. d.
Mignonette, per

dozen bunches 5 0-60
Narcissus,Poeticus,

per doz, bun. . . 2 0-26
Orchids, per doz.

:

— Cattleya . . 15 0-18— Dendrobium
Phalaenopsis .. 16-20

— Odontoglossum
crispum .. 3 0-40

Pelargoniums, per
doz. bunches,
double scarlet 6 0-80

Roses : per dozen
blooms, Brides-
maid .. .. 2 6-30

— Kaiserin Au-
gusta Victoria — —

— LadyHillingdon 16-26
— Liberty .. 3 6-40— Mme. Carnot.. — —
— Madame A.

Chatenay .. 4 0-60
— Mme. Hoste . . 3 0-50— Melody .. — —
— Niphetos .. 16-26
— Richmond .. 3 0-60— Sunburst .. 4 0-60
— Sunrise .. 19-20
— Yellow Sou-

venir .. .. 4 0-60
Spiraea, per doz.

bunches .. 6 0- S

Tulips, per dozen
bunches, pink 5 0-90

bronze .. 8 0-10
scarlet .. 6 0-70
yellow . . 6 0-80
white . . 5 0-70— double, perdoz.

bunches, pink 8 0-12

orange .. 10 0-12

red .. ..10 0-12
— Darwin, per

doz. bunches . . 10 0-15

Violets, English,per
dozen bunches 16-20

— Princess of Wales
per doz. bunches 2 6-40

Wallflowers, per
doz. bunches . . 16-26

Average Wholesale Prices.

s. d. s. d.

Adiantum Fern
("Maidenhair),
best, per doz.
bunches . . 7 0-80

Agrostis (Fairy
Grass), per doz.
bunches . . 2 0-40

Asparagus plumo-
sus, long trails,

per half-dozen 16-20— medium, doz,
bunches .. 12 0-18

— Sprengeri . . 6 0-12
Carnation foliage,

doz. bunches .

.

3 0-50

French Flowers

Croton foliage,

vrs., doz. buna
Cycas leaves, per

doz.

Eulalia japonica,
per bunch

Moss, gross
bunches

Myrtle, doz. bnchs.
English,
small-leaved .

.

— French..

Smilax, per bunch
of 6 trails

Anemones, double
pink, per doz.— De Caen, per
doz. bunches .

.

— per dozen bun.— Blue, per dozen
bunches

Lilac white, per
bunch

— mauve, p. bnch.
Manruerites, yel-

low, per dozen
bunches

3 0-

1 9-

16-20

2 6-36
5 0-60

19-20

Mimosa (Acacia),
per pad
— — per bunch
Ranunculus, scarlet,

per dozen
Star of Bethlehem,

per dozen

Stock, white, per
pad

— — per doz. .

.

\ iolets, Panuas,
large bunch .

.

s. d. s. d.

12 0-15

3 0-12

10-16

6 —

6

1 9

10-13

s.d. s.d.

5 0-

1 3-

6
1 6

4 0-60

5 0-70
2 G- 3

Guernsey and Scilly Flowers.
s. d. s. d.

fulgens,Anemone
per doz. bnchs 2 0-26

Daffodils(Guernsey)
per doz. . . 2 0-30

Narcissus, Poeticus,
per dozen— Gloriosa

— Grand Pihno.

s d. s. d.

16-19

1 n* ?2 0-2
6

Remarks.—Business is very slack, due no doubt to
the unfavourable weather. Flowers from Guernsey and
Scilly are still arriving in large quantities , tneir prices
so far are very low. Some of the subject show sign.:

"J
the end of the season, and although tht.v will ho

cleared very cheaply, the value of better kinds -1 \-i
advance. Thnre is an abundant supply of red Roses,
such aq Richmond and General Jacqueminot. A few
good hlnnmi of Liberty are on sale, but they arc not
JgP plentiful. Flowers of Mme. Abel Chatenay have
also commenced to arrive, and these, like Niphetos,
are very fine just now. Other varieties available are
Frinee n> Rulgnrie. Lady Tlillingdon, Sunrise, Sun-
jurst. Caroline jTWmit. Bridesmaid, Madame Hoste,
Lady Roberts, and Maryland. There is still a good)

supply of Carnations, but the blooms are nut of
very good quality. There is a good supply of Lilium
Harrisii, but L. speciosum rubrum and L. s. album
are not plentiful. Lily-of-the-Valley continues to be
very cheap. There is an abundant supply of double
and single Tulips; also Darwin varieties. A few
bunches of Spanish Iris sell well at high prices.
Violets are arriving in a good condition. Foreign
flowers in most cases suffer from the long journey, but
Stocks and Star of Bethlehem are arriving in a 'good
condition. Parma Violets are arriving in fair condition,
but the single varieties do not pay for their carriage!
Trade in the plant market is only moderate. Azaleas
are finishing. Cinerarias, Genistas* and White Spiraeas
are required most. Ferns are becoming more plentiful,
but only better weather will bring about a further
improvement in the trade for these plants.

Plants In Pots, &e. : Average Wholesale Prices.
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Eugene Valleran d. This well-known

French nurseryman, whose establishment was
near Paris, died recently at Taverny (Seine et

Oise), at the age of 78 years. He was a member
of the National Horticultural Society of France,

and an Officer of Merit* Agricole. Visitors to

the Paris flower shows will remember that for

many years his displays of tuberous-rooted

Begonias formed a conspicuous feature of the ex-

hibitions. The business will be carried on by his

sons, Messrs. Gaston and Albert Vallerand.

Carnations : Carnation Soil. There is no
fungus present. The injury is probably
caused by the soil, but what the latter con-
tains cannot be determined now.

Cucumbers : T. G. Seeing that you have taken
the precaution to cleanse the house thoroughly
and limewash the walls, you might be success-
ful this season, although it would be better to
select a fresh house. Remove every particle of the
old soil and scrub the wood-work, etc., with
warm water with which a little carbolic acid
has been mixed. Take the precaution to
spray the plants at intervals with liver of
sulphur, j oz. to two gallons of water, and do
not wait until the disease appears. Liver of
sulphur has the effect of turning white paint
black. Therefore, have due regard to this
when syringing.

Flowerino Plants for a London Garden :

A. G. W. S The following is a list of
plants, including Roses, that will do well
in a London garden :—Roses (Hybrid
Teas) : Caroline Testout, Earl of Warwick,
General McArthur, Grace Darling, Koenigin
Carola, Lady Ashtown, Madame Abel
Chatenay, Souvenir du President Carnot.
Climbing H.T.'s : Climbing Caroline Tes
tout, Gruss an Teplitz, Longworth Rambler.
Hybrid Perpetuals : Abel Carriere, Frau Karl
Druschki, Hugh Dickson, Margaret Dickson,
Prince Camille de Rohan, General Jacque-
minot, Mrs. John Laing, Ulrich Brunner.
Climbing : Maharajah, Mrs. W. Paul, Zephi-
rine Drouhin, Fellenberg, Aimee Vibert,
Alister Stella Grey, Lamarque, Madame Alfred
Carriere, Cramoisie Superieure, A'beric Barbier,
Dorothy Perkins, Lady Gay, Paul Transon,
Hiawatha, Jersey Beauty, Dawson Rose,
Crimson Rambler, Conrad Meyer, and Pen-
zance Briars. Hardy herbaceous plants that
may be expected to do well are : Agrimonia
Eupatoria. Anchusa italica Opal and Drop-
more varieties, Aquilegia chrysantha and
its hybrids, Arabis albida fl. pi., Arte-
misia tanacetifolia rubra, Asters (perennial),

Alpine and border Auriculas, Betonica
grandiflora rosea, Campanula alliariaefolia,

C. caespitosa and its variety alba, C.
carpatica and its varieties alba., Isobel and
White Star ; C. celtidifolia. C. garganica com-
pacta, C. glomerata, C. Hendersonii, C. iso-

phylla, C. latifolia, C. linlfolia, C. macro-
phylla, C. pelviformis, C. Portenschlagiana, C.
Raineri, C. rotundifolia, C. Rapunculus, C.
Stansfieldi, C. Tommasiniana, Centaurea mon-
tana, Centranthus rubra. Chrysanthemum
maximum, C. uliginosum, Chry6ogonum
virginianum, Cimicifuga racemosa, C. sim-
plex, Coreopsis lanceolata major, C. verticillata,

Corydalis thalictrifolia, Delphiniums of garden
sorts, Alpine and border Dianthuses, Dictam-
nus fraxinella, Digitalis purpurea and alba,
Doronicum Caucasicum, D. Clowesii, Epilo-
bium an gusti folium, E. a. album, E. obcorda-
tum, Epimedium pinnatum, E. niveum, Erige-
Ton aurantiaceum, E. Quakeress, E. speci-

osum, E. mucronatum, Erysimum Arkan-
sanum, E. helvaticum, Funkia subcor-
data and varieties, Gaillardia hybrids, Galega
officinalis varieties alba, bicolor, and Hart-
landii ; Geranium Endresse, G. ibericum platy-

phyllum, G. macrorhizum, Geums Apricote,
Mrs. Bradshaw, and Heldreichii lutea,

Helenium autumnale, H. Hoopesii, Helianthus

multiflorus fl. pi., Hemerocallis aurantiaca
major, H. Middendorfii and others, Heuchera
gracellima and hybrids, Inula glandulosa,

Isatis glauca, Kniphofia Aloides and varieties,

Liliums in variety, Lupinus polyphyllus of

sorts. Lychnis Chalcedonica, L. viscaria,

Lythrum alatum, L. salicaria, L. s. roseum,
Lysimachia clethroides, L. thyrsiflora,

Monarda didyma, Nepeta Mussinii, Oenothera
Youingii, O. Fraseri, Papaver orientalis,

Alpine and border Phloxes of sorts, Pole-

monium coeruleum and varieties, Potentillas

in many varieties, Primula denticulata, P.

frondosa, P. cashmeriana, P. pulverulenta, P.

japonica, P. denticulata, P. Beesiana, P.

Bulleyana, P. capitata, P. Forrestii, P.

Poissonii, Pyrethrums, Rudbeckia laciniata fl.

pi., Salvia virgata, Saponaria officinalis, Soli-

dago Shortii, S. Virgaurea, Thalictrum adian-

tifolium, T. atropurpureus, T. aquilegifolium,

Trollius europaeus (Orange Globe and Fire

Globe), Verbascum Chaixii, V. olympicum, and
Violas. Suitable annuals include : Double and
single Chinese Asters, Antirrhinums, Calliop-

sis, Celandula, Candytuft, Centaurea^ single

and double Clarkias, Convolvulus, Dianthus
chinensis, Eschscholtzia, Godetia, Helianthus,

Larkspurs, Lavatera trimestris, Lupinus, Mari-

golds, Mignonette, Poppies, Hesperis matron-

alis (Rocket), Stocks, Sweet Peas, Wall-

flowers, Zinnia elegans and NigeUa Miss

Jekyll.

Gardenia Leaves : C. H. We cannot tell you
the cause of your Gardenia leaves turning

yellow, for there is no disease present due to

fungi. The injury is probably caused by un-

suitable soil.

Kentia Forsteriana.—G. H. H. If. Our market
expert informs us that there is only a limited

demand for large Palms, and that the value

of your specimen would be approximately

25s. to 30s.

Mint Diseased : C. H. E. The Mint is at-

tacked by the Mint Tust (Puccinia menthae)
which often destroys entire beds of Mint.

D'g up the infected plants, burn them, and
be careful to remove all underground portions

of diseased plants. Plants from infected beds

even if they do not show signs of disease

should not be used for making new beds, for

they are likely to be infected with spores

from diseased plants. The wild Mints are

often badly diseased, and the disease may be
introduced' to cultivated Mint if hay or other

litter containing diseased wild Mint in a dried

condition is brought in contact with the cul-

tivated Mint.

Moss on Lawns : Anxious. First give the

turf a raking with an iron rake to remove as

much of the moss as possible. Let this be

done thoroughly, working across as well as

up and down the lawn. Next sweep the turf

and then apply superphosphate at the
_
rate

of 2 oz. to the square yard. Green vitriol

(ferrous sulphate) applied at the rate of

1^ cwt. to 2 cwt. per acre is also effective

in destroying moss on lawns. It is necessary

in some cases to repeat the dose. Other sub-

stances which are valuable for eradicating

moss on lawns are copper 2 per cent, and

nitrate of soda 10 per cent. ; these should be

mixed and sprayed on the turf at the rate of

about 70 gallons per acre. The advantage of

liming mossy land is well known. The dress-

ing you suggest would benefit the grass.

Names of Fruits : D. M. H. Apple Annie

Elizabeth.

Names of Plants : E. S. Pinus sylvestris

aurea.—H. B. 1, Gazania sp., probably splen-

dens ; 2, not recognised, send when in flower.

—C. E. 1, Laelio-Cattleya Gottoiana ; 2,

Laelia cinnabarina.

—

M. P. Eulophia lurida.

—F. T . 1, Asplenium lucidum ; 2, A.

mariniim ; 3, Adiantum hispidulum ; 4,

Selaginella uncinata.

—

Eccles. 1, Cypripe-

dium villosum ; 2, Cypripedium Boxallii atra-

tum ; 3. Cypripedium Haynaldianum ; 4,

Cypripedium Boxallii ; 5, Laelio-Cattleya

Warnhamensis (L. cinnabarina x C. Trianae).

Pest of Cyclamen : E. P. D. Black weevils

are destroying your Cyclamen plants. Bisul-

phide of carbon or " Vaporite " may be em-

ployed for destroying the grubs that are below

the surface of the soil, but theTe are various-

ways of trapping the beetles. As they feed

chiefly by night, and have the habit, like most !

other weevils, of dropping to the ground on I

being suddenly disturbed, it is desirable to .

group the plants together during the day,
:

standing them on a large, greased sheet of

white paper or calico. After this has beep

done enter the house at night-time with a
bright light, and tap the pots or shake the

plants whilst holding them to one side, when •

the weevils will fall on the sticky surface, and

may be caught easily. Another method is to

trap them with pieces of some vegetable, sucb
\

as Potato or Carrot.

Quince Not Fruiting : H. J. G. You must
exercise patience. The tree has only been

planted two years, and it is not unusual for

fruit trees to fail to fruit in such a short period

after planting. We have had the same ex- 1

perience with a Pear tree planted three years

ago. As your plant has bloomed freely it will .

perhaps satisfy your expectations this season,
|

as we are hoping the Pear will ours.

Roscoea : Miss B. Shaw. Your plant is pro- 11

bably Roscoea purpurea, which is half-hardy
;

in this country. You have evidently been
growing the specimen in too hot and
moist conditions. The plant is deciduous,

dying down each autumn with the early

frosts. It is best planted out in a

warm, sunny situation in April in a
I

rich, open compost, such as you have pre-

viously used, placing the tuberous root-stock

about 2 inches below the surface. The flowers

are produced from July to September, and
are of a rich purple colour. Lift the tuberous
root-stocks in the first week of October, and
store them in a box of dry sand in a cool, dry,

frost-proof room until the following spring.

Treated in this way, the plants wiil increase

rapidly.

Seeds of Dogwood Poisonous : Alex. E. Beaton. '

There does not appear to be any well-founded

reason for believing that the berries or seeds of

various kinds of Dogwoods, or Cornus species,

are poisonous to birds. Various Cornuses are

widely planted throughout the country, and

one or two species grow wild, yet we have

been unable to trace any reference to the fruits

being poisonous to birds. As a rule birds are

very careful to avoid fruits of a poisonous

nature, and there is no reason why you should

not proceed with the planting of Red Dog-
wood as undergrowth in woods and planta-

tions.

Seeds Used for Rosaries : W. T. Price. The
seeds of Sapindus Saponaria, a small tree be-

longing to Tropical America and the West
Indies, are frequently used as beads and made
into rosaries. They are hard, black, and take

a good polish, and in addition to their use as

beads, they are also employed for making
buttons. The seeds of other plants are also

used for beads, notably those of Toddalia sp.,

Calodendrun capensis and Abrus precatorius.

Trie seed of the last-named is bright red with

a single black spot. The seeds are often called

Crab's Eyes and Rosary Peas, and the plant

is sometimes known as the Rosary Bush. The
first-named is, however, the most important

seed used for the purpose.

Primulas : E. H. No fungus is present. The
silvery appearance suggests injury caused by
fumes.

Tomatos Diseased : W. C, Taplow. Yes, the

disease attacking your plants is the sleeping

disease. Soak the soil with a solution of sul-

phate of potash, 1 oz. in 2 gallons of water,

repeating the operation after six days.

Communications Bftceived—G- Sherwood
Cvou omitted to furnish your name and add
T. M—A. C—A. T. H—M. A. G.—A. W—W.
—H. J. P.—H. S—J. M—H. T.—C. T.—L. M.,

C. H. H.—W. M.—.I. H.—H. N.—R. W. C—

A

C. S. & Co.—T. H.—J. R. C—F. J. B—S.

R. F. L.—A. H—E. G. A.—A. P.. Darms
H. A. C—H. 8. T.—L. K.. Michigan—C. H

, A. J. C—A. L. A—C. G. G.—C. H.-J. C—G.

-^F. H. P.—E. A. N.—A. R—R. F—I. B.

R. A. M.— T. H.—W. K—E. S.—C. T. D.—P. S.

Bombay—G. C—J. R. C.

F. H.
ress)—
H. S.

Ltd.—
. G.—
W.—

tadt-
P.—

H. C.

B—
K.—

,
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NEW OR NOTEWORTHY
PLANTS.

SOME NEW SHRUBBY SPECIES OF
AMERICAN HAWTHORNS.

The Intricate* Group of North American

Crataegei are widely distributed. Several

species are found in Ontario, Canada, and a

considerable number in New York State. Penn-

sylvania seems to be the headquarters of the

group, where thirty-three species have been

discovered. They are found sparingly through

the southern states, and a number of species

have been described south-westwards across the

Mississippi in Missouri.

The group characters are well defined. The
leaves are membranaceous, and generally

cuneate at the base, and often distinguished

by a concavity of surface
;
petioles short, glan-

dular; flowers large, opening late, in few-

1J inches long and 1£ inches wide ; petioles

slender, wing-margined above. The 10-

stamened, cream-white anthered flowers come
into bloom about the last of May. The oblong

obovate drooping clusters of fruit when fully

ripe assume a light red to yellowish bronze

colour, and ripen towards the middle of Octo-

ber. The type plant grows on Brandywine
Creek, near Wilmington, Delaware. The
species has been found distributed through

Pennsylvania.

C. Cornellii, Sargent.—This hawthorn is a

low-growing shrub and seldom exceeds 4 to 5

feet in height. The branches are erect, form-

ing a narrow head. The leaves are oval,

acuminate at the apex, abruptly cuneate at the

base, with 4 to 5 pairs of small acuminate

lateral lobes, 2 inches long and I5 inch wide

;

petioles slender, wing-margined at the apex.

The corymbs, with 10-stamened flowers and

cream-white anthers, blossom during the first

September. The fruits are borne on dense, large

clusters, and when fully ripe drop with the

slightest shake. This is a noticeable feature

when collecting the fruits either for the her

barium or for sowing. The type plant grows on

a roadside on the north side of Toronto, On-

tario, Canada, and has not yet been reported

outside of that region. It is named in compli-

ment to the late Delos Whie Beadle, a well-

known nurseryman, pomologist, and botanist, in

Ontario, Canada, who did excellent work in

studying the rich fields of Crataegei in different

parts of Ontario.

'C. flavida, Sargent.—This species is an in-

tricately branched shrub 8 to 9 feet tall, with a

wide, dense head. The leaves are oblong-obovate,

acute at the apex, concave cuneate at the base,

divided above the middle into three to four pairs

of small acute lobes, 1| inch long and I3 inch

wide
;
petioles slender, narrowly wing-margined

at the apex. The 5 to 8-stamened flowers, with
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N.Y. It is widely and commonly distributed

through Western New York, Pennsylvania, and
Ontario, Canada. This is the largest growing
species in the Intricatae Group with which the
writer is acquainted. The foliage turns to a
handsome yellowish-red colour about the end of

October. It is an extremely valuable shrub for

garden decoration.

€. nemoralis, Sargent.— A tall shrub with a
somewhat erect branching habit, from 10 to 12
feet high. Leaves usually oval in outline, acute
at the apex, gradually naxrowed at the base,

divided above the middle into coarsely serrate

acute lobes, 2 inches long and 1| inch wide

;

petioles slender and slightly grooved. The 10
stamened flowers, with pale yellow anthers pro-

duced on slender corymbs, blossom at the end of

May. The subglobose to globose red fruits

ripen in October. The type plant grows at

Rockford Park, Wilmington, Delaware. The
species is said to be common in that region in

rocky soil.

C. mintjtiflora, Sargent.—This species is a
low intricately-branching shrub, 5 to 6 feet high,

and inclined to spread into thickets. The
leaves are usually suborbicular and usually
broader tihan long, acute at the apex, rounded at

the base, divided above the middle into three or
four pairs of broad acute lobes, 2 inches long
and 2£ inches wide

;
petioles slender, slightly

wing-margined at the apex. The 10-stamened,
pale pink anthered flowers are borne on very
compact corymbs, and blossom about June 4.

The snort oblong to subglobose fruits, dull

orange-red in colour, supported on stout, erect

pedicels, ripen about the middle of September.
The type plant grows in an open pasture at

Bracondale, a suburb of Toronto, Ontario,

Canada. This species is distinctive in this

group for its small flowers.

C. modesta, Sargent.-—A low shrub that rarely

exceeds 3 to 4 feet in height. The slender
branches are numerous and intricate. Leaves
ovate, acute at the apex, rounded at the base,
divided into numerous short lobes, 2 inches long
and lj inch wide ; petioles slender, somewhat
winged above. The 10-stamened flowers, with
pale yellow anthers, are borne on compact pubes-
cent corymbs, and blossom during the first week
in June. The subglobose fruits, flattened at the
ends, orange-red in colour, on erect peduncles,
ripen about the end of September. The type
plant grows on the rocky benches of Twin Moun-
tain, West Rutland, Vermont. It is distributed
in Eastern and Western New York and Eastern
Pennsylvania. This is one of the smallest
growing species of the group known to the
writer, and is marked by pubescent corymbs, a
specific character found in very few species in

the group.

C. Peckii, Sargent.—This species is a broad-
headed shrub, 5 to 6 feet tall, with numerous
intricate branches. The leaves are oblong-
ovate, acuminate at the apex, rounded to con-

cave-cuneate at the base, divided into three or
four pairs of slight acute lobes, 3 inches long
and 2^ inches wide

; petioles stout, slightly

winged-maxgined above. The 10-stamened
flowers, with purplish-pink anthers on slightly

pubescent corymbs, blossom during the first week
of June. The subglobose to ovate fruits, red-
dish-green in colour, borne in erect clusters,

ripen about the middle of October. The type
plant grows at Lansingburg, near Troy, on the
Hudson River, New York. So far as is known
at the present time, the species is confined to a
very restricted area. It is named in compliment
to Professor Charles H. Peck, the distinguished
State Botanist of New York, who has given a

great deal of study to the genus Crataegus.
Professor Peck is well known throughout the
scientific world for his investigation and dis-

coveries in mycology.
C. verecunda, Sargent.—This is commonly an

erect, branching shrub 6 to 8 feet high, but it is

sometimes found in shaded conditions 3 to 4

feet tall. The very dark purple spines,
markedly curving downwards, are a distinguish-
ing feature of the species. The leaves are
.oblong-obovate to oval, divided above the middle
into a few short, broad, acute lobes, 2^ inches
long and 2 inches wide

; petioles slender, wing-
margined by the decurrent bases of the leaf
blades. The 5 to 7-stamened flowers, with
cream-white anthers borne on thin corymbs,
blossom from June 4 to 8. The oblong-obovate
crimson-orange fruits, borne on slender pedicels,
ripen early in October. The leaves of this

species unfailingly turn to lemon-yellow, and fall

before the end of October. The type plant
grows in shaded rocky woods, in the gorge of
the Genesee river in Seneca Park, Rochester,
New York. It was at first suspected that this
species was partial to shady woods, and that it

did not exceed 3 to 4 feet high. A few years
since I found it growing in colonies in an open
pasture near Conesus Lake, forty miles south of

Rochester, N.Y., 6 to 8 feet high, and in much
more vigorous habit than the type plants. The
flowers and fruits, however, plainly showed the
species to be C. verecunda. The species has dur-
ing recent years been found at widely different

points in New York State John Dunbar,
Rochester, N.Y., U.S.A.

ORCHID NOTES AND GLEANINGS.

EPI-LAELIA MEDUSAE (L. CINNABARINA
x E. CILIARE).

This remarkable and interesting hybrid
flowered in the gardens of the Right Hon. Lord 1

Rothschild, Tring Park (gr. Mr. A. Dye), and it

forms a useful subject in which to trace out the
results of the struggle which Nature makes to ac-

commodate in the offspring the characters of two
such diverse parents, and the compromise which
results. A curious point is that the flowers of
the hybrid are larger than either parent. The
red tint of Laelia cinnabarina appears in a modi-
fied form, but its narrow, wavy-edge lip is

broadened out to fill in the spaces between the
long, bristle-like filaments of the lip of the Epi-
dendrum. This reduces the fimbriation con-
siderably, but the filaments are distinctly trace-

able in the membrane of the labellum of the
hybrid. The long filiform front lobe of the lip

of E. ciliare well maintains its character, but is

shortened and changed by a membraneous wing
on each side distinctly acquired from the L.
cinnabarina. In habit the plant is intermediate
between the parents, but the scape is more like

the Epidendrum, 9 inches to 1 foot, dark green,
slightly compressed, and furnished at intervals
with sheaths 1 inch long, three to five flowered ;

pedicel and ovary 3 inches, the lower third en-

closed in a sheath ; sepals 2 inches long by i inch
wide, keeled at the hack, and re-curved at the

tips ; petais rather shorter and narrower, slightly
wavy at the margin, curved forward, both
sepals and petals red on yellow ground ; lip

adnate to the column, three-lobed, nearly 2
inches long, the side lobes fimbriated and re-

curved, white tinged with yellow outwardly,
mid lobe linear for half its length, then broad-
ening into a narrow lanceolate blade tinged with
reddish-yellow and slightly fringed in the lower
half. It is not recorded which of the parents
bore the seed-capsule, but it was most probably
Epidendruni ciliare. It is interesting that two
species so vastly different in structure in every
part should produce an offspring which is a

reproduction in part of each parent.

LAELIO-CATTLEYA GOTTOIANA
VEITCH'S VARIETY.

The fine and richly-coloured variety of this

natural hybrid, which, as well as being a hand-
some flower, is one of the best parents in the
hands of the hybridist, was shown by Messrs.

Jas. Veitch and Sons at the R.H.S. meeting on
the 10th hist., and proves that importations

still give remarkable varieties. Laelio-Cattleya
Gottoiana was first shown at the meeting of
the Royal Horticultural Society on June 23.
1891, when the plant received a First-Class Cer-
tificate. The parentage then suggested—C.

Warneri x L. tenebrosa—has since been verified.

Subsequently the plant was occasionally im-
ported with L. tenebrosa and C. Warneri, but
the forms were mostly of indifferent quality
though good breeders. The form shown recently
by Messrs. Veitch with large, vinous-purple
flowers was imported with L. tenebrosa, and is

probably the finest yet seen.

THE ROSARY.

ROSES UNDER GLASS.
With increasing heat, the growth of pot Roses

will become more rapid, so that watering must
be attended to with care. In the case of large

specimens in pots, tap the pots ; those that give

a clear, bell-like sound should be copiously
watered. The plants showing bud will need a
stimulant ; a safe mixture is liquid cow manure
and soot. To well-established plants this may
be given twice a week until colour is seen in

the buds. Damp the surfaces in the house
with a little manure water to feed the foliage,

but do not overdo this treatment. A little bone
flour worked into the surface of the soil has a

very stimulating effect on pot Roses. Guano
water is also of assistance ; use about a tea-

spoonful to one gallon of water.

Backward plants should be tied into shape,

so that every leaf obtains the benefit of light

and air. Do not maintain too high a. tempera-

ture. Roses do not like severe forcing, except-

ing, perhaps, the true Teas. These, when once
started, should be kept going, increasing the
temperature until it reaches about 55° at night.

A buoyant atmosphere must always be main-
tained in the Rose house. If dryness of atmo-
sphere is allowed red spider soon becomes
troublesome. Frequent syringing should be re-

sorted to, the syringe being directed well be-

neath the foliage.

Fumigate as soon as traces of green fly are

observed, not waiting until large numbers
appear. Auto Shreds is a good insecticide and
easily used. For mildew Campbell's Vaporiser

is good.

When beginning to show colour, Roses de-

velop best in a cool temperature, so that if a
north house is available move such plants into

it. Roseis glory in sunshine when they are

growing, but all Rose houses should be equipped

with roller blinds to shield the plants from
fierce heat, especially in April and May.
Rambler Roses grown as pot or tub plants will

need much water, and it is necessary to look

over them two or three times a day. They suc-

ceed best when in comparatively small pots,

but if so grown they require specially frequent-

waterings.

A bunch of Mme. Edouard Herriot shown at

the R.H.S. meeting on February 24 created

much interest, indicating the popularity of

hard colours in forcing Roses. Melody is being

extensively grown by some commercial florists,

one grower alone devoting several houses to its

culture. The new American Rose Hadley is

said to be superior to all other red varieties.

I Iphelia will be a great favourite, especially 09

a forcing Rose.

Now is the time to insert Rose cuttings from

growths that have just flowered. These root

readily in a sandy compost, the pots being

plunged in the propagating frame or in a dung-

bed. Such plants furnish useful material for

forcing. Always insert strong, healthy cuttings

and give them ample room in the cutting po

If space allows, one cutting inserted in a thumb-

pot is better than inserting several in a pot of

larger size. Experience.
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NOTES ON TULIPS.

TULIPA KAUFMANNIANA COOCINEA.
This scarlet form of the well-known Tulipa

Kaufmanniana opens its flowers in the middle of

March. It is perfectly hardy, but deserves, if

ever a plant did, a sheltered, sunny corner. The
huge flowers are of the most brilliant scarlet with

a pure yellow baoe, and they open in the sun as

does the type. The effect of a group of a few

of these Tulips is simply amazing in its

splendour.

The red colour seems to pervade the whole

plant, for the very leaves are red when they first

appear through the ground, though they soon

lose this colour ; while the fact that the first

small leaves of the germinating seeds are also of

a bright-reddish hue Geems to indicate that this

fine form will come true from seed.

TULIPA LOWNEI.
The sight of a well-flowered pot of Tulips,

labelled T. Lownei, in the Alpine house at Kew
led me recently to look up this species in the

herbarium, where Mr. Baker's type specimens

of the species are preserved. It became at

once apparent that the plant which has been

in cultivation for some years as Tulipa Lownei
is wrongly named. The type specimens are

both two-flowered and the plant looks very like

a dwarf T. saxatilis. I failed to find in the

herbarium any wild specimens of this latter

species, but it would hardly be surprising if, in

its native mountain habitat in Crete, the plants

were very much smaller than the cultivated speci-

mens in our gardens. Moreover, side by side

with the so-called Lownei there were also dis-

played in the Alpine house some excellent ex-

amples of Tulipa pulchella. A careful compari-

son of the two revealed the fact that the only

difference lay in the colour of the flowers. The
dull-red flower with a blue base of pulchella was
replaced by a pink flower with a pale-yellow

base. It is true that those labelled T. pulchella

usually had only three leaves to the four of the

pseudo-Lownei, but these numbers were not con-

stant. T. pulchella is a native of the Cilician

Taurus, and, as the so-called Lownei bulbs are

obtained from Syria, it is probable that they

merely represent a local colour foTm of that

species, and they should more properly be called

T. pulchella var. rosea. Whether the real T.

Lownei from the top of Mount Hermon is iden-

tical with T. saxatilis from Crete it is at present

impossible to say. 1J
T

. It. Dykes. Charttrhouse,

Godalming.

VEGETABLES.

ASPARAGUS.
For the past few years we have adopted the

practice of raising annually a batch of As-

paragus plants by sowing the seeds in 60-size

pots, raising the seedlings in a cold frame and

thinning them when quite small to one in a pot.

The plants are grown in an open situation

during the summer, the pots being plunged 'n

finely-sifted cinder ashes as a protection against

frosts during winter. The plants are set out

early in April in well-prepared beds. This may
appear a troublesome method, but I am convinced

that much better results are obtained than

by adopting the usual practice of sowing the

seed in the open. We have cut good heads in

the first year after planting and splendid pro-

duce in the second season, and I would strongly

advise anyone who has not tried this plan to give

it a trial.

I do not wish to take credit for this method.

On visiting a fellow-gardener some years ago I

was much impressed with his Asparagus, and he

kindly informed me of the plan I have described,

which he had practised for many years with

good results.

THE HERB BORDER,
A well-arranged, properly-kept herb border is

by no means the least attractive or useful part of

the kitchen garden. Although it is not possible

to cultivate all things classed as herbs in all

establishments, there are nevertheless many
kinds which are in constant demand, and these
should be included. It is essential every few
years to renovate, re-plant, or re-arrange them,
and now is a capital time to undertake the work.
Almost any site or aspect except a north one

will suit the majority of herbs, but for prefer-

ence choose a west or east border. By adding
a good supply of fresh material annually the

same position will answer for many years. The
ground should be we'd trenched and enriched
with well-decayed manure, leaf-mould, and the

materials from spent hot-beds. If the soil is of

a wet, retentive nature lighten it by adding
road-grit and finely sifted mortar rubble.

Perennials, biennials and annuals should be
placed together, and, when it is not necessary to

re-plant, a good top-dressing of suitable material

should be afforded. Mint grows best in de-

cayed leaf-mould, and Thyme (especially

Lemon Thyme) delights in an annual dressing

of road-grit.

The propagation of most kinds of Herbs is

very simple. All the perennials may be in-

creased readily by division or from cuttings,

whilst many are easily raised from seed, as are

the annuals and biennials. Certain of the

stronger-growing kinds will need annual prun-

ing to keep them within bounds. Among the

most useful herbs are Bush and Sweet Basil,

Borage, Chervil, Chives, Fennel, Pot Marjoram,
Sweet Marjoram, Mint, Parsley, Sage, Summer
and Winter Savory, Sorrel, Tarragon, Thyme
and Lemon Thyme. Edwin Beckett.

LILIUM PARRYI.

In the Gardeners' Chronicle, January 24,

1914, p. 60, Messrs. Wallace, of Colchester,

quote Purdy, the Californian collector, as

writing of this Lily:—"I am at last making L.

Parryi a success. It is . . . not boggy soil

that the plants need. ... I have one fine

bed of young ones that was quite dry all

summer." The italics are the present writer's.

It is something of a shock to find that after

all these years the arch-priest of Californian bulb
culture should only now be able to say that he
is making a success of this Lily, and, in the

absence of further information, the fact is cal-

culated to deter others less fortunately placed
than he from attempting the cultivation of one
of the fairest of wild flowers.

But our countrymen need have no qualms on

the subject, for if one goes the right way to

work there is no insuperable difficulty in the
cultivation of Parry's Lily, and no one not bereft

of his senses would attempt to grow it in boggy
or waterlogged ground.
By no stretch of the imagination can L. Parryi

be as yet included in the comparatively short

list of Lilies which will always fend for them-,

selves in our climate without some assistance

from the gardener, and go on from season to

season till waning growth points to exhausted
soil and overcrowded bulbs ; but if the needs of

this Lily—and they are perfectly well under-

stood—are ministered to with a modicum of the

sympathetic understanding hundreds of people

bestow on " difficult " garden plants, there

should be no fear of the result.

Assuming that the soil conditions are right

the normal English summer is good enough for

L. Parryi : it is the exceptional season that lays

it by the heel, and if it is not intelligently cul-

tivated a prolonged drought that will ordinarily

have no more effect on, let us say, L. candidum.
croceum, monadelphum, pomponium, pyrenai-

cum, and even pardalinum, than perhaps a

slight stunting of growth, will send L. Parryi

straight to the gardens of Paradise. An abnor-

mally wet autumn such as we have to bear with

from time to time will also have the same
untoward result.

The two main points, therefore, the would-be
grower has to bear in mind when dealing with
this Lily are adequate provision against exces-

sive dryness on the one hand and exces-

sive moisture on the other. This is more easily

said than done, for while it is simple enough to

guard against an excess of wet by providing
quick drainage under the bulbs, the very fact

that such drainage carries off all natural mois-

ture rapidly renders it the more necessary to

arrange some plan for watering the subsoil in

case of need. The gardener may not have occa-

sion once in a decade to use such watering
arrangements as his ingenuity may devise, but
the day of reckoning will inevitably come sooner

or later, and woe betide the bulbs if, for in-

stance, a scorching drought of the 1911 variety

catches him unprepared. Here and there, as,

for instance, in the late Sir Henry Yorke's wood
garden at Iver, or the so-called American gar-

dens of Mr. Leney at Saltwood, one may find

perfect natural conditions in a loose top soil,

brought down by the floods of countless ages

overlying a water-bearing stratum, but. such ideal

instances are all too few. Where they prevail

no adventitious watering or drainage arrange-

ments are necessary, and L. Parryi should be

perennial ; elsewhere some preparation must be
made for it.

The soil conditions in which L. Parryi
flourishes are those afforded by a deep, loose,

gravelly or grittv loam, with a fair proportion

of leaf-mould and crushed charcoal, in as sunny
a spot as you please, and with some ground-
shading shrub of gentle growth to serve the

triple purpose of support for the stems, shelter

for the young shoots against the cutting winds
of March, and a screen to keep the earth cool

in summer ; if on the side of a slope so much
the better, but if on the flat there must be no
doubt about the drainage, even in such porous

soil, and the bulbs should each be laid on a

5-inch inverted pot. It is better to err on the

side of excessive drainage, for, as already indi-

cated, the subterranean water supply with which
the bed must of necessity be provided, if per-

chance Nature has not already seen to it in her

own way, will enable the gardener to counteract

any tendency to over-dryness.

The absence or presence of lime has un-

doubtedly a very important bearing on the cul-

tivation of Lilies in general, and whatever
may be the case where the wld plants are

concerned, it seems almost certain that in

this country the Western American Lilies with

rhizomatous roots are better without it ; L.

Parryi certainly is. An absence of lime, how-
ever, especially in beds and borders of made
ground, is often associated with an acid con-

dition of the soil—fatal to all Lilies—and ac-

cording to the chemists this may largely be
neutralised by aeration ; for that reason tha

top soil of the L. Parryi bed. cannot be too open
and crumbly. "A little peat" is not infre-

quently recommended for L. Parryi by horti-

cultural scribes and the compilers of catalogues,

but it is not necessary nor even desirable.

So far as the writer is aware nine-tenths of

the bulbs of L. Parryi offered for sale in this

country are imported from California, where
they are collected in the wilds. It is for them a

long journey and a dry one, which generally leaves

its mark on the majority of the bulbs, and is at

the bottom of many wearisome disappointments.

The wise man will refuse to be hurried, and,

realising that the planting of these soft and
travel-stained bulbs must almost inevitably lead

to failure, he will pot up the imported bulbs for

the first season, keeping them in the convalescent

home one finds in some corner of every garden,

and when planting time comes round again

putting out such as are sound and have de-

veloped strong roots. "Planting time" is, after

all, a vague term, and in the case of L. Parryi

implies a period, of a week or two after the seeds

have ripened. If there are no seeds let the

bulbs be put into the ground about six weeks
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after the passing of the flowers. They may he

planted about 6 inches deep in a cylindrical hole

about 4 inches in diameter—easily made with a

length of iron stove pipe, fashioned and used

like a huge cheese-taster—filled almost to

ground level with fine lime-free sand. Before

winter comes round care should be taken to

see that the old, hollow dried stems are not

used by a horde of slugs, millipedes, wire-

to it. As the years go by generation after gene-

ration of seedlings will be raised, and if the
writer's limited experience is any criterion, each
succeeding batch of seedlings will be just a trifla

more robust than its forbears, and rather better

able than they to battle with the vagaries of our
climate without hoisting the white flag.

With a good supply of bulbs in the reserve

bed one can afford to be comparatively reckless

effects of lime on their growth can only be
properly observed in this matter.

Some day perhaps it may not be necessary to

take any more trouble with L. Parryd than one
does with the "common" Lilies of the garden,
but for the present, unless one is blessed with a
naturally perfect soil, it is not possible without
special cultivation to give it an assured place

in the category of perennial Lilies, nearly all

Fig. 96.

—

lilium parryi : showing the purple markings that sometimes occur on the pale yellow segments.

worms, and other riff-raff of the soil, as a sort
of tube railway lift down to the bulbs. Many a
score of Lily bulbs is lost in this way.
Having once obtained a little seed from his

potted bulbs the grower will soon find himself
the happy possessor of a panful or two of seed-
lings, and in a couple of years or three he should
have at hand a supply of home-raised bulbs,
which will render him independent of the im-
ported article with all the drawbacks attached

in planting bulbs of L. Parryi about the garden,

as often as not in experimental fashion, for while

the resulting wastage is usually heavy—always,

indeed, much heavier than when the bulbs are

planted in prepared beds, and the growth seldom
so fine—one can make good most of the losses

from one's stock of seedlings, with the comfort-
ing knowledge that the bulbs cost one nothing.

It is by such trial plantings that one learns a
good deal of the ways of diverse Lilies, and the

of them, curiously enough, limestone plants. The
illustration (fig. 96) shows the purple markings
often to be seen on the petals of L. Parryi,

but these markings are not a constant charac-

teristic in the case of home-raised seedlings, and
as often as not are absent : on the other hand,

one may frequently find flowers in whicli the

markings are far more numerous than in the

specimen from which the artist has drawn t lie

figure. A. Orore.
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The Week's Work.
"" '

'
-

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
By H. J. Chapman, Gardener to Mrs. Cooksox,

Oakwood, Wylam-on-Tyne.

Oncidium.— There are numerous Oncidiums

which may be grown successfully in a cool house

under the same cultural Conditions as Odontu-

glossums, and among them are some of the most

useful and beautiful Orchids in cultivation. I

refer in particular to those belonging to

groups which embrace 0. macranthum and 0.

superbiens. The plants are now producing their

flower-scapes, which grow many feet in length.

Therefore it is desirable to train the spikes so

as to display the flowers to the best advantage.
It is a good plan to place neat, painted sticks

around the edges of the pots at equal distances

and to twine the spikes around the outsides of

them. There is a considerable advantage in

training them. It is best to do this before the
spikes grow too long, and the ends of the spikes

should remain loose for, say, 6 inches or a foot,

as they are very brittle and soon snap. As the
flower-buds are produced guard against attacks

of tlirips, greenfly, and other insect peste. Small
punctures in the petals are the first indication of

attacks by thrips, but plants that have been
sprayed at regular intervals, as advised pre-

viously, will be but little troubled in this re-

spect. When the flower-buds can be separately

discerned the plants should be placed in a very
light position in a cool house, for under these

conditions the colour of the flowers will be en-

hanced. Spray the plants overhead whenever
the outside conditions are favourable, and keep
the atmosphere moist.

Oncidioda Cooksoniae (Cochliooa Noez-
liana x Oncidium macranthum).— This hy-

brid Orchid produces spikes similar in charaoter

to 0. macranthum, and bears purple-scarlet

flowers. The plant will grow well if afforded a
similar treatment to Odontoglossum, but it re-

quires to be shaded carefully during the summer.
Protect the flower-scapes from slugs by binding
a small piece of cotton-wool around the stalk at

the base, and place Potatos, hollowed out. rs

traps for slugs and woodlice.

Miltonia vexillaria.— The plants of this

useful species are producing their flower-scapes.

Cultivators differ as to the best season for re-

potting these plants ; the time should be
governed by the conditions under which plants

are cultivated. In the neighbourhood of large

towns and manufacturing districts the plants

frequently suffer considerable damage -in winter

<Wing to the deleterious atmosphere injuring tht>

foliage. In such places it is not advisable to

disturb the plants in the autumn by repotting

them. Some of the finest specimens I have ever

seen were repotted just as the flower-scapes ap-

peared in the spring. It is at this season that

the new roots are produced, and by repotting at

this period the roots get hold of the fresh com-
post immediately, and no ill-effects are experi-

enced. Use ample materials for drainage, and
employ compost consisting of equal parts fibrous

peat, broken leaves and Sphagnum-moss chopped
moderately finely, with sufficient sand to render

the compost porous. Carefully shade all repotted

plants from strong light, and promote a moist

atmosphere until the plants get re-established.

mildew. Under such treatment it is useless to

expect a crop of Grapes. Established vines, if

not already attended to, should be pruned at

once and the bark washed with a strong solu-

tion of Gishurst Compound or other insecticide

to destroy red spider and other insect pests.

When the rods are cleansed train them evenly

over the wall, allowing sufficient room for the

young shoots to develop. Where it is intended

to plant young vines this season the border

should be prepared now, so that the soil may
become settled before planting. A south or

south-west wall is practically the only position

suitable for outdoor vines, which thrive in any

good garden soil ; if the ground is not suitable

the top portion should be removed and good

loam substituted. Make provision for efficient

drainage and do not use rank animal manures,

which, when employed in large quantities, often

favours the development of mildew, which is the

chief trouble with this crop. Wood-ash, lime

rubble, charcoal and a little crushed bones

should be mixed with the loam and the soil

made firm. Do not plant the vines for

another month at the earliest, when the soil will

be warmer and the roots will develop quickly.

Royal Muscadine, Sweetwater and the Straw-

berry Grape are the best varieties for planting.

Chasselas Vibert produces slightly larger

berries, which ripen earlier than those of Royal

Muscadine. This variety should be given a trial

where outdoor Grapes are grown.

Grafting Fruit Trees.— In most gardens

there are inferior sorts of Apples, Pears or

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
Bv J. G. Weston. Gardener to Lady Northcote,

Eastwell Park, Kent.

Outdoor Vines.— Vines are not grown so

extensively out-of-doors for fruiting as for-

merly, but they are planted for ornamental pur-

poses, and there are many corners on sunny
walls in the warmer parts of the country where
suitable varieties would repay for a little more
attention than is usually afforded them. Too
often the vines are tangled masses of untrained

growths ; the bunches are neither reduced in

numbers nor are the berries thinned, and a- tin-

season advances the plant becomes covered with

Fig. 97.

—

whip ce
tongue graftikc .

Fh;. 98.

—

crown or
rind grafting.

Plums, and healthy trees may be grafted with

better varieties. In view of grafting them the

trees should have been already headed down.

The sap will soon be rising, and as soon as this

is apparent the work should be taken in hand.

Cut a little more off each branch so that the

scions are inserted in fresh wood. There are

several methods of grafting, all of which may
be carried out with success under ordinary con-

ditions.

Crown or Rind Grafting (see fig. 98).

—

With large or moderate-sized trees—as in the

case of those headed down—crown grafting is

the most convenient method. The scions having

been cut off in the winter and inserted in the

soil in a cool, shady border, should now be cut

to about 6 or 8 inches, leaving three or four

buds on the top part. The lower portion should

be cut in a sloping direction and neatly fitted

in an incision already made in the bark

of the stock. Bind the union, but not too

tightly, with matting and cover with grafting

wax or clay.

Whip or Tongue Grafting is suitable

for very young stocks. Cut off the top of the

stock at a joint and slice off a portion about

3 inches long, as shown in fig. 97, with a reverse

cut at the top to form the tongue. Cut tne

scion to fit the stock, making a notch to fit in

the one in the stock. Although not shown in the

illustration, a slight shoulder may be made tc-

rest on the top of the stock. The scion should

have three buds. When the stock and scion are

unequal in size see that at least one side of each

are in juxtaposition. As with crown grafting,

tie with matting and cover the union completely

with clay or wax to exclude the air. Watch the

grafts closely in times of drying winds, and if

cracks appear in the clay or wax damp the

material and press it with the hand to make it

smooth, filling up cracks with fresh clay or

wax.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
By W. Crump, Gardener to Earl Bbadchamp, K.C.M.G.,

Madresfield Court, Worcestershire.

Summer Chrysanthemums.—In addition to.

raising a stock of these plants from cuttings, di-

vide the old stools to furnish early-flowering

specimens in neat bush form. When these
Chrysanthemums are well rooted, whether in

pots or planted out in frames with a little fer-

menting material, for furnishing bottom-heat,
afford plenty of ventilation, so that they may be

hardy for planting out at the end of April.

Good varieties for the purpose are Mme. Des-
granges, Queen of the Earlies, Precocity, Horace
Martin, Harvest Home, Nina Blick, Goacher's
Crimson, and all of the Massie family. Do not

fail to plant in the reserve garden a good stock

of Chrysanthemums and other flowering plants

that may. he drawn upon at any time of the
year, to make good losses in the decorative quar-

ters.

The Pleasure Grounds.—No other part

of the gardens is expected to afford greater

enjoyment or variety than the pleasure grounds,
and those in charge should utilise every pos-

sible means to maintain them in the highest
possible condition with a variety of beauti-

ful flowers and foliage plants. One of the
greatest helps in obtaining new ideas is to take
frequent nofes throughout the seasons, drafting

them into a scheme to be put into practice at

the proper time. A garden may be laid out by
the most skilful architect and in the most
elaborate manner possible, but unless the gar-

dener exercises constant skill and attention in

maintaining a high standard it soon becomes un-

interesting, and fails to please. There is no such
thing as finish or finality in a. garden, and it

requires unceasing energy and forethought to de-

velop it and make the most of its capabilities

;

therefore every opportunity should be embraced
for adding to its attractions. Things always
proceed most smoothly when there is a good
understanding between master and man, and the

gardener must not expect to be an autocrat of

the " Corney Grain " type, for occasionally the
non-technical man can offer suggestions which
even the professional gardener can put to good
use.

Border Phloxes.—Varieties of Phlox decus-

sata provide some of the best flowering plants

for arranging amongst shrubs as well as in the

herbaceous border proper. Young plants always
give the finest trusses of bloom, and now is a

suitable time to dig up the old stools with a

view to selecting suitable portions from the out-

side for re-planting. Each new set should have
three or four crowns. Where it is possible to

do so, it is an advantage to plant in fresh beds,

as the Phlox is a gross feeder, and after a. time

exhausts the soil. In any case the ground

should be trenched deeply, incorporating plenty

of animal manure at the bottom, and a little

bone meal on the top. Coquelicot, Lord Ray-

leigh, and Tapis blanc are three excellent

varieties.

Sweet Peas.— Plants that were raised three

or four in each 4-inch pot should be gradually

hardened, preparatory to planting them out in

well-prepared trenches in ground that was

manured heavily last autumn. Although the

Sweet Pea needs plenty of manure, fresh dung

should never be used except for mulching.
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FRUITS UNDER GLASS.

Bv W. Hedley Warren, Gardener to the Aston-Clinton
Park Estate (the Ht. Hon. Lord Rothschild). Buck-

inghamshire.

Pines.— Pay unremitting attention to such
details as watering the plants, the temperatures

of both house and bed, and the admission of air

to fruiting plants. Reduce the supply of water
to plants the fruit of which is ou the point of

colouring. Ripe fruit that may not be required
for immediate use can be kept back for two or
three weeks by removing the plants to a dry,

airy house, such as a late vinery or Peach
house, keeping them dry. Beds in which suc-

cessional plants are grown, if composed of tan,

or other fermenting materials, will occasionally
require turning and partly renewing to main-
tain the bottom-heat at 70° or 80°. If necessary
do this at once, and replunge the plants, care-

fully watching the state of tlie bed ; should this

become too warm, lift the plants as advised in

the issue for March 14. Suckers or successional
plants should be potted before the roots be-

come too matted, and care should be taken to

see that the soil in which they are now growing
is thoroughly moistened before doing the work.
Pot firmly, in ten or twelve-inch pots, according
to the strength of the plants.

Peaches and Nectarines.—Those crops
that have commenced the stoning process—a very
critical stage—require increased attention in
their general management, and particularly so
with regard to the correct regulation of the
temperatures, which should not be subjected to
fluctuations. At night the temperature may
with safety be kept at about 63° or 65°, with
a rise of about 10° by day until the stoning
process is completed. Examine the insido
borders carefully, as from frequent syringings
and sprinklings the surface becomes an unsafe
guide as to the true condition of the soil, inas-

much as it may be nearly dust dry, whilst the
surface may be in a state of saturation. Con-
tinue to disbud by degrees all trees in suc-
cessional houses, and ultimately leave no more
young growths—except in doubtful cases—than
will be required to furnish the trees for next
year's crop. Tie in the young growths as soon
as this can be done, and thin by degrees the
young fruit, leaving rather more than may be
required for an average crop till they have
stoned. All misplaced or deformed fruits should
be promptly removed. The flower-buds on trees
in late houses are well advanced, and the
anthers are showing in many cases. At this
stage syringing should cease, and on dull or
damp days a little artificial heat may be em-
ployed early in the day, but only sufficient to
"warm the pipes. This will bring about a cir-

culation of warm, dry air, and so assist the
fruits to set. Should there be the least trace of
green fly on the trees fumigation must be re-

sorted to before the flowers expand.

Melons.— Preserve for as long a time as
possible all the matured leaves on the plants.
It is a mistaken idea to remove these, as is so
•often done when dealing with Cucumbers ; there-
fore carefully guard against this loss of foliage,
especially those leaves that are next to the
fruit, or the latter will fail to finish satisfac-
torily, and will be deficient in flavour. The
timely pinching of all young growths will aid in
fhe preservation of all requisite foliage for
the maturation of the fruit. Water the soil
thoroughly with diluted liquid manure warmed
to the same temperature as that of the house,
also keep the evaporating troughs filled with
water, as this will assist in keeping insect pests
«n check.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
By C. H. Cook, Gardener to the Earl of Derby,

Knowsley Hall, Lancashire.

Miscellaneous Plants.—Fuchsias rooted
last autumn are growing well, and the points of
the shoots should be pinched to make shapely
plants. Secure the central growth to a stake and
sling up the side shoots thereto. Remove all
flowers and re-pot as required. Hippeastrums
are flowering freely, and the roots should be
watered frequently with weak liquid manure.
As the plants pass out of flower remove them
to a heated pit and plunge the pots in a little

bottom heat. Promote a moist atmosphere to en-
courage growth. Introduce fresh hatches of the
plants into heat to maintain a succession of
flowers. Make the main sowing of Primula
obconica, and sow Cinerarias for autumn flower-
ing.

Euphorbia Jacquiniaeflora and E. pul-
cherrima.—Examine these plants at frequent
intervals to ascertain if they are keeping in a
plump condition. Remove all flower heads from
E. Jacquiniaeflora and spray the plants lightly
overhead, as this favours the development of
short-jointed growths which can be inserted as
cuttings in April.

Flowering Plants. — Cinerarias, Calceo-
larias, Primulas, Genistas, and bulbs coming into
flower require plenty of light and air. Very
little fire heat will be necessary, for the blooms
will last longer in a cool atmosphere. At the
same time frost at night must be guarded against.
Guano, liquid manure, or soot-water may be
used occasionally as a stimulant. The spikes of
Mignonette, Pelargoniums, and bulbous plants
should be staked neatly, and, successional batches
of plants introduced into mild heat. Plants of
Fuchsia, Heliotropium (Heliotrope) and Lippia
citriodora (Sweet-scented Verbenas) should now
be growing freely. Keep a diligent watch for
insect pesjs and syringe the plants on bright
days. Continue to propagate Heliotropes
and Verbenas. Stop the shoots of Pelar-
goniums where growth is irregular, and
train the shoots to allow ample room for their
blooming. Deutzias that have finished flowering
should be treated with care to favour the de-
velopment of healthy wood, cutting back the old
growths as soon as the flowers are over. Use
the syringe freely to keep the plants clean; re-
pot any specimens that require increased root-
room before they make much new growth.

Gesnera.— The plants need a similar treat-
ment to the Gloxinia as regards compost and
management during the early stages. Place
from three to six corms in each 6-inch pot an
inch below the soil. Grow the plants in a house
having a moist atmosphere, and an atmospheric
temperature of 65°. Water the roots very
sparingly at the start. When growth is active
a little weak manure-water may be afforded twice
weekly. Fumigate the house a't intervals, as die
leaves are subject to infestations of red 6pider
and mite. Pot successional batches to prolong
the flowering.

THE "FRENCH" GARDEN.
By Paul Aqtjaiias.

Hot-Beds. — As this is the best time for the
marketing of Lettuces provision should be made
where there is no hot-bed for cloches, so as to
have a constant supply until those grown on
the cold-beds are ready for cutting about
April 20. A good method is to set the Lettuces
at the bottom row of each frame, where there
is more moisture, whilst the shade from the
board will keep aphis in check. When the bulk
of Lettuces has been removed clean the Carrots
and weed the rows. Afterwards spread fine,
black soil to cover the collar of the roots, which
will retain the bright red colour and enhance
the market value of the crop. Afford ventila-
tion, but gradually, on every possible occasion
when the conditions are favourable. The
Turnips are well through the soil, and only one
plant should be left where every three or four
seeds were sown in one spot. The manure fly

often attacks the cotyledons and young leaves,
but very fine ashes or road sweepings scattered
on the leaves when they are wet will stop the
damage. On mild, calm days leave one light
open at the top, and the next at the bottom to
promote a current of fresh air in the frames.

Open-Air Crops.— Plants of the batch of
Cauliflowers sown last October are in a prime
condition for setting out. They are planted
between the Cabbage Lettuces, allowing a dis-
tance of 2 feet between the rows and 18 inches
between the plants in the rows. Cos Lettuces
reared under the cloches through the winter
are also ready for planting out ; the variety
Paris Grey requires a space of 18 inches by 12
inches in the row, but where Paris White is

grown, especially in heavily manured ground,
18 inches each way should "be allowed.

Hot-Beds for the Crops under Cloches—Cos and Cabbage Lettuces must be kept
thoroughly cleansed, and as the plants are ad-
vanced in growth great care must be taken to
shade them during times of bright sunshine.
Whitewash should not be used for another fort-
night at least, but place mats in position between
11 a.m. and 2 p.m. The Cabbage Lettuces grown
in these beds should be marketed as soon as they
are ready, to prevent the Cos Lettuces from be-
coming drawn.

Unheated Frames.— The crop of Radishes
should be marketed whenever the roots are
ready and before they check the growth of the
Lettuces. An occasional watering on bright
days will greatly help their growth. Ventilation
is now afforded more freely, and in the case of
the variety " Passion " a little air may
be allowed at night in suitable weather to
harden the plants in view of their removal from
the frames and lights in two or three weeks'
time.

Melons.— Early Melons should be potted
into 60-sized pots, and plunged immediately
after in a manure bed, unless they are to be
grown in a greenhouse. Better results will be
obtained after the middle of April if all seed-
lings and plants are grown, till they are put in

their final quarters, on a hot-bed, where
growth will be hardier and healthier than in s
greenhouse. As soon as the plants have de-
veloped three leaves stop them by cutting the
stem across the base of the third leaf ; remove
the cotyledons close to the stem, and take out
the small eyes at their base. The plants should
be on the dry side when the work is done,
which should take place early on a bright day
to facilitate the cauterising of the cuts. Afford
ventilation daily to crops in the nursery beds
for at least half an hour to change the atmos-
phere. Seeds should be inserted in sufficient

quantity to ensure having a number of good
plants to choose from at planting time. Seeds
of Cucumbers may be sown in the same manner
as recommended for Melons. Only short and
hardy varieties should be chosen for growing in

frames.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By R. P. Brotherston, Gardener to the Earl of

Haddington, Tyninghame, East Lothian.

Leeks and Celery.— If the ground on
which the remaining portions of these crops are
growing is wanted the plants may be lifted, the
leeks to be laid-in at the base of a north wall
and the Celery placed upright, closely together,
and covered, in a cool, dry shed or outhouse.

Peas. — It is time to make another sowinfs.
choosing a second early sort. The furrow should
be made slightly deeper than for the last batch.
Tall growing varieties are the more profitable,

but where suitable sticks are difficult to obtain,
those of medium growth must be relied on.
Peas sown in January are sufficiently advanced
to have soil drawn up on each side of the row,
and the sticks placed in position for supports.
Even quite dwarf sorts crop all the better when
staked. If the plants have been forwarded in

boxes, planting should be no longer delayed.
The soil having been allowed to become dry,
shake the roots free, and line in the plants at
about 4 inches apart, if the ground be dry, leav-

ing a shallow depression to be filled with water
and afterwards filled up. Protect with short
spruce branches, and let the subsequent treat-
ment be such as will promote a strong, vigorous
growth.

Turnips.— Successional sowings of this crop
may now be inserted, with a view to having an
uninterrupted supply of medium-sized roots.

Snowball is a reliable, well-flavoured variety for
summer use.

Seed-Sowing.— Other seeds to be sown in-

clude Cauliflowers, Magnum Bonum, King, and
Erfurt', which will turn in late in summer. Also
more Brussels Sprouts, Winningataidt Cabbaj. .

and ?avoys.
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EDITORIAL NOTICE.

ADVEBTISEMENTS should be sent to the

PTJBLISHEE, 41. Wellington Street.

Covent Garden, W.C.

Editors and Publisher. — Our Correspondents

would obviate delay in obtaining answers to

their communications, and sate us much time and
trouble, if they would kindly observe the notice

printed weekly to the effect that all letters relat-

ing to financial matters and to advertisements

should be addressed to the Publisher; and that

all communications intended for publication, or

referring to the Literary department, and all

plants to be named, should be directed to the

Editors. The two departments. Publishing and

Editorial, are distinct, and much unnecessary de-

lay and confusion arise when letters are mis-

directed.

APPOINTMENTS FOR APRIL.

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 1—
Liverpool Hort. Assoc. Spring Sh. (2 days). B.G.A.

Ex. Council meet.

THURSDAY, APRIL 2—
Linnean Soc. meet.

FRIDAY. APRIL 3—
Dundee Holt. Assoc, meet.

SATURDAY. APRIL 4—
Soc. Francaise d'Horticulture de Londres meet.

TUESDAY, APRIL 7—
Roy Hort. Soc. Corns, meet. (Lecture at 3 p.m. on
" The Cultivation of Amaryllis.") Hort. Club

dinner and meeting : lecture by Mr. P. Amaury
Talbot on " The Flora of Nigeria."

MONDAY, APRIL 13—
United Hort. Ben and Prov. Soc. Ann. meet. Bank
Holiday.

TUESDAY, APRIL 14—
Kingsbridge Daffodil Spring Fl. Sh.

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 15—
Roy. Hort. Soc. Corns, meet (Special Daffodil Show,
2 days.)

THURSDAY, APRIL 16—
Manchester and N. of Eng. Orchid Soc. meet.

B.G.A. (Watford branch) meet.

FRIDAY, APRIL 17—
Huntingdon Daffodil and Spring Fl. Sh.

TUESDAY, APRIL 21—
Roy. Hort. Soc. Corns, meet (Nat. Auricula and
Primula Soc. combined Show.) (Lecture at 3 p.m.
on " The Probable Origin of Existing Flowering
Plants.") Lincolnshire Daffodil Soc. Show.

WEDNESDAY. APRIL 22—
Herefordshire Spring Fl. Sh., Shire Hall, Hereford.

THURSDAY, APRIL 23—
Nat. Rose Soc. Spring Ex. at R.H.S. Hall. West-
minster. Midland Daff. Soc. Sh. at Birmingham
(2 days). Roy. Botanic Soc. meet.

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 29—
Nat. Auricula and Primula Soc. (Mid. sect.) Ex. at
Birmingham Bot. Gdns. (2 days). Perpetual Fl.

Carnation Soc. Spring Sh. at Bournemouth (2

days). Roy. Caledonian Hort. Soc. Spring Show
(2 days).

THURSDAY. APRIL 30—
Manchester and N. of Eng. Orchid Soc. meet.

Average Mean Temperature for the ensuing week
deduced from observations during the last Fifty

Years at Greenwich, 45.2°.

Actual Temperatures :—
London, Wednesday, March 25 (6 p.m.) ; Max. 50°

;

Min. 35°.

Gardeners' Chronicle Office. 41, Wellington Street,

Covent Garden, London, Thursday, March 26

(10 a.m.); Bar. 28.7°. Temp. 49°. Weather
—Dull.

Provinces, Wednesday, March 25. Max. 45°, Yar-
mouth ; Min. 42°, Aberdeen.

SALE8 FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
MONDAY AND WEDNESDAY—

Rose Trees, Shrubs, Perennials, Lilies, etc , at Stevens'

Rooms, King Street, Covent Garden, at 12.30 p.m.

MONDAY AND FRIDAY—
Herbaoeoua Plants and Hardy Bulbs, at 67 and 68.

Oheapside, E.C., by Protheroe and Morris, at 12.

TUESDAY—
Hollies and other Nursery stock, at Messrs. Paul's
Nurseries. High Beech, Epping Forest, by Protheroe
and Morris, at 12.

WEDNESDAY—
Perennials and Bulbs at 12, Trade Sale of miscel-

laneous Bulbs at 12, Japanese LiliumB at 2.45, Palms
and Plants at 5, by Protheroe and Morris.

THURSDAY—
Roses, by Protheroe and Morris, at 1.

THURSDAY AND FRIDAY—
The entire colleotion of Orchids formed by Frar.cis

Wellesley, Esq., by Protheroe and Morris, at 1.

THURSDAY AND FRIDAY—
Alpine. Rock and Herbaceous Plants, at the Nur-
series, Baldock Road, Letchworth, by Protheroe and
Morris, at 12.

Every advance in soil

Physico-chemical science demonstrates the
properties of soil, complexity of the prob-

lems which confront

those who seek to unravel the tangle

of relations which subsist between the

plant and the earth in which it lives.

Yet every advance is a hopeful promise

that this tangle shall be unravelled, and

that before long the grower shall be able

to control and modify soil conditions with

even greater certainty than he can at

present. It was but recently that the

biological aspect of the soil came into pro-

minence, and investigators are busy at

the work of discovering the ways and

habits of the micro flora and fauna of the

underground. To-day it is the turn of

the physical chemist—he who works on

the border-line which lies between physics

and chemistry. His recent discoveries

have shown that in more subtle ways than

was supposed the soil is the seat of chang-

ing and far-reaching chemical operations.

The nature of these discoveries is de-

scribed well in a recent article in the

Agricultural News (XIII., No. 308),

which deals with the phenomenon of

adsorption and with the work of American
investigators on the part played by

adsorption in the physico-chemical pro-

cesses which recur in the soil. The
phenomenon of adsorption may be illus-

trated by pouring a solution of a dye into

a tube packed with finely-ground chalk.

If the tube be long enough it is found that

the dye is separated from the solvent and

is held by the chalk, so that the clear

solvent issues at the lower end of the tube.

With this in mind it may be imagined

readily that if a solution of a mineral

substance—for example, kainit or sul-

phate of ammonia—be poured on the soil,

some, or all, of the dissolved salt

might be adsorbed by the soil particles,

so that if any of the liquid drained away
that liquid would contain little or none of

the mineral in question. This is evi-

dently a matter of first importance in re-

lation to the economic employment of

soluble artificial fertilisers. Recent dis-

covery carries us far beyond this point,

for it has established the fact that the

fine particles of such substances as char-

coal may not only adsorb substances, but

may exercise selective adsorption. For ex-

ample, as is pointed out in the article re-

ferred to, certain substances can adsorb

the constituents of a chemical compound
at different rates. Thus if a solution of

such a salt as potassium chloride be

added to charcoal it is found that

potassium in the form of potassium hydro-

oxide accumulates in the solution, and

that chlorine, combined with hydrogen to

produce hydrochloric acid, is adsorbed.

Mr. E. G. Parker (Jovrnal of Agri-

cultural Research, Vol. I., No. 3) has

shown that soils also possess this power

of selective adsorption, but that in accord-

ance with the contrariety of things they

manifest it in exactly the opposite way to

that in which charcoal exhibits adsorption.

For instance, if potassium chloride be

added to soil potash is adsorbed more
rapidly than hydrochloric acid. Where-
fore it follows that the potash is as it were

glued on to the soil particles, and the

hydrochloric acid is free to react with
other mineral bases—lime, magnesia, and
the like—and with them it forms salts.

Thus it follows that not only is the potash
held, but other substances, which may
also serve as plant foods, are brought into

the soil solution.

As by dropping a pebble into water ever-

widening waves of change are produced,
so by dropping water containing salts

among the microscopic pebbles of the soil

wide waves of chemical change are set

up.

That these facts are of prime import-
ance to a discovery of the true philosophy
of manuring is self-evident. One ex-

ample of this importance must suffice. If

more than one substance be dissolved in

water the mere presence of one of the sub-
stances in solution may affect the rate at

which the other is adsorbed. For ex-

ample, it appears that if kainit (crude

potassium chloride) be mixed with nitrate

of soda and dissolved in water the adsorp-

tion of potash is reduced, and hence less

of the kainit remains in the soil than
would have been the case had it been
added alone.

As our contemporary points out, it is

premature to apply this new-born know-
ledge to the practical problems of the

efficient use of artificials ; nevertheless, it

is clear that the further study of adsorp-

tion by soils is bound to lead to results of

great importance to the practice of horti-

culture and agriculture.

Small Holdings.— In the House of Commons

on Tuesday last Mr. Runciman stated that 6,271

approved applicants were still waiting for small

holdings. Applicants under the Small Holdings

Act had been provided with 182,020 acres, of
'

which 157,104 were in England and 24,916 in
j

Wales.

La Societe Pomologique oe France.—
The annual Congress of this society will this year

be held in Grenoble ; the date proposed is Sep-

tember 7. Among the questions to be dealt with

are the raiser's rights in new fruits, how to teach

fruit culture, the culture of Apples and Pears

in pot6, and terms to be used in the description

of fruit and plant novelties.

Rose Congress at Biarritz— The So-

ciete' Francaise des Rosieristes will hold its

annual Congress at Biarritz on May 29 to June 1

next, under the auspices of the Society d'Ac-

climatation du Golfe de Gascogne. A pro-

gramme of the five days' festivities has been

prepared. Apart from the Congress meetings,

there will be visits to San Sebastian, Hendaye,

Fontarabia, Cambo, and other places.

Worshipful Company of Gardeners.—
Arrangements are being made for a visit of

delegates of the Worshipful Company of Gar-

deners to France, extending from June 7 to

June 13, in order to study horticulture and to

visit Versailles, Bourg-la-Reine, Roseraie de

l'Hay, Verrieres-le-Buisson, Olivet, BloiB,

Romarantin and la Ferte-Imbault. It is ex-

pected that the headquarters will be successively

at Paris, Orleans, and Angers. The visit will

be a state one, and the members will take with

them the Company's corporate insignia, and wll

be everywhere officially received. Special pains

have been taken to secure important introduc-

tions through the Foreign Office, and the French

Government is giving all possible facilities. An
interesting programme is in course of prepara-

tion by the French Ministry of Agriculture.
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Bills of Vegetable Mortality.—From
statements in the French Press it appears that

M. P. Noel, Diector of the Laboratory of

Agricultural Entomology (Seine-lnferieure), has

endeavoured to express in terms of money the

loss due to parasitic diseases of cultivated plants.

M. Noel computes that there are in France 350

different kinds of useful cultivated plants, of

which 16 are fruit trees, 28 are vegetables, 38

forage plants and cereals, 14 forest tTees, 34

ornamental trees and shrubs, 117 ornamental

plants, and 85 medicinal plants. These 350 kinds

of plants suffer from the attacks of 12,000 differ-

ent kinds of insects—allowing that one and the

same insect attacks more than one plant the

number of insect pests may be reckoned at

6,000. The plants have to bear also the brunt

of the attack of upwards of 4,000 fungi and other

vegetable parasites. For the reason just given,

that one and the same parasite attacks more than

one kind of plant, M. Noel assumes, for the

purpcse of his estimate, that the number of para-

sites which infest the 350 useful species or varie-

ties of cultivated plants may be put at 2,000.

Careful and e-xtended analyses of the statistics

of the Ministry of Agriculture and of Forestry,

enquiries addressed to horticulturists and others,

lead M. Noel to estimate that the annual re

venue derived annually from the cultivation of

these plants is about 9 milliards of francs

(£36,000,000 sterling). From other and extended
enquiries he concludes that the depredations of

the 8,000 insect pests and plant parasites cost

the country each year no less than 3 milliards of

francs (£12,000,000 sterling). In other words,

the sum exacted from the cultivators by these

pests amounts in two years to more than the
price of the indemnity (5 milliards) paid by
France to Germany at the conclusion of the war
of 1870. Truly and in grim ironic sense, "peace
hath her victories no less renowned than war."

"The Botanical Magazine."— The issue

for March contains illustrations and descriptions

of the following plants :

—

Aeistolochia gigantea, tab. 8,542.—Aristo-

lochia gigantea must not be confused with A.

gigas, which is synonymous with A. grandiflora.

A. gigantea formed the subject of the Supple-

mentary Illustration in the Gardeners' Chronicle,

September 17, 1892. The flowers are more than

6 inches wide and the colour brownish-purple

with pale-yellow reticulations. Contrary to most
Aristolochia flowers the blooms of A. gigantea

are fragrant.

Ribes laurifolium, tab. 8,543.—We are in-

debted to Mr. E. H. Wilson for the introduction

of this charming little shrub, which he found grow-

ing wild in Western Szechuan at an altitude of

5,000 feet. The blossoms appear in February and
the sexes are on distinct plants ; from these cir-

cumstances it is expected that fruits will develop

only in exceptionally mild seasons. The garden

value of Ribes laurifolium is more as an early

blooming subject for the rockery and other

places suitable for dwarf plants. Specimens
planted on the rockery at Aldenham House,
Hertfordshire, have been very beautiful this

season.

Salvia uliginosa, tab. 8,544.—This beauti-

ful, blue-flowered Sage has every appearance of

making a good garden plant, especially as it

flowers from September to November, and has so

far proved to be hardy in this country. It is a

tall grower ; the loose, erect shoots attain to a
height of 6 feet—just the kind of plant that is

serviceable for the back of the hardy flower

border. The flowers are a beautiful 6hade of

opal blue.

Kniphofia caeinata, tab. 8,545.—Plants of
this yellow-flowered Kniphofia raised at Kew in

1892 only blossomed in September, 1912, but they
flowered again in the following year. This points

to the species being a shy bloomer, although it

may be that, like most seedlings, a long time is

necessary before the adult stage is reached. The
species is new to science, and should offer excel-

lent material for the hybridist. The raceme is

about 6 inches long and densely packed with

clear, yellow flowers.

Cotoneastep. turbinata, tab. 8,546.—This

species was received from China, the home of so

many other Cotoneasters, by Mr. de Vll-

morin, and the original flower fruited in that

gentleman's garden in 1903. Specimens pre-

sented to Kew have reached a height of 6 feet,

and everything points to the plant being hardy

and vigorous. The flowers appear in July, which

is later than in any other Cotoneaster, and this is

an advantage, for then most flowering trees and

shrubs are getting over. The inflorescence is a
pyramidal corymb of white flowers, which are

sometimes tinged with purple and sometimes with

rose.

Plants in Flower at Madresfield
Court.— The following shrubs are in bloom in

the gardens of Lord Beauchamp, at Malvern,

Worcestershire :—Corylopsis spicata; Ceanothus

dentatus, with beautful dark-blue flowers and

trained on a south wall ; Forsythia viridissima, F.

intermedia, Magnolia stellata, Berberis Darwinii

and Ribes sanguineum. Bulbs blooming in

grass include :—Muscari Heavenly Blue, Grape

Hyacinths (a lovely mass of blue), Chionodoxas,

Scillas, Hyacinths and Daffodils. In the wild

garden are Violets, Primroses, Pulmonaria

(Lungwort), Lent Lilies and Helleborus orien-

talis ; whilst on the rockery are Saxifraga

Burseriana major, S. Boydii and others,

Primula cashmeriana, Polyanthus, and Gentiana

acaulis.

Primula obconica and Skin Irritation.—
The well-known skin irritation caused by hand-

ling Primula obconica, Hance, has been inves-

tigated recently by Professor Dr. E. Rost [Arb.

aus. den Kaiserlichen Gesundheitsamte, xlvii.,

Heft i, 1914). This observer gives a careful ac-

count of the effects produced by the plant, con-

firms previous investigators in ascribing the

poisonous effects to the glandular secretion of

the hairs covering the plant, and shows that none

of the forms of P. obconica in commerce is

innocuous. This is certainly true of the ordinary

obconica form, but, as pointed out by Professor

Bayley Balfour in his paper read at the Pri-

mula Conference last year, it is no' true of P.

sino-listeri Balf. fils, which is one of the many
microforms of the species P. obconica Dr.

Rost shows that the symptoms set up by P.

obconica are due not to mechanical irritation

but to the action of a poison—of unknown
nature—on the skin. As a result of this action

eczema and dermatitis are produced. The period

of incubation—that is the time before the effects

are produced—ranges from a few hours to so

much as sixteen days. Dr. Rost is of opinion

that complete immunity from the poison does

not exist. Nevertheless, it is certain that many
who work with this plant suffer no ill-effects

firom handling it. The symptoms are confined

closely to the place of contact, and the eczema-

tous region tends to form a concentric area. The
itching which results from infection is disagree-

ably continuous, but is apt to be more pro-

nounced during the morning and evening. Those
who are particularly susceptible to the poison

should avoid working among the plants with bare

arms, since the more delicate the skin on which

the poison exudes the mare certain are the irri-

tant effects. Care should be taken to protect

the infected part from pressure, and Dr. Rost
states that zinc powder applied locally alleviates

the irritation. It will be evident from the fore-

going that those who are markedly susceptible

to the poison may secure complete immunity if

they wear gloves whilst wonking among the

plants, rinse the gloves afterwards in methylated

spirits (in which the poison is soluble), and keep

their arms covered.

Munificent Public Gifts.— In addition to

his gift of a public park to Hucknall, referred

to on p. 205, the Duke of Portland has pre-

sented to the town of Mansfield a six-acre

pleasure-ground, at present leased by the town
council from the Duke. To Kirkby-in-Ashfield

he has offered to present three recreation

grounds, and to Mansfield Woodhouse over 13

acres known as Yeoman's Hill, to be kept as

an open space for the benefit of the parish. The
Duke has also sent cheques to assist the local

authorities to fence off the land.

London Gardens.- Mrs. O'Suxlivan is en-

gaged in developing a movement known as

" London Gardens," and the scheme is affiliated

to the Royal Horticultural Society. The object

is to encourage the cultivation of small gardens

in London, as well as window and roof garden-

ing. The promoters will deal with London only,

and will make fortnightly exhibits at the Royal

Horticultural Society's Hall, Westminster, in

conjunction with the society's fortnightly meet-

ings, when special prizes will be awarded.

Women Gardeners.—At the annual meeting

of the Governors of the Horticultural College,

Swanley, Kent, the President, Sir John Cock-

burn, in moving the adoption of the report, said

the Horticultural College at Swanley was one of

the pioneers of the higher education of women.

Women there went through a practical training

in gardening, and were fitted to take important

post6 which many old students held, both in

this country and the Overseas Dominions. A
Swanley student, Miss Gertrude Watkin, had

received the appointment from the Home Office

of gardening instructor at the Borstal Institute

for Girls at Aylesbury.

Paris International Horticultural
Show, 1 91 5.—The committee appointed to

carry out the details for the show next year has

just been constituted by the society, and is

divided into four sections. One will undertake

the organisation of the Congress, receptions and

outings ; another will deal with the schedule of

prizes, classes, etc. ; a third will look after the

advertising ; and a fourth will deal with the

question of subsidies, special prizes and patron-

NURSERY NOTES.

PRIMULAS AT FOREST HILL.

It has been our pleasure on many occasions to

visit Messrs. Jas. Carter and Co.'s Forest Hill

Nursery at Primula time, and. although our

visit this season was made rather late, the

plants were the finest we have seen for a long

time. Everyone is aware that the nursery cul-

ture of flowering plants differs in many respects

from that practised by gardeners. The advan-

tage is on the side of the gardener. The
nurseryman has a different object in view, his

concern being chiefly to raise seeds, which im-

poses the greatest strain on the energies of the

plants. When, therefore, the plants are of the

highest quality after setting a quantity of

seeds, as is the case at Forest Hill, the

utmost praise is due to the growers. Well-

grown plants show the varieties at their true

worth, and at Forest Hill house after house is

filled with some of the most beautiful Primulas

in cultivation. The cream of the collection is

the beautiful variety named Princess May,

which bears on stout stalks trusses of large,

blush-rose coloured flowers, set off by the pale

green, palm-shaped foliage. The greater part of

one of the glass-houses is filled with plants of

this variety. Some are growing in small (sixty-

sized) pots; this method should commend itself

to those who are required to furnlfeh plants for

table decoration, as the Primulas flower splen-

didly under these conditions, and make fine little

decorative specimens. The flowers do not suffer

in size, and the spike is in suitable proportion.

Holborn Coral is a giant form of the sinensis

type, taking its name from its coral-red colour.

The flowers are large, the petals of good sub-

stance, and of a rich shade. In the same house
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with the two last-named varieties is the new
Stellata variety, Fairy Queen, which has ivory-

white petals, with a zone of carmine and a gold

centre. There is promise of an abundant seed

crop of this variety, for the plant not only

blooms freely, but also sets the seed-pods well.

It is in every way a satisfactory plant for grow-

ing. Plants of this variety are also grown in

small pots, the blooms being particularly large.

White Stellata and Pink Stellata are two good

types of the Star Primulas, and both are useful

for supplying cut blooms. The varieties Ver-

milion, Pink, Salmon, Crimson, and Ruby are

all good in their respective colours. Carmine

Empress is one of the deepest-coloured varieties

among the double-flowered kinds, and produces

a very bushy truss. Mauve Pink is exception-

ally free in blooming, sending up secondary

trusses from the base. Holborn Crested is a

distinct variety of great beauty. The large

mauve-pink flowers bear a broad band of yellow

around the eye ; the cresting takes the form of

stellata novelties in white, pink, salmon, blue,

crimson, lilac, and other colours, all of which
are valuable for conservatory and greenhouse
decoration. They have also some remarkably
fine forms of Primula obconica ; their variety

Royal Purple impressed us as being one of the

finest colour developments in this flower we have
seen. The strain is known as Excelsior, and
varieties of reddish-magenta, pale blue, lavender-

blue, Hydrangea-blue, purple, white, crimson
and other shades are all good.

Cinerarias and Gloxinias are also extremely

well grown. There is about the whole of this

well-managed nursery an air of alertness which

always impresses visitors favourably.

SCOTLAND.

Resignation of Mr. P. Harper.—Much re-

gret is felt in Aberdeen and elsewhere that Mr.

Fig. 99.

—

rockery exhibited by Messrs. pipers at the r.h.s. hall on Tuesday last.
(See p. 225.)

fimbriated edges round the petals, the foliage

being also crested. Elaine is a well-known

white variety, and is to be found with both

Fern-leaf and palm-leaf types of foliage. It is

a favourite with growers, being one of the most
freely-flowering of all Primulas. Snowflake is

a semi-double variety ; the petals are sometimes

faintly suffused with rose-colour. Alba mag-
nifica, which belongs to the sinensis type, is

pure white, and so is the interesting variety

known as Bouquet White, which has a whorl of

leaf-like bracts surrounding the large pips.

Among novelties of promise, Rose-Magenta
may be mentioned ; the petals are of a very

beautiful shade, harmonising well with both
lighter and darker tones. Double Scarlet has

brilliant flowers of the sinensis type, and is one

of the finest varieties of this shade. Other

good varieties are Princess of Wales, white,

delicately tinted with salmon ; Giant Salmon,
Vivid (double carmine variety), and Crimson
King. Messrs. Carter's possess a fine strain of

Peter Harper, keeper of the Duthie Park, Aber-

deen, has been compelled through ill-health to

tender his resignation.

Dumfries Corporation Cup.—The Dumfries
Town Council has offered the large silver cup,

which was at one time competed for at the
show of the now defunct Dumfries and Galloway
Horticultural Society, to the Dumfries and Dis-

trict Horticultural Society, which was founded

last year.

Agricultural Research Work by Carnegie
Scholars.—The Carnegie Trustees have issued

a report on the work of their bursars for re-

search work since the establishment of the

scholarships in 1908.
Pleasure Ground for Aberfeldy.—The

Marquis of Breadalbane has offered the town of

Aberfeldy the Den and Falls of Moness at a

nominal rental of Is. per annum, on several con-

ditions easy of fulfilment, and the Town Council

has accepted the gift. Miss Jessie Campbell.
Aberfeldy, has offered £200 to repair the walks

and bridges and to restore the mineral well.

Edinburgh's Bowling Greens.—Owing to
local opposition, the provision of bowling greens
at Piershill will not be proceeded with, but the
Council is recommended to approach the Board
of Works for ground for two greens at the
Meadowbank entrance of Holyrood Park.
Another bowling green is to be provided at
Morningside.
Seed-testing Station.—A seed-testing station

has been established by the Scottish Board of

Agriculture at 21, Dukje Street, Edinburgh. The
station is to be under the charge of Mr. T. An-
derson, formerly of the botanical department of

the Edinburgh and East of Scotland College of
Agriculture, and also of the Armstrong College,

NewcasUe-on-Tyne. The station comprises a
laboratory, two testing rooni6 and an office, and
the system is to be the same as that followed in

the Irish seed-testing station.

The Proposed National Park at Loch
Lomond.—The proposal to establish a national

park on the shores of Loch Lomond, at Balloch.

Dumbartonshire, is assuming a practical shapie.

Sir John Stirling-Maxwell, of Pollok, and Mr.
A. Wyllie, of Cordale, have secured an option

for the purpose of the purchase of the BaUoch
Castle estate, and have deposited the sum of

£500 each. The purchase price is £30,000 and
the Town Council of Glasgow is asked to pro-

vide £10,000 towards the amount required, the

intention being to raise the remainder by sub-

scription.

Allotments in Edinburgh.—The allotments

already provided in different parts of Edinburgh
have been so much taken advantage of that a
further 6cheme for the St. Leonard's district is

in contemplation to supply disappointed appli-

cants for the last allocation of allotments in the

district. It is proposed to form twenty-6ix addi-

tional allotments.

Proposed Public Park for Falkirk.—The
estate of Bantaskin, Falkirk, is for sale, and
there is a proposal that it should be purchased
for the purposes of a golf course and recreation

ground for the town of Falkirk. The Corporation

having declined to furnish the necessary funds

a movement is on foot to raise the money by
public subscription.

The " Thomson " Challenge Cup for
Grapes.—Mr. James Dixon, Rowallan, having

won outright the " Massie " Challenge Trophy
offered for Grapes at the autumn shows of the

Royal Caledonian Horticultural Society, Messis.

William Thomson and Sons, of the Clovenfords

Vineyards, have offered a Cup of the sarnie value

to be competed for in the class for six bunches

and on the same conditions as before. The
trophy is of the value of fifty guineas.

Edinburgh Parks at the Lyons Exhibition.

—Among the numerous exhibits which aT© being

sent by the Corporation of Edinburgh to the Ex-

position Internationale Urbaine de Lyon a.re

views in colour of the parks and gardens of the

city. Corres.

FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE.

PRIMULA OBCONICA.
On attentively examining the reports which

from time to time have found their way into the

papers as to the poisonous nature of Primula

obconica, two things appear to go like a red line

through all these communications : (1) The sus-

picion of those who have suffered from those

ill effects that some strains are more virulent

than others, and (2) that the evil effects only

appear in the more advanced stage of culti-

vation. May I now be allowed to make a few

statements in support of these two points? Mrs.

Heinrich received two pots of Primula obconica

when this plant was yet comparatively rare.

They were then in flower and of the

original pale lilac tint. A few days afterwards

an ominous irritation on fingers and wrists

set in, and, having read before notices in the

gardening papers, I at once said: "Primula
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obconica ! away with it." They went and all

was well again. However, as the improved
strains made their appearance, Mrs. Heinrich
could not resist the temptation and last year
ordered seed to try " whether it had not only

been imagination after all, obconica is of such
exceeding beauty that we cannot do without it."

Very well ! The seedlings throve amazingly and
no ill-effects were noticed. They commenced
flowering beautifully, nothing happened. They
were cut for vases and handled without any
precaution having been taken, and we were
already rejoicing that the stately plant need not

be sent into exile again. But, lo '. Fate strode

along its evil path again. As the inflorescences

began to lessen unsightly shrivelled .blossoms

spoiled the handsome trusses ; to remove those

Mrs. Heinrich reached across the stage in short

sleeves. Next morning the mischief was done
;

the under-side of the wrists showed the well-

known irritation. "Then it can only be the

pollen to cause it and not the leaves, for I have
now been handling the plants for over six

months without any ill-effects," and to prove it

she bravely rubbed the upper side of her wrists

with the decayed blossoms, and, sure enough,
the same night the irritation followed. As
all plants with the original lilac tint had been
sorted out into the front row, so that Mrs.
Heinrich had mostly to reach across those, she
has a feeling as if plants reverting to the
original mauve or lilac tint were more virulent,

for what she had used for cuttings were mostly
of the rosy tints improved. The two presenta-

tion plants spoken of were also of the original

tints; they were also in the advanced state of

cultivation and commenced their action at once,
while the seedlings, tended for six months without
evil effect, did not prove virulent until they
reached about the same condition as the pre-

sented plants.

All this may, of course, be supposition, but
in so important a case I thought it well worth
recording in order to direct observation into that
channel. The case of hay-fever which is said to
be caused by the pollen of, I believe, Corn (Rye),
and which also only attacks predisposed persons,
might offer an analogy as to the ill-effects such
plant-pollen may produce on mankind. The
microscope has not disclosed any appearances of
a suspicious pature in the pollein grains of
Primula obconica. E. Heinrich, Planegg
(Bavaria).

[There appears to be no doubt but that the
irritation is caused by a poison excreted by
the glandular hairs of the petioles, flower

peduncles, etc. See note on p. 221.—Eds.]

CORONA DI NOVIA.
In the Gardeners' Chronicle of January 24

last, p. 64, C. B. asks if any reader can give
him the name of a shrub growing freely here and
known as Corona di Nova. I think that I can
answer this question. Although the plant grows
freely here it does not belong to this country,
but to Europe, and it is the very well known
Spiraea. There are many kinds, and nearly all

do very well in this climate. Horacio M.
Pcluffo, Buenos Aires.

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
(The Editors do not hold themselves responsible for

the opinions expressed by correspondents.)

The History of Aquilegia Stuartii.—
In his notes upon "Aouilegias and Their
Hybrids " (see p. 207), the" Rev. David R. Wil-
liamson states that the introducers of A.
Stuartii, Messrs. Cocker, of Aberdeen, informed
him that it was the result of a cross between A.
coerulea and A. glandulosa. This is not correct.
At the International Hybrid Conference held
under the auspices of the Royal Horticultural
Society in London in 1899, the' late Dr. Charles
Stuart contributed a paper upon " A Few Notes
on Reproduction in Hardy Plants,'' and in the
course of his remarks he dealt very fully with
A. Stuartii and how he raised this exquisite
hybrid Columbine. He stated that in May,

1880, liaving plants of A. glandulosa and also
A. Witmanii in flower in pots at the same time,
he fertilised a flower of the latter species with
pollen from A. glandulosa. A ripe pod of seed
was gathered1 in less tlian a month and sown at
once. Seven plants lived, and were planted out
on a sheltered border in the autumn. Their
existence was forgotten, till, at the end of May
of the following year, a friend who was staying
with Dr. Stuart came upon the first open flower
on one of the plants. The visitor asked where
the plant had come from, as the flower was the
finest he had seen of the Columbine family.
Dr. Stuart could hardly tell until he referred to

his notebook, but he was quite aware they were
crossed seedlings. The seven plants all bore
flowers identically the same, the top blooms
measuring more than 4 inches across. The fol-

lowing season, that was in 1882, Dr. Stuart took
flowers to a meeting of the Berwickshire Natur-
alists' Club, and they were submitted to the
late Professor Balfour, of Edinburgh University,
and the late Mr. John Sadler, then Curator of

the Edinburgh Botanic Gardens ; both gentle-

men, in conjunction with many other competent
judges, considered A. Stuartii a first-rate

novelty, and it was there and then named by
Professor Balfour. Dr. Stuart stated that he
had grown A. glandulosa on and off for forty

years ; he found it a notoriously shy flowerer, and
he used many years ago to consider it a triumph
to get it to display its beauty at all. He claimed
for A. Stuartii that it was an improved form
of A. glandulosa, refined in colour, free blooming,
very large and attractive in appearance, and
it is perfectly hardy and flowers three weeks
before other Columbines, always coming true

from seed. I find it difficult to accept the Rev.

David R. Williamson's statement about the

difficulty of the cultivation of this hybrid Colum-
bine, which he attributes to Dr. Stuart. I re-

member a pleasant week-end visit to Dr. Stuart's

garden at Chirnside, in the fertile merse of Ber-

wickshire, and I shall always picture in memory
a three-year-old bed of A. Stuartii, with its

thousands of beautiful blue-and-white blossoms.

That bed was indeed a sight. the_ plants a perfect

sea of flowers and clothed with fine, strong

foliage. Dr. Stuart's method of culture was to

dig a piece of ground 2 feet deep, adding an
abundance of well-decayed manure to the sub-

soil. The bed was then raked smooth, newly
ripened seed being sown thinly in rows, the

plants allowed to remain where they were to

flower. The seedlings were thinned out to 1 foot

apart each way, and in time the foliage covered

the entire bed. Everv autumn the bed received

a top-dressing of well-Totted manure, and the

plants improved in vigour every season. I had

tried' this Aquilegia without success, but I had

always -purchased plants, and as a rule they

were' miserable specimens in pots. After my
visit to Dr. Stuart I adopted his method, and

I was rewarded with a grand lot of plants, which

grew well for several years. Newly ripened seed

sown at once where the plants are to flower

seems to solve the supposed difficulty of the

successful cultivation of this exquisite Colum-

bine. George M. Taylor, Mid-Lothian.

Fruit-eating Birds.—Various kinds of

fruit-eating birds have multiplied to a large

extent during recent years, as the winters

have been so mild that they have not

been starved out. Particularly numerous

are the tomtits, which did much damage to

choice Apples and Pears last autumn. I write

to suggest, both to growers and gardeners, that

it is a good plan to plant plots of the common
Sunflower near to the trees. Tits are very fond

of the seeds, which draw the birds from the

fruits. I think also that if cheap soup-plates

or dishes were placed near the trees and kept

filled with water they might prevent some
damage to the fruit crops. George Bunyard,

Maidstone.

Cyaniding for Mealy Bug.—Mr. Fulton

(p. 151) says that 130 per cent, sodium cyanide

is a meaningless quantity, but now that I have

used it, I can assure him that it has proved full

of meaning to all exposed bugs and other insect

life in the houses in which it has been used. I

have treated two vineries, one before cleaning

and one after. All the bugs that could be seen

were dead, but we found some alive under the

bark, and a few have commenced to move on the

vines first treated, which shows the necessity of
cyaniding several times at short intervals, as 1 am
certain no strength of gas will destroy the bug
or eggs which are in small holes or cracks. I am
now going over the rods with a strong wash, and
may styptic any holes that can be seen It is

somewhat strange that some writers have found
it necessary to use the cyanide for so many
years as they say they have done, judging by
the results they have obtained, as once houses and
plants are free of bug it cannot come annually
in the same way as fly, thrip, or spider. I was
surprised to read that Mr. Colville's plants in an
adjoining house had suffered, as I have had no
trouble of that sort. Certainly this looks
ominous for any attempt to cyanide the said
houses, air. Colville has perhaps not tried the
same formula as used by tfiose who have found
it harmless to all plants. A. Shakelton, forde
Abbey Gardens, Chard.

February Rainfall (see p. 157).—The rain-
fall during the month of February, which
Southern urower states is known as " nil-dyke,"
differs peculiarly in different years. Mr.. Cook,
writing from Sandringham Gardens, on March 4,
states " but 21.68 inches was registered during
the whole of last year, and January and February
this year are on a par with last year. In January
1.59 inch fell, and in February 1.29 inch, so
we have no ' fill-dyke ' February here; in fact,
the springs and our water supply have never been
so low." Compare this with our records at
Swanmore, where last year the total rainfall was
38.51 inches, while in February this year 6.38
inches fell. In February, 1910, we registered
5.15 inches, in 1912 3.56, and a total for the
latter year of 46.01, which was 16 inches more
than the average for South Hants. In February
this year we had but seven dry days. We have,
therefore, much more rainfall than in Southern
Grower's district. E. M., Swanmore Park
Estate, Bishops Waltham.

Seeing that Southern Grower records a rain-
fall in February of 4.02 inches in his district, and
several others 3.0 inches or just over, I am anxious
to know if our fall (5.24) is a record for
this part of the country. Most of the rain fell
during the second and third weeks. On each day
of the 8th and 21st we registered 0.87 inch,
and 0.75 on the 11th. The most rain fell on
these three days. On seventeen out of me
twenty-eight days in the month we registered
rain, and this is remarkable, seeing that we sel-
dom get the heaviest of the rain, as Woldingham
is on the top of the Surrey Hills, 880 feet above
sea level. As a rule the heaviest storms seem
to occur in places of a lower elevation. Thos.
Xewman, The Gardens, Wistler's Wood, Wold-
tngham, Surrey.

Narcissus Fly.- At the meeting of the
R.H.S. Scientific Committee on February 24, re-
ported in your issue of March 7, a Narcissus
bulb was shown containing larvae of the small
Narcissus fly (Eumerus lunulatus), and it was
stated that this fly is apparently very destruc-
tive to Narcissus bulbs in certain seasons. It
is very desirable that this point should be
thoroughly investigated under proper scientific
conditions. Until this is done we shall be in
a state of harassing uncertainty, but meanwhile,
Daffodil growers may be relieved to think, as I
do, that this opinion will perhaps prove to be
mistaken. I have had experience of this fly

(or Eumerus strigatus) in varying conditions
since 1907. The conclusion I have come to at
present is that the larvae do not attack
a healthy bulb, and are never the direct cause
of the injury. I have, for instance, taken up
this spring a dozen or more Daffodil bulbs
which contained Eumerus larvae, and in every
one of them there was also a Merodon grub.
In other years I have had bulbs containing
Eumerus larvae only, but there has always been
reason to believe—and I recorded it at the
time—that the actual damage to these bulbs had
been caused by a Merodon grub which had
migrated or pupated, or by some fungous pesi.

and that the Eumerus larvae were feeding, not
on the living tissue, but on the excreni.

the Merodon, or on the dead and rotting Mil

stance. In the case mentioned by the
tary of the Scientific Committee, of Eumerus
larvae being found in the rhizomes of Iris (which
were from my plants), the injury was directly
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caused by the fungous-bacterial Iris disease, and
it is practically certain that the larvae came
from eggs deposited in the rhizomes after the

tissues had already gone soft and rotten from
the disease. In fact, I feel satisfied that these

Eumerus larvae are scavengers. A. J. Bliss.

The N.E.H.S. (see p. 207). — I agree with
some of the things my friend the Rev. Bernard
Hall says in his letter to you, but has he done
a wise or a kindly thing in rushing into print at

the present moment? I think the new arrange-

ments might at least have been given a year's

trial. Mr. Hall, in all his speeches which I

heard while he was Secretary, went out of his

way, I thought, to belaud the R.H.S.—its kindly
interest, its sympathy, its valuable help (which
I never saw), etc., etc. How does this tally

with his "Thirdly" in his letter to you?
W. Cuthbertson.

Journeyman Gardeners' Wages.—
Some years ago, shortly after the B.G.A.
was started, one ' of its promoters was
staying for a time with me, and was hold-
ing forth in his usual manner about short-

ening the hours of labour and increasing the

SOCIETIES,
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.

March 24.—There was a large exhibition on
the occasion of the fortnightly meeting held on
Tuesday last in the Vincent Square Hall, West-
minster. Forced flowering trees and shrubs oc-

cupied the greater part of the space under the
north wall, and the visitor on entering the build-

ing was confronted by a charming scene of floral

beauty. Other notable exhibits before the
Floral Committee were groups of Ferns, Carna-
tions, Roses, Clematis, Hippeastrums, Pelar-

goniums and hardy flowers. This Committee
recommended three Awards of Merit to novelties.

The Orchid Committee awarded nine Medals
to collections and recommended one First-class

Certificate and two Awards of Merit.

The Narcissus Committee awarded five Medals
to groups and four Awards of Merit to novelties.

The only exhibit of importance in the Fruit
and Vegetable Section was a collection of vege-
tables shown by Messrs. Sutton' and Sons,
Reading.

Fig. 100.

—

soldanella pusilla alba.

(See Awards by R.H.S. Floral Committee.)

rate of pay, and sadly wanted me to join the
movement. This I refused to do on any ac-
count, and was told that, whether I did or not,
they would get a following. I said I had no
doubt about that, and the following would in-

clude all the aspiring young men who could
be found any day in the week with their hands
washed and their coats on and the handle of

the door in their hand, waiting for the " bell

to ring," and I wish you joy of them, for they
will never be gardeners. Gardeners are born,
not made, and the man who is born to become
a gardener knows nothing of hours, and is like

cream—bound to get to the top. T . Smith.

H. H. states on p. 189 what he considers a
suitable wage for a man of my experience. I

have long been trying to obtain a post with
better wages, but without success. The reason
I took this place was that I was told that if

I made a good garden of it mv wages would
be considerably increased; when, however, I

broach the subject the reply is always, " I can't

afford it.'' I have thought many a time of
giving up gardening and working as an un-
skilled labourer—I believe I should be better
off. It's only the love of the garden that keeps
me to it; the flowers are a greater joy to me
than anything else. C. H.

At the three o'clock meeting in the Lecture
Room a paper on " The Pruning of Shrubs " was
read by Mr. Edwin Beckett.

Floral Committee.
Present: H. B. May, Esq. (in the chair),

Messrs. C. E. Shea, H. J. Jones, J. Dickson,
G. Reuthe, C. R. Fielder, J. T. Bennett-Poe, C.
Dixon, A- Turner, W. Bain, R. C. R. Nevill,
W. H. Page, A. A. Dorrien Smith, J. W. Moor-
man. R. Hooper Pearson, T. Stevenson, J. Green.
F. W. Harvey, J. F. McLeod, J. Jennings, W.
Howe, C. Blick, B. Crisp, W. A. Bilney, W. B.
Cranfield, G- Gordon, R. C. Notcutt, C. E.
Pearson, F. Page Roberts. E. H. Jenkins, G.
Paul, J. Hudson, C. T. Druery, and W. J. Bean.

AWARDS OF MERIT.
Rhododendron argenteum.—This is a massive-

flowered seedling variety of R. argenteum, with
noble foliage and handsome flowers. The leaves,
about 12 inches long by 3 inches broad,
are richly silvered below and are held hori-
zontal on stout stalks. The truss of flowers
shown was 9 inches across and carried
twenty-four large bells of a pure creamy-
white, with a small purple patch at the
bottom of the bell. The flowers are close to

those of R. argenteum, and have a similar showy
pink stigma. They are, however, larger and
more cylindrical, and in most of the blooms the
stamens are either completely absent or curi

ously aborted. The plant is hardy, and the
blooms of R. argenteum shown with it had been
cut from out of doors, but the specimen which
obtained the award had been flowered in a cold
house to keep the bloom in the best condition.
Shown by Miss Mangles, Seale.

Soldanella pusilla alba (see fig. 100).—The pure
white, solitary, nodding, and prettily fringed
flowers of this dainty little Alpine were much
admired. Except in colour, it exactly resembles
the type, having the smallest of kidney or heart-

shaped leaves in close rosettes and flower stems
only 2 or 3 inches high. Shown by Messrs.
T. S. Ware, Ltd., Feltham.

Trillium rivale.—This, the smallest of the

American Wood Lilies, has a small, creeping
rootstock, and bears its erect cup-shaped flowers

on slender stems about 3 inches high. The
blooms scarcely exceed an inch in diameter, and
are white, richly and somewhat variably dotted
over with rose. Ternate-stalked bracts are borne
about 2 inches below the flower. Shown by Mr
James Box, Lindfield.

Other Novelties.

Rhododendron, violaeeum, Forrest's No. 5,876.

—This new Alpine Rhododendron, from the
Lichiang Range of Western China, was repre-

sented by a pretty flowering specimen only 3-4

inches high, raised from seed sown in 1911. As
a garden plant it was thought too close to R.
intricatum, which in foliage it somewhat re-

sembles, though the leaves are glossier, narrower
and recurved at the margins. The flowers, how-
ever, are very different, exceeding an inch in

diameter, expanding almost flat, and having the
segments cut almost to the centre. The fila-

ments of the stamens are spreading, and as long
as the corolla.

Rhododendron Keiskii, a little-known Japanese
Alpine Rhododendron, with flowers of a pale

lemon yellow, borne freely on plants only a few
inches high, raised from seed in 1911. These,
with flowers of R. oleifolium, were shown bv
E. J. P. Magor, Esq., St. Tudy.
Primula redolens.—A new Chinese Primrose

collected by Mr. F. Kingdon Ward for Messrs.
Bees, Ltd. It belongs to the ^uffruticosae sec-

tion, and in foliage much resembles its congener
P. Forrestii, appearing indeed softer and more
hairy. LTmbels of 12 to 20 flowers are borne
on stout 6 to 9 inch stalks. They vary from
white to pale pink in colour, in one case being
splashed with purple, and all possess a small

yellow eye. Shown by Professor Bayley Bal-
four, Botanic Gardens, Edinburgh.

Cultural Commendations.
The award of a Cultural Commendation was

made to Mr. W. Bain, gardener to Elizabeth
Lady Lawrence, for The Knoll variety of

Lapageria rosea. This fine variety has already
received an Award of Merit, but remains very
little known. In colour it is hardly so deep as

in the Nash Court variety, but the flowers are

of large size and substance and quite distinct

by reason of the open bell-shape given to the

perianth by the spreading, recurving tips of the

broad inner segments.
A Cultural Commendation was also awarded to

Mr. Emerton, gardener to Earl Brownlow.
Grantham, for Brownea grandiceps, a leguminous
stove shrub, with handsome pinnate drooping
foliage and large, dense, flat heads of bright car-

mine flowers. The plant had been in cultivation

at Grantham for twenty-four years, and flowered

in 1913 for the first time. The species was
awarded a First-class Certificate by the R.H.S.
Floral Committee in August, 1866.

General Exhibits.

Messrs. J. Hill and Son, Edmonton, were
awarded a Silver-gilt Flora Medal for a group
of well-grown Ferns, the most striking feature

being the tinted varieties, that were in their full

beauty with the new season's fronds. The finer

of these were Adiantum scutum roseum, Lastrea

erythrosa, Brainea insignis, and Blechnum bras'

-

liense.

Messrs. James Veitch and Sons, Chelsea,

showed a magnificent group of forced shrubs in

flower, for which a Silver-gilt Flora Medal was
awarded. This splendid exhibit had in the
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centre a large number of Wistarias set off by
standard Laburnums, Prunus triloba and Exo-
•chorda grandiflora, and then a row of the white
Viburnum Opulus leading on to masses of

Cerasus Pseudo-cerasus, Pyrus floribunda, Prunus
triloba and others of this kind. As a separate

exhibit Messrs. Veitch showed greenhouse Rho-
dodendrons, Azaleas, Boronia megastigma and
varieties of Hippeastrums.
Messrs. W. Cutbush and Son, Highgate,

staged a large group of forced shrubs, the col-

lection embracing Acacias, Wistarias,-Viburnums,
Gen :stas, Magnolias, Laburnums and Azaleas.
This firm also showed Alpines and Carnations
Scarlet Glow, Lady Ingestre, pink, Mrs. Lucy
Mackinnon, scarlet, and others. (Silver Flora
Medal. 1

Messrs. John Peed and Son, West Norwood,
were awarded a Bronze Banksian Medal for a
bank of forced shrubs, principally Rhododen-
drons, relieved with ornamental-leaved Maples.
Mr. L. R. Russell, Richmond, showed, as at

the last meeting, varieties of large-flowered
Clematises, for which a Silver Banksian Medal
was awarded.

Messrs. Wm. Paul and Son, Ltd., Waltham
Cross, showed pot plants of the fragrant Choisya
ternata, for which a Silver Banksian Medal was
awarded. The plants were carrying fine trusses
of the pretty white blooms, and were suitable
for arranging on the conservatory stages or for

other decorative uses.

Messrs. R. Gill and Sons, Tremough, Corn-
wall, again contributed a display of Rhododen-
drons, for which a Bronze Banksian Medal was
awarded. Trusses of Rhododendron Nuttallii
were the most conspicuous in the collection, the
large cream-coloured bells having a yellow tint-

ing in the interiors.

Messrs. H. J. Jones, Ltd., Hither Green,
Lewisham, showed bunches of zonal-leaved Pelar-
goniums. Pink Pearl (p'nk, with a white eye),
Charles Bullen (salmon-pink), and Mrs. West, a
variegated salmon and white flower, are three
new varieties of merit. The variety Will, of
crimson-scarlet colour, had pips measuring 3

'

inches across.

An exhibit of these flowers was also shown by
Messrs H. Cannell and Sons, Eynsford.
Mr. A. H. Cole, Swanley, Kent, exhibited

Star Cinerarias of an early strain, and a crim-
son sport of Pelargonium Paul Crampel, the
novelty being a good winter bloomer as well as
a fine summer bedding variety. (Bronze Bank-
sian Medal.}

Messrs. H. B. Mat and Sons, Edmonton,
were awarded a Silver Banksian Medal for
Pansies, Violas, Cinerarias, Cyclamens and
Clematis.

Mr. Chas. Turner, Slough, exhibited miscel-
laneous greenhouse flowering plants. Specimens
of Clivia miniata were exceptionally good, and
there were also finely-flowered Staphylea col-

chica, Azaleas, Acacias, with Roses and Ferns.
(Bronze Banksian Medal.)

Messrs. Wills and Segar, South Kensington,
showed flowering plants of Mignonette. Ger-
beras, Azaleas, Clivia and Cinerarias, for which
a Bronze Banksian Medal was awarded.
A Silver Banksian Medal was awarded to

Viscountess Knutsford, Royston, for Hippeas-
trums (Amaryllis).

Mr. George Prince, Oxford, was awarded a
Silver Flora Medal for Roses. The fine pillar
variety Tausendschon was shown remarkably
well, and there were good blooms of W. Shean,
Liberty, Mrs. J. H. Welch, Mrs. W. J. Grant,
and Mme. Edouard Herriot.

Messrs. W. and J. Brown, Stamford, showed
Roses. The new pillar variety, Mrs. Rosalie
Wrinch, has large, single rose-coloured blooms.
(Bronze Banksian Medal.)
The following were exhibitors of Carna-

tions :—Mr. H. Burnett, Guernsey (Silver
Flora Medal) ; Messrs. Stuart Low and Co.,
Enfield (Silver Banksian Medal) ; Mr. C. Engel-
maxn, Saffron Walden (Bronze Flora Medal)

;

Messrs. Allwood Bros., Wivelsfield, Hay-
wards Heath (Bronze Banksian Medal) ; Messrs.
W. Wklls and Co., Ltd., Merstham ; and
Messrs. Young and Co., Cheltenham (Silver

Banksian Medal).
Messrs. J. Piper and Son, Bayswater,

contributed the largest of the numerous rock
gardens staged on this occasion. As will

be seen on reference to fig. 99, it was

a large and bold exhibit, well arranged

and not over planted. The top was crowned
with a mass of the fine rose-coloured Azalea
Benegeri, with Bamboos and other shrubs
as a background. At the lower part were excel-

lent plants of Primula denticulata, Gentiana
verna, Primula Juliae and other Alpines, whilst

a depression at the other end was massed with
Primula japomca. In nooks and crannies of the
rocks were set fine plants of Shortia uniflora.

Viola gracilis, Anemones and other species.

(Silver-gilt Banksian Medal.)
Messrs. Barr and Sons, King Street, Covent

Garden, were awarded a Bronze Flora Medal for

a rockery, which was planted with seasonable
flowers, such as Muscari, Anemone blanda
taurica, Narcissus Cyclamineus, Fritillarias and
Anemone Pulsatilla.

Mr. Maurice Prichard, Christchurch, Hamp
shire, had one of the best exhibits of Alpines
arranged as a fiat rock garden, on which Anchusa
myosotidiflora, Primula rosea grandiflora and
Primula cashmeriana Riverslea, a deep lavender-

coloured form, were especially noticed. (Silver

Banksian Medal.

>

Messrs. John Waterer, Sons and Crisp, Ltd.,

Twyford, showed Alpines on a rockery and
flowering shrubs, including Rhododendron
caucasicum, R. Handsworth Early Scarlet,

Andromeda (Pieris) japonica and Prunus Pis-

sartii. (Bronze Banksian Medal.)
Rock gardens were also exhibited by Messrs.

J. Cheal and Sons, Crawley (Bronze Banksian
Medal) ; Mr. A. Hemsley, Crawley ; The Misses
Hopkins, Shepperton (Bronze Banksian Medal) :

Mr. Clarence Elliott, Stevenage (Bronze
Banksian Medal) ; and Messrs. Whitelegg and
Page, Chislehurst (Bronze Flora Medal.)
Messrs. G. and A. Clark, Ltd., Dover, showed

their fine Primulas Cloth of Gold and Avalanche
in an exhibit of hardy flowers. (Bronze
Banksian Medal.)
Mr. Reginald Prichard, West Moors, Dorset-

shire, exhibited Alpines in pots. Hardy flowers
were also shown by Mr. G. W. Miller, Wisbech :

Burton Hardy Plant Nursery ; Guildford
Hardy Plant Nursery ; Messrs. Bakers, Wol-
verhampton (Bronze Banksian Medal) ; Mr. Geo.
Reuthe, Keston (Bronze Banksian Medal) ; Mr.
James Box, Haywards Heath ; Messrs. T. S.

Ware, Ltd., Feltham (Bronze Banksian Medal) ;

and Messrs. Thompson and Charman, Bushey,
Hertfordshire (Bronze Banksian Medal).
Messrs. Ramsbottom, Geashill, Ireland, again

showed flowers of their first strain of St. Brigid
Anemones.

Messrs. Carter, Page and Co., London Wall,
exhibited Violas and Pansies, also spikes of the
beautiful, light-blue coloured Nemophila in-

signis.

Orehid Committee.
Present : J. Gurney Fowler, Esq. , in the

chair, and Messrs. Jas. O'Brien (Hon. Sec),
Gurney Wilson, De B. Crawshav, W. Bolton,
R. Brooman White, S. W. Flory.'W. H. White,
E. H. Davidson, J. Cvpher. J. Charlesworth,
H. G. Alexander, J. E. Shill, A. McBean, W.
Cobb, F. M. Ogilvie, R. G. Thwaites, W. H.
Hatcher, Stuart Low, R. A. Rolfe, T. Arm-
strong, W. P. Bound, A. Dye, Sir Harry J.

Veitch, and Sir Jeremiah Colman, Bart.

AWARDS.
First-Class Certificate.

Odontio'la Zenobia (see fig. 101) {Ada Charles-

worthii x Odontoglossum permit win) from F.

Menteith Ogilvie, Esq., The Shrubbery, Oxford
(gr. Mr. Balmforth). A very fine and distinct

hybrid, and a worthy production in every way.

The spike bore two flowers of circular outline,

the segments being also broad and of fine sub-

stance, in colour deep reddish-claret with a violet

tint ; the broad lip expanded in front, deep rose

with yellow crest.

Award of Merit.
Dendrobuim superhitm Iluttonii. South.fi.eld

variety, from W. Waters Butler, Esq., South-

field, Edgbaston (gr. Mr. Jones). A large form
of the type originally introduced by Messrs.

Jas. Veitch and Sons through their collector

Hutton, and with more colour in the lip.

Flowers white, the greater part of the lip dark
violet.

Sophro-Laclio-Caltleya Niobe Orchid Dene
variety [L.-C. Gottoiana x 8.-L. Felicia) from

E. H. Davidson and Co., Orchid Dene, Twyford.
A charming flower, of good size and shape, and
one of the darkest of Sophromtis crosses. Sepals
and petals bright rose-purple. Lip deep claret-

red. The flower is of fine substance.

Cultural Commendation.

To Mr. W. H. White, Orchid grower to Eliza-
beth Lady Lawrence, Burford, for a grand speci-
men of Platyclinis glumacea, with about 100
sprays of white, fragrant flowers.

To Mr. Collier, gr. to Sir Jeremiah Colman,
Bart., for Odontioda Bradshawiae with 119
flowers..

General Exhibits.

Messrs. Sander and Sons, St. Albans, staged
a very fine group, for which a Silver-gilt Flora
Medal was awarded. At the back were large
numbers of Messrs. Sander's original type of

Cymibidium insigne, with tall spikes of white
flowers with rose-purple markings, several C.
Gottianum, and C. Pauwelsii, C. Wiganianum
and some fine specimens of C. eburneum, one of
which bore 30 flowers and buds. With them
were good specimens of hybrid Odontoglossums,
Laelio-Cattleyas and other hybrids. Rare species
noted were Coelogyne Lawrenceana, C. speciosa
Vanda Watsonii, V. suavis, Megaclinium maxi
mum, Cirrhopetalum Mastersianum, Maxillaria
Fletcherianum, M. lepidota, various Masde-
vallias and Dendrobiums.
H. T. Pitt, Esq., Rosslyn, Stamford Hill

(gr. Mr. Thurgood), was awarded a Silver Flora
Medal for an interesting group containing
several hybrids raised at Rosslyn, including two
very fine forms of Cymbidium. Low-gTinum
(Lowianum x tigrinum), the new Brasso-
Cattleya William Pitt (C. Octave Doin x
B.-C. Marie), a finely shaped light-rose coloured
flower ; Laelio-Cattleya Avoca (L. Latona X C.

Trianae var.), and some hybrid Odontoglossums,
and Odontiodas. Cymbidium Lady Colman and
('. eburneo-Lowianum were well shown, togethei

with a good selection of Cypripediums, Miltonn
Warscewiczii, and a well-flowered plant of tht

rare Eulophiella Elisabethae.

Messrs. Charlesworth and Co., Hayward's
Heath, were awarded a Silver Flora Aledal foi

a group of finely-grown Orchids, among
which were noted a showy set of hybrid Odonto-
glossums, several fine 0. crispum, the most re-

markable being the pretty O. c. Queen Maud.
the wax-like segments being distinctly spotted

with purple, as in O. c. Lady Jane. The
Odontiodas included a very deep scarlet O.
Charlesworthii, O. Cooksoniae, 0. Bradshawiae,
0. Lutetia and others. Good Laelio-Cattleya

Haroldiana, Brasso-Cattleyas. and Dendrobiums.
and their fine Miltonia Charlesworthii, were

effectively displayed, the front of the group

being of profusely-flowered Sophronitis grandi-

flora and Oncidium concolor.

Messrs. Armstrong and Brown. Tunbridge
Wells, were awarded a Silver Flora Medal
for a group, principally hybrids, the centre being

of very handsomely "blotched hybrid Odonto-
glossums flowering for the first time. 0. Royal
Purple (illustre x Edwardii) was a pretty flower

of a rich violet-purple colour. The Odontiodas
included a brilliant scarlet form of 0. Keighdey-

ensis, O. Bradshawiae, 0. Le»anum and others.

Various hybrid Dendrobiums. varieties of

D. nobile and its pure white variety virginale,

Miltonia St, Andre, M. Bleuana. good Cypri-

pediums, Cattleyas and Laelio-Cattleyas, some
of them showing their first flowers, were also

noted.
Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., Bush Hill

Park, and Jarvisbrook, Sussex, were voted a

Silver Flora Medal for a group in which the

Dendrobiums were a pleasing feature. These
included several of the D. Jamesianum class, D.

crepidatum, D. Wardianum, D. crassinode

album. D. Brymerianum and D. fimbriatum

oculatum, arranged with Cymbidiums, Oncidium
sarcodes, Phalaenopsis Aphrodite and a fine

variety of P. intermedia Portei : some well-

flowered Cattleya Schroderae. Laelia Jongheana,
Odontoglossums and Brasso-Cattleyas. Among
the Odontiodas was a distinct hybrid between 0.

Rolfeae and C. Noezliana, with broad rich red

flowers of the 0. Charlesworthii class.

Sir Jeremiah Colman, Bart,, Gatton Park.
Surrey (gr. Mr. Collier), was awarded a Silver

Banksian Medal for a selection of very fine

specimens of Odontioda Bradshawiae and 0.
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Vuyistekeae, nine plants of which bore between
them 750 brightly-coloured flowers ; one speci-

men of 0. Bradshawiae with 119 scarlet flowers

and buds securing for the grower a Cultural

Commendation. The new Odontioda Colmanii
(Odontioda Bradshawiae x Odontoglossum
amabile), flowering for the first time, was also

shown. The flower adhered closely to Odonto-
glossum, being not unlike a richly-blotched O.

crispum

Messrs. J. Cypher and Sons, Cheltenham,
staged an effectively arranged group of good
Dendrobiums, D. Thwaitesii Veitch's variety

being still the best deep yellow, with maroon
eye. D. nobile Perfection, D. ryjbens grandi-

florum, D. Dalhou-nobile, D. Apollo grandi-

florum were among the best. With them were
Angraecum sesquipedale, A. citratum, Masde-
vallia Gargantua, a very dark M. Chimaera,
Phalaenopsis Sanderiana, Sarcochilus Fitz-

geraldii, Oncidium conoolor, Epidendrum
xanthimum and a good selection of Cypri-

pediume.
Messrs. Flory and Black, Orchid Nurserv,

eluding the spotted 0. Pescatorei Pitt's variety,

Cymbidium eburneo-Lowianum and the pale-

yellow variety concolor and a large form of the

pure white Cattleya Brenda.

R. G. Thwaites, Esq., Chessington, Streat-

ham, sent a selection of hybrids, among which
were Odontoglossum Newlingii (Ossulstonii x
cirrhosum), 0. Vuylcirrha (Vuyistekeae x cirr-

hosum) arid Odontioda Sanderae.
Pantia Ralli, Esq., Ashtead Park, Surrey,

showed Odontoglossum Aureola of unrecorded
parentage, a fine pale canary-yellow flower with
some red-brown blotches on the lip—closely re-

sembling 0. Canary shown by Mr. Ralli pre-

viously, and illustrated in Gardeners' Chronicle,

fig. 23, p. 44.

E. R. Ashton, Esq., Broadlands, Tunbridge
Wells, showed Miltonia vexillaria Lyoth (chel-

6eiensis x Memoria G. D. Owen), a large rose-

pink flower with distinct rosy-crimson mask on

the Up.

W. Waters Butler, Esq., Southfield, Edg-
baston (gr. Mr. Jones), showed Cattleya Tityus

Southfield variety (Octave Doin X Enid), a large

Fig. 101.

—

odontioda zenobia : sepals and petals coloured reddish-claret with a violet tint.

(R.H.S. First-class Certificate on Tuesday last.)

Slough, were awarded a Silver Banksian Medal
for a group of showy hybrids, the central plant

being the richly-coloured Laelio-Cattleya In-

vincible Orama, which secured an Award of

Merit in 1912. Also the original coloured form
of Laelio-Cattleya Frederick Boyle, and the

newer blush-white type, L.-C. Violetta of fine

colour, and several new Laelio-Cattleyas of at-

tractive colour. At the back were a selection of

Odontoglossums, one spotted form of 0. Pesca-

torei being specially good. Others noted were
Lycaste Skinneri alba, two specimens of the
pretty Disa sagittalis, and some Brasso-Laelio-

Cattleyas.

Messrs. Hassall and Co., Southgate, were
awarded a Silver Banksian Medal for a group in

which were some fine varieties of Cattleya
Schroderae and Odontoglossums, arranged with
the bright-red Renanthera Iniftchootiana , very
finely-coloured Laelio-Cattleya luminosa, Maxil-
laria Sanderiana and Lycaste Skinneri.

Messrs. J. and A. McBean, Cooksbridge,
staged a small group in which were a very
bright-red Oncidioda Cook?oni?.e, some finely-

coloured Odontiodas. good Odontoglossums, in-

and finely-formed rose-coloured flower with broad

ruby-red' lip with a rich yellow disc, and Den-

drobium superbum Huttonii giganteum. (See

Awards.)
E. H. Davidson and Co., Orchid Dene,

Twyford, showed the large, bright-red Odon-

tioda Bradshawiae Borlases variety and Sorjb.ro-

Laelio-Cattleya Niobe Orchid Dene variety.

(See Awards.)

Sir John Edwards Moss, Roby Hall, Tor-

quay, sent a flower of a Laelio-Cattleya curiously

malformed, the upper sepal being very short and
distinctly divided, and the lateral sepals rudi-

mentary and twisted.

Narcissus and Tulip Committee.

Present : E. A. Bowles, Esq., in the chair; the

Revs. C. T. Digby and Joseph Jacob, Messrs.

J. T. Bennett-Poe, W. B. Cranfield, Herbert

Smith, P. D. Williams, Alex. M. Wilson, W. W.
Fowler, J. D. Pearson, Walter T, Ware, P.

Rudolph Barr, G. Reuthe, F. Herbert Chapman,
G. W. Leak. Charles Dawson, Wm. Poupart.

Christopher Bourne, C. Lemesle Adams, and

Chas. H. Curtis (hon. secretary).

AWARDS OF MERIT.
Narcissus Syphax (for garden and cutting).

—

A yellow Jonquilla hybrid of typical shape and
excellent appearance, which, however, possesses-
but slight perfume.
N . Tita (for garden and cutting).—An exceed-

ingly beautiful Incomparabilis variety. The
perianth segments are very long and firm, and
the moderately-sized corona has a fiery orange-
rim. This large and bold flower is well set up-
on stout stalks.

N. Sunrise (for cutting).—As shown, the
flowers of this medium-sized Barrii variety do-
not hold themselves sufficiently erect to be an
ideal Narcissus for vases, but they appeared to-

be not fully developed. The colour scheme is,

however, charming, and the nearly white of the
overlapping perianth segments shades into pale
yellow around the orange corona, which has a.

very bright rim. The round flowers have plenty
of substance, and should travel well. Theser
three varieties were shown by Mr. Alex. M.
Wilson.
N. Eastern Maid (for show).—A very chaste

and beautiful Leedsii variety. The large, full

perianth segments are of pale yellow colour, and
surround a symmetrical corona of a deeper shado-
of the same colour. Shown by Messrs. R. H.
Bath, Ltd.

General Exhibits.

Messrs. Barr and Sons, Covent Garden,
London, contributed a large collection of cut
Narcissi in which unnamed seedling Trumpet
varieties were the chief feature. Of these, N.X.
1,997, a bicolor with a long, yellow trumpet
and broad, overlapping perianth segments, should
prove to be a popular flower. In Corallina, a
Leedsii variety, the shrimp-pink corona standing
out from the pure white perianth segments is

exceedingly attractive. Golden Arrow is a Cycla-
mineus hybrid of large size but typical form and
rich yellow colour. Of the new Barrii varieties-

in this collection the chief place was taken by
Isis, in which the broad, overlapping primrose-
yellow segments provided a splendid foil to the
brilliant corona. Many standard' varieties of
great merit were shown, and a large number
of the Trumpet variety King Alfred occupied
the central position in this superb collection of.

Daffodils, gathered out-of-doors in Messrs.

Barr's Cornish garden. (Silver-gilt Banksian'

Medal.)
Mr. Alex. M. Wilson, Showell, Bridgwater,

Somerset, showed fewer but equally meritorious-

blooms. The chief attraction was centred in the
three new sorts which were selected for the

coveted Awards of Merit. Most of the remaining
blooms were unnamed seedlings, principally

Leedsii and Tazetta hybrids. Of the former,

one with a very widely expanded corona held

the eye, and the latter type included several

with brilliantly coloured coronas, giving the im-

pression of cluster-flowered Poeticus. Of the

named sorts, Vivandiere, a Barrii which has-
" paper-white " perianth segments and a vivid

orange rim to the yellow corona, was startlingly

beautiful. Beryl, a Cyclamineus hybrid, and!

Averil, a bicolor Trumpet possessing a very

long, yellow tube, were also very praiseworthy.

(Silver-gilt Banksian Medal.)

Messrs. Cartwright and Goodwin, Kidder-

minster, .specialised in Tazetta hybrids and
Trumpet Daffodils. Of the former, the best-

were Elvira and Aspasia, and chief amongst
the Trumpets were Fairy, Supremacy and'

Gold Wolf, another rich yellow-coloured sort,

but with a much shorter and broader trumpet.

Chryse was the largest Jonauilla hybrid in the

show, and Ivorine, a Leedsii bloom with a
flattened, fluted corona, had a very uncommon.-

appearance. (Silver Flora Medal.)

Messrs. R. H. Bath, Ltd., Wisbech, included

in an attractive group of Daffodils Princess Ena
and Marie Hall, two delightful and similar

Incomparabilis varieties, Flame, a vivid-eyed'

Barrii, and Golden Sunrise, a rich yellow, widely

expanded Trumpet bloom. These were flanked :

by a large number of Scilla and Chionodoxa

blooms and many Tulips in bowls of fibre. The
outstanding Tulip varieties were William Cope-

land and Valentine (Darwins), Le Reve, Rose of
Holland, and Prince of Austria. (Silver Flora-

Medal.)
Mr. Christopher Bourne, Simpson. Bletch-

lev. also showed an attractive group of Daffodils
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and Tulips. The former included Red Chief, a

Barrii bloom -which has a very broad orange

Tim, a good unnamed seedling of the same class,

^and' Noble and Adria, two very fine Incom-

parabilis varieties. Amongst the many Dutch

and Darwin Tulips was a goodly group of the

valuable yellow T. retroflexa. (Silver Banksian

Medal.)
Messrs. Carter and Co., Raynes Park, massed

a very large number of Sir Francis Drake, a
sterling Trumpet Daffodil, and many clumps of

German Iris in a very effective manner.

Mr. James Box, Lindfield, Sussex, showed
such good varieties of Narcissus as Lucifer,

Southern Star, and Homespun.
Messrs. Sutton and Sons, Reading, arranged

a collection of Narcissus growing in bowls of

libre, which were fine examples of this method
rof culture.

Messrs. Robert Sydenham, Birmingham, con-

tributed forced Lily-of-the-Valley, Anemones,
;and a small collection of Daffodils, amongst
which The Sisterhood, a Leedsii bloom in which
the sulphur-yellow corona is crinkled and
frilled, was a chaste and pleasing flower.

Mr. G. W. Miller, Clarkson Nurseries, Wis-
bech, also exhibited a collection of Daffodils.

Fruit and Vegetable Committee.
Present: J. Cheal, Esq. (in1 the chair),

Messrs. J. Jeffries, W. Bates, F. Perkins, E.

Beckett, H. Markham, Horace Wright, A.
Grubb, A. R. Allen, Geo. Keif, A. W. Metcalfe,

G. Reynolds, W. E. Humphreys, A. Bullock,

P. C. M. Veitch, Wm. Poupart, and C. G. A.
Nix.

Messrs. Sutton and Sons, Reading, were
awarded a Silver Banksian Medal for an exhibit

of vegetables, comprising excellent specimens of

Blood-Red Beets, Golden Ball Lettuces, White-
tipped Radishes, Pride of the Market Cucumbers,
Endive, Chicory, and Corn, Salad or Lamb's
Lettuce.
Mr. A. Hemslet, Crawley, showed fruits of

the new Apple, Crawley Beauty, in a fresh and
plump condition.

THE WEATHER.
THE WEATHER IN WEST HERTS.

Week ending March 25, 19U.
The First Unseasonably Cold Week for Eight Weeks.—

This was the first cold week for eight weeks. During
the course of it there did not occur a single unseason-
ably warm day or night; on the other hand, on only
one day was the cold in any way unusual, and that
was on the 20th inst., when the highest temperature in
"the thermometer screen was 36°. On the coldest night,
the exposed thermometer registered 12° of frost. The
ground is at the present time 1° colder than is season-
able, both at 1 foot and 2 feet deep. Rain fell on each
day of the week, and to the total depth of | inch. In
fact, rain has fallen on all but one of the last eighteen
days, and to the total depth of 4 inches—which is about
double the average quantity for the whole month. Of
that amount, 17i gallons has come through the bare
soil percolation gauge, and 16 gallons through that on
which short grass is growing, or nearly the whole of the
rainfall of that period. Snow fell on each of the first

•five days of the week. On the 20th inst. the ground
was for a short time covered to the average depth of

li inches, and on the morning of the 19th inst. the flakes
of snow which fell were for a short time of unusual
«ize. The sun shone on an average for 2£ hours a day,
which is 1J hours a day short of the mean duration for
the same period in March. On one day (22nd) the sun
was shining brightly for eight hours ; in contrast to
"this, en four days the sun shone for less than an hour
a day. Light airs principally from some westerly
point as a rule prevailed. The mean amount of
moisture in the air at 3 p.m. exceeded a seasonable
•quantity for that hour bv as much as 13 per cent.

—

E. .V.

DEBATING SOCIETIES.

WARQRAVE GARDENERS'- At the last meeting
•of this society, three short papers were read by mem-
bers, and each led to a capital discussion. The first

was by Mr. T. Bachelor, of Shiplake Court Gardens,
on " The Value and Systein of Stoking." Mr. R. Baker,
of Park Place Gardens, read trie second paper on
"Figs—Outside and Under Glass." The methods of
cultivation were described, and cultural directions were
given. Mr. W. Clarke, of Bear Hill Gardens, followed
"with a third paper on " The Gesnera.*'
BURNLEY AND DISTRICT HORTICULTURAL.

A meeting of this society was held in thp Mechanics* In-
•etitute on the 5th inst., Mr. Wilkinson Heap occupying
^he chair. The lecturer was Mt. M. Greenwood, of Roch-
dale, and his subject "Annuals, Hardy and Half-hardy."
Mr. Greenwood started that annuals may be described as
everyone's flowers, for even those without greenhouses or
frames could grow them. He recommended that the
ground for planting annuals should he cleared and dug
in the autumn, and In Februarv the land should be
manured. The lecturer dealt specially with Sweet Peae,
China Asters, Stocks, Marigolds and Chrysanthemums.

IVI AR K E T S.
COVENT GARDEN, March 25.

We cannot accept any responsibility for the subjoined
reports. They are furnished to us regularly every
Wednesday, by the kindness of several of the principal
salesmen, who are responsible for the quotations. It
must be remembered that these quotations do not
represent the prices on any particular day, but only the
general averages for the week preceding the date of our
report. The prices depend upon the quality of the
samples, the way in which they are packed, the supply
in the market, and the demand, and they may fluctuate,
not only from day to day, but occasionally several timeB
in one day.—Eds.1

Cut Flowers, &e. : Average Wholesale Pplees.

s.d. s.d.

3 0-

1 6-

4

2

16-26

12 0-15

2 6-30
4 0-50
4 0-50
4 0-50
2 6-30
2 6-30
2 0-26
2 0-26

3 0-50

2 0-26

Arums(Richardias),
per dez.

Azalea, White, per
doz. bunches .

.

Camellias, per doz.

Carnations, per
dozen blooms,
best American
varieties— smaller, per
doz. bunches .

.

— Carola (crim-
son),estra large

— Malmaison, per
doz. blooms

:

pink
Daffodils, single,

per doz. bnchs.— Golden Spur— Emperor— Victoria
— Empress— Sir Watkin .

.

— Princeps— Henry Irving.

.

— Double Von Sion
Eucharis, per doz.

Forget-Me-Not, per
dozen bunches

Freesias, per dozen
bunches

Gardenias, per box
of 15 and 18
blooms

Iris, Spanish, per
bunch

Lilium auratura,
per bunch— longiflorum,
per doz., long..

short— lancifolium
album, long ..

short— rubrurn, per
doz., long

short
Lily-of-the-Valley,

per dozen
bunches

:

— extra special .

.

— special .

.

— ordinary
Mignonette, per

dozen bunches
Narcissus,Poeticus,

per doz. bun..

.

Cut Foliage, See.-. Average Wholesale Prlees.

s. d. s. d.

Adiantum Fern
(Maidenhair),
best, per doz.

bunches . . 7 0-80
AgrostiB (Fairy

Grass), per doz.

bunches . . 2 0-40
Asparagus plumo-*

bus, long trails,

per half-dozen 16-20
— medium, doz.

bunches . . 12 0-18
— Sprengeri . . 6 0-12

Carnation foliage,

doz. bunches .

.

2 6-36

19-16
2 6-40

2 6-

2 0-

2 6
2

2 0-

1 0-

12 0-15

0-10

8 0-90

8.0*. s. d.
Orchids, per doz.

:

— Cattleya . . 15 0-18— Dendrobium 1 6* 2— Odontoglossum
crispum .. 3 0-40

Pelargoniums, per
doz. bunches,
double scarlet 6 0-80

Roses : per dozen
blooms, Brides-
maid . . . . 2 6-30

— Caroline Tes-
tout

— General Jac-
queminot

— Joseph Lowe .

.

— Kaiserin Au-
gusta Victoria 2 6-40— LadyHillingdon 2 0-40

— Liberty . . 2 6-50
— Mine. Carnot.. — —
— Madame A.

Chatenay . . 3 0-60— Mme. Hoste . . 3 0-50
— Marechal Niel 16-20
— My Maryland. . 3 0-40— Melody .. — —
— Niphetos . . 16-26
— Richmond . . 2 6-40
— Sunburst .. 4 0-60
— Sunrise .. 16-26
— Yellow Sou-

venir .. .. 4 0-60
Spiraea, per doz,

bunches . . 6 0-80
Stephanotis, per 72
pips .. .. 3 U- 3 '>

Tulips, per dozen
bunches, pink 6 0-10

bronze .. 8 0-10

scarlet .. 6 0-70
yellow . . 6 0-80
white . . 8 0-10

— double, per doz.

bunches, pink S 0-12

orange . . 10 0-12

red . . . . 10 0-12

— Darwin, per
doz. hunches . . 15 0-1S

Violets, English,per
dozen bunches 16-20

— Princess of Wales
per doz. bunches 2 6-40

Wallflowers, per
doz. bunches . . 10-26

Anemones, double
pink, per doz.— De Caen, per
doz. bunches .

.

— Blue, per dozen
bunches

Lilac white, per
bunch .

.

— mauve, p. bnch.
Ranunculus, scarlet,

per dozen

3 0-50

French
s.d. s.d.

10-13

16-26

16-20

2 6-36
6 0-60

4 0-60
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Vegetables: Average Wholesale Prices.

Artichokes, Globe,
per dozen

— ground, J sieve
Asparagus, Paris

green .

.

— Cavillion
— Sprue .

.

— English bundle
— Lauris

Batavia, per doz. .

.

beans,Guernsey, lb.

— Madeira, per
basket .

.

— Niggers
— Broad, French,

per pad
Beetroot, per

bushel
Cabbages, per tally
— French spring,

per doz.

.

Carrots, (English),
bags

— (French), pad..
— New, bunch .

.

Cauliflowers, per
dozen .

.

— per hamper
— St. Malo

Celeriac, French,
per dozen

Celery, per doz. .

.

Chicory, per lb. ..

Cucumbers, per doz
Endive, French, per

dozen
Garlic, per strike..
Horseradish, 12

bundles
Leeks, per dozen .

.

Lettuce, English,
Cos, per score

— English, round,
per score

— French, round,
per doz.

s.d.
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THE ROCK GARDEN AT WISLEY,

{See Figs. 102, 103, and Supplementary

Illustration.)

A
SHORT account of the Wisley
Rock Garden may prove use-

ful to any who are contem-
plating the construction on a large

scale of a home for Alpines and other

plants that are the better for one or other

of the advantages derived from the varia-

tions of aspect, slope, and drainage pro-

vided by a rock garden.

Also, although the promising infant has

not yet attained to the zenith of its fame
and glory, beauty and strength, it is as

well to record the actual facts of its

parentage, birth, and education, while

they are fresh in mind. It is possible to

commence with the conventional biogra-

phical opening and say it was born of

poor but honest parents, for its imme-
diate predecessor, that which bore the

title of the rock garden at Wisley, exem-
plified both adjectives. From that

poverty sprang the desire for something
better, and so the project was born.

The obviously suitable site on the slop-

ing bank that descends from the hill top

to the picturesque old ponds was chosen.

Tenders for designs were invited and the

Sub-Committee appointed by the Council
to examine and advise upon those plans

may be likened to the infant's godparents,

and their selection of that prepared by
Messrs. Pulham and Mr. Edward White
decided the general lines of its future and
named this child. So a rock garden of

terraced slopes with a central watercourse

forming a pool or two in its winding de-

scent, to be carried out in Crowborough
stone, was commenced in January, 1911.

The Crowborough stone was selected as

the most suitable to be found within rea-

sonable distance that would provide large,

masses of a warm, yellow-brown colour-

ing calculated to harmonise with the sandy
soil of the garden.

The effects produced by some of the

largest unbroken blocks have proved the

wisdom of this choice, and when more of

the smaller ones are partially covered by
neighbouring plants, and shrubby plants

have grown into rounded mature speci-

mens, the somewhat regular and rectan-

gular cleavage of this stone will not be

sufficiently exposed to be monotonous. The
quarries are about forty miles distant

from the garden, and the blocks were
brought by train to Horsley, one of the

nearest stations, four miles away, so the

carting was a serious matter, considering

that over five hundred and fifty tons of

stone were required for the work. The
area covered is, roughly speaking, a hun-
dred and one yards by ninety, that is to

say, nearly two acres, and though by its

natural slope splendidly fitted for a rock

garden, the absence of a sufficient water

supply at the top, and the nature of the

soil, added two grea,t difficulties.

It was decided to build a large tank on

the top of the hill and. to pump water up
to it from a well three hundred and fifty

yards away, and seventy-five yards below

it, and this having been done there is now
an ample and most satisfactory water

supply available for watering purposes

and for filling the streams and ponds.

The tank has a capacity of twelve thou-

sand gallons, and the well promises an

unfailing supply.

By the middle of August, 1911, the

actual construction of the rocky portion

was pronounced finished, and the prepara-

tion of special soils for various aspects

and. the needs of different classes of plants

was commenced.
A series of moraine beds was planned

close to the stream, so that under-

ground pipes might be laid to convey

water to each bed separately. These

sunken pipes, with holes bored in them at

intervals of three inches, are laid about

eight inches below the surface. They have

been found to work well and to keep the

beds moist without wetting the leaves and

collars of the plants, and many rare and
interesting Alpines are thriving in them,

such as Campanula Cenisia, Wahlenber-
gias, and Androsaces.

The total cost of the rock garden, in-

cluding the water supply and purchase

of plants, amounted to £1,350. More
than two thousand plants have been

bought, besides something like fifty-five

thousand which were raised in the gar-

dens for the purpose of furnishing it, and
about twelve hundred have been presented
by Fellows of the Society, so that by
means of propagation and division •>*

many of the plants, the rock garden now
holds about sixty-five thousand. Never-
theless, it is still far from full, a fact

which has called forth a certain amount
of criticism, but .to those endowed with
patience and a knowledge of large rock
gardens it will be clear that this is by no
means a misfortune.

Undue haste to see the spaces filled is

apt to lead to the planting of showy,
rapidly-spreading things that exhaust the

fresh soil so much that when they aredeared
away to make room for worthier plants,

it is hard to get the newcomers to thrive,

and nothing produces so natural and beau-

tiful an effect in the end as allowing ample
room for plants to spread out in their- own
way into large specimens, rather than the

filling of a space with a large number of

small ones.

Certain plants, especially those that do

not mind the absence of lime, are thriv-

ing amazingly, but the fine sand, and in

parts an underlying, sour, bluish clay,

need much careful mixing with leaf-soil

and mortar rubble to produce a suitable

rooting medium for what in many gardens

are the most easily grown plants.

The encrusted Saxifrages, and even

many of the mossy section, look very un-

happy in some crevices that appear well

adapted for them, while Ramondias,
Haberleas, Soldanellas, and many
Primulas, including P. Winteri and P.

Allionii, look the picture of health.

A little colony of good forms of Saxi-

fraga Burseriana on a ledge was, when I

was last at Wisley, as fine as any I have

seen in the open air, but forms of S.

Cotyledon and S. Aizoon, that will thrive

in most places in spite of any amount of

neglect, are yellow and sorry-looking al-

though in good positions. On the other

hand, Parochetus communis was one of

the happiest-looking plants in almost any

position last summer. Stores of suitable

materials for the improvement of the soil

whenever it is unsatisfactory have been

provided, and it is hoped that when this

has been done the beds and ledges that

settle down too much, or become close and

sour, and fit to grow nothing but Mar-
chantia, may be rendered open and friable,

and suitable for good plants.

A useful range of frames has been

arranged above the tank, close by the

Alpine House, where new and delicate

plants may be nursed into vigour before

they are planted out, and these frames

are filled with sand, so that small pots may
be sunk in it, and this has been found

very successful in helping to establish and

recuperate many a sickly or freshly col-

lected rarity. The photographs repro-

duced herewith give a good idea of the

general appearance of the Rock Garden
last summer, and I trust also foreshadow

what a year or two more of careful atten-

tion and further planting will produce in

the way of a beautiful picture, as well as

an interesting and rich collection of

Alpine and Rock plants. E. A. Bowles.
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ORCHID NOTES AND GLEANINGS.

THE BBACKENHUEST COLLECTION.
Brackenhurst, Pembury, -with its charming

residence and large garden and woodland, was
purchased by Mr. J. Gurney Fowler partly be-

cause the locality was known to be highly

favourable for the cultivation of Orchids. The
place is situated on high ground a few miles out

of Tonbridge, and there Mr. Gurney Fowler has

prepared a model block of houses to which he

has removed his Orchid collection, which had for

many years been famous as the Glebelands col-

lection.

Under the guidance of Mr. Fowler we were

privileged to make an inspection of the new

Electric light is installed everywhere in the

Orchid houses and buildings, and before next

winter the Bose-covered walk from the house

to the Orchid quarters, and some other parts

of the garden, will also be supplied with

electric light for use on evening visits. Im-

portant points leading to success in Orchid cul-

ture, such as the heating, ventilation, and the

arrangement of ample storage for water, have in

the Brackenhurst nouses received due attention.

There is great power in the boilers, and an ample

supply of hot-water piping, kept as low as pos-

sible in the base of the houses and well provided

with check-valves, so that every section can be

regulated as required.

In the basement of the houses the natural

earth provides the surface in all the parts pos-

admitting of a free circulation of air on all sides
of the plants, and generally it is evident that
well-studied accommodation has been provided
with the best results.

The back wall of the corridor, against which
is suspended a fine collection of Dendrobiums,
wh'ch plants are now covering its entire length
with a charming display of finely-coloured, frag-

rant blooms, gives the greatest display of the sea-

son. Dendrobiums, like other classes of Orchids,
fluctuate in point of favour with Orchid-growers,
but there is no doubt that for a show of spring
flowers nothing can compete with them. The
compact plants at Brackenhurst have the pseudo-
bulbs densely set with flowers varying from
white to rose, purple and yellow in all shades,

and forming literally a wall of bloom. Varieties

houses. The plants were in the most satisfactory

condition and appeared to be enjoying the

change they have got by their removal from
Essex to Kent. The six houses, with orchard
house for fruit trees in pots, are connected by
a lean-to corridor, at the back of which is a
north house for Cymbidiums, Masdevallias, cool

Oncidiums, etc. Here, too, are the two large

Bobin Hood sectional boilers which heat the

whole block, the bothies for the gardeners, fitted

with bathrooms and every appliance useful for

the comfort of the men, the large potting-shed

and storage for potting materials, and at one
end the office of Mr. J. Davis, the gardener,

and which has telephonic communication with
the house and the exchange.

Fig. 102.

—

waterlllies and irises at wisley.

(See p. 229.)

sible, and the rocky sub-soil and porous nature

of the top soil in this locality render this ar-

rangement of great value to the plants.

The staging provides for the automatic dis-

tribution of moisture in the atmosphere, the

evaporation from the arched brickwork on which

the staging is arranged being regulated by the

hot-water piping beneath, and by the general

temperature of the house. The lower close staging

on a level with the top of the arched brickwork

has angle-iron frames, on which are placed ordi-

nary porous red tiles to form a moisture-giving

surface. This is not covered with shingle or any

other material, as the tiles alone are found to

answer all purposes. The open-woodwork upper
staging is well elevated above the lower one,

[Photograph bit </. RuMeU X- Song.

of Dendrobium nobile are there, some of the old

favourites, like the true D. nobile nobilius with

its profusion of rich-coloured flowers, being still

unrivalled. So also the pure white D. nobile

virginale among whites, D. rubens grandi-

florum and the varieties of D. Apollo still merit

their place. Among yellow forms D. Thwaitesiae

and D. Chessingtonense were in great beauty, and

some new hybrids of them and of D. signatum

were very distinct and pretty. Several had fine

canary-yellow flowers with maroon blotch in the

centre ; D. signatum x Alice Bound produced a

pretty form with primrose flowers, and the same

crossed with Ainsworthii, gave a large-flowered

kind with vellow flowers having no blotch on the

lip. Several pretty forms resulting from fertili-
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sation between D. nobile Amesiae and D.

n. virginale were interesting. No white

like virginale results ; some are almost iden-

tical with Amesiae, and others have the

violet blotch on the lip larger and darker

than in Amesiae, although a colourless form

was used in obtaining the plants. Some
seedlings of D. Cybele x nobile nobilius, D.

Sibyl and others, were also in bloom, and several

D. Hookerianum and other showy Dendrobiums

were making up their flowering growths.

In the corridor, suspended overhead, are a
very fine lot of Laelia anceps, chiefly the best

white forms ; L. Gouldiana, and a number of the

yellow Cattleya citrina. In the north house, in

bloom, were Cymbidium glebelandense with two

6pikes of 4 to 5 feet, each with numerous flowers

;

shaped flower with deep rose-red sepals and
petals, with the yellow ground showing between
the blotches, and with rose-tinted tips, the pan-
durate lip being rose-coloured in front, and with
a purple iband and some dark spotting around
the yellow crest. The Brackenhurst variety of

Odontioda Madeline (Charlesworthii x crispum
roseum) was also in bloom, its richly-coloured

petals having a thin yellow line inside the mar-
gin ; and a promising Odontioda raised by
Messrs. Charlesworth between Odontioda Bohn-
hoffiae and 0. Harryanum, had nearly black

buds and was being watched with interest. A
good collection of hybrids of Odontoglossum
Rossii rubescens, including the stock of the ori-

ginal 0. Smithii, was also thriving here.

The next house contained a fine collection of

suspended some young plants of new Laelio-
Cattleyas. The end division is the seed-
ing house fitted with seed-raising case, in which
were promising crosses in the first stage. The
lens reveals the success likely .to be attained,
and the wisdom of the arrangement of the warm
case in a uniformly warm, moist house. On an
elevated staging were nice batches of Sophronitis
crosses of promising parentages, both primary
and secondary crosses of Sophronitis grandiflora.
They are sturdy little plants and should soon
develop into the flowering size. The next house
had a wonderful collection of undowered hy-
brids of Cattleya, Laelia and Brassavola,to flower
within the next three years, at the end being a
screen of Vanda teres with some V. Miss Joa-
cquim, and two healthy plants of V. Hookeriana.

Fig. 103.

—

cascade in the wisley rock garden.

(See p. 229.)

[Photograph by J. Russell a 9on&

four plants of C. J. Gurney Fowler, of unknown
parentage, each with several spikes of cream-
white flowers, having a zone of red spots on the
lip. The spikes are perfectly erect, and the

flowers indicate C. eburneum on the one side.

('. Woodhamsianum Fowler's variety (F.C.C.,

1912), the finest Cymbidium of its clas6, was
noticed, and some Masdevallias were also in

bloom and bud.

In the main block, the first house contained a
fine selection of the newer hybrid Odontoglos-

sums and Odontiodas, some of the crosses not
having yet been flowered.

Odontioda Brackenhurst (Odontioda Charles-
worthii x Odontoglossum eximium), a great
beauty flowering for the first time, is a finely-

Cypripediums, with Miltonia vexillaria suspended
overhead. The famous Cypripedium Leeanum J.

Gurney Fowler has been increased, and it is

being tried in the warm and cool Cypripedium
houses to see in which it thrives the better, for

although a sturdy grower it does not make
growths rapidly. A finely-coloured form of C.

Mies Louisa Fowler showed that it ia still a

very worthy and distinot Cypripedium ; other

notabilities were a brightly-coloured C. Dick-
sonianum, C. chrysotoxum, C. Memaria Jer-

ninghamiae ; a showy set of varieties of C.

aureum and others. The third range con-

tained the warmer Cypripediums, including the

crosses of C. bellatulum, C. niveum, etc., some
of which were in bloom, and overhead were

The large Cattleya house contained at the end

a display of bloom made by a very handsome
Laelio-Cattleya George Woodhams ; some other

Laelio-Cattleyas; two fine white Cattleya

Susanne Hye de Crom, several good C. Trianae,

C. Schrciderae, Brasso-Cattleya Cliftonii, with

very large white flowers, already set for seed ;

I'.ulophia Scripta, and others. Famous plants

noted were Brasso-Cattleya Digbyano-Schroderae

Fowler's variety, with two buds; Cattleya

Schrciderae Glebelands variety, and others for

which awards at the Royal Horticultural Society

have been obtained. At the end are some

Sobralias flowering well, and Chysis bractescens.

The large Odontoglossum house, which was

such a success at Glebelands, was brought to-
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Brackenhurst and reconstructed. The famous

collection of Odontoglossums and Odontiodas,

always in fine condition despite their former

residence in the Metropolitan area, are now
exhibiting extraordinary vigour, even the

smallest plants showing flower-spikes, some
two from a bulb, efforts which are checked by
pinching out most of the spikes this year to

admit of the. plants getting full benefit of the

change.

The many choice varieties of the Glebelands

collection are of absorbing interest. Odontoglos-

sum Aquitania. said to be the best Odontoglossum
yet seen, size, shape and colour considered, is in

fine health ; so also are 0. illustre Europa (F.C.C.,

June 20, 1911), 0. Jasper Fowler's variety, 0.

crispum Saga, 0. Arnoldianum, 0. Halseyanum,
and other of Mr. Gurney Fowler's Certificated

plants, all of which have been successfully

grown, and some increased by division. With
such a large number of rare plants, and a steadily

out-of-doors, a" very different treatment to that

usually given to Ageratums. It is usual to sow

them in heat in February or early March, and
grow on for bedding out in May, or they are

propagated from cuttings taken from old plants

wintered in pots in the greenhouse. This ques-

tion of height tnay be largely due to locality

and climate. In Kent and Essex I can quite be-

lieve annuals will generally be dwai-fer than in

the north ; in fact, I know that many of them are.

Blue Perfection was deeper in colour than Little

Dorrit, and had larger flower heads. The colour

is best described as lavender-blue. The plants

bloomed continuously till frost came. This is

doubtless caused by the fact that they set no seed.

One of the most charming effects I ever saw on a
• Lvrge scale with two annuals was a huge" bed

of Mignonette—perhaps 200 feet long by 8 or 9

wide—recessed into the front of which, in great

crescent-shaped masses, was a fine strain of

Ageratum.

Fig. 104.

—

chrysanthemum inodorum " bridal robe" : flowers white.

increasing number of hybrids, Mr. Davis and his

staff must be always busy ; but the good ac-

commodation provided insures the best results

for their labours.

The study of Orchid hybrids, so elaborately

and accurately recorded in his stud book by
Mr. J. Gurney Fowler, gives that gentleman a

vast amount of pleasure, and forms his chief

recreation.

ANNUALS.— IV.

Keeping to my idea of talking about annuals
according to their heights, I have in view now
species which grow about 1 foot high.

Ageratums.
The dwarf forms are selections from A.

mexicanum, which, introduced into this country
in 1822, grows from 18 inches to 2 feet in height.

Blue Perfection, Little Dorrit and Little Dorrit
White are stated in catalogues to grow from 6 to

9 inches. They grew 11 and 12 inches with me,
and it must be remembered they were sown

Arctotis.

I refer to Arctotis here because the plants

do not run to more than about 10 or 12 inches

in height, though the slender flower-stalks rise

to twice that height. A. bTeviscapa is very
showy. The blossoms are rich orange-yellow,

Daisy-like in form, with dark centres. Each
petal has a glossy black mark at the base, and
the expanded flowers are 3 inches in diameter.

A. grandis is much taller—28 inches to the top

of the flower. Its colour is palest lilac on the

outside, white inside, with pale blue centre.

Browallia.

Browallia elata produced fine, compact plants

12 inches in height. The glossy, green foliage

was well covered in fine weather with very
pretty blue flowers, about § inch in diameter,

with white centres. One frequently sees this

and its white counterpart treated as greenhouse
annuals, and they are very effective as such.

The Browallias belong to the Solanaceae (Night-

shade) Order.

Campanula Loreyi.
This is truly a beautiful annual Campanula.

Its height is 12 inches. For a long period it was
smothered in bloom, each blossom being about
lj inch in diameter. Two varieties were grown,
one having mauve-blue, the other pure white
flowers.

Centranthus.
Centranthus macrosiphon or the annual

Valerian grows about 12 inches tall, and pro-

duces large heads of deep rose-coloured flowers.

It is an easily-grown annual, and, if well thinned,
its fine fob'age is seen to advantage.

Chrysanthemum inodorum Bridal Robe.
(See fig. 104.)

This is a dwarf (12 inches) form of inodorum
producing in great abundance pure white, double
flowers. It is a recent introduction, and for bed-

ding purposes will be found most valuable, as it

grows easily and remains a very long time in

bloom.
Delphinium Blue Butterfly.

This is an introduction of Messrs. Carters. I

doubt if it is a true annual, as I have often

seen plants stand over winter ; nevertheless,

treated as an annual, it is most valuable, giving

a clear note of effective blue in the border.

The plant grows from 12 to 14 inches in height.

It branches well, and continues to flower for

nearly three months.

Nemesia.
Previous to the introduction of N. strumosa

Suttonii by Messrs. Sutton, one could not say

that the Nemesiae were popular, but now they are

decidedly so, and they grow remarkably well in

northern counties. Much work has been done in

selecting and improving during the last few
years, and now many of the flowers are over an
inch in diameter, and of the most beautiful

shades of colour—rich orange, rich crimson,

every shade of rose, and many primrose, ivory

and white forms give an added charm. The
seed is delicate-looking but germinates easily,

even out-of-doors, but for an early display

plants must be raised under glass, and planted

out 6 to 9 inches apart. Recently some small

flowered varieties have been introduced ; two of

them—Myosotis blue and pure white—are very
effective as bedding plants.

Nasturtium.
In this section of annuals there fall many of

the most popular and largely grown, e.g., Nas-
turtiums, but everyone knows them, and there is

nothing new to say about them. All kinds of

Nasturtiums have a great vogue in the United
States, the merchants handling tons of seed of

them. Specialisation has developed a race of

variegated-leaved forms, but these have never
become popular here.

Mignonette.
Mignonette also comes into this section. I

often hear it said that Mignonette does not suc-

ceed in certain gardens. The following plan

ought to be tried. Fill a dozen or two dozen

small pots with a good compost, plunge in a

shaded greenhouse, sow three or four seeds in

the centre of each pot. When the plants are

large enough thin out to one, harden off, and
plant out in May, a foot apart, without breaking

the balls of soil, and a grand result will be

obtained.

A few notes on Mignonettes may be useful.

Golden Gem, 12 inches, deep golden, small

heads of bloom, compact habit.

Crimson Giant, 12 inches, rather small flower-

heads, red anthers.

Golden Queen, IS inches, erect habit, golden-

brown effect caused by golden-brown stamens
being very pronounced. This is a remarkably
good Mignonette.

Golden Machet, 16 inches, rather small heads,

flowers greenish-white, stamens yellow.

Dobbie's Giant, 15 inches, large heads, bold

habit, foliage like Spinach, greenish-white

flowers with brown stamens.
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Large Flowering.—This is the common
Mignonette generally sold in cheap packets,

15 inches, small heads, greenish-white flowers,

brown stamens.

Miles' Spiral, 16 inches, rather straggly

growths, white flowers, with brown stamens.

IF. Cuthbertson.

THE MARKET FRUIT CARDEN.

A month ago the rainfall of February was
described as the- greatest but one for that month
at my station in fifteen years. For March the
comparison is the same in character. The total

measurement was 5.07 inches, taken on 24 -lays,

and the only March in the preceding fourteen
years approaching that quantity was that month
in 1905, which yielded 5.14 inches. The average

for fourteen years up to 1913 is 2.25 inches, and
for a longer period it would be less, because we
have had more rain in March than usual in 6ix

out of the fourteen seasons. The average
number of rain days is 14.50. This year the
number was nearly double, without counting two
days in which there was a sprinkle, not measur-
able because not amounting to one-hundredth of

an inch. So we had only 5 days of twenty-four
hours entirely free from rain. My district is

reckoned to belong to the south-east by the
meteorological authorities, and no other division

of England except the south-west had quite so

much rain, though all had more than aver-

age in the first three weeks of the month, and
two or three more than double the average. The
complete official details for March are not avail-

able at the time of writing.

Another Fungous Disease Season Feared.
There is grave reason to fear that the ex-

tremely wet weather of February and March
will lead to the development of bad attacks of

fungous diseases, like those of 1913. I do not
know whether silver leaf is encouraged by wet
weather or not, but canker in Apples and brown
rot in Plums, Cherries and Apples certainly are.

Other Disadvantages.

Never before have my workmen lost so much
time in two months as they have lost in Feb-
ruary and March by the frequent wet days or

half^day6. They are paid " wet or dry," but
there has not been anything profitable for them
to do when rain was falling. Some of the

orchards are becoming grassy, and not a stroke
with the hoe has been practicable up to the
present. When the weather becomes suitable for

the work there will be so much to do that it will

be impossible to get it done quickly enoueh with-

out employing many extra hands, and the supply
is not likely to be equal 'to the demand.

Stages of Vegetation.

Remarkably mild though the temperature of

the last two months has been vegetation is not
at all extra forward, probably owing to the cold-

ness of the water-logged soil. La6t season was
such an exceptionally forward one that it is not
a good one for comparison. To take the case of
the earliest-blooming fruit, the Almond. It was
in full blossom in the south of England in the
last week of January. 1913. This year it was
full on March 26, which is about a medium date.

Early Pears showed clusters of blossom-buds last

year on March 15, but were only just beginning
to emerge from their sheaths a fortnight later

this season. This is not much later than usual.

Plums fortunately are not nearly so forward as

they were a year ago, when my Black Diamonds
were in full blossom on March 21, and Monarchs
on the 3l6t. In 1912 the dates were March 24

and 30. This season at the end of March there

were no 6igns of blossom, the earliest buds

having only just begun to burst. Looking back

to the records of many past years, I notice that

April 20 to 25 lias been usually the time for

early-blooming Plums to be in full blossom.

Apparently there will be a remarkable approach

to contemporaneous blossoming among the differ-

ent varieties '.is season, as Black Diamond, Pre-

sident and Rivers's Prolific are very nearly

abreast in bud-bursting, while the buds of Czar

and Pond's Seedling were on the point of burst

ing at the end of March, and Victoria was very

little behind them. Monarch, on the other hand,

though usually only second to Black Diamond in

blossoming, is no forwarder, than Victoria at

present in my oldest orchard. Perhaps this is

because the trees are unhealthy from repeated

attacks of brown rot, to which Monarch seems

to be particularly liable. Many varieties of

Apples showed clusters of blossom-buds last year

on March 22, when a few blossoms were ex-

panded on Irish Peach. This season the fruit-

buds were only just bursting at the end of the

month. My earliest date for Apples in full

blossom is April 14, in 1906 and 1913 ; but the

date was only one day later in 1903. In half my
past fourteen seasons here Irish Peach or Bis-

marck has been in full blossom before the end
of April. It may be so this year. Gooseberries

were about half out in leaf at the end of March,
as compared with March 15 in 1912 and 1913,

both early seasons. Red Currants are nearly as

forward a6 they were last year and in 1912,

showing blossom-buds at the end of March, and
Black Currants are quite as forward—namely,

about a quarter out in leaf. Raspberry leaf was
about as forward at the end of the month as it

was a year ago on March 15.

The Promise of Blossom.

There is a good all-round promise of blossom
on Apples, Pears, and Plums. It is too early

at the time of writing to say low Gooseberries

and Currants will show in this respect, but the

bushes are in vigorous condition. Black Cur-
rants, which rejoice in rainy weather, are par-

ticularly flourishing, and have made much
growth in the last twelve months. A full dis-

play of blossom, however, is no guarantee of

abundance of fruit, as was seen last season with
Pears, Plums, and some varieties of Apples.

Cox's Orange is thickly studded with fruit-buds,

in spite of the removal of a great number of

cankered 6purs from comparatively young trees.

An older lot has nearly recovered from an attack

of canker. All Plums except Monarch have a

great show, and- nearly all Pears. As Cobnuts
had an off season last year, and no severe frost

has occurred since the female blossoms came
out, while catkins are superabundant, there is

good reason to hope for at least a fair crop.

Useful Research Work.
It is greatly to be desired that entomologists

engaged in research work should direct their

attention to aphis attack. Let them search for

eggs or mother queens on Apple and Plum
trees and ascertain whether there are at present

any signs of a forthcoming infestation. In

pruning many hundreds of trees of both fruits I

have noticed only one shoot of an Apple covered
with aphis eggs, and I have not seen a mother
queen or any eggs on a Plum tree. Yet it is to

be expected that, as usual, there will be bad
attacks on both these fruits, and the question

ds, Whence do the attacks come? The theory
is that eggs are deposited upon the trees in the
autumn, hatch in the spring, and produce
viviparous insects. But if no eggs can be found
now, and attacks should occur hereafter, the

theory will be discredited — at least in part.

In my opinion the life-history of the aphis

is not known, at least so far as the loca-

tion of the pest during the winter is concerned.
Why should we assume that the eggs are on the

trees if we cannot find any ? Take the similar

case of an attack of the aphis on spring-sown

Beans. There are no plants in the winter to

harbour the eggs, yet the tops may be densely

covered with aphides when the crop has grown
to nearly its full height.

In the course of the last two or three days of

March I searched with a lens among all the
varieties of Plums in one orchard, inspecting the

crotches of branches and spurs and. last year's
shoots. Multitudes of red-spider egg6 were
found, but not a single aphis or aphis egg.

Several trees of each variety were1 examined.
Yet I have no doubt that there will be the usual

attack, of aphis as soon a6 the leaves begin to

show, as there has been in every preceding sea-

son. Similarly some varieties of Apples, usually

badly infested with aphis, have been examined.
Swarms of red-spider eggs were found, with
sucker-eggs here and there, but not one aphis

egg. Where are the eggs that will produce the
infestation confidently anticipated? That is the
question upon which research i6 needed.

Lime Washed Off Trees.

Even the latest-sprayed of my Apple trees

have now had nearly all the lime washed off

them, although in the latter part of the time
the proportion of lime used was If cwt. to 100
gallons of water. There was no difficulty in

getting wash as thick as this large proportion
of lime made it through the nozzles, to be dis-

tributed by the spreaders, to which reference
was made a month ago. Trees sprayed with
lime-sulphur still show the purple tinge which
that wash imparts to them.

Too Much Forbearance.
Experience has convinced me that too much

forbearance is commonly shown to fruit trees

which make a bad start in growth or health.

Many commercial growers give a short shrift

to such trees. They cut them back and regraft

them with another variety if the trunks and
branches are sound. They are wise in their

action. Unsound trees, of course, should be
grubbed up, to give place to fresh ones. Trees
are so cheap now that there should not be any
hesitation in removing those which are not good
enough for top-grafting, and substituting others

of a variety proved to flourish in the district.

There is much loss in leaving unprofitable trees

to grow worse and worse, instead of dealing
with them at an early period of their deteriora-

tion. A Southern Grower.

CULTURAL NOTE.

WINTER-FLOWERING STOCKS.

Winter-flowering Stocks are well adapted
for pot culture, and come in most usefully for

conservatory and house decoration during winter
and early spring. The plants last well in flower,

and the blooms are very sweetly scented. By
sowing seeds in July they will start flowering in

January. It is well to make a second sowing in

August, to prolong the season of flowering. When
the seedlings are strong enough to handle, prick

them off into boxes, and grow them in a light

frame ; shade them for the first day or two, and
afterwards admit plenty of air. In about three

weeks or a month they will be ready for potting

single into 4£ inch pots in a mixture of three

parts loam, one part manure from an old Mush-
room bed, one part wood ashes and lime rubble,

and a good sprinkling of bone meal, and some soot.

After they are potted stand them in a frame
and shade for a day or two till they recover

from the check of potting. Afterwards only use

the lights to keep off rain. About the beginning

of October they should be removed to shelves

in vineries or Peach houses, close to the mof-
glass, where they can get plenty of air. As they
begin to throw up the flowers a little artificial

manure will help them, Clay's manure and soot

water being the two best. The best varieties to

grow are Beauty of Nice (mauve and salmon-

pink), Riviera Market (white and rose), and
All the Year Round. I have tried other varie-

ties, but find the above-mentioned to be the best,

and have had from 70 to 80 per cent, double

flowers. Alexander lieid, Cheswardine Hall

Gardens, Market Drayton.

[Our correspondent sent with the above not*

some very finely grown specimens.

—

Eds.]
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The Week'sWork.

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
By H. J. Chapman, Gardener to Mrs. Cookson,

Oakwood. Wylam-oa-Tyne.

Deciduous Calanthes.— Plants that were
treated as advised on page 38 are producing
new growths. Many of those laid in boxes have
rooted into the Sphagnum-moss and leaf-mould,
and, the roots being very easily injured, great

care must be taken in re-potting them. It is well

to remove the old compost adhering to the roots.

The proper stage at which to pot is directly

fresh roots develop from the bases of the grow-
ing stems, for there will be less danger of in-

juring the roots than when they are further
advanced. Specimens that have been rested in
their pots should be turned out of the recep-

tacles, and the old potting compost removed.
In this case also exercise extreme care not to
damage any young roots which may be present.
The old roots should be cut away, leaving
only a sufficient length to enable the pseudo-
bulbs to be secured in position after they are
re-potted. Few cultivators agree on which is

the best kind of compost to use ; much depends
on where the garden is situated and the
conditions under which the plants are cultivated.
If the conditions are favourable to the require-
ments of Calanthes, the potting compost is only
a secondary consideration. I refer to su^li

species and varieties as C. vestita, C. Veitchii,

C. Bryan, C. W. Murray, and those of the
Eegnieri group, for all these have a vigorous
constitution. It will also generally be observed
that these Calanthes are mostly satisfactory in

places where few other Orchids are cultivated.
In most localities a mixture of fibrous loam,
peat and Sphagnum-moss, with dried cow-
manure, charcoal, sand, etc.. added, constitutes the
most suitable rooting medium. In certain districts

the use of loam to any large extent favours the
development of "black spot" in the very early
stages of growth, and in such places compost
of a light, quick-drying nature is the most
satisfactory. In this neighbourhood some of
the best-grown plants are planted in a mixture
of peat. Sphagnum-moss, and leaf-mould, with
plenty of charcoal and sand added to render
the compost porous. "When liquid manure is af
forded in the later stages of growth this com-
post answers well. But no hard and fast rule
can be laid down, and cultivators should test the
different methods, for only in this way will they
determine the best system to adopt for their
particular district. The pots should be cleaned
and filled to one-half their depth with clean,

broken crocks. The sizes of the pots will be
determined by the sizes of plants. Make the
compost firm, and allow sufficient space at the top
for watering. Moisture should be afforded
sparingly during the first few weeks following

. root disturbance. Grow the plants in plenty of
light, but not so intense as to cause scorching.
C. atro-rubens, C. Clive, C. Norman. C. Oak-
wood Buby, C. Chapmanii, and C. Angela, the
finest of all the dark varieties, all do best in a
light compost, very similar to that used for
Odontoglossums, using no loam whatever. Most
of these varieties are scarce and not in general
cultivation, but as they become more generally
known their merits will be appreciated.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
By W. Crump, Gardener to Earl Beauchamp, K.C.M.G.,

Madresfleld Court. Worcestershire.

Protection.—It is always advisable to afford
a little shelter from cold winds and strong sun-
shine to plants that have been raised under glass,

for they are sure to be a little tender. The pro-
tection may consist of a few short sprays of
Yew, Spruce, or other common evergreens stuck
in the ground on the windward side of them.

Galtonia candicans.—This plant, often
known in gardens as Hyacinthus. may be
planted with safety now. We find it very suit-

able for mingling with groups of herbaceous

Paeonies in open spaces in shn '^beries, where
they produce a charming effect in the late sum-
mer when the Paeonies are over. The stately

spikes show to advantage against the bronze

foliage of the Paeonies and the greenery of the

shrubs at the back.

Gladioli.— These bulbous plants may also be
planted now, and it -will be an advantage if the

conns have been started in boxes, for this will

hasten the flowering season. The varieties of

brenchleyensis are cheap, and if three or four

hundred conns are associated with about one

hundred plants of Hydrangea paniculata a gor-

geous effect will be produced. Of named varie-

ties America, Faust, Baron J. Hulot, Hollandier,

Princeps, Pink Beauty, with Graaff's and
Lemoine's hybrids offer an excellent selection

for planting in special beds in the bulb garden.

Lilium.— Certain Lilies, such as L. speciosum,

L. tigrinum, L. auratum, and L. speciosum var.

Melpomene, may be planted as recommended for

Gladioli, although some of the choicer varieties

seem to do better when grown with a "foster"

plant, such as Iris or Sedge grasses. Of late

years mites have been very destructive to Lilies,

and the pests have spread to our Montbretias.

Pampas Grass.—Where it is desired to in-

crease the stock of certain pure-white, plumed
varieties the plants may be divided now. Each
portion should consist of from one to six good

crowns, and be replanted as advised for Bam-
boos. Seedlings may be raised under glass, but

numbers of the plants will revert to the original

dull-brown form. In dividing the old clumps

plant any small pieces that become broken off

in the reserve garden, when, after one season,

they will make grand specimens.

Gunnera manicata.— This fine ornamental-

leaved plant is as easily cultivated as Rhu-
barb, but the crowns require a little protection

during the winter. The protection may con-

sist of a few Oak leaves held in position by ever-

green branches. The plant is a gross feeder,

requiring plenty of moisture and manure at the

roots.

Lawns. —The work of mowing lawns should

be delayed • no longer. We always employ
scythes at the first cutting, for this levels up
inequalities in the turf, and the hard sweeping
that follows removes grit, stones, and other rub-

bish that would blunt or otherwise damage the

lawn-mower. Where there are large, open areas

of short grass to be kept, a mower driven by
motor power will be found a great saving of

labour. The makers have perfected these

machines, which may be driven under perfect

control, and travel fast in and around flower

beds. Moreover, they do the work better, for

they obviate treading on and disfiguring the

verges of gravel paths.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
By W. Hedley Warren, Gardener to the Aston-Clinton
Park Estate (the Rt. Hon. Lord Rothschild). Buck-

inghamshire.

Vines. —Grapes that are beginning to colour

require a free circulation of warm, dry air.

Moisture should not, however, be withheld too

suddenly, but by degrees, as the berries ad-

vance in the colouring process. The tempera-

ture in later houses, where the fruit is swell-

ing, may be 75°, with a genial, moist atmos-
phere. Thin all bunches in succession vineries

as soon as the berries are fit, the extent of the

thinning depending, of course, entirely upon
the state of the vines. Strong, healthy plants

will swell their berries to double the size of

others of the same kind growing under less

favourable conditions, so that experience alone

can teach the degree to which the bunches of

fruit may be thinned. Attend to those vines
that are in bloom as advised in a former issue,

preventing sudden changes of temperature as

much as possible. Disbud and stop at three
buds beyond the bunch all growths on vines
at a later stage. No time should be lost in

starting late houses, syringing the rods both
morning and afternoon, and closing the houses
early to secure as much sun heat as possible,

with a genial, moist atmosphere. Less trouble
is usually experienced in the starting of late

vines than with early ones, but it is well to
lower vigorous canes, so as to secure an equal
or uniform bursting of the buds.

Peaches and Nectarin es.— Pot trees

or specimens planted out in the borders with
fruits in which the stoning process is completed,
should be grown in a temperature of 75°

or 80° by day, with an increase of 10°-

to 15° by sun heat. The night tempera-
ture may range from 65° to 70°. Main
tain a moist atmosphere and afford a little top
ventilation during nights when the weather is.

mild. The final thinning of the fruit may now
be done, but in doubtful cases remove the super-

fluous crop by degrees. Keep all late houses
well aired and as cool as possible. Syringing,

should be carried out with great care ; an excess
will destroy the tissues of the leaves and induce
a sappy growth. The water should be ejected

from the syringe with sufficient force to dis-

lodge insect pests, but not so vigorously as to
tear or damage the tender foliage.

The Orchard House.— Now that most o£
the fruit is set syringe the trees gently on mild
mornings and maintain a closer and moister at-

mosphere in the house in order to assist the

young fruit to swell and the wood-buds to

grow rapidly. Close the ventilators early in.

the afternoon and thus conserve the heat of the

day for warding off the cold at night without
using much fire heat. Syringe the plants freely

on warm afternoons, but withhold syringing in

cold, damp, or frosty weather, at which times a

drier atmosphere is best. Carefully go over all

the trees and pick off all decayed flowers and
leaves. Disbud Peaches where necessary, re-

moving only a few buds at first, as it is better

to do this gradually than to remove a large

quantity at one time, which may seriously affect

the constitution of the tree. If green fly appears
dust the plants with tobacco powder, but first

spray the trees gently with clear water to make
the powder adhere. If more convenient, light

fumigations may be practised instead. Examine
Apricots, Cherries and Plums for the presence
of grubs and caterpillars, which will be found
curled up amongst the young leaves and shoots.

Constant supervision in this respect is necessary
io keep these pests in check ; the only means of

doing so is to search for them by unfolding the
leaves and destroying any grubs which are found.
Afford the roots plenty of water at all times, for

if they are allowed to become dry the fruits will

be sure to drop.

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
By J. G. Weston, Gardener to Lady Norihcote,

Eastwell Park, Kent.

Planting Strawberries. — Runners that,

were secured late last autumn and wintered in
pots in cold frames or plunged in ashes should
be planted in their permanent quarters as soon,

as the soil is in a suitable condition. The recent
heavy rains have caused retentive soils to become
very bad for working, but it is better to wait for

a week or so than to trample the ground whilst
it is wet. Strawberries repay for good culti-

vation, and, as the plants usually occupy the
same site for two or three years, it is necessary
to thoroughly trench and manure the ground-
previous to planting. When the soil has be-

come settled, fork it over on a drying day,
levelling the surface with a rake before making
the drills for planting. A dressing ef wood-ashes
or old potting compost forked in the top spit

will be beneficial in assisting the plants at the
start. The materials should be worked around
the roots when the planting is done. Straw-
berries succeed in a variety of soils if afforded
good treatment, but for preference choose a cool,

retentive loam for the main crop. Moderate
numbers of plants of an early variety should be

girown on a warm border, where they will

fruit considerably in advance of those in

the open quarters. Royal Sovereign is the
most reliable variety for the purpose, but

the newer King George is being recom-
mended as a little earlier. The growth
of Strawberries varies according to the

quality of the ground, in rich soil a distance of

30 inches between the rows, and 24 to 30 inches

between the plants should be allowed. When
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planting from pots disentangle the roots care-

fully, spreading them out evenly, and keep
the crown of the plant level with the surface.

Make the soil firm about the roots, and run the
flat hoe through the beds when the work of
planting is finished. Young Strawberry plants
put in now should not be allowed to crop this
season, therefore all flower-spikes should be
picked off as soon as they develop. If the ground
is limited, small salad plants, such as Lettuces,
.Radishes and Onions, may be grown in the space
between the rows for the first season. These
supplementary crops will mature quickly, and will

not harm the Strawberries. If drying winds
prevail directly after the plants are put out
spread a light mulch over the roots, but not
heavy, rotted manure. For the latest crops a
border on the cool side of a wall should be
planted with Givon's Late Prolific, Latest of All,

or Laxton's Latest.

Established Beds. — If these ware cleansed
and mulched during frosty weather, as recom-
mended in a previous calendar, very little need
be done now. Assuming strawy litter is to be em-
ployed for keeping the fruits clean, let it be
placed along the rows early, in order that it may
be perfectly bleached and clean before the flower-

spikes appear. There is a double advantage in

placing the litter along the rows early in the
season, for in times of frost, when the flowers

are opening, the litter may be lightly shaken
over the plants in the evening, and, unless the
frost is exceptionally severe, will protect the
blossom from injury. The plants should be un-

covered from the litter next morning as soon as

the temperature rises. Before putting the litter

down give plants that have already borne heavy
crops a light dressing of artificial manure, and
also dust soot around the crowns. The soot will

help to ward off slugs, which usually take a

heavy toll of the fruits.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
By C. H. Cook, Gardener to the Ear! of Derby,

Knowsley Hall, Lancashire.

Chrysanthemums.— Pot the remainder of the

plants rooted in January at once, using similar

compost to that recommended on p. 109. Bush
varieties may be placed two or three in each
4-inch pot. Press the soil moderately firm,

stand the plants on an aoh bottom close to the
roof-glass, and keep the atmosphere close for a
few days, shading the plants for a few hours

about midday. Plants intended for furnishing

large blooms should be potted into receptacles

5 dnohes and 6 inches in diameter before

growth becomes stunted. Stand them close to

the roof-glass. Stop the shoots of decorative

varieties when about 4 inches to 5 inches long,

and pinch the secondary shoots from theso when
they nave grown about 5 inches. Syringe the foliage

with quassia extract in preference to fumigating
for the destruction of aphides. A batch of cut-

tings of outdoor varieties (Massee and Goacher
types) may be struck now to furnish bloom for

the conservatory in the autumn. Grow two
plants in each 7-inch pot and pinch the 6hoots

twice. The plants will bloom after those in the

borders and beforo the earliest of the indoor

varieties.

Marguerites may be repotted and placed in

a cold pit. Dip the plants occasionally in petro-

leum emulsion to keep the fly that lays the leaf-

mining grub in check.

Begonia Gloire de Lorraine.—A batch
of this plant should be placed in a moist, warm
house to produce cuttings for flowering next
winter. In a temperature of 70° suitable shoots

for cuttings will soon develop at the base of the
plants, and these may be taken off and inserted

when 2 or 3 inches long. Strike the cuttings in

pans or pots furnished with plenty of drainage
and filled with a mixture of equal parts loam,
leaf-mould and sand. Water the soil with a
fine-rose can ; subsequent sprayings overhead
will afford sufficient moisture until roots form.
Place the receptacles on a stage close to the roof-

glass and keep the cuttings shaded at all times,

but the atmosphere must be kept in cir-ulation.

Hybrid Begonias. — The varieties Ideala,
Bowden Beauty, Elatior, Winter Cheer, Gloire
de Sceaux, and others, may be propagated in

the same manner as the above. The. plants are
very subject to infestations of mite, which
should be destroyed by frequent fumigations and
dipping the plants in quassia extract.

Begonia Rex. — This ornamental - leaved
plant is best propagated from leaf-cuttings.

Select well-developed, fully-matured leaves,

make incisions across the main nerves, and lay
the leaves flat on a sand bed or a layer of coco-
nut fibre. In moist, shaded conditions plantlets
soon form, and may be potted up as soon as
they can be handled.

Imantophyllum (Clivia).—The plants are
becoming active again after being rested, and
some are pushing up their flower-spikes, there-

fore water may be afforded from now onward.
Applications of weak soot-water and liquid

manure diluted with clear water may be afforded
the roots twice weekly, also a little Thomson's
manure. Where Palms and similar plants are
grown in beds in a conservatory a row of

Olivias makes a suitable border, and established

specimens thrive for many years with very little

attention.

Decorative Grasses.—Eualia, Carex, Iso-

lepis gracilis, and other ornamental grasses and
sedges may be overhauled forthwith. The
plants may be increased by dividing the old
stools carefully ; retain all the foliage of Carex
and Eualias until new growth commences. Iso-

lepis may be grown in 60-sized pots, and the
other kinds in 4^ to 5 inch pots. Use a com-
post consisting of equal parts loam and leaf-

mould with sand added. Members of the Carex
family are benefited by a little peat in the soil.

Cyperus alternifolius and C. natalensis may
be raised from seed sown now.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By K. P. Brotherston, Gardener to the Earl of

Haddington, Tyninghame, East Lothian.

Hoeing.— Seedling weeds will soon make their

appearance everywhere in the kitchen garden,
earlier or later according to the locality and
the nature of the soil. The cultivator should
hoe very carefully the whole cropping ground as

soon as the first weeds appear. In the case of
crops which are growing in rows and above
ground the system pursued by market growers
is much to be preferred to that usually adopted
in gardens—that is, the workman pushes the
Dutch hoe in front of him, following it in the
adjacent interspace. The work is equally well

performed, if not better, than by the method of
short strokes and moving backward, while there
is a great saving in time. Potatos can be safely
surface-hoed for some time to come in the old,

accustomed way.

Seakale.— The roots that have been pro-
tected should be examined at frequent intervals,

and the heads cut as they become fit. These
are much superior in flavour to those forced. If

there "was a shortage of " thongs" to plant, it is

possible to pick out enough of the cropped roots

to make up the deficiency. These should be
planted at once.

Potatos.—The soil has been so wet that

planting has been delayed in many localities.

No time should be lost in planting the whole of

the crop, even if the old-fashioned, if condemned,
practice of planting with a dibber has to be re-

sorted to. Much will depend on the condition

of the soil for this method to succeed, and as

soon as possible subsequently the ground be-

tween the rows should be forked deeply.

Broccoli.—The first week of April is gener-

ally a suitable time in which to sow seeds of this

important vegetable. Some incline to delay
sowing for a time, believing that later plants,

though, smaller and less vigorous, are more
capable of withstanding the winter than' larger

plants. My experience shows that a long season

of growth is required to produce strong plants,

which need not be more susceptible to intense

cold than smaller specimens. Moreover, they
have the advantage in providing heads of a
good 6ize during winter, which immature plants

fail to do. It might be a question, too, in very
cold districts, whether to continue growing the

old-fashioned and hardier varieties, or instead

substitute the newer kinds, which partake so
largely in growth and quality of the Cauli-
flower. I have found birds so destructive to
seedlings/ even when nets were used, that ,1

now sow in rough wooden frames, which afford
perfect- .protection when netted. The seeds are
sown broadcast and thin' enough to dispense
with weaklings; by this system the seedlings
need not be transplanted till they are 'well ad-
vanced in size. The following varieties may be
strongly recommended : Michaelmas White,
Autumn Protecting, SupeTb Early White, which
produces Cauliflower-like heads throughout the
later winter months; Snow White, of the same
type but later; Perfection; Safeguard Protect-
ing, ready about this period; Satisfaction, Late
Queen and Methven's June, the two last-named
meeting the early Cauliflowers. Purple and
White Sprouting should not be omitted.

THE APIARY.
By Chloris.

Seasonable Work.—When the weather be-
comes reasonably warm in April, the spring
overhauling of the apiary may be undertaken.
Remember this is the most important examin-
ation of the year, therefore do not start the
work unless there is plenty of time to -complete
it thoroughly. Take note of the amount of food
each hive contains, so that no further distur-
bance of the brood-chamber may be necessary.
The record should be written on paper, for it "is

not wise to trust to memory. Then the quality
of brood will be a good index to the value of
the queen, always recollecting that an indiffer-
ent queen is valueless, and should be replaced.
Weak stocks cannot be expected to yield much
surplus honey, therefore two or more weak
colonies should be united, performing the work
about 4 p.m. Keep a watchful eye for the
larvae of the wax moth, which are easily detected
because of the silken web by which the grubs
travel from comb to comb. A weak or negleoted
colony falls an easy prey to the wax moth,
therefore because of this, if for no other reason,
it pays to keep colonies strong. Sometimes it

will be found possible to strengthen colonies
by robbing extra strong ones of a frame
of brood, or even one of sealed honey where a
colony has plenty of stored food. In "the latter
case the cells should be bruised, and this will

act as an incentive for the bees to feed. The
floor-boards need attention. They should be
cleansed thoroughly by scraping, in order to re-

move all adhering debris. The rubbish which
collects on the floor decays and makes the hives
insanitary, besides forming the breeding-place
loved by the wax moth. There can be no doubt
that many of the troubles among bees arise from
the neglect of bee-keepers to keep their hives
healthy and clean.

Purchasing Swarms.— It is only when bees
are in a healthy state that they swarm, there-
forms swarms are the most satisfactory to
purchase. Too often the beginner procras-
tinates until too late

—

i.e., until he actu-
ally requires the bees and swarming is in full

swing. Then he finds that others have been in

the field long before him, for they are placing
their orders now. and remember the rule is, first

come, first served. I shall be very much sur-

prised if this season does not prove a very busy
one for those who sell swarms, because the
losses in- most apiaries have been very numer-
ous of late years, and there is a great demand
for honey.

Fitting Up Sections in Racks.—As this

task takes up much time when properly done, it

will be wise to do a little of the worK
now. By performing this task early the
sections can be made to fit more tightly

in the rack, for later every little crevice

will be filled with propolis, thus causing more
work in a busy part of the season, beside pro-

ducing indifferent results, for there will alwa\ s

be a stain left in, the white wood where pro-

polis has been scraped off. Do not omit to

utilise tin dividers between each line of sec-

tions to secure a uniform surface to each sec-

tion. Tin dividers are preferable, because they

are not liable to twist, as wooden ones do
the bees are less likely to attach the sections to

the metal.
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EDITORIAL NOTICE.

ADVEBTISEMENTS should be sent to the
PUBLISHES, 41, Wellington Street,

Covent Garden, WC-
,

Editors and Publisher. — Our Correspondent

woaid obviate delay in obtaining answers to

their communications, and save us much time and

trouble, if they would kindly observe the notice

printed weekly to the effect that all letters relat-

ing to financial matters and to advertisements

should be addressed to the Publisher; and that.

all communications intended for publication, or

referring to the Literary department, and all

plants to be named, should be directed to the

Editors. The two departments. Publishing and

Editorial, are distinct, and much unnecessary de-

lay and confusion arise when letters are mis-

directed.

Letters for Publication, as well as specimens of

plants for naming, should be addressed to the

EDITORS, 41, Wellington Street, Covent
Garden. London. Communications should be

WRITTEN ON ONE SIDE ONLY OF THE PAPER, sent as

early in the week as possible and duly signed by

the writer. If desired, the signature will not be

printed, but kept as a guarantee of good faith.

Local News—Correspondents will greatly oblige

b)i sending to the Editors early intelligence of local

events likely to be of interest to our readers, or of

any matters which it is desirable to bring under
the notice of horticulturists.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

TUESDAY, APRIL 7—
Roy. Hort. Soc. Coins, meet. (Lecture at 3 p.m. on
" The Cultivation of Amaryllis.") H»rt. Club

dinner and meeting : lecture by Mr. P. Amaury
Talbot on " The Flora of Nigeria."

THURSDAY, APRIL, 9—
B.G.A. (London branch), meet, at Carr's Restau-

rant, Strand.

Average Mean Temperature for the ensuing week
deduced from observations during the last Fifty

Years at Greenwich, 46.1°.

Actual Temperatures :—
London, Wednesday, April 1 (6 p.m.) ; Max. 66°

;

Min. 16°.

Gardeners' Chronicle Office. 41, Wellington Street.

Covent Garden, London, Thursday, April 2

(10 a.m.) ; Bar. 29.5°. Temp. 56°. Weather
—Fair.

Provinces, Wednesday, April 1. Max. 61°, Yar-
mouth ; Min. 48°, Sheffield.

SALE8 FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
MONDAY—

Hardy Bulbs, Herbaceous Plants and Roses. By Prc-

theroe and Morris, at 67 and 68, Cheapside, at 12

noon.

MONDAY AND WEDNESDAY—
Rose Trees, Perennials, Lilies, etc At Stevens's
Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, 12.30.

WEDNESDAY—
Herbaceous Plants and Hardy Bulbs, at 12 ; Roses at

1.30; Palms and Plants at 5. By Protheroe and
Morris.

There axe few green-

Horticuiture on grocers' shops in the
the Riviera. country where at this

time of year one may
not see one or more of the flat reed baskets

in which the produce of the Riviera coast

is exported. The street flower-sellers,

with cheap Roses up to the turn of the

year, then with sprays of Acacia, Violets,

and Anemones, draw from the Riviera to

fill up the gap between the Chrysanthe-

mums and the Daffodils ; in fact, the

cheap winter flower trade depends almost

entirely upon French-grown produce.

During a recent visit we had some oppor-

tunities of making acquaintance with this

important industry, and found a little

enquiry among those fine cultivators pre-

ferable to the indifferent golf, or even to

the routine of pigeon-shooting, lawn
tennis, and gambling that is so plentifully

provided for the delectation of the Eng-

lish visitor. In the first place, it is a

mistake to suppose that the Riviera in-

dustry in prim-eurs early vegetables and
flowers, is in the hands of the peasant pro-

prietors—the smallholders whom one
usually associates with French gardening

and agriculture. The most important

gardens are in the hands of men of educa-

tion and capital, in many cases compara-

tively new comers, men who have taken

up horticulture in the same way of busi-

ness as a man in this country takes up
bootmaking or law. There are, of course,

in the district plenty of small proprietors

who make a living out of the family acres

they have inherited, but they are not the

men who have developed the international

trade in flowers and early vegetables,

though they may do a little in that direc-

tion. The typical small farm will have
a few acres of vines, interplanted as to

some rows with Corn others with Beans,

a few Olives, though they are being dis-

placed by the vines, a few Orange,
Peach, and Almond trees, and some
carefully terraced beds for Globe
Artichokes, early Peas, and the more
easily grown vegetables and flowers.

Further back in the hills most of the land

will be uncultivated and occupied by
Cork trees or Chestnuts, and in the valleys

beyond the first group of hills the raising

of silkworms becomes an important in-

dustry. In this easy climate the peasant's

wants are few, and he is contented to

farm easily for a comparatively small re-

turn in cash.

The intensive industry is carried on
wherever a sufficient expanse of deep and
level soil and an adequate water supply
at a low elevation can be found. Some-
times there will be several square miles of

such cultivation, as in the neighbourhood
of Hyeres, and in the broad inland valleys

about Grasse and Draguignan, but
wherever one of the mountain torrents

from the Maures or the Esterel debouches
on the coast there will be one or more
enterprises of the kind, often working
under the most favourable conditions as

to shelter and aspect. The soil is gener-

ally a deep red loam, derived from the
primitive rocks that border the coast line

;

it is full of stones and coarse sand, but is

friable and easy to work. Chemically, it

is very deficient in lime, and the climate

keeps it short of humus. Natural
manures are scarce, the cultivator keeps
no live stock except the horses or oxen
he uses for cultivation, there are few
dairies or pigs in the district, so that

farmyard manure is unprocurable, and
the sea wrack that is thrown up on some
of the shores possesses little manurial
value, though it is occasionally used as

a mulch. The cultivator has to depend
chiefly on artificial fertilisers, among
which cakes from the seed-crushing mills

of Marseilles play a leading part. Many
men have taken to the practice of growing
a crop of Lupins whenever the land has

to remain idle for a time, turning them
in to renew the stock of nitrogen and
humus.
The most important factor is water, and

all the characteristic cropping depends on

irrigation. The rainfall from the late

autumn until May is abundant enough,

but it is impossible to get summer crops

or to establish such things as Broccoli,

Endive, Violets, Stocks or Carnations for

winter flowering without a plentiful sup-

ply of irrigation water, which may be

taken by a channel from one of the streams
coming down from the hills or pumped
up from a well. The practice of irrigation

is well understood ; the land is all graded
into terraces, and the water is led from
terrace to terrace along brick and
cement culverts, which are cheaply and
cleverly constructed by the local work-
men. At the level of each terrace there

is an outlet for the water closed by a tile

sliding in grooves made in the wall of the

culvert ; when that terrace has to be
watered the tile is lifted and slid into

corresponding grooves across the culvert,

thus diverting the flow of the water on
to the terrace.

After water, elevation and aspect re-

quire consideration, and here there is a

necessary conflict of interests between the

high ground, where frosts are rare but

water difficult to obtain, and the low
ground, with deep soil and abundant
water, but subject to frost. On the high

ground a southern exposure is often ob-

tainable, but the greater the slope the

more expensive the terracing and the

greater the consumption of water. Shelter

is all-important. Some ideal situations

are to be found close under the steep

wooded hills which keep off the dreaded

mistral, but there are no extensive areas

of that kind, and as a rule men have to

rely upon artificial wind-breaks. The
gardens are often surrounded by tall belts

of Cypress or Acacia, and the beds are

all divided up by screens made from the

ubiquitous reeds or the tall-growing native

Heath. Thatches of the same Heath are

erected about four feet from the ground

over the beds of Violets and Anemones

;

Carnations are generally protected by

reed mats, which are unrolled in the even-

ing over a framework about two feet from

the ground. Along every watercourse

grow the reeds or cannae (Arundo donax)

to a height of eighteen or twenty feet like

rather stiff Bamboos, and they subserve a

number of useful purposes—screens,

blinds, mats, stakes, and other neces-

saries. The flat baskets which we see in

all our markets, and in which all the

flowers are despatched, are constructed

from split reeds woven together by osiers,

or nowadays more generally by wire, and

it is wonderful what a tough and elastic

basket can be thus cheaply constructed.

To minimise the effects of frost it is not

uncommon in still weather to light rubbish

fires* about dawn ; the whole valley soon

fills with smoke gently drifting seaward

on the dying land breeze, to return again

as the sun gathers strength and sets up
a sea breeze.

The cheap vegetables grown are, in the

winter, Broccoli and Endive, the broad-

leaved having almost displaced the curled

Endive ; early Peas and Broad Beans are

sown to come into flower in January in

sheltered localities. Provence is also

famous for its Globe Artichokes (the ex-

hibits from Provence at the Chelsea Inter-

national in 1912 will be remembered).

Even in so backward a season as the pre-

sent, small ones for making omelettes could

be gathered in February. Nearly every

garden possesses a considerable breadth

of Globe Artichokes. As the season ad-
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vances Peas are sown in succession, and
followed by French Beans, both haricots

and flageolets, the most important crop of

the year. Tomatos are also planted out

as soon as the danger of frost is past.

Aubergines are less important, but
Melons form a feature with many growers.

A few men grow early Potatos, but that

crop does not constitute an important part

of the farming.

Of the flowers the most important are

the Violets, of which great acreages are

to be seen about Hyeres, magnificent

clumps a foot across, and carrying a

couple of hundred blooms. Nearly all

are singles, La France, and some of the

newer, large-flowered varieties like Ad-
miral Avellan and Askania. Stocks are

greatly in demand as cut flowers in

France, and a good deal of space in the

Riviera gardens is given up to the culture

of a fine pyramidal variety, Quarantaine

remontante, Giroflee de Nice, which

comes to cut from Christmas onwards.

They are followed by the Anemones and

Ranunculus, but the greatest care and

attention is given to Carnations. The
Lyons varieties are most commonly grown,

but the American perpetual-flowering are

now gaining ground. They are not quite

sa full, and open a little better in seasons

like the present, when there was much
rain and cold. Sweet Peas are being

tried, but the frosts in early January
this year cut them to pieces just as

they were flowering. All men grow a good

many Marguerites (Anthemis), mostly

white, with a few yellow ; they can be cut

all the year round, but chiefly in autumn,
though as they can be grown on non-

irrigated land they are not of much
account. Roses are also very generally

grown on non-irrigated land ; they are

pruned in the late summer, so as to

flower when the autumn rains have

started them into growth ; in early spring

they carry only occasional flowers of no

market importance. Safrano, Marie van
Houtte, Madame Abel Chatenay, and
Richmond are the regular sorts. The
Mimosa (Acacia), which in our markets is

so closely associated with the Riviera,

does not pay to grow ; it has become the

most frequent of hedgerow trees, until the

traveller grows to detest its staring

yellow colour and common aspect.

About this time of year the hillsides on
non-irrigated land under Olives are

often beautiful with Freesia, Roman
Hyacinths, and Paper-white Narcissus,

which are being grown for the bulbs, not
for flowers. The bulbs are spnt from
Holland for a year's ripening before sale.

Lastly, one must not forget the Peaches,
which are very generally planted along the

irrigation terraces at such intervals as not
to interfere with the crops below. Some
of the Californian varieties are beginning
to creep in because of their size and
power of travelling. Marketing is mostly
done through the agents of a few big
firms who live in the district, and the

usual thing is to fix a contract price for

the whole of a man's production as it

comes along. Some men try their luck
with commission agents in Lyons, Paris,

and other cities ; others work up a private

trade with shops, hotels, and large houses.

The railways give facilities for such a

plan, as a box weighing 10 kilos. (22 lb.)

is delivered at any station in France for

Is. 3d., and, of course, the tourist traffic

maintains a very good train service, in

addition to which the P.L.M. runs a

special flower train to the northern
markets.

Just as the owners of these properties

are mostly settlers from other parts of

France the workmen are equally stran-

gers, and generally Italians from Pied-

mont. Of late the supply has been
greatly reduced through the war in

Tripoli, 4f. a day has to be paid for oc-

casional men, 90f. a month to a man in

regular employ, and the dearness of labour
is only one of the changing factors that

is rendering the Riviera flower-grower un-

easy. Every year his monopoly is being
threatened by other countries further

south, particularly by Algeria, where men
go who have been trained in his own
school.

Even more insistent is the competition
of the growers under glass ; the rich

people who pay the really big prices are

taken by the finish, even by the compara-
tive frailty of the forced Carnations, and
do not trouble themselves about the

superior lasting powers of the more natur-

ally grown article. So glass-houses are

going up on the Riviera just to get this

last polish, and it will be interesting to

see in a few years' time whether Mediter-
ranean sunshine or northern coal wins the

day. The South will certainly make a

fight of it, for perhaps the most striking

feature of this Provencal gardening is the

high level of intelligence and education
of the men engaged in it ; it is a business

for which men deliberately train them-
selves, first scientifically and then com-
mercially, and in that respect it has a pull

over the haphazard methods prevailing in

this country.

Coloured Supplement. — The subject of

the coloured plate to be published with the

issue for next week is Cypripedium Maudiae.

The King and the "Horticultural
Record."— His Majesty's interest in horticul-

ture;- exhibited in such signal and gracious

manner at the time of the opening of the Inter-

national Exhibition, is again illustrated with

equal graciousness by his acceptance—as an-

nounced in the following letter—of a *opy of

Mr. Reginald Cory's Horticultural Record, a

work dedicated by special permission to His

Majesty.
[copy.]

"Buckingham Palace,
March 16, 1914.

" Dear Sir,—The King is delighted with the

copy of the Horticultural Record which you

have been kind enough to offer for his accept-

ance.
" His Majesty much admires the beautiful

way in which the work has been prepared, in

addition to its being an interesting history of

the greatest International Horticultural Ex-
hibition the world has yet seen.

" Yours very truly,
" (Signed) Stamfordham.

"Reginald Cory, Esq."

Royal Horticultural Society.—The
next meeting of the committees will be held on
the 7th inst., in the Vincent Square Hall, West-
minster. At the 3 o'clock meeting of Fellows a

lecture on "The Cultivation of Amaryllis " will

be delivered by Mr. C. R. Fielder.

Horticultural Club.— The next house

dinner of the Club will take place, at 6.30 p.m.,

on Tuesday next, at the Hotel Windsor, Vic-

toria Street, Westminster, when Mr. P. Amattry
Talbot will give a lecture on "The Flora of

Nigeria," with special reference to 250 new
flowers, lately discovered in that country. The
lecture will be illustrated with photographs

taken in Nigeria under Mr. Talbot's personal

direction.

Horticulture and the Drama.—The
representation of a scene in the Chelsea Flower
Show at the Drury Lane Theatre is a note-

worthy event, even in these days, when the

whole nation takes a practical interest in garden-

ing. It goes to show how greatly horticulture

has entered into the social life of the metropolis.

The leading characters in "Sealed Orders"
visit the show : quite the well-dressed throng
of men and women that one sees at the

spring exhibitions, and the view is in the

big tent, with the mound of Cinerarias

grouped around the obelisk and beds of

flowers studding the green-covered parterre im-

mediately surrounding it. On either side are

great groups of tall Rambler Roses, and the
general effect is certainly good, albeit, of

course, it is produced with the aid of arti-

ficial flowers. The show is referred to frequently

in the course of the piece, and scenes on the

Embankment show the great posters advertising

the exhibition. Horticulturists who go to DruTy
Lane to see the flower show scene will un-

doubtedly enjoy their visit.

Botanical Garden for Michigan Univer-
sity.— The University of Michigan, at Ann
Arbor, has come into possession of what will

eventually be the finest botanical garden owned
by any university in the Middle We6t. The old

botanical gardens on the East boulevard will be

turned over to the department of landscape

design, to be used by them as a park or object

ground in landscape design. The greenhouse now
in the old botanical gardens will be moved to the

now grounds and enlarged to accommodate the

experimental work carried on. Work on these

new gardens and greenhouses will be started this

summer. Florists' Exchange.

Forestry and the Panama Canal.-The
genius for applying science to practical affairs

which is so conspicuous in the American has

been illustrated in many ways during the build-

ing of the Panama canal. Everyone knows, for

example, of the successful war of extermination

waged by Surgeon-General Gorgas, sanitary

officer of the Panama Canal Commission, against

the mosquitos, which transmit malaria and
yellow fever from one human being to another.

We now learn that the enormous earth-6lides at

the Culebra cut and elsewhere in the course of

the canal are likewise to be combated by the

application of scientific knowledge. The forester

ie to be called in to check the earth-slides, and
the traveller is promised that when he passes

through the canal he shall voyage between banks
green with vegetation instead of, as in the Suez

Canal, between desolate banks of sand.

Early Flower Show at Birmingham.—
The annual Orchid and early summer show of

the Birmingham Botanical and Horticultural

Society will be held at the Botanical Gardens,
Edgbaston. on June 11 next. Honorary ex-

hibits of flowers, fruits and vegetables will be

welcomed. Particulars may be obtained from

Mr. T. Humphreys, Curator, Birmingham
Botanical Gardens.

Preparing Trees for the Panama-
Pacific Exhibition.— Account* in the hor-

ticultural Press of America present a vivid

picture of the enterprise which is being

bestowed on the horticultural features of

the forthcoming exhibition. The site, which
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a year ago was a barren waste of sand

dunes and salt marsh, has been prepared,

according to the National Nurseryman, by
pumping from the bay of San Francisco millions

of cubic yards of sand. After the land had been
made up 25 million cubic yards of soil were

pumped from the bed of the Sacramento river,

transported 70 miles to the exhibition and spread

in a layer of from 6 to 8 inches over the spaces

between the sites for buildings. Gardeners

have been despatched to all parts of the world

in order to select trees for the groupds. Size and
age appear to present no drawbacks, and trans-

plantation is being effected on the side-box

system. This system consists in cutting with a
7 feet knife 7-feet deep cuts on the four sides

of the tree to be moved. Fertilisers are forced

into the cuts, and outside the latter boards
are placed. Six months elapse, during

which time the tree is nourished by its

main, vertically-descending roots, and the

side shoots are forming fibres. The tree

having recovered from the preliminary opera-

tions the bottom roots are severed, a
bottom board i6 placed beneath the tree, and so

a box is made. Among the trees which, a6 it is

said, have been transplanted successfully by
these means and shipped and established in the
grounds are 200 rare Palms. One avenue is lined

with Dracaena indivisa 18 feet in height; in

another yellow Phoenix and Washington robusta

are used. Eucalyptus from Australia, rising to a
height of 28 feet, stand on either side of the

west avenue.

ROTHAMSTED EXPERIMENT STATION : LAWES
and Gilbert Centenary Fund.—We would
draw attention to the fact that the Lawes and
Gilbert Centenary Fund is not yet closed, there

still being £950 to raise before the new labora-

tories can be built. As our readers will re-

member, the Centenary Fund was established for

the purpose of collecting £5,000 whereby to

qualify for a Development grant of £6,000, and
thus obtain a sum sufficient to erect and equip a

laboratory at Rothamsted to replace the old

laboratory, which, after nearly sixty years of

use, is now too small, and unsuitable for modern
requirements. The fund has been generously

supported, subscriptions, large and small,

having come in from Great Britain and Ireland,

from France, Belgium, Holland, Germany,
Spain, Canada (where the Federal Government
gave .?500). United States, India and Australia.

The committee is particularly anxious to clear off

this last sum and to begin building operations

at an early date. Subscriptions should be sent

to the secretary, Rothamsted Experimental

Station, Harpenden, Herts.

The Banana Industry.— In a recent article

on the Banana Trade Development, published in

the Financial Times, it is stated that during
the past few years a sum of £7,250,000 has been
expended on the construction of fifty-seven

steamers for the conveyance of Bananas between

the West Indies and England, and that the im-

ports of this fruit into Europe are estimated at

850,000 bunches per month, while the trade is

rapidly expanding. Developments are impend-
ing which will not only still further add to the

amount of tonnage employed in this trade, but
will also in all probability lead to a more
widely distributed organisation in this country,

with a view to expediting the delivery of the
fruit to the consumer, in order to pre-

vent the glut which at present sometimes occurs.

The business has been found to pay handsomely,
and capitalists are prepared to invest large sums
in it.

Ever-bearing Strawberries.— An article

by Mr. C. F. Gardener (see American Fruils,

March 14) on the above subjeot cites the varie-

ties Progressive, Superb and Americus as pos-

sessing good ever-bearing qualities. Progressive
bears most fruit. Superb the largest berries, and
Americus, which is at its best during August,

has the great merit that its flower-stalk stands

nearly upright. They are all hardy and bear

6tamens. A defect of some of the best varieties

—and that is, no doubt, an effect of their quality

of continuous fruiting—is that they are runner-

less. Hence they may be propagated only by
division ; but in this way from 12 to 20 plants

may be obtained from each specimen.

A Trap for Thrips.^ Experiments carried

out by Mr. F. M. Howlett in India and de-

scribed in the Journal of Economic Biology
(IX., 1, March, 1914), indicate that various

aldehydes have a marked attraction for thrips.

Mr. Howlett experimented with benzaldehyde,
cinnamylaldehyde, and other aldehydes of

similar composition, and found that watery
solutions of these substances served to trap
thrips in considerable numbers. The liquid was
used at the rate of half a pint of water to two

Fig. 105.

—

primula winteri on a rockery.

cubic centimetres of the aldehyde, and was ex-

posed in small bowls. Benzaldehyde is cheap,
and although the method in its present form
does not at first sight seem to be very practic-

able, it is well worth trying.

"The Annals of the Bolus Herbarium."
—We have received the first number of the new
periodical which has been established in the in-

terests of South African botany. In his fore-

word Professor H. H. W. Pearson, the editor,

points out that there is at present no South
African journal devoted to the subject of

botany, and he states that the first object of the
new journal will he " to treat of botanical work
inspired directly or indirectly by Dr. Bolus, and
with investigations conducted in or in connection
with the Bolus Herbarium." The opening
number, which has for a frontispiece a portrait

of the distinguished South African botanist, Mr.
Harry Bolus, contains an account by the editor

of the flora of the Great Karasberg ; an instal-

ment of an article by F. and L. Bolus, entitled
" Key to the Flora of the Cape Peninsula" ; and
a short notice on national Botanical Gardens.
Two parts of The Annals will probably appear
each year, and four parts will constitute a
volume. The subscription is 15s. per volume,
and the numbers may be obtained from the
Cambridge University Press.

PRIMULA WINTERI.

I enclose a photograph (see fig. 105) of Primula
Winteri growing in Mrs. Lockett Agnew's garden
at Hallingbury Place, Essex. The plant was re-

ceived in April, 1912, and planted out on the

rockery at the end of June the same year. The
soil is a rather heavy loam, and was lightened

with a little leaf-mould. The plant has with-

stood the cold of two winters, including frost

ranging from 10° to 15°, the only protection

afforded being a pane of glass for the purpose

of warding off the rain. The situation in which
the Primula is planted faces due north, re-

ceives little or no sunshine, and is exposed to all

winds. As will be seen from the illustration,

the plant made vigorous growth and de-

veloped three large crowns last year. Mis.

Lockett Agnew, who is an enthusiastic grower
of Alpines, considers that there is no doubt of

the hardiness of this species. The square of

glass in winter helps to preserve the beautiful

white farina with which the foliage and flowers

are covered. W. A. Cook.

NOTES ON RHODODENDRONS.

Assuming that special societies are needed to

guide and control the zeal and activities of cul-

tivators of important genera of garden plants, it

is surely time we had a Rhododendron Society.

The genus is a most important one, and now
that such a large number of Chinese species

have been introduced into cultivation, we may
expect further developments, especially from
those who take an interest in raising hybrids.

Certainly among the Chinese Rhododendrons
there are characters which are new to the garden
representatives of the genus ; that is evident

enough in the species which have flowered, and.

judging by their foliage and habit, as well as

by dried specimens, characters still more 6tiik-

ing will be revealed by others as they flower.

It is to be hoped that the work of identifying

these new introductions will be entrusted to

Kew or to some equally competent authority. A
plant may bo new to cultivation and yet well

known *in herbaria, and it is unfortunate when
plants are exhibited, perhaps certificated, and
recorded by the horticultural Press under names
which subsequently prove to be wrong. There.

is an easy way to avoid this, and Rhododen-
dron fanciers are urged to follow it.

Names are, and always will be, a source of

confusion and annoyance, as, for example, in the

case of Rhododendron Cornubia, shown by
Messrs. R. Gill and Sons, Falmouth, in March,
1912, when it obtained an Award of Merit, and
shown again a fortnight ago by Mr. R. Fo::,

Penjerrick, under the name of R. Lilianii, and
again given an Award of Merit (see Gardeners'

Chronicle, March 14, p. 191). Clearly the name
Cornubia, a most appropriate one, must stand.

This hybrid originated at Penjerrick, it is said,

from R. arboreum crossed with hybrid R.

Shilsonii (barbatum x Thomsonii), and Messrs.

Gill obtained their plants from that source. It

is doubtful to me if R. arboreum really was one

of the parents, but whatever its origin the plant
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is one of the very best of the crimson early-

flowering Rhododendrons.
What glorious plants some of the Indian

Rhododendrons are ! Two of the handsomest

were shown last week—namely, R. grande

(argenteum) and R. Nuttallii—the former a tree

in Sikkim with leaves a foot long, dark green

above, silvery beneath, and enormous ball-like

trusses of belljshaped, waxy-looking flowers, each

2 inches long and wide, white with a blotch of

crimson at the base. This species is hardy
enough, but unfortunately it pushes into new
growth and flowers too early to escape our late

spring frosts. This is true of the majority of

the Sikkim species ; they do not object to mid-
winter frosts, but they are hard hit by those of

spring.

The other species, R. Nuttallii, shown in

perfect condition by Messrs. Gill, astonished

many who, seeing it for the first time—for it

is rare in gardens—could scarcely believe that it

had been in gardens over half a century, and that

it can be grown in an ordinary greenhouse where
Camellias and Indian Azaleas are at home.
Being a native of Bhotan, at an elevation of 4,000

to 5,000 feet, it requires more warmth than the

Sikkim species do. At Falmouth it is grown in

a greenhouse from which frost is excluded. Like
R. Dalhousiae, it often grows as an epiphyte

on large forest tree9, but they both thrive in the

open border, and if the shoots are stopped with
judgment they form fairly shapely bushes. R.

Nuttallii has leaves 8 inches by 4 inches, and
fleshy, bell-shaped, cream-yellow flowers 5 inches

long and wide, fragrant, altogether charming.
They are borne in clusters of five or six at the

ends of the strong shoots.

A hybrid now flowering at Kew, but origin-

ally from the collection of the late Mr. J. H.
Mangles, Haslemere, had for its parents R.
grande and R. niveum, the latter having very
compact, rather small heads of lilac-purple

flowers. The hybrid, for which the name
R. grande niveum is proposed, is intermediate in

characters between the two parents, the flowers

being about 1^ inch long, and their colour pale

mauve, pleasing as to shape and hue. and
quite worthy of its raiser, to whom Rhododen-
dron fanciers are greatly indebted for much
excellent pioneer work in the eighties as a
breeder and cultivator of the best species of the
genus.

R. sutchuenense is flowering now in several

collections, proving .that it will have to be
placed among the species that flower too early

in the year to be safe. It first flowered in

Messrs. Veitch's nursery at Coombe Wood in

1910. the plants being quite small. It has large

leaves, up to 10 inches by 2 inches, dark green
above, glaucous be-neath. The flower heads are
large and compact, the flowers being as large

as those of R. grande, but with only five corolla

lobes. They are rose-pink, with small red spots

on the upper part inside. IF. W.

RIBES LAURIFOLIUM.

I venture to predict that the evergreen Ribes,

R. laurifolium (see fig. 106) is destined1 to take

a prominent place in gardens, for it is probably

one of the choicest treasures sent home from

China by Mr. Wilson. It is a strikingly hand-

some plant all through the winter and early

spring, and suitahle for planting on boulders in

the rock garden. Long before it is in flower the

plant is interesting and beautiful, and it remains

in flower for several weeks. The severest

weather we have had here during the pa6t three

years has not injured the blossoms in the

slightest degree. The colour of the petals is a

heirship is constantly increasing, and I am glad
to say that the amount of its subscriptions
shows a similar growth. There is no society
that does not make mistakes in the fiist years
of its career, and it is useless when a society
has achieved success to enter into recriminations
as to who is responsible for past errors. Mr.
Hall's remarks as to lack of tact and courtesy
and a policy of isolation aire quite contrary to
fact, and as to the future I am hopeful that
his pessimistic prophecies will not be fulfilled.—

/. C. Jackson, hon. secretary.

1 fear my friend Mr. Cuthbertson has not
understood that I was not criticising the R. H.S.

,

but rather criticising the policy of those who
drew up the by-laws of the N.E.H.S., in that
they made a mistake in forgetting that regula-

FlG. 106.—RUBES LAURIFOLIUM : FLOWEES GREENISH-YELLOW.

THE BULB GARDEN. very pale yellow passing to greenish white. E.
Beckett, Alden/iam House Gardens, Elslree.

FOUR GOOD DOUBLE TULIPS FOR
FORCING.

Certain double varieties of Tulips are un-
suitable for decorative purposes, owing to their

weak stems. The following four varieties have
strong, upright stalks and flowers of good colour
and substance. They are valuable either for

furnishing cut blooms or for decorative purposes
in dwelling-rooms :—Murillo, height 14 inches,

colour deep blush; Vuurbaak, 12 i::ches, scarlet,

shaded crimson, a brilliant variety ; Rosalie, 10
inches semi-double: deep rose-coloured flowers:

and La Candeur, 12 inches, pure white. These
bulbs may be purchased cheaply, and the varie-

ties are all suitable for growing in quantities.

James Winchester, Witidle Hall Gardens, St.

Helens.

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
(The Editors do not hold thernsehes responsible for

the opinions expressed by correspondents.)

The N.E.H.S.— I have read the letter of the

Rev. J. Bernaird Hall in your issue of the 21st

ult. (see p. 207), and at once write to contradict

many of the etatoments contained therein. I

do not consider it necessary to go into every
point raised by Mr. Hall, and in the 'first place

I should like to state on behalf of the Council,

that never since the society was initiated has it

been in a more healthy condition than it is at

the present time. Both the Council and the
various committees are composed of gentlemen
who have a large and varied knowledge of hor-

ticulture in all its branches. The list of mem-

lions which were all right for London, and the

headquarters of British horticulture, were not

at all suitable for a young Northern society

struggling to exist under quite different condi-

tions, and severely handicapped ciiid limited in

many ways, e.g., the existence of strongly estab-

lished societies, who, quite rightly, view the

N.E.H.S. as simp!y a competitor. The word
" co-operation," to my mind, has been overlooked,

and the policy of co operation never seriously

attempted. A " North of England Association

of Horticultural Societies," to my mind, implies

the only policy that is likely to succeed. Leeds

is the natural headquarters of such an Associa-

tion, as witness the fact that commercial
travellers and bootmakers make it their base.

But to limit the operations to Leeds is not

only suicidal, but also dead against the policy

lo which Article II. commits the Council, i.e ,

"the society is established to promote and en-

courage every branch of horticulture in the

North of England." We have no sign that the
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"new arrangements " are anything but further

proof of the Leeds bias which has so seriously

handicapped the Society so far. 1 regret having

to publicly criticise the N.E.H.S., but I feel,

and I am in good company, that someone must
speak out since constitutional methods have

failed. As regards the R.H.S. not helping the

N.E.H.S., without mentioning much valuable

help given after, and even before, the N.E.H.S.
was inaugurated, I may point to the hard cash

spent on, and the exceptional treatment accorded

to, the Society at Harrogate (1911) and New-
castle (1911). I only want to stir up the

N.E.H.S. to be "true to name" and loyal to

Article II. /. Bernard Hall, Farnliam Vicarage,

Yorkshire.

Aquilegia Stuartii.— I am much obliged

to Mr. George M. Taylor for the valuable in-

formation he gives me on page 223 of the Gar-

deners' Chronicle regarding the origin of this

beautiful Aquilegia ; which, when it was sent to

me by its distinguished raiser, I did not find

quite so easy to cultivate successfully as many
other varieties. Dr. Stuart assured me that
" it was not frown by everyone; requiring very

careful attention in its earlier stages, and a

deep, fertile soil." That A. Witmannii was
one of its parents, and not coerulea, I have now
no doubt. David B. Williamson.

MlSTLETO ON THE COMMON HAZEL.—On
one of the farms on the Madresfield estate by the
side of a small stream there is a fine, healthy
plaint of the broad-leaved variety of Mistleto
growing on the top of a common Hazel, Corylus
Avellana. This appears to me a very uncom-
mon host plant, and as none of my friends with
whom I have corresponded has seen or heard
of Mistleto growing on such a foster parent,
I write to ask whether such an occurrence has
been recorded before. W. Crump, Madresfield
Court Gardens, Malvern.

Narcissus Fly— Eumerus lunulatus
(E. Strigatus).— I have read the note by Mr.
A. J. Bliss in the Gardeners' Chronicle of the
28th March. Agreeing with him that it would
be very desirable that the matter should be
thoroughly investigated under scientific condi-
tions, I think that, until this shall have been
done, it would be well to reverse our usual judi-
cial practice, and to consider the accused to be
guilty until he has been proved innocent. Opti-
mistic anticipations of scientific conclusions not
yet arrived at are doubtless cheering, but they
may be also dangerous should they deter some
from taking in time precautions which, later,

science may definitely show to have been neces-
sary. And. looking at the alarming rapidity
with which this flv increases this is the more
important. Mr. Bliss is apparently satisfied

that the grubs of the Eumerus lunulatus are
merely "scavengers," feeding, not on the living
tissue of the bulb, but on the excrement of the
Merodon equestris, or on the dead and rotting
substance of the bulb. For the following reasons
I think it would be unsafe to accept this con-
clusion as proved. Taking, first, the associa-
tion of the Eumerus grub with that of the
Merodon, Mr. Bliss tells us that he has " taken
up this spring a dozen or more Daffodil bulbs
which contained Eumerus larvae, and in everv
one of them there was also a Merodon grub."
Well, during the same period, I have taken up
very considerably over 100 bulbs, and found
in them (and they were carefully examined,
and generally cut open) only two grubs of the
Merodon, nor did the other bulbs show evidence
of their previous occupation by that grub. For-
tunately my garden has not appreciably suffered
from the Merodon. For these reasons it would
seem that a close association of the Eumerus
with the Merodon is uncertain. Obviously the
grub of the former feeds on something
else than the excrement of the latter.

Taking the second point, namely that the Eume-
rus grub mav be feeding on the dead and rotting
substance of the bulb, resulting from some
fungus, or other disease, we have here, in
the absence of scientific proof, more room for
speculation ; but as a foundation for my specula-
tion I have to regard the fact that in s.v im-
mense majority of cases I find that the bulbs
attacked this spring by the Eumerus had been
in the previous year absolutely strong and
healthy. In a single row of last year's healthy

bulbs " one has been taken and the others left."

Again, the bulbs attacked have been those in

places fully exposed to the sunshine ; those

under the shade of trees have been left un-
touched, and many of these have been lifted

for examination. The suggestion is that the
Eumerus lunulatus, like the Merodon, is a
" sunshine fly." And, again, where do these
grubs, " scavenger " or otherwise, which are

tound in the bulbs, come from? The parent is

a fly, about the size of an otrdinary house fly,

and, of course, lays its eggs. But where, in the
case of the Narcissus? It can be understood
that in the surface rhizome of the Iris the fly

can easily deposit its eggs, but in the case of

the Narcissus, with bulbs some inches below the
surface of the soil, the modus operandi is not
at all so cle'a'r. In no case, although very care-

ful examination has been made, have grubs of

the Eumerus been found in the adjacent soil.

That the grubs travel I think is beyond doubt

;

but when, as was the case of a single bulb of

var. Glory of Noordwijk, no fewer than 100 grubs
were found (not one occurring in bulbs closely

adjacent to it), where did these same grubs come
from ? Is it easier to imagine that from all

surrounding parts this army of grubs made
journeys, having for their object a "dead set"
at this particular bulb, previously a rerfectly

healthy one, or that their presence showed that
tho eggs were deposited by one or more flies in

the foliage of that particular plant during the
previous season, as is the case with the Merodon,
with which the Eumerus is closely allied ? And
pursuing the analogy, why then should not the

larvae of the Eumerus, as does that of the
Merodon, work down to the bulb and attack

direct? Of course, nothing either way is as yet
conclusive ; but I would suggest that until

scientific investigation has thrown more definite

light upon the subject it would be the safer
course to lift all doubtful bulbs for examina-
tion, and so help to get rid of the pest as far

as possible. Charles E. Shea.

Suggestions for Observations on the
Order of Blossoming of Different
Varieties of Fruits and Experiments in

Their Pollination.— (1) Note the order of
blossoming of different varieties of Apple, Pear,
and more particularly of Cherry and Plum, also

note length of time varieties are in flower ; with
the object of seeing which varieties are in

flower about the same time for cross-pollination.

(2) In order to test which varieties are self-

fertile and which are self-sterile enclose
trusses of unopened flowers in paper or muslin
bags, and tie at the base ; when the tree is in

full flower open the bags
;
pollinate the blossoms

with pollen of the same variety by dusting stig-

mas either with pollen of the anther held by for-

ceps or by a camel's hair brush, and replace

bags. Remember to sterilise the brush by
dipping in methylated spirit and allowing to

dry before using with another variety. Label
bags with date, what has been done, and keep
notes till fruit is mature or has fallen. (3) An
interesting experiment is to place three bags over
trusses of unopened flowers on a variety, and
treat them as follows :— (a) Leave alone to see

if any fruit sets with insects excluded
; (b)

pollinate with own pollen to see if fruit will

set with its own pollen
;

(c) pollinate with
pollen of another variety to see whether a
better result is obtained with foreign pollen.

Each trial should be labelled, the bags may be
removed about ten days after pollination, when
all the petals have fallen ; make notes of what
happens until the fruit is ripe. (4) To find the
best pollenisers, especially for shy-bearing
varieties ; unopened blossoms to be bagged may
be emasculated (by pulling or cutting out the
anthers before they shed their pollen), or if

the variety is self -sterile it may be left un-
touched. The bagged flowers when the tree is

in full bloom are pollinated with pollen of
another variety ; in order to give the best chance
the flowers may be thinned (say to 3 for Apples
and Pears, 5 for Plums, and 10 for Cherries), the
number of flowers pollinated should be stated
on the label, and notes may be made fortnightly.

(5) Notes may be made of the insects chiefly
seen at the different fruit blossoms for com-
parison in different parts of the country. (6)
Note may be made of any varieties that crop
badly in order to test another year as to

I whether the cause is lack of suitable cross-
pollination. Observations and records of ex-
periments should be sent to the secretary,
National Fruit Growers' Federation, 2, Gray's
Inn, London, W.C., at the end of July. The
results will be tabulated and summarised, and
a copy of the report will be sent to the con-
tributor and to the Gardeners' Chronicle for
publication. C. H. Hooper.

February Rainfall (pp. 157, 223).—Mr.
Thomas Newman will be surprised to Ihear
that the rainfall in these gardens for
February amounted to 7.62 inches, thus
easily beating his record. Bain was re-

corded on twenty days of the month, the
heaviest fall in twenty-four hours totalling 1.40
inch, which occurred on the 7th. Our altitude
is 550 ft. above sea level. During March rain
fell on every day, excepting two, up to the time
of writing (27th). The record for March so fai-

ls 5.76 in. On our heavy clay soil such exces-
sive rains throughout February and March year
by year greatly retard outdoor gardening opera-
tions. This place is situated some 20 miles
from Swanmore, and having compared the rain-
fall from time to time with that observed by
Mr. Molyneux at Swanmore Park, we find that
ours is invariably the heaviest. In fact, accord-
ing to the meteorological returns, this appears
to be the wettest spot in Hampshire. Wilmot
H. Yates, Rotherfield Park Gardens, Alton.

In January, 1913, at Bournemouth, we re-

corded 5.97 inches of rainfall, and in February
1.89 inches. The average for January is 2.57
inches, and February 2.35. The total for the year
amounted to 33.78 inches, against 31 inches. In
January this year we registered 0.49 inch, and
in February 4.56 inches. In February, 1910,
we had 4.32 inches, and in 1912 2.75 inches.
The total for the year was 43.20 inches. In
February this year we had 11 dry days. I find
the greatest amount which fell in February in

Bournemouth was in 1900 with 5.52 inches. I

recorded in February this vear .79 inch on the
8th, .40 inch on the 11th, .62 inch on the 14th,
.45 inch on the 15th, .60 inch on the 18th, .59
inch on the 21st inst., and .56 inch on the 22nd
at 9 a.m., so that most of this occurred on the
previous day. Of seventeen days I registered
the same amount of rain as that stated by Mr.
Thos. Newman. It is generally understood
that the greatest amount of rain falls on
the top of hills, except in the case cf
mountains, but I generally record more
rain at 41 feet above sea-level than at my
own house 145 feet above. It greatly depends
upon the surroundings. My garden is pretty
open, at the lower station it is walled in, and
there are trees all round, but not in the way of
the ram gauge ; that is to say, the angle allowed
is all-sufficient in all the stations. The third
gauge was on the cliffs at exactly the same eleva-
tion—41 feet—but very exposed, and the wind
blew much of the rain away. Another gauge by
another observer is also on the cliff edge within
20 or 30 feet. One year these agreed to within
.01 (one-hundredth) for the year. They were both
the lowest records in Bournemouth. One was
within a few hundred yards of the highest re-

cording gauge. These two gauges on the cliff

are situated, one at 41 feet, the other quite 100
feet above sea- level. We have had 5.12 inches this

month, against an average of 2.37 inches. C.
Dales, Meteorological Registrar, Bournemouth.

Gardening for the Blind.— Now that so

much interest has been aroused on behalf of the
blind through the opening of the new National
Institute for the Blind by the King and Queen,
it may interest your readers to know that the

blind have a book on gardening published in

Braille. It is entitled Gardening Notes, and is

a reprint from monthly notes contributed by
myself to the blind magazine, Progress. The
notes aroused a lot of interest at the time, and
they were al'erwards published in book form,

by request of blind readers. I receive number-
less letters from blind readers—transcribed from
Braille by the Editor—asking questions upon
sardening matters, questions which show such in-

telligence that would put many sighted " gar-

deners " to shame. Amongst the questions asked
were "What is the difference between a Pansy
and Viola?" and "Which is the best way to
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propagate Rhododendrons? " One might wonder
how should these matters interest blind persons ?

One blind man wrote to say :
" For some years

my gardening work has been to weed Onion beds,

but through reading these notes I became am-
bitious, and after getting a half-inch board, six-

teen feet long, and six inches wide, four stakes

and a yard stick, made out of a broom shaft,

with the aid of these I dug a piece of ground in

September, using the board for a guide, with

the stakes in the ground behind to prevent it

working away, turning the board over after every
length was dug. The piece of ground dug was
24 yards by 8 yards. On this I sowed my Cab-
bage seed (Flower of Spring), and in

October I had an unlimited supply of plants.

Again using my board I made thirteen trenches,

in which I planted eleven score, and on the flat

four score plants. At the beginning of the year

I intend putting in other crops." When writing

my notes on flowers I was urged by the Editor
not to confine myself to flowers having scent,

but to recommend some having colour, because
the chief joy of a blind person is to give

pleasure to others. If any of your readers should
have any subject at any time likely to prove
of interest to blfnd people, let him send it to

the Secretary-General, National Institute for the

Blind, 206, Great Portland Street, W. It would
be appreciated, and would help to give a little

light to the blind. One blind gentleman told me
—so recently as last Christmas—how he cut tut
and made a flower bed on the turf, taking the
design from the back of an old watch When the

bed was finished he was not more than two inches

out. He planted it entirely himself, with green
and golden Yews, graduating the heights to the
edges of the bed. F. C. Stainsby, Brocklesby
Park Gardens, Lincolnshire.

Arbutus Menziesii.— It was interesting to
read the notes on Arbutus Menziesii (syn. A.
procera), at Bayfordbury (p. 182), and Bassett
Wood, Southampton (p. 207). There is a tree

growing here, planted by my employer, J. C.
Hawksnaw, Esq., in February, 1880, which at

that time was about 1 foot high, and now
measures just over 30 feet in height, and 2 feet

6 inches at 3 feet from the ground. This tree
appears to have much the same habit as the
specimen figured on p. 182, with the exception
that it has two large branches proceeding from
the main stem within a few feet of the ground.
It is not so upright in habit, owing to being
overshadowed by a large Oak and a Yew, on
the north and north-west side ; these have driven
the Arbutus much out of the perpendicular. It
flowers very profusely most seasons, but I have
failed to notice it bear fruit during the past
twenty-two years. It is interesting to learn that
the specimen at Bayfordbuiry produces masses of
orange-red berries. The answer to the query put
by my brother will be looked forward to with
interest. The reddish papery bairk is shed an-
nually, often coming away in large strips; this
makes the tree a striking object. Arbutus
Unedo and A. canariensis I have raised from
seed. Plants of the former species have now
reached the flowering stage; seedlings of the
latter were only raised in 1913, therefore are
still small. These have, however, withstood
22° (F.) of frost without protection or the
slightest injury. Walter Silcock, Hollycombe
Gardens, Liphook, Surrey.

Birds and the Fruit CROPs(see p. 223).

—

With regard to your correspondent's suggestion
to place receptacles containing water near to
the trees and bushes carrying crops of ripening
fruit, as a means of preventing, to a certain

extent, the destruction of the fruit by birds, I

may state that we have planted alongside a
stream of excellent water, from which birds can
easily obtain all the water they require, a row
of bush Apples, including the varieties Glad-
stone and Kibston Pippin, also an old standard
tree of a Russet sort. I find, however, that I

cannot keep the blackbirds and tits away from
them ; in fact without netting the trees I cannot
keep a single fruit long enough for it to ripen.

I have known blackbirds to tear holes in old

fish netting in order to get at the fruits. Moor-
hens also cross the stream and eat the fallen

Russets, of which they appear to be particularly

fond. Henry F. Maidment, Gardens, Bishopstrow
House. Warminster.

'Journeyman Gardeners' Wages.—
The correspondence on the question of journey-

man gardeners' wages has not revealed any
serious faults in the system prevailing gener-

ally. There will always be individual cases of

hardship in all occupations, and although they

ought not to be allowed to exist, so long as human
nature remains what it is we shall never attain to

ideal conditions. The chief grievances seem to be

(1; bad accommodation in bothies
; (2) low wages

;

(3) excessive hours. In regard to (1)—bad bothies

—there is no excuse in any way whatever for their

continuance, and I imagine the cases where they

exist are very few. Every head gardener who
has a spark of humanity in him ought to see that

his men are comfortably housed. If he does not

do so, the first step should be to remind him of it,

and I cannot imagine it would be taken in vain.

But, if it proves useless, there are other ways of

bringing pressure on the powers that be ; and
{here is a Gardeners' Association whose secre-

tary keeps a black list of all places which for any
reason do not come up to a respectable standard.

Members can always obtain advice and assistance,

including legal assistance if necessary, in anything

connected with their employment on applying to

the secretary. (2) Low wages.—While the pro-

fession is so overcrowded wages are certain to

vary considerably, but there, are signs of much
improvement. Many factors are at work which
will help in this matter. The recent arrange-

ments for granting diplomas to professional gar-

deners through the Royal Horticultural Society

will do much to lift the profession out of the ditch

into which it was falling. Some will doubtless

say that they do not believe in examinations.
Neither do I count on much benefit from written
examinations alone ; but we must remember prac-

tical and oral examinations are now to be added
to the theoretical ones, so that point will be com-
plete, and will sift out some of the chaff. Even-
tually the best positions will be filled by those

who have obtained the diploma, and they will

have a good reason for asking a suitable salary.

The general tendency is for wages to rise in all

employments, and this is certain to have some
effect on gardeners, because some of the young
men will leave for more remunerative work.
Other matters that will help are the increasing

demand for men in public parks, moderate sized

gardens, trade establishments, and county council

work. The average wages paid to young gar-

deners are not really so low as they appear to be.

If the bothy attendant is a capable person, and
garden produce is allowed to the young men (as

it should always be), the amount spent on board
will be much less than a tradesman in lodgings
has to spend. If the latter gets 6s. or 7s. per week
more money he is no better off. There is a great
difference in the way young men use their money,
and many would often benefit themselves by
studying this point. (3) Excessive hours.—Im-
provements are taking place in this aspect of the
question, and the Saturday half-holiday is becom-
ing general, but there is cause for some com-
plaints. I have myself known head gardeners
who have kept the young men working overtime,
merely because they wanted to grow produce for

shows, and have not given them a halfpenny for

their assistance. Such treatment cannot be too
strongly condemned. All overtime should be
paid for. It may occasionally be necessary, and
when a sudden pressure of work, such as Grape-
thinning, comes, it is impossible to avoid it, but
I am certain neither master nor man derives any
benefit from it, and it can only be classed as a
necessary evil. But there is no reason why a

gardener should not be paid for it. Where is any
other wage-earner to be found who works over-

time without payment, and where is the justice

in paying one and not another? It is even worse
ja establishments where produce is sold and the

men are worked overtime without payment.
Thirty years ago, if journeymen had written we
should have had more complaints, and at that

time there was ample excuse for them. This
shows that things are improving. Although it has
not been definitely stated in this correspondence,

I consider the absence of any reasonable chance
of promotion for many of our young men is one of

the worst faults of our present system. It is

absolutely impossible for all journeymen in this

kingdom to obtain foremen's positions, and even-

tually head gardeners' situations. I may perhaps

be told that all are not fitted for promotion, but
many are who have to leave for other occupations
or go to other countries ; this constant overcrowd-
ing causes a large number to apply for vacant
posts, with the inevitable result of low wages
and other adverse conditions. Those who wish to
remain and succeed in the profession should use
every means in their power to excel the gardeners
of the past. I must confess a want of confidence
in them on this point ; there are too many other
attractions in the present day, and study is often
neglected. But in order to gain a useful know-
ledge of the science which underlies all garden
work, books should be studied systematically, and
this must be done after working hours throughout
the year. I do not mean that all games and
recreation should be given up, for they are useful
to a certain extent, but they should not be pur-
sued at the expense of the necessary studies.
One hour at the books with determination
to succeed, followed up regularly each night,
will give excellent results, and will some-
times induce two hours to be given. This
is strictly necessary in order to excel. It
will never take the place of practical work, but
the knowledge thus obtained will be helpful when
difficulties occur in after years. School trained
men will never equal those who have been
apprenticed and trained in good private gardens,
if the latter endeavour to add to their practical
knowledge enough science to gain the diploma. -
IF. H. Divers, V.M.S.

Low wages in a garden usually accompany
shortage of staff, and consequently the work is

hard and the hours long. Let Contented
Journeyman work under a strict head gardener
where these conditions prevail or put in three
months at a nursery at the usual journeyman's
wage (9s. a week). I doubt whether he would
still be " contented" then. Hard Graft.

The absorbing interest taken in his work is

oftentimes the gardener's undoing, instead of
his making, as implied by Mr. T. Smith (see

p. 224). Compensations there are to the
man who loves his work, but he must not
be selfish, otherwise he is banned for neglect-
ing his family ! Hence the need for the better
ment only achievable collectively. Ignoring
cheap sneers at traits to which humanity is

liable, it may interest Mr. Smith to learn that
some beings exist who believe they are men
and are content to remain manly rather than
become mere prattlers. Even our critics are
gregarious, but we must not be, except in those
relations of life which meet the approval of Mr.
Smith. Wm. H. North, London Branch Secre-
tary, B.G.A.

Mr. Smith is like many more who pretend
to be antagonistic to the B.G.A.

,
yet fail to

give sound reasons for remaining outside the
ranks. His remarks on the aspiring young men
will no doubt receive the consideration they
deserve. Perhaps Mr. Smith would not object
to being paid for his overtime ; for myself, I

might have been much better off had I received
only 3d. per hour for overtime, spent for
love of my profession. At the present tinv
there seems to be very little room at the
top, and one of the reasons given is that there
are so many interlopers

; yet there are those who
realise this but will not join any movement to

alter it. All through this discussion a hopeless
position seems apparent ; but what has been the
remedy in many other trades and professions ?

Those concerned have joined together in an
earnest effort to bring about better conditions.

I would like to point to the Teachers' Union,
which is a similar organisation in many respects

to the B.G.A. There is a tendency in all direc-

tions for amalgamation for the protection of in-

terests, and why should not gardeners do the

same? In the medical profession those at the

top of the tree evidently do not refuse to join

their powerful Union because there are others

not so far advanced. A Member.

Publications Received. Lloyd's Beautiful

Garden Flowers. (London: "Lloyd's Weekly
News.") Price fid. net. — The Carnation Year
Book, 1914. Published by the Perpetual-
Flowering Carnation Society. Secretary, T. A.

Weston, St. John's Road, Orpington.
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SOCIETIES.
[April 4, 1914.

SHROPSHIRE HORTICULTURAL.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.
Scientific Committee.

March 24.—Present. Air. E. V. Bowles, M.A.,
F.L.S., F.E.S. (in tUe chair), Drs. A. B. Kendle,
F. Keeble, Professor G. S Boulger, Canon
W. W. Fowler, Messrs. J. hamsbottom, W.
Hales, P.. Hoon.T Pearson, J. T. Bennett-Poe,
A. Worsley, W. C Worsdell, E. M. Holmes,
and F. J. Chittenden (hon. sec).
Malformed 'urlis j.—Mr. W. C. Woksdell

reported on die uniformed flower of Fuchsia
shown at the last meeting which had three partly
foliaceous sepals, tw o of which had their stalked
bases decurrent do^vn the side of the ovary; one
petal in form of a pitcher, with imperfect poilen
sacs on one margin, and another petal one-sidedly
developed and fused by one edge to the next,
with a complete ; hther at the apex. Two of the
sta'nens were excessively rudimentary, and two
others were fused by the whole length of the
filaments to the upper side of the half-formed
anther-hearing petal.

Small Narcissus fly.—Mr. Chittenden said
that apropos of the suggestion that soaking
Narcissus bulbs in water for a couple of days
would destroy the larvae of Eumerus strigatus,
he had kept some submerged in water for 72
hours and after removal from the water they
soon became as active as before immersion.
Hippeastrum hybrid.—Mr. Woesley exhibited

the flower of a hybrid Hippeastrum which had
H. calyptratum as one of its parents. Like that
plant it had ligular outgrowths near fche bases of
the perianth pieces, but smaller, and fringed
with hair.

Aphides on Picea.—Mr. Chittenden showed
specimens of the Lachnus which has done so
much damage to Spruces in some parts of
England during the past few years. When the
specimens were colleoted from Picea pungens
glauca on March 16 the stem-mothers had
already produced viviparous young, and had ap- .

patently been hatched about three weeks or a
month. He had found a nicotine wash thoroughly
applied the most effective agent in destroying
the pest. Attacked trees soon show the needles
brownish about the parts attacked by the green-
fly, and this is quickly followed by leaf fall.

Various species of Picea are attacked bv the
aphis.

MANCHESTER AND NORTH OF ENGLAND
ORCHID

March 12.

—

Committee present: Bev. J.
Crombleholme (in the chair), Messrs. J. Bamber,
J. Cypher, A. G. Ellwood, J. Evans, J. Lupton.
A. A. McBean. D. McLeod, W. J. Morgan. C.
Parker, W, Shackleton, H. Thorp, A. War-
burton, Z. A. Ward, G. Weatherbv, and H.
Arthur (secretary).

Awards.
First-Class Certificates.

Cattleya Trianae F. McBean, Cattleya Suzanne
Hyc de Crom var. " Magnifica." and Odontioda
Diana var. "Leena," all from W. B. Lee, Esq.
Odontoglossum Mirum (Wilekeanumx crispum),

Odontioda Schroderae var. "Walton Gem
(Bradshawiae x crispum Oakwood Buby)

;

Cattleya Trianae var. " Walton Monarch," all
from Wm. Thompson, Esq.

Cymbidium Pauwelsii giganteum, from John
Leeman, Esq.

Odontoglossum crispum Eugenie, from J.
Bctterworth. Esq.

Odontioda Mrs. R. Le Donx (Bradshawiae x
Wilckeanum), from R. Le Doux, Esq.

Awards of Merit.
Cattleya Trianae Mirabile. from Wm. Thomp-

son, Esq.

Sophro-Cattleya-Laelia Marathon, " Lee-
man's " var., and Cypripedium Griffin No. 2,
from John Leeman, Esq.

Odontoglossum Siren (Pluto x Etna), from
R. Ashworth, Esq.

Laelio-Cattleya Dvlce (Cattleya Mendelii x
Laelia anceps Sandenana). from Messrs. Sander
and Sons.

March 14.—There was a good attendance of
members of the Shropshire Horticultural Society
at the annual meeting, which was held on the
14th ult. The President (Mr. E. B. Fielden), in
the absence of Mr. W. E. Litt (chairman of the
committee), read the annual report, which
stated that the committee had once more to con-
gratulate the society on the splendid success of
the summer show of 1913, which was in almost
every particular a record. The income from all

sources was £6,245 3s. 7d., and the expenditure
was £4,585 Os. 8d. , showing a profit balance of
£1,660 2s. lid. The previous best year's profit

was £920 in 1905. It would be seen, therefore,
that the show in 1913 was the greatest summer
show ever held by the society. The rock gardens
were only a partial success, owing to the show
being so late in the season. It had been decided
this year to introduce a new class for " formal
or informal gardens." The subscriptions for

the year had been well maintained, and 1 the
sale of cheap tickets formed another great record
in the society's history. Allusion was made
to the valuable services rendered the society by
Mr. H. W. Hughes in the face of great diffi-

culties, and to those of Mr. W. G. Brazier, the
secretary, of whose untiring energies too much,
it was stated, could not be said in praise. The
death of the late Annabella Lady Boughey, who
had consented to act as President for 1914, was
a great loss to the society. Her ladyship had
promised to present a 50-guinea challenge vase
for Carnations, and a further sum of 50 guineas
to increase the prize money in the flower sec-

tion. However, the assurance of Lady Boughey's
nephew, Mr. W. A. L. Fletcher, had been given
that her ladyship's wishes would be carried out.

Mr. E. B. Fielden was re-elected President,

and the retiring members of the committee were
re-elected, with the exception of Mr. H. J.

Hearne, in whose place Mr. Harold Cock was
elected.

THE WEATHER.

THE WEATHER IN WEST HERTS.
Week ending April 1, 19U.

The Sunniest and Wannest Day as yet this Year.—
The last two days were the warmest of the year as yet,

but previous to this, moderate temperatures, as a rule,

prevailed. On the coldest night—that preceding the
28th ult.—the exposed thermometer registered 11° of

frost, and on the two warmest days the temperature
in the thermometer screen rose to 64°. The ground is

at the present time 1° warmer at 2 feet deep, and 3°

warmer at 1 foot deep, than is seasonable. Rain fell on
five days, and to the total depth of £ inch. The per-

colation through both the soil gauges is declining, but
during the week two gallons of rainwater have come
through the bare soil gauge, and 1£ gallons through
that on which short grass is growing. The sun shone on
an average for 3^ hours a day, which is half-an-hour
a day short of the usual duration at the same period
of the spring. Yesterday (31st ult.) was the sunniest day
of the present year as yet, when the sun was shining
brightly for 93 hours. Light airs and calms alone pre-
vailed during the week. There was about a seasonable
amount of moisture in the air at three o'clock in the
afternoon.

MARCH.
The Wettest March for 58 Years.—The first half

of the month was, as a rule, very warm, but during
the latter half, with the exception of the last day,
there were no warm days, and but four warm nights.
Taken as a whole, this was a warm March. On
the warmest day the temperature in the thermo-
meter screen rose to 64°, and on the coldest night the
exposed thermometer registered 12° of frost. Both
these extreme temperatures are high for the month.
Rain fell on as many as twenty-four days, and to the
total depth of 4£ inches, making this the* wettest March
during the past fifty-eight years—that is to say, as far
back as the Berkhamsted rainfall records extend. The
number of rainy days was nearly as remarkable. At no
time during the month were there two consecutive
days without rain. Snow fell on six days, and on one
day the ground was covered by it for a short time to
the depth of 1£ inch. The sun shone on an average
for three houra a day, which is half-an-hour a day
short of the average duration for the month. There
were as many as eight days on which no sunshine at
all was recorded. The winds were, as a rule, rather
high, and in the windiest hour the mean velocity
reached twenty-six miles, direction W.N.W.. which is

the highest velocity recorded here in March for
eighteen years. For only four hours during the month
was the direction of wind from any point between north
and east—the average duration in March for those
winds being 197 hours. In no previous March—that is
to say, for twenty-eight years—has there been so little
north-easterly wind. The mean amount of moisture in
the air at 3 p.m. exceeded a seasonable quantity for
that hour by 4 per cent.

We

MARKE ts.
COrEXT GARDEN, April 1.

cannot accept any responsibility for the subjoined'
reports. They are furnished to us regularly every
Wednesday, by the kindness of several of the principal
salesmen, who are responsible for the quotations. It
must be remembered that these quotations do not'
represent the prices on any particular day, but only the -

general averages for the week preceding the date of our
report. The prices depend upon the quality of the
samples, the way in which they are packed, the supply
in the market, and the demand, and they may fluctuate,

.

not only from day to day, but occasionally several times :

in one day.

—

Eds.1

Cut Flowers. &e. : Average Wholesale Prices.
s.d. s.d. s. (1. s. d

Arums(Richardias)
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-of a plentiful supply of these subjects. Carnations are
arriving in a better condition, the blooms being much
finer in quality. Roses show the biggest increase, and
these are sold at much lower prices. The supplies of

flowers from Guernsey and Scilly are becoming consider-
ably less, owing to the crops of Narcissus and other
Daffodils finishing. The supply of Irises is still limited.
Lilac from Holland is arriving in a good condition,
and there are good flowers of White Stock, Marguerites,
Star of Bethlehem, a few Anemones, and Parma Violets.
"Single Violets are finished for the season.

Plants in Pots, &e. : Average Wholesale Prices.

s. d. s. d.

S 0-10

s. d. s. d.

6 0-70

18 0-21

Aralia Sieboldii,

dozen
-Araucaria excelsa

per dozen
Asparagus plumo-

sus nanus, per
dozen . . . . 10 0-12

— Sprengeri .. 6 0-80
Aspidistra, per doz.,

green .. ..18 0-30
— variegated . . 30 0-60

Azalea, per doz. . . 24 0-30
*<3acti, various, per

tray of 15's . . 4 —
tray of 12's . . B0 -

•Cinerarias, 48's . . 10 0-12

Cocos Weddeliana,
per dozen, 60's 6 0-12

— larger, each . . 2 6-10 6
•Croton, per dozen 18 0-30
Daffodils, 4S's, per

dozen . . . . 6 0-80
Dracaena, green,

per dozen . . 10 0-12

"Erica persoluta,
per dozen 48's.. 18 0-24

— Willmorei, 48's 12 0-15
Terns, in thumbs,

per 100.. .. 8 0-12
— in small and

large 60's . . 12 0-20
— in 48's, per

dozen . . . . 5 0-60
— choicer sorts,

per dozen . . 8 0-12
— in 32's, per

doz. . . . . 10 0-18

Genista, 4S's

Geonoma gracilis

60's per dozen.. 6 0-80
— larger, each . . 2 6-76
Hyacinths, 48's, per

doz., white and
coloured . . 6 0- S

Hydrangeas, Pink,
per doz. 48's . . IS 0-24

— White . . . . 15 0-24
— Blue . . . . IS 0-36
Kentia Belmore-

ana, per dozen 5 0-80— Forsteriana,60's,
per dozen . . 4 0-80

larger, per
dozen . . . . 18 0-36

Latania borbonica,
per dozen . . 12 0-30

Lilium longiflontm,
per dozen . . 24 0-30

Lily-of-the-Valley 18 0-21
— 48's, per dozen 21 0-30

Marguerites, in 48's,

per doz., white 8 0-10

Pandanus Veitchii,
per dozen . . 36 0-48

Phoenix rupicola,
each .. ..a 6-21

Spiraea japonica,
per dozen pots 8 0-90

Stocks, white, 48's

per dozen . . 8 0-90— pink . . 9 0-10
— red . . . . 9 0-10

Remarks.—There is every prospect of a busy time in
this department during the next week. There are good
"White, Blue and Pink-flowered Hydrangeas, White
Spiraeas. Genistas, Cinerarias, White Ericas, Lily-
of-the-Valley, Lilium Harrissii. White Marguerites,
and white and coloured Hyacinths. Well-grown
3»t plants of Stocks are the latest addition in
this market. Ferns and Palms are
quality.

improving

Fruit : Average Wholesale Priees.
s. d. s. d.

.Apples, American
barrels. . . 37 6-46— Australian, per
case . . . . 10 0-20

— CalifornianNew-
town Pippin,
case .. ..10 fi-li 6— Cox's, per case 35 0-40— Nova Scotian,
barrel . . . . 24 0-36— Oregon, New-
towns, case . . 14 6-16 6— Wenatchee.case 12 6-13

'Bananas, bunch

:

— Double Ex. . . 11 n-12
— Extra . . . . n 6-11— Extra-medium 10 —
— Giant .. .. 14 —
— Medium .. 6 6-76
— Red, per ton . . £25 - £28— Jamaica, p. ton £13 —

Custard Apples,
per doz. . . 6 0-10

'Dates, dozen boxes 4 0-46— per cwt. case.. 20 —
Figs, English, per

doz 12 0-24
— Kadrowi. cwt. 11 —

'Grapes—English

:

— Gros Colmar,
per lb 2 0-40— Almeiia, per
barrel . . . . 20 0-24 S— Almeria, per
dozen lbs. . . 7 6- S 6— Belgium Gros

Colmar, per lb. 18-26— Cape, box

:

WJiite Mus-
cat .

.

7 6 S 6
Red Muscat 8 0-10
Black Her-
mitage

— RaisinBlanc

s. d. s. d.
Grape Fruit, case :

— 96's .. %

= S: ::

— 54's .

.

)

Lemons, Messina,
per case . . S 6-22

Lychees, box 16 —
Mangos, Cape, doz. 5 0-80
Nuts:
— Almonds, sack 64 0-65
— Barcelona, sack 44 —
— Brazils, cwt. . . 59 0-56
— Chestnuts, Nap-

les, per bag . . 16 6-20
— Coco-nuts, per

100 . . . . 18 0-22

Oranges, Jamaica.. 9 6 —— California n
Navel, per case 13 0-14— Denia, per case IS 6-45

— Jaffa, per case 12 6 —— Mercia, p. case 8 6-96— Messinabitters,
case 7 0-76— Palermo Blood,
case . . . . 7 6-86— Seville, p. case 17 6 —

— Tangerines,
large .. .. 6 0-76

Pears, Australian,
case . . . . 20 —

— Californian.box 11 6-12 6

6 0-66
0-6

GrosCulmar 13 0-14

Cape, box
Pineapples, St.

Michael

Plums, Cape, lx>x ..

Strawberries,Worth-
ing, per lh.

— First quality..— Second quality
— Dutch, per lb.

5 6

3 6-46
6 6-76

6 0-10

4 0-50
6 0- S

Remarks.—Consignments of fruits from Cape Colony
received this week per s.s. " Kinfauns Castle " amounted
to about 19,000 packages, consisting principally of Pears
and Grapes. The Australian Apple crop is reported
to be a very good one this season, and some fine fruits
are expected to arrive shortly from Tasmania, Victoria,
West and South Australia. Varieties to hand consist of
Jonathan, Monro's Favourite. Cox's Orange Pippin, and
Oravenstein. Both from English and Continental growers

S;re
fit

sh
? rt er supplies all round of black Grapes,

rorcecl Strawberries are becoming more numerous dailyA lew fruits of green Figs are on sale. Asparagus
continues to arrive in a fine condition. Beans andreas are much more plentiful, and Marrows are avail-able in fairly large quantities. Teneriffe growers are

sending a good supply of Tomatos ; whilst Cucumbers,
Seakale and Mushrooms are arriving from other sources
in fairly large quantities. All ordinary vegetables in
season are very plentiful, but root crops are getting
scarcer.

—

E. H. R., Covent Garden, April 1.

Vegetables: Average Wholesale Prices.

s.d. s.d.

Artichokes, Globe,
per dozen . . 2 0-30

— ground, J sieve 10-13
Asparagus, Paris

green .

.

— Cavillion
— Sprue ..

— Lauris .

.

Batevia, per doz. .

.

Beans,Guernsey, lb. 10- 1— Euglish .. 10- 1— Madeira, per
basket

— Niggers
— Broad, French,

per pad
Beetroot, per

bushel ..

Cabbages, per tally— French spring,
per doz

Carrots, (Ehglish),

2 6-30
2 0-26
5-06

2 6-40
3 0-36

2 3
3 0-40

4 0-60

3 6-40
3 0-50

16-20

3 6-50
2 6-36— (French), pad— New, bunch . . 7-08

Cauliflowers, per
hamper . . 3 0-40— St. Malo, per
dozen .. .. 16-30

Celeriac, French,
per dozen . . 2 6-30

Celery, per doz. . . 8 0-12
Chicory, per lb. . . 4J-

—
Cucumbers, per doz 2 6-40
Endive, French

, per
dozen . . . . 2 9-36

Garlic, per strike.. 3 0-40
Horseradish, 12

bundles .. 10 0-15
Leeks, per dozen . . 2 2 6
Lettuce, English,

Cob, per score 3 6-40— English, round,
per score .. 13-16— French, round,
per doz.

s.d. s.d.
Lettuce continued:—— Cos, French,
per doz. . . . . 6 0- S

Marrows, per doz. 6 0-90
Mint, per doz. . . 2 6-30
Mushrooms, culti-

vated, per lb. . . 9-10
— Broilers .. 6-08— Buttons . . 10-16
Mustard and Cress,

per dozen pun-
nets . . . . 10- 1

Onions, pieklers, per
i bushel

— Dutch, bags ..— English, bags.. 14 0-16
— Spanish, cases 12 0-13
— Spring, per doz.
Parsley, per dozen

bunches .. 2 6-50
Parsnips, per bag.. 3 6-46
Peas, Guernsey, lb. 19-30
— French pad .

.

Radishes, per doz.
Rhubarb, Leeds,

forced, dozen
bundles

— Natural, per doz.
Sage, per dozen . . 16-20
Savoys, per tally . . 3 0-60
Seakale, per punnet 10- 1

Spinach, per bushel 2 6-30
Spring Greens, bag 10-16
Sprouting Broecoli,

per bag . . 13-20
Stachys tuberosa.lb. 4- —

3
12 0-13

3 0-36

6 0-80
13-19

13-14
3 —

Bedford, per cwt.

Blacklands

British Queen
Dunbar—Up-to-date 5 0-56
Evergood . . . . 2 9-36

12-16
Potatos.

s.d. s.d.

3 0-33
2 9-3"
3 0-33

Swedes, bag
Tomatos, Canary,

bundle .

.

— English, per lb.

Thyme, per dozen
bunches

Turnips (English),

per bag
— New, bunch

1 6-
:

9 0-14

14-16

3 0-36
9-0 10

Watercress, per doz. 4-06

s.d. s.d.

5 6 —
3 3-39
3 II- 4 U
3 3-39
3 0-36

Langworthy (Dun-
bar), per cwt. .

.

Kent
King Edward
Scotch—Up-to-date
Up-to-date ..

Remarks.—Trade is about the same as last week,
and there is but little alteration in prices. Fewer
consignments have arrived, and it is expected that stock
in London will not be so large from now onwards.

—

Edward J. Xeuborn, Covent Garden and St. Pancras,
April I.

GARDENINQ APPOINTMENTS.
Mr. Harry Edwards, for 2J years Gardener to

Mrs. Norman Christie, Esdale House, Hoddesdon,
Hertfordshire, as Gardener to Thomas Chatto, Esq.,
Hillside, Elstree.

Mr. W. Bowles, for the. past 16 months Gardener to
Hugh Graham, Esq., Offchurch, Bury, Leamington,
previously for 24 years Foreman at Park Hall,
Oswestry, as Gardener to Captain Harcourt Wood,
Caer Beris, Builth, Breconshire.

Mr. H- Pryer, for the past 5 years Gardener to
H. F. Straker, Esq.. as Gardener to W. Rhodes,
Esq., Gatton Cottage, Gatton, Reigate, Surrey.
(Thanks for Is. for R.O.O.F. box—Eds.]

Mr. J. Taylor Diamond, as Gardener and Land
Steward to Colonel O. S. Nugent, Farren Connell,
Mount Nugent, Co. Cavan, Ireland.

Mr. W. A. Hurst, for .nearly 9 years in the service
of Herbert Hicks, Esq., Branwoods, Great Baddow,
Chelmsford, as Gardener to Howson F. Devett,
Esq.. Frettons Danbury, Chelmsford.

Mr. W. G-. Warner, Gardener to Captain St.
Quintin, Clifton House, Biggleswade, as Gardener
to Captain G. E. Trvon, M.P., The Manor House,
Great Durnford, near Salisbury, Wiltshire.

Mr- G. Braddy, General Foreman at the R.H.S.
Gardens, Wisley, and previously employed at East-
well Park, Ashford. Kent, as Horticultural Instruc-
tor to the Kensington and Chelsea Cottage Homes
at Banstead. Surrey.

Mr. J. Marshall, for the past 2J years at the
R.H.S. Gardens, Wisley, as Gardener to F. New-
degate, Esq.. Arbury, 'Nuneaton.

Mr. J. Ingall. for 2 years Foreman at Rampton
Manor. Lincoln, as Gardener to E. E. Harcourt-
Vernox, Esq., Grove Hall, Retford.

©bituav^
Professor Poynting, F.R.S.-The news of

the death of John Henry Poynting. Professor of
Physics m the University o'f Birmingham, will
he learned with sorrow by large numbers of his
pupils and colleagues in the scientific world.
Beside rendering eminent services to the ad-

vancement of physical_ science, Professor
Poynting took an active and distinguished part
in the civic life of Birmingham. He was a
Justice of the Peace., served on the Licensing
Committee, and was for some years Chairman of
the Birmingham Botanical and Horticultural
Society and of the Botanical Gardens Com-
mittee.

Qmfm
r&pondenfo

A Slug and its Prey : E. Lazenby. The speci-

men sent for identification is not an insect
but one of the carnivorous land slugs, Testa-
cella haliotidea. It is generally believed that
these slugs feed exclusively on earth worms,
and your capture of the creature with its

prey confirms this. Testacella is not injurious
to plant life.

Apple Diseased : A. W. The insects on the
Apple shoot are those of a beetle-mite
(Oribata), and are harmless.

Bulbs After Flowering : F. U. Roman
Hyacinths are practically worthless after
they have flowered. But other kinds, whether
forced or grown in beds, are useful afterwards
for supplying cut flowers if the bulbs are pro-
perly ripened and planted out-of-doors in a
sunny position.

Cardoons : H. B. This vegetable should be
grown in trenches, prepared much in the same
manner as those for Celery, in March or early
April. The trench should be 2 feet deep and
2 feet wide, and filled with farmyard manure,
adding 3 inches of soil. Do not sow the seed
before the first week in May, sowing two or
three seeds in patches at about 20 inches apart,
and thinning the plants to one at each station.
An abundance of moisture should be afforded
when the plants are growing actively, and the
roots should be fed liberally with dilute liquid
manure. To ensure well-blanched specimens
the stems should be covered for eight or ten
weeks, at first with brown paper, afterwards
excluding the l'ght by the use of long boards.
The blanching should be done by degrees,
banking up with soil as the work proceeds.

Chrysanthemums : J. F. S. No d'sease is pre-
sent on the plants. The injury is due to un-
suitable soil or wrong cultural treatment in
some other respect.

Failure with Bulbs : A. P. For some reason
which is not perfectly understood bulbs in

certain seasons fail to flower satisfactorily,

and you will see on reference to pages 175 and
207 that others have experienced the same
trouble as yourself this year. The explanation
is probably found in the bulbs not ripening
properly the previous season. Local con-
ditions may account for this, and as you pur-
chased your stock from Holland only those
on the spot could form a correct estimate as
to the cause. A wet summer favours leaf-

development late in the season, directing the
energies of the plant in this direction, whereas
a dry season results in the development and
ripening of the flower-buds. Solid, well-

ripened bulbs of a medium size always give
better results than larger ones with loose
scales.

Gooseberry Shoots : /. C. Gooseberry mildew
is not present. The injury has been caused
by green fly when the shoots were young.

Grafting Rhododendrons : /. B. Rhododen-
drons are grafted on seedling stocks of R.
ponticum, with stems about the thickness
of a lead-pencil. The stocks are potted
in October and grown in a cold pit or house
until December, when they are brought into a
warmer house, where there is a certain amount
of bottom heat. As soon as root-action has
started the plants may be grafted. This is

usually done by saddle-grafting, or side-graft-
ing. In saddle-grafting the top of the stock
is cut off about two inches above the pot, and
the stump trimmed up each side to roughly
form an inverted V, taking enre to make clean
cuts. The graft should be of the previous sea-
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son's growth, of the same thickness as the
stock, and three inches or so in length. It
should have a piece cut from its base to fit on
the stock, and be tied firmly thereto, care
being taken that the edges of both stock and
scion unite. In side-grafting the stock is not
cut back, but a portion about one inch long
is cut from the side, and the graft is cut to
fit. Either method is equally good, but saddle-
grafting is perhaps the easier and sampler after
a little practice. The grafted plants should
be stood in a close propagating case, with a
temperature of about 65°. Union takes place
in from two to four weeks, after which the
young plants should be gradually hardened
and grown in cold pits until the end of May,
when they can be planted in the open.

Horticultural Fuel : C, Maidstone. If only
ordinary greenhouse plants, which succeed in

a minimum temperature of 50°, are grown,
coke (if obtainable close at home) is slightly
cheaper than coal, but the furnaces require
more attention during the twenty-four hours
than when anthracite coal is used. In the
case of forcing houses, in which a minimum
night temperature of from 65° to 70° is main-
tained, the fires need to be made up with
anthracite (large lumps) at 9.30 or 10 o'clock
at night, and the water is on the boil at 6
o'clock the following morning. In order to

do this with coke the fires would require at-

tention every three or four hours during very
cold weather, so that what is gained on the
price of coke, as compared with the price of

anthracite, is lost on the extra labour incurred
in stoking.

Labelling Plants : Foreman. The object of

labelling a plant is to enable its identity to be
readily determined, and the label should,
therefore, be fixed where it can be read most
easily. In labelling plants in rows the tally

may be either in front of the first or behind
the last specimen of the particular variety ; it

matters but little which method is adopted,
and there is certainly no rule in the matter.

Light Soil on Gravel : T. D. S. Deep digging
will be beneficial provided you incorporate
with the soil plenty of material that will assist

in retaining moisture and plant food. Animal
manure of all kinds, and especially cow dung,
will assist in this direction, also leaf-mould,
decayed vegetable matter, or any other form
of humus.

Melon Culture : W. B. Having raised the
voung plants singly in 3-inch pots and grown
them on in a position near to the roof-glass,

shift them into well-drained 6-inch pots be-

fore the roots become pot-bound. The soil

should consist of four parts loamy soil and
one part horse droppings or short manure,
quite free from worms. Let the materials be
Slightly warmed before being brought into con-
tact with the roots. Make the soil moderately
firm about the roots, and return the plants
to their former position near the roof-glass and
water to settle the soil. Place a short stick

to each plant for support after they have made
a few inches of growth. When the plants
have attained to a height of about 15 inches

they should be set in mounds of soil. These
should be formed at intervals of 2 feet ; if

the soil is placed on the floor of the house close

to the hot-water pipes, or on the stage over
rarae, spread about one peck of short manure
in each of the positions where the mounds are
arranged. Set the plants there in the same
depth as in the pots, making the soil

quite firm, afterwards watering with tepid
water to settle the soil. Do not stop the
plants before they have reached the height
limit of the trellis. In the meantime laterals
will push forth regularly from either side of
the stems. Train these to the trellis at right
angles as they develop. Pollination may be
carried out in the following manner :—When a
sufficient number of female (large) flowers are
onen pretty regularly over the individual
plants, insert, when the pollen is dry, one of

the smaller flowers in each expanded
large flower, after divesting the former
of its petals, and let it remain
therein. Stop the fruit-bearing shoots at
two joints beyond the fruit. Remove the
first fruits from the bottom laterals to in-

sure a regular crop on each plant. When it

is seen which fruits it is best to leave, remove
the others. Five to seven fruits, according to
the size and strength of the individual plants
and the size to which the fruits of the variety
grown are known to attain, will be a fail-

crop for each plant to carry. All superfluous
fruits should be. removed as soon as they
show. When the roots push through the hil-

locks or mounds top-dress them with a couple
of inches thick of the same kind of compost as
described above, and continue to apply such
top-dressings as required until the intervening
spaces are filled nearly level with the summit
of the hillocks. Sub-laterals and all un-
necessary growths should be pinched out as
they appear to prevent crowding of the
shoots. The soil in which the plants are grow-
ing must be kept uniformly moist during the
whole period of the plant's growth. When
the fruits are swelling plenty of tepid water
should be distributed over the plants and in
the house generally at closing time on bright
afternoons. An atmospheric minimum tem-
perature of from 65° to 70° at night, and
5° higher by daytime with artificial heat
should be aimed at running up the temperature
10° or 15° with sun heat. A little fresh air
should be admitted to the house sometimes, in-

creasing or decreasing the amount given ac-
cording to the rise or fall of the thermometer.
Run the temperature up to 95° or 100° at
closing time in the afternoon, with a free
distribution of moisture in the house at the
same time when the fruit is swelling. Plenty
of water should be distributed during the
heat of the day in order to maintain a moist
atmosphere. When the fruit is approaching
maturity maintain a drier atmosphere in order
to enhance the flavour of the Melons.

Melon Leaves : E. W. Ii. We can trace no
disease nor discover any cause for the un-
satisfactory condition of the plants.

Names of Plants : D. B. Shenstone. 1, Alonsoa
incisifolia ; 2, Stenotaphrum americanum
yariegatum ; 3, Probably a species of Cordy-
line : a single leaf is insufficient for deter-
mining the name.

—

J. H. A. Skimmia
japonica (male plant).—H. P. 1, Prunus
cerasifera; 2, Cupressus pisifera squarrosa
(often called Retinospora squarrosa).

—

F. B.
1 and 2, Eria bractescens, the latter of the
form figured in Bot. Mag. t. 4,163 as Eria
Dillwynii.

—

J. C., Constant Reader. Brun-
felsia calycina (Franciscea). Your other query
was answered in the last issue, p. 228.

—

W. B.,
Clare. 1, Polypodium aureum var. glau-
cum ; 2, Onychium japonicum. Isis. 1, Orni-
thogalum nutans; 2, Iris japonica (fimbriate).
A difficult species to cultivate in the open
garden, but it will grow in very favourable
situations.

—

E. E. S. A very promising seed-
ling of Odontoglossum crispum. It should
develop into a fine form.

—

Mrs. J. H. 1,

Asplenium Trichomanee ; 2, Sedum Acre ; 3.

4, and 5, It is impossible to identify such dried
up scraps without flowers ; 6, Cardamine hir-

suta.

Nectarine Lord Napier : The injury is not due
to a fungus. Branches of Nectarines are
liable to die without any apparent cause.

Peach Shoot Unhealthy : D-r., Shenstone. The
trouble is due to gumming. Sprinkle table
salt on the soil as far as the roots extend in

small quantities at intervals, using 4 lbs. of
salt for one tree during the year.

Potatos : Beginner. No disease is present in

the tubers. The scab has been caused by in-

juries from the soil when the tubers were
young.

Public Squares and Open Spaces in London :

/. W. The majority of public spaces and
squares in London are under the control of

the London County Council, and application

for appointments should be addressed
to the chief office, 11, Regent Street, London.
A few are managed by the local public
authorities, and some aire private property.
Apply to the Metropolitan Public Gardens
Association, 83, Lancaster Gate, London, for
a list of addresses.

Rhododendron Leaves : Rhodo. The leaves
have been injured by aphides when quite
young. Spray with an insecticide.

Runner Beans : Sherwood. For ordinary pur-
poses it may not be necessary to employ such
a large quantity of manure, but plants grown
for supplying Beans for exhibition would bene-
fit from the liberal dressing. The Climbing
Bean is a gross feeder and repays for a gene-
rous treatment in the matter of manuring.

Salvia Sclarea : Perplexed. This beautiful
Sage is a hardy .perennial, but success is best
assured by sowing a few seeds, which are
freely produced, each summer. Plants thus
raised will flower the following year, as in
the case of hardy biennials.

Soft Soap for Washing Flower Pots : F. A. E.
We do not consider that the use of soft soap
in cleansing flower pots would have the effect
of rendering the receptacles less porous, but
there is no need to use it for the purpose.
If the pots are soaked in water a scrubbing
brush will soon remove the dirt and other
foreign matter.

Tomatos : C. O. The disease is quite common,
but the cause is not known, beyond that it is
not due to a fungus. Such plants are never
satisfactory, and the wisest course is to de-
stroy them.—Novo Castro. The plant is not
suffering from disease. Watering with a solu-
tion of potash, 1 oz. in on© gallon of water,
twice at intervals of a week would be bene-
ficial.

Vines : Foliage. In the case of a vinery with
very large panes of glass and a south aspect,
it may be advisable to use a little shading for
three or four hours on hot summer days, such
as is afforded by a herring net or something
very light, merely to break the sun's rays.
A coat of whiting or other permanent
shading is objectionable, for vine leaves
require plenty of sunlight. A maximum
shade temperature of 90° to 95° will
do no harm, excepting when the fruit is ston-
ing, at which stage 10° lower is advisable.
The leaves should not be close to the glass,
and if your trellis is nearer than 2 feet the
rods might be slung on wire hooks, which
would make it easier to tie the shoots down.
You should be careful to ventilate in the morn-
ing before the temperature rises much, and do
not be afraid to open the lower ventilators and
the door on hot, still days. Always antici-
pate a rising temperature, for the warmth of the
atmosphere should never be lowered by ventila-
tion.

—

Singlehanded. It will he advisable
to^ train up young rods between the old ones
with very long spurs if there is sufficient
light for the young shoots, otherwise it will

be useless to attempt it. Pigeon manure is a
very powerful stimulant, and should not be ap-
plied in larger quantities than 281b. to the
perch for vines, and half that quantity for
Peaches. The best way to use it is to dry it

in an open shed, reduce it to powder, and
apply in autumn or winter, but it may be
applied now at half the strength stated. As
you can obtain, free of cost, plenty of stable

manure, bone meal, and wood ashes, you can
do very well without a concentrated mixed
manure, but vou might apply a little quick
acting stimulant, just before the flowers

expand, such as nitrate of soda or ground salt-

petre (nitrate of potash) lib. to the perch, and
water it in. Wood ash and bone meal are

both excellent plant foods, but rather slow

in action, and may be applied liberally at any
time. In a hot summer a light covering of

partially decayed stable manure will be ad-

vantageous, but should not be applied before

the border has become warmed by the sun.

Violets Marie Louise : H. J. P. and .4. IF.

Violet leaf-blotch is present. Spray the plants

with a solution of liver of sulphur, 1 oz. in

four gallons of water. Be careful to wet the

under sides of the leaves and drench the soil

with the liquid.

Communications Received. — H. R—G. L. B.—
G. S—A. S. S.-J. D. H.—T. T.—H. A. C.—B. W. B.

—J. S.—W. G. S.—Isis—J. C.—R. P. B —H. S —
W. H. W.—M. R. S.—P. A—W. G. S.—J. H—Ireland—
H. B. M. and Sons.—J. & A. C—W. C.—C. M. V. S.—
C H.—G. M. B.—C. H. P.—W. H. N.—W. B. H.—E. M.
—E. J. R.—W. C, Wilts—Retlaw—T. E. W.—J. L.,

Paris—E. J., Canqueiranne—H. C, Geneva— I. B. B.—
R. A. M.—C. R., Ireland—D. M. R.—G. F, R., Purley—
W. L. S., Hampstead.
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Agriculture, these problems are now being at-

tacked in the laboratory at the University of

Leeds. Some points have been cleared up,* but

there is 6till a great deal of work to be done,

and until it has been done a general discussion of

principles is premature.

In the meantime, large-scale field triads have

also been in progress, carried out in part by the

University of Leeds, and also through the energy

and interest of private individuals, especially of

Miss E. C. Dudgeon at Lincluden, Dumfries,

Mr. William Low at Balmakewan, near Montrose,

and Mr. Raymond Bomford at Salfurd Priors,

strength of the electrical discharge distributed
over the plants. It was obviously no use to
weigh crops from experimental and control areas
with great care, unless these figures could be con-
trasted with significant figures as to the electrical

comparison between the two areas. To take an
extreme case, an increased yield of 50 per cent.

would be of but little help to the experimenter
unless it- could be ascertained what were the
actual electrical conditions accompanying this in-

creased yield. An attempt to repeat this result

might be made with different electrical quantities

and an entirely different yield obtained.

PARATUS AT DUMFRIES.

On the left coil, with irercury break in front, to right coil spark-gap, then a series of five Lodje valves to rectify
;.lter.uting discha-ge, ami at right edge of table the field spark gap.

near Evesham. These field trials have lately

entered upon a new phase, and the most useful
purpose this article can serve will be to bring
out this point of view and discuss its reference

to the practical problems involved.

When funds were available for making large-

scale experiments at the University Experiment
Farm at Garforth, it was immediately de-

cided to direct attention in the first place

to the methods of measuring the actual

* See, for instance, Priestley and Knight, "The Toxic
Action of Electric Discharge on liacillns Coli," Free. I!'"'.

Six:, and Knight and Priestley : "The Respiration of Plants
under Various Electrical Conditions," Annals of Botany, :1s,

p. 135.

in which the new facts learnt about the distribu-
t-on of the discharge entirely alter the conclu-
sions that might at first sight be drawn from it.

It should first be stated that on a windy day the
discharge does not spread equally on all sides of
the electrified area. It is carried by the electri-

cally charged particles of the air, and, therefore,
of course, spreads very little against the wind,
and a very long way in the direction of the wind.
In the light of this knowledge let us discuss the
field experiment carried out at Dumfries in 1912.

This experiment was made upon Potatos
(British Queen), and it was arranged that the
crop should be lifted and weighed in tenth-acre
plots from the whole of the electrical and con-
trol areas.

As these itwo areas totalled four acres of

ground, this provided that any errors due to

other local conditions, such as soil conditions,

could be gauged very accurately. This experi-

ment was carried out in complete ignorance of

the facts about the distribution! of the discharge
stated above, and the experimental area was
arranged as shown in the accompanying diagram
(fig. 109). The idea in so distributing electrified

and control areas was, of course, to equalise

as far as possible differences in soil and exposure
between the different ends of the field.

When ithe crop was lifted and weighed it was
found that practically no difference existed be-

C*H*0L
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as to the distribution of the discharge do not

point to any impossibility in its practical ap-

plication ; rather the reverse, as they show how
easy it will be to arrange for the discharge to

cover a considerable area.

But they have considerably increased the dif-

ficulties in the way of carrying out crucial ex-

periments which shall finally decide the ques-

tion as to whether the discharge will produce

a sufficiently increased crop to justify its appli-

cation upon a large scale. To decide this point

experiments must be carried out in which the

weight of crop obtained under measured electri-

cal conditions is compared with tlie weight of

a crop from a genuine control area in which

the electrical conditions approach closely to those

under a normal atmosphere. The rest of this

paper will describe the progress that has been

made in obtaining this quantitative comparison

between known electrical conditions and a genu-

ine control area.

For this purpose it was necessary to standard-

ise the methods of electrical measurement, so that

they could be used in all field experiments.

These measurements can now be carried out

by convenient portable instruments with con-

siderable ease, and will give a very fair repre-

sentation of the electrical conditions of different

points within an area. In subsequent years it

is hoped that in all the large-scale experiments

in Great Britain these measurements will be

made so that the value of any difference in yields

may be assessed in the light of valid electrical

data. /. H. Priestley.

(To be cone!udeel.)

ORCHID NOTES AND GLEANINGS.

LAELIO-CATTLEYA CORXELIEXSIS.
This very delicately-coloured hybrid was

raised by Mr. H. Chandler, Orchid-grower

to the Earl of Craven, Coombe Abbey,
Coventry, who for the second time kindly

sends a flower of it, the present bloom being the

lighter-coloured of the two, and more nearly

resembling Cattleya Sehroderae, which, with

Laelio-Cattleya luminosa, produced it. The
flower is as large as C. Sehroderae, but rather

thinner in substance. The sepals are nankeen-
yellow, the petals blush-white, with a nankeen-

yellow shade; lip broad, rose-coloured at the

base, with yellow lines, the disc being orange-

coloured shading to light yellow, the crimped
front tmged with pink.

The lip of the variety previously seen was
rose-purple, with an orange-yellow disc.

BRASSO-LAELIO-CATTLEYA AUREOLE.
Three flowers of this pretty hybrid, between

Brasso-Laelia Mrs. Gratrix (B. Digbyana x L.

cinnabarina.) and Laelio-Cattleya luminosa (C.

Dowiana aurea x L. tenebrosal, are sent by

Mr. F. C. Puddle, gr. to W. H. St. Quintiii.

Esq., Scampston Hall, Yorkshire. In colour

and form they are nearest to B.-L. Mrs.

Gratrix, and, although they vary in shape and
tint, the dark colour of the lip of L.-C. luminosa
is almost entirely suppressed. The form of the

labellum differs in each flower, one having a

distinctly trilobed arrangement, while dn the

other two the separation of the side and front

lobes is not clearly defined. The flowers are

6 inches across, paile yellow more or less tinged

and veined with copper-red. the slightly fringed

labellums being veined with rose colour.

DENDROBIUM SUPERBUM HUTTONII
SOUTHFIELD VARIETY.

Our illustration (fig. 1101 represents this rare

Dendrobium. for which W. Waters Butler, Esq.,

Southfield, Edgbaston. Birmingham (gr. Mr.
.Tones), received the E.H.S. Award of Merit on
the 24th alt. Dendrobium sujierbum,of the

typical form collected in the Philippine Isles, has

rose-coloured flowers with claret base to the lip.

It is often grown 'n gardens as D. macrophyllum

giganteum, and the small-flowered variety as

U. anosmum. Three white-petalled forms are

known—viz., Burke's variety, white with pale-

purple colour at the base of the lip ; Dearei,

which is wholly white ; and Huttonii, in which
the basilar part of the lip is dark violet, a

character which is exhibited in the highest de-

gree in the Southfield variety. The flowers have

all, in greater or lesser degree, the odour of

medicinal Rhubarb, the type being very strong,

but the variety Huttonii only pleasantly so. The
section is widely distributed in the Malay region,

and all forms require the warm-house treatment.

THE ROSARY.

WANTED, A REAL YELLOW CLIMBING
ROSE.

Although there is a great wealth of climbing

Roses, a ireal yellow variety is lacking. We have

many free-growing sorts with yellow shades cf

colour, but unfortunately those with the most

yellow are not free-flowering, if I except Aglaia,

which is without doubt still the best in its sec-

tion. Many fail to flower this Rose early, or

well, owing to mismanagement in pruning. The
plant requires time to become established, and

FlC. 110.—DENDROBIUM SUPERBUM HUTTONII

[Vhutmjraiih by ft. .1. Mulby.

SOUTHFIELD VARIETY.''

CIRRHOPETALUM TRIMEMI.
For the second time this rare species has

flowered with the Hon. N. Charles Rothschild.

It is a dwarf, everjreen specie6, with slender

scapes about 3 inches high, bearing at the

apex a tuft of seven to nine flowers, arranged

in a very short raceme : they are yellowish-

white with purple spotting on the back of

the dorsal sepal. The lip is primrose-

yellow with a few rose-colonred dots at

the base. Cirrhopetalum is merged into

Bulbophyllum by many authors, and this

species belongs to the section which is not

distinguishable from Bulbophyllum by the

characters assigned to Cirrhopetalum. It was
imported from Ceylon, and is described in

Trimen's Handbook "l t/n Flora oj Ceylon.

then the only things needed to assure an annual

full crop of its pale yellow flowers are vigorous

shoots which should be retained at pruning time

their whole length, removing all weakly ones and
any that flowered the previous season. The
pruning should be done directly the flowering

season is over, so that the shoots retained for

furnishing next year's crop will have ample time

to become matured. By a climbing Rose I

mean one that will make shoots 12 feet long

in a season and produce (lowers alnMst the

whole length of the shoot in tli" same manner

as Excelsa, American Pillar and the bulk 01

those belonging to the WicEuraiana section, n t

varieties like Allister Stella Gray or Trier,

which are but semi-climbers, although fn

flown
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The so-called yellows—such as Aviateur Bleriot,

Francois Guillot, Goldfinch, Klondyke and
Shower of Gold, are either not good in colour or

too sparse of flower. We need a yellow
flower of the shade of Perle des Jairdins with
the freedom and habit of Dorothy Perkins. E. M.

NEW ROSES AT BAGATELLE.
A trial of Rose novelties will take place as

usual at Bagatelle in 1914-15. New Roses are
sent to the authorities with the name of the
raiser plainly attached thereto. So far as pos-
sible the plants should have been raised in pots,
and at least five specimens should be sent to
the " Conservateur des Promenades de Paris,
Roseraie de Bagatelle, au Bois de Boulogne, En
gare de Neuilly-Porte-Maillot-Paris," before
April 15. A note of any special treatment
required must be attached. They will be put
in the ground immediately on reaching Baga-
telle, and will remain there until October, 1915.
so that the jury can observe their flowering and
habit during two seasons. The following are
some particulars of former awards :

—

1907.

Bagatelle Gold Medal.—Marquise de Sinety,
Pernet-Ducher (Lyon).

Classed Hoses.—Mme. Edrr.ond Sablayrolles,
Bonnaire (Lyon); Mme. Constant Soupert, Sou-
pert et Notting (Luxembourg) ; Mrs. Peter Blair,
Dickson and Sons.

1908.

Bagatelle Gold Medal—Rhea Reid, E. G. Hill
(Richmond, U.S.A.).

Bronze Medal of the Ministry of Agricidture.—Dorothy Page Roberts, Dickson and Sons.
Bronze Medal of the French Horticultural

Society.—<Mme. Segond-Weber, Soupert et Not-
ting (Luxembourg).

Bronze Medal of the Hose Section of the
French Horticultural Society.—Mrs. Dudley
Cross, W. Paul and Sons, Ltd.
Bronze Medal of the Society of Bose Lovers.—

Frau Oberhofgartner Singer, P. Lambert (Ger-
many).

1909.

Bagatelle Gold Medal (French Boses).—Lyon
Rose, Pernet-Ducher (Lyon).

Bagatelle Gold Medal (Foreign Boses).—Mme.
Segond-Weber, Soupert et Notting (Luxem-
bourg).

1910.

Bagatelle First-class Certificate.—Molly Shar-
man Crawford, Alex. Dickson.
Bagatelle Certificate.—-Mile. Marie Mascuraud,

Bernaix (Lyon) ; Lady Alice Stanley, MacGredy

;

Commandeur Jules Gravereaux, Croibier (Lyon).

1911.

Bagatelle Gold Medal (French Boses).—Beaute
de Lyon, Pernet-Ducher (Lyon).

Bagatelle Gold Medal (Foreign Boses).—Jonk-
heer J. L. Mock, Leenders (Holland).
Bagatelle First-class Certificate.—Viscountess

Enfield, Pernet-Ducher (Lyon).

Bagatelle Certificate.—May Miller, E. G. Hill
(Richmond, U.S.A.) ; Walter Speed, Alex. Dick
son ; Desire Bergera, Barbier et Cie. (Orleans).

1912.

Non-Competitive.—Rayon d'Or, Pernet-Ducher
(Lyon)

; Sunburst, Pernet-Ducher (Lyon) ; Presi-
dent Vignet, Pernet-Ducher (Lyon).
Bagatelle First-class Certificate.—Mme. Jules

Bouche, Croibier (Lyon).

Bagatelle Certificate.—Erau Margrethe Moller,
Poulsen (Copenhagen) ; Orleans Rose, Levavas-
seur (Orleans).

1913.

Bagatelle Gold Medal (French Boses).—Mme.
Charles Lutaud, Pernet-Ducher (Lyon).

Bagatelle Gold Medal (Foreign Boses).—
Mabel Drew, Alex. Dickson.

Non-Competitivc

.

—Louise-Catherine Breslau,

Pernet-Ducher (Lyon); Mme. Edmond Rostand,
Pernet-Ducher (Lyon).

Bagatelle First-class Certificate.—Grange
Colombe, Guillot (Lyon).

Bagatelle Certificate.—Mrs. Amy Hammond,
MacGredy; Luise Lilia, Peter Lambert (Ger-

many) ; Wichmoss, Barbier (Orleans).

THE HARDY FLOWER BORDER.

PERENNIAL ASTERS.
The cultural requirements of these plants are

very few, but a little attention to details is

necessary to obtain the best results. February
to early March is perhaps the best time for

dividing and planting, and 4 feet each way
proves a suitable distance for the more robust-

growing varieties ; the smaller sorts may be

planted much closer, to form drifts, and do not
require 6taking. Ten or twelve growths is

sufficient to leave to each plant of the most
vigorous, and about five Bamboo canes to each
plant, well spread out and connected by a

band of soft string, to which some of the

growths may be tied, proves a neat way of stak-

ing, and encourages each growth to develop
lateral flowering shoots almost to the base.

If inconvenient to dig the border when plant-

ing, a hole may be made, placing some short

manure in and covering with a layer of soil pre-

vious to planting, after which operation the

plants may be watered to settle the soil about
the roots, and occasionally afterwards should
the nature of the soil and weather conditions

Tender it necessary. During the growing season

an occasional sprinkling of some safe artificial

manure will assist established plants, and fre-

quent surface hoeings will prove beneficial.

Feltham Blue is a mosf*desirable Aster, having
large, distinct flowers, vrfiieh last a long time in

perfection. Other pleasing varieties are :

—

Ariadne, Beauty of Colwell, Coelestial, cordi-

folia. Captivation, Coombe Fishacre, Chapmanii.
Delight, Edwin Beckett, Freedom, Grace Dar-
ling, Hon. Edith Gibbs, Isabel, Ophir, St.

Egwin, Trumpeter, Triumph and White Dinah.
C. Luxford, Walmsgate Gardens.

MECONOPSIS CHELIDONIFOLIA.
The Chinese and Himalayain Poppies are

usually considered to be plants which are not
too easy to grow, so that it is refreshing to find

one that grows well and is a good perennial.

The first time I saw Meconopsis chelidonifolia

was in the late Mr. Gumbleton's garden, grow-
ing in ordinary soil on a border. Although not
so striking or beautiful as the blue biennial

Poppy, yet this newcomer is pretty and attrac-

tive. In 1912 it was 2 feet high, and last year
it grew 4 feet when planted in a peaty soil. The
stems are very slender, branching out freely at

flowering time, in July, when the stems turn
quite a deep brown or nearly black. The ovoid
flower-buds are smooth, gracefully hanging on
wire-like stems. The flowers are yellow, 1£ to

2 inches across, with crimped petals ; the pods
are hairless; the leaves are trilobed. Although
rather similar to those of the Great Celandine,
they are not so deeply lobed, and are less

toothed. Another good point about M. chelidoni-

folia is the freedom with which it may be in-

creased. The roots divide easily in spring, and
last year bulbils were produced on the flower-

stems, which produced young plants. Wilson
mentions this plant as occurring on the Lungan-
Sungpan highway in North-Western Szechuan.
and the following paragraph from A Naturalist
in Western China, Vol. I., p. 127, gives an idea of

its associates in its own habitat :
—

" Tall-growing
herbs made a grand display, especially 'the apeta-
lous Astilbe rivularis, Spiraea Aruncus, Anemone
vitifolia, with white and pink flowers like the
Japanese Anemone, Artemisia lactiflora. with
large panicles of milk-white fragrant flowers. Im

patiens, with yellow, pink and purple flowers.
Mixed with them were also the Meadow Rue
(Thalictrum), Aconites, many Senecios, and
Meconopsis chelidonifolia, growing about 3 feet
tall, with clear yellow flowers, saucer-shaped,
and 2£ inches across. Acres of the country-
side are covered by these various herbs." C F
Ball.

THE YORKSHIRE RHUBARB HARVEST.

More Rhubarb is grown within a radius of
twenty miles of Leeds than upon any similar
area in the world. Hundreds of acres, chiefly
on the south, south-east, and south-west of the
city, are devoted entirely to its production. The
Rhubarb industry in West Yorkshire represents
a total capital of somewhere between £300,000
and £400,000. Why should West Yorkshire
have been singled out for this distinction? A
complete response to this question is not always
forthcoming. Beyond a doubt, there is some-
thing in the soil, the climate, and the cleverly-
directed native energy in handling a crop of
forced Rhubarb that make for success in York-
shire Rhubarb cultivation. In the south and
south-west of England many experts have tried
their hands at Rhubarb forcing for a few seasons,
and have failed to find profit therein. They are
not nearly so much to blame as is the climate.
Just at the time of the year when Rhubarb
roots require extra moisture, Nature condemns
them to suffer thirst like the flocks and herds
around them.
The industry of forcing Rhubarb on a large

scale in Yorkshire, or in any other shire for the
matter of that, is a development that has hap-
pened in the lifetime of those who have made
fortunes out of it. It is about fifty years old,
and the last thirty years have witnessed its

advance from the stage of doubtful experiment
to that of full fruition. The process of Rhubarb
growing is this :—In spring you plant out-of-
doors and encourage with ordinary manure roots
chiefly cut from stock that has helped, perhaps,
to produce two or three generations of Rhubarb.
These roots develop, and if you destine them
for forcing purposes you do not pluck their
annual harvest, but leave even the most flourish-

ing crop to rot as it were. If you refrain from
plucking or pulling a crop of natural Rhubarb
the sap you would draw off goes back to the
root. In Yorkshire crops of natural Rhubarb
are not very extensively pulled. Scores, if not
hundreds of acres of healthy-looking, vigorous
Rhubarb are left untouched, though the sticks,

reduced to pulp, help dyers of textile fabrics

in operations too occult to be described here
The natural Rhubarb leaves soon decay and
enrich the earth that bore them. The Rhubarb
root that has been plucked whilst it should

' have been husbanding its energy does not in

two or Three years in a shed, even though
helped most powerfully by artificial aid,

answer expectations either as to quantity or
quality of crop. LTnplueked Rhubarb yields

twice as much of the forced product as plucked.
Having gathered sap and strength out-of-doo:s

for two years or more, the original roots are

either ploughed or dug out and ranged in a

forcing shed, in tightly-fitting rows, with a little

earth dividing each row, with here and there a

narrow path between the rows. Thenceforward
to the time of harvest, which early in the year is

in full swing, almost the only aids to growth are
heat, moisture, and absence of light, natural or

other. Darkness gives to the curly, crisp leaves

the desired 1 golden hue. The least ray of light

turns the leaves green. An incandescent or acety-

lene lamp will spread mischief coterminous with
the range of its beams. So there is ample scope
for human agency in forcing the best marketable
Rhubarb. " Supervision is an art or a science."

says a Yorkshire grower who has sent more
Rhubarb to southern markets, probably, than
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any four other growers combined. " It does

almost as much as Nature for Yorkshire

Rhubarb." Men who want their Hhubarb early

for the Christmas trade transplant the roots in

November : but their prospects of a good crop

are less than it' they transferred those roots in

the sheds late in December or early in January.

Heat is supplied to the houses by hot-water pipes

and flues. A first-rate crop occasionally hides

every little gap left for the foot of the gardener,

and presents a beautiful mass of red, amber, and
gold, if there be light enough to see it.

The length to which a stick of Rhubarb is

allowed to grow depends on the grower, his

customer, and the state of the market. If you
let it alone long enough some Rhubarb will as-

cend towards the ceiling of a 4 feet high house

;

but from 20 to 25 inches is tall enough for

handling in English markets. If unrestricted, a

stick may develop 1^ lb. or even 2 lbs, avoir-

dupois, buL most of the crop is plucked when
the sticks weigh from 2 ozs. to § lb. or 1 lb.

Forced Rhubarb is most palatable and tender

if plucked exaotly when it is ready. Some
sticks are ripe at 3 ozs., and others not till they

reach I5 lbs. A skilful grower knows what is

ready. Like Rosas and other flowers, it is a

case with Rhubarb of pluck and come again ; so

there are many crops in a season. The early

season starts about a fortnight before Christmas,
and lasts tin the middle of February or later,

weather permitting. Spring weather, arriving un-

duly early, forces outdoor Rhubarb into life before

the Rhubarb forcer desires, for it kills his trade.

Though most English epicures prefer delicately-

forced Rhubarb to its coarser natural congener,

they take to the latter for a change immediately
it is offered them, at least for a while ; then,

perhaps, they go bac'c to the more dainty growth.
The marketing qualities of good forced Rhubarb
are : a stick of deep red, a crisp, curly, golden
leaf, and a fresh, bright bloom upon both stick

and top. The limpness that an alert customer
quickly detects, especially late in the season,

when freshness wears off sooner, spoils forced

Rhubarb in six or twelve hours after plucking.

Tied in bundles and packed in hampers or boxes
containing from 10 to 30 dozen bundles each,

Yorkshire Rhubarb is sent to every considerable

centre of population in the kingdom, even to

Devonshire, Cornwall, and along the south coast.

When the Rhubarb harvest is at its busiest,

hawkers buy cheaply much of the inferior quali-

ties—hence the idea that the nearer you are to

the Rhubarb beds the worse the Rhubarb offered

you. But the shopkeepers of Leeds and Brad-
ford, whose customers can afford to pay for it,

insist on having some of the best stock grown.

Three of the principal railways run quick Rhu-
barb specials from Leeds to London, distribut-

ing their freight as they go, as mail trains do.

London is the best customer.

Rhubarb farms vary from three to a hundred
acres, and provide work for men, women and
boys, many of whom are rough gardeners and
farm hands who, in the height of the Rhubarb
season, might be short of other occupation.

Twenty or thirty years ago nearly all the Rhu-
barb sent from the West Riding was sold on

commission by agents in London and at other

centres. Many of the middlemen have now
been dispensed with, shopkeepers and wholesale

merchants receiving their stock direct from the

growers. Carriage is cheapened by consigning

the produce in bulk, and the receiver of a big

consignment makes most of his profit out of

the difference in carriage. Rhubarb farmers sa v
-

that since railway companies began to work
hand-in-hand as to charges, in 1903, claims for

damage have not been met so reasonably and

transit has not been so careful. Crops being

light this season, the price—Is. 3d. to Is. 6d.

a dozen bundles at the markets—is higher
than usual. Scotchmen sometimes buy Yorkshire
Rhubarb by weight.

The old roots, after harvest, are dug up, and

many of them perish from keen frosts; the
survivors, after resting a year or two, are cut
up into sections and planted again to renew the
general stock. Large quantities of Rhubarb are
grown naturally in Yorkshire, the total amount
varying with the seasons. What is plucked is

marketed from soon after Easter onwards. It
is not sent far from the West Riding, as nearly
every district in England can grow what it wants.
As soon as growers in the warm latitudes of the
south have outdoor Rhubarb ready, they rush
it to market and substantially check the sale of
the forced article. II'. L.

NOTICES OF BOOKS.
La Taille Lorette.*

Not many years ago the visitor to France
found that pleasant country divided into two
warring sections. The guilt or innocence of a
hitherto unknown military officer was the cause
of tliis division, and the cautious kept the in-
flammatory name unspoken.

_

In French pomological circles at the present
time there also is a name which lovers of peace
will studiously avoid. It is that of M. Louis
Lorette, chief horticultural instructor at the
school of Wagnonville, near Douai ; and the
cause of the discussion is a system of pruning
which he advocates. Since the first detailed
description which appeared in June, 1912, the
resources of the French language in invective
and satire have been put to fullest service,
almost drowning the few small voices of appre-
ciation which were raised in some quarters.

We now have the true and only authoritative
message given us in book form by the author
himself. As this pomological disturbance has
not yet reached our shores, it may be of in-

terest to state in a few words in what way this

system of pruning differs from the established

practice.

In the first place, it is an almost complete
substitution of summer pruning for the more
usual practice of winter pruning. Secondly, it

relies on the development of the stipulary buds
rather than on the more prominent growth-
buds.

The results are stated to be desirable in every
way. Spurs are developed nearer the main
branch ;

production is enormously increased

;

and lastly—a point by no means without im-

portance—pruning is done under genial summer
conditions.

Let us follow M. Lorette in pruning a cordon

Pear tree, as an example. When planted early

the one-year-old tree is pruned back one-

quarter of its length. This will cause the side

buds to shoot with varying vigour, the strongest

being naturally at the top. The side buds, if

examined carefully, will be found to possess

stipular buds which do not in usual pruning
develop. It is to these buds, however, that M.
Lorette looks for the development of his future

spurs. Instead of pruning the side shoots of the

tree to three or four buds each, and after one

year's growth making these the foundation of

the spurs, he takes off the side shoots com-
pletely in June, and the tree will then push these

stipulary buds at the autumn growth, and they
will form spurs. These spurs will therefore be
close to the main branch and benefit by an in-

creased food supply.

This is the basis of the system, and the

growths from the spurs are treated in the same
manner. When the leading shoot is cut in the

following winter (this being the only winter

pruning necessary), it is again a stipulary bud
which is made to supplv the leading shoot.

By preventing the sap from passing upwards
in the easiest manner, as through a terminal bud,

the side spurs are greatly strengthened and their

formation hastened.

» Par 51. Louis Lorette. Versailles, L913.

Whether the system is new, or whether it is

only the old "taille a l'ecu " revived, the fact

remains that M. Lorette can show trees loaded
with fruit, and the illustrations in the work be-

fore us show that formally trained trees can bear
prodigious crops.

Such, then, is the system which is put forward
by M. Lorette, and described in his book, some-
what circuitously it must be admitted. As to

the work itself, it is illustrated by many photo-

graphs and cuts, but those not conversant with
horticultural French will find themselves rather

lost in a maze of " brindilles," "dards,"
"coursons," and similar formations. A good
English translation would be of great interest,

as primers in this country make too little use of

the refinements of the art.

It must be confessed that the padding, which
is somewhat lavishly used in this work, is hardly
worthy of its subject. Calendars of operations

and such information as that "nurserymen may
be found in the suburbs of all towns, and they
graft, form and Sell trees," seems scarcely

needed in the twentieth century. E. A. Bun-
yard.

PLANT NOTES.
PSYCHOTRIA JASMINIFLORA.

According to Nicholson's Dictionary of Gar-

dening, the genus Psychotria consists of about
500 species, yet very few of them are in culti-

vation. From a floral point of view, the

finest of them all is P. jasminiflora (figured

in Gnrd. Cnror,., August 16, 1879), which
thrives in an ordinary stove temperature.

It forms a neat-growing evergreen shrub,

clothed with ovate leaves, about 3 inches

in length, light-green and glabrous above, aixl

glaucous underneath. The flowers, which are

disposed in compact terminal panicles, are in

shape very suggestive of those of a Bouvardia,
but in the Psychotria the clusters of blossoms are
partially drooping. A notable feature is their

intense whiteness, in which respect there are
very few flowers to equal them. The cultural

requirements of this Psychotria are much like

those of the Ixoras—that is to say, cutting6 of

the half-ripened shoots inserted in a sandy com-
post and placed in a close propagating case

where there is a gentle bottom heat, will strike

root without difficulty. A suitable compost for

established plants is a mixture of loam, peat and
sand. While thi6 Psychotria is remarkable for

the beauty of its blossoms a second species, P.

cyanococca, is noteworthy for its profusion of

bright-blue berries, the blossoms being insig-

nificant. Introduced from Nicaragua by the late

Mr. William Bull, of Chelsea, about forty years

ago, this was for a time fairly popular, but it

now appears to have a.hncst dropped out of cul-

tivation, though its name still occurs in the Kew
Hand Lift. It is of soft growth, with hairy
leaves, and forms an upright-growing p\int. The
berries, about the size of Peas, are of a bright-

blue colour. Seedlings are very readily raised.

W. T.

FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE.

"A NEW SOURCE OF OAK TIMBER."
A CABINETMAKER to whom I communicated

the information given by Mr. Jackson on

p. 188. under the above heading, informed me
that the mere fact of such timber having been

discovered in the position indicated is not in-

credible, but he expressed some doubt on the

enormous quantities stated to exist. The man
told me that near Rosenheim, at the Austro-
Bavarian frontier, there is embedded in theriveT
Inn "a whole forest of oak timber." which can

not be made use of only on account of the in-

accessibility of the place, but it would only re-

quire a road to be built to make the carrying of

the logs to rail practicable. E. Beinrich,

Planegij (Bavaria),
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^TheWeck'sWork?^

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
By H. J. Chapman, Gardener to Mrs. Cookson,

Uakwood, Wylam-on-Tyne.

Seed-sowing in the Cooler Houses.—
The seed-vessels oi Udoutoglossum and allied

Orchids are ripening fast. As soon as the pods

show signs of bursting tie a piece of tissue paper

around them to prevent the seeds from drop-

ping to the ground. Tear a small opening in

the top of the paper to admit the air, as close

conditions might set up damping and cause the

seed pods to decay. As recommended on page

22, Odontoglossum seeds should be sown on the

tops of pots containing plants of their kind, and
preferably growing seedlings, but the compost
must be in good condition. Seeds, even from the

same pod, do not all germinate at the same
time: sometimes it is a very long time before

the seedlings appear, therefore the soil should
be such as will remain sweet for at least a

year. Before sowing the seed on the pots, cut

away all growing moss and remove lichens and
other foreign growths, as these might smother
the seedling Orchids. Water the compost a few
hours before the sowing is done, so that the

seed will adhere readily to the soil and dis-

tribute the seed evenly over the surface. The
after-treatment consists in never permitting the

seed to become dry, taking especial care in this

matter when the weather is bright and the
atmosphere dry. If only a few pots are sown,
dipping the receptacles in water is the best

means of keeping the surface moist, and this

will obviate all danger of washing the seeds out
of position by the water-can. But where large

numbers of seedlings are raised this method is

not practicable and a reliable sprayer must be
brought into use. The greatest pest of Orchid
seedlings is a miniature black fly, almost as small

as a gnat. The insects lay their eggs in almost
any new potting compost, and the maggots that

hatch out attack not only the materials of the

potting compost, but even the seedlings, usually

at the base. I know of no certain method of

combating this pest, but fumigations on fre-

quent occasions will destroy the mature insects

when in flight. It will be well also to spray with

some safe insecticide. Seedlings raised from
seed sown in the autumn are sufficiently large

for pricking out into store-pots. Several seed-

lings may be placed together in receptacles

2j inches to 3 inches wide. Bo not neglect to

shade the plants when the sun is shining

brightly, and spray them overhead whenever the

conditions are favourable, for overhead sprayings

are beneficial to all Odontoglossums in their early

stages of growth.

Repotting.— Plants sufficiently far advanced
in growth that require more root-room should
be repotted, and if the work is done now, the

plants will become established before the hot

summer weather sets in. When the seedlings

have developed their fourth leaf, the roots need
ample room for development. Fill the pots to

about one-third their depth with chopped roots

of bracken Fern to provide suitable drainage.

The compost may consist of equal parts of

broken peat, broken Oak leaves, and chopped
Sphagnum-moss, lightened with plenty of sand.

Make the compost moderately firm about the
roots.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
By W. Crump, Gardener to Earl Beauchamp, K.C.M.G.,

Madresfield Court, Worcestershire.

Hardy Bamboos.—Now is a suitable time to

divide and make fresh plantations of these

charming evergreens. They may be planted in

groups at a curve in a drive, on the slopes of

a ravine, or on the banks of a pond or stream.

In autumn and winter, when many other woody
plants are bare of foliage, the greenery of Bam-
boos and their graceful habits provide a great

charm in the garden. The sites for planting

should be sheltered from cold winds, and par-

tially shaded. The plants, however, will thrive

in full sunshine if the soil is loamy, and not

liable to become baked up in summer. Strong,

loamv soil, trenched 2 feet deep, and en-

riched at the bottom with well-rotted manure,

is suitable for all the members of the Bamboo

family. Plant in holes some 4 to 6 feet in

diame'ter, and afford the roots an annual mulch-

ing of well-decomposed animal manure for the

first three yea,rs afterwards. Given this treat-

ment the culms will grow from 6 to \£

feet in height, and the plants make very orna-

mental specimens. Phyllostachys nigra, V.

Castillonis, P. flexuosa, P. Henonis, P. rnitis,

P violescens, P. viridi-glaucescens, Bambusa

fastuosa, B. quadrangulans, B. palmata, Aruri-

dinaria nitida, A. ivletake. A. Simonii A.

nobilis, and A. Falconeri are all splendid plants.

The last is a little tender in low-lying, humid

districts.

Saxifraga PELTATA.-This is a favourite sub-

ject for growing in partially-shaded spots. The
large, umbrella-like leaves are 18 inches across

and 2 feet high. The heads of rosy-pink

flowers appear in spring, before the foliage,

giving a quaint appearance.

Spiraeas.— The nob'e Goat's-Beard, Spiraea

Aruncus, is another tine flowering plant worthy

of extended cultivation. It is a gross feeder,

and requires a similar treatment to the Gunnera.

S. gigantea and S. palmata. are other good

garden species. The newer Stenanthium robus-

tum is very ornamental, and should find a place

in the pleasure grounds.

The Formal GARDEN.-The spikes of Hya-
cinths, Daffodils, Jonquils and early Tulips

should be secured to stakes or other supports.

Keep the surface of the beds lightly hoed after

a little fertiliser, such as Clay's or With's, has

been spread on the surface. Common soot may
also be employed as a dressing.

Bedding Plants. -As soon as the cuttings

of plants for the summer flower beds are well

rooted, whether struck in the autumn or early

spring, remove them from the glasshouses into

cold frames, and harden them gradually. In

fine weather they may be fully exposed during

the daytime, and a little ventilation afforded

at night, but not when strong winds are blow-

ing or the weather frosty. If properly attended

to they will make sturdy, floriferous plants be-

fore the time for planting-out arrives, and wall

grow in the beds straight away, producing a good

effect almost immediately. Their removal from
the houses will permit of the propagation of such

tender plants as Coleus, Irisene, and Alternan-

thera. Like many other gardeners, I have dis-

continued cultivating Alternanthera and plants

of that type, for I doubt the wisdom of grow-

ing under glass for some nine months of the year

subjects that are of value in the flower garden

for only a short period. There are other plants

of a hardier nature that will flower earlier and
remain in bloom for a much longer period, of

which Antirrhinums, Verbenas and Salvias are

examples.

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
By J. G. Weston, Gardener to Lady Northcote,

Eastwell Park, Kent.

Perpetual- fruiting Strawberries.—The
chief value of these Strawberries in the

average garden is to supply berries in the

autumn. To ensure late fruiting remove all the

flower-spikes as soon as they appear in the usual

flowering season, and continue to do this until

about the latter part of July. The flower-spikes

thrown up after this date may be allowed to

develop, and if the plants are well cultivated

some good dishes of fruit will be available late

in the season. In unfavourable autumns it is

wise to cover the plants with glass lights in

order to develop the flavour in the fruit, and
it is well worth the trouble involved. The plan

followed here is to plant strong, young irunners

in the spring in a warm, sunny border, as the

greatest possible amount of sun is necessary to

bring this late crop to perfection. The ground,

having been prepared as recommended above,

should be forked when in good order for the

work, and the runners planted at once. Allow
a distance of two feet between the plants,

and if the weather is dry damp them

overhead occasionally until the roots are well

established. Hoe the beds regularly, and when
hot weather sets in mulch the roots with de-

cayed manure ; afford the plants liberal supplies

of water during times of prolonged drought

Varieties recommended for autumn fruiting are

St. Antoine de Padou, St. Joseph, and Laxton's

Perpetual.

Prospects of the Fruit Crop.—Though
the weather of the past winter was exceptionally

mild, with very little frost, the fruit-trees

generally in this district are considerably later

than usual in coming into flower. In Maich
more than 5 inches ot rain fell on twenty days,

and vegetation of all kind made slow growth in

that month. But fruit trees of all kinds look

very promising for bountiful crops. Apricots

and Peaches on warm walls are a mass of bloom,

and at the time of writing the weather is

favourable for the setting of the fruits, for bright,

sunny days are followed by dull nights, with

an even temperature. Apples, Pears, Cherries,

and Plums are, nearly without exception, laden

with plump fruit-buds, and in early districts the

blossoms are on the point of bursting ; in fact,

some have expanded their petals already. Small

fruits, such as Gooseberries and Currants, are

also looking well. In cold, exposed districts, or

in gardens near to a large body of water, every

effort should be made to protect the blooms

of choice fruit trees when the temperature falls

suddenly. Strawberries are starting strongly

into growth ; but few of these plants died during

the past winter, and the crowns look plump and
healthy.

Black Currants.—The rapid spread of the

mite which causes "big bud" has made the

cultivation of Black Currants a matter of great

hazard, for no variety is immune from attack,

although suoh strong, vigorous sorts as Boskoop
Giant seem able to resist the pest for a time

;

but, sooner or later, even these become infested.

May is the best time to take measures for com-
bating the mite, and continued vigilance must
be exercised, for if left undisturbed, the pest

quickly ruins whole plantations. If the bushes
are old, with weak, scrubby growth, it is ad-

visable to grub them up ' and burn them at

once. Young bushes should be cut down to the

ground level, the surface soil removed and burnt,

and fresh soil substituted as a top-dressing. The
plants will start strongly into growth, and it

will be a simpler matter to remove any big

buds that are detected on the young shoots.

Hand-picking should first be carried out and
the bushes afterwards sprayed with a mixture of

soft soap and quassia extract, in the propor-

tion of 2oz. of the former to 4oz. of the latter

to each gallon of water. Another remedy which
is strongly recommended is that to dust lime and
sulphur liberally over the bushes and also on

the ground underneath. The work should be
done on a damp day, so that the materials will

adhere to the branches. Two parts of sulphur

to one part of unslaked lime should be well

mixed and applied several times during the

next two months.

Young Plantations.—Young bushes must
not be planted where old ones have been grubbed

out because of infestations of the mite. They
should be grown on ground far removed from

the old plantation. Black Currants repay a

generous treatment, and the ground for this crop

should be thoroughly well cultivated. Watch
carefully for the first appearance of the mite on

the young bushes and adopt measures to prevent

the pest from spreading directly its presence is

detected. ^_^
PLANTS UNDER GLASS.

By C. H. Cook, Gardener to the Earl of Derby,
Knowsley Hall, Lancashire.

Coleus thyrsoideus.— Plant6 of this

blue-flowered Coleus are getting over and should

be rested in a pit having a temperature of

60° after first removing the old spikes. About

the end of the present month they may be

induced bv frequent syringings to produce

shoots for' cuttings. The cuttings may be

taken off when 2£ or 3 inches long and

inserted in pots and pans filled, with light

soil. Pot the cuttings as soon as they are

rooted into 60-sized pots, placing two plants in
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each pot. When they have grown about 9 inches

high stop the growth to cause side shoots to

develop. Re-pot as required into 6-inch pots
and grow the plants in a temperature of about
50° throughout the summer. Seed may be sown
now and the seedlings grown as advised above.

Greenhouse Calceolarias.—These plants
have tilled their pots with roots, and the flowers

are showing signs of colour. At this stage they
should be grown under very cool conditions, and
the roots fed twice weekly with liquid manure
suitably diluted. Practise overhead sprayings
on bright days, using a fine sprayer, and
fum'gate the house on frequent occasions to

destroy aphis, which spreads rapidly and soon
causes considerable damage. When the flowers
have expanded shade the plants for a few hours
during the brightest part of the day. Birch
twigs placed neatly around the edges of the pots
will support the flowering shoots, or a central
stake may be used, and the growth slung to this.

Chinese Primulas.— Seeds of both the

sinenses and star varieties should be sown now
if plants are required for blooming in autumn.
Sow in shallow seed-pans, provided with plenty
of drainage and filled with a mixture of sifted

loam and leaf-mould in equal parts, with plenty
of sand added. Press the soil firmly in the pan
and moisten it with tepid water. When the
soil has drained, sow the seeds evenly on the
surface and cover them with either sand or fine

soil to a depth of about one-sixteenth of an
inch. Lay on the pan a piece of slate or

glass covered with paper, and germinate the
seeds in a temperature of 60° to 70°. When
the soil needs moistening hold the pan n a

bucket of water nearly up to the rim until it

is thoroughly wetted. Shade the seedlings

during times of bright sunshine.

Propagating Primulas by Side Shoots. -

The present is a suitable time to propagate
•double varieties of Primulas from side shoots
treated as layers. Remove all the flower spikes
and some of the lower leaves on each growth.
Fill the pots te their rims with light soil—

a

mixture of leaf-mould and sand in equal pro-

portions is suitable—and peg the shoots into

this. Roots will soon develop, when the layers

may be severed from the parent plant and potted
singly into small (60 size) pots. Shade from
hright sunshine and keep the frame close until

the plants are well established. Primula
obeonica may be propagated in the same
manner or the plants may be turned out of

their pots, the ball of soil reduced, and the
roots divided into two or three portions. Pot
the latter singly into receptacles just sufficiently

large enough to accommodate the roots, and
afford water with extra care until they become
re-established.

Caladiums.— These ornamental-leaved plants
are growing freely and require repotting. Use
compost of an open texture—a mixture of equal
parts fibrous loam, lumpy peat, and well-broken
manure with sufficient charcoal and sharp sand
added to lighten the materials will be suitable.

In order to avoid a check to growth, let the
compost be warmed and, if practicable, it, may
he brought into the house where the plants are
growing, and the repotting done there. If the
plants are brought out of the house into a potting
shed, see that no cold draughts reach them,
as the leaves are delicate and soon injured.
After one copious watering, afford moisture
with extreme care until the roots are well
established, but syringe the bare spaces fre-

quently to promote plenty of moisture in the
atmosphere, as humidity is beneficial to these
plants. Grow them in a temperature of 70°.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
By W. Heoley Warkex. Gardener tn the Aston-Clintnn
Park Estate (the Rt. Hon. Loud Rothsi ujuj). Buck-

inghamshire.

Pines.— The proper airing of Pine plants is

an important detail in their cultivation, for
without careful attention to this matter it is

impossible to secure that sturdy habit of growth
which is indispensable to the production of fine
fruits. At this season ventilation requires to be
done with extra care, especially when the plants
are grown in close [>its, the winter growth being

specially liable to injury from sunshine. The
temperature of the fruiting-pit may be 70° at
night, with 75° by fire heat^on sunless days, and
85° to 90° with sunshine. Admit a little air
early in the mornings, and when the tempera-
ture rises to 80° admit air by the front venti-
lators also, but draughts of cold air must not
be permitted. Raise the temperature in houses
where successional plants are grown to 65° or
70° at night, and to 75° by fire heat on dull
days ; in sunny weather it may range from 80°
to 90°. As soon as the plants of each batch of
suckers are rooted proceed with the potting of
them. The night temperature may be increased
to 68° or 70°, allowing a rise of 10° or 15° by
day.

Figs. — Reduce the amount of root-waterings
gradually in the case of pot-trees with fruits
showing signs of ripening, but give sufficient
moisture to keep the foliage in a healthy con-
dition. The amount of atmospheric moisture
should also be less, and rather warmer and
drier conditions maintained whilst the fruit is

ripening. Trees planted out with the fruit
swelling require liberal supplies of water or
liquid manure. A light mulching of half-
decayed manure will help to maintain a uniform
condition of moisture in the soil as well as afford
nourishment to the roots of the trees. Judicious
top-dressings of this kind aid considerably in
perfecting the current crop of fruit, besides
stimulating the tree for the second or following
crops. Continue to pinch and thin out growths
where the "trees are inclined to become over-
crowded, as both wood and foliage require full
exposure to sunlight throughout the growing
season in order to secure a good crop the fol-
lowing season.

Melon s.— Plants with fruit swelling require
much heat and moisture. Indeed, at this
stage the atmosphere should be fully satu-
rated now that the sun's heat is increas-
ing. Admit air freely during the early
part of the day, but close the house early in the
afternoon to husband all the sun heat possible
in preference to hard firing. Maintain the bot-
tom heat at about 75°. Plants that are showing
fruit should have an abundance of air in
favourable weather, and the atmosphere should
be somewhat drier than hitherto. Pollinate
only the strongest flowers; drought at the roots is
often the cause of the fruits failing to set, but
the trouble may also result from an excess of
moisture. Therefore, exercise great care in
watering, and restrict the rooting space as ad-
vised on p. 167. The pinching and training of
the shoots should be done regularly, so that
growth may not be overcrowded at any time.
In doing this work take care not to injure the
mature foliage. Canker and gumming fre-
quently follow bruises on the stems caused by
careless handling of the water-pot, or by tying
the stems and branches too tightly.

" Make
another sowing to raise plants for successional
fruiting. Those who grow Melons on hotbeds
or in pits should set the plants in position as
soon as the beds are in a proper condition. Some
growers place single plants in inverted seakale
pots, or receptacles of a similar size, afterwards
plunging these in the hotbed, and it is claimed
that better results follow this method than when
the orthodox plan of planting on ridges or
mounds is practised. Pinch the shoot at the
fifth or sixth joint to cause the plants to de-
velop laterals as quickly as possible.

Cucumbers.— The best system to adopt in
training Cucumbers depends to some extent upon
circumstances. If space is limited, the plants
may be stopped when about 6 or 7 inches high,
but where there is plenty of room they may In'

allowed to grjw several feet before being
pinched. If trained on wires the shoots should
be about 12 or 15 incbeB hum the roof-glass, and
the leaders stopped when they liavo grown to
the desired length. The side growths will pro-
duce fruit, and each shoot should be tied
securely at the joint where the fruit is pro-
duced. Stop each growth at the joint beyond
the fruit, unless more space is required to be
furnished. Syringe twice daily in lino weather,
and close the house early in the afternoon, as
soon as the syringing has been dune. If the

plants are growing in frames, damp the surface
of the beds daily, and afford water liberally
when the plants require moisture, feeding with
liquid manure at least once a week.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By R. P. Brothekston, Gardener to the Earl of

Haddington, Tyninghame, East Lothian.

French Beans.— Where there is space under
glass to plant a lesser or greater number of an
early variety with sufficient heat to keep the
plants moving, a very desirable addition to the
early summer vegetables will be provided.
Dwarfs crop much sooner than climbing varie-
ties, though the pickings from the latter are
considerably longer. Osborn's Forcing is still a
valuable variety for growing indoors.

Radishes. -Where there is a constant de-
mand for Radishes sowings of French Break-
fast variety should be made at intervals of a
week to ten days ; to save thinning the crop,
place seed singly in shallow holes made at 2
to 3 inches apart. An old, worn wooden rake
is admirable for making the rows, as the teeth
are at the right distance apart.

Beet.—A small sowing of Beet may be made
in gardens in favoured localities, though it is

too soon for late districts. Beet succeeds best
in very fine soil, and before sowing see that the
ground is pulverised to a depth of several
inches. A few seeds should be dropped at every
6 inches in rows 15 to 18 inches apart. The
seeds should not be deeply covered, and made
only slightly firm in the ground, if at all. Dell's
Crimson, White's Black and Covent Garden are
three good varieties.

On ions.— Plants in boxes intended for
planting shortly should be exposed to all

weathers except frosts, and not over-watered.
When prepared by a short course of semi-dryness
at the roots they bear all the more kindly
the slight disturbances due to transplantation.
If time permits, the ground set apart for the
crop should be dug deeply arid all clods that
have resisted weather influences broken down.
A slight dressing of well-decayed manure
woirked in when digging will helo the young
plants to make a good start.

Asparagus.— The present is a suitable time
to sow seeds of this vegetable, and if it is not
intended to transplant the seedlings the rows
should be 18 inches apart with 4-feet spaces
after every third line. The beginning of growth
of 2 to 3 year-old plants indicates the proper
time to lift these to make new plantations.
Plant slightly deeper than the plants were pre-

viously. If the garden is exposed to high winds
it is almost essential to provide supports to the
plants which otherwise would be twisted and
thus damaged.

Cucu mbers.— With increased light and sun
heat the plants will grow at a greatly accelerated
rate, and should be helped with surface dress-
ings composed of equal parts rough turf and
rotted manure. Soot-water and diluted manure-
water are also valuable fertilisers. The growths
should on no account be allowed to extend
unless to take the place of worn-out shoots.
When the growths are regularly stopped beyond
each fruit and only a limited number of fruits
permitted to swell at the same time, the plants
continue in the best possible condition for a

long time. Occasional vaporisings with nico-
tine preparations is a sure preventive of in-

sect pests. Plants should be prepared for sum-
mer cropping in manure-heated frames or pits.

In the meantime the plants should be grown in i

heated pit

Cauliflowers.— Plants m pots from the
January sowing may be exposed to the weather,
but in a sheltered position and provided with
means of protection on frosty nights or morn-
ings. When watering let the liquid b
ened with manure, but nut. over-much. It will

have the effect not only of preserving the plat

in vigour, but also of aiding in the production of

young roots. The ground should be pi 'pared in

advance, and receive a thick dressing of mttiSl
manure, which should not be dug t leeply ic

the soil.
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EDITORIAL AOTICE.

ADVERTISEMENTS should be sent to the
PUBLISHER. 41. Wellington Street.
Covent Garden, W.C

Editors and Publisher. — Our Correspondents

would obviate delay in obtaining answers to

their communications, and save us much time and
trouble, if they would kindly observe the notice

printed weekly to the effect that all letters relat-

ing to financial matters and to advertisements

should be addressed to the Publisher ; and that

all communications intended for publication, or

referring to the Literary department, and all

plants to be named, should be directed to the

Editors. The two departments, Publishing and
Editorial, are distinct, and much unnecessary de-

lay and confusion arise when letters are mis-
directed.

Letters for Publication, as well as specimens of

plants for naming, should be addressed to th&

EDITORS. 41. Wellington Street. Covent
Garden. London. Communications should be
WRITTEN OX ONE SIDE ONLY Of THE PAPER, sent as

early in the week' as possible and duly signed by
the writer. If desired, the signature will not be
printed, but kept as a guarantee of good faith.

Local News-—Correspondents will greatly oblige

by sending to the Editors early intelligence of local

events likely to be of interest to our readers, or of
any matters which it is desirable to bring under
the notice of horticulturists.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

MONDAY, April 13—
Bank Holiday.

TUESDAY, APRIL 14—
Kingsbridge Daffodil Spring Fl. Sh.

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 15—
Roy. Hort. Soc. Corns, meet (Special Daffodil Show,
2 days.)

THURSDAY, APRIL 16—
Manchester and N. of Eng. Orchid Soc. meet.
B.G.A. ("Watford branch) meet.

FRIDAY, APRIL 17—
Huntingdon Daffodil and Spring Fl. Sh.

Average Mean Temperature for the ensuing week
deduced from observations during the last Fifty
Years at Greenwich, 46.5°.

Actual Temperatures :—
London, Tuesday, April 7 (6 p.m.) ; Max. 52°

;

Min. 41°.

Gardeners' Chronicle Office. 41, Wellington Street.
Covent Garden, London, Wednesday, April 8
(10 a.m.) ; Bar. 29.3°. Temp. 51°. Weather
—Fine.

Provinces, Tuesday, April 7. Max. 48°, Aber-
deen ; Min. 45°, Lancaster.

SALES FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
WEDNESDAY—

Hardy Bulbs and Herbaceous Plants at 12 ; Roses
at 1.30; Palms and Plants at 5. Trade sale of mis-
cellaneous Bulbs at 12 ; Japanese Liliums at 2.45.

By Protheroe and Morris.
Rose Trees, Liliums, Perennials, etc. At Stevens's
Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden.

FRIDAY—
Imported and Established Orchids, at 67 and 68,
Cheapside, E.C. By Protheroe and Morris, at 12.45.

Tt is symptomatic of

. . the change in apprecia-

tion ot relative values
that the Right Hon.

Louis Botha, to whom Mr. Burtt-Davy's
book is dedicated, holds the dual post of

Prime Minister and Minister for Agri-
culture of the Union of South Africa.
The fact is significant not only because of

General Botha's keen interest in agricul-

ture, but also because it shows that South
Africa is alive to the great problem which
lies before it—that of establishing agri-

culture before the other great South
African industry passes into an inevitable,

albeit as we hope far-distant, decline.

Mr. Burtt-Davy, in his capacity of

Government Agrostologist and Botanist in

* Sfaizn: It* History, Cultivation, HandliTig, and Uses*

with Special Referenceto S, Africa. By Joseph' Burtt-Davy-
Pp. S31, illustrations 245. (Longmans, Green and Co)-

25s. net.

the Department of Agriculture of the

Union of South Africa, has had great op-

portunities for gaining knowledge of the

plant, about which he writes, and he has

used those opportunities well.

That the Maize plant is worthy of the

extended treatment meted out to it in this

work will be evident when it is' realised

that Maize stands first in productive-

ness of all crops whatsoever. The
total world's crop is no less than 3,875
million bushels, with Oats a far outpaced
second (3,532 million bushels), and Wheat
a close third with 3,428 millions, and Rice
3,203 millions, winning easily from Rye
and Barley, the annual yields of which
are considerably less than half that of

Maize. In spite of the enormous produc-

tion of Maize the world absorbs it readily,

and although the United States raises

2,927 million bushels per annum, it con
sumes almost the whole of that vast

amount, and exports only 1A- per cent.

This means, of course, that the consump-
tion of Maize by the people of the United
States is enormous; as indeed is the case,

for no less than 25^ bushels of Maize are

consumed on the average by an individual

American. Indeed, as the Professor of

Economics of Harvard has said, Maize is

the leading product of America.
The yield from the Maize industry is

estimated as greater by five million
pounds sterling than the yield from tho
manufacture of iron and steel. Mr.
Burtt-Davy, with his eye on these facts,

aspires to make of South Africa a great
Maize producing and exporting country

—

in fact, the Maize granary of Europe.
So far as climate goes South Africa
enjoys an advantage over the States; for

the percentage of moisture in the grain
exported is 5 per cent, less than that in

American-grown Maize.
Needless to say our knowledge of

the origin of this plant is meagre
in the extreme. That it originated in

America appears to be certain; but from
what wildling the Maize has sprung is

unknown. Some hold that it is descended
from the Teosinte plant (Euchlaena mexi-

cana), and affording some measure of

plausibility for this origin is the fact that

Teosinte is the only known plant

which hybridises with the Maize. Sup-
port of an indirect nature is also sup-

plied by the results in later generations of

crossing these two plants. As Mr. Burtt-

Davy points out, the first and second gene-

rations of the cross consist of plants

which for the most part resemble Teo-

sinte. This, we think, was to be expected

if the Maize has developed by the loss of

a considerable number of factors, and if,

therefore, the several characters of Maize

are due to the absence of a number of

factors.

From the practical point of view these

cross-breeding experiments have proved

useless for the immediate purpose for

which they were instituted, that of con-

ferring on Maize the greater resistance to

chlorosis possessed by Teosinte.

Mr. Burtt-Davy recognises clearly that

if South Africa is indeed to become the

Maize granary of Europe it must im-

prove its methods of cultivation. He

shows us on the one hand that heavy
crops may be and are produced in suit-

able parts of the Union—for example,
yields of 35^ to 42^ bushels have been
obtained on the Government Experiment
Farms—and on the other hand that the
average yield in the Union is so low as

14-18 bushels. In contrast with this poor
result Mr. Burtt-Davy puts the yields ob-

tained in America—where good farmers
grow 75 100 bushels of Maize per acre,

and where without manure the average
yield is half as much again as the average
in South Africa. Nothing is more impres-
sive in Mr. Burtt-Davy's comprehensive
account of the Maize than the description
of the amount of systematic labour which
has been and is being devoted in the
United States to the further improvement
and increase of the crop. It is in applying
such labour and system that the author
hopes to do for South Africa what the

many workers and investigators have
done for America.
That this is in course of achievement

is shown by the excellence of the chapters

on the " Improvement of Maize by
Breeding."
To review the many aspects of the Maize

problem treated of in this volume is beyond
the space at our disposal, and we must
conclude by congratulating both Mr.
Burtt-Davy on the success of his great

undertaking and the South African Gov-
ernment on having the services of such a

hard working and able agricultural officer

as the author of this work.

Coloured Supplement. — Our Sup-

plementary Illustration is reproduced from Mr.

Cory's souvenir volume of the Royal Inter-

national Exhibition, and represents the pretty

hybrid Cypripedium Maudiae. It is from a cross

between C. callosum Sanderae and C. Lawreiv

ceanum Hyeanum ? , and was first exhibited by

Messrs. Charlesworth and Co. in 1900.

Sale of the Westfield Orchids.—The
sale of Mr. Francis Wellesley's small but choice

collection of Orchids was conducted by Messrs.

Protheroe and Morris, at their rooms, on the

2nd and 3rd inst., and the event resulted in

a notable gathering of orchidias. The 500 lots

were offered without any reserve and realised

£1,244. Fine varieties of Cattleya Mendelii, C.

Mossiae and other species, and albinos, realised

fair prices. The seedlings, both in store pots

and small single plants, sold well ; so also did

showy Baelio-Cattleyas. Cypripediums generally

weTe cheap, although a few of the best and

rarest realised high prices.

Surveyors Institution. — The next ordi-

nary general meeting of the Surveyors' Institu-

tion will be held in the lecture hall of the Insti-

tution on the 20th inst., when a paper will be

read by Mr. Dawbarn Young, entitled " Com-

ments on the Land Enquiry Committee's (Urban

Conclusions." The chair will be taken al

8 o'clock.

FinchleyZ Chrysanthemum Society.

At a recent meeting of this Society held at tho

residence of the President (J. J. Ward, Etq.),

Mr. E. J. Froome was appointed secretary, to

succeed Mr. W. J. Druett.

Nature Reserves in Cumberland.—Wltn
the object of protecting the local fauna in Cum-

berland a committee has been formed, with the

Speaker as president, to set apart tracts of
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natural ground as reserves, one such tract, King-
moor, near Carlisle, having been already secured.
A " watchers' fund " to provide keepers for such
reserves is being formed, and a close watch is

to be kept on nesting ravens, peregrines, and
buzzards throughout the country.

Appointment to the Royal Botanic
Society.— Mr. George Relf, gardener to A.
W. Merry, Esq., Danesbury, Hertfordshire,

for the past six years, has been appointed head
gardener to the Royal Botanic Society, Regent's
Park. Before going to Danesbury, Mr. Kelf
was gardener for a number of years to Miss
Adamson, South Villa, Regent's Park.

Presentation to Mr. Matthew Todd.—
On the occasion of the attainment of his

diamond jubilee in the seed and florist trades,

and to celebrate his appointment as a Justice
of the Peace for the county of Midlothian, Mr.
Matthew Todd, head of the Edinburgh
firm of Todd and Co., was made the recipient of

a testimonial subscribed to by a large number
of his friends to mark their appreciation of his

services to horticulture, and of the honour
conferred upon him. The presentation,

which took the form of a handsome baro-

graph and a purse of sovereigns, took place
in the presence of a large gathering in

the Royal British Hotel. Edinburgh, on the
3rd inst. Mr. David King, Murrayfield, presi-

dent of the Scottish Horticultural Association,

and one of Mr. Todd's oldest friends in the
trade, made the presentation. In thanking the
subscribers Mr. Todd drew many interesting

comparisons between the conditions obtaining in

the seed and florist trades now and sixty years
ago, and gave an interesting resume of the pro-

gress which both businesses had made in that
time. A number of ladies and gentlemen con-

tributed songs and recitations in the course of

the evening.

Hyacinth Smut.— Miss Ivy Massee con-

tributes to the Journal of Economic Biology
an interesting account of her researches on
the smut fungus, Ustilago Vaillantii, Tul.,

which is a parasite of various Liliaceous

plants — Scilla bifolia, Muscari comosum,
Hyacinthus romanus, and others. Miss Massek
has proved by infection experiments the

correctness of the view put forward origin-

ally by Mr. Gf.orge Massee, that infection only

occurs in the seedling stage. The spores in con-

tact with seedlings germinate, gain entrance to

the plant, and the mycelium takes up its posi-

tion in the cushion or rudimentary stem of the

young plant. There it remains and perennatc6.

The mycelium enters the flower-stalk at an early

stage, grows as 't grows, and finds its way into

the anthers of the flower. There it develops

rapidly, and as a result the anthers contain Smut
spores instead of pollen. In rare cases spores

are formed also in the ovules. Attempts to

infect healthy anthers having failed, Mis
Massee concludes that, as i6 the case with cer-

tain smuts of cereals, the plant is attacked only
in the seedling stage.

Self-Sterility of Cherries.- Investiga-

tions carried out at the Oregon Agricultural Col-

lege 6ho\v that, the following varieties of Cherry
are self -sterile :—Bing, Black Republican,
Black Tartarian, Coe, Early Purple, Elton,

Knight Lambert, Major Francis, May Duke,
Napoleon, Rockpost, Waterhouse Williamette,

Windsor and Wood. Of these some—for ex-

ample, Bing. Lambert and Napoleon, the three
chief varieties cultivated in Oregon—are inter-

.'.terile, that is, they do not set fruit when pol-

linated either with their own pollen or with that

of the other varieties. The best pollenisers are

Black Republican, Black Tartarian and Water-
house ; but Coe, Early Purple, Elton. Major
Francis and Wood are also good. It is note-

worthy that according to these observations
some of the Duke class of Cherry are capable of

pollinating certain of the Bigarreau class, and
that some Bigarreaus set fruit when pollinated
with the pollen of varieties of Primus Cerasus
(the sour Cherry). Hence it would appear that
inter-sterility does not depend on degree of re-
lationship.

Maize in Argentina.— The Board of Agri-
culture and Fisheries has received the following
telegram from the International Agricultural In-

stitute :
" The estimated production of Maize in

Argentina is 177,158X00 cwts., or 80.2 per cent,

above last year's production."

The "Thomson- Challenge Trophy.—
The Silver Cup illustrated in fig. Ill has
been presented to the Royal Caledonian Horticul-

tural Society by Messrs. Wttlliam Thomson and
Sons, Ltd., Clovenfords, and will be offered at

the autumn exhibition for the best exhibit of

6ix bunches of Grapes. The trophy, which must

be won three times by a competitor before becom-

Fig. 111.

—

the "Thomson" challenge trophy
for grapes.

ing his property, is to take the place of the Silver

Cup offered by Mr. W. H. Massie, of Edin-

burgh, and won outright last year.

Eelworm in Narcissus Bulbs.— Experi-

ments carried out by Mr. T. R. Hewitt and
published in the official Journal of the Depait-

ment of Agriculture, Ireland (January, 1914)

claim to show that eelworm in Narcissus

bulbs may be destroyed by soaking the

bulbs in 5 per cent, copper sulphate. It is

stated that the solution penetrates readily and
kills the eelworm. The statement is veiy re-

markable and requires substantiation. If it

proves true it will constitute not only an observa-

tion of considerable service in practice, but also

a discovery of very great scientific interest, for,

as is well known, copper sulphate is exceedingly

poisonous. Yet it is claimed that this poison

penetrates the tissues of the Narcissus and de-

stroys the eelworm without damaging the plant.

We should advise extreme discretion in the ise

of this method, in spite of the good results which
are claimed for it; for, although open to con-

viction, we are at present entirely sceptical as

to this beneficent discrimination in destruction

on the part of 5 per cent, copper sulphate.

Rust-Proof Asparagus. — An interesting

account is given by Mr. J. B. Norton, of th?

U.S. Department of Agriculture, in The Ameri-
can Florin/, of the attempts which are

being made to breed rust resistant varieties

of Asparagus. The cultivation of Asparagus in
America received a severe check in 1895 °when
the Asparagus rust (Puccinia asparagi) made its

appearance. Introduced from Europe into New
York State, it spread rapidly and reached tin?

Pacific coast in five or six years. The only
varieties which proved relatively immune weie
Palmetto and Argenteuil. In recent years at-
tempts have been made to produce from the
more resistant strains a race of Asparagus
which shall prove completely immune to rust.
Preliminary tests of varieties in cultivation
showed that the most resistant male plant is

New American, and the most resistant female
Reading Giant. Crosses between these forms
appear to show that the power of resistance to
rust is inherited. By subsequent selection
strains with a high degree of immunity have
been obtained. Of species allied to Asparagus
officinalis, the Chinese A. devuricus is nearly
immune, and has given fertile hybrids when
crossed with a rust -resisting male of the common
species.

Orange Flower Cultivation in France:
Discussion in the Chamb re.—Speaking
in the Chamber of Deputies on the 25th
ult. in favour of an increased Customs
tariff on certain essential oils, M. Gtllette-
Arimondy gave some interesting details on the
culture of the Bdgaredier, or Bitter Orange tree,
the species cultivated for the production of
"neroli" and "petit grain" perfumes. He
produced specimens of the flowers and leaves of
this tree, remarking that oil of neroli was dis-
tilled from the former and petit grain from
the latter. This tree is only grown in France
in the Alpes Maritdmes district (the Riviera),
and flourishes at an altitude of not more than
100 to 200 yards above sea level, in well-sheltered
and sunny spots. It is necessary to dig the soil

thoroughly, 8 inches deep at least, manure
liberally and water twice or oftener during the
dog days. The manure should be of nitro-

genous nature. No other crop can be raised
between the trees. The malady known as
" f umagine " (due to a small insect like the
cochineal) must be fought against by anti-crypto-
gam ic treatment, and the Crisomphalies mindi,
the worst foe of the Orange tree, destroyed by
cyanhydric washings. Chilly spring mornings
are to be feared ; a cold April night may
injure or even ruin a crop. Briefly, the culture

is full of risk. Picking begins in April, and is

at its height in May. Double ladders are set up
around the trees. Men mount the highest rungs

;

the women work below, the children nearest, the

ground. Expert pickers use both hands ; others

have to use one hand to steady themselves on
the ladder. All wear an apron, tied up in front

to form a pocket or pouch, into which the

Bowers are thrown. An expert male picker, if

the trees are well flowered, may gather 30 lb. or

more a day; women seldom exceed 20 lb., chil-

dren 8 to 12 lb. Piecework has always been the

rule. A penny a kilogramme (about 2 lb.) was

the rule a hundred years ago j it has been in-

creased to l|d. and to 2d., and last year a few

growers paid their pickers 2.',d. per kilo. The
trees are planted in regular rows, each

about 7 feet from the others. This gives

400 trees per hectare, and as the average

y.'eld per hectare is four tons, tin- production per

tree may be taken as about 20 lb. Ten years of

preliminary work is necessary to form an Orange
grove, and the trees only bear their maximum
of flowers when 25 years of age. The total

French crop of Batter Orange Bowers is between
two and three thousand tons, so that the amount
of home-produced neroli oil is from two to

three tons. Much is imported from Paraguay
and used in French perfumery: the exact amount

is not separately stated in the French Custom
statistics. M. Ciiiiui AiliMi'vm stated that

the actual yearly cost of cultivating a hectare of

Bigarediers and gathering the flowers, dis-

tilling and selling, was l.t.'OO fr. (£72'. and that
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at recent prevailing prices the peasant only

obtained 1,400 fr. (£56) for the produce.

This was because the price of neroli oil was kept

low by the imported article. Petit grain

oil is produced from the leaves and twigs

annually lopped from the Bigarediers, about

130 lb. of these being required to produce a

pound of oil. France annually produces between

10 to 12 tons of this product, while from 30 to

40 tons are imported, mostly from Paraguay.

A by-product of the Bigaredier is Orange-flower

water. A ton of flowers, the speaker stated,

would produce £6 to £8 worth of water, in addi-

tion to the 2 lb. of neroli oil already mentioned.

Pure neroli oil is worth (cost price) £14 (350 fr.)

per kilo. Some of M. Gillette's figures were

disputed by his critics, but as an increase in the

Customs duties on the oils was voted by the

Chamber of Deputies his asseverations were

evidently accepted by the majority of his col-

leagues.

Forestry: A Plea for Working Plans.—
A correspondent writes us as follows :

—
" If one

were to believe the statistics issued annually by

the Board of Agriculture and Fisheries, the area

of land growing trees is increasing. Thts

may be all very well on paper, but it does

not convince the practical man who is engaged in

forest valuations all over the country. Full well

does he know that the growing stock of timber

is largely overdrawn, and year by year this over-

draft i6 increasing until the vanishing-point is

almost in view on most of the largest estates in

the country. It i6 questionable, indeed, if there

are half-a-dozen estates in Great Britain where

the annual yield of timber per acre is known

even approximately. There are no form

factors recognised in this country, yet it would

not be a difficult matter to ascertain how much
timber is annually produced upon any estate.

In an estate embracing 1,000 acres of woodlands,

where the annual increment worked out at 40

cubic feet per acre, the owner would know that

he could dispose of 40,000 cubic feet of timber

every year without making any drain upon the

growing stock of timber. We have no rule at

present for the disposal of growing timber,

hence the great necessity that exists for making

a forest working plan upon eviry woodland pro-

perty. This would serve a double purpose, for

the owner wouLd be aware of the quantity of

timber he could sell, and the 'timber merchants

in the vicinity would also know how much
timber would be disposed of from every property

in the neighbourhood, and could prepare their

plans accordingly. As matters are at present

this is impossible owing to the haphazard

fashion in which home-grown timber is placed

upon the market—a famine and a glut alternat-

ing at irregular intervals. Another point to

which attention may be directed i6 the well-

known fact that whenever a change of manage-

ment takes place upon an estate the new man-
agement endeavours to go one better on the

record of his predecessor, and in all probability

both dispose of more timber than the woods
under their charge are growing. To over-

come the uncertain and most unsatisfactory sys-

tem now prevailing on woodland estates, nothing

could be more beneficial than for proprietors to

adopt forest working plans. By doing so they

would find that it would not only he for their

own benefit, but also for the benefit of the wood
merchants as the latter could afford, and would
give, better -prices than they now do for the trees

they buy."

Plum Cultivation in Canada.—Mr. W.
T. Macoun, Dominion Horticulturist, Central

Experimental Farm, Ottawa, has published in

Bulletin No. 43 a revised edition of his useful

account of the cultivation of the Plum in

Canada. He points out that the parentage of

Canadian Plums is very mixed, the Plume of the

present day being derived from (1) the European
Plums, which have or may have sprung from
Prunus domestica, P. insititia and P. cerasifera

;

(2) the Japanese (P. triflora) ; (3) the American

(P. americana, P. nigra and P. hortulana)
; (4)

the Chinese P. Simonii) ; and, (5) the North

American Western Sand Cherry (P. pumila Bes-

seyi). The European Plums succeed best in the

more genial parts of Canada—for example, in

S.W. Ontario—and the Niagara peninsula, and

also in Quebec, along the south shore of the

St. Lawrence, on Prince Edward Island, and in

the warmer parts of Nova Scotia and New
Brunswick. They do extremely well in Van-

couver and the lower mainland of British

Columbia. In the prairie provinces, however,

the European Plums are found to lack hardiness

and are winter-killed. The failure appears to be

due—at Ottawa, at all events—less to low

winter temperature than to the destruction of

flower-buds by dry, cold winter weather and

spring frosts. Japanese Plums introduced in

1870 have been widely planted, but though pro-

lific and of good keeping quality and appearance,

they are generally only of medium .quality ; nor

are the Japanese Plums, as a rule, so hardy as

the European. The Simon or Apricot Plum,

Prunus Simonii, probably of Chinese origin,

was introduced into America from France about

twenty years ago. Though of service, perhaps,

for cross-breeding, it is not recommended for

planting. The best varieties of American Plums
derive from Prunus americana and possess the

advantage of blooming later than those from

the Canadian Plum (C. nigra Ait.). Having

regard to the fact that the American Plum has

been cultivated only for sixty years the improve-

ments which it has undergone are remarkable.

Nevertheless, there is yet Toom for further im-

provement in the skin, which ds apt to be tough

and thick, and in the flavour, which, however, is

fairly good. Mr. Macotjn predicts that from

among cultivated varieties of P. nigra will be

found the Plums for the colder parts of Ontario

and Quebec. The progeny of this species (or geo-

graphical form of P. americana) flower early and
ripen quickly. Of hybrid Plums, Mr. MACOtrN

mentions that few of Burbank's raising have

proved valuable in the severe climate of Canada.

Omaha, a hybrid between Japanese and ameri-

cana, is an early Plum which i6 proving useful

at Ottawa, and it is suggested that further breed-

ing between the cultivated varieties of the several

species may result in forms which will grow in

yet more northerly districts of the Dominion.

Poisoning by Rhododendrons.—A recent

case of poisoning of cows by Rhododendrons is

reported in the Journal of the Board of Agri-

culture. The article cites previous cases

of poisoning of sheep, calves, and goats as

a result of eating the leaves of R. pon-

ticum, but, unlike the present case, the results

were not mortal. Many species of Rhododen-

dron are known, or reputed to be poisonous.

Thus R. ferrugineum causes frequent loss among
grazing animals ; B. californicum i6 said to be

poisonous to sheep in Oregon; R. chrysanthum

is known to be poisonous, as also is R. cinna-

barinum, as reported in Hooker's Himalayan
Journals. Of the properties of Rhododendron

arboreum, Hooker wrote (op. cit.) that in East

Nepal "Rhododendron arboreum becomes

plentiful at 5,000 to 6,000 feet (East Nepal),

forming a large tree on dry, clayey slopes. . . .

In the contracted parts of the valley the moun-

tains often dip to the river-bed in precipices of

gneiss, under the ledges of which wild bees build

pendulous nests looking like huge bats suspended

by their wings ; they are 2 or 3 feet long and as

broad at the top, whence they taper downwards

;

the honey is much sought for except in spring,

when it i6 said to be poisoned by Rhododendron

flowers, just as that eaten by the soldiers in the

retreat of the Ten Thousand was by the flowers

of R. ponticum."

Publications Received.—British Flowering
Plants. By Mrs. Henry Perrin and Prof. G. 8.

Boulger. Vol. I. Complete in four volumes.
(London: Bernard Quaritch. Price twelve

VEGETABLES.

RAISING SEEDLINGS.

Owing to wet weather in March the work in the

kitchen garden is greatly in arrears, especially

in such gardens as ours, where the soil is heavy

and retentive. Seed sowing has been out of the

question. The advantages of raising the seed-

lings under glass and planting out immediately

favourable weather comes will prove a great

gain this year to all who have practised it. The
majority of vegetables answer well to such treat-

ment, and 'better results always follow this

method on cold stiff ground, let the character of

the season be what it may.

Assuming that the ground has been properly

prepared by manuring, trenching, or digging,

take the first opportunity to rake the surface

level for receiving the young plants, and all

hands that can be spared should be employed to

set the crops into their permanent quarters.

Boards should be employed to save treading the

ground. Peas and Broad Beans give far better

returns when treated in this manner. Raise

them in a cool place, never allow them
to become drawn, and thoroughly harden

them before planting. Slugs are likely to prove

troublesome this spring, and the best preventive

16 a good coating of finely-sifted cinder ashes

placed around the crops. Peas should be staked

and protected from birds at the same time.

Cauliflowers, Brussels Sprouts and Cabbages

should be pricked out into shelters just before

the first rough leaves develop. The best method
of ensuring a good crop of Onions is to sow in

boxes and plant the seedlings out during April,

as the plants will then be safe against attacks of

the Onion fly, and the crop can be harvested

much earlier than if sown in the open. Both

Runner and Dwarf Beans for early crops are

much better r?ised in cold frames, pots, or boxes,

and planted out as soon as danger from frost

is past. These crops will be found to make

much better headway than if sown in the open

garden.

guineas. — Transactions and Proceedings of
the California Association of Nurserymen.
Secretary, Mr. Henry W. Kruckebere, Los
Angeles. -Price 50 cents.

—

LesAmisde Roses.
Journal de la Societe Franchise des Rosie
ristes. M. Albert Bontin, 67, ('ours de la

Liberte, Lyon.— La Taille Lorette. Par M.
Louis Lorette. (Versailles: Libliotheque
du Journal " Jardinage. ')— The Pershore Fruit
Growers' Year Book. Published by the Pershore
and District Fruit Growers' and Market Gar-
deners' Association. Secretary, Mr. E. P.

Whiteley, Mylor, Pershore, Worcestershire.
Price 6d.— The British Fern Gazette. Published
by the British fteridological Society. Secre-
tary, Mr. C. T. Druery, 11, Shaa Road, Acton,
London.

—

Annual Report of the Gardens of
His Highness the Maharana Sir Fateh Singhji

Bahadur, of Udaipur, Mewar. — Fellowship
Books. Edited by Mary Stratton. Flowers by
J. Foord. (London : B. T. Batsford, Ltd.)

Price 2s.

—

Union of South Africa : Report of the

Department of Agriculture. (Cape Town : Cape
Times, Limited.) Price 9s. 6d. Summary of
the Meteorological Observations and Daily
Records of Sunshine and Rainfall made at

Victoria Park, Swansea, during the Year 1913.
—Colonial and Foreign Statistics. (London :

Board of Agriculture and Fisheries.) Price 7 Id.

— The San Jose and Oyster-Shell Scales, by
L. Ctesar ; and Box-Packing of Apples, by
E. F. Palmer. (Toronto : Ontario Department
of Agriculture.)

—

Coconuts : Experiments at

Maha-llluppallama. November, 1B13. (Colombo:
Department of Agriculture, Ceylon.)

—

Wissen-
schaftliche Ergebnisse der Deutschen Zentral-

Afrika-Expedition, 1907-1908, unter fiihrung

Adolf Friedrichs. Band II. (Leipsig : KlinU-
hardt and Biermann.) Price M. 4.20.
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AUBERGINE (EGG PLANT).
The large, purple variety of Aubergine is

much the best. The plants should be grown
in a hot, moist house, and saved from check
at any stage. Three transplantings are
necessary—first, from the seed-pans to small
60-sized pots; later, when plenty of roots are
made, into 6-inch pots ; and, finally, into 8-inch
pots, in which they will fruit. Let the pots

be well drained, and for compost use a mixture
consisting of three parts loam and one part finely-

sifted, well-decayed cow manure. Make the soil

moderately firm, and after a good set of fruit

16 assured afford the roots a liberal supply of

manure-water. The foliage should be well

drenched with tepid water morning and after-

noon to keep down attacks of red spider. For
fruiting late in the summer the plants may be

grown in cold frames or pits, and good results

are often obtained from plants grown in the
open if strong specimens are put out on a

border facing south and well protected from
winds. E. Beckett.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
A STATELY TULIP TREE.

In the History of Horsham and Antiquities

(second edition, 1889), the gifted authoress,

the late Miss Dorothea Hurst, refers to the

existence of a Tulip tree (Liriodendron tulip-

ifera). said to be one of the finest in England,
growing in the grounds of Horsham Park,
the ancient seat of the Hurst family. Horsham
Park is situated between the northern con-
fines of the town and the railway station

;

it is interesting to the gardener because
it contains a rich collection of trees and
tall evergreen shrubs which border the eastern
boundary of the park, separating it from the
highway leading into the town. The four
boundaries of this fine, rectangular park form
a plateau of rich grazing verdure, encompassed
by a continuous bordering of tall, old forest
trees, chiefly consisting of Oaks, Elms, Beeches
and Scotch Pines, on its three sides, whilst the
pleasure grounds already indicated surround the
substantial mansion, situated in close contiguity
to the highway. The house is a good specimen
of the solid brickwork with stone facing of the
latter part of the seventeenth century. It is in

front of its eastern facade that the famous Tulip
tree is growing, and only separated by the broad
carriage drive running parallel with the sub-
stantial stone-built boundary wall. There ap
pears to be no record of the planting of the

specimen in question, but it is regarded as one
of the first consignments of the plants introduced
from Canada about 250 years since. As seen

from the highway (North Street) the tree, stand-

ing out in bold relief, cannot well fail to attract

the eye of the least observant, especially when
it is in flower, some of the blooms being carried'

over 100 feet high. The circumference of the

bole at 4 feet from the ground is 16 feet, and at

the base the assemblage of surface roots, radiat-

ing around and forming an admirable pedestal-

like support to the symmetrical bole, with its

gigantic branches, having a spread of about
300 feet in circumference, present an effect of

no ordinary character. A somewhat peculiar

characteristic connected with the fruition of

the Tulip tree is that it retains during the

winter its crop of seed vessels, and the

dark-brown colour of their involucres presents
a somewhat sombre and not over-oriuunwital

or picturesque feature. In addition to the
Horstiam Park specimen there are two or three

others within the precincts of the town of

considerable age and size, but not nearly ap-

proaching the one in question, while at Leonards-
lee, so famous for its Alpine and wild gardens,
situated about five miles distant, there is a
specimen rivalling that at Horsham Park, both
in height and other proportions. William Gar-
dener, Horsham.

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
(The Editors do not hold themselves responsible for

the opinions expressed by correspondents.)

The Patents and Designs Act.—As jour
readers are aware, the amendment of the Patents

and Designs Act is now under the consideration

of Parliament. We have already received a

number of valuable suggestions from our

Fellows on the subject, but as the Institute re-

presents inventors generally, we shall be obliged

the exhibits are the outcome of selective

triumphs contributed from many sources, foreign

as well as home. We cannot fail to note
that the plants themselves include far more
exotics than native ones, and that in no ca-se

can any grower claim that he is only indebted
to the British Isles and British growers for his

acquisitions. On further examination we shall

find, too, that most of the magnificent results

are due to crossings between different species or

genera, so that to a very large extent an element
of artificiality is introduced so far as Nature pure

Fig. 112.— tulip tree (liriodendron tl-lh"lfera) at hobsham pake.

if you will afford us the opportunity of appeal-
ing to all those who have not yet communicated
their views to us. Walter I-', licid, Chairman,
Institute of Inventors, 20, High Holbom,
London.

The British Fern Cult.— It is a great
pity that plant lovers in general fail to profit

by the fact that in some peculiar way Nature
lias endowed Great Britain with an altogether
unique branch of horticulture. If we examine
into the history of all the innumerable branches
of plant culture to wliieli we owe the wonderful
wealth of flowering and foliage plants exhibited
at our great shows, we find in every case ilut

and simple is concerned. The British Fern
lover, on the other hand, who has fairly mas-
tered tlie capacity of variation in the few native
species indigenous to Great Britain, Ireland,
and the Channel Islands, can only feel regret th.it

,

despite a sort of general recognition shown in

the fact that few gardens are without some
specimens of the common native Feins, a

proper recognition of their wonderful varia

tion into more beautiful types is very

rare indeed. At the Great Interna

Show of 1912, so many splendid tonus

were shown both by the amateur and the trade,

anil these were so greatly admired, tint one
would have expected widei recognition of these
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purely native and perfectly hardy plants.

Those wonderful exotic6, Nephrolepis exaltata,

and allied species, in their recent de-

velopments, are sold by the myriad, although

they are tender and require warmth, while

the .equally beautiful, and often fir more
diverse forms of our Shield Ferae, Lady
Ferns, Lastrea6, Hartstongues, and other

hardy variations are rarely seen in the places

they are fitted for, such as cold conservatories

and shady nooks in gardens. The connoisseur,

indeed, finds it extremely difficult to understand
why multitudes of people, when visiting the

ferny districts of Great Britain, do their best

to denude them by digging up the Ferns or

pulling them out of the old walls and rocks,

when for a few pence, in many cases, they could

obtain far more beautiful variations or

"sports" from a nursery near home. Anyone
who has seen a well-grown specimen of one of

our best frilled and fringed Hartstongues, or
one of our beautifully crested, feathery Lady
Ferns—or, better still, a choice Soft Shield
Fern of the finest type—will at once admit that
our wonderment i© fully justified. It is not as

though the material is scanty. Out of some
forty odd native species Nature alone, and
unaided by man's selection, has given us
hundreds of different types, feathery, tas-

selled, or both combined, in the most
curious, beautiful, and interesting ways, these
hundreds being largely made up of Harts-
tongues, Lady Ferns, Shield Ferns, and Las-
treas, all hardy and of the easiest possible cul-

ture. All these varieties have either been found
wild, or have been reared from the spores of wild
plants, and by selection of better types which
have appeared among their offspring. It is un-
doubtedly to these latter, the selective improve-
ments, that the most beautiful of all belong

;

but they are mostly the immediate progeny of
the wild "sports," and withofl? any selection
at all the wealth of fine wild original "sports "

runs well into four figures—one and all found
within the limits of Great Britain. To
foster these beautiful native plants the
writer in recent years has undertaken the
editorship of the British Fern Gazette, pub-
lished quarterly by the British Pteridological
Society for the benefit of its members,
and he would be happy on receipt of a postcard
to send a copy of the Gazette to anyone con-
templating membership. Chas. T. Druery,
VMM., F.L.S., 11, S/iaa Road, Acton, W.

Cyaniding to Destroy Mealy Bug. —
The remarks of your correspondent, Mr. Shakel-
ton (page 223), may create a wrong impression
in the minds of many of your readers as to the
exaot point at issue. I d'o not think that Mr.
Shakelton has proved anything new by inform-
ing us that he has been more or less successful
in killing bug with cyanide of sodium of 130
per cent, strength. As a matter of fact, it is

not only probable but quite possible that the
sample he used was considerably below the stan-
dard quoted by me, viz., 98 per cent, pure
cyanide of potassium. It would, I think, be in-
teresting and instructive if your correspondent
would consult some qualified analytical chemist
and ask him to define in plain English ihe
meaning of the term so frequently used
with samples of cyanide sodium (130 per cent.).
I adhere to my original opinion, that the
great majority of failures may be traced to
the want of a proper standard of purity in
the materials used. In support of this I
will quote a case in point. A very intelligent
and clever amateur in this neighbourhood com-
menced cyaniding many years ago with varying
degrees of success, but instead of purchasing
commercial sulphuric acid he used instead a
preparation as supplied for electric light accumu-
lators. Having run out of this requisite he
sent to me for a supply of acid to enable him
to cyanide his conservatory. I need hardly
state that there has been no more cyaniding
done there since. Before any success could
be secured, it was necessary to increase
the dose of cyanide to treble the quantity
required, and when acid of the proper standard
was used the gas was so strong that prac
tically every plant in the house was ruined,
and several climbers killed to the ground.
Mr. Shakelton should not be over-sanguine

as to the efficacious results to be obtained
from sealing over the eggs of mealy bug
in the cracks and crevices of vine rods with
styptic or any other adhesive material of a

similar nature, or he will, I fear, like myself
in previous years, suffer disappointment. So
long as the vines remain dormant and the seals

perfect, little or no change takes place in the

eggs, but as soon as the vines begin to grow
freely and the wood and bark expand sufficiently

to split the seals then the eggs quickly hatch,

and if some effectual means are not adopted at

once to check the spread of the insects they
increase very rapidly, and in a few weeks
defy all attempts to exterminate them, ex-

cept of course that never-failing remedy,
summer cyaniding. Mr. Shakelton appears to

be somewhat surprised that those of your corre-

spondents who claim success in the use of hydro-
cyanic acid gas should have any mealy bug in

their houses, but I fail to see why he should, as

I am sure he would be the first to admit that

it is next to impossible to exterminate bug in a

mixed house of stove plants where it has gained
a firm foothold, unless there is sufficient labour

to admit of a daily inspection of every plant and
climber in the house, and there are few gardeners
in such a fortunate position nowadays. Be-

sides, the stove is one of the most difficult

houses to cyanide successfully, owing to the
nature of many of the plants and the adverse
climatic conditions of the house, and as this

operation of extermination should be carried out

in the growing (and breeding) season, one readily

understands what a difficult matter this is to

accomplish. But what we do claim for hydro-
cyanic acid gas is that provided the conditions

of the house are proper there is no other in-

secticide on the market to equal it for efficiency

and safety. Jus. Fulton.

State Fruit Farms.— There has been a

good deal of discussion on the subject of the

necessity for improvement in our methods of

agriculture and horticulture, but up to the
present very little has been done by the State

in this direction. The paucity and poor
quality of English-grown fruit has also been
much bewailed ; and I should like to make
a suggestion in this direction, which might
be taken up with advantage by the Board of

Agriculture. It is that the Government should
institute in some of the leading fruit-growing
counties (Kent, Gloucestershire, Herefordshire,
and Devonshire) small stations of about twenty-
five acres, to be laid out in sections for the ex-

perimental growing of different kinds of fruit.

Each station should be placed in the charge of

an expert in culture, and systematic planting,

pruning, eradication and prevention of pests,

manuring and cropping, could be demonstrated in

the case of each kind of fruit. The stations

should be open at all times to inspection and
examination by those wishing to learn, and would
provide valuable centres for the dissemination
of knowledge. Half-a-dozen such centres, even
if the land were acquired by purchase, would not

be expensive ; they would be welcomed by those

who required guidance in the growing of fruit.

and if well managed might be the means of

checking the import of foreign fruit, a great

cause of which is the inferior quality of that

at present grown in England. E. Molyneux.

The N.E.H.S.— I am very pleased to see Mr.
Jackson's contradiction of my statements, for
this serves my purpose admirably and makes me
bring forward soihe of the facts. I feel sure the
Council is unaware of how in committees things
go on which are not to the welfare of the society.

(1) A lecture was arranged to be delivered at
York by Dr. Russell, of Bothamsted. About
a score of persons attended ! This was simply
due to the lecture being given on the very night
of the annual meeting of the York Florists'
Society. A little tact and a little of that spirit

of co-operation which is so lacking would have
enabled local gardeners and amateurs to attend
the lecture. (2) On October 22 the then secre-
tary of the Northern Fruit Congress was re-
quested to see the Hexham local committee and
talk over a scheme of co-operation, if not amal-
gamation. While the negotiations were proceed
ing satisfactorily matters were completely taken
out of the secretary's hands; new negotiations

arranged with the inevitable result—the union
movement was nullified. This surely is lack of
courtesy and tact. (3) As to there being
no policy of isolation, I ask who pre
vented the then so-called editor of the
N.E.H.S. Journal from publishing an
editorial last year advocating "co-operation"
among northern societies? I refrain from giving
more of these incidents, for the reason that only
from a sense of duty to others have I entered on
this (to me) rather unpleasant criticism of the
N.E.H.S. If Mr. Jackson will publish the
attendances of the council and committees of the
last six months it will soon be seen how it i6 that
there is such a Leeds bias. The N.E.H.S. is too
good a thing, and many of us have spent too
much money and time in trying to make it a good
thing, to be spoilt by what I must call a little and
a local policy. J. Bernard Hall.

Rainfall.— The rainfall in these gardens dur-
ing February amounted to 4.20 inches, and there
were 18 rainy davs. During March 5.02 inches
fell on 25 days. ' In March, 1913, the rainfall
amounted to 5.02 inches, and there were 25 wet
days. Garden and farm work has been much
delayed in consequence of the wet spring. G. S.,
Hartland Abbey, Devonshire.

The following record of the rainfall in the
months of January, February and March for the
past three years may be of interest to your
readers. 1912 :—January 2.81 inches on 14
days, February 2.35 inches on 17 days, March
4.41 inches on 19 days. The total rainfall was
9.57 inches, and the number of wet days 50.

1913 :—January 4.73 inches o;^21 days, February
1.23 inches on 11 days, March 4.98 inches on 15
days. Total rainfall 10.94 inches, and 47 rainy
days. 1914 :—January .72 inch on 10 days,
February 4.62 inches on 16 days, Maroh 5.16
inches on 25 days. Total rainfall 10.50 inches,
registered on 51 rainy days. Thos. Tyson,
Wyhehurst Park- Gardens, Haywards Heath.

Our rainfall for February was 10.95 inches,

but the amount is not a record for this district.

In March, 1913. the fall totalled 10.43 inches; in

August, 1912, 11.89 inches : in December. 1912,

11.26 inches; and in March. 1912, 10.53 inches.

In March of the present year the amount
recorded was 7.62 inches. Our records for the

past two years may be interesting. (The rain

gauge is 700 feet above sea level. Latitude,
51° 44' 45" N. ; longitude, 309' W.)

-
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SOCIETIES.
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.

April 7.—The exhibition, on the occasion of

(he fortnightly meeting held in the Vincent
Square Hall, Westminster, on Tuesday last,

again filled the whole of the building. Orchid
lovers found much, to admire in the many excel-

lent groups of these flowers, and numerous
novelties were submitted for Awards, two receiv-

ing l6t Class Certificates and three Awards of

Merit from the Orchid Committee.
The Floral Committee recommended one 1st

Clas6 Certificate and eight Awards of Merit to
new plants, whilst twenty-three groups were
awarded Medals.
The Narcissus Committee recommended seven

Awards of Merit to novelties, and eight collec-

tions were awarded Medals.
The only exhibit of importance in the Fruit

and Vegetable Section was a collection of vege-

tables staged by Messrs. Sutton and Sons.
At the three o'clock meeting in the Lecture

Room, Mr. C. R. Fielder delivered an address
on " The Cultivation of Amaryllis."

Floral Committee.
Present: H. B. Mav, Esq. (in the chair),

Messrs. C. T. DrueTy, W. J. Bean, C. E. Pear-
son, C. E. Shea, W. H. Morter, Wm. Howe,
J. W. Moorman, George Cordon, John Green,
W. P. Thomson, A. Turner, Chas. Dixon, John
Dickson, W. Bain, Thomas Stevenson, J. Jen-
nings, J. F. McLeod, W. H. Page, F. W.
Harvey, W. Cuthbertson, C. R. Fielder, Jas.

Hudson, J. T. Bennett-Poe, E. H. Jenkins, Geo.
Paul, R. C. Notcutt and E. A. Bowles.

AWARDS.
First-class Certificate.

Clematis Armandii (see fig. 113).—An ever-
green, Chinese species, remarkable for its hand-
some foliage, as much as for its profuse trusses

of white flowers. The leaves are ternate,

glossy, leathery, with three deep-arohed
veins 6 inches long. The flowers are borne
in dense, axillary clusters, each stalk branch-
ing and bearing three flowers 2 to 2j inches in

diameter and composed of six to eight segments.
It seems closely allied to C. indivisa, and it is

hoped that it will prove hardy in this country.

The flowering specimen shown had received the

protection of a cold house. Shown by Hon. V.
Gibbs. Aldenham (gr. Mr. E. Beckett). The
species was first figured in Gard. Chron., July 8,

1905, as a Supplementary Plate.

Awards of Merit.
Primus Blirieana

fl.
pi.—This is the best

double form of Prunus cera6ifera atropurpurea
(P. Pissartii). The foliage is prettily tinted, even
deeper in shade than the type. The flowers are

lj inch in diameter, almost peach-pink in colour

and semi-double. The vigorous growths shown
were covered with flowers, and the plant pro-

mises to be an excellent addition to hardy shrubs.

It is an improvement both in size and colour of

flower on the variety known as P. Moseri fl. pi.

Shown by Mr. R. C. Notcutt.
Osmanthus Delavayi.—This (beautiful shrub

is a valuable acquisition from China. It bears
small, dark evergreen glabrous foliage, ovate in

shape with serrate edge, i to § inch in length by

i to 5 inch in breadth. Its great beauty, however,
lies in the dense, axillary clusters of white,

fragrant flowers, which are as long a6 the leaves,

and therefore more showy than in the coarser

species. They often number twelve or more in

a cluster, and as these are in opposite pairs the
flowers have the appearance of being in whorls.

The plant shown was 18 inches high, and had
been protected by a cold frame, but it is hoped
that the species will prove hardy. Shown by
Hon. V. Gibbs.
Golumnen major glabra,—A handsome, scarlet-

flowered stove plant with arching growths, which
make it an - admirable basket plant. The e'tems

are stout and fleshy : the leaves thick, glossy,

ovate-lanceolate in shape, and about 1£ inch in

length by i inch in breadth. The flowers are
3 inches long, borne singly in the axils of the
upper leaves to form a raceme-like cluster ; they
twist round on their stalks to face upwards and
spread showily from the horizontal or hanging
8tem6.

Anthurium conchif.orum.—A showy hybrid bs-
tween A. Scherzerianum and A. Chamberlain-

ianum, with the intense self-scarlet spathe with
glossy reverse and twisted spadix of the former
species, but the spathe is much larger and
broader, and is hollowed out to a shell or saucer-
like shape. The foliage is large and handsome,
the leaf blade being a foot in length by 5 inches
in width. These two were shown by Elizabeth
Lady Lawrence (gr. Mr. W. Bain).

Auricula Gordon Douglas.—This is a good
addition to the fancy varieties. The colour is a
warm yellow, a shade of buff or orange suffusing

the margin of each segment. The pip is flat,

round and even, and a perfectly-formed disc of

pure white meal surrounds the small eye.

Primula Bookham. Gem.—From the florist's

point of view, this is perhaps the best of the
viscosa x Auricula crosses. The flowers are

deep violet-purple, 1^ inch in diameter,
with full, overlapping, broad segments and
small, white eye. It was shown with the variety

Mrs. James Douglas, which was given an award
last year, but the flower of Bookham Gem is

larger, deepeT in colour, and neater in the
round, white eye. The foliage is pale-green,

downy, slightly serrated in the upper half, and
bold in growth. These two were shown by Mr.
Jas. Douglas, Great Bookham.

Pose Constance.—In its rich yellow this

beautiful Pernetiana hybrid at once challenges

comparison with Rayon d'Or. It is not inferior

in colour and has the same tinting of crimson on
the outer petals. In habit and form it is a great

advance. Blooms on 2 feet s'tems from pot plants

were shown ; the buds are finely pointed and free

from the shallowness which spoils Rayon d'Or as

an exhibition variety. The foliage is firm and
the growths spiny, whilst the blooms possess a
fine fragrance, reminding one of the Teas.
Shown by Mr. H. Beckwith, Hoddesdon.

Rhododendron fastigiatum.—This is a dwarf
alpine Chinese Rhododendron allied to R. intri-

catum and R. violaceum. It ha« the same open
flowers and spreading stamens as the latter, but
is of a purer blue, expands perhaps a little less

flat, and is rather smaller, being an inch across.

In habit it is one of the dwarfest, the 4-inch high
plant shown being branched and carrying several

trusses of from 3 to 5 flowers. The leaves are
closely crowded, overlapping in a tile-like ar-

rangement. They are ovate in shape and covered
with rusty dots, and vary in length from -^ to ^
inch, and in breadth from £ to ^ inch. Shown by
Mr. Rkuthe, Keston.

Other Noteworthy Plants.

Syringa pinnatifolia is a pretty, white Chinese
Lilac. The axillary flower-trusses are neither
very large nor showy, but the foliage is elegantly

cut into four or five pairs of small, glabrous,

bright-green leaflets, each about 5 inch in length

by £ inch in breadth, which makes the plant a
very graceful addition to a valuable flowering

group. Shown by Hon. V. Gibbs.
Clematis montana superba, exhibited by

Messrs. Jackman, is a very large-flowered form
of the type.

Agapetes macrantha, a rare Indian shrubby
evergreen, was given a First-class Certificate in

1860. A handsome spray of the curious ribbed
flowers, marbled pink and crimson, was shown
by W. Mappin, Esq.. Sheffield.

Primula Listeri, which has the reputation of

being the non-poisonous ally of P. obconica, was
shown by Miss Willmott.

Miscellaneous Exhibits.

Col. Mark Lockwood, M.P., Bishop'6 Hall,

Romford (gr. Mr. J. Craddock), was awarded a
Silver-gilt Lindley Medal for standard Gardenias.

The plants attracted attention by reason of their

fine culture, each being a very healthv specimen
some 6 feet tall, and bearing plenty cf flowers and
unopened buds.

Messrs. R. and G. Cuthbert, Southgate, had
the largest individual exhibit, in a collection of

forced shrubs. (Silver Flora Medal.)
Messrs. H. B. May and Sons, Edmonton, had

a mixed exhibit of flowering plants, including

Hydrangeas, the blue-fiowered varieties being un-

commonly good. (S'lver Banksian Medal.)
Mes-rs." James Veitch and Sons, Chelsea, were

awarded a Silver Flora Medal for Azaleas,

Boronias, Hippeastrums and pans of Alpines.

Messrs. W. Cutbush and Sons, Highgate,

showed Roses and Carnations, in addition to their

exhibit of Alpines. (Silver Flora Medal.)

Mr. James Douglas, Great Bookham, showed
exceptionally fine Auriculas. Each plant was a
splendid specimen and the varieties some of the
finest in existence. A selection includes Canary
Bird, gold with a rim of white paste ; Vincent
Douglas, purple with cream centre ; Mrs. Gar-
diner, puce with white mealy rim ; Lady Veitch,
old-rose colour ; Harrison Weir and the beautiful
new Gordon Douglas, which received an Award
of Merit.

Bunches of Zonal-leaved Pelargoniums were
displayed by Messrs. H. J. Jones, Ltd., Hither
Green, Lewisham (Bronze Banksian Medal) ; and
Messrs. H. Cannell and Sons, Eynsford.
Mr. Philip Ladds, Swanley, Kent, was

awarded a Bronze Banksian Medal for a small
collection of popular greenhouse flowers.

Messrs. Wills and Segar, South Kensington,
showed an exhibit, as at the last meeting, of
Azaleas, Mignonette, Cyclamens, Heaths, and
Boronias.
Mr. L. R. Russell, Richmond, showed the

scarlet. Clianthus puniceus finely in a collection
of other flowers and ornamental Ivies. (Bronze
Flora Medal.)
Mr. Geo. Prince, Oxford, exhibited Roses,

for which a Silver Flora Medal was awarded.
There were many beautiful exhibits of Per-

petual-flowering Carnations, the exhibitors being
Mr. C Engelmann, Saffron Walden (Silver
Banksian Medal) ; Mr. H. Burnett, Guernsev,
Silver-Gilt Flora Medal ; Messrs. Stuart Low
and Co., Enfield (Silver Banksian Medal): Mr.
J. C. Jenner, Rayleigh, Essex (Bronze Bank-
sian Medal); Messrs. W. Wells and Co., Ltd.,
Merstham ; Messrs. Young and Co., Hatherley
(Bronze Flora Medal) ; and Messrs. Allwood
Bros., Wivelsfield, Haywards Heath, whose fine
blooms of Ladv Millar, a perpetual-flowering
variety of the Malmaison type, were much ad-
mired. (Silver Banksian Medal.)

Messrs. A. H. Cole, Ltd., Swanley, again
showed their strain of the pretty Star Cine-
rarias.

Messrs. Jarman and Co., Chard, staged a floor
group of Star Cinerarias.

Messrs. Carter Page and Co., London Wall,
again showed a collection of Violas, and the
beautiful clear blue Nemophila 'nsignis.

Rhododendrons in variety and of fine quality
were shown by Messrs. R.Gill and Sons, Fai-
mouth. (Silver Banksian Medal.)

Messrs. Phillips and Taylor, Bracknell,
Berkshire, had a large patch of the beautiful
Primula rosea in a mixed collection of spring
flowers.

Messrs. Blackmore and Langdon, Twerton-
on-Avon, Bath, showed a fine strain of Polyan-
thuses in batches of yellow, crimson, white and
mixed varieties.

Messrs. Geo. Jackman and Son, Woking, in-

troduced sprays of flowering Apples and Peaches
at the back of their choice exhibit of hardy
fl owers.

Other exhibitors of hardy flowers were Messrs.
Bakers, Wolverhampton ; 'Mr. G. Miller, Wis-
bech ; Mr. Vernon T. Hill, Langford, near
Bristol, whose Polyanthuses were very good

;

The Burton Hardy Plant Nursery ;' Messrs.
W. Cutbush and Son, Highgate ; Messrs. G.
and A. Clark, Ltd. , Dover ; Guildford Hardy
Plant Nursery ; Mr. G. Reuthe, Keston,
Kent. Mr. Reuthe also displayed flowering
shrubs, including Viburnum Carle.su, with frag-
rant, pink-tipped flowers. (Bronze Flora Medal.)

Messrs. J. Piper and Sons, Bayswaler, again
carried off the palm amongst the rock-garden
exhibits, receiving a Silver-gilt Bc.nksian Medal
for an excellent display. There was a large pool
at one end, and this was grouped about with
Primulas, clumps of Daffodils, and other flowers.
The Genus Primula was well represented in es-

carpments and on bluffs of the rockery. A not-
able feature was a batch of the Alpine Wall-
flower—Matthiola fenestralis.

Mr. James Box. Haywards Heath, Sussex,
filled the east corner of the hall with .1 large rock
garden of excellent, design, the back having [are •

clumps of Rhododendron Pink Pearl, Mag
Soulangeana. and other flowering shrubs. The
clear blue Omphalodes cornifolia (cappadocioc)
was a conspicuous object amongst the nukwork.
(Silver Banksian Medal.)

Mr. MatTRICE PmCHARD, Christ hutch, had a
dainty rockery, well furnished with a variety of
beautiful alpines. (Silver Banksian Modal.)
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Messrs. T. S. Wake, Ltd., Feltham, also uti-

lised a rockery, on which to display alpintt, the

masses of Aubrietia Lloyd Edwards and Primula

frondosa being very striking. (Bronze Flora

Medal.)

Rock gardens were also shown by Messrs. Bark
and Sons. King Street, Covent Garden; Messrs.

J. Cheal and Sons. Crawley; Messrs. Thompson-

and Charman, Bushey, Hertfordshire ; Mr.

Clarkxce Elliott, Stevenage; Messrs. John
Waterer. Sons, and Crisp, Ltd., Twyfoid : the

Misses Hopkins. Shepperton; Messrs. White-

legg and Page, Chislehurst IBronze Banksian

Medal) : and Messrs. R. Tucker and Sons,

Oxford.
Messrs. Reamsbottom and Co., Geashill, Ire-

land, displayed vase* of their fine St. Brigid

Anemones, which were awarded a Bronze Flora

Medal.

Orchid Committee.

Present:—J. Gurney Fowler, Esq., in the

chair, and Messrs. Jas. O'Brien (noil, secretary),

H. J. Chapman. F. Sander, R. G. Thwaites.

F. J. Hanburv, F. M. Ogilvie, T. Armstrong,
A. McBean, J." Charlesworth, J. Cypher, W. H.
Hatcher, H. G. Alexander. A. Dye, E. H.
Davidson. W. H. White, W. Bolton, Gurney
Wilson. R. A. Rolfe. and Sir Harry J. Veiteh.

AWARDS
First-Class Certificates.

Odontoglossum Mogul (Oakwoodense x arden-

tissimum). from Lieut. -Col. Sir Geo. L. Holford.

K.C.V.O. One of the most beautiful of

hybrid Odontoglossums ;
perfect in shape and

unique in colouring. The flowers had equally

broad segments, three-fourths occupied by a

large, irregular claret-purple blotch, the margins

being clear white, the petals and lip frineed.

The white of the outer parts of the segments is

in effective contrast with the dark inner zone.

Catllei/a Tityus Shrubbery variety {Enid x

Octave Doin). from F. Menteith Ogilvie, Esq.,

The Shrubbery, Oxford (gr. Mr. Balmforthl.

This beautiful variety, which received an Award
of Merit at a former'meeting, has developed into

one of the largest and best Cattleyas. The

large, broad flowers had the sepalsand crimped

petals white, with a pearl-pink tint ; the fine

labellum rose-purple in front, and with a yellow

disc.
Awards of Merit.

Laelio-Cattleya amabilis Fascinator (L.-C.

Fascinator albens x C. Luddemanmana Stan-

leys), from Messrs. Charlesworth and. Co. A
really charming hybrid, and quite distinct.

Senals and petals pure white, lip deep claret-red,

the front finely expanded.

Odontioda Olive parentage unrecorded), from

Mrs. Norman Cookson. Oakwood, Wylam (gr.

Mr. H. J. Chapman). A flower of good size and

shape, the dark colour suggesting Odontoglos-

sum Vuylstekei. Sepals dark red-purple; the

broader 'petals similarly coloured, but with a

white margin. Lip with dark purple blotches.

Odontioda Graireana splendens (Odontoglos-

sum Bossii X Cochlioda Noezliana) from M.
Graire. Amiens. In habit this closely resem-

bles 0. Rossii. but the inflorescence has more

flowers. Sepals and petals blotched with

orange-red ; lip light rose with yellow crest.

Cultural Commendation.

To Air H. G. Alexander, Orchid-grower to

Lieut.-Col. Sir Geo. L. Holford. K.C.V.O.. for

a grand specimen of Laelio-Cattleya Tigris (L.

Cowanii x L.-C. Dominiana), with two spikes

of many bright yellow flowers, with red mark-
ings on the lip.

General Exhibits.

Mrs. Norman C. Cookson, Oakwood, Wylam
(gr. Mr. H. J. Chapman), showed a group of

hybrid Odontiodas and Odontoglossums Taised

at Oakwood. The choicest were Odontioda
Sibyl, claret-red with light markings; 0.

Arthur (Bradshawiae X percultumj. the

yellow ground colour prettily marked with red :

and 0. Oakwoodiense Futurist, (percultum
X Bradshawiae Oakwood variety), white
spotted with red. and with a. broad violet mar-
gin. Among the many seedling Odontoglossums
O. crispum Phoebe, almost wholly dark claret

colour, was the most remarkable. (Silver Flora
Medal).

Lieut. Col. Sir Geo. Holford, K.C.V.O.,
Westonbirt (gr. Mr. H. G. Alexander}, staged

a select group of typical Westonbirt quality,

and comprising two specimens of the beautiful

Cattleva Schroderae The Baron, Cattleya

Magnet (Mossiae X WhiteiJ. Sophro-Laeho-

Cattleya Sunloch (L.-C. Goldfinch X _S.-L.-C.

Danae), reddish-orange, with rose veining, a

grand specimen of the true Cymbidium
Parishii Sanderae, with two spikes of blush-

white flowers with ruby spotting on the lip ;

the superb Brasso-Cattleya The King, which

was such an attraction at the Chelsea Inter-

national Exhibition, and various other good

Brasso-Cattleyas. (Silver Flora Medal.)

Sir Jeremiah Colman, Bart., Gatton Park,

Surrey (gr. Mr. Collier), staged an interesting

group" in which were noted Odontioda

Vuylstekeae Gattonense, Odontoglossum Pesca-

torei album, of a clear white, with yellow crest;

a charming plant of the red Polystachya panicu-

lata, with four spikes ; Coelogyne Sanderae,

Masdevallia Arminii, Pleione yunnanense and
Brasso-Cattleyas.

Messrs. Charlesworth and Co., Haywards
Heath, staged a group of finely-grown Orchids,

which included a dark form of their new Odon-
tioda Brewii, Miltonqa Hyeana, with a prettily-

veined light rose lip, a dark form of Phaius
simulans, Laelio-Cattleya Percy Scott, with

striped flowers, of unusual colour, and other

Laelio-Cattleyas, the finest being the new L.-C.

amabilis Fascinator (L.-C. Fascinator albens x
C. Luddemanniana Stanley!), one of the best of

its section. (Silver Flora Medal.)

Messrs. Sander and Sons. St. Albans, had a

very effective group of good Odontoglossums,
Laelio-Cattleyas, Odontiodas, and other

Orchids. A plant of Lycaste Skinneri alba bore

seven large white flowers ; there were also the

white Cattleya Susannae Hye de Crom, some
fine C. Schroderae, C. Parthenia Prince of

Wales. Coelogyne Lawrenceana, Cymbidium
amabilis (Lowio-Mastersii x insigne), and
other good Cymbidiums, Dendrobium thyrsi-

florum, D. aggregation and Miltonia Bleuana.

(Silver Flora Medal.)
Messrs. Stuart Low and Co.. Bush Hill Park.

Enfield, staged a fine group, in which Dendro-

biums were prominent, D. Brymerianum, D.

Jamesianum, and D. Wardianum being specially

fine. The varieties of Cattleya Schroderae in-

cluded a good pure white form ; Oncidium sar-

codes and other Oncidiums were well repre-

sented, and Brasso-Cattleyas, Cymbidiums,
Odontiodas and Odontoglossums were shown
well. (Silver Flora Medal.)

R. G. Thwaites, Esq., Ghessington. Streat-

ham. showed a. small selection of hybrid Odon-
toglossums and Dendrobiums, together with a
plant of Sophro-Cattleya Thwaitesii with

pretty red flower. (Silver Banksian Medal.)

Messrs. Jas. Ctpher and Sons, Cheltenham,
staged a group, in which a fine plant of Phaius
tuberculosus, Dendrobium Cambridgeanum and
other Dendrobiums. including the rare white

and violet D. superbum Huttonii, some pretty

Odontoglossums, and Arpophyllum giganteum
were noted. (Silver Banksian Medal.)

J. T. Bennett-Poe, Esq., Holmwood, Ches-

hunt (gr. Mr. Downes), showed Cymbidium
Lowianum Holmwood variety, C. L. Bennett-

Poe's variety, and Brasso-Cattleya Digbyano-
Warscewiczii, all of good quality.

Pantia Ralli. Esq.. Ashtead Park. Surrey,

exhibited Odontioda" Vuylstekeae. and Brasso-

Cattleya Digbyano-Schroderae.
Messrs. Hassall and Co., Southgate. staged

a pleasing group, in which were several plants

of Laelio-Cattleya G. S. Ball, whilst on either of

these were fine Cattleya Schroderae and the

prettv white Brasso-Cattleya Menda.
F. Menteith Ogilvie, Esq.. The Shrubbery,

Oxford, showed three fine plants of the rich

yellow Dendrobium Thwaitesiae Veitch's

variety.

Major Lister. Warninglid Grange. Haywards
Heath (gr. Mr. Johnson), showed a plant of the

singular Gongora quinquenervis.

Eustace F. Clark. Esq.. Evershot, Dorset,

sent a flower of Laelio-Cattleya (C Trianae x
L. Boothiana), and 1 an Odontioda.

Mrs. Meade-King. Seven Elms, Druid Stoke,

Bristol, sent for name Schomburgkia Ludde-
mannii illustrated in the Botanical Magazine,
t. 8427: the species is closely allied to S. undu-
lata.

Narchsus and Tulip Committee.
Present: E. A. Bowles, Esq., in the chair,.

Miss E. Willmott, Rev. JosepJi Jacob, Messrs.
J. T. Bennett-Poe, Arthur Goodwin, H. V.
Warrender, G. W. Leak, J. D. Pearson, P. D.
Williams, W. Goldring. C. S. Dickins, P.
Rudolph Barr. Herbert Smith, W. A. Watts,.
W. A. Milner, C. Lemesle Adams, Christopher
Bourne, W. F. M. Copeland, F. Herbert Chap-
man, H. Backhouse, Wm. Poupart, and Chas.
H. Curtis (hon. secretary).

AWARDS OF MERIT.
Xareissus Tantalus (suitable for cutting).—A. '

giant Leedsii variety, with a corona as large as-

in some Trumpet varieties. The white perianth
segments are nearly pure white, of good sub-
stance, and setting oft the long, tubular, soft

yellow corona, which is daintily frilled. Shown
by Mr. W. A. Watts.
K. Inglescombc (suitable for cutting).—This

exceedingly decorative double Daffodil is of large

size, of a pleasing medium shade of yellow, and
the blooms are well disposed on stout stalks.

Croesus (garden).—A splendid large Incom-
parabilis variety, in which the orange-yellow

corona glows with bright colour, and contrasts-

finely with the pale yellow-coloured perianth ; the

blooms are carried on long, stout stalks. This-

and the foregoing was shown by Mr. Alex.
M. Wilson.
X. Ivorine (show).—This medium-sized Leedsii

variety possesses good colouring. The perianth

segments are ivory-white, and the flattish corona-

is of a very pale yellow shade of colour.

Boyal Sovereign (show).—A rather more than

semi^double Daffodil, giving the impression of a.

Leedsii flower which has endeavoured to pro-

duce three coronas and half a dozen extra'

perianth segments in place of the normal corona.

It is a rather novel form, which would have a-

certain decorative value. These two varieties-

were shown by Messrs. Cartwright and-

Goodwin.
While Maximus (show).—Although the blooms

are not quite white, they are sufficiently so to-

justify the name. The colour is a very deep-

creani or the palest sulphur-yellow, and the

blooms have all the merits of the well-known

type. Shown by Messrs. Walter T. Ware,.
Ltd.
Queen Primrose (show).—A Trumpet variety

which bears the blooms at right angles to the-

stalks. The perianth segments are pale prim-

rose in colour, and the widely-expanded trumpet
is sulphui'-yellow. Shown by Mr. H. W.
Phillips.

General Exhibits.

Messrs. Barr and Sons, Covent Garden. Lon-

don, filled a goodly space with many admirable-

blooms. Of the newest sorts Carmenta, a giant

Leedsii, with white perianth segments and pale

yellow corona, and' Justicia, a splendid rich

yellow Trumpet variety, were especially note-

worthy. (Silver-gilt Flora Medal.)
Messrs. R. H. Bath, Ltd., Wisbech, special-

ised in magnificent Darwin Tulip3 growing in

bowls of fibre. The best market sorte were re-

presented, and many good Daffodils were also

showit. (Silver-gilt Flora Medal.)

Mr. Alex. M. Wilson, Shovel], Bridgwater,

gave his new variety Croesus, which received an'

Award of Merit, the place of honour in an ad-

mirable collection. Dragoon and Gadfly also at-

tracted much admiration. (Silver-gilt Flora

Medal.)

Mr. C. Bourne, Simpson, Blctchley, staged a

very representative collection of Daffodils as well

as good Darwin Tulips. (Silver-gilt Banksian

Medal.)
Messrs. Sutton and Sons, Reading, illus-

trated in an admirable manner the decorative

value of the standard varieties of Narcissus.

(Siilver-gilt Banksian Medal.)
Mr. Herbert Chapman. Rye. Sussex, had a

noteworthy collection of Narcissus blooms in the

annexe, which included enormous blooms of Van
Waveren's Giant. (Silver Flora Medal.)

Messrs. Cartwright and Goodwin, Kidder-

minster, arranged a small but select set of cut

blooms, including several promising unnamed

seedlings. (Silver Banksian Medal.)

Messrs. Walter T. Ware. Bath, in addition

to White Maximus. showed other excellent
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Trumpet varieties, and several bright-eyed
Barrii blooms. (Silver Eanksian Medal.)
Messrs. Carter and Co., Baynes Park, ha<] a

very decorative exhibit; Mr. W. A. Watts, St.

Asaph, staged a collection of Welsh-grown
Daffodils ; Messrs. B. Sydenham, Ltd. , Bir-
mingham, contributed cut Daffodils and Lily-of-

the-Valley growing in vases of fibre ; and the
Bev. G. Engleheart, Dinton, Salisbury, showed
a selection of unnamed seedling Daffodils, in

which excellent Trumpet varieties predominated.

Fruit and Vegetable Committee.
Messrs. Sutton and Sons, Beading, were

awarded a Silver-gilt Knightian Medal for a col-

lection of vegetables, including splendid heads
of Superb Early White Broccoli, Pride of the

Market Cucumbers, Golden Ball Lettuces, and
Princess of Wales climbing French Beans.

Messrs. J. Cheal and Sons, Crawley, showed
varieties of Apples, including the new Crawley
Beauty.

CORNWALL DAFFODIL AND SPRING
FLOWER.

March 31.—This society, of which Her
Majesty Queen Mary and Her Majesty Queen
Alexandra are patronesses, opened its eighteenth

annual show at this early date in the great

Market Hall, Truro. The arrangements were,

as usual, admirably carried out under the super-

vision of the Hon. John Boscawen, who has
been hon. secretary of the society ever since it

was founded. Owing to the extreme lateness of

the season it was a difficult matter to procure

£ome of the spring flowers, Erythroniums, which
are usually in full bloom at this time, being as

yet unopened. However, an excellent display

was provided in every section of the show.

In the leading Daffodil class, that for 24 varie-

ties of Daffodil in commerce or not in commerce,
Mr. J. C. Williams again won the 1st prize, with
a splendid collection of mostly unnamed seed-

lings. On his stand were Croesus, with primrose
perianth and wide, saucer-shaped orange cup,

Mrs. Robert Sydenham, white trumpet, and the
others were unnamed. The class for a collection

of 24 varieties of Daffodils in commerce attracted

several entries. The 1st prize was won by Miss
Clarice Vivian, who staged fine flowers, includ-

ing those of the varieties Lord Boberts, King
Alfred, Duke of Bedford, Hamlet, Tennyson,
Bullfinch and Horace. For 9 distinct varieties of
Trumpet Daffodils, the 1st prize was won by
Mr. A. Blenkinsop, the blooms of King Alfred
and Cornelia being very good. For 6 varieties

of N. incomparabilis, the 1st prize was won by
Miss Clarice Vivian, whose best blooms were
Autocrat, Pilgrim and Brigadier.

Lady Margaret Boscawen excelled in the
class for 6 varieties of the Barrii section with
Albatross, Blood Orange, Oriflamme and Incog-
nita on her stand, which was exceptionally good.
For 6 varieties of N. Leedsii the 1st prize was
awarded to Mr. A. Blenkinsop, White Queen
and Janet Image being exceptionally good. In
the classes for the finest blooms in commerce the
1st prize for the best Trumpet Daffodil was won
with Lord Boberts by Miss Clarice Vivian, who
also showed the finest incomparabilis bloom in

Victory. Mr. H. G. Hawker had the best Barrii
variety in Sunrise, whilst the finest Leedsii was
Miss Mary, shown by Miss Vivian, who also ex-
celled in the class for a Poeticus variety. For
varieties not in commerce the 1st prize for

Trumpet Daffodils was won by Mr. P. D.
Williams.

Other Flowers

For three bunches of Anemones and one bunch
of Anemone fulgens Mrs. B. Barclay Fox won
the 1st prize. For Primula species in 3 varieties
equal 1st prizes were awarded to Mr. E. J. P.
Magor and Mr. P. D. Williams. For 12 spring
flowers the 1st prize was won by Mr. P. 1).

Williams with Scilla italica alba, Ourisia macro-
phylla, Caltha platypetala, Ornithogalum nutans,
Muscari Heavenly Blue. Fritillaria Thunbergii,
Ficaria grandiflora, Tulipa Fosteriana, Muscari
moschatum, Epimedium sulphureum, Iris buch-
arica, and Anemone blanda rosea. For 6 spring
flowers the 1st prize was won by Lady Marcaret
Boscawen, who showed Anemone fulgens, Wall-

flowers, Tulips, Caltha platypetala, Muscari
Heavenly Blue and Iris tuberosa. The best

miniature rock-garden was exhibited by Miss G.
Waterer, who showed several Saxifrages, Violas
and Primulas. In the classes for Rhododendrons
1st prizes were won by Mr. J. C. Williams, Mr.
B. Barclay Fox, Mr. 0. H. Shllson and Mr.
J C; Daubuz. The 1st prize for 6 Camellias
grown in the open was won by Mr. J. C.

Williams, whilst for 6 Camellias grown under
glass the 1st prize was awarded to Mr. J. C.
Daubuz. One of the most attractive exhibits in

the show was a collection of hardwood plants in

pots. These were raised from seeds sent from
Yunnan, China, in 1911 by Mr. Forrest. Plants
of a form of Bhododendron racemosum were in

splendid flower, as were several plants of B.
oleifolium. Others were R. intricatum, with
lavender-blue flowers, R. rigidum, and an un-

named species with purple flowers ; and there

Non-Competitive Exhibits.
Messrs. Barr and Sons, King Street, Covent

Garden, exhibited a collection of Daffodils, in-

cluding several new seedlings. The Devon
Rosery, Torquay, had a very pretty stand with
flowering shrubs and Roses. Messrs. Veitch
and Son, Exeter, staged Eutaxia myrtifolia,
Grevillea sulphurea, G. alpestris, G. Priessii,

Burchellia capensis and other choice flowering
shrubs. Mr. G. Reuthe, Keston, showed a selec-

tion of Alpines. Mr. J. C. Martin exhibited
some very interesting Daffodils, amongst which
were Silver Chimes, Bockery Gem, Sea King,
Iron Duke, Artificier, Searchlight. Great Dane
and Frost Cave. Messrs. Allwood Bros., Hay-
wards Heath, showed Carnations. Messrs. John
Piper and Sons., Bayswater, showed a collec-

tion of Primulas. Messrs. Treseder and Co.,
Truro, staged Tree Ferns, Senecio Greyi, Acacia
Drummondii, Forsythia aurea variegata, Pitto-

Fig. 113.

—

clematis armandii : flowers white.

(K.H.S. 1st class certificate on Tuesday last; see p. 257.)

was also a new Photinia. The collection was
exhibited by Mr. J. C. Williams, and was
awarded the 1st prize. For three vases of out-

door Acacias the 1st prize was won by Sir A. P.
Vivian, for an unknown species, A. Biceana and
A. melanoxylon. The Rev. A. T. Boscawen
excelled in the class for 20 varieties of
hardwood flowering shrubs and climbers,
with Euphorbia mellifera. Magnolia stellata,

Pernettya ciliaris, Acacia diffusa, Correa
speciosa picta. Clematis indivisa lobata,
Euphorbia Wulfenii, Eriostemon neriifolium,
Grevillea sulphurea, Agonis parviceps, Chori-
zema Lowii, Anopterus glandulosus, Correa
speciosa bicolor, Correa speciosa Harrissii,
Veronica macrocarpa, Erica australis, Ceano-
thus rigidus, Cytisus proliferus, Prostanthera
rotundifolia and Corylopsis variety. In the
smaller class for 6 of the same kind the 1st prize
was won by Bev. A. T. Boscawen.

Awards.

A Premier Award was given to Mr. J. C.
Williams for the group of < hinese Rhododen-
drons already mentioned. To Mr. Walter
Ware, Bath, for Daffodil Queen of the West.
An Award of Merit to Mr. P. D. Williams, for
Daffodil Ivorine. To Mr. J. C. Martin, Truro,
for Daffodil Silver Chimes. To Messrs. Barr,
for Daffodil Boreas. To Messrs. Allwood
Bros., for Carnation Mary Allwood. To Mr.
G. Reuthe, for Primula Julae. To Rev. A. T.
Boscawen. for Correa speciosa Harrisii. To
Messrs. Veitch and Son, for Grevillea longi-
folia. To Mrs. Powys Bocers, for Clivia citrina
aurea. and to Mr. Percy Watirkr, for Isopogon
latifolius.

sporum tenuifolium and Eucalyptus Beauchamp-
iana.

LIVERPOOL HORTICULTURAL.

April 1 and 2.—This society held its twentieth
spring show in the local Corn Exchange on these
dates. The exhibition proved a success, and
from a decorative point- of view was especially
good. In the class for pots or pans of hardy
herbaceous and four bulbous plants there were
three exhibitors, and the 1st prize was won by
W. J. Lockett, Esq., Aigburth (gr. Mr. E. B.
Finch); 2nd, W. Tod, Esq., Dry Grange, Aller-

ton (gr. Mr. G. Eaton) ; 3rd." T. Woodsend,
Esq., Cleveley, Allerton (gr. Mr. H. Osborne).
The best twelve Hyacinths, distinct, were shown
by Arthur Earle, Esq., Childwall Lodge,
Wavertree (gr. Mr. T. Hitchman). The varie-

ties Ivanhoe, King Alfred and General Vette
were extra good. B. G. Morrison, Esq., Vic-
toria Park, Wavertree (gr. Mr. H. Baper) was
placed second. For six varieties of these plants

Miss McKean, Wavertree Lodge (gr. Mr. T.
Bigg) was successful, whilst for six pots, three
bulbs in each pot, Mr. E. B. Finch was placed

first. There were three good exhibits in the

class for six pots of Daffodils. Loo Thomson.
Esq., Formby. led with a fine exhibit, his

choicest varieties being Fairy, Glory of Leiden,
and Mine. Plemp ; 2nd. J. W. WRIGHT, Esq.,

Mossley Vale House, Mossley Vale (gr. Mr. T.
Atkin). For twelve pots of single Tulips C. •'

Procter, Esq., Boscobel. Oxton (gr. Mr. J.

Williams) won with excellent specimens, and he
won the 1st prize also in the class for -:\ puts

of single Tulips and six pots of double Tulips.
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or eight vases of Narcissi Drs. Tisdall and

Ingal, Tuebrook Villa, Tuebrook (gr. Mr. G.
Osborne) excelled. The best basket of Daffodils

was shown by Sir W. H. Tate. Highfield, Wool-
ton. For six hybrid Amaryllis, A. A. Paton,
Esq., Oneida, Toxteth Park (gr. Mr. W. R.

Bentham) won with a fine lot, King Edward, a

fine crimson, being noteworthy.
For two Orchids distinct, Mr. G. Eaton led

with grand plants of Cymbidium Lowianum and
Coelogyne cristata Chatsworth var., G. L.

Pilkington, Esq., The Grove, Gateacre (gr. Mr.
H. Hurd). For two cool Orchids, J. B. Hen-
shaw, Esq., Aymestry Court, Woolton (gr. Mr.
H. Hudson) was first with good types of Odonto-
glossum.

Mr. G. Eaton was well ahead with Cinerarias,

winning in the three classes. Mr. J. McColl
had the best Primulas, Mr. F. Atkin the Lily-

of-the-Valley, E. H. Cozens-Hardy, Esq., The
Hollies, .Woolton. the Cyclamen; Mr. E. R.
Finch six table plants ; three hardy Azaleas,

Mr. H. Osborne; two Callas, Mr. G. Eaton.
The show was greatly enhanced in value by

the many and varied displays arranged "not for

competition." Gold Medals were awarded to

the following exhibitors :—Messrs. Mansell and
Hatcher, Rawdon, for a capital display of

Orchids. Messrs. Sutton and Sons arranged a

charming display of Daffodils on velvet, which
were greatly admired for the excellent taste

shown. Messrs. Barr and Sons' contribution of

the same class, in which choieeness was the pre-

vailing point, contained Michael and The
General, and also a number of unnamed seedlings.

Mr. W. S. Peet, as secretary, discharged his

new duties with success.

DEVON DAFFODIL AND SPRING FLOWER.

April 2.—The spring show of the above
Society was held in the Guildhall. Plymouth, on
tile 2nd inst. In many ways it was a great
success, the flowering shrubs being quite as
good as those exhibited two days earlier at
Truro. The leading class for 24 varieties of
Daffodils was keenly contested. The 1st prize
was won by Miss Clarice Vivian, whose flowers
consisted of Whitewell, Peregrine, Chaffinch,
King Alfred, Epic, Scarlet Eye, Pilgrim, Fire-
brand, Ursula, Queen Sophia, Almdra, Amazon,
Cassandra, Diogenes, Cavalier and others. For a
group of Daffodil seedlings not yet in commerce
the 1st prize was won by Mr. H. G. Hawker.
Six varieties Trumpet, 1st, Miss Clarice
Vivian, who also excelled in the classes for six
varieties of bicolor Trumpet Daffodils ; for six
varieties of incomparabilis. with Gloria Mundi.
Homespun, Autocrat, Ursula, Queen Sophia and
Leonie ; three varieties of Barrii, with Castile,
Coeur de Lion and Tomtit ; for throe varieties
of Poeticus with Horace, Epic and Almira ; a
s.ngle bloom of incomparabilis ; and. single bloom
of Poeticus variety with Tennyson. For three
varieties of incomparabilis the 1st prize was
won by Mrs. Soltan-Symons with Lady Mar-
garet Boscawen, Lucifer and Pilgrim". For
three varieties of Leedsii the 1st prize was
awarded to Earl of Morley with Lord Kitchener,
Queen of the North, and Janet Image. For
three varieties of double Daffodils Mr.°H. G.
Hawker won the 1st prize, and he was also
placed 1st for a single bloom of Trumpet Daffodil
variety and a single bloom of Leedsii with
Evangeline. Mrs. Soltan-Symons showed
the best Barrii in Gold Coin. There were
sixteen classes restricted to residents in Devon.
In the class for twelve spring flowers the 1st
prize was won by Mrs. Soltan-Symons. Other
first prize-winners were Miss Yonge (six bunches
Anemones), Earl of Morley (six bunches
Anemone fulgens and three plants of Polyanthus),
Hon. Mrs. Tremayne (three varieties of Carna-
tipns), and Mrs. Heathcott (Primroses). For
nine varieties of spring flowers the first prize was
won by Mrs. Froude. The blooms of Iris tingi-

tana received a Cultural Commendation. Mr.
H. W. Grigg showed best in the class for

15 varieties of flowering shrubs, and in

this group Osmantluis Delavayi received a

First-class Certificate. The competition in

this class was so keen that there were
only four points between the first three
groups. Flowering shrubs in six varieties

were best shown by Mr. T. B. Bolitho with
Gievillea Preissii (Award of Merit), Grevillea
ornithopoda, Acacia diffusa, Eriostemon
myoporoides, Dendromecon r'gidum and
Clematis indivisa lobata. The Earl of Morley
had the best group of Rhododendrons, and the
finest truss of Rhododendron, and this noble-
man also excelled in the classes for Camellias.

Non-Competitive Exhibits.

The Devon Rosery, Torquay showed
flowering shrubs and Roses. Messrs. D.
Veitch and Son, Exeter, showed Camellia
magnoliaeflora. Primula verticillata, Petrea
volubile, Hibiscus magnificus, and other shrubs.
Messrs. Barr and Sons, King Street, Covent
Garden, contributed a very fine collection of

Daffodils.

©bituav^.

ROYAL METEOROLOGICAL.
March 18.—The monthly meeting of this

society was held on the 18th ult., at the Insti-

tution of Civil Engineers, Great George Street,

Westminster, Mr. C. J. P. Cave, president, in

the chair.

Professor A. C. Seward, F.R.S., gave a lec-

ture on "Climate as Tested by Fossil Plants."
Problems connected with the climates of past
ages have long exercised the minds of scientific

writers, both from an astronomical standpoint
and from the point of view of the gradual de-
velopment and wandering of plants and animals
since the earliest periods that have left recog-

nisable records. An estimate of the value of

plants as "thermometers of the ages" necessi-

tates an enquiry into the power of acclimatisa-

tion of recent plants and their ability to respond
to external stimuli ; a comparison of land and
water plants illustrates the plasticity of vegeta-
tive organs and the intimate relation between
form, structure and environment ; similarly
plants growing in dry places or in other con-
ditions unfavourable for the absorption of water
are characterised by certain structural features

reflecting the circumstances in which they live.

A comparison of individuals of the same species
grown at high altitudes, at lower levels, or in

continuous light affords striking evidence of

the power of adaptation. The difficulty of

using fossil plants as tests of climate becomes
increasingly great in proportion to the degree
of difference between the extinct types and their

nearest living relations. It is from the exami-
nation of petrified plants, the delicate tissues

of which are almost perfectly preserved, that
data may be obtained throwing light on cli-

matic conditions. This method of enquiry is

best illustrated by a consideration of some of

the anatomical features of the leaves, stems and
roots of trees which grew in the forests of the
coal period ; the form and arrangement of cells

in the leaves indicate fairly bright sunlight

;

large spaces in the cortex of roots point to

growth in swamps. The geographical distribu-

tion of plants during the latter part of the
Palaeozoic era affords evidence of the existence

of two botanical provinces, a northern province
characterised by a luxuriant flora living in

conditions more genial than those to which the
poorer flora of the southern hemisphere was ex-

posed. The presence or absence of rings of

growth in the petrified stems of plants may
afford evidence of the occurrence or absence of

seasonal changes. A general survey of the
Jurassic flora of the world leads to the conclu-

sion that the climate was comparatively uni-

form, and in Arctic and Antarctic regions much
more genial than at the present day. The fossil

floras of more recent geological periods furnish

clear evidence of sub-tropical conditions in

Europe ; in later times the occurrence of

northern types in Britain heralds the approach
of the glacial period, and in post-glacial beds
are found fragmentary remains of immigrants
from neighbouring floras which have largely con-

tributed to our present flora.

GARDENING APPOINTMENT.

John PATERSON.-By the death of Mr.
John Paterson there has been severed one of
the last links which bind the gardener of to-
day with a former generation of noted Scottish
gardeners. In the days when specimen Heaths
and Azaleas were popular, Mr. Paterson was
one of the most successful cultivators, and
for his exhibits of these plants at the
shows of the Royal Caledonian Horticultural
Society he probably secured more awards than
any other gardener of his time. Mr. Pater
son's greatest feats in Heath and Azalea-growing
were carried out at Millbank, Edinburgh, where
for many years he was head gardener to the
late Professor Syme. He afterwards removed
to Saltoun Hall, East Lothian, as gardener to
the late Mr. Fletcher, and after a number of
years he retired from active service. He has
since resided in the neighbouring village of
Saltoun, where he passed away on the 27th ult.

Fern with Damaged Leaves : Beeleigh. Your
plant is Asplenium Nidus var. australasicum,
and the fronds have been damaged by insects,

probably wood-lice, which often eat the young
leaves before they uncurl. Wood-lice may be
trapped by placing pieces of vegetables, such
as Carrot or Potato, in the greenhouse,
examining them early in the morning and the
last thing at night.

Names of Fruits : G. C. Apple Roi d'Angle-
terre.

Names of Plants : L. Y. Hedera hibernica
(Irish Ivy). The fine colouring of the
foliage is due to local conditions.

—

Bournville.
Rose Marechal Niel.

—

C. G. A., Letchworth.
Cardamine sp. (cannot identify in this condi-
tion).— W. K. S. Primula denticulata var.

cashmiriana.

—

C. S. 1, Cardamine triflora; 2,

Saxifraga ligulata ; 3, Veronica carnea ; 4,

Genista fragans ; 5, Buxus balearica ; 6, Er'ca
mediterranea ; 7, Phillyrea media ; 8, Anemone
Hepatica.

Poisonous Weed in Field : A. V. C. The
reputation of Turnover (Lamium pur-

pureum) in Huntingdonshire as poisonous to

sheep and cattle, is probably due to some other
plant, growing in the same field, or not to any
weed at all, if the symptoms described " rup-
ture of blood-vessels " is the usual symptom
in the fatal cases. A closely-allied species,

Lamium album, is recommended in Herbals as

a remedy in catarrhal conditions of the
mucous membrane, and Lamium purpureum is

classed with it by Gerarde and others.

It has certainly never been recognised
as a poisonous plant. The possible cause
of the fatality may be due to the animals
eating too much of the Lucerne. It is well

known that in spring time, when animals are

turned out to pasture on green food, after

long deprivation during the winter, or only a

sparing supply, that they are apt to eat of it

excessively, and in these circumstances great

abdominal distension and inflammation are

apt to follow, the inflammation sometimes
proving fatal. This is particularly the case

with leguminous plants, which, to animals as

to human beings, are "windy meat." It is

possible that the mysterious instinct that

animals possess may have led them to eat the

Lamium as a remedy for inflammation, i.e.,

if it was found in their stomachs. No men-
tion is made of Lamium purpureum as a

poisonous plant in Dr. G. Lander's Veterinary

Toxicology published recently.

Mr. F. Bailey, for the past 2£ years Foreman at

Canwell Hall Gardens, Sutton Oold'fiald, as Gardener
to A. CROSS, Esq., Brixworth Hall, Northampton,

Communications Beceived —G B. Blackwell

(tlianks for the Violets ; very fine specimens).—C. a.

—G. L V.—Capt. V. S.—R. A. D., Uganda—R. Cory—
W M., Italy—J. G. B.—F. R., Germany—E. J., Car-

gueiranne—1>. M.—A. P., Darmstadt—W. C—Retlaw

—A. B.—C. H. E.—B. W—J. R. and Sons—C. G. Van
T.. Haarlem—A. H. F.
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NITROLIM.

THE use of artificial manures enables the

gardener to grow heavier crops than may
be grown with the aid of animal manure
alone. This has been known from time

immemorial. In the Roman period, B.C. 55 to

A.D. 410, the Britons used dung, wood ashes,

lime, marl and chalk ; then agriculture flourished

—Britain was the granary of the Romans and
" staff " of the Roman Empire. The Anglo-

Saxons and Danes, 410 to 1066, relied chiefly

on marls. In the Norman and Plantagenet

periods, 1066 to 1399, agriculture used marls,

chalk and dung, with recourse to bare

fallows. The Houses of Lancaster and York,

1399 to 1485, reverted to pasture, wool being the

most important item produced on the farm, and

marls, ohalk, and dung were the chief substances

applied to restore the soil fertility. Under the

House of Tudor, 1485 to 1603, the agriculturist

and horticulturist woke up. They used, in addi-

tion to dung and lime, salt, fish refuse, street

sweepings, malt dust and vegetable ashes, even

going so far as to employ coal dust and coal

ashes, as well as sand. This period was marked
by a great improvement in farming and garden-

ing, a return being made to a rotation of crops.

Clover was introduced and the cultivation of

Potatos became a part of husbandry.

The House of Stuart, the Commonwealth and

Restoration, 1603 to 1714, were chiefly notable,

from the point of view of the cultivation of the

land, for reliance on stable or farmyard manure
as the way of returning to the soil the sub-

stances upon which all plant-growth depends.

Attention was also paid in this period to drain-

ing of land and bringing into cultivation of the

Fen districts Naturally, this drainage of land

tended in no small degree to the improvements

in breeds of cattle, there being nothing like sound

land for betterment of live-stock, as well as of

crops. Under the rule of the House of Bruns-

wick, 1714 to 1840, followed great improvements

in cattle breeding, root-crops—turnip and mangel-

wurzel—were introduced into husbandry, and

farmyard manure was supplemented by bone

manures, salt, etc. From 1840 bones, guanos,

superphosphates, nitrates of potash and soda,

sulphates and chlorides of potash and magnesia,

with sulphate of ammonia, have been utilised as

auxiliaries to stable and farmyard manure, and

a scientific basis for the respective uses of these

manures has been established. The precise uses

of these manures, it must be admitted, were but

little understood by farmers or gardeners in 1840,

the garden routine consisting in the application

of dung, any amount of it from the stables, soot

from the mansion chimneys, wood ashes from the

burned prunings of trees and clippings of hedges,

etc., with a store of lime and a seasoning of

salt, bones being reserved for vine borders and

other fruit^producing subjects, while carbon in

the way of charcoal was not overlooked. There

was no science in these things but much practical

knowledge, yet the gardeners then grew grand

Pineapples and splendid Grapes, and the kitchen

and dining-room never lacked supplies of prime

comestibles. There were followers of Jethro

Tull in those days—spadesmen devoted to deep-

digging, there being virtue in mixing soil equal

to that in good manuring, a fact well known to

the ancient Romans and not yet lost to Britons,

as witness the precepts of such moderns as

Mr. Edwin Beckett, the champion of deep

cultivation and grower of prize-winning

vegetables.

The old gardeners relished, as did their

plants and crops, a little stimulus, such as a

pinch of Peruvian guano or its solution in water

as liquid manure, and they got from this to the

use of nitrogenous, phosphatic and potassic sub-

stances, so as to enable them or their successors

before the close of the nineteenth century to

grow crops two or three times as heavy as were

possible without the aid of artificial fertilisers.

This is a very important matter in many gar-

dens at the present time when the motor-car is

supplanting the carriage, petrol the horse-power,

for the former returns nothing to the soil while

the latter yields the indispensable humus for the

maintenance of the soil in "condition" and for

the deriving of full benefit from applied arti-

ficial fertilisers.

Of artificial fertilisers it may be said that

three substances contained in them only may be

valued and charged for, namely, nitrogen, phos-

phates and potash, and that a soil lacking any one

of these m an available form cannot produce a

maximum crop. All three are necessary in well-

balanced proportions, the quantities of each de-

pending upon the particular requirements of the

crop and the available quantities present in the

soil. Nitrogen is the main essential of all plant

growth, a powerful stimulant without which

plants cannot develop (excepting such as derive

nitrogen from the atmosphere), while in excess

it produces rank gTowth at the sacrifice of

quality. Phosphates are required to promote the

healthy growth of the plants and hasten the

maturity of their crops. Potash, in combination

with nitrogen and phosphates, is the prime

factor as regards health—the first wealth, and

is found in large proportions in all plant tissues,

lack of fruitfulness and of quality resulting from

its absence. All artificial fertilisers contain

other ingredients, some useful, others harmful

;

therefore it is necessary to have a detailed

analysis of a special article in order that

the gardener may know the substances, and

the amounts of those substances which it

contains.

Nitrolim, one of the newer sources of

nitrogen, contains also lime and carbon, as given

in the following approximate analysis :

—

Nitrogen, 18 per cent., ex-

pressed as ammonia 21.85 per cent.

Free lime 20 30 „ „
Lime in combination 20-30 „ ,,

Carbon 10-12 ,, ,,

Oxides of iron and
alumina 2.5 ,, ,,

Siliceous and other inert

mineral substances 8-10 ,, „

The active principle is the nitrogen, but this,

bemg in the form of ammonia, requires time for

conversion into nitrate, which depends in a great

measure on the presence or application of lime.

This is an important constituent of nitrolim.

Upon it depends the activity of the nitrify-

ing bacteria, beside which it also is an indis-

pensable plant food, while it tends to sweeten

acid soils. Lime also prevents the caking of clay

lands, reacting on the soil particles, and brings

potash into soluble form, and thus renders it

available for plants.

On sandy soils the best results from the appli-

cation of potash are secured only in the presence

of sufficient lime, for without, this substance a

considerable proportion of potash—the essence of

fertility on sandy soils—is liable to be lost.

On the other hand, heavy soils, and even the

lignter soils, well provided with lime, hold on

tenaciously to the potash which they receive,

and crops in consequence are healthy and pro-

fitable.

Soils poor in lime and to which superphosphate

is applied as a fertiliser suffer by the reaction

of the acid on other soil constituents. If, how-

ever, plenty of lime is present the insoluble com-

pounds cannot form and the phosphate is retained

as superphosphate of lime, which is readily avail-

able as plant food.

Carbon may be said to be soil-sweetening,

and the old-fashioned gardener's practice of

using charcoal in potting soil and in vine and

other fruit borders, where the vines or trees had

to remain long in the same soil, seems a method

of soil-sweetening, conjointly with the lime, of

considerable importance. The carbon in nitrolim

is as pure as the electric furnace can make it,

and its extreme fineness renders it readily

diffusible through the soil.

The active fertilising constituent of nitrolim,

however, is nitrogen, guaranteed 18 per cent.,

and this in a suitable condition for ready assimi-

lation. In appearance nitrolim is a dark, fine,

heavv powder. As regards solubility, quickness

of action, and other properties, it closely resembles

sulphate of ammonia, and is suitable for most

purposes for which sulphate of ammonia is em-

ployed. It has a lasting effect and does not

wash out of the soil like nitrate of soda,

therefore its benefits are not exhausted in

the year of application, but continue for some

time afterwards provided the soil also contains

a sufficient supply of available phosphate and

potash. This is likewise a necessity of nitrolim

application—either the land must have an ample

supply of phosphate and potash from a previous

crop or these substances must be provided by

admixture with the nitrolim or applied

separately. A good genera] mixture may be
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made as follows:—Nitrolim, 1£ parts; super-

phosphate of lime, 6 parts; sulphate of potash,

li parts. The potassic manure should be

mixed with the nitrolim first ; superphosphate

should then be added to the nitrolim and
potash mixture in thin layers at a time. Should

the heap get hot during the mixing water

must be sprinkled over it, care being taken, how-
ever, not to add too much or the heap will be-

come pasty. This mixture is a good all-round

fertiliser and may be applied at the rate of 9 cwt.

per acre, 6| lb. per square rod, 3J oz. (or a little

more) per square yard. The mixture should be

applied in preparing ground for sowing seed or

setting plants or "sets "—say ten days or a fort-

night before sowing or planting, mixing well

with the soil. If used as a top-dressing for fruit

trees, etc., the manure should be mixed with

six times its weight of finely divided damp earth

and allowed to stand for a few days before

Nitrolim has other properties, those of a weed
killer and a soil-pest destroyer being of import-

ance. The quantities of nitrolim before men-
tioned for separate application, if applied on the

first appearance of weeds, destroys most of

them, but the dusting naturally affects the

growing crop, the leaves assuming a light-yellow

colour ; but this effect is temporary and dis-

appears, and the consequent remarkable improve-

ment becomes the more apparent through the

favourable effect of the nitrogen and lime.

Albeit, the use of nitrolim as a top-dressing may
not always be considered advisable, for crops

that hold it as well as weeds are just as likely

to be injured, if not destroyed.

As regards the destruction of weeds and of

soil-pests, I may mention that a plot of land

badly infested with slugs and with weed seeds

was given a dressing of nitrolim in the spring of

1912, lightly pointed in and left for a fortnight,

NEW OR NOTEWORTHY
PLANTS.

X -q--

Fig. 114.

—

acacia decurrens var. dealbata.

application. This applies to all cases of top-
dressing.

For separate replication nitrolim is a some-
what difficult substance to handle, as I found
when first applying it, the free lime acting on the
moisture of the hands and other exposed parts
of the body, and producing irritating and burn-
ing action. This may be overcome by wearing
cotton gloves bound around the shirt sleeves and
wrists with a cloth bandage, wearing a handker-
chief around the neck and tying the trouser-legs
around the ankles. The hands, however, are the
only parts that need protection in using nitrolim
in the garden. The quantity of nitrolim to use
separately is 1^ cwt. to 2 cwt. per acre, 1 lb. to

1| lb. per square rod, i oz. to % oz. per square
yard. It must not be applied directly over
foliage or placed in direct contact with stems,
since it seriously injures the former and even
destroys the latter, killing the plants. It should
be lightly hoed in, and may be used advan-
tageously to crops needing nitrogen.

and then well forked over in preparation for set-

ting summer bedding plants. It proved not only

free from slugs in that season, and ako remark-
ably free from weeds, but there were very few-

slugs in 1913, as also fewer weeds.

Nitrolim is nitrogen obtained from the air by
a process of distillation at an excessively low
temperature. The nitrogen is combined with
calcium carbide by an electric process at a tem-
perature approximating 1,000° C, thus forming
calcium cyanide, which is subsequently ground
to a fine powder, partly hydrated, so as to pro-
duce the finished product free from carbide and
•d ustless.

I believe superphosphate nrxed with nitrolim
in course of manufacture can be obtained from
the principal manure manufacturers and mer-
chants in Great Britain and Ireland. This com-
pound presents the advantage of forming a mix-
ture (by the addition of potash er otherwise)
easy to handle on the farm and in the garden.
G. Abbey, St. Albans.

HYBRID ACACIA H. L. WHITE.
In the Gardeners' Chronicle, October 4, 1913,

p. 236, a note appeared from Mr. J. H. Maiden,
Director of the Botanic Gardens, Sydney, on an
hybrid Acacia which he had named in compli-
ment to Mr. H. L. White, of Belltrees, Scone,
in whose garden it flowered the previous year.

The parents were not definitely stated. It wa6,
however, assumed that Acacia dealbata (see fig.

114) was the seed parent, and A. Baileyana (see

fig. 115) the male parent, as both these species

were growing in close proximity to each
other. Having examined a dried speci-

men of the hybrid, I have no doubt but

that Mr. Maiden's assumption as to the parent-

age is correct. Although it possesses characters

intermediate between those of its parents, the

dried floriferous spray of the hybrid suggests a
more marked resemblance to A. dealbata in

the long, loose racemes of globular flowers,

which in A. Baileyana are comparatively

short. The leaves also favour the seed-

parent by being disposed at greater inter-

vals along the branches, and while the leaflets

are quite intermediate in length they do not
possess that bluish tint which is characteristic

of A. Baileyana. It would be interesting to

learn whether the hybrid is likely to inherit the

strong, vigorous growth of A. dealbata, and also

whether the flowers possess the delicious

fragrance of that species.

Among the large number of Australian

Wattles the parents of this hybrid are,

perhaps, more extensively cultivated in Euro-
pean gardens than any other Acacias. In the

warmer parts of the British Isles there are many
gardens in which they thrive and flower freely

in the open air, but where the climatic condi-

tions are not so favourable they require the pro-

tection of a greenhouse.

Acacia dealbata, "The Silver Wattle " (see fig.

114), is a well-known species of very vigorous

Jiabit, therefore it cannot be recommended for pot

culture ; but when planted in the border of a large

house it seldom fails to produce a glorious display

of its fluffy, yellow balls of flowers soon after

Christmas. During the first three months of the

year large quantities come into the English
markets, chiefly from the South of France, when
it is sold in our streets under the erroneous name
of " Mimosa."

Acacia Baileyana, "The Cootamundra
Wattle" (see fig. 115) is a very beautiful specie*,

which has come into prominence during recent

years. It fornis a small tree about 20 feet high
and conies into bloom at least a fortnight earlier

than A. dealbata. The deep yellow flowers are

produced in great profusion ; they harmonise
splendidly with the small pinnate leaves, which
possess a»decidedly bluish colour. In the vicinity

of large towns it is occasionally injured by fogs,

which cause the leaves and flower-buds to drop
to some extent. Thi6 lovely Acacia promises to

become a general favourite in English gardens
as it has proved to be the hardiest of the genus.

Acacia H. L. White (see fig. 116) appears to

be very floriferous, therefore it should prove a

valuable addition to gardens where Acacias

thrive out-of-doors ; more especially does this

apply if it is intermediate in habit of growth,

and possesses the hardiness of Acacia Baileyann.
IF. T.

ORCHID NOTES AND GLEANINGS.

MESSRS. ARMSTRONG AND BROWN.
We had the opportunity on a recent

occasion of inspecting the excellent block of

houses at this interesting nursery at Tun
bridge Wells (see illustration in Gardeners'
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Chronicle, December 16, 1911, p. 430). In the

first large house, where throughout the late

winter some hundreds of the handsome Cattleya

Maggie Raphael Orchidhurst variety displayed

their large, fragrant blooms, were many fine

Laelio-Cattleyas in flower, one of the best being

L.-C. Geo. Wocdhams, raised by Mr. Arm-
strong, a showy, finely-coloured flower and ex-

cellent grower. With it was L.-C. Macqueda
(Laelia Geo. Woodhams x Cattleya Lord Roths-

child), a stately hybrid. Other hybrids in their

first flowers prove the high quality of the parents

used. Some hybrids of Cattleya Schroderae

with yellow-tinted Laelio-Cattleyas exhibited

great variety in shades of yellow, from primrose

to orange, with variously tinted labellums, all

on flowers of good shape. A very handsome form

of Cattleya Niobe (Mendelii x Aclandiae)

was remarked. Mendelii, being the seed-

bearer, gives a much stronger growth and

larger flower than the original, the white

and rose-purple blooms being nearly as

large as C. Mendelii itself and of very fine

substance. Some plants of Laelio-Cattleya

Myra and hybrids of it have the yellow petals of

Myra on larger flowers, with ruby-coloured lip

;

and some excellent forms of Cattleya Schroderae,

the white C. Susannae Hye de Ciom, and other

large-floweTed Cattleyas, were in bloom, while

for later-flowering the numerous flower-sheaths

give assurance of a fine display.

Several houses of undowered hybrid Cattleyas,

Laelias and Brassavola- Digbyana crc6se6, were,

in fine condition, the healthy roots of the plants

in all stage6 being a good feature. This free-

root action is attributed to the uniformly moist

atmosphere maintained by evaporation from the

arched brickwork on which the stages are ar-

ranged, which evaporation is always propor-

tionate to the temperature of the house.

Watering by means of the waterpot is carefully

restricted, as it is found that Cattleyas and
Laelias root more freely and make better

growths when not heavily watered, the roots

being induced to develop by the moisture in the

air.

The houses of Cypripediums contained a large

number of good things in bloom. Varieties of

C. Leeanum, C. aureum, the beautiful C. Moon-
beam, C. Bianca, C. Beryl, C. Beeckmannii, and
some hybrids of it ; the handsome C. Venus
Orchidhurst variety, C. Maudiae, C. Holdenii,

C. Lawrenceanum in fine coloured forms, and the

still rare emerald-green and white C. Law-
renceanum Hyeanum ; forms of C. Euryades, an
interesting lot of C. Fairrieanum crosses, C.

Queen Alexandra, and a very large number of

hybrids. As time passes the standard of excel-

lence rises, and although most of the hybrids are

acceptable for decorative purposes, it is found

that only really fine and distinct things command
high prices, and for these, as Mr. Armstrong
says, the raiser has a strong liking himself. A
case in point is the noble Cypripedium Royal
George (Harrisianum superbum x Minos
Youngii), which Messrs. Armstrong and Brown
sold, but of which they have again acquired the

stock.

In the cool houses was a good show of scarlet

Odontiodas and hybrid Odontoglossums, some of

which were flowering on small plants for the first

time. To the casual observer several different

crosses with blotched 0. crispum appeared at

first sight to be identical with each other,

but the expert could easily detect differences

inherited from the species which produced

them. As the plants gain strength these

characters appear more strongly marked, though
in all the O. crispum section good shape is re-

tained. It is also noticeable that the progeny of

two blotched forms of 0. crispum often show
variation in the form of the lnbellum almost

identical with that of some of the hybrids.

This throws doubt on the claim of the blotched

0. crispum as a species.

Forms of 0. eximium. 0. ardentissimum, 0.

percultum, 0. amabile, and others were in

bloom, one fine hybrid between 0. amabile and
0- eximium being specially attractive.

Before the coming of the Odontioda there was
a dearth of scarlet and other red flowers, especi-

ally in winter and spring, but with a good supply
of Odontiodas bright colour is present for a great

part of the year. Those in bloom at Orchidhurst
have given a good show for a considerable time,

the brightest at present being 0. Charlesworthii,

0. Keighleyensis, 0. Bradshawiae, O. Vuyl-
stekeae and 0. rosefieldiensis. These give a bril-

liant display, and the modest cinnabaT-scarlet

Cochlioda Noezliana, without which they would
have been impossible, although pretty, looks

comparatively insignificant in the presence of its

offspring.

With these some good typical Odontoglossum
crispum weTe in bloom, one plant carrying a

four-branched spike of thirty-three flowers ; and

NOTES ON IRISES.

IRIS ROSENBACHIANA.
This gorgeous Iris is unique in more ways than

one. To the botanist it is interesting because
its seeds are entirely unlike those of any other
Iris in cultivation, while the gardener's curiosity
and astonishment are aroused by the great de-
velopment of the fleshy roots, which are usually
four or five in number, and often as large as
the bulb itself. In the upper parts they are
very thick, then suddenly decrease in dia-
meter, and end in a long, thin thong. No other
Juno Iris is known to possess roots so large in
proportion to the size of the bulb.
Gorgeous seems to be the word that we must

apply to this Iris when we see a sun-lit group
of the brightly-coloured flowers standing out

Fig. 115.

—

acacia bailevana.

Flowering shoot, i nat. size; details magnified. (See p. 262.)

some 0. Pescatorei of an excellent type, one
having very large flowers of fine form, heavily

tinged with purple at the back, the colour show-

ing through to the surface, and a distinct red-

blotched lip. A batch of Miltonias had some
good M. vexillaria, M. Bleuana, M. Hyeana and
M. St. Andre in bloom. At the end of a warm,
moist house large specimens of Coelogyne pan-

durata were in extraordinary vigour, and in an
intermediate house a batch of albino Cattleyas

was noted.

The corridor, which connects the houses and

offices, contained a very fine display of

Dendrobiums. These had been in bloom for a

long time, and among them some hundreds of the

pure-white Dendrobium nobile virginale have
flowered. In hybridising the production of

yellows is being attempted with good results. In

the North House in bloom were some showy
Cymbidium varieties of C. insigne and its

hybrids, C. Woodhanisiamiin. ('. Wiganianum
and C. eburneum. Also varieties of Lycaste

Skinneii and Masdevallias.

against the sombre background of the bare
earth, for the leaves are so immature at flower-

ting-time as hardly to attract the eye at all.

Early in the new year broad, nipple-like

shoots with a whitish, membranous sheath begin

to burst through the surface of the ground. Soon
the tips of the leaves appear through the sheath,

and then suddenly, often almost in one night,

the flowers shoot up and open, if the sun appears

only for a few minutes.

There are, I am convinced, local forms of this

Iris, the peculiarities of which are preserved by

at least the first generation of seedlings. There

is an early flowering race with yellow pollen, and

so far as I know, few colour variations, and a

later race of which the pollen is white, and of

which hardly any two plants produce flowers of

the same shade of colour. For the last month
I have had in flower between 20 and 30 seed-

ling plants of the earlier kind. Each flower

lasts a week or more, and as each bulb throws

up two or three flowers in succession a group

of these Irises is a lasting pleasure. It was
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certainly disappointing to find so little variation

in colour among these seedlings, for, although it

is true that minute differences were numerous

—

for instance, the "standards" were either hori-

zontal or drooping, some pointed, others broad

and obtuse—the general effect was uniform.

The strap-shaped falls have along the haft,

flanking a yellow or orange central ridge, either

four or six crimson-purple veins on a silvery-

white ground, which is often slightly suffused with

a pale red-purple. On the blade the central

ridge becomes a crest and is sometimes irregu-

larly dotted with crimson-purple. It is sur-

rounded by a large patch of the same brilliant

colour, which covers all the blade of the falls

with the exception of the tip, which is a pure

white. The large overlapping crests of the style-

My experience is that I. Rosenbachiana makes
very few offsets. A flowering bulb is only ob-

tained from seed after four or five years of

growth. It then flowers regularly for three,

four, or even five years, after which it either

dwindles away or dies outright. Fortu-

nately, however, this Iris seems to be peculiarly

well adapted for easy fertilisation. The stigma-

tic surface is larger and more prominent than in

most, if not in all, other Irises. The anthers also

are large, and the pollen very abundant. Seed

sets readily if the flowers are cross-fertilised one

with another, and provided that the plants are

given some shelter from heavy rain. I have
counted so many as 80 or 90 seeds in a single

capsule, and their very number may be an indi-

cation that it is a plant which must be continu-

PLANT NOTES.

Fig. 116.

—

hybrid acacia h. l. white (a. decuerens dsalbata x a. baileyana).

Flowering spray, J nat. size; leaf mult. 2. (See p. 262.)

branches are either white or white faintly flushed
with red-purple, and the standards are of the
same colour. The style-branches have a central
band of pale red-purple changing to yellowish
at the base on a silvery-white ground. The flower
measures 3 or 4 inches across and is raised on
a long perianth-tube of a yellowish-purple colour,
rising 1 to 3 inches above the top of the spathes.
In the only other colour form of this early variety
that is known to me the silvery-white ground
is replaced throughout by a pale red-purple.
On the other hand, the later race is extra-

ordinarily variable. The plants begin to come
into flower just when the last flowers of the
earlier race are fading. All shades of both blue
and red-purple occur, and yellow flowers, though
rare, are not entirely unknown. The blooms are
perhaps rather smaller than those of the earlier

race, and the plant seems to be less vigorous.

ally raised from seeds. The latter should be
sown at once in pots plunged in the open, and
may be sown very thickly, for only a few ger-

minate each year. Each summer the minute
bulbs and the remainder of the seeds must be
sifted out, and the latter re-sown at once. The
young bulbs do best planted out under the pro-

tection of a cold frame.
Owing to the nature of the rootstock this Iris

must be extremely difficult to collect satisfac-

torily in the wild state from the hard sunbaked
soil of the steppes and mountain slopes of Turke-
stan. Consequently we must usually rely on
home-raised seedlings to replenish our stock. If,

therefore, anyone who sees these notes has speci-

mens of this Iris, I would suggest an exchange
of seeds or bulbs in order that, by cross-fertilisa-

tion, we may be able to keep it in cultivation.

W. If. Dykes, Charterhouse, Godalming.

CAMPANULA PYRAMIDALIS.

Under good cultivation splendid specimens
of the Chimney Campanula may be grown from
seed in fifteen or eighteen months. The culti-

vator should aim at securing good plants with
strong crowns by the autumn of the first year,
and to attain this the seed should be sown in
spring in well-drained pans, using a light,

friable soil sifted through a fine sieve. As the
seed is very fine, the pans should be immersed in
tepid water before sowing. Sprinkle the seeds
evenly over the surface, cover them lightly with
fine soil or sand, and press them down. Cover
the seed-pans with a piece of glass, placing over
this a layer of paper, and germinate the seeds on
a mild hotbed. As soon as the seedlings appear
remove the coverings, and put the pan near to

the roof-glass in a frame that can be well ven-
tilated, thus ensuring sturdy growth from the
beginning. When large enough to handle, prick
them off singly into small pots, using a compost
of two parts fibrous loam, one part leaf-mould,
and one part manure from an old hotbed, with a
good dash of sand and mortar rubble. Place
the plants again in the frame, shade them from
bright sunshine for a few days afterwards, and
syringe to encourage a free growth. If the
roots are watered carefully they will soon fill

the pots, when the plants may be re-potted,
this time into large sixties, using slightly rougher
soil. At this stage cold frame treatment is

suitable, closing the lights every afternoon and
spraying them at the same time for a week or
two to give the plants a good start. As the pots
become filled with roots water the latter with
diluted liquid manure or feed them with a con-
centrated fertiliser. The plants produce roots
very quickly, therefore no time should be lost

in potting them on into six-inch pots when once
they are ready, for they must not receive a
check from becoming pot-bound. Soil similar

to that used in the earlier stages will suit

them, but the loam should be pulled to

pieces about the size of walnuts. Sift the
leaf-mould and manure through a half-inch
sieve, and in addition to the sand and
mortar rubble add a six-inch pot of coarse

bone-meal to every barrow-load of the compost.
Pot firmly, and place the plants back in the
frame for a few days, after which, if the frames
are required for other purposes, the Campanulas
will do well outdoors on a bed of coal ashes.

Attend to watering and feeding the roots as be-

fore advised, until the winter, when but little

water will be required. The pots may be plunged
in a bed of leaves or cocoa-nut fibre refuse be-

neath a covering of old frame lights, which will

ward off rains or snow. Protection is only
necessary in very cold weather, when litter or
bracken may be thrown over them. Under this

treatment they will do very well until Febru-
ary, when they may be potted into eight or nine
inch pots. I prefer to pot them singly, as the

plants differ very much in their growth, some
throwing up only one strong spike, whilst others

develop seven, eight, or even more. Rich soil

in a rough condition should be used at this pot-

ting. The addition of fertiliser or soot will en-

hance the colour of the flowers and foliage. The
soil is best mixed several days before use, storing

it in a dry shed. Use clean, well-drained pots.

After potting transfer the plants to a cold frame,

and afford water with extra care. With the ad-

vent of warmer weather the flower spikes will

soon develop, and the plants may then be re-

moved to the greenhouse. Feed the roots freely

until the flowers begin to show colour, and then

use clear water only. Secure each plant to a

neat stake. Remove the blossoms as they fade,

;xnd give the plants a little stimulant, for this will

result in a second crop of flowers, although they

will not be quite so large individually as those of

the first spike. In hot, bright weather shade the
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plants when in bloom, or the flowers will fade

quickly. Any plants not required for pot culture

may be planted out in the borders, where they

will throw up fine spikes of flowers; but as

there are so many other hardy varieties of

Campanulas, C. pyramidalis may be used mainly

for indoor decoration. 7i. II'. Thatcher, Carl-

ton Park Gardens, Market Harborough.

NOTICES OF BOOKS.

A Contribution to the History of Botany
and Gardening.*

Professor Vines and Mr. Druce have followed

up their Account of the Dillenian Collections

in the Herbarium of the University of Oxford
with a further and worthy contribution to the

history of the botanical pioneers and botanical

possessions of the venerable institution which
they represent. It is interesting alike to

botanists and horticulturists that these early

collections of dried plants should be classified,

named, arranged in an accessible manner, and
their elements put on permanent record. That
the editors' task has been critically performed
may be taken for granted from the long list of

specialist coadjutors on page lxviii. The intro-

duction of upwards of sixty pages is the most
generally interesting section of the book, be-

ginning with the foundation of the garden and
the Professorship of Botany at Oxford, and con-

tinuing with the history of the garden, person-

ages and events of the botanical establishment

of the period, down to 1720. It is embellished

by a view of the Danby Gateway, erected in

1632, and portraits of Earl Danby, Morison and
the Bobarts, father and son. Some of the leading

facts are here given in extract. The Physic
Garden was founded by the Earl of Danby in

1621, and, although the oldest of its kind in

Britain, it is not nearly the oldest in Europe,
having been preceded bv those of Padua (1545).

Pisa (1547), Bologna (1567), Leiden (1577), and
Montpellier (1598). It is a singular fact, the

authors state, that the trne date of the foun-

dation of the Oxford Garden has not been

given previously in any of the very numer-
ous books which refer, directly or in-

direct'Vj to its history. Though the for-

mation of the garden was begun in 1621,

it was some years after 1632 that Jacob Bobart,

sen., was appointed the first Superintendent;
but the exact date has not been ascertained. It

seems, however, that there had been previous
negotiations with John Tradescant, sen., some-
time gardener to Charles I. Bobart was a
German by birth, and was twice married,
whether to English women or not is not actually

stated, but their Christian names are in the

English form. From the published accounts of

distinguished visitors to the gardens we learn

that Bobart was an accomplished gardener. A
feature of the garden in later years was offered

by some remarkable examples of topiary work
by the elder Bobart. Two, especially, are

noticed, clipped to represent men, the one bear-

ing a club, the other a halberd, which finally

grew up to be gigantic, bulky fellows. A cata-

logue of plants cultivated in the garden appeared
in 1648. It contains names of no less than 1.600

species, of which 600 were British, and many
were Canadian.
Robert Morison, a native of Aberdeen, born

in 1620, was chosen first Professor of Botany at

Oxford in 1669, after a successful educational

career at home and abroad. He was a prolific

writer, and, in a way, one of the pioneers in

the classification of plants, though his contem-

porary, Ray, excelled in this direction.

• A n .{•rim nt ofthe M "ii ">ii 'tin Berbariwn >n the PoBBeesion
of the Univerntu of Oxford, together with Biographical and
Critical Sketches of Moruum and the Two Bnbartu and Their
Works ami the Early History or the Physic Garden, 1(110-

1720. By S. H. Vines nml (I. Clarldfre Druce. (Oxford : Claren-
don Press, 1014.) Small 8vo, pp. lxviii. + 350. Price l.is. net.

Jacob Bobart, the younger, succeeded his

father as Superintendent of the Garden, and,

later, Morison as Professor of Botany. He also

edited the third part of Morison's great work :

Plantarwm Historiae Universalis Oxoniensis.

The Morisonian Herbarium was prepared to

illustrate the Historiae Universalis, etc., and
consists of about 6,500 specimens, derived from
all parts of the world, and the present book is

a record of its contents under- pre-Lirmean de-

signations or phrases, together with the gene-

rally accepted modern names. W. Bolting

Hemsley.

his little volume a supplement, including the
English and Continental publications up to date,
and an index of authors which will considerably
increase the usefulness of the work. The book is

printed on good, stout paper.

Flora of Katanga.
The botanical collections made by numerous

travellers in the Belgian Congo have been
worked out with great assiduity by the late

Th. Durand and by Em. de Wildeman, his suc-

cessor as director of the Brussels Botanic Gar-
den, and the results published in a some-

<,a R^p c H F^o M

Fig. 117.

—

fruiting spray of hybrid acacia h. l. whitk.

J Nat. Size. Pod and Seeds Mult. 2. (See p, 262.)

The Florists Bibliography."

It is now more than five years since the first

edition of the Florists' Bibliography was pub-
lished. It was then fully up to date ; but the

last half-decade has been a busy one among gar-

den authors, and a very large numDer of new
books have appeared on horticultural subjects,

some insignificant, but many of real importance.
The author, recognising this fact, has added to

* The 'Florists' Bibliography. By C Herman Payne.
Second edition, with Supplement and Index, w . Wesley
and Son, London. Price 5a., cloth gilt.

what bulky form in the Annates du Must?
du Congo Beige. The Botany has appeared in

five series of one or more volumes each, and In-

cludes several hundred plates. The contents of

most of these volumes have been described in

these columns. The last to hand is the first

fascicle of the second volume of Etudes sur In

Flore du Katanga. The Katanga district

borders on Rhodesia, therefore this publication

is of importance and interest on the British

side. This part is illustrated by about a score

of plates giving full-sized representations of

herbarium types.
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The Week'sWork.
i
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THE ORCHID HOUSES.
By H. J. Chapman, Gardener to Mrs. Cookson,

Oakwood, Wylani-oa-Tyne.

Coelogyne Dayana.— This plant is produc-
ing flower scapes from the centres of the de-
veloping growths, and the roots require a
liberal supply of moisture. Afford the plants
every encouragement to assist them to develop
their flowers. It is my experience that the
plants grow best when suspended from the roof
at the cooler end of the plant stove, and for
this reason they should be planted in shallow
pans or baskets. Grown in this way the pen-
dent racemes of flowers are seen to the best ad-
vantage. The plants should be kept in the
same position after the flowers commence to
expand, as the least disturbance causes the
flower scape to become twisted, often destroy-
ing the effective arrangement of the flowers.

Potting is best done immediately after the
flowers are over. It is not desirable to repot
annually ; for this reason the compost should be
of a lasting nature, and may consist of a mix-
ture of Al fibre, peat and Sphagnum-moss in

equal proportions. Make the soil moderately firm
about the roots.

Phaius.— Plants of Phaius that have passed
out of flower, and hybrids of P. simulans
that have failed to bloom, may be repotted. P.

Cooksonii and the numerous varieties of P.
Norman grow most satisfactorily where the
conditions are suitable, and they are exceed-
ingly useful plants for all purposes of house de-

corations from the middle of March until the
month of May. In this district many fine plants
of this Orchid are grown in ordinary plant
stoves where there is plenty of humidity in the
atmosphere at all times. A compost consisting
of equal portions of fibrous peat, turfy loam
and leaf-mould with plenty of sand inter-

mixed is suitable to their requirements. The
roots are fleshy, and need plenty of room. The
pots should be clean and filled to about one-third
their depth with clean broken crock for drain-
age. The compost should be made firm, and if

a layer of chopped Sphagnum is placed over
the surface it will give a smart appearance.
Afford water sparingly at first, but as soon as the
roots become established liberal supplies of
moisture may be afforded. Spraying at regular
intervals of about once a fortnight during the
summer will keep thrips in check. Scale in-

sects are also troublesome to these plants, and
the leaves should be sponged carefully as soon
as these pests are detected, or they will soon
cause a permanent disfigurement of the foliage.

Frequent dampings of the bare spaces to keep
the atmosphere humid will be beneficial in
keeping insect pests in check. The members of
this class of Phaius do not benefit by direct sun-
shine during the spring, summer, and early
autumn, therefore the blinds should be drawn
down early in the morning if the plants are
placed where they will receive the sunshine.
Later in the season a light permanent shading
may be placed on the roof.

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
By J. G. Weston, Gardener to Lady Northcoib,

Eastwell Park, Kent.

Apricots are the earliest fruit trees to ex-
pand their blossoms, and the first to require dis-
budding. Though the removal of superfluous
growths should De commenced as soon as the
shoots are large enough to handle, in severe
weather it is better to postpone the work until
the conditions are more favourable. The disbud-
ding of Apricots is not done so severely as in
the case of Peaches and Nectarines ; the princi-
pal object is to remove badly-placed shoots, such
as those that grow behind the branches and
close to the wall, and any that develop at right
angles to the face of the tree. In the case of
trees that have filled their allotted spaces the
pinching of superfluous shoots to three or four

leaves will tend to make them form fruit spurs.

Do not disbud too many of the branches at one
time, but go carefully over the upper part of the
tree first ; then, after a few days do the centre
part, and after another interval complete the
work by doing the bottom of the tree. Where
protection has been afforded let the material re-

main in position at night till all danger from
frost is past, as severe frosts are often expe-
rienced late in April.

Gooseberries.— There is every prospect for

a good crop of these fruits. Gooseberry bushes
often receive very little attention beyond the

annual pruning. Too often, in common with
other small fruits, the plants are cropped heavily

year after year, and little or no manure is

afforded the roots, with the result that the bushes
deteriorate, and, lacking vitality, fall an easy

prey to insect and fungous pests, whilst the fruit

is of inferior size and quality. If a supply of

animal manures was not available for top-dress-

ing the bushes in winter, a dressing of fish

manure or other fertiliser should be spread on
the ground now. Wood ash, lime and soot may
with advantage be mixed with the manure and
the materials forked lightly in the soil, or, if

the latter is of a light open texture, hoeing the
surface will suffice. This treatment will greatly

benefit the bushes, enabling them to develop
their berries early. Gooseberries are much ap-

preciated as dessert fruits, and to obtain extra
fine berries the crop should be thinned early

—

as soon as the berries are as large as Peas.

Those that remain should be allowed to grow
until they are nearly full size, when the bulk
should be picked, leaving a few of the best to

ripen. Green Gooseberries are much appre-

ciated for the making of preserves.

General Remarks.— Soil of a heavy reten-

tive nature has become caked on the surface by
heavy rains since it was dug in winter, and the
crust should be broken w ;th the fork. This will

greatly facilitate the work of hoeing during the
summer, and will tend to keep the surface open
and friable. Nothing assists fruit trees in mak-
ing free, healthy growth so much as constantly
moving the surface soil, either by hoeing or fork-

ing, according to the nature of the ground ; more-
over, weeds have no opportunity of becoming
established when this work is carried out in a
systematic manner. Fruit trees that have borne
heavy crops of fruit and have not been fed with
farmyard manure for some considerable time
should be afforded artificial stimulant in the form
of fish manure, bone meal, or other quickly-assi-

milated manure. The fertiliser should be
sprinkled on the surface before hoeing or forking
the soil, and will soon be washed down to the
roots, benefiting the trees in time to assist them
to develop their crops.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
By W. Crump, Gardener to Earl Beauchamp, K.C.M.G.,

Madresfleld Court, Worcestershire.

An N u A ls . — Seedling annuals gro%ving in

boxes, pans or pots need careful attention, as

they may become drawn if neglected, and
spindly plants never give satisfactory results.

Thin or transplant the seedlings directly they
are large enough for removal. Those of the
stronger-growing kinds may be pricked out in

beds of soil arranged on the floor of cold frames.
It is an advantage to first spread some finely-

broken manure on the bottom of the frame, for

the roots will grow into this, rendering it an
easy matter to lift the plants with good balls

of soil.

Bulbs in the Grass.—At Madresfleld we
have a good variety of bulbous flowers already
expanded. The Dog's Tooth Violet, Erythronium
Denscanis, has succeeded with us in the grass
for the first time this season. It is a case of
patience rewarded, for the clumps are strong
both in flower and foliage. Fritillaria Melea-
gris, the Snake's Head ; Narcissus poeticus
ornatus, Muscari (Grape Hyacinth), Anemone
apennina and A. fulgens are all exceptionally fine.

A. apennina appears as a sheet of azure blue
in the bright sunshine. All these plants
require some years to become thoroughly estab-
lished, and they thrive best near deciduous
trees, for in such positions the grass does not
grow so rank as to smother the plants after
they have flowered.

Wild Flowers.— In these gardens certain

wild flowers are encouraged to grow in large

patches, and they give a delightful effect.

Few flowers have a more delicious perfume or

are more greatly appreciated than the white
wood Violet, and none appears more beautiful

than Primroses, Cowslips, Bluebells, Buttercups,
Anemones, Agrimony, Loosestrife, and wild

Orchids, arranged in dells. All are easily

grown, and they may be afforded space in the
wild garden or along woodland paths.

Climbers.— Plants of summer-flowering Cle-

matis, whether trained on arches,* pergolas, or

walls, need constant attention in the matters of

training and spreading out the young growths,
which develop rapidly at this season, and soon
become intertwined if neglected. Our plants

of Jasminum primulinum, trained loosely on
south or west walls, are very handsome just

now, bearing a profusion of their large yellow

flowers, and they look well associated with
the dark blue-flowered Ceanothus rigidus. Cle-

matis montana rubens should be grown in every

collection. Allow the plants plenty of room for

extension ; they look fine rambling over old trees

that have been lopped 10 or 20 feet from the
ground. C. flammula flowers in the late sum-
mer or autumn, when the blossoms perfume the

whole vicinity. Wistaria sinensis and the early

and late-flowering Dutch Honeysuckles are other

beautiful climbing plants, whilst climbing Roses
are universal favourites.

Water - Lilies.—Nymphaeas may be pro-

pagated by division of the root-stocks just as

growth commences. Division of the old plants

is necessary periodically, in order to obtain

large flowers ; for, as in other plants, over-

crowding of the shoots results in inferior flowers.

Divided plants soon make fine specimens that

flower well. The late Mr. W. Coleman, of

Eastnor, grew Water-Lilies very successfully in

old paraffin casks, cut through the middle, and
sunk on the lawn to the ground level.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
By W. Hedley Wareen, Gardener to the Aston-Clinton
Park Estate (the Rt. Hon. Lord Rothschild). Buck-

inghamshire.

Strawberries.—Examine the plants in pot*

at least twice a day during bright weather, and
water copiously such as are dry. The airing of

the house must be done carefully when dry-

ing winds prevail, for cold currents of air

cause the young fruits to partially dry up and
cease to swell. Plants that are carrying an
abundance of bloom should have the flowers

thinned to twelve, or even fewer. Bring for-

ward in gentle heat batches of plants to pro-

vide for a succession of fruits. Plants with
berries that have just commenced to swell should

be grown in plenty of atmospheric moisture,

gradually increasing the temperature to 80° or
85° during bright days with top ventilation.

This treatment may be maintained until the

fruit commences to colour, when the tempera-

ture should be gradually lowered to 65° or 70°.

with a fraer circulation of air. Water should

be afforded with extra care at this stage, for

only sufficient moisture is needed to keep the

foliage healthy and firm.

Vines.— The present month, or early in May,
is generally considered to be the best time for

planting young vines. Assuming that the

border lias been prepared properly in advance,

select a dull day for the planting. " Cut-backs "

that have made an inch or two of young growth

should have most of the old soil shaken away,

or washed from the roots, the latter spread

out carefully and coverei with a light dress-

ing of soil. Do not bury the roots deeply, for

in time the soil will settle, and this must be

allowed for in planting. For several days after-

wards shade the vines from bright sunshine,

and syringe them several times during each day
until the roots have made a fresh start. Main-
tain a moist, growing atmosphere, and a tern-

peratuie of about 70° to 75°.

Pines.— The fruits will now progress much
more rapidly than hitherto. Each plant should

be examined regularly, and when moisture ia

needed the roots watered freely with weak guano
water made tepid. If the bed in which the
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plants are plunged is heated by hot-water pipes,

and the material has become dry, take advan-

tage of a fine day to moisten it thoroughly

with tepid water. By doing this and damp-
ing the paths daily the atmosphere will be
humid and genial, and the practice is far pre-

ferable to frequent syringings which are the

ruin of many plants. Continue to treat succes-

sional plants as I advised in a former calendar.

Encourage suckers potted recently to grow
robust by giving them every attention. Main-
tain the bottom heat at 70° to 80°, and stand the

plants close to the roof-glass, allowing sufficient

space between each to prevent them becoming
drawn and spindly. Syringe the plants very
lightly once or twice a week at the time the
pit or house is closed, which should be done
when the temperature ranges from 80° to 85°.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By B. P. Bbotherston, Gardener to the Earl of

Haddington, Tyninghame, East Lothian.

Mushrooms.—The last bed for the season
may now be made of dimensions according to

unoccupied space. Beds not yet exhausted may
be helped by spreading a light dressing of soil

mixed with a sprinkling of superphosphate
evenly over the surface. Admit air freely when
the weather conditions are favourable, and dis-

pense with fire heat.

Scarlet Runners.— A few plants may be
started in pots to gain strength for planting out
five or six weeks hence, or in very mild locali-

ties a few seeds may be sown out-of-doors. If

the tops are pinched the plants will assume a
branching habit and will fruit well without the
support of sticks.

Mustard and Cress.— These salads will

succeed now in the open. A suitable method of

sowing is to scatter the seeds thickly on a small
piece of newly-dug soil. After sowing, pat the
soil with the back of a spade, so that the seeds
are firmed, sprinkle with water, and cover with
a piece of sacking till germination has taken
place. Cress takes a week to ten days longer
to grow than Mastard, and their sowing should
be regulated accordingly.

New Zealand Spinach.— Two or three
seeds sown now in a 3-inch pot, and enough
pots filled to plant what is required, allowing
the plants 3 feet apart, will provide a stand by
should Spinach fail, as it did last year, owing
to drought and heat. The seedlings should have
the protection of a frame till well established,
and the plants require a few square feet each to
develop after planting. —

Planting Onions.— It is quite safe in most
parts of the country to plant the early-raised
Onions. Even if severe frost occurs the plants
do not seem to suffer any bad effeets. If the soil

has been allowed to become rather dry in the
boxes, the roots will be easy to separate. I like
to draw the roots through a mixture of soil and
water before planting, which usually gives the
plants a start without having recourse to water-
ing. For ordinary purposes, space the rows at
15 inches apart, and set the plants at 5 inches
apart. Hoe between the rows after planting is

completed.

8alsafv.— This vegetable and Scorzonera are
usually sown at this time. In my experience it

is best to let the seed-sowing stand over for a few
weeks, early sowing and "running to flower"
being concomitants. If sown very thin—one seed
to every 4 inches—the crop will need no thin-
ning, and there is plenty of space at that dis-

tance alike for the roots and the top growth.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
By C. H. Cook, Gardener to the Earl of Dbrby,

Knowsley Hall, Lancashire.

Cyclamen.— Seedling Cyclamens are growing
freely and may need shifting into 3-inch pots.

Let the pots be well drained and place a layer

of moss or other suitable material over the
crocks. For soil use a mixture consisting of

two-thirds loam and one-third leaf-mould, with
a few lumps of charcoal, some sharp sand, and
a little lime rubble or finely-broken crocks in

addition. Take care that the soil around ihe

corm is moist before repotting the plant, and
make the soil moderately firm. Stand the pots

on a bed of ashes and syringe them in the early

morning and again early in the afternoon, closing

the house soon after midday to maintain a

moist atmosphere and a temperature of 60° at

night. These conditions should be maintained
until the plants become established, but about
the end of May they may be placed in cold

frames close to the roof-glass. Shade from
bright sunshine and fumigate the house or

frame on frequent occasions.

Chrysanthemums.—Plants intended to

produce large blooms should be shifted into

6-inch pots before the roots become pot-bound.

The compost should be mixed some days in ad-

vance of the potting, and may consist of three-

parts loam, one part each of leaf-mould and
manure from a spent Mushroom bed, and a little

soot. Pot firmly, and stand the plants on an ash

bottom in a cold frame. Spray the shoots over-

head in the forenoon, but do not water the

roots until moisture is absolutely necessary.

Bush varieties may be treated similarly. When
these plants are re-established pinch out the

point of the growth to encourage side shoots to

develop and repot as required. Green and
black fly are very troublesome at this stage, and
should be destroyed by dipping the plants in

quassia extract or dusting the leaves with tobacco
powder. If the leaf-mining maggot attacks the

foliage pick off the worst infested leaves and
burn them.

Tuberous-rooted Begonias.—The main
batch of plants of these handsome summer-
flowering Begonias require shifting into pots

from the boxes in which they were started. Be-
gonias grow freely in a light, porous compost,

such as a mixture of two-thirds fibrous-loam,

and one-third each of leaf-mould (not too far

decayed), and spent manure from an old Mush-
room house, adding a little soot and sand. Lift

the plants carefully from the boxes, taking care

not to injure the mass of roots. The size of

the pot must be determined by the size of the
plant, and the receptacles should be well drained.

Pot moderately firm, and return the plants to

a warm pit or house shading them from bright

sunshine. Syringe overhead in the early part of

the day to allow time for the foliage to become
dry before night, as excess of moisture on the

foliage after dark may set up damping. Remove
the flowers until the plants become established,

and when strong enough to carry bloom feed the

plants twice weekly with weak liquid manure.

THE "FRENCH" GARDEN.
By Paul Aqeatias.

Hot -Beds for Cloches. — Lettuces
Little Gott grown on these beds should be
removed as the Cos varieties are spreading their

leaves and require increased space. Shade the
crop from 10 a.m. till 3 p.m. on bright days; if

the cloches are whitewashed for the purpose the
wash should be applied on the south of the
glasses only, but this system of shading is not
to be recommended where only a few hundred
cloches are in use.

Unheated Frames and Cloches.— Ths
crops in these beds require abundant ventilation

daily, and watering every week. The Radishes
have been marketed, and the removal of these
and weeds will afford all the space for the plants
of Lettuce Little Gott, which are forming
hearts and will be ready for market within the
next fortnight. The frames and lights will be
removed from the variety White Passion in

ten or twelve days, as this variety does not form
good heads when grown under glass. It may be
necessary to fix mats around the beds when the
frames and lights have been removed, to shelter

the crops from strong winds. Instead of

shading the Cos Lettuces grown in these beds
remove the glass on bright days.

Melons.—These plants have grown freely

during the past week or so, and ventilation may
be afforded more freely than hitherto and over a

longer period, but it is essential to spread dry
straw or manure over the lights to break the

rays of a glaring sun. Plants of the early batch

lequire increased space, and they should be
syringed on all fine days. The ground allotted
to the Melon quarter should be hoed or broken
deeper if dug in winter. Fork over the black
soil reserved for filling the frames. Mark out
the space of the first bed, allowing for an 18-

lnoh path on the outside, and 4 feet 6 inches
width for the frames. Dig a trench 2 feet wide
and 1 foot deep, and cart the soil to the bottom
end, to be utilised for fitting the last row. Have
ready a supply of fresh manure for making the
hotbed, allowing about three tons for every bed
of fifteen lights. If the frames are intended for

growing a crop of Vegetable Marrows the plants
should now be in 42-inch pots. Afford the plants
plenty of space, abundant ventilation, and
copious waterings. They should be set out in

ten or twelve days time. Meanwhile, prepare
the beds by digging a trench 12 inches wide
and 12 inches deep, to be filled with good hot
manure that should be soaked with water to

hasten fermentation. Place the soil of the
second trench on the top of the manure, and set

the frames so as to have the trench just in the
centre. Place three barrow-loads of black
soil in each frame as a top-dressing, and then
place the lights in position. About the third
week of April set six plants very deeply in each
frame to within 2 or 3 inches of the manure.
When the roots are well established ventilation
and %vater may be afforded It is essential that

the frames be covered at night with mats.

PUBLIC PARKS AND GARDENS.
By Superintendent.

Groundwork.— As far as practicable all

groundwork improvements should be finished

for the season and the surface of the

soil either turfed over or sown down with
suitable grass seeds. With the unusually mild
and damp weather grass has been readily estab-

lished, indeed that in the London parks has
rarely been seen in better condition than at the
present time. Should the %veather continue damp
both seed sowing and turfing may still be en-

gaged in, but after the end of May it is rather

a hazardous proceeding, for should a spell of

warm and dry weather set in both seed and
turf would suffer in consequence.

Renovating Hedges.—Deciduous hedges if

cut back at once will soon become green. Where
the soil along the line of hedge has become poor
an application of thoroughly decomposed manure
will greatly improve the appearance and
strength of the plants. It should be spread
along the surface and gently forked amongst the

existing soil, great care being taken to prevent
injury to the roots of the shrubs of which the
hedge is composed. Blanks in the fence may at

the same time be filled up by using stout, bushy
plants of a similar kind to those of the hedge.
Shrubberies should likewise receive attention

in the matter of necessary pruning and digging.

Recently-transplanted trees and shrubs must be
examined, and those loosened by the wind made
firm by treading.

General Work.— Roads and paths should be
maintained in a thoroughly efficient state, the

former being kept in good surface and the
latter smooth for pedestrians. When about to

apply gravel to paths the surface should first

be lightlv picked over, so that the material may
adhere firmly to the original roadway. Sand
or pounded cockle shells make excellent path
surfaces, and should be applied preferably after

rain. A light application is all that is necessary,

the surface presumably being in a fairly even and
sound condition previous to the application.

Compost heaps should be turned over and a

quantity of fresh lime added, this not only de-

priving seeds of their vitality but helping to

sweeten the mixture. When thoroughly
rotted, weeds, leaves, and road Bweepings
make excellent manure, especially when mixed
with a small proportion of unslaked linn

General tidiness should be maintained, the paths

kept free from weeds and dirt, shrubberies du :

over, lawns neatly mowed, and roads and fool-

paths edged and cleared of any overhanging
Branches which obstruct visitors.
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EDITORIAL NOTICE.

ADVERTISEMENTS should be sent to the
PUBLISHER, 41, Wellington Street,
Covent Garden, W.C.

Editors and Publisher. — Our Correspondents
would obviate delay in obtaining answers to

their communications, and save us much time and
trouble, if they would kindly observe the notice

printed weekly to the effect that all letters relat-

ing to financial matters and to advertisements

should be addressed to the Publisher; and that

all communications intended for publication, or

referring to the Literary department, and all

plants to be named, should be directed to the

Editors. The two departments, Publishing and
Editorial, are distinct, and much unnecessary de-

lay and confusion arise when letters are mis-

directed.

Letters for Publication, as well as specimens of

plants for naming, should be addressed to the

EDITORS. 41, Wellington Street, Covent
Garden, London. Communications should be

WRITTEN ON ONE SIDE ONLY OF THE PAPER, Sent as
early in the week as possible and duly signed by
the writer. If desired, the signature will not be
printed, but kept as a guarantee of good faith.

Local News.

—

Correspondents will greatly oblige

by sending to the Editors early intelligence of local

events likely to be of interest to our readers, or of

any matters which it is desirable to bring under
the notice of horticulturists.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

TUESDAY, APRIL 21—
Roy. Hort. Soc. Corns, meet (Nat. Auricula and
Primula Soc. combined Show.) (Lecture at 3 p.m.
on " The Probable Origin of Existing Flowering
Plants.") Lincolnshire Daffodil Soc. Show.

WEDNESDAY. APRIL 22—
Herefordshire Spring Fl. Sh., Shire Hall, Hereford.
Darlington Hort. Sue. Spring Fl. Sh. in the Corn
Exchange.

THURSDAY, APRIL 23—
Nat. Rose Soc. Spring Ex. at R.H.S. Hall, West-
minster. Midland Daff. Soc. Sh. at Birmingham
(2 days). Roy. Botanic Soc. meet.

Average Mean Temperature for the ensuing week
deduced from observations during the last Fifty
Years at Greenwich, 48.5°.

Actual Temperatures :
—

London-

, Wednesday, April 15 (6 p.m.) : Max. 59°
;

Min. 42°.

Gardeners' Chronicle Office. 41, Wellington Street,-

Covent Garden, London, Thursday, April 16

(10 a.m.); Bar. 30°; Temp. 52°. Weather
—Sunshine.

Provinces, Wednesday, April 15. Max. 51°, Yar-
mouth ; Min. 45°, Aberdeen.

8ALE8 FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
WEDNESDAY—

Liliums and other Hardy Bulbs, at 12 ; Roses and
Carnations, at 1.30; Palms and Plants, at 5, at 67
and 68, Cheapside, E.C. By Protheroe and Morris.

WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY—
Unreserved Clearance Sale of 1,900 Orchids and
other stock, at Dover House, Roehampton, by order
of the executors of the late J. Pierpont Morgan, E*q.
By Protheroe and Morris, at 12.

The Daffodil season of

The Daffodil 1914 has followed on a
season. winter of unusual mild-

ness, as did the season
of 1913, but so far as can be seen at pres-

ent the two seasons will prove very differ-

ent in character. In 1913 the earliest

Daffodils out of doors, Pallidus Praecox
and minimus, made their appearance about
the 26th of January, whilst the early

Trumpets, Henry Irving, Golden Spur,
and Tenby, came into flower during
February. Bj the end of March many of

the mid-season varieties were in bloom,
but curiously enough as the season pro-

gressed this precocity of opening was not
maintained, and the varieties which flower

late came into flower at dates not far re-

moved from their normal period of open-
ing. For some reason, which is not easy
to explain, the present season has so far

shown itself rather later than usual, and
much later than its predecessor. Pallidus

Praecox and minimus did not open until

tl<e end of February, while March was

half-way through before the bright yellow

flowers of Henry Irving and Golden Spur
or Tenby were to be seen, and even at

the end of March only a few of the early

varieties had opened. It is true the

bright sun of the first few days of April

brought out many of the garden Daffodils

with a rash, not altogether to their ad-

vantage as show flowers, and now in the

middle of April the many Daffodils in

flower, though perhaps decidedly later

than in 1913, are not far from normal in

their time of blossoming. It may be
urged that the lateness of the present year

has to some extent been brought about by
the dryness of the ground throughout the

summer and early autumn of 1913, but

such an attempt at explanation is little

better than a cloak to conceal our ignor-

ance.

Although the early flowers have suffered

somewhat in the garden from the copious

and persistent rains of one of the wettest

Marches on record, there have been some
very fine flowers exhibited at the Horti-

cultural Hall. The season may be said

to begin with the forced-bulb show, which
took place this year on the 10th and 11th

of March. The flowers exhibited at that

early date were the products of protective

culture, and were almost independent of

weather conditions, but the fine flowers

exhibited since that date from plants

grown in the open show how, with a little

care in gathering, the Daffodil may be

had in perfection in spite of inclement

weather.

An interesting event early in the sea-

son was the exhibition by Messrs. Barr
and Sons of flowers of a new class of

hybrid Narcissus similar to the Poetaz

and probably crosses between the Poeticus

and Tazetta or Polyanthus sections, as

wer? the original Poetaz introduced by
Van der Schoot. This new class of

Poetaz appears to be rather nearer the

Polyanthus parent, but with somewhat
larger or at least more noticeable cups.

Like this parent, it is not unlikely that

they may prove chiefly valuable for forc-

ing, but until they have been tried out-of-

doors in this country a final opinion on

this point must be reserved. It is a coin-

cidence that Mr. Wilson is at the same
time showing us illustrations of varieties

of a similar cross, but nearer Poeticus

;

Rubellite is one of these with a brilliant

cup and about a couple of flowers on the

stem.

The Narcissus Committee has made a

new departure this year in giving awards

to Diiflodils suitable for special purposes.

The variety W. P. Milner was given an

award as specially suitable for rockwork,

and for this purpose as well as for grow-

ing in pots this charming little flower is

well adapted ; but one wonders why
minimus and cyclamineus varieties pre-

eminently adapted for this purpose were

overlooked . Olympia received an award

as specially suited for growing in pots.

It is a fine and richly coloured Trumpet
for the garden. At the later show at the

beginning of April awards were given to

Tantalus, a very large Leedsii, and

Inglescombe, a really beautiful double

of a charming shade of soft canary-yellow,

as suitable for cutting ; Croesus, a big

Inromparabilis somewhat of the White-
well type, received an award as specially

suitable for the garden. It is evidently a

tall flower, "and one immediately inquires
—Can it stand wind 1 if so, the award is

justified. For show purposes awards were
given to Ivorine, a particularly beautiful

creamy-white flower with an expanded,
almost flat cup, and not too big; Royal
Sovereign, a double ; White maximus, a
pale sulphur edition of the well-known
and rich coloured maximus ; and Queen
Primrose, a trumpet which holds its head
up, or rather out, from the stem, and is

of the colour indicated by the name.
These awards to Daffodils suitable for

special purposes are certainly a step in

the right direction; they will, however, be
of little service to amateurs and the

public if the awards for excellence in the

garden and on wallwork are confined to

varieties brought before the Committee at

the shows. Nor will any awards to new
varieties not likely to be popularly dis-

tributed for 10 or 15 years be of much
immediate value. If the members of the

Committee will go into their own and
their friends' gardens, and note the large

perianth forms capable of standing a

wind or a bleak hillside, and will care-

fully compare and classify their observa-

tions, the results would prove of con-

siderable value.

The new varieties exhibited have been
many and good. Northern Queen is a

particularly beautiful Leedsii, with a well-

lilkd rounded perianth and a pale yellow
cup, while all who have attended the
recent dinners of the Horticultural Club
will remember the pleasing vases filled

with Queen of the West, a trumpet flower

of a soft self yellow. In the garden a self

flower, that is, one with the perianth of

equal colour with the crown or trumpet,

is always striking ; it is to this tint that

Homespun owes its value, and Queen of

the West, when it can be grown in quan-
tity, should have a long reign in the gar-

den. Sparkler, though not new, is worth
notice as perhaps the earliest of the red

cups to come into flower out-of-doors. A
particularly fine Leedsii with a cup like a

trumpet has appeared in Capella, and
while recalling the cream-coloured forms,

perhaps few have been more attractive

than Carmenta, a large flower, but refined

in form, of the type called Giant Leedsii,

the perianth creamy-white, with the crown
very pale yellow.

Mr. Fngleheart's garden continues to

produce wonderful flowers of all sizes and

types, so man}', in fact, that he has shown
most of thom unnamed. Some particularly

large and fine coloured Trumpets were to

be found in these exhibits, one of which,

at first called Dinton (though it is said

the name has been since changed), was

very striking. Size of flower is a quality

always fostered by flower shows, whether

of Daffodils or Roses, and to such an ex-

tent that even the most careful have some-

times to remind themselves that the true

end of the gardener should be beauty

and not gross culture, however difficult

may have been the task by which such

culture is attained. This reflection was

aroused by a little vase of quite small

flowers of a variety called Dewdrop, ex-
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hibited by Mr. Bourne at a recent show.
Each little flower was perfect of its kind,

beautiful in form and graceful in pose,

while the creamy-white colour and taste-

ful arrangement of the vase gave to the
whole a most delicate and refined ap-

pearance.

Lavender is another flower of very at-

tractive and delicate tint. It might
almost be described as a study in " art

"

colours, the prevailing tint in the cup
being a soft terra-cotta with a suspicion

of lavender in the edge.

It is impossible to get up enthusiasm
over a mere number, and so it is usually
best not to refer to varieties merely in-

dicated in this manner and shown without
a name, but an exception may perhaps be
made in favour of one or two Jonquilla
hybrids similar to Buttercup, though of a

deeper colour, and stated to flower earlier

than that variety. When the time arrives

that varieties of this fine colour can be
planted in quantity in our gardens,
they should produce a good effect. Judg-
ing, however, from the price at present
asked for Buttercup we seem to be look-

ing forward to a sufficiently distant future.

Some few years ago a gentleman of great

experience in these matters gave it as his

opinion that the high prices then being
asked for new seedling Daffodils could
not be maintained. Since then the

period has the number of beautiful new is apparent. It has, however, probably
forms been greater than it is at present. led to a more rapid discarding of inferior
The supply, however, appears to have in- forms and poor growers.

Fig. 118.

—

syringa pinnatifolia : flowers white.

A satisfactory feature of some of the

Daffodil shows this year has been the

er.-Jeavour to get rid of the formal and
bank-like arrangement of groups hitherto

adopted. The experiments in this direc-

tion made by Mr. Bourne, Messrs. Barr
and Messrs. Carter have each in its way
been interesting and have lent an

additional attraction to these several

exhibits.

Fig. 119 —osmanthus delavayi : flowers white.

(B.H.S. Award of Merit, April 7, 1914.)

number of raisers of new varieties have creased the demand, and down to the
increased yearly ; and perhaps at no present no indication of a fall in prices

Coloured Supplement. — The subject of

the coloured plate to be published with the issue

for next week is a terraced pergola exhibited

at the Royal International Exhibition, Chelsea.

New Chinese Shrubs.— Trees and shrubs
have formed a considerable proportion of the

large numbers of new plants sent home by col-

lectors in China during the past few years, but
up to the present they have not seemed of

such importance ;'s the new border flowers from

that source, because a long time must necessarily

elapse before hard-wooded seedlings reach the

(lowering stage. However, many of the shrubs

have already blossomed, and at the meeting of

the Royal Horticultural Society on the 7th inst.

three of the newer species were exhibited

in flower by the Hon. Vicary Gibus. Two of

these are illustrated on this page. The spray of

Lilac (Syringa pinnatifolia) shown in fig. 118

is reproduced in natural size, and was
taken from a plant about 4 feet high grow-

ing in a pot. The foliage is divided into four

or five pairs of small glabrous, bright-

green leaflets, each about i inch long. The
flowers are white and borne in short racemes,

not unlike those of species of Ribes. S.

pinnatifolia forms a neat bush, and will be

valued for its . decorative effect in spring.

Osmanthus Delavayi (fig. 119) is evergreen,

grows about 18 inches high, and is therefore a

good subject for planting on rockeries. The
white flowers are borne in dense clusters and
possess a delicate scent. The small, dark-green,

ovate leaves have serrated margins, and are not

so long as the tubular flowers, which appear in

clusters in the leaf axils.
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Horticultural Congress, Paris. -The
26th congress organised by the French National

Horticultural Society will be held in Paris, in

the Society's Hall, 84, Rue de Grenelle, at 9 a.m.

on Friday, May 22. The subjects discussed will

include workmen's gardens; the influence of

radio-activity and of catalysis on plants ; co-opera-

tion in the sale of horticultural produce ; new
methods of heating_ glasshouses by hot water,

steam, waste heat or electricity ; deleterious

effects on plants of smoke and harmful gases

produced by factories.

Narcissus Seedlings — Mr. A. J. Bliss

has succeeded in raising some pretty little

hybrids from Narcissus triandrus albus crossed

with the pollen of the Jonquil. The flowers are

a clear lemon or canary-yellow, and have that

peculiar clearness of petal which is characteristic

of so many triandrus hybrids. They grow from

9 to 12 inches in height, and some partake rather

of the character of the seed parent in colour and
habit, whilst others approach more nearly the

pollen parent in appearance. They should make
charming little plants for a patch in the rock

garden. A pleasing feature albout them is that

they appear to have retained the delightful

fragrance of the Jon Mil. Mr. Bliss states that

this particular cross has not yet, to hi6 know-
ledge, been exhibited.

International Horticultural Exhibi-

tion at PAR4S, 1915.— The general com-

mittee to be entrusted with the organising of the

great exhibition to take place in Paris next year

has just been appointed by the French National

Horticultural Society. It is divided into four

sections, the first to take charge of the Congress

and receptions, the second to arrange the pro-

grammes, prizes, classes, etc., the third to man
age the advertising, and the fourth to make
arrangements for subsidies and special prizes.

National Rose Society.—The spring exhi-

bition of the National Rose Society will be held

on the 23rd inst. in the Royal Horticultural

Society's Hall, Vincent Square, Westminster.

The Society's Gold Medal is offered for the best

group of pot Roses staged by a nurseryman, and
raisers are invited to submit new varieties, for

which Gold Medals, Silver-gilt Medals, or Cards
of Commendation will be awarded, according to

merit. Money prizes are offered in the other

25 classes.

National Auricula and Primula Society
(Southern Section.)— The exhibition of the

National Auricula and Primula Society will be

held in the Royal Horticultural Society's Hall,

Vincent Square, Westminster, on Tuesday, the

21st inst. Entries must be sent in-at least four

clear days before the date of the show. The
James Douglas Memorial Challenge Cup is

offered in class 14 for twelve Alpine Auriculas,

and not in class 1, as stated in the schedule.

The secretary is Mr. T. E. Henwood, 16, Hamil-
ton Road, Reading.

Forestry: Natural Regeneration.—
Lectures on Forestry delivered recently at Foch-

abers, Morayshire, by Mr. Leslie, of the Aber-

deen and NoTth of Scotland College of Agricul-

ture, evoked an interesting discussion by Mr.
Muirhead, Commissioner to his Grace the Duke
of Richmond and Gordon, Gordon Castle, Mr.
Leslie, Mr. Sharp, Mr. Jones and others.

The chief point debated was the natural regene-

ration of fores'.6, the speakers contending that

forests should be allowed to re-plant, or rather

re-sow, themselves. It was pointed out that if

forests were enclosed by close wire-fencing and
game kept out, seedlings would spring up
naturally and obviate the need for planting.

Royal Caledonian Horticultural So-
ciety.—The spring show of this society will be

held in the Waverley Market, Edinburgh, on the

29th and 30th inst. On the first day members
of the society will be admitted at 12 noon, one

hour before the general public. The secretary is

Mr. Donald Mackenzie, 23, Rutland Square,

Edinburgh.

Perpetual - flowering Carnation So-

ciety.— The provincial spring show of the Per-

petual-flowering Carnation Society will be held

in the Bournemouth Winter Gardens Pavilion on

the 29th and 30th inst. The show will be opened

by the Mayoress of Bournemouth on the 29th

inst. at 2 p.m.

Entomological Specimens Required.—
Mr. C. Nicholson, of 35, The Avenue, Hale

End, Chingford, is requiring for purposes of

scientific investigation a few larvae of the small

Narcissus fly (Eumerus strigatus), cocoons of the

Pine saw-fly (Lophyrus pini), and a good snpply

of larvae of the large Narcissus fly (Merodon

equestris), also cocoons of the large Larch saw-

fly (Nematus erichsonii). Perhaps some of our

readers may be able to furnish Mr. Nicholson

with specimens of some of these pests, and he

will refund the postage on any that may be sent

him.

Royal Meteorological Society.—
A meeting of the Royal Meteorological Society

will be held at the Institution of Civil Engineers,

Great George Street, Westminster, on Wednes-

day, the 22nd inst., at 7.30 p.m. The following

papers will be read :— (1) " Report on the Pheno-

logical Observations for 1913," by J. E. Clark,

B.Sc, and R. H. Hooker, M.A. ; (2) " A Small

Anemometer for Tropical Use," by A. J. Bam-

FORD, B.Sc.

Chrysanthemum Congress at Melun.
In conformity with the decision arrived at on

the occasion of the congress at Nantes, and con-

firmed by that at Ghent, the nineteenth annual

Congress of the Societe Franchise des Chrysan-

themistes will be held at Melun. The date is

not yet definitely fixed, but the Congress will

be held early in November next. The horticul-

tural societies of Seine-et-Marne are meanwhile

preparing an exhibition of all kinds of horticul-

tural produce, to be opened at the same time.

An excursion to the Palace of Fontainebleau,

with the magnificent Park of Vaux-le-Vicomte,

which was designed by Le Notre, will close the

Congress.

Womens National Agricultural and
Horticultural Association (U.S.A.).—

A

National Association of women interested in

horticulture and agriculture has been formed in

the United States. The objects of the as-

sociation are the exchange of information

among its members ; to bring together supply

and demand both of produce and of labour, and

to increase the knowledge and use of existing in-

stitutions. As a means to th :s end it is hoped

that a genera] secretary may be employed, con-

ferences of a practical nature may be held,

local exhibitions encouraged, and printed matter

distributed. The president is Mrs. Francis

King, Alma, Mich. ; corresponding secretary,

Mrs. Susan H. Vollmer, Huntington, N.Y. ;

and treasurer, Miss Louisa G. Davis, Ambler,

Pa. Affiliation with the Women's National Agri-

cultural and Horticultural Union of London is

under consideration.

American Gooseberry Mildew.—The Board

of Agriculture and Fisheries has received in-

formation that the summer stage of American

Gooseberry mildew (Sphaerotheca Mors uvae)

was discovered in a Cambridgeshire garden on

the 6th inst. All Gooseberry growers are ad-

vised to examine their bushes carefully, and

should any sign of disease be found to spray

their bushes with a solution of liver of sulphur

(one pound to 32 gallons of water). A leaflet de-

scribing the disease and giving directions for

dealing with it can be obtained from the Secre-

tary, Board of Agriculture and Fisheries, 4,

Whitehall Place, London, S.W., gratis and post

free. Letters so addressed need not be stamped.

Flowers in Season.— Mr. C. G. van
Tubergen, jun., of Haarlem, who has already

exhibited in this country variously-coloured
hybrid Freesias, has sent us a collection of

flowers representing a fresh batch of novelties,

each variety being named. Taken collectively,

they show a considerable increase in the diversity

of colouring, and many of the flowers are im-
proved in size as compared with the earlier re-

presentatives of this section. The varieties are
as follows :—Doreen, rich yellow, with orange
flush on the lower segments ; Dulcinea, pale lilac

and white, flowers rather small ; La Surpassante,
rose-colour and white ; Robinetta, small white
flowers, the points of the segments reddish-
purple, the petals very beautifully lined ; Canari,

yellow and cream ; My Pet, pale greyish-mauve,
the colour one sees in Mackaya bella ; Helio-

trope, a shade of purple; Contrast, white, with
bright orange on the lower segments ; Dainty,

bright purple with silver underneath; Mouette,

a very large, open flower, white and pale mauve,
with bright orange at the base of the segments

;

Charmante, pale salmon-rose and Conquest,

purple and white.

Mr. F. Denis sends us flowers of a hybrid
Ophrys he has raised from a cross between 0.

tenthredinifera and 0. aranifera. The first-

named species is the seed-parent. The floweTS of

the hybrid vary considerably, ranging between

the two natural hybrids 0. Grampinii and O.

Etrusca, which are admitted to be derived from
the same parentage. The new hybrid flowers

very early, at the same time as 0. Battandieri,

the result of a natural cross between 0. fusca

and 0. lutea. Flowers were exhibited before the

Societe Nationale d'Horticulture de France in

March, 1912 (see Orchid Review, July, 1912).

Hippeastrums. — Lecturing before the Royal

Horticultural Society on Tuesday, April 7, Mr.

Fielder gave an interesting account of the his-

tory and cultivation of Hippeastrums. He men-

tioned that hybrids of these plants were first

raised in 1790 by Dr. Graff, and referred to the

many raisers in this country who have taken part

in this work. Mr. Fielder pointed out that ama-

teurs need not deprive themselves of the plea-

sure of growing these plants since the popular

idea that Hippeastrums must have considerable

heat is erroneous. A temperature of from 55° to

60° suffices, and bottom heat may be dispensed

with. New varieties may be raised from seod

and good strains may be continued by off-sets.

A noteworthy observation was that in the ex-

perience of the lecturer off-sets do not appear to

be formed from bulbs which have themselves

grown from off-sets. For flowering in winter

Mr. Fielder advised the use of the less choice

varieties, for when treated in-this way the bulbs

wear out quicker. He remarked that bulbs

which have been forced go into the resting stage

earlier than they would if they had been grown

in their natural season. With respect to the

raising of seedlings, Mr. Fielder urged

that if 6eed be sown as soon as it is ripe (in June

or July), and if the seedlings be grown on in-

stead of rested during the winter, flowers may be

produced in one year and nine months. Those

who are wont to receive bulbs of Hippeastrums

from the East should impress on the senders the

need for lifting and despatching the bulbs only

during the Testing season. The practice of the

inexperienced traveller on seeing a taking flower

is to lift the bulb forthwith, and to despatch it

on a long journey without any special treatment.

An interesting statement was made in the course

of the discussion that bulbs of Hippeastrum sent

from Malaya bear during their first year or so in

this country leaves and flowers simultaneously,

but that after a longer or shorter period the

leafless bulb throws up its flowering shoot and

the bulbs deteriorate. Whether this is due to

improper cultural treatment during the resting

period—too complete dryness, for example—or

whether it is due to the bulb endeavouring to

recall its normal habit in the less propitious

circumstances of a temperate house we do not

know. As Mr. Fielder insisted, the amount of
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water should be reduced during the time the

bulbs are ripening, and after resting over winter

in a temperature of 40° or 45°, the bulbs, when
started in spring, should receive little water for

the tirst ten days, during which time growth
begins.

SOME REGENT EXPERIMENTS IN THE

APPLICATION OF ELECTRICITY

TO PLANT PRODUCTION.

(Concluded from p. '-47.)

A much more difficult problem is presented by
the need for a control area under normal electri-

cal conditions, and yet close to the electrified

area, so as to avoid differences in soil and ex-

posure. This need for proximity renders it

almost impossible to obtain a complete control.

Winds cannot be avoided, and in a wind the elec-

trically-charged air over the electrified area must
move away from the wires in the direction of the

wind. Something can be done by placing the

control to one side of the electrified area, and
if there is a direction from which the winds
usually blow, to put the control on this side of

the electrified area.

Some advance towards the solution of the
problem was made at Dumfries in 1913, and the

arrangement as adopted there is shown in the

diagram (fig. 120). It will be seen that the elec-

trified area lies to the north of the control,

which is the direction from which in both 1911
and 1912 winds had most rarely come. Potatos
were grown again in this year, and again
gathered and weighed from small areas, either one-

tenth or one-eleventh acre in extent ; the differ-

ent areas weighed are numbered in the plan.

Between the control area and the last overhead
charged wire there intervenes a space of twelve
yards. Across this" space stretches a network of

galvanised iron wire of ^-inch mesh 10 feet

high. This network is earthed at intervals, and
was intended as a screen to cut off some of the
discharge from the electrified area. For pur-
poses of comparison one-tenth acre of the con-

trol, No. 4, was completely enclosed in a cage
of the same material 6 feet high. The main
wire screen was not in place until June 28 ; by
that time the horse labour upon the crop had
finished. In another year it is intended to have
it in place earlier. The result of interposing
these screens was studied by various electrical

methods, and it was found to have some effect,

but not enough.
There was clear evidence that with this height

(10 feet) of screen, as compared with the
height of the charged wire (about 14 feet),

a very large amount of the discharge came over
the top of the network, and on days when the
wind blew from the north with any vigour it

was impossible to continue the discharge.
Unfortunately the weather was very excep-

tional in 1913 in this locality, very dry, with fre-

quent winds from the north, so that the occa-
sions when the control was not efficacious were
far too numerous. The season of 1914 will see
further attempts to get a satisfactory control.
The relative heights of the charged network
and the wire screen are being changed to try
to cut down the leakage of the electricity
over the screen, and other methods are being
tried which it is not necessary to describe until
their efficacy has been tested.

It is unfortunate that the value of the con-
trol obtained for the latter part of the season at
Dumfries cannot be assessed in the light of the
weight of Potatos obtained during this year.
That this cannot be done with fairness is owing
to the abnormally dry season. As was pointed
out before, dry weather is unfavourable to elec-
trical treatment, and the whole district sustained
one of the driest seasons known for years.
Prom June 13 until August 20 only 1.54 inches
of rain fell, and there were fifty "days within
this period without any rainfall.

" Under these
conditions lack of moisture was the limiting fac

tor all over the field and undoubtedly deter-

mined, the very small yields obtained. The
yields per acre by the different plots is given in

the table below, and in all cases where on either

side the yields are better the reason is a
slightly deeper soil holding more moisture. The
plots just to the north of the wire screen which
were not weighed were in the same slight hollow
as Nos. 12 and 13 of the control, and these un-
weighed plots undoubtedly cropped heavier than
any other portion of the field.

In 1914, with normal weather, some import-
ant figures should be obtained. The control at

Dumfries, if not all we might desire, will cer-

tainly be better than in 1913, and the electrical

comparison between the two areas will be de-

Et-ECTRIFIED
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NOTES FROM WISLEY.

PLANTS IN FLOWER.

A large bush of the graceful evergreen

Chilian shrub, Azara microphylla, is covered

with small yellow flowers, which diffuse a most

pleasing Vanilla-like fragrance. The specimen,

which is about 12 feet high, is protected from east

winds by a belt of Austrian Pines. The fine tree

of Weeping Cherry (Cerasus sinensis pendula) is

in full flower, and covered with delicate pink

blossoms. On the far side of one of the larger

ponds a tree of Salix babylonica is very effec-

tive at the present time. Forsythia suspensa,

Ribes sanguineum and Nuttallia cerasiformis are

flowering freely in the garden. Camellias are

blooming in the wild garden, and on the shrub

border by the glasshouses Ribes speciosum, with

it? deep-red Fuchsia-like blossoms, is very attrac-

tive, whilst Corylopsis spicata is opening its

spikes of Cowslip-scented flowers. Large numbers

of Primulas and Daffodils are flowering in the

wood. Of the many plants in flower in the alpine

house the following are especially noteworthy :

—

Epigaea repens, with wax-like, faintly-scented

rose-tinted blossoms ; Anemone palmata, A. ful-

gens, Aub.rietias Dr. Mules and Lloyd Edwards,

Primula frondosa, Narcissus Bulbocodium, N.

juncifolius, Thalictrum anemonoide6, Sanguin-

aria canadensis, Morisia hypogaea with bright

yellow flowers, and Saxifraga afghanica, of

which a large pl.^nt carrying many spikes of pink

flowers makes a striking feature.

as he will recollect, passes near to the Hendre
kitchen gardens. Subsequently rabbits de-

stroyed the bark of the Hazel's stem, and killed

the branch, together, of course, with the Mis-
tleto. If my memory serves me rightly 1 asked
at the time in the pages of the Gardeners'
Chronicle if Mistleto found growing upon the

Hazel was a rare occurrence, and Mr. A. D.
Webster replied that he had seen an instance

of it. Thos. Coomber, The Hendre Gardens,
Monmouth.

1 have known for many years past a case of

the Mistleto growing on the Hazel in one of

SCOTLAND.

Superintendent of Aberdeen Parks.—At a

meeting of the Aberdeen Town Council, held on

the 6th inst., a recommendation by the Links and

Parks Committee that Mr. Robert Walker should

be appointed general superintendent of the city

parks was adopted. Mr. Walker has been for

42 years in the employment of the Cor-

poration of Aberdeen. His first appointment
carried with it a salary of only £52 per annum,
and the most recent one, that of Superinten-

dent of Victoria Parks and several other parks

and open spaces, had attached to it a salary of

£170. The new appointment, which involves

the duties of a general superintendence of all

the parks, golf courses, children's playgrounds,

etc., has a- salary ol £200 per annum.
Grants to Horticultural Societies.—Aber-

deen Town Council has again voted money
grants to the two local horticultural societies.

The Royal Horticultural Society of Aberdeen
receives £10 10s., and the Aberdeen Chrysan-
themum Societv £5 5s.

Fig. 121.

—

measuring the electric discharge,
garforth.

On the right the candle within a wire cage supported
on an ebonite rod. The candle takes up the poten-
tial of the air at the point its flame reaches ; a
wire carries the charge to the electrometer standing
on "the glass plate. The observer then determines
the voltage by the deflection of the aluminium
leaves of the electrometer.

(See p. 271.)

the Cobham Hall woods in Kent, though when
I last saw it the Mistleto was decreasing in size.

On the Maple there I have seen growths 9 feet

long, but the finest specimens I have seen were on
Acacia, the clumps being 5 feet through, mea-

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
(The Editors do not hold themselves responsible for

the opinions expressed by correspondents.)

Rainfall.—The rainfall here in February
amounted to 6.65 inches ; and in March, 6.90
inches. Rain fell on twenty-two days in Febru-
ary and twenty-five days in March." Our gauge
is 240 feet above 6ea level. W. Mann, The
Observatory Gardens, Penllergare, Swansea.

During March rain was registered here on 30
days out of the 31, and the total was 8.98 inches.
The greatest fall was on the 21st, when 1.10
inch was recorded. In February rain was regis-
tered on 20 days, the total being 8.16 inches.
George Laurence, Manor House Gardens, North
Bovey, Morctonhampstead, Devonshire.

Mistleto on the Common Hazel (see

p 240).—My friend, Mr. Crump, will be in-

terested to hear that many years ago I found the
Mistleto growing upon a branch of the common
Hazel overhanging the trout stream, which,

Fig. 122.

—

electrified cucumber house at
BITTON.

One charged wire runs down middle of house, and is

suspended from insulator attached to each door.
When the house is entered the wire sags to ground
and so avoids danger of shock. The photograph
makes clear the waste of electricity to poles, sup-
porting wires, water pipes, etc.

(See p. 271

)

sured after being blown out by a storm. I have
seen it growing in Kent on the following trees :

Black Poplar, Lime, Ash, Elm, Acacia,
Medlar, Apple, Pear, Crab, Thorn, Black-
thorn, Maple, Hazel, and Plane. T. R. Cucl-
ney, Arnside, Carnforth.

The Narcissus Fly.— I should be sorry if

the expression of my hopeful opinion in my
note on March 28 regarding the Eumerus lunu-
latus should cause anyone to relax ihis precau-
tions against it while still sub judice, and I hope
that Mr. Charles E. Shea (see p. 240) will coun-
teract any such effect. My object was rather
to put forward an alternative view, which the
results of my experience seemed to strongly
support, in order that it may be tested by any-
one carrying out a thorough scientific investiga-
tion. For my part, while we are still in a
state of uncertainty, acting on the principle of
"he's a stranger, heave half a brick at him," I

take up all doubtful bulbs (so far as I have time
and opportunity) and destroy all grubs and
flies that I can capture. The case for the view
that the Eumerus is a scavenger is, however, I

think, stronger than Mr. Shea will allow. In-

sects, like fungi, which feed on living tissue, are
generally specialised for a particular species or
kind of plant, or group of more or less closely
allied species. Whereas insects which live on
dead matter, like saprophytic fungi, can attack
a much wider range of substances, provided only
that these substances are in a suitable state of
decay. It seems, therefore, very unlikely that a
grub could vary its habit and diet so widely as to

feed both on the living bulb of a Daffodil
(Amaryllidaceae), and on the rhizome of an Iris.

Still more, that it should be alternatively a

feeder on living or dead matter. On the other
hand, if the Eumerus is a scavenger it might
very well be expected to be found in a rotting
Daffodil or Iris, or any other convenient rotting
plant tissue. A further experience, not men-
tioned in my noto of March 28, is that in a plot

containing some 400 special Daffodil bulbs,
which for convenience of crossing were all num-
bered, and a plan kept, I did not lose a single

bulb from 1907, when they were planted, until

1910, when the Merodon first appeared ; and
1911, when the Fusarium bulbigenum was so

prevalent, although there were numbers of

Eumerus about in 1908 and 1909. During the
same period in my selection plots containing over
700 poeticus seedlings only 8 bulbs were noted
as "dead" (cause unspecified). There is

another point that Mr. Shea appears to have
overlooked which I wish to draw attention to,

all the more as it gives an opportunity of sug-

gesting a practice which would be advisable
whether the Eumerus be a scavenger or not.

The Eumerus grub matures in a much shorter

period than the Merodon. I do not know how
many broods there may be in a year, but there

are certainly more than one, and possibly three.

The grubs found in bulbs now will be soon
pupating, and will form the first brood. Some
Eumerus grubs found in bulbs taken up at the

end of June pupated in July, and developed
into flies in the first days of August (perhaps

prematurely from having been disturbed). The
grubs found by Mr. Shea in his bulbs must
have come from eggs laid by this second (or a

still later) brood. But by this time all Daffodil

foliage is gone. There would have been no
leaves (of any particular bulb) for the fly to

lay its eggs on as Mr. Shea suggests. Either

the fly must have found a hole above the neck
of the.bulb, if a healthy one, or in some way
can scent out a bulb that is rotting and deposit

its eggs above the spot. As for the bulbs nav-

ing been absolutely strong and healthy last year,

a bulb attacked by Fusarium bulbigenum may
be apparently quite healthy, may flower and
even seed, and yet be diseased throughout and
rotting by October. It would appear, then, that

if the soil is raked over and the holes left by
the decaying leaves and stalks are filled up as

soon as the foliage has died down the healthy

bulbs would be protected, at any rate from the

later broods of the fly, if not altogether. A. J.

Bliss.
.

The Quince as a Flowering Plant.—
Writing in Mollers Deutsche Gartner Zeitung

(No. 13, 1914). Mr. B. Goerth, of Proskau,

extols the beauty of the Quince as a flowering

"shrub." He points out that the Quince does

well in grass, and the large-flowered varieties

present a beautiful sight when in blossom.

Among the varieties of Cydonia vulgaris which

Mr. Goerth recommends are :—Badener, Cham-
pion, " Mammut " (Mammoth), Riesen Quitte

(Giant Quince) of Leskovac, Persische Zucker

Quitte, and Fuller's Birn Quitte (Pear Quince).
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SOCIETIES,
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.

Aprll 15 and 16.—The special competitive
Daffodil Show, which was held at the Vincent
Square Hall on these dates, was very successful.

There were numerous exhibits, most of the
blooms were good, and in many instances

the competition was keen. More than 50 seed-

ling varieties were submitted to the Narcissus
and Tulip Committee for award, and of these

eight received Awards of Merit. The three other

committees also met, and the Orchid Committee
recommended four and the Floral Committee two
Awards of Merit to novelties, but the Fruit
and Vegetable Committee found nothing to do.

At the 3 o'clock meeting of the Fellows Mr.
Arthur W. Hill, M.A., delivered a lantern

lecture on " The History and Function of

Botanic Gardens."

Floral Committee.
Present: H. B. May, Esq. (in the chair),

Messrs. E. H. Jenkins, W. P. Thomson, Ghas.

E. Pearson, Arthur Turner, Charles Dixon,

W. H. Page, J. W. Moorman, C. R. Fielder,

F. W. Harvey, George Gordon and John Green.

AWARDS OF MERIT.

Primula Villa de Nancy.—This is a handsome
hardy garden variety, derived probably from
P. Veitchii, which it closely resembles in habit

and colour, and in the breadth, substance, lobing

and variation of the leaves, which differ, how-
ever, in being much less hairy below. The
flowers are borne in close umbels of about a

dozen flowers on stalks six to nine inches high.

In colour they are a bright magenta-rose, with
a small yellow eye, and the edge of the petal

is distinctly and prettily fimbriated. (Shown
by Messrs. J. Piper and Son.)
Amygdalus persica rosea f. pi. pendula.—

A

weeping form of the rose-pink Peach, shown as

a tall standard. The plant will be most valued
for its habit. (Shown by Mr. L. R. Russell.)

Orchid Committee.
Present: De Barri Crawshay, Esq. (in the

chafr), Messrs. Jas. O'Brien (hon. secretary),

Gurney Wilson, W. Bolton, S. W. Flory, J. E.

Shill, J. Charlesworth and T. Armstrong.

AWARDS.
Award of Merit.

Ondotoijlossum eximium The Dell variety

(ardentissimum X crispum), from Baron Bruno
Schroder, The Dell, Englefield Green (gr. Mr.
J. E. Shill). A very fine flower, of perfect shape,
the sepals and petals broadly margined with white
tinged by the reflection of the dark purple on
the back. The inner surface bears one large,

irregular, claret-red blotch, with some smaller
markings round it. Lip white in front, with a

large red blotch and some smaller red lines;
crest yellow.
Miltonia vexillaria Lyoth (vexillaria chelsi-

ensis x Memoria G. D. Owen), from Messrs.
Charlesworth and Co., Haywards Heath. One
of the best of their fine home-raised M. vexil-
laria. Flowers large rose, with a fine purplish-
crimson mask on the lip, from which radiate
short lines of the same colour.

Ondontioda Joan (Odontioda Charlesworthii
X Odontoglossum ardentissimum), from Messrs.
Charlesworth. In colour near to 0. Charles-
worthii, but with a more broadly-expanded
flower. Colour bright red, with yellow crest and
some light-yellow markings on the lip.

Odontoijlossum Elissa (Edwardii x illustrissi-

mum). Flower of the same form as several of
the 0. Edwardii crosses, but with broader
segments, purple in colour, and with yellow crest.
From Pantia Ralli, Esq., Ashtead Park.

General Exhibits.

Lord Grantley, Red Rice, Andover, showed
Odontoglossum Zena (Sceptrum x Harryanum).
De B. Crawshay, Esq., Sevenoaks, showed a

fine form of Odontoglossum Crawshayanum.
G. Hamilton Smith, Esq., Finchley (gr. Mr.

Coningsby), showed a natural hybrid form of
Cymbidium glebelandense (Schroderi x insigne)
(syn. C Cooperi).

Messrs. Sander and Sons, St. Albans, showed
the white Cattleya Gravesiana amabile (Mossiae
Wageneri x Luddemanniana).
Pantia Ralli, Esq., Ashtead Park, exhibited

Odontoglossum Pescatorei virginea, a large form
with violet-coloured blotches, and Cattleya
Luddemanniana Stanleyi.
Messrs. Charlesworth and Co., Haywards

Heath, showed a good selection of home-raised
hybrid Orchids, including Odontoglossum
crispum Albania, a seedling form of remarkable
beauty ; Brasso-Cattltya Digbyano-Schrbderae
Bradshawiae, a fine white flower; B.-C. Princess
Elizabeth, a pretty hybrid between B.-C.
Digbyano-Mendelii and C. Mossiae ; Angraecum
fastuosum ; and the pure white Trichopilia Back-
houseana.

Narelssus and Tulip Committee.
Present: E. A. Bowles, Esq. (in the chair)

;

Rev. Joseph Jacob, Messrs. Wm. Poupart,
W. W. Fowler, C. Lemesle Adams, H. Back-
house, P. D. Williams, W. A. Milner, G.
Reuthe, P. Rudolph Barr, G. W. Leak, J. D.
Pearson, Alex. M. Wilson, Arthur R. Goodwin,
F. Barchard. H. V. Warrender, W. F. M. Cope-
land, J. T. Bennett-Poe, W. A. Watts, Herbert
Smith, Charles Dawson, and Chas. H. Curtis
(hon sec).

AWARDS OF MERIT.
Narcissus Lady Superior (show).—An exceed-

ingly beautiful Barrii bloom which has broad,
overlapping white perianth segments, and yellow
corona tipped with fiery orange. (Shown by
Messrs. R. H. Bath, Ltd.)

V. Nightingale (show).—An early Poeticus
variety of almost perfect form ; the perianth
segments are pure white, and the corona is flat

and brilliant in colour. This and the two fol-

lowing varieties were shown by Messrs. Cart-
wright and Goodwin.
N. Morven (show).—A medium-sized Trumpet

variety in which the white perianth forms a
fitting background for a lemon-yellow trumpet,
which is long and widely expanded.

V. Scarlet Gem (show).—A rather small-
flowered Poetaz (Polyanthus) hybrid of striking
appearance. The combination of clear yellow
perianth and compact fiery-orange corona is very
pleasing.

N. Southern Gem (garden and for cutting).

—

A chaste Leedsii Daffodil of large size. The
white perianth segments are broad and of good
suibstance, the trumpet-like corona is primrose-
coloured when it first opens, but changes to

milky-white in a few days. (Shown by Mr.
Herbert Philltps.)

V. Admiration (garden).—A Poetaz (Poly-

anthus) hybrid which has rather large, soft

yellow perianth segments and orange-coloured
corona. (Shown by Messrs. Van Waveren and
Sons.)

;V. Princess Juliana (show).—A very large,

rich yellow Trumpet Daffodil ; the long trumpet
being regularly serrated and widely expanded.
(Shown by Messrs. Barr and Sons.)

N. Golden Sceptre (show).—An unusually
large Jonquilla hybrid of perfect form, rich

yellow in colour and sweetly perfumed. (Shown
by Messrs. de Graaff Bros.)

Open Classes.

Collection of Daffodils, 48 varieties.—The
three exhibits in this champion class made such
an imposing display as to largely atone for the
thinness and lack of attraction in some of the

other classes in this division. In these splendid
exhibits were arrayed rows of beautiful
blooms, most of them of the highest quality,

characterised by bright fresh colours, the blooms
boldly set on stout stalks, compelling the ad-
miration of the visitors. The schedule required
distinct varieties fairly representative of the
different divisions. As regards the first four
divisions, the latter condition was liberally in-

terpreted, and the Poeticus varieties were plenti-

ful, but the remaining sections were very poorly
represented.

The 1st prize was won by Mr. A. M. Wilson,
Shovell, Bridgwater, whose collection was par-

ticularly strong in Incomparabilis varieties.

But his outstanding variety, and probably the
" flower of the show," was an unnamed Leedsii,

which we understand will go to Holland. The
very large flowers are fully 4 inches across, and
the pure white perianth segments are of good
substance, overlapping so as to form the desired
round bloom, whilst the small, creamy corona is

brightened by splashes of orange-yellow. The
chief Trumpet sorts were Berseker, Countess of
Stamford and Cleopatra. Of the Incomparabilis
blooms the most noteworthy were Lamancha,
Lanceolot, Leontes, and several unnamed seed-
lings; whilst Cossack, Brambling, Gothelmeyand
Bonfire, amongst the Barrii sorts, were particu-
larly charming ; 2nd, Mr. C. Bourne, Simpson,
Bletchley, who had also many beautiful Incom-
parabilis varieties, of which the principal were
Whitewell, Duke of Leinster, Bernardino, Bril-
liancy and Countess. Also noteworthy were
such Barrii sorts as Sunrise, Cossack and Red
Lady, and the Trumpet varieties, Judge Bird,
Lord Roberts, Cornelia, and Mrs. H. T. Veitch

;

3rd, Mr. F. H. Chapman, Rye, in whose collec-
tion Crater, an Incomparabilis, in which the
beauty of the yellow perianth, segments is en-
hanced by the broad, widely-expanded rich
orange corona, attracted a deal of attention. Of
the standard sorts, Orangeman, Will 'Scarlett,

Seagull and Gloria Mundi were particularly good.

Twelve Long Trumpet Daffodils.—The 1st
prize exhibit of Mr. C. Bourne was noteworthy
for the purity of the varieties with white peri-
anth segments, and of these Mrs. Robert Syden-
ham, White Emperor and Conqueror were splen-
did ; 2nd. Messrs. Cartwright and Goodwin,
whose collection included the beautiful variety
Morven, which received an Award of Merit,
and excellent blooms of Onslaught, Fort George
and King Solomon ; 3rd, Mr. W. A. Watts,
Bryn, St. Asaph.

Twelve Incomparabilis Daffodils. — Messrs.
Cartwright and Goodwin won the 1st prize
with an exquisite set of blooms, amongst which
the bright corona of Marshlight was particularly
prominent. Tiger, Sulphur Queen, Wonderland
and Giraffe were also unusually fine ; 2nd, Mr.
C. Bourne, whose outstanding variety was
Macebearer ; 3rd, Mr. W. A. Watts.
Twelve Barrii Daffodils.—The competition in

this class was very good indeed, and the dainty,
bright-eyed blooms had a very pretty appearance.
Mr. C. Bourne, who staged Queen of Hearts,
Brilliancy, Red Eve and Southern Star in ex-
ceedingly good form, won the 1st prize ; 2nd,
Mr. F. H. Chapman, who had several beautiful
unnamed seedlings.

Nine Leedsii Daffodils.—The 1st priza in this

class was awarded to Messi-6. Cartwright and
Goodwin, who had good blooms of Nemesis,
Thistle and Felspar; 2nd, Mr. W. A. Watts,
who showed good blooms under seedling
numbers.

Vine Daffodils, Selected from Divisions V.,
VI., and VII.—Messrs. Cartwright and Good-
win, the only exhibitors, were awarded the 1st
prize for an interesting collection, which in-

cluded Quakeress, Araby, Buttercup, and Water
Nymph.
Six Polyanthus (Taz'tta) Daffodils.—In this

class also Messrs. Cartwright and Goodwin
found no competitor, and they were awarded the
2nd prize.

Six Poeticus Daffodils.—Of the three sets of
blooms, the best was shown by Mr. F. H.
CHAPMAN, who had excellent flowers of Ditty
Ibis and four unnamed seedlings; 2nd, Mr. C*.

Bourne ; 3rd, Mr. W. A. Watts.
Six Double Daffodils.—Messrs. Cartwright

and Goodwin, the only exhibitors of Double
Blooms, staged very attractive flowers of Tinto-
retto, Sundown and" Plenipo.

Seedling and New Daffodils.

Except in the first class, which allows the
varieties to have been introduced into commerce
since or during 1910, the following classes are for
distinct varieties not yet in commerce, one stem
of each to be shown :

—

-

Twelve Daffodils.—The R.H.S. Standard Cup
ami 1st prize were won by Mr. C. Bourne for a
beautiful collection, from which we select Even
song (white perianth, pale primrose corona),
Golden King (rich yellow Trumpet), Lullaby
and Red Eve (Poeticus varieties of good shape
and pure white perianths Surrounding bright
corona) ; 2nd, Mr. W. A. Watts, whose oollec-
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tion of unnamed varieties contained several pro-

mising novelties ; 3rd, the Duke of Rutland.
Twelve Daffodils.—Mr. P. D. Williams,

Lanarth, St. Keverne, Cornwall, won the Engle-

heast Challenge Cup and 1st prize with varieties

shown under seedling numbers. This collection

contained several very good Barrii varieties, a pro-

mising Leedsii, and an excellent Trumpet bloom;
2nd, Mr. W. Welchman, who showed all Trumpet
varieties, Lord Cromer (rich yellow self), Clodia

(white perianth and yellow trumpet) being ex-

ceedingly good; 3rd, Mr. F. H. Chapman.
Six Daffodils.—-Mr. A. M. Wilson, showing

Abigail (lemon-yellow Trumpet) and unnamed
seedlings, won the 1st prize; 2nd, Mr. H. G.
Hawker, Strode, Ermmgton. who in Dread
possesses a chaste Leedsii flower ; 3rd, Mr.
W. A. Watts.
Tlim Daffodils.—The best seedlings were

Harpagon (Barrii) and unnamed Ban-ii and
Incomparabilis blooms ; 2nd, Messrs. Cart-
wright and Goodwin, whose Crimson Queen
(Barrii) promi&es to be valuable ; 3rd, Rev. T.

Buncombe.
Twelve Hybrid triandrus Daffodils.—In this

class Mr. W. A. Watts won the 1st prize with
a very interesting collection, shown under seed-
ling numbers; 2nd, Mr. F. H. Chapman.
The class for 6 Hybrid triandrus Daffodils at-

tracted only one exhibitor, Mr. W. F. M. Cope-
land, West View, Shirley, Southampton, who
showed some interesting forms.

Twelve Seedling Daffodils.—In this and the
following seedling classes the varieties shown
were to have been raised by the exhibitor. The
1st prize collection, shown by Mr. A. M. Wil-
son, was exceedingly beautiful, and very varied.

Most of the varieties were unnamed, but Anzila,
a pink-flushed Leedsii. Anioet, -which has an
OTange picotee-like edge to the corona, and
Martha, a charming Barrii bloom, were admir-
able ; 2nd, Mr. W. Welchman. who showed
Trumpet varieties ; 3rd, Mr. W. F. M. Cope-
land.
The 6 seedlings which won the 1st prize for

Mr. P. D. Williams included Lysander, a Barrii

bloom with a broad fiei'3r-orange rim to the
yellow corona ; 2nd, Mr. F. H. Chapman ; 3rd,

Mr. W. A. Watts.
Mr. W. G. Lower, showing good unnamed

Barrii. Trumpet, and Poeticus varieties, won the
1st prize for 3 seedlings; 2nd, Mr. F. Batson.
Beaworthy, Devon; 3rd. Mr. C. L. Adams.
Pendeford Hall, Wolverhampton.

Single Blooms.

Mr. P. D. Wt
illiams, showing large, well-

formed, unnamed blooms, won the 1st prizes

for Trumpet (1« and 16) Daffodils, and Messrs.
Carttoigjt and Goodwin, who showed Con-
queror, were similarly successful in the bieolor

Trumpet class.

Martel (rich vellow), from Mr. W. B. Cr ax-

field, East Lodge, Enfield Chace, was the best

Incomparabilis (<(), and Great Warley, from Mr.
W. A. Watts, the best (b) variety.

Unnamed blooms from Mr. A. M. Wilson, won
the 1st prizes for Barrii (a and b) blooms.

Thistle, shown by Messrs. Cartwright and
Goodwin, took first place in the class for Leedsii

Daffodils. Canopy, by Mr. Cranfield, was the
best trumpet-shaped triandrus bloom, and an un-

named seedling by Mr. P. D. Williams the besi-

short-cupped variety.

The best Jonquilla hybrid proved to be
Buttercup, shown by Mr. P. D. Williams
Mr. A. M. Wilson, showing very fine un-

named seedlings, won the 1st prizes for Poetaz
(Polyanthus) and Poeticus seedlings.

Mr. W. A. Watts, who showed Llinos, a very
attractive pale yellow and orange-coloured

bloom, had the best double variety.

Amateurs' Classes.

Collection of Daffodils, 24 varieties, distinct.—
The premier class in the amateurs' division con-

tained only two exhibits, and of these the better

was shown by N. G. Lower, Esq., Presteign,

Radnorshire, who had especially good blooms of

Bernardino, Noble. Sunrise, Ethelbert, Cleo-

patra, Giraffe, and Madonna ; 2nd, Rev. T.
Buncombe, The Rectory, Black Torrington.

whose collection was strong in the Poeticus
varieties.

Six Long Trumpet Daffodils.—There was not

much to choose between the two competitors in

this class. The Rev. T. Buncombe, who won the

1st prize, showed a rather wider range of colour-

ing, whilst Mr. H. R. Darlington, Park House,
Potters Bar, staged especially good, rich yellow

varieties. The best variety in the 1st prize set

was Weardale Perfection, and Uiympia was the

pick of the 2nd prize exhibit.

Six Incomparabilis Daffodils.—The same ex-

hibitors as in the previous class shared the prizes

here, and the Rev. T. Buncombe again won the

chief award by means of a greater range of

colour ; his blooms of Gloria Mundi, Lucifer, and
aurantius were very charming. Whitewell, as

shown by Mr. Darlington, was distinct and
attractive.

Six Barrii Daffodils.—In this class the

positions were reversed, Mr. H. R. Darlington
winning the 1st prize with an excellent set of

blooms, the varieties Sunrise, Seagull, Branston
and Circlet being delightful. The best of the
Rev. T. Buncombe's exhibit was Stonechat.

Six Leedsii Daffodils.—The Duke of Rutland,
Belvoir Castle, Grantham (gr. Mr. W. H.
Divers), won the 1st prize in this class quite

easily, showing superior varieties and finer

flowers, Diana, Lowdham Beauty, and Mar-
guerite Durand being exceptionally fine ; 2nd,

Rev. T. Buncombe.
Six Poeticus Daffodils.—Nearly all the blooms

in the two exhibits in this class were of very

good quality. Mr. H. R. Darlington, who was
awarded the 1st prize, had very fine examples of

Herrick, Homer, and Horace, whilst the 2nd
prize set of the Rev. T. Buncombe was especially-

rich in Lycidas and Horace.
Six Hybrid triandrus Daffodils.—Mr. H. R.

Darlington was the only exhibitor, and was
awarded the 1st prize for typical blooms of such

varieties as Queen of Spain, Zoe, and WTiite

Witch.
Six Polyanthus (Tazetta) Daffodils.—Here

again Mr. Darlington was uncontested, and was
awarded the chief prize. His stems of Jaune a

Merveille and Klondyke were first-rate.

Three Double Daffodils.—The two exhibits of

these varieties were of very ordinary quality.

Mr. H. R. Darlington was awarded the 1st

prize and the Duke of Rutland the 2nd.

The competition in the class for a collection

of Daffodils, 3 stems each of 36 varieties, repre-

senting divisions 1, 2. 3, 4, 5, 9, and 10 (6 and 7

optional), open to all amateurs, was the best in

the show, and brought forward many excellent

blooms. The 1st prize was won by Mr. W. B.

Cranfield, who showed a fairly representa-

tive collection, in which Royalty, Falconet,

Boomerang, Seagull, Zita, and Princess May
were exceptionally good; 2nd, Rev. T. Bun-
combe, who could not have been many points

behind the former; 3rd, the Duke of Rutland.

Section III.

The following classes were open to amateurs

who did not exhibit in the previous classes :
—

Mr. L. Studholme, Ballyeighan, Birr. Ireland,

won the 1st prize offered for 12 Daffodils, re-

presenting the different divisions, with a splen-

did set of blooms, in which Heroine, Argent and
King Alfred were prominent; 2nd, Mr. W. F.

Mitchell, The Lodge, Leek Wootton ; 3rd,

Rev. Canon Fowler, Earley Vicarage, Reading.

Mr. G. Churcher, Woodcote, Alverstoke.

showing excellent blooms, was placed 1st for

three Trumpet (a) Daffodils.

Mr. W. B. Cranfield won the 1st prize for

three Trumpet (&) and three Incomparabilis [b).

Mr. R. Morton, 5, Copthall Court, E.C , was
the most successful exhibitor with Trumpet (c),

Incomparabilis (fc) and Barrii (b) blooms.

Mr. W. F. Mitchell showed the finest Leedsii

and Double Daffodils.

Miss Warren, The Oaks, Westbere, Canter-

bury, won 1st prize for three Tazetta blooms,

and Mr. J. Churcher was fiimilarly successful

with tlvree Poeticus varieties.

Scientific Committee.
April 7.

—

Present: Mr. E. A. Bowles, M.A.
(in the chair) ; Sir Everard im Thurn ; Messrs.

Shea, Bateson, Wilson, Worsdell, Worsley,

Bennet-Poe, Fraser, Hales, F. J. Chittenden
(lion, sec), and Chapman (visitor).

Abnormal Narcissi.—Mr. W. C. Worsdell re-

ported upon the abnormal flowers of Narcissus

tridymus de Graaf, shown at the last meet-

ing," as follows :—The three sepals were normal.

The three petals were partially transformed
into stamens. In this process each petal ex-

hibited two main parts—an outer portion, con-

sisting of the upper part of the versatile anther,,

with two petaloid lateral extensions ; an inner

portion consisting of the corona ; this latter com-
posed of the lower lobes of the versatile anther
with two petaloid lateral extensions (corona

proper). In fact, just as there were clear tran-

sitions between the upper anther lobes and the
ordinary petaloid lamina, so there were still

clearer transitions between the basal anther lobes

(in some cases upturned, in others deflexed) and
the ordinary corona of the petal. These transi-

tional structures demonstrate the homology
existing betwen (1) the "trumpet," or corona,

and (2) the upturned basal lobes of a versatile

anther which has become petaloid. From which
it follows that the perianth of Narcissus has

been derived in the past from stamens. Cela-

kovsky observed similar phenomena, and de-
duced the same conclusions in petaloid

stamens of N. Tazetta. The stamens and pistiL

were normal. It is interesting to note that the

malformation occurred in 1913 as well as this-

year. It was very similar to that shown by
the specimen sent to the Committee by Sir

F. W. Moore last season, and to that which,

occurred in the garden of Mr. Polman Mooy.
Pollination in Orchards.—Mr. C. H. Hooper

sent a communication concerning this matter
with suggestions of experiments and observa-

tions which have already been printed in these-

columns.
Narcissus hybrid.—Mr. Chapman, of Rye,,

showed a pretty little hybrid miniature Nar-
cissus with the corona slightly paler in tint than
the perianth. He had raised it by crossing N.
calathinus with N. cyclamineus, the former
being the seed parent. It flowered six years-

from the sowing of the seed.

Fasciation.—Mr. Worsley showed a specimen

of Daphne odora greatly fasciated, and Sir

Daniel Morris, a fasciated Primrose.
Pelargonium hybrids.—Mr. J. Fraser con-

tributed further remarks upon hybrid scented

Pelargoniums dealing with the group of forms,

round P. Unique.
Cymbidium madidum.—Mr. Bennett-Poe.

showed an inflorescence of C. madidum ( = C.

albuciflorum), a species native in North
Australia and rarely seen in cultivation.

Salix Caprea with pistillody of stamens.—Mr.
Fletcher, of Aldwick Manor. Bognor, Sussex,

sent shoots of Salix Caprea bearing catkins in

which the stamens had become converted into

pistils. The example was very similar to that

shown by Mr. Bowles in Salix cinerea at a

previous meeting, and described and figured in

R.H.S. Journal, vol. 36 (1910), pp. xxxv.,

xxxvii., xxxviii.

Leaf variation in Tjonicera japonica.—Mr.
Chittenden showed a specimen of Lonicera

japonica with strong young shoots on which
the foliage was rather deeply lobed instead of

being entire, as in the normal form. Similar

changes in form of foliage are frequent in Sym-
phoricarpus racemosus in certain stages of

growth.

HORTICULTURAL CLUB.

THE FLORA OF NIGERIA.

April 7.—The monthly dinner of the Horticul-

tural Club was held at the Hotel. Windsor,

on the above date, when Mr. W. A. Bilney pre-

sided over a gathering which included Miss-

Amaury, Mr. and Mrs. P. Amaury Talbot, Miss-

Willmott, Dr. and Mrs. Fraser, Captain and

Mrs. Villiers Stuart, Dr. Shillitoe, Mr. and Mrs.

H. R. Darlington, Messrs. E. A. Bunyard, W-
Cuthbertson, C. H. Curtis, C. T. Druery, R.

Hooper Pearson, W. T. Ware, and A. Worsley.

Mr. P. Amaury Talbot, who has been District

Commissioner for the Oban and the Eket Dis-

tricts of Nigeria, delivered a lecture on the

Flora of that colony. By the aid of excellent

lantern-slides and many "water-colour drawing*

from the brush of Mrs. 'Talbot, the lecturer con-

veyed realistic impressions of the wonderful

vegetation of the tropics and the habits and

superstitions of the natives. Mr. Talbot is

known to science as a painstaking anthro-

pologist, but to the general reader he is best

known as the author of "In the Shadow of the-
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Bush," a work of consuming interest in which
he records the habits a-nd folklore of the natives
of Nigeria, especially dealing with the blood-
stained " Juju and Fetish Worship." Although
this book is written primarily from the stand-
point of the anthropologist, it contains much of
interest to the horticulturist. The general views
of the country, including its rivers and water-
falls, of giant lianes which crush the life from
their supports, and the intensely interesting
cauliflorous trees, cannot fail to interest the
garden-lover. In introducing his subject at 1 the
Horticultural Club, Mr. Amaury Talbot remarked
that whilst he intended to make special reference
to some of the 250 new genera and species which
he had been fortunate enough to discover, he did
not propose to give a technical enumeration of
these new flowers—such details will be published
by the Natural History Museum authorities. The
scope of the lecture was to give a general idea of
the Nigerian vegetation, and of the point of
view from which the natives regard the vegetable
kingdom; " animated for them by spirits—either
beneficent or malignant—varying in power from
the dryads of the great trees to the ' Mana '

of each little flower." In many villages the
great trees are looked upon as being the guardian
spirits of the compound and mighty to protect
its inhabitants from enemies. These primi-
tive people often believe that great trees, such
as the giant silk-cotton trees, which tower to a
height of 200 or more feet, their clean straight
trunks crowned with luxuriant verdure, always
give signs to those who believe in them.
Commencing with the Gulf of Guinea, where

the coastal lands consist of Mangrove marsh,
which he described as " only land in the mak-
ing," the lecturer described the Palm stretches,
where these trees wave their branches high above
the under vegetation. Then followed what is

usually termed the evergreen belt, but a more
critical investigation showed that this district
contains a large number of deciduous trees, which
renew their growth and flower twice, and in

some instance, as many as four times, a year.

Beyond to the north lies the grass lands, which
support grasses 15 to 16 feet high, and which
further northwards give place to the vast arid
Sahara desert.

Reference was made to the dangers of the
forest attendant on trips to the interior—from
dead trees, which collapse at unexpected
moments, and falling fruits, solid and heavy,
as large as cannon balls, which give no
warning. The frail bridges of bamboo, or

merely a tree trunk, thrown across the
deep creeks of icy-cold water, quickly decay
in the humid climate and " crave wary walk-
ing." These dangers, as well as the pleasure
and excitement of discovering new species, were
shared by Mrs. Talbot and her sister, Miss
Amaury, both of whom assisted greatly in col-

lecting the botanical specimens—an arduous task
in the all-pervading moisture, which necessitated

fires for drying the specimens.

New Plants.

Of the discoveries described and illustrated,
' the most interesting were the cauliflorous trees

—

|
trees which, as sometimes does the Judas tree

(Cercis Siliquastrum) in this country and an oc-

casional Apple or Pear tree, produce flowers on
the mature trunks. The reason for this diver-

gence from the normal method yet awaits ex-
planation, for species which flowered in the ordi-

nary way in Oban were cauliflorous in the marsh
lands of Eket. In the latter district these " bark-
flowering trees, so rare in other quarters
of the globe, exist in such countless numbers and
varieties " as to form an attractive problem.
Dr. Otto Stapf suggests that a solution may
be found by studying the slugs of the neigh-
bourhood, which probably fertilise the flowers.

The humidity caused by the excessive rainfall,

which averages 175 inches, may also be a con-
tributory cause.

Most wonderful of these trees is a new Anacar-
diaceae, whose "branchless trunk shoots up for

a hundred feet or more, all but covered by
bunches of flowers, often a foot to a foot and
a-linlf in length, and much the shape of our own
Lilac trusses, but vivid red in colour. The fruit

of this wonderful tree is, however, the most
striking sight of nil; for the clusters hang from
the trunk like colossal Grape-bunches formed of
Karlet Plums, the juice of which, delicious
though sharp in taste, is the colour of red ink."

Many new species of Napoleona we-] found, and
of these N. Egertonii, which, instead of the
normal solitary flowers, has a paniculate inflores-
cence, N. Alexandri, N. parviflora, N. mega-
carpa, N. Gascoignei, which produces its flowers
in clusters of 10 to 30, N. rhodantha, distinct in
that the staminal whorl is pink instead of white,
and the second whorl is edged with oval spots of
white set in crimson, are the names of a few.

Paintings of many new Rubiaceae were also on
view, and of these Randia Galtonii, which has a
flower-tube 8in. long, and Gardenia physophylla,
with flowers so long in the tube that they may
well pass for blooms of a Datura (Brugmansia),
are typical. Strophanthus Cunliffei was shown,
bearing sprays of beautiful, pink-flushed flowers;
it is from this plant that a most deadly poison,
used for tipping arrows, is obtained. A new
Vanilla (V. nigerica) is of decided garden value,
Urania obanensis, Markhamia lutea. Cola gigas,
orange-like fruits of Landolphia stipulosa, and
Spathodea campanulata, were also illustrated in
colours.

MANCHESTER AND NORTH OF ENGLAND
ORCHID.

March 26.

—

Committee present : Z. A. Ward,
Esq. (in the chair), Messrs. J. Bamber, J.
Cypher, A. G. Ellwood, J. Evans, A. Hanmer,
W. H. Hatcher, J. Howes, J. Lupton, D.
McLeod, W. J. Morgan, C. Parker, W. Shackle-
ton, H. Thorp, G. Weatherby, and H. Arthur
(secretary).

AWARDS.
First-Class Certificates.

Cymbidium Pauwelsii maxima, from J. Lee-
man, Esq.

Brasso-Cattlcya Vilmoriniana car. Centaur
(B.-C. Leemaniae x C. Mossiae), from W. R.
Lee, Esq.

Odontoglossum x Princess of Pless, a largo
flower of brilliant colour, and evenly marked,
from R. Le Doux, Esq.
Odontoglossum Brewii " Walton Grange "

variety, from Wm. Thompson, Esq.
Cattleya Warnrri " Ardenholnic," from

Colonel J. Rutherford, M.P.

Awards or Merit.

Cymbidium Pauwelsii, C. delicata, and C.
Andreana : Cattleya Enid excelsa, Brasso-Catt-
'eya Veitchii " Leeman's" variety, all from J.

Leeman, Esq.
Odontoglossum ardentissimum Phoebe and

Dendrobium. nobile Goliath, from Wm. Thomp-
son, Esq.
Odontoglossum x Nigger and Odontoglossum

crispum White Swan, from R. Le Docx, Esq.
Odontoglossum Jasper " Beardwood," Brasso-

Cattleya hrardiroodense (Empress Frederick X
Digbyana), from Col. J. Rutherford.

Lycaste gigantea Ashlands variety, from R.
Ashworth, Esq.
Dendrobium, superbum Rnebelenii giganteum,

from Messrs. Mansell and Hatcher, Rawdon.
Brasso-Cattleya Pocahontas Undine (B.

Digbyana x C. Eldorado alba), from Messrs.

Cypher and Sons.

NURSERYMEN, MARKET GARDENERS, AND
GENERAL HAILSTORM INSURANCE

CORPORATION.
April 3.—The nineteenth annual meeting of

this company was held at 41 and 42, King Street,

Covent Garden, on the 3rd inst. Sir Harry J.

Veitch, who presided, congratulated the share-

holders on the continued growth and success of

the corporation and the strength to which it

had attained. The company had during the

past year increased the allowance to policy-

holders from 15 to 25 per cent. The Reserve

Fund amounted to more than twice the paid-

up capital. Five claims had been received

during the year.

The usual dividend of Is. 6d. and bonus of

6d. per share were declared, and a further sum
of £1,000 was added to the Reserve Fund.

chair. Four new members were elected. Seven
members were allowed to withdraw double the
amount of interest, amounting to £23 18s. 4d.,
one member- over the age of seventy years
withdrew from his deposit account the sum of

£20, one lapsed member over sixty years was
allowed to withdraw his deposit, viz., £32
6s. lOd. , and one member over the age of seventy
years was allowed 5s. per week for life from
the Distress Fund. The sick pay for the month
on the ordinary side amounted to £88 10s. 6d.,
and on the State side £36 3s. ; whilst £10 10s.

was paid for maternity benefits.

DEBATING SOCIETIES.

UNITED HORTICULTURAL BENEFIT
AND PROVIDENT.

April 6.—The monthly committee meeting of

this society was held in the R.H.S. Hall on the

6th inst., 'Mr. Chag. H. Curtis occupying the

DERBYSHIRE GARDENERS'.— At the meeting of
this association, held on the 20th ult., an address on
" The Use of Phosphatic and Potassio Manures in Gar-
dening " was delivered by Mr. W. Goodwin, Principal
of Kingston College. Mr. Martin presided. The lec-
turer stated that the effect of nitrogen was an increase
in leaf development, and it tended to produce abnormal
growth to the disadvantage of the productiveness of
fruit, roots or flowers. To counterbalance that state of
things something was necessary to push in opposition
and keep the nitrogen in check, to stimulate and pro-
mote the reproductive organs, and make the tree fulfil

its normal functions, and this phosphate would do.
Phosphate, said Mr. Goodwin, was obtained from
several sources, but originally it was supplied only
from bones dissolved in sulphuric acid. The acid
destroyed the lime in the soil, so that a lack of lime
was always a disadvantage, and that point should be
safeguarded, otherwise there was a risk of " finger and
toe " and fungoid diseases appearing in the crops. A
medium dressing was lib. to 10 square yards. Another
form of phosphate was steamed bone-flour, which waa
largely used for potting purposes, and it might be em-
ployed with advantage on sandy soils m conjunction with
farmyard manure. It necessitated intelligent observa-
tion by the individual himself, for much depended on
the physical condition of the soil and the quality of

the natural manure ; any leakage at the manure heap
was a loss of phosphate. Another phosphatic manure,
basic slag, contained lime, but no acid, was slow in
action, therefore lasting, and suitable for wet, cold,
clayey land. It then gave up its phosphate quicker on
account of the watery nature of the soil, hence it might
be determined that its effect would be extremely slow
on a dry, sandy land, but under ordinary conditions
the effect of basio slag would last six or eight years.
The specific use of potash was concerned in the pro-
duction of sugar and starch in the plant, which was
an important point. Kainit contained 12 per cent* of
potash. It was slow in action, but satisfactory results

would be obtained if applied to the land in the autumn
in conjunction with basic Blag. Sulphate of potash con-
tained double the quantity of available potash, and was
often used in conjunction with superphosphate.

BIRMINGHAM AND DISTRICT GARDENERS' —
At the meeting of this society, held on the 23rd ult.,

the prizes were presented for the essays written by junior
members, on Begonia Gloire de Lorraine. A Leoture
was delivered by Mr. A. D. Christie on " Success and
Failure in Growing Vegetables in Towns." Mr. Chris-
tie gave his experience as a grower both in this

country and in Russia.
At the meeting held on the 9th ult., Mr. J. Palmer,

Chad Valley Nurseries, Edgbaston, read a paper on
" The Best Varieties of Sweet Peas and An-
tirrhinums." A review of the big shows, he said, pro-
vided ample proof that Sweet Peas are not declining in

popularity, but splendid as many of these varieties are to-

day, there is still room for development in their colours.
A second paper, entitled " Salvia splendens for Summer
Bedding," was given by Mr. S. Smith, Handsworth. A
new idea, unadvocated hitherto, was the growing of

Salvias in tubs, ttie rapid growth and free flowering of

this plant rendering it speoially adaptable for this pur-
pose.

READING GARDENERS'.— At the meeting of this
association held on the 2nd ult., Mr. W. F. Giles, of
Messrs. Sutton and Sohs, gave a lantern lecture on
" Vegetables for Home and Exhibition, with Notes on
Staging." He described the chief points to be observed
in exhibiting single dishes or collections, how to group
the subjects and on what background, how to build them
up and fix them securely against accidents.

There was a large attendance at the meeting
held on the 16th ult. Mr. J. T. Tubb (chairman of the
committee), presiding. The lecturer for the evening
was Mr. J W. Barks (a member of the Redhill and
Reigate Society), and his subject was " Vines and
Peaches." Mr Barks, in his paper on the vine, nod
that his methods, which were greatly oritioiscd by his

neighbours at the time, were based on the fact that

he was expected to produce Grapes in as short a time

as was compatible with securing crops in subsequent
years. Hence, when he planted his canes, they were
not shortened as usual, the object heintr t" hive
as much ot the training space as possible filled in

the fust season, besides securing one or two bunchea
of fruit. By can-fully stopping vigorous sho.-ts and
allowing weaker ones to grow, he successfully estaJt-

liehed lateral shoots on either side of his newly-planted
canrs in the first season. He was careful to explain

Uat he avoided over-cropping for the first year or twu
alter planting, and did not foroe the *

early stages of growth. The originality of bis

ment was Justified by the results and tin descripl on

of his methods was closely followed. In the remaining
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portion o( his paper—on the Peach— Mr. Burks gave

details of his treatment in the crucial etagias of the

forcing of the fruit.

KILMARNOCK AND DISTRICT GARDENERS'
At the monthly meeting held on the 11th ult., presided

over by Mr. R. K. Sillars, Mr. Thos. Limond, Lecturer on
Agriculture for the county of Ayr, delivered an address

entitled " Modern Ideas about Manuring." Mr. Limond
described how our knowledge and use of manures had in-

creased from the time when the term " manuring " was
merely used to indicate hand tillage of the soil, to the

present when it denotes the use of any substance which

enhances the fertility or cropping capacity of soils.

One may apply fertilisers regularly and in abundance
but unless the physical condition of the soil is correct

good results cannot be expected. The lecturer recom

mended the use of a moderate dressing of dung supple

mented with suitable artificial fertilisers.

GARDENING APPOINTMENTS

[Correspondent) are requested to -write the names
of persons and places as legibly as
possible. Wo charge is made for these announce-
ments, but if a small contribution is sent, to be

placed in our collecting Box for the Gardeners'

Orphan Fund, it will be thankfully received, and
an acknowledgment made in these columns.]

Mr- W. E. Hyde, for the past 3 years Gardener to

H. F. Hollins, Esq., Mainstone Court, Ledbury,
and previously for 3 years at Norwood Hall, Shef-

field, as Gardener to Admiral Sir F. Inglefield,

Mickleover Manor, Derbyshire. [Thanks for Is. 6d.

for R.G.O.F. box.—Eds.]
Mr. G- W. Songrhurst. for the past year General

Foreman at Killarney House Gardens, Killarney,
Ireland, as Gardener to F. Peregrine Birch, Esq.,

Massbrook House, Lahardane, Crossmolina, Co.
Mayo, Ireland.

Mr. W. Ansell, for the past 4^ years Gardener to

the late J. W. Field, Esq., Southsea House, Dork-
ing, as Gardener to W. M. Dean, Esq., Greenways,
Sunningdale, Berkshire.

Mr- G. W. Chapman, for the past 6 years Gar-
dener to Sir James Woodhouse, Stratton Chase,
Chalfont St. Giles, Bucks, as Gardener and Bailiff

to C. J. Whittington, Esq., Sandhills, Betchworth,
Surrey,

LAW NOTE.
"ENGLISH" TOMATOS.

A firm of fruiterers carrying on business in

Chelsea was summoned by the Board of Agri-
culture under the Merchandise Marks Act for

applying a false trade description, to wit
" English " Tomatos, to goods exposed for sale.

Evidence was given to show that the Tomatos
came from the Canaries, and it was urged by
the prosecution that cases of this kind are

numerous. The defendant, who pleaded guilty,

observed that during the quarter of a century
that he had carried on his business no sugges-
tion of improper trading had been made against
him. He told the inspector who asked whether
the fruit was English that it came from Tene-
l iffe and maintained that there could be no real

deception since no one could expect Tomatos at
this season at 6d. per pound.
A fine of £10 and £12 12s. costs were im-

posed.

©bttuar^
Joseph Black.— This able cultivator of

Chrysanthemums died at his home, Max-
welltown, Dumfries, on April 7th, after a
long illness. A compositor by calling, Mr.
Black was for many years incapable of follow-
ing his avocation, and devoted himself to his
flowers. His collection of border Chrysanthe-
mums was one of the finest in Scotland, and it

was wonderful how admirably they were culti-

vated, seeing that their owner was suffering from
chronic illness.

William Dawkins.— From Horticulture we
learn that a gardener of English extraction,
William Dawkins, has died in Boston, Mass., at
the age of 76. Mr. Dawkins was born in Tot-
tenham, and went to Canada as a private in a
foot regiment. On leaving the Army he entered
the florist's business, but eventually became the
assistant of Mr. Jackson Dawson in the Arnold
Arboretum, where he was employed for over 21
years.

A. W. Hayter.—The death took place at
Horton, near Wimborne, Dorset, on the 5th
inst., in his seventy-eighth year, of Mr. A. W.
Hayter, who was for twenty years gardener to

the late Earl of Shaftesbury at St. Giles, and
later for ten years gardener to Lady Henry
Somerset at The Priory, Reigate. Mr. Hayter
was a striking personality and a capable all-round

gardener. The funeral took place in the cemetery

at St. Giles on the 10th inst.

Dr. Jacques Huber.- We learn with regret

of the death of Dr. Jacques Huber, Director of

the Museum Goeldi, Belem do Para, Brazil.

Dr. nuber died on February 18, after a brief

illness.

Edward Meehan.—The Florists' Exchange
gives the news of the death of Mr. Edward
Meehan, a well-known American nurseryman who
was born in the Isle of Wight, but spent the

greater part of his life in Philadelphia. Mr.
Meehan was first employed in the nursery of

the late Robert Buist, at Philadelphia, but later

he became the manager of his brother's large

nursery business at Germantown, Pa. He died

on March 18, in his 79th year, leaving a widow
and three sons.

~ Brewer
-
Osborn.— The news of the death,

on the 12th inst., of Mr. Brewer Osborn, gardener

at Holme Park, Sonning, from 1870 to 1898, will

be learned with general regret. Mr. Osborn was a
skilful gardener, as his exhibits at the shows of

the Reading Horticultural Society testified, for

he won many prizes. He was one of the original

members of the Reading and District Gardeners'

Society. When the Holme Park estate changed
ownership in 1898, Mr. Osborn entered into

business as a fruit and poultry farmer at Orchard
House, Shinfield, where he passed away after

a long and painful illness at the age of 71.

Deceased leaves a widow, one son (Mr. A.
Osborn, foreman of the Arboretum Department,
Kew Gardens), and one daughter.

Gannas : Novice, Darwen. Cannas would grow
quite well in your greenhouse. The roots, if

small, should be started in 4 or 6-inch pots,

using a compost consisting of good loam, leaf-

mould, a little manure from a spent Mushroom-
bed, or thoroughly-decayed farmyard manure,
with enough sand to keep the whole porous.

The roots may be potted up at any time during

March or April. Afford water sparingly, for an
excess of moisture at the start may cause the

plants to rot off. Thus they should be kept
fairly dry until they have made some growth,

but when numerous roots have formed and the

leaves are growing freely Cannas require

plenty of water at the root. The foliage

should be syringed or sponged frequently, as

the leaves are very liable to infestations of red

spider. When growing freely the plants may
be fed twice a week with diluted liquid manure
or soot water. Large specimens may be shifted

into 8 or 10-inch pots, but plants in 7-inch pots

should be sufficiently large for a small green-

house. In the autumn the root-stocks should

be dried off gradually, and, when the foliage

has completely died down, they should be

stored for the winter in a dry position where

frost cannot reach them.

Holly Hedge Failing : Giglamps. From your

description we suspect that the cause of

your Holly hedge going wrong in places is

due to improper root action. The soil is most
probably too dry in summer. Ascertain the

condition of the roots; if they are found to be
in good order replace some of the old soil with

fresh compost containing a liberal quantity

of manure. If the roots are unhealthy and
decayed grub up the plants and replace

them. An old hedge sometimes fails in

places through the weaker plants being

killed by their stronger neighbours.

Mabechal Niel with Spotted Flowers :

J. D. J. The spots on the blooms may be

due to canker or to the roots having grown
in an uncongenial sub-soil. Feed the plant

once a week with liquid manure made from
cow dung and soot, alternating this with dis-

solved blood manure. In order to allow of

the liquid penetrating to the roots make three

or four holes in their vicinity with a small
iron crowbar. Should canker be present,

which shows itself in a warty-like growth,
soil could be heaped up over the affected part
provided the latter is near to the surface, but
if it is at the junction of stock and scion make
an incision with a sharp penknife down the
stem of the tree.

Names of Plants : ,S. W. B. Rhododendron

;

probably R. Edgeworthii.— W. B. C. Tussi-

lago Petasites (Butter Coltsfoot).

—

Constant
Reader. 1, Lonicera fragrantissima ; 2,

Abutilon Savitzii ; 3, Pteris serrulata; 4,

Adiantum formosum ; 5, Pteris cretica albo-

lineata; 6, Abelia triflora.

—

Victor. 1, On-
cidium flexuosum ; 2, Ondontoglossum
blandum ; 3, Masdevallia Estradae ; 4, On
cidium pubes.—/. S., Wrexham. Cyclamen
latifolium, a native of Greece and Asia
Minor.

Narcissus : M. P. The abnormal flower of
Narcissus has the corona split up, each
perianth lobe having a two-lobed portion
thereof ; also, in the case of one or two of
these split portions of the corona, the tran-

sition in structure between them and the
basal lobes of a versatile anther is obvious.

Palm Unhealthy : W. G. S. The portion of
the Palm-leaf contains no sign of disease

due to fungous or insect pests, but the plant
is in a very unsatisfactory condition, pointing
to wrong cultural treatment. Turn the roots

out of the pot and see if the drainage is in

proper order.

Peach Shoots : B. W. B. We can find no
trace of disease in the specimens you send
us, but the wood is not properly ripened, and
such shoots are best removed from the trees

in the autumn, for they cannot be expected
to fruit satisfactorily.

Pine Branches : N. M. The shoots themselves
are not diseased, but there is every indica-

tion that disease exists at the roots. Your
best plan will be to assist the trees as much
as possible in developing healthy rootlets by
forking the soil lightly and applying a layer of

animal manure as a muloh.

Tomatos : S. J. The trouble is due to canker,

a notifiable disease under the regulations of

the Board of Agriculture and Fisheries. Re-
move all the diseased plants and burn them,
also take away the soil in which they have
been growing and soak the house thoroughly
with a solution of sulphate of potash at af
strength of one ounce in each gallon of water.

It would be better not to grow Tomatos in

the same house again this season, but 'f

circumstances compel you to do so obtain

fresh compost and water the plants at inter-

vals with the specific recommended.

Vine Leaves : D. G. P. The very dark colour

of such leaves as have expanded, and the

glutinous exudation on them, point to an ex-

cessive supply of nitrogenous matter to the

roots. The mischief was probably done before

the present season. There is no hope of the

vines ever recovering.

Vines : S. J. The leaves and shoots have
been damaged by some external cause, such

as scalding. Your letter seems to point to

something wrong in the roof-glass at the spot

where the vines are injured, seeing that two
laterals only are affected whilst the others on

the same plant are perfectly healthy.

Winter-Flowering Begonias : W. Brown.
There are numbers of winter-flowering

Begonias other than B. Gloire de Lorraine

which you might cultivate in an intermediate

house, including B. manicata, B. fuchsioides,

B. Haageana, B. Gloire of Cincinnati, B.

Gloire de Sceaux, B. acuminata and
_
B.

semperflorens. Many pretty garden-raised

varieties of B. semperflorens are of great

value for decorative purposes during the

winter, and especially Gloire de Chate-

laine, which has rose-coloured flowers and

blooms in profusion nearly all the year round.

Communications Received—W. K. T. L.—W. S.,

Lincoln—D. R—L. P.—T. G.—P. A.—C. J. B., Cran-

brook—A. H. F.—G. W.—Journeyman—R. R. C—
A. and B—E. J. W.—J. W.—Finborough—F. S.--

E. B.—C. W. J.—G. H. 0.—W. H. W—R. P. B.—
A. G., Polegate—E. A. C—G. H. W.
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THE MANURING OF VEGETABLES
AND FLOWERS.*

TO those who know the excellent results

achieved by French horticulturists,

the pronouncement of the author
that his compatriots in the horticultural

world arc chary in the use of artificial

manures will come with surprise. Yet
such is apparently the case, and the

purpose of this work is to convert

French gardeners from indifference to

a proper belief in the use of artificial

fertilisers.

If sound argument and the evidence of

prolonged and careful experiment can
effect this conversion, M. Dumont will

undoubtedly succeed.

* La Futnvre rafxtmnfa dM LigumM >' rfej culttirea

naratch&rea. By R. Dumont. Published by Larousse. Paris.

3 francs.

The standpoint adopted uy the author is

expressed with directness and lucidity in
the opening chapter. The staple manure
for horticultural purposes is humus, and
hence the application of dung or some
other source of humifs must form the basis
of every rational system of manuring.
The functions of artificial manures are to

supply special and necessary plant foods;
the mineral salts which, though pre-
sent in insufficient quantities in humus,
are essential for the nutrition of all

plants.

M. Dumont reminds his readers that
the philosophy of manuring has passed
through three main phases. In the early
part of last century the humus theory pre-
vailed. That theory maintained that
humus is the food' of plants. Liebig in

1840 shattered the humus theory and re-

placed it by the " mineral " theory, teach-

ing that plants feed on the inorganic salts

—nitrates, phosphates, potash salts, etc.

—

which are contained in the soil solution.

The shattered theory gathered itself to-

gether again, and, effecting a compromise
with its rival, gave rise to the "organic-
mineral " theory, whioh is held at the pre-

sent day. As summarised by the distin-

guished French agriculturist Grandeau,
this theory holds that humus is essential

for perfect and rapid plant growth, since

it makes the ideal environment for the

roots. It not only helps to bring the

necessary salts into solution and helps 10

hold them in the soil at the disposal of the

plant, but it also serves the no less im-
portant function of holding water and
absorbing heat. Without humus a clay is

sour and a sandy soil is a loose powder.
Wherefore the wise gardener digs dung
into his ground and adds with the

natural manure such mineral substances

as his soil lacks and his plants require.

Once it is admitted that the role of arti-

ficials is to supplement, not to replace,

farmyard manure, the way is open to an
intelligent and economical use of both.

Such a use must be based on a knowledge,
whioh need be by no means profound,
though it must be sound, of four sets of

facts, namely, those concerning (1) the

several amounts of the essential minerals

whioh are contained in a given soil, (2) the

average chemical composition of dung, (3)

the requirements with respect to mineral

substances of different kinds of cultivated

plants, (4) the general properties and rela-

tive prices of the chief artificial manures.
Such knowledge is well within the grasp of

every gardener; books such as the excel-

lent treatise under review provide infor-

mation with respect to (2), (3), and (4),

and simple experimentation suffices to de-

termine the chemical composition of the

soil. For this purpose direct soil-analyses,

although of great value if carried out pro-

perly, are not absolutely necessary; plants

themselves may be used to make the

analysis, and by observing the behaviour

in the garden of plants known to be exact-

ing with respect to a given inorganic food-

substance, potash or phosphorio acid or

nitrogen salt, the deficiency of the soil

may be inferred. As the great pioneer of

plant physiology, Boussingault, observed,

" I prefer the opinion of the plant to that
of ten professors."

The scope of M. Dumont's volume may
be indicated in outline. After the genera)
introduction, to which we have given suoh
prominence he describes the qualities and
defects of the several types of soil—sandy,
calcareous, clayey, and humus—and
demonstrates by simple methods the rela-

tive powers of these soils to hold water,
showing that for .100 parts of each soil,

humus retains 190 parts of water, clay

about half as much, chalk not much more
than a third, and sand as little as from
one-seventh to one-eighth. After pointing
out the enormous capacity for cultivation

of the wide stretches of neglected peat
soils and showing what may be done by
draining, liming, and supplying phos-
phates (as basic slag), M. Dumont
deals with the liming of the soil.

He takes as a standard that the lime con-
tent of light soils should be not less

than 2 per cent., of medium loams
3 to 4 per cent., and of clays and peaty
soils 5 to 6 per cent.

Examining next the general chemical
composition of the soil, the author defines

as a fairly rich soil one which contains of
nitrogen 1 part in 1,000 of the natural
soil, of phosphoric acid also 1 part, and of

potash 2.5 parts, and insists also that

these figures give not only the minimum,
amounts, but also the proper relations

which should subsist between these mineral
soil constituents. Examples of the

chemical composition of special soils are
given and from the composition their

manurial requirements are indicated.

Then follows a consideration of the

perfect soil from the point of view

of vegetable cultivation. It should

consist oi :

Sand, 500-650 per 1,000 parts.

Clay, 200-250 per 1,000 parts.

Lime, 50-150 per 1,000 parts.

Humus, 50-150 per 1,000 parts.

Such a soil would be easily worked,,

warm, well aerated, a good bed for nitrifi-

cation, and capable of holding well the

manure supplied to it.

Chapter 3 gives an account of the prin-

cipal manures and their composition, and
makes the most important point that the

composition of the dung of the chief farm
animals varies enormously, according

to the kind which supplies it. After

enumerating the chief artificials, their

specific actions are considered, the rules,

to be followed in their application and

the artificials which may and may not

be mixed with one another. For ex-

ample, dung or other organic manure
must not be mixed with lime, nor basic

slag with sulphate of ammonia, for in

either case chemical interaction takes

place ami loss ensues.

The concluding sections of the work give

in detail the manures appropriate to leaf,

stem and fruit vegetables of the garden.

We cannot but add that this admirable
book deserves well the honour accorded

to it—that of the Agricultural Prize given

by the Society of French Agriculturists

for the best contribution on "The Use
of Manures in Horticulture."
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ORCHID NOTES AND GLEANINCS.

COMMERCIAL ORCHID GROWING.*
The main object of this handy little volume

is to demonstrate the methods by which certain

classes of Orchid may be grown profitably for

supplying cut flowers for market purposes, and
to indicate suitable species and hybrids that

may be acquired at a reasonable cost.

The cultivation of Orchids for cut flowers is a

branch of floriculture which has been proved to

be profitable, and the fact that the supply, espe-

cially in winter and spring, is seldom equal
to the demand proves that Orchid culture for

market purposes might well be addedi to many
florists' nurseries at present growing commoner
and less remunerative subjects.

.cor these persons and amateurs who would like

to enjoy the pleasures of Orchid growing and
get some return for their expenses Mr. Harrison's
little treatise will be a great help.-

The careful instructions on cultural points also
make it a desirable guide for the beginner in
Orchid culture, although he . may only require
flowers for his own purposes.

EULOPHIA SAUNDERSIANA.
A fine inflorescence of a form of this African

species is sent us by the Hon. N. Charles Roth-
schild. It belongs to the small evergreen section
which is - represented by E. pulchra, E.
macrostachy^a and E. megistophylla, the botani-
cal differences in. which a?e not very well
defined. E. Saundersiana is figured indifferently,
especially as ' to colour, in Xenia II. Mr.
Rothschild's plant was collected in Uganda. The
scape is 3 feet long and the upper third bears
27 flowers each 1| inch wide. The sepals are
lanceolate, the odd one erect and the laterals ex-
tended at right angles level with the column.
The petals are broader and shorter, both yel-
lowish-green, striped ' with purple. The lip is

trilobed, the middle lobe divided in front,
whitish, the side lobes striped with purple and
the mid-lobe having a few purple lines. The
column is green with a purple line round the
margin and at the back ; spur short, obtuse.

NEW DAFFODILS.

THE ROSARY.
"LES AMIS DES ROSES."

Les Amis des Hoses is the title of the journal
of the French Society of Rosarians, a periodical
that has recently completed! the eighteenth year
of its publication. The journal appears every
two months, and that for "the year just com-
pleted forms an imposing volume of some 500
pages. It is nicely got up and clearly printed,
with numerous illustrations of Roses and Rose
gardens.

It is interesting to note that the French Society
of Rosarians appears, like our own English Rose
Society, to have discovered that there js no more
efficient manner of increasing the number of its

members than by continuously adding to and
improving its publications. The Sock'y may be
neartily congratulated both on its increasing
membership and the advance it is effecting in. its

literature under the editorship of the secretary,
M. Albert Boutin.

The number contains, among other articles,

a notice of a curious modification of the
Rose Veilchenblau, which, it is suggested, may
be due to the production of a graft hybrid.
Another interesting article deals with the
perfume of Roses. The author laments the de-
cadence of many modern Roses in this respect,
and suggests that in hybridisation perfume is

more difficult to fix than is coloux; he in-

stances the case of the Pernetiana Roses, which
have not preserved the disagreeable odour of
Rose lutea. This is undoabtedly-a-siibiect well
worthy of further attention.

'Commercial Orchid Groioiug,.. By C. .AJwn Harrison
(Lockwood Press.) 2s.

The illustrations in figs. 123, 124 and 125

may be regarded as mementoes of the R.H.S.

Daffodil Shows of 1914, for they represent some

of the most interesting novelties shown this

season, while several of them have received

obtained' when well grown, but the perianth was
of particularly good substance, and pure white

;

it will be seen from the picture that it is "very

rounded.

Crater was shown by Mr. Herbert Chapman,
and seems very happily named. The flower is of

the Sunflower type with a yellow perianth, its

special feature being the corona or cup, which

Fig. 123.

—

narcissus croesus : corona orange- yellow; perianth pale yellow.

(R.H.S. Award of Merit, April 7, 1914.)

the recognition of the Narcissus Committee
in the' Shape of an Award of Merit. The
large flower-.at the top ef fig. 124 is a flower

of the Leedsii section shoton- without a name by
Mjr. A. M. Wilson. It was some 4 inches across,

which is large for a flower of this type, though
not largei- than White Lady may often be

It is a

attract

is rather flat and very widely expanded,
very distinct flower and certain to

attention.

- Morven is a medium-sized trumpet-shaped

.flower with a long trumpet of lemon-yellow

colour widely expanded at the mouth, and a

white perianth. Perhaps the special feature of
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FIG. 124.—NEW DAFFODILS FROM THE R.H.S. SHOW.

1, unnamed" seedling of leedsii section; 2, crater; 3, morven; 4, scarlet gem; 8, colden sceptre.

See page 278.
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the flower was the pleasing and cool effect

produced by the contrast of colour between

trumpet and perianth. It received an Award of

Merit.

Scarlet Gem is one of the Poetaz section, the

flowers are of moderate size, but very striking

owing to the,,, combination of brilliant orange

colour in thsfbup with the clear yellow of the

perianth. Most of these Poetaz varieties are

turning out to be excellent garden flowers, but

this variety was given an Award of Merit in the

show section. Golden Sceptre was shown by the

firm of de Graaff. It was given an Award of

Merit in the show section, and is noticeable for

its rich yellow colour and sweet perfume. It is

a Jonquil hybrid.

THE VINERY.

PLANTING A NEW VINERY.

When planting a new vinery it is not to be

expected that the vines will furnish the space

until after a few seasons have elapsed, but

supernumerary vines may be set between the per-

manent ones, and this method is to be especially

recommended where the border is inside the

house. There are several advantages in grow-

ing these extra canes, but their chief value is

to furnish a supply of Grapes without allow-

ing the permanent vines to be cropped early or

so heavily for a season or two as the grower

might be tempted to do otherwise. When vines

Fia. 125.

—

narcissus white maximus.
(R.H.S. AvvarS of Merit, April 7, 1914.)

There are two other flowers illustrated in

figs. 123 and 125 which were exhibited at the

earlier show held on April 7. Croesus (see fig.

123) is a very fine flower, and it was shown well

at both exhibitions. It is a giant Inccmparabilis
raised by Mr. Henry Backhouse ; its charac-

teristics are a large, rounded imbricated prim-

rose-coloured perianth, and a widely expanded
crown rather of the Whitewell type, but cf deep
red colour. White Maximus (fig. 125) is a lemon
or cream-coloured form of the well-known N.
Maximus of our gardens, and similar to that
variety in its fine, crinkled cup.

The above are some of the best novelties exhi-

bited this_ sea^fep^ui it is hoped!, thai the_

Birmingham Show, which takes place on the
23rd inst. , will reveal others of equal or sur-

passing interest. . • - •

are intended to remain for, say, 30 or 40 years,

it is most essential that they are not over-

cropped at the start, for bearing a crop of

Grapes the first and few subsequent years after

planting entails a great strain on the plant's

energies. Whatever variety is planted, whether

Muscat of Alexandria, Madresfield Court, or

Black Hamburgh, the supernumeraries should

be of the same variety, for then the treatment

may be such as is suitable to that particular kind.

Assuming that the vinery is 16 feet or more
wide, the extra row of canes should be planted

6 or 8 feet from the front wall in a border

specially prepared and 3 feet wide, for the first

two years. The border for the permanent. vines

will, in usual circumstances, be made piecemeal

—say, about 3 feet wide the first season. Addi-

tions to the border for the extra vines may be

made on the north side until the two borders
meet. I practised this system in growing
vines for ten years and no harm was
done to the main rods, but we obtained
a heavy crop of fruit annually within
two years of planting. At Aldenham House
Gardens the system has been practised during
the past few years with the greatest success,
especially in vineries of Muscat of Alexandria.
The temporary vines need a different treatment
to the others, for instead of cutting them down
to two eyes at the base, the rod is left suf-
ficiently long to allow three buds beyond the first

wire. These three buds will furnish a pair of
side shoots aud a leader. Remove any Grapes
that form for the first year and encourage the
vines to grow freely by syringing them in the
afternoon, closing the house when it is well
wanned with the sun's heat. At the time of
pruning the following year the leader may be
allowed to carry 2 feet, or, if strong, 3 feet of
new wood, and from this and the side shoots
already formed half a dozen bunches will be
obtained the second season. In a few seasons

the vines will reach to the top of the house,
and the rod can then be trained down the

back wall ; spurs should hot be permitted

after the top of the roof is reached. As the

permanent vines require more space the lower

spurs of the supernumeraries may be cut away.
If the vinery is not planted with Muscat of

Alexandria, the most suitable varieties to inter-

plant are Black Hamburgh and Foster's Seed-

lings for an early crop, and Madresfield Court,

Black Alicante, Black Hamburgh and Lady
Downes for a late supply. E. Molynevx.

FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE.

NOTES FROM SOUTHERN ITALY.

We have had a very warm February here in

Naples—during the day the weather was almost

hot, though the nights were cool. The first

spring flowers are developing well, especially

the Oriental Juno Irises and the Crocuses. The
Irises have flowered splendidly. Our Iris alata

and the varieties alba and marginata were in

flower continuously from Christmas until the end
of February. The greenish Iris palestina is

better this year than usual, but it is not a striking

flower, nor of much interest to any but col-

lectors. Ir:6 Bolleana, whitish-green with dark,

purplish-brown patches on the falls, is very

handsome, and I hope to gather a good harvest of

seed from its flowers crossed with other species.

I. Heidreichii and I. Tauri have done well,

and I have two fine hybrids from a cross between

these species. I. Mme. Miiller (Heidreichii

x Tauri) resembles Heidreichii in form

and Tauri in colour. The falls are 2£

inches long, of a purple-violet colour ; the large

blade .is blackish-purple, and around the

yellow crest are whito stripes. The standards

are an inch long and broad at the ends; the

styles are as long as the falls, and reflexed. The
plant grows quickly, and is very floriferous. I

have had as many as four blossoms from a single

bulb. The cross was effected in the spring of 1908,

but the hybrid has not flowered until this year.

Iris Mme. Wenner (Tauri x Heidreichii) re-

sembles Tauri in form and Heidreichii in colour.

The falls are lj inch long, with broad,

ascending wings of pale blue. The blade is

small and somewhat darker in colour, the median

ridge yellow, coming right to the top, and

striped with white. The . standards are small

and spreading, of a pale blue colour ; the styles

are of the same hue. It is interesting to note

that in both these hybrids the colour is derived

from the pollen parent and the size and shape

from the seed parent.

A fine lot of Crocus species, which I received

from Messrs. Barr and Sons, have flowered well
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here. The chrysanthus varieties are the best

—

namely, Sikkim, Warley and Bowles varieties.

The largest flowers, however, are always seen on

our native Imperati, with its two white varieties,

though they are not quite so floriferous a6 the

chrysanthus, on one bulb of which I have had
seven flowers open at once. Among these species

I have received Crocus biflorus pusillus, which
is identical with a variety to be found growing
wild near Naples, or more frequently near Poz-
zuoli, the old Puteolanum. Several years ago
I found a white form of this, which could be
named C. biflorus pusillus albus.

Varieties of Iris reticulata have done very
well. One batch of the variety cyanea gave
special satisfaction, several of the flowers

having had four falls and standards, though
I doubt whether these abnormal flowers

will come true again. I have also had
some very pale-blue flowers, but the finest

of all were some on which the standards
and 6tyle were white and the falls pale blue.

Some very dark purple varieties are also hand-
some.

The following are the flowering dates of some.
Irises grown in the open here :

—

Iris alata, December 5.

I. alata, vars. alba and marginata, Decem-
ber 20.

I. histrioides, January 15.

I. palestina, January 25.

I. persica purpurea, February 3.

I. Tauri and I. Heldreichii, February 10.

I. reticulata cyanea and varieties, Feb-
ruary 20.

I. Statellae, -March 5.

I. Madonna, March 10.

I. pumila, March 14.

I. rubromarginata, March 15.

I. olbiensis. March 16.

Willy MUllef, Fratte di Salerno, Naples.

CULTURE OF WATERCRESS.
That Watercress may be successfully grown

without water is now generally accepted, and
when properly cultivated under glass it is

superior to the open-air product. It is during
the late winter and early spring months that it

is of most value, and an excellent method of

cultivation, ie to sow the seeds in shal-

low boxes thickly, much as Mustard and
Cress are sown, cutting the young plantlets

in the same way as Mustard. A more de-

licious salading, with a slightly piquant flavour,

is hard to obtain. H. Rabjolrn, TwicJiel Castle

Gardens, Deldcn, Holland.

CORONA DI NOVIA.
Having seen the enquiry in the Gardeners'

Chronicle concerning the plant in South America
called by the natives Corona di Novia, I may
say that the name of the plant is Spiraea lan-

ceolata, and it is so named in the Botanical Gar-

dens at Buenos Aires. H. R. Amos, Estacion

Experimental, Pontaut, F.C.S., South America.

NOTICES OF BOOKS.
Trees and Shrubs at Albury Park.'

In the introduction and acclimatisation of

hardy trees and shrubs successive Dukes of

Northumberland, from the middle of the

eighteenth century to the present time,

have played an illustrious part. Their most
important planting was done at Syon House,

near Brentford, where there is still to be

seen one of the finest collections in England,

especially as regards large examples of species

long introduced. It is gratifying to know that

this interest is maintained by the present Duke,

as is shown by the preparation and printing of

• Allury Park Trett "»./ Shrubi. Compiled by A. Bruce
.huts. hi. pp. i;i;, Bvo. Interleaved. London. (Fruited for

prtfatte distribution only.)

annotated lists of trees and shrubs growing on

his demesne. We noticed at the time of its pub-

lication the little volume dealing with the Syon
House property, and we have lately received a

companion volume dealing with the trees and

shrub6 growing at Albury Park. It has been com-

piled by Mr. A. Bruce Jackson, and shows all the

care and excellence that characterised the pre-

vious work.

Albury is not so famous a place in the annals

of horticulture as Syon, yet this volume shows
that many remarkable trees grow within its con-

fines. It is situated five miles east of Guildford,

in the valley of the Tillingbourne. We learn

from the preface that it is within three miles of

Wootiton, the home of John Evelyn, who is

credited with having laid out the place.

One of the most interesting trees at Albury
Park is a Black Walnut, which has pendulous

branches, but differs still more remarkably from

the type (which has its fruits nearly always

solitary, rarely in pairs) in bearing its nuts in

clusters of so many as six. Mr. Jackson has

named it Juglans nigra var. alburyensis. It

is 75 feet high and 9-^ feet in girth. Of the

White Lime (Tilia argentea, syn. T. tomentosa)

Albury possesses the finest example known ; it is

109 feet high and 16 feet in girth of trunk. Two
magnificent Tulip trees approach 100 feet in

height. Magnolia acuminata is 85 feet high, a

remarkable stature for this tree in the British

Isles. A black Italian Poplar (Populus serotina)

is 150 feet in height, and probably the highest

in the kingdom ; and a Balsam Poplar (Populus

candicans) is 96 feet high. A specimen of the

Kentucky Coffee tree (Gymnocladus canadensis), .

of which there are few la*ge specimens in culti-

vation, is 44 feet high and nearly 5 feet in girth
;

and of Liquidambar styraciflua, the Sweet Gum
tree of Eastern N. America, an example is of the

same girth, but 68 feet high. A Sequoia men-

tioned in the Gardeners' Chronicle of 1879 as

being then 54 feet high is now 97 feet. A mag-

nificent pair of trees are two London Planes

(Platanus acerifolia), respectively 112 feet and

118 feet high. Zelkoya crenata, a beautiful

Caucasian tree, has a representative 88 feet high.

Thuya plicata (better known as T. gigantea) is

94 feet high and 8 feet 3 inches in girth, and we

learn that a high opinion as to its timber value

is held at Albury.

Botanical Results of the Duke
of mecklenburg's travels in

Central Africa.

A notice of Lieferungen i.-iv. of this work

appeared in the Gardeners' Chronicle of Novem-

ber 2, 1912, where the general plan of the work

is described and the full German title given.

In that notice the name " Mildbraed " is incor-

rectly given as " Milbraed." The fifth

IAeferung is now to hand, and it contains the

Geraniales to the Malvales (as classified by

Engler) by various botanists. Fagara (Rutaceae),

sometimes combined with Zanthoxylum, is re-

presented by about half-a-dozen new species, and

new and interesting specic6 belonging to most of

the families are here de?eribed for the first time.

The plants figured arc : Balanites Wilsoniana

(here referred to the Zygophylleae) ;
Eutandro-

phragma speciosum (Meliacese); Dichapetalum

spathulatum, D. choristylum, D. unguiculatum,

D. flaviflorum, D. Ado-lti Friedricii, D. beniense,

D. longifolium, D. Poggei, D. brachystachyum

and D. aruwimense. This pantropical genus,

more familiar as Chailletra, now numbers nearly

150 species, largely African. Lingelsheimia is a

relatively new genus of Euphorbiaceae, of which

two species are figured. Baccaureopsis lucida is

another new generic type of the same family, as

also Mildbraedia paniculata. Hippocratea and

Salacia, both large pantropical genera, are illus-

trated by new species. The imperfectly-known

Pancovia is now proved to belong to the Sapin-

daceae, and a figure is given of P. harnisiana,

Three new 6peci«6 of Impatiens are figured, ami

Jv Prainiana is remarkable for having .1 slender

spur 6" inches long.

TREES AND SHRUBS.

ERICA LUSITANICA.
This Heath is better known as E. codonodes.

About the advent of Christmas its earliest

buds commence to show white, and in the

south-west towards the close of January it

is in flower. Large specimens, 6 feet or more
in height, are very beautiful when in full bloom,

giving the impression of tall pyramids of white

faintly tinged with lavender. The natural

growth is erect, and the upright shoots

are covered with a, profusion of drooping, white,

elongated bells, which have the appearance of

feathery white plumes when cut. Where, how-

ever, the flower-sprays are all cut as soon as the

flowers are expanded, the bush assumes a

dwarfer habit, and one from which the sprays are

cut every winter as soon as they are fit for

indoor decoration has entirely lost its natural

pyramidal habit, and has developed into a

shrub 6 feet in width and 5 feet in height. In

Devon and Cornwall this Heath grows superbly

and propagates itself from self-sown seedlings

rapidly in certain gardens, -these seedlings often

attaining a height of 8 feet. At one little

station in Cornwall the embankment is covered

with self-sown plants of E. lusitanica. Its

foliage is of an extremely rich green, and its

flowering season is a very prolonged one, lasting

from Christmas, when the earliest blooms ex-

pand, until April, when the last fade. In the

colder districts the plant cannot be considered

absolutely hardy, since it is a native of Spain

and Portugal, but south of London it is rarely

injured by frost. The individual flowers have a

suspicion of lavender-pink when closely

examined, but this is' riot noticeable when they

are seen crowded on the sprays of the growing

plants. Wyndhani Fitzherbert. Devonshire.

CRATAEGUS HETEROPHYLLA.
Conspicuous amongst all other thorns—and,

indeed, all other trees—in. the Victoria Park,

Bath, at the present time are several specimens
i if this somewhat little-known species. The two
finest specimens are shapely trees about 30 feet

high and as much through. They are objects of

considerable interest to the numerous visitors to

the park by reason of the delightful fresh

green of the young leaves, which at the

time of writing (March 31) are almost

fully developed. In general habit the tree

resembles the common Hawthorn, Crataegus

Oxyacantha, but it has many features which dis-

tinguish it from that species. The leaves, as

the specific name denotes, vary considerably

both as regards shape and size, many being

narrow, not more than an inch long, and quite

entire, whilst others are almost cuneiform in

shape and deeply cut at their apices into three

or more acute lobes, these in many cases being

sub-serrated. There are many variations be-

tween these extreme forms. The young leaves

are very soft in texture, but become coriaceous

and shiny as they mature This characteristic

alone easily distinguishes the plant from all

other species. Not only is it the first to de-

velop its leaves, but—in the collection here, at

any rate—it is the last to shed them in the

autumn, being quite green for some consider-

able time after other species have become bare.

The flowers are white and borne in good-sized

corymbs. The fruit is large—quite twice the

size of the ordinary Haw—ovate in shape and

of a fine, rich crimson colour, ami usually borne

in abundance. Very frequently—although not

so this year—the fruit of the past season per-

sists throughout the winter and well into tin-

following spring, making a very effective con-

trast with the fresh green of tin- dev«

leaves. Tin- plant appears to have Keen common

at one time, as many specimens are to he found

in this park-, and it is mentioned by the late Dt

llanliam in his Manual for the park, published

in 1862. J. P. Halliburton, Bath.
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The Week's Work.

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
By H. J. Chapman, Gardener to Mrs. Cookbon,

Oakwood, Wylam-on-Tyne.

Cattleya.— Plants belonging to the autumn-
flowering section of Cattleyas are producing new
growths, and certain of them are developing
roots. Such plants should be re-potted before
the roots become far advanced, or there may be
a danger of injuring them. The potting compoet
may consist of good fibrous peat or a mixture of
Osmunda and Polypodium fibres. Peat of a suit-
able type for Orchids is becoming very scarce, but
when it may be obtained I prefer it to even the
best quality Osmunda-fibre. Plenty of sand and
broken crocks should be intermixed with the
materials for potting, and the drainage should
be ample to allow surplus water to drain away
readily. The pots should not be larger than
will just accommodate the plants, for it

is not wise to use a greater bulk of potting
compost than is necessary. The material
should be pressed firmly about the roots and
the pseudo-bulbs secured to neat sticks. Very
little moisture will be required by the roots until
they have become re-established in the soil,

when water may be afforded liberally. Shade the
plants from the direct rays of the sun or the
leaves will rapidly turn yellow and drop. Spray
the plant6 overhead whenever the conditions are
favourable, and keep the atmosphere humid by
damping the spaces between the pots. The
presence of atmospheric moisture will help to

keep the shoots plump until the roots can gather
moisture again after their disturbance. Certain
varieties of C. Warscewiczii (syn. gigas) are very
irregular in their flowering, and I am inclined to
the opinion that these shy-flo-wering Orchids are
all imported from a particular locality. If the
plants are started in a dry, well-ventilated house
ait the present season, exposed to the full rays of
the sun during the wholo of the summer and
syringed freely each day, they will bloom
with more regularity. The flowers from shy-
blooming plants are usually larger and superior in
quality than those from such as flower reg-ularly
under ordinary treatment. The spikes of sum-
mer-flowering Cattleyas, Laelias and their
hybrids are prominent. Such, species as C.
Mossiae and C. Mendelii require careful attention
as the flower-buds advance in the sheath, for
moisture accumulating in the latter would cause
the flower-buds to rot and decay. This may be
prevented by cutting away the flower-sheathjust
above the flower-buds or by carefully splitting it.

open horizontally from the base to "the top. As
the plants come into flower place them -where
they will be well exposed to the light, but as
soon as the flowers expand stow them in cooler
and drier conditions and afford shade, as this
treatment will improve the quality of the flowers
and cause them to remain fresh ior a long time.

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
By J. G, Weston. Gardener to Lady Northcom.

Eashvell Tark, Kent.

Raspberries.— As soon as the new growths
are sufficiently advanced they should be thinned,
in order to concentrate the energies of the
plants into those canes required for fruiting.
After thinning to the number of shoots required,
those that develop subsequently can be chopped
off with the hoe when keeping the plantation
clear of weeds. If a dressing of farmyard
manure was not afforded established plants
during the winter, it should be applied at once,
or, failing this, a dressing of artificial manure,
working the materials in the soil lightly with
the fork or hoe. The manure is best applied
when the weather is dull or showery. Young
canes that were planted during last autumn or
winter should be cut to the ground level. As
soon as the new shoots are sufficiently advanced,
thin them to three or four of the strongest for
each root, as this number will be ample for the
first season.

Loganberries and Blackberries.—
Becently-planted specimens of these fruits
should be afforded the same treatment as recom-
mended for Raspberries. The new shoots will

grow vigorously from the start, and the
energies of the plants be directed into the build-
ing up of strong fruiting canes for next year.
See that newly^planted canes do not suffer from
lack of moisture in hot weather and when drying
winds prevail. Watering the roots at such
times will assist the plants greatly, and in con-
junction with a light mulching of animal manure
carry them through till well rooted.

Planting Forced Strawberries. —The
later batches of Strawberries which have not
been unduly weakened by hard forcing are first-

rate for planting in the fruit garden. Before
doing this, however, harden the plants gradu-
ally by affording them the protection of a cold
frame for a week or two after the fruits have
been gathered. If red spider or mildew is pre-

sent on the leaves, dip the plants in an insecti-

cide, or a mixture of sulphur, at the time of
moving them from the houses. When planting
Strawberries that have been forced, break the ball

of soil about the roots with a strong, pointed stick.

When this is done the roots grow quickly in

the new soil. If the ground is of a heavy nature,
and the surface lumpy, place a little discarded
potting soil or wood-ash about the roots at the

time of planting. First prepare the ground as

recommended in previous calendars, and if the
planting is done when the weather is hot and
dry, water the roots and continue to apply
moisture as required. When the work of plant-

ing is finished, rake the surface and afterwards
hoe the bed on frequent occasions in suitable

weather. Varieties such as Royal Sovereign
and Viscomtesse Hericart de Thury when
planted in this way produce trusses of fruit the
following autumn, and if the weather is favour-

able for the berries ripening, the latter offer a

pleasing addition to dessert fruits at that time.

Early Strawberries— Small batches of an
early variety, such as Royal Sovereign, planted
on a warm, sheltered border, will afford berries

in advance of the general crop. Always select

very strong plants for the purpose ; feed the

roots now with a little quick-acting artificial

manure, and place straw along the rows as litter.

The protection of frames or odd lights will

hasten the development of the flower trusses,

which should be thinned to a very moderate
number.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
By W. Crump, Gardener to Earl Brauchamp, K.C.M.G.,

Madresfield Court, Worcestershire.

Stenanthium robustum and Crambe
cordiifolia.— These are two grand subjects for

planting in clumps on the margins of lakes,

ponds, or streams in association with Water
Lilies, Glyceria spectabilis, Iris Monnieri, I.

ochroleuca, and the newer Iris hybrids raised

by the late Professor Michael Foster. The fol-

lowing Water Lilies are worthy a place in every

collection, however small :—Marliacea carnea,

chromatella, sulphurea grandiflora, albida, ignea,

Gladstoniana, Candida, gloriosa, W. Falconer,

Robinsoniana, and the sweet-scented Nymphea
pygmaea, the last for shallow water.

Hardy Ferns.— This is the best time to

transplant or to divide deciduous Ferns. Large
plants growing wild in woods may be dug up
with balls of earth and replanted in suit-

able situations in the wild garden, such as

beneath the shade of trees or near to rocks.

Large-growing Lastreas have a special charm,
and may be removed now without experiencing
much check to growth.

Michaelmas Daisies.— Perennial Asters
should be divided annually, or at least biennially,

if flowers of the best quality are expected. If

grown in permanent beds on the gTass, as at
Madresfield Court, some of the old soil should
be removed, replacing it with fresh, loamy com-
post, the beds trenched and a thick layer of de-
cayed mauuro placed at the bottom of the
trench, for Michaelmas Daisies are gross feeders.

Amellus Riverslea, St. Egwin, Finchley White,

Beauty of Colwall, ericoides, E. Beckett, Nancy
Ballard, Peggy Ballard, and Mrs. Rayner (red;
are all good varieties. A little bone-meal added
to the staple will prove beneficial. If annual or
biennial division is not practised, the next best
tiling is to thin out the young growths to at least
7 to 10 inches apart.

Liliums. —We have never been quite success-
ful in bringing Liliums through the winter and
spring, neither those planted on our heavy clay
nor in prepared beds. In these circumstances we
have in recent years started them singly in

pots (now ready to plant out) with greater suc-
cess, especially L. longiflorum, L. speciosum, and
L. auratum varieties. It is necessary to dust
around the plants on frequent occasions with
fresh soot, in order to preserve them from damage
by slugs and snails.

Violets.— As the plants of Princess of Wales
or Kaiser Wilhelm type pass out of flower secui e
healthy, vigorous runners for next season's stock.
Plant them in well-manured 5-foot beds, allow-
ing a distance of 1 foot from plant to plant.

Stick a few stout branches from evergreens in

amongst them for providing shade and shelter
from cold winds.

Lathraea clandestina.— This exceedingly
quaint parasite is in full flower, grpwing upon
the partially bared roots of a Weeping Willow,
Salix babylonica. It is not a , difficult plant to

cultivate, although it requires several years to

become established. Specimens thrive here
planted in the ordinary way, in a moist place,

amongst the larger roots of the Willow.

Recently transplanted Shrubs and
Trees.— Trees and shrubs that were trans-

planted in clayey soil during March or early in
April, whilst the ground was wet with constant

rains, should be mulched with half-decayed

manure, or, failing that, lawn mowings, after the

surface has been first loosened by the Dutch hoe.

This will conserve the natural moisture in the

soil, preventing rapid evaporation by drying
winds.

Flowers in Season.— The following shrubs
and trees are in their full beauty in these gar-

dens : —Spiraea arguta, S. multiflora, S. Albertii,

Magnolia Soulangeana, M. conspicua, M. ovata
Lennei, M. stellata Halleana, Pyrus Malus
floribunda, P. atrosanguinea, P. Scheideckeri,

Cerasus Gauntlettii, Prunus Padus, the

Bird Cherry, P. Watereri, P. H. J. Veitch, P.

serrulata ; the newer Japanese varieties of

flowering Cherry, such as Lida nova and others ;

Double-flowered Peach, Grorse, and various

Heaths. Amongst bulbs in grass, those in flower

include the early section of Dutch Tulips,

Hyacinths, Daffodils, Narcissus- poeticus varie-

ties, Muscari (Grape Hyacinths), Scilla nutans
and S. hyacinthiflora alba.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
By C. H. COOK, Gardener to the Earl of Derby

.

Knowsley Hall, Lancashire.

Bouvardia.— Plants that have been cut back
and rested^ are growing afresh, and may be
repotted. Remove a portion of the old

soil, and repot the plants into receptacles suffi-

ciently large to accommodate the roots. For
soil use a mixture of equal parts loam, peat

and leaf-mould, adding sufficient sand and
charcoal to keep it porous. Place the plants

in a pit having a temperature of 60° and a moist
atmosphere. Syringe frequently, and pinch
out the points of the shoot6 when they
have grown 4 inches long. Specimens raised

as rootlets may be potted on in small pots ; when,

the plants are established pinch the leading

shoot if bush specimens are required, but not for

standards.

Lantana.— These evergreen, shrubby plants

are of easy culture, and may be propagate! either

from seeds or- cuttings. Seeds may be sown
now in well-drained pans, barely covering them
with soil. Germinate them in a temperature of

70°. Cuttings may be rooted at this season in

a peaty compost under a bell glass. Shift the

plants into pots when rooted, and grow them in

a temperature of 55° to 60°. Pinch out the points
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of the shoots to induce a bushy habit. Afford

increased rootsMKmi as required, putting them
finally into 5 or 6-inch pots. Pinch out all the

flowers until five or six weeks before the blooms

are required, then feed with liquid manure and
•concentrated fertiliser, using them alternately.

Cvtisus RACEM08US.— When the flowers are

over prune the shoot6"k> form sh.ipely specimens

and grow the plants in a temperature of 55° to

60°, syringing them freely on bright days. In

about a fortnight new growth will appear, and

specimens requiring re-potting may be attended

to. Reduce the ball of soil slightly by means of

a pointed stick and re-pot in a compost consist-

ing of two-thirds loam and one-third peait and
grit. The plants are best grown under glass until

July, when they may be plunged out-of-doors in

a bed of ashe6 until October to allow the wood to

ripen. Cuttings struck now make useful plajnts

in 18 months' time. Insert the cuttings singly

in thumb-pots filled with sandy soil and mixed
with a little peat-dust,and coverthem with a bell-

glass. When rooted re-pot them as required and
pinch any shoots that grow unduly strong to pre-

serve a good balance of growth. Rooted cuttings

should be treated as advised for older sp;cimens.

The stock may also be increased from 6eeds sown
now, but cuttings are to be preferred and do not

grow so straggly. C. canariensis is useful as a

succession to C. racemosus, for plants will flower

from May onwards. The propagation and culti-

vation is the same in both cases.

Euphorbia J acq u i n i aeflora.— This
species should be grown in a temperature of 75°

to 80° with sun heat to produce cuttings. Plunge
the cutting-pots in a brisk bottom heat.

Callicarpa purpurea.— Plants that were

cut back in the spring have made shoots suitable

for cuttings, and ithese should be dibbled into

pots and rooted in a propagating frame. When
looted shift the plants into 2-inch pots filled with
a compost consisting of two-thirds loam, one-

third peat .and sufficient sharp sand and broken

charcoal to ensure porosity. Stop the growths at

intervals to form bushy specimens, unless it is

intended to train them as standards. When they

nave attained to the desired height pinch out the

point and stop each subsequent side-shoot when
two or three pairs of leaves have developed. Re-
move all flowers until August, but those that

develop after that time should be allowed to re-

main. The blooms will be quickly succeeded by
the bright purple berries, which are attractive

from October to the following spring. Old plants

may be re-potted and treated as advised above.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
By W. Hedley Warren, Gardener to the Aston-Clinton
Park Estate (the Rt. Hon. Lord Rothschild), Buck-

inghamshire.

Vines.— Red spider may make its appearance
in houses that are being kept drier because the
{trapes are ripening, and the pest 'must be
guarded against. If the borders are allowed to

become the least dry an attack of this pest is

almost sure to follow. Therefore examine the
soil occasionally, and when moisture is needed
afford water copiously during the early part of

the day when the maximum amount of air is

•afforded, for ventilation will prevent the rising

moisture from settling on the fruit. After
watering the roots place a thick mulch of half-

decayed leaves or manure from a spent Mushroom
bed over the surface to retain the moisture about
the roots and prevent undue evaporation. Main-
tain a mild, genial atmosphere in vineries where
the berries are swelling. Make the most of the

sun's heat on fine days by closing the ventila-

tors early in the afternoon. Attend to the work
of disbudding, stopping, and tying the shoots of

later vines. On bright days keep the fires low

;

for the use of fire heat when the sun is shining

is not only unnecessary, but harmful to the

vines. Now is a suitable time for making fresh

borders for planting young vines that are being
raised during the present season, as these will

require planting in a few weeks. Make the
borders about 3 feet deep, and employ fresh

maiden loam, adding about 10 per cent, of |-inch

bones. If the loam is adhesive in texture, tan-

ploy the bones and add about the same quan-
tity of old lime rubble and crushed bricks.

Spread out the roots, cover them with a thin

layer of soil, and soak the border with water
warmed to about 100°. Keep the house close

until the roots are well-establisned, when the

treatment may be the same as for established

vines. Plants that have been raised from eyes

inserted in pieces of turf may be planted with-

out disturbing the roots by simply inserting

each turf level with the surface, and pressing

soil firmly about them.

Peaches and Nectarines.— Trees with

fruits at the stage of the second swelling need
most careful attention in watering, especially

where the border is inside the house. If

moisture is necessary let the water be warmed
to about 90°, the quantity to be determined by
the condition of the soil and the energies of the
trees. If the border is well drained, and the

soil light and free in texture, some form of liquid

manure may be afforded in liberal quantities,

say once weekly; but if a mulch of partly-de-

cayed manure is spread over the surface there

will be less need to use the manure water. Close
the house sufficiently early in the afternoons of

sunny days to secure a temperature of about
85°, and syringe liberally with soft, clear

water warmed to the same temperature as the at-

mosphere of the house. Proceed with the thin-

ning of the fruit in successional houses in ac-

cordance with the condition of the trees. Those
that are weakly should only be -allowed to carry
moderate crops, and every assistance should be
afforded such trees by surface dressings and ap-

plications of liquid manure ; but vigorous trees,

or such as are young and growing in newly-made
borders, may be allowed to carry heavy crops.

Adopt every means to keep insect pests in check.

Orchard House.—Maintain a moist, genial

atmosphere in orchard houses in order that the
trees may grow freely and swell their fruits.

On warm mornings syringe the trees early and
freely, but if the weather is cold keep the

atmosphere somewhat drier. Ventilate the

house early and gradually, but do not allow-

cold draughts of air to reach the plants. Close

the house between 2 and 3 p.m. if it is safe to

do so. Water any of the pot trees that require

moisture and syringe them copiously. Admit
air in the mornings when the temperature has
reached 60°, and allow it to rise to 80° or

thereabouts. No danger need be apprehended
by a high sun temperature, with proper ventila-

tion ; on the contrary, if attention be paid

to keeping the atmosphere of the house
moist, it will be of the greatest bene-

fit to the trees. Disbud and pinch the
young shoots when necessary, but do this

work gradually and often, for the removal of

many shoots at one time is harmful. Pinch
the stronger shoots first and the weaker
ones afterwards. Where the fruits are very

thick, thin them gradually. Guard against the

presence of harmful insects, and if aphis is pre-

sent fumigate the house or spray the trees with
clear water, or dust the. infested bi^mehes with
Tobacco powder, this being an excellent specific

for the destruction of both black and green fly.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By R. P. Brotherston, Gardener to the Earl of

Haddington, Tyninghame, East Lothian.

Outdoor Tomatos.— To have strong plants

for culture out-of-doors they must not be stinted

for pot-room, and should not be over-watered,

the objective being very stout short-jointed

plants that will fruit at the earliest possible

moment. A layer of cinders for the pots to

stand upon obviates the necessity of much water-

ing, but watering is a practice which observation

alone enables one to understand, to hit the happy
medium of giving just enough to keep the plant

moving sturdily, without on the one hand in-

viting grossness or on the other an insufficient

food supply.

Peas.—From this time Peas are almost wholly

grown on ground from which a crop such as

Broccoli has been cleared. Instead of trench-

ing all the ground, only that to be oc-

cupied by the Peas is trenched, the top

spit being turned over on one side and
the bottom spit dug and left in the bottom; If

the soil is known to require manure let the dung
be incorporated with the lower spit, but usually

T find ground in good heart needs no further

aid to fertility. 1 have_known a. 6-inch layer of
rotted manure to be placed in the bottom
of' the trench, but in our- soil, however helpful

it may be elsewhere, it is of no advantage. The
Peas are arranged in a wide furrow b inches

below the surface, the soil having previously

been trodden firmly . to provide the necessary

cohesion, and conserve the moisture from rains

or waterings. They are covered with 3 inches

of soil, leaving a depression of about 3

inches, into which liquid can be poured without

losing any of it. I know no better variety for

general use than Sharpe's Queen, and along with

it for late sowing Gladstone and Autocrat.

The last-named seems to be quite mildew-proof.

Following Broccoli the trenches are made in

every third furrow of that crop, and after the

Peas are sown, and supports placed along_ the

rows, the interspaces are dug for catch-crops of

Lettuces, Spinach and Turnips.

General Remarks.— Clear away winter and
spring crops as soon as they become non-produc-

tive. It is not only a means to conserve the

fertility of the soil, for in the later stages of

a plant's existence it exhausts fertility more

than when young, but the practice can be Com-
mended because it enables work to be carried

on more expeditiously and systematically.

Even if time cannot be spared at a par-

ticular date to finish clearances, by cutti g over

with an ordinary switching knife exhausted

Brussels Sprouts and other crops the toll on

the soil is terminated, and the tops will be-

come lighter every day by evaporation.

Spinach is destroyed by means of a sharp

hoe run along each row just under the

surface, and this crop, if not too far

over-grown, may be dug into the ground as a

manure. Digging and trenching at this time of

the year should be carried out early in the day,

and, if possible, in dull weather. Nothing is

gained by exhausting men's strength by work-

ing them hard in the hot hours of the day, un-

less necessity imposes. All crops in the seedling

stage, such as Parsley and Leeks, should be hoed

often, and any weeds that cannot be reached

among the plants removed by hand.

THE "FRENCH" GARDEN.

By Paul Aqcaths.

Hot- Beds. — The bulk of the Lettuces

grown on hot-beds have been marketed, and the

frames need ventilation daily, and even at night

in calm weather. Carrots require watering

at least once weekly, and to expedite this opera-

tion all the lights may be piled up on the end

ones of each row and the watering done with the

hose. It will be necessary, owing to the in-

crease of growth, to raise the frames one or two

inches higher by placing wisps of straw under

each corner. The paths may be filled during the

present month with dry manure in order to pre-

vent the soil from rolling off when removing the

frames and lights early in May. Now that the

Turnips are growing fast ventilation may be

afforded both day and night, and the lights re-

moved entirely In bright weather. The soil

should be kept just moist until the roots

swell, when a greater amount of water may be

afforded.

Open-air Crops.— Sow the first batch of

Turnips in drills made 10 to 12 inches apart.

Such sorts as Snowball, Early Milan, and

White Marteau ase suitable. A better growth

will be obtained where the beds are top-

dressed with black soil. The disadvantage of

this first batch is the proneness of the plants to

bolt; last year all those sown before April 10

were failures owing to cold, wet weather. Cab-

bages are ready for market only a few days

earlier than last year, despite the milder

winter. The variety Early Market was grown

exclusively and not one plant bolted, which

speaks well for the variety ; the seeds were

sown on July 23, and the ground is very light.

The Lettuces (January sown) are ready for plant-

ing out, but this must only be done if the plants

are well hardened, as they are more tender than

those sown in October. There will be pressure

of work later with the Melon crop, therefore all

planting and sowing should be completed at an

early date, for it. sometimes happens that Melons

are neglected during May owing to arrears of

work.
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EDITORIAL NOTICE.

ADVERTISEMENTS should be sent to the
PUBLISHER. 41, Wellington Street,
Covent Garden, W.C.

Letters for Publication, as well as specimens of
plants for naming, should be addressed to the

EDITORS. 41, Wellington Street. Covent
Garden, London, Communications should be
WRITTEN ON ONE SIDE ONLY OP THE PAPER, Sent as
early in the week as possible and duly signed by
the writer. If desired, the signature will not be
printed, but kept as a guarantee of good faith.

APPOINTMENTS FOR MAY.

FRIDAY. MAY I—
Dundee Hort. Assoc, meet.

TUESDAY, MAY 5—
Roy. Hort. Soc. Corns, meet. and Nat. Tulip Soc.
Show. (Lecture at 3 p.m. on " The Value to Gardens
of some of Mr. Wilson's Introductions from China.")
Hort. Club dinner, 6.30 p.m. (Lecture on " Indian
Garden Craft," by Mrs. Patrick Villiers-Stuart.)
Scottish Hort. Assoc, meet.

WEDNESDAY, MAY 6—
B.G.A. Ex. Council meet.

THURSDAY, MAY 7—
L.nnean Soc. meet.

MONDAY, MAY 11—
United Hort. Ben. and Prov. Soc. Com. meet.

THURSDAY, MAY 14—
Manchester and N. of Eng. Orchid Soc. Ann. Meet.

TUESDAY, MAY 19—
1 ,y. Hort. Soc. Spring Sh. at Rov. Hospital Gardens,
Chelsea (3 days).

WEDNESDAY, MAY 20—
Roy. Nat. Tulip Soc. Sh. at Roy. Hospital Gardens,
Chelsea (2 days).

MONDAY, MAY 25—
Linnean Soc. Anniversary meet, at 3 p.m.
Rhododendron Sh. at R.H.S. Hall (5 days).

THURSDAY, MAY 28—
Bath and West and Southern Counties Soc. Sh. at
Swansea (5 days). Royal Botanic Soc. meet.

Average Mean Temperaturb for the ensuing week
deduced from observations during the last Fifty
Years at Greenwich, 49.4°.

Actual Temperatures :

—

London, Wednesday, April 22 (6 p.m.) : Max. 65°.
Min. 50°.

Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington Street,
Covent Garden, London, Thursday, April 23
(10 a.m.); Bar. 29.7°; Temp. 55°. Weather-
Dull.

Provinces, Wednesday, April 22 ; Max. 63° Shields-
Min. 52°, Chester.

SALES FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
WEDNESDAY—

Hardy Bulbs in variety, at 12; Carnations, etc., at
1.30

;
Japanese Liliums at 4 ; Palms and Plants at

5. At 67 and 68, Cheapside, E.C., bv Protheroe and
Morris.
Orchids at Walton Grange, Stone. Staffordshire, by
order of W. Thompson, Esq., by Protheroe and
Morris at 1.

FRIDAY—
Established Orchids, by Protheroe and Morris, at

The capacity of English-
state men for taking sides,

Afforestation.
considered M a national
characteristic, has much

to be said in its favour. It gives a
zest to politics, and makes amusements
tolerable. The quality has its drawbacks,
however, and when it is manifested in con-
troversies, such as that on State afforesta-

tion recently engaged upon in the columns
of the Spectator, it is apt to make the less

argumentative despair. For as we have
endeavoured to show on more than one
occasion, State afforestation is required
urgently in these islands.

The controversy to which we have re-

ferred must, however, do good, for al-

though the protagonists on either side
were doughty in debate, it does not seem
open to us to doubt but that the honours
rest with the "ayes,'

-

led by Sir John
Stirling Maxwell, as against the "noes."
who number in their ranks the Duke of
Northumberland and Mr. Elwes.

The correspondence is published in part
in the April number of the Quarterly
Journal of Forestry, and although we
could have wished that it had been pub-
lished m extenso, a fair reading of the
argument must, we think, lead to the con-
clusion that the case for State afforesta-

tion is—once again—made good. The
main lines of argument used by Sir John
Maxwell are not to be controverted. They
are that the world's timber supplies are
ceasing to meet the world's demands, and
that prices are rising in consequence : that
the evidence of the better part of a cen-

tury of State afforestation in Germany
shows that forest returns rise as manage-
ment becomes more efficient : that the re-

turns to be obtained from a properly man-
aged estate, though not high, are such as
is to make afforestation, even at present
timber prices, a profit-yielding invest-

ment : and that apart from monetary re-

turns, the gain in rural population is so
certain and so valuable that even though
afforestation but paid its way it would yet
be the duty of the State to undertake it.

As Sir John Maxwell puts it, "no one
who knows the Vosges or the Jura, Saxony
or Bavaria or the Belgian Ardennes,
can doubt that forestry is the one sure
anchor of rural life in a rough hill

country. In the Highlands of Scotland
it offers the only reasonable hope of
settling small holders in the glens—be-
cause it is the only industry to which
they can turn for winter employment."
It is, of course, open to the polemical to

make argumentative use of the fact that
the advocates of State afforestation seek
to underpin their faith in the commercial
promise of afforestation by means of argu-
ments relating to national welfare. But
we have yet to learn that this is un-
scientific. It is not in serious dispute
that a rural problem exists. No one who
tajks with British men of peasant stock
settled successfully in Canada or the
United States can be unaware that they
went abroad, and would not return, be-
cause they found in the new country rural
occupations and rural conditions which
gave them scope. If afforestation, there-
fore, did something—as it would assuredly—to stem this tide of the emigration of
the fittest, that also must be reckoned in
casting up the balance sheet of afforested
areas. Apart, however, from this argu-
ment, which some call sentimental or
patriotic, or uneconomical, though it

is in fact an economic argument of in-

dubitable cogency, there is enough evi-

dence to show that a properly managed
forest brings in a moderate and sure re-

turn, and for that evidence we refer our
readers to the record of the recent con-
troversy as republished in the official

Journal of the Royal English Arboricul-
tural Societv.

"The Rose
Annual."

The members of the
National Rose Society
have received during
the past few days The

Rose Annual for 1914, a volume of 185
pages. The first article is by M. Jules

Gravereaux, the well-known president

of the French Rose Society, and it

contains a description of his Rose
garden at L'Hey, near Paris, in which
is grown the most complete collection
of Roses in the world. The last edi-
tion of his catalogue of the Roses there
cultivated, published in 1902, enumerated
6,781 species and varieties, and these
have been largely added to since, so
that the collection now includes about
7,500 varieties. The article is accom-
panied by a plan and photographs of
the garden. Later in the volume we find
an article by another Frenchman, M.
Pierre Guillot, on " The Rose in the Orna-
mentation of Gardens," while distant
lands are represented by a " Jotting " by
Mr. R. H. Nicholson, on "Rose-growing
in China."
A feature of this year's Annual is the

treatment of certain subjects by a number
of different writers, so that an endeavour
is made to present the questions dealt with
from different points of view. Thus we
find articles on the classification of Roses
from nine contributors, five more deal
with mildew and black spot and the treat-
ment of these diseases, whilst Mr. Darling-
ton writes an article on autumn-flowering
pillar Roses based on the reports of some
sixteen observers in different parts of the
country.

Seeing that the National Rose Society
is contemplating taking up the difiicult
subject of classification, the editor of the
Annual has no doubt been wise in publish-
ing these articles on the matter, so that
the subject may be thoroughly considered
before any action is taken. We hope in a
future number to discuss the views pre-
sented by the several contributors.

The writers who have discussed mil-
dew and black spot deal with the mat-
ter in very different ways, but certain
broad principles seem to emerge on which
all or most of them agree. These we ven-
ture to sum up as follows:—(1) There is

very little benefit derived from winter
spraying.; (2) mildew may be checked or
occasionally cured by treatment, but in
the case of black spot treatment is

of little use to cure the disease, though
it may prevent it spreading to other
plants

; (3) black spot is a very seri-

ous and sometimes fatal malady
; (4)

in both cases the best results are likely
to be obtained by preventive rather than
remedial measures. Preventive measures
may include early and persistent syringing
and the "breeding of plants immune from
the disease. Dr. Waddell takes exception
to the generally received view as to the

fungus causing mildew, namely, that it is

caused by the fungus Sphaerotheca pan-
nosa, which is seen in the early part of

the season as a powdery appearance on the
leaves, afterwards attacking the buds, and
later still the thorns and stems, in the two
last-named cases the mildew appearing as

a more or less felted covering, in mild
winters sometimes persisting till spring.

He regards each of the three attacks as

due to a distinct fungus. (1) The powdery
mildew, he holds, is caused by the hop
fungus. Sphaerotheca humuli ; (2) the

felted mildew on buds and stems by Sphae-
rotheca pannosa ; and (3) the mildew at-

tacking thorns and stems to a third species
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of Sphaerotheca as yet unnamed, which he
provisionally calls " thorn mildew." Dr.
Waddell, however, admits that the pow-
dery mildew (his S. humuli) grown on the
Rose will not germinate on the Hop, and
does not give any proof that the
Rose mildew cannot (as is usually
supposed) change in character as the sea-
son advances. Until, therefore, the con-
trary is proved rosarians will in all pro-
bability continue to regard any of the
three forms as " just mildew " to be got
rid of as best they may, and equally ob-
jectionable by what name soever it ought
strictly to be designated.

Besides these questions a number of
matters of interest to rosarians are
dealt with in various articles. Dr.
Williams tells us how to breed new
Roses, Mr. Courtney Page how to

bud them, Dr. Lamplough how to treat
them the first year after planting, and Mr.
Easlea why they sometimes fail to prosper,
while Mrs. Darlington treats of the last-

ing qualities of cut Roses, and incidentally
how to make them last as long as possible.
We may surmise she would by no means
approve of the rule observed in the
garden of Mr. J. Gravereaux, namely, that
no flower shall be cut, for she holds that
it is a satisfactory point in using Roses
for the house that, as a rule, they last

better when cut than they do in the garden.
A word should be said of the jottings,

or short notes, from different members of
the society. Mr G. M. Taylor, who con-
tributed to these columns [January 31,
1914, p. 69] an interesting note on the
value of Rosa laxa as a stock specially
suited for light soils, refers to the subject
again in the Annual. Some six years
age we employed this stock for some of the
yellow-hued Roses with which we had
found difficulty. The results were good,
but they were better even when the same
stock was used for climbers of the
Wichuraiana type. Rosa laxa stocks pro-
duce enormous root systems, and with
the vigorous climbing Roses a balance of
systems is maintained which appears verv
favourable to the Rose, at least on light
soils.

Miss M. E. Curie contributes a useful
note on the relative hardiness of
climbing Roses in Scotland. Besides a
number of photographs, the book contains
six photographs of Roses in colour. These
are a considerable advance on those
of last year, but are a long way as yet from
expressing the colours of the'Rose and its

foliage. Still, some of the pictures—those.
for instance, of the Roses Mrs. Edward
Mawley and Mrs. John Laing—are
beautiful as pictures of individual flowers.

Supplementary Illustration. - Our Sup-
plement is reproduced from Mr. Cory's volume,
The Horticultural Record, and illustrates a per-
gola exhibited by Messrs. J. Cheal and Sons at

the Chelsea Show of 1912. The exhibit con-
sisted of a paved court with a pool, displaying
twin fountains in the centre, the margins and
approaches being of stone paving. A clipped
Yew fence formed one boundary, a stone wall

supporting a raised terrace the other. The per-
gola tastefully festooned with Roses, vines, and
tertians converged on a dial plateau which

faced a garden resthouse. On either side of the
fgrmal garden, but screened therefrom, were
rock gardens and pools suitably placed, the
whole forming an effective garden retreat.

City of London Rose Society.—We have
received a copy of the Book of Arrangements of
the City of London Rose Society, including the

schedule of prizes to be awarded at the second
annual exhibition, which will be held at Cannon
Street Hotel on Thursday, June 25. The report
and balance-sheet for the first year show excellent
results, and the society has met with such en-

couragement and support that its future seems
assured. The sum offered for prizes totals close

upon £100, and eight Challenge Cups are offered

for competition. There are several additional

classes this season. Following the precedent
established by hie predecessor, Sir David Bur-
nett, Bart., the present Lord Mayor, Sir Van-
sittart Bowater, has become President of the

society during his term of office, and has con-

Exhibition of Printing at the Royal
Agricultural Hall. -The Printing and
Allied Trades' Exhibition to be opened at the
Royal Agricultural Hall by the Lord Mayor of
London on May 13 promises to be the largest
exhibition of its kind ever held, every available
space being occupied with exhibits strictly apper-
taining to the graphic arts. New machinery
and appliances will be shown alike interesting
to the expert and the general public, in addition
to a very fine display of specimens of printing ny
all processes, including photogravure. The ex-
hibition, will remain open until May 30.

The Cinema as Agricultural Instructor.
—The use of the cinema as a means of agricul-

tural instruction is being considered in Belgium,
and M. Henry, of the Central Belgian Society
of Agriculture, is preparing a scheme. The ohief
difficulty in the matter is the present scarcity of
suitable films, but this is being solved, by the
preparation of a number of special ones for the

Fig. 126. -RAISED TERRACE WITH DAFFODILS AND SHRUBS, EXHIBITED BY MESSRS. JAMES
CARTER AND CO. AT THE R.H.S. MEETING ON APRIL 15, 1914.

sented to open the exhibition. The Hon. Sec. is

Mr. A. E. Protheroe.

Highgate Chrysanthemum I Show.—The
annual exhibition of the Highgate and District

t'hrysanthemum Society will be held on Thurs-

day and Friday, November 5 and 6, at the

Highgate Hall, Highgate. The secretary is Mr.
E. F. Fenwick.

Nectria ditissima.— A note by the editor

in the current issue of the quarterly Journal of
Forestry (April, 1914), draws attention to the

fact that Nectria ditissima—the fungus associated

with Apple canker—has been specially prevalent,

during the past autumn and winter. Specimens
of the fungus growing both on Apple and Ash
have been received by Professor Somerville,
who would be glad if gardeners and others would
keep a look-out for the fungus during the coming
autumn and send any specimens found growing
on trees other than the Apple to him at the
School of Rural Economy, Oxford.

purpose. The proper working of agricultural

machines and implements, the pruning of trees,

the destruction of insect pests, and many other
processes will be shown on the screen.

Swiss National Park —The States Council
has voted almost unanimously for the creation of

a national park in the Uassr-Eugadine. The park

will extend over 200 square km. of ground at

the extreme south-west of the Orisons, between
the River Inn and the Italian frontiei

National Horticultural Society of
France. - We have received the annual list

of members of this Society. It is a bulky volume
of 248 pages, uniform with the Journal of the

Society. It contains a report of the Society's

general meeting held in December last, an account,

of the past year's work, the rules and details of

the various sub-committees. The lists of mem-
bers begin at page 45. In addition to the name
and address, the year of admission of each mem-
ber is added, and also a note in italics of such
sjvi-ialit

:

i-s a- the member ma\ be iuleivsted in.
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The volume is an extremely useful work of

reference for those who have business relation-

ships with the Continent.

St. Petersburg Exhibition.— The date

of this show has been postponed until May 26

on account of the unfavourable spring. Under
the auspices of the National Horticultural

Society of France an excursion will be organised

for the benefit of its members. It is proposed

that a start be made from Paris on May 21. The
party will reach Berlin on the 22nd and St.

Petersburg on the 24th. After spending four

days at St. Petersburg the party will leave for

Moscow on the 29th. A couple of days will be

spent there. On June 1 the party will depart for

Warsaw, and from there proceed to Vienna,

thence to Munich, returning to Paris on June 11.

The inclusive cost of the trip is £42 per person.

Spring Flowers at Belvoir.—The spring

flowers at Belvoir Castle are now in full beauty,

and will continue for several weeks. The mild
winter has been much in their favour, and the

present display excels all previous years. Rhodo-
dendrons Falconeri, Thomsonii, and campanu-
latum are flowering well, also many of the early-

flowering hybrids, and Camellias. The Duchess
Garden is open to the public every day except
Sundays.

Milk from Soya Beans.- With the in-

creasing demand for fats—a demand which is

due to various causes, among others the greater
consumption of fatty foods and the -increase in

habits of personal cleanliness, or rather of wash-
ing with soap—the vegetable world is being ran-

sacked for supplies to meet the demand. Coco-
nuts are being planted over wide areas of the
Tropics and other Palms are being made to yield

their oil to the soapmaker. Flax is becoming
more profitable, and now it is claimed Soya
beans are being used for the manufacture of

vegetable milk. The synthetic milk is said to

be indistinguishable by sight or taste from the

milk of the cow. To make the resemblance com-
plete beneficent bacteria which occur naturally

in cow's milk are introduced into Soya-bean
milk, with the result that the latter behaves in

all respects like the former, yielding "butter"
and "cheese," the quality of which is said to

be excellent. The synthesis of this milk-like

fluid is the more remarkable since, as stated in

a notice in the Times, the first consignment of

the Soya bean reached Europe so recently as

1906. To-day the imports are of the value of a

million pounds per annum, and amount to about

a million tons. China, Japan, Korea and Man-
churia supply the Western market, and the beans

enter into the composition not only of milk, but

also of other foodstuffs, such as biscuits and oil-

cake. Formerly, therefore, the cow was tiie

necessary intermediary between the Soya bean

and the milk ; now the cow is replaced by the

chemist. If, as is stated, the synthetic Soya

milk is as good as the ordinary article, the fact

that the chemist can perform the intermediate

operations in his laboratory more cheaply than

the cow in hers, it may prove "so much the

worse for the cow," and must prove a boon of

inestimable value for the poor.

Sale of Gardening Books.—At a sale of

books and manuscripts held at Sotheby's Rooms

on the 6th, 7th, and 8th inst. the following were

amongst the works disposed of :

—

John Gebarde's

Herball, or General Hktorie of Plantes, first

edition 1597, engraved title, with autograph

signature of Daines Barrington, £3 5s.

(Sotheran) ; J. Parkinson's Paradise in Solo,

Paradisxts Terrestris, or a Garden of All Sorts

of Rarest Flowers, with numerous woodcuts, 1656,

£6 (Edwards); F. Sander's Reich cnbacliia;

Orchids Illustrated and Described, 192 coloured

plates,; mounted on ikick
,
boards, 1888-94,

£18 10s. -(Edwards) ; Mrs.. A. Gatty's British

Sea Weeds, 2 vols., 1872-V E. J. Lowe's Beautiful

Beared ^'Plants,' liV2, and Lowe's Our Native

Ferns, 2 -vols.; 1865, 9s. (Hill) ; J. C. Loudon's
Arboretum et Fruteticum Britannicum, or the

Trees and Shrubs of Britain, 8 vols., 1865, 5s.

(Herman) ; J. Seboth's Alpine Plants, Painted

from Nature, text by F. Graf, 4 vols., and F.

Boyle's About Orchids, 1893, and others (8 vols.

in all), £2 16s. (James) : J. Sowerby's English

Botany, 3rd edition, enlarged, 12 vols., 1877-86,

£13 (Hopkins) ; J. Sowerby's Grasses of Great

Britain, E. J. Lowe's Natural History of New
and Rare Ferns, 1871, and Rev. M. J. Berkeley's

Handbook of British Mosses, 1863, £1 2s.

(Thorp) ; J. Bateman's A Second Century of

Orchidaceous Plants, with numerous coloured

plates, 1867, lis. (Brown) ; La Maout's and Dec-

caisne's General System of Botany, translated

by Mrs. Hooker, with numerous illustrations,

1876, £1 15s. ; Botanic Garden : Representations

of Hardy Ornamental Flowering Plants, by B.

Maund, 8 vols., 1825, 16s. (Thorp) ;' Illustrated

Dictionary of Gardening, by G. Nicholson, 4

vols, in 2, 1885-7, £1 10s. (Hill) ; The Rhododen-
drons of Siklcim-Himalaya, by J.'D. HOOKER,
with fine coloured plates, 1849, £2 (Weldon) and

Indigenous Flowers of the Hawaiian Islands,

by Mrs. F. Sinclair, wdth coloured plates, 1885,

12s. (Hill)/

A New Spray Fluid.— Dr. Max Issleib,

writing in Mailers Deutsche Gartner-Zeitung,

suggests the use of the jelly-like matter
produced by boiling certain algae in water

for the purpose of a spray fluid. He points

out that when certain marine algae (Chondrus
crispus and Gigartina mamillosa) ' are heated
with water, 2.52 parts of the former with

100 of the latter, a gelatine-like fluid is produced
which, sprayed on plants, sets to form a thin

skin, in which insect pests are entangled and de-

stroyed. It may be mixed with 5 or 10 per cent,

petroleum or paraffin.
.
The substance recom-

mended is one which has many applications.

We ourselves have it in common use for the

stiffening of jellies and the like, and its pro-

perties are indeed remarkable. The fisherfolk

of Brittany collect the red seaweed Chondrus
crispus, expose it on the grass to dry and bleach,

and send it to Germany, where, as we are told,

it is used to give body for jam. The consistency

of the jelly which it. makes is, of course, deter-

mined by the amount of water which is added

to the dry seaweed. In our household about as

much as may be held in a teaspoon serves to

make the " body " of a large dish of jelly. The
proposal to use this simple specific is one which

certainly deserves attention, but whether its

powers of adhesion are better than those of the

substances in general use remains to be deter-

mined. An objection which occurs to the mind

is the general one that in wet weather the jelly-

like skin formed when the stuff is sprayed on

the plant would swell and wash off. Ae, of

course, is well known, this property of many
seaweeds to form with boiling water a gelatine-

like jelly is utilised in many ways in medicine,

commerce and in science. Thus' the stalks of

Laminaria are used in surgery, and a Japanese

seaweed supplies the source of agar-agar, the

medium so much used in cultivating bacteria in

the laboratory.

"The Botanical Magazine.— The issue

for April contains illustrations and descriptions

of the following plants :

—

Hibiscus Waimeae, tab. 8,547.—Those who
cultivate the beautiful Hibiscus Rosa-sinensis

and its allies will appreciate this large-flowered

species, with its conspicuous, pink-coloured

column of anthers, some 5 or 6 inches long, and

broad white petals. The species is a native of

the Hawaiian Archipelago and has been grown

under the name of H. Arnottianus, which has

been given to three distinct plants. H. Waimeae
forms a tree of 25 feet high, but specimens in

the Mexican house at Kew have flowered when

8 feet in height, so that the speries may be

suitable for "cultivatkm indoors -if growth is

restricted by pruning. The requirements as tu

soil and temperature are the same as those ton

H. Rosa-sinensis.

Gladiolus Masoniorum, tab. 8,548.—This
|

beautiful, creamy-yellow flowered Gladiolus
!

promises to provide a valuable plant. The
|

species was discovered in Tembuland in 1910 by
|

Canon G. E. Mason and his sister, hence the '

specific name. Specimens at Kew have with-li
stood 11 degrees of frost, but it is not certain I

whether the plant is perfectly hardy in this \

country, as the situation at Kew was a verySj
sheltered one. However, it is the practice of

manj tu lift Gladioli at the end of the seasou^D
and the question of its hardiness need not stan«J
in the way of its use as a summer-floweringS

j

plant for the pleasure garden.

Berberis Pratth, tab. 8,549.—This newt;
I

Chinese species has, like the new B. WilsonaeJJ
very attractive berries and will be valued forH I

the shrubbery, as the flowers are more beautiful '

than most of the Chinese species, whilst the

bunches of salmon-red fruits will provide pleas-
|

ing colouring in September, when the gardens
|

are beginning to lose something of their summer
|

beauty. The plant forms a shrub some 6 to 10
|

feet high and is perfectly h.irdy.

Olearia semidentata, tab. 8,550.—This i

species is very closely allied to 0. chathamica,
|

figured in Gardeners' Chronicle, May 31, 1913,
]

p. 363. The flower-heads are solitary and
]

measure about 2 inches across ; the ray florets
|

are purple, being white on the reverse side.
\

The two species grow intermixed in the Chat-

ham Islands, and Dr. L. Cockayne observed

wild plants of distinct appearances, which were
j

probably hybrids between the two. It is not
i

certain whether either of these Olearias would
j

survive the cold of our winters, but 0. chatH
hamica has flowered out-of-doors in the Rev. A.

T. Boscawen's garden at Ludgvan.

Epidendron profusum, tab. 8,551. — This
|

densely-flowered species has been confused with
j

E. ambiguum, but it has a more dense panicle,
]

shorter and broader sepals and petals, and does
j

not possess the strongly crispate margin in the

lip characteristic of E. ambiguum. The flowers

are very fragrant, of pale yellowish-green colour,

and measure If inches across.

Publications Received.—Annual Repo
of the Rothamsted Experimental Statioi

Harpenden, for 1913. Secretary, Mr. G.

Dunkley, Rothamsted Experimental Station,

Harpenden. — Successful Gardens for Every

Amateur, and Economical Fertilisers for the

Garden. The Chilean Nitrate Committee, Friars

House, New Broad Street, London.—Bulletin da

Jardin Botanique de I'Etat a Bruxelles. Vol. •

IV. ; and Bulletin de la Societe Royale de Botan-

ique de Belgique. Tome LII. (Bruxelles:

Jardin Botanique de I'Etat.)
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HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
(The Editors do not hold themselves responsible for

the opinions expressed by correspondents.)

Winter-flowering Stocks. — In your

issue of April 4 we read with much interest a

note on winter-flowering Stocks, from the pen of

Mr. Alexander Reid, of Cheswardine Hall Gar-

dens, in which he states that, in his opinion,

the following are the best varieties to grow :

—

Beauty of Nice (mauve and salmon-pink),

Riviera Market (white and rose) and All the

Year Round. It may interest your readers to

know that we had the pleasure of introducing

All the Year Round Stock in 1897 and Riviera

Market (white and rose) in 1905, while in 1909

and 1912 we added further varieties to the

Beauty of Nice section. Mr. Reid mentions that

he was successful in obtaining from 70 to 80 per

cent, double flowers, and we may add that in our

experimental grounds at Reading the All the

Year Round variety has consistently given over

90 per cent, of doubles. Sutton and Sons,

Reading.

Rainfall.— The amount of rainfall at my
station is much less- than in the South. I give

you my readings for a comparison :—Year 1914.
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—January, 112 tons to the acre, or 1.12 inch;
rain on 14 days. February, 89" tons to the acre,

.89 inch ; rain on 18 days. March, 189 tons to

the acre, 1.89 inch; rain 22 days—or less than
4 inches in three months. Ernest Horsley,
Langford Hall Gardens, Newark-on-Trent.

Gardeners and the B.G.A.— I am in-

structed by my branch to forward you the en-
closed resolution, and to ask you to be good
enough to give it publicity :

—" The London
Branch of the B.G.A. desires to express its

strong disapproval of the statements of Mr. T.
Smith on p. 224, regarding his opinion of the
type of man the B.G.A. would consist of. One
would associate any remarks by Mr. T. Smith
as being more or less up to date, but if this truly
represents his views at the present moment he
is woefully behind the times. A single glance
at the B.G.A. list of members would show Mr.
Smith that if he wishes to remain with the cream
of the profession he will quickly have to join

the body of men who are quietly but none the
less effectively improving the conditions under
which gardeners in the past have been labour-

ing." Wm. H. North, Secretary, London
Branch of the B.G.A.

Openings for Employment in the Nur-
sery Trade.— If favourable chances are so few
for young men in private gardens endeavouring
to reach the top of the ladder, as the recent cor-

respondence would go to show, why do rot some
of them turn to the trade side of the profession ?

There are many good openings and capable
men are scarce. I have advertised in three
trade papers and in other mediums, but
cannot obtain a^good improver or grower, and
the wages offered in the latter case were
quite equal to those many head gardeners re-
ceive. The majority of the men out at the pre-

sent time seem to just want employment for a
few months and then to move. I am speaking;
from my own experience. No doubt others will
have had the same trouble in obtaining suitable
men. F . Smith, Ulceby Nurseries, Lincolnshire.

Mistleto on the Common Hazel.—
Replying to your correspondent, Mr. W. Crump,
in the issue of April 4 (see pp. 240, 272), I hav© to
say that in the Quarterly Jovrnal of Forestry
for January of this year, p. 21, there is a re-

cord of Mistleto occurring on the Hazel at
Cliveden, Buckinghamshire. William Somerville.
School of Rural Economy, University of Oxford.

Isle of Wight Bee Disease.— This disease,
which has wrought so much havoc among the
bees of this country, appears to affect the bees
of different countries to very different degrees.
Thus it is said that the bees of Holland,
although not entirely immune, take the disease,
when they contract il at all, in a mild form.
Advantage is being taken of this fact by Mr.
J. B. Masox and another apiarist, who, ac-
cording to a report in the Times, are importing
500 colonies of Dutch bees into this country. It
is hoped that the imported bees may retain their
relative immunity and confer it on their off-

spring. The attempt is well worth making, but"
I am inclined to think that it will have a better
chance of success if the experiment be carried
out along somewhat rigid lines. It is to be ob-
served, for example, that in the only cases in
which inheritance of disease resistance has been
worked out thoroughly, the result of crossing
an immune with a susceptible organism is that
the offspring of the first generation are sus-
ceptible. Should this prove to be the case in
the present instance there is little prospect of
the experiment being carried to a successful
issue, for susceptibility is likely to mean that
the disease will attaik and prove mortal to the
cross-bred Dutch and British bees. Wherefore
every attempt should be made to secure that
some at least of the first generation of the cross
shall escape this fate. If they do, and if they
can be used to fertilise queens of the Dutch
race, there is a prospect that some of the de-
scendants will be immune. It is to be hoped
also that, side by side with this experiment;
observations will be made on the degree of im-
munity of the several imported colonies. It may
not be possible to obtain statistics of mortality
in the 500 hives, but it will not he difficult to
discover which, if any, show the highest degree
of resistance. A. B.

SOCIETIES.
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.

April 21.—A meeting of the committees was
held in the Vincent Square Hall, Westminster,
on Tuesday last, the third meeting and exhibi-
tion in three consecutive weeks. The occasion
was also the annual exhibition of the National
Auricula and Primula Society, a report
of which is given on p. 290. The outstanding
feature of the show was a collection of 200 varie-
ties of Hippeastrums from Sir Geo. Holford's
collection at Westonbirt, the exhibit being
awarded a Gold Flora Medal. The Floral Com-
mittee recommended seven Awards of Merit to
new plants.

The Orchid Committee awarded ten Medals to

Chas. E. Pearson, John Dickson, C. R. Fielder,
J. W. Moorman, -Wm. Howe, W. H. Page, J.
Jennings, Jas. Hudson, T. Stevenson, Geo. Gor-
don, R. C. Notcutt, A. A. Dorrien-Smith, W. G.
Baker, W. A. Bilney, F. W, Horney, Geo. Paul,
E. H. Jenkins, W. P. Thomson, and R. Hooper
Pearson.

AWARDS OF MERIT.
Campanula cenisia alba.—A pure white form

of a charming little Alpine plant: The unopened
buds spread prostrate on inch-long stems to be
held erect as they open above small rosettes of
grey-green ovate minutely-downy leaves. The
corolla is an open cup with the lobes cut deeply
to within a third of the centre. (Shown by
Messrs. R. Tucker and Sons.)
Arabis aubrietioides Trevor Seedling.—This

is the brightest coloured form that we know of

-CLEMATIS MONTANA SUPERBA : FLOWERS WHITE.

(See Awards of Merit.)

collections and recommended one First-class Cer-
tificate and oue Award of Merit to novelties.
Exhibits before the Narcissus Committee were

fewer than at the two previous meetings, but four
varieties of Narcissus and three of Tulips were
granted Awards of Merit.
Only one exhibit was forthcoming in the fruit

and vegetable section, and no novelties were sub-
mitted for award.
At the 3 o'clock meeting in the Lecture Room

the Rev. Professor., Geo. .Henslow delivered an
address on " The Probable Origin of Existing
Flowering Plants."

Floral Committee.
Present : H. B. Mav, Esq. (chairman), Messrs.

Chas. T. Druery, C. Blick, C. E. Shea, H. J.
Jones. Arthur Turner, John Green, C. Dixon,

this "pink " Arabis, of which the type itself de-
serves to be much better known. The flowers are
bright mauve (shade 1 of the reddish-violet of
the Repertoire des Couleurs). The habit is neat,
much resembling that of the common single
white Arabis, but smaller and neater, the grey-
ish leaves being about an inch in length by i in.
in breadth, and the lower ones on long stalks.
The flowers are half an inch in diameter, and the
stamens exserted. (Shown by Mrs. Lloyd
Edwards.)

Clematis montana superba (see fig. 127).

—

This variety differs from the type in its much
larger flowers, the largest of which exceed three
inches in diameter. There are only four perianth
segments, which are borne in the form of a cross,

and the variety seems as profuse in flowerim? as
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the type. (Shown by Messrs. Jackman and

Sons.)
Pyrus Malus f.oribunda purpurea.—This is

one of the most distinct of the flowering Crabs,

on account of its bronzed foliage, and its pur-

plish rose flowers, which are of such a depth of

colour that the open petals hardly differ from

the common buds, and the general effect is there-

fore more of a self colour than in the better-

known varieties. The flowers have more sub-

stance and size than those of atrosanguinea,

which is perhaps nearest to it in colour. A very

distinct feature is the bronze foliage and the

purple young wood, given by the purple sap

which is at once seen in a cross section of a

branch. In this respect it resembles P. Nied-

zwetzkyana, but that variety flowers much less

freely. (Shown bv Mr. R. C. Notcutt.)

Antirrhinum Nelrose.—From the large number
of florists' Snapdragons grown by Americans

for their value as cut ftowefs, Mr. Wells m
his last visit to the United States singled out

this variety as the most distinct and pleasing.

It is perpetual flowering, makes yard-long

growths which branch freely, and the flower-

colour may be described as a pleasing shade

of rose-pink, or more accurately as shade 1 of

the lilac-rose of the Repertoire lies Couleurs.

Good spikes of it were shown in proof of its

freedom, and it is said to be an extraordinarily

vigorous doer. (Shown by Messrs. W. Wells
and Son.)
Polyanthus Orange King.—This variety re-

ceived the Award for its fine colour, a golden

orange petal with a rich coppery orange reverse.

It seemed uniformly six-petaled, and the segments

were broad and overlapping, incurving slightly

at the edges to give a hint of the darker colour

of the reverse. (Shown by Mrs. Ellis, Lincoln.)

Hydrangea Lillie Mouilliire.—A large-

flowered variety of a very beautiful rose-pink

colour a little paler towards the margin. The
stamens are pale-blue, and their development
introduces a shade which to some is displeasing,

but the general colouring of the truss is un-

usually rich and handsome. (Shown by Messrs.

Low and Co.)

General Exhibits.

A magnificent collection of Hippeastrums
(Amaryllis) was shown by Lieut. -Col. Sir George
Holford. Westonbirt, Tetbury (gr. Mr. Chap-
man). There were more than two hundred
plants i\. almost as many varieties, and all had
been raised at Westonbirt. Most of the

specimens had two and some even three in-

florescences, four blooms on a spike being com-
mon. The pick of the crimson sorts were Mac-
beth, The Doge, Robin Hood, Rust?n, Red
Knight, Phoebus, Vulcan and Brian Boru ; fine

rose or pink-coloured flowers were seen in Morn-
ing Glow, Cardinal Wolseley, Paragon, Boreas,

Lucretia and Rose Queen ; shades of orange and
scarlet were represented by such varieties as
Shelley, Firelight, Hilary, Lord Dalhousie and
Gereant : whilst of whites Bridesmaid, Snowdrift,

The Moon, Houri, Lapwing and' Winter Queen
were all of outstanding merit. The pick of the

collection was Cardinal York, the perfectly-

shaped blooms being rose-madder in colour.

(Gold Flora Medal.)
Messrs. Sutton and Sons, Reading, showed

a strain of greenhouse CineTarias as a flat

group, with Adiantum Ferns separating the

various colours. At the back was a broad band
of plants with flowers of pink shades, and in

front were clumps of blue, pale pink, rose,

white, crimson and other varieties. (Silver

Banksian Medal.)
Messrs. Ed. Webb and Sons, Stourbridge, were

awarded a Silver Banksian Medal for a floor

group of greenhouse Cinerarias. The plants

were well grown and splendidly flowered.

R. McConnell, Esq., Greystones, Bromley
(gr. Mr. H. Page), showed large, bushy plants of

a blue-flowered variety of Star Cineraria.

(Silver Banksian Medal.)
Messrs. James Veitch and Sons, Ltd. , Chelsea,

showed well-flowered Azaleas, Rhododendron
Veitchianuni, R. fragrantissimum and Hippe-
astrums, for which a Silver Flora Medal was
awarded. Much the best Hippeastrum was the
beautiful orange-scarlet coloured Homer.

Messrs. H. B. May and Sons, Edmonton, were
awarded a Silver Flora Medal for Roses,
Clematis, Verbenas. Marguerite Mrs. F: Sander,
Hydrangeas, Pansies and Violas.

Messrs. W. Cutbush and Son, Highgate,
showed Roses, Carnations and Alpines, for

which a Silver Flora Medal was awarded. The
Roses included excellent plants in pots of the
dwarf polyantha varieties Jessie, Baby
Tausendschbn, White Pet and Mrs. W. Cut-
bush. There were also taller specimens of

Excelsa (known as Red Dorothy Perkins) and the
new Mme. Turbat, with pink flowers like those
of Tausendschbn.
Mr. R. C. Notcutt, Woodbridge, showed

shrubs in flower, including beautiful double-
flowered Cherries from Japan, Amelanchier
canadensis, Spiraea arguta, Prunus triloba and
double-flowered Peaches.
Messrs. Wills and Segar, South Kensington,

exhibited Heaths. Mignonette, and, in the
centre, a bank of blue-flowered Hydrangeas.
(Silver Banksian Medal.)
Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., Bush Hill Park,

Enfield, arranged a pretty bank of flowering
plants, consisting of the Bottle Brush, Metero-
sideros floribunda, species of Acacia, Boronias
in variety, Daphne Cneorum arid Eriostemon
neriifolia. This firm also showed varieties of

Perpetual-flowering Carnations. (Silver Flora
Medal.)

Messrs. J. Chsal and Sons, Crawley, exhibited
an imposing group of flowering trees and shrubs
relieved with ornamental-leaved Maples.

Mr. L. R. Russell, Richmond, showed
Japanese Maples and flowering sprays of

Clianthus puniceus.
Mr. Chas. Turner, Slough, showed standard

Lilacs with a frontage of Hydrangea hortensis in

pots. (Silver Banksian Medal.)
Messrs. R. Gill and Sons, Falmouth, again

showed trusses of Rhododendrons, the handsome
R. Falconeri being prominent in the collection.

They also exhibited the scarlet-flowered Em-
bothrium coccineum and Myosotidium nobile.

Col. Lockwood, M.P., Bishop's Hall, Rom-
ford (gr. Mr. G. Cradduck), again showed plants
of Gardenias trained as standards, this time in

association with Schizanthus: (Bronze Flora
Medal.)

Messrs. B. R. Cant and Sons, Colchester,

staged beautifully fresh Roses, with fine plants
of pillar varieties at the back, Tausendschbn
and American Pillar being especially good.
(Silver Flora Medal.)
Messrs. Allwood Bros., Wivelsfield, Hay-

wards Heath, showed vases of Carnations, for
which a Silver Banksian Medal was awarded.
Their novelties, Wivelsfield Wonder and Wivels-
field White, were well displayed.

Carnations were also exhibited by Mr. C.
Engelmann, Saffron Walden (Silver Banksian
M_edal), and Mr. H. Burnett, Guernsey.
(Silver Banksian Medal.)
Mr. Philip Ladds, Swanley, Kent, arranged

a floor group of Hydrangeas, Heliotropiums and
Ericas.

Messrs. H. Cannell and Sons, . Eynsford,
Kent, exhibited varieties of zonal-leaved Pelar-

goniums in a collection of other flowering plants.

Zonal Pelargoniums were also shown by
Messrs. A. H: Cole, Ltd., Swanley; Messrs.
H. J. Jones, Ltd., Hither Green, Lewisham

;

and Mr. Vincent Slade, Taunton.
Messrs. Carter, Page and Co., London Wall,

showed Violas and hardy annuals.

Messrs. Piper and Sons, Bayswater, again
surpassed all other exhibits of rock-gardens in

their display, which was staged in the same
place as at the last two meetings. (Silver Flora
Medal.)

Messrs. R. Wallace and Co., Colchester, ex-

hibited an interesting collection of hardy flowers,

principally of bulbous kinds. There were
numerous species of Fritillaria, Tulipa Greigii,

T. G. aurea, the new T. stellata, Iris Pumila
crosses and Primula Juliae

Mr. James Box, Haywards Heath, arranged,
in the same corner as at the last two meetings,
a rockery, and planted it with a great variety

of subjects. (Silver Flora Medal.)

Messrs. Waterer, Sons, and Crisp, Ltd.,
TwyfOrd, planted a rockery with Alpines and
dwarf shrubs. They showed a compact, free-

flowering variety of Phlox subulata named
B. E. C. Chambers ; a batch of the mauve-
flowered Primula frondosa and red-flowered Saxi-

fragas, including S. bathoniensis. (Silver Bank-
sian Medal.)

Messrs. Barr and Sons, Covent Garden, ex-
hibited a rockery planted with bulbous flowers
and Alpines.

Messrs. Bunyard and Co., Ltd., Maidstone,
made a feature with varieties of Primula
Sieboldii in their rock-garden exhibit, for which
a Bronze Banksian Medal was awarded.

Messrs. R. Tucker and Sons, Oxford, were
awarded a Bronze Flora Medal for a rock-garden,
prominent plants being Helichrysum bellidioides,
Campanula cenisia and its white form, which
received an Award of Merit.
The Misses Hopkins, Shepperton, exhibited a

rockery planted with seasonable Alpines and
hardy flowers. (Bronze Banksian Medal.)

Messrs. T. S. Ware, Ltd., Feltham, were
awarded a Silver Banksian Medal for hardy
flowers. The pale blue Anemone Robinsonianum
was charming, and there were many beautiful
varieties of Aubrietia.
The feature in the exhibit of hardy flowers

shown by the Burton Hardy Plant Nursery
was a mass of the pink-flowered Daphne Cneorum
major.
Mr. G. Reuthe, Keston, Kent, exhibited

Rhododendrons and Alpines, for which a
Silver Banksian Medal was awarded. There
were splendid pans of Narcissus

. bulbo-
codium conspicuum ; the tiny white-flowered
Pyxidanthera barbulata, and a new Rhododen-
dron—R. Searsiae, in the way of R. yunnanense,
but with a bolder truss.

Messrs. Thompson and Charman, Bushey,
Hertfordshire, exhibited hardy flowers, in which
were observed fine specimens of Iris Susiana and
the pretty pink-flowered Phlox Vivid.

Messrs. J. and A. Clark, Ltd., Dover, ex-

hibited a large batch of Polyanthus Cloth of

Gold in a collection of hardy flowers. (Bronze
Flora Medal.)

Mr. Maurice Prichard, Christchurch, was .

awarded a Silver Banksian Medal for Alpines
arranged on a rockery.

Mrs. E. Lloyd Edwards, Bryn Oerog, near
Llangollen, was the exhibitor of seedling Saxi-
fragas and Viola gracilis, which were awarded
a Silver Banksian Medal.
Hardy flowers were also exhibited by Messrs.

Whttelegg and Page, Chislehurst; The Guild-
ford Hardy Plant Nursery ; Messrs. Phillips
and Taylor, Bracknell (Silver Banksian
Medal), Mr. Reginald Prichard, West Moors,
Wimbome (Bronze Flora Medal) ; and Messrs.

G. Jackman and Son, Woking (Bronze Flora
Medal).
Mr. Geo. Kerswill, Exeter, showed bunches

of the beautiful Gentiana acaulis and varieties of

Saxifraga.

Messrs. Reamsbottom and Co., Geashill,

Ireland, again showed their showy St Brigid
Anemones, for which a Bronze Banksian Medal
was awarded.
Mr. John Crook, Camberley, Surrey,

exhibited a strain of Polyanthuses, which in-

cluded many beautiful bronze and red-flowered
varieties.

Orchid Committee.
Present: J. Gurney Fowler. Esq., in the

chair, and Messrs. Jas. O'Brien (hon. secretary),

W. Bolton, Gurnev Wilson, De B. Crawshay,
W. H. White, A. Dye, W. H. Hatcher, H. G.
Alexander, J. Cypher, J. Charlesworth, W.
Cobb, F. M. Ogilvie, F. J. Hanbury, T. Arm-
strong, R. G. Thwaites, Stuart Low, R. A.
Rolfe, S. W. Flory and Sir Jeremiah Colman,
Bart.

AWARDS.
First-Class Certificate.

Odontoglossum Mirabeau var. Mastiff (mirum
X Lambeauianum) (see fig. 128), from J. and A.
McBean, Cooksbridge. This is a grand flower,

one of the largest and darkest in colour, the

massive blooms having a clear white ground so

heavily blotched with deep maroon-purple that

the white only shows at the margins and slightly

between the large blotches. 0. crispum, 0.

Pescatorei, 0. luteo-purpureum and 0. Harry-
anum are all in its composition, and the result

is highly satisfactory.

Award of Merit.
Onridioda Cnnknoniae Grenadier [C. Noez-

linna xO. maeranthuni hastiferum), from Pantia
Ralli, Esq., Ashtead Park, Surrey. Grenadier

is the darkest of the four varieties which have
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(received Awards at the Royal Horticultural
Society. , Flowers circular in outline, equal in

.size to 0. macranthum, bright scarlet, with a
xuby-red tint.

Cultural Commendation.
To Mr. Balmforth (gr. to F. Menteith

Ogilvie, Esq., The Shrubbery, Oxford) for a
iiiie specimen of the handsome Odontioda Mrs.
F. M. Ogilvie (F. C. C, May 22, 1912), now
bearing a branched spike of 60 beautiful
flowers.

To Mr. Balmforth for a grand specimen of

the deep red Odontioda Diana, with several

spikes, bearing together 177 blooms.
To Messrs. Armstrong and Brown, Tun-

bridge Wells, for a gigantic plant of Coelogyne
pandurata Orchidhurst variety, grown from a

single bulb. The spike, which was 3 feet in

length, bore thirteen pale-green flowers, with
black markings on the lip each at the widest ex-

pansion 6 inches across
To Messrs. Sander and Sons, St. Albans, for

a large and finely-flowered specimen of Phaius
Sanderianus, with several stout spikes over 5 feet

in height.

General Exhibits.

Lieut.-Col. Sir Geo. L. Holford, K.C.V.O.
(gr. Mr. H. G. Alexander), sent Odontoglossum
crispum Iolanthe, a charming pure white form
with violet-coloured spots in the centre of the
sepals ; the finely-grown plant bore a spike of
ten blooms; Sophro-Cattleya Thwaitesii (S.

grandiflora X C. Mendelii), which secured a
First-class Certificate in 1909, and is still one of

the best Sophro-Cattleyas, its bright dark-red
coloiir and yellow lip with ruby margin and front
being very attractive.

F. Menteith Ogilvie, Esq., Oxford (gr. Mr.
Balmforth), staged a collection of thirteen
superbly grown Odontiodas giving a mass of

bright-red flowers, with Brasso-Laelio Cattleya
Veitchii of fine colour, and for which a Silver
Flora Medal was awarded.
H. T. Pitt, Esq., Rosslyn, Stamford Hill

(gr. Mr. Thurgood), staged a very interest-

ing group of Odontoglossums, Odontiodas and
Cypripediums. Specially noteworthy were Chon-
drorhyncha Chestertonii, varieties of Miltonia
vexillaria, Bulbophyllum galbinum and other
Bulbophyllums ; some fine Cattleya Schriiderae,

Brasso-Cattleya William Pitt, a good selection of

Laelio-Cattleyas, and seedling Odontoglossums.
(Silver Flora Medal.)
Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., Jarvisbrook.

Sussex, had a very fine group specially rich in

showy Dendrobiums, which included the blue
Victoria Begina, white forms of crystallinum and
noble, thyrsittorum, densiflorum, Devonianum,
Jamesianum, suavissimum, Wardianum and hy-
brids. With them were good Odontoglossums,
Brasso-Cattleyas, Renanthera Imschootiana,
Phalaenopsis Rimestadiana, etc. (Silver Flora
Medal.)

Messrs. J. and A. McBean, Cooksbridge,
staged a group remarkable for the fine growth
and good flowering of forms of Cattleya Mossiae,
C. Mendelii, C. Schriiderae, the enormous size

of the pseudo-bulbs being evident throughout.
Cattleya Lawrenceana bore a spike of nine
flowers ; Laelio-Cattleya G. S. Ball, and two good
L.-C. Ganymede, some good Odontoglossums,
Odontiodas and Miltonias were also noted.
(Silver Flora Medal.)

Sir Jeremiah Colman, Bart., Gatton Park,
Reigate (gr. Mr. Collier), showed the F. C. C
variety of Odontioda Vuylstekeae Lady Colman
of brilliant colour ; Dendrobium Brymerianum
Gatton Park variety, D. Nestor, two fine forms
of Coelogyne Lawrenceana, and the singular

Luisia Cantharis.
Messrs. Chaulesworth and Co., Haywards

Heath, showed a select group in which were
Odontoglossum percultum, of a fine violet colour

;

O. Pescatorei Charlesworthii, large and prettily

blotched with purple; Miltonia vexillaria

Empress Augusta Victoria, with four spikes of

fine rose-coloured flowers ; Sophro-Laelio-Cat-
tleya heatonensis, and S.-L.-C. Xiobe, Laelio-

Cattleyas, etc. A pretty novelty in this group
was Odontioda Elsie (Cochlioda Noezliana x
Odontioda Charlesworthii), a good broad red

flower.

R. G. Thwaites, Esq., Ohessington, Streat-

ham, showed a small group of interesting hy-

brids, including Odontiodas and Dendrobiums.

Dendrobium Frederickii (fimbriatum x
Thwaitesiae) was a singular hybrid, with a
raceme of yellow flowers ; Odontoglossum Edna
(Rossii rubescens X ardentissimum), a pretty
lilac flower with dark spotting ; and Brasso-
Cattleya Mrs. J. Leemann. (Silver Banksian
Medal.)

Messrs. Armstrong and Brown, Tunbridge
Wells, showed a good group, principally hy-
brids, the Brasso-Cattleya Digbyano-Mossiae
splendens and other hybrids of B. Digbyana
being prominent ; Miltonia St. Andre, Cypri-
pedium Venus Orchidhurst variety ; a good
blotched Odontoglossum crispum with a spike of
thirty-three flowers ; and other showy Odonto-
glossums, Coelogyne pandurata and Bulbophyl-
lum barbigerum. (Silver Banksian Medal.)

Messrs. Flory and Black, Slough, staged an
attractive group, the setting of which was of

good Cattleya-Schroderae and Laelio-Cattleyas,

among which L.-C. Violetta, L.-C. Medina,

delii, Oncidium Marshallianum, 0. concolor,
Miltonia Bleuana splendens, Dendrobium
Jamesianum, D. fimbriatum oculatum, Masde-
vallia Shuttleworthii, M. Heathii, Oncidium con-
color, etc. (Silver Banksian Medal.)

Messrs. W. Baylor Hartland, Cork, showed a
selection of Cattleyas, Cymbidiums, Cypri-
pediums and Brasso-Cattleyas. (Bronze Bank-
sian Medal.)
De B. Crawshay, Esq., Rosefield, Sevenoaks

(gr. Mr. Stables), sent good examples of Odonto-
glossum harvengtense (crispum x triumphans),
0. Titania (Queen Alexandra x crispum), and
0. Leonidas (Hallio-crispum x triumphans).

Mesrs. Hassall and Co., Southgate, showed a
very fine white Cattleya Dusseldorfei Undine,
the front of the lip being unusually broad and
well developed.

C. Kirch, Esq., Uplands Road, Hornsey,
showed a very good specimen of Coelogyne pan-
durata.

Fig. 128.—oeoxtoglossum miraheau, var. mastiff; petals and sepals coloured

maroon-purple, with white margins.

(R.H.S. Award of Merit on Tuesday last; see p. 288.)

L.-C. Myra, and some unnamed hybrids were

noted. Brasso-Cattleya Madame Chas. Maron x
C. Mendelii was an attractive white flower, with

fringed lip having a rose-coloured blotch ; a very

large-flowered Odontoglossum Pescatorei, Coe-

logyne Lawrenceana, Masdevallia Booking

Hybrid, Epidendrum aurantiacum, Cattleya

intermedia alba, Laelia anoepa alba, and the rare

Disa polygonoides. (Silver Banksian Medal.)

Messrs. Sander and Sons, St. Albans, had an

extensive group in which were many showy Den-

drobiums. D. densiflorum superbum was pro-

bably the finest yet shown. Some new hybrids,

Laelio-Cattleyas, Vanda suavis with two

spikes, Acanihophippium sylhotense, Masdevallia

Schlimii and other Masdevallias, Vanda coerules-

cens, the white Trichopilia Hennisii, T. suavis,

Bifrenaria Harrisoniae pubigera and other species

were also well shown. (Silver Banksian Medal.)

Messrs. J. Cypher and Sons, Cheltenham, ar-

ranged a group of Cattleya Schriiderae, 0. Men

Narcissus and Tulip Committee.

Present: E. H. Bowles, Esq. (in the chair).

Miss E. Willmott, Rev. Joseph Jacobs,

Messrs. J. T. Bennett-Poe, W. F. M. Copeland,

A. D. Hall, J. Duncan Pearson, J. S. Dickins,

P. Rudolph Barr. Charles T. Digby, W. A.

Milner, R. W. Wallace, Harold A. Denison, C.

I,, tneak A. lams, Jan de Giv.aff, and Chas. H.

Curtis (hon. sec).

AWARDS OF MERIT.
Narcissus Horace (for the garden and cutting).

—One of the best of the recent Poeticus varie-

ties, which possesses in ;i marked degree the de-

sired round, glistening perianth and entirely

scarlet corona.

N. QUopatra (fur the garden). A very large,

rich yellow Trumpet Daffodil, having a broad,

overlapping perianth ami Very long trumpet.

.V. Bedouin (for the garden and cutting).—

A

most beautiful Incomparabiiis variety; the over-
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lapping perianth segments are white, and the

small orange-coloured corona is attractively

tipped with a darker shade of the same. This

and the foregoing varieties were shown by
Messrs. Bare and Sons.
Narcissus Josine (for the garden).—A trumpet

variety of the type of Mme. de Graaff, the pale

primrose coloured trumpet being set off by a

white perianth. Shown by Messrs. E. H. Kre-
lage and Son, Haarlem, Holland.

Tulip Pelican.—A largf, handsome variety of

perfect form. The deep rose colour is relieved

and enhanced by the lighter tips of the perianth

segments.
Tulip Ibis.—A pure white Tulip of large size

and perfect shape. Both Tulips were shown by
Messrs. Van Waveren and Kruijff, Sassen-

heim, Holland.
Tulipa stellata.—A dainty species of much the

general appearance of T. Clusiana, but which has

more obtuse perianth segments. The outer seg-

ments are flushed with chestnut-red, which, as the

three inner segments are white, give the flowers

a striped appearance. The plants shown were
about nine inches high, and appear adapted for

cultivation either in small pots or in the rock

garden. This species was introduced from the

Himalayas in 1827, and is figured in Bot. Mag.
tab. 2,672. Shown by Messrs. Barr and Sons.

General Exhibits.

Messrs. Barr and Sons, Covent Garden, Lon-
don, included a large number of mid-season
Poeticus Narcissi in their exhibit. Such varie-

ties as Horace, Ibis, Cassandra, The Bride,

Ruskin, Socrates and Herrick were all note-

worthy for the purity of their perianth seg-

ments and the brightness of the small,

compact coronas. Of the Trumpet Daffodils

Earl Goodwin, a pale primrose and golden yel-

low bicolor, and Etheldreda. a pale lemon self,

and both bold, showy flowers, were admirable ;

whilst Major Spurrell, a Barrii bloom, possess-

ing a clear white perianth and very bright

corona, was conspicuous. (Silver-gilt Flora
Medal.)
Mr. C. Bourne, Simpson, Bletchley, arranged

a smaller collection of Daffodils in the annexe,
where we noticed Queen of the North (Leedsii),

Whitewell (Incomparabilis), Incognita, and Im-
perialist (Barrii), and Rev. Chas. Digby (Trian-

drus) in splendid form. At one end of the

Daffodils a collection of Tulips included large

blooms of The Bishop, The Fawn, Glow and
Mrs. Farncombe Sanders. (Silver Flora Medal.)

Messrs. W. B. Hartland and Sons, Ardcairn,
Ballintemple, Cork, had a good display in which
Epic (Poeticus), Rosa Bedford (Barrii), Maud
West and Evangeline (Leedsii) were very pro-

minent.
Mr. Alfred Dawkins, King's Road, Chelsea,

displayed a large number of valuable Narcissi,

chiefly of Barrii and Leedsii varieties.

Fruit and Vegetable Committee.
Present : J. Cheal, Esq. (in the chair), Messrs.

J. Willard, Edwin Beckett, John Harrison, G.
Reynolds, P. C. M. Veitch, H. H. Williams,
Owen Thomas, C. G. A. Nix and Geo. Keif.

The Marquis of Salisbury, Hatfield House,
Hertfordshire (gr. Mr. H. Prime), showed fruit-

ing plants and gathered berries of Strawberries,
for which a Silver-gilt Knightian Medal was
awarded. The fruits were large in size and well
coloured. The varieties were King George V.,
Royal Sovereign, Utility and The Queen.

NATIONAL SWEET PEA.
April 20.—A special general meeting of this

Society was held on Monday last in the Hotel
Windsor, Westminster, to consider the alteration
of rules as proposed at the annual meeting on
October 20, 1913. There were about forty pre-
sent, and the chair was taken by Mr. F. W.
Harvey.
The following were the proposed new rules :—

ELECTION OF FLORAL COMMITTEE.
(8) The Floral Committee shall be elected annually

from the Members of the Society by the Members present
at the Annual General Meeting! by ballot. Written
nominations from Members must be sent to the Secretary
of the Society at least seven days before the Annual
General Meeting.

(9) The Floral Committee shall consist of sixteen (16)
Members, irrespective of whether thev be amateurs or
traders, but there shall not be less than six (6) amateurs.
The complete Floral Committee shall serve as an
Advisory Committee. The awards shall be made by an

Awards Sub-Committee of not more than nine (9) and
not fewer than six (6) Members, who shall be Members
of the Floral Committee, shall be amateurs, and shall

have no interest in anything at the Trials.

(10) The Floral Committee shall elect one of its own
Members, being an amateur and having no interest m
anything at the Trials, annually as its Chairman.

(11) The Floral Committee shall visit the Society's

Trials once or twice annually, as may be deemed neces-

sary, the visits to be made before the visit of the

general body of Members.
(121 No Member of the Society shall visit the Society's

Trials until the Floral Committee has completed its

task, unless instructed or authorised to do so by the
General Committee.

(13) The Secretary of the Society, after consultation
with the Trials Superintendents, shall convene the Floral

Committee, and shall give five (5) clear days' notice to

the Members.
(14) The Awards of Merit or First Class Certificates

shall be decided on show of hands by a bare majority
of the Awards Sub-Committee, but the award of a Medal
shall be by the unanimous vote of the Awards Sub-

committee. The variety which at the time appears
worthy of the distinction shall be finally awarded the

Medal the following season at or before the London
Exhibition (if possible), if the variety has kept true to

type and colour.

(15) A numerical register of the varieties at the

Society's Trials shall be prepared for the use of the
Floral Committee, and it shall be the duty of the Chair-

man, or th Secretary, to enter the remarks of the

Members of his Committee therein.

(16) The Floral Committee shall prepace a list of Too-
muoh-alike varieties, irrespective of whether these have,

or have not, been grown at the Trials.

(17) The Awards Sub-Committee, after consultation

with the Floral Committee, shall constitute a Selection

and Nomenclature Committee. It shall indicate the three

varieties which it considers the best in each colour

class, with their synonyms, and place them in order of

merit. It shall settle all questions of nomenclature.

It was agreed, on the proposition of Mr.
Thomas Stevenson, seconded by Mr. Brunton,
that in the event of any of these new rules or

amendments being adopted the same should not
become operative unftil September 1, 1914. This
was to enable the rules to become operative in

time for nominations to be made before the next
annual general meeting.
The chairman then formally moved the

adoption of the new rules, and the motion was
seconded by Mr. C. H. Curtis.

Mr. S. B. Dicks asked if the rules were to be
taken en bloc, and the chairman replied that

they would be, for reasons which would be
apparent later.

Mr. Andrew Ireland then proposed as an
amendment that the meeting do not adopt any
of the proposed new rules. He could never
understand why the Committee recommended
the alterations, seeing that the existing rules

made every necessary provision.

Mr. Dicks saw no reason for altering the

rules, which had worked well in the past. He
bore evidence to the honour and integrity of the

members of the Floral Committee, of which he
was formerly a member. He considered the

proposals a stab in the back for the members of

the trade, and that they implied dishonour-

able conduct. He had pleasure in supporting
Mr. Ireland's amendment, as he considered that
the change would not further the best interests

of the Society.

Mr. John Green also supported the amend-
ment, and he asked for the opinion of the

Committee on the question.

Mr. Baker (Wolverhampton) was in favour of

discussing the new rules, as some change was
necessary, seeing that the Society had to a great

extent lost the confidence of the general public.

If the question of awaids to novelties were con-

sidered it would be found that some varieties

that had received awards were not regarded as

first-rate, whilst others not awarded were in the

front rank. He considered that they could
improve the rules and in doing so gain greater

public confidence.

The chairman remarked that there was no
evidence that the public, was displeased, seeing

that 101 new members and 18 affiliated societies

had joined the Society since last October.

Mr. Brunton, in supporting the amendment,
considered that it wotdd be better to bring the

matter up at the next general meeting.

Mr. Vernon Hill considered that the whole
trouble was due to persons who were disappointed

at their varieties not getting awards at the
trials. He suggested that the votes of the Floral
Committee should be recorded and published.

Mr. E. W. King said he would like to sup-

port the amendment, but he thought that if it

were carried it would defeat the object for

which the meeting was convened.

It was pointed out by the chairman that irr.

that case the resolutions would not be lost, but
could be brought up again at the next annual
meeting.
On a show of hands the amendment was de-

clared to be carried by 26 votes to 6 ; and,
being put as a substantive motion, was.
adopted by 28 votes to 5.

NATIONAL AURICULA AND PRIMULA.
(Southern Section..)

April 21.—The thirty-eighth annual show,
which was held at Vincent Square, London, inu

conjunction with the fortnightly meeting of the-
Royal Horticultural Society, will rank, as re-

gards the quality of the exhibits, as one of
the finest ever held in the South of England,,
but owing to the vagaries of the season the en-
tries were not so numerous as usual. In the-

esteem of the majority of the visitors, who do-
not seem to appreciate the " points " of the show
and fancy varieties, the Alpine Auriculas were-
the best. Primroses and Polyanthuses were-
splendid, but the three Primula classes did not.

induce muoh competition, although Messrs.
Phillips and Taylor exhibited a very attrac-

tive collection in Class 26.

Twelve Auriculas, dissimilar.—The premier
class was responsible for three exhibits, of whicb.
the best was shown by Mr. J. Douglas, Eden-
side, Great Bookham, whose principal plants,
were Fingo (rich dark maroen), Favourite-
(purple self), Harrison Weir (rich crimson self)

and Edenside (large green edge), which was ad-
judged the premier show variety; 2nd, Messrs.
Phillips and Taylor, Bracknell, Berkshire^
whose trusses were a trifle smaller, but bore-

bright and fresh blooms of good quality : 3rd,
Mr. W. M. Shipman.

Six Auriculas, dissimilar.—Mr. Douglas wor*
the first prize in this class with a rather un-
even set of plants, but perhaps the excellence-
of Favourite and Harrison Weir compensated for
this defect ; 2nd, Messrs. Phillips and Taylor ;

3rd, Mr. W. M. Shipman.
Four Auriculas, dissimilar.—This class was-

well contested, and Mr. F. W. Price, Beckenham,
won the chief award with plants which bore the-

stamp of skilful cultivation ; Harrison Weir,.
Olympus (large grey edge) and Mrs. Henwood
(green-edge) were very good. Mr. H. R. Taylor,.
Cheam, was a close second, and his plants of
Heatherbelle (white-edge) and Harrison Weir-
were very pleasing ; 3rd, Mr. W. G. Langlands.

7'wo Auriculas, dissimilar.—Mr. F. W. Price
won the 1st prize with moderate examples of:

Mrs. Henwood and Lancashire Hero; 2nd, Mr.
W. G. Langlands.
In the class for amateurs the best four show

Auriculas were staged by Mr. J. L. Gibson, Bel-
mont, and Mr. Morton's Silver Medal, offered
for the best similar exhibit by tyros, was wort
by Mr. H. W. Mason, Banstead, with a particu-
larly good collection.

Single Specimens.—Mr. J. Douglas, showing;
Prince Charming (green-edge), George Light-
body (grey-edge), Mrs. J. Eighteen (white-edge),
and Black Eagle (self), won the first prizes-

. offered for single specimens.
Seedlings, not previously exhibited.—Mr.

W. M. Shipman won four first prizes in these-

classes, his plants of green-edged, white-edged!
and self (a beautiful royal purple) varieties be-
ing especially promising.

Alpine Auriculas.

Twenty-four Varieties, dissimilar.—Messrs.
Phillips and Taylor showed an exceedingly-
bright collection of well-grown plants, which
bore large, full spikes of bloom and deservedly
won the 1st prize. This noteworthy collection-
was particularly strong in the gold-centre varie-
ties, of which Her Grace, Majestic, Sunbeam
and Charmer are typical varieties. Antarctic?
and Phyllis Douglas (white centre) were also-

unusually good ; 2nd, Mr. W. M. Shipman,,
Altrincham, who showed a good selection, but
inferior in quality.

Twelve Varieties, dissimilar.—This was a par-
ticularly strong class. The 1st prize was worn
by Mr. J. L. Gibson, Belmont, who staged a
magnificent collection, in which Blue Jay, Argus„
Roxborough (white centres) and Golden Dust-
man, Claud Halcro and Jacoby (gold centres! wer&
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especially fine ; 2ud t Messrs. Phillips and
Taylor, who had good examples of Daphne,
Antonio, Phyllis Douglas and a gold-centre seed-

ling ; 3rd, Mr. F. M. Shipman.
Six Varieties, dissimilar.—Mr. F. W. Price,

-.showing such varieties as Argus, Phyllis Douglas
;and Golden Douglas, won the 1st prize ; 2nd,
Mr. J. J. Keen, Southampton, who had an ex-
cellent plant of Argus : 3rd, Mr. J. T. Bennett-
POE.

Four Varieties, dissimilar.—The 1st prize ex-
hibit of Mr. F. W. Price was very attractive
in the compact trusses of large blooms. Prime
Minister and Argus being particularly fine

;

Mr. J. J. Keen was a very good 2nd ; and Mr.
W. G. Langlands 3rd.

Single Specimens.—The best gold-centre plant
•was Muriel, the best white or cream centre

Alpine Auricula. Roxborough ; both shown by
Mr. Douglas.

Seedlings.—The Silver Medal of the R.H.S.
offered for the best four seedling plants of
Alpine Auriculas was won by Mr. W. M. Ship-
man, who showed several pretty seedlings.

Mr. Jas. Douglas, who showed typical speci-

mens, was awarded the 1st prize in the class

for twelve fancy Auriculas.

Premier Plants.

Show.—Edenside, by Mr. Douglas.
Alpine.—Muriel, by Mr. Douglas.

First-class Certificates.

Auricula Edenside.—Green-edge show Aricula.
A. Mrs. John Eighteen.—White-edge show

Auricula. Both shown by Mr. Douglas.
A. Climax.—Grey-edge show Auricula. Shown

by Messrs. Phillips and Taylor.
A. Hector.—Gold-centre Alpine. Shown by

-Mr. J. J. Keen.

Primroses and Polyanthuses.
Mr. S. Mortimer won the 1st prizes for

•groups of Primroses and of Polyanthuses show-
ing, in both instances, splendid, very floriferous
plants ; the 2nd prize Polyanthuses, staged
by Mr. J. G. Baxter, were very good, but were
overshadowed by the excellence of the 1st prize
collection. Mr. W. G. Langlands was awarded
the Silver Medal for six pots of Polyanthuses;
2nd, Mrs. Ellis.

Messrs. Cocker and Sons, Aberdeen, were
awarded the 1st prizes for twelve single Prim-
roses and for six double Primroses with excel-
lent sets of plants. Mr. H. J. Bartleet,
Shooters Hill, showed the best single specimen
Primrose, and Mr. S. Mortimer won the 1st
prize for a specimen Polyanthus.

First-class Certificates.

Primula denticulata superba.—A greatly im-
proved variety, which is more floriferous and
jriore richly coloured than the iype. Shown by
Messrs. Cocker and Sons.
Polyanthus Orange King.—A very distinct and

beautiful variety ; the orange-coloured flowers
have bronze reverses and are borne on stout
:stalks. Shown by Mrs. Ellis.

Double. Primroses, Bon Accord Varieties.—
Nine certificates were awarded to Messrs.
-Cocker and Sons for different double Prim-
roses, which were of compact and floriferous
habit ; those named Primrose Prince and Star
were pretty.

Medals.

The James Douglas Memorial Cup and Medal
were awarded to Mr. J. L. Gibson, who also
won the Silver-gilt Aggregate Medal. The
Silver Medal offered in the smaller classes was
won by Mr. F. W. Price.

Exhibits of Auriculas not for competition were
made by Messrs. James Veitch and Sons,
Messrs. Phillips and Taylor, Mr. J. Douglas
and Messrs. G. and A. Clark.

delivered a lecture, illustrated by lantern

slides, on " The Controlling of Fungous Dis-

eases by Spraying." The lecturer stated that

while many fungi live entirely in the interior

of the plant, others live on tine surface of it,

and could, therefore, be controlled by spraying.

He dealt only with the latter group, as it was
obvious that fungi which lived inside plants

could not be controlled by this means. He pro-

ceeded to demonstrate how several of the most
common fungicides were prepared, and sug-

gested suitable methods of applying them. He
laid special emphasis on the fact that the spray

should be of a fine, mist-like consistency. He then
dealt with three common diseases—American
Gooseberry mildew, black scab of Apples, and
Celery blight, and he explained how these dis-

eases, which may to a great extent ruin a crop

of Gooseberries, Apples or Celery, might be
satisfactorily controlled. Great stress was laid

throughout the lecture on the necessity for spray-

ing from an economic point of view.

The exhibits included the following :—Rhodo-
dendron Grievei, exhibited by Mr. Wm. Smale,

Blackford Park Gardens, Edinburgh ; Aralia

Sieboldii in fruit, exhibited by Mr. John
Phillips, Edinburgh ; Seedling Myosotis, ex-

hibited by Mr. Peter Robertson, Ancrum ; Poly-

anthus, exhibited by Mr. James W. Scarlett,

Sweethope, Musselburgh ; early variety of Rhu-
barb, exhibited by Mr. George Balmer, Edin-

burgh ; and Fusarium on tubers of Potato, ex-

hibited by Mr. W. G. Plrie, Dalhousie Castle,

Bonnyrigg.

At the meeting on May 5, Mr. Robert Fife
will give a paper, with lantern illustrations, on
" Manurial Experiments with Sweet Peas."

Nix. F. Barchard, Esq., won the premier
award for the finest single bloom of true Poet's
Narcissus with a numbered seedling. The pre-
mier award for a collection of hardy cut flower-
ing shrubs (grown in the open) was awarded to
Sir Edmund Loder, Bt., Leonardsdea, J. A. Nix,
Esq., and Col. S. R. Clarke, Cuckfield, being
2nd and 3rd respectively.

SCOTTISH HORTICULTURAL.
April 7.—The monthly meeting of this asso-

ciation was held at 5, St. Andrew Square, Edin-
burgh on the 7th inst. Mr. King, the presi-
dent, was in the chair, and there was an atten-
dance of 80 members.
Mr. C. W. B. Wright, of the Edinburgh

.and East of Scotland College of Agriculture,

KENT, SURREY, AND SUSSEX DAFFODIL

April 17.—The above society, having held its

exhibitions previously at Tunbridge Wells, de-

cided upon a change of venue, owing to the lack

of public interest at Tunbridge. This year's ex-

hibition, therefore, was held at Horsham, where
the Olympia Skating Rink proved an ideal place,

from its suitable position, its large space and
excellent arrangements for light. Thus visitors

found it easy to inspect with comfort the various

exhibits.

The most important competitive class was for

collections of Daffodils, consisting of six varieties

of each of the five divisions—Trumpet, Incom-
parabilis, Leedsii, Barrii and Poeticus, one vase
only of each variety, with three stems of bloom.
In (this competition the 1st prize and Silver Chal-

lenge Cup, to be held for one year, was won by
C. J. A. Nix, Esq., Tilgate Lodge, Crawley, for

an excellent collection, comprising good blooms
of Mrs. G. H. Barr. Monarch, Glory of Leiden,

and Lord Roberts representing the Trumpets

;

Lady M. Boscawen, Chancellor, Orangeman and
Gloria Mundi, the Incomparabilis ; Mermaid,
White Queen, Maid of Athens and Fairy Queen,
the Leedsiis ; White Slave, Fair Maiden, Sunrise,

Incognita, the Barriis ; and Virgil, Horace,
Chaucer and Lycidas, those of the Poeticus. J. A.
Nix, Esq., Crawley, won the 2nd prize. For
twelve distinct varieties a6 above, Miss A. Nix,
Tunbridge Wells, took the premier place, show-
ing fine blooms of Lady M. Boscawen. Bedouin,
Peter Barr, Evangeline, Weardale Perfection,

Sunrise and Virgil. 2nd, Mrs. Wade-Brown,
Colgate. Mr. G. Banks, Crawley, won premier
honours in the classes for six varieties of Trum-
pet Daffodils, six varieties of Incomparabilis and
six varieties of Barrii. F. Barchard, Esq., Uck-
lield, led for six distinct varieties of Leedsii
Daffodils with Mrs. Langtry, Evangeline,
Duchess of Westminster, Mile. M. de Graaff
and other varieties. \V. C. Bull, Esq., Rams-
gate, was 2nd. F. Barchard. Esq.. was also suc-

cessful for six distinct single varieties of true

Foet's Narcissi, Mr. G. Banks being 2nd. Miss
Warren was successful in the class for seedling

Narcissi in thiee distinct varieties not yet in

commerce, showing three lovely blooms of Secre-
tary, Sophonisba and Kent, also for the finest

smgie bloom of Trumpet Daffodil with Tommy
Atkins. The finest single bloom of Incom-
parabilis Daffodil was shown by C. J. A. Nix,
Esq., in Bernardino, and of Barrii Daffodil in

Equinox. The finest single bloom of Leedsii
Daffodil was Lord Kitchener, shown by Miss A. L.

HUNTS SPRING FLOWER SHOW.
April 17.—The ninth show of this society was

held in glorious weather on the 17th inst. Fine
breadths of Daffodils were shown by Messrs. J.
and R. Pearson, R. H. Bath, Ltd., C. Bourne
and J. Mallender, Bantry. The principal class
for 20 varieties was won by S. F. Staffurth,
Esq., J. Cator, Esq., M. P.,' being second. Mr.
Bourne's prize for the best single flower in the
show was won by J. Cator, Esq., M.P., with
the variety Bedouin. The various competitive
classes were well patronised and the competition
was keen.

TORQUAY DISTRICT GARDENERS'.
April 2.—The spring show of the above asso-

ciation, which took place in the new Town Hall,
was one of the best held by the society.
Entries were numerous, and the competition was
very keen. The large hall showed off the ex-
hibits to perfection, and the lighting was far
better than in the Bath Saloons, where the shows
have been held previously. The Silver Challenge
Cup offered for Amaryllis was won outright
by Mrs. J. Lyon, who has now secured it on
three occasions. As an honorary exhibit a fine
Orange Tree was shown by Mrs. Nickson, of
Cary Castle, and a perfect and very large
plant of Cyclamen by Mr. H. Gordon Cummino.
Nurserymen added much to the attractions of
the show, the centre of the hall being devoted
to their displays. Colonel Cary showed a very
excellent group of Palms and Ferns, and a
splendid specimen Palm, which won the 1st
prize in the class for these plants. He was
also successful in the classes for six flowering
plants, six foliage plants, specimen Azalea, and
group of greenhouse and stove plants. The
Amaryllis plants that won the Challenge Cup
were exceedingly beautiful, and gave evidence of
the most careful cultivation. Cyclamen were very
good, the 1st prize being won by Mrs. Hassall.
The prize for twelve pots of Hyacinths gained by
Mr. F. Pershouse was well won; and the six

pots of Freesias that won the 1st prize for Mr.
H. Gordon Cummino were very fine. Colonel
Burn, M.P., won the 1st prize for six pots of
Tulips with excellent plants. Good culture
was evident in the premier exhibit of six pots
of Schizanthus shown by Mr. F. Pershouse ; and
in the twelve pots of Polyanthus shown by
Mr. H. E. Bowring, who was awarded the 1st

prize. Messrs. Sutton and Sons offered a special
prize for twelve pots of Cineraria stellata, and
it was won by Mr. F. Pershouse. In the two
vegetable classes Colonel Cary won both the 1st
prizes, and there were also classes for
epergnes of flowers, and for table decorations.

©bftuat^

Henry Little.— This much-respected ama-
teur horticulturist passed away at his residence,

Baronshalt, Twickenham, on Tuesday, the 14th
inst., aged 81. Mr. Little was of the old school
of garden lovers, and for many years a well-

known figure at the meetings of the Royal Horti-
cultural Society; he served for some time as a
member of the Orchid Committee. Orchids were
his favourite plants, and he possessed one of the
best-grown collections of large-flowered Cattleyas,
Laelias, Lyca6tes and other showy species. In
recent years he added some hybrids to his collec-

tion, which he sold two or three years ago be-

cause he was no longer able to pass that time
the plant houses which he was in tin'

habit of enjoying. Laelia purpurata of the best
procurable varieties and Laelio-Cattl<\\ .i .

were special favourites, and as long ago as 1886
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he gamed awards for these plants at the Royal
Horticultural Society. Deceased was a business

man, and he took an active part in local affairs.

He enjoyed robust health until the last few years,

when heart trouble affected him.

Edward Waldron Griffiths.—fhe South
African mail brings news of the death at

Johannesburg on Tuesday, March 24, of Mr.
Edward Waldron Griffiths, editor of South
African Gardening, aged 37 years. Mr. Griffiths

"was a native of Cirencester, Gloucestershire, and
went out to the Transvaal nine years ago in

connection with the Government Agricultural
Department of that Colony. Three years since

Mr. Griffiths founded the paper. South African
Gardening, which he edited with ability. He
leaves a widow and a daughter.

Qmfvn
JO'
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Arrangement of a Small Pond : E. A. C.
Assuming that the bottom and sides of the
pond are formed of concrete, with provision
lor draining off the water when necessary,
there should be no difficulty in getting suitable
plants to thrive. Your proposal to form
"pockets '" at the bottom of the pond has cer-

tain disadvantages in that the water would
enter them and become stagnant, which even
for water plants is not desirable. Rather \ han
make pockets it would be better to build up
loosely, or with slight connection by means of
cement, cavities for holding soil, bordered with
small pieces of stone or clinkers through which
the water could percolate easily. With re-

spect to the " pockets " above the water level,

two different plans may be adopted : (1) Plant
ing semi-aquatics with their roots in the water :

(2) planting subjects that associate well with
aquatics, yet do not require to be grown in

moisture. For all of these purposes the soii

should be 6weet and fresh
;
good, tough turfy

loam, mixed with road grit and decayed leaves
will answer the purpose well. The following
is a selection of plants :—Water plants :

Nymphaeas of moderate growth, such as
N. ignea, N. Robinsonii, N. Leydekeri rosea,
N. odorata, N. odorata rosea, N. san-
guinea, N. virginalis, and N. pygmaea-hel-
veola ; Aponogeton distachyum. Both the
Nymphaeas and the Aponogeton will cover the
surface of the water with their leaves and
flowers, and may be set in the deeper parts.
For the margins, yet with roots growing in
the water, you may plant Zizania aquatica,
Cyperus longus, Ca'ltha polypetala, Glyceria
aquatica, Alisma plantago, Butomus umbella-
tus, Menyanthes trifoliata, Riehardia africana.
Typha latifolia. and Myosotis palustris. Out-
side of the pond proper provision may be made
for the newer Astilbes, including A. Ceres,
A. Venus, A. rubella (all with pinkish flowers),
A. Moorheimii (white flowers), Lythrum
roseum, Epilobium angustifolium, Gunnera
manicata, G. scabra (of smaller growth than
the last), English Irises, and Gynerium argen-
teum. For the centre of the i'slet one of the
very best plants to uss is .Senecio clivorum,
which is of handsome growth, and lias beau-
tiful trusses of yellow flowers in August. It is

not advisable to plant Arundo variegata in
such a position; as alternatives to Senecio
clivorum, Catha polypetala or Cyperus longus
would be suitable.

Bees Infesting Lawns : F. II". The bees are
probably a species of Andrena ; but as you did
not send specimens we cannot say for certain.
We know of nothing that will destroy the in-
sects in their burrows; but the bees cause
little or no injury to the turf, and they will
lisappear, for a season, in the course of a
A-eek or so.

Beschorneria yuccoides : B. I. Beschorneria
yuccoides is a native of Mexico. It is a Yucca-
like plant, with leaves 1 to 2 feet long.
The inflorescence grows about 4 feet high, and
bears bright-green, pendant flowers, with rosy-
red bracts in sumxer.

Blue Hydrangeas : A. B. A correspondent,
writing in the issue for June 28, 1913, states
that he used sulphate of ammonia freely when
watering these plants, and without exception
all the flowers became quite blue. The soil
was of a peaty nature, but the roots had occa-
sional dressings of Peruvian guano. The loam
was frea from lime, and the plants were potted
in loam mixed with a little leaf-mould. See
also the editorial note on this subject published
in the issue for June 21, 1913.

Caterpillars Attacking Ribes : /. E. The in-

jury is caused by the larvae of the common
Magpie Moth, Abraxas grossulariata. The
caterpillars may be readily collected by tap-
ping the branches with the hand over an in-

verted umbrella or tray.

Crickets in Plant Houses : G. H. W. These
pests are extremely difficult to eradicate from
plant houses, and it will require persistent
efforts to get rid of them, for their habits
are nocturnal. They are particularly fond of
heat, and are found in the greatest abund-
ance near to stokeholes and in the vicinity
of hot-water pipes, usually hiding in the
crevices and holes in the walls during the
daytime, and emerging as soon as it is dark.
Crickets feed principally on vegetable matter,
but are also fond of meat. Despite their
timidity, they are combative in no small degree,
and if two males are confined in a box they
will fight until one is killed, and the victor
then proceeds to eat the vanquished. They
are particularly fond of the young, succulent
shoots of seedlings, also the petals of many
flowers. The following is a simple and effec-
tive method of exterminating these pests

:

Place a mixture of fresh beer and treacle in
the bottom of a glass jam-jar to the depth of
about 1 inch, and plunge the jar to the neck on
a level with the border or walk ; as an alterna-
tive use a small quantity of sweet oil. Fre-
quently change the treacle-beer and the oil, as
neither is attractive to the insects when ran-
cid. In stokeholes and places not frequented by
children or animals, you may employ a mix-
ture of bread and white arsenic, using 1 ounce
of the latter to 1 pound of the former. The
poisoned bait may be sprinkled about the
haunts of the crickets. It is advisable to adopt
all three methods, and if you persist the
crickets will in time be exterminated.

Erection and Heating of Vinery : II'. M.
Allow a space of 12 feet between the floor-
line and the bottom of ridge of the proposed
three-quarter span vinery, and 16 feet between
the front and back walls", with front ventilating
sashes 1£ feet high, resting on 2 feet high 9-

inch brick wall. The additional height of 2
feet between the floor and ridge will admit of
longer rafters being used, and therefore afford
greater scope to the vines to extend sufficient
growth to maintain them in a vigorous and
healthy condition. You will require three-
flow 4-inch water pipes fixed at 1 foot from
the front wall on piers about 1 foot above the
surface of the border, and two returns running
alongside the pathway about 3£ feet from the
back wall. Thus arranged you will require
about 380 feet of piping in" addition to the
necessary connections, including three-way and
two-way outlet syphons and valves to regulate
the heat in both flows and returns in each
division. There being a rise of 4 feet in the
ground on which you propose erecting your
house the pipes can be fixed at the same dis-
tance from the wall plate the full length of
the house. Either socketed pipes with joints
made of a few rounds of yarn and cement to
finish off with, or plain-end pipes connected
by indiarubber joints may be used. Both are
effective and easily-made joints; the india
rubber joints are a little more expensive, but
as easy to take apart as put together, which
circumstance is an advantage. You propose
making your house in three divisions. Make
the section nearest to the boiler the plant
house ; No. 2 your early vinery ; and No. 3
your late vinery. Thus arranged you will be
able to economise and control the artificial
heat to advantage. A No. 7 B "Junior
Robin Hood " sectional boiler, capable of
heating 480 feet of 4-inch piping, would
answer your purpose.

Names of Fruits : Ponica. Apple Northern
Spy.

—

D. K. S. Apple D'Arcy Spice.
Names of Plants : T. G. S., Wales. Solanum
jasminoides.

—

T. and S. Sparmannia africana.—F. It. 1, Petasites officinalis ; 2, Veronica
Traversii ; 3, Juniperus communis ; 4, Prunus
cerasifera atropurpurea (Pissartii) ; 5, Spiraea
prunifolia flore pleno ; 6, Ligustrum cori-
aceum.

—

L. Pulkinghorne. Pittosporum tenui-
folium. — D. Rose. 1, Spiraea prunifolia
flore pleno; 2, Rubus spectabilis; 3, Please
send when in flower ; 4, A Gourd, a form of
Cucurbita Pepo. Seeds should be sown at
once in heat and the young plants grown on
indoors until the middle of June, when they
should be planted out of doors in a sunny
position and trained to stakes or trellises.

—

W. S., Lincoln. Corydalis bulbosa (the
tubers can be purchased from nurserymen).

—

W. K. T. L. 1, Magnolia conspicua; 2,
Isoloma hirsute ; 3, Acalypha musaica ; 4
and 5 are apparently garden forms of Bou-
vardia, but we cannot help you with speci-

mens of this kind unless they are in flower.

—

G. W . H. Probably Eryngium pandanifolium.
Send flowers with leaves later.

—

F. T. 1, On-
cidium varicosum ; 2, Oncidium pubes ; 3, Ada
aurantica. — Catford Gardener. Eriobotrya
japonica.

Nursery Manager's Notice : Moreover. The
length of notice which should be given to
the manager of a nursery business residing on
the premises is a matter of trade custom, and
the general opinion in the trade appears to be
that one month's notice, expiring at any time
of the year, would be the customary period.

Primroses : Finborough. The common Prim-
rose succeeds best in a deep soil that is

uniformly moist and contains a fair proportion
of humus. If the situation is fully exposed
the climate should be cool and moist. When
grown in partial shade, such as in a
thinly planted coppice, a dry period will not
cause the plants much injury. Were your
plants moved at a suitable time ? November
and the three following months are the best
in which to transplant Primroses. The Oxlips
and "Five Fingers" have come from seed,
and have nothing to do with the Primroses.

Primula Forrestii : Dorset Gardener.
Primula Forrestii grows wild in crevices of
limestone rocks, and may be cultivated as a
creviced plant in the rock garden, planted in

loamy soil. . The plant requires protection
during the winter.

Vines : A. G., Polegatc. If your vine rods
are not more than three feet apart there will

only be space for two leaves beyond the bunch
by the time the shoots have expanded to their

full length, supposing they are fairly

vigorous. All sub- laterals should have been
removed as they appeared, excepting the one
nearest to the main rod. and that should be
kept pinched to one leaf. You may now re-

move them gradually, not too many at
one time. If the rods are four feet apart four
leaves should be left beyond the bunch, and
should the shoots have been already stopped
too severely an extension mav be allowed, it

matters not whether it is on the main shoot
or terminal sub-lateral, the object being to

have as many leaves as can be exposed fully
to the light. If there is room for the leader to
extend, and provided the laterals at the base
of the rod are of equal strength with those of
the top, extension may be allowed ; but in oppo-
site conditions the leader and uppermost
laterals might be stopped with a view to in-

creasing the strength cf the lateral; bebw them.
All the side-shoots may be allowed to make
one leaf each on the extension of the main
rod. Should the space be already filled, the
end shoot should be treated similarly to those
on each side of the rod.

Communications Received —T. S., Henlev.

—

C. D. A—R. A. M—W. M., Italy—E. B—T. S. H.' D.
—T. A. W.. Massachusetts—W.' A. C.—F. W. B.—
R. L. H„ Edinburgh—R. O. W.—W. W—W. I.—C. T. D.
—T E. W.—F. T.—E. J. E.—F. A. K-. Williamsville.
N.Y.—F. J. McL.—D. M.—VV. H.—C. W. G.—H. B.—
P. A.—E. G. W.—C. T. K.. Shanghai—T. D. S.—H. T.,
Ireland—J. W., Lanes—Nimrod—W. H. N—G. H —
A. S.—J. C.—J. S—W. K—A. T. H.—A. E. U—C. S.—W. L. L—H. W. R.—E. P. S.—R. P. B.
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to criticise this deficiency. The selection of

varieties is mainly limited to what we now call

dessert fruits, and breaks away from QuinAinye,

whose lists up to this date had an authority

almost pontifical in France and elsewhere.

The two volumes in which this work was pub-

lished are notable for fine printing, and the

plates are of the greatest value. Unlike many
works, before and after, they combine excel-

lence of execution with exact pomological de-

tail. As an example may be mentioned the

leaves of the Apples. The differing forms of

marginal division are most accurately depicted,

a quality to which few pomological drawings can
lay claim.

This work was used as the basis of a fine work
in two folio volumes with coloured plates by
Redoute and Bessa, and edited by Mirbel, Poiret,

and Loiseleur Deslongchamps. This passed
through three editions, each of which was ex-

tended, and the last—by Poiteau and Turpin

—

is perhaps the most beautiful and complete work
upon fruit ever published.

The name of Duhamel has been commemorated
in botany by the name of Hamelia, given to a

South American plant, but to pomologists he
will always be remembered as a pioneer in that
descriptive exactitude, by which alone the study
of systematic pomology can be advanced. E. A.
Buni/ard.

NEW OR NOTEWORTHY
PLANTS.

WHAT IS PYRUS CORONARIA LINN.?
In the concluding part of the second volume

of Prof. Sargent's valuable publication, Trees
and Shrubs, issued recently from the Arnold
Arboretum, Mr. Alfred Rehder reviews the
ipecies belonging to the Coronariae section of

Malus, which, following Miller, is here kept dis-

tinct from the genus Pyrus. This is an arrange-

ment which no doubt has much to recommend
it, but it is to be regretted that the author
should have considered it necessary to discard

the name Malus (or Pyrus coronaria Linn.) in

favour of Malus fragrans Rehder, a piece of

name-juggling which, after careful investiga-

tion of the facts, appears to be wholly unneces-
sary. Miller's Malus coronaria is, of course,

based on the Pyrus coronaria of Linnaeus,
which he described in Species Plantnrum, ed. I.,

p. 480 (1753). It so happens that Linnaeus cites

Gronovius' Malus " Sylvestris floribus odoratis,"

Flora Virginica, as a synonym of the species.

The latter work, first published in 1739, is a

description of the plants collected by John Clay-

ton in Virginia ; and Clayton's specimen,

labelled Pyrus coronaria, in the British

Museum herbarium, proves on examina-
tion to be the same plant as that described sub-

sequently by Aiton in the Bortus Kewensis, II.,

p. 176 (1789), as P. angustifolia. Mr. Rehder
makes this an excuse for transferring the name
Pyrus coronaria to Alton's plant and giving a

new name to the Crab tree, which has been
grown for so long in English gardens under the

latter name. Such a change can only result in

confusion and has nothing to recommend it

;

there is, indeed, no evidence to support it. Mr.
Rehder has overlooked the fact that there is in

the Linnean herbarium a specimen labelled Pyrus
coronaria in Linnaeus' handwriting. This was
collected by Kalm in North America, and,

although a mere scrap, is sufficiently character-

istic to enable us to decide what he meant by
his Pyrus coronaria, for it answers the descrip-

tion " Foliis serratis angulosis," which Clay-

ton's plant does not ; in the latter specimen the

leaves are not angularly serrate, but have small

crenate serrations. I have fortunately been able

to ascertain the history of the Linnean specimen
through the kindness of Dr. B. Daydon Jackson,

who says that "Kalm arrived in Stockholm in

June, 1751, and brought with him the actual

specimen now in Herb. Linn. There was
therefore abundant time for Linne to write his

diagnosis with Kalm's plant before him. The
scrap which was all that Kalm brought to h !s

old professor with his account of it was surely

enough to constitute what the Americans call a
' Holotype '—the one specimen upon which
the species was described." Linnaeus very pos-

sibly remembered Clayton's specimen, but no
doubt regarded it as the same as that from
Kalm in his herbarium, and upon which he based
his description. That this was so is evident on

turning to Species Plantarmn, ed. II., p. 687

(1763), where he amplifies his previous descrip-

tion and gives a reference to Kalm's plant as

well as to the Flora Virginica. That the plant

in the Clayton herbarium does not agree with

the description in Species Plantarum may be ex-

plained by the fact that Linnaeus had not seen

the specimen for some years. Moreover, it is

well known that references quoted by him as

synonyms under a particular species often

turned out to be distinct plants.

Again, there is nothing to support Mr.

Rehder's views that Miller's Malus coronaria is

synonymous with Pyrus angustifolia Aiton.

The account in the dictionary is absolutely

against it, and points altogether to the fact that

it was the same as Kalm's plant. To begin

with, Miller quotes as a synonym " Malus syl-

vestris virginiana floribus odoratis," from the

Catalogue of Trees, Shrubs and Plants (Cul-

tivated), published in 1730, at which time, as

Mr. Rehder himself states, "P. angustifolia had

not been introduced into cultivation." As a

matter of fact, it was not introduced unt'l

twenty years later, so it is most unlikely that

his "Malus sylvestris virginica" can have re-

ferred to this tree. Also, it is misleading to say

that Miller gives no description of the tree. In the

Dictionary he says :
" The leaves of this are

longer and narrower than any of the other sorts

and are cut into two acute angles on their sides,"

which is entirely characteristic of Pyrus coro-
naria as hitherto understood by botanists. Mr.
Rehder says that Miller speaks of his Malus
coronaria as a plant tender in England, and
considers this to indicate that he refers to P.
angustifolia, which is known to he more tender
than P. coronaria. I do not find any such state-
ment in the Dictionary. On the contrary, in the
1730 catalogue referred to above Miller dis-

tinctly implies that the tree is hardy, for, ac-
cording to the second title-page, which Mr.
Rehder seems to have missed, the plants de-
scribed therein are, to use Miller's own words,
"hardy enough to bear the cold of our climate
in the open air." I think I have discussed the
matter at sufficient length to show that Malus
fragrans Rehder must be rejected, and that the
names in use for these two trees during the last

160 years are perfectly valid. The citations set

out below show the correct nomenclature for the
species in question :

—

Pyrus coronaria Linn., Sp. PL, I., p. 460
(17531. Malus; sylvestris virginiana, floribus

odoratis. Miller. Cat. Trees and Shrubs, 47

(1730). Malus coronaria. Miller. Diet., ed. 8,

No. 2 (1768). Malus fragrans Rehder. Sargent.

Trees and Shrubs, Vol. II., part 4, 228 (1913).

Pyrus angustifolia Aiton, Hort. Kew., II., 176

1789). Sargent, Silva, N. Am., IV., 75 t. 169

(1892). Pyrus coronaria var. angustifolia,

Wenzig in Linnaea, XXVIII.. 41 (1874).

Malus angustifolia Michaux, Fl. Bor. Am., I.,

292 (1803). Malus coronaria Rehder. Sargent,

Trees and Shrubs, Vol. II., part 4, 229 (1913),

non Miller. A. Bruce Jack-son.

ORCHID NOTES AND GLEANINCS.

HYBRID ORCHIDS.
(Continued from March Sl

t p. 201.)

Hybrid.

Brasso-Cattleya Massangeana
Btasso-Cattleya Princess Elizabeth
Brasso-Laelia Oalha
brasso- Laelio-Cattleya Aureole ..

Brasso-Laelio-Cattleya Taurus
Cattleya Gravesiana
Cypripedium Jezebel ..

Cypripedium Redwing

Cypripedium Royal Emblem
Cypripedium Winaum
Dendrobinm Hassetti
Dendrohium Frederickii
Laelio-Cattleya amabilis Fascinator
Laelio-Cattleya Avoca
Laelio-Cattleya Azora
Laelio-Cattleya Decius
Laelio-Cattleya Flavins
Laelio-Cattleya Geta
Laelio-Cattleya Goldilocks ..

Laelio-< 'attleya Latoglossa .

.

Laelio-Cattleya Jucunda
Laelio-Cattleya Ossian
Laelio-Cattleya Tigris

Laelio-Cattleya Tobina
Laelio-Cattleya Vincent
Odontioda Arthur
Odontioda Brackeuhurst
odontioda Brunette .

.

Odontioda Elsie

Odontioda Graireana ..

Odontioda Joan
Odontioda Mrs. R. le Doux .

Odontioda oak woodense
Odontioda Zenobia
Odontoglossum ardentillus

Odontogloasum eximillus
Odontoglossum Mogul

Exhibitor.

C. Trianae x B.-C. Mrs. J. Leemann
B.-C. Digbyano-Mendelii x C. Mossiae..
B.-L. Digbyano-purpurata x L. splendens
B.-L. Mrs. Gratis x L -C. luminosa
L.-C. Canhamiana p oa x B. Digbyana..
Mossiae x Luddemauniana
Arthurianinn pulchellum x Mrs. Wni. Mostyn

G. F. Moore X nitens-Leeanum Hannibal

concolor x aureum Oedippe
callosum Sanderae x Winifred Hollington
Rolfeae x melanodiscus
fimbriatum x Thwaitesiae
L.-C. Fascinator alliens x C. Luddemauniana Stftlileyi

L. Latona x C. Trianae
Ophir x Charlesworthii
L.-C. Hippolyta x L. pumila
L.-C. G. S. Ball x L. flava

L.-C. Picanus x C. Sehroderae
('. Harrisoniana x L. Cowanii
L. Latona x L.-C. callistoglossa ..

C. Pereivaliana x L.-C. Edwardii
L.-C. highburiensis x L.-C. Pallas
L. Cowanii x L.-C. Dominiana

C. Trianae x L. Boothiana
C. Trianae x L.-C. Doris
Oda. Bradshawiae x Odm. ardentissimum
Oda. Charlesworthii x Odm. eximium..
Oda. Bohnhoffiae x Odm. Harryanum

I tdolltn;

Odontojr
Odontog
Odoutog
Odontog
Odontog
Odontog
Odontog

lossum
lossum
lossum
lossum
lossum
lossum
lossum
lossum

Newliugii .

,

Rolossa
Royal Purple
Ulysses
Uranoasa
Vulcirrha .,

Vulperulla .

,

Zena ..

Cochlioda Noezliana .

.

odm. Rossii
Odm. ardentissimum

odm. Wilckeanum
Odm. percultum
Odm. percultum

Oda. Charlesworthii
Cochlioda Noezliana
odm. Charlesworthii
oda. Bradshawie
Oda. Bradshawiii
Oda. Charlesworthii
ardentissimum x illustrissimum
eximium x illustrissimum
Parentage unrecorded, oakwoodense x ardentissi-
mum (Canary) incorrect.

Ossulstonii x cirrhosum
Rolfeae x Ossulstonii
Edwardii x illustrissimum
excellent > Lambeauianum
Crania x Ossulstonii
Vnylstekei x cirrhosum .. .. ....
Vnylstekei x percultum ..

Sceptrum x Harryanum

odontoglossum Edna
Odontoglossum Leonidas
odontoglossum Mirabeau var. Mastiff
( tdontoglossum Titania
Sophro-Laelio-Cattleya Sunloch .

.

Rossii nibescens x ardentissimum
Hallio-crispum > triumphans
mirum x Lambeauianum ..

(jueen Alexandra x erispum
L.-C. Goldfinch x S.-L.-C. Danae..

M. Theodore Pauwels.
Charlesworth and Co.
Flory and Black.
W. H. St. Quintin, Esq.
Armstrong and Broui.
Sander and Sons.
Lt.-Col. Sir G. L. Holford,
K.C.V.O.

Lt.-Col. Sir G. L. Holford,
K.C.V.O.

Sander and Sons.
F. M. Ogilvie, Esq.
Mrs. Haywood.
R. G. Thwaites, Esq.
Charlesworth and Co.
H. T. Pitt, Esq.
Stuart Low and Co.
Flory and Black.
Flory and Black.
Flory and Black.
O. O. Wrigley, Esq.
Stuart Low and Co.
Sander and Sons.
Flory and Black.
Lt.-Col. Sir G. L. Holford,
K.C.V.O.

Eustace F. Clark, Esq.
Sander and Sons.
Mrs. X. Cookson.
J. Gurney Fowler. Esq.
J. GurneyFowler, Esq.,and

Messrs. Charlesworth.
Charlesworth and Co.
M. H. Graire.
Charlesworth and Co.
R. le Doux, Esq.
Mrs. N. Cookson.
F. M. Ogilvie, Esq.
Armstrong and Brown.
Armstrong and Brown.
SirG.L. Holford, K.C.V.O.

R. G. Thwaites, Esq.
De B. Crawshay, Esq.
Armstrong and Brown.
Armstrong and Brown.
l>e B. Crawshay. Esq.

,

R. G. 'i hwaites, Esq.

,
R. G. Thwaites, Esq.
De B. Crawshay, Esq., and
Lord Grantley.

R. G. Thwaites, Esq.
De B. Crawshay, Esq.
J. and A. McBean.
De B. Crawshay, Esq.
Lt.-Col. Sir G. L. Holfoid,
K.C.V.O.
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ODONTOGLOSSUM MOGUL.

At the meeting of the R.H.S. Orchid Com-
mittee on April 7 last Lieut. -Colonel Sir Geo. L.

Holford, K.C.V.O.. \Yestonbirt, Tetbury (gr. Mr.
H. G. Alexander), showed Odontoglossum Mogul.

This hybrid, which received a First-class Certi-

ficate, furnishes an instance of a recorded

parentage proving to be inaccurate, for it was
said to have been derived from 0. oakwoodense

X 0. ardentissimum. It required but a glance at

the illustration of 0. Canary (oakwoodense x
ardentissimum), in the Gardeners' Chronicle,

January 17, 1914, and the accompanying note

of that pretty yellow variety, to show that a

mistake had been made.

O. Mogul (parentage unrecorded) is one of

those beautiful but puzzling variations which
the hvbridist is delighted to welcome. That 0.

period of any flowering climber, commencing to

expand its blossoms towards the end of April,
flowering in ever-increasing profusion through
the summer months, and reaching the zenith of

its display in September, when it forms a sheet
of snowy blossoms, while it often retains some
at least until Christmas.

Lapagerias succeed admirably on a north or

north-west wall in the open in Devon and Corn-
wall, and long trails of waxy-petalled, tubular

blooms, white and red, may often be cut so late

as November. The white-flowered Physianthus

albens will also grow freely, spreading widely

over a wall or sheltered cliff face. It also bears

numbers of its great, corrugated seed-pods.

Stauntonia latifolia, although bearing somewhat
inconspicuous flowers among its leathery leaves,

is valuable on account of the exquisite fragrance

emitted by its clustering blooms in the early

bloo.Ti appeared in these columns a few months-
ago (fig. 73, Sept. 20, 1913). In specially shel-

tered sites - there are three other beautiful
flowering climbers which may be grown on warm
south walls. The first of these is Plumbago
capensis, which bears pale blue flowers. A plant
of this growing at the foot of a lofty cliff, by which
it is protected on the north and east, has passed:

through several winters without any artificial

sheltering, and in the early autumn is a sheet of

palest blue. The second is Mandevilla suaveo
lens, a native of Buenos Ayres, a handsome
greenhouse climber, bearing in great abundance
clusters of large, deliciously scented white
blossoms. In many gardens this grows well

and flowers profusely in the open. The third is

the Ivy-leaved Pelargonium, which in the south-

west is largely used as a wall-climber. Abutilon,-

megapotamicum, from Rio Grande, although not

Fig. 129.

—

odontoglossum mogul : petals and sepals blotched with claret-purple.

(R.H.S. First-class Certificate on April 7, 1911.)

ardentissimum may be one parent is possible, for

O. Pescatorei seems well indicated in the white-
ness of the ground colour and form. The colour
of the blotches is claret-purple, with a ruby-red
tint on the central part.

TENDER CLIMBERS FOR FAVOURED
LOCALITIES.

The best of half-hardy flowering climbers is,

without doubt, Solanum jasminoides, the attrac-
tive qualities of which are widely recognised in

Devon and Cornwall, where it is largely grown
by rich and poor alike. Its white flower-clusters

are extremely beautiful, and were these borne
merely for the space of a month or six weeks,
would entitle the plant to a foremost place among
Climbers. As a matter of fact, however, the
Solanum enjoys the most extended blooming

spring. In the autumn the long, sausage-shaped
seed-pods, dull crimson in hue, are freely pro-

duced. The great Burmese Honeysuckle, Loni-
cera Hildebrantiana, is a glorious plant bearing
hundreds of large flowers 6 inches in length
and 5 inches across the open lip. These are at

first white, but turn to deep orange, and their

fragrance is unrivalled. This year the plant
bore dozens of seed-pods. Two Tacsonias, T.
quitensis and T. mollissima, both natives of

Quito, do well in the south-west. The first bears

flesh-coloured flowers, and the second reddish
pink. The New Zealand Clematis, C. indivisa

lobata, is, when in full flower,, one of the

loveliest plants it is possible to imagine. It

grows well in the open in Devon and Cornwall,

and when a wall 40 feet in length and 8 feet

in height is entirely covered with thousands of

its large white flowers, the effect is indescribably

beautiful. An illustration of a plant in full

strictly speaking a climber, may be grown
against a wall with its main growths trained in,

when its arching flower-laden shoots bend out-

wards gracefully, studded along their length
with their crimson and yellow blooms, which
are borne in quantity throughout the whole
summer and autumn and well into the winter
months. Manettia bicolor is a pretty climber,

bearing tubular red and yellow flowers for many
months. It does well in many gardens. Akebia
quinata is a perennial flowering climber bearing

sweetly-scented flowers of maroon colour. This

note is far from exhausting the list of charming
half-hardy flowering climbers and other plants

that may be utilised for beautifying wall and
trellis in the warmer districts of our islands, but

sufficient have been mentioned (o give an idea of

the scope afforded by this branch of gardening
in specially favoured localities. Wi/ndltam
Fitzherbert.
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BELVOIR IN SPRING.
(See Figs. 130, 131, 132, 133, and Supplementary

Illustration.)

The paragraph inserted in these pages last

week announcing the fact that the spring flowers

at Belvoir Castle, the ancient home of the

completion, a large portion was destroyed by
fire. The building, however, proceeded, and the

destroyed portion was rebuilt with different stone,

consequently the appearance to-day would lead

the visitor to imagine that one portion was very
much older than the other, which is not the case.

On the south side are some very fine terrace walls,

Fig. 130.

—

view in the " duchess' garden '' at belvoir castle.

Dukes of Rutland, were now at their best,

was doubtless read by many who would like

to benefit from the intelligence

thus given, but are unable to do

so. This seems the more probable,

because a quarter of a century has

elapsed since the present writer

first indidged hopes of making the

Belvoir visit, yet so long is hope

sometimes deferred that not until

Friday in last week were his

wishes fulfilled. It is likely,

therefore, that certain impres-

sions of Belvoir, gained as the re-

sult of the visit, may be of interest

to many readers of these pages.

From Bottesford Railway Station,

on the Great Northern Railway,

the castle is reached after a drive

of five miles, and as one ap-

proaches the estate it becomes

evident that the last mile will be

a gradual ascent from the level

country behind to the hill on
which the castle is situated. The
hill rises to a height of 456 feet,

and at its foot the meadows are

covered with the yellow bells

of tile Cowslips, showing that the

land is heavy and damp ; in point

of fact, two, and sometimes three,

horseo are required to the plough.
The depth of the clay subsoil

has not been determined, though
borings to a considerable depth
have been made for the purpose.
The present castle, which is seen

above the trees in fig. 152
menced in the year 1801 by John Henry, fifth

Duke of Rutland, but in 1816, when Hearing

dropping down one under the other to the base of

the first hill. On the lowest wall there are many

ally from the late Sir Thomas Hanbury's
garden at La Mortala ; Ozothamnus rosmarini-
folius, Clerodendron foetidum and C. trichoto-
mum, and Indigofera Gerrardiana. On the
next wall above were noticed a fine plant
of Azara merophylla, Magnolia Soulangeana in
full bloom (see fig. 131) and M. grandiflpra,

Chimonanthus fragrans, Calycanthus occi-
dentals and C. floridus; Lilacs and Olearias.

The next terrace above is called the flower-

garden terrace. At the east end a fine plant
of Photinia serrulata grows against the wall
to a height of 20ft., Fabiana imbricata,
Lonicera fragrantissima, Punica granatum,
and a large Banksian Rose 23ft. high and 40ft.

wide at the top. There is yet another
terrace at the back of this high wall, which
is only about 3ft. below the top. It is be-

lieved that these beautiful walls were built

at about the same time as the castle.

From the uppermost terrace the view is one
of extreme beauty, contributed to by the

elevation and also by the magnificent trees,

for Belvoir is specially fortunate in possess-

ing a wondrous collection of handsome
specimens. The N.-E. side provides a

view of the surrounding country extending

for miles.

The "Castle Flower Garden" is a trian-

gular piece of ground near the carriage

approach to the castle. In the centre is a

large plant of the North American Magnolia
umbrella, a species that produces greenish-

white flowers early in June and very fine

foliage. Around this tree there are several

beds that used to form part of the spring

bedding, but several years ago this garden

was altered to the formal style. A stone

wall now encircles the Magnolia, the paths
are paved with flags, and the beds contain

low hedges of Lavender, Paeor.ies, etc., with
the usual bay trees in tubs and statuary and
objects of art that the present Duchess has

gathered together from remote places abroad,

whilst a small tank in the shape of a half-moon

contains choice Water Lilies.

Fig. 131.

—

magnolia soulangeana on terrace wall at belvoir.

was c om- interesting plants, >such as Abutilon vitifolium,

Primus triloba, Berberidopsis corallina, a
single yellow Banksian Rose, that came origin-

The statuary garden, on the west side of the

garden, was illustrated in a supplement to

Gardeners' Chronicle, March 7, 1903, and calls
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for no remark now, except that it was formed

in its present position in 1847 by Mr. Challis,

who was head gardener at Belvoir for a short

period.

view was from above. Here also are Hinia- Rising from the hollow and pushing their way
layan Rhododendrons—H. Thompsonii, for ex- up through the various forms of vegetation,

ample—covered with blossoms, enhancing the

effect produced by the Acer
;

plants of Kerria

the

Fig. 132.

—

border of hardy feuennials at belvoir castle.

THE DUCHESS' GARDEN.
The Duchess' garden, lying to the west of

the castle, is named after the Duchess Eliza-

beth, wife of the fifth Duke, who first chose

the site. It occupies a natural hollow on the

side of a hill, about half a mile from the castle.

The area is eight acres. In shape it resembles

a horseshoe, with the open part of the

shoe facing south-east. The character of

the hollow will be understood when it is realised

that the fall from the highest to the lowest

point is something like a hundred feet. The
whole of this garden is sheltered by tall forest

trees, which completely encircle it, whilst the

sloping banks provide excellent situations for

many tender shrubs, both foliage and flower-

ing, which would not be capable of exist-

ing here were it not for the shelter, first

•of the slopes, and secondly of the trees

already mentioned.

It would be difficult to imagine a more beauti-

ful scene than that presented by this valley,

densely covered as it is with choice and luxuriant

vegetation, the trees ranging from 150ft.

giants down to the dwarf undershrubs. Beds
filled with lovely spring flowers are placed in the

most effective positions, as, for instance, on the

Tiigher grassy slopes or level tracts near the

bottom of the glen. The scenery reminds one of

some favoured chine—Shanklin, for example

—but it is superior in every respeot. The visitor

may walk round this valley on a path formed at

the top of the slopes, and thus command a view

of the whole. Seen from above, the garden presents

to the eye a wealth of green growth of all kinds,

varied and relieved by occasional patches of vivid

colour. One of these latter is provided by a

plant of Acer japonicum septemlobum, an extra-

ordinarily fine specimen, and probablv one of the

first to be planted out-of-doors in this country.

It is upwards of 20ft. high, and measures 30ft.

through the branches. Readers may imagine the

magnificent effect of the clear April sunshine

lighting up the brown-red colour of this eastern

Maple, the effect being all the better because th«

japonica flore plena, with rich, orange-coloured
flowers ; tall, thick bushes of Camellias, in ex-

cellent health and in full bloorr. planted thirty

tall columns of Cupressus Lav
relieved by magnificent gTOups of

Bamboos, whose graceful stems
lend an aerial brightness to

the somewhat gloomy limbs of the
Cupressus. Some of the most
effective of the Bamboos are
Arundinaria japonica, A. falcata

(14ft! high by 21ft. through the
branches, planted in 1882), A.
Simonii (14ft. high), Bambusa
viride glaucescens (lift, by 17ft.),

the dwarf B. tessellata, growing
at the side of the pathway, and
B. Fortunii variegata.

Gratifying success has been at-

tained in this garden with more
or less tender plants, considering

the locality, and the following are

all to be seen, represented by
good specimens :—Daphniphyllum
glaucescens, Trachycarpus ex-

celsa, Azara microphylla, Staphy-
lea colchica (16J,ft. by 17ift"),

Halesia tetraptera, Paulownia
imperialis (planted in 1903),

Azalea amoena, A. balsamiflora,

Andromeda ovalifolia, A. flori-

bunda and japonica, Eucryphia
pinnatifolia (25ft. high) and Em-
b'othrium eoccineum.

THE SPRING FLOWERS.

In the glorious setting provided

by the Duchess' garden, the

spring flower garden at Belvoir

has everything in its favour. The
late Mr. William Ingram, who,

with Mr. Wildsmith, of Heckfield, was amongst
the first, to develop this form of gardening, may
be credited with having realised this fact at the

-wistaria sinensis at belvoir castle.
Portions of the plant have been detached from the wall and trained to poles the better to display

the flowers.

years ago, both red and white varieties; Rhodo-
dendron Falconeri, with its sulphur-coloured

flowers, and other Himalayan species of Rhodo-
dendron could be seen on the slopes of the dell.

outset, namely, that it was extremely well suited

to the surroundings. Mr. Ingram was gardener

at Belvoir for the long period of 40 years, and
his successor, Mr. W. H. Divers, who has held
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the position for the past 20 years, has de-

veloped the system, so that for upwards

of half a century spring flowers have been

a speciality at Belvoir. The example . of

Belvoir has had its effect over the country,

insomuch that it is difficult for the younger
generation of gardeners to imagine the great

development that has taken place, and to

realise that before a few resourceful men turned

their attention to the subject and studied the

plants that seemed to possess the necessary

qualities for winter and spring decoration the

beds in most gardens were often allowed to remain

bare through the long whiter and spring

seasons. This is rarely the case nowadays in

gardens of any pretension, and the modern visi-

tor to Belvoir, therefore, when he beholds the

splendid displays of colour, recognises that here

is indeed the classic example from whence this

and that feature have been copied in countless

instances. Such being the case, it could

hardly be exp2cted that the beds should

have the same stamp of novelty that belonged

to them in former years ; indeed, the chief

points about them are (1) that they are more
favourably situated than probably any others

in the country; (2) that greater attention

is paid to detail, with the result that the plants

are more successful ; and (3) that the experience

of so many years enables Mr. Divers to obtain

perfect colour effects. The system of

massing is just the same a; in summer
bedding, as will be seen in the illustra-

tion (fig. 130). There are ribbon borders, with

some design occasionally running through them,

and beds planted wholly with one colour, just as

they used to be in the summer, with selected

varieties of zonal Pelargoniums or Calceolarias.

This year, for instance, the most effective design

is planted as follows, the various subjects

forming straight or zig-zag lines or panels of

various shapes. At the top. Wallflower Ruby
Gem, with double Daisies under them ; then

Aubrietia deltoides (mauve) ; next Wallflower

Salmon Queen, followed by Aubrietia Hender-
sonii, with red Hyacinths amongst the Aubrietias :

tall double-flowered Wallflowers, with broad
bands of pale-blue Forget-me-nots at the

base, and blue Hyacinths mixed with them.

The larger beds are each massed with one

variety, and in one of them Wallflower Fire

King, edged with yellow Polyanthus, is uncom-
monly effective. Wallflower Fire King is pecu-

liarly bright, and those who have nob cultivated

this somewhat new variety are recommended
to make a trial of it. April was too early

for many of the Tulips to be in flower, as it was
for many other plants in Mr. Divers's select list,

but of Daffodils there appeared to be millions,

growing in every conceivable situation, and
succeeding in the grass no less well than
in the beds. Mr. Divers contrives very cleverly

to get drifts of Daffodils in just the form and
situation to produce effects that please the

artist, for they appear as if Nature herself had
distributed the bulbs. Many have succeeded in

the grass for a period of thirty years, and their

strength of flower and foliage is indeed re-

markable. In the kitchen garden, which
covers an area of seven acres, there are great

breadths of Daffodils on the borders, and in the

plantations and pleasure grounds generally they
light up countless situations between the shrubs.

These notes can only attempt to give the

reader some imperfect idea of the glories of

Belvoir in spring, for there are many other

features that might be remarked upon did space
permit, the herbaceous flower garden, for in-

stance, a border of which is illustrated in

fig. 132. The general condition of the place

is exceedingly good, and highly creditable to Mr.
Divers, who has cared for it so many years.

For the information of readers who may like to

study the subject of spring gardening in greater
detail, it may be mentioned that Mr. Divers
has recently published a book* on the subject of

* Longmans, Green and Co. Price 5s.

very great value to those engaged in the same
kind of work, and figs. 130, 131, and 132 are re-

produced from that interesting volume. In con-

clusion, we reproduce from the same work the

following' list of "spring~flowers, showing-how and

when the various plants are propagated :

—

Class I.

—

Plants Raised from Div. of Stock
in March.

Arabis alpina flore pleno Helleborus atrorubens, H.
Aubrietias, all varieties caucasicus, and other
Erica carnea varieties

E. c. alba Iris foetidissima varie-

Festuca glauea gata
I. pallida variegata

Class II.

—

Plants Raised from Div. of Stock
in Mat.

Arabis albida Phlox subulata Sprite
Alyssum saxatile nana P. s. Vivid
Auriculas, alpine vars. P. Newry Seedling.
Carex riparia variegata Polyanthus, all vars.

Daisy, all vars. Primroses, all vars.

Dononicum austriacuni Scrophularia Scorodonia
D. excelsum variegata
Hemerocallis fulva varie- Saxifraga Camposii
gata S. cordifolia purpurea

Heuchera hispida S. ligulata
si/n. H. Richardsonii S. moschata atropurpurea
Holcus mollis variegata S. m. Guildford Seedling
Luzula sylvatica S. m. Rhei
Phalaris* arundinacea S. purpurascens
variegata Symphytum officinale

P. a. elegans variegata
Phlox subulata Bright- Violas, all vars.

ness Violets, single and double
P. s. Nelsonii Waldsteinia trifolia

Class III.

—

Plants Raised from Seeds Sown in

the Year Previous to Flowering,
with the Month of Sowing.

Alyssum saxatile nana ... Starch
Daisy (Bel'is perennis),

ail vars. except Alice ... June
Erysimum compactum ... June, first week
Go'lden Feather (Pyreth-
rum aureum) July

Honesty, variegated March
Myosotis alpestris Queen
Victoria June

M. a. Royal Blue
M. dissitiflora ,,

M. d. alba ,,

Onopordon acanthiuin ... March
Polyanthus, all vars Feb., 1st week, under glass
Primroses, all vars ,, ,, ,,

Stock, Empress Elizabeth June, 1st week
Wallflower, Earliest of

All May, 1st week
Wallflower, Phoenix
Wallflower, Belvoir Cas-

tle Yellow ...., June, 1st week
Wallflower, Dark Red
Wallflower, Double German ,,

Wallflower, Ruby Gem
Wallflower, Salmon Queen ,,

Class IV.

—

Plants Raised from Seeds Sown
Two or More Years Before Required

for Flowering.
Auriculas, alpine vars ... March. 2 years before
Helleborus foetidus August, 3 years before
H. atrorubens, H. cauca-
sicus, H. olympicus, and
others ».

Class V.

—

Plants Raised from Cuttings

Under Glass in May.
Arabis alpina flore pleno Wallflower, double yellow
Phlox divaricata Wallflower, double Har-
Wallflower, Double Dark pur Crewe
Red

Class VI.

—

Plants Raised from Cuttings

in September.
Myosotis dissitiflora Wallflower, double dark
M. d. alba red
M. d. Dyerae Wallflower, double yellow
Violas, all vars. Wallflower, double Har-

pur Crewe

The Timber in Westminster Hall.—
The causes of the. decay in the wonderful timber

roof of Westminster Hall, built by Richard II..

have been found to be dry rot, "surface decay,"

whatever that may mean, and the ravages of the

goat moth and of a small grub Xestobium tessel-

latum. Mr. Wedgwood Benn, in announcing

the news that money is to be spent in making
good the defects, stated that a committee of

experts is engaged in considering the prepara-

tion of an effective insecticide to get rid of the

agents of destruction. We do not wish to

interfere with the work of the committee of ex-

perts, but would recommend them to use corro-

sive sublimate, which with a little ingenuity can

be made to penetrate quite deeply into the
burrows of " the insect."

The Week'sWork?^

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
By H. J. Chapman, Gardener to Mrs. Cookson,

Oakwood, Wylam-on-Tyne.

Spraying.—Most Cypripediums, the majority
of Odontoglossums, and allied Orchids, luxuriate
when they are well sprayed overhead, but the
amount of syringing should be in accordance with
the weather conditions. It is most important
that spraying should be practised only when the
foliage will become dry again before the tem-
perature drops; it is not safe, until the end of
May, to spray after about 1 p.m. Spraying will
not only favour growth, but keep insect pests in
check, and this is of the utmost importance.
Vandas, Aerides, Saccolabiums, and other Orchids
that are grown in the warmer houses should have
their stems well moistened with the syringe early

in the morning, and the spaces between the pots-

should also be damped two or three times daily
when moisture evaporates rapidly. The plants
are now in active growth, and humid conditions
must be maintained about them.

Phaio-Calanthes.- From my experience it

is best to re-pot these plants annually, and now
is a suitable time to undertake the work. Re-
move the old compost entirely, and re-pot the
plants in a compost composed of equal portions-

of turfy loam, jpeat and broken leaves, inter-

mixed with sufficient sand, charcoal and broken,
crocks to render the material porous. Phaio-
Calanthes should be treated in practically the
same manner as Calanthes, with the exception
that, being semi-deciduous, little water is neces-

sary during the whole of the resting period.

It is best to treat the plants liberally until the

flowering season is over, for they do not require

anything like so severe a rest as Calanthes.

Phaio-Cymbidium Chardwar dense.— This,

distinct and desirable plant will grow well if

treated in every respect as advised' for Phaius
hybrids. The plants, as a rule, produce their

growth later than Phaius, and should not be
re-potted until the new growths are an inch or
two long, when new roots develop. Shade the

plants carefully from strong light after they are-

re-potted, and afford them only sufficient water
to keep the shoots plump.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
By W. Crump, Gardener to Earl Beauchamp, K.C.M.G.,

Madresfield Court, Worcestershire.

Flowering Shrubs.— As soon as Jasminum
nudiflorum, Forsythias, Ribes, and other early-

flowering shrubs have finished blooming, thin,

out the weak spray growths,- and shorten the
leading branches fairly hard. The degree of

pruning should be in accordance with the vigour

of the plant, the object being to obtain strong,

breaks with stout lateral branches, for it is these

that will give the finest flowers next season.

There are many beautiful shrubs that have been,

introduced in recent years from China, and al-

though 'many of them have not yet been tried

in gardens, a great number have proved valu-

able additions. Taking the older kinds, the fol-

lowing represents a selection suitable for plant-

ing in groups or growing as single specimens ir>

both large and small gardens. Abutilon viti-

folium, Abelia rupestris, Pyrus (Arorn'a)

floribunda (the leaves of this plant assume
beautiful tints in the autumn), Caryopteris-

Mastacanthus, Choisya ternata, Olearia Haastii,

Veronica Traversii, V. salicifolia, and the
variety Autumn Glory ; Pyrus Malus Scnei-

deckeri, Carpenteria californica, Halesia

tetraptera, Tamarix hispida aestivalis, ami
the newer varieties of both Deutzia and
Philadclphus. A mass of the beautiful

Hydrangea arborescens grandiflora or its variety

rosea makes a good effect in the flower gar-

den. Veronicas, too, although not quite hardy,
are splendid summer bloomers. The plants may
be lifted and placed in tubs to be sheltered in>

a cold pit during very severe weather ; the finest

varieties are La Seduisante, Imperial Red,
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Blue Gem, Purple Queen, Madame A.

Veronique, and Hulkeana. Plants of Romneya
Coulteri should • be cut down .annually to the

ground level. If it is desired to increase the

stock of this plant, now is a suitable time to

take up the roots and divide them. This plant

may easily be propagated from seed sown as

soon as it is ripe.

Hollies and Evergreen Oaks.— April

and May are considered the best months for

transplanting these evergreen trees. Fairly large

specimens may -be transplanted with success if

precaution is taken to retain a good ball of earth

about the Toots. First prepare the stations so

that the roots may be exposed for the least pos-

sible time. In planting ram the soil carefully on

the under side of the ball and make it thoroughly

firm all around the roots. When the planting is

completed water the soil copiously so that the

ground may settle closely, and finish with a

mulch of animal manure. Hollies are specially

adapted for growing as specimen plants on
lawns ; indeed, they never look better than when
arranged in groups on grass. They should be
planted sufficiently far apart to stand clear of

each other, and even when employed in the mixed
shrubbery it is advisable for Hollies to 6tand

clear of all surrounding vegetation. The
majority of Hollies form evenly-balanced speci-

mens with very little attention to training or

pruning, and, being evergreen, are attractive the

whole year round. The little pruning required

consists in shortening any extra vigorous shoots

that -would be likely to upset the proper shape
and contour of the plant. A few of the best

varieties and Gpecies are Ilex Aquifolium, camel-

liaefolia, Hodginsii, Mundyi, and I. Wilsonii.

Perry's Weeping, Gold Queen, Gold King,
Watereri, Shepherdii, Silver Hedgehog and Ilex

Pernyi. Hollies are sometimes clipped into

conical and other shapes as topiary objects, which
I consider an abomination and an outrage
upon nature. Holly hedges alone should be cut
with shears.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
By W. Hedley Warren, Gardener to the Aston-CIinton
Park Estate (the Rt. Hon. Lord Rothschild), Buck-

inghamshire.

Figs.— Trees with fruit ripening should be
grown in a drier and more bracing atmosphere
than hitherto, as these conditions cause the
fruits to be better flavoured. In houses where
the fruit is swelling, maintain a close, moist
warm atmosphere. With fire heat the tempera-
ture should not exceed 70° at night, but when
the sun shines it may rise to 90° or even 100°

with benefit to the trees. Syringe frequently
to keep down attacks of red spider. Pinch the
points of the young shoots when they are about
3 inches long. Pot trees may be stopped even
more closely. Top-dress Figs growing in pots
with a mixture consisting of one-half cow or

sheep manure, and one-half rich loam.

Vines.—The temperature may be lowered in

early vineries when the berries have finished

colouring ; little fire heat need be employed ex-

cepting in dull, cloudy weather, and then merely

to keep the atmosphere moving and sweet. Let
there be a brisk heat with plenty of air in

other houses where the bunches are beginning

to colour. Maintain a bountiful supply of heat

and moisture in houses in which vines are swell-

ing off their crop. Thin the bunches and
berries of other vines as may be required, and
do the work thoroughly, as heavy cropping is

one of the greatest evils in vine culture. Hasten
the forcing of Lady Downe's and other late

varieties, relying as much as possible on the

sun's heat, and closing the house early in the

afternoons of bright, sunny days. See that

there is no lack of moisture in the houses, and
lceep the evaporating troughs filled with manure
water.

Melons.— The earliest fruits are approaching
maturity, and the plants must be watered with
extra care, as an excess of moisture would cause

the fruits to crack. A mulch of manure from a
spent Mushroom bed will prove beneficial and
obviate frequent waterings. But the soil must
never be allowed to become dry, for if this be
permitted red spider will spread rapidly and
epoil the fruit. It is a mistake to suppose that

Melons in their final stages require to be grown
in a dry border or very hot atmosphere. Attend
carefully to the work of tying, and training the
shoots of succession plants, and air the house
freely on all favourable occasions. A steady
but not gross growth is the most fruitful. Never
shade from the brightest sunshine, but see that
sufficient atmospheric moisture is present on
such occasions. Plants growing in frames
should be well covered up at night to equalise

somewhat the fluctuating temperatures of day
and night usually experienced at this time of

the year. The moisture arising from the bed
is usually more than sufficient for the full re-

quirements of the plants, therefore do not
syringe overhead too frequently nor during
cloudy days. As soon as the lateral growths
show fruit, pinch at one joint beyond it, and
impregnate the strongest and largest blooms.

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
By J. G. Weston, Gardener to Lady Northcotb.

Eastwell Park, Kent.

Young Trees.—In training very young
trees, endeavour to build up well-furnished speci-

mens, and as there will be plenty of space for

extension, many more shoots can be retained

than would be advisable in the case of older

trees, but in neither case should the young shoots

be trained so thickly as to cause overcrowding.

Do not allow a central upright shoot to take the

lead ; this should always be removed at once, and
the side-shoots trained in a regular fan-shape.

Peach Blister or Leaf Curl.—This
disease is often a source of much trouble in the

cultivation of Peaches out-of-doors, attacks fol-

lowing spells of cold, east winds, while growth
is tender and therefore susceptible to in-

jury. All infected leaves should be picked off

and burnt, and the shoots cut back as far as

they are infected ; usually the trees will then
grow out of the disease as the weather improves.

After the fruits are set, spray the trees with an
insecticide to destroy green fly and other insect

pests.

Mulching Transplanted Fruit-Trees.
Following the heavy rains of March, we have
experienced very dry weather for April, showers
being rare. Heavy soils are cracking badly
through drought, and trees that were planted
late in the season may suffer injury unless
measures are taken to counteract the drought.
Break up the caked surface, and if a mulch of

manure was not applied as recommended at the
time of planting, spread a layer of light litter,

such as manure from an old Mushroom bed, over
the roots. If the drought is prolonged the
transplanted trees may require watering.
Syringings overhead in the afternoons of hot
days are of great benefit, and may 6ave many
trees, which otherwise might fail to start into

satisfactory growth.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
By C. H. COOK, Gardener to the Earl of Derby,

Knowsley Hall, Lancashire.

Anthurium- — The plants have rooted in the

fresh moss on the surface, and the stems may be
partially severed jr-V below the part where the

moss was placed. In the course of a week the

stem may be completely severed, and the plants

potted afresh in a compost composed of equal

parts of peat and very fibrous loam, from which

the fine soil has bee.i removed, three parts of

Sphagnum-moss, a good sprinkling of lumpy
charcoal, broken pot-sherds and sharp-sand. Make
the material moderately firm, and surface the

pots with a layer of clean moss. Soak the soil

with water and syringe the plants freely.

Euphorbia (Poinsettia) pulcherrima.—
The old plants, having been rested, are starting

into growth afresh and will furnish a supply of

cuttings. A good position in which to grow the

plants is near to the front ventilators of a Peach
house, or in a pit where the atmosphere is not

too humid. Shoots 2 to 3 inches long should be

taken off with a heel of old wood attached and
inserted singly in 2-inch pots. Plunge the pots

to their rims in coco-nut fibre in a propagating

case with bottom heat of 80° to 85°. Shift the

plants into 60-sized pots as eoon as roots develop,

but replace in bottom heat for a few days and
then grow them on a shelf near to the root-glass.

Young plants may al6o be raised from "eyes."
Cut hard, well-ripened shoots into short pieces,

each containing a good hud, and dibble them into
pans filled with peaty soil and treat as for cut-

tings. Old plants not required for stock pur-

poses may he cut down to two buds and en-

couraged to make strong shoots by syringing fre-

quently. When the new growths are 1 inch long
shake the old soil from the roots and put into

receptacles just large enough to contain the roots

and a little compost. Spraying overhead will

afford sufficient moisture until the roots become
active.

Caladium.—The roots of plants that were re-

potted are re-established, and from now onwards
thinner shading should be employed. Light
tiffany may be spread over the roof-glass about
midday, when the sun is strongest, and removed
early in the afternoon. Close the house imme-
diately after syringing, and promote a moist
atmosphere by damping the floors and stagings

between the pots. Specimens intended for use as
table decorations should not he too closely shaded,

as the light will bring out the bright colours,

besides making the stems stiff and the leaves

last longer in rooms. As the plants become pot-

bound feed the roots with weak liquid manure.

Remove all flower spikes as they appear.

Violets.— Plants raised from cuttings rooted

in frames last autumn- are ready for planting

on a border that is shaded by a wall or in the

partial shade of trees. The ground should be

well dug and enriched with soot and manure
from a spent Mushroom bed. Fork these

materials into the soil and make the latter firm.

Lift the plants carefully and set the double varie-

ties 10 to 12 inches apart, but allow a space

of 16 inches for singles. If the weather proves

dry, water the plants and spray them daily at

about 2 p.m. until the roots are re-established.

Syringe the foliage with Quassia extract at in-

tervals to keep red spider and green fly in check.

Cuttings or runners may be taken from plants

growing in pots or frames, and treated much in

the same manner as autumn-rooted plants, but

the latter are best for frame and pot culture, as

they are earlier by several months.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By R. P. Brotherston, Gardener to the Earl of

Haddington, Tyiiiughame, East Lothian.

Potatos. A sharp outlook must be ob-

served for pushing shoots of the later early

varieties, and a little soil drawn over each shoot

as a protection against morning frosts. If the

ground can be safely stirred between the rows

that also will afford a certain amount of protec-

tion, for the air-dried soil is, to a certain ex-

tent, proof against slight frosts.

Carrots.—Long-rooted varieties may be

sown in deeply-trenched ground, allowing rather

more space than for stump-rooted sorts. Where

there are annual losses from the Carrot maggot,

try sowing deeply, leaving part of the drill to

be filled with sand later. Some recommend sand

that has been impregnated with petroleum as a

protective, and one successful grower I knew

used sulphur, not on the plants, but dug into

the ground. The seeds are most easily manipu-

lated when thoroughly mixed with dry soil or

sand. Thin seeding, to obviate the seedlings

growing close together, is a great advantage.

Autumn-Giant Cauliflower.— Unless tins

variety is afforded a long season of growth it is

of very little value. Plants raised from seeds

sown three months ago and growing m frames

are sufficiently advanced to transplant. Deeply-

trenched, very fertile soil is almost essential, and

the plants should be set 3 feet by 3 feet apart.

Lift the roots carefully in order to preserve as

much ball as possible, and plant rather deeply.

Choose the latter part of the afternoon for the

operation, and water effectively; the next morn-

ning partially fill the holes in order to conserve

the moisture! Should hot, dry weather follow,

water must be applied till the plants are re-

established or rain necessitates no further ap-

plications. Hoe the soil after waterings or rain,

and this in time will fill the holes left at plant-

ing.
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EDITORIAL NOTICE.

ADVEHTISEMENTS should be sent to the
PUBLISHES. 41, Wellington Street.
Covent Garden, W.C.

Letters for Publication, as well as specimens of
plants for naming, should be addressed to the

EDITORS, 41, 'Wellington Street, Covent
Garden. London. Communications should be
WRITTEN ON ONE SIDE ONLY OF THE PAPER, Sent as
early in the week as possible and duly signed by
the writer. If desired, the signature will not be
printed, but kept as a guarantee of good faith.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
TUESDAY, MAY 5—

Roy. Hort. Soc. Corns, meet, and Nat. Tulip Soc.
Show. (Lecture at 3 p.m. on "The Value to Gardens
of some of Mr. Wilson's Introductions from China.")
Hort. Club dinner, 6.30 p.m. (Lecture on " Indian
Garden Craft," by Mrs. Patrick Villiers-Stuart.)
Scottish Hort. Assoc, meet.

WEDNESDAY, MAY 6—
B.G.A. Ex. Council meet

THURSDAY, MAY 7—
Linnean Soc. meet.

Average Mean Temperature for the ensuing week
deduced from observations during the last Fifty
Years at Greenwich, 50.3°.

Actual Temperatures :—
London, Wednesday, April 29 (6 p.m.) : Max 70°.

Min. 16°.

Gardeners' Chronicle Office. 41, Wellington Street.
Covent Garden, London, Thursday, April 30
(10 a.m.) ; Bar. 29.5° ; Temp. 55°. Weather-
Dull.

Provinces, Wednesday, April 29 ; Max. 65°, Dor-
chester ; Min. 40°, Darlington.

8ALES FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
WEDNESDAY—

Hardy Bulbs and Tubers, at 12; Japanese Liliums
in cases, and miscellaneous Bulbs, at 3.30; Palms,
Bays, and Greenhouse Plants, at 5. By Protheroe
and Morris.

FRIDAY—
Orchids at Wilderspool, Warrington, by order of W.
Bolton, Esq. By Protheroe and Morris, at 1 o'clock.

A report in the Trans-
Californian actions of the third

Plants. Annual Meeting of the

California Association
of Nurserymen calls attention to the de-

corative value of Californian shrubs. Mr.
Payne, the chairman of the committee
which presented the report, enumerates the
following as desirable garden subjects:—

Carpenteria californica, which grows
successfully in Devonshire, Cornwall, and
elsewhere in this country. The pure white
flowers of the Carpenteria are well set off

by the yellow Tree Poppy, Dendromecon
rigidum, which grows from 4 to 8 feet

and has graceful foliage.

Fremontia oalifornica grows from 4 to

15 feet, and in early summer bears masses
of golden yellow flowers, each 2 to 3 inches
across. Though cultivated in Europe, it

is not so well known as it deserves to be.

Common on the foothills of California
is the Fuchsia-flowered Ribes, R.
speciosum. It is propagated readily by
cuttings and bears cardinal-red flowers
about an inch long It has the further
merit that its leaves take a beautiful
shade of red and brown in early summer.
Other Californian Ribes of proved horti-
cultural value are R. tenuiflorum (yellow
flowered), It. malvaceum (pink) and R.
glutinosum, with long racemes of bright
pink flowers.

Trichostcma lanatum is a deep blue-
flowered plant for dry situations with
Rosemary-like foliage and with buds and
flower-stems covered with a thick purple
wool.

Of Arctostaphylos, A. tomentosa is the

commonest in South California, A. Man-
zanita, one of the most beautiful of the

shrubs of that part of the world, and A.

glauca and A. patula are among other

desirable species. A. Manzanita may, it

appears, be propagated by layering.

The Smoke Tree (Dalea spinosa) is re-

markable not only for its profuse dark

blue Pea-shaped flowers, which are pro-

duced in May, but also on account of its

variable size. Sometimes it forms a shrub

4 to 5 feet and at others it occurs as a tree

25 feet high. To its ashy grey colour this

Dalea owes its popular name.

Chilopsis saligna is a Bignoniaceous

shrub or small tree commonly known as

the Desert Willow. Its leaves are de-

ciduous and Willow-like, and its flowers

are white and purple, blotched with yellow

in the throat.

Of Garryas, besides G. elliptica, well

known in Europe, mention is made of

G. Veitchii Palmeri. Eriodictyon tomen-

tosum and E. Parryi are interesting

shrubby flowTering plants found in dry

situations, the former with grey woolly

leaves and stems and violet-blue Helio-

trope-like flowers, the latter with hand-

some foliage and long spikes of rich blue

flowers.

Beside the typical Rosa californica, a

variety (var. glabrata) occurs in the San
Bernardino mountains, and its bright pink

flowers are produced more lavishly than

are those of the type.

Encelia californica, a common plant of

the foothills, bears plentiful yellow Sun-
flower-like blossoms. E. farinosa, found
on the edge of the desert, is a yet better

plant—a compact bush with long-stemmed
bright yellow flowers.

Berberis Nevinii is a rare shrub and
forms a compact handsome bush with
prickly foliage and long sprays of yellow
flowers which appear in February.
The Malvaceae provide Malvastrum fas-

ciculatum, a pretty shrub found in dry
sandy places and bearing pale pink frag-

rant flowers in long wand-like branches.
Malvastrum Davidsonii has larger flowers

of a rare purple shade.

Fraxinus dipetala, the flowering Ash,
is deciduous, grows from 5 to 15 feet, and
bears light green foliage and white flowers.

Among other shrubs or shrubby plants

which are recommended to Californians

for cultivation are Holodiscus discolor,

Symphoriearus mollis. Lotus glabra,

Lepidospartum squamatum, and Salvia

carduacea, bearing a blossom as large as

a croquet ball, with stems which grow out
of the ball and 'bear other blossoms.

The powerful appeal

Roadsid.i made by Lord William
Beauty. Cecil in a recent letter

to the Times will evoke
the sympathy of all who love the natural
and unique beauty of the English country-

side. He speaks for Hertfordshire, and
condemns the ruthless manner in which
the roadside verge and bank are being
denuded of tree and hedge and flower.

Lord William arraigns the plant collector,

the up-to-date agriculturist and the county
council.

We know not to what authority appeal

must be made, but we join with Lord
William Cecil in deploring this present

destruction of what is most beautiful in

the frequented parts of England.
It is evident that a commission of com-

mon-sense folk is required to investigate

the present state of affairs. If such a

commission were established, with powers

to hear the several interested parties, rules

for the guidance of well-meaning but ne-

cessarily ignorant county councils, road

surveyors and the like might be laid down.
The road surveyor is, we fancy, one of

the chief offenders. He, if he is enter-

prising, smears his main roads with tar,

and by so doing lays down poison for the

trees and shrubs which adjoin the road.

Those responsible for the safety of the

traffic of the road welcome the destruc-

tion or severe cutting back of hedges.

They seek to make of lanes which embower
peace straight cuts for people who are in

a hurry to escape from the boredom which
pursues their flying wheels as a pillar of

cloud and a swift shadow.

The farmer is to blame likewise. After

years of neglect of his hedgerows—neglect

which has led to the growth of greedy

thickets of Hawthorn and other hedge
plants—he has awakened to the fact that

these hedges, once the pride of the country-

side, are cumberers of the ground. In his

zeal for newly-discovered economics he

is beginning to cut them down, forgetful

of the fact that the hedges guard his

ditches, protect his cattle from the wind
and from contagion and from loss. The
people who deal in plant pathology are

also to blame. They discover that cer-

tain weeds may harbour the spores of

pathogenic fungi which may infect the

crops. They advocate, therefore, the

clearing out of hedgerow plants, and the

innocent must suffer with the guilty. The
roadside is indicted as a harbourer of pes-

tilent farm weeds, the seeds of which,

borne by the wayside, invade the field.

That this is so is true ; but of the road-

side herbs few are indeed the enemy of the

farmer, and those who keep their own land

clean have not much to fear from such in-

vasions. It is not likely, with the present

intricacy of local government, that much
good will be done by appealing to this

body or to that. What would do good
would be a demonstration, on the part of

those who have the land to spare, of the

most economical and effective type of

hedge and of the best mode of treatment

of the grassy margin which makes our
roadsides lovely. It is evident that an

ideal hedge is one that roots deeply and
does not plunder the cultivated ground
or choke the ditches. It is also evident

that Thistles and the like may lie kept

from seeding without destroying all the

wild flowers which carpet the hedge banks.

It may prove hard to strike a balance be-

tween the charms of beauty and utility, but
it is not to be believed that raw and par-

tial knowledge and uninformed zeal

should be allowed to lav desolate the wild
gardens of England which bloom by the-

wavsides.
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Coloured Supplement.— The subject of

the Coloured Plate to be published with the issue

for next week is Nepenthes ventricosa and N.

xSiv W. T. Thiselton-Dyer.

Royal Horticultural Society.—The
next meeting of the committees will take place

in the Vinoent Square Hall, Westminster, on
Tuesday, the 5th inst. At three o'clock in the

Lecture Room Mr. W. J. Bean will deliver an
address on "The Value to Gardens of Some of

Mr. Wilson's Introductions from China."

Horticultural Club.— A house dinner of

the Horticultural Club -will take place on Tues-
day, the 5th inst., at the Hotel Windsor, Victoria
Street, Westminster, when Mrs. Patrick Vil-
liers-Stuart (author of " Gardens of the Great
Mulghals") will deliver a lecture on "Indian
Garden Graft," illustrated with lantern slides.

R.H.S. Tulip Show.- For the Royal Horti-
cultural Society'6 meeting on the 5th inst. the
Council invites collections of Darwin, May-
flowering and cottage Tulips. The exhibits will

bo considered by a special jury, and the Council
will make awards according to merit on their

recommendation. At the same meeting six

classes have been arranged by the Royal
National Tulip Society, who will award prizes,

and this Society will welcome exhibits of Tulip
species to which suitable awards will be made
if of sufficient merit.

R.H.S. Gardens Club.— The annual outing

of the members of the R.H.S. Gardens Club
will take place on Saturday, July 13, when
visits will be made to the Royal Botanic Gar-
dens, Kew, and Mr. Leopold de Rothschild's
Gardens at Gunnersbury.

The Orchid Collection of the Late
Sir Trevor Lawrence.— When the late Sir

J. J. Trevor Lawrence, Bart., died an an-

nouncement was made that his well-known
Orchid collection at Burford had been be-
queathed to Lady Lawrence with an expression
of his wish that such of the plants as were
especially of botanical interest should be pre-

sented to the- Royal Botanic Gardens, Keiw.

This gift has now been made to the national

Orchid collection there, which has received from
Lady Lawrence a large selection, consisting of

580 plants, belonging to 89 genera and represent-

ing 350 species, mainly, but by no mean6 ex-

clusively, of botanical interest. The character

of the collection brought together by Sir Trevor
at Burford during many years was a matter of

general knowledge. It was singularly rich in

rare and interesting species, owing to the fact

that Sir Trevor at all times paid especial atten-

tion to whatever in the natural family was
Btriking or unusual from a morphological stand-
peiirt, apart entirely from any decorative value
which it might possess. The result of this was
that the Burford collection was not only
thoroughly representative of the usual showy
species and hybrids, and on this account to be
reckoned with in the horticultural world, but
possessed examples of most of the cultivated

genera, some of which are seldom met with, and
for this reason was perhaps as important from
the scientific as from the gardening standpoint.

It included plants from almost every quarter of
the globe, demanding the most diverse cultural

treatment. The magnificent selection from the

collection at Burford now transferred to Kew is

rich in such genera as Bulbophyllum, Cirrho-
petalum, Pleurothallis, Maxillaria, Epidendrum,
Eria, Angraecum, Dendrobium and Coelogyne,
and includes many species and a few genera not
previously represented at Kew, some of these
being rarely seen in cultivation. The genera not
previously present in the Kew collection include

Trichoceros, a high Andine genus veiy difficult

to bring home alive and very difficult to cultivate

afterwards ; Nasonia and Quekettia, two small
American genera ; and Sterenehilus ar.d Sigma-
togyne, from Northern India. The collection

also includes a number of undetermined species

which have not yeJt flowered ; in a few cases the
genus to which these belong i6 still doubtful.

These unknown plants have been derived from
various sources ; some of them are plants contri-

buted to the Burford collection by Sir Trevor's
son, Captain C. T. Lawrence, by whom they
were obtained in West Africa.

Royal National Tulip Society.— The
annual exhibition of the National Tulip Society

will be held during the spring show of the

R.H.S. at Chelsea on May 20 and May 21, 1914.

Professor Lefroy.—We learn with much
regret that Professor Lefroy met with a serious

motor accident during the general meeting of

the Association of Economic Biologists.

Fire at Messrs. Robinson Bros. Works,
West Bromwich.— A serious fire occurred at

Messrs. Robinson Bros., Ltd.'s premises, West
Bromwich, on the 21st ult. This is the second

outbreak within the last six months ; the damage
on this occasion is rather more extensive than

on the last, and is estimated at between £1,200

and £1,500. Messrs. Robinson inform us there

will be no delay in the despatch of

plant foods and allied manufactures, as the fire

occurred in the tar distillery and in no way
affected the fertiliser and insecticide plant.

Sale at Dover House, Roehampton.-
Owing to Mr. Pierpont Morgan's intention to

dispose of the Dover House Estate, it has been

necessary to sell by auction most of the indoor

plants, including the collection of Orchids. The
sale took place on Tuesday and Wednesday in

last week, the auctioneers being Messrs.

Protheroe and Morris. It is well known to most

of our readers that Dover House has been remark-
able for many years past for its splendid col-

lections of plants, including Orchids, Carnations,

Nerines and the fine foliage stove species. Con-
sequently there was a good attendance _t the

sale, and excellent prices were realised for most
of the lots. On the first day so many as five

hundred lots were easily disposed of in three

hours, and a similar number took but little more
time. Amongst the purchasers there were repre-

sentatives of the horticultural trade of this

country and the Continent, and many amateurs,

whilst considerable purchases were made on be-

half of the Royal Gardens, Kew. It was fre-

quently remarked that the various lots were
presented for sale in extraordinarily fine condi-

tion by Mr. J. F. McLeod, the steward and
gardener, whose success as a cultivator in so

many departments of the garden has made the

name of Dover House familiar to all gardeners.

For the present the gardens will be maintained as

usual.

The Surveyors' Institution.— The next

ordinary general meeting of the Surveyors'

Institution will be held in the Lecture Hall of

the Institution on Monday, May 4, when
the discussion on Mr. Dawbarn Young's paper,

entitled " Comments on the Land Inquiry Com-
mittee's (Urban) Conclusions" will be resumed.

The Council has accepted an invitation to hold

the next country meeting at York on May 22

and 23.

Peat for Fruit Trees.— Experiments car-

ried out in Germany, and reported by Mr. A.
Truelle in Revue de I'Hortic. Beige (April 15,

1914), indicate that peat properly employed has

a markedly favourable effect on the yield of

fruit trees. The peat, which may be employed
at the rate of 10 pounds to the square yard,

should be divided finely and thoroughly soaked
with water before being dug into and mixed with
the soil in which the trees are to be planted.

Retirement of Mr. J. F. Waby.-Mt. J. F.

Waby, gardener at the Botanic Gardens, George-
town, British Guiana, has retired from this post
after thirty-five years' service in the Colony.
Mr. Waby's colonial experience commenced in

Trinidad in 1873, where he was appointed head
gardener to the Botanic Gardens on the recom-
mendation of Kew. In 1879 he was transferred
to British Guiana, and has held the post of head
gardener at the Botanic Gardens, Georgetown, to

their very great advantage since that date. Mr.
Waby's retirement was made the occasion for the
presentation of a testimonial by Professor J. B.

Harrison on behalf of the Board of Agriculture

and the Staff of the department, and the

Governor, in appreciation of the valuable services

rendered to the Colony by Mr. Waby, has been
pleased to appoint him an honorary member of

the Board of Agriculture.

Appointment from Kew.— Mr. F. G.
Cousins, formerly a member of the gardening
staff of the Royal Botanic Gardens, has been
appointed a Sub-Inspector for the purposes of

the Destructive Insects and Pests Acts under
the Board of Agriculture and Fisheries.

Presentations to Kew.—We learn from
the Kew Bulletin that Sir Harry J. Veitch has
presented to the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew,
the important collection of Conifer cones which
for many years has formed so interesting a
feature of the Veitchian establishment at Chel-

sea. It consists of 170 species, including up-

wards of 60 Pines, 26 Firs, and a similar

number of Spruces. The collection is of historical

as well as of botanical interest, for, in the main,
it comprises the specimens contributed by
Messrs. Veitch's collectors in North and South

America, China, Japan, and other countries be-

tween 1840 and the present date. The Hon.
Arthur F. G. Leveson-Gower has presented

two relics in the form of two keys of an old

pattern, one of them inscribed " Botanic Gar-

den V.R."; the other "Kitchen Garden No. 2,

W.R." There is no doubt they were used during

the period between the accession of William IV.

in 1830 and the transference of the Botanic

Garden at Kew to the public by Queen Victoria

in 1840.

Sowing Wild Oats.— Our contemporary
Horfieulture states that the judge of the

Maiden (Mass.) Court has adopted the plan of

sentencing juvenile offenders to serve for various

terms at garden work. They will expiate their

sowing of wild oats by the raising of cultivated

varieties of vegetables and flowers.

Publications Received. - The Studio Year-
Book of Decorative Art. 1914. (London : The
Studio, Ltd.) Price 5s. net.— Quarterly Journal
of Forestry. April, 1914. (London : Laughton
and Company, Ltd.) - Price 2s. Inventory of
Seeds and Plants Imported by the Office of
Foreign Seed and Plant Introduction from April
to June 30, 1912. (Washington: I'.S. Depart-
ment of Agriculture.) — Sugar-Cane Experi-
ments in the Leeward Islands. (Barbados: Im-
perial Department of Af»i iculture for the West
Indies.) Price Is.- Pot-Pourri Mixed By Two.
By Mrs. C. W. Earle and Mrs. Ethel Case.
(London : Smith, Elder and Co.) Price 7s. 6d.

net.— The Cambridge British Flora. Vol. II.

By C. E. Moss, D.Sc. Illustrated from d a wings
by F. W. Hunnybun. (Cambridge: University
Press.) Price £2 10s.—Gardens of Delight.
By James Kelway. Published by Messrs. Kel-
way and Son, Langport, Somerset. Price 9d.
—Plantae Wilsonianae. Edited by Charles
Sprague Sargent. Part IV. Published by
the Arnold Arboretum, Harvard University,
Jamaica Plain, Massachusetts. Price 12.? 0.

—

Annals of the Missouri Botanical Garden.
Vol. I., No. 1. Published at the Missouri
Botanical Garden, St. Louis, Missouri, I'.S.A.
Price 83.00 per volume of four numbers.

—

Returns of Produce of Crops in England and
Wales. (London : Board of Agriculture and
Fisheries.) Price 3'd. — Better Housing in

Canada. " The Ontario Plan." First annual
report of the Toronto Housing Company,
Limited. Secretary, W. P. B, Armstrong, Conti-
nental Life Building, Toronto. — Lawns. By
Sutton and ''ens, Reading. Price Is.
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HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
Cyaniding to Destroy Mealy Bug. —

Mr. Fulton (p. 266) evidently does not approve

of the use of sodium cyanide 130 per cent., but

if it kills all insect pests what more would he

wish? I shall, however, have much pleasure in

putting his question to a qualified analytical

chemist when the opportunity occurs. 1 am
somewhat puzzled by Mr. Fulton's remarks

about his intelligent amateur friend, who had

evidently had some success with inferior ma-

terials, and yet found it necessary to treble the

dose of cyanide—for a conservatory—when he

had Mr. Fulton's stronger sulphuric. The re-

sult was "success " indeed, and is just what I

would have expected, so far as can be judged

from the details given I have now obtained

potassium cyanide of 98° to 100° strength, but

must wait soma time before I can use it,

as all growth is now young and soft. I

was indeed, surprised to find that those who
had made a study of cyaniding, and, t.o judge

by their letters, could fumigate practically every-

thing with impunity, should find it necessary to

keep using the gas for so many years. I am
certainly the first to admit that it is next to

impossible to exterminate mealy bug in a house

of mixed plants without injuring the plants

likewise. Private -letters from expert cyani-

di6ts confirm me in this belief. I am
more or less in agreement with Mr. Fulton

in his remarks that sealing over the holes and

cracks is likely to be a doubtful success, and,

in fact, I did not try it, but instead gave the

vine rods a dressing with Arboline, which the

makers strongly recommend for the destruction

of mealy bug, and after using it I am convinced

that they have good grounds for doing so. I

used it in two houses that had been cyanided

before and after cleaning, when all visible insects

were killed, but shortly afterwards small bugs
made their appearance. The Arboline was care-

fully applied with a painter's brush about six

or eight weeks ago, and now when the vine

•shoots are being tied down we have not found

more than two bugs in as many houses. There-

fore if the dormant rods are well cleaned, and
gone over twice, so that no hole or crevice

escapes, I believe this specific will do much to

rid us of the pest. Care should be taken not

to exceed the maker's proportions as it is some-
what caustic. I applied the specific to a Peach
tree trained against a back wall, when the flower

buds were just showing colour, and thought for

a time that the crop was ruined for the season,

but I find there are enough fruits and to spare,

and the tree clean and healthy. A. Shakelton,

Forde Abbey Gardens, Chard.

The Lesser Narcissus Fly (Eumerus
lunulatus) isee pp. 240, 272).—It is not desir-

able that in attempting to arrive at a really

scientific conclusion the method known as de-

ductive reasoning should lead to the substitution

of purely imaginary surmises for specific facts,

but this, it appears to me, is exactly what Mr.
Bliss in his latest letter (p. 272) has been doing.

Having to support the "scavenger" theory Mr.
Bliss has to marshal his so-called facts, and so

has to kill—on paper—the bulb of Glory of

Noordwyk in the year 1913 ; and, to effect

this, the assistance of Fusarium is called in.

But there was and is no Fusarium in the whole
border in which this bulb was situated. In fact

I have only had that fungus in two bulbs, both
acquired last season and since lifted, and, with
the adjacent soil, burned in a greenhouse stove,

and so Fusarium is "out, of it." The bulb in

question was the only defaulter in a section of

the border containing some hundreds of bulbs.

And next, Mr. Bliss remarks that the grubs
found in this bulb "must have come from eggs
laid in the second or a still later brood." But,
except to support the "scavenger" theory,

why ? Every bulb in my special borders is care-

fully inspected, not once but many times when
the "dates of flowering" are being taken, and
in every case where there appears -to be the
slightest sign of questionable health a " danger
signal " is set up in the shape of a label on a

wire well up over the bed. There was no sign

of indisposition about this particular bulb, and
when the foliage had *"ied down and h?.d been re-

moved the whole beds were very carefully raked
over. And yet the Eumerus fly is supposed to

have dropped its eggs into an imaginary hole, or

on the raked earth just above the bulb. Clever

fly ! It seems to me that where so little is really

known about the matter there is a better guide

than mere surmise, and that is the guidance fur-

nished by what is called analogy, and in this

case, as the Merodon and Eumerus are so closely

allied, it appears the more likely that the latter

does what the former unquestionably does—
namely, deposit its -eggs in the lower portion of

the foliage of a living and perfectly healthy

bulb. But all this would not be worth discuss-

ing were it not that the idea that the fly simply

does scavenger work may lead some people to

defer the remedy until the contrary is proved.

We can possess our minds in patience until

the life history of the fly has been worked out

on other than speculative lines, and several are

now engaged upon this work, as I know from
the number of applications which I have re-

ceived for specimens of the grub. To the last

enquiry I had to reply "stock exhausted for the
season," but I hear that Mr. Chittenden at

Wisley would like a few more grubs. Can Mr.
Bliss supply some from his obviously well-stocked
menagerie? Charles E. Shea.

Crickets in Plant Houses (see p. 292).

—As a further means of ridding a house
of crickets I would recommend the use of

the " V. T. H." slug traps, which I see are ad-

vertised in the last issue of Gardeners'
Chronicle. It may interest readers generally

to know that last year I used them with splendid
results for slugs, but it was quite by accident
that I found they were so effective for crickets.

I put some in a cucumber frame for the purpose
of trapping slugs, and was agreeably surprised
next day to find that one of them contained no
fewer than 67 crickets. They were baited with
bran, and the bottom filled with salt water as
advised. As we were greatly troubled with
crickets this discovery has made the "V. T. H."
traps very valuable to me. I do not think
the vendors even realise their value in this con-

nection, for I have not seen it mentioned in

their advertisements or leaflets. We have now
practically got rid of crickets, and this year no
harm has been done by them, and we very seldom
hear any chirping. William F. Bowles, Ellis-

field Manor Gardens, Basingstoke.

Gladiolus Masoniorum.1i. your report of
the current issue of the Botanical Magazine,
tab. 8,548, it is stated that Gladiolus Masoni-
orum had withstood 11° of frost at Kew. The
plant was sent to Mr. Lynch, and it was at Cam-
bridge, and not at Kew, that this plant was
experimented with, as to its hardiness. G. H.
Banks, The Botanic Garden, Cambridge.

Wasps.—I have been informed by a gardener
in this locality that he caught more than 50 queen
wasps last week by hanging up some glass jam
jars in the pear trees. The jars were half-filled

with ale and sugar. Every queen wasp caught
now will mean one nest fewer later. Jas.

Hussy, Rydens Grove, Hersham, Walton-on-

Thames, April 22.

April 27, I discovered
bush in these gardens a
with comb and live grub
It would be most interest-

ing to know if any of your readers have ever

had a similar experience on or before this date.

Salcey Lawn Gardens, Northanuifon.

[See reply to W. Baker in the " Answers to

Correspondents" column, p. 308.

—

Eds.]

Rainfall.— The amount of rainfall on the West
Coast of Scotland for the month of February was
11.21 inches, and for March 5.96 inches. Rain
fell on twenty-seven days in February, and
twenty-five days in March. Our gauge is about

40 feet above the sea level. George Ha igh , Barcal-

dine Gardens, Ledaig, Argyllshire.

Offsets of Hippeastrum— In your notice

of my lecture on " Hippeastrums " (see p. 270),

your correspondent refers to my remark that I

could not remember having seen an offset pro-

duced by a bulb which was itself an offset ; but
the experience of others might be different.

Apropos of this, Mr. E. F. Hazelton informed me
after the lecture that at Knowsley he grew a

variety named Albert Edward which produced
offsets freely from bulbs which were themselves
offsets. C. B. Fielder.

SOCIETIES,

On Monday,
under an old Kose
wasp nest, complete
about half developed.

NATIONAL ROSE.

SPRING SHOW AT WESTMINSTER.
April 23.—The second spring show of the

above society, which was held at Vincent Square
on St. George's Day, was a splendid success. The
hall was filled with a beautiful array of Roses.

Long before noon great queues of ticket-holders

were waiting to enter, and within a few minutes
of opening the doors the hall was crowded,
and remained so until an unusually late

hour. As compared with the first spring show
there were double the number of entries, and,
except in the class for new Roses, the quality of

the blooms was superior. In every case the

blooms were as fresh and attractive at seven
o'clock as when they were first staged. A wel-

come feature of the show was the strong com-
petition in the amateurs' classes.

There was no Gold Medal Rose at this show,
but a Gold Medal was awarded to Messrs. Wm.
Paul and Sox for their fine group of pot Roses.

The Hon. Secretary, Mr. Ed. Mawley, re-

ceived valuable assistance from Mr. Frank
Reader and the other members of the R.H.S.
staff.

Nurserymen's Classes,

groups of roses.

In Class 1, which provided for pot Roses ar-

ranged in a space of 250 square feet, there were
six exhibits, and the Society's Gold Medal was
awarded to Messrs. William Paul and Son,

.

Waltham Cross, for a superlative display. Huge
pillars, seven to eight feet high, of Excelsa,

Rowena, Blush Rambler, Tausendschon and
its white variety, all heavily laden with fresh

blooms, rose just clear of a charming profusion of

such dwarf varieties as Liberty, Richmond,
Mme. C. Chambard, Madame C. Lutaud, Prince

de Bulgarie, Mrs. C. Hunter, Sunburst, and
Juliet. The composition of this group, the high
quality of the blooms, and the taste displayed in

arrangement all combined to make it a magnifi-

cent exhibit.

The Silver-gilt Medal group of Messrs. Paul
and Son, Cheshunt, contained as a central fea-

ture charming plants of the old favourite yellow

Banksian Rose. These were surrounded by pillars

and weeping standards of such Wichuraiana
hybrids as Minnehaha, Excelsa, Lady Godiva, and
White Dorothy, rising at intervals above closely

arranged dwarf plants. The appropriately

named variety Magnolia, bearing plenty of semi-

double sulphur-yellow blooms, adjoining Cherry
Ripe and J. B. Clark, met with a full meed of

admiration. Other sorts shown in good condition

were Edward Mawley, Rayon d'Or, Mme. Segond
Weber, Sunburst, and Mme. Victor Verdier.

The Silver Medal was awarded to Messrs.

Hobbies, Ltd., East Dereham, tor a group of

good plants bearing admirable blooms, but

arranged a trifle too formally. An extra prize was

awarded Messrs. Wm. Cutbush and Sons, High-

gate, for a very pretty effort composed solely of

Wichuraiana and Polyantha Roses. This was so

attractive that a class" for a group of these varie-

ties, with a clause enjoining lightness of arrange-

ment, would be well worth the Society's con-

sideration.

The class for a group of Pot and Cut Roses

placed on the floor in a space of 100 square feet

was not so well contested. There were three

entries, and the 1st prize exhibit shown by
Messrs. A. and J. Allen, Norwich, was com-

posed of such magnificent Roses as to completely

overshadow those of their competitors. The

plants in the premier group bore a surprising pro-

fusion of blooms of very rich colours, and were

arranged with much skill and good taste. The

taller plants were of such varieties as American

Pillar, Sodenia, Paul Ploton, Minnehaha, and

Lady Gay. In the centre of the groundwork of

dwarfs massed vases of gloriously coloured Sun-

burst contrasted finely with the pink of Juliet

and the rich crimson of Edward Mawley. Mr.

George Prince, Oxford, won the 2nd prize,

and his group was particularly noteworthy for

a large central mass of Mme. Edouard Herriot,

and well filled stands of Mme. Jean Dupuy,

W. R. Smith. White Maman Cochet, and Frau

Karl Drusehki. The 3rd prize was awarded to
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Messrs. Ben R. Cant and Sons, Colchester,

whose collection was composed chiefly of grace-

ful Wichuraiana varieties.

There were only two exhibits of Cut Roses
arranged on the staging, and here Messrs. G.
Mount and Sons, Canterbury, won the 1st prize

with a memorable display. The background of

very tall cut sprays of Tausendschon provided i

fitting frame for the splendid vases of Richmond,
Mrs. J. Laing, Mrs. A. R Waddell, Lady Hil-

lingdon, Dorothy Page Roberts, and similar varie-

ties. Messrs. B. R. Cant and Sons, who were
awarded the 2nd prize, had a beautiful vase of

Fortune's Yellow and a splendid stand of Rose
du Barri.

ROSES IN POTS.

Messrs. Patjl and Son, Cheshunt, were un-
opposed in the class for 12 Standard Roses, and
these were so good as to make us wish for more.
The clean-stemmed, well-balanced specimens of

such sorts as Caroline Test-out, Hugh Dickson,
Mrs. John Laing, and Fisher Holmes were all

that could be desired.

Messrs. Paul and Son were also the only ex-

hibitors of 9 Pillar Roses, and were awarded the
1st prize for equally fine plants of this class of

Rose, and they won the 1st prize in the class for

9 Weeping Standards with splendidly grown
specimens, of which Ethel, Eisenach, Hiawatha,
Excelsa, and Dorothy ; Perkins were exceedingly
floriferous. Mr. C. Turner, Slough, was awarded
the 2nd prize.

The exhibits of 50 Dwarf Polyantha Roses in

6 inch pots were not so attractive ; the exhibitors

for the most part contented themselves with
showing the minimum 5 varieties. The best col-

lection was that of Messrs. Wm. Paul and Son,
who had very good plants of Orleans, Yvonne
Rabier, Jessie and Edward VII. ; 2nd, Mr. C.

Turner, whose chief sorts were Mignonette and
Gloire des Polyantha ; 3rd, MessTS. Paul and
Son, Cheshunt-.

exhibition blooms.

The champion class in this section was for 36
blooms in not fewer than 24 varieties and not
more than 3 blooms of any one variety. The chief

honour was won by Messrs. Frank Cant and
Co., Colchester, who had a splendid collection of

fresh blooms in which the H.T. varieties largely

predominated. The varieties were Caroline Test-

out, Frau Karl Druschki (2), Gustav Gruner-
wald' (2), Peerless, White Killarney, Mrs. Muir
MacKean, Marechal Niel (2), George Dickson (3),

Mrs. M. Kennedy, Ulrich Brunner, Lady Ursula,

Marquise Litta, Mrs. Foley Hobbs (3), Mrs. J.

Laing, Mrs. T. Roosevelt, William Shean, Sun-
burst (3), Mrs. George Shawyer, Hugh Dickson
(3), Lady Alice Stanley, Souv. de Gustave Prat,
Gloire de Chedane-Guinoisseau, Mrs. Herbert
Stevens, Frau M. Moller, and Lady Ursula ; 2nd,
Messrs. B. R. Cant and Sons, Colchester, who
showed rather smaller blooms, which, like those
in the champion exhibit, were very fresh and of

good substance ; 3rd, Messrs. G. and W. Bukch.
Messrs. A. Dickson and Sons had no competi-

tor in the class for 18 blooms, and received the
1st prize for a magnificent collection, which in-

cluded Mrs. R. D. McClure, Mrs. Cornwallis
West, H. V. Machin and Mrs. Foley Hobbs.
The two exhibits of 12 blooms of Marechal Niel

were splendid, and it would be difficult to

imagine better specimens of this deliriously fra-

grant yellow Rose. There was very little to

choose between the exhibits of Mr. A. R. Good-
win, Maidstone, and Mr. C. Bent, Irlam, Man-
chester, but the former was sufficiently the better

to win the 1st prize.

The class for 12 blooms of any other variety

contained in Messrs. A. Dickson and Sons'
blooms of Mrs. Foley Hobbs the best exhibit

in the show ; Mr. Elisha Hicks won the 2nd
prize with fine blooms of Mrs. George Norwood,
a very fragrant, pink H.T. Rose ; 3rd, Messrs.

G. and W. Burch, who showed Florence Pember-
ton.

roses in vases.

Messrs. G. Mount and Sons were the only ex-

hibitors of 12 Distinct Varieties shown in vases,

and were awarded the 1st prize.

Mr. Will Taylor, Hampton, was awarded the

1st prize for 6 Distinct Varieties.

The Baskets of Cut Roses were only moderate
in quality. Messrs. G. Mount .-.sd Sons were

disqualified for a technical infringement of the
schedule, and were awarded a special prize.

New Seedling Roses.

silver-gilt medal.

Rose Princess Mary {H.T.) (see fig. 135).—
A charming single Rose* of rich cat«H»e-ei'Lni*on

colour suffused with scarlet. The petals are

broad and overlap, making a bold round flower

in which the small group of golden stamens in-

tensify the rich colouring. The blooms were fully

4 inches across, and the raiser states that when
grown in the open they average quite 6 inches.

(Shown by Mr. Elisha Hicks).

as Mme. Edoiiard Herriot, and, like that
variety, is semi-double, but the petals being
rounded at the ends make a more globular flower.
(Shown by Mr. Hugh Dickson.)
Nine S'tems of New Roses.—Messrs. Alex.

Dickson and Sons were alone in this class, which
requires varieties first put into commerce since
the beginning of 191L Thay.wjre awarded the
1st prize for very good blooms of "St. Helena,
Mevrouw Dora van Tets, Coronation, Mrs. Corn-
wallis West, Lady Greenall, Duchess of West-
minster, Lady Dunleath, Mrs. R. D. McClure
and Elli Hartmann.
Nine Pols of New Poses.—Messrs. A. Dickson

and Sons were also awarded the 1st prize in this

Fig. 134.

—

rose autumn tints : flowers pink, suffused with orange-salmon,

(National Rose Society's Card of Commendation on April 23, 1914, see below.)

cards of commendation.

S. Mrs. S. T. Wright (T.).-A medium-sized
bloom set on long, stiff stems of bright, shining

leaves. The fra-grant flowers are orange-buff,

with apricot -coloured centres. (Shown by
Messrs. Alex. Dickson and Sons.)

B. Autumn Tints [H.T.) (see tig- 1341.—An
exceedingly attractive variety rath-r suggestive

of the popular Lyons Rose—the deep flesh-pink

is suffused witli a sheen of orange salmon. The
blooms are largo and well formed, and th fi iiage

is good. (Shown by Messrs. B. R. CaNT AM)
Sons.)

P. Prince Charming H.T).- '1 his beauti
fullv coloured Rose is ot' the same elusive shades

class, where their best varieties were Sachsen-

gruss, Coronation ami George Dickson.

Am vtkurs' Classes.

There was no exhibit in this section of a group
of Pot Roses placed on the floor, but the groups
of Cut Ruses arranged on staging spare nf t>ft. by
3ft. were exceedingly attractive, and the 1st

prize group «of Mrs E. GofifiON Ci.ahk. Leather-

head, contained a good variety. The Polyanthas
were especially meritorious, as also were the

vas.s of Sunburst end Frau Karl Druschki; 2nd,

Mr. E. J. HOLLAND, Sutton, who had fine ex-

amples of -Mrs. \V. .1. Grant, Lady F.iire and
.Mine. Melanin Soupert ; 3rd, Mr. 11. R. Dar-
ling ins. Pott ira Bar.
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Only two exhibitors contested the class for 12

Blooms in Exhibition Boxes, and here Mr. J.

Holland, showing beautiful specimens of such

varieties as Wm. Shean, Nita Weldon, and Caro-

line Testout, won the 1st prize; 2nd, Mr. G. A.

Hajvimond, Burgess Hill, who had a fine bloom

of Souv. de P. Notting, and could not have been

many points behind the former.

The 6 Blooms in not fewer than four varieties

were only a moderate class, and the chief prize

fell to Mr. F. H. Fieldgate, Colchester, in

whose stand a wonderfully fine bloom of Lyons
Rose attracted admiration ; 2nd, Mr. P. T. Davis,

Burgess Hill.

Six Blooms of the variety Wm. Shean, shown
by Mr. E. J. Holland, were decidedly the best

in the Any Variety Class, where the 2nd prize

the bright red Richmond, a variety which was
used by two other exhibitors. Shown also by

Mrs. E. Williamson, Canterbury, it won the 1st

prize in the class for a Vase of Cut Roses, where
Mrs. Courtenay Page was 2nd with Sunburst.

MIDLAND DAFFODIL.

April 23, 24.—The sixteenth annual exhibition

of Daffodils held under the auspices of the above
society on these dates at the Botanical Gardens,
Edgbaston, pleasantly situated on the west side

of Birmingham, was a great success. Nearly all

the best raisers and growers of Daffodils were
represented, and many new varieties of high
quality were exhibited.

Fig. 135.—ROSE PRINCESS MARY : COLOUR, CARMINE-CRIMSON WITH A SUFFUSION OF SCARLET.
(Awarded the National Rose Society's Silver-gilt Medal on April 23, 1914 ; see p. 303.)

was won by Mr. F. H. Fieldgate with a good
half dozen of Frau Karl Drusehki.
The exhibits of 5 Distinct Varieties in Vases

were very meritorious, and the 1st prize collec-

tion of Mr. G. A. Hammond included very good
vases of Mrs. W. J. Grant and Mine. Melanie
Soupert; 2nd, Mr. F. H. Fieldgate.

Decorative Classes.

There were nine tables decorated with Roses.

The 1st prize arrangement consisted of the

saffron-yellow H.T. Rose Melody, with Rose foli-

age and a few trails of Asparagus plumosus, by
Mrs. Courtenay Page, Enfield, was exceedingly
good. Mrs. Robinson, Carshalton, won the 2nd
prize with a pleasing table of Joseph Hill ; and
Mrs. Tisdall, Woodford Green, was 3rd with

Competition in many of the classes was better

than at any of the society's previous exhibitions,

and considering the very hot weather experi-

enced for about eight to ten days prior to the
show the all-round quality of the flowers was
surprisingly good. Owing to the trying season
there were fewer large Trumpet varieties than
usual, but there was a great increase in the num-
ber of smaller flowered white or light coloured
varieties.

The weather on the first day of the show was
hot, but on the second day the conditions

were more favourable. The Floral Committee
recommended awards to three varieties of Daffo-

dils, descriptions of which will be found below.

The R.H.S. (1913) classification of Daffodils was
adopted at this show, and the experiment seemed

to work satisfactorily. Owing to the death of
Mr. Robert Sydenham, founder of the society,
the annual dinner, which always formed Buch a
pleasant adjunct to the Birmingham gathering,
was omitted on the present occasion. At an
informal meeting held at the Grand Hotel on
the evening of the first day of the show Mr.
P. D. Williams (president) in the chair, sup-
ported by a representative gathering of members,
it was unanimously decided to have a dinner in

1915, but with a shorter toast list than formerly.

The rest of the evening will then be given up
to Daffodil chat.

The non-competitive exhibits from the Rev.
G. H. Engleheart, Mr. A. M. Wilson, Mr.
W. T. Ware, Messrs. Barr and Sons, Messrs.

J. R. Pearson and Sons, and others contained
many novelties.

DAFFODILS.

Cut Flowers (open classes).

The biggest class was one for a collection of

fifty varieties, representing so far as possible the

sections into which the Daffodil is divided.

One vase of each variety containing three stems
with Daffodil foliage for effect was required.

TheTe were six exhibits. The 1st prize was won
by Messrs. Cartwright and Goodwin, Kidder-
minster, whose flowers consisted largely of the

small flowered varieties, were of surprisingly

good quality, beautifully fresh, and effectively

staged. The principal varieties exhibited were
The Doctor, Cornelia, Mrs. H. J. Veitch, Acme,
Horace, Kestral, Matthew Arnold, Mrs. Robert
Sydenham, Moorfoot, Dorothy Kingsmill, Mrs.
Ernest Crawford, Loch Fyne, Silver Swan,
Dorothy, Cassiopoea, White Rose, Aquarius,

Whitewell, Felspar, and Jaune a Merveille.

2nd, Mr. C. Bourne, Bletehley, who also relied

very largely upon small flowered varieties, had
splendid examples of Elgar, Barcarolle, Kings-
ley, Incognita, Moonbeam, Queen of the North,

and Seville. 3rd, Rev. Joseph Jacob, Whit-
church.
The next class was one for a decorative exhibit

of cut Narcissi, arranged on a space of 9 feet

by 4 feet against a wall. Exhibitors had the

option of introducing any kind or style of decora-

tion, but it was a sine qua non that all flower

stems should be in water, wet sand, or moss.

The schedule imposed no restriction as to the

number of varieties, quantity, or quality of

flowers, as the class was judged from a purely

decorative point. The 1st prize was won by Mr.

C. Bourne—last year's winner—whose flowers,

mostly of the poeticus type, were displayed in

dark basket-covered vases, jars, and tall Bamboo
stands interspersed with plants of Cyperus alterni-

folius and Ferns against a brown-draped back-

ground. A square " knee-cap " piece of brown
material occupied the forefront of the group,

which, instead of adding to, detracted from the

general effect. The 2nd prize was awarded to

the Rev. Joseph Jacob for a well conceived and
artistically arranged group. But for the in-

clusion of a bright yellow muslin base the effect

would have been most pleasing, and in all proba-

bility the awards would have been reversed. The
centre piece consisted of a large vase set on a

pedestal beautifully decorated with pale coloured

Daffodils and sprays of Asparagus. 3rd, J. A.

Kenrick, Esq., Harborne (gr. Mr. R. Usher).

It was compulsory to exhibit three stems of

each variety in the following eleven classes :

—

In a class for six varieties of yellow Trumpet
Daffodils Messrs. E. H. Krelage and Son, Haar-

lem, won 1st prize with unusually large, sub-

stantial flowers of Hope of Holland and five un-

named seedlings. 2nd. Mr. John Pope, King's

Norton, who had excellent blooms of Mrs. H. J.

Veitch. 3rd. Mr. J. Mallender, Scrooby.

In a similar class, but for white Trumpet
Daffodils, Messrs. E. H. Krelage and Son were

again placed 1st with delightfully fresh, shapely

specimens which unfortunately contained a de-

cidedly yellow Trumpet seedling No. 87. After

a protest had been upheld Mr. J. Mallender,
who had been awarded 2nd prize, was given the

leading position with meritorious flowers of

Dromina, Marotz, St. Elmo, Catherine H.

Fugham, Alina Skelton, and Sybil Fonster.

Mr. John- Pope and Mr. J. Mallender were

the only exhibitors in a class for six varieties
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of bicolor Trumpet Daffodils. The first-named

competitor led with handsome, well set-up flowers

of Weardale Perfection, and fine unnamed seed-

lings.

The only exhibit of <six varieties of yellow-

shaded Incomparabilis Daffodils came from Mr.

C. Bourne, who showed Redcap, Solfatare,

Gloria Mundi, Coeur de Lion, Marina, and
Giraffe

In a corresponding class to the last-named, but

with flowers having a white or whitish perianth

and self-yellow, red stained or red cup, the Rev.
Joseph Jacob led with exquisite flowers of The
President, Warden, Lady Moore, Sophy Prim-
rose, Lady Jellicoe, and Whitewell. 2nd, Mr.

C. Bourne, whose best flowers were Whitewell,

Dosoris, and Victory.

The best exhibit of six varieties of Barrii

Daffodils came from the last-named exhibitor,

who had refined flowers of Yellow Pet, Occident,

Castile, Jaspar, Merryman, and Torchlight. 2nd,

Mr. W. A. Watts, St. Asaph, who showed Occi-

dent and a promising seedling numbered 668.

In a companion class to the last-named, but

with flowers possessing a white or whitish

perianth and self-yellow, red stained or red cup,

Mr. C. Bourne again scored with Ethelbert, Im-
perialist, Queen of Hearts, Red Chief, Egret
and Cossack. 2nd, The Rev. Joseph Jacob, who
had Whisper and a very good unnamed seedling.

The 1st prize in a class for twelve varieties of

Leedsii Daffodils was won by the last-named

exhibitor, whose best flowers were Eoster, Norah
Pearson, H. C. Bowles, Hon. Mrs. Francklin,

Sister, Penguin, and Endurance. The 2nd prize,

which came from Mr. C. Bourne, contained good
flowers of Queen of the North, Eoster, Hypatia,
St. Olaf, and Bianca.
The class for three varieties of Triandrus

hybrids contained many flowers of superior merit.

The 1st prize was awarded to Mr. F. H. Chap-
man, who had choice specimens of White Witch,
Minstrel, and Alabaster. 2nd, Rev. Joseph
Jacob, whose best variety was Winter Snow.
3rd, Mr. W. A. Watts.
Although there were only two entries in the

class for six varieties of Tazetta and Tazetta
hybrid Daffodils, the quality of the flowers in

each case was superb, especially in Messrs. Cart-
weight and Goodwin's 1st prize stand, which
included Klondyke, Orient, jaune a Merveille,

Aspasia, Sunset, and Admiration. The other

exhibitor was the 'Rev. Joseph Jacob.
The flowers in the class for nine varieties of

True poeticus exhibited by Mr. E. M. Crosfield,
Cossington, Bridgwater, were the best poeticus

varieties in the show. The flowers were particu-

larly large and substantial, borne on very strong
stems and well displayed. The varieties ex-

hibited were Ashgard, Glaucus, Sarchedon, Ring
Dove, Lovelace, Athenian, Iliad, Socrates, and
Sonata. 2nd, Mr. F. H. Chapman. 3rd, Mr. C.
Bourne.

Single Bloom Classes (open).

Mr. R. Bruce Waite, Harborne, had the best
yellow Trumpet Daffodil in Monarch, as well as
the leading Tazetta or Tazetta hybrid Daffodil
in Jaune a Merveille. The winning flower in a
class for a white Trumpet Daffodil was a hand-
some specimen of the new Mrs. Ernest Krelage,
exhibited by Messrs. E. H. Krelage and Son.
The best bicolor Trumpet Daffodil was Diogenes.
It came from Mrs. Ridley, of Wincanton, who
also excelled in a class for a Barrii Daffodil pos-
sessing a white or whitish perianth with Ceres.
Mr. A. M. Wllson showed the best Incompara-
bilis bloom (Division 2a) as w«ll as the best
Leedsii variety. From Mr. E. M. Crosfield
came the most perfect Incomparabilis Daffodil
with a white or whitish perianth in Aladdin.
The same exhibitor also had the best Jonquilla
hybrid in Zephyr. Mr. W. Welchman's King
Cyrus was adjudged the best yellow-shaded
Barrii Daffodil (Division 3a\. The'best Poeticus
variety was Raeburn, a large, round-petalled
flower exhibited by Mr. C. Bourne.

Seedlings and New Varieties.

Seedlings and new varieties were largely and
well shown. The Bourne Challenge Cup per-
petuates the name of a gentleman who worked
assiduously for many years to popularise the
Daffodil both as a garden and exhibition flower.

On the present occasion it was offered for

twelve varieties raised by the exhibitor. The
Cup, which is held for one yearj is accompanied
by a Gold Medal, and was again won by the re-

doubtable Mr. E. M. Crosfield, who beat four
contestants with a magnificent stand of the fol-

lowing varieties :—Orbit, Dell, Ring Dove, 192s,

Charles Surface, Touchstone, Dulce, Orb,
Sybarite, 451s, Anchorite, and Mowgli. 2nd,
Mr. P. D. Williams, St. Keverne. 3rd, Mr. W.
Welchman, Wisbech.
Mr. A. M. Wilson excelled in a class for six

varieties of seedling Daffodils raised by the ex-

hibitor and not yet in commerce. He showed
Avalon, Me]anie, 339, 660, 65b, and 478. 2nd,
Mr. C. H. Cave, Mangotsfield. 3rd, Mr. John
Pope.

In a similar but smaller class to the last

there were seven entries. 1st, Dr. N. Y. Lower,
Presteign, with three choice unnamed varieties

;

2nd, Mr. C. L. Adams, Wolverhampton ; 3rd,

Rev. T. Buncombe.
The next class was reserved for novices who

had never won a 1st prize for seedlings (single

blooms excepted). The schedule required three

varieties raised by the exhibitor and not in com-
merce. The 1st prize was a Silver Vase given

by Mr. Christopher Bourne, and was won by the

Rev. T. Buncombe with a pleasing set of flowers

all under numbers ; 2nd, Mr. C. L Adams ; 3rd,

Mr. J. Padley, Worksop.
The Cartwright Challenge Cup was offered for

twelve varieties that have not been in commerce
more than four years. A Gold Medal also accom-
panied the Cup. The only competitor was Mr.
E. M. Crosfield, who has secured this award on
previous occasions, and showed exquisite blooms
of Caesar, Royal Lady, Mowgli, Orb, Dell, Alad-
din, Dulce, Charles Surface, Orbit, Sarchedon,
Ring Dove, and Anchorite.
In a smaller class for six varieties of new Daffo-

dils there were five competitors. 1st, Mr. C.

Bourne, with shapely flowers of Merryman, 427.

Queen of Hearts, Symphony, Golden Idol, and
Raeburn ; 2nd, Rev. Joseph Jacob ; 3rd, Messrs.

Cartwright and Goodwin.
There were three first-rate exhibits in a class

for three seedling Daffodils. 1st, Dr. N. Y.

Lower, with beautifully fresh flowers; 2nd, Mr.
J. Padley : 3rd, Rev. T. Buncombe.
For the Herbert Chapman Poeticus Trophy, six

Poeticus varieties that have not been in com-
merce more than four years, including at least

one variety not yet in commerce, Mr. A. M.
Wilson was placed 1st with exquisite flowers of

Madriaal, Bret Harte, 709. 695. 439, and 706;

2nd, Mr. F. H. Chapman : 3rd, Mr. C. Bourne.
The Walter Ware Challenge Cup, offered for

six varieties of Triandrus hybrids, was won by
Mr. E. M. Crosfield with unnamed varieties ;

2nd, Mr. W. A. Watts.
A Diece of plate offered as 1st prize in a class

for three varieties of Daffodils, nine stems of

each, was won by Mr. F. H. Chapman ; 2nd, Mr.
John Pope.
A new class was provided for six varieties of

white or nearly white Trumpet Daffodils that

have not been in commerce more than four years.

The 1st prize consisted of a Silver Challenge Cup
to be won three times (not necessarily in succes-

sion) before becoming the absolute property of

the winner, and 20s. 1st, Messrs. E. H. Krel-
age and Son. whose flowers of Mrs. Ernst Krel-

aere and five unnamed varieties were much ad-

mired : 2nd. Mr. W. A. Watts; 3rd, Mr. J.

Mallender.

Amateurs' Classes.

Competition in the amateur section was very

encouraging, there being nine exhibits in the

class for twenty-

f

out varieties. 1st, Mr. S. F.

Staffurth. Boston, for a very representative col-

lection, which included c;ood ouality flowers of

Ethelbert. White Lady. Cassandra, Pilgrim, Bar-

carolle, Noble, Gloria Mundi. Cygnet, Madame
de Graaff, Beacon, and Whitewell : 2nd. Mr.
E. H. Wood. Ludlow, whose flowers of Occident,

Horace, and White Lady were particularly

good: 3rd. Rev. T. Buncombe.
Mr. S. F. Staffurth also won 1st prizes in

classes for (1) three varieties of Incomparabilis
Daffodils (Division 20 ; (21 three varieties of

Incomparabilis Daffodils (Division 2b) : (31 three
varieties of Barrii Daffodils 'Division 3a) ;

and (4) three varieties of Barrii Daffodils
(Division 3b).

Mr. R. Bruce Waite was successful in classes

for (1) nine varieties of Trumpet Daffodils, (2)

six varieties of Leedsii Daffodils, and (3) three
varieties of Tazetta and Tazetta hybrid Daffo-
dils.

The Rev. T. Buncombe had the best of ten
exhibits in a class for six varieties of true
Poeticus varieties, closely followed by Mr. S. F.
Staffurth.
Messrs. Sydenham, Ltd., offered prizes for

twelve varieties of Daffodils, three stems of
each, no variety to cost more than 5s. per dozen
bulbs. The 1st prize was- awarded to Mr. A.
Taylor, Olton, whose exhibit included creditable
flowers of Leonie, Horner, Glory of Leiden,
Grandee, Princess Mary, and Albatross. The
same exhibitor also showed the best three
varieties of double Daffodils.

Mr. R. S. Waite beat seven contestants in a
class for an arrangement of cut Daffodils on a
circular table 2-^- feet in diameter.
The Birmingham Botanical and Horticultural

Society's Medals were awarded as follows :

—

Classes 3 to 27 : Silver Medal, won by Mr. C.

Bourne with 84 points ; Bronze Medal by the
Rev. Joseph Jacob with 52 points. Classes 14
to 27 and 28 to 38 : Silver Medal, won by Mr.
E. M. Crosfield with 62 points ; Bronze Medal
by Mr. A. M. Wilson with 49 points. Classes

14 to 27 and 39 to 50 : Silver Medal won by Mr.
R. Bruce Waite with 78 points ; Bronze Medal
by Mr. S. F. Staffurth with 62 points.

The Barr Vase was won by Mr. R. Bruce
Waite with 80 points.

AWARDS OF MERIT.

Narcissus Idris (for show).—A charming In-

comparabilis variety, with a broad stout perianth
and a rich deep yellow crown or cup. Exhibited
by Mr. W. A. Watts, St. Asaph.

Narcissus Mrs. Ernst Krelage (for show).—

A

lovely white Trumpet flower of great size and
substance. Exhibited by Messrs. E. H. Krel-
age and Son, Haarlem.

Narcissus Evangeline.—A Leedsii variety of

great purity, with large, smooth, overlapping
petals Exhibited by Mr. H. D. Phillips,
Olton.

ASSOCIATION OF ECONOMIC BIOLOGISTS
April 17 and 18.—The general meeting of this

association was held at the Royal College of

Science on the above dates under the presidency
of Professor Newstead, F.R.S.
Among the papers read at the meeting the fol-

lowing are of special interest to horticulturists :

Observations on the Winter Stage of the
American Gooseberry Mildew.

By Mr. E. S. Salmon.

The author drew attention to the need for in-

vestigations to determine the extent to which
the winter fruiting stage (perithecial stage) is

responsible for the first spring outbreak of the
disease. Examination of perithecia in winter
shows that many are dead or have failed to
mature ; such perithecia cannot be the cause of
the spring outbreak. Perithecia which were
formed earlier in the season do become mature.
To prevent infection from this source bushes
should be topped as early as possible in

autumn, and the pieces should be burned.
In the course of the discussion on Mr. Sal-

mon's paper. Dr. Pethybridge stated that he
had observed the bursting of perithecia in winter.

Celery Leaf Spot.

By Mr. F. J. Chittenden.

The author gave an account of the results of

his experiments in planting "seed" infected
with the leaf-spot fungus (Septoria petroselini)

in sterilised soil. The seedlings produced from
infected "seed " showed the presence of the
disease in the cotyledons ; hence it is to be
inferred that the seedlings become infected by
spores present on the "seed," i.e., on the fruit
coats.

Dr. Pethybridge, in commenting on the paper,
observed that 90 per cent, of the Celery " seed

"

in the market is infected with Septoria, that
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American "seed" is often free from this infec-

tion, but that American varieties of Celery are

not regarded as suitable for cultivation in this

country. It happens not infrequently that

although spores are present on the "seed " they

are unable to germinate, and Dr. Pethybridge
said that in two-year-old seed the spores would
probably have all lost their infective powers.

Unfortunately the germination of Celery seed

falls considerably in its second year.

Treatment with 0.3 per cent, formalin or with

hydrogen peroxide (10 or 20 volumes) for three

hours is sufficient to kill the fungus without

injury to the seed. Spraying with Bordeaux
mixture cheeks the disease.

Bacterial Rot of Celery.

By Mr. H. Wormald.
A soft, pulpy rot which sometimes affects

Celery is found by Mr. Wormald to be due

—

in part, at least—to a bacterium, B. apivorus. It

is a wound parasite, and gains access to the leaf-

stalk through abrasions caused by slugs, etc.

Excessive moisture appears to favour' the disease.

Plants affected should be destroyed.

Potato Diseases.

By Mr. A. S. Horne.
The author pointed out that much . uncer-

tainty exists as to the mode in which outbreaks
of late blight (Phytophthora infestans) originates

each year. Another subject which requires in-

vestigation is the cause of the high percentage
of diseased tubers in crops the foliage of which
has apparently been free from the disease.

Extended observations on leaf-blotch (leaf

curl) indicate that this disease is not to be
attributed to attack either by fungi or insects.

Seedling plants of the variety of the Potato
President have been investigated by Mr. Horne
and Professor Lefroy, and from their observa-
tions it appears that the malady is to be ascribed
to environmental conditions proving unfavour-
able to the normal development of the plant.

The Organism of Potato Scab.

By H. T. Gussow.

The author concludes that the organism
responsible for scab is a member of the genus
Actinomyces, of the Schizomyeetes (Bacteria).

Brown Oak.
By Professor Percy Groom.

The author concludes that brown Oak, which
occurs sometimes in common British Oak, is due
to the action of a mould, Penicillium glaucuin.

The Golf Green Fly.

By Mr. A. W. Westrop.

A description was given of a fly, as yet un-
named, which has destroyed the Grass on putting
greens of certain golf courses. The larvae form
galls on the grass, and so far attempts to de-
stroy the fly by means of insecticides have not
proved successful. Smooth-stalked but not rough-
stalked meadow Grass is attacked.

The Phytopathological Conference.

By Mr. A. G. L. Rogers.

It was decided by the delegates at the Confer-
ence recently held at Rome to accept the prin-
ciple of a convention, and the three following
points were agreed to with little difficulty :

—

1. Plants coming from a country with a certifi-

cate of health need not of necessity be separately
examined.

2. AH diseases to be specified.

3. Consignments should not be detained by the
Customs at entry.

In the event of an actual convention the States
concerned would be pledged to an official in-

spection of all gardens, nurseries, etc., offering

plants for sale, and to give certificates ; also,

would undertake to establish one or more re-

search stations.

It was unanimously decided to leave to each
country the making of its list of scheduled "pests ;

but some general rules were agreed upon. Thus
it was prescribed that the list should be as re-

stricted as possible, no pests should be included in

cases where the hosts are absent from the country,
and all pests which have been widely distributed
in a country for years would be omitted. Pests
included would be those easily conveyed by

living plants or parts of plants, epidemic in

character, and destructive to the commercial

value of the plant. In accepting the principle

of a convention a step forward has been taken

in the direction of international action, and unity

of action based on a system of mutual trust.

KINGSBRIDGE DAFFODIL AND SPRING
FLOWER.

April 14.—The Spring Show of the Kings-
bridge Horticultural Society was held in the

Market Hall.

The 1st class in the schedule was for a collec-

tion of fifteen varieties of Daffodils, and the 1st

prize was won by Mrs. Gage-Hodge, with a very
creditable exhibit. The same exhibitor was also

successful in gaining the 1st prize for nine

varieties of Trumpet Daffodils, six varieties of

N. incomparabilis, three varieties of N. Leedsii,

and a single bloom of N. Barrii. For nine varie-

ties of Daffodils, the 1st prize was awarded
to Mrs. G. M. Yonge. Mrs. D. M. Yonge
gained the 1st prizes for three varieties of Poetaz
and the special prize offered by Messrs. Cart-

wright*and Goodwin for nine varieties of Daffo-

dils ; Mrs. Soltan-Symons was placed 1st in

the class for three varieties of N. poeticus, and
in those for a single bloom of Trumpet Daffodil

and of Poeticus respectively. The same com-
petitor also won the 1st prizes for six varieties

of spring flowers and for twelve varieties of

flowering shrubs. The Rev. H. A. Blrks ob-

tained several 1st prizes, namely, for six bunches
of Polyanthus, for twelve varieties of flowering

shrubs, for three plants of double Primroses, for

three pots of Tulips, and for three pots of Lily-

of-the- Valley. Other prizewinners were Miss
Clarice Vivian, Mr. C. J. Adie, Lord Ash-
combe, and Lady L. Greene.

FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE.

BRUSSELS WITLOOF CHICORY.
I send a sample of what we call Brussels

Witloof. Few gardeners in England appear to

know the merits of this fine vegetable. Witloof
is a much improved variety of the common
Chicory, and when properly cooked is equal to
Seakale, whilst it is much less costly to grow. I

fear gardeners are apt to be too conserva-
tive and to look askance at anything that
has not been developed in England. I be-

lieve that Witloof might be grown as well in

England as in Belgium and Holland. H. Rab-
john, Twicl-el Castle Gardens, Delden, Holland.

[The Witloof was very delicious when
cooked a6 Seakale. An article on its cultivation

in Belgium was published in the Gardeners'
Chronicle, July 5, 1913, p. 6.

—

Eds.].

NOTES FROM SOUTHERN ITALY.
The spring here has been characterised

by heavy hailstorms and rain; during March
it rained every day. The leaves of the
Tulips are mottled with .vhite, and the
earlier species will bear but few seeds. The
finest of the Tulips (T. praestans) is now in
flower, bearing three blossoms on a stalk. T.
ingens, T. Micheliana, T. Fosteriana, T. mon-
tana, T. Danimani, and the lovely white T.
primulina are also flowering well. I have a
plant which I received from Holland under the
name of Tulipa orphanidea, but I find it is not
the true species, which bears yellow flowers with
a dark purple base; it is nothing but the dull-

red T. Haageana, a native of Palestine.

Irises.—Under the name of Iris Van Houttii
I received a plant some years ago from a friend.

The standards are blue and the falls dark blue

with a black blade
;
probably it is I. iberica x

olbiensis. It grows here very well; the flowers

are not so large as those of I. iberica, but are

well shaped. Can anyone enlighten me as to its

origin? The earlier Flag Irises are now at their

best. The dwarf I. rubromarginat a makes a

lovely rockery plant.

Euphorbia biglandulosa and E. 'Characias are
in flower. The latter species resembles E. I

Wulfenii, but is earlier in flowering. The blos-

soms are dark green with red ovaries.

Arisaema ringens and Epidendrum macran- i

thum (pure white), and the Japanese purple i

variety are doing well on a shady rockery among.
|

plants of Woodwardia, Cyrtomium, Pteris,. .

Asplenium and Aspidium.

Nymphaea vomerensis has just opened two fine

flowers. It is a hybrid between N. alba and

N. pygmaea himalayensis, and is the first (and'

latest) of my Water Lilies, which I grow onI«J

in tubs.

Calanthe viscolor nucerense is now quite over. I

It was in flower for over a month in an ordinary-

cool house, and the Japanese Calanthes are
j

coming on. Willy Miiller, Naples, April, 1911

DEBATING SOCIETIES.

NORTH OF SCOTLAND HORTICULTURAL.
AND ARBORICULTURAL.— A very large audieno*

was present at the last monthly meeting of the North of

Scotland Horticultural and Arboricultural Association,,

held in the Botanical Classroom, Aberdeen University,

to hear a lecture on school gardening by Mr.

Lewis Gavin, head master, Drumwhindle School, Am age*

Mr. Gavin gave a resume of the methods employed by

teachers who give instruction in school gardening.

He suggested a course somewhat after these lines :—
From the age of twelve to fourteen the pupil might be

exercised in digging, trenching, and manuring, and! ;

instructed in all methods of obtaining perfect tilth.

His knowledge of the commoner kinds of garden pro-

duce, their requirements, and the best methods to em-
ploy to produce perfect specimens would be practically

gained, while the aesthetic side of his nature would he-

developed in a love for harmonious colour effects in the
massing of annual, biennial and herbaceous plants. He
should be given an adequate training in English—

a

training that would fit the pupil to write logically and*

grammatically. Alongside of this his training in mathe-

matics, mainly in the calculations of area and in content

or bulk, in "questions for commercial dealings, buying-

and selling, would go hand- in -hand. In his fourteenth-

year the pupil's knowledge of plant life, of soil forma-

tion, of the disintegrating effects of frosts and rains,

leading him up to the chemistry of the soil, should be
developed.

CROYDON AND DISTRICT HORTICULTURAL.—
At the meeting of this society held on March 17,.

Mr. W. Swan, of Thorncote Gardens, Staines, gave a
lecture on " Bush Fruits," dealing with Apples, Black,

Red, and White Currants, Raspberries, Gooseberries.

Loganberries, and Blackberries.

BRITISH GARDENERS' (Leamington Branch.
—A meeting of the Leamington Branch of the B. G. A.

was held on March 28, when the general secretary,

Mr. Cyril Harding, gave a lecture on " The Evolution

of Horticulture."

BRISTOL AND DISTRICT GARDENERS'.-
A meeting of this association was held on March
28, when Dr. Smith presided. The lecturer for

the evening was Mr. Avres. who read a paper on
" Vine Culture." The " meeting held on the 9t»

ult., Mr. J. Bastin presiding, was of especial in- <

terest. being the occasion of the annual visit of the

Bristol Amateur Horticultural Society. Mr. Webber,
secretary of the visiting society, read a paper, entitled
" Ethics of Horticulture," questions being asked and
satisfactorily answered by the lecturer, who was ac-

corded a hearty vote of thanks. The prizes offered

by Dr. Shaw, for two pots of Schizanthus. were won
by Messrs. Hayball, Bird, and Spry, in this order.

WARGRAVE GARDENERS'.— At the last meet-
ing of this association, Mr. E. Feltham (of Messrs.

Waterer, Sons, and Crisp, Ltd.). delivered a lecture

on " The Cultivation of Certain Alpines." He referred

to more than twenty varieties, gave cultural direc-

tions, and explained how each could be used to the
best advantage.

BIRMINGHAM AND MIDLAND COUNTIES
GARDENERS'.— At the meeting of this society, held

on the 6th ult., Mr. B Pugh, of Messrs. Carter and
Co., Raynes Park, delivered a lecture on "Hardy
Flowers from Seed for Town Gardens," illustrated with
numerous handpairited lantern-slides. The lecturer

stated that hardy border flowers raised from seed
are best grown in boxes and transplanted when the

seedlings become established. The boxes should con-

tain soil of poor quality mixed with a little decayed
cocoanut fibre. Antirrhinums, Ageratnms, Carnations,
Dahlias. Canterbury Bells. Nemesias, Poppies, Nastur-
tiums, Phlox Drummondii, Scabious and Verbenas

—

in fact, all herbaceous border plants would, he
contended, flourish in either town or country garden*,
provided the soil was well dressed with lime and en-

riched with plenty of manure.

DUMFRIES AND GALLOWAY GARDENERS' —
The closing meeting of the session was held on the
25th ult.. Mr. S. Arnott in the chair. Mr. Oliver, Drum-
Ian rig Cattle Gardens, Dumfriesshire, gave a lecture

on the Royal Gardens, Kew. Mr. Oliver, who wa^ a
member of the Kew staff for four years, gave an ad-

mirable account of th^ national gardens, and the lecture '

was illustrated by a number of lantern views.
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We cannot accept wiy responsibility for the subjoined
reports. They are 'furnished to us regularly every
Wednesday, by the kindness of several of the principal
-salesmen, who are responsible for the quotations. It
must be remembered that these quotations do not
represent the prices on any particular day, but only the
general averages for the week preceding the date of our
report. The prices depend upon the quality of the
samples, the way in which they are packed, the supply
in the market, and the demand, and they may fluctuate,

not only from day to day, but occasionally several times
in one day.—Eds. 1

Cut Flowers, &e. : Average Wholesale Prlees.

Anemone St.Brigid,

per doz. bun. .

.

Arums(Riehardias),
per doz.

Carnations, per
dozen blooms,
best American
varieties

— Bmaller, per
doz. bunches .

.

— Carola (crim-
son),extra large— Malmaison, per
doz. blooms:

pink

Daffodils, single,
per doz. bnchs.— Emperor

— Grandis

Eucharis, per doz.
Forget-Me-Not, per

dozen bunches
Gardenias, per box

of 15 and 18
blooms

Gladiolus, Blushing
Bride, per doz.
bunches

— Peach Blossom
Oypsophila, white,

per doz. bun. .

.

— pink
Iceland Poppies,

p. doz. bunches
Iris, Spanish, per

doz. bunches .

.

ilxias, per doz. bun.
Lilium auratum,

per bunch
— longiflorum,

per doz., long..
short— lancifolium

album, long .

.

short— rubnim, per
doz. , long

short
iily-of-the-Valley,

per dozen
bunches

:

— extra special .

.

— special .

.

— ordinary
Mignonette, per

dozen bunches
tNarcissus,Poeticus,

per doz, bun...

s.d. s.d.

16-20

19-261

4 0-80

2 0-

2 0-

2 0-

2 6
2 6

2 6

2 0-30

6 0-80
8 0-12

3
3 6

3 6-46

8 0-10
16-20

1 9-

2 0-

2 0-

2 0- 2 e

2 0-26
10-13

12 0-15

9 0-10

8 0-90

3 0-40

Orchids, per doz.

:

— Cattleya
— Odontoglossum

crispum
Pancratium, per

dozen blooms..
Pelargoniums, per

doz. bunches,
double scarlet

— white, per doz.
bunches

Roses : per dozen
blooms, Brides-
maid

— Caroline Testout 2
— Frau Karl Dru-

schki, per doz.
blooms . . . . 2— General Jac-
queminot

— Joseph Lowe .

.

— Kaiserin Au-
gusta Victoria

— LadyHilliugdon
— Liberty
— Mme. Carnot..

8. d. s. d.

3 0-40

2 6-30

4 6-50

16-20
2 6

1 0-

2 0-

Xie)

— Madame
Chatenay

— Marechal
— Maryland
— Melody
— Niphetos
— Prince de Bul-

garie, per doz.
— Richmond
— Sunburst
— Sunrise
— W. A. Richard-

son
— Yellow Sou-

venir
Spiraea, per doz.

bunches
Statice, mauve, per

doz. bunches..
Stephanotis, per 72

pips
Sweet Peas, white

and coloured,
per doz. bun.

Tulips, per dozen
bunches, pink

scarlet
white

— Darwin, per
doz. bunches,
in variety ....

Wallflowers, per
doz. bunches .

.

1 6-

1 0-

1 0-

2 0-

1 0-

1 0-

1 3
3

2 6
1

2 6
2 6

3
1 3

10-16
16-20
13-16

16-26
16-26
16-20
10-16

9-16

16-26

3 0-40

3 0-50

6 0-80
8 0-70
G 0- 8

8 0-10

16-26

Cut Foliage, &e.: Average Wholesale Prlees.

8. d. s. d.
Adiantnni Fern

(Maidenhair),
best, per doz.
bunches

Agrostis (Fairy
Grass), per doz.
bunches

Asparagus plumo-
sus, long trails,

per half-dozen 16-20— medium, doz.
bunches

— Sprengeri
Carnation foliage,

doz. bunches . . 3 0-50

4 0-50

2 0-40

12 0-18

6 0-12

Croton foliage,

doz. bunches
Cycas leaves, per

doz.

Eulalia japonica,
per bunch

Mobs, gross
bunches

Myrtle, doz. bnchs.
English,
small-leaved .

.

— French..

Smilax, per bunch
of 6 trails

s. d. s. d.

12 0-15

3 0-12

10-16

6

1

16-19

Anemone fulgens,

per doz. bnchs
Lilac white, per

bunch .

.

— mauve, p. bnch.

Remarks.—Prioes

Fore'gn Flower Market.
s.d. s.d. I

1 6-

2 6-

5 0-

for

Marguerites, yellow,
p. doz. bunches

Star of Bethlehem,
per dozen

Stock, white, p. pad— — per doz. .

.

s. d. s. d.

1 6-

7 0-

3 0-

2

8
3 6

white flowers have advanced
considerably. White Stock from the South is arriving
in much smaller quantities, and this has sent up the
price of Pelargoniums. A few white Azaleas remain
in the market, but the quality is getting very poor,
Although the prioes are doubled this week. Carnations
are highly priced, especially white ones. Lilium Har-
rissii and Richardias are much cheaper, but Lily-of-the-
Valley is getting short, and prices may advance dur-
ing the next few days. The white flowers chiefly used
lor making-up purposes are in greater demand. There
la nothing to take the place of Stock or Pelargoniums
at present, which is the cause of the sudden rise in
price. Stephanotis, Eucharis, and Gardenia are more
plentiful. Sweet Peas are coming to hand in better

condition, but pink varieties are still short. Spanish
Iris is more plentiful, and is selling better. Gladioli
are still very poor ; the best variety is Peach Blos-
som. Iceland Poppies are the latest arrival, but
these are limited to a few bunches, and are
soon bought up. There is still a glut of all Roses,
and prices remain exceptionally low. The consign-
ments of flowers from Guernsey chiefly consist of St.
Brigid Anemones, Irises, Ixias, Darwin Tulips, and
Gladioli. Darwin Tulips from this quarter are poor,
compared with those from English growers. There is an
abundant supply of Forget-me-Not, White Gypsophila
and Asparagus plumosus, A. Sprengeri, Smi'lax, and
Adiantum Fern. French Myrtle, French Fern, and
several other varieties of hardy foliage are now on sale
Single Daffodils are practically finished ; a few English-
grown Grande Monarch and a few boxes of Emperor
from Scotland are the only sorts arriving. The first con-
signment of Double White Narcissus should come to
hand next week. Buyers are daily making inquiries
for this useful variety.

Plants In Pots, &e. : Average Wholesale Prices.
s. d. s. d.

6 0-70

18 0-21

Aralia Sieboldii,
dozen

Araucaria excelsa
per dozen

Asparagus plumo-
sus nanus, per
dozen

— Sprengeri
Aspidistra, per doz.,

green .

.

— variegated
Azalea, per doz. .

.

Beronia megna-
stignia, 48's,per
doz

— heterophylla .

.

Cacti, various, per
tray of 15's .

.

tray of 12's .

.

Cinerarias, 4S's .

.

Cocos Weddeliana,
per dozen, 60's— larger, each . . «

Croton, per dozen 18 0-30

s. d. s. d.

Ferns-

10 0-12

6 0-80

18 0-30

30 0-60

24 0-30

IS 0-21

15 0-18

40 -
5 0—!
10 0-12

I

6 0-12 i

6-10 6
I

Dracaena, green,
per dozen

Erica persoluta,
per dozen 48's..— candidissima .

.

— Cavendishii ..

— coccinea
— Willmorei
Ferns, in thumbs,

per 100.

.

— in small and
large Wb— in 48's, per
dozen .

.

— choicer sorts,

per dozen

10 0-12 I

18 0-24
|

12 0-15

21 0-24

12 0-15

12 0-15

8 0-12

12 0-20

8 0-12

continued:
— in 32's, per

doz. . . . . 10 0-18

Geonoma gracilis
60's per dozen.. 6 0-80— larger, each . . 2 6-76

Heliotropes, 48's
per dozen . . 7 0-80

Hydrangeas, Pink,
per doz. 48's . . 10 0-18— White . . . . 12 0-15— Blue . . . . 18 0-36

Eentia Belmore-
ana, per dozen 6 0-80— Forsteriana,60's,
per dozen . . 4 0-80

larger, per
dozen . . . . 18 0-36

Latania borbonica,
per dozen . . 12 0-30

Lilium longiflorum,
per dozen . . 24 0-33 6

Lily-of-the-Valley 18 0-21— 48's, per dozen 21 0-30
Marguerites, in 48's,

per doz., white S 0-10
Pandanus Veitchii,

per dozen . . 36 0-48
Pelargoniums, 48's,

per dozen . . 10 0-12
Phcenix rupicola,

each .. ..2 6-21
Spiraea japonica,

per dozen pots 6 0-80
Stocks, white, 48's

per dozen . . 8 0-90— pink . . . . 9 0-10
— red . . .9 0-10

Remarks.—Business in this department continues
very brisk. Genistas and Azaleas are practically
finished, but Ericas are increasing in variety. Both
white and coloured Stocks are arriving in good condi-
tion. White and pink Hydrangeas are more plentiful,
but blue ones are very scarce. Polyanthus and Ram-
bler Roses are making a bright show, and are selling
more freely. There is a good supply of all flowering
plants.

Fruit : Average Wholesale Prlees.

s. d. s. d.

Apples, American,
barrels. . . 44 —— Australian, per
case . . . . 11 6-17

cooking. case 10 013 6— Cox's, case . . 17 0-24
— CalifornianNew-

town Pippin,
case . . . . 10 6-11 6— Oregon, New-
towns, case . . 14 6-10 6— Wenatchee.case 13 6 —

Bananas, bunch

:

— Double Ex. . . 11 0-12
— Extra . . . . 9 6-11
— Extra-medium 10 —
— Giant .. .. 14 —
— Medium . . 6 6-76
— Red, per ton .. £23 —
— Jamaica, p. ton £15 —
Custard Apples,

per doz. . . 6 0-10
Dates, dozeu boxes 4 0-46
— per cwt. case . . 20 —

Figs, English, p. doz. 0-18
— Kadrowi, cwt. 11 —
Grapes — Almeria,

per barrel
— Almeria, per

dozen lbs. .

.

— Australian, per
box

— Belgium Gros
Colmar, per lb.— Cape, box

:

White Mus-
cat .

.

Red Muscat
Black Her-
mitage

RaisinBlanc
(irosColmar 13 0-14— English, New,

per lb 2 6-46
Canon Hall,
Muscat, lb. 10 0-18

20 0-21 G

9 6-10 6

10 0-30

0-4

7 6 8 6
s (l-lll II

6 0- G 6
0-6

Grape Fruit, case— 96's .. "V

— 80'8 .. I— 64's .

.

I

— 64's .. I

Lemons, Messina,
per case

Lychees, box

Mangos, Cape, doz.

|
Melons, English .

.

< Nuts:
|
— Almonds, sack— Barcelona, sack— Brazils, cwt. .

.

— Chestnuts, Nap-
les, per bag .

.

— Coco-nuts, per
100

Oranges, Jamaica.

.

— Cal if or n ian
Nave], per case— Denia, per case

— Jaffa, per case— Mercia, p. case
— Palermo Blood,

case

Peaches, English,
per doz.

— Belgian, p. doz.

Pears, Australian,
case

— Californian.box
— Cape, box
Pineapples, St.

Michael
Plums, Australian

per case
— Cape, box
Pomegranates, cast-

Strawberries,Worth-
ing, per lb.

— First quality..
— Second quality
— Hampshire p. lb.

s. d. s. d.

18 0-24

9 6-22

16 —
5 0- S

2 6-50

64 0-65

44 —
46 0-50

16 6-20

18 0-22

9 6 —
IS 6-20
18 6-40

12 6 —
13 6-18 6

7 6-86

24 0-4S
12 0-24

10 0-15

11 6-12 6
5 6-70

3 6-46

14 —
6 6-10 G
60 -

2 0-40
10-16
15-20

Remarks.—Apples from Colonial sources are a shorter
supply

; the s.s. " Osterley " brought about 7,000 cases
The most attractive varieties are from Western Austra-
lia. There are also fewer Pears from the Cape. Ship-
ments this week from the Cape, per s.s. "Edinburgh
Castle, consisted of about 22,000 packages, the bulk
being of Grapes. The new crop of Muscat of Alexandria
and Black Hamburgh Grapes from home growers is
available. English Peaches are now arriving in the
market. Strawberries are sent in larger quantities
daily There is a fairly plentiful supply of Melons
and tigs. Green Gooseberries are on sale, and Cher-
ries are arriving from the Continent. Tropical Fruits
on sale include Custard Apples, Loquat, Granadillas-
(Passion fruit), red and yellow-coloured Bananas, Pine-
apples, Oranges, Lemons, and Grape Fruit Tomatosfrom English growers are an increasing quantity daily
whilst Marrows, Carrots, Asparagus, Turnips, Beans',Peas Mushrooms. Cucumbers, Seakale (natural grown),
Cabbage, Broccoli, and New Potatos are all plentiful
Egyptian Onions are very dear.—E, H. R., Covent
Garden, April 29, 191i.

Vegetables
: Average Wholesale Prices.
s.d. s.d.

Artichokes, Globe,
per dozen .

.

2 6-36— ground, J sieve 10-13
Asparagus:

Cavillion .

.

8-0 Si— Sprue . . .

.

o 2J- 3— Lauris . . .

.

10- 2— English bundle 10-46
Batavia, per doz. .

.

3 0-3
Beans.Guernsey, lb. 5-06— English .

.

5-06— Broad, French,
per pad .

.

4 0-46
Beetroot, per

bushel .. .. 3 6-46
Cabbages, English

spring, per
hamper .

.

2 0-26
Carrots', (English),

bags . . .

.

3 0-60— (French), pad .

.

3 0-40— New, bunch .

.

6-07
Cauliflowers, per

hamper .

.

2 0-30
Celeriac, French,

per dozen .

.

2 6-30
Celery, per doz. .

.

s 0-10

Chicory, per lb. .

.

4}- —
Cucumbers, per doz 16-26
Endive, French

, per
dozen . . .

.

2
Garlic, per strike.. 3 0-40
Horseradish, 12

bundles
Leeks, per dozen .

.

Lettuce, Dutch,
round, per crate

— English, Cos,
per score

— English, round,
per score— French, round,
per doz.

— Cos, French,
per doz.

Marrows, per doz.

20 0-24

2 2 6

10-16

10-13

13-16

I 6-

4 0-

s.d. s.d.

3 0-50

7-0 10
6 —

U 10- 1

10- 1

Mint, per doz.
Mushrooms, culti-

vated, per lb. .

.

— Broilers
— Buttons
Mustard and Cress,

per dozen pun-
nets

Onions, picklers, per
J bushel . . 2 6-30— Spanish, cases 10 6-12— Spring, per doz. 2 0-30— Egyptian, b gs 18 0-19— Lisbon, box . . 15 6-17

Parsley, per dozen
bunches . . 2 6-30

Parsnips, per bag.. 2 6-30
Peas, Guernsey, lb. 6-08— French, pad . . 4 0-50
Radishes, per doz. 16 —
Rhubarb, Leeds,

forced, dozen
bundles .. 7-09

-— Natural, per
tally . . . . 6 0-70

Sage, per dozen . . 16-20
Seakale. per punnet 9-0 10

Natural
Spinach, per bushel

Spring Greens, bag
Sprouting Broccoli,

per bag

6-08
2 0-26
13-20

13-16
Stachys tuberosa.lb. 4- —
Swedes, bag . . 16-20
Tomatos, Canary,

bundle . . . . 12 0-18
— English, per lb. 10- 1— Guernsey, per

lb 8-09
Thyme, per dozen

bunches . . 2 0-60
Turnips (English),

per bag . . 2 G- 3— New, bunch . . 9-0 10

Watercress, per doz. 4-06
Old Potatos.

Blacklands

Dunbar—Red
— Grey soil

il

s.d. s.d.

3 0-33
5 3-60
4 0-43

Line o 1 n — King s.d. 8 d.

Edward .

.

4 6- 5— Evergood .. 3 3-39
— Up-to-date .. 3 3-40

Scotch— Grey soil 3 6-40
New Potatos.

s.d. s.d. I s.d. s.d.
Jersey, per cwt. .. 24 0-25 1 Spanish, per cwt. . . 14 0-18 6
Lisbon, per case . . 5 6- 5 9 | Teneriffe „ . . 11 6-12 6
Remarks.—Trade is not quite so good for old Pota-

tos, but consignments are equal to the demand.
Several varieties of New Potatos are arriving, and
these will make a considerable difference in the sale
of old tubers. New Potatos will be cheaper almost
daily for a few weeks.—Edward J. Newborn, Covent
Garden and St. Pancras, April 29, 19U.

GARDENING APPOINTMENTS.

Mr- T- A- Stewart, for the past 7 years at Dover
House, Roehampton, formerly as Orchid Grower, lat-

terly as Foreman, as Gardener to J. PlERPONT MOR-
GAN Esq., at Wall Hall, Watford, Herts.

Mr. A. B- Macgregor, formerly of Dover House
Gardens, Lambton Castle, Claremont, and St. Osyth's
Priory, as Superintendent on the estate of J. Pnm-
PONT MORGAN, Esq., at Glenoove, Long Island, U.S.A.

Mr. John Finnie, for the past 12J years Gardener
at Summerhill, Shandon, Dumbartonshire, as Gar-
dener to H. Philipson, Esq., Stobo Castle, Peebles-
shire. (Thanks for 2s. 6d. for R.G.O.F. box.—Eds.)

NEW INVENTION.

MODEL FOR TEACHING TRENCHING
AND DIGGING OPERATIONS.

Horticultural instructors will welcome >

class-room aid in teaching double- digging and
trenching, devised by Mr. W. H. North, in-

structor under the L.C.C. For the complex
method of lettering the several spits he has sub-
stituted the use of wood blocks 6 inches by 1 inch
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by 1 inch, painted in different colours to repre

sent the different spits. The top spit is painted

black, the middle spit red, and the bottom spit

is unpainted. By this mode of demonstration

students easily learn an operation, in itself

simple, but difficult to grasp from a many-lettered

diagram.

©bituar\>.

Charles MIver.—Mr. Charles MTver, for-

merly gardener at Lincluden House, Dumfries,

died at Annan on the 20th lilt, at the age of 70.

He was a skilful gardener and was specially suc-

cessful in the cultivation of stove and greenhouse

plants.

Anemiopsis califohnica : E. B. Anderson. This

plant belongs to the Natural Order Piperaceae,

and has no resemblance <to Anemonopsis

macrophylla, a member of the Ranunculaceae.

Its proper name is Houttuynia ealifornica, and

it will succeed in any light, rich soil in a

moist, partially-shaded situation.

Banana Fruiting in a Conservatory : E. G.

The temperatures you mention—60° at night

and 75° to 80° in the day—are suitable for

winter, but somewhat low for the present

season, which might account for the fruits fail-

ing to swell at the base of the bunch. When
the temperature is too low it is often difficult

to get the lower parts of the bunches to swell

or finish ; especially if the deficiency has oc-

curred when the fruits are first forming, in

which case they often decay away altogether.

Another frequent cause of failure is an excess

of moisture in the house during the winter.

The roots are very fleshy, and the plants should

be kept rather dry from November to March.

You do not state whether your specimens are

planted out or growing in tubs. There is

always a certain amount of difficulty in finish-

ing off the fruits if planted out, as the ab-

uence of root restriction makes them
difficult to feed. As you cannot maintain a

higher day temperature than 75°, it would be

well to keep the house rather close; but over-

head damping should be sparingly done, and

only after bright sunshine. It is probably a

question entirely of temperature, not of food.

There was a good deal of dull, chilly weather

in March and April, when the fruits were

developing ; we should not advise you to give

an excessive amount of food now, as it would

only tend to aggravate the evil by forcing

into unnatural growth the few fruits which

have formed. If you could employ more heat

moisture could be 'increased in proportion, and

the plants of Musa Cavendishii would fruit in

twelve months. Your night temperature is,

if anything, rather low for plants at this time

in bearing, but if the fruits set you should,

with care, obtain a good bunch.

Cucumber Stem Diseased : A. McK. The plants

are affected with canker, and any that show
signs of the disease should be removed at once

as they invariably die, and may spread the

disease. This is a notifiable disease according

to the regulations of the Board of Agriculture

and Fisheries.

Cyaniding Vines in Full Growth : E. P. S.

It will not be safe to use cyanide in a vinery

in summer until the main leaves on each shoot

are firm in texture, otherwise damage may be
done. A cold evening should be chosen for

the operation, and the flowering plants in pots

should be removed from the house. The sur-

faces inside the vinery must be quite dry, and
full ventilation permitted until you are ready
to cyanide. This is to prevent any condensa-
tion of moisture on the foliage before the gas

has generated. The quantities to use are 3 oz.

cyanide, 5 oz. sulphuric acid, and 8 oz. water
per 1,0C0 cubic feet contents. Do not fumigate
when the vines are in bloom. If the condi-

tions in the vinery are perfect probably only
the- tips of sub-laterals or very soft young
leaves may be injured, but this is of little con-

sequence so long as the main foliage on the

full length of each shoot is unharmed. The
house should be opened one hour after the

operation and a little air left on all night.

You must employ earthenware receptacles.

The acid would destroy the zinc soup plates.

Figs Diseased : H. B. The Figs are attacked

by a fungus—Botrytis. The disease is

favoured by moist conditions and extremes of

day and night temperature, the latter causing

moisture to *be deposited by condensation.

Keep the house drier and ventilate freely.

Fungus on a Savin Tree : II'. A'. The jelly-

like fungus called Gymnosporangium juni-

perinum is a parasite, and as its mycelium :s

perennial in the affected branches these should

be removed. The fungus is not likely to have
killed the tree.

Gardening Employment in America : Enchan-
tress. The hours for gardeners and assistants

in U.S.A. are from seven to five. A night

fireman is kept during the fall and winter

months, and at other times the assistants take

turns in looking after the furnace. As to

Sunday duty, turns are taken according to the

number of hands employed on the place. The
average hours in commercial establishments

are as a rule from seven to six. Gardeners
settling in America are advised to work for at

least two years before assuming a head
position, as the methods of growing, propaga-

ting, and management of plants in the United
States differ much from the practices that ob-

tain in this country. Several kinds of vege-

tables are grown there which are not culti-

vated here.

Kentia Belmoreana : J. C. The red points on
. the Palm stem are the fruits of a fungus called

Nectria sanguinea.

Names of Plants : T. S. White variety of

Begonia semperflorens.

—

J. A. 1, Kerria

japonica flore pleno; 2, Forsythia suspensa

;

6, Pyrus floribunda ; 4, Aucuba japonica (male

form); 5, A. japonica (female form); 6,

Skimmia japonica ; 7, Sprekelia formosissima.

— 67. H., Curry. 1, Cytisus monspesulanus ; 2,

Amelanchier canadensis ; 3, not recognised,

send when in flower ; 4, Elaeagnus pungens
vanegata ; 5, Euonymus pendulus ; 6, Akebia
lobata.

—

O. S. The fungus is a Morel—
Morchella conica, one of our rarer species.

—

G. H. H. S. Oxalis cernua.— W. K. T. L.

Dendrobium thyrsiflorum and Fritillaria Mele-

agris. — Busjord. Rhododendron ciliatum.

—/. L. H. 1, Salvia sp., specimen too

scrappy to identify; 2, Cardamine pratensis

flore pleno ; 3, Macrotomia echioides ; 4, Saxi-

fraga cordifolia ; 5, Epimedium pinnatum.

—

G. D. A. 1. Ruscus aculeatus; 2, Daphne
Laureola ; 3, Ribes alpinum ; 4, Lathyrus
cyaneus ; 5, Alyssum saxatile ; 6, Phlox Stel-

laria var. lilacina ; 7, Helianthemum vulgare

var. cupressus ; 8, Anemone Pulsatilla ; 9,

Arenaria balearica ; 10, Adiantum cuneatum
elegans ; 11. Pelargonium " Clorinda "

; 12,

Adiantum formosum.

—

F. B. D. 1, Rosa
Banksiae ; 2, Lithospermum puvpureo-coeru-

leum ; 3, Sedum rupestre ; 4, S. praealtum ; 5,

Spiraea Thunbergii ; 6, S. cantonensis.

—

A. B.

Senecio (Kleninia) articulata.

Peaches Discoloured : T. D. S. The appear-

ance of the fruits at first suggested Peach
mildew, but a critical examination reveals no
trace of disease. An excess of water at the
roots would cause the rusty appearance, but
whether the plants have been over-watered or

not only those on the spot can determine.

Peaches Dropping : /. S. The trouble is due
to there being a lack of moisture at the root

when the fruit was setting.

Rasp3erry Canes Discoloured : C. T. The
trouble is due to some external cause, and not
to disease.

Schizanthus Unhealthy : A. E. U. The trouble

ds not due to disease ; the culture has been
wrong in some detail, and only those on the

spot could say in what respect you have erred.

Seeds : H. S. E. The seeds are of Ivy, and have
passed through the intestines of birds.

Streptocarpus : Foreman, Surrey. If the plants
are required to flower by May 17 next it would
be as well, to pick off any flowers that are open
now. Those that develop in a' fortnight or
three weeks before the date mentioned will
provide a good crop, although they may be a
little longer in very dull weather. Plants of
Streptocarpus remain in flower for a long
time, especially when kept growing freely by
judicious feeding. They can be retarded by
lowering the temperature and shading in.

brigni weaTner.

Sulphuric Acid for Rose Mildew : II'. L. L.
The proportions are sulphuric acid 1 part to-

1,000 parts water. The acid should be pure,
as the commercial product contains impurities
that are injurious to tender foliage.

Tulips Failing : W. B. The plants are attacked
by Botrytis the fungus that causes "Lily"
disease. Burn any of the plants that are badly
crippled, and, when lifting the others for stor-

ing, dust them with sulphur and quicklime
in equal proportions.

Veronica Hulkeana : A. T. H. The plants are
attacked by a fungus, Peroncspora grisea.

Spray them at intervals of four days with a
solution of liver of sulphur—1 oz. in 4 gallons
water—until the mildew disappears.

Vive Shoot Dying : Serp., Henley. The border
contains too much organic manure, which has
prevented the roots from starting as early as
they should have. done. Unless in a very weak
condition Vines always produce fresh shoots,

before roots, consequently they have to de-

pend, for a time, on material stored up in the
buds and stems during the previous season.

When the border is in an unsuitable state, and
there is irregularity in the growths, the

stronger buds contain the larger amount of this

stored material, and might hold out till the de-

layed root formation has commenced, while the
weaker shoots, having exhausted the stores in

their immediate vicinity, might collapse. As.

you have a strong and apparently healthy
shoot at the base of one of the Vines you
should train that up to form a new rod, for

the older one will probably be of little use. If

there is any mulching material on the surface

of the border it should be removed, and you
might apply wood ash or potash salts and bone
dust or basic slag, with a sprinkling of lime,

during the present growing season, but no-

nitrogenous matter.

Wasps : W. Baker. Thanks for nest of wasps
received. April 19 is not particularly early

for wasps to begin nesting, but, of course, the
weather of March and April regulates the re-

appearance of the queens after hibernation, a
warm spell bringing them out any time during
April, or even .during late March, if the
warmth is great enough and prolonged for a
day or two. Every queen killed at this season

means the absence of anything from 5,000 to

50,000 wasps later on, and it would probably
pay fruit-growers and others interested in>

any district where the queens appear ex-

ceptionally numerors to provide a small fund

from which to pay a penny or twopence re-

ward to school children for every queen wasp
brought in before the middle of May. Someone
capable of recognising the queens should be
the judge, in order that early workers do not

get paid for, as has happened on some occa-

sions. It is just .is well to remember, how-
ever, that wasps consume vast numbers of

flies of all kinds, and unless thev are excep-

tionally numerous it is not desirable to attempt
their extermination, lest a worre plague befall.

Correspondents sending wasps' nests should

send also the queens belonging to them, so

that they may be identified with certainty.

Communications Received —E. T. E., Toronto.—
W. S. R.— I Massee—E. A. B.—E. S. S.—P. Blair—
W. H D.—F. T.—.T. D.—Sir D. P.—A. M.—C. Nichol-

son—Rev. D R. W.—W. F.—T. H.—J. F. C—W. Bofc-

ting H—H. M.. Naples—E. T. C, Toronto—W. F. R.—
C. G. B.—A. G.—H. B.—H. T. S.—G. L. B.—T. C—
A. IV.—W. .7. W. & Co.—W. H. W.—F. W. Cave—
R. P. B.— C. P.—A. T.— S. H.—H. F. Z.—A. Tomlin-
son—A. C. C—H. .T. c.—Nimrod—W. L.—J. C—B. and
McK.—W. J. B.—T. W.
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have quite full displays. Profuse blossom is not

an advantage. It is a great tax on the vigour of

the trees, and, -when it sets freely, nothing but

very severe thinning will secure fruit of full size

or save the trees from serious exhaustion.

Chances of Pollination.

So far as the fertilisation of blossoms of all

kinds of fruit is concerned, there should be a

good setting, for I have never seen bees working

better day after day, so long as the sunny weather

lasted. The number of bumble bees strikes me
as quite extraordinary.

Insect Infestation.

The greatest danger to the Apple crop at

present observable in my orchards is the worst

attack of Apple sucker that I have ever had.

This was anticipated from the observation of

swarms of the Psylla flying among the trees quite

sucker attack is worst on old trees, and is much
more serious on some varieties than on others.

Beauty of Bath, as "usual, is one of the worst

sufferers, Lord Derby, Lady Sudeley, Lord Gros-

venor, and Lane's Prince Albert being, among

others, severely attacked. As a rule, varieties

with short-stalked blossoms are most infested,

Lane's being an exception. These also are the

most difficult to help materially by spraying, in

consequence of the compactness of their bunches

of blossom buds.

In addition to the insects named above, there

are to be found in the trusses of Apple blossom

here and there one or more of active little yellow

bugs, with prominent Mack eyes. These Mr.

F. V. Theobald, of Wye College, identifies as

Capsidae, and describes as very harmful. The

strong soft soap wash kills those which it wets

thoroughly. These pests appear to have received

attention in this country only recently.

Fig. 136.

—

odontoglossum lakinae : petals and sepals blotched with claret colour
tinged with violet.

(See p. 311.)

into the winter. On the other hand, with me
there is the most remarkable immunity from

aphis attack that I have ever enjoyed. Hardly

-any aphides have been found on Plums, and out

of more than a thousand trusses of Apple blossom

examined with a lens, only eight contained an

.aphis. Even Roses are almost entirely free at

present. This immunity, which does not appear

to be at all common, as there are many reports

of aphis on both Plums and Apples, is a com-
plete mystery. It cannot be accounted for by
.spraying, as it applies equally where trees were
sprayed with lime or lime-sulphur, shortly before

the buds burst, and the latter wash has been
rased year after year without preventing the great

aphis infestations which have been usual in. my
orchards. Moreover, the lime was nearly all

washed off the trees two or three days after its

application; and, again, separate trees purposely

left unsprayed are as free from the pest as those

which were limewashed. Fewer thrips than
usual, and, I think, fewer caterpillars, have been

found in the blossom trusses of Apples. The

The Forlorn Hope of Spraying.

We fruit-growers keep on spending large

amounts of money in spraying without any

reasonable hope of more than partial benefit. It

is doubtful whether any winter wash destroys the

eggs of any insect. A caustic wash, such as

caustic soda, will go far towards the destruction

of colonies of the woolly aphis, commonly called

" American blight," and other washes will kill

the scale insect. For such purposes, as well

as for keeping trees clear of moss and lichen,

winter spraying is well worth while. But it has

never been actually proved that any winter wash
destroys the vitality of aphis or sucker eggs, or

keeps them from hatching. That spraying Plums
or Apples against the leaf-curling aphis after an
attack has caused the curling is a waste of time
and money is so obvious to me that I have given

it up entirely. The case of the apple-sucker is

different, as it is not viviparous, as the aphis is ;

but it is doubtful whether a single spraying,

however well done, kills more than one sucker

in ten, at any rate before the blossom falls.

This pest is sheltered to a great extent in

the axils of the leaves and blossom buds,
while the numerous globules of honeydew
which it secretes shelter it further in many
cases. It is of hardly any use to 6pray
against the sucker until the blossom buds
are well separated, which is not until they
are on the point of expanding. Indeed, a few will

be expanded by the time that nearly all will be
sufficiently separated'; but this does not matter
much, if at all, when only a soft soap or nicotine

wash is used. At the best, there will be a num-
ber of backward trusses of blossom buds which
will be too compact for effective spraying. It

is necessary to keep dodging about among the
different varieties in order to catch each just

when it is ready, and, unless the grower has
a very strong staff of sprayers, he may be un-

able to get all sorts done before some are in

blossom. My trees are sprayed with a strong

soft soap wash which will kill any sucker, aphis,

or half-grown caterpillar which its wets well, and
the trees are drenched. Yet, on examination two
days after the operation, I find at least half a

dozen live pests to one dead enemy. When the

blossom has fallen the operation will need repe-

tition on some varieties. Then there will be a
better chance of reaching the suckers. At first

they are difficult to find, though their globules

of honeydew indicate their presence quickly. The
strength of the wash used is 12 lb. of soft soap

to 100 gallons of water, which is about double
the strength commonly recommended. Formerly
Quassia was usedi with less soap, but has been
discarded because on trial alone of eight times
the strength recommended for Quassia extract, it

entirely failed to kill aphis. For generations

Quassia has been commonly used, probably with-

out any result, the money spent on it being
wasted. As to nicotine, apart from its pro-

hibitory price, my experience is that, in ordinary
strength, it does not kill aphis as well as soft

soap does.

Soft Soap and Arsenate of Lead.

As the strong soft soap wash kills young cater-

pillars well wetted' by it, there is no need to

add arsenate of lead until after the blossom has
fallen, when it is needed to poison the food of the

codling moth and leaf-eating caterpillars, the

latter by that time approaching their full size. In
one list of spray stuffs it is stated that arsenate

of lead should not be mixed with soft soap or

any other alkaline substance. This implies that

two sprayings must be applied instead of one
when either caterpillars and sucking insects or

either with scab require treatment. But I have
used arsenate of lead mixed with soft soap or
with lime-sulphur for years with impunity, ex-

cept on one occasion, when a particular brand of

soft soap was used, and then scorching of foliage

and defoliation resulted. On that occasion, too,

the arsenate of lead and soft soap were mixed in

their concentrated forms, whereas it is safer to

add the former to the diluted soft soap wash. It

is a serious matter to have to spray extensive

orchards twice instead of once after the fall of

the blossom. Probably the soft soap which did

harm when mixed with arsenate of lead contained

an excess of caustic potash, which liberated

arsenic. The best soft 6oap should be used.

A Dangerous Report.

A report from California to the effect that

spraying Apple trees in blossom with nitrate of

soda at the rate of 1 lb. to one gallon of water

has produced marvellous increases in crops of

fruit, is calculated to do much harm. It seemed

incredible that so strong a solution could be

safely used on foliage or blossom buds, and a

trial on a small scale proved that it killed

in twenty-four hours or less every leaf or truss

of blossom buds which it wetted. A correction

has since appeared stating that the spraying

should be done to dormant trees only. .4

Southern Grower.
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ORCHID NOTES AND GLEANINGS.

ODONTOGLOSSUM LAKINAE.
In the Gardeners' Chronicle for November 8.

1913, p. 317, this beautiful hybrid Orchid was de-

scribed as "one of the largest, best shaped, and
richest in colour of any known Odontoglossum."

The plant was exhibited by Messrs. E. H.
Davidson and Co. at the meeting of the Orchid
Committee on April 7 last, when the photograph
re2iroduced in fig. 136 was taken.

The ground colour- is white, shaded by the

deep violet tint on the backs of the segments,

the blotching claret-coloured, with a tinge of

violet. It was named in compliment to Mrs.

Lakin, the wife of Mr. J. B. Lakin, managing
director of the firm of Messrs. E. H. Davidson.
This fine Odontoglossum is another addition to

the ranks of those classed as "parentage un-

known." Where any doubt exists (and we fear

there are doubts in many cases in which
attempts are now made to give the parentage)

it is much more satisfactory to leave the ques-

tion open, for after all the merit of the flower

is the matter of chief importance to the .gardener.

Nevertheless, we counsel all raisers to take every

possible means of accurately recording the

parentages of their hybrids as a means of render-

ing possible the elucidation of the scientific

points in the complex problems of hybridisation.

MESSRS. WILLIAM BULL AND SONS'
EXHIBITION.

The annual spring exhibition of Messrs. W.
Bull and Sons was first held in 1881. The show
was formerly devoted entirely to the display of

Orchids and new plants, but in more recent years

the decorative plants 'of the season have been

used as a setting, and the Hippeastrums, for

which the establishment is noted, have increased

in number until at the present time the show is

largely composed of those plants. At this year's

. show, which opened on the 7th inst., about 600
specimens in full bloom were arranged along the

paths beneath the stately. Palms and Tree Ferns.

The plants are usually massed in groups of one
colour, a method which renders them more effec-

' tive than when they are mixed indiscriminately.

At the same time it shows the constancy of some
of the new tints of plum colour, mauve, and
salmon-red, several of each being arranged to-

gether. The space at the Chelsea Winter
Gardens has been enlarged this season by in-

cluding the walks on the office side of the central

path. Here the most distinct Hippeastrums are

Blush Rose, a white variety with rose flush

;

The Bride, white ; Kathleen, large and of fine

shape ; and Clarice, white, prettily marked with
mauve ; Winifred is a light plum colour

;
Queen

Mary, pure white ; Princess has a white centre,

and the petals are tinted rosy-mauve ; Queen
Alexandra is white, the outer parts being flaked

with salmon-scarlet. King George V. is the

best dark red ; it has two spikes each of four

immense flowers of fine shape. A group of light

shades is distinguished by The Pearl, Rosamond,

and Bridesmaid ; the quality is excellent through-

out, and the group is all the more interesting

in that the plants are raised, grown and flowered

in London.

The Orchid section of the show is varied by

the addition of Roses. Lilies, and other flowers.

The Cattleya Mossiae and other large-flowered

Cattleyas were well represented, and a number
of specimens of Laelio-Cattleya General Baden

Powell were also shown. A selection of seedling

Odontoglossums raised at Chelsea contained

some good blotched forms of 0. crispum. Prince

of Wales is heavily blotched with dark claret

colour, the lip also being much marked. Several

others were very promising, the blotching vary-

ing in tint, but the flowers always of good form.

Cattleya Thayeriana alba (Schroderae alba x
intermedia alba) is a good white flower. C.

Mendelii Countess is also a good white, with

deep mauve lip. A number of specimens of

Brasso-Laelia. Helen showed great variation in

tint. Specimens of Dendrbbium nobile, D.

thyrsiflorum, other Dendrobiums, and various

Cypripediums were well displayed.

FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
DAHLIAS FOR HOUSE AND TABLE

DECORATION.
The oft-repeated question addressed to me at

Duffryn when showing the Dahlia trials to

visitors, "Which are the best for cutting? " has
prompted me to write a short article dealing

exclusively with this aspect of our favourite

flower. Taking them collectively, it cannot be
claimed that Dahlias have the lasting qualities

of many other flowers that could be named, but

the remark often heard, "What a pity they
won't last in water," is really an indication of

imperfect knowledge. There are plenty which
last for more than a week with ordinary care,

and we have found some Stars and Collerettes

to last over a fortnight.

A letter received recently from South Africa,

asking for information, said : " Mv varieties

prettily edged, like a Picotee, with another
colour. All are good, but preference may be
given to Jupiter, white, with yellow edgings

;

Mercury, white, edged scarlet ; Cetus, white,

edged rosy-violet ; Orion, white, edged yellow
and crimson ; Aries, white, edged crimson-
scarlet. Some of the varieties are givem to>

sporting, usually throwing a self-coloured bloom,

of the same colour as edging.

Most of the Collerettes are excellent for cut-

ting. It is passing strange that they should;

last so much better than the singles. I have-

wondered if it is the Collerette itself which holds

the florets together. The singles appear to drop'

immediately the stamens are fully developed.

Here it may be mentioned that when cutting

care should be taken to choose blooms which
are just opened and the pollen is beginning to be

shed. Some of the large-flowering types of

Collerettes are grand, notably Diomede and Souv.
de Chabanne. Both have very long stalks. The
blooms of the former are rough, but the rich rosy-

crimson and white flowers are very effective for

house decoration. A bunch of this particular

variety was gathered the day before a frost laid

them all low. Extra care was therefore taken

Fig. 137.

—

view in the conservatory at Messrs. w. bull and sons' nursery.

have such weak and frail stems, and are prac-

tically useless for cutting." Quite so; hence

the necessity of growing only those having long

and rigid flower-stalks, with the blooms stand-

ing bolt upright. Such varieties are to be had
in most of the sections.

It is surprising what a difference there is in

the lasting qualities of cut flowers of the various

types. Taking the sections in their order of

merit for our purpose, I place them : Stars 1st,

Collerettes 2nd, Paeony-flowered 3rd, Decora-

tive 4th, with the Cactus, Pompon and singles

following.

Owing, possibly, to their being overshadowed

by the brilliance of other types, the dainty

Stars are not much known. They should appeal

strongly to everyone on the look-out for

cutting varieties ; for they have far and

away the stiffest and most erect flower-stalks

of any type. The flowers are single, witli

gracefully curled and pointed florets, which give

them a lightness so much desired for table de-

coration. There are only eight or nine varieties,

each named after a star. The blooms are of

white or creamy-white ground, each petal being

to prolong their life, and the last faded bloonv

recorded the fact that for three weeks it had

stood the test of time. Others to be specially

recommended are Diadem, rich rose colour ;.

Goldstern, for those who are partial to lemon-

yellow ; The Xeedles, rose and white ; and

Queen Mary, rose. These are suitable for table-

work. The art shades of Windsor and the-

bluish-violet of Madame Poirier appeal to many.

The Paeony-flowered and decorative types give

us the best flowers for large vases. Of the

Paeony-flowered, Hampton Court, Mrs. Kerr,

Sheila, Hermosa, Salome, H. I. Lovink, Snow-

cloud and Andrew Carnegie are the pick of the

soft shades. Liberty, Jolin Green, The War-

rior, Bayard, Vulcan and Unique supply the

bright and dark colours. A few giant decora-

tives for a very bold arrangement are Mam-
moth, Souv. de Gustave Douzon and The (unit.

all bright. Of medium size, Delice and Loveli-

ness, pink—are favourites with all. So, too, is

Harmony, a lovely sheeny-pink. Princess

Juliana "is a grand white, with stalks 18 inches

to 2 feet long, and Lagdene, rose and white,

makes a delightful vase. To this list I would
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•also add the daintily coloured little Sea Shell

•and Orange Glare of the Garden. The latter,

perfect in its habit, gives a good object-lesson

-as to how a vase of flowers should be arranged.

How disappointing it is that one cannot write

in praise of the beautiful Cactus flowers. They

are very erratic, some of the most desirable

varieties, such as Sweet Briar, fading almost

immediately when cut. A few varieties found

to last fairly well are Conqueror, Jenny Wren,

White Ensign, Carrie Hammond, Miss Will-

mott and Salmon Queen. On the whole, the

naturally small bloomers are the most satis-

factory and make very pretty vases and bowls.

Nimrod, Mrs. John Barker, Pink Perfection,

Bridal Crown, Rev. M. Limon and Pink Pearl

are a few of the best.

The charming singles, which I am sorry to

have to place in 'such a lowly position, are un-

accountably poor lasters. If, as previously men-

tioned, great care is exercised when gathering

one may hope to keep them three or four days.

They are, however, very useful for table deco-

ration where changes are introduced frequently.

Many pretty colour schemes can easily be

effected, as they possess such a range of colour.

Rosemary Bridge, Lady Bountiful, Rosy Gem,

Mary, Ouida, Donna Casilda, Mrs. T. W. Bates

and William Parrot can be confidently recom-

mended.
I have seen it stated that the Pompons are

good lasters, but my experience does not go to

prove this. In any case, there are many types

to be preferred, and we can afford to leave the

Pompons to the place to which they seem best

suited—namely, the garden. Arthur J. Cobb,

Dnffryn Gardens, Cardiff.

ANNUALS.-V.

THE CANDYTUFTS.
Candytuft has, more than any other annual I

know, been the means of "depressing" annual

culture. A penny packet purchased and sown in

the usual way in a border and left unthinned

produces a common, fleeting and most unsat:s-

factory result. One-tenth of the quantity of

seed sown on the same area, and the plants

thinned if necessary to 4 or 6 inches apart, gives

a beautiful and lasting effect, as the plants de-

velop side branches which bloom well.

Candytuft (Iberis umbellata) has long been

grown in English gardens. It is referred to by

Gerarde. Then there is the Rocket Candytuft

(Iberis coronaria), from which the giant spiral

forms have come. It was a much later intro-

duction, Nicholson giving the date as 1836. Re-

cently there has been a new race of hybrids in-

troduced. Originating in France, it has been

worked by the leading English growers,

several of whom have very fine strains. The
Rocket Candytuft gave rise to the giant spiral

or Snowflake variety, about 1879, and, like the

waved Sweet Pea, this giant form appeared in a

number of different places about the same time.

It is the finest form of Candytuft, but it is diffi-

cult—impossible, I might say—to get it to breed

true, the very best strains giving a proportion of

small-flowered forms with small spikes. When
thinning care should be taken to .leave seedlings

with hroad leaves, as they generally produce the

desired big spikes of bloom. Candytuft is chary
of transplantation, but the plan which I recom-

mended for Mignonette may be adopted with
success.

C. Giant spiral.—Giant Snowflake, Hyacinth-
flowered, and other names are given to this grand
foTm. It grows from 12 to 15 inches in height,

and the term Hyacinth-flowered be6t describes

the flower-spikes, which are often 9 inches long

by 2 to 3 inches in diameter. It is singular that

up to the present this form has not appeared in

any other colour.

C. crimson.—Dunnett's is the best known. It

gives very rich purplish-crimson flowers. The
flower-heads are If inches wide hy ahout an inch

deep.

C. carmine grows quite a uniform height of

12 inches, and has carmine petals. In a dry

season like 1913 it might well be termed a

blush carmine.

C. lilac.—In habit exactly resembles the fore-

going, but produces in great profusion large

heads of beautiful, warm-toned lilac flowers.

C. Rose Cardinal.—This was introduced a few

years ago and is a most distinct and beautiful

variety. The flowers are of good 6ize and of a

rich rose-colour.

C. atropurpurea.—Similar to Dunnett's crim-

son, but a shade darker in colour and rather

taller in growth.

C. dwarf Hybrids.—Growing about 9 inches

in height, these are most useful for bedding, and
can be had in different shades, such as rose,

crimson, lavender and white.

C. sweet scented.—This, in the early stage, is

not at all like a Candytuft, having distinct soft-

green deeply serrated leaves. When in blossom

it resembles the perennial form sempervirens.

It is strongly scented.

C. Little Prince.—This fine dwarf form has

already been referred to. It grows from 6 to 9

inches in height, according to soil and locality.

Fig. 138.

—

candytuft little trince : flowers
WHITE.

and produces fine large flower-heads (see fig. 138).

Jl\ Cuthbertson.

A BORDER OF ANNUALS.

The illustration (fig. 139) shows a fine border

of annuals in the kitchen garden at Ballyfin

House, Queen's County, Ireland. Mr. H.

Thornton, who sends the photograph, informs

us that the garden, which is walled, covers

an area of five acres, and the border runs

through the centre. In the season it

makes a charming picture, and is planted

each year with a choice variety of the

best annuals, nearly all of which have been

previously raised under glass, to prolong the

flowering season. It ds in June, July, and

August that the colouring is at its best.

Alyssum Little Gem is employed as a

groundwork. The borders on each side are 156

yards 'long and 10 feet wide. Along the back

of each border is a pergola made of Holly-

wood. It is being furnished with rambling
Roses. About half-way along the border is an

octagon summerhouse, over which climb Roses,

Ampelopsis, Wistaria and Clematis.

NOTICES OF BOOKS.
History of the Carnation.*

This book contains 212 pages of literary

matter, printed in a clear, readable roman type,
and deals with the history, literature, and
artistic features of the Carnation in a manner
never yet attempted by any horticultural writer.

There are 53 illustrations in black and white,
besides two in colour.

In his researches in mediaeval literature Dr.
Kronfeld has had. access to works but little

known to English writers, and some of his re-

productions are not only quaint but highly in-

structive to the student of floricultural history.

The work is written in German, and prac-

tically the whole of the illustrations are repro-

duced from German sources.

Our readers are well aware of the antiquity

of the Carnation as a popular flower, not only

here, but in France and Germany. It was
grown and appreciated centuries ago, and its

literature is as important as that of the Tulip,

the Auricula, the Hyacinth, and other old

flowers.

One of the earliest pictures given by the

author is fig. 3, in which a young couple are

seated on a bench beside a pot of Carnations in

flower. It is reproduced from an engraving by
J. van Meckenen, of Bocholt (1482-1503)

Another, from Lustgarten und Pflantzungen,
Strasburg, 1530, shows a gardener at work ; in

the background are three Carnation plants in

pots on a stage. Fig. 5 shows a pot of

Carnations in bloom, after Bock, 1546.

The plants, instead of being staked, are

supported by a curious light framework of cir-

cular form that keeps them in position and the
blooms from drooping. Another illustration

shows a Carnation in two-handled vase, after

Castore Durante, 1636.

Dr. Kronfeld has also illustrated his work
with a series of reproductions of old

pictures by famous painters, in which Gar-

nations are more or less {prominent. These have
been collected from art galleries in Frankfort-on-

Main, Vienna, Berlin, Cologne, Munich,
and other places. We note particularly the

portrait of Simon George holding a Carnation,

a work painted by Hans Holbein the

younger. The same artist is represented in his

portrait of the Merchant Gisze, on whose table

is a vase containing cut Carnations. A full-

faced, half-length portrait of a young man by
Heinrich Aldegrever is another instance of the

subject with a Carnation in his hand. Similar

to these are fig. 15, Lucas Van Leyden's por-

trait of the Emperor Maximilian I., and fig. 16

Chris. Amberger's portrait of Ulrich Sulczer.

Fig. 18 is Jan Van Eyck's picture, entitled
" The Man with the Carnation." Fig. 20

Rembrandt's " Saskia with the Carnation."

Fig. 23 is Leonardo da Vinci's " Madonna with

the Carnation," and so we might continue with

these interesting old pictures.

The book is divided into nine main chapters,

which in turn are sub-divided into minor head-

ings. The whole field of Carnation lore from the

history of its earliest forms down to present-day

culture is covered, be it in England, France,

Germany, or America. The references to

authors, poets, and other writers are numerous,

and include citations from James Douglas, Par-

latore, Ponsort, Vallet, Buc'hoz, Ardene,

Wei6smantel, Freund, Wallace, Grotjan, Hertel,

and many others.

The extracts from the old writers on the Car-

nation show how thoroughly the author has

traversed the ground. A noticeable feature of the

book is the numerous poetical, mostly German,

allusions culled from many sources. We may
conclude by saying that those of our readers

who are lovers of the Carnation, and who can

* Geschichte der Gartcnwlke. By Dr. E. SI. Kronfeld.
(Vienna, verlag der K.K. Gartenbau-Gesellschaft, 1, Kaiser
Wilfaelmring.) 3*2s.
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follow the author in his own language, will

obtain much satisfaction from a perusal of a

work which will certainly take high rank among
books devoted to floricultural history. O. B. P.

PLANT NOTES.
TUBEROUS BEGONIAS FOR HANGING

BASKETS.

In the case of Begonias for pot culture a

sturdy, compact habit is an important considera-

tion ; but for hanging baskets, the reverse

holds good. Varieties of a loose, more or less

pendulous style of growth are seen to very

great advantage when suspended. Of late years

increased attention has been bestowed upon Be-

gonias for this purpose, with the result that

several varieties have recently been brought for-

ward particularly adapted for growing in

of limestone rubble without affording the roots
any water all the year round, except when the
flower buds appear in midsummer, and then very
little, taking care not to wet the rest of the
plant. During the remainder of the year I keep
the roots cool by placing the pot in a larger one,
and filling up the space with Sphagnum-moss,
which is wetted onoe a week in summer.
In a continued frost the plant is liable to be in-

jured, but if the temperature is not allowed to

fall below 45° F. and the plant kept dry, it does
not appear to suffer. This method of keeping
roots cool is applicable to many plants in pots
which need to be exposed to the 6un's rays, since

plants usually choose the moist but well-drained
sides of the pot to form a profusion of roots.

An extract from the plant is used in Mexico to

produce a kind of intoxication. It is there

known as " Pellote," and has been introduced
into medicine in the United States under the
name of " Mescale buttons." It produces curious

moraine containing no lime, facing almost due
east, without any glass protection. It was quite

good last summer when in bloom, and was left

unprotected by glass with a view of testing it.

H. frigidum does not suffer from frost so much as

from wet in winter. It is a very dainty Alpine
with small, silvery foliage and delightful little

white flowers produced in summer and autumn.

S. Arnott, Maxwelltown, Dumfries.

SCOTLAND.

New Park for Glasgow.—Lord Glenconner
has intimated to the Lord Provost of Glasgow
his desire to present the city of Glasgow with a
park of 13 acres in the St. Rollox district, with
which he and his family have long had a special

connection. Lord Glenconner has also offered

Fig. 139.—borders of annuals at ballyfin house, mountrath, Ireland. [Photograph by J. P. Greene.

baskets. The main characteristics of these are a

drooping habit of growth and a profusion of

showy blossoms. Among the most suitable for

the purpose are Alba Plena Fimbriata, white

;

Alice Manning, yellow ; Carmina, carmine-red ;

Eunice, pink ; Fleur de Chrysantheme, salmon-

pink ; Gladys, dark red ; Golden Shower, much
the colour of Rose William Allen Richardson ;

Lena, rosy-crimson ; and Mrs. Bilkey, orange-

salmon. A particularly vigorous kind is Marie
Bouchet, but it is only fitted for cultivation in

large structures. When these Begonias are

intended for growing in baskets, it is a good

plan to start the tubers in small pots, planting

them into the baskets when they have made a

few inches of growth. It is essential that this bo

done before the plants are pot-bound, otherwise

they will receive a decided check. W. T.

MAMMLLLARIA (ANHALONIUM)
WILLIAMSn.

I have grown and flowered this remark-

able cactaceous plant for several years in a pot

physiological disturbances, one of the most

remarkable affecting the vision, and causing the

illusion of a kaleidoscopic play of colours. E. M.
Holmes.

THE ROCK GARDEN.

CORIARIA TERMINALIS.
There are two things which militate against

the value of the pretty, 6mall shrub Coriaria

terminalis, the graceful habit of which makes

it so suitable for rock gardens or sunny banks.

First, that in some northern gardens it does not

flower ; and second, that if it does, the birds eat

the fruits almost immediately. The habit, how-

ever, is graceful and arching, and the autumn

colouring of the leaves is attractive.

HELICHRYSUM FRIGIDUM.
Helichrvsum frigidum has stood the past

winter, which was an unusually wet one, on a

the sum of £1,000 to assist in the layin6 out of

the ground.

Edinburgh Public Parks.—The estimated

sum to be expended on the Edinburgh parks and
gardens for the year 1914-15 amounts to £16.455,

as compared with an estimate for 1913-14 of

£15,955, and an actual sum of £16,380 expended
in the year 1912-13.

Forest Fires.—The dry weather has been re-

sponsible for a number of forest fires in Scotland.

In Inverness-shire thousands of trees wore,

burned at Balblair, on the Seafield and Raig-

more and other estates. A considerable amount
of damage has been done to trees and moorland
in other parts of Scotland.

Edinburgh Show.—The attendance at the

spring show of the Royal Caledonian Horticul-

tural Society on April 29 and 30 showed ;i con-

siderable improvement over last year. The re-

oeiptc were about £17 more than at the show of

1913. (See p. 323.)
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~,The Week'sWork.

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
By H. J. Chapman, Gardener to Mas. Cookson,

Oakwood, Wylam-on-Tyne.

Laelia.— The email-growing L. pumila, also
L. praestans and L. Dayana, are making fresh
growth, and may be re-potted or top-dressed, as
is considered necessary. They grow best in
shallow pans or baskets, just sufficiently large
to contain the roots. These miniature-growing
plants are serviceable for aut umn flowering.

Odontoclossum Harryanum.— The plants
are developing fresh roots from the bases of
the growing shoots, and may be re-potted or
otherwise attended to at the roots, for the sooner
the plants are re-potted after new roots make
their appearance the better, as the latter are
very liable to be injured. This Orchid is not
always grown satisfactorily in gardens, but it is

surprising what rapid progress the plants make
when suitable conditions are afforded. It is not
advisable to use larger pots than will accom-
modate the roots. The plants grow best in well-
drained pots : a few pieces of broken crocks
should be placed over the drainage hole, about
two-thirds the depth of the pot being filled

with chopped Bracken rhizomes. If the old com-
post is in a state of decomposition, the whole
should be carefully removed and the plants re-

potted in fresh material consisting of good fibrous
peat and Osmunda-fibre in equal portions, with a
few broken leaves and chopped Sphagnum-moss
intermixed. Sufficient broken crocks and sand
should be added to render the compost porous.
Press the materials firmly about the roots,
and after re-potting carefully shade the plants
for a few weeks. Keep the atmosphere humid,
damp the surroundings, and spray the plants
overhead in favourable weather. Hybrids of 0.
Harryanum are far more amenable to cultivation
than is the species, for they are, without ex-
ception, exceedingly vigorous growers. Many
Odontoglossums have been intercrossed with 0.
Harryanum, so that there are numerous secondary
and bigeneric hybrids. Among the latter the
vigorous Odontioda Charlesworthii (Cochlicda
Noezleana x O. Harryanum) is one of the most
serviceable, the long spikes of brilliant scarlet
flowers being very effective and useful for any
purpose where bright colour is desired. The
plants may be grown under the same conditions
as Odontoglossums, but their re-potting should
be attended to at the time the new growths
appear.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
By W. Crump, Gardener to Earl Bbatjchamp, K.C.M.G.,

Hadresfield Court, Worcestershire.

Spring Flowers.—TheTe is an, abundance of
choice and .specially interesting bulbous flowers
just now, and fresh subjects are opening day by
day. At Madresfield Court most of the .plants
are growing in specially prepared stations, and in
shade or shelter, in accordance with individual
requirements. How lovely are all members of
the Erythronium family [Dog's Tooth Violets],
including Pink Beauty, Gigantea robusta, White
Beauty and Hartwegii ! E. Dens-canis will do
well in turf if the grass is not too rank. Then,
again, what can compare with a large colony of
either Anemone Robinsoniana, A. blanda, A.
fulgens King of Scarlets, A. apermina coerulea,
or A. Pulsatilla, all of which are easy to grow ?

We plant them on a gentle slope in prepared
ground, with a few stones irregularly let in the
ground, to guard them when dormant. They
should be sheltered from blazing sunshine and
frosty winds by a neighbouring shrub, but they
must not be subjected to the drip of overhanging
forest or evergreen trees. The Polyanthus is now
at its full beauty, in companv with Aubrietias,
Primula nivalis. P. denticulata. P. cashmeriana,
Alyssum saxatile. Trilliums, Tritielias, Arabis,
Wilson's Blue Primroses and Auriculas. The
notebook will be in use daily with a view to re-
cording errors or successes, either in the arrange-
ment of the colours, heights and habits of the

various plants, their approximate dates of flower-

ing, and suggestions for improvements ; such
notes will be- found *most valuablewhen planting
time, comes round again. It has been said that
greater profit results from errors or failures than
from successes, for the former develops energy
and perseverance, whilst the latter may beget
conceit and laxity.

Vases for Summer Effect.—The vases on
terraces, etc., should be prepared for planting.
Make provision for drainage and fill them with
rich, turfy loam and decayed leaf-mould in
equal parts, adding a dash of grit, sand, or old
lime rubble to make the soil porous. For con-
tinuous summer blooming I know of nothing to
equal Ivy-leaved Pelargoniums of such varieties
as Madame Crousse (pink and double scarlet),
Souvenir de Ch. Turner. Galilee, Baden Powell
and luurillo. The double Marguerite Mrs. F.
Sander is a good white flower for this purpose.

Tree Paeonies.—The newer forms of these
gorgeous-flowering shrubs, and especially those
of the Japanese section, should have their flower-
stems supported by stout stakes, which should
be hidden by the foliage. Remove any suckers
that appear. It is a pity that a more natural
and longer-lived stock is not employed for graft-
ing, seeing that our plants are constantly dying
in spite of every possible attention. Many of
the fleshy roots grow near to the surface, and
a mulching of horse-droppings is beneficial; or
the roots may be fed with a little fertiliser.
The single-flowered herbaceous Paeonies are
almost in flower ; these may be cultivated for
years with but very little trouble.

The Iris Garden.-A good dressing of soot
applied from time to time will give colour to
the flowers and foliage of the beautiful Iris
germanica varieties, for soot is always a safe
and trusty stimulant. The plants resent dis-
turbance at the roots, therefore transplanting
should always be deferred until the clumps are
crowded. It is better to remove surplus growths
as soon as the flowers are over and to transplant
the portions in the reserve garden. A selection
of varieties includes Jaquesiana, Mme. Chereau,
Bridesmaid, Mrs. Darwin, Purple King and
Black Prince. Iris Kaempferi flowers later, and
succeeds best in partial shade, planted along
tha margins of lakes or streams, in company
with such tall varieties as I. Monnieri, I. ochro-
leuca and I. gigantea.

Mulching.— This is an important matter
as regards all newly-planted subjects, for it is
far better thus to conserve natural moisture
in the soil than to have to resort to artificial
watering, besides the economy of labour—no
small desideratum nowadavs.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS
By C. H. COOK, Gardener to the Earl of Dirby,

Knowsley Hall, Lancashire.

Hippeastrum.—The plants have almost
finished flowering, and should be placed in a
warm pit to complete their growth. Plunge
the pots to their rims in a mild hotbed, tie the
leaves to a stake, and encourage the growth of
bulbs and leaves as much as possible. If a
special house is not available for the plants they
may 'be grown in a Peach or other suitable house.
Feed the roots once a week with liquid manure
and use the syringe freely. If the sun is very
powerful shade the plants lightly for an hour or
two about midday for the next month, but after
that time full exposure to the light will be bene-
ficial. For accommodating seedlings prepare a
bed inside a frame, and after allowing time for
the fermenting materials to subside place a layer
of fairly rich, light soil to the depth of 9 inches,
and plant out the young bulbs at 9 inches apart
in lines made 1 foot apart. Syringe and close
the frame early each day. If the plants are kept
growing in a healthy condition a fair percentage
may be expected to flower during their third
vear. Maintain a night temperature of 60° to
65°.

Tree Carnations.— Plants raised from cut-
tings in autumn are making fresh growth after
having been stopped for a second time. Our

plants are being shifted into 7-inch pots, in
which they will flower. Suitable 60il for this
potting is composed of three

,
parts yellow- loam

and one part each of mortar, rubble and wood
ash, the whole enriched with fertiliser at the
rate of a 6-inch potful to each barrow-load of
compost. If the loam is very stiff and reten-
tive, add a little coarse grit or broken oyster-
shell. Pot firmly, and when the work is

finished stand the plants in a cold pit or frame
on an ash bottom, taking the precaution to
first dust the floor with soot. On bright days
spray the plants very lightly and damp between
the pots, but moisture must be afforded the roots
with discretion until the plants become re-estab-
lished. Plants propagated from cuttings this
spring are making headway, and ready for trans-
ference to receptacles 4i inches in diameter.
Admit full ventilation on fine days, allowing the
roof apertures to remain open all night in
favourable weather. Stop the shoots of plants
rooted later when about eight pairs of leaves
have developed, and re-pot the plants into large
60-sized pots when the secondary growths are
2 inches long. Flowering plants are growing
strongly and need feeding occasionally with a
concentrated fertiliser. If they are re-

quired to flower in the second year they may
be re-potted at the end of the present month,
or early in June. If the blooms become bleached
by the sun, shade the roof-glass lightly during
the hottest part of the day. Souvenir de la

Malmaison Carnations are sending up their
flower spikes, and need close attention in the
matters of tying the stems and watering the
roots. Aphis sometimes infests the flower

spikes, and should be destroyed by light fumiga-
tions. If the sun is very strong a light shading
will be beneficial for a few hours during the
hottest part of the day. Damp the paths and
stagings and ventilate the house freely.

Miscellaneous Work.—Pot seedlings of
Celosias, Balsams, Lobelia tenuior, and Statice
Suworowii in small pots filled with light, porous
soil. Stage the plants close to the roof-glass,

and syringe them freely overhead. Fumigate the
house at intervals. Achimenes and Gloxinias
are filling their pots with roots, and may be
watered with weak liquid stimulants. Annuals
such as Mignonette, Gypsophila elegans, Oal-
liopsis, and annual Chrysanthemums in pots
should be thinned severely and grown in a cool

frame. Insert cuttings of Coleus thyrsoideus,
Centrapogons, Eranthemums, Euphorbias, Jus-
ticias, and fibrous-rooted Begonias.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
By W. Hedley Warren, Gardener to the Aston-Clinton
Park Estate (the Rt. Hon. Lord Rothschild), Biuk-

ingQamshirc:

Pines.— The size to which the fruits will
ultimately grow depends mainly upon the con-
dition of the roots, although general good man-
agement will conduce much towards the health
of the plants. A sure criterion of the state of
the roots is the quantity of water they absorb,
for, as a general rule, those that require a
copious supply of moisture develop the finest

fruits* The plants should be grown in the same
temperature as hitherto and be treated as pre-

viously recommended for both the fruiting speci-

mens and successional plants. The smallest of
the suckers potted last March are ready for re-

potting, and the work should be done at once.

If the bed in which the plants are plunged re-

quires refreshing, now is the time to do it by
adding a little fresh fermenting material to the
surface and turning the whole over to a depth
of about 15 inches, to incorporate the new with
the old. After the plants are again plunged
watch the temperature of the bed carefully to

see that fermentation does not cause it to rise

too high.

Peaches and Nectarines.— The fruit in
the earliest houses—and especially on pot trees

—

is nearing the ripening stage. Continue to
afford the roots copious supplies of water, but
reduce the amount of syringing overhead accord-

ing to the stage of the fruit's ripening. Main-
tain plenty of atmospheric moisture and permit
a free circulation of air, both by day and night.

These details are essential to the health of the
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trees, which otherwise would be most injuri-
ously affected should the wood be prematurely
ripened. Continue to regulate and tie in the
shoots of trees in successional houses, retaining
only sufficient new growth for fruiting next
season. All shoots above or beyond the fruit

should be stopped closely with the exception of

the leading branches, and the fruit should be
exposed as much as possible to the sun. Ventila-
tion must he sufficient to ensure short-jointed
and firm growth, and when necessary all inside

borders should be watered thoroughly. Feed
heavily-cropped and weakly trees by top-dress-

ings of rich materials, liquid manure, or con-

centrated fertilisers, washing the last into the

borders with clear water.

Cucumbers.— The plants are growing freely;
plenty of moisture should be afforded the roots
and the atmosphere kept moist by damping the
paths and staging several times a day. As the
fruits develop afford top-dressings of good rich
loam and decayed manure to encourage the de-
velopment of roots on the surface. When the
plants have furnished the space keep the shoots

thinned to prevent overcrowding, but before
doing this remove all rusty-looking leaves except
those on the same joint as the fruit. Green fly

and thrips may be troublesome at this stage and
must be destroyed by fumigating the house
with a nicotine preparation, which is safer to

use than insecticides in solution.

Strawberries.— During times of bright sun-

shine accompanied by drying winds insect

pests, and especially red spider, spread rapidly

on the mature foliage of pot Strawberries

grown under glass. For this reason Straw-

berries in Peach and other fruit houses may be
a source of danger to the fruit trees, and it will

be advisable to remove infested plants to other

quarters to ripen the berries. Should the

fruit on successional plants be ripening too fast

they may be retarded by turning the fruit from
the sun or by removing the plants to cooler

quarters. Plants that are still plunged in beds

out-of-doors should be placed in cool frames.

Syringe them daily until the flowers begin to

open, and use diluted manure water at every

alternate watering. Reduce the flower-spikes to

the requisite number, and if the pots are stood

on ashes, or half-plunged in the same material,

it will be an easy matter to maintain a moist,

genial atmosphere favourable to healthy growth.

Allow sufficient space between the glass and the

plants to permit of a free circulation of air, as

the foliage is easily scorched. Excellent fruit

may be grown in frames and the berries will

maintain an unbroken supply until the out-door

crop is ready.

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
By J G Weston, Gardener to Lady Northcotb.

Eastwell Park, Kent.

Peaches and Nectarines. — April gene-

rally was bright and sunny with mild nights

the weather being very favourable for the blos-

soming of Peaches and Nectarines. Bees have
been busy amongst the trees, and there is every
prospect of good crops in this locality. The
genial weather has also been favourable to

growth, which is unusually forward, and the

work of disbudding the shoots should be com-
menced at once. Healthy, vigorous trees of

these fruits always produce a large number of

shoots, and unless severe disbudding is prac-

tised the trees become laden with growth
that does not ripen properly because of over-

crowding. In commencing the work first remove
all foreright shoots, and such as develop at the

back of the tree facing the wall. When these

are all removed, commence the work of disbud-
ding proper at the top of the tree. The degree
to which this is done will depend upon the age
of the tree., that is, whether it is an established
specimen filling the whole of the wall space or a
young plant that is required to extend. It is a
common error to permit too many shoots to re-

main, as the surplus ones have to be removed
later on after they have taken much of the
energy of the trees. A well-placed shoot at
the base of a fruiting branch should always be
retained, with a view to training it in the place
of the latter after it has fruited. The aim of the
cultivator should be to retain sufficient young

shoots to furnish the tree after the old fruit-

bearing wood has been cut out in the autumn.
Train in the young shoots in such a manner that
they will not shade the fruits, which is one of

the chief reasons for keeping the trees trained
as thinly as is consistent with their carrying a
full crop. If the weather turns dull and cold,

defer the work of disbudding for a few days,
and in no circumstances remove a large
number of the young shoots at one operation.
The top of the tree should be done first, the
central part after an interval of two or three
days, and th6 lower portion last.

Outdoor Vines.—Vines in the open should
be disbudded at an early stage, reducing the
buds for a start to two or three on each spur.

After an interval of a week or so it will be an
easy matter to determine which shoot has the
best bunch, and to remove the superfluous ones.

Mildew and red spider are the chief pests of

outdoor vines in this country, and both should
be rigorously combated as soon as detected. For
the former employ a good mildew specific, syring-

ing the vines with it in the evening. The syring-

ing should be repeated two or three times if

necessary. Red spider can usually be destroyed
by syringing with clear water, whioh may be
done on all fine afternoons, taking care that the

whole of the foliage is wetted thoroughly. Let
the shoots be stopped and fastened regularly,

pinching the laterals at about two or three leaves

beyond the bunch, according to the space avail-

able. The subsequent lateral "growths should be
stopped at the first leaf. It is impossible to suc-

ceed with outdoor Grapes unless the shoots and
foliage are kept sufficiently thin to allow the

sun to reach every part of the vine.

The Apple-Blossom Weevil will soon

be busy amongst the Apple blossom. Trees that

have been neglected in the matter of winter
spraying and cleansing, and have, in conse-

quence, accumulations of lichen and rough bark,

are lurking-places for this pest, as will be seen

later by the quantities of fallen, damaged
fruits under them. Soon after the weevil has

entered an Apple blossom the petals turn brown,
as if affected by frost. On examination such

blooms will generally be found to contain a
weevil, or a little hole will be found in the petals,

indicating its way of escape. If young trees are

attacked some of the weevils may be caught by
placing a sheet on the ground under the trees,

and shaking the branches sharply on a calm day.

The insects are easily dislodged, and will drop

on to the sheet, which can be taken up and
shaken over the bonfire.

Newly Grafted Trees. — See that the

grafts do not suffer harm from the drying effects

of the prevailing east winds. Where clay was
used as the grafting medium it should be

moistened and the hand passed around it a few
times to fill up any cracks.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By R. P. Brotherston, Gardener to the Earl of

Haddington, Tyninghame, East Lothian.

French Beans.— A full sowing of this crop

may be made in most localities, choosing a

sheltered part of the garden where strong winds
will not damage the plants when in full bear-

ing. Strong-growing varieties of the Canadian
Wonder type should be afforded a space of about
3 feet between the rows and at least 1 foot be-

tween the plants, dropping a bean at every 6
inches, the intermediates to be destroyed when
the plants are all up. If the soil is at all heavy
do not make a deep drill but a rather shallow

one, ridging the soil over the seeds to give them a
sufficient covering.

Parsley.— As soon as the seedlings are large

enough to handle they should be thinned and
the thinnings transplanted, allowing a space of

about 18 inches each way. The plants will grow
into handsome specimens and produce an im-

mense quantity of foliage of the finest quality,

for the leaves need not be picked till fairly large,

the plants left in the seedling bed at 9 inches
apart affording supplies in the meantime.
Parsley is sometimes destroyed by a maggot
which eats the tap-roots. By making the soil

extra firm and then loosening the surface by fre-

quent hoeing the maggots will prove less trouble-
some and the Parsley thrives better than in soil

of a looser nature. I sometimes save seeds from
a selected plant which yields sufficient for a large
sowing.

Celery.— The latest-sown Celery is ready to

be pricked out singly. Nothing surpasses a

thin layer of compost consisting of half soil and
half manure from a spent Mushroom bed into

which to transplant the seedlings at 3 inches
apart each way. The material should be placed
on a cinder bottom. If the seedlings are shaded
till established, and watered carefully, at the
time for transplanting they may be lifted like

grass turves, one mass of roots scarcely any of

which need be lost. Plants of the previous

batch are beginning to grow freely and will need
to be protected only in case of frost being im-
minent. Should the plants be growing too
slowly I oz. of superphosphate in each gallon of

water will afford the necessary fillip.

Winter Greens.— It is tire usual practice
to sow Savoy, late Cabbages, and Broccoli for

late cutting at about this time. I do not find

these late sowings give nearly such good
results as when the seed is set in April,

but then our seasons are shorter in the
North. Scotch Kale is a valuable late

vegetable which some sow very early, but
it is quite early enough to sow it now or a
fortnight hence. We are still gathering from a
crop sown at the end of last May.

Early Peas.—The plants have grown slower
than usual, but provided the weather is genial

and water is afforded as required, they will

now develop rapidly. To secure a dish at the

earliest possible moment pinch the more for-

ward in flower. If rather too close the peas
will be small, but they may still be thinned,

and the thinnings will be appreciated as

flavouring for soups.

Scarlet Runners may be sown in the

open quite safely. The plants yield best when
trained to tall sticks, but these are not essen-

tial, and by allowing the plants a space 3 feet

by 3 feet and keeping the shoots pinched they
do very well without staking. These Beans
crop all the better in rather firm but fertile

soil.

THE APIARY.
By Chloris.

Robbing. — This ie a common trouble during
the spring, as well as in August and September,
especially in apiaries where syrup feeding has
been resorted to. To avoid it, do not spill syrup
in the region of the hives, and keep the en-

trances closed, so that one bee only may escape

at a time, and do the work about 4 or 5 p.m.
when the apiary is quiet. Do not forget

that tits and mice aTe very busy search-

ing for food, and the former can only be

kept in check by ehooting, and the latter by
trapping, and. for this, purpose the figure four

trap is excellent.

Swarms.—With the advent of May the

apiarist will be looking forward to swarms.
Many make the mistake at the initial stage in

placing the bees upon the full number of frames,

regardless of the number of workers composing

the swarm. Our forefathers always placed the

bees in a straw skep that was reckoned by its

capacity to hold so many pecks, and for this

reason had skeps of many different sizes to ac-

commodate swarms of varying strengths. As the

colony required more room they gave it by add-

ing ekes. By using only the number of frames

that the bees can thickly cover heat is conserved,

which is an important detail in successful

beekeeping. Beekeepers in Scotland may advan-

tageously purchase English bees, as the swarms
are quite a month ahead of those in that country.

On receipt of a swarm from a long distance

place on the feeder for a few days, and when
the weather is too wet for the bees to forage,

place on the slow feeder for at least a week,

and the results will be far more satisfactory.

Wait until the evening before hiving the In..-,

then toss them out on a platform resting on

the entrance, let them pass in, and keep a sharp

look-out for the queen, for she might have been

injured or even killed in transit.
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EDITORIAL NOTICE.

ADVE1TISEMENTS should be sent to the
PTJBXiISHER, 41, Wellington Street,
Covent Garden, W.C-

Editors and Publisher. — Our correspondents

would obviate delay in obtaining answers to

their communications, and save ws much time and
trouble, if they would kindly observe the notice

printed weekly to the effect that all letters relat-

ing to financial matters and to advertisements
should be addressed to the Publisher; and that

all communications intended for publication, or

referring to the Literary department, and all

plants to be named, should be directed to the

Editors. The two departments, Publishing and
Editorial, are distinct, and much unnecessary de-

lay and confusion arise when letters are mis-
directed.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
MONDAY, MAY 11^

United Hort. Ben. and Prov. Soc. Com. meet.

THURSDAY, MAY 14—
Manchester and N. of Eng. Orchid Soc. Ann. Meet.

Average Mean Temperature for the ensuing week
deduced from observations during the last Fifty
Years at Greenwich, 52.3°.

Actual Temperatures :—
London, Wednesday, May 6 (6 p.m.) : Max. 58°.

Min. 50°.

Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 11, Wellington Street.
Covent Garden, London, Thursday, May 7

(10 a.m.); Bar. 29.3; Temp. 61°. Weather-
Bright Sunshine.

Provinces, Wednesday, May 6 : Max. 56°, Cam-
bridge ; Min. 50°, Aberdeen.

SALES FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
WEDNESDAY—

Hardy Bulbs and Roots at 12; Liliums and other
Bulbs at 3.30 ; Palms and Plants at 5. At 67 and
68, Cheapside, E.G., by Protheroe and Morris.

FRIDAY—
Orchids at Protheroe and Morris' rooms, at 12.45.

Ill nothing is the in-

pitcher plants. finite resourcefulness of

(See Suppiemen- Nature better exempli-
tary illustration.) fied than in the Pitcher

Plants, and no plants

illustrate better than they the occasional

whimsicalness in which she indulges. The
common run of plants portray in per-

fection the amazing and fertile marriage
between sober utility and radiant beauty.

Nepenthes and Sarracenias, like the

Dionaeas and Droseras, are plants which
we should expect to see in a midsummer
night's dream rather than in our waking
moments. In form and in function alike

the Pitchers are amazing. For, whereas

in the large majority of plants the leaf-tip

soon ceases to grow, in the Nepenthes, it

forms the large and cunningly, albeit

cruelly, devised traps, 'wherein over-

curious insects find certain death. Every
detail of the construction of these traps

makes the descent easy and the ascent im-

possible. The movable lid, when open,

and the smoothly-polished incurved edges

of the pitcher impress the invitation

thrown out to insects by the somewhat
livid, almost raw meat-like and mottled

colour of the traps. Downward directed

hairs, not unlike those in the spathes

of Arums, or of Aristolochias, bar
egress from the pitchers, and the watery
fluid in these vegetable tanks makes
drowning easy. That fluid, however, is

potent, and possesses the properties of the

digestive fluids of animals. Savants have
disputed the exact process whereby the re-

mains of intruders are disposed of : some
asserting that the active principle of the

liquid in the pitcher is identical with that

in the gastric juice of the stomachs of the

higher animals: others have maintained

that it is closer akin to the protein-dissolv-

ing trypsin of pancreatic juice. The truth

appears to be that, except for the fact that

the juice is alkaline and not acid, as is

gastric juice, the pitchers contain a vege-

table pepsin. In any case, it is all one to

the fly : that luckless visitor, introduced

with such pomp and circumstance, takes

its lethal bath and the nitrogen locked up

in its body finds its way, in course of

time, into the tissues of the plant. Therein

lies the significance of the pitcher. It ex-

presses the clamant need of the plant for

nitrogen. That same need is shown also in

the no less strangely contrived traps of

Dionaea, and in the effective but less

elaborate fly-catching and digesting de-

vices of the Sun Dew (Drosera). Strangely

enough, the Sarracenias—which are the

Pitcher Plants of the Western world, as

Nepenthes are of the Eastern—though

they have the apparatus, lack the juice for

digestion.

No less strange than the existence of

these pitchers is the fact that the plants

frequently make no use of them. Never

shall we forget our surprise when observing

Nepenthes in its native habitat to note

that the long tendril-like junctions between

pitcher and leaf were twisted as often

as not so that the pitchers were upside

down, and, needless to say, empty.

Whether this represented a style of vege-

table remorse succeeding a surfeit or

whether it was sheer accident we cannot

say ; but the fact remains that the plant in

its native state does not always make
use of its formidable insecticidal

apparatus.

Nevertheless, there can be no doubt but

that Nepenthes merits its name of the grief-

assuaging plant, though Linnaeus, who
named it, justified his appropriation of

Homer's name (see Odyssey, book iv., 221)

by observing, "If this be not Helen's

Nepenthes, it certainly will be for all

botanists. What botanist would not be

filled with admiration if, after a long

journey, he should find this wonderful

plant? In his astonishment past ills would

be forgotten when beholding this admir-

able work of the Creator."

It is fit also that Nepenthes should stand

alone, the solitary genus of the Nepen--

thaceae. The curious may find in the pages

of the Gardeners' Chronicle the original de-

scriptions of many of the species and

hybrids. Of the latter not a few of the

finest have been raised in this country in

the nurseries of Messrs. James Veitch. In-

deed, it is no exaggeration to say that our

wealth in species and hybrids is due to

the enterprise of the members of this firm.

An account of that work and of the horti-

cultural History of the genus was published

by Mr. (now Sir Harry) Veitch in the

Journal of the Royal Horticultural Society

(xxi., p. 237).

These plants are not very difficult

of cultivation, provided they are given

adequate heat and moisture. When
grown in baskets so that their pitchers are

well displayed, they form not only pro-

foundly interesting, but also extremely

attractive features of our plant-houses.

In the Supplementary Illustration a

natural species, N. ventricosa, and a

hybrid are depicted :
—

Nepenthes ventricosa* is a native of the

Philippines, and N. x Sir W. T. Thiselton-

Dyer a hybrid raised in the nurseries

of Messrs. James Veitch and Sons. N.
ventricosa was first sent to Kew in 1897
by Mr. C. Ford, at that time superinten-

dent of the Hong Kong Botanic Garden.

It was figured in the Gardeners' Chronicle

of June 18, 1898, and a specimen was
shown at an exhibition of the Royal Horti-

cultural Society on October 15, 1901. The
length of the pitcher is about 6 inches.

N. Sir W. T. Thiselton-Dyer was raised

from a cross between N. mixta x and N.
Dicksoniana (see figs, in Gard. Chron.,
January 14, 1893 ; and November 10,

1888). N. Dicksoniana is a hybrid be-

tween N. Veitchii and N. Rafnesiana, and
N. mixta was the progeny of N. Northiana
and N. Curtisii. "N. Sir W. T. Thiselton-

Dyer is one of the largest and most effec-

tive hybrids, the pitchers measuring 8
inches. This fine hybrid was first ex-

hibited at a meeting of the R.H.S. in

1900, and a black-and-white sketch of a
pitcher by Mr. Worthington Smith was
given in these pages on October 6, 1900.

Annual Dinner of the Kew Guild.—
Mr. Herbert Cowi.et sends ns particulars of

the annual dinner of the Kew Guild, to be held

at the Holborn Restaurant on Wednesday, May
20, at 7.30 p.m., when Mr. A. W. Hill, M.A.,
will preside. At 6.45 on the same evening the

annual general meeting will take place in a room
adjoining the Caledonian Salon of the same
restaurant.

Dr. Hemsley.— The many friends of Dr. W.
BorrrNG Hemsley, F.R.S., will hear with regret

that he has sustained a bereavement in the

death of his son-in-law, Mr. E. H. Lovelock, of

Broadstairs. Dr. Hemsley's daughter, Mrs.
Lovelock, is well known to many botanists

and horticulturists who used the Kew herbarium
during the three vears when she was employed
there on the Index Kewensi?. Mrs. Lovelock
is left with three quite young children.

National Sweet Pea Society. — The
show of the Irish Rose and Floral Society having
been abandoned, the provincial show of the

National Sweet Pea Society, which was to have
been held at Belfast on July 24. in conjunction
with the exhibition of the Irish Society, will not

take place. The Sweet Pea Society will there-

fore not hold a provincial show this season.

Guides at Kew.—The Board of Agriculture

again desires to bring to the attention of the

public the arrangement established at the Royal
Botanic Gardens, Kew, whereby a competent
guide accompanies visitors on week-days througn

the Gardens and explains the many objects of

botanical interest. A small charge is made for

the services of the guide—6d. for each person

attending a morning tour, and 3d. for each per-

son attending an afternoon tour. The present

arrangements are of the nature of an experi-

ment, and their continuance beyond September

next will depend on the extent of the public

demand for the services of the guide. A leaflet

giving detailed information on the subject can

be obtained on application to the Director,

Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew.

• Nepenthes ventricosa, Blanco, Ft. Filip,, ed. 1, p.
807 ; Hook., f„ in B.C., Prodr. xvii., p. 100.
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LARGE PITCHER: HYBRID NEPENTHES SIR WILLIAM T. THISELTON-DYER.
SMALL PITCHER

: NEPENTHES VENTRICOSA, AN INTRODUCED
SPECIES FROM THE PHILIPPINES.
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The Return to Simples.—It is character-

istic of the science of the present day that it be-

comes less and less dogmatic : whilst holding

fast to that which it has achieved, it is more and
more alert to recognise that, after all, but little

is known. In this chastened spirit, which con-

trasts sharply with less tolerant phases through

which it has passed, science is prepared to

admit, that many old ideas and customs which

it laughed at in years gone by may have in them
much that is good and true. Whether science

laughs or listens, the wise old woman goes tot-

tering and bent across the field, gathering

simples, and in them more than in many panel

doctors is her faith. That ancient faith is ap-

parently to be justified by recent works. Not
long ago, for example, a doctor, writing in the

British Medical Journal, was bold enough to

advocate the use of Dandelion extract in cases of

certain troubles of the digestive system, and he

cited from his case-book modern instances in

Legislation and Plant Pests.-A meet-
ing convened by the Horticultural Trades Asso-
ciation to consider proposals put forward at the

reoent Phyto-pathological Congress at Rome was
held in the Lecture Room of the Royal Horti-

cultural Society on Tuesday, May 5. Mr.
Cuthbertson, President of the Horticultural

Trades Association, who was in the chair, an-

nounced that the purpose of the meeting was
to hear Mr. Rogers, the chief of the Horticul-

tural Branch of the Board of Agriculture, who
had kindly undertaken to give an account of

the conclusions arrived at by the delegates at

the Rome Congress on Phyto-pathology. Mr.
Rogers gave a lucid and detailed account of

these conclusions, the chief of which were sum-

marised in our last issue. The recommendations

made by the delegates to their respective

Governments involved the scheduling of certain

serious pests -which attack horticultural pro-

Fig. 140. -PLANT OF NEPENTHES, TO SHOW HABIT OF GROWTH.
(See Coloured Plate.)

which this ancient remedy had proved of re-

markable efncacity. Yet more recently another
doctor contributed to the Lancet testimony of

the value of raw Potato juice in alleviating

pain and in reducing swelling in cases of syno-

vitis. The value of an application of this

extract in the form of ointmerit or lini-

ment was demonstrated in several cases,

and applications are recommended in the

case of gout, lumbago, rheumatism, or of

bruises. In acute cases the juice is made up
with hot water and used as a fomentation or

poultice, and it is said to relieve pain in gouty
sufferers more quickly than does any other

specific in present use. The active agent of the

Potato juice is unknown; but here again medi-

cine is less impervious than it was wont to be,

and recognising that all knowledge is to a greater

or less extent empirical, does not disdain to use

that which is wholly so. It is tempting to

wonder whether, after all, there may not have

been some virtue in the raw beef which we
used to apply to a black eye.

duce. Each nation is to draw up its own list of

such pests, and it is hoped that those nations who
come into the agreement will find themselves

relieved from the necessity of inspection at the

port of entry. In any case, it is hoped that such

inspection, if experience proves that it must be

maintained, will be less vexatious than it is at

the present time. In lieu of inspection at the

port of entry there will be established by the

nations subscribing to the decisions of the con-

gress a system of nursery inspection. On the

basis of this inspection certificates will be issued

guaranteeing that the exported stock is free

from the diseases specified. As a corollary to

such a system of inspection it will be necessary

to establish inspection not only of the nurseries

engaged in export business, but also of all nur-

series engaged in raising plants liable to be at-

tacked by the scheduled pests. This inspection,

being a national affair, will be carried out with-

out charge to the nurserymen who are not en-

gaged in export business, but those who are so

engaged will be required, as at present, to pay
a fee for the certificate of exemption which will

be granted to them. Mr. Rogers explained

the suggestion made by one of the Canadian
delegates that an attempt should be made to

establish a common agreement between the

several Dominions of the Empire with respect to

the import regulations of horticultural stock.

He mentioned also that the United States were

not represented at the Congress, and that it

is unknown whether they are likely to subscribe

to the proposals. In concluding his summary
of the work of the Rome Congress, Mr. Rogers
pointed out that the proposals mark a step to-

wards the simplification of import regulations,

and explained that the Board of Agriculture

desire to ascertain the considered opinion of

those engaged in the export horticultural trade

in this country. It is for them to say whether

the advantages seem likely to outweigh the dis-

advantages, and whether it is desirable that

the recommendations of the conference

be carried into effect so far as this

country is concerned. After a discussion, in

which Mr. Bunyard, Mr. Pearson, Lieut. -Col.

Sir David Prain, Mr. Cheal, Mr. Hudson and

Professor Keeble took part, the chairman pro-

posed that the subject be referred to a commit-

tee, and suggested that members of the Horti-

cultural Trades Association "should invite the

Royal Horticultural Society to join with them

in forming a committee to give the subject fuller

consideration, and to report to the Board of

Agriculture.

American and English Shows.—Mr. J.

Harrison Dick, the former editor of the

Journal of Horticulture, who is now editor of

the Florists' Exchange, of New York, has given

in that journal his impressions of the differ-

ence between English and American exhibitions.

He draws attention to the advantage of the

American method in showing long-stemmed

flowers, such as Carnations, in very tall vases,

so as to accommodate the whole of the stems,

without having recourse to cutting. Roses are

also shown in this way in America, while in

England there are very few growers who exhibit

long-stemimed Roses in tall vases. The New
York grower excels in the draping of pillars

and in the general overhead effect. Florists'

exhibits in the New World are described as

much more artistic than here, and specimen

Ferns and foliage plants show a good balance

in favour of the American grower. On the other

hand, the display of Orchids in the London spring

show excels the corresponding American ex-

hibition, and in the staging of choice early vege-

tables the English gardener shows superior skill.

There is one domain into which the Aaiieriean

gardener has scarcely yet ventured—that of rock

gardens and out-door Japanese gardens.

Arboriculture at the Royal Agri-

cultural Show.—The annual exhibition of

the Royal Agricultural Society at Shrewsbury

comprises a forestry section which is a feature of

increasing interest to visitors. This year an exhi-

bition of trees and shrubs is to form part of the

arboricultural exhibit. The specimens shown will

consist largely of trees and shrubs imported by

collectors from China and elsewhere during the

last ten years. Some of the classes in this sec-

tion will be confined to amateur growers, in

order to call forth the exhibition of unnamed
varieties. Beside the specimens there will be

exhibits of forestry implements, planks, gates,

tree-guards, pests (insectivorous and fungous),

planting schemes, wood preservatives, and other

articles connected with arboriculture. Prizes

are offered by the Royal Agricultural Society for

the best-managed farms and the best-planted

woodlands in the neighbourhood of Shrewsbury,

and the results of a hedging competition which
was held in February of this year will be on

view.
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A New Mushroom.— According to a com-

munication made by Prof. Bonnier to the

Academy of Science, and reported in Le Jardin

(April 20), MM. Constantin and Martruchot
have shown that le Pied Bleu, Tricholoma
nudum, a "Mushroom" which is much appre-

ciated as a delicacy and obtainable in nature only

from October to December, may be cultivated in

dark chambers at a temperature of 11° C.

(52° F.), and made to give good crops all the

year round. The nvycelium is grown on beds of

Beech leaves, and under this system of cultiva-

tion it produces enormous heads, which instead

of preserving the blue-violet colour characteristic

of the fungus become almost white. The fungus
may be propagated from year to year by means
of mycelial hyphae taken from the bed.

Lyons International Urban Exhibition.
—This exhibition will be open from May 1 to

November 1 next, and in conjunction therewith
will be held three temporary horticultural

shows. The dates of these will be June 5 to 9,

September 4 to 9, October 21 to 27. Horticul-

tural products have eight classes allotted to them
at each show, and are as follows :—(1) Fruit
trees

; (2) ornamental trees and shrubs
; (3)

Roses
; (4) open-air floriculture

; (5) greenhouse
floriculture

; (6) market garden produce ; (7)

horticultural arts and industries, garden plans,

horticultural instruction, and garden publica-

tions; (8) the floral decorations of towns and
houses. Entries must be sent by May 15 for the
first show, addressed to the. Commissaire General
of the Horticultural Commission.

Insect Visitors to Sunflowers.—Mr.
Thos. D. A. Cockerell, of the University of
Colorado, Boulder, Colorado, is making a study
of Helianthus, and intends to publish an exhaus-
tive work on the genus. One matter of consider-
able interest is the relation of the flowers to

insects. In America, where Sunflowers are in-

digenous, a multitude of different insects

visit and feed on them, and the question
is asked, how soon, and to what extent,

do insects in other countries take to them ?

It is a case of adaptation, of consider-

able general interest, and as Mr. Cockerell is

particularly desirous of getting English records
on the subject, he will be very glad if English
readers will send him the results of their ob-
servations, positive or negative. The chief
points to be noted are :—Do insects or
other creatures injure Sunflowers? (State what
kind of Sunflowers.) Do bees and butterflies

visit the flowers? If so, are the visits frequent
or rare? What kinds of butterflies? And so
forth. Such information is not difficult to col-

lect, as these points can often be noted in going
about the garden, if the idea is present in the
mind.

A New Cover Crop.—Under the above
title Mr. W. G. Craib describes in the Kew
Bulletin, No. 2, 1914, the use of Dolichos Hosei
as a cover crop in rubber plantations. The
species, which is new to science, has the neces-
sary qualities for this purpose. It is a low-grow-
ing leguminous plant, may be dug into the
soil and reproduces itself in time to check the
growth of weeds. D. Hosei is a native of Sara-
wak.

Royal Counties Agricultural Society.—
The annual show of this society will be held at
Portsmouth, on Southsea Common, from June
10-13. A flower show will be again held in con-
nection with the exhibition, and is being orga-
nised as usual by Mr. C S. Fuldge, secretary to
the Southampton Royal Horticultural Society.
We understand the promises of entries up to
date insure a very good exhibition.

Entomological Specimens Wanted.—
Dr. A. D. Imms, Entomological Dept,, The
University, Manchester, is making a study
of the parasites of the mussel scale, and would
be grateful to any readers who will send him

specimens of Apple branches badly infected

with this scale insect. The branches should

be cut about 18 inches long, and their ends

sealed with paraffin or grafting wax. They
may be sent loosely packed in straw, and enclosed

in a wooden or cardboard box. Any expenses

will be refunded if necessary, and boxes will be

sent for packing the specimens.

A Gooseberry-Black Currant Hybrid.—
In his notes on new shrubs, Mr. W. J. Bean
(Kew Bulletin, No. 2, 1914) gives an account of

a Gooseberry-Black Currant hybrid, Ribes wol-

lense, raised by Mr. W. J. Bell, of The Woll,

Hawick, N.B. As Mr. Bean points out, a similar

hybrid, R. Culverwellii, described in Gardeners'

Chronicle (May 19, 1883), was raised about 1880

at Thorpe Perrow, in Yorkshire; and another,

R. Schneideri, is described in Gartenflora for

1902. R. wollense is, however, distinct from

either of these, and appears to have originated

by natural means. The hybrids, of which some
dozen bushes are growing in Mr. Bell's grounds,

are very old plants, and one of them has a main
stem 12in. in girth. R. wollense is perhaps nearer

to R. Grossularia than to R. nigrum, especially

in foliage and flower ; but its fruit is black,

smooth, of the same size as and similar in flavour

to that of the Black Currant.

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
In a Scottish Manse Garden.—During

the past month, Prunus Pissartii has been
splendidly effective ; and I am not without
hope of this tree setting some of its

fruit, as it has done in previous mild
seasons. But as its flowers are dark purple

—

almost the colour of the leaves—from the earliest

stage of their evolution they are almost certain
to be nipped off the branches quite prematurely
by rapacious birds. Pyrus Malus floribunda,
with its roseate flowers, festoons the slender,
pendulous boughs. When I visited Logan Garden
in this peninsular parish on April 21, such Mag-
nolia as stellata, M. conspicua and M. Soulan-
geana were already in glorious bloom. In the
centre of my garden, which is at least equally
sheltered, Magnolia Watsonii, planted fully fifteen

years ago, is by far the most attractive flowering
tree. It is valuable by reason not only
of its almost peerless grace, but the odorous fasci-

nation of its impressive flowers. M. macrophylla,
which I also possess, has, I have been informed,
even in its native North American habitats (Caro-
lina and Louisiana), a peculiar characteristic of

not flowering till it reaches its utmost height

;

and this has been confirmed by my own experi-
ence. Plums, Cherries, Apples and Pears have
an abnormal profusion of bloom this season, and
should be unusually successful, unless unfavour-
able atmospheric visitations intervene. Last
year, in almost every region of Scotland, the
crops were much injured by a storm of excep-
tional violence in May. The first Apple in flower
here is the Irish Peach, whilst Denniston's
Superb Greengage, an invaluable variety, is the
earliest Plum. Among the Roses that are farthest
advanced—some of them with their flower-
buds already half-grown—are Captain Hay-
ward, British Queen, Old Gold, Viscount Carlow,
Margaret Dickson, G. B. Clark, Clio, Enchan-
tress (a charming garden Rose), Rosa Harrisonii,
Laurette Messimy, Frau Karl Druschki, and the
Waltham Bride. Oriental and American Lilies
are developing rapidly, especially L. Henryi,
Szovitzianum, auratum platyphyHum , candidum,
pardalinum var. Burbankii, Washingtonianum,
longiflorum giganteum, and speciosum magnt-
ficum. David R. Williamson, Manse of Kirk-
maiden, Wigtownshire.

La Taille Lorette (see p. 249).—It has
long been the custom of French gardeners to cut
back the stipulary buds on cordon and fan-
shaped trees, though this is not the principle
of the " Taille Lorette." It has been resorted
to (1) When a shoot has become too strong, thus
threatening to destroy the symmetry of the tree

;

(2) when a shoot has grown too close to the
leader

; (3) in order to obtain exactly two buds,
to form an "etage" in a fan—though in this
case there was always the risk of having one

shoot stronger than the other, as in the case of
the two stipulary buds. M. Hardy, the first.

Director of the " Ecole Nationale d'Horticulture
de Versailles," was an upholder of the summer
pruning method (i.e., the second week in
August), stating as his reason that at that time
of the year growth was not sufficiently strong to
force the buds, and they would be well estab-
lished by the following season. It is regrettable
that there are in English no equivalents for the

'

French words " Brindelles, dards, coursons,
bourses, onglets "

; but there are technical terms
which are capable of expressing the exact
position or condition of any shoot. P. Aquatias,
Stockport Road, Timperley.

Wasps.— Referring to the paragraph headed
"Wasps" in your "Answers to Correspond-
ents" on page 308, I have, with eight glass

jam jars half filled with beer and sugar, ac-

counted for 182 queen wasps to date at a cost

of less than 12s., equalling about |d. per wasp.
My garden is about three acres, surrounded by
a paddock of some thirty-five acres, containing

a good deal of timber. I have also by this

method caught many hundreds of flies, which not
having, I suppose, yet shed their eggs, has ac-

counted for many millions of flies. By this

method of syrup catching your hint not to catch

too many queen wasps is somewhat neutralised.

R. Oswald Fordham, Broom Hall, Biggleswade.

Offsets of Hippeastrums (see pp. 270,

302).—Mr. C. R. Fielder will be interested to

hear that I have for many years grown several

fine plants of Hippeastrum from offsets from
bulbs which were themselves originally offsets,

and I have frequently noticed the same thing
occurring among plants belonging to fellow

gardeners. When I read in your columns the

report of Mr. Fielder's lecture, and his remark
in regard to an offset not producing an off-

set, I was much surprised. At the present time
I have a few very strong bulbs, originally off-

sets, growing in 9^ inch pots, with two or three

offsets on each, growing vigorously. I have often

considered that many growers make a mistake
in affording Hippeastrums too muoh heat. Some
of the strongest and healthiest plants I have seen

were grown in a house from which frost was
only just excluded. The plants are grown here

under very cool and simple conditions. Wilmot
H. Yates, Rotherfidd Park Gardens, Hampshire.

The Lesser Narcissus Fly (Eumerus
lunulatus) (see pp. 240, 272, 302).—The find-

ing of Eumerus larvae in a rotting Iris rhizome,
which Mr. Shea practically ignores (see p.

302), is, I think, something more than a
"so-called" fact—it is a new and very
significant fact. It is also beyond doubt
that there is more than one brood of flies in a

year. I have hatched out flies in April and
again in August and September. It is a reason-

able deduction that the larvae found in a bulb
in the spring should be from eggs laid by the
later and not by the first brood, which is about
now. It is not suggested " in support of the
scavenger theory," for as a matter of fact it

does not directly affect that question. It is

simply intrinsically probable. If the August
brood are the progeny of the April brood it

would of course be a certainty, but so far as I

know that has not yet been actually proved. To
cope with and eradicate a pest it is essential to

have a complete knowledge of its life-habits.

Until we have proof it would therefore be very
unwise to assume that it lays its eggs on the
leaves only. It is important to find out whether
it may also lay its eggs after the leaves are

gone, and if so, how the flies on the grubs find

their way to the bulb. And this applies, I feel

sure, to the Merodon also. What Mr. Shea ap-
pears to have lost sight of is that the view of

the Eumerus which he upholds—that it attacks
and feeds on the living bulb—is every whit as

much an unproved theory as that it is a
scavenger. As far as the facts are concerned it

has no other grounds of support than " post hoc,

propter hoc "—larvae have been found in

Daffodil bulbs, therefore they were feeding on
the living tissue. A crude, unscientific deduc-
tion. On the other hand there is the newly as-

certained fact already noted. Since, however,
as Mr. Shea very truly says, so little is really

known about the matter, our proper attitude
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should be that of the open mind. It is in that

spirit I have been in correspondence for some
time past, urging that the matter should be
cleared up by someone who could devote the time
to it, and 1 had already sent all my stock of

Merodon and Eumerus grubs for such an in-

vestigation before Mr. Shea's communication to

the R.H.S. Scientific Committee appeared.
Pending the results of such investigation there

is only one other point raised that appears to be
of interest. Mr. Shea bases his view chiefly

"by what is called analogy" on the fact that
Merodon and Eumerus are closely allied, arguing
that therefore their habits would probably be the
same. Judging from the diversity of habits of
many familiar insect species that are more or
less closely allied, I should have thought that
that was a very unsafe deduction. It would be
of interest if an entomologist would state how
closely they are really allied, and on what
grounds. Since their habits are still a matter of
debate, it must be on purely morphological
grounds. Yet to ordinary observation they ap-
pear very different (both larvae and flies), not
only in size but form. A. J. Bliss.

Frost and the Fruit Crops.—On the
morning of May 2 this district experienced 14°

of frost and a keen north-east wind which
have caused great damage to Plum, Cherry,
Strawberry and Apple blossom. Even the unde-
veloped Apple bloom is quite black. The young
leaves of Oak trees, which are earlier in this
district than they .have been for many years
past, are shrivelled like brown paper, and the
foliage of many other forest trees is similarly
affected. Many tender herbaceous plants are
cut down, whilst Cabbages, Savoys, and Cauli-
flowei'6 in the seed beds are completely de-
stroyed. Young Turnips and Peas are likewise
harmed. The great amount of damage may
be owing to the keen -wind which attended the
frost, as the ground at the time was perfectly-
dry, although, as Chatsworth is close to the
river, atmospheric moisture may have contri-
buted. I have never in my experience seen
greater damage -wrought by the same amount of
frost or so great a range of plant life affected as
in this case. F. Jennings, Chatsworth Gardens,
Chesterfield.

The severe frost in the early hours of the
2nd inst. caused widespread damage to the fruit
crops in the Vale of Evesham district. The frost,
which varied from 6° to 9° in different places,
and was most severe from 2 to 5 o'clock, caused
great damage to the underground crops. Almost
everywhere early Potatos and Runner and Dwarf
Beans -were cut down, and a large acreage of
Peas was laid flat. Although the fruit trees
Were dry and wellprotectedwirfi the leaf they have
suffered very severely, especially in some low-
lying places, where Plums appear to have been
completely destroyed. Before Saturday morning
there was a remarkably fine promise of fruit, and
the trees were healthy and growing well after
the warm and sunny April.: .Some unfortunate
growers have very little fruit left on their trees.
In many cases 90 per cent, of the Plums have
been killed. The Apple tree6 were in bloom,
and it is difficult yet to say whether they were
much damaged, but they will be checked in
their progress. The loss to Strawberry growers
will also be great. Almost everywhere the first

'bloom, which always produces the finest Straw-
berries, has been killed. F. P.

Peach Leaf CuRL.-In reading the para-
graph on this fungous disease by Mr. J. G.
Weston, p. 299, I notice that he does not pre-
scribe a remedy for this pest. We were
formerly much troubled by Peach leaf curl,
but during the past two years it ha6 not
developed, thanks to timely spraying with
the Bordeaux Mixture, which in our case has
proved an excellent preventive. The trees should
be sprayed immediately before the blossoms ex-
pand, and again when the fruits are set. The
result is that the trees make perfectly healthy
growth. We employ 2 lb. of sulphate of copper
and 2^ lb. of ordinary washing soda to 10 gallons
of water for the first spraying, and for the second
application the water is increased to 12 gallons.
This specific is quite harmless to the young
foliage. J. Gardner, Batsford Pari- Gardens.
Oloucestersftire.

SOCIETIES.
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL

Tuesday, May 5.—The usual fortnightly meet-
ing was held on Tuesday last in the Vincent
Square Hall, Westminster. There was a large

exhibition, and both the annexes were required
to find space for the exhibits. It was mainly
a Tulip show, for not only did the National
Tulip Society hold competitive classes on this

occasion (see p. 322), but growers took the oppor-
tunity to exhibit collections of these flowers. A
Gold Medal was awarded to Messrs. Bakr and
Sons, and a Silver-gilt Flora Medal to Mr.
Watts, of St. Asaph. The Narcissus and Tulip
Committee recommended two First-class Certi-

ficates to varieties of Tulips.

The principal exhibits before the Floral Com-
mittee consisted of Roses, Carnations, flowering

trees and shrubs, Sweet Peas, Calceolarias,

Schizanthus, and hardy plants. This body
recommended two First-class Certificates, and
five Awards of Merit to novelties.

There -were fewer collections of Orchids than
usual, but plenty of novelties were forthcoming,

and the Orchid Committee recommended two
First-class Certificates and three Awards of

Merit.
The Fruit and Vegetable Committee again

found very little to do. There was only one

group, a collection of Onions. Mr. Bexxett-
Poe showed a large bunch of home-grown
Lemons, for which a Cultural Commendation
was awarded. An award of merit was made to

a new variety of Apple, subject to an inspection

of the tree (to ascertain its habit, etc.) by a
deputation of the Committee.

Floral Committee.

Present: H. B. May, Esq. (in the chair),

Messrs. G. Reuthe, W. A. Bilney, C. E. Shea,

J. Dickson, H. J. Jones, Chas. Dixon, Thos.

Stevenson, J. W. Moorman, John Green, J.

Jennings, Chas. Blick, J. W. Barr, W. Bain,

C. R. Fielder, Geo. Paul, R. Reginald Nevill,

W. P. Thomson, R. Hooper Pearson, James
Hudson, Arthur Turner, W. Howe, W. Cuth-

bertson,' F. Page Roberts, Ed. Mawley, F. W.
Harvey, R. W. Wallaee, Chas. E. Pearson, E. H.

Jenkins, and J. F. McLeod.

AWARDS.
First-class Certificates.

Rhododendron X Loderi "Diamond."—Under

this name was shown a reputed hybrid between

R. Aucklandii and R. Fortunei. In foliage and

form of flower it resembled the former parent,

but in the size of truss and individual bloom it

represented a great advance. The flowers were

over 6 inches in diameter, and were sometimes

developed in a cluster of as many as twelve to-

gether.- The colour is almost pure white, but

the buds and young flowers show a suffusion of

flesh pink. The ,bells are broadly expanded and

of fine texture, and plants shown were obviously

vigorous and floriferous. The best developed

leavas that we observed were 12 inches in length

by 3i inches in breadth, and, the under surface

is slightlv glaucous.

Rhododendron X Loderi "Pink Diamond."—
This appeared in every respect identical with

the last except in colour, which in this is a

pretty shade of soft pink. In a series of trusses

of the two forms, however, showing flowers in

different stages of development, it was difficult

to draw a definite boundary between Diamond
and Pink Diamond. These two were shown
by Sir E. Loder from the open ground at

Leonardslee, Horsham.

Awards of Merit.

Rhododendron "Gill's Goliath."—This is a

very fine seedling with TOse-pink flowers, 4 inches

or more in diameter, held in trusses of 12 to 14

blooms. The colour is distinctly richer towards
the edges. This was stated to be a hybrid
between R. Aucklandii and R. Thomsonii, but
we saw very little evidence of the latter parent.

The leaves-are lanceolate, sometimes as much as

10 inches in length by 2 inches in breadth, of a
leathery texture, but not at all glaucous. Shown
by Messrs. R. Gill and Sons.
Auricula " Majestic "—A large-flowered Alpine

variety of the florists' Auricula. The colour is

a crimson-brown, almost maroon, with a darker
belt especially noticeable in the young flowers

when the rim is pale, round the large yellow-

eye. Shown by Messrs. Phillips and Taylor
and Messrs. J. Veitch.

Iris " Isolda."—This and the next are the best
of the recent additions to the garden forms of
the Regelio-Cyclus group. The flowers are
coloured light bronze, lightly suffused with purple
and richly covered with a beautiful network of
purple-brown veins. At the lateral edges the
falls show a lighter shade of bronze, but the
throat below the beard is heavily blotched with
black, which is drawn out in deep veining almost
to the tip of the fall. This colour scheme is

almost identical with that of the variety Charon,
which is already in commerce, but Isolda has
better form.

Ins " Leucothaea."—In size this is one of the
finest of the group. The colouring is a rich
mauve-purple overlaid with a network of darker
tint. The fall shows a 6mall black throat
blotch, on a body colour like that of the stan-
dards, and showing the same rich intricate
venation and dotting. To be fairly appreciated
these glorious Irises need to be seen in full sun-
shine, when their flowers become almost trans-
lucent. These two were shown by C. G. van
Tubergen, junr., Haarlem.
Syringa reflexa.—A distinct new hardy Lilac

from China. The habit is bolder, the leaves
larger, and the growth more rigidly erect than
in S. vulgaris, but its chief distinction is in its

inflorescence, which is drawn out in a crowded
tapering arching spray, sufficiently remarkable
in form to have given the species its name. The
colour is soft pink, still paler in the expanded
blooms, which are only one-third of an inch in
diameter. The flower sprays were about 6 inches
in length by 2 in diameter, but developed speci-
mens should prove much larger. The leaves are
thin in texture, and reach 5 inches in length bv
2 inches in breadth. Shown by the Hon.
Vicary Gibbs (gr. Mr. E. Beckett).

Other Novelties.

Rhododendron Willmottiae (Wilson's No. 882).—A charming addition to the Alpine Rhodo-
dendrons introduced from China through E. H.
Wilson. Showy white or pale cream flowers
were borne quite freely on a bushy plant 6 inches
high, and the young foliage was prettily tinted
with bronze. The plant was shown bv Miss
Willmott, who also exhibited Androsace
Henryi, a plant which has proved very difficult
to raise.

Iris minuta.—Mr. Amos Perry showed flowers
of this smallest and least conspicuous of Irises.
It is a Japanese species, and grows about 2
inches in height, with flowers A inch across.
There ia a long account of it in The Genus Iris,
and it is of considerable botanical importance.

GENERAL EXHIBITS.

Mr. E. J. Lucas, Horsham, showed flowering
sprays of Plagianthus betulinus, Distylum race-
mosum, Paulownia imperialis and Edwardsia
macrantha, all from the open.
One of the finest floral exhibits was a group

of Schizanthus exhibited by Mrs. Stewart
Mackexzie, Lydhurst, Haywards Heath (gr. Mr.
Evans), for which a Silver-gilt Banksian Medal
was awaided. This exhibit was composed of
large, shapely plants that were literally masses
of bloom.

Lady Paget, Warren House, Kingston Hill
(gr. Mr. Figgis), exhibited a group of the bright
yellow-flowered Calceolaria Clibranii, for which
a Silver Banksian Medal was awarded.
From the John Ixnes Horticultural Ixs-rm-

tion, Merton. were displayed hybrid Calceolarias.
The finest, from a garden point of view, was a

cross between C. angustifolia and C. plantaginea.
The plant is about 2 feet high, and bears a

large number of spreading trusses of rich yellow
flowers. Another variety of merit somewhat re-

sembles Bronze Age. It is the progeny of C.

angustifolia and a greenhouse Calceolaria.

Messrs. J.uies Veitch and Soxs, Ltd., King's
Road, Chelsea, showed magnificent plants of
greenhouse Azaleas, choice Hippeastrums, Kalan-
choe flammea, Swainsonia galegifolia. and a
group of Auriculas. As a floor group this firm

showed baskets of Alpines arranged with flower-
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ing trees. Aquilegia flabiata nana alba (see

fig. 141), Euphorbia polyehroma, Saxifraga

bathoniensis, and Trillium grandiflorum were all

uncommonly good. (Silver-gilt Banksian Medal.)

Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., Bush Hill

Park, Enfield, exhibited Carnations and Roses,

for which a Bronze Banksian Medal was

awarded. There were fine blooms on long stems

of Roses Frau Karl Druschki, Lady Hillingdon,

Liberty, Mrs. John Laing, Molly Sharman Craw-

ford, and other -well-known sorts.

Messrs. H. B. Mat and Sons, Edmonton,

filled a large table with flowering plants and

Ferns. Their Hydrangeas were notable for the

fine colouring in rose and blue shades; Ver-

benas, Clematis and Violas were shown well.

(Bronze Flora Medal.)

Messrs. Dobbie and Co., Edinburgh, and

Marks Tey, Essex, showed Sweet Peas of splen-

did quality, for -which a Silver Flora Medal

was awarded. The varieties included Inspector,

Thomas Stevenson, New Marquis, Dobbie's

Hillingdon, Fisher Holmes, Lady Reay, Avoca

and others were arranged in the boxes.

Messrs. Frank Cant and Co., Colchester, also

exhibited Roses, for which a Silver Flora Medal

was awarded. Besides standards in pots and

pillar varieties, there was a choice selection of

cut blooms in exhibition boxes.

Messrs. Paul and Son, Cheshunt, showed

Roses and flowering trees and shrubs, for which

a Silver Banksian Medal was awarded.

A very pretty White Rambler Rose was exhi-

bited by the Rev. J. Pemberton, Havering,

Romford, under the name of Pemberton's White

Rambler. It appears to be a white form of the

well-known Crimson Rambler.

Messrs. J. Cheal and Sons, Crawley, showed

sprays of flowering trees and shrubs. The
flowering Cherries were exceedingly beautiful,

especially the one named Kigansakua. The
hardy Azalea Maxwellii, Laburnum Vossii,

Genista purgens, Viburnum Mariesii and
Pyrus Malus Scheideckeri were also noticed.

Fig. 141.

—

aquilegia flabiata nana alba.

Cream, King White, Dobbie's Scarlet and Royal
Purple.

A large exhibit of Streptocarpus in variety was
shown by Messrs. John Peed and Son, West
Norwood. (Silver Banksian Medal.)

Messrs. R. Gill and Sons, Falmouth, again

showed trusses of Rhododendrons, and remark-
ably well-flowered sprays of Embothrium cocci-

neum. (Bronze Flora Medal.)

Miss Mangles, Littleworth Cross, Seale,

Farnham, showed trusses of Rhododendrons
from her choice collection of these beautiful

flowering shrubs.

Messrs. B. R. Cant and Sons, Colchester, were
awarded a Silver-gilt Banksian Medal for Roses.

This very meritorious exhibit was backed with
pillar varieties, standards being arranged in

front of these, and a front row of large exhibi-

tion blooms in boxes. A standard plant of

White Dorothy especially appealed to us, as

also did the Austrian Copper and Austrian
Yellow varieties. Choice single blooms of Gloire

de CWdane-Guinoissea'u, Hugh Dickson, Lady

Carnations of the Perpetual-flowering type

were exhibited by Messrs. Allwood Bros.,

Wivelsheld, Haywards Heath (Silver Banksian

Medal) ; Mr. C. Engelmann, Saffron Walden
(Silver Banksian Medal); and Mr. H. Burnett,
Guernsey (Silver Banksian Medal).

Messrs. Carter, Page and Co., London Wall,

showed Dahlias, Violas and annuals.

Messrs. Wills and Segar, South Kensington,

showed East Lothian Intermediate Stocks and

Ericas.

Mr. A. H. Cole, Swanley, exhibited bunches

of Zonal-leaved Pelargoniums and Paeony-
flowered Dahlias.
Mr. Jambs Douglas, Great Bookham, was

awarded a Silver Banksian Medal for Auriculas

and a large specimen of Myosotidium nobile,

like a giant Forget-me-not.

Mr. Amos Perry, Enfield, displayed hardy
flowers, including the yellow form of Viola

gracilis, novelties in Oriental Poppies, varieties

of Oncocyclus Irises and' Sarracenia Drum-
mondii in flower.

Mr. Clarence Elliott, Stevenage, was
awarded a Bronze Flora Medal for Alpines,

exhibited on a neat rockery, the most con-

spicuous plants being Gentiana acaulis, Primula
involucrata ' and the pretty dwarf Phlox subu-

lata Vivid.

Mr. G. W. Miller, Wisbech, showed hardy
flowers which included two remarkable varieties

of Viola gracilis, the one named Golden
Treasure (yellow), the other magnifica (rich

purple). In both cases the blooms were as large

as those of ordinary bedding Violas.

Mr. M. Prichard, Christchurch, showed
varieties of Scilla nutans and S. campanulata,

with other hardy flowers. (Silver Banksian

Medal.)

Messrs. G. and A. Clark, Ltd., Dover,

showed fine flowers of Iris Susiana, Onosma
alba rosea and Gentiana acaulis alba in a col-

lection of hardy flowers.

Messrs. Phillips and Taylor, Bracknell, were
awarded a Bronze Flora Medal for hardy flowers

and Auriculas.

The showy St. Brigid Anemones were ex-

hibited by Messrs. Reamsbottom and Co., Geas-

hill, King's Co., and Messrs. Gilbert and Son,

Dyke, Bourne.

Hardy flowers were also shown by Messrs.

Geo. Jackman and Son, Woking ; the Misses

Hopkins, Mere Gardens, Shepperton (Bronze

Banksian Medal) ; Mr. James Box, Haywards
Heath (Silver Flora Medal) ; Messrs. Geo.

Bunyard and Co., Ltd., Maidstone; Messrs.

John Waterer, Sons, and Crisp, Ltd., Twy-
ford ; Guildford Hardy Plant Nursery ;

Messrs. R. Tucker and Sons, Oxford ; Mrs.
Lloyd Edwards, Bryn Oerog, North Wales
(Bronze Flora Medal) ; Mr. H. Hemsley,
Crawley ; Mr. G. Reuthe, Keston, Kent (Bronze

Banksian Medal) ; Messrs. T. S. Ware, Ltd ,

Feltham ; Mr. L. R. Russell, Richmond ; Mr.
Reginald Prichard, Wimborne ; and Messrs.

J. Piper and Sons, Bavswater (Silver Banksian
Medal).

Orchid Committee.

Present: J. Gurney Fowler, Esq., in the
chair, and Messrs. Jas. O'Brien (lion, secretary),

Gurney Wilson, W. Bolton, F. Sander, R. G.
Thwaites, F. M. Ogilvie, T. Armstrong, A.
McBean, W. Cobb, J. Charlesworth, W. H.
Hatcher, J. E. Shill, H. G. Alexander, G.
Hunter, W. P. Bound, Arthur Dye, E. H.
Davidson, F. J. Hanbury, C. J. Lucas, Stuart
Low. De B. Crawshay, R. A. Rolfe, W. H.
White, S. W. Flory and Sir Harrj J. Veitch.

AWARDS.
First-class Certificate.

Odontoglossum crispum The Baroness, from
Baron Bruno Schroder, The Dell, Englefield

Green (gr. Mr. J. E. Shill). This is the noble
form for which an Award of Merit was
obtained on June 17 last year, and now grown
to a marvellous state of perfection. The heavy
spike bore flowers of great size and beauty.
The ground colour is white, heavily tinged with
purple at the back, and blotched with a light

shade of violet, the fringed margins of the petals

and spaces between the blotches white. Lip
white, with a chestnut blotch in front of the
yellow crest.

Odontoglossum Hclmuth (parentage un-

recorded), from Baron Bruno Schroder. A
grand dark flower of the 0. illustrissimum class;

the segments are claret red with a slight golden

hue, the margins and tips blush-white.

Awards of Merit.

Bulbophyllum Fletcherianum (n. sp.) (see

fig. 142), from the Rev. J. C B. Fletcher,
Mundham Vicarage, Chichester. This is a

very remarkable Bulbophyllum from New
Guinea, which was originally in the possession

of Mr. E. V. Low, but is now shown
in flower for the first time. The large

bronzy-purple pseudo-bulbs have a granulated

surface, the fleshy, decumbent, oblong-ovate

leaves nearly 1 foot in length, purplish-green,

with a glaucous covering. The seven-flowered

inflorescence is a short raceme, each flower

having a large bract. The broadly lanceolate

upper sepal is 2 inches long, claret-coloured,

speckled with white; the lateral sepals, 4 inches
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long, are narrower, connivent or folded, the base

almost enclosing the labellura, claret colour, with

some small light spots ; the 1 inch long petals

and smaller lip are bright claret-red. In tex-

ture and colouring it resembles a Stapelia. It

is a species standing alone, but the flowers are

in some respects nearest to B. longisepalum, but

the flowers of this latter species are borne singly

on tall scapes.

Cypripedium macranthum album, from Mr. G.

Reuthe, Fox Hill Hardy Plant Nursery, Keston.

A true albino of the large, rose-coloured and
hardy Cypripedium macranthum, the flower

being pure white without a trace of colour.

Oncidioda Mauricii [Oncidium tigrinum x
Cochlioda vulcanica), from Monsieur H. Graire,
Amiens, France. A remarkable bigeneric hybrid

which well indicates both parents, although the

Oncidium predominates. The erect inflorescence

has many flowers 2 inches in length ; the sepals

and petals are dull purple ; the lip, which has

the side lobes distinctly divided, and the front

developed on an isthmus, primrose yellow.

GENERAL EXHIBITS.

Lieut. -Col. Sir Geo. L. Holford, K.C.V.O.,
Westonbirt (gr. Mr. H. G. Alexander), showed
the brilliant scarlet Odontioda Chantecleer

Orchidhurst variety, which obtained a First-

class Certificate, May 20, last year ; and O.

Chantecleer Westonbirt variety, a larger form,

of a glowing scarlet colour, the flowers being

of fine shape. Also very finely grown O.

Vuylstekeae, O. Bradshawiae and Miltonia

White Admiral, with large milk-white flowers

with pale lilac-coloured mask.
The Hon. Lady Neeld, Grittleton, Chippen

ham (gr. Mr. Pitts), sent Odontioda Diana
Grittleton variety, with a spike of 25 dark red

flowers.

Mrs. Norman Cookson, Oakwood, Wylam
(gr. Mr. H. J. Chapman), sent Odontoglossum
illustrissimum Cookson' s variety, a large and
perfect flower, prettily marked ; and Odontioda
Vivienne (Odm. crispum Britannia x Oda.
Cooksoniae), with Indian red spotting on the
lilac-tinted sepals and petals.

De B. Crawshay, Esq., Eosefield, Sevenoaks
(gr. Mr. Stables), showed a still further ad-

vance on his famous strain of Odontoglossum
Queen Alexandra and 0. harvengtense, both
superb flowers ; the new 0. Bellamina (bellatulum

x ardentissimum) and Odontioda rosefieldiensis

Crawshayana, two of which had previously
secured Awards of Merit.

F. M. Ogilvie, Esq., The Shrubbery, Oxford
(gr. Mr. Balmforth), showed the unique Odonto-
glossum Harwoodii Shrubbery variety and 0.
Iorisianum aureum (triumphans aureum x luteo-

purpureum Vuylstekeanum), true to its parents
in its two shades of yellow.

H. T. Pitt, Esq., Rosslyn, Stamford Hill (gr.

Mr. Thurgood), staged an interesting and ex-

tensive group in which rare species and hybrids
were well represented. Miltonia vexillaria

were well displayed, with various pretty seed-

ling Odontoglossums, 0. Wiganianum, 0. crispn-

Harryanum, 0. Souvenir de Victor Hye de
Crom, O. crispum Flambeau, O.-C Stamfordi-
anum and other blotched forms ; Zygopetalum
Cecil Rhodes and a pretty hybrid of Z. Per-
renondii well displayed their violet labellums

;

Brasso-Cattleya Digbyano-Mossiae, B.-C. Rova
and other Brasso-Cattleyas and choice Cypri-
pediums. (Silver Flora ftledal.)

Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., Bush Hill Park,
and Jarvisbrook, Sussex, had a beautiful group,
the numerous plants of their fine strain of the
large white Dendrobium Jamesianum, which
formed the body of the group, contrasting well
with the many tall sprays of bright red Renan-
thera Imschootiana arranged above them.
(Silver Flora Medal.)

Messrs. Hassall and Co., Southgate,
staged a good group in which the forms of

Cattleya Sehroderae were excellent, one white
variety being specially attractive. In front
were six well-flowered specimens of the fragrant
white Trichopilia Barkhouseana, also good
Laelio-Cattleya bletchleyensis and L.-C Lydia.
(Silver Banksian Medal.)

Messrs. Charlesworth and Co., Hayward's
Heath, had a group of splendidly-grown speci-
mens, including their large red Odontioda Hip-
polyta, O. Madeline, two forms of 0. Royal

Gem, and other Odontiodas ; Miltonia Charles-
worthii, with its large ruby-crimson mask on the
lip ; Cattleya Schilleriana, Chysis langleyensis,

and some good Odontoglossums.

Messrs. Flory and Black, Slough, staged a
group of hybrids, the best of which were Laelio-
Cattleya Dominiana alba, with pure white
sepals and petals, the latter having a slight tinge
of purple on the tips, the labellum bright violet-

purple with gold lines at the base, contrasting
effectively with the white petals ; and the richly
coloured L.-C. Invincible. L.-C. Bellata (Bella
x purpurata) has large silver-white flowers
tinged with lilac, and with a dark purple lip

;

L.-C. Deciata (Decia x purpurata) is an im-
provement on L.-C. Decia. Other hybrids, in-

cluding Disa Luna, were also shown.
E. H. Davidson and Co., Orchid Dene, Twy-

ford, sent Sophro-Laelio-Cattleya Dorila var. Mrs.
Hatfield (S.-C. Doris X L. pumila), a pretty

Narcissus and Tulip Committee.

Present : E. A. Bowles, Esq. (in the chair),

Miss E. Willmott, Rev. Joseph Jacobs,
Messrs. P. Rudolph Barr, J. Duncan Pearson,
Jan de Graaff, Herbert Smith, E. M. Crosfield,

F. Barchard, Christopher Bourne, C. Lemesle
Adams, Harold A. Denison, W\ W. Fowler, Wm.
Poupart, Charles T. Digby, R. W. Wallace, F.
Herbert Chapman, W. Goldring, A. D. Hall, C.

Scrase Dickens, and Chas. H. Curtis (hon. sec.).

AWARDS.
First-class Certificates.

Tulip Siren.—This is a Cottage Tulip of the
retroflexa type, but the flowers open widely, dis-

closing the white base to the bright pink seg-

ments. The flowers on view were all slightly

drooping, in consequence, probably, of their long

journey; but if they naturally remain erect after

Fie. 142.- -BULBOPHYLLUM FLETCHERIANUM : A NEW SrECIES FROM NEW GUINEA.

(See Orchid Awards, p. 320.)

rosy-mauve flower with purplish tips to the
petals and purplish front to the lip.

R. G. Thwaites, Esq., Chessington, Streat-

ham, showed the clear white Odontoglossum
Pescatorei virginale Thwaites' variety, Cattleya
Dusseldorfei Undine and Laelio-Cattleya Pizarco.

M. M. Mertens, Ghent, showed Miltonia
vexillaria Memoria G. D. Owen and three hy-
brids from this.

THE CHELSEA SHOW.
The Chairman called attention to the rule re-

lating to entries for plants to go before the
Committee at the Chelsea Show. These must
be strictly adhered to, unless in the case of

foreign exhibits, the owners of which might
not know the rule, which runs:—"Single
plants, etc., for Certificates may be en-
tered as late as (entries posted) Thursday,
May 14. but no plants can under any circum-
stances be entered on the day of the show."

being cut this will prove to be a valuable decora-
tive variety. (Shown by Messrs. E. H. Krelaoe
and Son, Haarlem.)

T. Grenadier.—The largest of the Cottage
Tulips, which holds itself erect, and is exceed-
ingly decorative. The colour is vermilion-scarlet

with a sheen of cerise on the outside of the
segments. (Shown by Messrs. H. D. Phillips,
Ltd., Olton.)

GENERAL EXHIBITS.

Messrs. Barr and Sons, Covent Garden,
London, had a representative collection of excel-

lent Tulips. Besides the standard varieties of

Darwin, Cottage, Rembrandt, and Old English

Tulip, there were several vases of Tulipa species,

such as T. vividiflora praecox and T. retroflexa.

The chief Darwins were Bacchus, Negro, and
Clara Butt. Of the Cottage varieties, Golden
Bronze, Jaune d'G5uf, and Moonlight were good.
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Among the English Tulips were especially noted
Talisman (bybloemen feathered] and Dr. Hut-
cheon (bizarre feathered]. This group of consider-
ably over one hundred varieties was exceedingly
interesting, and showed the different types of
Tulip in good form. (Gold Medal.)
The exhibit of Mr. W. A. Watts, St. Asaph,

was magnificent. He displayed a large quantity
of bloom in masses of rich, clear colour, har-
moniously arranged ; seldom lias a more imposing
display of cut blooms been seen in the Hall.
So fine >was his group that some of the visitors
were of the opinion that it was worthy of a
higher award, but they overlooked the important
fact that relatively tew varieties were shown,
and that the group was not representative of
the different types of Tulip. As a spectacular
display, however, it was worthy of the highest
praise. The yellow sorts (Moonlight, Bouton
d'Or. and T. Gesneriana lutea) were especially
prominent, and enhanced the beauty of the
group. (Silver-gilt Flora Medal.)

Messrs. Cartwright and Goodwin, Kidder-
minster, had many attractive Cottage varie-
ties in their exhibit of Tulips. Grenadier
(the variety which received a First-class Certi-
ficate;. Scarlet Emperor, William Pitt, and Moon-
light were excellent. Besides many Darwins of
more than average quality, there were vases of
T Gesneriana lutea pallida and T. retroflexa.
(Silver Flora Medal.)

Messrs. R. and G. Cuthbert, Southgate,
arranged a display of Darwin and other varieties
in vases, interspersed with pots of Maidenhair
Fern. Chief amongst the Darwin Tulips were
Nautieus, Fairy, Bartigon, Clara Butt and
Europe. Of the May-flowering sorts, Fairy
Queen, Mrs. Moon, and Louis XIV. were -well
represented.

Messrs. R. Wallace and Co., Colchester,
specialised with Darwin Tulips of mauve shades.
Of these, Erguste, Corot and Dream were notice-
able. (Silver Flora Medal.)

Messrs. Alex. Dickson and Sons, New-
townards, Ireland, showed Bamboo stands,
lightly filled with such varieties as Dora, Feu
Brilliant, Clara Butt, and Flora's Ornament.
(Silver Flora Medal.)

Messrs. James Carter and Co., Raynes Park,
constructed a spring garden, bounded by trees
and shrubs at the back, and in front by a low-
wall. The chief feature of the garden was the
colour-scheme, composed of Tulips such as Clara
Butt, Europe, G. de Cardous and Sieraad van
Flora. (Silver Flora Medal.)

Messrs. Stjtton and Sons, Reading, arranged,
on a broad, velvet-covered stand, a splendid
collection of bright and showy Tulips. The
central place was occupied by a, large group of
Clara Butt, and on either side were tall stands
of Moonlight, Mr. Farncombe Sanders, and
Sieraad van Flora. (Silver-gilt Banksian Medal.)

Messrs Dobbie and Co.. Edinburgh, showed
a collection of Tulips, which bore very fine
flowers. The massed blooms of Golden Crown,
Pride of Haarlem, Inglescombe Pink, and other
varieties made a noteworthy display. (Silver-
gilt Banksian Medal.)
Messrs. Robert Sydenham. Ltd., Birmingham,

showed May-flowering Tulips. (Silver Banksian
Medal.)

Messrs. Hogg and Robertson, Dublin, ar-
ranged a collection of Irish-grown Tulips, which
gave evidence of suitability of soil and skilful
cultivation. Yellow Queen', Psyche, and Gipsy
Queen -were remarkably fine.

Mr. C. Bourne, Simpson, Bletchley, had a
dainty arrangement of cut Tulips in bright
colours.

Messrs. John Waterer. Son, and Crisp,
Liverpool Street Arcade. London, included many
Cottage varieties in their exhibit of Tulips. Of
these. Ellen Willmott. Acuminata. Orange King
and \ellow Queen were attractive.

Messrs. Wm. Cutbush and Son, Highgate.
had a long ran^e of Tulips of most of the stan-
dard sorts, making a very attractive display.
(Silver Banksian Medal.)

Messrs. R. H. Bath, Ltd.. Wisbech, and Mr.
A. Dawkins, King's Road, Chelsea, also showed
many fine varieties.

Half a dozen classes were arranged by the
National Tulip Society, and the exhibits were
displayed in an annexe. The competition gene-
rally was poor, and the flowers of Darwin and
Cottage Tulips were inferior to those in the Hall.

In every class five blooms of each variety were
shown.
Darwin Tulips, twelve varieties.—Mr. C.

Bourne, Simpson, Bletchley, was placed 1st in
this class. He showed fresh blooms of good
size and form of such varieties as Leonardo da
Vinci, Louise de la Valliere, Velvet King, and
Mr. Farncombe Sanders. The best blooms in

the 2nd prize collection of the Rev. Canon
Fowler, Earley, Reading, -were of Lsis, Duke of

Westminster and Anthony Koozen. Mr. W.
O'Sullivan, Streatham, was placed 3rd.

Darwin Tulips, six varieties.—The only ex-
hibitor, Mr. H. J. Bartleet, Shooters Hill, was
awarded the 2nd prize for a moderate collection

in which the best varieties were Europe and
King George.
Rembrandt or " Broken " Darwin Tulips,

three varieties.—The Rev. Canon Fowler was
the only exhibitor, but his blooms of L'Ingenue
and Mr. Farncombe Sanders were very good.
Cottage Tulips, twelve varieties.—Mr. C.

Bourne won the 1st prize with a collection rich

in yellows (Moonlight, Avis Kennicott, and Mrs.
Keightley) ; Goudrink and Louis XIV. were also

good. The 2nd prize was awarded to the Rev.
Canon Fowler, who had attractive blooms of
Jaune d'Oeuf, Apricot, and Dom Pedro.

Cottage Tulips, selfs or breeders, six varieties.

—The 1st prize was awarded to Mr. O'Sullivan,
in whose exhibit the best blooms were of Scarlet
Emperor, Turenne, and John Ruskin. Mr.
A. D. Hall was 2nd ; he showed a good Rose
seedling named Gloriana.
Cottage Tulips, varier/ated or broken, six varie-

ties.—The flowers in Mr. A. D. Hall's 1st prize
collection were the best formed ; those of the
other exhibitors were generally too long in the
petals. His varieties were Sam Barlow,
Masterpiece, George Edward, Stockport, Sir
Joseph Paxton, and Mrs. Collier. 2nd, Rev.
Canon Fowler ; 3rd, Mr. H. J. Bartleet.

Fruit and Vegetable Committee.
Present; Jas. Cheal, Esq. (in the chair), F.

Perkins, W. Bates, J. Willard, Wm. J. Jefferies,
Edwin Beckett, Horace J. Wright, H. Somers
Rivers, A. Grubb, J. Jaqiies and C. G. A. Nix.

Mrs. E. H. Dennison, Little Gaddesden,
Berkhamsted (gr. Mr. A. G. Gentle), showed
large, well-kept bulbs of Ailsa Craig Onions.

AWARD OF MERIT.
Apple Sandlin Duchess.—This late variety is

heavily flushed with red on a yellow ground, has
a short, thick stalk, and small, shallow eye. It

is of medium size, round in shape, and possesses
excellent qualities, both for dessert and cooking.
The fruits were from an old tree, which will be
inspected by members of the committee before the
award is made absolute. Shown by Mr. W.
Crumi>, MadTesfield Court Gardens.

Scientific Committee.

April 21, 1914.—Present: Mr. E. A. Bowles,
M.A. (in the chair), Dr. A. B. Rendle, Messrs.
W. E. Ledger, J. Fraser, C. E. Shea, R. H.
Pearson, J. T. Bennett-Poe, W. Fawcett, A.
Worsley, W. C. Worsdell, W. Hales, J. Hud-
son, and F. J. Chittenden (hon. sec).

Salix showed carpellody of stamens. — Mr.
W. C. Worsdell reported as follows on the
curious Salix cinerea (not S. Caprea, as was at

first thought), sent from Bognor by W. B.

Fletcher, Esq., to the last meeting :

—

" On a male plant some catkins were normal

:

most of them had all the flowers female, due to

transformation of the two stamens into two
carpels, which were quite separate, long-stalked,

and contained rudimentary ovules. In a
minority of catkins every flower contained two
structures transitional between carpels and
stamens ; each exhibited a terminal stigma, and
bore 2-4 pollen-sacs, which contained pollen.

The ovuliferous part of the capel is homologous
with the anther of the stamen, and the stalk of

the carpel with the filament of the stamen."
Mr. Fletcher also sent Salix alba vitellina,

with aberrant catkins, upon which Mr. Wors-
dell reported :

—

"An apparently male plant originally. The
catkins coatain for the most part normally-con-
structed male and female flowers intermingled
throughout. Here and there was a flower con-

sisting of two organs transitional between carpels

and stamens. In one such flower observed, one

of the stamens had become completely trans-
formed into a sessile carpel, while the other was,
normal save for the presence of a stigma top-
ping the anther !

'

'

Grapes sporting.—Mr. J. Hudson exhibited a,
]bunch of Grapes said to be of the variety " Hem-
|

napoot," from the Cape, and sent to him by Mr. I

Lees, of Watford, with two green berries about
twice the size of the normal purple ones at thai I
shoulder of the bunch.
Tasmanian Orchid.—Mr. J. W. Odell showed. [I

flowers of the terrestrial Orchid, Pterostylis-
\

curta, flowering from plants given him by the- I
late Mr. Andrew Kingsmill. Dr. Rendle kindly |'j

verified the name.
Yarrow galls.—Mr. Alex. Mortimer, of The- I]

Downs, Wimbledon, sent Yarrow (Achillea. [
millefolium) with numerous blackish, round.

J

galls upon its creeping stems. The sender had-
|

not found these in previous years, though the i

plants had been examined in weeding. The galls. I

were apparently the work of the gall fly, Trypeta
|

guttularis.

Virescent Wallflowers. — Mr. Chittenden.
showed specimens of Wallflowers which had
been grown at Wisley, the second generation,

from the cross of a virescent with a normal Wall- I

flower. In the first generation all the plants-
|

were normal, in F 2 segregation into the
two parent forms had occurred in the proportion I

of 101 normal to 42 virescent. There were no- I

intermediates among the plants. The only 1

variation found was in the number of super- 1

numerary carpels—usually six, but sometimes
only four. The numbers approximate to the 3 to- J

1 ratio of Mendel's laws, where the expectation I

would be 107 to 36.

Abnormal Dendrobium Wardianum. — Mr.
j

Chittenden showed an abnormal flower of D.
f

Wardianum from Wisley, which Mr. Worsdell. I

examined and reported upon as follows :

—

" Dimerous flower ; two lateral sepals fused
|

into one, which occupies place of labellum,. I

causing the latter to disappear. Lateral petals
j

displaced into a position at right angles to the I

fore and aft sepals. Column normal."
Gall on Daphne Mezereum. — Mr. W. E. 1

Ledger showed a shoot of Daphne Mezereum I

with numerous gall-like excrescences at ' the
j

bases of the lateral shoots. Dr. Rendle took
them for further examination.

Albino seedlings of Crinum Moorei. — Mr. I

H. W. B. Bradley, of Sydney, N.S. Wales,.
]

sent two dark and two white seeds of Crinum
Moorei. He stated that the latter, if sown at

once, "will develop ivory-white foliage,' but
seem to have so little vitality that they die out

|

at the end of the first season. . . . EveryF
year a few albino seeds come without any ap-

parent reason. Generally speaking, all the
seeds in a fruit are either albino or normal.

Last year, in the same fruit, I had two seeds,

one normal, the other albino. Both grew. The
normal seed developed a normal plant, with

green foliage, which is still alive ; the albino

seed an albino plant, now dead. This year seed-

ing of Moorei has not been at all free, and I

have nearly, if not quite, as many albino as

normal seeds ; last season there were very few
albinos.

"In 1912 we had very little rain nntil March,

and we then had a superabundance of rain until

August, then no rain to be of any service until

after Crinum Moorei had finished flowering.

. . . The season immediately preceding the

flowering in 1913 and 1914 was very similar, and!

could have had no effect on the matter, as there

were very few albinos in 1913 and more than

usual in 1914."

Cvscuta on Ramondia.—The manager of the

Burton Hardy Plant Nurseries, Christehurch,

sent a plant of Ramondia pyrenaica, with a
Cuscuta on its foliage, not identifiable further,,

however, on account of the absence of flowers..

NORTH OF ENGLAND HORTICULTURAL.
April 29 and 30.—The spring exhibition of

this society was held in the Corn Exchange,

Leeds. The exhibits were composed chiefly of

hardy plants, many of them of considerable

merit. Narcissus and Tulips were well shown.

Messrs. R. H. Bath, of Wisbech, showed a

large collection of Darwin Tulips, all in good

condition and admirably "arranged. Clara Butt
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was one of the best varieties ; the colour is a
.soft, salmon-pink. Faust, a large, bold flower of

maroon-purple, and Flambeau, bright scarlet,

were striking and attractive. (Gold Medal.)

Mr. G. W. Miller, of Wisbech, showed hardy
.flowers in good condition. An attractive seed-

ling in this exhibit was Viola cornuta The Clark-
son, a new variety considerably darker than
the species, with a distinct Violet scent, to

which a 1st Class Diploma was awarded.
Mr. J. Mallender, of Bawtry, Yorks, showed

Narcissus well displayed on a sloping stand.

An interesting seedling Narcissus, Sybil For-

.ster, to which a 1st Class Diploma was awarded,
formed a feature in the display. (Silver-gilt

Medal.)
Messrs. Artindale and Son, of Sheffield, won

.a large Silver Medal for their display of Alpines
and hardy plants. A new pink seedling Arabis
(A. Holboelii) was comprised in this group, to

which a 1st Class Diploma was awarded.
A large Silver Medal was awarded to the

group shown by Messrs. Robert Ker and Sons,
of Liverpool, which comprised forced shrubs and
.greenhouse plants of various kinds. Their Cal-

ceolarias were well flowered, and Rhododendron
Jink Pearl earned large heads of delicate blos-

soms.

Messrs. G. Gibson and Sons, Bedale, showed
Alpine plants, for which a Silver Medal was
awarded.
Mr. J. Wood, of Boston Spa, showed an in-

rteresting collection of Alpines in pans, to which
a large Bronze Medal was allotted. Mr. A.
Akers, of Ilkley, was awarded a large Bronze
Medal for varieties of florists' Auriculas, in-

cluding the variety Griffith Jones, for which he
was awarded a 2nd Class Diploma.

Messrs. Mansell and Hatcher, of Rawdon,
showed a small collection of Orchids, arranged
with their new Fern, Asparagus Hatcheri (to

which was awarded a 1st Class Diploma). The
group included good examples of Miltonia vexil-

laria, Cattleya Mossiae, and Cymbidium
Lowianum, besides a number of other kinds.
The group was awarded a Silver Medal.

Mr. T. H. Gaunt, of Farsley, showed a small
rock-garden, the stone consisting of water-worn
limestone. Saxifrages were grouped about the
foundation in bold masses, the effect being very
pleasing ; varieties of Aubrietia were also ar-

ranged in clumps. A Silver Medal was awarded
to the exhibit.

SOCIETF. FRANCAISE D'HORTICULTURE
DE LONDRES.

May 2.—The annual dinner of this society,

held at the Cafe Royal on the 2nd inst., cele-

brated the twenty-fifth anniversary of the
Association. A large and influential company
assembled under the presidency of Mr. Harold
Beale (of Messrs. James Carter and Co., Raynes
"Park).

Covers were laid for over 130 guests, and with
"few exceptions the places were filled. The func-
tion was one of the most brilliant in the annals
-of the society. The tables were beautifully
decorated with Tulips and Roses, arranged with
"the greatest taste by M. Ripard.

The chairman was supported on his left by
Sir Geo. Wyatt Truscott. Bart., on his right
Try M. George Schneider, founder and president
of the society. Among other guests were
Messrs. J. McKerchar, W. Cutbush, Rudolph
Barr, Lelasseur, N. N. Sherwood, Professor
Keeble, S. T. Wright, E. A. Bunyard, Guilloud,
Ripard, F. Reader, J. F. McLeod, G. J. Ingram,
Harman Payne, G. Prickett, F. Gardiner, Reg.
Beale, J. Hiehle, senr. and junr., D. Ingamells,
T. Stevenson, T. Bevan, W. Howe, R. J. Frog-
hrook, and Ed. Sherwood.

The toasts of "The King" and "The Presi-
dent of the French Republic" were duly
honoured. In proposing the latter toast the chair-
man referred to his stay in Paris, and his experi-
ence elsewhere in France, humorously observing
"that he had learnt much from that country.
He referred to the recent visit of King George
to Paris, and said that the warm welcome re-

ceived by His Majesty had sunk deeply into our
hearts.

The next toast was " Success to the French
Horticultural Society of London," proposed by
the chairman, who opened his speech in excel-

lent French, to the delight of the Frenchmen
present. He reminded them of the objects of

the society and of its many supporters, among
whom he specially mentioned M. Philippe de
Vilmorm, Sir Harry Veitch, Mr. N. N. Sher-
wood, Mr. Harman Payne, Sir Albert Rollit, and
Mr. Rudolph Barr, who had each presided over
their annual banquet. He was much gratified at

the presence and support of Sir Geo. Wyatt
Truscott, whose father had been the Chief
Magistrate of London. After referring to the
early days of the society, and the vast
amount of labour expended upon it by
their excellent friend M. Schneider, he was glad
to say that as he grew older so the work grew
lighter. The friendliness now existing between
the two great nations was a fact at which they
all rejoiced, and this society had done much
towards bringing about this excellent result. As
there was a long and interesting musical enter-

tainment he would not detain them further. He
asked them to drink to the continued prosperity
of La Societe Franchise d'Horticulture de
Londres, with which toast he coupled the name
of their honoured and devoted president, M. Geo.
Schneider.
M. Sohneider replied. After the kind words

of their chairman he would not trouble them
with details concerning the society. The suc-

MR. HAROLD BEALE, WHO TRESTDED AT THE
ANNUAL DINNER OF THE FRENCH GARDENERS
IN LONDON.

cess of the meeting was due entirely to their

chairman, whose interest in the society they all

appreciated, and to whose generosity they owed
an excellent musical programme. He could not
refrain from wondering wlat the early members
of the society would have thought twenty-five

years ago if they could have seen the present
meeting. Little by little the society has made
its way until it counts amongst its members the
most eminent persons in this country and abroad
in the horticultural profession. He was glad to

welcome that evening so many of their English
friends and supporters, for although they placed
young Englishmen in situations abroad, it was
to English nurserymen that their thanks were
due for receiving young Frenchmen who came
here to learn English and improve their know-
ledge of horticulture. He asked them to drink
to the success of English horticulture, to which
Sir Harry Veitch would have replied, but as he
was too unwell to attend he would ask Mr. N. N.
Sherwood to take his place.

At this juncture M. Schneider read telegrams
from friends wishing the meeting every success,

and from others regretting unavoidable absence
Among the latter were Sir Harry Veitch, Sir

Albert Rollit, Mr. Hooper Pearson, and others.

Mr. Sherwood replied, saying he hardly felt
qualified to respond to such a toast as English
horticulture. He was a seedsman, but he tully
appreciated the work the society was doing. He
was pleased to do what he could for the society,
and hoped the members would pay him a visit
during the ensuing year. He proposed the
health of the officers of the society.

M. Schneider, on behalf of the society, re-
turned thanks; they would have been pleased to
accept the invitation which was given two years
ago but for circumstances beyond their control.
M. Sausy responded to Mr. Sherwood's toast

of the officers. He was sure that his colleagues
were deeply grateful for the help afforded them
by the English nurserymen, and also to their past
chairman for presiding over their meetings. He
asked them to drink the health of the past chair-
man, coupled with the name of Mr. Harman
Payne.
Mr. Payne responded, regretting that he was

unexpectedly called upon to supply the place of
Sir Albert Rollit.

Sir Geo. Truscott proposed the chairman's
health in a very complimentary speech, in which
he paid a tribute to the chairman personally and
to the eminent firm of which he was a, member.
He was sure that under such guidance the house
of James Carter and Co. would long continue to
flourish.

The evening's entertainment was brought to a
close by the singing of " Auld lang syne," prior
to which M. Legrange, in the name of the young
Frenchmen, presented to M. Geo. Schneider a
testimonial in recognition of their esteem for his
labours on their behalf.

ROYAL CALEDONIAN HORTICULTURAL.
SPRING SHOW.

April 29 and 30.—The spring show of this

society was held in the Waverley Market, Edin-
burgh, on these dates. The exhibits numbered
about 50 in excess of those of last year's spring
show, and there was an excellent display of
non-competitive exhibits. Favoured by summer-
like weather for more than a fortnight, every-
thing seemed in the pink of condition, and taken
all round it was generally conceded that, from
the point of view of quality, it was one of the
best spring exhibitions of recent years, although
the competitive exhibits suffered somewhat by
the absence of entrants in the leading class—the
group of Orchids. The show was opened by the
President, and there was a satisfactory attend-
ance of visitors.

Gardeners' and Amateurs' Plants.

There were four competitors in the class for
four stove or greenhouse plants in flower, and
Mr. BaLLAntyne, The Neuk, Peebles (gr. Mr.
Allan Smith) was placed 1st, the Earl of Home,
Douglas Castle (gr. Mr. A. McMillan), 2nd,
and Sir R. Usher, Bt., Norton, Midlothian (gr.

G. McKinna), 3rd. Mr. Ballantyne's plants
were Cymbidium Lowianum, Anthurium YVardii,

Rhododendron var., and Clivia var. Sir R.
Usher was awarded the 1st prize for six plants

in bloom ; 2nd, the Earl of Home ; 3rd, J.

McKelvie, Esq., Halton House, Midlothian (gr.

Mr. F. R. Findlay).
Sir R. Usher was the only entrant for four

hardy Rhododendrons, and he was awarded the
1st prize. This gentleman was also placed 1st

for four plants of Rhododendron (Azalea indica).

Col. More Xisbet, The Drum, Midlothian
(gr. Mr. R. Wharnel) was 1st for two specimens,
and J. McKelvie, Esq., 1st for six hardy
Azaleas.

Sir A. B. Milne, Bt., Inveresk Gate, Mussel-
burgh (gr. Mr. R. McAndie) excelled in the

class for four Orchids ; and the same competitor

and R. Hindle, Esq., Edinburgh (gr. Mr. A.

Jeffs) were placed equal 1st for one Orchid.

Mrs. Hutcheson, Carlowrie, Kirkliston (gr.

Mr. J. Thorn), excelled for four foliage plants,

for six foliage plants, for three Dracaenas, and
three Codiacums (Croton). Wit. Batrp, Esq.,

Elie House, Fife (gr. Mr. A. A. Law) won the

1st prize in the class for six table plants.

The Earl of Home excelled in all the Palm
classes, being first for four and six specimens
and one plant respectively.

Mrs. Hutcheson showed the best group of

twelve Roses in pots, the best six HP. Roses,
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and the best six H.T. Roses. Mrs. Dewak,
Drylaw House, Midlothian (gr. Mr. W. T. Gallo-

way) excelled for two climbing Roses.

Sir R. Usher took 1st place for the follow-

ing :—Four Ivy-leaved Pelargoniums, four Zonal

Pelargoniums, two Deutzias, three Guelder Roses,

and three Lilacs. Mrs. Hog, Gogar Burn, Mid-

lothian (gr. Mr. Wm. Brow), excelled in the

classes for four show Pelargoniums, six Cine-

rarias, and six Cineraria stellate.

J. McKelvie, Esq., was awarded the 1st

prize for three exotic Ferns and three Adiantums
respectively, and Mr. Alex. Bryson, Edinburgh,

for six dwarf hardy British Ferns.

Mrs. Hutcheson, Carlowrie, was placed 1st

for three plants introduced since 1909, with

Dracaena Doucettii Prince Albert, Dracaena
Warneckii, and Adiantum farleyense gloriosum.

Mrs. Hog excelled for six plants of Primula
obconica and six distinct species of Primula

;

Sir R. C. Munro Ferguson (gr. Mr. D. McLean)
for six Polyanthus ; Mrs. Dewar, Drylaw House,

for six Primula Sieboldii ; and Miss Watson,
Edinburgh (gr. Mr. D. Dickson) for six P.

japonica. Miss Balfour - Melville, Pilrig

House, Edinburgh, exhibited the best six Alpine
Auriculas, three Alpine Auriculas, six stage Auri-

culas, one white-edge Auricula, one grey-edge

Auricula, and one self Auricula respectively,

whilst C. W. Cowan, Esq., Dalhousie Castle,

Midlothian, excelled for twenty-four and six

Alpine Auriculas respectively.

Cut Flowers.
Mr. L. Brydon, Innerleithen, was awarded

the 1st prize for twelve bunches of Narcissi.

Mrs. Dennistoun, Rosslea, Row (gr. Mr. W.
Parlaney) excelled for twenty-four Roses, twelve

Roses, twelve Marechal Niel Roses, twelve Roses
other than Gloire de Dijon and Marechal Niel,

and G. D. Mackey, Esq., Inveralmond, Cramond
(gr. Mr. J. A. Sword) for twelve Gloire de Dijon
Roses.

Lord Stratheden and Campbell, Hartrigge,

Jedburgh (gr. Mr. A. Williams), showed best

M the class for three vases of Souvenir de la

Malmaison Carnations and four vases of other

Carnations.
Lord Elphinstone (gr. Mr. D. Kidd) exhibited

the best decorated dinner table ; 2nd, the Earl

of Dalhousie, Panmure, Carnoustie (gr. Mr. J.

Simpson).
Fruit and Vegetables.

Lord Elphinstone excelled for Strawberries,

and Mrs. HAMrLTON-OcrLvrE, Biel, East Lothian
(gr. Mr. Thos. McPhail), for bottled fruits.

Lord Elphinstone was also placed 1st for a
collection of vegetables, arranged in a space 4

feet by 3 feet ; 2nd, the Marquis of Tweeddale,
Yester, East Lothian (gr. Mr. Wm. Hunter).
The competition for garden plants, open only

to under-gardeners, resulted as follows :—1st, A.
Card, Milton Abbey, Blandford, Dorsetshire;
2nd, H. G. Oliver, Royal Botanic Garden, Edin-
burgh; 3rd, A. Macey, Chirk Castle, White-
hurst, Wales.

AWARDS.
First-class Certificate.

Primula Leddg Pilrig (P. Bulleyana X P.
Beesiana), exhibited by Miss Balfour-Melville,
Edinburgh (gr. Mr. W. Robertson).

Awards of Merit.
Primula Bon Accord King, P. Bon Accord

Prince, P. Bon Accord elegans, P. Bon Accord
Jack, exhibited by Messrs. James Cocker and
Sons, Aberdeen.

Cultural Certificate.

Calceolaria Vlibranii, exhibited by Sir W. H.
Houldsworth, Coodham, Kilmarnock (gr. Mr.
McGran).

NON-COMPETITIVE EXHIBITS.

Messrs. Sutton and Sons, Reading, showed a
large collection of Potatos, with examples of the
various Potato diseases. (Gold Medal.)

Messrs. Dicksons and Co., Edinburgh, ex-
hibited a fine group of seedling Amaryllis, and
a large group of Pink Pearl and other Rhodo-
dendrons. (Gold Medal.)

Messrs. Dobbie and Co., Edinburgh, showed
Rambler Roses, Tulips, Potatos and, for the first

time at a spring show in Edinburgh, Sweet Peas.
(Gold Medal.)
Mr. David Kinc, Murrayfield, had an artistic

exhibit of spring flowering subjects, backed by

Palms, which formed a conspicuous object at the

end of the hall. (Gold Medal.)
Messrs. Cunningham, Fraser and Co., Edin-

burgh, showed a general collection of Alpines.

(Gold Medal.)
Mr. John Downie, Edinburgh, exhibited

Pelargoniums. (Silver-gilt Medal.)

Messrs. Hogg and Robertson, Dublin, staged

a collection of Tulips and St. Brigid Anemones.
(Silver-gilt Medal.)
Mr. H. N. Ellison, West Bromwich, showed

a collection of small Cacti. (Silver-gilt Medal.)

Messrs. Mansell and Hatcher, Ltd., Raw-
don, exhibited a collection of Orchids. (Silver-

gilt Medal.)
Messrs. Storrie and Storrie, Glencarse,

Perthshire, had a fine collection of seedling

Primulas and Polyanthus. (Silver Medal.)

Messrs. Sander and Son, St. Albans, showed
Orchids. (Silver Medal.)
Mr. D. McLeod, Manchester, showed seed-

ling Oi-chids. (Silver Medal.)
Silver Medals were awarded to Messrs. Thyne

and Son, Dundee, for Alpines ; Messrs. Ptpers,

London ; Messrs. Wm. Cutbush and Son, Lon-
don, for perpetual-flowering Carnations and
Alpines ; Mr. D. W. Thomson, Edinburgh, for

Tulips ; and Messrs. Jas. Cocker and Sons,
Aberdeen, for Primulas.

Messrs. John Forbes (Hawick), Ltd., had
herbaceous and Alpine plants. (Bronze Medal.)
Mushrooms were shown by the Edinburgh

Mushroom Company.

to
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Abnormal Carnations : IF. S. R. The trouble

is due to an excess of vigour. They present

the following phenomena : 1, Kind of fasciation

or internal branching of the flower, in which
the place of the petals seems to be occu-

pied by numbers of very small sub-
sidiary flowers, each of which produces
nothing but a great number of petals

;

2, Ovary much enlarged, and has assumed the
consistence, size, and functions of a calyx for

the secondary flower formed by proliferation
within the primary one. In the same way the
ovary of the secondary flower acts as calyx
for the tertiary flower, which, however, is rudi-

mentary. The ovules of the ovary of the
primary flowers are rudimentary and few in

number, and parietallv situated.

Carnations : It. H. I'he plants are perfectly
normal, and the spikes not blind is you sug-

gest. Exercise patience and you should ha,ve

a good show of flowers.

Evergreen Flowering Shrubs for a Hedge :

Nimrod. As you require an evergreen flower-

ing hedge the choice is restricted to a very
few subjects, the two most suitable for your
purpose being Berberis Darwinii and Rhodo-
dendron ponticum. The former makes a

capital hedge up to 4 feet in height, bear-

ing bright, orange-coloured flowers in April,

followed by blue-black berries in August.
The leaves are small and neat, and a hedge
of this plant can easily be kept in shape by
an occasional trimming. If you decide to use
this Berberis select plants about 2 feet high,

which are as large as can be transplanted with
safety. It is a somewhat difficult subject to

move, and you should insist on the nursery-

man supplying one-year transplanted plants.

Rhododendron ponticum bears lilac-purple

flowers about the end of May, but you would
not get much bloom from a hedge restricted

to 4 feet in height, as the flowers are pro-

duced terminally, and in topping the plants

you would cut away the flowering wood. This
Rhododendron may be transplanted at any size.

Golden Currant : Thos. Winktvorth. The
Ribes sanguineum Brocklebankii with yellow
young foliage appears to be a very good shrub
of its type. We have not seen it before.

Names of Plants : Chas. Palmer. Ulmus
montana.— IK. S. Plant with largest double
white flowers, Prunus japonica flore pleno

;

plant with small double white flowers, Spiraea
prunifolia flore pleno ; evergreen plant, Choisya

ternata; tree with white flowers, Prunus.
Padus ; bulbs, Leucoium vernum ; other too
shrivelled for identification.

—

P. Olearia stel-

lulata.— W . H. IK. 1, Staphylea pinnata; 2,

Leycesteria formosa ; 3, Symphoriearpus race-
mosus ; 4, Amelanchier canadensis ; 5, Pyrus.
sp. (send in flower) ; 6, Viburnum Opulus.

—

T. T. 1, Berberis Thunbergii ; 2, Spiraea,

prunifolia flore pleno ; 3, Pulmonaria rubra

;

4, Phlox stellaria lilacina; 5, Brodiaea uni-

flora ; 6, Saxifraga Wallacei ; 7, S. " Guildford
seedling"; 8, S. seedling (unnamed); 9,.

Sedum maximum; 10, Tiarella cordifolia;.

11, Saxifraga rotundifolia ; 12, Arenaria.

balearica.

—

A. H. P. Corydalis thalic-

trifolia.—H. F. Z. 1, Prunus triloba; 2,

Crypripedium Calypso ; 3, Cattleya Schroderae ;

4, Dendrobium Pierardii ; 5, Pulmonaria
saccharata ; 6, P. officinalis ; 7, Tritonia cro-

cata ; 8, Saxifraga caespitosa var. ; 9, Saxi-

fraga " Rhei."—/. M. 8. Prunus Padus, Bird
Cherry.—J. H. B. Mackaya bella—B. H.
Chrysosplenium oppositifolium.

—

Cestrian. 1,

Cheiranthus Cheiri flore pleno ; 2, Gerbera
nivea ; 3, Carex alba ; 4, Lonicera tatarica.

—

F. B. Rhipsalis salicornioides. 0. B. C. 1,

Masdevallia Simula ; 2, Masdevallia Schro-
deriana ; 3, Masdevallia corniculata ; 4,

Stelis ophroglossoides ; 5, Oncidium flex-

uosum ; 6, Odontoglossum constrictum.

—

G. R. H. Prunus Padus.—0. S., Surrey.

1, Cercis Siliquaetrum, Judas Tree; 2,

Pyrus japonica; 3, Spiraea confusa; 4,

Prunus Padus.

—

W. R. 1, Brassavola cor-

data ; 2, Thunia alba ; 3, Cymbidium pen-

dulum ; 4, Cypripedium vernixium (Argus X
villosum).

—

F. J. 1, Amelanchier canadensis;

2, Dielytra eximia ; 3, Symphytum rubrum ,

4, Tiarella cordifolia.

Peach Leaves : H. B. The injury to the leaves

of the Peach is due to a disease commonly
known as "leaf blister" or "leaf curl"
(Exoascus deformans). In order to prevent,

attacks the trees should be sheltered from
cold winds, preferably by a wall. When an
attack has already taken place all diseased
leaves should be burned and the shoots cut

back beyond the point of infection. Spraying
with dilute ammoniacal solution of copper sul-

phate when the leaf-buds are beginning to ex

pand, and again after a period of three weeks,

would prove a safeguard against inoculation?

by spores borne by the wind.

Potatos Turning Black : E. T. It is difficult

to give a definite reason for your Potatos turn-

ing black. In some cases the soil is at fault,

but they are sometimes known to become black,

without any apparent reason. It has, how-

ever, been found by experience that wheni

Potatos such as you describe are steamed, in-

stead of boiled, they are a better colour when,

cooked.
Vines Cut Back tn January : S. H. We have

known vines succeed, after a loss of one or two
seasons, when the old spurs have been cut off

close to the rods, but January is too late to

perform such an operation, the end of Novem-
ber being a more suitable time. However, the

vines may break satisfactorily, and you need

not* be alarmed about the sap exuding through

the bark.

Vine Leaves Spotted : Bristol. Besides the

spots on the surface of the leaves, the tips of

the serratures have a seared appearance. This

is called scorching, but is in reality the result

of a chill. The mornings up to the last day
of April were unusually bright and followed

cold, often frosty nights. Vineries under such

conditions have required a little ventilation

very early, those with an eastern aspect as

early as 6 a.m. One with a southern aspect

would not need it so socn, but it should be

attended to before the temperature rises more
than a degree or lw>, otherwise an abundance

of moisture collects on the cold surfaces,

and when air is admitted, especially with

such a dry atmosphere prevailing outside, this

moisture is evaporated too quickly and causes a

chill. Black Alicante is one of the first

varieties to show the effects of such faulty-

treatment.

Communications Beceived —Somerset—A. B.—*
.T S —Lankas—F. R.—T. Sims—E. B.—F. Johnson-
s'. \.—A. Fraser—A. Gilbert—C. G. B.—W. C. W.—

.

P. A.
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•convey the disease to the leaves, shoots, and
berries, and in this stage the disease can be
checked by spraying. In the second stage

—

called the " winter stage," because, although
formed during the summer, it carries on
the life of the mildew through the winter

—

the fungus becomes dense and scurf-like, and pro-

duces hundreds of minute blackish fruit-bodies

(perithecia), inside each of which is found a little

sac (ascus) containing eight "winter spores"
(ascospores). No spraying is of any use against
this winter stage, Because, the walls of the fruit-

body being of a corky nature, no chemical is able
to penetrate them and reach the " winter spores

"

inside ; consequently, the only way of dealing
with the winter stage is to remove and hum it.

From personal observations I am able to describe
the mode of opening of the perithecia. When
moistened with water, a perfectly ripe fruit-
body soon cracks open by a slit at the top, and
the contained sac begins to swell and protrude
through the opening. In about five minutes
the sac has swollen enormously, and has
become about eight times as 'large as it
was when inside the fruit-body. The wall
-of the sac becomes thinner and thinner in
consequence of the increase in size—just
as in the case of a bladder or soap-bubble
•when blown out—until in a short time it splits
and the eight "winter spores" are forcibly
ejected into the air to a distance of about 1 inch
"Carried about by currents of air, these asco-
spores reach the leaf-stem or berry and give rise
in a. few days to fresh patches of mildew in its
white, powdery, infectious "summer stage."

Now, these fruit-bodies are at first firm'y at-
tached to the brown patches of "spawn" on the
shoots

;
but as these patches begin to be affected

by weather conditions in winter they become
loose and drop to the ground. There they re-
main during the winter, burst open in the spring
and discharge their "winter spores," which
give rise to the fresh spring and early
summer outbreaks. This fact has been known
ior some time, and on this account the removal
and burning of all diseased tips of shoots in the
early autumn—about October—has been enforced
(so iar as possible) by the authorities. I have
discovered, however, that this soil infestation
may take place much earlier. Thus, in August
the fruit-bodies formed in the " winter stage " on
infested berries have become free ; when °such a
mildewed berry is gently tapped over a
piece of white paper hundreds of just
visible black "specks" may be observed;
these are ripe fruit-bodies containing mature
" winter spores."

In the .light of this fresh fact, it is a matter
•of^ great practical importance in fighting the
mildew not to allow berries with any brown
" winter stage." on them to remain on the bush,
as there will always be the serious danger of the
soil under the bushes becoming heavily infected,
in which case spraying in the next season would
probably be of little avail in keeping off the
•mildew from the berries. It was observed
that last season this infestation of the soil
occurred in August in many plantations in
Kent, where late dessert varieties of Goose-
berries are grown.

Another fact of equal practical importance is
the frequent occurrence of the "winter stage"
of the mildew on the leaf of the Gooseberry. °

In
cases where the shoot is severely attacked the
young leaves become arrested in growth, and
finally covered with the brown " winter stage."
'In other cases the leaf itself is not affected in size
•or shape, and the mildew is confined to the lower
part of the leaf-stalk, where a small brown patch
of the winter stage is formed. In either case, if
such diseased leaves are allowed to fall to the
ground they inevitably infest the soil, with the
result that next spring the "winter spore6

"

cause fresh outbreaks of mildew. To prevent
-such soil infestation, "tipping" in August be-
rfore the leaves fall must be resorted to.

Taking everything into consideration, " tip-

ping " in August or early in September before
the leaves have fallen is to be strongly recom-
mended. In some seasons and with bushes of a
certain age no further growth of the shoots will

take place after this tipping is done ; and if all

the mildew has been cut off the bush is freed

from the parasites, since the disease is always
confined to the young wood. If, as will probably
occur in some seasons, a little fresh growth is

made and this becomes infected with mildew, the
grower will still be in a better position, since

there will certainly be much less disease to be

removed before the "fruit-bodies" fall to the

ground.

The following conditions, of culture help bushes

to withstand attacks of mildew :— (1) An open

Fig. 143.

—

oncidioda maurich : sepals and
petals dull purple, front of lip primrose

YELLOW
(R.H.S. Award of Merit, May 5, 1911.)

situation. (2) Not too close planting. (3) A
natural unforced growth ; such is obtained natur-
ally in a good soil or by well-balanced manuring.
Excessive nitrogenous manuring—e.g., heavy
dressings of organic manures—causes the bushes
to produce sappy shoots, which are liable to be-
come virulently attacked by mildew.

In conclusion, it may be pointed out that it

is clear that, with the new facts now brought for-
ward, the combat against the American Goose-
berry mildew has entered on a fresh stage. If
we may conclude, as there seems ground for
doing, that the lime-sulphur spray will keep the
" summer stage " from doing serious injury, and

that " tipping " in August or September will
prevent soil infestation, then all growers of
Gooseberries on a small scale should not find it

too difficult a- task to grow a healthy crop of
Gooseberries in spite of the introduction into this
country (and doubtless the permanent establish-
ment) of this most serious pest of the Goose-
berry. E. S. Salmon.

NEW OR NOTEWORTHY
PLANTS.

CYPRIPEDIUM PEBEIRAE.
The subject of this note is a remarkable

Cypripedium, of which a specimen in formalin
and a coloured drawing were sent to me by Mr.
J. D. Pereira, Singapore. The plant which he
has for sale was obtained on one of the islands

near the Laukawi group north of Penang, the

home of Cypripedium niveum. He suggests that

it may be a natural hybrid between C. niveum
and C. exul, although, so far as we know, the

latter species has not yet been met with in this

region. It certainly has the appearance of being

a hybrid of C. niveum, with some other species

at least allied to, if not actually, C. exul. The
leaves are linear, rounded, and unequally lobed

at the tip, 15 cm. long, green, faintly mottled

;

the peduncle is 12 cm. or more long, the bract

lanceolate, much longer than C. niveum, but

shorter than C. exul, shorter than the ovary.

The flower is white, with pink spots on the

bases of the upper sepal and the petals.

Hie upper sepal is ovate, pubescent, ob-

tuse, 12-nerved, 3 cm. long, broad-based,

and as wide and less orbicular in outline

than in C. niveum. The lower connate sepals

are lanceolate, ovate, obtuse, 3 cm. long and
2.5 cm. wide, shorter than the lip. The
petals are oblong, undulate, slightly twisted at

the tip, pubescent all over, 4 cm. long and

1.5 cm. across, utterly unlike those of C. niveum
and its allies. The lip is glabrous, a little

longer than the sepals, longer in proportion to

its width than in C. niveum, with the basal

lobes well developed and strongly incurved, as

in C. exul. The column is thick and hairy,

the shield obovate, pubescent, broad, with a

short terminal median tooth, but no central

base (as there is in C. exul), nor is it cordate

at the base.

No artificial hybrid of these two species

appears to have been made as yet, but a study
of the peculiarities of the different organs seems

to suggest that Mr. Pereira's theory is correct,

and that it is a natural hybrid between the two
species. I gather from his letter that only one

clump of four plants has been found. It seems

to be quite a handsome plant, the nearly pure

white flower standing up well on its tall stalk.

H. W. Ridley.

ORCHID NOTES AND GLEANINGS.

ONCIDIODA MAURICII.
Our illustration (fig. 143) represents this in-

teresting cross between Oncidium tigrinum and
Cochlioda vulcanica, for which Monsieur H.
Graire, Amiens, received an Award of Merit at

the Royal Horticultural Society's meeting on
May 5. The sepals and petals are dull purple

and the lip primrose yellow. The hybrid is a

very interesting one, in that the colouring of the

outer segments is like the Cochlioda, whilst the

lip resembles the Oncidium.

CLASSIFICATION OF HYBRID ORCHIDS.
Mr. J. Gurney Fowler, chairman of the

Orchid Committee of the Royal Horticultural

Society, submitted at the last meeting of the

Orchid Committee, for the consideration of the
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Nomenclature Sub-committee a scheme for classi-

fying hybrid Orchids in sections, each tinder the
heading of the species directly or indirectly pre-

sent in the hybrids.

From notes supplied by the chairman the
honorary secretary had ready pictures of thirteen
sets of hybrids for comparison. They disclosed

interesting facts concerning the variation of

plants of the same cross and the resemblance
of hybrids of different crosses of the same
species.

The subject is under consideration and will .be

reported on more fully. It has been referred to

in these pages on several occasions, and it is well

worth following up.

An interesting point in hybrid Orchids is the
extreme variation which, in some cases appears
in the same batch of seedlings. The .proposed

classification would render the study of these
variations interesting and instructive. It is pro-

bable thai latent features in the so-called species

used in making a cross may assert themselves in

varying degrees in hybrids.

THREE CANADIAN" CYPRIPEDIUMS.
The glory of many a forest creek and grassy

thicket m Canada is the Moccasin flower (Cypri-

pedium spectabile), and when first seen in pro-

fusion, far from the haunts of man, it evokes
a picture of wild flower life that will never fade
from memory. The illustration in fig. 144 depicts

the purplish form in rich luxuriance in a swampy
retreat in Ontario. I shall not mention the

exact spot for a reason that all botanists will

appreciate. There are two forms, the purplish

and the pink, which differ from one another in

the matter of environment, the latter seeking

rather drier lands in grassy places on the fringe

of wood and forest ; but the surroundings only
accentuate the fresh beauty of the flowers, which
are borne on strong, leafy stems about eighteen

inches or two feet high. Sometimes three or

four flowers appear on each stem. It is un-

necessary to describe this beautiful Lady's
Slipper, but when found wild in such rich pro-

fusion as here depicted, some general reference

to it may be opportune.

C. pubescems, a Cypripedium of mountain
heights, is found under conditions dissimilar

from those that surround C. spectabile. Near
the sun-baked forests this species flowers abun-
dantly, and in the wild plants the colouring is

purer and more fascinating than in those under
cultivation. The stem, as hardy plant en-

thusiasts are aware, is strong and sheathed
with light green foliage, the flowers sometimes
solitary, sometimes three in number, the

lip with ruby-red stripes and spots on ;i

golden-yellow ground, and the sepals and petals

twisted and coloured into shades of fawn. It is

a lovely Cypripedium at all times, but in the

cool light of its Canadian home seems to have a

most alluring beauty.

C. parviflorum enjoys a similar environment to

C. spectabile—marshy meadows and swampy
woods, and there the graceful plant is seen in

its wildest beauty. During the day a sweet scent

come6 from the flowers. E. T . Cook, Toronto,

Canada.

FUCHSIAS FOR SUMMER BEDDING.

There is a greater tendency to employ
taller growing plants for summer bedding
than was at one time the case. This is

perhaps the reason that Fuohsias are now used

for this purpose more than ever, for large

examples, whether in a bed by themselves

or grouped with other subjects, are very
satisfactory. Tall, well furnished specimens

sunk in the turf, such as may be seen

in Regent's Park during the season, are

also very effective. To be seen at their best

these should be placed at such a distance from

each other that each plant may be distinctly seen,
and yet near enough to form one harmonious
whole. When associated with other subjects
Fuchsias are shown to considerable advantage
if thinly disposed over some low-growing plants.
In this way the graceful manner in which their
pendulous blossoms are borne can be well

seen. One advantage that Fuchsias possess over
some other bedding plants is that a wet sum-
mer, such as we sometimes experience, does not
affect them as it does many others ; indeed, it

suits them better than a hot and dry season.

This is to be accounted for by the fact that in

the Andean region of South America—the home
of the species of Fuchsia—there is a good deal

of atmospheric moisture. Many of the newer
varieties of Fuchsia are selected by reason of

the large size of the blossoms, but this is a
feature which detracts greatly from their value

for outdoor work. These large flowers are

heavy, and much fewer in number than the

smaller ones, so that they are liable to break

off in strong winds, and each flower leaves a

makes a delightful dot plant. The truly hardy
varieties must on no account be passed over. Of
them the old varieties Corallina, globosa, gracilis
and Riccartonii are hardier than some of the
newer kinds that have been distributed under
this head. These hardy Fuchsias are excellent
for a variety of purposes; they are effective in

the hardy flower border, in the foreground of

shrubberies, and in beds on lawns. W. T.

THE CULTIVATION OF RHUBARB FOR

MEDICINAL PURPOSES.

The cultivation of medicinal plants has re-

cently attracted public attention, both in this

country and abroad, especially in the United
States. Germany and Austria, each country being
desirous of producing as far as possible the
amount required for home consumption. The
cultivation of Rhubarb for its roots has hitherto

, .i W;
** »«»•

Fig. 144.— cypripedium spectabile growing wild in the neighbourhood of Toronto, Canada.

vacant space. This accounts for the fact that so

many of the older kinds are very generally em-
ployed. Some of the best varieties for the pur-

pose are, of the light-flowered section : Amy
Lye, Lady Heytesbury, Mrs. Marshall, Idra

and Rose of Castile. Of dark flowers

:

Abel Carriere, Charming. Manuka. Scarcity,

Wave of Life, and Valiant. With white
corollas : Flocon de Xeige and Cadmus. All

of the above have single flowers. A few
of the best doubles for the purpose are,

dark: Auguste Hardy, Comte Leon Tolstoi,

Avalanche, La France, and Phenomenal. With
white corollas: Duchess of Edinburgh. Madame
Jules Chretien, Molesworth, and Mrs. E. G.
HiD. Madame Cornellison, the oldest and most
popular of all, has semi-double blossoms. Two
dwarf-growing kinds, much used as an under-

growth to the taller ones, are Alice Hoffmann,
with a white corolla, and Mrs. Ida Noack, dark
coloured. The tinted-leaved kinds, which are

often pegged down as an edging, include Cloth

of Gold, Meteor, and Regalia ; while the tri-

colour-leaved Sunra'y is very pretty, a remark
that also applies to F. gracilis variegata, which

been confined chiefly to England, France and

Austria.

Medicinal Rhubarb has been cultivated at

Banbury since 1777, when an apothecary
named Hayward won a silver medal from the

Society of Arts, and in 1794 a gold medal, for

the excellent Rhubarb root that he produced.

The species then cultivated \v;is Rheum Rhapon-

ticum, although in 1877 most of the plants under

cultivation appear to have been hybrids be-

tween R. undulatum and R. Rhapoiiticum. There

were also other growers in Somersetshire, York-

shire and Middlesex who cultivated Rheum palm-

atum. and to whom medals were also awarded .n

1783-1793. In 1873 Mr. Csher, of Bodicott, near

Banbury, who was at that time the chief grower

in this country of Rheum Rhaponticum for thi

root, undertook, at the instigation of Mr.

D Banbury, the cultivation of Rheum
officinale, a large and Handsome plant then not

long introduced from China, and reported to be

the source of the Chinese Rhubarb root. At tin-

present date these two species, as well as a little

Rheum paltnatum var. tan are the

species cultivated in this country, formerly near
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Ampthill, in Bedfordshire, but now at Long Mel-

tford, in Suffolk, by Messrs. Stafford Allen and

Sons. Neither of these possess the exact cha-

racters of the best Chinese Rhubarb, nor can

they entirely replace it. In France the culti-

vation commenced in the latter half of the

eighteenth century, and the species grown were

R. Rhapaniticum, R. compactum, R. undulatum
and R. palmatum, L. In Hungary and Austria

R. Rhaponticum is the species used, and in

Silesia R. Emodi. At one time R. undulatum

was cultivated in Southern Siberia by orders of

the Russian Government, but the industry was
not long continued.

The root of R. Rhaponticum is considered to

•be less active than the true Chinese Rhubarb,

but it yields a powder of a much brighter yellow

colour, and on this account is preferred by those

who buy cheap drugs. That of R. officinale is

asserted by those who have tried it to be quite

equal in efficacy to the Chinese root.

R. officinale produces roots larger than those of

R. Rhaponticum, quite equal in size to the finest

field, except in the case of Rheum officinale, the

inflorescence of which ihas hitherto been allowed

to remain.
The leaf-stalks are never gathered for food

because doing so lessens the size and quality of

the root. In about eight or nine years the soil

becomes exhausted and rotation of crops is neces-

sary ; the Rhubarb is planted out in fresh

ground, the young plants being set out about

3 feet apart. The root is collected when the

plants are four years old, but it improves
in quality and size up to nine or ten years

of age. Plants of different ages are cultivated

in separate fields, so as to ensure a succession of

harvests each year.

Plants four years old yield 1^ to 2 tons of

dried root per acre, but full-grown plants at ten

years old will yield about 5 tons per acre.

The roots are dug up in July, or, if the

weather be fine, at any time up to October, and
for the first fortnight are exposed to a current

of air in wicker baskets in a covered shed, and
are then removed to a drying-room, where they

was always sound, having been examined at
Kiachta by agents of the Russian Government,
and the inferior pieces rejected ; but this quality
of Rhubarb has not been imported into this
country since 1663. Occasionally pieces of
Chinese Rhubarb are found brown and rotten at
the core, through too quick drying, although
the outer surface may be quite sound ; and it was
to ascertain if the pieces were sound at the core,
that the Russians always enlarged the holes-
made by the Chinese to insert string for hanging
the roots up to dry. For the same reason, at
the drug sales in this country a number of pieces
in each chest of Chinese Rhubarb are chopped
transversely, so as to show if they are sound
internally.

There is no doubt that the Chinese cultivate
different species of Rhubarb in different pro-
vinces on the .borders of Thibet. Rheum offi-

cinale is said' to be used in Szechuan and R.
palmatum var. tanghuticum in the neighbour-
hood of Tangut. Rheum Collinianum is also
stated to yield some of the Toot, but the species

RHEUM OFFICINALE IN FLOWER : CULTIVATED BY MESSRS. STAFFORD ALLEN AND SONS, LONG MELFORD, SUFFOLK.

"Chinese Rhubarb, but does not give such a
bright yellow powder as R. Rhaponticum. It has
•not hitherto been so carefully dried and does not
present so good an appearance as the Chinese
root, and has therefore not been able to compete
with it.

The successful cultivation of medicinal Rhu-
barb depends upon a well-drained, but not dry,
soil containing a sufficiency of lime. At Bodicott
the soil is a rich, red, friable loam, but in spots
where the soil remains damp the root is apt to
decay internally and ultimately to disappear.

The plant is always propagated from off-sets
•or lateral shoots. The large central root is more
correctly a root-stock, the upper portion having
the characteristics of a stem and producing
lateral buds which, when the plants are about
four years old, are of sufficient size to be de-
tached and made to form new plants. This is

done partly because time is saved, and also for
the reason that after a few years' cultivation
and the cutting off of the inflorescence, so as to
prevent the root becoming exhausted, the plant
ceases to flower or produce seed, so that it is

quite exceptional to see many flower-stalks in a

are heated gradually, but thoroughly, for about
six weeks in a current of warm air. This process
requires great care, since if the exterior be dried
too quickly the interior becomes dark-coloured
and rotten.

The central root-stock is either divided trans-
versely or longitudinally, according to size, the
longitudinal sections being known as "flats"
and the transverse sections as "rounds." The
large pieces find a principal market in the United
States.

The lateral or true roots are cut transversely
only and are known as " small rounds,'' and are
usually supplied in this country when English
Rhubarb is asked for ; the tapering ends, about
the size of a large forefinger, are sold as
"stick Rhubarb," and, being cheaper, are
chiefly used by herbalists. The pieces, when
dried, are trimmed so as to give them a
better appearance, and the trimmings ground
into powdered Rhubarb. In some cases the
larger pieces are bored with a rat's-tail

file to imitate the holes which are found
in the finest Chinese Rhubarb. This used to

come through Russia, and every piece of it

that yields the best Shensi Rhubarb has not yet
been identified.

The species used in China appear, however,
mostly to belong to plants with more or less

palmately-divided leaves. The elegant network
of white lines that characterises the Shensi
Rhubarb root is well shown in Goebel and
Kunze's work on Materia Medica, part II., tab.

1, figs. 2b and 3a. No root that has yet been
cultivated in Europe shows this remarkable
vedning. But so far as the medicinal activity of

the root is concerned there is no doubt that the

root of R. officinale prepared in this country
answers every purpose. That it could be dried

quite as well as the Chinese Rhubarb by means
of the machinery now used for drying Hops in

a rapid current of hot air is certain. There
is one difference between the English dried

root and the Chinese, in that in the latter

the bark of the root is removed. This has not

yet been done in this country, and it is thus pos-

sible to distinguish the two. Attention to this

matter would remove the shrunken appearance
which also characterises English Rhubarb as dis-

tinct from the Chinese drug. E. M. Holmes.
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NOTES ON FRENCH HORTICULTURE. NOTICES OF BOOKS.

TREATMENT OF PLANTS DESTINED
FOR FORCING.

The results of comparative experiments on
etherisation and on the "warm bath" treatment
of plants, communicated by M. Bultel to the

scientific section of the National Society of Horti-

culture show that the treated plants flower

earlier and more freely than untreated plants,

and give a larger yield of fruit. The trials were
carried out with Strawberries, and extended over

two years. In last year's experiments 200 plants,

subjected for forty-eight hours to ether vapour,

were brought into the forcing-house on Decem-
ber 17. Of these plants, 84 were in flower on

January 12, 47 on the 14th, and 19 on the 26th.

Another lot of 200 plants immersed in warm
water at a temperature of 35° C. (95° F.

)

for seven hours and brought into the forcing-

house on the same date (December 17), flowered

as follows :—52 plants on January 12, 67 on the

14th, and 44 on the 26th. An untreated lot of

100 plants was forced at the same time—com-

mencing on December 17. Of these, 5 plants

only were in flower on January 14, and 33 on the

26th. Moreover, of 140 etherised plants which
were grown on, 56 were bearing ripening (red)

fruits on February 25 ; of 150 plants which had
been immersed in the warm bath 55 had ripening

fruits on February 25 ; whereas of 61 untreated

plants none bore ripening fruits on that date.

The results show that both processes are effica-

cious for the Strawberry, and to an approxi-

mately equal degree.

The method used for immersing the pot plants

is as follows : A small plug of straw or hay is

wrapped round the collar of the plant to keep
the soil of the pot in place, and the pot, resting

on two supports, is inverted, so that all the

foliage of the Strawberry is immersed in the

warm water.

LIST OF CHRYSANTHEMUM SPORTS.*
The Journal of the National Society of Horti-

culture has published (March, 1914, p. 172) a list

of Chrysanthemum 6ports with notes on the

colours and the variety from which the sports

have severally arisen. Unfortunately, the list

does not give the colour of the sporting varieties.

Hence, on those who wish to use the list a

certain amount of research is imposed. I have

succeeded in 118 cases out of 187 in determining

the colour. The results of a comparison between

the sporting variety and the sport are as fol-

lows :
—

1. White or white flushed sports have arisen

from red, rose, magenta, blue, violet or mauve

;

but never from yellow.

2. Yellows, with a yellow or chamois ground,

constitute the most numerous sports (44). They
have arisen from white, and from various colour-

forms, such as rose, magenta, red, orange, etc.,

but especially from whites (14 cases), and rose-

lilacs (10 cases). Yellows appear never to have
arisen from plants with violet, lilac or mauve
coloured flowers. These latter give only red (in

three cases), rose (5), and white (3).

3. Yellows rarely throw coloured sports, and
even when they do the colour of the sport is

similar, though of different shade from that of

the variety which yields it. Thus in three 6ports

from yellows the colour is darker, and in two
oases the shade is slightly different-—e.g., bronze.

4. Apart from the production of white or rose

6ports, the colour of the sport is generally darker

than that of the variety which produced it.

Certain varieties have produced large numbers
of sports. For example, Baronne de Vinols, a

magenta, has thrown no fewer than sixteen

named sports of yellow, red, rose, purple, and
white colours. Next in sporting proclivity comes
Viviand Morel with 8 and Mrs. Ch. Harman
Payne with 6. A. M.
* Compare "Chrysanthemum Sport)," l»y the Rev. G*

Henalow, J. Roy. Hurt. Sue., lsnT-s, p. 5S7. —Eds.

Hardy Coniferae.
This richly-illustrated compendium of Gym-

nosperms (Pinaceae, Taxaceae, Gnetaceae) hardy
in Central Europe is by far the best and most
comprehensive book of its kind yet issued. It

is the joint work of a number of specialists,

edited by Count Silva Tarouca, and the illustra-

tions, original and reproduced from the best
sources, comprise every phase of the plant's life

from the seed to the fully-developed tree. The
editor himself treats of Conifers in landscape,
Camille Schneider of architectural associations,
Mr. E. H. Wilson of Chinese Conifers, illus-

trated by photographs of his own selection, and
Mr. A. Rehder of American Conifers, also with
original illustrations. The illustrations of ex-
ternal morphology are excellent, and in many
instances contain from twenty to thirty figures.

There is a chapter on injurious insects and
fungi, not illustrated. A very large section of
the book is devoted to selections for various pur-
poses, especially in relation to soils, situations,
climate, etc. The illustrations of specimen in-

insects that visit Primroses, as recorded in his
book on pollination, are not mentioned in the
essay on the fertilisation of that flower. Again,
but few observers of British butterflies can have
seen Camberwell Beauties " wrestle on high, like

gladiators." It seems strange, too, to find it

stated that the gorgeous colours of the under-
wings of moths " seem to serve no useful pur-
pose." One has but to disturb a Red Under-
wing in the daytime from a Willow trunk,
where its mottled upper wings rendered it

almost invisible, to find out how eagerly some
swallow or sparrow will hunt the bright red
flying insect as it zigzags to and fro over the
river. I have often laughed at the perplexity of
the bird, and the way it has flown hurriedly
round to the further side of the Willow on which
the moth at last settled, for immediately it
closes its wings, hiding the scarlet underwings,
it vanishes from its pursuer's sight. The bird
still looks for a 6carlet moth, and ignores the
triangular patch of mottled grey on the Willow
bark.

But throughout the book one can find little
pictures in words that recall the traits of living
things such as the little V-shaped wave runnin?

Fig. 146.

—

holly hill FLAGSTONE PATH LEADING TO THE ROCKERY.
(See p. 334.)

dividuals are almost exclusively Continental, and
new to English readers. W. B. B.

The Seasons.
The seventy-eight short essays collected in this

volume range in subject through most branches
of the animal and vegetable kingdoms. A glance

at their titles suggests that the proverb about
Jack of all trades being master of none should be
applicable here ; but as one turns from zoology
to botany, from birds' eggs to toadstools, from
the peak of Snowdon to the levels of the Norfolk
Broads, it is to find fresh instances of the accuracy
as well as the versatility of the writer's powers
of observation. It is true that experts in some
of these branches of science may find traces of

incomplete knowledge of the literature of their

special subject. Thus, Knuth's records of the

* Unseir Frrihui'l - Xiflrnti 7:. i\ Aiizi/eht, I'll,!, tend

Verwendumg olbr btkanntw in Mittelty/ropa in Frtitn
kultw'fshigm NadeUiSlzeT mit Einschlutz wn Ginkgo "*"/

Ephedra. Herausgegeben von Ernst Graf silva Tarouca.
Larue 8vo. pp. 800, with 807 illustrations in the text, six

uncoloured plates ami twelve coloured plates. Vienna,
P. Tempsky ; Leipzig, II. Freytag. 1913. Price 1S.70 mark.
Cloth.

t The Holt of the Statmt. A i k of Nature Essays. By
G. G. Pesmond. With \-i Illustrations in colour. (Duck-
worth and Co.) 5s. net.

rapidly towards the shore and then out again,

caused by a perch on the feed ; or of the robin.
" It is his garden. He sits in it where he will.

His man dug it while he watched." Again.
" When every blade of grass in this lane holds
a dewdrop none holds them half so prettily as
the half-closed blossoms of the Wood Sorrel."

Somehow the tone of the essays has an under-
current of sadness, and a realisation of the fleet-

ing nature of the year's pageant pervades most of

the records of its joys. The writer has rather
an elderly way of looking at things, perhaps
explained by a note in the preface that the book
embodies the impressions of a City-born man
now and then renewing former pleasures

among the birds and flowers. It is full, however,
of quiet charm, and should help many to seek
or recall the pleasures of country walks, the
main objective of which is to learn what i6 going
on through the roll of the seasons. Most of the
twelve colour plates are landscapes, reproduced
from water colours, and pleasantly soft in colour-

ing ; but two plates of butterflies and one of

birds' eggs, with many varieties shown on each,

look rather as though they had strayed from
t ext-books for the young. B. A. B.
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jfrhe Week'sWork.

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
By H. J. Chapman, Gardener to Mrs. Cookson,

Oakwood, Wylam-on-Tyne.

Summer - flowering Cypripediums.—
Cypripedium barbatum, C. Curtisii, C. callosum,

C. ciliolare, C. Lawrenceanum and their deriva-

tives are on the point of flowering. In the
majority of cases the blooms are exceedingly

durable, remaining for a long time in a good
condition, but the spikes should be removed
after the blooms have been expanded for a

reasonable time. The albino or green forms of

the coloured species are the most liable to

suffer exhaustion from this cause, as in the
majority of cases they are less vigorous in con-

stitution. The potting of these plants is best

done either when new growth develops or just

at the time when growth is completing and be-

fore there are any signs of flowers. The plants
are all shallow rooting and do not require so

much potting compost as those of the winter-
flowering section. The pots should be filled

to about one-half their depth with clean,

broken crocks. The compost suitable for most
of the tes&elate-leaved kinds consists of two
parts fibrous peat to one of finely-chopped
Sphagnum-moss, with sufficient sand and
broken crocks added to render the compost
porous. Almost all these Cypripediums make
continuous growth on a single rhizome. Back
growths are rarely produced, and as living roots

are rarely attached to them, these growths
gain sustenance from the front portion of the
plant. It is a good plan to examine the plants
a few weeks before potting, and to sever the
rhizome. This will induce the old growths to
produce new breaks, and the stock may thus be
increased or the specimen made larger. Cypri-
pedium niveum is one of the most admired
among the summer-flowering varieties. The
plants grow best in a situation of about 2 feet
from the roof-glass, in a structure where the
normal temperature ranges from 65° to 70°

throughout the year. They are potted in a
compost of turfy loam mixed with plenty of
lime rubble. The drainage should consist of old
lime broken into small pieces. Very little pot-
ting compost is necessary, as the roots mat
together near the surface. The compost is made
moderately firm when the plants are repotted.
It is not desirable to disturb the plants for re-

potting unless the compost is in an advanced
state of decomposition or the drainage becomes
deficient. During the active growing season
water is given by dipping the plants. Care
must be taken to prevent the water from reach-
ing above the base of the growth. In the
winter season they require no more root mois-
ture than is sufficient to keep the foliage in a
plump state.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
By W. Crump, Gardener to Earl Beauchamp, K.C.M.G.,

Madresfield Court, Worcestershire.

Spring Bedding.— It is time to consider the
clearing of the beds in the formal garden, with
their spring occupants, and a beginning must be
made with those of which the beautv shows
signs of vanishing. Polyanthus. Aubrietias, and
Daisies used as carpet plants should be pulled
to pieces, varieties selected to colour, and re-
planted in the reserve garden for next spring's
supplies. Wallflowers, Forget-me-nots (Myo-
sotis) and Alyssum saxatile are best grown an-
nually from seeds, a suitable place being the
frames which are at present sheltering the
summer bedders. Here they mav be shaded and
watered during their infancy." Always sow
thinly and the plants will become hardier than
those from thick, i rowded sowings. Hvacinths,
Tulips and other bulbs mav now be taken up
(with roots as intact as possible), labelled and
laid in a sunny position in the reserve garden
to ripen. Give one watering and Nature will
do the remainder. In June or July the bulbs
should be taken up and sorted into sizes, and

the largest bulbs placed in bags in a cool store

room, in readiness for woodland or copse plant-

ing next autumn. - It is very seldom that

bulbs, however well treated after being removed
from spring beds, can be depended upon for a

second year's results, and new bulbs can be
purchased in large quantities at fairly cheap
rates.

Climbers.— Clematis and other climbers should

have frequent attention as to training. Give all

possible room for extension to the C. montana
section belfore the plants become entwined in

tneir young growths. Jasmines, Wistarias,

Solanums and Ceanothus will require constant

attention.

Bedding Out.— It will now be safe to

bed out Pentstemons, Carnations, Lobelia

cardanalis, Marguerites, Alyssums, Geraniums,
{Salvias, Calceolarias (C. amplexicaulis excepted,

being somewhat tender), and Tree Carna-

tions, especially if the plants are properly

hardened off already by full exposure to

tho atmosphere. Everyone should try a few
beds or groups of Tree Carnations, struck and
grown specially for bedding out. This section

will probably in course of time supersede the old

border varieties by reason of its long continued

period of flowering. On the other hand the

border varieties grown in pots under the usual

Tree Carnation treatment are superior to those

grown under border treatment.

Helenium pumilum.— Where yellow Cal-

ceolarias will not grow this plant makes a really

good substitute, and keeps up a long summer
succession of bright yellow flowers. It may be
divided in the autumn and grown in the reserve

garden, but is also successful when divided in

the spring, using only the best outside portions

of the plant and sheltering them from bright,

hot sun and drying winds by the insertion of a

few Portugal Laurel or other evergreen branches.

Bamboos of all sections should be divided, as a

small stock of reserve plants is desirable to re-

place old plants. Bamboos flourish in light,

rich loam, with plenty of leaf-soil or humus.
Half a barrowful of well-rotted dung placed

deep down in the bottom of the hole before
planting is good for the plants. Give established

plants liberal annual top-dressings of rottei

manure, and in hot weather occasional soakings
of manure water.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
By W. Hedley Warren, Gardener to the Aston-Clinton
Park Estate (the Rt. Hon. Lord Rothschild), Buck-

inghamshire.

Vines.— Vineries in which the Grapes are ripe

should be ventilated freely both by night and
day, and the bunches examined occasionally

for the removal of faulty or decaying berries.

Be on the watch for the presence of red spider,

for if remedial measures are taken in time much
trouble and damage will be saved. If pure,

soft water is to be had syringing with this

is preferable to the common practice of applying
sulphur to the hot-water pjpes. The spraying
should be done during the evening or in the
early morning. If needs be the few leaves,

above the bunches can be sponged by hand.
Maintain the requisite temperature and proper
amount of atmospheric moisture in successional
houses where the berries are swelling towards
maturity. See that the lateral growths are not
crowded and attend to the work of stopping,
tying, and thinning the shoots of vines in later

houses. Examine the borders frequently, and
afford water copiously when moisture is needed.
Encourage pot vines that are intended to fruit
in 11 or 12-inch pots next season to grow
vigorously. When the rods have grown 7 or 8
feet long stop them, and aim at a gradual
ripening of the wood or the results will be un-
satisfactory. Young vines that have been
planted recently should be encouraged to grow
freely in a moist, brisk atmosphere. Keep the
roots regularly supplied with moisture. Allow
all lateral growth to develop freely, as the root
action will be in relation with the top growths.

Melons that are nearing the ripening stage
need careful management ; the ventilation of the
house is a matter that calls, for good judgment.
Carefully preserve the leaves from injury of

any kind, and see that they are exposed fully-
to the sunlight, for this is an important detail,
in ensuring good fruit. Successional plants,
require daily attention in the work of stop-
ping and training the shoots, remembering
always to allow the growths plenty of room.
Red spider and thrips must be destroyed as soon.
aA their presence is detected ; the foliage imme-
diately above or near to the hot-water pipes will
be the first to become infested with these pests.
Water plants that are growing in frames with
great caTe, and keep up the heat of the bed by
renewing the linings occasionally. Should:
there be any danger of the plants " going off

""

at the collar, heap fine charcoal around the base
of the stems, and do not let the water-can reach-
this part.

Cherries.— With the rapid development of
the fruit, careful attention must be paid to the-
watering of the roots, especially of pot trees.

When the stoning stage is passed the night tem-
perature may be increased, provided a little ven-
tilation is given. As soon as the fruit shows
signs of colouring cease syringing or the fruits
will split. The roots also may receive less water,
but not to the degree that will cause the foliage
to flag, or the fruit would shrivel.

Figs.— The fruits of the Brown Turkey
variety are ripening fast, therefore the roots-

should receive less moisture, and syringing
should be almost discontinued. The top ventila-

tors should not be closed entirely at any time
during the ripening period, 'but a circulation of
warm, dry air permitted both by day and night.

An occasional damping of the paths and staging
will afford, for the time being, all the moisture
necessary.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
By C. H. Cook, Gardener to the Earl of Derby,

Knowsley Hall, Lancashire.

Chrysanthemums.— The main batch of
plants should be shifted into 6-inch pots before
growth is checked through the roots being pot-

bound. Use a similar compost to that recom-
mended earlier in the season, with the addition

of a little bone-meal. Pot firmly and secure

each plant to a stake. Stand the plants almost

pot thick on an ash bottom previously dusted
with soot and spray them daily, keeping the

atmosphere rather close for a few days. If the

soil about the roots is moist, root-waterings will

not be necessary for some days. Dust the points

of young shoots with an insecticide as a pre-

ventive of green and black fly.

Fuchsias.— Plants growing in greenhouse
borders with shoots suspended from the rafters

should be top-dressed occasionally. Regulite
the growths to produce a natural appearance.

Specimen plants should be placed in larger pots,

the soil to consist of two parts loam, one part

rotted manure and a little leaf-mould and sand.

Pinch out the points of the shoots to make
shapely specimens. Plants raised from cuttings

last autumn are ready for transference to 7-inch

pots. Those intended for growing as standards

should have the side shoots removed, whilst for

pyramids secure the main shoot to a stake and
pinch out the points of the side shoots beyond
the first pair of leaves.

Climbers.— Such plants as Allamandas, Cissus

discolor, Dipladenias, Gloriosas, Stephanotis and
Hibiscus must receive close attention as regards

tying and thinning out weakly growths. Avoid
tying up climbers too stiffly or the natural effect

will be lost. A very light shading provided by
tiffany could be used during the brightest part

of the day and removed shortly after closing

the house, according to the strength of the sun.

For the next two months the night temperature
should be 68° to 70°, rising during the day to
80° and 85° with sun heat. Repot Justicia,

Scutellaria Mocciniana, Acalypha Sanderiana,

Clerodendron fallax, etc., before they become
potbound.

Hardwood Plants — Camellias and Azaleas
which have made their shoots should now re-

ceive a little ventilation, to prepare them for

standing outside at the end of next month to
ripen their wood. All growing plants, especially

hardwoods, must be regularly stopped. Speci-

mens coming into bloom may have a light
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shading. Tie the shoots of Hydrangeas, and

feed the plants twice weekly with a little ferti-

liser. Cut back all shrubs that are out of shape,

.and keep them rather close afterwards to get

good breaks. Repot those that require it, and
inure them gradually to outdoor temperature

before standing them outside.

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
By J. G. Weston, Gardener to Lady Northcote,

Eastwell Park, Kent.

Strawberries.—There is every prospect of

.a good Strawberry crop, for there are plenty of

strong trusses of bloom which are already well

above the foliage. If litter has not already been
placed along the rows this should be done at

once. But first sprinkle soot and lime around
the plants to ward off slugs and other insect

pests, and remove any weeds that are present.

A good layer of the litter should be used, suffi-

cient to protect the fruits from being splashed

with soil during times of rain. Have Teady the

nets for protecting the berries from birds so that

they may be placed in position directly the

fruits show signs of colouring. Wire netting

3 feet wide and of a small mesh should be fixed

around the outsides of the bed, the fish-netting

fastened on to this, and supported over the beds
either by wires stretched from posts or long,

thin green poles, called "binders." Nets
supported in this manner last much longer

than when allowed to rest on damp
ground, nor is there any need to remove
them until the crop is finished. Simply
placing the nets flat over the beds is the least

satisfactory way, as then the birds usually work
through the meshes, and the nets are liable to

Ijecome torn by being removed on each occa-

sion that fruit is gathered.

Early Runners.— Strawberries planted late

last season should not be allowed to fruit, but
encouraged to develop early runners. The
flower-trusses should be picked off directly they
appear in order to throw all the energies of the

plant into leaf-growth. Keep the surface soil

regularly but not deeply hoed, and do not allow

the plants to suffer from drought, as this would
give a check to growth.

Morello Cherries.— The trees have blos-

somed profusely and, given favourable weather
for a little longer, they should bear heavy
crops. The Morello Cherry should be disbudded
in the manner recommended for Peaches and
Nectarines. The cultural requirements are

.simple, and perhaps because of this the trees

are often accorded very indifferent treatment.

If the work of disbudding and stopping the

shoots is neglected in the spring the trees be-

come a dense mass of shoots, and are not only
much more difficult to keep free from insect

pests, but the fruit has little chance to de-

velop. But do not disbud too severely at first

;

if there are more shoots than required when the
training is done the superfluous ones may be
stopped at the third or fourth leaf to form
epurs. The finest fruits are produced on young
wood trained in each season to take the place of

the old fruiting branches. Allow each shoot
sufficient space to develop, for sunshine and air

should reach all parts of the tree. Watch for

the first appearance of aphis, which is usually

found directly after the blooming period. Spray
with a solution of Quassia and soft soap, or
some other insecticide, and afterwards wash the
trees thoroughly with clear water with the gar-

den engine. See that Cherry trees on walls do
not suffer from want of water at the roots,

•especially where the walls have glass copings.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By R. P. BROTHERSTON, Gardener to the Earl of

Haddington, Tyninghame, East Lothian.

Broad Beans.—A sowing of this vegetable
for late supplies may be made at once. Bank
soil against each side of the earlier crop to

steady the plants against high winds. Some of

the plants may be cut to within one foot of the
ground to succeed those left to crop, whilst the
tips may be pinched out of a few others to

hasten the crop—but only a few, because those
tinstopped will quickly catch them up.

Turnips.—To have nice sweet roots, break

the soil very finely and leave the surface some-

what loose before sowing. ' We must
_
expect

times of dry weather now, and the drills for

the seeds should be fairly moistened with soft

water an hour or so before sowing. Though
thin seeding is important, it is as well to allow

some of the seeds to fall on the sides of the

drill as well as in the bottom. This as a pre-

caution against the attacks of fly. A few drills

may be sown with Swedes for winter eating,

allowing these about 18 inches between the rows

and 9 inches between the plants in the rows.

Patience (Rumex magellanicus).— I pre-

sume this old esculent is now grown in very few

gardens, though at one time it was a ucual dish

at Eastertide. It comes into use rmich earlier

than Sorrel, and the flavour is so like that of

Son-el that when served as a cooked vegetable

one cannot be distinguishedi from the other.

Make a sc ring for supplies next year. The plant

is absolutely hardy and to succeed needs only to

be thinned out to foot spaces and kept clean.

Rampion.— This is another vegetable not fre-

quently found in gardens. Those who have
acquired a taste for the roots like to have
a supply for winter eating, and seeds for the

present year must be sown soon. My practice

is to make the ground very fine, stretch a line to

mark the rows, pat with the back of a spade
into the soil, and scatter the tiny seeds very
thinly therein. By drawing the back of the
spade along the surface the seeds will be covered
sufficiently. If the weather be dry subsequent
to sowing, mats laid along the rows will be ad-

vantageous to an equal germination. Shade of

this kind is much to be preferred to repeatedly

moistenins the ground. Allow the plants a

space of 12 by 9 inches.

THE APIARY.
By Chloris.

Removing Hives.— Those who are removing
hives to a new position must remember that it

is essential to stand them quite level, and for

this purpose it is best to use a spirit level. See
that the ground under and around the hives is

free of all weeds, so that it can be kept per-

fectly clean all the season.

Nucleus Swarming.— This is by far the
best method of securing increase, and those who
propose to adopt it should begin their prepara-
tions at once. By this method we have a fer-

tilised and fully -matured queen raised under the
very best conditions: further, a young and
vigorous queen causes the workers to work more
industriously, so more honey is gathered and
stored.

Method of Choosing a Colony for
Nucleus Swarming. -Choose a strong stock
headed by a queen that is two summers old,

very prolific, and whose offspring have been
noted for vigour, hardiness and industry. These
are the qualities transmitted by the queen,
while the drone influences the disposition. For
drones choose an equally good colony, intro-
duce drone comb into the centre of the brood-
chamber and resort to stimulative feeding, for

a queen always deposits more drone eggs when
there is a good supply of food. This careful

selection of colonies will perpetuate the best

qualities and prevent inbreeding. When drones
are hatching freelv insert a clean worker comb
in the centre of the brood-nest of the first hive
being stimulated. In this new comb the queen
will lav eggs, and in three days it should be
full. The queen at the end of this time must be
removed. She may be utilised in another hive,

as she will be too valuable to lose. Then re-

move all combs containing unsealed larvae, and
these may be utilised to strengthen weaker
colonies. The bees will be compelled to raise

queens from the eggs in the centre comb, and
we can assist them by enlarging the mouths
of the cells along the edge of the comb with a
conically-shaped stick which breaks down the
side wall and that below. A strip may be cut
off the lower part of the comb, and the lower
cells of the upper portion enlarged to form
queen-cells. In this way we shall secure from
10 to 30 queen-cells raised from eggs, not
larvae. The advantage lies in the. fact that the

former are copiously fed from the start, and
finer queens result. During the first eight or

nine days there should be plenty of nectar and
pollen coming in, otherwise artificial feeding

must be resorted to. Next take three combs
from a populous hive, one containing honey and
pollen and the other two brood. They may be

placed in an ordinary hive and kept separate by
a division board. The adhering bees should be
included, but care must be taken not to include

a queen. As the old bees will return to the old

hive shake off bees from two or three other

combs, so as to have not less than one quart of

bees. On the centre comb carefully secure a

queen-cell in the middle ; in doing so do not

shake the cells or the queen inside may be in-

jured. Cover the frames with a well-fitting

quilt, and reduce the entrances to prevent rob-

bing. In a few days the qneen will be hatched,

afterwards fertilised by selected drones, and a

week later laying. After the queen has hatched

add a comb of hatching brood, or the -whole of

the bees may leave with the queen when she

leaves for her mating trip, in which case all

the work will be lost.

THE "FRENCH" GARDEN.
By Paul Aqdatias.

Nursery Beds.— The first batch of Celery

and the whole of the Tomatos have been pricked

out, and the plants should receive ventilation

whenever the conditions are favourable. Frames
must be reserved to transplant the Tomatos a

second time in the last week of April, 100 per

light instead of 250 as at the first time. This
method results in strong, hardy plants, which do

not wither when set outside. Endive sown early

in March is pricked out on hot-beds. Where
only a few hundred plants are grown this may
be done in boxes, which are placed on the Melon
beds until the seedlings are well established,

after which they are transferred in cold frames

to be hardened off previous to planting out.

Further sowings are made as required in hot-

beds. Kidney Beans are becoming an import ant

summer crop in the " French " garden owing to

the irregular supply from the market gardeners.

The seeds are sovn in 60-sized pots, and germi-

nated in cold frames, where they receive ventila-

tion and light waterings as needed. They are

also covered at night with mats. The earliest

batch of Lettuces for the summer crop is now
sown. This is a very profitable crop in such

season as last year and 1911. Grown as a catch

crop they occupy small space, especially as only

batches of a few hundred plants are given at

regular intervals. The Cabbage Lettuce Vaux-
hall Defiance has given great satisfaction ; it

hearts and travels well. The favourite Cos
Lettuce is Paris White.

Manure Beds.— -All the frames and lights

have been transferred to the Melon quarter, and

the crops of Carrot!. Cauliflowers and Turnips

are growing fast. The plants should be watered

freely with the hose. Where plenty of room has

been allowed the Carrots may be pulled for

market, and the bed cleared as the work
proceeds.

Cloches on Beds.—The cloches have been

placed over the Cos Lettuces which were set out-

side them. Shading must be done very care-

fully. The plants will be ready for market within

8 or 10 days, and. as in the case of the first

crop, a bedshould be cleared at the same time.

See that the growth of Carrots, sown as a batch

crop, does not become drawn. In the places DM
viously occupied by the first batch of Cos Let-

tuces, Cauliflower are set from the February sow-

ing ; this crop follows those planted in the cold

beds late in July.

Cold Beds.— All the "Passion" Lettuces

should be disposed of within the next fortnight,

when the outeide crop will be ready. The beds

previously occupied with the variety " Little

Gott " are cleared of all frames and light-, and
where Cauliflowers only are grown the ground
should be hoed and a good layer of short manur*
spread over as a mulch. Carrot sown as an

inter-crop should be weeded carefully and watered

copiously. Remove the cloches from the Co- 1 , I

tuces, and see that the soil is kept moist to pro-

mote a quick grow th.
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EDITORIAL NOTICE.

ADVEBTISEMENTS should be sent to the
PTJBLISHEB, 41, Wellington Street,
Covent Garden, "WC-

Editors and Publisher. — Our correspondents

would obviate delay in obtaining answers to

their communications, and save us much time and
trouble, if they would kindly observe the notice

printed weekly to the effect that all letters relat-

ing to financial matters and to advertisements
should be addressed to the Publisher : and that

all communications intended for publication, or

referring to the Literary department, and all

plants to be named, should be directed to the

Editors. The two departments, Publishing and
Editorial, are distinct, and much unnecessary de-

lay and confusion arise when letters are mis-
directed,

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
TUESDAY, MAY 19—

I'jy. Hort. Soc. Spring Sh. at Roy. Hospital Gardens,
Chelsea (3 davs)'.

WEDNESDAY, MAY 20—
Roy. Xat. Tulip Soc. Sh. at Roy. Hospital Gardens,
Chelsea (2 davs).

THURSDAY, MAY 21—
B.G A. (Watford branch). Address by Mr. Cyril

Harding.
FRIDAY, MAY 22—

Royal Botanio Soc. lecture by Professor W. B. Bot-
tomley.

Average Mean Temperature for the ensuing week
deduced from observations during the last Fifty
Years at Greenwich, 53.9°.

Actual Temperatures :—
London, Wednesday, May 13 (6 p.m.). Max. 55°.

Min. 41°.

Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington Street.
Covent Garden, London, Thursday, May 14

(10 a.m.) : Bar. 29.8 ; Temp. 65°. Weather-
Bright Sunshine.

Provinces, Wednesday, May 13 : Max. 57°, Aber-
deen ; Min. 52°, Yarmouth.

6ALE8 FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
MONDAY—

70.000 Bedding Plants, at 158. Ravenscroft Road,
Beckenham, by Protheroe and Morris, at 12.

WEDNESDAY—
Liliums and other Hardy Bulbs at 12; Palms and
Plants. Tree Ferns, etc., at 5. Bv Protheroe and
Morris. 67 and 68, Cheapside, E.C."

Orchids, by order of Messr6. Sander and Sons, and
Mrs. Cookson. Bv Protheroe and Morris, at 1.

THURSDAY AND FRIDAY—
Greenhouse and other Plants, at The Nurseries,
Feltham. Middlesex, by order of. Messrs. J. Veitch
and Sons, Ltd., by Protheroe and Morris, at 12.

THURSDAY—
Orchids, by order of M. Jules Hye de Crom. Ghent ;

also Seedling Orchids. At 67 "and 68, Cheapside.
E.C., by Protheroe and Morris.

Of recent years much
Manganese as discussion has ranged
a Fertiliser. round the question

whether salts of man-
ganese are or are not capable of increasing

the yield of crops. Yet, in spite of the

discussion and of the very numerous ex-

periments made to test the action of salts

of manganese, no certain rule for the

guidance of the practical grower has been
enunciated. That this is so is due not to

shortcomings on the part of investigators,

but to the fact that soils differ so much from
one another, and are the seat of such com-
plex and contradictory chemical changes,
that results obtained with soils of one
kind differ absolutely from those obtained
when other soils are used. It is probable,
indeed, that the experimenters who have
been engaged in researches with mangan-
ese have been for the most part anxious to

obtain results of service to agriculturists,

and that this anxiety, so much in evidence
at the present time, has defeated the ob-

ject which they had in view. Nature only
answers simple questions, and the simple
questions in the present case have not yet—so far as we know—been put to her. It
is true that all plants contain manganese,
but it cannot be stated with certainty that
manganese is an essential constituent of
plants. It is also true, as Bertrand was
the first to show, that traces of man-

ganese play the part of activators of

the oxidation processes of soils and

plants ; but it cannot be asserted

that the acceleration of oxidation pro-

cesses is necessarily au advantage to

the plant. The plant, like the human til-

ler of the soil, has a labourer's stroke. It

must grow at its own rate, and in its

growth oxidation and reduction processes

alternate and reciprocate. Wherefore it

is probable that the curious and capricious

effects of manganese will be explained

only when investigators begin their inves-

tigations in a scientific spirit, and at the

beginning ascertaining first by the classic

methods whether a plant can do without

manganese, as the textbooks' omniscience

says it can, and whether the addition of

manganese to nutrient solutions of known
and varied compositions produces any

positive effect on growth. The most re-

cent investigations of the manganese prob-

lem, carried out by Messrs. Skinner and

Sullivan (Bull. 42,"U.S. Dept. of Agric),

raise our hopes at the outset, only to dash

them at the conclusion. The investiga-

tions are as thorough as they can well be.

They include experiments with pot-cul-

tures and field-cultures, but, nevertheless,

the conclusion to be drawn from them is

not decisive. Working with Wheat in pots of

unproductive sandy loam, Messrs. Skinner

and Sullivan find that manganese salts

—

chloride, sulphate, nitrate and carbonate

—all accelerate growth. The increase is

most marked in the case of soils treated

with manganese chloride, and almost as

great in the soil to which manganese sul-

phate is added. It is, moreover, con-

siderable, and up to a certain point pro-

gressive. The addition of 10, 25, and 50

parts of manganese chloride per million of

soil results in an increase of crop weight

of 19, 29 and 31 per cent. A further ad-

dition of the salt reduces the effect.

When, however, similar experiments were
conducted with a productive loam the re-

sult of adding manganese salts was negli-

gible—the plants grew as well in the

normal as in the treated soil. Experi-

ments made with extracts of soils similar

to those used in the previous tests show
that in the case of Wheat plants grown
in the soil solution from the sandy loam the

oxidation power of the plant is increased by
the addition of manganese salts, and that

in the case of Wheat grown in the extract

from a productive loam it is not.

Thus it would appear that in a poor soil

the addition of small quantities of man-
ganese chlorid'e or sulphate is likely to

lead to increased growth, but that on a

fertile soil to add manganese salts is

waste of time and money. Unfortunately
the field trial made by Messrs. Skinner
and Sullivan, though it does not neces-

sarily invalidate this conclusion, does
not lend it support. Various crops, Wheat,
Rye, Corn, Cowpeas and Potatos, were
grown on a silty clay loam, low in organic
matter. The physical condition of the soil

was rather poor, and the soil was lime-
hungry. The result was that in the case
of most of the crops the addition of man-
ganese (in the form of sulphate) did not
produce any beneficial effect.

The experiments are to be continued,

and the acid state of the soil having been
remedied by the application of lime, it

may well be that the next few years will

tell a different experimental tale. In the

meantime the enterprising gardener may,
if his soil be very poor, try the effect of

giving it a very moderate dose of mangan-
ese chloride or sulphate, but if it be of

good heart he had better leave it alone so

far as manganese manuring is concerned.

Coloured Supplement.— The subject of

the Coloured Plate to be published with the next
issue is Collerette Dahlia "Tuskar."

R.H.S. Chelsea Show.— The Spring Exhi-
bition of the Royal Horticultural 'Society, which
will be held in the grounds attached to the Royal
Hospital, Chelsea, on the 19th, 20th, and 21st

inst., promises to be even more successful than
that of last year. Her Majesty Queen Alex-
andra will visit the show on Tuesday, the 19th

inst., an honour of which all horticulturists will

be sensible. A few alterations and improvements
have been made in the arrangements. The large

tent is to be slightly enlarged, and all exhibits

are to be grouped on the ground. The area

covered by this tent will now be 275 feet

by 300 feet, and the dimensions of the

other two tents will be 300 feet by 35
feet and 300 feet by 70 feet respectively.

In these two tents the exhibits will be
staged on tables. New gravel paths are to be
laid down between the tents and the outdoor
groups, which will much improve the general'

effect. The Orchids are to be shown in the large

tent, space being reserved for them at the north
and south ends. The rock gardens will be
arranged near the fence at the Embankment end.

The whole of the central avenue is being utilised,

from one end to the other. The water supply,
which is so necessary for keeping the plants in

good condition, to say nothing of the require-

ments of the rock and water gardens, has been
well provided for and will be laid on in every
part of the grounds. A new second-class refresh-

ment tent has been erected, and also a tent for

the exhibitors' assistants, which was much
needed. The new plants will be shown all to-

gether on one table ; their position will be in the

second-sized tent. In the sundries tent there

will be a special exhibition of painting6 of

flowers, gardens, and other floral and horticul-

tural subjects

Professor Bateson on Double Flowers.
—On the 5th inst. Professor Bateson delivered a

lecture on "Double Flowers" at the Royal
Institution. He noted the interesting fact that

in certain Natural Orders, among which are the

Labiatae, the Boraginaoeae, and the Gentian-

aceae, no doubling has occurred. Of the many
forms of doubling the commonest is petalody, in

which* the anthers or other organs are changed
into the likeness of petals. Another kind of

doubleness is seen in Lobelia, in which each petal

is divided. Both these forms occur together in

the Paeony. The inheritance of doubling has
been much studied in recent years, and it has
been shown that in general, doubleness is reces-

sive to singleness. But there are cases in which
the heterozygote exhibits a certain degree of

doubleness. For instance, in Campanula persici-

folia the commonly grown double form is a

heterozygote, and throws both singles and very
full doubles, which are sterile. The Carnation
behaves in a somewhat similar manner, for the

heterozygote form is double, and throws both
singles and the full double which bursts the

calyx. The double Stock, which is completely
sterile, has been investigated by Miss Saunders.
She has found that there are certain strains of

singles which throw doubles and singles in the
proportion of 9 double, 7 single. By cross-

ing these heterozygous strains with the pure
breeding singles, it was found that the pollen
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of the former is all carrying doubleness, whereas

the ovules are of two kinds, some carrying

doubleness and others singleness. Miss

Saunders has also investigated the double

Petunia, which is sterile on the female side, but

bears pollen. The doubles are always obtained

by fertilising the singles with pollen from the

doubles, and as yet no exception has been found

to the rule that singles thus fertilised give both

singles and doubles. Professor Bateson then

gave a short account of some experiments on
the inheritance of doubleness and sex in Begonia
and in Tropaeclum.

Hospital Egg Week.—The secretary asks

us to remind readers that the collection of new-

laid eggs for the hospitals ends on the 19th

inst. The eggs should be sent to 154, Fleet

Street, London, carefully packed and carriage

paid. All boxes used will be returned on re-

quest. Supplies of labels for despatchings eggs

will be sent on application.

Perpetual-Flowering Carnation So-
ciety.— The annual dinner of the Perpetual-

flowering Carnation Society will be held in the

Holborn Restaurant on the 20th inst. (the second

day of R.H.S. Chelsea. Show), at 6.30 p.m.

National Dahlia Society.— The National

Dahlia .Society, with which is incorporated the

London Dahlia Union, will hold its annual exhi-

bition on Wednesday and Thursday, September
16 and 17, at the Crystal Palace, Sydenham.
The hon. secretary is Mr. J. B. Riding, Forest

Side, Chingford.

New Public Garden at Kensal Town.—
The new open space at Kensal Town, presented

to the public by Mr. Emslie J. Horniman, J.P.,

will be opened, at 3.30 p.m., on Wednesday, the

20th inst., by the Right Hon. the Viscount Peel,
chairman of the London County Council. The
land is about one acre in extent, and has been

laid out partly as a children's playground' and
partly as a " Japanese " garden. A sand pit for

children has been provided. The garden, which
is to be known as the Emslie Horniman
Pleasance, is situated in a densely populated

district.

Royal Gardeners' Orphan Fund.— The
twenty-sixth annual dinner of the friends and
supporters of the Royal Gardeners' Orphan Fund
will take place at the Hotel Cecil on Thursday.
May 21, at 6.30 for 7 p.m. Baron Bruno
Schroder will preside. The secretary

(Mr. Brian Wynne, 19, Bedford Chambers,
Covent Garden, W.C.), will be pleased to receivo

at once the names of any visitors to the Chelsea
show who would like to be present at the dinner.

Winter Spraying with Nitrates.—From
experiments carried out by Messrs. Ballard and
Volck in California (see Journal of Agricultural

Research, Washington, Vol. I., No. 5), it

appears that dormant fruit trees sprayed with
nitrate of soda may be caused to blossom pre-

cociously. Thus in one experiment 7 12-year-

old Apple trees were sprayed on February 2 with
nitrate of soda (50 lb.), caustic potash (7 lb.), and
water (50 gallons), with the result that the trees

blossomed two weeks earlier than did unsprayed
similar trees. The effect of the spray appears
to have been confined to the flowers, the time of

appearance of foliage not having been affected

by the spray. Even more remarkable than the

hastening of blossoming was the effect of the

winter " food " spray on the yield. It is claimed

by Messrs. Ballard and Volck that the nitrate-

sprayed plants yielded five times as much fruit

as was produced by the unsprayed trees. Subse-

quent experiments show that the forcing effect

is less when a weaker strength of nitrate of soda
is used, or when the caustic potash—added ori-

ginally as an insecticide—is omitted. On the

other hand, nitrate of 6oda (1 lb.) and oxalic acid

(2-5 lb.) produced a similar effect to that of
irtrate of soda and caustic potash. Lime nitrate

and lime cyanamid were also used, and each was

effective in producing early flowering. Further-

more, the autihors claim that the forcing effect is

continued—albeit less markedly—in the second

season after the spray has been applied. Various

growers in America have put this method of

spraying to the test. In one case—of

Sweet Cherries—the evidence for precocity

of flowering was only partial, and no effect

on crop production was noticed. In another

experiment Pears were sprayed—on this occa-

sion with nitrate of soda (1 lb. per gallon)

mixed with lime sulphur (1.9). The rows thus

sprayed came into bloom about a week earlier

than those treated with lime-sulphur only. ' The
crops on both plot* were full ones. Taking the

results as they stand, and examining them critic-

ally but in no unfriendly spirit, we cannot say

that we are convinced of their conclusiveness.

They certainly give ground for believing that the

nitrate of soda spray does hasten blossoming

time, but the evidence that the yield is increased

i6 not sufficient to justify acceptance of a con-

clusion of such importance. From the practical

point of view we fear that nitrate spraying will

not help the commercial fruit-grower, for the

dangers attendant upon early flowering are

serious. On the other hand, if further experi-

ments confirm the conclusions reached by Messrs.

Ballard and Volck, these investigators will de-

serve the great credit of having put into the

hands of horticulturists a method capable of very

wide application. Anyone with a taste for ex-

perimentation might well test the matter by try-

ing the effect of nitrate spraying on fruits grown

under glass. For such an experiment, however,

we disclaim in advance all responsibility, since

we cannot say whether—as suggested in these

pages recently by Southern Grower — so

strong a solution as 1 lb. per gallon of nitrate of

soda might not do harm even to dormant buds.

Making Cut Flowers Last.—Useful hints

on prolonging the life of cut flowers are given

by Mr. S. L. Bastin in the May number of the

Agricultural Economist and Horticultural

Review. Among these hints is the following:—
" For flowers which are really old add a little

camphor to boiling water and stand the stalks

of the flowers therein." It would appear

that flowers almost dead may be revived

by this plan. For despatching flowers by rail

wooden boxes are better than those of cardboard

and tin boxes are best. Tight packing is better

than loose packing, and it is best not to sprinkle

any water on the flowers in boxes.

Leonardslee and Sussex Charities.—
Sir E. Loder will open the gardens at Leonards-

lee, Horsham, in aid of Sussex charities

on Tuesday and Thursday, May 26 and 28,

from 2 p.m. to 7 p.m. The fee for en-

trance will be Is. We are confident that

Sir E. Loder's generous act will attract large

numbers of visitors to Leonardslee, the fame of

which is world-wide. The gardens are about seven

miles from Horsham, which station is reached

from London (Victoria) in about an hour. It is

no exaggeration to say that no garden scenes in

England are more lovely than those presented by
Leonardslee. The natural beauties of the 6ite,

the skill in cultivation, and the great variety of

the plants make upon the visitor to Leonardslee

an impression never to be forgotten. At

the present time the Rhododendrons—many
of them seedlings of Sir Edmund's raising—are

among the most impressively beautiful of the

plants in flower. In no garden is the principle

ars est celare arlem more completely carried into

effect; each plant grows, not constrained in a

bed, but, as it would seem, where it has sprung

up naturally, and the juxtaposition of native and

exotic trees and shrubs suggests the rich variety

of a tropical forest where no two neighbouring

tTees are alike. Sir Edmund's interest in his

plants is as extensive as the gardens themselves,

and visitors who have the fortune to be shown

round by Sir Edmund carry away with them not

only memories of loveliness, but a wealth of new

knowledge which renders them not only grateful

but also very humble. As is well known, Sir

Edmund Loder is a great naturalist as well as
horticulturist, and it isaii added delight for the
visitor to come upon groups of wallaby, herds of

kangaroo, colonies of prairie dogs, all enjoying
as much freedom a6 in their homes. It is by no
mean6 our present purpose to describe even in

outline the horticultural features of Leonardslee,
but only to say enough to make it clear to every
lover of wild gardens and beautiful scenes that it

is no less in his own interests than in those of the
Sussex charities that he should take advantage
of Sir Edmund Loder's kind invitation and
make pilgrimage to Leonardslee on May 26 and
28—one day is far too brief, and he who goes

on the 26th will undoubtedly want to go again
on the 28th. At all events, that "was the unani-

mous verdict of those members of the Council of

the R.H.S. who. at the invitation of Sir Edmund,
visited Leonardslee about a week ago.

Chinese Trees and Shrubs.— In his in-

teresting lecture to the members of the Royal
Horticultural Society, Mr. Bean cited figures

which demonstrate the wonderful thoroughness
of Mr. Wilson's explorations in China. As the
results of his three expeditions Wilson has in-

troduced no fewer than 1,500 plants—as seeds or

cuttings. Of this number four are those of new
genera and 400 are new species. The horticul-

tural value of Wilson's introductions may be
gauged by the fact that nearly 100 have already

received either a F.C.C. or Award of Merit.

Besides enumerating the many plants which have

proved valuable acquisitions to our gardens, Mr.
Bean showed how Wilson's botanical explora-

tions have confirmed the remarkable fact of the

similarity between the floras of North-ea6t Asian
and Atlantic American plant*. The facts of such

similarity of flora require us to suppese that in

pre-glacial times there was a considerable land

connection between the continents, and that

when plants were driven southward by the

gradual onset of lower temperatures, those which
took the American route were constrained by the

range of the Rocky Mountains to deflect their

course : in short, the Rockies acted like the
" points" of a railroad, and instead of allowing

the plants to rim directly southward along the

Pacific side, shunted them across to the Atlantic

track. As examples of this discontinuity of dis-

tribution and of the corresponding species of

China and America, Mr. Bean mentioned the

Tulip Tree. Until the discovery of a Chinese

species of Liriodendron by Wilson the only

known member of the genus wa6 the well-known

L. tulipifera of North America. Other examples

of correspondence are 'Sassafras, of which one

species, S. officinale—the Sassafras tree—is

American, and another discovered by Wilson is

Chinese : Symphoricarpus, with North American
species extending so far 60uth as Mexico, and
now also with Chinese species. Another scien-

tific aspect of Wilson's work which was dwelt

upon by Mr. Bean is the need for revision of our

opinion with Tespect to the distribution of the

Rhododendron. Hooker's exploration of the

Himalayas led to the natural belief that in those

mountains the largest- numbers of this genus are

aggregated. Wilson's collections show, however,

that this claim must be withdrawn in favour of

that of West and South-west China, which

possess an aggregate of about 170 species.

Potato Crop in 1913.— The Board of

Agriculture has now published the statistics of

agricultural productions for the year 1913, and
we learn that the estimated average yield per

acre of Potato* was 6.55 tons, exceeding the aver-

age of the previous decade by 0.57 ton. This

result in England and Wales has been exceeded

in only four previous seasons since the produce

returns were first collected, and the effect, with

the relatively large acreage under Potatos, was

to give the largest total production of England

and Wales which ha* yet been recorded. This

total, 2,894,655 tons, was 324,000 tons more than
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the decennial average production and about
26,000 tons above the previous largest crop in

1908. Only 13 counties in England and Wales
returned lower yields than usual ; the best results

were in the east and north-east of England,
and the least satisfactory in the south-west. On
the 76,000 acres planted in Lincoln the yield was
four-fifths of a ton above average ; in Cambridge
(including the Isle of Ely) the crop on 33.000

acres was 1 2-5 tons above average ; on 24,000

acres in the West Riding and 46,000 acres in

Lancashire the excess was about three-fifths of a

ton, though on 24,000 acres in Cheshire the crop
yielded oniy one-fifth of a ton more than usual.

HOLLY HILL, BUCKINGHAMSHIRE.
{See Fig. lJfB and Supplementary Illustration.)

Not far from the beautiful old 1 parish church
of Stoke Poges, immortalised by the poet Gray,

age and proper cultivation luxuriant growth
results. Knowing full well that first impressions
are abiding, the entrance received early at-

tention, 'the carriage-drive is short, but so

well have the curves and planting been treated

that this is not readily apparent, and there is

but little suggestion of the residence until the

forecourt is reached. A paved terrace adds
dignity to the garden front of the house, and also

provides a pleasant promenade, from which, over
the tops of the Elms, Beeches, and Oaks which
stud the distant valley, a good view of Windsor
Castle and its surroundings is obtained.

The flower-beds, just wide enough to allow of

effective planting, are gay with Wallflowers,

which next month are to be replaced by a colour

scheme in, Antirrhinums, and the house is fast

becoming furnished with climbers, which,
r though growing almost rampantly, ripen so

thoroughly in this sunny aspect that flowering

is abundant. Several plants of Ceanothus
Veitchianus are smothered with filmy blue

Fig. 147.- -RHODODENDRON SEARSIAE : FLOWERS PALE PURPLE.
(See p. 335.)

whose Elegy was written in its churchyard,
stands the Buckinghamshire home of Mr. W. A.
Judd. Holly Hill boasts of no ancient associa-

tions. Seven years ago, when Mr. and Mrs.
Judd took possession, it was a small house used
as a summer retreat by the previous owners. Of
gardening, except an undulating lawn, a few
flower beds and a large kitchen garden, there
was none. Yet most of southern Buckingham-
shire makes good garden land, and this estate is

no exception to the rule. Mr. Judd concerned
himself with enlarging and modernising the
house, whilst Mrs. Judd turned her attention to
garden-making, and, as she is possessed of ar-
tistic feeling, unflagging energy, and an intuitive
knowledge of the right course to adopt, an ordi-

nary uninteresting country residence has been
transformed into a very beautiful pleasaunce.
Holly Hill lent itself kindly to this transforma-
tion ; the estate slopes gently to the south,
it is framed with the rich umbrageous
foliage which has given the county a
world-wide feme, and although the subsoil is

heavy clay and retentive of water, with drain-

flowers, and amongst these numerous bees make
a drowsy hum. The Heath-like shrub, Fabiana
imbricata, which one associates with the
western counties, is also in full bloom, and in

a sheltered south-west corner Plumbago capen-

sis promises abundant bunches of blossoms in

the coming summer and autumn. Sprays of

climbing Roses, pushing out from amongst small-

leaved Ivies and Clematises, are capped with

red -flushed flower buds.

Immediately below the terrace is a spacious

tennis-lawn, terminating in a broad herbaceous

border, where pillar Roses add their rich beauty
to the border display. On the right are shady
trees margined' with beds of Rhododendrons, in

which the white, bell-like flowers of Solomon's
Seal show up in contrast with the dark foliage.

Amongst the Rhododendrons may be seen

stout stems of Lilium candidum and spikes
of Foxgloves, for summer and autumn beauty.
Away to the left, past a splendid Bay
tree and a rockery nook rich in spring
flowers, is the Dutch garden and Rosary,
which are shown in the Supplementary

Illustration—but now more furnished than when
the photograph was taken. Only red and pink Roses
are used, and the beds contain distinct varie-
ties. The principal sorts are General McArthur.
Hugh Dickson, Richmond, La Tosca, Madame
Abel Ohatenay, and Caroline Testout. On the
pillars the same scheme is observed, and here it

is Hiawatha and Dorothy Perkins, associated
with Jackmannii Clematises, which yield a pro
fusion of bloom. In the Dutch garden the
Marliac Nymphaea6, around the leaden water-
sprite, have become strong and vigorous, and
stud the surface with rich blooms. A bordering
of Sedum spectabile bearing trusses of rose-
purple flowers against the dark Yew background
provides a charming summer effect, and 1 various
lowly herbs relieve the broad paving. On the
southern side, in a low and informal rockery
(see fig. 146), Campanulas, Alyssums, Aubrietias,
Saxifrages, and many other Alpines increase and
multiply, and bloom profusely. The companion
herbaceous border, where pink Galegas, rosy
Pentstemons, and golden Heleniums make
charming feature, is to be replaced by an exten-
sion of the rockery and canal, so as to be more
in keeping with the paved walk.

When Mr..^,nd Mrs. Judd acquired the pro-
perty there was a large kitchen garden at-

tached to the residence. This necessary feature

was almost as ugiy as the kitchen garden at its

worst can be. Two long gravel walks divided
it into four squares, which were again divided
with geometrical precision, making it a severely
utilitarian garden, easy to work, and productive
of splendid vegetables, but, except to the gour-
mand, devoid' of interest. As is nearly always
the case, there were a few redeeming features.
At Holly Hill these were a beautiful old standard
Cherry, a couple of large, round-headed Stone's
Apple trees, and an ancient prostrate Lavender,
all of which Mrs. Judd at once decided to cherish
and to "work around." The old Lavender bush,
weighted down by the growth of ages, and with
rugged, twisted, moss-grown stems, looking
like a gnarled, prostrate Juniper, is now
a fascinating corner piece of the broad flower
borders, which stretch down and across the
garden. At the present season German Irises,

Lupins, Anchusas, Violas, Forget-me-nots, and
Alyssum saxatile, with batches of Darwin Tulips
flaunting their gorgeous colours just behind large
patches of silvery-foliaged Pinks, make a very
attractive display, and for a later blossoming
there are goodly clumps of Delphiniums, Day
Lilies, Veronicas, Erigerons, Canterbury Bells,

Sweet Williams, and a host of other summer
and autumn flowers, which will continue the
display.

There is still a targe portion of the ground
devoted to kitchen garden crops, and in this
sunny, southern slope the edible Peas are already
in flower, and rows of strong Sweet Peas pro-
mise to be magnificent. On an eastern wall
Peaches, Plums, and Apricots are carrying such
heavy crops that severe thinning has been neces-
sary. In the glass department the came skilful

attention is apparent. The houses of Muscat,
Black Hamburgh, and Black Alicante Grapes,
contain large, well-balanced bunches of splendid

appearance. For furnishing the conservatory and
for house decoration there are healthy batches of

Gloxinias, Gesneras, Achimenes, Begonias, Jus-
ticia carnea, Ferns, and Orchids, which will be
valuable throughout the summer. The conser-

vatory attached to the residence is gay with
Schizanthuses, Stocks, Hydrangeas, Canterbury
Bells, Justicia carnea. Primula obconica, and
Larkspur Webb's Carmine ; whilst from the
roof hang rich yellow Marechal Niel Roses of
unusual size and beauty. In this southern aspect
shade in summer is essential, and the position of

the structure precludes the use of blinds or stip-

pling, but Mr. J. E Wheeler, the enthusiastic
and very capable gardener, overcomes the diffi-

culty by training a Clematis montana over the
roof, thus combining beautv with utility.

A. C. B.
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RHODODENDRON SEARSIAE.

There appear to be a considerable number of

small-sized species among the Chinese Rhododen-
drons, and it is fortunate that cultivators are

not blinded to their charms by the magnificence
of the giants of the genus, whose progeny are

represented by the popular garden sorts. There
is room in horticulture for both. One of the
best of the Chinese introductions is R. raoe-

mosum, but it has taken us about twenty years
to discover its merits as a hardy free-flowering

shrub. When this species first flowered in 1892

it was described as a small Box-like shrub, 6

inches high, with loose terminal heads of pinkish

flowers nearly 1 inch across, and not unlike some
of the forms of R. parviflorum. There are

fine bushes of it now 5 feet high, and when in

flower they are as showy as the Japanese R.
amoenum, and of a more pleasing colour. The
pretty little R. nigro-punctatum has been the de-

light of not a few gardeners this spring, its

clusters of violet-blue flowers being a new feature

among Rhododendrons. Patience is required
with the small-flowered species ; we must wait
until they have grown to something like full size

before passing judgment upon them as garden
plants. Fig. 147 illustrates one of the latest of

them to flower, which was exhibited at the
R.H.S. meeting on April 21. 1914, by Mr. Reuthe,
to whom we are indebted for the specimen.

R. Searsiae belongs to the Lepidota section of

the genus, which is characterised by having
flowers from terminal buds, corolla campanulate
or 'funnel shaped, medium-sized, and smallish

leaves, lepidote or hairy. To this section belong
R. Hanceanum and R. ambiguum, both yellow
flowered, and in cultivation ; also R. polylepis

(Harrovianum) and R. concinnum (coombense),
which have purple flowers, and are both figured

in recent volumes of the Botanical Magazine
(tabs. 8,309 and 8,280). R. Searsiae was named
by Wilson in compliment to " Sarah Choate
Sears, artist, successful cultivator and lover of

flowers." It is described in Plantae Wilsonianae

as a shrub 2 to 5 metres high, with
slender branches, covered when young with
brown scales; leaves thin, leathery, lanceo-

late, margins revolute, 2 to 4 inches long,

dark green above, at first scaly, afterwards
glabrous, glaucous beneath

;
petioles purplish :

flowers 4 to 8 in terminal umbels, with short

pedicels, shallow, campanulate, 5 lobed corolla

nearly 2 inches across, white or pale purple

;

stamens 10, longer than the corolla ; style and
stigma purple. A native of Western Szechtmi_
where it grows in thickets at an altitude of 2.300-

2,800 metres, it was collected in flower in June,
1908. In the same section, and therefore nearly

related to R. Searsiae, are R. Augustinii, now
fairly well known in cultivation, and R. moupin-
ense, a figure of which will be found in this

volume, p. 133 ; the latter has small leaves and
fragrant white flowers, and is a most promising
plant for the rock garden. II*. It*.

garden greenhouses, and two other comparatively
new species, both natives of China, but not
known to be in cultivation. The genus belongs
to the Buxaceae, and is most nearly allied to

Sarcococca and Buxus, though it differs widely
in appearance from both. It has capsular fruit

like Buxus, but the leaves are alternate instead

of opposite, and Sarcococca stands alone, because
of its baccate fruit. The flowers are monoecious,
the pistillate and staminate on the same spike.

The sepals are four, the stamens four, opposite

the sepals, the filaments thick, and long, exserted.

The present species is of spreading habit, and
as the spikes of flowers are borne near the stem
bases, the general effect is that of a central

flowering area, with a ring of foliage outside.

The stems are about 9 inches long, stout

and unbranched ; the leaves are 2-4 inches long,

ovate, oval, or obovate, obtuse or acute at the

apex, coarsely dentate, or in some cases entire,

narrowed at the base into a petiole, either

shorter than the blade or about equal to it

;

the spikes are one or several in the axils of the

lower scales, densely, many-flowered, 2-3 inches

long, the greater part of the lengths with stam-

PACHYSANDRA PROCUMBENS.

Pachysandra procumbens (fig. 148) is one of
the most interesting and pretty of rare herbace-
ous plants and is quite novel in character. Its at-

tractiveness is mainly due to the thickened white
filaments, though the dark bronzy leaves, which
form a fine contrast to the flower spikes, are
very handsome. The habit of the plant is

well shown in the illustration, which is

reproduced from a photograph taken in the
Botanic Gardens here, where the plant forms a

tuft about 2 feet across. The popular name is the

Alleghany Mountain Spurge, but it is a native
also of Carolina and Kentucky. There are three
other species, P. terminalis, a useful diminutive
shrub for the rockery, which, in its variegated
form, is not infrequently found in botanic

A specimen of V. Hulkeana, however, sent by
a correspondent showed the young leaves and
growing points dry and withered, and the under
surfaces of the leaves entirely covered with a
dingy white mildew, which on examination
proved to be Peronospora grisea. It is highly
probable that this Peronospora will, now it has
acquired the power of attacking exotic species,
prove a very serious pest to cultivated species of
Veronica, as there is no reason to doubt its

ability to spread to other species of this genus.
In V. Hulkeana the fungus appears to attack only
the young shoots and leaves, which are speedily
killed outright, consequently the increase in size

of the bush is checked. On the other hand, it is

not uncommon to see plants of V. Chamaedrys or

V. Beccabunga having the under surface of

almost every leaf covered with a delicate dingy
white mildew, yet the plant is not killed, nor, it

appears, very much inconvenienced.
This is another illustration of the well-known

fact that a fungus on first attacking a new host
causes serious injury, whereas it often does but
little damage to a host to which it has long been
accustomed. In future everyone wishing to grow

Fig. 148.

—

pachysandra procumbens—the alleghany mountain spurge.

inato flowers, the pistillate, with comparatively
large fleshy spreading styles, a few only towards
the base ; the filaments are from a third" to

nearly half an inch long. The flowers are pro-

duced in April and are fragrant. There is a

figure in the Botanical Magazine, tab. 1964.

The culture of the plant is quite simple. Cut-

tings would no doubt strike, but most con-

veniently perhaps it may be divided. It grows
in woods, so that some shade is no doubt desir-

able. It is here fairly in the open, but with the

shadow of trees passing over it. It. Irwin Lynch,
Botanic Gardens, Cambridge.

Veronicas should exercise the precaution of

keeping down all weeds belouging to the order

Scrophulariaceae. /.' MasSi i

.

DISEASE OF VERONICAS.

Among some plant diseases sent to the

Gardeners' Chronicle for identification recently

was one which possesses considerable interest.

The fungus in question, Peronospora grisea, de

Bary, has hitherto been thought to be Strictly

confined to various wild species of Veronica,

being of common occurrence on the leaves of V.
Chamaedrys. V. atrrestis, and V. Beccabunga, etc.

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
(The Editors do not hold themsilees responsible for

the opinions expressed by correspondents.)

The Beauty of Fruit Blossom.—There
are two periods of the season when, to
my taste, an old-fashioned garden, with an
orchard attached, is more beautiful than at any
other time. The Girsi is when Cherries, including
Double Cherries, and Pears are in full bloom ;

and the second, closely following, is when Lilac,

Laburnum, Guelder Ruses, and Apples are. in

full beauty, if they are so at the same
time, as is the case this season. Piume
full bloom make a charming off-hand sight,

but ou close observation are not nearly
so beautiful as Apples, Cherries, or even Pears.

Apple-blossom, in my opinion, is pre-eminent,
particularly that <>f varieties which are most
pink, smh as Lord Derby, Domino, Cox's Orange
Pippin. Charles lloss, I'lcnhci'ii Pippin, Mr,
Gladstone, Irish Peach, and Allington Pippin.
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Beauty of Bath is gorgeous from its thick and

large bunches of bloom, but is not deeply tinted,

while Worcester Pearmain is the least prettily

coloured of any Apple that I grow. The display

is most striking in the cases of varieties which

naturally grow symmetrically, and blossom on

short natural spurs along the branches. Southern

Grower.

Peach Leaf Curl or Blister.-I was

much interested in Mr. J. Gardener's note on

p. 319 of your last issue. I should like to know

if Mr. Gardner sprayed the whole of his Peach

trees on the outside walls, for if all were treated

the test cannot be regarded as conclusive, as

alternate trees should have been left unsprayed.

Some few years ago the Peach and Nectarine

trees on the outside walls here were very badly

attacked by "blister" for several successive

years. At the time there was advertised a pre-

paration that would check the disease, and I

intended ordering some, but forgot to do so

until too late to use, and, strange to say, that

year there was not a leaf affected, and the three

following years the trees were almost immune

from curl, and there is very little of the disease

this season. I only mention this to show how

necessary it is to give fair tests before anything

definite as regards a certain cure is claimed,

and the only satisfactory way is to spray

alternate trees with the Bordeaux mixture and

see if these remain free each season after the

spraying, and to watch those that are unsprayed

to see if the fungus attacks them. If I had

bought and used the specific four years ago I

.•{hould undoubtedly have said that it cured

Peach leaf curl or blister. A. Jefferies, Moor

Hall Gardens. Harlow, Essex.

Damage to Fruit by Frost.— I have

seen reports from several parts of the country

on serious damage to fruit crops by frost which

occurred early in the morning of May 2. The
maxima varied from 9° to 15° of frost. The
damage to Strawberries, Plums and Pears in

most of the districts was serious, one estimate

being that three- fourths of the Plums were

killed. Gooseberries generally were more or

leas damaged, and Currants in some places.

The extent of damage to Apples is variously

reported. In my own district thermometers 4

feet above the ground level have not fallen

below freezing point since March. A Southern

Grower.

Servants of the Crown.— An appeal is

being made by the Committee of the Kew Guild

on behalf of Mr. Crisp, who for a period extend-

ing over 34 years has served both Kew Gardens

and the Crown faithfully and well in the

capacity of packer. It appears that Mr. Crisp

has been compulsorily retired on account of age

limit, and it goes without saying that the salary

attached to that office precludes the possibility

of anything beyond a very meagre sum being set

aside'for a rainy day or old age. He is granted

a gratuity of £47 12s., which in the most care-

ful and economical hands must render the re-

cipient practically penniless in less than a

year. Is it not a shame in this the

wealthiest country in the world that men should

be thrown upon the scrap heap in this heartless

fashion after long and faithful service? Had
Mr. Crisp served a municipality he would have

been comfortably placed for the rest of his days,

freed from anxiety as to the wherewithal to

keep his body alive and a shelter over his head.

A large and' ever-increasing number of public

bodies, also private concerns, point the way in

this matter, and the Government may and should

follow the good example set by them. What
kind of a chance has Mr. Crisp at the age of

60 to secure employment, and is it reasonable

and humane to oblige him to scour the country ?n

search of it? Walter H. Aggett, Superinten-

dent Public Gardens, Bermondsey, S.E.

The Lesser Narcissus Fly (Eumerus
lunulatus) (see pp. 240, 272. 302, 318).—I fear

that your readers are by this time feeling a

little 'bored by this small fly, and inasmuch as

both Mr. A. J. Bliss and I agree that very little

is at present known about it. while those having

the time and special facilities for dealing with

its life-history are at work upon the matter, it

is difficult to see what practical good can result

from a prolonged discussion of your correspon-

dent's particular views upon the subject. He
pleads that "our proper attitude should be an

open mind." Exactly, and if he will read more

carefully my previous letters he will see that this

has been my position from the first; in faot, it

is put forward in my first letter, but with

the suggestion that, from prudential considera-

tions, it would be well " until thoroughly investi-

gated under scientific conditions, to reverse our

usual judicial practice and to consider the ac-

cused to be guilty until he has been proved inno-

cent." But otherwise I hold no brief for the

prosecution, and no one would be more pleased

by a verdict of acquittal than I, but that verdict

has not yet been given. On the other hand, Mr.

Bliss's "open mind" has been evidenced by an

open, and persistent, advocacy of the

"scavenger" theory, an advocacy which could

only tend to put people off their guard, and

disastrously so, should, in the end, the verdict

be given the other way. To negative this ten-

dency I have naturally pointed out what I have

considered, and still consider, the very weak
points in Mr. Bliss's case. But surely the time

has now arrived when we may consider that the

need for precautionary measures is widely recog-

nised, and so a further discussion of what that

gentleman's particular views may be would be

but waste of time. We can afford to wait the

result of the scientific investigations now in pro-

gress, although I must confess that I should

Fig. 149.

—

peronospora grisea.

(See " Disease of Veronicas.")

dearly like to have more of your correspondent's

views of what are, and are not, " crude un-

scientific conclusions." In fact, I must confess

to a difficulty in "placing " Mr. Bliss's "more
than so-called fact" that the finding of Eumerus
larvae in a rotting Iris rhizome proves that the

rot came before the larvae. This may be an
assumption, as in the case of the Narcissus, and
further investigation may show this to be so.

This is, of course, a mere suggestion, but as

Mr. Bliss presumably did not lift, and examine,

his Iris until it was observed to be out of health,

and then found both rotten tissue and larvae

therein, was it post hoc or propter hoc in that

case, or a jump to a conclusion? But I note with

pleasure that Mr. Bliss has brought into the

arena our old friend the Merodon, on the ques-

tion of where it lays its eggs. Poor fly, it must
be very pleased, even if only at this late hour,

to find that it is not quite left out in the cold,

overshadowed by the prestige of its younger and

smaller brother. Charles E. Shea.

The discussion between Mr. A. J. Bliss

and Mr. Chas. E. Shea is most enjoyable

reading, and to those who give attention

beneficial results are bound to accrue. Mr.

Chas. E. Shea, writing in The Garden, April 18,

p. 191, says :
" Eumerus lunulatus rivals its

great brother, the Merodon equestris, in its

capacity for destruction. . . . Both eat out the

interior of the bulb, resulting in almost every

case in the destruction of the bulb." In his

letter to the Gardeners' Chronicle, May 2, p.

302, he charges Mr. Bliss with the use of de-

ductive reasoning. Are we to assume that Mr.
Shea's statement above is not deductive reason-

ing? If not, then I would suggest production

of proof. A close examination of any bulb

troubled like his Glory of Noordwyk ought to

furnish evidence. Mr. Shea writes: "It
seems to me that where so little is really

known about the matter there is a better

guide than mere surmise, and that is the guid-

ance furnished by what is called analogy, and
in this case, as the Merodon and Eumerus are

so closely allied," etc. They certainly are

allied in entomological classification, but there

the resemblance ceases. They are different in

general appearance, in habit, and in their life-

cycle, and I am therefore puzzled to know where

the analogy comes in. Mr. Bliss has given us

some strong arguments respecting Eumerus feed-

ing on decaying matter. It is no argument to

say that because the Merodon eats the living

tissue that Eumerus does also. To me such de-

ductive reasoning lacks conviction. But we
must ever bear in mind that the cleverest reasoner

has not all the arguments. Geo. St. Ox, Don-
caster.

Strange Home of a Pair of Owls.—A
pair of little brown owls have made their home
in a remarkable place on one of our farms. They
have laid their eggs in the furnace of a portable

boiler used for washing beehives, and their

larder is well stocked. Of course, the fire has

not been lighted recently, but the copper is used

every day, and when the owls are at home they

do not mind this at all. They find their way in

and out of their home by means of the small iron

chimney attached to the copper. This species

of owl is not indigenous to Great Britain.

Lord Lilford brought a pair of them from Spain
and kept them in captivity at Lilford Hall, near
Thrapston. They thrived, and several years ago
he turned them out into the open. Since then
they have multiplied, and are now fairly common
in the Eastern Counties. The interesting thing
about the little brown owl is that it flies by day
as well as by night, and there is much differ-

ence of opinion as to the amount of harm or
good that it does. Chivers and Sons, Histon,
Cambridge.

TREES AND SHRUBS.

MAGNOLIA KOBUS.

Never previously has this tree flowered here

with such profusion as at the present time, rival-

ling even the better-known M. stellata in this

respect. The flowers have some resemblance to

those of the latter species, but are not so spread-

ing, are larger and ha-ve fewer petals, six being

the usual number. Like those of M. stellata, the

flowers are easily damaged by cold winds, there-

fore the tree should be planted in a sheltered

position. Specimens are said to attain to a height

of 70 or 80 feet in Japan, its native country. The
specimen here is only about 14 feet high, but it

is growing freely, and, as we are training it to

one stem, it bids fair to become a tree of con-

siderable size.

PRUNUS SPINOSA, FL. PL.

The most noticeable plant in the Bath Botanic-

Garden recently was a fine specimen of the double

Sloe in full flower, demonstrating once again, as

it does every year, what a fine tree it is in spring.

The flowering of this plant is annually looked

forward to by numerous visitors to the garden,

and it never disappoints, but year after year

creates such a picture as to warrant its inclusion

in the most select garden. Our tree is about 20

feet in height and as much across, and was

smothered with its tiny, pure-white flowers.

Like other plants which flower before the leaves

develop, it should have a background of some

dark-foliaged evergreen. /. D. Halliburton,

Royal Victoria Park and Botanical Gardens,

Bath.
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GRAFT HYBRIDS.
I.

—

The Rhododendron.
The occurrence of a graft hybrid Rhododen-

dron is recorded by Messrs. D. Bois and G. T.

Grignan in Revue Horticole (August 1, 1913). It

arose as a result of grafting the variety Madame
-Linden on a stock of Rhododendron Cunning-

ham's White. A shoot which had been left on
.the stock just below the graft produced pale rosy-

lilac flowers ; whereas the flowers of the stock

are white, and those of the scion deep rosy-lUac

with dark red spots. This form of leaf borne by
- the anomalous shoot is also distinct, approaching

that of the scion.

II.

—

Peach Almond.
Messrs. Daniel and Delpon describe in the

journal above cited (September 1, 1913), a graft

hybrid between Almond and Peach. A Peach
grafted on the Almond bore as its first crop true

Peaches, but produced' in the next year buds,

some of which resembled those of the Almond

;

others were like Peach buds, and others again

were intermediate. Seeds from the graft have

produced trees, the foliage of which resembles

"both that of the scion and stock. The trees have

•not yet flowered.

III.

—

Belladonna and Tomato.
By grafting Tomato on Belladonna, Mr. Daniel

(see Rev. Hortic., July 16 and August 1, 1913)

. appears to have obtained decisive evidence that

scion may influence stock. He shows that the

"Tomatos produced by the graft contain an alka-

loid allied, chemically and physiologically, to atro-

pine ; whereas Tomatcs grown normally do not

•contain this substance.

BRAMBLES FOR WINTER EFFECT.
Until the introduction of Rubus Giraldianus

the best of the white-stemmed Brambles for

winter effect was R. biflorus ; but the new
Chinese introduction surpasses the latter, both

in grace and general effect. Mr. W. J. Bean,

in describing R. Giraldianus in the Kew Bul-

letin (No. 2, 1914), states that it has a foun-

tain-like habit, the stems rising erectly for 5

to 7 feet, and then arching so that the tips

reach the ground. They root at the tips, and
hence propagation is easy. A white or blue-

white waxy bloom covers the stems, and though

most vivid in October, remains all the winter.

'The stems are biennial, reach their full length

by the first autumn, and flower in the following

spring, and ripen their black fruit in late

summer. After fruiting the shoots should be

cut out. R. Giraldianus, though discovered

originally by Giraldi, was introduced into cul-

tivation by Wilson in 1907. K.

SOCIETIES.

Publications Received. -British Year Book
of Agriculture and Agricultural Who's Who,
1913 and 1914. (Vinton and Co., Ltd.,

8, Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane.) Price
6s. net.— Wholemeal Flour : All About It and
How to Use It. Bv J. H. Cook. (Birmingham :

J. H. Cook, 121, Aston Brook Street. 1914.)

Price Id.—Journal of the Royal Horticultural
Society. Vol. XXXIX., part 3 (April, 1914).

The American Pomologist. Proceedings of

the American Pomological Society, Washing-
ton Session, 1913. Bulletin >o. 7, April, 1914.

(Published by the American Pomological
Society, Washington, U.S.A.) Price 25 cents.

Journal of the North of England Horticul-
tural Society. No. 38, May, 1914. (Leeds :

J. A. Stembridge, St. Ann Street.'* Flower
Favorites : Their Legends, Symbolism, and
Significance. By Lizzie Deas. (London: Jar-
rold and Sons.) Price 3s. Od. net. The Intra-

dermal Test for Tuberculosis in Cattle and
Hogs. By Clarence M. Haring and R. M. Bell,

Bulletin No. 243 of the College of Agricul-
ture Experiment Station, Berkeley, California.

(Published by University of California Press.
1 Berkeley, Cal., U.S.A. 1914.)—Annual Report
of the Commercial Control Branch of the

Board of Agriculture and Fisheries for the

Year 1913. (London: Wyman and Sons,
29, Bream's Buildings, W.C. Price 4d.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL
Scientific Committee.

May 5.

—

Present: Mr. E. A. Bowles, M.A.
(in the chair), Rev. Canon Fowler, Messrs. J.

Eraser, W. (J. Worsdell, J. Ramsbottom, W.
Hales, G. Wilson, A. Worsley and F. J. Chit-
tenden (hon. sec).

Pelargonium hybrids.—Mr. Fraser continued
his remarks upon Pelargonium hybrids, dealing

with those into whose composition P. querio-

folium had entered. The complete record of

his examination of these forms will be published
in the Journal of the society later on.

Scale Insect on Furze.—The Rev. W. Wilks
exhibited a branch of Furze thickly infested

with a cottony white insect looking very much
like a scale insect, and probably identical with
Pseudomonas ulmi, which has previously been
recorded as attacking that plant.

Malformed Rose.—Miss Collin sent from
Surbiton a very curious malformed rose, which
Mr. Worsdell took for further investigation.

Beech with curious root growth.—A specimen
of Beech came from Mr. P. T. Godsal, of

Iscoyd Park. The tree had been, it is supposed,
struck by lightning, and partly killed, the upper
living portions had sent bad roots which had
grown down, branching as they went, to the
ground, beneath the dead bark. This kind of

growth is not infrequent in Willows.
" Fire " in Tulips.—Rev. Canon Fowler said

that this season the Tulips in his garden were
remarkably free from " fire," though last season
they had been badly diseased. Mr. Chittenden
said that plants in his garden exposed to wind
had suffered badly, but in the Tulip trial in the
Wisley garden scarcely any was to be seen.

There they had been protected by putting
branches of Broom between the beds.

Schizanthus malformed.—A Schizanthus in

which the flowers had apparently been displaced

by vegetative shoots was received from Mr.
Ckosswell, of Pickhurst Manor, Hayes, and
referred to Mr. Worsdell for further examina-
tion.

Uncommon plants.—Messrs. Perry exhibited
Iris minuta with narrow petalled yellowish
flowers about an inch across, native of Japan,
and Glaucidium palmatum, a beautiful Ranun-
culaceous plant, with divided bracts on the
single flowered scapes, and a mauve flower

about 2 inches in diameter, with yellow flowers,

native of the same countrv.

HORTICULTURAL CLUB.
Lecture on Indian Garden Craft.

May 5.—On the occasion of the usual monthly
dinner of the Horticultural Club, at the Hotel
Windsor, on Tuesday, May 5, a most interesting

lecture on Indian garden craft was delivered

by Mrs. Patrick Villiers-Stuart. Mr. A.
Worsley presided, and amongst the guests of the

club were Her Excellency Lady Hardinge of

Penshurst, Lady Margaret Graham, Sir Krishna
Gupta, Mirza AK Baig, Colonel and Mrs. Sykes,

Mrs. Fielden, Captain Patrick Villiers-Stuart,

and Mr. Allen, editor of the Pioneer (India).

The lecture was illustrated by a series of very
beautiful lantern views in colour. We print

below a contribution on the subject of the lecture

from the pen of Mrs. Villiers-Sttjart.

The Open-air House.

Accustomed as we are, under our rainy north-

ern skies, to a sharp distinction between house
and garden, Indian garden craft may seem at

first more architectural than horticultural, for

it springs, not so much from the requirements
of flowers and plants, as from the needs of the

people who glow them, and live in their gardens.

The Indian garden is an open-air house. Its

separate pavilions correspond to our several

rooms with their various uses. This fact, taken
into consideration with the arid climate and the

consequent need of irrigation, governs the whole
design of these country houses or architectonic

gardens.
Water is a vital necessity to cool the dwelling

rooms and supply the baths, to fill the big swim-
ming tanks, as well as to moisten the air with
"pearl showering" fountains, or charm the

eye with the lovely tranquil reflections of the
long canals, that form the cosmic cross on
which the old designs are based. The soul of

an Eastern garden hides not in the flowers, the
grass, the trees, but in the running water that
alone makes its other beauties possible.

An Indian Country House.

For a time I stayed in just such a place, situ-

ated far away in the country of the Himalayan
foot-hills. It was a huge walled enclosure, partly

fortified. First came the great high gateway,
which formed the double purpose of entrance
hall and quarters for the guard ; beyond ex-

tended a large flower garden, laid out in

parterres, with Marigolds, Cypress trees, and
Palms bordering the mam canal. At the end of

this first terrace, built over the stream, were
the principal loggias and reception rooms. On
its other side this building opened on to the
Rose garden, across which towered the high
palace of the women's quarters, with its splen-

did views and airy bedrooms on the roof. Here,
built into the side walls, a kitchen pavilion on
one hand balanced rooms for guests on the
other ; while forty feet below lay the large fruit

garden, the "bostan," or orchard, with the

summer drawing-room delightfully " withdrawn "

in the centre of the largest fountain tank.

The Two Styles.

This garden, although built in Mughal times,

now belongs to a Hindu Maharaja, and it must
be remembered that two constantly intermingling

styles are traceable in the history of Indian
gardening. Both are primarily based on the

central tree, fountain, or pavilion, and the four-

went water-ways, or paths of the old Indian
village plan. But the Central Asian water
garden, brought into India by the Moslem
conquerors, although not in the least exotic,

as has been incorrectly suggested, for it repro-

duced an ancient Indian form, had at first, from
the climate of its origin, quite another horticul-

tural character to the Hindu gardens of the

plains.

Spring Bulbs and Orchard Gardens.

The Mughal garden in the hills was essentially

a garden of spring flowers, a pleasaunce of

Cherry, Quince, and Apple blossom, with Tulips,

Anemones, Daffodils, Narcissus, Crown Im-
perials, and Iris scattered in the graS6 under the

great Chenar avenues, or grouped in glowing
parterres near the streams. Paeonies, Holly-

hocks, Jasmine, and Carnations followed the

spring bulbs, although even the Roses droop and
fade before the first hot breath of the burning
summer wind. But in autumn these orchard

gardens, where the purple Grapes festoon the

Poplar trees, are almost as lovely as in spring.

So Babar thought long ago, when he saw the

Garden of Fidelity, with the " Pomegranates
hanging red on the trees," or that, garden at

Kabul, where he notes in his memoirs, " One
Apple tree had been in excellent bearing. On
6ome branches five or six scattered leaves still

remained, and exhibited a beauty which the

painter with all his skill might attempt in vain
to portray."

The Nishat Bagh.

The Nishat Bagh, true to its name, is the

gayest of all Mughal gardens. Its twelve ter-

races, one for each sign of the Zodiac, rise

dramatically higher and higher up the moun-
tain side from the eastern shore of the Dal Lake
in Kashmir. The stream tears foaming down
the carved cascades, fountains play in every

tank and watercourse, filling the garden with
their joyous life and movement. The flower beds
cm these sunny terraces still blaze with colour—
Roses, Lilies, Geraniums, Asters, tall growing
Zinnias, and feathery Cosmos, pink and white.

Beautiful at all times, when autumn lights up
the Poplars in clear gold, and the big thenars
burn red against the dark blue rocky back-
ground, there are few more brilliant, more en-

chanting sights than the first view of Asaf
K lien's Garden of Gladness.

The garden was built about the year 1620 by
Jahangir's prime minister, the brother of his

garden-loving Empress, the famous Nur-Jahan.
It is about 600 yards long by about 300 yards
wide. Exploring it terrace by terrace, as it
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exists to-day, to may be able to arrive at some
of the details of Indian gardening in Kashmir.

Choick of Site.

The Mughals, with their fine traditions, laid

most stress on choice of site. All the finest

Mughal gardens or their ruins are found most
beautifully placed. Even the little Chasma
Shahi, the Garden of the Royal Spring, perched

high on the mountain side, over the Lotus fields

of the Dal, although so small, hardly more than

an acre and a half, from its plan and its mar-

vellous view, is quite as attractive as its great

rivals round the lake below. The river gardens

at Bijbehara, Fadai Khan's garden at Pinjor,

Nur-Gahan's favourite Verinag, Lalla Rookh's
garden on the Manasbel Lake, all illustrate some
special theme. Achibal Bagh is an ideal site.

Nothing can surpass^ the natural loveliness of

the river gushing out of the honeycombed lime-

stone cliff just at the point where the mountains
intrude farthest on the plains. If I were asked
where the most perfect modern garden on a
medium scale could be devised, I should answer
without hesitation, Achibal. Nowhere else have
I seen such possibilities for the combined appeal
of a stately 6tone-bordered pleasaunce, between
ordered avenues of full-grown trees, and a natural

rock and woodland upper garden, with haunting,
far-reaching views, where the white wild Roses
foam over the Firs and the boulders, rivalling

the "great cascade" the traveller Bernier
praised.

The Influence of tee Plains.

The scheme of the Mughal garden, based as it

is on the most simple and scientific principles for

an irrigated garden in a dry climate, stayed un-

changed in the plains. But the fresh environ-
ment altered its aspect. The water became, on
account of the heat, more and more the central

motive. The Indian flora, too, so unlike that
of Turkestan, gave a very distinctive character

to the garden.
Strange as it may seem, few wild flowers are

found growing in the upper Indian plains, for

there, even in winter, the fierce sun burns into

the ground. But the flower patches of the north-
ern hills and meadows are replaced by deep-
rooted blossoming trees, and these make up to

some extent for the absence of the smaller herba-
ceous plants, their leafless boughs and bare
twigs burst into a gorgeous flowering in the hot
Indian spring, till the jungle glows like English
Beech and Elm woods on a clear autumn day.
Then in the plains there is the second flowering,
the season of the rains, when the rank green
growth chokes all but the tall grasses and ferns,
and the Lotus flowers, with their lovely curving
leaves, completely hide the surface of the ponds.
Creepers flourish in the damp, dripping forests,

where the gnarled, twisted limbs of the old
Mangos are fringed with sweet scented Orchid
sprays, as if swarms of little mauve and yellow
butterflies were fluttering down to settle in the
dim green shadows of the trees. The Hindu
gafrden then was a cool woodland place. Its
outstanding features were the flowering shrubs
and trees, the creepers, and the aquatic plants;
the Mango, Asoka, and Champaka groves, the
Bignonia, Jasmine, and Convolvulus bowers, and
the Lotus and Water Lilies floating on the
ponds.

"The Four Causes."
The question of the garden soil was carefully

considered. It was placed under three heads and
subdivided into 6ix different colours. It would
take too long to enumerate the different trees
and plants considered most suitable to each soil.

But an old Hindu writer closes with a remark,
the truth of which, I think, all good gardeners
who have struggled with bad soils will appre-
ciate :

" If any lasting and productive tree will
be found on a different soil from that to which
it is adapted, such casual growth is accounted for
from the four causes, namely, that underneath
the tree there might be a hidden treasure, or the
tomb of a sage, or that the ruler of the country-
is fortunate and auspicious, or by the unwearied
exertions and good conduct of the planter."

Moonlight Gardens.
Many fresh and charming ideas stepped into

the Moslem garden with Akbar's Rajput queen.
But the greatest change the Hindu influence
wrought was the introduction of the moonlight
garden—a change from the sunlit Turkish

gardens, with their Rose pergolas and glorious
parterres, to moonlight Indian gardens of dark
trees, white flowers, white paths, perfumes, and
lights. The Hindu pleasaunce is planned essen-

tially for evening enjoyment. Not that the
Mughals failed to see the beauty of night. Babar,
wrho so loved the glowing rings of the camp
fires, had his Mahtab Bagh, one may be sure.

But the Indian flowering trees are at their

best in the hot weather and the rains, especi-

ally when the cool evening breeze brings out
their perfume. Hindu ladies until recently rarely

entered their gardens except at night.

Decorative Lighting.

It follows that decorative lighting was, and
is, a very distinctive feature in Indian garden
craft, and one, from the nature of things, but
little understood by Europeans. Now, what with
the adaptability of electricity, and our modern
French and English artists' obvious delight in

the contrast of bine twilight and the rosy warmth
of artificial light, the little lamps may once more
gleam from under the waterfalls, and many other
charming traits of Indian gardening be deve-

loped or revived.

Modern Gardening in India.

Horticulture, viewed as a science, flourishes in

India. Botanical gardens and. horticultural col-

leges are constantly improving well known
shrubs and flowers, and acclimatising new ones.

But, on the other hand, the use and beauty of

design and the charm of garden symbolism have
been almost lost sight of under our rule. This is

not surprising when one remembers, as Mrs.
Evelyn Cecil has so well pointed out, that the
British Raj was being firmly established in India
just at the time when the revolt against old
gardens was strongest in this country. It was
not likely, when it was the fashion to destroy'
whole avenues, and to obliterate the formal lines

of parterres and stone-bordered pools at home,
that those of India should be studied or admired.

It is only within quite recent years that the re-

markable advance in horticulture (which we owe
to societies like yours), hand in hand with the
revived appreciation and development of archi-
tecture, is rapidly producing a new and. yet more
lovely style of English gardening.

I believe at this juncture we have much
to learn from the art of the Indian garden.
In the East it is impossible to foretell what
delightful developments might arise from the
combination of traditional Indian garden build-
ing with our modem needs and our modern
wealth of flowers. Colour groupings, massing
of Roses, and spring bulbs, and terraces devoted
to a single kind of tree or flower, are Mughal
fancies likely to appeal to Anglo-Indian gar-
deners. Our present feeling for stone or brick-
built pergolas would renew an old tradition, and
have full scope under the hot Indian sun. A
revived and restrained use of tiles in the garden
might prove a lovely feature of the modern
Indian style ; blue tiles under the blue-green
water reflecting yet a deeper blue than the cloud-
less Eastern sky ; flower-decked tiles set in
garden gateway, or lining a fountain or a little

garden well. Round Lahore beautiful examples
of this Nakkashi work, as it is called, are to be
seen. There are still one or two old workers
left, but nowadays nobody wants their tiles.

The aimless statues, which with European zeal
we scatter up and down the land—the Maidan
at Calcutta is thick with them—might find an
appropriate and dignified repose in the alcoves
of these architectural gardens. Buskin, I think
it was, points out how straight lines when partly
clothed form the best foil to the grace of natural
curves in plants and foliage, and the beautiful
canals of Indian gardens, the long lines of the
waterways and paths, hedged in by trees, pro-
duce a wonderful sense of stately dignity and
peace, wlile the tranquil breadth of water repeats
the flowers, trees, and buildings with a double
magic charm, till the whole garden seems full

of that mysterious beauty that comes of the sense
of calm continuance, the result of quietude, part
of that rhythm of harmonious change, through
birth to death, and death to birth again, that
special Eastern consciousness of universal life.

Fresh points of view and a change of technique
give an impetus in every art : details may, with
advantage, be transplanted and transformed,
and among the details which a study of Indian

gardening might suggest to us at home ara-
a closer harmony of house and grounds, the-
treatment of water, the moonlight garden of
white perfumed flowers, the use of decorative
lighting, and a fuller realisation both in spring,
and in autumn of the orchard garden.

The Discussion.

A particularly interesting discussion then fol-
lowed. Sir Krishna Gupta and Mr. Ali Baig,.
members of the Indian Council in London, spoke-
eloquently and at pleasant length, expressing,
their extreme gratification at Mrs. Villiers-
Stuart's lecture, and their pleasure in seeing,
such excellent views of the old Indian gardens.
Gardening in India was now far from being such,
a general phase of the daily life of the people as
in England, and they hoped that in the near
future a wave of gardening enthusiasm would,
sweep over their country. At Delhi, the new
capital of the Empire, attention is being,
paid to gardening, and the influence of this-

departure will undoubtedly be great, but
India is a vast country, and before any general,
garden spirit can be observed examples must
be set in various other centres. But for the-
consummation of their desires a large amount
of money would be required, and in the Indian.
Empire the necessary funds for such work were-
always difficult to obtain. It would be quite-
natural, they observed, to attempt to compare
the gardens of India, which have been so well
portrayed by Mrs. Villiers-Stuart, with English.*
gardens. But there could be no real compari-
son, because there is no gardening in India as-
it is understood in this country. The horticul-
ture of the Eastern Empire is more largely archi-
tectural than horticultural, and the essentials-
there are an open situation, so as to provide
views and to admit the cooling breezes of even-
ing, and running water to cool the air. For this-
latter reason the fountains are always numerous-
and of small size. The magnificent jets of water
occasionally seen in England have no counter-
part in India, for there fountains and running-,
water are looked upon in their utilitarian rather
than aesthetic aspect. The many fountains pro-
jecting fine sprays of water play a very neces-
sary part in cooling the air. The typical garden
in India is a place of seclusion, and is used'
more especially in the evening, when the great
heat of the day has passed. In the past Fhe
chief stimulus to garden building has come from
Turkestan and Persia ; later the Portuguese and"
Dutch introduced new shrubs and flowers, and it

would be interesting to speculate on the gardens,
of the future, which it is very probable will be-
largely what may be termed* English in style.

|
But the cool green lawns and rich verdure of the* I

trees can scarcely be embodied in any general
garden scheme in India, and their place must !

be taken by running water and fountains.

In the course of an interesting speech Col.
"

Sykes drew comparisons between the gardens of
Persia and those of India. In the former
country the terraces are usually seven in number;
this number being chosen to symbolise the seven'
planets. As in India, water is always a great
feature of the gardens, and anyone, he said,
who had ridden twenty or more miles across-

the exceedingly hot and treeless plains of that
country, under the fierce summer sun, could ap-

preciate to the full the delightful coolness
afforded by- the sprays of the many fountains.
As in India, the gardens of Persia always con-

tain fruit trees, and of these the most common-
are the Peach, Fig, and the Grape vine.

Mr. J. Cheal spoke of his great interest in-

the lecture, and of his hopes that in the near-

future he might see some of those interesting
gardens. He felt that in England greater use-

might be made of hardy fruit trees for orna-

mental purposes, a sentiment which was shared'

by Mr. Arthur Sutton and by Mr. H. R. Darling-
ton. In conveying the thanks of the club to-

Mrs. Villiers-Stuart for her lecture, Mr. A.
Worsley expressed his opinion that gardening in-

India owed more than was generally realised to-

Portugal, for he had been impressed by the un-

mistakable signs of Portuguese influence, and'

emphasised the fact that in Portugal gardening-

was everywhere a prominent feature. He-
sketched the history of the word garden, which
he found to have originally meant an enclosed1

yard. The older gardens always were enclosed
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yards, and, as in India, were places of secluded
rest or promenade. As greater security spread
over a country, so the garden generally spread
away from the dwelling. He agreed with the
previous speakers in that there be no proper com-
parison between the gardens of this country and
-those of India, for the latter are essentially
places of rest and retreat, whilst we look upon
the garden as a place to grow plants for their
beauty or use, or, as often happens, because of
their rarity.

SCOTTISH HORTICULTURAL.
May 5.—The monthly meeting of this asso-

ciation was held in the Goold Hall, 5, St. An-
drew Square, Edinburgh, on the 5th inst. Mr.
King, the president, was in the chair, and there
was an attendance of 90 members.
Mr. Robert Fife, of Messrs. Dobbie and Co.,

Edinburgh, gave an account, with lantern illus-

trations, of some experiments in the manuring
of Sweet Peas with artificial manures which he
had conducted last year, and which showed some
interesting results. The plants were grown in

pots, in pure pit sand, and photographs of the
variously treated plants (which were all of the
same variety) and their roots were thrown on
the screen. The sand was as pure as could be
obtained of its kind, and contained practically

no humus. Plants treated with nitrogenous
manures gave only slightly better results than
with no manure, but the leaves were of a darker-
green and the nodules were but sparingly de-

veloped on the roots. With superphosphate of

lime alone the leaves were large and the plants
were of strong growth, with an abundance of

nodules on the roots. With sulphate of potash
alone the leaves were small and dark green, and
the plants were of moderate growth, with a
"plentiful development of nodules on the roots.

With sulphate of magnesia (Epsom salts) alone
'the leaves were of normal colour, the plants
were of good growth, and there was a moderate
production of nodules on the roots. Sulphate of

potash and superphosphate of lime in combina-
tion gave good growth and colour of leaf, with
a plentiful supply of nodules on the roots. But
the best results were with nitrogen, phosphate
and potash in combination. In the last-men-
tioned cases the addition of neither magnesia
nor sulphate of iron made any appreciable differ-

enee.
The exhibits were :

—" Greened " tuber of

Potato Dalhousie Seedling, weighing 3 lb., ex-
hibited by Mr. Wm. Gray. Braehead Farm,
Cramond Bridge ; Cabbage, Broccoli and Rhu-
"barb, exhibited by Mr. Cairns, Murieston : and
Tulip with four flowers, exhibited by Mr. R.
Morris, Edinburgh.

MANCHESTER AND NORTH OF ENGLAND
ORCHID.

April 16.

—

Committee present: Rev. J.

'Crombleholme (in the chair), Messrs. Ashworth,
J. Bamber, J. C. Cowan, J. Cypher, A. G.
Ellwood, J. Evans, A. Hanmer, J. Howes, A. J.
Keeling, J. Lupton, D. McLeod, W. J. Morgan,
C. Parker, W. Shackleton, H. Thorp, A. War-
burton, Z. A. Ward, G. Weatherby, and H.
Arthur (secretary).

AWARDS.
First-Class Certificates.

Odontoglossum triumphans var. " Royal,"
'Odontioda Charlesworthii sanguinea, L.-C. Vesu-
vius (bletchleyensis x Dominianum), and
iPhaius tuberculosus, all from R. Ashworth,
.Esq.

Mdtonias Bleuana nlba and rosea var.

I Leeana," and M. vexillaria Lyoth magnifiea
'ohelsense x G. D. Owen), both from W. R.
Lee. Esq.
Laelio-Cattleya Fred Boyle var. " Kerchovae"

(C trianae alba x L. anceps alba), Cymbidium
Pauwelsii var. Ideal, from John Leeman, Esq.
Odontoglossum illustrissimum var. " Pur-

pureum," and 0. eximium var. " Ner-o," from
Wm. Thompson, Esq.

0. Mrs. Phoebe Fletcher (eximium x amabile),
from R. Le Doux, Esq.

Awards of Merit.
0. amabile var. " Princess," 0. Phoebe var.

"Brunette," 0. Harvimg.te.nsc voir. "Emperor,"

O. excelhns var. "Gold Crest," 0. eximium var.

"Nero," 0. Adrianae var. " Brunum," all from
Wm. Thompson, Esq.

Brasso-Laelio-Cattleya Joan (B.-L. Mary
Gratrix x C. Octave Doin), Brasso-Cattleya
Queen Alexandra " Bearwood " var. B.-C.
gloriosa (Aphrodite X Digbyana), all from Col.

J. Rutherford^
0. amabile Her Majesty and 0. " Merl

Dene " var., both from A. J. Oakshott, Esq.
Odontioda Brewii var. auriferum, from R.

Ashworth, Esq.

April 30.

—

Committee present: Rev. J.

Crombleholme (in the chair), Messrs. J. Bamber,
J. Cypher, A. Hanmer, J. Howes, J. Lupton,
C. Parker, F. K. Sander, W. Shackleton, H.
Thorp, A. Warburton, Z. A. Ward, G.
Weatherby, and H. Arthur (secretary).

AWARDS.
First-Class Certificates.

Cattleya Mendelii alba Ashlands var., and
Laelia purpurata lineata, both from R. Ash-
worth, Esq.
Odontioda Flamingo and Odontoglossum X

Princess Mary, both from Wm. Thompson, Esq.
0. x Pharos, from John Leeman, Esq.
Miltonia Charlesworthii'Marlfield var., a fine

flower, with intense bloteh on the lip, from R.
Le Doux, Esq.

Botanical Certificate.

Cirrhopetolum Cummingii, from R. Ashworth,
Esq.

Awards of Merit.

Odontoglossum erispum Christopherson, O.

nebulum (nebulosum album x aspersum), O.

Jasper Purple King, 0. erispum fiaveolum, 0.

Raymond, 0. Fascinator waltonense, all from
Wm. Thompson, Esq.

O. Mendelii Brilliant, 0. caudatum aureum, 0.

erispum. Puritan, 0. x Darkie, all from R. Ash-
worth, Esq.

0. x Domingo de Larringo (Harryanum x
illustrissimum), 0. ardentissimum Minnie, 0.

Jjam beauianum Dr. John Utting, all from R. Le
Doux, Esq.

0. eximium Cleome. from John Leeman, Esq.
Miltonia Bleuana Beordwood Variety, from

Col J. Rutherford, M.P.

Cultural Commendation.

To Mr. Gilden, gardener to Rd. Ashworth,
Esq., for a plant of Dcndrobium Victoria

Regina.

UNITED HORTICULTURAL BENEFIT
AND PROVIDENT.

May 11.—The Committee met on the 11th inst.
;

Mr. A. Bedford presided. A member who
joined the society in 1877 and lapsed in 1912 had
a sum of £107 15s. standing to his credit, this

being passed for payment to him. Three mem-
bers were also allowed to withdraw double the

amount of interest, amounting to £13 10s., and
one member £5 from his deposit account, whilst

the sums of £36 and £29 5s. lOd. were passed for

payment to the nominees of two deceased mem-
bers. A grant of £2 was made to a member in

distress. The sick pay for the month on the

ordinary side amounted to £72 12s., and on the

State £32 19s., with maternity benefits £10 10s.

PERPETUAL-FLOWERING CARNATION.
April 29 and 30.—The spring 6how of the

Perpetual-Flowering Carnation Society, which
was held at the Winter Gardens, Bournemouth,
waa an unqualified success. Local exhibitors did

very well, especially Mr. A. E. Lusher, of Bland-
ford, who showed a number of fine blooms. The
opening ceremony was performed by Sir Merton
R. Cotes, and SirDaniel Morris, K.C.M.G._, Presi-

dent of the Bournemouth Horticultural Society,

was also present.

The classes were numerous and well contested.

First prizes were won by Mr. A. E. Usher for

a decorated epergne, for five vases (special prize

presented by G. Mount and Sons), for twelve
of Messrs. Wells' blooms (silver challenge cup
presented by that firm), twelve blooms of Young
and Co. (special prize given by Messrs. Young) and

several others. He was also successful in gain-

ing the Silver Challenge Cup presenred by .Mrs.

F. Norman, Much Hadham, for one vase of

British-raised seedling Carnations. In the open
classes, Mr. C. Engelmann, Saffron Walden,
was successful in gaining the first prize (gold

medal and 60s.) for a group comprising twelve

varieties of cut Carnations ; the challenge cup
presented by Mr. J. S. Brunton for twelve blooms
of British novelties ; the Challenge Cup pre-

sented by the American Carnation Society ; and
other awards. Mr. A. F. Dutton, Iver, won
the Challenge Cnp presented by Mr. Geo. Monro,
jun., for twelve vases of twelve varieties, and
Messrs. G. Watts and Sons, of Bournemouth,
obtained first prizes for a decorative basket, and
brides' and bridesmaids' bouquets.

The exhibits were almost uniformly of good'

quality, which made the judging in some cases

difficult. The arrangements for the exhibition

had been excellently carried out, and a large

number of visitors attended.

DEBATING SOCIETIES.

BRITISH GARDENERS' (Leamington Branch)
—A meeting of the Leamington branch of the B.G.A.
was held on the 25th ult., when a lecture on Chrysan-
themums was delivered by Mr. Turner, East Hadden Hall

Gardens, Northampton.

READING GARDENERS' At the fortnightly meet-

ing of this association, which was held in the Abbey
Hall on Monday, 20th ult., Mr. J. T. Tubb presided,

and there was again a good attendance. The evening

was devoted to the following competitions:—Vase of

flowers (open to head gardeners, single-handed gardeners,

and foremen onlv) : The 1st prize was awarded to Mr.

E. Barnes; 2nd," Mr. F. W. Oostin. Vase of flowers

(head gardeners, single-handed gardeners and foremen

not allowed to compete) : Mr. R. Baker was successful

;

2nd, Mr. D. Petterson. Bowl of flowers arranged for

effect (open to head gardeners, &c.) : Mr. J. Wynn
secured the 1st award ; 2nd, Mr. C. Goodchild. Bowl of

flowers arranged for effeot (head gardeners, so., not

allowed to compete) : Mr. H. Randall was placed 1st

;

2nd, Mr. J. Lloyd. This meeting had been selected for

the annual hospital night, when members bring flowers

which are the next day sent to the Royal Berkshire

Hospital and the Workhouse Infirmary. Nearly one

hundred bunches were contributed. A collection on

behalf of the funds of the Royal Berkshire Hospital was

made by Mr. E. J. Dore, the association's representative,

the sura of £2 3s. being thus realised.

WATFORD HORTICULTURAL. — The monthly

meeting of this society was held on the 17th ult., when
Matthew Arnold. Esq., presided. Mr. A. Harrison gave

a lecture on " Orchids," illustrated with lantern slides.

He also exhibited a collection of Orchids in pots, and

a number of cut blooms.

BIRMINGHAM AND DISTRICT GARDENERS'.—
The meeting on the 20th ult. concluded the spring ses-

sion of fortnightly meetings. Mr. J. Webb, gardener to

W. B. Kenrick. Esq., Metculey House, Harborne, de-

livered a lecture on " Hardy Flowering Trees and

Shrubs." Originally it had been his intention to de-

vote a paper upon" this occasion to Alpine plants, but

as the forthcoming visit of the society to Mr. W. A.

Cadbury's Alpine garden, which will take place in

May, will also include an illustrated lecture upon
"Alpine Plants" bv his gardener, Mr. Bick. Mr. Webb
decided to address the meeting on hardy flowering trees

and shrubs. By conducting experiments with Almond,
Oerasus Avium, Daphne Mezereum album and
rubrum, Forsythia suspensa, Honeysuckle, Jasminums,

Prunus Pissartii, P. triloba fl. pi., and Ribes atrosan-

guinea, he had been able to obtain flowers in December
and January. By cutting a pvomising branch of Sweet
Almond from a tree in the open, and placing it in

water in the forcing house for Ave or six weeks

a delightful spray of blossom suitable to adorn any
table could be obtained. Practical experience had
revealed to him that with some of these trees the

earlier growths yielded better blooms, and in others

the later growths did better. As standards for borders

Ribes, Skimmia japonica, Hydrangeas, Laburnum,
Viburnum Tinus (Laurustmus), and Lilacs were exceed-

ingly useful. Cvtisus Andreanus could be utilised for

making a neat" finish in dry situations such as are

found beneath Pine or Fir trees ; while Berberis aqui-

folium (Mahonia), B. Darwinii, B. etenophylla, and B.

Thunbergii, together with Pernettya speciosa, and other

of the dwarfer shrubs furnish excellent, plants for

beds. After dealing separately with each of the various
species, and describing the best methods of grow-
ing the plants, he concluded by giving a selection of

the best varieties of Rhododendrons for cultivation in

town gardens.

BRISTOL AND DISTRICT GARDENERS
The sixteenth annual meeting of this association was
held on the 30th ult., Mr. J. Bastin presiding. The
annual report showed that the association had enjoyed

a reoord year, both from a financial point of view,

and in the increase of members. The officers were l
!- oted

as follows: President, Colonel Cary Batten, .LP. : chair-

man, Mr. Jennings ; vice-chairman, Mr. Woodward ; lion,

sec. and treasurer, Mr. Scott; assistant secretary. Mr.
A. Ooombes. The special prizes offered by Messrs.

Brown and Jennings for the greatest number of points

awarded for non-competitive exhibits, were won by Mr,

Bird (1st), Mr. Jennings (2nd), und Mr. Woodward (3rd).
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The Under-Gardeners' special prizes given by Messrs.

Scott and Shaddiek were won by Mr. Extenoe (1st), ana

Messrs Barrow and Daly (equal 2nd).

CROYDON AND DISTRICT HORTICUL-
TURAL.—A lecture on "Insect Pests" was delivered

bv Mr. G. J. Nimes at a. recent meeting of this society.

He first described the appearance and habits of the

aphis, or " green-fly," sketching briefly the life history

of the pest, and showing how in the hover, or hawk-

fly, it finds a formidable enemy. He also made allusion

to the •spittle-flv." earwig, and many other insect

pests, and gave directions for their destruction. A.

meeting of this society was held on the 5th mst.

The evening was devoted to studies with the microscope

relative to plant life.

WARGRAVE AND DISTRICT GARDENERS'.—
The last meeting of the spring session was held on

Wednesday, April 22. A competition in table decora-

tions took place in two sections, one for head gardeners

and one for journeymen. The winner of the 1st prize

in the class for head gardeners was Mr. Histead ;
the

successful journeyman was Mr. Plumridge. Messrs.

John Waterer, Sons, and Crisp sent an effective non-

competitive group of hardy plants.

SOUTHAMPTON AND DISTRICT GARDENERS'.
—The usual monthly meeting of this society was held

on the 30th ult.. Prof. E. S. Lyttel presiding.

A lecture was given by the president, Mr. H. E. Moly-

neux, on " The Morality and Sagacity of Plants."

WATFORD HORTICULTURAL.—A meeting of

this society was held on the 8th inst., when W. A.

Smith. Esq., presided. Mr. W. Waterton read a paper

on " Celery and Leek Culture."

BATH GARDENERS'.—At the meeting held on the

27th ult. Mr. Elkes, of the Bristol Gardeners' Society,

delivered a paper on " Organic and Inorganic Manures."
Mr. T. Parrott occupied the chair. The annual outing
will take place on July 23, when the Royal Gardens,
Frogmore, will be visited.

GARDENING APPOINTMENTS

[Correspondents are requested to write the names
of persons and places as legibly as
possible- No charge is inade for these announce-
in nils, but if a small contribution, is sent, to be
placed in oar collecting Box for the Gardeners'
Orphan Fund, it will be thankfully received, and
an acknowledgment made in these columns.]

Mr- J- Porter, for the past 12 months Foreman at
Hilfield Park, Hertfordshire, and previously at
Shottersbrooke Park, as Gardener to H. M. Har-
ford, Esq., Merryhill House, Bushey, Hertfordshire.

Mr. W. J- Buckle, for the past 5 years foreman
at Biankney Hall, Lincoln, as Gardener to Mr.

Clayton Swan, Welbourn Manor. Lincoln.

[Thanks for Is. for R.G.O.F. box.—Eds.]
Mr- Jas- Cunningham, for several years Gardener

at Abercairney, Crieff, and formerly General Fore-
man at Scone Palace, Perth, as Gardener to Sir

Archibald Edmonstone, Bart., Duntreath Castle,

Blanefieild.

Mr. T. Lloyd, late Gardener to S;r Offley Wakeman,
Bart., Yeaton Peverey, near Shrewsbury, Shrop-
shire, as Gardener to Roscoe Brunner, Esq., Bel-

mont Hall, Northwich, Cheshire.

Mr. J. Smith, for 8 years Gardener to H. F. Sey-
mour, Esq., Potterells, Hatfield, Hertfordshire and
Thornhill, East Grinstead, previously in the R.H.S.
Gardens, Chiswick and Wisley, as Gardener to A. P.
Hoskyns, Esq., Linholme, Holmbury St. Mary's,
Surrey. [Thanks for 2e. for R.G.O.F. box.—Eds.]

Mr- Wm. Evans, Gardener for the past 9 years to

R. F. Mosley, Esq., Croft House, Sheffield, "as Gar-
dener to J. Dymond, Esq., Burntwood Hall, near
Barnsley, Yorkshire.

Mr. C- "Ware, for 18 months Gardener to V. Fleming,
Esq., M.P., Braziers Park, Ipsden, Oxfordshire, as
Gardener to J. Campbell-Bannerman, Esq., Hunton
Court, Maidstone. [Thanks for 2s. for R.G.O.F. box.
—Eds.]

CATALOGUES RECEIVED

Charles P. Kinnell and Co., Ltd., 65, Southwark Street,
London.—Garden Requisites.

Kelway and Son, Langport, Somerset.—Gardens of De-
light.

Thomas S. Ware, Ltd., Feltham. Middlesex.—Dahlias,
Begonias, and other Summer Bedding Plants.

C. J. Ellis and Co., Weston-super-Mare.—Alpines.
Hogg and Robertson, 22, Mary Street, Dublin.—Bulbs.
Clibrans, Altrincham.—Dahlias and Bedding Plants

:

Pot Roses, Herbaceous and Alpine Plants, Shrubs,
Climbers; Indoor Plants; Early Chrysanthemums
for the Flower Border ; Perpetual-flowering Carna-
tions.

Charlesworth and Co., Haywards Heath, Sussex.—
Orchids.

The Arboline Syndicate, 54. Bermondsey Street,
London, S.E.—Arboline, preparation for Trees, Lawns
and Soil Insecticide.

O. S. Daniels & Son, Wymondham, Norfolk.—Bedding
Plants.

The "Sanitas" Co., Ltd., Locksley Street, Limehouse,
London, E.— Sanitas Insecticide and Weed Killer.

Wm. Paul and Son, Ltd., WaJtham Cross, Hertford-
shire.—New Roses.

Geo. Cooling and Sons, Bath.—Roses, Bedding Plants
and Seedlings.

Clark Bros, and Co., Ltd., Carlisle.—Summer Flower-
ing Plants.

Foreign.
Chamberlain and Gage, Wellesley, Massachusetts, U.S.A.

—Bulbs.
D. M. Andrews, Boulder. Colorado, U.S.A. — Colorado

Wild Plants.
Arthur Cowee, Meadowvale Farms, Berlin, New York

(London Agent, A. Dimmock, Craven House, Kings-

way, London).—Gladioli.

Maison Delecoeuillerie, Blandain, Belgium.—Glass-
houses and Boilers.

Clingendaal Nursery, Ltd., Clingendaal, The Hague,
Holland.—Carnations.

Theodore Pauwels, Meirelbeke, lez-Gand, Belgique.

—

Orchids.
J. Chantrier, Mortefontaine, France.—Greenhouse

Plants.
B. Suter-Kret2 and Fils, Lucerne.—Carnations.
Henri Correvon, Floraire, Chene-Bourg, Geneva.—Rock

Plants.
V. Lemoine and Fils, Rue du Montet, 136, Nancy.

—

Herbaceous Plants.
E. Heinrich, Planegg, Bavaria.—Glasshouses and

Frames with Patejit Removable Sashes.
Yokohama Nursery Co., Ltd.. 21-35, Nakamura, Yoko-

hama, Japan (London address: Craven House,
Kingsway).— Plants, Bulbs, Seeds, etc.

Hans Ludwig Thilo, Garten gut Bluetenberg, Lichter-
felde, bei Eberswalde. Germany.—Hardy Plants.

Colonial.
F. Cooper, Ltd., Wellington, New Zealand.—Bulbs.
C. A. Nobelitjs, Gambrook Nurseries, Emerald, Victoria,

Australia.—Fruit Trees and Nursery Stock.

SCHEDULES RECEIVED.

Southampton Royal Horticultural Society.
—The Rose show of this society will be held at South
Stoneham House on Wednesday, July 1 ; the summer
and Carnation show will be held on Tuesday and Wed-
nesday, July 21 and 22, at the Royal Pier ; and the
autumn show will be held at the Drill Hall, St. Mary's
Road, on Tuesday and Wednesday, November 3 and 4.

Secretary, Mr. C. S. Fuidge, Silverdale Road, South-
ampton.
Llandudno and District Horticultural

Society-—The third annual show of this society will
be held in the Town Hall, Llandudno, on Wednesday,
July 15. Secretary, Mr. Alfred Conolly, Barrowby,
Llandudno.
Newcastle upon-Tyne Flower Show-—This

show will be held on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thurs-
day, August 25, 26 and 27, in the Recreation Ground,
North Road. Secretary, Mr. R. H. Newton, 24,
Grainger Street, West, Newcastle.
Morley and District Paxton Society.—The

tenth annual Chrysanthemum show of this society will
be held on Saturday, November 21. Secretary, Mr. S.

J. Wormald, Zion House, Morley.
Paisley Florist Society.—The Chrysanthemum

Show of this Society will be held on Saturday, Septem-
ber 19. Secretary, Mr. F. Ferguson, 40, High Street,
Paisley.

Haywards Heath and Mid Sussex Horti-
cultural Society.—The 26th exhibition of this
society will be held on July 22 in Victoria Park, Hay-
wards Heath. Secretary, Mr. Geo. Prevett, The Rosery,
Franklynn Road, Haywards Heath.
Dover Horticultural Society.—The summer

show of this society will be held on Thursday, July 2.
and the autumn show on Tuesday and Wednesday,
November 10 and 11. Secretary, Mr. C. P. Toiwldn.
41, Folkestone Road, Dover.
Croydon Chrysanthemum Society.—The 27tb,

annual show wiJl be held on Wednesday and Thursday,
October 26 and 29, at the Central Baths 'Hall, Scarbrooke
Road, Croydon. Secretary, Mr. F. Ortoby, The Cottage,
Ooombe Lodge, Coombe Road, Oroydon.
Streatham Sweet Pea and Hose Society.—

The sixth annual exhibition will be held ct Streatham
Town Hall on Thursday, July 2. Secretary, Mr. David
Gibb, 152, Sunnyhill Road, Streatham.
Weybridge. Walton on Thames and Dis-

trict Rose and Horticultural Society.—The
16th annual summer exhibition of this society will be
held at the Old Palace Gardens, Weybridge, on Wednes-
day, July 8. Secretary, Mr. C. Rowland, Station Road,
Weybridge.
Watford Horticultural Society.—The summer

show will be held at Little Cassiobury, on Wednesday,
July 22, and the autumn show will be held in the
Clarendon Hall, Watford, on Wednesday, November 4.

Secretary, Mr. W. Waterton, Heath Farm House Gar-
dens, Watford.
Glasgow and West of Scotland Horticul-

tural Society.—The flower show of this society will
he held in the Exhibition Hall (Zoo Buildings), 48,
New City Road.' Glasgow, on Wednesday and Thursday,
September 2 and 3. Secretary, Mr. Hugh M. Mackie,
124. St. Vincent Street, Glasgow.
Brighton, Hove, and Sussex Horticultural

Society.—The summer show of this society will be
held on Tuesday and Wednesday, August 18 and 19, at
the Dome Corn Exchange, and Western Lawn ; and the
Chrysanthemum Show will be held at the Dome and
Corn Exchange, on Tuesday and Wednesday, November
3 and 4. Secretary, Mr. A". J. Gaston, 170", Springfield
Road, Brighton.
Bletchley and Fenny Stratford Horticul-

tural Society.—The fifth annual show will be held
on Monday. August 3, in the ground? of Bletchley Park.
Secretary, Mr. Thomas Best, Bletchley.
Windsor, Eton and District Chrysanthe-mum and Horticultural Society,—The twenty-

third annual exhibition of this society will be held in
the Royal Albert Institute, Windsor, on Friday, Novem-
ber 6.

' Secretary, Mr. G. E. Keer, Meadowlea, Datchet.
Bradford and District Chrysanthemum

Show will be held in St. George's Hall, Bradford, on
Friday and Saturday. November 13 and 14, Secretary,
Mr. H. Spencer, Horton Park, Bradford.

Oldswinford Horticultural Society. — The
second annual vegetable, flower, and fruit show will be
held in the Parish Rooms, Oldswinford, on Thursday

,

August 27. Secretaries, Messrs. Lambert and Caldwell,
Parish Rooms, Oldswinford.
County Clare Horticultural Society.—The

annual exhibition of fruit and farm produce will be
iield on October 1, in the Court House, Ennis. Secretary,
Rev. R. Scott. The Manse. Ennis.
Bolton Horticultural and Chrysanthemum.
—The twenty-eighth exhibition of this society will be
held in the Town Hall on Friday and Saturday, Novem-
ber 20 and 21. Secretary, Mr. Geo. Corbett, Heaton
Grange Gardens, Bolton.

Weston-super-Mare and District Chry
;santhemum Society.—The annual exhibition will 1

be held in the Knightstone Pavilion on Thursday, 1

October 29. Secretary, Mr. C. E. Masters, 4, South I

Parade, Weston-super-Mare.
The Sutton Rose Society.—The thirty-third

exhibition will be held in the Public Hall, Sutton, od I
Saturday, July 4.

Horticultural Exhibition to be held in con- 1

junction with the Lincolnshire Agricultural Show, at
i

Boston, on Tuesday and Friday, July 16 and 17,

Secretary, Mr. Peter Blair, Trentham Gardens, Stoke- '

on-Trent.

THE WEATHER.
The Following Summary Record of the

weather throughout the British Islands, for the
week ending May 9, is furnished from the

Meteorological Office :

—

REMARKS ON WIND AND WEATHER.
May 12, 191&.

During the earlier half of the week, when a large
barometrical depression extended over the United King-
dom from the Atlantic, the wind on all but our ex-

treme Northern Coasts was south-west or west, and
in the Western and Southern districts it blew with
considerable strength. Rain was frequent, but the
amount was, as a rule, not large. Thunderstorms
occurred on the 5th at several places situated in the
North and East of Great Britain. The central por-

tion of the disturbance passed on the same day east-

ward across Scotland, but in its rear numerous small
secondaries were developed, and on the 7th and 8th
the gradual deepening of one of these systems over
Scotland was attended by a heavy fall of rain in the
Northern and Central Districts* At Fort Augustus
the total quantity for the two days amounted to 70
millimetres, and at Gordon Castle to 62 millimetres,
thunderstorms occurring at the same time in many parte
of England. On the 8th and 9th, when the centre of
the disturbance passed to the North Sea, the wind,
which had previously been variable, shifted to the north-
westward, and blew with the force of a gale in many
places. Temperature at the same time decreased
rapidly, and on the 9th a slight fall of snow occurred
in several parts of North Britain.

WEATHER IN WEST HERTS.
Week ending May 13, 19U.

A Cold and Gloomy Week. The first day proved
warm, but since then the days have all been cold, and
on the coldest day the temperature in the thermometer
screen did not rise above 47°, or 12° below the average
maximum reading for the time of year. On the coldest
night the exposed thermometer registered 5° of frost.

The ground is now 2° colder at 2 feet deep, and 3°

colder at 1 foot deep, than is seasonable. Rain fell

on five days, and to the total depth of J inch. Small
quantities of rainwater have passed through the bare
soil percolation gauge on each of the past six days.
The sun shone on an average for 34 hours a day, which
is 2£ hours a day short of the average duration for
the early part of May. The wind was rather high at
the beginning of the week, but in no hour did the mean
velocity exceed sixteen miles—direction west. The
average amount of moisture in the air at three o'clock
in the afternoon exceeded a seasonable quantity for

that hour by as much as 12 per cent. The first Rosea
to flower in my garden in the open ground were Rosa*
rubella on the 5th inst., Rosa alpina on the 8th
inst., and Rosa eericea pteraeantha on the 10th inst.

The two latter dates are respectively a week and'
eleven davs earlier than last year. E. M., Berkhamstedr
May 13, 10U.

APRIL.
Remarkablij Warm, Dry, and Sunny.—This was witb

one exception (1893) the warmest April I have yet
recorded here during the past twenty-eight years. The
night readings were variable, but on the whole rather
higher than is seasonable. The days were remarkable,
being, with three exceptions, warmer than is season-
able. In fact, the mean maximum reading (60°) was>
with one exception higher than in any of the past
twenty-eiffht Aprils. On the warmest day the tempera-
ture in the thermometer screen rose to 7*4°, and on the
two coldest nights the exposed thermometer registered
8° of frost—the former being, with two exceptions,
higher than in any April during the past twenty-eight
years, and the latter the highest extreme minimum in

April for ten years. Rain fell on only eight days—all

but one being in the first ten days of the month—
to the total depth of one inch, which is not much more
than half the average fall for April. No snow fell

during the month. The sun shone on an average for

7| hours a day, which is 2| hours a day in excess

of the average duration for the month, making this,

with two exceptions, the sunniest April during the

past twenty-eight years. The winds were on the whole
rather light. In the windiest hour the mean velocity

reached twenty-one miles—direction W. The average
amount of moisture in the air at three o'clock in the
afternoon fell short of a seasonable quantity for that

hour by 4 per cent.—E. M., Berkhamsted, May 6, 19U.
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MARKETS
COVENT GARDEN, May is.

We cannoWaccept any responsibility for the subjoined
reports. They are furnished to us regularly every

^. '• Wednesday, by the kindness of several of the principal
salesmen, who are responsible for the quotations. It

C i must be remembered that these quotations do not
represent the prices on any particular day, but only the
general averages for the week preceding the date of our
report. The prices depend upon the quality of the
samples, the way in which they are packed, the supply
in the market, and the demand, and they may fluctuate,
not only from day to day, but occasionally several times
in one day.—Eds.1

Cut Flowers, &e. : Average Wholesale Prlees.

Anemone St.Brigid,
- per doz. bun. .

.

Arums(Richardias),
per doz.

Carnations, per
dozen blooms,
best American
varieties

— smaller, per
doz. bunches .

.

— Carola (crini-

aon),extra large
— Malmaison, per

doz. blooms

:

pink
Cornflower,English,

per doz. bnchs.
Eucharis, per doz.
Forget-Me-Not, per

dozen bunches
Gardenias, per box

of 15 and 18
blooms..

Gladiolus, Blushing
Bride, per doz.
bunches— Ne Plus Ultra,
per doz. spikes

— Peach Blossom,
per doz. bnchs.

— The Bride
Gypsophila, pink,

per doz. bun. .

.

— white .

.

— white, large
bunches, each..

Iceland Poppies,
p. doz. bunches

Iris, Spanish, per
doz. bunches .

.

Ixias, per doz. bun.
Lilium auratum,

per bunch
— longiflorum,

per doz., long..
— — short
— lancifolium

album, long ..

short
— rubrum, per

doz., long
short

Llly-of-the-Valley,
per dozen
bunches

:

— extra special .

.

— special .

.

— ordinary
Mignonette, per

dozen bunches
Narcissus,Poeticus,

per doz. bun..

.

— double white,
flore pleno

s.d. s.d.

2 6-30

2 0-30

4 0-50

6 0-90

3 0-36
2 0-26

4 —

6 0-80

19-20

6 0-80
9 0-15

5 0-

3 0-

10-13

2 6-36

6 0-90
16-20

2 3-

2 0-

3
2 6

2 6-

1 0-

s.d. s. d.
Orchids, per doz. :— Cattleya .. 12 0-15
— Odontoglossum

crispum . . 3 0-40
Paeonies, per dozen

bunches .. 6 —
Pancratium, per

dozen blooms . . 2 0-26
Pelargoniums, per

doz. bunches,
double scarlet 5 0-60— white, per doz.
bunches . . 4 6-50

Pyrethrum, white,
per doz. bun. 3 0-40

Roses : per dozen
blooms, Brides-
maid . . . . 16-20— Caroline Testout 2 0-26— Fran Karl Dru-
schki, per doz.
blooms
General Jac-
queminot

— Joseph Lowe .

.

— Kaiserin Au-
gusta Victoria

— LadyHillingdon
— Liberty
— Mme. Carnot..— Madame A.

Chatenay
— Melody
— My Maryland .

.

— Niphetos
— Prince de Bul-

garie, per doz.
— Richmond
— Sunburst . . 16-— Sunrise .. 10-— W. A. Richard-

son
— White Craw

ford
— Yellow Sou

venir . . . . 16-26
Spiraaa, per doz.

bunches . . 6 0-60
Statice, mauve, per

doz. bunches.. 3 0-40
Stephanotis, per 72

Pips . . . . 16-20
Stocks, English,

white, per doz.
bunches 4 0-60

2 0-30

10-13
2 0-30

16-26
10-16
2 0-30
2 0-26

16-30
16-20
10-16
13-16

16-26
16-30

2
1 6

9-16

2 0-30

6 0-6012 0-16 — coloured
9 0-10 Sweet Peas, white
S 0- 9 [ and coloured,

per doz. bun. 3 0-12
3 0-401 Tulips, Darwin, per

doz. bunches,
in variety 4 0-80

Wallflowers, per
doz. bunches . . 16-26

16-20

3 0-36

Cut Foliage, &e.: Average Wholesale Prices.

3 0-40

2 0-40

8. d. s. d.
Croton foliage,

doz. bunches 12 0-16
Cycas leaves, per

doz.

Eulalia japonica,
per bunch

Moss, gross
bunches

Myrtle, doz. bnchs.
English,
small-leaved .

French.

3 0-12

10-16

6 —

Smilax, per bunch
of 6 trails

6
1

10-13

s. d. s. il.

Adiantum Fern
(Maidenhair),
best, per doz.
bunches

Agrostis (Fairy
Grass), per doz.
bunches

Asparagus plumo-
sus, long trails,

per half-dozen 16-20— medium, doz.
bunches . . 12 0-18

— Sprengeri . . 6 0-12
Carnation foliage,

doz. bunches . . 3 0-60
Foreign Flower Market.

s.d. s.d,
JAnemone fulgens, Marguerites, yellow,

per doz. bnchs 1 6- 2 | p. doz. bunches 16-19
Remarks.—The cold weather has checked vegetation

and supplies generally, but more especially of Carna-
tions and Roses, are fewer. White Carnations and
the crimson variety, Carola, are very scarce ; but blooms
of the pink Enchantress, Winsor and Mav Dav. also
s>carlet Beacon and Britannia, appear to "be sufficient
lor the demand, which is only moderate. Rose Mme. Abel
Uiatenay is the more plentiful in its class; special
quality blooms of Liberty, Richmond and Sunburnt are
scarce, but there are fine flowers of Melody and MvMaryland Fine spikes of Delphinium are on sale, alsogood bunches of English-grown Cornflower. Paeoniestrom France are more plentiful, but there is no special

I»w l?
r
}
h
?
m

-
Doub,e White Pyethrum iY thelatest subject to arrive from that oountrv Gladioli

s. d. s. d.

are seen in greater variety ; the variety The Bride is
now in a better condition, and the quality of other

1

sorts is improving daily. Irises in all colours are plen-
tiful, also Double White Narcissus, which is seen in
better condition. There is a good supplv of White and
Pink Gypsophila. Of Liliums, L. Harrissi is most in
demand

; L. speciosum rubrum and L. s. album are
very scarce.

Plants In Pots, &e. : Average Wholesale Prices.

s. d. s. d.
Aralia Sieboldii,

dozen . . . . 6 0-70
Araucaria excelsa

per dozen . . 18 0-21

Asparagus plumo-
sus nanus, per
dozen . . . . 10 0-12— Sprengeri .. 6 0-80

Aspidistra, per doz.

,

green . . . . 18 0-30— variegated . . 30 0-60

Beronia mega-
stigma, 4S's,per
doz is 0-21— heterophylla . . 15 0-18

Cacti, various, per
tray of 15's . . 4 —
tray of 12's . . 6 —

Cinerarias, 48's . . 6 0-80
Cocos Weddeliana,

per dozen, 60's 6 0-12— larger, each . . 2 6-10 6

Croton, per dozen 18 0-30

Dracaena, green,
per dozen . . 10 0-12

Erica persoluta,
per dozen 48's.. IS 0-24

— candidissima . . 12 0-15— Cavendishii . . 21 0-24— coccinea . . 12 0-15— Willmorei
. . 12 0-15

Ferns, in thumbs,
per 100. . . . 8 0-12— in small and
large 60's . . 12 0-20— in 48's, per
dozen .. .. 6 0-60— choicer sorts,
per dozen . . 8 0-12— in 32's, per
doz. . . . . 10 0-18

s. d. s. d.
Fuchsias, 48's, per

dozen 70-90
Geonoma gracilis

60'b per dozen . . 6 0-80— larger, each . . 2 6-76
Heliotropes, 48's

per dozen
Hydrangeas, Pink,

per doz. 48'a .

.

— White
— Blue
Eentia Belmore-

ana, per dozen 6 0-80— Forsteriana,60's,
per dozen

larger, per
dozen

Latania borbonica,
per dozen

Lilium longiflorum
per dozen

Lily-of-the-Valley
— 48's, per dozen 21 0-30
Marguerites.in 48's,

per doz., white
Pandanus Veitchii,

per dozen
Pelargoniums, 48's

per dozen— Zonal, 48's, per
doz

— Ivyleaf, 48's .

.

Phoenix rupicola,
each

Rodanthe 5 0-60
Spiraea japonica,

per dozen pots 6 0-80
Stocks, white, 48's

per dozen— pink
— red
Verbenas, Miss

Willmott, 4S's,

per dozen

6 0-70

10 0-18
12 0-15

18 0-36

4 0-80

18 0-36

12 0-30

18 0-24

18 0-21

6 0-80

16 0-48

10 0-12

5 0-60
6 0-90

2 6-21

6 0-80
6 0-80
6 0-80

11 0-12

9 6-11

10 —
14 —

1- 7 6

Apples, Australian,
per case . . 11 6-15 6

cooking.case 11 0-12 6— Cox's, case . . 16 0-20
Bananas, bunch

:

— Double Ex. .— Extra ..

— Extra-medium
— Giant .

.

— Medium
— Red, per ton . . £23
— Jamaica, p. ton £15 -

Cherries,French,box 19-20
— per j sieve . . 6 0-76
Custard Apples,

per doz. ... 6 0-10

Dates, dozen boxes 4 0-46— per cwt. case . . 20 —
Figs, English, p. doz. 4 0-18
— Kadrowi, cwt. 11 —
Gooseberries,

strike
Grapes — Almeria,

per barrel— Almeria, per
dozen lbs.

— Australian, per
box

— Belgium Gros
Colmar, per lb.— Cape, box

:

White Mus-
cat . . . . 5 6 6 6— — Red Muscat 6 0-70
RaisiuBlanc 3 6-46— English, New,

per lb

Canon Hall
Muscat, lb. 10 0-1S
Muscat of

Alexandria, lb- 10 0-17 6
Grape Fruit, case

:

— 96's

s. d. s. d.

8 6-15

16 —
5 0-80
13-26
24 0-30

12 0-24

8 0-90
Remarks.—The cold weather has influenced the sale of

plants, more especially of Pelargoniums and hardy
roots. Marguerites, Heliotropiums. Fuchsias, Pelargo-
niums, and Rhodanthe are all arriving in good condi-
tion. Pink Verbena Miss Willmot is on sale, but not
the scarlet variety.

Fruit : Average Wholesale Prices.

s. d. s. d.

Lemons, Messina,
per case

Lychees, box

Mangos, Cape, doz.
Melons, English

Nectarines
— Belgium
Nuts:
— Almonds, sack 64 0-65— Barcelona, sack 44 —— Brazils, cwt. . 46 0-50— Chestnuts, Nap-

les, per bag . . 16 6-20— Coco-nute, per
100 . . . . 18 0-22

Oranges

:

— Californian
Navel, per case 16 0-18— Denia, per case 18 6-40— Jaffa, per case 12 6 —— Mercia, p. case 12 0-16— Palermo Blood,
case . . . . 9 6-10 6

Peaches, English,
per doz.— Belgian, p. doz.

Pears, Australian
case

— Cape, box

4 —
20 0-24 6

10 6 —
16 0-24

0-3

2 6-50

10 0-36

S 0-20

15 0-22

5 6-66
Pineapples, St.

Michael 2 6-30

— 64's
— 64's

14 0-20 4

1 6

Plums, Australian,
per case .. 14

Pomegranates, case 6

Raspberries, per
punnet . . 2

Strawberries,Worth-
ing, per Hi.

— First Qualify.. 2 0-

— Second quality 1 0-

— Hainpshirep.il>. I 0-

Remarks.—There have been received from Australia
147.000 cases of Apples, Pears, Grapes and Plums, the
bulk of the fruits being in an excellent condition.
Consignments of fruit from Cape Colony amounted to
about 6,000 packages, the bulk consisting of Grapes.
Supplies of Grapes from home growers and the Con-
tinent are increasing daily. Peaches and Nectarines are
available in fairly large quantities. The market is
better supplied with Figs and Melons. Continental
growers are sending fine samples of Cherries packed
very attractively in small boxes. Gooseberries on sale
include some fine samples. English Tomatos are arriv-

ing m larger quantities, and Tomatos from Tenerifle
are very good in quality. Forced vegetables available
include Cucumbers, Beans, Peas, Mushrooms, New Pota-
tos and Marrows. English Asparagus is more plen-
titul, but Continental growers are sending fewer
supplies of this vegetable. Onions are arriving from
the following sources :—Canary Islands. Egypt, and
Lisbon, but the stocks are small, and the prices very
high. Spring Onions are now available. Of all ordi-
nary vegetables there is a fairly plentiful supply with
the exception of Broccoli.-^. H. R„ Covent Garden,May IS, 101!,.

Vegetables ^Average Wholesale Prices.

Artichokes, Globe,
per dozen— ground, \ sieve

Asparagus:
Cavillion

— Sprue .

.

— Giant .

.

— Victorian— Toulouse
— Lauris
— English bundle

Batavia, per doz. .

.

Beans,Guernsey, lb.— English
— Broad, French,

per pad
Beetroot, per

bushel
Cabbages, English

spring, per
hamper

Carrots, (English),
hags

— (French), pad..— New, bunch,
round .

.

— long
Cauliflowers, per

hamper
Celeriac, French,

per dozen
Celery, per doz. .

.

Chicory, per lb. .

.

Cucumbers, per doz
Endive, French

, per
dozen

Garlic, per strike..
Horseradish, 12

bundles
Leeks, per dozen .

.

Lettuce, Dutch,
round, percrate

— English, Cos,
per score

— English, round,
per score

— French, round,
per doz.

s.d. s.d.

13-16
10-13

10- 1

2J- 3
4 0-80
19-20
16-19
16-19
9-50

3 0-36
8-09
7-08

4 0-46

4 0-46

2 0-26

3 0-

3 0-

5-06
10- 1

2 6-36

2 6-30
10 0-14

4}- —
2 6-30

2 0- —
3 0-40

18 0-24

2 6-30

Blacklands

Dunbar—Red
— Grey soil

soil

6 0- —
10-13

10-16

Old Potatos
S-d. S.ri.

3 6 —
5 3-60
4 0-43

s.d. s.d.
Lettuce

—

continued:— Cos, French,
per doz. . . 4 0-46

Marrows, per doz. 5 0-80
Mint, per doz. . . 2 0-40
Mushrooms, culti-

vated, per lb. . . 80 10— Broilers .. 6 —— Buttons .. 9-10
Mustard and Cress,

per dozen pun-
nets . . . . 10- 1

Onions, picklers, per
} bushel . . 3 0-40— Spring, per doz. 2 6-36— Egyptian, bags 17 6-18— Lisbon, box . . 17 0-1S

Parsley, per dozen
bunches .. 2 6-30

Parsnips, per bag. . 2 0-26
Peas, Guernsey, lb. 10- 1— French, pad . . 4 0-50
Radishes, per doz. 16 —
Rhubarb, Leeds,

forced, dozen
bundles

— Natural, per
tally ..

Sage, per dozen .

.

Seakale, Natural,

i bush
Spinach, per bushel
Spring Greens, bag
stachys tuberosa.lb. 4-

Swedes, bag . . 16-20
Tomatos, Canary,

bundle . . . . 14 0-22— English, per lb. 7-0 10— Guernsey,perlb. 7-09
Thyme, per dozen

bunches .. 2 0-60
Turnips (English),

per bag .. 2 6-30— (French), long,
dozen bunches 14 0-15

round . . 7 0-80
Watercress, per doz. 4-06

9-0 10

6 0-70
16-20

2 0-

1 9-

1 6-

2 6
2
1 9

Lincoln — King
Edward

— Evergood
— Up-to-date
Scotch— Grey soil

s.d. s.d.

4 6-50
3 9-

3 6-

3 9-

4
4 3
4 3

s.d. s.d.

12 6-14

10 0-12

New Potatos.
s.d. s.d. I

Jersey, per cwt. .. 16 6-17 Spanish, per cwt.
Lisbon, per case . . 4 6 — | Teneriffe „
Remarks.—Trade in old Potatos remains fairly firm

There are few consignments, and stocks in the market
are becoming much fewer. Business in new Potatos is
steady, and prices will drop next week—Edward J.
Newborn, Covent Garden and St. Pancras, May IS, 191k.

TRADE NOTE.

WM. FELLS AND SON, LIMITED.
This new company was registered on April

30, by Guscotte and Fowler. 1. York Buildings
Adelphi, W.C. Capital, £4,000, in £1 shares
(2,000 Preference). Objects : To take over the
businesses of nurserymen, seedsmen, florists,
gardeners and horticulturists carried on by A.
H. Fells, A. Fells and W. F. Langford, trading
as William Fells and Son, at Hitchin and Letch-
worth, Herts, and by W. A. Holmes, at Station
Road, Letchworth. Private company.

©bftuav^
William Earp.—Mr. William Earp, gar-

dener at Hume Towers, Bournemouth, for
the long period of 42 years, died at Bar-
ton Road, Bournemouth West, on the 6th
inst., at the ripe age of 82. Previous to his
appointment at Hume Towers he was for five
years gardener at Lighton House, Weetbury,
Wiltshire. In his younger days he was foreman
at the Garstone Vineyards, Liverpool, under the
late Mr. James Meredith, and subsequently was
for two years engaged in Grape growing at
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Morristown, U.S.A. To the older generation of

gardeners Mr. Earp will be remembered as a

successful exhibitor at such places as Trow-
bridge, Crystal Palace, Alexandra Palace, and

Bath, competing often against the famous Mr.

Coleman, of Eastnor Castle. Mr. Earp was a

vice-president of the Bournemouth Gardeners'

Mutual Improvement Society, and a member of

the Bournemouth Chysanthemum Society. He re-

signed his appointment at Hume Towers two
years ago, when his employers granted him a

pension.

Philippe Van Tieghem.— We learn with

regret of the death, at the advanced age of 75,

of one of the most distinguished botanists, Mr.

Philippe Van Tieghem, who held for many
years the professorship of botany in the

Museum of Natural History and in the Institute

of Agriculture (Paris). Besides being tlv

author of many memoirs, Van Tieghem produced

what is in many respects the best modern text-

book of botany. Although most of his recent

work related to the anatomy of plants, Van
Tieghem's researches covered an extraordinary

wide range ; some of his earliest work was done

on Fungi. In addition to his other labours

he edited for many years the botanical part of

the Annates des Science Naturelhs, and held

since 1877 the office of Permanent Secretary of

the Academy of Science.

Abnormal Bluebell : J. B. The bracts are

virescent, this departure from the normal be-

ing not uncommon.

Abnormal Gloxinia : G. S. A Gloxinia flower

with four limbs to the corolla instead of the

normal five is not unusual. Reduction or in-

crease in the number of petals of cultivated

flowers is a common occurrence, due, probably,

to the altered conditions under which the plants

are grown.

Aquilegia : Mai/view. You would find it ad-

vantageous, when cultivating your bed for

Aquilegias, to always dig the ground a little

deeper than on the previous occasion, bringing

the deepest soil to the surface. The Aqui-

legia lives for many years on the same spot

without particular attention, but, as you re-

mark, the best results are obtained from seed-

lings of the first flowering. That is usual

with many plants. Cow manure, if you wish

to supplement it with artificial, should have

a stimulating one, such as slight dressings of

two parts nitrate of soda to one part super-

phosphate of lime ; but you might try, in the

first place, two or three applications of soot,

and if the soil inclines to clay, then add lime.

The strain you grow was selected by a Scotch

lady of the' Borders, and is one of the best.

Caterpillars Infesting Apple Trees : S. B.

The examples received are caterpillars of the

winter moth, Cheimatobia brumata. Spray

the infested trees with Swift's arsenate of lead

paste according to directions supplied. It is

rather late in the season for spraying, but

there is, so far as we know, no other remedy.

Goldfish : C. B. The common goldfish, fre-

quently called Italian goldfish, breed freely in

Italy in warm water. The Spanish cold-water

goldfish breed in English water. The goldfish

is a small species of carp.

Gooseberries Diseased : Anxious. The symp-

toms suggest that the bushes are attacked at

the collar or low down in the main branches

by the fungus Botrytis. Plants which are

affected cannot be cured, but you should take

the precaution of dusting the stems of bushes

which are still healthy with quicklime while

the bark is damp.

Hyacinth with Six Spikes : .4. G. Your plant

of Hyacinth with six' spikes is not a record,

for in Gard. Chron., March 2. 1912, p. 142. a

correspondent gives details of a plant in hi?

possession with six expanded inflorescences

and another spike developing.

Insects : L. B. P., Lynton. The insects are

clay-coloured weevils. Place portions of root-

vegetables or Cabbage-leaves as traps, and
hunt for the creatures at night, for they feed

when it is dark. Shrub next week.

Larch Damaced ; P. The shoots have been in-

jured by aphides, which may be checked by
spraying with soft soap and paraffin emulsion.

This specific is made as follows : Take a quan-

tity of soft soap, place it in the bottom of a

pail, and pour in paraffin. With the hand
work the paraffin and soap in together until

the soap will absorb no more paraffin, when the

superfluous liquid may be discarded. It will

then be found that the soap and paraffin will

dissolve in water without the oil floating on

the top. A full handful of the mixture should

be dissolved in a pail of water.

Mushrooms and Slugs : F. J. A dressing of

soot in a reasonable quantity would not damage
the growth of Mushrooms to such an extent as

you complain. But its use is not to be recom-

mended. The best way to eradicate slugs on

Mushroom beds is to place a few young Cab-

bage or Lettuce leaves as traps and to search

for and destroy the slugs at night.

Names of Plants : H. E. T. and Son. Ilex di-

^pyrena.—C. E. B. Primus Padus (Bird Cherry).

— W. A. Primus Pseudocerasus var. flare luteo.

—Somerset. 1, Coelogyne cristata ; 2, Dendro-

bium nobile ; 3, Xanthoceras sorbifolia ; 4,

Lithosperum sp. ? too faded to identify ; 5,

Piptanthus nepalensis_; 6. Iberis semper-

virens.—/''. if". 1, Epimedium alpinum ; 2,

Prunus Padus ; 3, Daphne Cneorum ; 4, Cyti-

sus purpureus ; 5, Geranium phaeum ; 6,

Andromeda polifolia ; 7, Daboecia polifolia.—

II'. B. Bryanthus empetrifolium.

—

W. G. W.
the Orchid* from Rhodesia is Ansellia gigan-

tea. It is the light-coloured form of A.

africana which extends to Natal, whilst the

typical, dark-coloured form A. africana extends

through tropical Africa to the extreme west.

The difference in colour- and habit warrants

the distinctive name of A. gigantea.—/. F.

Dancer. 1, Viburnum tomentosum ; 2, Cra-

taegus coccinea.—/. Shaxted. 1, Exochorda
grandiflora ; 2, Akebia quinata ; 3, Pyrus
floribunda atrosanguinea ; 4, Elaeagnus multi-

flora ; 5, Prunus acida variety ; 6, Spiraea

arguta.

—

T. S. N. A. 1. Exochorda Albertii

;

2, Ceanothus dentatus ; 3, Neviusia alabamen-

sis ; 4. Rosmarinus officinalis (prostratus) ; 5,

Coronilla Emerus ; 6, Lenidium latifolium ; 7,

Genista hispanica : 8, Kalmia glauca ; 9, Elae-

agnus longipes ; 10, Pyrus floribunda ; 11, Phlox

subulata ; 12, Piptanthus nepalensis. — Miss

G. 1, Ribes aureum ; 2, Solanum crispum.

—

T. Kniaht. 1, Ribes aureum; 2, Exochorda
grandiflora : 3, Aspidium angulare ; 4, Onci-

diiun divaricatum ; 5, Saxifraga caespitosa ; 6,

Ionopsidium acaule.—F. F. A. 1, Lastrea

varia ; 2, Pteris longifolia : 3. Adiantum hispi-

dulum ; 4, Asplenium cicutarium ; 5, Davallia

bullata.

Names of Fruits : Doubtful. The fruits were

decayed ; they resemble Newton Wonder.

—

T.

Taylor. Hormead's Pearmain.

Peach Curl : T. K. See reply to H. B. in

the last issue, p. 324: also note in "Home
Correspondence," p. 336.

Peach Leaves : A. W. P. The small, round

patches of diseased tissue which have in some

cases fallen out and left small holes are caused

by the fungus Cercospora circumscissa, known
popularly as the "Shot-hole fungus." Spray

the trees at intervals of a week with self-

boiled lime sulphur wash, which is prepared

as follows :—Take lib. flowers of sulphur, lib.

stone lime, and 5 gallons of water. After

weighing the lime into a barrel, add 5 pints

of water, sift in the sulphur, and slake the

lime slowly. Add more water gradually and

stir every now and again : when fully slaked

cool by adding the remaining water.

Peach Shoots Diseased : 5. B. The shoot you

send us is attacked by the silver-leaf disease

(Stereum purpnreum)." All affected branches

should be cut back, taking care to cut beyond
the last discoloured wood ; but if the trees are>

badly affected this treatment may not be found,
successful. A good deal of mystery surrounds
the origin and cure of silver-leaf ; some
growers think it may be due to an over-

dressing -of farmyard manure ; others, that
it follows a particularly wet season.

Sulphate of iron has been tried as a remedy
as follows :—1 lb. of the crystals were dis-

solved overnight in water, and the next day
sufficient water was added to fill a forty-

gallon barrel. This preparation was applied

to the roots of the tree, which were afterwards
mulched with a thick layer of farmyard
manure. The treatment was once repeated

;

and before the tree was started into growth
the following season the worst affected

branches were removed. During this second
summer the treatment was applied about three
times, with the result that a marked decrease-

in the disease was noticed, and the growth
was much more robust. During the third
season a slight silvering of the first leaves-

was noticed, but disappeared as the roots be-

came active, giving place to perfectly healthy
growth. The tree furnished a good crop of
fruit. It will be seen that the treatment with
iron, even when successful, is slow ; and un-
less the utmost care is taken, the tree will con-
taminate those near it during the process of
recovery.

Pear Fruit and Foliage Injured : W. F. G.

The trouble is due to the Pear-gall mite. The
injured leaves should be gathered and burned,
and the trees sprayed next winter with the
preparation known as "self-boiled sulphur
wash." (See also "Peach Leaves.")

Pear Shoots Dying : /. H. P. The trouble is--

not due to disease that can be attributed to.

any fungus or insect pest, but has been brought
about by unsuitable cultural conditions. If
the tree is worth saving we advise you to

make an examination of the roots next autumn-,

and remove some of the soil, adding some
fresh, rich compost.

Rose Tree Unhealthy : Tristram-. Stems of

old Rose trees often form corky outgrowths-

such as are found on the specimen you sent.

This is not due to disease, and there are nc
known means of preventing the affection.

Shallots : E. P. D. The bulbs are infested by
Sclerotium disease, caused by a fungus. The
soil in which the crop was grown will be in-

fected, and should be treated with lime, as.

many other kinds of plants are liable to be:

attacked by this complaint.

Specific for Rose Mildew : Rosa. As you do.

not wish to employ flowers of sulphur, on,

account of the unsightly effect it gives to the-

foliage, you should use liver of sulphur, at a.
J

strength* of 1 oz. in four gallons of water-
.

This preparation will not injure the flower-

buds, but if the spray touches white-painted-

woodwork it will turn it black.

Tulips Diseased : W. H. S. and Sons. The-

bulbs are attacked by the well-known "Lily

disease," a species of Botrytis. The bulbs

should be destroyed by burning, but if you:,

wish to preserve them for planting again,

take the precaution to dust them with quick-

lime and sulphur in equal parts before they-

are stored.

Tulips Not Flowering : T. C. See reply to-

W. H. S. and Sons.

Vine Leaves with Warty Excrescences : T. B:

The trouble is due to keeping the vinery too.

close and moist. Ventilate the vinery and"

keep the atmosphere less moist.

Communications Received—W. S -Inchicon^
[Correspondents must observe the rule to furnish their-

names and addresses, although these are not puo-

lished when a request is sent to that effect]—E. M.—
R M.—R. A., Framlingham-G. H. B.—E. W. H.-Geo,

T.'. Versailles-E. N.-A. P.-A. G.-S. V. S.-Mr.

p y S—A. E. T.—C. T—H. B.—J. B. F.—G. H. C..

India—J. R. J—G. M. Tayler, Edinburgh—W. C.—

H. S. T—T. H.—Sir H. V.—R. Holmes—H. C. E —
W. G.—Professor Balfour—T: Mawson—Reg. Farrer,.

Shensu, China—Miss- T.
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THE SOURCE OF YELLOW ROSES.

THE attempt to secure by hybridisation

a Rose of clear deep yellow colour-

ing is maintained with un-

diminished ardour by Rosarians, both
amateur and professional, and from the

inquiries that are from time to time ad-

dressed to me as to the subjects to which
recourse may be had, it is evident that

considerable uncertainty still prevails as

to the characters of the wild or spon-

taneous yellow species.

It seems worth trying to collect what
w© know about them in case it may be
possible in any way to simplify the task
of the hybridist.

Two yellow Roses were known to Par-
kinson. He calls them Rosa lutea sim-
plex and Rosa lutea multiplex sive flore

pleno. " The first," he says, " is planted
rather for variety than any other good
use. It often groweth to a good height,

his stem being great and wooddy, with few
or no prickes upon the old wood, but
with a number of small prickes like hairs,

thick set upon the younger branches of a

dark colour somewhat reddish, the barke
of the young shoots being of a sad greene
reddish colour ; the leaves of this Rose
bush are smaller, rounder pointed, of a
paler greene colour, yet finely snipt about
the edges, and more in number, that is,

seven or nine on a stalk or ribbe than in

any other garden kinde, except the double
of the same kinde that followeth next; the
flower is a small single Rose, consist-

ing of five leaves not so largo as the
single Spanish Muske Rose, but somewhat

bigger than the Eglantine or Sweete Briar
Rose, of a fine pale yellow colour."
This seems an admirable description of

our modern R. hispida, the peculiarity of

which is that though in habit and foliage

it bears a strong resemblance to the taller-

growing members of the R. pimpinelli-

folia group, it is abundantly supplied with
setae, but has no thorns. Setae are al-

most always deciduous.

Parkinson's double yellow Rose must
have been our R. sulphurea Ait., also

often called R. hemisphaerica Herm.,
and, from the account of his experience,

it cannot have been much easier to induce
this Rose to flower well in those days than
it is at the present time. Lindley wrote of

it, " This, by far the most splendid of the

genus, has never been heard of in a single

state, nor even near it, and its native

country is still unknown." Its true

habitat was probably decided by M.
de Tchihatcheff, who discovered it or

its spontaneous form R. Rapinii Boiss., in

Galatia, in 1849. R. Rapinii was first

collected by Balinsa, and under that name
created by Boissier, who at first regarded
it as a distinct species, but later con-

sidered it as the type or spontaneous form
of R. sulphurea Ait., a view which Prof.

Ci'epin seems to have adopted (see

Primitiae, pp. 216 and 277), and he does
not in his later writings distinguish it

from R. sulphurea Ait.* R. Bungeana,
described by Buhse, is merely a form of

R. Rapinii or sulphurea, and R. caesarea,

another variation, -differs in being more
glandular. Neither this nor R. Rapinii

need detain us longer, unless, as some
prefer, R. Rapinii Boiss. be retained as a

name for the single form, and R. sul-

phurea Ait. confined to the double-
flowered plant.

R. xanthina is one of the most beanti-

ful of the yellow Roses. It was first de-

scribed by Lindley, apparently from a pic-

ture, as " A Rose with all the appearance
of R. spinosissima, except in having no
setae and double flowers the colour of

R. sulphurea." Except for the double

flowers, which is a form have
never seen, and may
mistake of the artist,

words well describe this

sence of setae and the appearance of its

straight thorns and general habit re-

sembling the taller spinosissima render

this Rose difficult to confuse with any
other species. R. Ecae, an Afghan Rose,

is perhaps rather similar in some respects,

but the habit is dwarfer, and though it

will live in this country, seldom seems to

flower, while R. xanthina flowers grandly
for something less than a fortnight during
May. R. spinosissima lutea is another

Rose of the spinosissima group, and is of

a fine yellow colour. It appears to be the

Rose discussed by Prof. Crepin in his

Nosae Hybridae, wherein he concludes thai

it is probably the result of a cross R.

lutea x pimpinellifolia. R. lutescens was

described by Lindley as " with branches

defended by innumerable slender, tin-

equal, pale brown, deflexed prickles, ami

an almost equal number of setae": he

perhaps bo a

the above cited

plant. Its ab-

* li.'s.^'lis,' t....k the shiim' view ami enve hi* MMODI it

length In a paper in the Ji m-nal o/ Iiotanti tent. Kai*.,

p. 235-8)i

adds, " The flowering shoots offer an ex-,

cellent discriminative character, as they-

differ entirely from the branches in their-

arms, which are little more than tubercles,
tipped with a weak bristle."

;

a Both in

habit and colour of the flower this Rosa,
seems to. differ from R. hispida but little,,

and that only in the presence of prickles

OH the sterns, and if, as Crepin thought,
it and R. ' ochroleuca Gw. be merely
hybrids of R. pimpinellifolia, it is quite
likely that these characters may merge into

one another in different individuals.
Though I have not seen Gwimpel's.
authentic specimen of R. ochroleuca, the
plant sent me under that name, and now-
in my possession, bears very marked re-

semblance to R. xanthina, especially in

the leaves and thorns, and is doubtless a

hybrid of this Rose.
The beautiful and early-flowering R.

Hugonis, though its position may not yet

be finally settled, is clearly connected
with the pinipinellifolia group, and is.

probably also of hybrid origin.

Rosa lutea Mill, has long been known.
It is described by Lindley as " a naked-
looking bush about 4 feet high. Branches,
somewhat erect, dark brown, defended by
pale, straight, nearly equal scattered
prickles, and no setae; root shoots
more densely armed. Leaves somewhat
shining deep green; stipules narrow, di-

lated, and divaricated at the end, finely

toothed and fringed with glands a little

pubescent or not, petioles naked or.downy
rarely glandular, leaflets 5-7, elliptical or
ovate, a little pointed, spoon-shaped,
simply or doubly serrated, naked above,
move or less glandular beneath. Flowers
deep yellow, large, cup-shaped, solitary;

bracteae none ; peduncle and tube of the
calyx unarmed, the latter ovate, sepals
ovate, pointed, a little divided, setigerous

and even prickly on the outside, petal-

obcordate ; disc thickened ; styles villous

distinct, fru-it unknown." He continues:
"This has been strangely confounded by
some botanists with R. sulphurea. And
yet their resemblance chiefly consists in

the similarity of colour in their flowers,

sulphurea being undoubtedly allied to R.
sibirica (one of the pimpinellifolia varia-

tions), lutescens, etc. And this, though
very different, so closely bordering upon
R. rubiginosa that. Linnaeus at one time
did not distinguish them, and united them
under the name of eglanteria. ... It

[i.e., R. lutea] is known at first sight by
its branches with foliage only at the ex-

tremities, prickles, usually several under
the stipulae, and the leaflets, which are-

hollow, like the bowl of a spoon." For-

habitat he gives Austria and the South of

France, a habitat which has since been-

extended to include Armenia and I

Western Himalayas.
Lindlev, however, was far from settling

the positions of R. lutea and R. sulphurea.

Many anthers since him have asked

whether they may not be two varieties of

he same specific type. Crepin himself once

raised the question. He points out that

both Roses show many features of specific

resemblance, have almost the sain

coloured flowers and an almost identi.

morphological organisation, while the

leaves with their stipules have also a
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great resemblance. In 1889, in reviewing the

work of M. Paul Sintenis in Armenia, he went

fully into the differences between R. lutea and

R. sulphurea. One of the most important is

the armature of their stems, the thorns in R.

sulphurea being normally of the hooked type,

•while those of R. lutea are of the straight type.

But properly to appreciate this character the

thorns of R. sulphurea must be studied1 as a

whole, for it may often happen that in places

on the plant the thorns may be more or less

straight, and in some variations many may be

so. In R. lutea the thorns are always straight,

though sometimes the point (which is straight)

may be turned downwards.

Another distinction is that the epidermis

of the stems and branches of R. sulphurea is

generally charged with glands, a condition that

does not occur in R. lutea. A third is found

in the leaves, which, though much alike, are not

the same, being more attenuated at the 'base in

R. sulphurea, while in R. lutea the teeth are

deeper, and they are often finely pubescent.

In R. sulphurea the stipules and . auricles are

xanthina. ' Be-fore leaving this part of the sub-

ject it may be interesting to inquire how far

the recognised descriptions of R. Rapinii Boiss.

carry out Crepin's view put forward above.

The best description of this Rose known to me
is that of Regel ; it is shorter than Boissier's

original description, but gives the essential fea-

tures, and is as follows:
—"Branches with

strongly-curved1 prickles dilated at the base,

otherwise glabrous, flowering branchlets clothed

with setaceous prickles and glands on short

stalks. Stipules adnate, leaflets non-glandular

beneath, lobes of the calyx entire or

with a few short lateral lobules. A
tall bush, the stipules expanded, glandular

on the edge, petioles and rachis shortly pube-

scent, nearly unarmed. Leaflets 5-7, obovate,

obtuse or shortly-pointed, glabrous above, with

a pale, rather soft and very fine pubescence be-

neath, somewhat doubly toothed. The peduncles

glabrous or glandular. Calyx tube glabrous.

Calyx lobes lanceolate, acuminate pubescent on

both margins. Petals yellow, crowned by the

calvx lobes."

Fig. 150.

—

cattleya trianae as grown in Canada.

icss dilated and their edges less toothed than in

R. lutea.

The inflorescence in R. sulphurea is always

single-flowered, and the peduncles are shorter,

the receptacles smaller, and the sepals shorter.

In R. lutea the inflorescence is rather often

many-flowered.

Finally R. sulphurea fruits regularly, and its

Teceptacles ripen and produce well-developed

seeds, while in R. lutea the receptacles, accord-

ing to Prof. Crepin, always remain absolutely

sterile. He says that in his experience he

had never seen really fruiting receptacles of this

•species. At most the fruits contain atrophied

achenes. In like manner sulphurea possesses

well-developed pollen, while in R. lutea a very

large proportion is imperfectly developed.

Crepin found only one-fifteenth of the pollen

perfect in this Rose, though a correspondent had

a higher proportion. Not unnaturally, he asks

"Does this point to R. lutea itself being a

hybrid?" If so, he thinks R. sulphurea must
be one ascendant, while the other may be either

R. pimpinellifolia or perhaps Lindley's R.

This description agrees fairly well with Lind-

ley's R. sulphurea : the chief discrepancies are

that Lindley says that the leaflets of the double

form he is describing are free from pubescence

in every part, but very caesious beneath, and

simply-toothed, while Regel's account of R.

Rapinii gives the leaflets as having a very fine

pubescence beneath and somewhat double-

toothed (su'b-biserate). These- differences in

such a variable organ as the leaf do not seem

sufficient to displace Prof. Crepin's view, con-

firmed as it is by Deseglise that R. Rapinii is

the spontaneous or wild form of R. sulphurea.

We are thus driven to the conclusion that the

yellow species free from hybridity to which the

hybridiser may have recourse do not exceed

three, namely, R. sulphurea (including R.

Rapinii), R. xanthina and R. lutea—a conclusion

arrived at by Prof. Crepin in his Rosae Hy-

bridae; while if, as seems extremely probable,

R. lutea be itself a hybrid, there may be onily

the two first named.
There are two garden forms which may

Teceive notice for their good yellow colouring.

Persian Yellow was introduced into this country

from Persia in 1833 by Sir Henry Willoek, and
into France in 1842 (see Jamain and Forney ; the

date given in the Noms des Roses is 1837). It

is a fine deep yellow, particularly when grown
under glass.

The other Rose is Harrisonii, said to have
been raised from seed in America, and sent out

'by Mr. Harrison in 1830. It is of a somewhat
lighter or canary yellow, and has much of the

habit of the pimpinellifolia group. White Rose.

ORCHID NOTES AND CLEANINGS.

CATTLEYA TRIANAE.
The accompanying illustration (fig. 150) is

from a photograph sent us by Mr. W. J. Jones.

Orchid-grower, Dale Estate, Ontario, who is

largely engaged in growing Orchids tor cu".

flowers. The specimen is of exceptional merit,

bearing eight flowers on one spike and six on

each of the other two. Mr. Jones says:—"I
may 6ay that four, five, and six flowers on a

spike are quite common with us, but eight is

an extraordinary number. Cattleya Trianae

is one of our best commercial varieties, for we
have cut over 15,000 flowers since the beginning

of last November to the end of March. We are

now cutting (April 6) from a large batch of

Cattleya Schroderae, and for the Easter trade
alone we shall cut from 5,000 to 6,000 flowers."

Cattleya Trianae is one of the most variable and
widely distributed of the labiata section ; the

plants from some localities are superior in

the size and beauty of their flower to those

from other districts, and the Popagan forms are

the best. It was collected by Wier for the

Horticultural Society in 1863, and it was
.awarded the R.H.S. First-class Certificate on
February 20, 1866. From that time until the
early seventies some fine forms were certificated

to Mr. Marshall, for many years Chairman of

the Floral Committee, and since then forty dis-

tinct varieties have received awards, mostly in

the months of February and March.
It was always a favourite Orchid with British

growers, but two things have brought a de-
crease in the numbers grown of late. Being :i

winter flowerer, it is not so well adapted for

growing in the neighbourhood of towns and in

manufacturing districts, where fogs often pre-

vail at that season, and destroy the flowers be-

fore they can expand, as cause them to develop

imperfectly. Another cause of decadence is thai

since the advent of hybrid Orchids less space in

the Orchid houses is given to imported species.

Nevertheless, for market purposes in good
localities the grower in England might find the

more extended culture of large-flowered C'at-

tleyas to be as profitable here as it appears to

be in Canada.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
NEW CHINESE SPECIES.

In the following list of trees and shrubs, in-

troduced into this country from China, I pro-

pose mentioning only those which are cultivated

with success here at Aldenham. It may be of

interest to those who wish to make trial of

them if I mention that our conditions are by

no means favourable. The soil is a cold, stiff

clay, and most of the plants suffer considerably

from early spring and late autumn frosts. It

may safely be said, therefore, that any importa-

tions which survive here are likely to do well in

almost any part of this country.

Most of the seven hundred specimens

grown here by the Hon. Vicary Gibbs were

raised from seed sent home by Wilson. Some

of the trees are already upwards of 20

feet high, and promise to make first-rate
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specimens ; but the heights given in the list

are of those mentioned by Wilson as growing in

a wild condition. It is probable that under
careful cultivation many would attain to a much
greater size.

Trees.

Acer Davidii (20 feet-30 feet) is a beautiful

little tree. The bark is striped with white,

which gives the stem a bizarre appearance,
which is attractive when the leaves have fallen.

Acer Heneyi (35 feet) is a deciduous tree.

The young leaves, on first opening, are of a

delicate pink, changing slowly to a rich green.

Acer laevigatas! is evergreen. It is doubt-

ful whether this Acer is really hardy, which

is a pity, as it is decidedly one of the most at-

tractive. The long, narrow leaves measure

from 6 inches to 7j inches; their bright, deli-

cate tints becoming on maturity exceedingly

effective. The plant is well worth a little cod-

dling.

Ailanthus Vilsioriniana (150 feet) is dis-

tinguished from A. glandulosa by its spiny stems
and long leaves. It is a handsome, typically-

tropical plant ; the leaves, which are from 3 feet

to 4 feet long, are borne on red petioles.

Alnus lanata is a strongly-growing Alder,
but it may not prove quite hardy, especially in
severe winters. Nevertheless, it has done well
here so far, and is certainly an acquisition to

the Alnus family.

Alnus cresiastogyne is hardier than A.
lanata. It has rather small, bright green
leaves, and branches very freely ; it would make
an excellent water-side plant.

Betula No. 900 is described by 'Wilson as the
best Birch in China. It has small foliage and
rather wiry branches ; its chief beauty lies in

the bright, orange-coloured bark which is ex-

posed when the outer, older bark peels off. Our
specimens are too young as yet to show the

fine colours described by Wilson, but there are

already indications of success.

Catalpa Fargesii (20 feet) is a small tree,

with large, pale-green leaves. Our specimen has
not yet flowered, but the foliage is very attrac-

tive.

Ceecis hacesiosa grows well, forming a small
tree, but with leaves larger than those of C.

Siliquastrum. It is said to bear rosy-red

flowers.

Cercis chinensis bears magnificent foliage,

but is, unfortunately, not sufficiently hardy for

general use.

Euptelea Franchetii forms a small specimen,
with red stems and petioles. The leaves have
a wrinkled surface. The tree branches thickly
and neatly, and has an ornamental appearance

—

especially in autumn, when the foliage assumes
very attractive colours.

Juglans cathayensis is a large tree, bearing

pinnate leaves 2 feet to 3 feet long. The male
catkins are 12 inches to 15 inches in length; the

plant is a vigorous grower, and makes a good

specimen for isolated positions. It has already

borne fruit, which is black in colour, and has

ripened seed, from which we have obtained

several young plants.

Liriodendron chinensis (50 feet), the

Chinese " Tulip Tree," bears much larger,

handsomer foliage than the American species,

L. tulipifera. It is certainly a beautiful tree,

and assumes in the autumn varied and delight-

ful colours.

Morus No. 10 forms a large bush or small

tree. The stems are grey, and the foliage light

green, a combination which gives a peculiarly

attractive effect. The fruit resembles that of

the common Mulberry.

Paulownia tosientosa var. lanata is a

quickly-growing tree, said to bear flowers of a

purplish colour. It has larger leaves than P.

imperialis, and bears them for a longer period.

It is also somew-hat hardier, but requires a

sheltered position and good soil. It well re-

pays any care which is expended on it.

Populus lasiocaepa (70 feet) may be said to

be, so far, the best of the Poplars. It bears

very large leaves, with red petioles and vein-

ing. It will grow fairly well in a dry position,

but prefers a moist situation.

Rhus Henryi is a large shrub, or small tree,

with long, pinnate leaves, thin in texture, and
in colour a light green. It is an attractive

plant.

Salix magnifica is a. beautiful Willow, of

quick growth ; the leaves attain the size of 10£
inches by 65 inches. Both leaves and stems are
glaucous. It is said to bear catkins of great

length, but none have as yet appeared on our
specimen. At the first glance it seems to have
little affinity with the Salix family, and more
nearly resembles a Magnolia.

Xylosma eacesiosum vae. pubescens (60-70
feet) is a pretty evergreen, with small leaves
and spiny branches. Wilson describes it as one
of the handsomest evergreens in China.

Cedeela No. 626 is a very fast-growing tree,

with pinnate leaves from 2 feet to 2j feet long.

Prunus Conradinae belongs to the Cerasus
section of the Prunus family. It forms a grace-

ful specimen, with rather thin shoots and large

leaves. It bears pink blossoms, which add fresh

beauty to its appearance.

Prunus pilosiuscula vae. media is a freely

flowering Cherry. The flowers, which are pink,

are borne in early spring.

Evodia No. 387 (20 feet) forme a small tree,

with red-brown stems and pale green leaves.
Liquidambar forsiosana var. sionticola (50

feet) is a fine variety for autumn effect, assum-
ing a brilliant red in that season. The foliage
is carried well on into the winter, and the
variety is a good deal hardier than the species.

Tetracentron sinense is a distinct and
beautiful species, bearing delicate stems, long
pointed buds, and broadly ovate leaves. The
foliage is at first a pleasing shade of bronze-
red, changing to green on maturity. The speci-

men will probably attain to the dimensions of a
small tree.

Rhus No. 123 is an ornamental tree with

large, pinnate leaves. If the present rate of

growth (3 feet to 4 feet in a season) is main-
tained, it will form a tree of considerable di-

mensions in a few years.

Shrubs.

Berberis Sargentiana is an evergreen Bar-
berry with large, tough leaves 3 inches to 4

inches long, and formidable spines. Part of

the foliage becomes bright scarlet in the
autumn. The leaves resemble those of B.

Knightii in shape, but the size is larger. The
flowers, which measure about half an inch in

diameter, are almost white, and are followed by
black fruits. The species is considered to be the

hardiest of all the evergreen Barberries, and is

a fine and attractive addition to the family.

Berberis subcaulialata (4 feet) is a semi-

evergreen species, which flowers late in the

summer. It forms a dense bush, and makes an

attractive specimen, especially in November and

December, when it is bearing its bright, scarlet

berries.

Berberis aggregata is a deciduous species,

resembling B. Wilsonae, but more pyramidal in

form. The berries are coral-red, and rather

large.

Berberis Wilsonae has already established

itself in the public favour, and it is certainly a

very attractive plant, with its delicate stems,

small, glaucous leaves, and salmon-pink berries.

It is a good plant for rock-gardens.

Berberis Gagnepainii is a compactly-growing,

pretty evergreen, with narrow, twisted leaves, of

a bright, green colour. It is likely to become a

general favourite.

Coriaria No. 12 grows strongly, the stems at-

taining to a length of 6 feet to 8 feet. The cat-

kins, which open in spring, are red : the fruits

are said to be black, but it has not fruited

here up to the present.

Deutzia Veitchii flowers very freely, and at

an early stage. The blossoms are pink, and the
plant is considered one of the best Deutzias of

this colour in cultivation.

Deutzia longifolia resembles D. Veitchii,

but the flowers are not so large, nor the colour

so bright.

Euonymus japonica vae. acuta is an ever-
green climbing or creeping shrub, with small
leaves, veined with white. It would be suitable

for hanging over rocks.

Coenus paucineevis is a low, spreading
shrub, with narrow leaves and white flowers.

The steins are bright green, which gives the

plant an attractive appearance in winter. It is

suitable for rock-work, or for growing under

trees.

Cotoneaster Damsieri is a creeping, ever-

green species, which grows quickly. It forms an
excellent groundwork for shrubs of upright

habit. The flowers are white in 'colour and the
berries are red.

Cotoneaster Damsieri vae. eadicans has-

broader leaves than the species, and does not

spread so fast. It is a very suitable plant for

a rockery.

Cotoneaster horizontalis var. perpusilla is.

an attractive, closely-growing form of C. hori-

zontalis. It bears bright red berries, which
show to great advantage when the leaves have
fallen.

Cotoneaster divaricata forms stout, freely-

branching stems, and grows to a height of 4
feet to 6 feet. The flowers are pale pink, and
the fruit red, very freely borne. It is perhaps

at its best in autumn, on account of its wealth

of berries.

Cotoneaster salicifolia vae. eugosa is a

handsome evergreen of upright habit. It bears

white flowers, followed by scarlet fruits, which

are produced in great abundance.

'Cotoneastee salicifolia vae. floccosa has

narrower leaves and smaller fruits than C s.

var. rugosa. It is altogether a more elegant

plant, and would look well where rugosa might

be too large.

Cotoneastee Zabelii is a good deciduous

species. Pink flowers are followed by dark red

berries, very freely borne, which render it a

conspicuous object when the leaves have fallen.

E. Beckett, Aldenham House Gardens, Herts.

FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE.

ERRONEOUS NOMENCLATURE.
The difficulties attendant on the correct

labelling of plants increase every day. To
lovers of plants, who collect them con amore, it

is quite depressing to read certain catalogues.

For instance, in a list of Alpines or perennials

the name of an apparently new plant is found ;

but if the plant be ordered, it proves to be an

old friend under a wrong name. Some cata-

logues give the same plant under two, three, and

even four different names, so that the fervent

collector (unless he be a skilled botanist) may get

the same plant several times over.

The difficulty caused by these wrong names,

however, sinks into insignificance beside the

confusion produced by the naming of plants by
titles which are non-existent, or are the result of

a lapsus made by some ignorant person in the

copying of a label. Take, for instance, the bar-

barous word Pintenectitia, which clung for

twenty years to recut-vata. I remember, when
I was a boy, Mr. van Houtte relating that one

of h>s gardeners, in copying a label which bore

the name of "P. C Noline " (to whom the

genus Noliua was dedicated by Midland), mis-

wrote it " Pintenectitia." Thus the absurd

name passed into the nurseries, creating ever-

fresh difficulties among cultivators, until one in

despair made of it " le pot aux Roses
"

A similar error seems to have been the origin

of the famous blunder " Sempervivum
nicum," which prevails all over Europe. The
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name is probably a corruption of S. calcarcum,

Jordan, which plant grows in the centre and

^south-east of France ; I found it gracefully adorn-

ing the ruins of the old Temple Church near

Comps, in the Var. Everyone knows that

neither in California nor in any part of America

is there a Sempervivum to be found, the genus

being essentially European.

ing surprise that he should have thought it an
Alpine. In reply he sent me a small catalogue

(compiled by a small nurseryman) in which " Ur-
villea acaulis " figured as an Alpine. Curious

to see what it could be I obtained a plant, and
found it none other than the familiar Cewtaurea

UrviUei, a small perennial and not very orna-

mental, but useful in a collection.

[Photograph hy C. P. Kafhll.

Fig. 151.

—

prunus sargentii : flowers pale rose colour.

(See p. 34T.)

I was asked a short time ago by an English
visitor to Floraire for a plant of " Urvillea
acaulis." Never having heard of this plant, I

took my Index Kewensis and found that
Urvillea is a genus in N. 0. Sapondaceae.
I wrote to my visitor giving him a de-
scription of the plant he had a6ked for, express-

However, it is not everyone who has the time

or the patience to search out the right name in

such cases, and I know many collectors who
have been seriously discouraged by these and
similar mistakes in nomenclature. It is a great

pity that nurserymen are not more careful to

avoid adding to the number of errors. Last

year I was visited at Floraire by a nurseryman
who lives near London. I was not at home at
the time, but when I returned my head gar-

dener reported that the visitor had told him
the plants of Daphne collina were wrongly
named : they should be called D. Fronina.

Now, I have constantly laboured (but appa-
rently in vain) to prove that there is no
" Daphne Froninia " at all ; the name is a stupid

corruption of D. collina, and no book on
botany, or index, or catalogue of any note re-

cognises it. Yet 'the gardener who took ex-

ception to the name D. collina is quite a
clever grower who exhibits successfully in flower

shows.

Another error which occurred a short time
ago was in the name of an Achillea of which
photographs appeared in the horticultural

papers. The plant was called "Achillea ar-

gentea," but should have been " A. argenti-

folia," A. argentea being a synonym either of

Pyrethrum argenteum or of Achillea Clarence.

I once obtained a small branch of an Erodium
which was sent me from a famous garden where
it was grown as an importation direct from the

Orient. The plant was labelled under some
absurd name which I have now forgotten ; the

owner of the garden was dead, and the gar-

dener, in renewing the labels, had also renewed

the name. I took the plant with me into the

library, shut the door, and, with the aid of

Edmond Boissier's Flora Oricntalis, decided

that it was the famous Erodium Guicciardii, of

Heldreich, from Aetolia, Orient, of the -utmost

rarity in gardens. I asked, therefore, for cut-

tings, and soon had the plant flourishing at

Floraire under its right name.

I should like to mention the great esteem

I have for those nurseries—and I must acknow-

ledge that in England they are in the majority

—

in which the real names of the plants are care-

fully preserved. In the Swiss Exhibition held

at Geneva in 1896 a special prize was awarded to

those exhibitors whose nomenclature was above

reproach. I do not know whether this principle

is adopted in English shows, but I hope that the

R.H.S. will take care in every way to impress

upon its members the importance of the question

of nomenclature, upon which order and clearness

in the domain of horticulture so greatly depend.

H. Correvon, Geneva.

THE MOON'S EFFECT ON PLANTS
In reference to the correspondence on this

subject (see p. 151), let me say that in Hol-

land every farmer and. every journeyman will

tell you that the moon has an influence on

plants. It would be interesting to know whether

the same beilief exists in other countries. If

there really be an influence by the moon on plant

growth, it would be also very interesting to

know on what this influence depends. Here I

have heard nothing about it from the natives.

M. Buysman, Jardin Botanique, Lawang, Java.

f HYBRID ARABIS.

M. Cayeux has obtained interesting results by

crossing A. alpina grandiflora superba, a vigor-

ous race with pure white flowers, and A. alpina

rosea, a less robust race, the flowers of which
a.re bright rose-coloured, but small.

The individuals resulting from the cross

exhibit the vigour of the former race, and
possess rose-coloured flowers of a less bright tint

than in A. rosea.

In the second generation a large amount of

segregation was observed, and the individuals

showed a considerable range of form, habit, foli-

age, size and colour.

A very charming plant of the F, generation

named Arabis alpina rosea grandiflora, possessing

the vigour of the large-flowered mother plant,

and also delicate rose-coloured flowers, was propa-

gated by division, and received from the

National Horticultural Society of France a Cer-

tificate of Merit. A. M.
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PRUNUS SARCENTII.

This beautiful Cherry appears to have been

.introduced to cultivation first by Dr. Bigelow,

who, in 1890, collected seeds in Japan and sent

them to the Arnold Arboretum. Two years later

Professor C. S. Sargent collected seeds in the same
country, and in 1893 the species was introduced

to Kew. For some time it was thought to be 'the

type of Prunus Pseudo-cerasus, but in 1908 was
proved to be distinct, and was given the above
name by Mr. A. Rehder. It is a deciduous tree,

said to Teach a height of 80 feet in Japan, -with

a trunk 9 to 10 feet in girth. Its leaves are be-

tween oblong and obovate, the largest 4 inches

long and 2 inches wide, rather abruptly narrowed
at the apex to a slender acuminate point, and
sharply toothed. The flowers are of a pale rose
colour, and about 1^ inch wide, the petals

notched at the end; ; they are borne in clusters,

two to five together, each flower with a stalk up
to 1^ inch long. It blossoms in great profusion

in April, as may 'be seen from the illustration in

fig. 151. The Cherries are small and shining

black, about ^ inch wide, but are not very freely

borne in this country. I remember seeing the

originally introduced trees in the Arnold
Arboretum in July, 1910. They were then 25

to 30 feet high, and laden with an extraordinary

profusion of black Cherries, which gave the trees

a striking and handsome appearance. As a
timber tree this is perhaps the finest of all

Cherries; it is also one of the most ornamental.

IV. J. B.

NOTICES OF BOOKS.
Les Iles dHyeres.*

In the Gardeners' Chronicle for October 8,

1908, appeared a long notice by the present

writer of a book on the Flora of the Var by the

late Abel Albert and M. Emile Jahandiez, which
was printed, like the present work, at the private

press of the two brothers Jahandiez at Carqueir-

anne.

The beautifully illustrated 1 volume before me,

on Les lies d'Hi/eres, is much more interesting,

fop it is an account of the general history,

geology, flora and fauna of those remarkable

Mediterranean islands, the Stoechades of the

ancient Creeks, lying south of Hyeres, a few

miles from the mainland of the Department
of the Var. The old name of these picturesque

islands is familiar in Lavandula Stoechas and
Helichrysum Stoechas, so well known to visitors

on the Riviera.

The author of this useful book is M. Emile
Jahandiez, a travelled botanist and naturalist.

The illustrations comprise five maps, thirty-six

fine plates, andi thirty-two smaller figures

from photographs, drawings, and paintings by
the clever artist, M. Albert Jahandiez. It

was my privilege, after several previous visits,

to spend a couple of days in May, 1913,

on the Isle of Porquerolles with these remark-

ably able and versatile brothers, when some
of the most interesting photographs were
taken. Porquerolles is the largest of these

islands, which are also called Les Iles d'Or. It

is the most accessible (from Toulon or Hyeres)

and the most populated. But, unfortunately,

since a recent change of ownership, opportuni-

ties for studying its natural history have not

been improved. For example, the only two
stations in France for the handsome Lathyrus
tingitanus, which had long been naturalised at

Porquerolles, have been destroyed.

The islands, barely 3,000 hectares in area, sup-

port flora remarkable chiefly on account of

several almost endemic species, and because it

forms a link between that of Corsica and the

Provencal mainland. Of twenty-eight very rare

Frenoh species which occur twenty-six are strictly

* Les lies (/' Hi/Sees : II islniye, Dexeri/ition, QMogie, Flore,
Fauite. Par Emile Jahandiez, Carqneiramic, Var. Printed
and published by the author. 8 francs.,

Mediterranean, and most of them here attain

their northern
.
limit ; twenty are fairly distri-

buted in Corsica, and four species—Delphinium
Requienii, Cirsium trispinosum (a remarkable
Thistle), Teucrium Marum and T. massiliense—

-

do not appear on the adjoining mainland, and
may be survivors of an earlier geological period.

The points of connection with the Spanish flora

are more numerous than with that of Italy,

twelve species are characteristic of the islands

of the western Mediterranean, and five appear
in the Isle of Ste. Marguerite, near Cannes.
About 73 pages are devoted to a complete

list, with localities, of the Phanerogams, and
36 pages are given to lists of the mosses, algae

and fungi. A good majority of the 200 fungi
is described as edible. How characteristic of

France

!

Then follows a chapter on the zoology, with lists

of all the known mammals, reptiles, birds, fishes,

molluscs and insects. The short list of twenty-
three butterflies is, however, certainly incom-
plete. The remarkable promontory, known as
the Presqu'ile de Gieus, and the sands and salt-

marshes of the connecting isthmus, are described

in this work, which is really a greatly enlarged,
rewritten, and cheaper edition of one which
the authors published some ten years ago.

There is a short introduction by M. C. Richet.

H. &'. Thompson.

The Land.*
This is a breezy book, written by a man who

thinks for himself and who is not bothered over-

much with conventional science. The object of
the author is to create " a fresh interest in the
land, to promote a healthy co-operation between
town and country, and to restore the land to its

former position as a sound investment ... to

make it once again what it ought to be, viz., the
nation's premier gilt-edged security."

The text of the author's discourse is that the

land, fully cultivated, will prove a veritable gold

mine lying within 12 inches of the surface. The
present failure to exploit this El Dorado a6 to be
ascribed to lack of labour, to which cause the
author attributes the fact—as he claims it to be
—that 90 per cent, of the agricultural land of

England is imperfectly farmed.
To reform cultivation labour and improved

machinery must be available, and the farmer
must put in practice the teachings of Jethro
Tull, the Berkshire husbandman of 200 years

ago. The author's tribute to the genius of Tull

is a fine one and deserves to be widely read.

Tull was indeed a wonderful man, for he had
the genius to draw absolutely right conclusions

from absolutely wrong premises. Plant nutri-

tion, according to Tull, is a simple business.

The roots of plants are like intestines. Food
must be got into them. The food which they
want consists of particles of soil. In order to

be got into the intestines (the roots) the par-

ticles mu6t be very small and the root6 must be
able to squeeze themselves among the soil par-

ticles. Therefore the soil cannot be cultivated

too thoroughly nor too often. Every one of Tull's

postulates is unsound, but the conclusion which
he draws is unchallengably right.

Naturally Tull carried his illogical reasoning to

illogical conclusions, and maintained that tillage,

and tillage alone, will supply plants with all the

food they require, and that manure i6 unneces-

sary. Nevertheless, it is not to be gainsaid that

Tull deserves all the encomiums which our en-

thusiastic author lavishes upon him.
Having concluded that the finer the soil be

divided the larger the yield, he proceeds to de-

velop his ideas of an improved form of

machinery which 6hall enrich the soil, and by
pounding it finely enough transmute it, as it

were, into gold. " The greatest need of agricul-

ture is the production of an oil-motor that will

travel over the land without pressure upon or

panning the subsoil." And to the question,

* The Land: Its " Inherent Capabilities" and lime to

Secure Their Full DeveUpnu nt. By <;. c. P. (St. Catherine
Press, Norfolk street, London.)

"Will it- ever be forthcoming?*'- the author
gives a hopeful answer in his chapter entitled.
" The Expected Motor-Digging Plough." This
apparatus, the coming of which is to herald the
agricultural reformation, must work on the
rotatory system. The specification of the
requirements which it ought to satisfy is set forth

with something of the fervour of the prophet ;.

but it is all very well for agriculturists to be told

to "Wake up" and. "March forward" when
the plough which is to lead them into the pro-
mised land exists only in the fertile brain of our
author.

Succeeding chapters deal with crop rotation
and land tenure ; the latter, the author thinks,

will be on a co-operative basis, with small hold-

ings ''near the chimneys and large holdings in

the open." In this golden age of agriculture the

great holding will pay 15 to 20 per cent., and
labour thereon will be the best remunerated in.

the kingdom.
Indomitable optimism is the keynote of this-,

interesting little work, and although now and-
again a doubt may arise, the reader, remember-
ing that it is useless to argue with a prophet,,

will do well to let his doubts alone, and to de-
vote himself to reflection on the many wise and
shrewd remarks with which the author points,

his moral and adorns the tale of how the new
agriculture is to be established.

British Plants from the Nature Study-
Point of View."

Another contribution to the already long list,

of books designed to meet the requirements of

the nature student, "This little book is intended

to give the beginner and the student of Nature-
Study a brief, but clear, insight into the char-

acteristics of the better known orders of British

wild plants."

Since the volume runs into 250 pages of letter-

press, illustrated by 72 photographs, the author
is perhaps somewhat modest in so describing his.

work. Of the excellence of the illustrations there

can be no doubt. They are photographs of the

plants described—many of them in their natural

habitats, and are of quite unusual distinction

and charm. One may select for special mention

those of the Water Buttercup, the Greater-

Stitchwort, the Cross-leaved Heath, the Primr

rose, and many of the photographs of trees.

In the main the letterpress consists of a

general account of a number of families of plants,

with detailed descriptions of some of the British

members.
There is not much scope here for originality,,

and the author is not always as careful as he

might be in the use of Latin and common names
when the same plant is referred to. On page-

118. for instance, alluding to Adoxa Moschatel-

lina, he refers twice to the Moschatel, but a few

lines below he uses the generic name without

giving the beginner any clue that he is referring-

to the same plant.

Mr. Horwood has collected many of the local

names of common British wild plants, and has

further loaded his botanical descriptions with-

odds and ends of information culled from Herbals
and books of Folklore.

The botanist will certainly take exception to-

some of the conclusions set forth in the intro-

ductory chapter.

Is the author really prepared to maintain, for

instance, that " the division of water plants

. . . is connected with the derivation of land'

plants from water plants, since the latter were

the forerunners of the former, though in one ease

the Green Algae of the fresh water were derived

from one or more types of seaweed "J (The

italics are mine.) And again, " The trailing land"

plant is a water plant which has adopted a land

existence."

These are statements to the support of which

it would be indeed difficult to bring convincing

evidence ! iV. C. S.

• Plant Life in Hi,- liriiish Isle... Bj A. R. Horwood..
(.i. and A. Churchill, London), 1014. Price «s. 6d.
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HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
(.The Editors do not hold themselves responsible for

the opinions expressed by correspondents.}

ECHINOCACTUS (LOPHOPHORA) WlLLIAMSII
(see p. 313).—Any reference to Cacti is so rare

in the horticultural papers that the remarks in

your issue of the 9th inst. regarding the above

plant came as a very pleasant surprise. Le-

maire's genus Anhalonium (or rather Aerocar-

pus Scheidweiler) is closely related to Mamillaria,

and sometimes sunk in it. But Dr. Karl Schu-

mann has pointed out that Echinocactus Wil-

liamsii cannot be referred to this genus as the

flowers are areolar and not axillary. The same
great authority refused to recognise Coulter's

Chinese Tulip and Sassafras Trees.
In your account (May 16, p. 333) of these re-

markable trees, the credit of introducing, and

not of discovering, them should have been

attributed to Mr. Wilson. The Chinese

Tulip Tree, Liriodendron chinense, was dis-

covered by Shearer and Maries in the Lushan
Mountains, near Kiukiang, as long ago as 1875

and 1878 ; and was subsequently collected by
Dr. A. Henry and other botanists in different

parts of Central China. The Chinese Sassafras

tree was discovered in the mountains of Hupeh
by Dr. A. Henry in 1884, and was subsequently

found near Ningpo by Dr. Faber. It_ was
originally called Lindera Tzumu and Litsoea

laxiflora by Hemsley in Index Florae Sinensis,

THE CHELSEA SHOW.
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—

telopea speciosissima.

(See Floral Committee's Awards, p. 364.)

genus Lophophora as valid. As regards Mr.
Holmes's system of cultivation, it is more usual to

afford a more nourishing soil to this as well as to

other Cacti. Undoubtedly, too, satisfactory
growth cannot be obtained without a free supply
of water to the roots during the somewhat short
growing season, and frequent overhead syring-
ing in hot sunny weather is generally found de-
cidedly beneficial. A minimum temperature of
45° F. in winter is doubtless quite high enough
for numerous species ; we are probably inclined
to grow Cacti far too warm. It is unfortunate
that, in this country at least, there is no means
by which those who grow Cacti can make known
the results of their experience in cultivation and
learn that of others. As a family the Cacti are
excelled by no other in the beauty of their
flowers, and their marvellous forms are of never-
failing interest. If. A. Todd, Fulwdl House,
Nunney, Frome, Somerset.

pp. 383, 392 (1891) ; but was ultimately de-

scribed by him as. Sassafras Tzumu in Kcw
Bulletin, "1907, p. 55. Further accounts of both
these peculiar trees will be found in Elwes and
Henry, Trees of Great Britain, Vol. I., p. 64,

and Vol III., p. 515. The credit of their in-

troduction is due to Mr. E. H. Wilson, who sent
seeds from Central China to Coombe Wood in

1900 and 1901. A. H.

Cinerarias and Schizanthus at Cuerdon
Hall Gardens.—A few days ago, when visit-

ing Mr. Jno. E. Newman at Cuerdon Hall
Gardens, near Preston, I had the pleasure

of seeing the finest cultivated batch of Cineraria

stellata in my experience. The plants occupied!

the centre bed of a span-roofed house about 50
feet long, and ranged in height from 18 inches

to 4 feet 6 inches, many of them being more
than 4 feet in diameter and having only one

stake in the centre for support. What im-

pressed me most, however, was the small size

of the pots in which they were .grown; the
majority were in 6-inch pots, and I noticed none
of the pots exceeded 8 inches in diameter. The
variety of colours was splendid. On one of the
side stages of the 6ame house was an equally
well-cultivated batch of Schizanthus, Sutton's
large-flowered hybrid. I noticed many plants
in 60-sized pots from a foot to 18 inches in

height and as much in diameter, with flowers of

the most charming shades of colour. There are
many other things which Mr. Newman grows
with equal skill and success. B. Ashton,
Latham Gardens, Ormskirk.

The Lesser Narcissus Fly (Eumerus
lunulatus).—The note of Mr. Geo. St. Ox (p.

336) is of interest inasmuch as it appears to
promise us what so far we lack, namely, some
useful information concerning this fly based
not on surmise or deduction, but upon actual
fact and observation. But first let me reply to

his question whether the statements made by me
in my note to The Garden were not based
upon deductive reasoning. My answer is, Cer-
tainly not. The note in question was merely a
condensed summaiy of the various " Enemies
of the Narcissus," and did not in any way pre-

tend to be an exposition of the various> con-
siderations, in detail, which led up to the con-
clusions stated. But inasmuch as several dozen
bulbs when raised were found to contain the
Eumerus in quantities varying from over 100
(in the case of Narcissus Glory of Noord-
wijk) to two or three in other bulbs, the
operations of the Eumerus larvae were a matter
of observation, and not of speculation. As a
system I distrust deductive reasoning, although
in the hands of genius it has sometimes pro-

duced startling results. But, as a rule, I agree
with the gifted Arnold Toynbee, who, in his

earlier days a conspicuous employer of the
method, iin his later years emphatically re-

pudiated purely deductive reasoning, as—to use
his own words—"too often leading merely to

metaphysical subtleties and mazy entities."

But to the point of interest to us : Mr. Geo. St.

Ox affirms, not as a matter of opinion merely,

but definitely and certainly, that admitting
what Mr. Bliss appears to doubt, namely, that

the two flies, the Merodon and the Eumerus, are

allied in entomological classification, neverthe-
less that the resemblance ceases there, and—and
here we have the important statement—that
" they are different in general appearance, in
" habit, and in their life circle." Now, if Mr.
St. Ox's assertion is based upon actual and care-

ful observation and experience he is in a

position to throw useful light upon at least one
aspect of the question. "Appearance" goes for

little, but "habit" and the "life circle" go
for much. Would it be trespassing too much
upon your correspondent's time if he would
state, in some sufficient detail, the actual obser-

vations and experiences which have led him to

feel justified in making the very distinct and
definite statements to which I have referred ?

Contributions to exact science are always most
welcome. Charles E. Shea.

Roadside Beauty.— I have not seen the

letter in the Times referred to on p. 300 in your
issue of May 2, but you say sufficient to

prove how easy it is to condemn the various

causes to which you attribute blots on our
country roadside beauty. Now, let me take

your remarks seriatim. In this part of Hamp-
shire, which is noted for its flora, the plant col-

lector is unheard of, except perhaps the man who
digs up a few Primrose roots to transfer to

districts where there are few naturally. In this

district there are acres and acres of Primroses
in woods and hedgerows, and they increase

annually. Now with regard to the smearing of

the roads with tar, you say he lays down poison

for the trees and shrubs which adjoin the road.

I fear you have not inquired into the

method in which the tar is used, and also

what a boon it is to plants, especially fruit-

growers whose land adjoins tarred roads much
frequented by motors. First the grit and
dust from one half of the road is swept

into the middle of the road, the tar is made hot

and spread over the swept portion. The dust is

then laid evenly over the tar, thoroughly cover-
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ing it. If sufficient dust and grit are not avail-

able, sand is added. Now, under this method
the tar is completely covered, and beyond a
slight smell for a few days it is not afterwards
notioed. : How tar so laid can be a poison to
trees and shrubs requires explanation, and the
present luxuriance ot roadside plants is a proof
that they are not injured. Next as to the
advantage of the use of tar. Apart from
the allaying of the dust to those following a
motor, either driving or walking, the tar preven/ts
the wearing of the road surface, therefore on that
score alone the tarring is economical. The boon to
the fruit-grower is great. Instead of his fruit

being smothered with dust for yards into the
fields away from the hedge, it now remains com-
paratively clean. Now I come to the case of
the farmer, who is always to blame for some-
thing or another. No good farmer ever allows
his hedges to grow in a neglectful manner,
but he trims them annually, and generally twice
in a year, allowing them to grow to stated heights
of 4ft., 5ft., or more, as circumstances warrant.
Such hedges are not cumberers of the ground,
but are absolutely essential to success. Here are
hedges of Quick one hundred years old still re-

maining 4ft. 6in. high and less than one yard
wide. Again, we have hedges of the same age
20ft. high. These are not cumberers of the
ground, because they are a shelter, but they do
not encroach on the land unnecessarily. They
are shelters for fruit trees and cattle. Properly
kept ditches do not require hedges to guard
them, rather the opposite. Arable land would
be better without hedges at all. or certainly those
only which grow a yard or so high : these are all

the better for being closely trimmed annually.
The advantage of low hedges is in the case of
harvest or haymaking. High hedges or belts of
trees hinder the corn drying after being cut : in

the same way saves hay from spoiling in that
portion of the field. E. Molyneux, Swanmore
Park- Estate.

Does Spraying for Apple-sucker Pay p—
In further reference to my remarks on " the for-

lorn hope of spraying" on page 310, I should
be glad if any readers who have beeu spraying
against Apple-suckers will say if they have
found any or many dead ones on examining the
trusses of blossom after the operation. Since
my last notes were written I have examined a
great number of trusses two days or more after
spraying, and I have found very few dead
suckers, certainly not one to ten live ones found.
Yet the wash used has killed the great majority
of suckers in trusses cut off the trees and
dipped in it. presumably all that were
thoroughly wetted. Indeed, when I used only
61b. of soft soap to 100 gallons (loz. to a gallon),

instead of 121b., twenty-two out of twenty-
seven were found dead twenty hours afterwards,
and three of the five live ones were in a par-
ticularly compact truss. One inference is that
all that were well wetted were killed. Another
is that in ordinary spraying not one out of ten
suckers is thoroughly wetted. Many other
tests were made, and the success was much the
same when the trusses were dipped in the wash.
If it pays at all to spray against suckers before
the blossom expands, my conclusion is that it is

better to drench the trees with a weak wash
than to spray them lightly with a strong one.

With soft water 61b. of good soft soap to 100
gallons, and with hard water 81b. , should suffice.

In my opinion the quantity of wash used is of
much more importance than the force applied.
No amount of force will get the wash down to
the axils of the blossom-buds and leaves if the
stuff hits a truss on the side, as it does in the
great majority of instances. What is wanted
is to drench the trees so that the wash will run
down into the trusses. I have tried using wash-
ing soda, loz. to a gallon, with the same quan-
tity of soft soap, and still there was the lack of
many dead suckers found on the sprayed trees.

Another trial was one fluid ounce of domestic
cloudy ammonia to the gallon, with the soft
soap. This, although weaker than the ordinary
clear ammonia, scorched the edges of open
blossoms, and therefore the quantity of am-
monia is probably too much. Half the quantity
of clear ammonia might serve. The mixture, so
far as can be judged from a limited trial, seems
more effective in killing suckers than the other
washes tried this year. But, although several

other washes have been used in past seasons,
the proportion of dead suckers found two days
or more after spraying has always been very
small. If any reader has had better results, I

should be gjad to know what wash was used.
But the dead suckers ' must be found in the
trusses to prove the success. They are in the
trusses in my test cases, so that apparently they
do not drop out when killed. A Southern
Grower.

Mealy Bug on Vines.— An infestation of
mealy bug at this season is particularly to be
deprecated because of the difficulty of destroying
it by means which at the same time will not
lharm the vines and. the crop. Pure water warm
enough to kill does not hurt the foliage or the
fruit, but it has the disadvantage of failing to
reach every crack and hiding-place, and so is

exposure of the foliage to the vapour. But etillJ

there would be a risk. For some time I have
experimented, with nicotine (98 per cent, com-
mercial) and find many plants not in the least
injured by the use of double the strength re-
commended by vendors, and its fumes destroy-
all bug, etc. For vines, half the strength re^
commended has been used, and the little bug.
found, in one vinery difficult to keep free on ac-
count of Guavas growing in the same structure
was all killed. More than one experiment has
been made with equally satisfactory re-
sults, and the foliage of Lady Downes was
not in the least affected. I would like to
ask others to try nicotine with equal caution.
It has other advantages over cyanide. I find
bug usually appears on the part of the young
wood of the previous year, aaid as soon as con-
venient after growth is well forward the snags

Fig. 153.-
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not perfectly efficient. Watching the appearance
of solitary individuals and touching each with a
drop of methylated spirits is subject to a like

disability and we must fall back on nicotine

vaporising or fumes of cyanide. The danger of

vaporising the varieties .Muscat of Alexandria
and Lady Downes with nicotine is well known,
whilst the cyaniding is equally apt to damage
the foliage. It is nut to be disputed
that, cyaniding is harmless to vegetation
under certain conditions. The question is, what
are these conditions? For one thing, vine leaves

still immature are in a peculiarly susceptib'e

condition, and to cyanide a vinery while that
condition lasts is always risky. There are,

however, precautions which may be taken.

If what may be called a full 3 oz. ap-
plication be used, then 15 to 20 minutes
will destroy every living buz, and the chance of

harming foliage is reduced to the minimum.
There is the other extreme, to reduce the
strength to 1 oz. per 1.000 feet and allow a long

should be cut off close to eauh lateral. In doing

this I have repeatedly found bug lurking ready-

to issue forth when none were to be seen on
other parts oi the vines. One should always be-

suspicious of ants in a vinery. Once they be-

come active it is a suspicious coincidence that,

bugs soon appear also. Ants are easily destroyed

in the following manner :—Partly fill a pail with
boiling water and fili it up with, paraffin oil,,

stir it through the hot water, and after it

his all floated to the top spray the paraffin over
the border, woodwork, glass, or wherever the
ants are found. A few applications will destroy
them all. The common-sense practice of having
on.'y the primary leaves on laterals—no sub-
laterals whatever—is a means of keeping bug in

check, and* also low night tenioeratmvs with
early ventilation, or all-night ventilation when
weather permits, and the minimum of "damp-
ing down " or none at all, are other con-
tributory mea.ns to fr^edo'w. from bug. It. I\
Brotherston.
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TheWeek's Work.

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
By H. J. Chapman, Gardener to Mrs. Cookson,

Oakwood, Wylam-on-Tyne.

Seedling Odontoglossums.— The seeds of

Odontoglossums and allied genera which were
eown in the late autumn and early months of the
year are now forming their leaves, and may be
transplanted into store pots, either several to-

gether or singly in small pots. The later sowings,
owing to the dry, cold, unfavourable conditions

-outside, have not made so much progress as

usual. The old seed-beds should be examined,
and any seedlings left on the pots from last year
should be transplanted if ready. Where only a
few seedlings are grown the sooner they are

potted off separately the better progress they are

likely to make. The advantage of treating plants
individually is that attention may be paid to the
particular requirements of each. Tine greatest
enemy to seedlings is the destructive maggot,
which does considerable damage to the ger-

minating seeds and to plants in the earliest stages

of growth. Ma.ny successful hybridists have
often succeeded in inducing satisfactory germina-
tion, only to find, scon after the leaves have been
.produced, that the plants are attacked by the
miniature black fly maggot. Here, also, the
advantage of potting plants singly will be

' observed. There appears to be no satisfactory
'remedy for the pest. Vaporising at frequent in-

tervals destroys the male insect in flight, but the
female hides in the potting compost, where it is

difficult for the fumes to penetrate. Spraying
with weak insecticide helps to check them, and
wiping the pots containing the seeds with a cloth
dipped in a very weak solution of carbolic assists

in keeping the pests at a distance. Where the
potting compost is badly infested, it is best to re-

pot the seedlings at the earliest possible moment
and burn the old soil. Plants which were put into
single pots last autumn will now need attention!

and those which have made good progress will be
benefited by more root-room. It is not desirable
when potting seedling plants of Odontoglossums
and allied genera to disturb the roots un-
necessarily. If the potting compost is in good
condition, carefully turn the plants out of their
pots and transfer them to suitable sizes without
disturbing the roots. Much progress is often
made by seedlings after the third leaf has been
developed, and if encouraged by suitable treat-
ment after this period, it will be found that a
satisfactory first pseudo-bulb will be produced,
and the plants will flower early. It is advisable
to see that the compost used is of a lasting
nature. Sphagnum-moss should be sparingly used
and chopped very fine. The compost should be
graded according to the size of the plants, and
attention should be given to the supplying of
proper drainage.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
"By W. Crump, Gardener to Earl Beauchamp, K.C.M.G.,

Madresfield Court, Worcestershire.

The Iris Garden.— Irises are extremely
useful plants for supplying the floral display
in the garden during the transition stage from
spring to summer bedding, and although the
flower spikes of the German and allied Irises
are prostrated by sharp frosts, they soon
recover and become erect again, little the worse
for the ordeal. The fpliage of the flag Iris,
even when not in flower, is ornamental, both in
clumps or beds in grass. The rhizomes of this
section of Iris grow and spread along the
surface of the ground, throwing out fresh
roots. If the old, exhausted back portions
-are cut away occasionally, the plants will
not need removal often, but will continue to
flower well in the same spot for many years.
Do not plant in rich, freshly-manured soil, nor
practise deep planting. Should any clumps or
beds have become so thick and crowded with
growth that the plants have failed to
flower, lift them as soon as the flower-
ing season is over, divide to single or
•double crowns and replant on a fresh

site in ordinary garden soil. Arrange the por-

tions 1 foot apart, taking the precaution to

stick a few Yew or other evergreen branches in

the soil amongst them for shade until the plants

are re-established. Secure, at the same time,

surplus plants for the reserve gardeai to make
good any losses that may occur. The varieties

of the pallida section possess handsome foliage

and beautiful flowers, and thrive in any situa-

tion, whether sunny or shady. Few plants are
more strikingly handsome than I. Kaempfei-i
with its gorgeous, shades of soft, rich colours.
The plants grow best in damp situations, such as
on the margin of a stream or pond, but require a
more generous treatment than their congeners of
the German section. Ground intended for plant-

ing with Japanese Irises should be dug deeply,
and manure should be placed in the bottom of
the trench sufficiently deep to be below the

-

roots.
We plant I. Kaempferi in the spring, and have
been very successful with imported clumps, as
sent over in 6-inch squares of natural soil.

Partial shade seems to 6uit them, although if the
rooting medium is congenial they grow well
in full sunshine. Iris stylosa may be propa-
gated now from portions pulled from estab-
lished plants. Plant this beautiful winter-
flowering species in the warmest corner.

Flowering Shrubs.— The best time to
prune flowering shrubs is after the flowers are
over. Old flowering branches that show signs
of exhaustion should be cut clean out, also

weak, twiggy growths that tend to crowd the
interior of the plant. Endeavour to_ obtain
fresh, strong shoots from where the old
branches were cut back. When planted in

beds of a kind, one or more of the plants may
be cut to within 1 foot of the ground each year.
This will result in a good crop of healthy,
flowering shoots for the next season. Berberis
Darwinii, B. stenophylla, and other evergreen
flowering shrubs, may be pruned less severely.

Roses.— As a precaution against infestations
of Aphis syringe the bushes twice a week with
Quassia extract, or Quaseol, employing one pint

to 10 gallons of soft water.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
By C. H. Cook, Gardener to the Earl of Derby,

Knowsley Hall, Lancashire.

Greenhouse Rhododendrons. Varieties
of Rhododendron such as Purity (white),
Countess of Haddington (blush white), Lady
Alice Fitzwilliam (white), and Edgworthii (white
tinged with pink) make beautiful subjects for
the decoration of a conservatory or corridor.
They may be grown in large pots and the shoots
trained to wires suspended from the roof or over
wire shapes fashioned as balloons. Now is a
suitable time to ascertain the condition of the
soil and drainage. It is not advisable to repot
the plants annually ; it will suffice, if the soil is in
a good condition, to give a top-dressing of peat
and silver sand, making the materials very firm
by ramming. If repotting is necessary, use
slightly larger pots and make the compost very
firm around the ball of roots. Repotted plants
should be grown in a little heat until the roots
are re-established. Train in the shoots and
pinch out the points of extra strong growths, to

secure shapely specimens. Syringe the underside
of the leaves to destroy thrips. Plants of

Rhododendron indicum (Azaleas) may be treated
similarly to the above. Remove the seed-pods
and promote a clean healthy growth by syringing
the foliage daily. Feed the roots with weak
manure water.

Gardenia.— Plants that have flowered should
be placed in an intermediate house where they
can be syringed freely. Prune the plants into

shapely specimens and when the subsequent
growth is 2 inches long they may be repotted,

using a compost consisting of equal parts fibrous

loam and peat lightened with sand, and enriched

with a little bone-meal. Keep the plants growing
actively, syringing them on frequent occasions

and sponging the leaves to free them from mealy
bug and brown scale. Pot rooted cuttings and
pinch out the points' of the leading shoo'6 to en-

sure shapely plants, but discontinue stopping the
growths about July, when the plants should be
placed in plenty of light and air to ripen the

wood. As young planus produce the finest
flowers, it is advisable to propagate new stock
each season to replace those that are two years
old.

Holboellia lat I fo L I A.— This beautiful
greenhouse climber is worthy of a place in every
establishment. If planted in a border the roots
should be grown in a limited space. Train the
growths to pillars or to wires suspended from
the roof-rafters. The delicate perfume of the
flowers scents the whole of the greenhouse.
Cuttings may be inserted in sandy soil now and
rooted in a temperature of 60°. Syringe the
plants when out of flower and remove all weak
growths.

Lachaenali'as having finished flowering,
water at the roots should be withheld gradually.
Place the pots or baskets in a frame exposed to
full sunshine to ripen the bulbs.

Pot Roses are now sufficiently hardened and
may be plunged out-of-doors to the rims in ashes.
Select a sheltered situation, but exposed to
full sunshine. Water the roots with extra care
and feed them occasionally with liquid manure.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
By W. Hedley Warren, Gardener to the Aston-Clinton
Park Estate (the Rt. Hon. Lord Rothschild), Buck-

inghamshire.

The Orchard House.— Attend carefully to

such important details as ventilating the house,
watering the roots, and keeping the atmosphere
moderately moist. Apricots that are at the
stoning stage should be thinned for the last

time. Do not overcrop the trees, and especially

those in pots ; a fair-sized tree growing in a 10
or 12 inch pot may be allowed to carry about
two dozen fruits. Pinch the shoots closely, to

cause fruit-buds to form. Stopping Apricots by
the finger and thumb is far preferable to knife-

pruning, which frequently causes gumming.
Guard carefully against the caterpillar, which
feeds upon the tender foliage. Syringe
the trees in bright, sunny weather, but less fre-

quently on dull days. Pinch the shoots of

Peaches growing in pots when about 4 or 5

inches long ; the lower buds will be benefited

by this. Keep the shoots thin, for an excess of

growth is a frequent fault in the culture of pot-

trees. Continue gradually to thin the fruit, and
watch carefully for green and black fly. Re-
move all decaying leaves, and afterwards dust
the trees with tobacco powder, which, if ap-

plied just after the trees have been syringed
lightly, will destroy the fly in a few hours.

Syringe the trees with clear water afterwards to

cleanse them ; it is possible to keep Peach trees

almost if not quite free from green fly by syring-

ings of clear water alone. Pinch closely the
young shoots of Plums and Cherries, and water
their roots freely, never allowing the foliage,

whether of trees in pots or borders, to flag for

want of water. A little liquid manure may be
afforded the roots at every alternate watering.

Top-dTess pot-bound trees with a mixture of

well-decayed manure and fresh fibrous loam
in equal proportions, adding a sprinkling of

wood ashes or bone-meal. Syringe the foliage

freely during the early morning and again in

the afternoon, closing the house when the tem-
perature is from 65° to 80°, according to

weather.
*

Peaches and Nectarines.— Trees with
fruits on the point of maturity should be fed

liberally. Admit air freely during bright, sunny
weather, and syringe the foliage twice daily.

Soft water should be used, as hard water may
spoil the appearance of the ripe fruit. Attend
to the thinning and tying of the young shoots of

trees in late houses, admit air freely, and use

every means to keep the foliage healthy and
clean. Feed the roots as occasion requires.

Pines.—The night temperature for Pines
in fruit should be 75°, and in the daytime from
80° to 90°, or even higher on bright days, when
an abundance of air is admitted. Close the ven-

tilators with the temperature at 80° or 85° and
well syringe all bare surfaces, but not the plants

themselves. Some of the suckers from last sea-

son's fruiting plants, which were potted during
the autumn, are beginning to show fruit.

Maintain a humid atmosphere and lightly dew
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the plants overhead with a fine syringe on
warm, bright days' at the time of closing the
house.

Figs.— Maintain a dry and rather warm at-

mosphere in houses where Figs are ripening, but
admit plenty of air. In later houses maintain
an atmosphere as close, warm and humid as

is consistent with the health of the trees.

Well syringe the trees overhead twice daily and
damp all available surfaces during hot, drying
•days.

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
By J. G. WESTON, Gardener to Lady NORTHCOTB,

Eastwell Park, Kent.

Dessert Ch erries.— Cherry trees are

among the first to be attacked by black

fly, which appears shortly after the fruit is set.

Every effort should be made to exterminate this

pest at once, or it will increase with great

rapidity, injuring the delicate points of the

joung snoots and spoiling the fruit. Syringe the

trees with a reliable insecticide, and afterwards
-wash them thoroughly with clear water. If

the flies are not all removed by one operation it

should be repeated on successive afternoons. Re-
move gross shoots, which might disturb the
balance of the tree, and pinch at the fourth or
fifth leaf all those not required for extension.

Keep the growths thin, so that each shoot receives

the maximum amount of sun and air.

Protective Materials.— Canvas blinds,

nets, or other coverings which have been em-
ployed to protect fruit trees from frost may now
be removed. If, however, inclement weather
occurs, the coverings may be replaced for

a few more nights. So far, late spring frosts

have done very little damage in this locality. On
several occasion© when the thermometer has
fallen it happened that the trees were rather dry,
and thus escaped injury. Blinds should be dried
and labelled before being stored. Care should
be taken to guard against damp and the
attacks of mice.

Black Currants are now growing rapidly,

and the trees, except those attacked by the mite,
-are looking extremely healthy. Strong, vigorous
bushes are always able to withstand both insect

and fungous pests much better than old, half-

starved ones, and as the young shoots of the
previous year fruit best, the bushes should be
encouraged to make growth by an occasional
dusting of the soil with artificial manure
during showery weather. Where big bud has
been found, persevere with the treatment recom-
mended in previous calendars, following this up
by picking off and burning affected buds. Young
bushes planted last autumn should not be allowed
to carry much fruit. The better plan is to cut
them back hard, thus encouraging the production
of strong basal shoots, which will fruit well next
season. Black Currants are subject to attacks of
green fly in some seasons. They should be fre-

quently examined for this, and if any signs of
the pest are seen, measures should be taken to
clear the bushes at once. If left many days the
fly will cause the leaves to curl in such a manner
that it wili be impossible to dislodge the insects
by ordinary means, and much damage will result.

Red Currants.— The same measures should

he applied to Red Currant bushes, as to Black.
Apart from injury to the shoots, if the hushes
are not kept free from insects, the fruit is made
dirty and unfit for use. Keep the fruit quarters
hoed, both to eradicate weeds and to maintain
the surface soil in a loose and friable condition.

'This, combined with mulching as required, will

keep the trees in good health during a dry
period. It is far more effective than watering,

though this latter operation may also be neces-

sary in the case of recently transplanted trees.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By R. P. Brotherstox, Gardener to the Earl of

Haddington, Tyninghame, East Lothian.

Vegetable Marrows.— The plants should
not remain for long in pots, or they will become
starved and fail to grow freely when planted.

It is not essential to plant Marrows in manure
exclusively, for the plants do very well
in ordinary fertile soil. For a time they
should be protected at night and during periods

of high winds. Four main shoots are sufficient

on each plant, and all fruits should be cut
young, at least during the summer months.

Onions.— This crop is succeeding well, and
needs only occasional attention in such matters
as hoeing and applying manurial dressing.
The hoe should be run through among the
plants at 10 to 14-day intervals, and soot,

pigeon manure, and concentrated fertilisers ap-

plied about once a fortnight. It is remarkable
the amount of "feed" the Onion is capable of
appropriating to its palpable benefit. Provided
the ground was properly prepared and these
cultural methods adopted, watering is not
essential. I have no water to spare, and even
in such dry seasons as those of 1911 and 1913
cur Onion crops were satisfactory.

Seakale.— It sometimes happens that some
of the crowns left for latest supplies are never
cut, and if they are lifted carefully, re-planted
and watered, tney become re-established with-
out much of a check, and afford splendid
material for early forcing. If they show
signs of flowering the stems should be cut off,

but these are never so good for forcing as those
which make foliage only. The plants set from
thongs are beginning to grow freely, and a

dressing of pigeon manure or artificials will give
them an extra fillip. At the same time these
dressings are not so important as they are for
Brassicae.

Leeks.— Should the seedlings hang growth
as they are apt to do, apply a stimulating dress-

ing such as pigeon manure and soot, or, fail-

ing these, superphosphate of lime and nitrate

of soda in equal proportions, and after applying
them stir the ground thoroughly between
the rows. Should the weather be dry a

moderate application of water will be helpful.

Leeks planted a few weeks ago will progress
all the better for an occasional supply of weak
manure water at the roots. It is usual to pre-

pare ground for the main crop earlier in the
year, but where this has been overlooked the
work should be done as soon as possible, the
important point being to introduce a 10-cwt. to

the rod dressing of rotted cow manure at least

1 foot under the surface. Leeks are particu-

larly valuable in late spring and at this time
of the year. Any plants of last year's crop
still in the ground should now be lifted and
laid in a cool place for future use.

Herbs.— Plant out Basil and other tender
herbs on a warm border, allowing each plant a

foot of space. Hardy kinds such as Thyme,
which are being increased from seeds sown
early in the year, should be thinned meanwhile
to 6 inches, before they crowd each other.

Shear off the tops of Sorrel running to seed,

and make an occasional sowing of Chervil where
it fails to keep up a supply from self-sown
seeds.

THE "FRENCH" GARDEN.
By Paul Aqoatias.

Nursery Beds.— Beans sown in frames
should be ready for transplanting out-of-doors

soon. Another sowing may be inserted either

in 60 pots or direct in the soil of the frame for

a succession. Plants of the batch of Celery
raised in February must on no account receive

a check at this period from either dryness at the

roots or inefficient ventilation, for this would
cause bolting in July or August. The main
batch sown in March should now be pricked out
in frames preferably, though when no space is

available a temporary bed may be made by
spreading 3 or 4 inches of manure in a sheltered

corner, and covering it with a few inches of

soil. The last batch of Cauliflowers shoidd be

planted in a well-prepared bed in the open, where
root-waterings can be afforded frequently. Sow
the seeds very thinly to obtain a sturdy growth.
This batch will be available for planting as an
intercrop among the Melons, or to follow the

present crop of Cauliflower now growing on the

manure beds; they are also useful as a stop-gap

to fill ground when the supply of Celery plants

is short. Tomato plants should be hardened
gradually for setting out in a fortnight's time.

The shelter of the lights must not be disregarded

at night-time in case of late frost, and the frames

should be sufficiently raised to keep all the leaves

clear of the glass.
. If cloches are at. liberty set

the best plants on a south border and cover
the glasses for a period of three or four weeks.
Ridge Cucumber seeds may be inserted at 2 or
3 inches apart in a cold frame, which should be
covered with lights and mats till the' coty-
ledons appear. Sow two seeds in each 60-sized
pot and plunge the latter in the frame.

Melons.— The planting of this crop is the
most important operation during May. A. trench
having been prepared in advance, it should be
filled with good manure, which should be watered
and trodden firmly. Set the frames lengthways,
allowing a good slope towards the front. After
having marked the site of the next trench,
throw the soil therefrom into the frames just
placed in position ; level it and make two holes in

the centre, where the Melon plants will be set.

Fill the holes with black soil, place the lights

in position, and cover them with mats for a few
days. When the bed is warmed sufficiently by
fermentation of the materials, plant the Melons
six for every frame. Keep the lights closed and
covered for three or four days, after which the

shading may be removed gradually until, when
the plants are well established, it may be dis-

pensed with altogether and ventilation afforded.

To be successful with this crop it is essen-

tial to keep the plants as hardy as possible

without subjecting them to a check from low
temperatures. The bulk of the Melon plants

should be set this month, reserving a few beds

to be set in June, when the frames and lights

will be available for the Vegetable Marrows.

Outside Crops.— Owing to the pressure of

work in other departments the crops out-of-doors

are apt to be neglected, unless the careful culti-

vator plans the work accordingly. The work of

hoeing and watering the Lettuces and Cabbages
must be done to hasten their growth. Radishes
and green Onions need bunching. Spinach must
be gathered, and ground intended for the Kidney
Beans well broken and hoed deeply. Endive
sown in March should be transplanted at a dis-

tance of 12 inches each way in the open. Do not

set the plants deeply, and keep the foliage moist

by light waterings. Endive thrives best in rich

ground and is chiefly cultivated at this time of

the year as an intercrop. The plants should be

sufficiently established before setting the main
crop. Accommodation is now made for the first

sowing of Witloof Chicory. This useful crop does

well in deep, rich ground, and the seed is

sown in drills very thinly, the latter at 1 foot

apart. This crop can also be sown in nursery

beds where no room is available at present. The
roots pricked out produce better and thicker

crowns when forced than the others, though this

method entails extra labour.

THE APIARY.
By Chloris.

Shortage of Bees.— The daily Press in-

forms us that a large number of Dutch bees are .

being imported into the Eastern Counties, and

that they are immune from the Isle of Wight dis-

ease. This is very good news, and that it may
prove true will be the fervent wish of all who
have the interests of apiculture at heart.

_
At

the same time we must not take too sanguine a

view of the matter, because the experiment will

require the test of at least three or four years

before any certain verdict can be pronounced

upon it.
" This must not he taken to mean

that I do not regard the experiment

favourably. The English bees may have de-

generated" more than we are aware of by the

constant in-breeding that undoubtedly takes

place. I know a large village where, to

my knowledge, no bees have been introduced,

either as swarms or queens, for more than

twenty-five years, nor can anyone remember any

being introduced. No one who knows anything

about rearing stock will affirm that this practice

is good for the virility of the race.

Painting —Where painting has Wen neglected

all arrears should be made up with as little delay

as possible, recollecting that uniformity m
colour should be avoided, as young queens often

return to the wrong hive after their wedding
trip through inability to distinguish the hive

from which they emerged.
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EDITORIAL NOTICE.

ADVERTISEMENTS should be sent to the
PTTBIiISHER, 41. Wellington Street,
Covent Garden, W-C-

Editors and Publisher. — Our correspondents
would obviate delay in obtaining answers to

their communications, and save us much time and
trouble, if they would kindly observe the notice
printed weekly to the effect that all letters relat-

ing to financial matters and to advertisements
should be addressed to the Publisher; and that

all communications intended for publication, or

referring to the Literary department, and all

plants to be named, should be directed to the

Editors. The two departments. Publishing and
Editorial, are distinct, and much unnecessary de-

lay and confusion arise when letters are mis-
directed.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
MONDAY, MAY 25—

Linnean Soc. Anniversary meet, at 3 p.m.
Rhododendron Sh. at R.H.S. Hall (5 days).

THURSDAY, MAY 28—
Bath and West and Southern Counties Soc. Sh. at
Swansea (5 days). Royal Botanic Soc. meet.

FRIDAY, MAY 29—
Royal Botanic Soc. lecture by Professor W. B. Bot-
tomley.

v Average Mean- Temperature for the ensuing week
deduced from observations during the last Fifty
Years at Greenwich, 55.98°.

Actual Temperatures :

—

London, Wednesday, May 20 (6 p.m.). Max. 76°.

Min. 51°.

Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 11, Wellington Street.
Covent Garden, London, Thursday, Mav 21
(10 a.m.) : Bar. 30.2 ; Temp. 70?. Weather-
Bright Sunshine.

Provinces, Wednesday, Mav 20 : Max. 73°, Cam-
bridge ; Min. 50°, Stornoway.

8ALES FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
TUESDAY—

Fir* Annual Sale of Bedding and other Plants, at the
" Home of Flowers," Swanley, by Protheroe and
Morris, at 12.

TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY, AND THURSDAY—
The entire collection ol Orchids formed by the late
J. J. Holden, Esq., of Lancashire, at- 67 and 68, Cheap-
aide, E.C., by Protheroe and Morris, at 1.

WEDNESDAY—
Hardy Bulbs and Ronts, at 1. Dwarf Japanese Trees,
at 3.30. Palms and Plants, at 5. At 67 and 68, Cheap-
side, E.C., by Protheroe and Morris.

The Eoyal Horticul-

The Chelsea tural Society is to be
Show, congratulated on one of

the most brilliant shows
ever held in this country. Favoured by
weather so fine as to satisfy all but the

most delicate subjects—whether human or
plant—the Chelsea exhibition attracted a

vast concourse of people, and although it

did not bring to light any specially re-

markable novelty it proved that the
standard of cultivation is as high
as it can well be. Moreover, and
speaking generally, the display of the
exhibits was remarkably good, and
exhibitors for the most part demonstrated
the fact that air and space between their

groups lend a natural aspect and an added
attractiveness to the groups themselves.
The relegation to the ground level of all the
groups in the great tent—except the end
groups of Orchids—must be pronounced a

complete success. It gives an independ-
ence to each and a spaciousness to all

which allows the visitor to imagine himself
in a garden and not in a flower shop.

The laborious work of organisation was
carried out with an ability and devotion
which reflect the greatest credit on the

officers of the Society. The membership
of the Society has increased so greatly of

recent years that Fellows—even in the

roomy spaces of Chelsea—had some diffi-

culty in gaining an entrance when the

show opened at 12 o'clock, and it may be

that the Society will be obliged, on future

occasions, to give the holders of a Fellow's

ticket priority of entrance over those who
carr,yw " transferable " tickets.

The Exhibition was honoured by a visit

from Queen Alexandra, who showed her

appreciation of its merits by making a

prolonged stay.

The exhibits of the leading firms were
of the high standard of excellence which
we have been led to expect of them.
Of the rock gardens, which have achieved

such wonderful success and admiration

during the past few years, there is little to

be said. They showed a high level of

general excellence, but there was not one
among them—good as many were—that

stood out pre-eminently like Mr. Wood's
rock garden of last year. It is as though
the rock-garden architects were enjoying

a pause in inventiveness, and in the mean-
time are content to reproduce the features

which have won them such well-deserved

distinction in the past.

A regret was general among the real

gardeners present at the Exhibition that

more prominence and particularity is not

given to novelties, and there is a general

feeling that the Society might follow the

example of the National Rose Society and
contrive that all novelties shall be ex-

hibited together in some prominent situa-

tion. Of the novelties exhibited in the

tent allotted thereto mention should be
made of the Irises of Mr. Dykes.

Perhaps the most noteworthy feature of

this noteworthy show is the thoroughness

with which the " sundries "—those all-im-

portant adjuncts of the garden—are now
represented, and the R.H.S. may claim to

do for all branches of Horticulture what
the sister society has done for Agriculture
on the occasion of the annual exhibition.

It will be a matter of general regret if

the magnificence of the trade exhibits

should tend to slacken the zeal for exhibit-

ing on the part of the amateurs. Most dis-

tinguished among the amateur absentees

was Sir George Holford ; but we under-

stand that this lapse is hut temporary,
and we shall hope to see again in the near
future the superb specimens which have
won him world-wide fame.
The attendance on the opening day was

phenomenal—greater, so it is said, than

at the International Exhibition—and
nothing was more striking than the busi-

ness-like and instructed way in which the

majority of visitors carried out their in-

spection of the plants. For providing in-

struction in so pleasant a manner the

Society and the exhibitors deserve the

warmest thanks of all good horticulturists.

Coloured Supplement.— The subject of

the Coloured Plate published with this issue is

a new variety of the Collerette Dahlia, an
attractive section comprising many good garden
plants. ''Tuskar" has richly-coloured florets

tipped with white, while the collerette itself, a

pale cream colour, .gives the needed touch of

variety and softness to the effect. The plant
has a free habit, and grows to a height of three

feet.

Exhibitions of Rhododend^ons.—Messrs.
John Wateree, Sons and Crisp announce that
they are holding their Annual Exhibition o£
Rhododendrons and other plants in the RoyaL
Horticultural Hall from Monday, May 25, to.

Friday, May 29. The exhibition will open on
Monday at 2 p.m. Messrs. Wateree, Sons;
and Crisp are also holding an exhibition of
Rhododendrons and Alpine plants at the Royal
Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park, N.W., for two-
or three weeks from June 8. The exhibition
will be opened on that day by Her Highness the:

Duchess of Teck at 3 p.m.

Presentation to a Gardener.— Mr..
John Potter, gardener to Sir William Max-
well, Bart., Cardoness, Kirkcudbrightshire, is;

leaving Cardoness. To mark the occasion his-

friends have made him presentations of two-
purses of sovereigns.

Bath and West and Southern Counties
Society.—The annual show of this agricultural',

society will be held at Swansea on May 28, 29,

30, and June 1 and 2. Besides exhibits of a
purely agricultural character, there will be a sec-

tion devoted to horticulture, and the gardening,

exhibits will be accommodated in a special,

pavilion.

Damping Off.— The malady of damping off

is, as is well known,, due to the attack of the-

fungus Pythium de Baryanum, following on un-

favourable conditions—excess of moisture and
defect of light. That these are generally

the causes is certain, for those who make
a study of damping off know that in

some years it is by no means easy to

find the fungus even in 'boxes of seed-

lings which have been purposely subjected to ad-

verse conditions, whence it is to be inferred that

ill-treatment without the fungus is not enough

to bring about the symptoms of the disease.

Again, the symptoms familiar to most gar-

deners—a softening at the collar of the plant and

a bending or falling over of the seedling—are-

sometimes observed even though the Pythium is.

absent. The reason appears to be that damping
off may be caused not only by Pythium, but also-

by another fungus—a species of Rhizoctonia.

Mr. J. Johnson, who is responsible for this ob-

servation (Bulletin Xo. 31, University of Wis-
consin Agricultural Experimental Station), ha6

observed the Rhizoctonia as well as the Pythium
on seedlings of many different plants—Cress,

Tobacco, Lettuce, Tomato, etc. By treatment

with formalin 1 : 50 the soil to be used may bo-

sterilised and the disease prevented. A cheaper

means of effecting this purpose is steam steri-

lisation, which method has the further ad-

vantages of destroying weed seeds and insect

pests, and in inducing a more vigorous growth of"

the seedlings.

"Explosive Force" of Decayed Ivy.—
A report appears in the Press that the Arch-
deacon of Nottingham, in his visitation address

at .Southwell, stated that when the "roots and.

tentacles" of the Ivy undergo decay they exer-

cise a powerful explosive force. Inasmuch as-

the main point insisted upon—that Ivy is apt to-

damage masonry—is undoubtedly correct, it may
seem unnecessary to point out that the foregoing,

statement appears to contain two fallacies.

First, Ivy does not possess tentacles, and
second, that the decaying roots do not exercise-

explosive force. The damage done by Ivy is to.

he ascribed not to the decaying, but to the living

roots and stems. Like other plant tissues, those of

the Ivy roots are capab'e of setting up enormous
pressures—pressures of the order of 300 to 600

lbs. to the square inch—and it is pressures such

as these exercised by the roots which penetrate

into the masonry which set up cracks and do
damage. This damage is, of course, Tendered all

the more certain by the condensation and accu-

mulation of moisture due to the luxuriant mass

of foliage. That the aerial roots of the Ivy 6erve

not only as holdfasts but also as absorbing
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oTgans 'appears probable from the fact 'that even

after the main stem is severed Ivy firmly at-

tached to a wall may continue to live for some
years. During this period it must obtain all the

water and mineral substances Which it uses from
the water condensed on the walls. Hence there

•would appear to be some justification, for Shake-

speare's analogy :

—

" The Ivy which hid my princely trunk,

And suck'd my verdure out on't."

The idea that plants possess tentacles seems very

widespread among well educated people. We re-

member, for example, hearing a K.C. descant in

court upon the dry-rot fungus, and describe in
harrowing terms how the fungus spread wide its

deadly tentacles, crushing the walls of houses in

its cruel embrace.

The Horticultural Trades' Associa-

tion.— At a dinner of the Horticultural Trades

Association of Great Britain and Ireland, which

took place on Tuesday last at the Hotel Windsor,

Mr. W. Cuthbertsox presided and Sir Harry
Veitch was the principal guest. In the course

of the evening Sir Harry spoke of the nursery

and seed trade during the past fifty years.

Cemetery Superintendents' Associa-
tion. — The First Annual Congress of the

United Kingdom Association of Cemetery Super-

intendents will be held in London on July 15 and

16. On the first day five of the laTgest Metro-

politan cemeteries will be visited, and in the

evening a dinner and the annual meeting will be

held at Anderton's Hotel, Fleet Street. On the

second day, at the invitation of the President,

the members will visit the City of London Ceme-
tery and Crematorium at II ford.

Yorkshire Gala.— The Grand Yorkshire

Flower Show and Gala will be held on Wednes-
day, Thursday, and Friday, June 17, 18. and 19,

in the Bootham Park, York. We are informed

that the exhibition promises to be unusually suc-

cessful. The collection of cactaceous plants which

was formed at Cannes by the late Mrs. Vyner,
and recently brought torn there to England, will

be exhibited by Mr. E. C. Vyner. Amongst
them there are some very rare and unique speci-

mens that were 'bought from the Abbe Bexguin
shortly before his death.

Presentation of a Portrait of
Linnaeus.—A framed portrait of Linnaeus has

been presented to the Herbarium of the Royal
Botanic Gardens, Kew, by Sir Arthur Church,
K.C.V.O. It is a very good, impression of an
old French colour-print by P. M. Altx after

A. Roslix. The portrait is half-length,

and represents Linnaeus clad in wig and dark
fawn-coloured coat and vest. Through the open-

ing of the latter protrudes a delicate white frill,

while on the left-band side of the coat hangs the
Order of the Polar Star, with a sprig of Linnaea
borealis above it.

The Discovery of Old Methods. —The
complacency of the world is disturbed from time
to time, but not for long, by the discovery that
this or that contrivance or method which it

thought was its most recent invention was
known to the ancients. Only the other day
elaborate steel surgical implements were found
which show that the Greeks were deft and ad-
vanced surgeons. Dry farming has of recent
years been rediscovered in several parts of the
world. A system of manuring fruit trees by
adding the manure to holes at some distance
from the bole of the trees is now enjoying con-
siderable prominence in the horticultural Press.

How old is this method may be judged from the
concluding passage in Lindley's Theory and
Practice of Horticulture, 2nd edition, 1855 :

" The Dutch, who are admirable gardeners, had
in the Great Exhibition an instrument called
' earth borer,' for manuring fruit tree6 without
digging the ground. A circle of holes is bored
round the tree at 2 feet distance from the tree

and a foot from each other. . . . They are 18
inches deep (where there is enough depth of soil)

and slanting towards the centre ; are filled with
liquid manure, diluted more or lees in dry

-weather, andj6t4'«nger -as the.weather is wetter."

Truly, tout passe, tout lasse, tout casse : et tout
repasse.

Nursery Stock Imports, U.S.A. —The
National Nurseryman publishes a list of the an-

nual importations of nursery stock by the United
States. They total 44 millions all told. Of fruit

trees the total is about 4 millions, of which
number France supplies about 3§ millions ; of

other countries Germany sends a mere 73,000,

and England and Scotland some 6,000. Fruit

tree stocks number 17 millions, of which France
supplies no fewer than I63 millions, Holland
comes next with half a million, England a bad
third with i million, and Ireland with 65,000

beats Scotland, which can only spare 41,000. Of
the 167,000 Grape vines which emigrate, 164,000
are of French descent. England and Scotland,

however, beat the rest of the world in the matter
of bush fruits, England's yearly parcel being
81,000 and Scotland's 75,000 out of a total of

200,000. With a courtesy which does credit to

us and to her America buys the major part of

her Roses from England—1,632,252 out of a total

of some 2 millions. In the supply of Rose stocks

England is also first with upwards of 2 millions,

as against less than a million sent by France
and about half a million by Scotland. Ireland
sends of Roses 107,000, and of Rose stocks
470,000. In the year under review that island

also sent two Grape vines and one forest tree.

France occupies a position of amazing pre-
eminence, with a grand total of 30 million plants
exported each year, as compared with 2i millions
from England; Scotland f million and Ireland
not far short of that number.

Botanical Progress in British Columbia.
—It is interesting to learn that botanical work
in British Columbia is making rapid progress.
A complete botanical survey is to be made, and a
herbarium is being formed. In the past three
years several thousand specimens have been
obtained, some being new species. Speci-
mens and information are supplied from the
various neighbourhoods by local residents; or,
if there are no such correspondents, exploration
trips are made. The Surveyor-General, whose
men are exploring new regions of British
Columbia, allows them to collect material and
data for the botanical survey. Last year the
formation of a botanic garden and arboretum
was begun, and over 1,500 native seed plants
are to be cultivated. Already 500 species are
established, and it is hoped that the collection
will increase the interest of the public in the
wealth and beauty of their native plants. It is

expected that another botanic garden will be
started this summer in connection with Stanley
Park on the Pacific coast.

Thielavia Root-Rot of Violets.-Ih the
course of an account of the diseases which affect
Violets, Mr. D. Reddick, Professor of Plant
Pathology, Cornell University, describes in de-
tail (The American Florist, March 28, 1914)
the symptoms set up by Thielavia basieola, the
fungus which causes root-rot. The . disease,

which was recognised in Europe 60 years ago,
causes an arrest of growth of the leaves, which
become dwarfed, wrinkled and yellow. The un-
derground stems of affected plants are cracked
and rough, brown or black lesions occur on the
roots, sometimes girdling them completely. They
may be recognised readily by their contrast with
the whiteness of unaffected roots. Similar lesions
may appear on the leaf petioles and runners. In
its earliest stage the lesion appears as a small
water-soaked spot, but as it increases the centre

becomes whitish and the margin black. For the

prevention of the spread of the disease Professor
Reddick recommends care in the selection of

cuttings, advising that no plants which show the
characteristic lesions should be used for pro-

pagation. He further recommends that the cut-

tings be struck in fresh sand, or if old sand

—

used previously for the purpose—be employed,

sterilisation of the sand by means of formalin

(1 pint to 12^ gallons of water). The solution

should be sprinkled over the cutting-beds at the
rate of 1 gallon per square foot, and the bed
covered with oilcloth for 12 hours. The
covering should then be removed and the sand or
soil stirred in order to facilitate the evaporation
of the formalin. Soil in the houses should also be
disinfected—if possible, by steam. As shown by
Mr. Chittenden, the disease is encouraged by
careless and excessive watering:

The French Lavender Industry Ac-
cording to the Journal of the Boyal Society of
Arts, May, 1914, the continuous rise in the
price of Lavender essence has resulted in a con-
siderable increase in the acreage devoted to the
cultivation of this plant in the Marseilles
district. The fact that barren soils, unproduc-
tive for other purposes, may be successfully util-

ised renders the industry particularly attractive
to the farmers of Southern France. Thin rocky
soils well exposed to the sun. situated at an alti-

tude of 1,300 to 4,000 feet, are best adapted for
the purpose. Experience shows that Lavender
cultivated at altitudes of 3,000 feet produces the
best essence. The flowers are gathered during
August. In the Department of the Vauchise,
where about 10.0GO acres are under cultivation,
the gatherers receive about five shillings and
eightpence per 100 kilogrammes (220 lb.), which
represents somewhat less than one day's work.
Immediately after the flowers have been
gathered they are placed in a cylinder pierced
with holes, which in turn 16 placed in a boiler,

the diameter of which is only slightly greater
than that of the cylinder. In the boiler is a
tripod upon which the cylinder- rests. Water is

introduced to a level with the top of the tripod,
and the steam therefrom passes into the cylinder
containing the flowers and thence into a ser-

pentine pipe, where it is condensed.

LlGULARIA SPECIOSA AND L. STENOCEPHALA.
—Mr. A. Purpus, Inspector of the Botanic
Garden in Darmstadt, describes, in Mtillers

Deutsche Giirten-Zcitung (No. 14, 1914), two
most promising plants which he has had the
good fortune to raise from seed sent from
Eastern Asia. They are Ligularia speciosa
(Fisch. and Mey.), and L. stenocarpa. From
the description it appears that both of these
species are superior as garden plants to Senecio
(Ligularia) Wilsonianus. The former is native

of Manchuria, Korea and other Far Eastern
regions ; the latter occurs in Manchuria and
Japan. Both are massive plants, bearing flower-

stalks which reach a height of about 2 yards,

and hence are only suitable for growing in

masses in large gardens. L. speciosa is a most
imposing plant ; its leaves are large, dark-green,

heart-shaped and long-stalked. The flower-

stalk is green, somewhat hairy, and bears

slender pyramids of deep-yellow flowers. L.

stenocarpa has a similar habit, but its smooth

leaves and flower peduncles are red-brown, and

the latter taller and more slender than those

of the other species, and its flowers are of a yet

darker yellow. They do well in moist, well-

manured ground, flower from the beginning

of July until the middle of August, and are not

susceptible to frost. The relation between

Ligularia and Senecio is close, but good autho-

rities hold that the genera should be maintained.

This is the more to be desired in that there are

already known Senecio speeiosus (Willd.) from

South Africa and S. stenocephalus (Boiss.) from

the Caucasus.

PUBLICATIONS Received. — My Garden in

Summer. By E. A. Bowles, M.A. (T. C. and
E. C. Jack.) Price 5s.

—

Makers of Modern
Agriculture. By W. Macdonald, D.Sc, London.
(Macmillan and' Co., Ltd.) Price 'Is. 6d. net.—
Bulletin of Popular Information. (Arnold
Arboretum Harvard University, Jamaica Plain,

Mass., U.S.A.) May 7, 1914. No. 5S.-Le Bon
Jardinier. (Librairie Agricole de la Maison
Rustique, 26, Rue Jacob, Paris.) 150th edition.
—Journal of the Board of Agriculture. May,
1914. Printed bv J. Truscott and Son, Suffolk

Lane, E.C. Price 4d.
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ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY
EXHIBITION AT CHELSEA,

Mat, 19, 20 and 21.

THE show held on the above dates surpassed

by common consent any previous exhi-

bition arranged by the Royal Horticul-

tural Society. The season appears to

have been particularly favourable to most
plants, and exhibitors and those responsible

for the management of the show have had
the benefit, of two years' experience of the Chel-

sea site, with the result that the arrangement
this year was a great improvement on that of

more effective, than those of the old style. The
space aiso provides opportunity for the exhibi-
tion of features which are not strictly floral,

but which add greatly to the beauty of the
show ; pergolas covered with climbing Roses,
summer-houses with cunning little chains which
invite to repose, fountains with clear running
water and wise maxims, and many other
" garden delights."

At the Spring Exhibitions, Orchids have

THE CHELSEA SHOW.
Fig. 154.

—

brasso-cattleya shilliana (c. mossiae x b.-c. digbyano-mossiae).

(See Orchid Awards.)

last year and of the International Exhibition of

1912. The beauty and spaciousness of the Chel-
sea Hospital grounds, and the comfort and plea-

sure attending the exhibition, provide a
satisfactory contrast to the conditions that weTe
inseparable from the exhibitions held in the
gardens of the Inner Temple. One marked
result of the change of site has been a wonder-
fully rapid development in the outdoor exhibits,
especially the rock garden. We may recall the
old type of rock garden, introduced and faith-

fully copied year after year ; a pool in the
middle, stiff, regular banks, rising at the back
to an uncomfortable-looking eminence crowned
with unnatural Bamboos and showy, misplaced
Rhododendrons. Now that the Chelsea site has
provided so much scope for artistic effect, the
Tock gardens resemble " corners of the Alps "

;

much Jess pretentious, and, in consequence, far

always taken a prominent place, and the ex-

hibits of these flowers were as grand' as ever.

They were massed at either end of the large

tent, in a position in which they could be seen

at a convenient distance.

The other exhibits were all so beautiful that it is

difficult to know on which to bestow the highest
praise, but the Roses, Rhododendrons, Carna-
tions, Salpiglossis, Calceolarias, Fuchsias, Be-
gonias, Japanese trees and shrubs, groups of

stove plants, and masses of lovely foliage

plants, were prominent features. The Florai

Committee granted 15 awards to novelties, in-

cluding one First-class Certificate and 14 Awards
of Merit.

The weather was warm and bright, ar.d it

may be safely predicted that the attendance will

constitute a Teeord. For the admirable arrange-
ments the thanks of all present are due to the

Secretary, the Rev. W. Wilks ; the Assistant
Secretary, Mr. Gaskell ; the Superintendent,
Mr. S. T. Wright, and his assistant, Mr.
Bisset ; and also to the office staff, from Mr.
Frank Reader downwards.

Orchids.

AWARDS.
First-Class Certificate.

Miltonia J. Gurney Fowler (vexillaria Memo-
ria G. D. Owen x parent unknown) from Messrs.
Armstrong and Brown, Tunbridge Wells. A
very large flower of clear rose pink, with ruby-
red mask to lip.

Miltonia The Baroness (vexillaria Memoria.
G. D. Owen x parent unknown), from Messrs.
Armstrong and Brown. A fine white flower,

with dark crimson mask, changing to ruby-red.

Miltonia vexillaria Laelia Sander, from
Messrs. Sander and Sons. A sterling novelty,

the flower being fl orally perfect and new in

colour. The ground colour is primrose yellow,

the mask of the lip being purple, and a rose-

purple flush showing at the bases of the petals.

Miltonia vexillaria Solum from Messrs.
Sander and Sons. Flowers large bluish-rose,

with white margin and very dark mask to the
lip.

Miltonia Princess Victoria Alexandra, from
Monsieur Chas. Vuylsteke, Ghent. A charming
white form, with dark plum-coloured mask.
Odontoglossum Queen Alexandrina (parentage

unrecorded), from Messrs. Charlesworth and
Co., Haywards Heath. A beautiful hybrid of

the 0. illustrissimum class. Flowers of deep
claret colour, with white margins.

LaeliomCattleya Medina Excelsior, from
Messrs. Flory and Black. Orchid Nursery,
Slough. A very handsome Laelio-Cattleya with
the broad, flat petals of a good C labiata, sepals

white, front broad, dark ruby-red, with yellow
lines at the base. (L.-C. Canhumiana alba X
C. Mrs. Mijra Praters.)

Laelio-Cattleya Haroldiana Bronze King,
from Messrs. Stuart Low, Bush Hill Park, and
Jarvisbrook, Sussex. A fine form of the
favourite hybrid of good shape. Sepals and
petals bronzy-yellow, with a pale rose-shade

;

lip claret-purple.

Odontioda Bradshawiae Perfection, from
Messrs. J. and A. McBean, Cooksbridge. One
of the best of Odonliodas. and far in advance
of others of its class. Flowers large, bright
scarlet with a mauve shade, the broad lip being
lighter.

Award of Merit.

Bras$o-Cattleya Shilliana (C. Mossiae. x B.-C.
Digbyano-Mossiae), from Messrs. Armstrong
and Brown. A charming flower nearest to C.
Mossiae in shape, but with an amply-fringed
lip. Flowers rose-pink, with yellow disc to the
lip and some rose-coloured lines.

Odontoglossum Chantecleer {parentage unre-
corded), from Messrs. Armstrong and Brown.
Flower distinct in colour, orange-red with white
margin, and white front to the lip.

Laelio - Cattleya Fascinator - Mossiae var.
Purity, from Messrs. Charlesworth and Co.
A true albino. Flowers white, with lemon-
yellow disc to the lip.

Odontoglosum Dusky Monarch (parentage
unreoorded), from Messrs. Charlesworth ANr>

Co. Flowers of fine shape and deep claret colour

with a few white markings and margin.
Laelio-Cattleya Sunstar (Andromeda x Myra),

from Messrs. Charlesworth and Co. A very
fine yellow hybrid, larger than either of the
parents.

Odontoma Soger Sander (Miltonia War-
scewiczii X Odontoglossum percultum). A most
floriferous hybrid, with upright spikes of mauve-
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purple flowers two inches across. The broad label-

lum has a blush-white front.

Cattleya Magali Sander (Dusseldorfci Undine
x Mossiae Wageneri), from Messrs. Sander and
Sons. A pretty, pure white Cattleya with

chrome yellow front to the lip.

Cymbidium Venus (Holfordianum x in-

signe), from Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., Bush
Hill Park. Flower of fine shape and substance,

and indicating C. grandiflorum obtained through
Holfordianum ; white, with very small dark
violet spots on the lip.

Miltonia Adonis (Bleuana x M. G. D. Owen),
from Monsieur Chas. Vuylsteke. Flower
white, with deep maroon mask to the lip. A
very pretty flower.

Odontioda Prince de Galles (Odm. Mirum, x
Oda. Vuylstekeae) , from Monsieur Chas. Vuyl-
steke. The flower is of the 0. Coronation class,

blush white, handsomely blotched with red.

Cultural Commendation.

To Sir Jeremiah Colman, Bart. (gr. Mr. Col-
lier), for Odontioda Bradshawiae Fire King with
several spikes of bright scarlet flowers.

To Sir J. Colman, Bart., for Dendrobium
Lyonii with five spikes of rose-coloured and
white flowers.

To F. J. 0. Montagu, Esq., Lynford Hall,
Mundford (gr. Mr. E. Hill), for an immense
specimen of the white Cattleya intermedia alba
with 16 spikes, 55 flowers.

Orchid Groups.

The Orchids were arranged along the two ends
of the large tent which gave such an expanse of

colour at the International Show.
The proportionately narrow staging did not

admit of their being arranged to the best ad-
vantage, but the skill of the exhibitors in group-
ing and breaking the line of their groups by
carrying the taller plants upward dn conical

form went far to meet the difficulty. As usual
at great shows there were many prominent ex-

hibits of similar character, but as each group
had a different setting the disadvantage of
" sameness " was not apparent.

At the entrance of the Hospital end of the tent

Messrs. Charlesworth and Co., Haywards
Heath, had a fine group with a frontage of
about 70 feet, the exhibits throughout being in

splendid vigour and with finely-developed
flowers. The middle consisted of a conical
arrangement of scarlet Odontiodas. with white
Odontoglossum ardentissimum xanthotes, Odon-
tioda Charlesworthii, 0. Zephyr, 0. Brad-
shawiae, the very fine O. Joan, O. Madeline and
0. Patricia. On each side at a lower level were
the charming Oncidium pulchellum, Vanda teres,

Phalaenopsis Rimestadiana and P. Stuartiana.
with interesting species, including Cyrtopodium
Andersonii, Oncidium monachicum metallicum,
some very fine Cattleya Skinneri, Coelogyne pan-
durata, etc. The end portions, made up in sec-

tions, were of Laelio-Cattleyas and Brasso-
Cattleyas, the beautiful L.-C. Fascinator and
L.-C. Martinetii showing well beneath the 6prays
of Oncidium Marshallianum. The new Brasso-
Cattleya Princess Elizabeth was one of the best.

Ma6ses of Miltonia vexillaria and hybrids
raised by Messrs. Charlesworth followed, and
tho extreme ends were of Odontoglossums in

every form of colouring known to the genus,
arranged with scarlet Renanthera Imschootiana.
Among the best novelties in the group were
Cattleya Mendelii White Swan, a clear white of

fine shape ; C Mossiae Queen Alexandra, a fine

white-petalled form ; Odontoglossum crispum
Nell Gwynne, a model white form ; 0. Dusky
Monarch, 0. Queen Alexandrina and 0. l'Aiglon

Princess Mar}'. For other fine Orchids in the

group see Awards.
His Grace the Duke of Marlborough, Blen-

heim Palace, Woodstock (gr. Mr. Hunter), showed
a very tasiefirily-arranged group, the highest

points being of Renanthera Imschootiana, Epi-
dendrum radicans, etc. At the ends Cattleya
Schroderae and C. Mendelii were grouped in

great variety, with white Phalaenopsis, brightly-

coloured Masdevallias, and well-flowered Cypri-
nediums. Laelio-Cattleya Hveana, L.-C. G. S.

Ball, a selection of Dendrobiums, including
a number of the pure white D. nobile virginale,

and some fine Brasso-Cattleyas were also in-

cluded. Dendrobium Dearei, with its profusion
of white flowers, was well shown, and a selection

of Cypridediums, Odontoglossums, and other
showy Orchids were tastefully arranged.

Messrs. Sander and Sons, St. Albans and
Bruges, had a very extensive and remarkable
group, replete with good things effectively ar-

ranged. The centra was a mass of soft rose and
white colour given by the numerous home-raised
specimens of Miltonia vexillaria. M. Bleuana,
M. Hyeana, M. vexillaria Solum, M. v. Laelia
Sander (see Awards), M. v. Dreadnought
and M. v. Our Princess were novelties of
great beauty and new colouring. On each
side were Laelio-Cattleyas and Brasso-

Cattleyas, the most prominent being a large

number of L.-C. Hyeana splendens divided into
two sections, the Ruby Gem class showing
it as one of the darkest and brightest
in colour, and L.-C. Fascinator in great
variety of tint and good shape. Scarlet

and scarlet and white Odontiodas were ar-

decorative plant (see Awards). The frontage of

rose and white Trichopilia suavis and the pure
white T. Backhouseana, with their large, fragrant
blooms, two elevated masses of white Phalaen-
opsis, with bright red Renanthera Imschootiana,
and the marvellous beauty of the Miltonia i exil-

laria crosses, were prominent features in the
group. The variation in the large and beautiful

flowers of the last-named "was a source of great
attraction, especially the primrose-ycllow-tinted

M. vexillaria Laelia Sander, quite a new depar-
ture in colour, and florally perfect in every re-

spect. M. v. Dreadnought was a very large rose-

coloured flower; M. v. Our Princess, white with
light disc, and intermediate forms of all tints

known to the genus, were present. A suggestion
of future development was given by Messrs.
Sander's new type, Miltonia Isabel Sander
(Roezlii x Hyeana), a large, white flower with
dark mask, some of the little seedlings now
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hybrid iris raised from a cross between i. chrysographes x i. douglasiana.

(See p. 364.)

ranged with white Phalaenopsis, and at the
end masses of Cattleya Schroderae, the beautiful

var. Queen Empress, which won the Davidson
Cup, a superb flower, C. Mendelii and fine

forms of C. Mossiae showed well beside the red
Renanthera Imschootiana. Throughout the
group the good quality of the hybrid Odonto-
glossums was noticeable, the size and shape of

the blooni6 being of the best, and. some unusual
tints were displayed in some of the newer forms.

0. Albion (Ro^sii x percultum) was a pretty
novelty of a rare class. The attractive hybrids
of Miltonia Warscewiczii raised by the firm, which
have already secured awards, were present in

pans of Odontonia Laelia Sander, 0. St. Alban,
O. Magali Sander, and others, together with the

latest novelty, 0. Roger Sander (M. Warscewiczii
x 0. percultum), a floriferous hybrid of good
shape, and, like others of its class, an excellent

flowering being said to have a nearly black
centre.

Messrs. Armstrong and Brown, Tunbridge
Wells, completed the side with a very fine group,
in which Odontoglossums, Odontiodas, Laelio-

Cattleyas, Brasso-Cattleyas, Miltonias, and the

other great classes flowering at this season were
finely represented. White Phalaenopsis, Coe-
logyne pandurata, and hybrid Cypripediums
drooped their graceful sprays over the group.

Brasso-Cattleyas were well displayed, the best

novelties being Brasso-Cattleya Shilliana (B.-C.
Digbyano-Mossiao x C. Mossiae), shown at th«
International as a small plant, and figured in

the Horticultural liecord, and Brasso-Laelio-
CattLeya Prince of Wales (B.-C. Digbyano-
Mossiae x L.-C. Dominiana), a charming Bower.
The best of a fine lot of crosses of Miltonia vexil-

laria Memoria G. D. Owen were the varieties
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Miss Louisa Fowler, J. Gurney Fowler (see

Awards), and The Baroness, large flowers with the

characteristic .showy mask to the lip. M.
Hyeana Orchidhurst variety was a beautiful and

distinct flower. Of the batch of brilliant red

Odontiodas the best were 0. Cooksoniae Orchid-

hurst variety ; three fine forms of 0. Corona-

tion, 0. Chantecleer var. Armstrongae (a

and petals and ruby-tinted, lip; L.-C. Fascinator

Invincible, a magnificent plant ; and varieties

of L.-C. callistoglossa. Among the Miltonia-s

were the true M. vexillaria Memoria G. D.

Owen, M. The Marquis, with large flowers, hav-

ing a dark mask to the lip, M. Bleuana, etc.

Others noted were Oncidaum McBeanianum,
Oncidioda Cooksoniae, some showy Masdevallias
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laelio-cattleya haroldiana bronze king. (See Orchid Awards.)

deep scarlet of good shape) ; 0. beechense (0.

Rolfeae x C. Noezliana), and 0. The Baron.

Among tie Odontoglossums, 0. hylandianum, 0.

Queen Mary, O. Chantecleer and 0. King Em-
peror were distinct hybrids of great beauty, the

parentages of which are unknown ; 0. Aglaon
Sandhurst, a variety richly blotched ; and 0.

harvengtense Orchidhurst variety, an excellent

yellow-ground hybrid of good shape. Some
pretty Cypripodiums, including a beautiful cross

between C. Fairvieanum and C. glaucophyllum

and a fine lot of seedling Odontoglossums, were
included.

Messrs. Mansell and Hatcher, Rawdon,
Yorkshire, had a fine and artistically-arranged

group, the centre of long, white sprays of

Phalaenopsis Rimestadiana overhanging bright-

red Renanthera Imschootiana being one of the

best effects in the show. A good selection of

Odontoglossums, Miltonias, Odontiodas, Laelio-

Oattleyas, etc., occupied each side, and the ends
were furnished with a large selection of good
Cattleya Mossiae and C. Mendelii, varying con-

siderably in colour, some pretty Cypripodiums,
r.n interesting selection of Dendrobiums, and
some uncommon species now seldom seen in show
groups-

Messrs. J. and A. McBeax, C'ooksbridge, had a

very fine group, containing a large proportion of

plants of extraordinary merit, and especially rich

in brightly-coloured Odontiodas, including 0.
Bradshawiae Perfection, a great beauty, fine

forms of 0. Charlesworthii, 0. Lambeauanum,
0. Bradshawiae, 0. Keighleyensis, 0. Diana, 0.

Euterpe, and 0. Vuylstekeae of the newer dark-
coloured strain. The Odontoglossums comprised
some of the best white forms of 0. crispum and
spotted forms, both imported and home-raised,
good 0. illustrissimum, 0. ardentissimum, 0.
Gladys, 0. Phoebe and some pretty new seed-
lings. The Cattleyas were very fine, one good
C. Mossiae bearing 27 flowers. C. M. Anak was
very large and beautiful in form : C. M. aureola

had an almost entirely yellow lip. A good C. Men-
delii, the white C. Susannae Hye de Crom. the
albino C. Skinneri, and other white Cattleyas
were also noted. Among the Laelio-Cattleyas
the bestwere several L.-C. Helius (G. S. Ball

X Mossiae Wageneri), with clear yellow sepals

and Dendrobiums. The Cattleyas were remark-

able for their enormous pseudo-bulbs and fine

flowers. All were examples of the results of

good culture.

Sir Jeremiah Colvjan, Bart., Gatton Park,

Surrey (gr. Mr. Collier), showed a beautiful

groupof the brightly-coloured Odontiodas raised

at Gatton, some of the plants having five or

six spikes of scarlet flowers. Over these were

hybrids of Odontuglossum Edwardii, and among
other beautiful Odontoglossums was the hand-

some 0. crispum Pride of Gatton.

Messrs. Flory and Black, Orchid Nursery.

showy Odontiodas, L.-C. Dominiana with white

sepals and petals, and a pretty form of L.-C.

luminosa. Among Brassavola crosses Brasso-

Laelio-Cattleya Hylas (B.-L. Digbyano-pur-
purata x C. Aclandiae) was remarkable, and
Disa Luna and a good selection of finely foliaged

Anoectochilus gave a distinguishing character to

the group. The gem of the collection was the

new Laelio-Cattleya Medina Excelsior. (See

Awards.

)

Mr. C. F. Waters, Balcombe, came next with

a group of Odontoglossum crispum, Cattleya

Mossiae, C. Mendelii, C. Schroderae, Lycastes,

Laelio-Cattlyas, etc., a representative collection

of Orchids for cut flowers and decorative pur-

poses. The plants were finely bloomed, and in

small pots.

Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., Bush Hill Park,

and Jarvisbrook, Sussex, completed the side

with an extensive and well-arranged group of

showy Orchids. Many fine forms of Cattleya

Mossiae, C. Mendelii, and C. Schroderae were
arranged with tall spikes of red Renanthera
Imschootiana and white Odontoglossums, being

very representative of the best decorative

Orchids of the season.

Cymbidium Venus (Holfordianum x insigne)

is a charming new hybrid with white flowers

of line shape, the lip" having very small violet

spots. Laelio-Cattleya Haroldiana Bronze King
(see Awards) is certainly the most beautiful of

this favourite hybrid, and the numerous Dendro-

biums and other Orchids were well displayed.

Mr. Harry Dixon, Spencer Park, WT
ands-

worth, showed a group of Miltonia vexillaria.

His Cattleya Mossiae included the bizarre

variety mar'morata. Of C. Mendelii one pretty

blush 'form had a white lip. There were also

a splendid form of C. Trianae, C. intermedia

alba, and various Laelio-Cattleyas and Odonto-
glossums.

Messrs. J. Cypher and Sons, Cheltenham,
had a very pretty ornamental arrangement of

Orchids and foliage plants, in which well-flowered

Dendrobium Wardianum, D. Devonianum, showy
Masdevallias, Odontoglossums, Cymbidiums,
Laelio-Cattleyas. Calanthe veratrifolia, and
other good things were displayed.

OTHER NOVELTIES.
There were 65 novelties submitted to the Orchid

Committee for award, and the best of those not

already enumerated are Brasso-Laelia Madame
Irene Mavrocordato Brackenhurst variety (L.

Iona nigrescens X B. Digbyana) ; Odontioda
Fowleriana (Oda. Bradshawiae x Odm. percul-

tum), a fine flower with white ground heavily

marked with dark purple and with light rose

front to the lip ; and Oda. Rubens (Oda. Charles-

worthii x Odm. exinnum), with cerise red
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odontioda bradshawiae perfection. (See Orchid Awards.)

Slough, staged an excellent group of hybrids.
At the back were Odontoglossums, above Mil-
tonia vexillaria, M. Hyeana, and M. Bleuana.
In front were some good spotted Odontoglossums,
one blotched 0. crispum being spotted with dark
chocolate-purple. Specially noteworthy were the
forms of Cattleya Mendelii and C. Mossiae, some

flowers. These three from J. Gurney Fowler,
Esq.

Miltonia vexillaria alba with large pure white

flowers, the best large white yet shown, from

W. R. Lee, Esq., Plumpton Hall, Heywood.
Miltonia vexillaria alba, from Monsieur Jules

Hye de Crom.
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Odontoglossum exirnium Boltonii,. from. J. J.
Bolton,' Esq., Pendleton, Manchester. A large
flower finely blotched.

Miltonia vexillaria Woburn, a large bright
rose-pink ; and M. v. leucoglossa, from Ernest
Mocatta, Esq., Woburn Place, Addlestone,
Surrey (gr. Mr. Stevenson).
Odontioda Queen Mary Westonbirt variety,

from Lieut.-Colonel Sir Geo. L. Holford,
K.C.V.O. (gr. Mr. H. G. Alexander). A splen-
didly-flowered plant, bearing a fine spike of
large red flowers, with white spaces between
the blotches.

Cypripedium bellatulum R. Ashworth from
Richard Ashworth, Esq., cream-white with
vinous red blotches and flush.

Stove Plants.

^Messrs. J. Veitch and Sons, Chelsea, ex-
hibited four large groups of stove and green-
house ornamental foliage .and flWering .plants in
the large tent. Two of the groups -were com-
posed solely of splend'idly-grown Caladiums,
which bore large, highly-coloured leaves. Very
rich colour was supplied by the varieties
Madame E. Pynaert, Loui's van Houtte
and Emperor Alexander III., whilst the
best of the lighter-coloured sorts which
have more transparent leaves was a splen-
did plant of Rose Laing. In the other two
groups there were miscellaneous collections of the
high-class plants which are associated -with
Messrs. Veitch. Brilliant foliage colour was
supplied by single-stemmed Codiaeums (Crotons),
Ananassa sativa variegata, Bertolonia Comte de
Kerchove, and Dracaenas, whilst the flowers of
the Crozy Cannas, of Kalanchoe flammea, and
the spathes of Anthuriums were of tropical bril-
liance. On tall pillars and draped with sprays
of Asparagus Sprengeri, the pitchers of Nepenthes
Curtisii superba and of N. Mastersiana excited
the interest and admiration of the visitors.

Messrs. John Peed and Sons, West Norwood,
contributed a magnificent collection of Cala-
diums. The many plants were perfect specimens
and displayed an almost bewildering variety of
colours. A large plant of Triomphe de Comte
glowed with warm red colouring. The large
leaves of Silver Queen were of such transparent
texture and contained so little green colouring
that one wondered hew they continued so healthy
and flourishing. King George is another fasci-
nating variety which bears crumpled leaves of
scarlet and green.

Messrs. J. Cypher and Sons, Cheltenham,
arranged a charming group in the style we have
become accustomed to see at the Shrewsbury
'Show, but at Chelsea we were ahle to admire it
from all sides instead of merely from the front.
A light arch spanned the group and supported
a spreading Palm, yellow-leaved Crotons, An-
thuriums and Asparagus. The dominant feature
of the plants on the grass was the rich colour of
the Ixoras, and of Metrosidercs floribunda. At
the corners were circular little groups of such
plants as Erica Cavendishiana, E. ventricosa
magnifica and Ixora Williamsii.

Roses.

Messrs. W. Paul and Son. Waltham Cross,
showed Roses even better in quality than at the
Spring Rose Show. As at Vincent Square
the tall pillars bore wonderful displays of beau-
tiful blooms. Of these the very finest were
Sodenia, Tausendsehon , White Tausendsehon, De-
light and Hiawatha. The dwarf Roses included
magnificent plants of Frau Karl Druschki. Mrs.
John Laing, General MaeArthur. Dr. William
Gordon and D. R. Williamson, each bearing over
a dozen blooms, and smaller, but equally vigor-
ous, examples of Magnolia. Souv. de Gustave
Prat, Viscountess Enfield, Margaret and Ulrich
Brunner.

Although Messrs. Wm. Cutbush and Son,
Highgate, employed only cluster Roses :n
their exhibit, they made an exceedingly charm-
ing display. A moss-covered, basket, raised 7

feet high, and filled with Jong, graceful sprays
of Dorothy Perkins, was poised just above the
tall pillars of Crimson Rambler which alternated

with the pink variety, Mrs. F. W. Flight. Other
varieties used with good effect were Ellen

Poulsen, Joan of Arc, Mrs. Cutbush and Jessie.

Messrs. Hobbies, Ltd., Dereham, divided their

exhibit of Roses, and made as the central feature

of each group a dainty little pergola completely
covered with such Roses as Dorothy" Perkins and
Lady Godiva. Outside the pergolas there were
large rustic baskets filled with Polyantha Roses
and vases of exhibition sorts. Of the latter
were Souv. de Gustave Prat, Lady Pirrie, Mar-
quis de Sinety and Countess of Shaftesbury.

Messrs. Paul and Son, Cheshunt, bad a wealth
of bloom in their group of Roses. The> cus-
tomary tall pillars of Minnehaha, Excelsa,
Dorothy Perkins and Ethel were placed grace-
fully above a large variety of well-grown dwarf
Roses, chief of which were Gustave Grunerwald,
Edward Mawley, Rayon d'Or, Ulrich Brunner,
Cherry Ripe, Lady Hillingdon and Hugh Dick-
son. Adjoining the Roses Messrs. Paul ar-

ranged a very bright collection of hybrid
Rhododendrons.
The group, principally composed of Wichu-

raiana hybrids, arranged by Mr. Charles
Turner, Slough, was graceful and attractive.

In addition to the usual tall pillars of Dorothy
Perkins, Minnehaha and Hiawatha there were
weeping standards of Farquhar and Ethel, and
a few standard Tea Roses.

Mr. Georre Prince, Oxford, arranged a group
of Roses which was especially rich in the massed

and Mrs. Wemyss Quin (yellow) were presented
for Award. "

•

Messrs. R. J. Barnes and Son, Malvern, ex-
hibited the fine climbing Rose American Pillar
as a background to specimen blooms in vases, the
most conspicuous variety being Rayon d'Or, one
of the best of all yellow Roses.

Messrs. B. R. Cant and Sons, Colchester,
staged, on a.table, a superb exhibit of Roses, the
varieties of all types being splendid. ' At the
back were pillar varieties, with flowers falling as
though in cascades or hanging in festoons and
bunches, Minnehaha, Goldfinch, Lady Gay, Blush
Rambler, White Dorothy being especially good.
Bamboo epergnes filled with specimen blooms of
Liberty, Lady Reay, Anna Olivier, Hugh Dick-
son, Mme. Edouard Herriot, St. Helena, Rich-
mond and Mrs. John Laing were equally as at-
tractive as the climbers.

Messrs. Frank Cant and Co., Colchester, were
the exhibitors of Roses in great numbers and
variety. Their standard-trained plants of such
varieties as Delight, Jessie, White Dorothy,
Orleans Rose, Dorothy Dennison and others were
especially attractive. The ground of the exhibit
was comprised of a wealth of most of the popu-
lar varieties in cultivation. We notices
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primula secundiflora.

(See Floral Committee's Awards, p. 364.)

pillars of Excelsa, Dorothy Perkins, Lady
Godiva, and American Pillar. Tins profusion of

graceful trusses towered above the groundwork
of Mrs. Cutbush, Erna Teschendorf, and such
Teas and H.T. varieties a6 Sunburst, Richmond,
and Duchess of Shaftesbury.

Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., Bush Hill Park,
Enfield, had a small group of Roses near their

exhibit of greenhouse shrubs. The predominant
feature was a vase of highly-coloured Mme.
Edouard Herriot, next to vases of Mrs. John
Shawyer and Frau Karl Druschki.
Messrs. Georoe Mount and Sons, Canterbury,

covered the back of their tent space with mag-
nificent clusters of blight red and deep pink
Roses. The tall plants of Excelsa, Hiawatha
and Dorothy Perkins provided an extraordinary

amount of bloom, and formed a splendid foil to

the dwarf masses of Sunburst, Gustave Gruner-
wald, Richmond, General MaeArthur, Ulrich

Brunner and a host of equally beautiful and de-

sirable varieties :• whilst at each end there' were
pillars of Minnehaha and Crimson Rambler.
Messrs. Alex. Dickson and Sons, Ltd., New-

townards, Co. Down, exhibited Roses, mostly
novelties. The new varieties Killarney, Brilliant

(rose-pink), Chrissie Mackellar (apricot-salmon),

amongst these the beautiful Mrs. J. H.
Welch (bright rose), J. J. L. Mock, Edward
Mawley, Viscountess Enfield, Mrs. H. Stevens,
Duchess of Wellington, Geo. Dickson, Mrs. Muir
MacKean, Richmond, Redliatte (a beautiful
single bedding variety), Melody, Mrs. Foley
Hobbs and Lady Ursula.
Mr. Elisha J. Hicks, Hurst, Berkshire, showed

a group containing the new H.T. Mrs. Edward
Alford ; the flower is pink, and it was the
feature of the stand. There were also choice
blooms of Richmond, Lady Hillingdon, Sunburst,
Mrs. Geo. Shawyer and Mrs. Chas. Reid.

Messrs. G. and W. H. Burch, Peterborough,
also showed Roses in variety.

Carnations.

Mr. C. Enuelmann, Saffron Walden, set up
tall stands filled with fragrant Carnations, and
also draped the back and end of his tent space
with fine blooms. The large vase of the
orange-buff Electra just behind a, dozen' splendid
blooms of Scarlet Carola and flanked iby Snow-
storm, provided a centre to the group. The tall

stands contained Enchantress, Suti6tar, Queen
Alexandra and Scarlet Glow. Amongst the front
row varieties Rose-pink Enchantress, Harlequin,
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Rose Doree, and a seedling were especially pro-

minent. ,

Messrs. Allwood Bros., Haywards Heath,

covered a tall centrepiece with an enviable pro-

fusion of the deliciously-scented Carnation Mary
Allwood. This, crowned with a perfect sp?ci-

men of Phoenix Roeblinii, below which hung

vases of especially good May Day Carnations,

was very delightful. Other varieties which evi-

denced equally skilful culture were Carola, in

intense colour; Wivelsfield White, in unusually

good form and purity ; and Baroness de Brienen.

Messrs. Young and Co., Hatherley, Chelten-

a very elegant group of cut Carnations, in which

the perpetual-flowering Malmaison hybrids were

the chief feature, but there were aj6o many vases

of delightful blooms of Carola, May .Day, Pink
Enchantress and Mary All-wood in this very

artistic display.

Mr. James Douglas, Edenside, Great Book-

ham, staged Auriculas and border Carnations.

This splendid exhibit was representative of the

best varieties of these florists' flowers. Of Car-

nations to remarked Hercules (Clove), Renown,
Rosy Morn (rose), Kate Nickleby (white), Jean

Douglas (scarlet) and Mrs. Robt. Gordon (pink).
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sweet pea frilled pink, one of the best of the newer varieties.

ham, also exhibited a collection of well-grown

Carnations. The centre stand of Mikado and
Cecilia was a daring experiment in colour com-

bination, but it was not unpleaeing. The bcdy
of the group was composed chiefly of tall stands

of such varieties as Hon. Lady Neeld, Rose En-
chantress, May Day, Scarlet Glow and Carola.

Mr. A. F. Durrox, Iver, Bucks, showed many-

fresh and good Carnations in vases. The prin-

cipal varieties were Winsor, Mrs. C. F. Raphael,

Chelsea (a new variety in which the white ground

is striped with pink). Triumph and Mikado.
Messrs. Wii. Cutbush and Son. Highgate, had

Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., Enfield, showed

biskets of blooms suspended overhead. The
varieties Mrs. C. F. Raphael, cherry red;

Baroness de Brienen ; Salmon King and Satin

Robe are a selection. In the large tent Messrs.

Stuart Low and Co. exhibited a circular group

of pot plants, chiefly of the hybrid perpetual

and Malmaison varieties.

Mr. Bertie E. Bell, Castle Nursery, Guern-

sey, showed varieties of perpetual-flowering Car-

nations. A seedling of darker pi nk_ colour than

Empire Day is a very promising variety.

Perpetual-flowering Carnations were also ex-

hibited by Mr. E. J. Wootten, Eastleigh, Hamp-
shire, and Mr. H. Burnett, Guernsey.

Begonias. i

Messrs. Blackmore and Langdon, Bath,
brought magnificent double-flowered tuberous
Begonias. All the plants were models of culvural
skill, and bore huge round blooms of Camellia-
like proportions, but without exhibiting the
slightest trace of coarseness. The range of

colours was very great, but perhaps the most
noteworthy shades were the rich golden and
orange yellows and the deep crimsons. A series

of Begonias of pendulous habit placed on stands
added grace and lightness to this splendid
exhibit.

Messrs. T. S. Ware, Ltd., Feltham, showed
superb Begonias of the tuberous-rooted section.

In the front was a bank of the fine King
George V. variety, the plants having up to a
dozen beautiful orange-salmon coloured flowers,

with crimped petals. Other varieties that were
specially notable were Lady Cromer, Lady Sarah
Wilson, soft salmon blush ; Thomas Rooney,
white ; and Lady Gladstone, yellow.

Mr. A. Ll. Gwillim, Sidcup, Kent, exhibited
a group in which the wide range of beautiful

colours, the large imposing flowers, and the
general fine quality of the plants stamped the

exhibit as one of much excellence.

Pelargoniums.

The dazzling brilliancy of the bedding
Pelargoniums arranged in a circular group by-

Messrs. H. J. Jones, Ltd., Ryecroft, Lewisham,
overpowered several of the other exhibits, and
made them appear almost dowdy. Particularly

noteworthy were Pink Pearl, a variety which
will undoubtedly be as popular a pink as Paul
Crampel is amongst the scarlets, and a white

seedling. Many of the plants shown were in

three-inch pots, and each of them bore trusses

fully six inches across, whilst the larger plants

were proportionately floriferous.

Messrs. Godfrey and Son, Exmouth, Devon,
: howed a splendid collection of fancy, show and
ocented Pelargoniums. The show and fancy

varieties were of very sturdy habits, and bore

large trusses of rich blooms.

Mr. Philip Ladds. Swanley Junction, dis-

played bedding Pelargoniums in a " flower bed "

which was edged with Ageratums and lightened

by pyramid Fuchsias. The varieties Elsie Ladds,

Captain Flayelle, and Maxime Kovaleski were of

superior merit to some of those used for summer
bedding.

Messrs. H. Cannell and Sons, Eynsford, ex-

liibited plants of show and bunches of Zonal

Pelargoniums ; also pyramidal plants of blue,

white, and pink Myosotis, charming little speci-

mens in pots.

Varieties of Zonal Pelargoniums were dis-

played by Mr. Vincent Slade, Taunton.
Uncommonly well-flowered Pelargoniums of

the show and Regal types were exhibited by
V. P. Brandt, Esq., Bletchingley Castle, Surrey

(gr. Mr. J. W. Burks). This exhibitor also

showed a fine strain of Streptocarpus.

Mr. A. H. Cole, Swanley, Kent, showed fancy

Pelargoniums and a good strain of greenhouse

Calceolarias with the yellow-flowered C.

CHbranii at the back.

Sweet Peas.

Messrs. Dobbie and Co., Edinburgh and
Marks Tey, exhibited thirty-six varieties of

Sweet Peas, the blooms being the finest in the

how. The long, stout stems bore three and four

large, fresh flowers of clear colours. The chief

of the pink-flowered varieties were Frilled Pink

|see fig. 159), Duchess of Portland, Norma,
Audrey Crier and Doris Usher ; of the whites

Elsie Herbert, King White and Etta Dyke were

especially pure ; whilst of the blush-whites Elsie

Herbertwas the very best. Amongst the darker

shade? of colour Dobbie's Orange and Dobbie's

Scarlet were very prominent.

Messrs. Sutton and Sons showed a representa-

tive collection adjoining their exhibit of vege-

tables. Edrom Beauty, Royal Rose, Barbara,

Orange Perfection, Tnos. Stevenson and Doris

Usher are a few of the more noticeable varieties.

Messrs. E. W. King and Co., Coggesha.ll,

Essex, showed a dainty exhibit. A gal-

lery at the back was furnished with big
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epergnes of the varieties James Box, Kathleen,

R. V. Feltou and Inspector. Other varieties

shown well were Anglican, Royalty (new,

maroon), Lavender Geo. Herbert, Morning Mist

(new, faint crimson blush), Anglican Brilliant

.(rose) and Anglican Orange.
Robert Sydenham, Ltd., Birmingham, showed

the beautiful orange-coloured variety Robert
Sydenham, and there were also good vases of

Rosabelle, Princess Mary (pale blue), Edrom
Beauty and other varieties.

Mr." J. Stevenson, Wimborne, showed a selec-

tion of most of the best varieties in cultivation.

Messrs. R. H. Bats, Ltd., Wisbech, showed
a small but choice collection. The vases of

Thos. Stevenson, Glow, Agricola and Florence
"Wright Spencer attracted special notice.

Mr. J. D. Webster, Chichester, exhibited

Sweet Peas, Carnations and Spanish Irises.

Messrs. S. Bide and Sons, Farnham, made a

dainty exhibit; the vases were staged on a white
ground beneath a canopy of white drapery. Their
novelty, Phyllis Bide (orange-salmon), was
afforded a conspicuous place in the collection.

Sweet Peas were also exhibited by Mr. James
Agate, Havant.

Tulips.

Eifteen collections of Slay-flowering Tulips
were shown. The Darwins predominated, and
the various collections naturally showed a great
deal of duplication. Distinction was found
mainly in tasteful arrangement as in the case

of Messrs. Sutton, in novelty of arrangement
as in the design of Messrs. Dickson and Robin-
son, or in quality of blooms.

Messrs. Sutton and Sons, Reading, showed
tastefully against black velvet a small collec-

tion of the best sorts. The blooms were of spe-

cially fine quality. Plutarch. Mahony, Turenne,
Bom Pedro and other Breeders were notable for
their large size.

Messrs. R. and G. Cuthbert, Southgate, N.,
.had some very fine flowers, among which Le
Petit Blondin, Ouida, Giant, Duchess of West-
minster, and King Harold stood out well among
.the Darwins.

Messrs. Hogg and Robertson, Ltd., Dublin,
gave character to their group by their fine Cot-
tage varieties. Queen Alexandra is a Darwin-
shaped yellow, shaded outside lightly with
bronze when young. Doris is one of a little

group remarkable for its art shades of rose on
yellow.

Messrs. A. Dickson and Son, Newtownards,
.showed one of the largest, and at the same
time choicest, collections, using small pails to

hold the very large bunches by which most of
the varieties were represented. The varieties

Clara Butt, Melicette. Sophrosyne, Chameleon,
and Princess Juliana were notablv good.
Mr. A. Dawkins, King's Pvoad, Chelsea,

staged a useful collection of Darwins, including
the varieties Duchess of Westminster and Purple
Perfection.

Mr. C. Bourne, Simpson, Bletchley, staged
prettily against a grey background a number
•of good sorts. We were especially impressed
"by Louis XIV. and Zulu, whilst Inglescombe
Yellow and Velvet King stood out well.

Mr. W. A. Watts, St. Asaph, showed some
good flowers, but the arrangement of tall

columns much overtopping the baize background
"was unsatisfactory. The varieties Dal Ongaro,
Ellen Willmott, Clara Butt and Gustave Dore
"were noted as good.

Messrs. R. Wallace and Co., Colchester,
arranged a large group in a scheme of soft

shades, including Inglescombe Yellow, Massenet
Lantern, Beauty of Bath and Boadicea, with a
touch of purple from the self-coloured Fashion.

Messrs. Waterer, Sons and Crisp, Ltd., also
staged a collection on tabling. The varieties
Xa Tulipe Noire, Marconi, King Harold, Duke
of Edinburgh and Turenno were well shown.

Messrs. Dickson and Robinson, Manchester,
carried out a scheme of planting in formal beds
•of varying shape on the ground. Thus, Rawen-
hoff and Whistler in one bed were used over
Veronica diosmifolia, La Tristesse was over
Phlox canadensis, Jaune d'Oeuf over pink Thrift,

• and Gesneriana spathulata was mixed with
Columbines. The experiment was worth try-

ing, but on the whole the combinations were
Tather disappointing in such small plots.

Messrs. Dobbie and Co., Marks Tey, staged
a large batch of good flowers. Bartigon, La

Tulipe Noire, Rev. H. Ewbank, Walter T. Ware
and some specially fine blooms of Inglescombe
Yellow were conspicuous.

Messrs. R. H. Bath, Ltd., Wisbech, had two
square-based pyramids on the ground in the big

tent, edged with Violas and brightened by the
clear blues of Scillas. The fine variety Clara
Butt formed a pleasing centrepiece, and Louis
XIV., Edmee and Salmon King were also good.

Many of the blooms, .however, were on the small
side.

Messrs. Barr and Sons, Covent Garden,
showed one of the richest and most effective

collections, arranged in two large square plots.

They included the best collection of Breeders
and ' the only Florists' varieties. Rose Hill

(crimson-rose) and Music (purple) were espe-

in two large groups. No matter whether the'

plants were dwarf bushes or tall, clean-stemmed
standards, all were covered with deliciously-

fragranl blooms. The range of colour was sur-

prisingly great—rich warm pinks, orange and
orange-scarlets, and the pale blush pinks, as
well as pure white, all provided a wealth of
rich colouring and fragrance.

Messrs. Waterer, Son and Crisp, Ltd.,
Liverpool Street, London, exhibited three beds
of gorgeous Rhododendrons. In one a large
breadth of the popular variety Pink Pearl at-

tracted attention, and enhanced the rich reds of

Doncaster, Charlie Waterer, and Frederick
Waterer. In the opposite bed the new variety,

Alice, similar to Pink Pearl, but of a deeper
pink and slightly smaller trusses, glowed with
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cially good. Of the Darwins we were struck by
the beauty of Sophrosyne and Ronald Gunn.

Messrs. Cartwright and Goodwin, Ltd.,
Kidderminster, designed a pleasing arrangement
on the ground with a central pyramid leading

to lesser domes of flowers at the corners of the
group. The deep mahogany-coloured Andre
Doria, Baronne de la Tonnaye and Suzon wen>
notably good.

Messrs. Jefferies and Son, Ltd., Cirencester,

showed Geefs. Ouida, Blue Bird, Ant. Roozen
and other good Darwins on the floor of the big

tent.

Rhododendrons and Azaleas.

Messrs. R. and G. Cuthbert, 'Southgate,

massed Ghent Azaleas in a charming profusion

warm colouring, and was a delightful foil to

such pale sorts as Gomer Waterer, Delicatissi-

mum, and Lady Clementina Walsh. In corners

of the beds batches of Corona, a charming coral

red variety, were particularly charming.

Mr. G. Reuthe, Keston, Kent, included
several uncommon Rhododendrons in his groups
of hardy plants. The chief Rhododendrons were
R. Falconeri, bearing large trusses of delicate

flowers, R. Rovlei, with almost cinnamon yellow

blooms, R. Dalhousei, and R. Thomsonii.
Other notable items were vases of Magnolia
Watsonii, and of Anopterus glandulosus.

Messrs. Fletcher Bros., Chertsey, Surrey,

Bhowed groups of well-grown Rhododendrons, of

which Nils. John Waterer, Prometheus, Kite
Waterer, and \V. E. Gladstone amongst the
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dwarf bashes were especially noteworthy. The
standards of Pink Pearl, Cynthia, Lady Grey,
Egerton and other sorts, were also of more than
ordinary quality.

Although the popularity of trained plants lias

waned in this country, the excellent examples
of Azalea indica and varieties shown by Mr.
Charles Turner attracted a great deal of ad-

miration, and revived old memories.

Messrs. J. Veitch and Sons filled a circular

space with dwarf and standard Azaleas. This
exhibit was noteworthy for the mass of colour

;

but the Azalea indica varieties are not suitable

plants for the style of arrangement adopted.

Messrs. Veitch also had an imposing group of

hardy flowering shrubs. Hybrid Rhododen-
drons, Ghent Azaleas and Clematis predomi-
nated : and of the first -named the bushes of Pink
Pearl bore very large trusses of rich colour.

Flowering Shrubs.

Messrs. J. Piper and Sons, Bishops Road,
Bayswater, used the space around the Obelisk
and its base for a floral display. Around the
lower portion of the plinth they massed panels
of Azalea amoena with cornices of Acer negundo
"variegata, whilst on a platform around the base
were displayed a large number of miniature

were many colour varieties and a double-flowered
form.

Brooms in a great variety were the outstand-
ing feature of the group of shrubs displayed by
Mr. R. C. Notcutt, Woodbridge. Amongst
these Cytisus purpureus incarnatus, C. Butterfly,

C. Daisy Hill, C. Beanii, and C. purpureus alba
were very beautiful.

Near to their beautiful Rose exhibit Messrs.
Wm. Cutbush and Son i ad' an equally admir-
able group of hardy flowering shrubs. Here
Hydrangeas were the dominant feature, and' they
harmonised well with the secondary batches
of Pink Pearl Rhododendrons, of Cytisus
Andreanus, and the Mollis Azaleas.

Messrs. W. Paul and Son, Waltham Cross, in-

cluded' several little groups of Pyrus angustifolia

fl. pi., a variety which bears large and very
fragrant flowers, in their exhibit of hardy flower-

ing shrubs. Jasminum revoloitum, Cistus pur-
pureus, Rubus deliciosus, various Rhododen-
drons, and Clematises in an interesting collection
of shrubs.

Mr. Chas. Turner, Slough, showed exce-p-

tionally fine bushes of Lilacs, chiefly of such
double-flowered sorts as Charles Sargent, Mme.
Casimir Perier, Mine. Lemoine and Charles Joly.

Mr. L. R. Russell, Richmond, exhibited a
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rock garden exhibited by Messrs. Wallace and co.

ioek gardens, dwarf plants of Tree Paeonies,
pigmy Cypresses, Hydrangeas, and many
Tulips and other cut flowers.

Messrs. George Jackman and Son, Woking,
displayed a magnificent collection of Clematis
which bore exceptionally large flowers of superb
quality. Of the double-flowered sorts Belle of
Woking and Duchess of Edinburgh were magni-
ficent. The very best of the singles were Crim-
son King, Impeiatrice, King Edward VII., King
George v., Lasurstern, Mrs. Spencer, Castle,
and Sensation. Messrs. Jackman also displayed
very valuable late spring flowering shrubs in a
large group. Besides floriferous hushes of
Weigelas, Kalmias. Spiraeas, Philadelphuses, and
various Rhododendrons, there were neat examples
of Ledum latifolium. Andromeda speciosa, Cistus
ladanifera, Vaccinium pennsylvanicum, and
several Japanese Maples of bright colour.

Messrs. J. Piper and Sons, Bishops Road.
Bayswater, exhibited three large groups of
Wistarias. Many of these standards, which
were imported from Japan and were growing in

the native vases, were apparently of very great
age, and it was interesting " to note the
revivifying influence of grafting young shoots
on the old stocks. From these gnarled old
trunks long vigorous racemes of charming flowers
hung in great profusion. Besides the common
species (W. sinensis and W. multijuga) there

very large collection of hardy shrubs. The ex-
cellent Ivies for which Mr." Russell is justly-

noted were shown fully as well as in former
years, and embraced a surprising number of dis-
tinct varieties. Japanese Maples of good shape
and in diverse forms and colours, many
Vitises, of value for furnishing pergolas, pillars,

walls, etc., standard Brooms, grafted with the
pendulous forms, and several species of
Ceanothus were also included in this splendid
group. In another part of the grounds Mr.
Russell massed with great effect a large collec-

tion of Ghent Azaleas. Mr. Russell also showed
a variety of hybrid Clematis and a few plants of
C. montana rubens. The most attractive of the
hybrids were Nelly Moser, Lady Londesborough,
The Queen, Edouard Desfosse, and President.
Adjoining the Clematis a very creditable group
of Caladiums made a bright and attractive dis-

play.

Messrs. Fromow and Sons. Chiswick, Middle-
sex, arranged very many Japanese Maples out-
side the opposite end of the large tent. Here
was displayed a very interesting assortment of
these ornamental shrubs. Of those with golden
leaves Acer japonica aurea was exceedingly well
coloured. Bright red colour was supplied by
Acer pulmatum atropurpureum, and delicate
rose by neat bushes of A. p. roseum and A. p.
corallinum, whilst such sorts as A. dissectum

palmatifidum represented the section with finely--
divided leaves.

The Donald Nursery Co., Newcastle, County;
Down, Ireland, had splendid bushes,.of the red-
flowered Leptospemum bullatum Nichollii an*.
the pink variety Chapmanii in their group of.
uncommon trees and shrubs. Other valuable
species were Tricuspidaria lanceolata, Enkianthus

.

cernas, Pittosporum Tobira variegata, Olearia.
Gunnii and Myrtus hullata.

Mr. C. W. Chantler, St. Mary Cray, Kent,,
showed Conifers, Ghent Azaleas, and other-
hardy shrubs.

Messrs. W. and J. Brown, Peterborough, dis-
played a large group of Lilac bushes bearing;
large trusses of fragrant flower. A new Helio-
trope, named The Speaker, was included in the-
exhibit.

Ferns.

Messrs. H. B. May and Sons, Upper Edmon-
ton, exhibited magnificent stove and greenhouse:
Ferns in a great variety. A dozen or more per-
fect plants of Nephrolepis Willmottae, each as
dense as woodland moss and of fascinating pale-

green colour, relieved by graceful little pillars of

the " Climbing Fern " (Lygodium japonicum),
formed a charming feature.

Towards the other end of this monster collec-

tion, a magnificent specimen of Davallia solida^

superba was equally delightful in richer, darker
green. Colour- is not usually associated with
Ferns; one '6 mental impression of these plants,

is that of fronds of cool graceful green ;n a great
variety of form, but Messrs. May always dntro--

duce bright colour—much brighter than would
be expected—in their exhibits. GymnogrammaS'
of gold and silver hue, the reddish-purple young;
fronds of Osmunda palustris, Adiantum Veitehii'
and A. macrophyllum were very bright and at-

tractive ; whilst bronzy-red was supplied by the
graceful trails of Selaginella caesia and the erect,

fertile fronds of such Osmundas as regalis pur-
purascens and japonica furcans.

Messrs. J. Hill and Son, Lower Edmonton.,
exhibited a large bank of stove and greenhouse-
Ferns, arranged with great skill and taste. Tall
tree Ferns (Cyathe-a dealbata and Hemitelia
Smithi i) spread their long, graceful fronds over
the dwarfer species. Of these latter Gymno-
gramma elegantissima, Polypodium Mandianum.
Davallia fijiensis elegans, Gleichenia rupestris-

glaucescens and Microlepia hirta cristata were-
shown as large and exceedingly well-grown
plants, which were characterised by healthy-
green fronds.

Mr. Amos Perry, Enfield, arranged in the-

Lime avenue the only representative collection-

of hardy Ferns in the show. Some of the plants
were specially fine specimens, and among those
particularly admired we noted the forms of.'

Polystichum a.ngulare named decompositum,
longipinnatum and grande ; and Athyriums filix

femina todeaoides and plumosum axminsterense.
An effective touch was given to the whole by
the bolder clumps of foliage provided by Fun.
kias in the foreground.

Hardy Flowering- Plants.

More than fifty exhibits of herbaceous and
Alpine plants were staged under canvas. The
largest groups found place on the ground in the

big tent, but the majority were on staging in

the special tabling tent to the east of

the tent which contained the sundries.

A few groups were exceptionally fine, but,,

on the whole, the quality and the methods of

staging were a little disappointing. There was
too much flat banking of flowers and much too

frequent evidence that nurserymen were en-

deavouring to show a little of everything^ in

season or out of season, so long as it could be

induced to give a touch of flower-colour. There
is need for more specialisation. Good examples
of such specialisation were the Primulas of Dr.

McWatt and Lissadell, the new Chinese plants

of Messrs. Bees, Ltd., the Delphiniums of Black-
more and Langdon, Messrs. R. Wallace and
C'o.'s Lilies, Messrs. Gunn and Sons' Phloxes,

and Mrs. Lloyd Edward's mossy Saxifrages;,

but there is room for a much further develop-

ment of it.

Sir Everard Hambro, Hayes Place, Kent (gr.

Mr. J. Grandfield), sent a magnificent collection*

of pot-grown Alpines which was quite unr-
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rivalled, whether from the point of view of fine
• culture or rich variety. Saxifraga pvramidalis,
longifolia and latifolia, Grandfieldii 'and other
encrusted Saxifrages formed a too strongly
emphasised feathery mass of white to screen the
harsher colours of Azaleas at the back ; but the
gems were "on the line," or "in front."
Erinacea pungens, a mass of lavender flowers.
Pentstemon Davidsonii, Asperula Athoa,
Haberlea Ferdinandii-Coburgii, Dianthus calli-
zonus and Jankae Heldreichii formed special
points in which interest focussed.
Mr. Amos Perry, Enfield, arranged a good

,
group on the ground with well-proportioned
masses of tree Paeonies, German Irises, and the
Oriental Poppies in which he specialises. The
silvery-white of Perry's White was the most
notable of these—a large showy flower with
crimson-black basal blotches.
Messrs. T. S. Ware, Ltd., Feltham, staged a

large, but rather formal, bank of good flowers;
Antirrhinums, Paeonies, Pyrethrums and
Eremuri were

, the principal plants represented.
Mr. James Box, Lindfield, showed a pretty

group in which the fine plants of Lilium cana-
dense and L. Grayi were, perhaps, the best
.features. The Anchusas in the wings gave force
to the yellows and buffs of Trollius and Ver-
bascum. Azalea rosaeflora was a notable plant,
and Cypripediums were well represented.

Messrs. G. Gibson and Co., Leeming Bar,
Bedale, showed hardy border flowers in a square-
based pyramid : too solid and flat-faced to be

-•effective. Alpines lined the base. Thalictrums,
Lupins, Astilbes, etc., formed the walls, which
were crowned at the top with Verbascums.
Messrs. Blackmore and Langdon. Bath,

.showed an admirable, though small, batch of
Delphiniums. Yard-long spikes of the soft lilac

Stat uaire Rude formed the centrepiece, while a
dark purple-blue band of Rev. Lascelles, W. T.
Ware, and R. Cox led to the front row plants

•or Moerheimii and other varieties of Belladonna
type.

Messrs. G. Bunyard and Co., Ltd., Maidstone,
made effective use of Lilium longiflorum over
Astilbe Ceres, and there were good masses
of Pyrethrums, Irises, Verbascums and Eremuri.

Messrs. Carter, Page and Co., London Wall,
•showed annuals, Paeony-flowered Dahlias and
Violas in variety.

Messrs. Bees, Ltd., Liverpool, made a valu-
able exhibit of the best things that we owe to
"the Chinese collections of Forrest. Primula
Tsecundiflora {see fig. '158), Lloscoea- cautloides,
Inearvillea brevipes and the d'warf silver-leaved
Potentilla fruticosa nana argentea, which is

new, stood out as conspicuously good. These,
alas ! were arranged on a cork 'rockery !

Messrs. Gunn and Sons, Olton, showed fine

plants, 3 to 4 feet high, of a ffew of the best
varieties of Phlox deeussata.

Messrs. Barr and Sons, Taplow, exhibited a
floor group. Columns of Anchusa occupied the
four corners, and led up to a central mass topped
with yellow Tree Lupins, Sparaxis, Irises, lxias,
early Gladioli, and similar plants.

Messrs. W. Cutbush and Son, Highgate, in-

troduced into a ground group a little streamlet,
which provided good places for masses of Tril-

lium, Primula pulverulenta and other water-
loving plants. Spanish Irises, Arum Diacnn-
culus and Spiraea Aruncus Kneiffii showed the
varied character of the collection.

Messrs. Jackman and Sons, Woking, had a
;prettily-arranged square-based pyramid of hardy
flowers. The brilliant yellows of Verbascum
Bensiflorum and Isatis glauea brightened the pale
blues of the Delphiniums. Lupin hybrids
'formed an interesting corner-piece, and Lilium
'umbellatum erectum was boldly massed.

Mr. John Forbes, Hawick, showed Violas and
Delphiniums.

Messrs. W. Wells, Ltd., Merstham, showed a
striking mass of the fine pink-coloured Antirr-
hinum Nelrose.
The Ightham Ali'ine Nursery, Ightham,

"Kent, showed a small batch of Alpines in which
'the fine masses of the tiny Viola Slieve Donard
was a centre of attraction.

The Burton Hardy Plant Nurseries, Christ-
church, Hants, staged a small, but interesting,
collection of Alpines. Dianthus alpinus albus
and Mertensia echioides were its gems.

Messrs. Harkness and Sons, Bedale, York-

shire, showed International and other new Ver-
bascums in a square ground plot, with a fine

strain of Iceland Poppies and other hardy
flowers.

Messrs. R. Wallace and Co., Colchester,
showed a unique collection of Lilies. Its best
features were L. regale, L. davuricum luteum,
L. dalmaticum, L. Szovitzianum (a difficult Lily
to force well), L. Martagon album, L. tenui-

folium Golden Gleam and L. Krameri, but in all

some twenty species and varieties were included,
and a more representative batch has never been
shown at a spring show. Japanese Maples
formed a pleasing foil. Eremuri, Irises, etc.,

gave a touch of variety to a very pretty decora-

tive scheme.
Messrs. Phtlltps and Taylor, Lily Hill

Nurseries, Bracknell, designed a little oblong
water garden to give point to their exhibit of

Trollius, Primula, Astilbe, Orontium and other
moisture-loving plants.

Messrs. Artindale and Son-

, Nether Green,
Sheffield, showed a grand plant of Tree-Paeony
Louis Mouchelet, with Eremuri, Primulas,
Violas, etc.

Messrs. Reamsbottom and Co., Geashill,

King's Co., showed Anemones.
Mr. Reg Prichard, West Moors, Wimborne,

Mr. W. Lawrenson, Yarm-on-Tees, made a

feature of the Yarm hybrid between Primula
pulverulenta and Primula Cockburniana.

Messrs. J. Veitch and Sons, Chelsea, showed
an interesting batch of Primulas, of which, per-

haps, P. japonica alba Unique and P. pulveru-

lenta Mrs. Berkeley were the more noteworthy.
Messrs. Lissadell, Sligo, show a pretty series

of Primula hybrids in which Beesiana, pul-

verulenta, Bulleyana and Cockburniana in-

fluences are shown. The richest scarlet was Red
Hugh. The varieties Asthore and Alannah
were pretty shades of salmon-pink. With these

were fine plants of the rare species P. deorum,
P. Forrestii, P. longiflora and P. muscarioides.

Dr. MacWatt, Morelands, Duns, exhibited a

unique collection of Primulas. A catalogue of

them would be interesting, but we can only

mention the little known P. Gambeliana, P.

Wardii, P. elongata, P. Littoniana, P. heucheri-

folia and P. Giraldiana among a host of better

known species and garden forms.

Messrs. Whitelegg and Page, Chislehurst,

made one of the most pleasing small rockwork
exhibits under canvas, but their best plants were
shown out of doors.

Messrs. Kelwav and Son, Langport, exhibited

several pretty new Pyrethrums, with a selection
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gave an example of the interest that can be con-

centrated in even so small a space as four feet

of tabling. His group was a collection of little

gems, of which Phlox Douglasii, Tanakea radi-

cans, Reseda sesamoides. Sedum pilosum, Aspe-
rula suberosa and Galium olympicum are but a

few.

The King's Acre Nurseries showed a. few
Alpines on tabling, of which Tiarella unifoliata

best deserves mention.
Mr. Stuart Maples, Stevenage, staged Globu-

laria trichosantha, Silene Hookeri, Campanula
Allionii and other choice plants in a little piece

of rockwork.
Mr. Vernon T. Hill, Mendip Nurseries,

Bristol, included such good plants as Alyssum
spinosum roseum, Lithospemium graminifoliuni,

Sedum pilosum, Veronica E. C. Bowell and
forms of Linaria alpina.

Messrs. G. and A. Clark, Ltd., Dover,

showed a collection of border plants in which
the eye was at once caught by the brilliance of

the Pyrethrums and the good clumps of Iris

and Eremurus.
Messrs. Thomson and Charman, Bushey,

staged a small collection of rock and moraine
plants, Lewisias, the Warley Aethionema and
others. Thunbergia Gibsonii was also included

in the collection.

uf the best Delphiniums. Anchusa italics Mrs.
J. Kelway is a name they have given to the true
'" opal "-coloured variety which seems to have
occurred in several gardens now.

Mr. Wm. Iceton, Putney, displayed a large

group of Lily-of-thc-Valley and Palms. The
Convallarias bore unusually large spikes uf pure
white flowers.

Messrs. Gilbert and Son, Dyke. Bourne,
Lincolnshire, showed their well-known strain of

Anemones.
Messrs. Backhouse and Son, Ltd., York,

arranged a number of delightful Alpines in a
small but prettily arranged piece of rockwork.

The Ramondia. Haberlea, Onosma and Dianthus
merited special notice.

Mrs. Lloyd Edwards, Bryn Verog, Llan-

gollen, showed seedling mossy Saxifragas and

Aubrietias.

Messrs. J. Cocker and Sons, Aberdeen, had
an especially good batch of Anemone sulphurea

with Aquilegia glandulosa and the newer Globe-

flowers.

Messrs. Rich and Co., Bath, showed a collec-

tion of Pyrethrums with Geums and other

hardy plants, but the plant that pleased us

most' was the old-fashioned little Viola Jacka-

napes.
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Messrs. Fred Smith and Co., Woodbridge,
Suffolk, arranged Eremuri, Lupines and other

herbaceous flowers over a foreground of Alpines.

Messrs. B. Ladhams, Ltd., Southampton, had
the only good collection of Heucheras we
noticed in the show, with a mass of Thalictrum

aquilegifolium superbum and other hardy plants.

Mr. Frank Lilley, St. Peter's, Guernsey,

had the best collection of early-flowering bulbs

—Sparaxis, Ixia, Broadiaea, etc.—with a centre-

piece of the noble Watsonia coccinea, and
patches of the lovely little Peacock Iris which
we have come to look for in his exhibits now, so

regularly does he show it well.

Mr. G. W. Miller, Clarkson Nurseries, Wis-
bech, showed the double Pyrethrum Queen Mary,
with batches of Harkness' new hybrid Verbas-

cums, Lady Ali6on, Imperial, etc. The un-

blotched Papaver Princess Ena was another

pretty feature.

Mr. T. R. Hayes, Keswick, showed a collec-

tion of rock plants. Polemomum carneum is

uncommon, and we noticed a good form of

Lychnis alpina.

Mr. E. C. Bowell, Cheltenham, exhibited a
small bank of Alpines, principally Saxifrages

and Primulas, with patches of Viola and Linaria.

Mr. H. Hemsley, Crawley, showed his hy-

brid Alpine Antirrhinums, with Matthiola

Mr. Wood achieved such admirable results last

year. Excavation was not allowed, but 300 tons

of soil were brought in to make up the banks,

and the total amount of stone employed must
have exceeded that weight.

Nothing was so keenly looked forward to as

the award of the Daily Graphic Cup. This is a

beautifully proportioned trophy, valued at 75

guineas, which the proprietors of the Daily

Graphic have presented to the society to be
awarded annually in open competition for the

best rock garden, judged not from the point of

view of size, but for the natural artistic group-

ing of the stones, for evidence of design in con-

struction and for suitability to the growth of

Alpine plants The rarity or otherwise of the

plants themselves was to carry but little weight.

The special judges appointed for this class were
Mr. Alfred Parsons, R.A., as an artist ; Sir Frank
Crisp, as an owner of a rock garden ; and Mr.
E. A. Bowles, as " a gentleman accustomed to

the planting of rockwork."
Starting from the main entrance on the Em-

bankment, we treat of the gardens in the order

in which they occur. Of the best groups we
cannot say that they were better than last year.

They seem to have reached a point beyond which
a nearer approach to the actual and to nature is

impossible. But the average of the exhibits was
much higher than at any preceding show, and it

THE CHELSEA SHOW.
Fig. 163.

—

portion of Messrs. j. carter and co.'s exhibit in the large tent.

valesiaca, Campanula Stevensii nana and other
good Alpines.

Messrs. Barrie and Brown, King William
Street, E.C., staged a few hardy herbaceous
plants and May-flowering Tulips.

Violas in many pretty arrangements were
shown by Mr. G. Underwood, Leicester

;

Messrs. Seagrave and Co., Sheffield; Messrs.

Gunn, Olton ; Messrs. Dobbie, Marks Tey ; and
Mr. H. H. Crane, Highgate.
Mr. S. Mortimer, Rowledge, Farnham, ex-

hibited a group of hie fine white Stock, named
All the Year Round.

Rock Gardens and Formal Gardens.
There were eighteen rock gardens in the open.

They stretched along the whole southern
boundary of the grounds, Messrs. Piper's alone
being isolated in a delightful spot near the for-

mal gardens by the main avenue. The exhibits
varied in area from over a thousand square
feet to less than 300 feet. In character
and arrangement the stone used showed a
great advance on the exhibits of last year,

and the fashionable colour was distinctly
grey, several exhibitors utilising the moun-
tain limestone of Yorkshire, with which

is impossible to have looked at the skilful group-

ings of stone and careful efforts in planting

without feeling that the standard of excel-

lence in rock gardening has been raised to a

higher level through the show.

Mr. Clarence Elliott, Stevenage, contri-

buted a pleasing piece of work in Cheddar stone,

in which a rocky bank was cut through by a path
at a low level to give good north and south
aspects in a small area. The planting of the

encrusted Saxifrages, Ramondias and Primulas
was particularly good ; but an irregular arrange-

ment of stone on end in the centre of the group
rather marred the effect, which large even-sized
masses at the base emphasised. Pentstemon
Davidsonii and Oxalis enneaphylla rosea were
among the choicest plants.

Messrs. Kent and Brydon, Darlington, de-

signed a pleasing little piece of grey Westmor-
land rockwork. A runnel of water was included
at the upper right corner, and was held up by a
bog at the bottom. This gave an opportunity for

much good planting, and the Trilliums, Gentians.
Campanulas and Ferns grouped round it formed
a very pleasing picture. Butterwort, Primula fari-

nosa and Gentiana verna in the gra£6 were lively

touches of nature that relieved the foreground.

Mr. Reuthe, Keston, used the Cheddar atone,,

but failed to gain any connected effect with its;

arrangement of it and his plants, although many
good and rare specimens were included. An--

drosace pyrenaica and A. helvetica, Plantago'

nivalis, Olearia Lyalli and Helichry6um frigidurm

were notable.

Messrs. R. Tucker and 'Sons, Brookside Nur-
series, Oxford, were placed in a square plot on
one level. 'They broke this up by a mound at

one corner, crowned with Swiss Pines, and two-

lesser mounds connected by paved paths. A local.'

Oxfordshire stone was used which, having no-

natural stratification, presented considerable diffi-

culties in the way of achieving a natural effect,

in laying it. There were many good plants in

the exhibit—Daphne rupestris, Wahlenbergia
vincaeflora, Silene Veleskyi, etc., and a cool bog
on the north side was well planted with Ferns,

and Primulas.
M.iss Hopkins, Mere, Shepperton, arranged a

small group on a cnrved mound built up with
Cheddar stone. It included a number of cha-

racteristic plants like the Dresden Daisy, which,

she has helped to make popular, with good
Sedums and mossy Saxifrages, but the standard
Brooms seemed out of place, and the moisture-

loving Primulas were unhappily planted on the.-

crest of a ridge.

The Guildford Hardy Plant Nursery, Mill-
mead, Guildford, were a little unfortunate in;

their use of the raw, unweathered yellowish Bar-
gate stone, and in the too formal disposition of

their group as an amphitheatre round a crescent

bed in the foreground. Azalea rosaeflora was-
beautifully shown, and Sempervivums, Oxalis

enneaphylla, Antetnnaria dioica, Cypripediums.
and Anthemis helped to make the group interest-

ing in its plants, but an offending patch of crim-
son Mimulus was planted at the top of a slope.

Messrs. R. Wallace and Co., Colchester,,

essayed a diversified effect in a limited area,

with the result that the group had many pleas-

ing pictures in it, and yet lacked cohesion as ai

whole. On the left were two outcropping bluffs

in bold pieces of Che-ddar stone, the back one in

the shade planted with pale yellows, blues and
whites, the nearer one warmed up with a mas*
of Phlox Vivid and sprays of Saxifraga Aizoon
rosea, with Campanula Stevensii nana at a lower-

level. On the right a little stream dropped dowm
from pinewoods over Fern-clad stones to a small
pool in the foreground at the base, giving appro-
priate sites on its way for Primulas, Cypri-
pediums, and other moisture-loving plants.

Much of the planting was very cleverly done,,

but one felt that the use of rock garden Conifers
was overdone, and that there was a weakness irti

linking up the whole into one scheme.

Mr. J. Wood, of Boston Spa, York, using-

again the weathered mountain Yorkshire lime- .

stone which delighted so many visitors last year,,

built up a rock garden which excelled all
,

others in its restful naturalness and finish. This:
grey stone is much deeper in tone than the'

Cheddar, and though it lacks the warmth that,
.

the browns and yellows of Lichens give to the
long-exposed Somersetshire stone, it has a special"

beauty in its weathering in deep parallel lines, '.

which connect, up easily with neighbouring- !

stones, and whose constant easy repetition gives-

a feeling of restfulness. Mr. Wood is an artist..

a fact which one appreciated on looking at the

little trout beck that tumbled down from the
left-hand corner to a deep pool in the-

foreground. The Primula farinosa and Gen-
tiana verna in the grass were added'

touches of perfect taste. The planting

scheme was kept low, and though appropriate-

and beautiful it was felt to be subsidiary, or
rather so harmonious with the design thati

nothing distracting caught the eye. Sedums,
mossy Saxifrages, Alyssum, Erinus, Semper-
vivums, Androsaces—all common things—were-

used in profusion on the ledges and slopes. But
three things seemed out of place : an im-

mense plant of Azalea rosaeflora which made an-

isolated patch of strong colour on the left, the-

double Meconopsis which almost overtopped the-

mountain Pines which were just trying to give-

the effect of distance, and Veronica salicornoides

which was used as a plant to line and overhang;
the water's edge.

Messrs. Pulham and Son, Oxford Street, W.,.

made excellent use of a deen plot of ground in-

creating a miniature rocky glen with bold bluffs;
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of rock designed in. their characteristic style.

The stream which traversed the length of

.the plot was one of the best pieces of

water in the rock gardens, but the design was
weakened by the unequal planting. Colon-
.easters, Lithospermums, and Brooms were well

placed, but the large bank of Lilacs and the

Striking bed of Azaleas in soft shades of pink
.and cream, however beautiful in themselves,
.seemed out of place. The German Iris, again,

was hardly the right plant for the water's edge.

The group, however, was very much admired for

its broad conception. It was worked out in

the grey Derbyshire limestone.

The show included half a dozen examples
of various styles of formal gardening, too dif-

ferent in treatment to allow of easy comparison.
Thev varied from the realistic little Azalea
garden of Mr. Notcutt, free from stone except
in its paving, to the balustraded court and
fountain in artificial stone of Messrs. Pulham.
The efforts in this direction greatly exceeded
those of any preceding show. It must be re-

membered that the Society's rules forbade any
excavation, and this probably accounts for the
raised gardens, which alone would permit of

the quiet U6e of water.
Messrs. J. Carter and Co., Raynes Park,

based their design around a central rectangular
pool, with spouting dolphins in the centre. On
three sides this was surrounded by cross-pat-

terned Horscombe balustrading, clothed with
Clematis. The fourth was open to the we6t,
and gave a little low walling for treatment with
Alpines. An upper garden was treated with
Rhododendrons in rich colours, which bordered
the balustrading. The lower wa6 kept quiet
with the more restful colours of Darwin Tulips
and green turf, and was very pretty. As other
examples of the use of Horscombe facing in the
garden two styles of garden houses had been
erected, the half-open hexagonal one being es-

pecially pretty, and near the little lawn was a
dovecote.

Messrs. R. Wallace and Co.. Colchester, had
the adjoining and similarly shaped plot. It

was a garden of quiet colours. At the lower
level a border of Irises and Violas, in shades of
pale blues and yellows, surrounded a little grass
court, overlooked from a well-proportioned
garden house. The Roman arches of the house
were echoed in the doorway through a Wistaria-
covered wall, which led to an upper paved
garden. Here three specimen Japanese Wis-
tarias overhung a quiet Lily pool, and Tulips, in
shades of mauve and yellow, formed a border
bounded by a 3 feet hedge of box. The dif-
ferent levels were opportunities for exhibiting
good work in loose walling, and various designs
of steps and other work of an architectural
character.

Mr. R. C. Notcutt, Woodbridge, arranged a
very pretty little paved Azalea garden under
the shade of the old trees, and governed in its
outlines by the existing paths and Umber.
Standards and dwarfs were used, and the colours
cleverly and effectively grouped in the various
beds, with Japanese Maples as a foil of foliage.
One bed was furnished with R. amoena hybrids
and their allies.

Messrs. J. Cheal and Sons, Crawley, showed
the uses of their "salignum" arches and

|

temples in a little rectangular garden scheme.
The centre piece was a Rose temple, and Rhodo-
dendrons, Azaleas, Viburnums, and coloured

I foiiage were allowed to dominate the little formal
I
beds on either side the paths leading up to it.

I At one end was a paved court, with seats over-
looking the whole.

If to be much talked of is a criterion, Messrs.
', Piper and Son, Bayswater, had one of the most
effective exhibits of the show in their formal

;

Wistaria garden. It was an attempt to treat an
' irregularly-shaped piece of ground in an archi-
tectural manner, but the object in view was

|

largely defeated by the necessity of maintain-
1 ing two irregular paths which crossed at the
centre and cut the design into four unequal

; portions. Steps on four sides led up to a central
column crowned with Wistaria. Specimen bush

I Japanese-trained Wistarias stood at intervals
oi the balustrading, and narrow borders of Lilies
and grass plots helped to give some body to a
design which was really the "problem picture"
of the show.
Messrs. Pulham and Son, Oxford Street, con-

structed a large raised water basin in the centre
of a paved court. Balustrade, pergola, foun-
tain, sundial, statuary and other ornaments gave
scope for the exhibition of the possibilities of the
Pulhamite stone, of which the whole, with the
exception of the flag paving, was built. Plant-
ing, however, was made subsidiary, and the
beds of Lavender and Rosemary were, perhaps,
its most important feature.

The Yokohama Nursery Company, Kingsway,
showed a collection of small Japanese model
gardens, dwarfed trained trees in pots, a
Japanese tea-house and Shinto temple, and,
better than any of these for our Western gar-
dens, some very lovely old pot-grown Wistarias.

Messrs. Liberty and Co., Regent Street, also

showed model Japanese, gardens, Wistarias,
dwarf Conifers, and various examples of Eastern
art in stone lanterns, Bamboo shelters and other
garden ornaments.
Messrs. Barr and Sons, Taplow, dealing with

an awkward, oblong piece of ground, produced
an interesting rock garden in the grey limestone
from N.W. iorkshire. At the back it was well
and pleasingly planted with such plants as Gen-
tiana verna, Anthylli6 montana rubra, and the
Munstead variety of Cheiranthus mutabilis. In
the foreground, however, we thought the group
weakened as a rock garden by the large bed of

German Irises, by a large oblong bed, almost ex-
clusively devoted to a rich collection of Orchids
with no ground cover, and by using tender Sar-
racenias on a steep bank above the pool on the
left. Iris gracilipes was specially fine.

Mr. Maurice Prichard, Christchurch, Hamp-
shire, also dealt with a rather difficult oblong
area of ground, and used the same stone as
Messrs. Barr, the grey Yorkshire limestone.
The design represented a central moraine,
with steep banks on either side, and at the
south end ; but the planting was hardly in

harmony with it. It was really a collection
of first-rate plants, each placed in as conspicu-
ous a position as possible, irrespective of its cul-

tural requirements. Primula pulverulenta Mis.
Berkeley was especially fine. Scutellaria in-

lica, Cytisus kewensis, Androsace primu-
loides, Trollius pumiltis, and Linaria origani-
folia were a few other things that filled good
pockets. Several solid masses of colour provided
by Azalea amoena seedlings showed how bril-

liant these little rock shrubs can be; but. at

the same time, how dangerous their harsh colours
are when let loose among purer shades of the
true Alpines.

Messrs. T. S. Ware, Ltd., Feltham, used the
raw Bargate stone. At the best it ds difficult

to use pleasingly, and in this case was not bene-
fited by the failure to provide any governing
plan. It was a collection of good plants

—

Astilbe- simplicifolia, Aquilegia Stuartii, Litho-
spermums. Lewisias, double Meconopsds, Aizoon
Saxifrages, dwarf Phloxes, and many others.

Messrs. Whitelegg and Page, Chislehurst,
were other workers in the grey mountain lime-
stone. The group was a little flat in its arrange-
ment, and lacked character, except in the very
prettv sunless cleft on the left, which formed
an ideal site for the cluster of richly-flowered
Ramondias. There was a showy central ma6s of
Edelweiss, and Stachys Corsica, Saxifraga longi-
folia var. latifolia, and the rose-coloured form
of Saxifraga Aizoon were well placed.

Messrs. Baker's, 'Ltd., Codsall, Wolverhamp-
ton, had good plants rather than a gocd rock
garden. The stone was the white Kentish rag,
washed over to bring it into the fashionable
grey. The Primulas were perhaps the best
feature, P. Veitchii, P. sikkimensis, P. Lissadell
Hybrid, and others being well represented, but
there were plenty of well-grown plants.

Mr. T. H. Gaunt, Farsley. Calverley, built,

like so many others, in the Yorkshire stone. At
the back it seemed a little overpiled, but this
was led up to prettily by drifts of mossy Saxi-
frages and Veronicas, and in its deepest face

still left good ledge6 for Alpine plants. There
were good clumps of Dracoeephalum nutans
major and Armeria maritima alba major.

Messrs. Watkrer, Sons, and Crisp, Ltd.,
Twyford and Bagshot, had a pretty corner on
the extreme east of the gardens, and made good
use of it with a steep but well-planted bank,
built up of Derbyshire limestone. If it had a
fault it was the way in which evenly sized
masses were piled stone on stone, each an inch

or two behind the other, and the Conifers used
were dotted along at curiously regular inter-
vals. There were, howe\ er, plenty of good
plants to make a careful examination worth
while—Arenaria juniperina, Phlox Douglassii,
Dianthus arvernensis, Campanula Alliondi, and
Aethionema saxatilis.

Messrs. Cheal and Sons, Crawley, confined
their rock gardening to planting with rock
plants the three outer slopes of a little rectangu-
lar formal garden, walled within and topped
with Yew. It was a practical suggestion, but
not very effective rock gardening.

Messrs. Piper and Son, Bayswater, had a de-
lightfully isolated site near the formal gardens,
with a path leading round three sides of it. The
foreground was a series of shelves kept so low
that 20 feet from the central path the levels had
not risen 2 feet. There was much pretty plant-
ing here, sheets of Campanula muralis, Sapon-
aria splendidissima, etc., and a lovely little

ravine of Myosotis, Pratia and Mazus, shades
of blue between whites and purples, especially
of Erinus (in a flat pocket, where it, would
almost certainly die of overfeeding !). At the
back the stone rose steeply to a crest of Swiss
Pines, cut here and there for moraine and drift
plants, but both in conception and planting
this portion failed to carry on the beauty of
the foreground. The general effect was good,
but too much of the planting was a colour scheme
in carpeting. The work was carried out in
Cheddar stone.

AWARDS.
First-Class Certificate.

Adinntum grossum.—This handsome Fern is

from tropical South America. It has a vigorous,
wiry, black leaf-stalk, clothed with large
trapezoid or ear-shaped pinnules of a very
leathery texture and bronze-shaded when young.
Some of the pinnules are as much as 2 inches in
length by l| in breadth, and with the black
spore-case lining at the under-edge make the
Fern a bandsome and distinct plant. Shown
by Messrs. H. B. May and Sons.

Awards of Merit.
Pteris flubcllata plumose—Messrs. May

found this interesting form in a batch of spore-
lings from the type. Each little segment of the
bipinnate fronds becomes over-developed and
lacerated, so that the delicate, almost flat tracery
shown by the young fronds becomes with age a
richly plumose and dense mass of greenery, re-

minding one of some of the Nephrolepis. Like
the type, the variety is an erect-growing plant,
reaching 2^-3 feet, and the branchlets come away
from" the main rachis at the same curiously
acute angle. The form is barren, but has been
found in some quantity.
Plutycerium Cordreyi.—A distinct plant, com-

parable, perhaps, only with P. Veitchii, but
quite distinct from that species in its broader
fronds. It is a stout grower, reaching 2£ feet

high, with very leathery, firm, grey leafage,

which spreads and branches richly at the tip,

erect at first, but arching over at length with its

own weight. The barren, branched, light-brown
fronds are erect and about 1 foot in height.

These two were shown by Messrs. H. B. May
and Sons.

Iris Goldcrcst.—This variety was selected for
award from an interesting collection of seedling

Irises to which special reference is made below.

It is a pallida x Cengialtii seedling, resembling
some of those raised by the late Sir Michael
Foster, growing about 3 feet in height, flowering

early and freely, and having very characteristic

unveined, self-coloured flowers of a bright shade
of violet-blue and a good size. The spathes are

white and papery. An unbranched spike has
sometimes so many as five flowers. The bright
yellow beard gives the variety its name, shown
by Mr. W. R. Dykes, Godalming.
Pittosporum Mayi Silver Queen.—The dark-

brown stems and grey-green foliage of the type
have an added beauty in this variety (to those
who love variegation in plants) in the narrow
silver edging to each leaf. Shown by the

Donard Nursery Company.
Calceolaria Stewartii (see fig. 153).—This is a

variety of American origin recommended for its

qualities as a bedder. It has large, round, ll.it

pouches an inch across, of the richest yellow
colour, and borne in the greatest profusion in

close, rounded heads. The large (3 by 1J inches),
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rugose, serrate foliage keeps near to the ground,

and the freely-branched heads reach a height

of about 1 foot. Shown by Messrs. J. Veitch
and Sons, Ltd.

Campanula tomentosa Maud Landale (see

fig. 160).—Silvery downy leaves in rosettes at

the base and trailing or' erect 12-inch spikes of

large, pale lavender flowers make this a very

pretty plant. The wide cylindrical tube of the

corolla is an inch long, and the lobes recurve

prettily to show a darker line down the centre

of each. Developed spikes carry a dozen flowers.

Shown by Miss Maud Landale.

Pinguecula Reuthcriana.—A new plant from

the Dauphine. The leaves are oval, about lj by

J inch, disposed flat and with incurved margins

as in our British species. The flowers rise on

slender 3-inch stems. As shown they were a

pale flesh-pink thinly lined with rose and with a

violet spur, but in the open the flowers are said

to be a bright rose-pink. Shown by Mr. G.

Reuthe.
Adiantum gloriosum Lemhesii.—This is a

garden form, said to have been derived from

A. scutum roseum. It was shown with A. Far-

leyense gloriosum, and in habit and form it is

very close to that variety. Its distinction lies

in the pretty salmon-rose" shading that suffuses-

the tender "pale given of the young fronds.

Shown by Messrs. Lemkes and Sons, Alphen,

Holland.

"

Oxalis adcnophylla.—A pretty species, closely

allied to 0. enneaphylla. but differing in its

large rose-coloured flowers and branched stems.

The foliage is a pale, silvery green, divided finely

into about nine fish-tail segments arranged in a

circle. It flowers very freely, each stalk carrying

two or three flowers just above the level of the

foliage. Shown by Mr. Reuthe and Messrs

Bees, Ltd.
Begonia Lady Carew.—One of the most

beautiful varieties of the tuberous-rooted section,

with flowers carmine-rose coloured, a little

deeper within, of large size, with perfect centre

and unusually smooth, saucer-shaped petals.

Shown by Me'ssrs. Blackmore and Langdon.

Primula secundipara (see fig. 158).—One of the

most beautiful Chinese Primulas in cultivation,

having the habit of P. sikkimensis, with large,

nodding bell flowers of deepest rose-purple,

borne in trusses of as many as twenty. After

fertilisation has taken place the corolla falls and

the pod rises erect to display in a curious fashion

the white lines of the calyx. Comparing it

again with the well-known P. sikkimensis, the

leaves, though similar, are smooth, unserrated,

and spreading in flat rosettes ; the flower stems

are shorter and stouter ; and the plant as a whole

is unfortunately a less satisfactory doer. Shown
by Messrs. Bees, Ltd.

Clematis Queen Mary.—This is a beautiful

variety belonging to the lanuginosa group

and,
'
like them, flowering on both old

and young wood in summer and autumn. Its

value* lies in its colour, which is a distinct shade

of heliotrope with a sheen of carmine, most
marked in bars down the centre. The flowers

are about 7 inches in diameter and are more or

less intermediate in size, form and colour be-

tween its parents, Ville de Lyon and Fairy

Queen. Shown by Messrs. G." Jackman and
Sons.
Carnation Scarlet Carola.—A very fine per-

petual-flowering variety, with glowing scarlet

flowed the size of Carola. We noted this

variety as a fine novelty at the R.H.S. fort-

nightly meetings last year, but it has not been

exhibited so numerously before. Shown by Mr.

C. Engelmann.
Lilium regale, shown by Messrs. Wallace

and Co. Tliis lovelv Chinese species received

an Award of Merit in 1912 under the name of

L. myriophyllum, and was now again recom-

mended the same distinction.

Tdopea speciosissima (see fig. 152) (The Wara-

tah).—A striking evergreen shrub or tree,^ with

a densely flowered, terminal inflorescence in the

shape of a flattened cone, subtended by crimson

bracts. The wing-like perianth is blood-red and

supports the sessile anthers near the tip ;
the

style is pink, and curves out bevond it, adding

to* the beauty of the effect. The leathery, ever-

green foliage is lanceolate, richly toothed, and

new shoots break out just beneath the inflore6-

.cence. Shown by the Rev. A. T. Boscawen.

Cultural Commendation.

This award was made to the Telopea, in recog-

nition of the fact that this was, so far as is

known, the first inflorescence to have developed

in this country. [This is not the case. A
specimen flowered in Sir Geo. MacLeay's garden

at Pendell Court in 1882, and was figured in

Card. Chron. May 20, 1882, p. 676.—Eds.]

Other Novelties.

Mr. W. R. Dykes, Godalming, sent a very

interesting collection of seedling Irises. Ins
ch.Tysograph.e6 x /. Vouglasiana.—This strange

hybrid (see fig. 155), between an Ameri-

can and a Chinese species, was perhaps

the most remarkable. The seed was sown
in 1911, and the plant, now flowering for

the first time, bears 11 flower-stems. The
form of flower reminds one of I. sibirica orien-

talis. The colour of the falls is a charming pink

shade of lilac, a little purplish under the yellow

throat patch ; the standards also are pale lilac,

and are held nearly erect. The stems are solid,

wavy in outline, and bear long, leafy, grassy-

green bracts which reach up to the flower. /.

Vouglasiana seedlings. — From the typical

species, seedlings had given a range of colour

from white to violet, an intermediate pale

lilac shade being very pretty. /. Tenax seedlings.

—These also showed an extraordinary range of

colour, some self-purple, others pale lilac with

darker veins, still others shaded with yellow.

/. Douglasiana Alpha.—One of the prettiest seed-

lings : A self-cream colour, lightly veined near

the throat with crimson and touched there with

golden yellow. A very pretty garden plant,

having large spathes shaded with crimson and

sometimes holding a second flower. The foliage

is grassy, the stems a little straggly. Flowers

of /. Watsoniana were also shown.

From the Edinburgh Botanic Garden Prof.

Bayley Balfour sent some interesting new
Chinese plants recently flowered there. They
included Primula dryadifolia, a large-flowered

gem an inch high ; Saxifraga pentadactylis, S.

chionophylla, S. oranensis ; and a Poppy, pro-

bably a form of Meconopsis rudis.

Greenhouse Plants.

Messrs. Carter and Co., Raynes Park, filled

a very large ground space with splendid collec-

tions "of greenhouse plants. The central mound
was composed of Cineraria stellata (cactus), of

which the quite tiny flowers were a direct

contrast to the round blooms of the large-

flowered sorts. The outer circles of sweet-

smelling Stocks, of Schizanthuses, white Petunias,

Gloxinias, Clarkias and herbaceous Calceolarias

linked up the exhibit and made it an exceedingly

harmonious whole, which contained especially

good strains of the various plants.

Messrs. H. B. May and Sons, L'pper Edmon-
ton, displayed an attractive group of weeping

standard Wichuraiana Roses, Astilbes, Hy-
drangeas, Petunias, bedding Pelargoniums, and

Violas.

Messrs. Sutton and Sons, Reading, enclosed

their exhibit of greenhouse plants with a series

of pillars connected by chains of Myrsiphyllum

asparagoides, which gave it a secluded and de-

sirable appearance. Inside the boundary several

beds surrounded by broad grass walks contained

an assortment of splendid plants. In each bed

little groups of exceedingly good Salpiglossis

lightened the more lowly "groups of Schizan-

thuses, Stocks, Primula obconica hybrids, stel-

lata Cinerarias and herbaceous Calceolarias. All

these plants were of exceptional quality, and the

tuberous Begonias were remarkably fine.

Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., Bush Hill Park,

Enfield, placed in each of the four corners of

their group of greenhouse shrubs specimens of

Metrosideros floribunda, which bore unusually

large, crimson inflorescences. Leptospermum
bullatum, Ceanothus Veitchii and Hydrangeas, in

manv varieties, were also included in quantity.

The' Australian Boronia polygalifolia, not so

fragrant as B. megastigma but of easier culture

and of soft pink colour ; Erica Bergiana glauca

and Azalea rosaeflora (a charming little double

flower of salmon-pink colour) were also note-

worthv.
The' exhibit of Messrs. E. Webb and Sons,

Wordsley, Stourbridge, was in the form of three

large mounds, composed respectively of Cine-

raria stellata edged with Primula obconica hy-

brids, Schizanthus compacta hybrids with...

Gloxinias, and herbaceous Calceolarias with.
Hippeastrums and tuberous Begonias.

A beautiful exhibit of Schizanthus was made •

by Ernest. G. Mocatta, Esq., Wobum Place,.

Addlestone (gr. Mr. Thos. Stevenson). The -

plants were shapely and literally smothered in

blossoms. It is to be regretted that owing to

late entry this splendid exhibit was not included .

in the official list, and consequently received no
award.

Alfred J. Waley, Esq., Stone House. Rei-

gate, Surrey (gr. Mr. W. A. Dobson), exhibited

a group of Schizanthus which was composed of

exceptionally well-grown plants of a variety of

colours.

Mrs. V. A. Litkie, Clarefield, Maidenhead,
(gr. Mr. W. Hulbert), also showed a very credit-

able group of Schizanthus.

The collection of Sarracenias and allied

plants arranged by Mr. A. J. A. Bruce,.

Chorlton-cum-Hardy, Manchester, was one of

the most distinct and noteworthy exhibits in

the large tent. For general elegance and in-

terest nothing could be better, and the design of

the group was distinctly good—far better than

the average. Low moss-covered arches over a
pretty little rivulet spanned by cork bridges

made' a dainty setting for the many insectivorous

plants, and grace and lightness were provided

by the slender culms of Bamboos and the stems

of Eulalias. Amongst the Sarracenias most
prominent were S. Ashbridgei, S. Brucei, S.

Sanderiana, S. rubescens, S. Farnhamii, S.

Drummondii alba and S. picturata, all of which

bore fascinating "pitchers."

Messrs. James Veitch and Sons, Ltd.,

Chelsea, had Fuchsias trained on iron supports

to form archways, making a novel and pleasing

feature, rising from a table containing splen-

didly grown Astilbes (Spiraeas), Ferns, Gentiana

verna, Aquilegia Stuartii, Trillium grandi-

florum and other fine Alpines and border flowers.

This firm also exhibited a large batch of Hip-

peastrums, all of magnificent quality, and

Begonia Rex in variety, in front of a broad row
of the yellow Calceolaria Clibranii.

Rev. "H. Buckston, Sutton Hall, Derby (gr.

Mr. Arthur Shambrook), showed magnificent

Calceolarias of the florists' type, the profusion

of blossoms quite hiding the foliage. The
group was attractively arranged with Adiantum
Ferns as an edging.

Messrs. Ker and Sons, Liverpool, showe-I

Hippeastrums (Amaryllis) and Anthuriums. The
varieties Hippeastrum Crimson King, Nestor,.

chocolate-crimson with white tips ; Alba magna,
white with carmine veins ; Pink Gem. old-rose

colour; and Fascination, tfeddish-apricot with

white stripes, were all remarkably good.

Mr. H. N. Ellison, West Bromwich. showed.

Ferns in variety, and Cacti in tiny pots. The
latter were exceptionally healthy ; these tiny

Cactuses make admirable subjects for decorative

purposes indoors.

Messrs. J. Peed and Son, West Norwood,
showed a large collection of Streptocarpus and
another of Gloxinias. The plants of both kinds-

were splendidly flowered.

Blue, pink " and white-flowered Hydrangeas

were shown by Leopold Salomans, Esq., Dork-

ing (gr. Mr." Geo. Kent). The inflorescences -

were exceptionally good and evidenced first-

class cultivation.

Mr. G. R. Smith, New Thundersley, Essex,

exhibited Cacti in variety.

Greenhouse Calceolarias were well shown by

J. J. Ward, Esq., Rocklands, Finchley (gr. Mr.

J. Willis).
'

Topiary.

Many visitors found much to admire in th6-

large exhibits of topiary, and even those who do

not admire the art were compelled to appreciate

the great amount of skill and patience which had

been expended on the specimens displayed out-

side the Embankment end of the large tent.

The customary forms—birds, beasts and rep-

tiles, barrels," chairs, spirals, and columns

fashioned in Yew or Box were shown in large

numbers by Messrs. J. Plver and Sons, Bays-

water; Messrs. Wm. Cutbush and Son, High-

gate; and Mr. J. Klinkert, Richmond'; whilst

Messrs. Wills and Segar, Onslow Crescent,.

London, showed standard Bay trees.
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Fruit.

Hon. J. Ward, C.V.O., Hungerford (gr. Mr.

Chas. Beckett), exhibited 26 fine fruits of

Melons, the varieties including Royal Favourite,

Superlative, Royal Jubilee, Hero of Lockinge

and Scarlet.

Messrs. Geo. Bunyard and Co., Ltd., Maid-

stone, showed SO varieties of Apples and very-

large fruits of Uvedale's St. Germain Pears,

Apples Smart's Prince Arthur, Hambledon
.Deux Ans, New Bess Pool, George Neilson,

Annie Elizabeth, Alfriston and Striped Beefing

were surprisingly good for a May show.

In the large tent the King's Acre Nursery
Co., Hereford, exhibited a good collection of

pot fruits. In the centre there were many
\ healthy trees of Nectarine Cardinal bearing good

crops of nearly ripe fruits. Such Plums as

Blue Rock and July Greengage were equally

vigorous and fruitful. The front of the exhibit

was composed of an unusually good collection of

. Figs of such varieties as St. John and Negro
Largo.

Messrs. Laxton Bros., Bedford, included a

very large quantity of ripe Strawberries in their

-exhibit. The varieties so well shown were Inter-

national, Bountiful, King George and The Earl

;

all the fruits were of splendid appearance.

: Standard Red and. White Currants, Gooseberries

and trained plants of the Loganberry were also

.shown in good condition. In the open Messrs.

Laxton arranged excellent espalier and grid-

iron-shaped and fan-trained trees.

Near the topiary exhibits Messrs. G. Bun-
yard and Co., Maidstone, set up a fruit tree

collection, of which the predominant feature

was the splendid arches of Pear trees.

Vegetables.

The collection of vegetables shown by the

JHon. Vicary Gibbs, Aldenham House, Elstree

(gr. Mr. Ed. Beckett), was without its equal
.in the show. It contained superb dishes of

Broccoli Late Queen; Cauliflower Magnum
-Bonum ; Peas Duke of Albany and Early Giant

;

Vegetable Marrows Custard Table Dainty and
' The Sutton Asparagus ; Potatos May Queen and
King Edward VII. ; Carrots Favourite, New
Red Intermediate and Champion Scarlet Horn

;

Turnips White Gem and Early Milan ; Cucum-
bers of superb quality, also Radishes, Tomatos,
Mushrooms, Beets, Kohl Rabi ; Beans, Lettuces,
..Spinach, Sorrel, Chilian Beet, Globe Artichokes
and other kinds.

Messrs. J. Carter and Co., Raynes Park,
.had a magnificent exhibit of vegetables ar-

ranged in a very attractive manner on stands of
varying heights and ground of black velvet.

Peas Early Morn and Eight Weeks ; Lettuces
Tom Thumb, Brown Dutch and Capucine

;

Cucumbers Improved Telegraph, Carter's
Frame and Ideal ; Broccoli Model ; Cauli-
."flowers Defiance, Forcing and Forerunner;
Turnips Red Top Milan and Long Forcing

;

Cabbage Springtide ; Tomato Perfection ; also
Radishes, Asparagus, Beets, Beans, Carrots,
Marrows and Celery were all shown in superb
condition.

Messrs. Sutton and Sons, Reading, arranged
an exhibit of vegetables on original lines, the
.group having an imposing background of arches
in polished mahogany, some of the dishes being
arranged in the recesses on shelves. It was
•pleasing as much for the style as for the fine
quality of the produce. The chief dishes were
Broccoli Late Queen, Model and Latest of All

;

Peas Early Giant, First of All, Green Gem,
Duchess of York and Pioneer ; Rhubarb The
Sutton ; Potatos Stirling Castle, Balmoral
Castle and others of the "Castle" race;

'< Tomatos Abundance, Dwarf Red and Main-
1 crop

; Marrows Green Bush ; Cucumbers Satis-
: faction. Lord Roberts, Unique and Telegraph

;

also fine Beets, Turnips, Carrots, Beans,
rand Spinach.

Mr. Bucks, Tresco Nurseries, Ipswich,
showed his prolific Tomato, "Buck's Tresco."

I
The fruit trusses were of enormous size, and it
is computed that a single trass would develop
about 8 lbs. of fruit, and plants 50 to 40 lbs.
each.

The Thatcham Fruit and Flower Farm,
Newbury, exhibited vegetables in great variety,
th e various kinds being all exoellerft produce.

Messrs. H. Cannell and Sons, Eynsford,
Kent, exhibited a collection of vegetables show-
ing Potatos, Lettuces, French Beans, Tomatos,
Cucumbers, Asparagus, Cabbage and other
kinds.

Awards made by the Council.

The following is an official list supplied by the
Secretary :

—

Gold Medals.

Sir Jeremiah Colman. Bart., for Orchids ; Charles-
worth and Co., Haywards Heath, for Orchids ; Sander
and Sons, St. Albans, for Orchids ; Barr and Sons,
Covent Garden, for Tulips ; Blackmore and Lang-
don, Bath, for Begonias ; Cutbush and Son, High-
gate, for Roses ; May and Sons, Edmonton, for Ferns

;

Sutton and Sons," Reading, for florists' flowers;
Veitch and Sons, Chelsea, for stove plants and Azaleas

;

Webb and Sons, Stourbridge, for flowering plants ; Wal-
lace and Co., Colchester, for -herbaceous plants, Lilies,
etc.; F- Cant and Co., Colchester, for Roses; Dobbie
and Co., Edinburgh, for Sweet Peas; Hon. Vicary Gibbs,
Aldenham House, Elstree, for vegetables ; Sir Everard
Hambro, Hayes, for Alpines and Primulas; L. R. Russell,
Richmond, for trees and shrubs.

" Daihj Graphic " Cup.

J. Wood, Boston Spa, for a rock garden.

The Daridson Cup.

Messrs. Sander and Sons for Cattleya Schroderae
var. " Queen Empress."

Silver-Gilt Cups.

O. Engelmann, Saffron Walden, for Carnations ; G.
Mount and Son, Canterbury, for Roses ; W. Paul and
Son, Waltham Cross, for Roses : J. Piper and Son,
Bayswater, for Wistarias. Hvdrangei<s. Azaleas,
Paeonies, Maples and Tulips ; Kent and Brvdon. Dar-
lington, for rock garden; R. Wallace and Co., "Colchester,
for rook garden ; J. Wood, Boston Spa, for rock garden,

;

R. Wallace and Co., Colchester, for formal garden; the
Duke of Marlborough. Blenheim, for Orchids; Armstrong
and Brown, Tunbridge Wells, for Orchids ; Cvpher and
Sons, Cheltenham, for Orchids.

Standard Cup.

W. Cutbush and Son. Highgate. for clipped trees;
J. Piper and Son, Bayswater, for formal garden ;

Maurice Prichard, Ohristchurch. for rock garden

;

Allwood Bros., Haywards Heath, for Carnations;
A. J. A. Bruce, Chorlton-cum-Hardy, for Sarracenias

;

R. and G. Cuthbert, Southgate, for Azaleas; A. F.
Dutton. Ivar, for Carnations; Fletcher Bros.. Cbertsey,
for Rhododendrons; W. Iceton. Putnev, for Lily-of-the-
V alley ; G. Paul and Son. Cheshunt, for Roses ; Phillips
and Taylor, Bracknell, for herbaceous plants, Alpines,
etc.

; T. Rivers and Son, Sawbriclgeworth, for pot Citrus,
fruits, and vines; Dickson and Son. Newtownards, for
Roses and Tulips : Hon. J. Ward, Hungerford, for
Melons

; James Horlick. Esq. (gard'emer, W. H. Smith),
for Vanda teres and Richardia ; J. and A. McBean,
Cooksbridge, for Orchids.

Large Silver Cu]>s.

J. Carter and Co., Raynes Park, for florists' flowers:
Bunyard and Co., Maid-tone, for herbaceous plants
and Rhododendrons; G. Jackman and Son, Woking,
for Clematis, flowering shrubs, and herbaceous plants;
Waterer. Sons, and Crisp. Twyford. for Rhododen-
drons ; B. Cant and Sons, Colchester, for Roses ; Veitch
and Sons. Chelsea, for greenhouse flowering plants;
Mansell and Hatcher, Rawdon, for Orchids : Fromow
and Sons, Chiswick, for Japanese Maples ; J. Carter and
Co., Raynes Park, for formal garden.

Silver Cups.

Cutbush and Son, Highgate, for herbaceous plants;
Dobbie and Co., Mark's Tey, for Tulips, Antirrhi-
nums, and Violas; Amos Perry, Enfield, for Paeonies
and herbaceous plants ; G. Reiithe, Keston, for hardv
perennials and shrubs ; C. Turner, Slough, for Roses',
Azaleas, and Lilacs ; Backhouse and Son, York,
for rock and Alpine plants ; Smith and Co.. for her-
baceous plants ; Sutton and Sons, Reading, for Sweet
Peas; Sutton and Suns, Reading, for vegetables; Stuart
Low and Co., Enfield, for Orchids; Pulham and S. u,
Oxford Street, for formal garden ; Clarence Elliott,
Stevenage, for rock garden.

Silver-Gilt Flora Medals.

Artindale and Son, Sheffield, for herbaceous plant? ;

Barr and Sons, Covent Garden, for herbaceous plants ;

Blackmore and Langdon, Bath, for Delphiniums ; J. Box,
Lindfield. for hardy plants; Cartwright and Goodwin,
Kidderminster, for Tulips ; G. and A. Clark, Dover, for
herbaceous plants and Alpines ; Cutbush and Sons. High-
gate, for Carnations; Cypher and Sons, Cheltenham, for
flowering and foliage plants ; Dickson and Robinson, Man-
chester, for Tulips; Gunn and Sons, Olton, for new
Phloxes; Hill and Son, Edmonton, for exotic Kerns;
Stuart Low and Co.. Enfield, for Roses; R. C. Notcutt.
Woodbridge, for Rhododendrons, flowering plants, etc. ;

W. Paul and Son. Waltham Cross, for hardy flowering
plants; Peed and Son, West Norwood, for Cafadiums; G.
Prince, Oxford, for Roses; T. S. Ware.Feltham, for herba-
ceous plants; Young and Co., Hatherley, for Carnations;
Barr and Sons, Covent. Garden, for rock garden ; T. H.
(Jaunt, Farsley, for rook garden; J. Klinkert. Richmond,
for clipped and trained trees ; R. C. Notcutt. Woodbridge,
for Azalea garden; Donard Nursery Co., Newcastle. Co
Down, for flowering trees ; Bide and Sons. Farnworth,
for Sweet Peas; Elisha J. Hicks, Twyford, for Roses;
E. W. King, Coggeshall, for Sweet Peas; L. Salomons,
Esq.. Dorking, for Hydrangeas ; J. Stevenson, Wimb'-rne,
for Sweet Peas; R. Sydenham, Birmingham, for Sweet
Peas ; T. S. Ware, Felthim, for Begonias.

Silver-Gilt Knightian Medals.

King's Acre Nurseries, Hereford, for fruit trees in
pots ; Laxton Bros., Bedford, for pot Strawberries and
fruit trees.

Silver-Gilt Banksian Medals.

J. Piper and Son, Bayswater, for Topiary and cut
trees; Tucker and Sons, Oxford, for rock garden;
Waterer, Sons, and Crisp, Twyford, for rock garden

;

Bees, Ltd., Liverpool, for Alpines ; Cutbush and Son,
Highgate, for flowering plants; G. Gibson and Co.,
Bedale, for hardy plants ; Harkness and Sons, Bedale,
for herbaceous plants ; Hobbies, Ltd., Dereham, for
Roses ; L. R. Russell, Richmond, for foliage plants, Cala-
diums, Clematis ; J. Backhouse, Yorks, for herbaceous
plants ; R. J. Barnes, Malvern, for Roses ; R. H. Bath,
Wisbech, for Sweet Peas ; C. Bourne, for Tulips

;

G. and W. H. Burch, Peterborough, for Roses ; H. Bur-
nett, GuernEey, for Carnations ; Cannell and Son£ Eyns-
ford, for fruit and vegetables ; J. Douglas, Great Book-
ham, for border Carnations ; H. Hemsley, Crawley, for
Alpines ; Vernon T. Hill, Langford, for Alpines ; Kelway
and Son, Langport, for hardy plants ; Ker and Sons,
Liverpool, for Amaryllis; Ladham's, Ltd., Shirley, for
hardy plants ; F. Liiley, Guernsey, for Gladioli and Iris

;

Stuart Low and Co., Enfield, for Carnations; J. Mac-
Watt, Morelands, for Primulas; G. W. Miller, Wisbech,
for herbaceous plants; Paul and Son, Cheshunt, for
Lilacs; Sutton and Sons, Reading, for Tulips.

Silver Flora Medals.

.Amos Perry, Enfield, for Ferns; J. Cheal and Sons,
Crawley, for formal garden ; Baker's, Ltd., Wolver-
hampton, for rock garden ; Guildford Hardy Plant
Nursery, for rock garden ; J. Piper and Son, Bays-
water, for rock garden ; Pulham and Son, Oxford
Street, for rock garden ; T. S, Ware, Ltd.. Feltham,
for rock garden ; Whitelegg and Page, Chislehurst,
for rock garden; R. H. Bath. Wisbech, for Tulips; J.

Box, Lindfield, for Sweet Peas ; Bertie E. Bell, Guernsey,
for Carnations ; Cocker and Sons, Aberdeen, for her-
baceous plants, Trollius. and Anemones ; H. H. Crane,
Highgate, for Violas and Violettas ; Gunn and Sons,
Olton, for hardy plants ; A. LI. Gwillim, Sidcup. for

Begonias; Miss" Hemus, Tiptou-on-Severn, for Sweet
Peas; Hogg and Robertson, Dublin, for Tulips;

Ightham Alpine Nursery, for rock and Alpines ; J. Peed
and Son. West Norwood, for Gloxinias and Strepto-

carpus ; Reamsbottom and Co., Geashill, for St. Eing 1

Anemones; Soagrave and Co., Sheffield, for Violas,

Thomson and Charman, Adam Street, London, f ir

Alpines; H. Dixon. Wandsworth, for Orchids; Flory and
Black, Slough, for Orchids.

Silver Knightian Medals.

G. Bunyard and Co., Maidstone, for fruit trees in

pots and' Strawberries : Bunyard and Co., Maidstone,

for stored Apples ; Carter and Co., Raynes Park, i r

vegetables; Thatcham Fruit and Flower Farm, for

vegetables and salads.

Sillier Banksian Medals.

Barr and Son, Covent. Garden, for Japanese pigmy
trees; W. and J. Brown, Peterborough, for Likus

and Gaillardias; Jefferies and Son. Cirencester, I i

Tulips; H. J. Jones. Lewisham, for Pelargoniums,
Fuchsias and Phloxes: Mrs. V. A. Litkie, Maidenhead,
for Schizanthus ; C. Waley, Reigate, lor Schisanthus

;

Misses Hopkins, Shepperton. for rock garden; G.

Reuthe, Keston. for rock garden ; C. F. Waters, Bal-

oombe, for Orchids; Barrie ami Bivwn. King William
Street, for herbaceous plants: A. P. Brandt, Bletelung-

lev, for Pelargonium's : H. B. Brandt, Nut field, forStrepto-

carpus and lol ige plants; Rev. H. Buckston, Etwall, lor

li,-il,areou. i ..!> , ...n :.i. ; I aitcr. Pasre and Co.. London
Wall, for Dahlias, Violas and annuals; A. H. dole, Swan-
lev, for herbaceous ami flowering plants; Mrs. Li . I

Edwards, Br™ Oerog, for Alpines; H. N, Ellison. West
Bromwich. for Ferns and Cacti: J. Forbes. Hawick, lor

herbaceous plants: Gilbert and Sons, Dyke, for Anemones;
W. Lawrensou. Yami on-Tees. for hardy Primulas and.

Alpines; Lissodell, Sligo, for hardy Primulas; J. Mao-
Donakl. Harpenden, lor Grasses; Stuart Maples, Steven-

age, for Alpines; R. Prichard, West Moors, for Alpines:

Rich and Co, Bath, for hardy plants; G. R. Smith, New
Thunderslev, for Cacti : G. Underwood. Leicester, for

Viola- andPansies : Waterer. Sons, and Crisp. Twyfoi I,

for Tulip?: J. D. Webster, Chichester, for Sweet Peas;
W. Well?. Merstham, for Antirrhinums; Whitelegg .1 l

Page, Chislehurst, for Alpines in pots; E. J. Wootton,
Ea-tleigh, for Carnations.

Bronze Flora Medals.

E. C. Bowell. Cheltenham, for Alpines; Burton Hal Ij

Plant Nursery, for Alpines ami rocK plants: J. J. Wail,
Finchlev. for Calceolarias. Godfrey and Son, F.xmouth,
for flowering plants; P. Ladd. Swanley, for flowt-i nig
plants.

Bronze Banksian MedaU.

C. Chantlcr. St. Mary Cray, for flowering trees,

foliage, err., treefl ami shrubs; Wills and Segar, Onslow
Crescent, f"i- Bay trees; Laxton Bros., Bedford, for

trained fruit ti-

HORTICULTURAL SUNDRIES.

Standard Cups.

.las. Carter and Co.. for scientific seed testing, draw-
ings, etc. : Sutton and Sons, for garden tools, cutlery, and
other garden requisites.

Silver-Gilt Banksian Medals.

J. Bentley, Ltd., for chemical specialities/ exhil :

Oak Spraying Machine Co.. for exhibit ol spraying
apparatus, etc.: Fowler. Lee and Co.. for exhibit ol

11 int. eic bottling apparatus, anil bottled fruits; The
Union of South All o;i. for exhibit of South African pro-

duce ; Walter Voss, for exhibit of insecticides and fer-

tilisers.
Silver Flora Medals.

"Country Life." Ltd.. for garden papers; the

ham Jam' Co., for exhibit of jams, preserved fruits.
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and lavender water ; Headley Bros., for exhibit of gar-

den books and pictures.

Silver Banlsian Medals.

Acme Patent Ladder Co., for exhibit of steps.

ladders, etc. ; Barr and Sons, for exhibit of garden

tools ; Blake and Mackenzie, for exhibit of flower

pots, seed pocket filling machines, etc. ; Boundary
Chemical Co., for exhibit of weed killer, syringes, etc.

;

the Dryad Cane and Metal Works, for exhibit of

Conservatory furniture; the En-Tout-Cas Co., for ex-

hibit of garden seats, etc. ; Hartjen and Co., for

exhibit of spraying machines ; Hartley and Sugden, for

exhibit of sectional boilers, etc. ; Vernon T. Hill, for

exhibit of slug traps; London Provincial, Etc., Building

Co., for exhibit of portable garden bouse; Mr». Miller,

for exhibit of Moyleen confections; H. Pattisson, for

exhibit of horse boots, tools, etc. ; J. Pither, for exhibit

of mushroom spawn; Pullen-Burry, Ltd., for exhibit of

transverse travelling hothouses ; G. W. Purser, for ex-

hibit of spraying apparatus ; Robinson Bros., for exhibit

of fertilisers, insecticides; Mrs. Sewell, for exhibit of

Elmhur&t preserves.

Bronze Banlsian Medals.

Abbott Bros., .for exhibit of Osterley Table Tray,

etc. ; J. Bradley, for exhibit of the Bunty Tea House ;

Garden City Trug Co., for exhibit of trugs ; Jeyes',

for exhibit of insecticides and sprayers ; Arthur Key,

for exhibition of miniature lawn ; C. P. Kinnell, for

exhibit of heating apparatus, etc. ; C. A. Peters, for

exhibit of wood preservatives ; J. Pinches, for ex-

hibit of horticultural labels ; Prentice Bros., for

exhibit of fertilisers; H. C. Slingsby, for exhibit of

ladders, barrows ; J. Unit, for exhibit of garden
tents and chairs ; Vipan and Headley, for exhibit of

garden seats, arbours, etcT ; Mrs. Webb, for exhibit of

nesting boxes ; H. E. Wemyss. for exhibit of reversible

garden chairs ; A. Oashmore. for exhibit of garden orna-

ments.
Standard Cup.

The Yokohama Nursery Co., for exhibit of miniature
Japanese Gardens.

PICTURES, STATUARY, ETC.
Silver-Gilt Cup.

Bromsgrove Guild, for pictures and statuary.

Silver Cup.
^'•owther and Sons, for garden ornaments.

GARDEN PLANS.
Silver Bunksian Medal.

A. White.
Bronze Bunksian Medals.

Wallace and Co., and Cheal and Sons.

SOCIETIES.
NATIONAL TULIP.

May 20 and 21.—The annual exhibition of the
above society was held at the Royal Hospital
Gardens, Chelsea, on the second and third days
of the R.H.S. Spring Show. The competition
and the flowers were much better than of recent
years.

Twelve varieties: 2 Feathered and 2 Flamed of
( ach class.—The 1st prize exhibit of Mr. C. W.
Needham, Hale, Cheshire, was so good that all

the flowers are worthy of mention. He showed
Samuel Barlow (flamed 'bizarre), Annie McGregor
(flamed rose), Ravenshoe (feathered foybloemen),
George Hayward (flamed bybloemen), Mrs.
Collier (feathered rose), Chancellor (feathered
bybloemen), Stockport (feathered bizarre), Sir
Joseph Paxton (flamed bizarre), Mabel (flamed
rose), Geo. Edward Schofield (feathered rose),

Garibaldi (feathered bizarre), and Mrs. Atkin
(feathered bizarre). Mr. J. W. Bentley, Stake-
hill, Middleton, who won the 2nd prize, showed
good blooms of Annie McGregor, George Edward,
Chancellor and Samuel Barlow ; 3rd, Mr. A. D.
Hall, Merton, Surrey.
Six varieties: 1 Feathered arid 1 Flamed of each

class.—The flowers in this class were not quite
so good as in the former, but Mr. C. W. Need-
ham's 1st prize exhibit included very good
examples of Sir Joseph Paxton and Annie
McGregor; 2nd, Mr. A. D. Hall; 3rd, Mr. J.
W. Bentley.

Three Feathered varieties: 1 of each class.—
The 1st prize exhibit of Mr. C. W. Needham was
especially good ; he showed Mrs. Collier, Stock-
port, and John Moodie; 2nd, Mr. J. W.
Bentley ; 3rd, Mr. A. E. Chafer, Cambridge.

Three Flamed varieties: 1 of each class.—The
best bloom in this class was that of Adonis in
the 1st prize exhibit of Mr. J. W. Bentley ; 2nd
prize, Mr. C. W. Needham.
Six Breeder varieties: 2 of each class.—The

competition was very good. Mr. J. W. Bentley
won the 1st prize with splendid blooms of
such varieties as Alfred Lloyd, Mrs. Barlow
and Lady Grosvenor; 2nd, Mr. A. D. Hall, who
had a beautiful Rose seedling ; 3rd, Mr. C. W.
Needham.

Three Breeder varieties: 1 of each class.—Al-

though Mr. C. W. Needham, who won the 1st

prize, showed a very fine bloom of Samuel Bar-

low, the flowers in this class were not of equal

merit to the foregoing ; 2nd, Mr. J. W. Bentley.

In the class for six varieties restricted to growers

of fewer than 400 blooming bulbs, Mr. A. E.

Chafer won the 1st prize with a collection which
included a good bloom of Adonis; 2nd, Mr.
Mr. H. S. Bartleet, Shooter's Hill. Mr.
Bastleet was awarded the 1st prize in the class

for three varieties.

The Samuel Barlow prizes were won by Messrs.

A. D. Hall and C. W. Needham in the order

named

.

Single Blooms.

Mr. A. D. Hall won the 1st prizes offered

in the classes for single blooms of bybloemen
breeder with a good seedling rose breeder with

Miss Willmott, and flamed rose with Mabel. Mr.
C. W. Needham was similarly successful in the

classes for bizarre breeder with Dr. Hardy,
feathered bybloemen with Talisman, feathered

bizarre with G. Haywood, and feathered rose

with Miss Collier. Mr. J. W. Bentley won 1st

prizes offered for flamed bybloemen with Talis-

man, and for flamed 'bizarre with Alfred Lloyd.

The competition in the Open Class for 20 vases

of garden Tulips, 7 blooms of each variety, was
much better than last year. Messrs. Barr and
Sons, Cbvent Garden, won the 1st prize with a
beautiful display ; 2nd, Messrs. Hogg and
Robertson, Dublin ; 3rd, Mr. C. Bourne, Simp-
son, Bletchley.

LINNEAN.
May 7.—At the meeting held on this date

Professor E. B. Poulton, F.R.S., president, in

the chair,

Mr. H. N. Ridley gave an account of "The
Botany of the Utakwa Expedition, Dutch New
Guinea," which had been worked up by various

botanists. He stated that the extensive collec-

tion of plants made by Mr. C. B. Kloss daring
Mr. Wollaston's expedition to Mount Carstensz,

Dutch New Guinea in 1912-13, is the most im-

portant collection of New Guinea plants brought
to this country. In spite of the large collections

made by Dutch and German collectors, there are

upwards of five hundred new species and eight

new genera in the collection, many of great in-

terest.

The plants were collected at various heights,

from sea-level to an altitude of about 13,000

feet, where vegetation ceased. The areas ex-

plored may be divided into four botanical re-

gions :— (1) The Coastal region, where the flora

was largely of Malayan affinity. (2) The foot-

hills, ranging from 500 to 3,000 feet elevation,

an area of dense forest, the flora still typically

Malayan, but containing a distinct Australian

element. (3) The Frontal mountain belt, from
3.000 to 8,000 feet elevation, the Begonia and
Balsam region. Here cultivation ceased. Palms
disappear, and the first of the Palaearctic forms
are met with, such as Viola, Ranunculus,
Hypericum and Galium. (41 The main moun-
tain range. Here the big forest trees disappear

and herbaceous plants show a marked increase.

Casuarinas, Pandani and Violets form a con-

spicuous part of the flora. The highest tree is

Podocarpus papuanus, sp. nov. This attains an
altitude of 10,500 feet. Above 11,000 feet the

rocks became too steep for most plants, the only

plants being Rhododendron bushes, a daisy

(Myriactis), some grasses and mosses. The flora

of this upper region from 8,000 feet upwards
comprised many Palaearctic forms, Geranium,
Thalictrum, Astilbe, Euphrasia, Potentilla,

Gentiana, etc., with the Australian types Ptero-

stylis and Corysanthes.
Mr. A. F. R. Wollaston exhibited a series

of photographs of the scenery and vegetation

taken during the expedition, and Major Gage,

Dr. A. B. Rendle, Mr. E. G. Baker and Dr.

Otto Stapf discussed the paper.

M AR KE T S .

SCHEDULES RECEIVED.

.COVENT GARDE1V, May 20l

We cannot accept any responsibility for the subjoined
I

reports. They aie furnished to us regularly every

Wednesday, by the kindness of* several of the principal

salesmen, who ate responsible for the quotations. It

must be remembered that these quotations do not

represent the prices on any particular day, but only the

general averages for the week preceding the date of our

report. The prices depend upon the quality of the

Bamples, the way in which they are packed, the supply

in the market, and the demand, and they may fluctuate,

not only from day to day, but occasionally several timeB

in one day.—Eds. 1

Cut Flowers, Ac. : Average Wholesale Prices.

s.d. s.d.
|

s. d. s. d.

Orchids, per doz.

:

— Cattleya .. 12' 0-15

— Odontoglos&um
crispum . . 3 0-40

Paeonies, per dozen
bunches- . . 4 0-60

Pancratium, per
dozen blooms. . 2 0-26

Pelargoniums, per
doz. bunches,
double scarlet 5 0-60

— white, per dbz.
bunches . . 4 6-50

i Pyrethrum, white,

Arums(Richardias),
per doz. . . 2' 6- 3

Carnations, per
dozen blooms,
best American
varieties . . 13-20

— smaller, per
doz. bttnches .. 12 0-15

— Carola (crim-

son),extralaxge 4 0-50
— Malmaison, per

doz. blooms

:

pink .. 9 0-10

CorntIowtr,English,
per doz. bnehs. 2 6- 3 '

Eucharis, per doz. 2 0-26
Forget-Me-Not, per

dozen bunches 2 0-30
Gardenias, per box

of 15 and 18
blooms

Gladiolus, Bhishing
Bride, per doz.
hunches

— Se Plus Ultra,

per doz. spikes
— Peach Blossom,

per doz. bnchs.
— The Bride
Gypsophila, pink,

per doz. bun. .

.

— white
— white, Jarge

bunches, each..

Iceland Poppies,
p. doz. bunches

Iris, Spanish, per
doz. bunches .

.

Lilium auratum,
per bunch . . — —

— longiflorum,
perdoz.,long.. 19-20

short . . 1' 6- 1 9
— lancifolium

album, long ..

short
— rubrum, per

doz. , long
short

Lily-of-the-Valley,
per dozen
bunches

:

— extra special . . 12 0-15

— special .

.

— ordinary
Marguerites; per

dozen BuncHes 16-20
Mignonette, per

dozen bunches 3 0-40
Narcissus,Poeticus,

per doz. bun. . . 1 6- 2/

— double white,
tforepJeno .. 2 6-30

16-4-0

6 0- a

1 e- 1 9

6 0-8
9 0-15

6 9- 6
3 0-60

10-13

2 0-30

6 0-90

2 0-26
2 0-26

2 6-30
10-13

9 0-10

S 0- 9

per dbz. bun.
— single; coloured
Roses : per dozen

blooms, Brides-
maid

— Caroline Testout
— Frau Karl Dtu-

schki, per d'oz.

blboms .

.

— General Jac-
queminot

— Joseph Lowe .

.

— Kaiserin Au-
gusta Victoria

— Lady Hillingdon
— Liberty
— lime. Carnot..
— Madame A.

Chatenay
— Melody
— My Maryland..
— Niphetos
— Prince de Bul-

garie, per doz.
— Richmond
— Sunburst
— Sunrise
— W. A. Richard-

son
— White Craw-

ford
— Yellow Sou-

venir .

.

Spiraea, per doz.

hunches
Statice, mauve, per

doz. bunches .

Stephanotis, per 72
pips

Stocks, English,
white, per doz.

bunches
— coloured
Sweet Peas, white

and coloured,
per dbz. bun.

Tulips,. Darwin, per
doz. bunches,,
in variety

3 0-4
3 0-3 6

2 0-30

io-n
2 0-30

16-26
10-16
2 0-30
2 0-26

16-3 0*

16-26
10-16
13-16

16-26
16-30
16-20
10-16

i) 9- 1 6

2 0-30

b 0- 6

3 0-4 6«

4 0-60
5 0-66

3 C-12

4 0-80

Cut Foliage, &e
s.

Adiantum Fern
(M.aidenhair),
best, per doz,

bunches . . 3

Agrostis (Fairy
Grass), per doz.

bunches . . 2

Asparagus plumo-
sus, long trails,

per half-dozen 1
— medium, doz,

bunches .. 12
— Sprengeri .. 6

Carnation foliage,

doz. bunches . . 3

,: Average Wholesale Prices,

d. s. d. s. d. a. d.

Croton foliage,

doz. bunches 12 0-15

Cycas leaves, per

0- 4-
I

doz
Eulalia japonica,

per hunch
n-4 lichen Moss, per

dozen boxes
Moss, gross

bunches
6-2 Myrtle, doz. bnchs.

!
English,

0-18
| small-leaved ..

0-12 _ French..
Smilax, per bunch

0-60' of 6 trails

2 0- 9

10-16

9 0-10 6

6 —

6 —
1 —

10-1J

Yorkshire Agricultural Society's Annual
Show at Bradford, en Wednesday. Thursday, and
Friday, July 22, 23, and 24. Manager of Horticultural

Section, Mr. Peter Blair, Trentham Gardens, Stoke-on-

Trent.

Richmond Horticultural Society, — Annual
Flower Show, Wednesday, June 24, 1914.

Remarks.—There is a good demand for white flowersy

mostly for double white Narcissus and English-grown

Stock, which is somewhat scarcer. Double white Nar-

cissus is arriving from Guernsey, but better quality

flowers are being received from growers in Lincoln-

shire. White Pelargonium is selling well. Carnations

are more plentiful, and their prices are lower. Mai-

maisons are arriving in good condition, and trade

in these flowers has improved'. Darwin Tulips are prac*

ticairy over. Large numbers of Gladioli are arriving-

from Guernsey, and The Bride variety is in much
finer condition. Fine inflorescences of yellow

Richard!as (Arums) are coming to hand from this

quarter, and" their prices have fallen ; there seems to

be no demand for them, and they are only purchased

by thv chief London florists. Roses are only of a

meumm quality, but Sweet Peas are arriving in a

splendid condition, and they can be had at prices
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ranging from 2s. to 12s. per dozen -bunches. Iceland
Poppies, Paeonies, white and coloured Pyrethrum, Corn-
flowers, blue-flowered Statice. and white and pink Gyp-
sophila are all being sent in large consignments.

Plants In Pots, &c. : Average Wholesale Prices.

per

Axalia Sieboldii,
dozen

Araucaria excelsa
per dozen

Asparagus plumo-
sus nanus, per
dozen .

.

— Sprengeri

Aspidistra, perdoz.,
green

— variegated

Cacti, various,
tray of 15's

tray of 12's

Cinerarias, 48's .

.

Cocos Weddeliana,
per dozen, 60's

— larger, each .

.

Croton, per dozen

Dracaena, green,
per dozen

Erica persoluta,
per dozen 48's .

.

— candidissima .

.

— Cavendishii .

.

— coccinea— Willmorei
Ferns, in thumbs,

per 100..
— in small and

large 60's— in 48's, per
dozen .

.

— choicer sorts,

per dozen
— in 32's, per

doz.

Fuchsias, 48's, per
dozen

s. d. s. d.

6 0-70

18 0-21

10 0-12

6 0-80

18 0-30

30 0-60

4 —
5 —
6 0- S

6 0-12

2 6-10 6

18 0-30

10 0-12

18 0-24

12 0-15

21 0-24

12 0-15

12 0-15

8 0-12

12 0-z0

6 0-60

8 0-12

10 0-18

7 0-90

Geonoma gracilis
60's per dozen .

.

— larger, each .

.

Heliotropes, 48's

per dozen
Hydrangeas, Pink,

per doz. 48's .

.

— White
— Blue ..

Kentia Belmore-
ana, per dozen

— Forsteriana,60's,
per dozen

larger, per
dozen

Latania borbonica,
per dozen

Lilium longiflorum,
per dozen

Lily-of-the-Valley
— 48's, per dozen
Marguerites, in 48's,

per doz., white
Pandanus Veitchii,

per dozen
Pelargoniums, 48's,

per dozen
— Zonal, 48's, per

doz.
— Iyyleaf , 48's .

.

Phoenix rupicola,
each

Rodanthe
Spiraea japonica,

per dozen pots
Stocks, white, 48's

per dczen— pink— red
Verbenas, Miss

Willir-ott, 48's,

per dozen

s. d. s. d.

6 0-80
2 6-76

6 0-70

10 0-18

12 0-15

18 0-36

5.0-8

4 0-80

18 0-36

12 0-30

IS 0-24

18 0-21

21 0-30

6 0- S

36 0-48

10 0-12

5 0-60
6 0-90

2 6-21

5 0-60

6 0-80

6 0-80
6 0-80
6 0-80

8 0-90

10 6-

9 0-

16 0-

1 2-

4 3-

11
9 6-

10
14

Remarks.—Business in this department is more brisk,
especially among bedding plants. There is a good de-
mand for blue-flowered Hydrangeas, and Ferns also
are selling better. Asparagus Sprengeri in pots is sell-

ing freely. The scarlet Salvia Pride of Zurich is very
popular, also the pink Verbena Miss Willmott.

Fruit : Average Wholesale Prlees.

s.d.
Apples, Australian.

per case
cooking, case

— Cox's, case .

,

Apricots, box
— cases ..

Bananas, bunch

:

— Double Ex. .— Extra ..— Extra-medium
— Giant ..

— Medium
— Red, per ton .. £23
— Jamaica, p. ton £15
Cherries.French.box 1 2-

— per 4 sieve . . 5 6-

Dates, dozen boxes 4 0-

— per cwt. case. . 20
Figs, English, p. doz. 4 0-

— Kadrowi, cwt. 11

Gooseberries,
strike . . . . 4

Grapes r

— Australian, per
box

— Belgium Gros
Colniar, per lb.— Cape, 1 ox

:

\Vh.t3 Mus-
cat .

.

Red Muscat
RaisinBlanc

— English, New,
per lb

Canon Hall
Muscat, lb

Muscat of
Alexandria,!))- 10

Grape Fruit, case
— 96's— 80's
— 64's
— 54's

16 0-'

2

5 6
C o.

3 6'

10 0-

14

s. d.
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the bulbs" themselves. This increase of the

bulbs was -a valuable crop. In the end His

Honour decided to take ten days to think over

his judgment. What he was going to do, he

indicated, was simply to answer the question

whether bulbs came within the meaning of the

words in the lease.

Judgment was delivered on the 14th inst.

His Honour said there could be no doubt that

bulbs came under the head of flowers. There were

also bulbs producing food plants. The land-

lords were bound to pay for fruit trees and not

merely fruit. They must, therefore, pay for the

bulbs and not merely the blooms. His decision

was that bulbs, Rhubarb, and Paeonies were

included in the words "other crops."

CLAIM FOR COMPENSATION.
At the Redhill County Court on Monday

Frederick Humphreys, Norwood Hill, gardener,

sued Miss Christabe'l Ellis, of Little Mynthurst
Farm, Leigh, for compensation arising from an

alleged accident.

The applicant, aged sixty, had an accident

thirty-five years ago, suffering injury to the

spine, and since then he had been weak in the

right leg and arm. For twenty years he was
employed by the late Rev. C. J. Lucas, and
nevei had a- holiday or an illness. At the end
of October he asked. Wright, the gardener to

the respondent, for a job, which he gave him.
His wages were £1 a week. On January 16 ha
was carrying a plank across a meadow, and
stepped into a hole and sprained his knee. He
did not see tb3 hole as it was covered over with
grass. Witness continued work for a day or

two, but owing to the condition of his knee he
had to leave his work on January 21, He went
to a doctor and received' treatment. Up to

April 23 he was resting. About a month after

the accident respondent's butler called and paid
him 10s. for three day's wages, and he (witness)

told him the Prudential Insurance Company
would not pay him when he applied, as the
claim had firet to be made to the employer under
the Workmen's Compensation Art. His left knee
was much better, but not quite so strong ;,s

previously. Witness applied to the Prudential
Insurance Company for insurance money. The
notice was given by the company, and the notice

stated that .the accident was on January 21.

Dr. C. F. Wakefield, of Norwood Hill, said

the applicant had a weak right side, but ho
could do his work all right. On January 21

applicant came to him, and his left knee joint

was hot, painful, and- swollen. It was just such
a condition that might have been caused under
circumstances told by the applicant.

Respondent's counsel submitted that the appli-

cant was a. casual workman, and that no notice

of the accident was given until March 20, and
that the notice was incorrect, so that the re-

spondent was prejudiced.

The respondent said she received the notice
on March 20.

His Honour said, in spite of the able argument
of applicant's counsel, he had come to the con-
clusion that the claim must not succeed. It was
quite clear that it was the duty of the applicant
to satisfy the Court that he had given a written
notice to his employer as soon as practicable
after the accident was said to have occurred,
and if he had not done so he must show that
the employer had not been prejudiced owing to
his neglect. There was not the slightest doubt
that the written notice was not given as soon as
practicable. As to whether the employer had
been prejudiced, he had lost the opportunity of
investigating the facts connected with the alleged
accident. There would be judgment for the
respondent.
His Honour made an order for costs, on Scale

B, against the Prudential Approved Society.

CLAIM FOR COMPENSATION.
At the Clerkenwell County Court, under the

Workmen's Compensation Act, an award was
made on Friday last, by agreement, of £110 to
Mary Dobson, widow, of Aberdeen Road. High-
bury, against William Clinton, of Aberdeen Park
Nurseries, Highbury Grove, in respect of the
loss of her husband.

It was stated that the deceased man, a gar-
den^-, met with e, fatal accident whilst in the
employ of Mr. Clinton at Spencer's Yard, High-
bury Grove, on February 10 last.

TRADE NOTE.

Mr. H. Jenkins, who for the past six year*

has been nursery manager for Messrs. Michio
and Co., of Alnwick, Northumberland, has been
appointed by Messrs. Alfred Spring and Co.,

Ltd., of London, as their representative for

the Midland Counties for the sale of their manure
" Stimuland." [Thanks for contribution to

R.G.O.F. Box.—Eds.].

Angdloa Cliftonii : B. D. K. Anguloa Cliftonii

grows best in the shady end of an intermediate
house. The plants should be watered freely

when growing actively, and partially dried off

for a time alter growth is completed.

Avocado Pear : 0. G. B. We have not seen
seedlings of the Avocado Pear (Persea gratis-

sima) " growing like Hyacinths in water, and
up to 6 feet in height,'' but as Chestnuts and
acorns will germinate and grow to a goodly
size when treated similarly it is quite

possible that your information is correct,

although the height may perhaps be somewhat
exaggerated. The seeds of the Avocado Pear
should be sown as soon as they are received,

and placed in a tropical temperature. A soil

similar to that used for Codiaeums (Crotons)

will be found suitable.

Figs Falling : C. A. B. There is nothing what-
ever the matter with your Figs ; the only
reason for the failure in the first crop is that it

appears too early in the year to be fertilised

by the agency of insects.

Gardeners' Notice : H. J. In the absence of

any agreement to the contrary a head gardener
is entitled to a month's notice or a month's
wages in lieu of notice, and the mere fact that
he is paid weekly for the sake of convenience
does not alter his rights. You cannot demand
from your present employer any correspond-
ence which he had with your former employer
as to your character. If, however, testimonials

were given to you personally, and you handed
these to your present employer when he en-

gaged you, you can demand them back again.

Melon Roots Unhealthy: C. I. AT
. Your

Melons are suffering from "Tomato canker."
There is no cure for this disease, and the
affected plants should be removed and burnt
immediately. Careful watch should be kept
on plants which now appear to be healthy, and
on the least sign of the disease the parts should
be cut off and destroyed, or the canker will

spread.

Names op Plants : W. F. Godwin. 1, Bougain-
villaea spectabilis ; 2, We do not recognise the
variety ; 3, Arctostaphylos Uva-ursi ; 4, Eu-
onymus nanus.

—

L. B. Pulkinghorne. Berberis

Hookeri.

—

M. E. Bathe. Cydonia japonica
Moerloesii Salvia officinalis purpurea varie-

gata. The seedling Broom is near one of the
parents of Cytisus praecox, namely C. pur-
gans.

—

A. B. C. Bromus mollis.;

—

W. B. S.

Chieranthus Allionii.

—

L. D. 1, Send in
flower or fruit ; 2, Halesia tetraptera ; 3,

Prunus Padus ; 4, Berberis Darwinii.

—

Hortus.
Lonicera tatarica.— IF. H., Bromley. Both
specimens are " The Loquat," Eriobotrya
japonica.

—

C. J. E. 1, Prunus Padus; 2,

Crataegus punctata ; 3, Staphylea pinnata

;

4, Pyrus salicifolia ; 5, Tsuga canadensis; 6,

Caragana sp. ? ; better specimen desirable.

—

G. W. 1, Laelia purpurata; 2, Dendrobium
chrysotoxum ; 3, Epidendrum cochleatum

;

4, Maxillaria Harrisoniana pubigera.

—

0. T. S.

1, Dendrobium cretaceum ; 2, Bulbophyllum
auricomum ; 3, Dendrobium Pierardii ; 4,

Masdevallia caudata.

Narcissus : R. L. F. 1. N. Poeticus variety

;

2, N. biflorus ; 3. unrecognised. We cannot
advise you how the varieties have been intro-

duced to your garden.

Nectarines. Cracking : Anxious. The-cause of
the cracking of your Nectarines is the pre-

sence of too much water at the root. The
plants absorb more water than the fruits will

hold, and -the delicate sluns burst under the
pressure.

Notice of Dismissal : J. R. L. In the

absence of any agreement to the contrary a
head gardener is entitled to a month's notice or

a monuh's wages in lieu of notice. He should
give up occupation of tho lodge on the same
day that his notice expires. In cases of gross

misconduct a gardener, like any other servant,

can be instantly dismissed, but as you do not
mention the reason for dismissal it is not pos-

sible to express an opinion as to whether your
conduct would have entitled your employer to

take such drastic steps. Your son who is

working under you would, as a general rule, be
entitled to a week's notice. The fact that he
was paid fortnightly would not necessarily

alter this rule ; but it is somewhat unusual to

pay wages every fortnight, and this might pos-

sibly justify a presumption that a special

arrangement of a fortnight's notice was con-

templated. Your son could not claim any-
thing for the hire of the bird-cage. No doubt
it was understoodi that the cage would be lent

without making any charge, and in the cir-

cumstances an agreement to pay for the hire of

it would not be presumed.

Onions Turning Yellow : Inchicone. The
Onion fly is no doubt the cause of your
Onions failing. Syringe the young plants
with paraffin twice weekly immediately they
show above ground, using a wineglassful of

paraffin to 4 gallons of water, keeping the
mixture well stirred. Soot used freely is also

a good preventive of Onion fly. Plants raised

in boxes in a cool house or frame during
January and planted out in April seldom
suffer from attacks of Onion fly.

Rambler Roses Budded Last Summer : A
Header AH the Year Round. As a rule Roses
of the Wichuraiana section require no pinch-

ing back, as they break freely and naturally

at the base and become bushy enough. Those
of the multiflora group should be cut back to

three or four eyes, and this should be done at

once.

Tomato Plant Diseased : II*. G. Your plant

has been killed by the " Sleeping Disease."
No cure is known for this pest, but the in-

fected soil must be sterilised by heat before

it is again used for Tomatos, or the next
year's crop will be affected by the disease.

Treatment of Soil : An Amateur. The advice
to bring the subsoil to the top when digging

needs qualifying. In such cases as yours,

where the subsoil is pure clay, such a pro-

cedure, without a considerable amount of after-

treatment, would render the garden infertile,

for pure clay in its natural state is incapable of

supporting vegetation. We are well aware
that several successful vegetable growers advo-

cate, and no doubt practice, annual trenching

of the kitchen garden soil, but these gar-

deners are in a position to expend a consider-

able amount of labour on the soil after the

trenching has been done, and to ameliorate it

by adding various substances, thus making it

very fertile. But the majority of gardeners,

who are not placed so fortunately, find

bastard trenching to be best, and it is this

method that we advise you to follow.

Vine Leaves : /. F. B., Elm wood. There is no
Phylloxera present in the Vine leaves. The
spots are known as " sap-warts "

; they are pro-

duced by the double condition of an excess of

atmospheric moisture and too bright a light.

We do not make any charge for replies to

enquiries, and have therefore placed the re-

mittance you sent in the collecting box for the

Royal Gardeners' Orphan Fund.

Communications Received —A H—R. M. (C.G.A.)

g. c. A. A.—B. B—Inauis.—J. Lynn—H. W.—
W. B. W.—W. K.—W. H. W.—E. B.—S. A.—H. W. T.—
E. A. B.—Miss T.—White Rose—H. & Sons—Rev.

D. R. W.—Rov. M*t. Soc—H. W. W.—A. J. B.—
VC. T.—H. S.—W. E.—Dr. E.—J. D. M.—T. U.S. & S.

—Dorset Gardener—Perplexed.
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market. The big, coarse fruit of the barrow

is a plebeian which triumphs over the smaller,

better-flavoured Chinese or Canary Banana,

and it owes its triumph to the fact that it

can stand the long journey—from Central

America or Jamaica—better than the finer fruit

of the Canaries.

Another illusion, or error rather, which Mr.

Fawcett demolishes is that which imputed

synonymity to the Banana and the Plantain.

They are distinct. The Plantain is the fruit

of Musa paradisiaca, and good as a cooked

fruit—a tropical substitute for the Potato, and

remains that in most plants pollination gives

rise to fruit and seed, and without pollination

neither fruit nor seed is produced. It still re-

mains to explain the relatively few aberrant

cases in which an unpollinated plant, though it

produces no seed, nevertheless produces fruits.

The rapidity with which the Banana has estab-

lished itself on the European market is described

vividly by Sir Daniel Morris in his brief but

excellent preface. Fifty years ago Jamaica ex-

ported fruit to the annual value of £728; to-day

the value of its exports of fruit, chiefly Bananas,

amounts to 1^ million pounds sterling. In the

ORCHID NOTES AND GLEANINGS.

Fig 164.

—

iris goldcrest : flowers bright violet-blue, beard coloured golden.

(See p. 382.)

the Banana is the fruit of one of the almost

infinite varieties of other species of Musa, the

chief of which have been named already.

Those who grow Musas in houses in this

country will find in Mr. Fawcett's pages many
useful hints, as, for example, the fact well known
to travellers that the lower parts of the leaves

are so channelled as to conduct rain-water falling

upon them towards the base, and the applica-

tion of the fact that water supplied in this way
is important for the proper shooting of the flower-

stalk. On one point we find ourselves in dis-

agreement with Mr. Fawcett. He observes (p.

16) that there is no difficulty whatever in under-
standing how the seedless Banana arrives. To
account for the phenomenon continuous selec-

tion of poor seeders is invoked. But the fact

economic development of the West Indies Sir

Daniel, as is well known, played an important

part, and it must be a source of real and legiti-

mate satisfaction to him that the enterprise

which he helped to foster has in literal sense

borne such a rich harvest of fruit.

As was remarked at the beginning of this

account of Mr. Fawcett's excellent work, the

book is full of matter, and we may conclude by

drawing attention to the account given of

attempts to dispense with cold storage in the

carriage of this fruit. Experiments appear to

show that Bananas may be " shipped " success-

fully by packing them in peat or other absorbent

material, such as well-dried husks of maize.

Herein lies a useful hint for those who wish to

preserve fruits or seeds of plants generally.

ORCHIDS AT JARVIS BROOK.

A few years ago the firm of Messrs. Stuart

Low and Co. purchased, a large holding of land

on the east side of Crowborough, in the highest

part of the Weald of Sussex, a district favour-

able for the culture of Orchids. The- object of

acquiring the new land was twofold— to find

space for the cultivation of decorative plants

and general nursery stock which had become
crowded at the main establishment at Bush Hill

Park, Enfield, and to remove the large col-

lection of Orchids which had increased rapidly

by hybridisation and importation to a locality

distant from London and known to be favour-

able for their culture.

In the open ground are planted large quan-

tities of Rose6 of all kinds, and large blocks of

houses are devoted to the culture of perpetual-

flowering Carnations. Our visit, however, was
made for the purpose of inspecting the Orchids,

which occupy twenty-four spacious houses in two
blocks, joined together at the ends by long cor-

ridors and heated by seven Robin Hood boilers.

The firm specialises in importations of showy
Cattleyas, Laelias, Dendrobiums, and other de-

corative Orchids, and their reputation i6 well

sustained in the collections at the new establish-

ment, for there are thousands of specimens, from
the batches imported this spring to the estab-

lished plants in flower. Dendrobium Ward-
ianum is one of the best represented, the large-

flowered type often called Lowii partly filling

several houses, the new importations breaking
into from three to nine growths to a plant, en-

suring them over the difficulties of the early

stage. The extraordinary long-bulbed, free-

growing type of D. formosum giganteum, which
is certainly a new type, with very fine white

flowers with yellow centres, gives growers who
have experienced difficulties with the old type a

fresh chance of success ; the dark-flowered D.
nobile, and a batch of the white form, D.
crepidatum, D. dixanthum, D. clavatum, D. fim-

briatum, D. crassinode, D. crystallinum, D.

Phalaenopsis, and other showy species, D.

thyrsiflorum, D. Ja.mesianum, and the dwarf
floriferous type are all giving bloom. A house of

Renanthera Imschootiana gives a brilliant dis-

play of tall spikes of deep red butterfly-like

flowers, and shows it as one of the best plants

for the exhibition season. An interesting pheno-

menon in this house is the presence of a

plant of larger growth, but with similar flowers,

imported before R. Imschootiana was known and
probably to be found in the Reichenbach her-

barium under another name.
The houses of Cattleya Mossiae and C. Men-

delii, containing thousands of fine specimens,

many of them in bloom, are in themselves worthy

of a visit. Both species are of the best type,

and the variation in the colouring of the

flowers .is remarkable, the C. Mossiae, numerous
as they are, scarcely having two exactly alike.

A large batch of white and white-petalled forms

is present, the forms of the Reineckiana sec-

tion, one of the best of which is C. M. Magaliae,

and C. M. Lady Dorington being specially good.

Among remarkable plants in these houses are

C. Mossiae Wageneri, with five flower-sheaths

;

C. Mendelii alba, C. M. alba Stuart Low, C.

Warscewiczii alba Firmin Lambeau, of the

F.C.C. and Gold Medal 6tock ; C. maxima alba,

C. O'Brieniana alba, C. Loddigesii alba Stanley's

variety ; and a small batch of white-petalled

forms of C. Percivaliana and white C. labiate.

Houses of C. labiate, C. Schniderae, C. Har-

risoniana, Vanda coerulea, and other standard

Orchids, in most of which some fresh arrivals

were being acclimatised, were noted ; and in

many of the houses small lots of rare species im-

ported with the showier things were present.

To mention some of the batches most pro-

minent by their evidence of good culture and

free flowering, we found specially good a fine
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lot of Miltonia vexillaria and hybrids densely-

set with flower; a lot of Roezlii and variety

alba; some fine tufts of M. Phalaenopsis, with

one pure white form; a house of Cattleya

Trianae with most of the famous forms; two

houses of Odontoglossums, chiefly of the best

variety of 0. crispum, in flower or bud, with

some excellent blotched forms ; one large home-

raised variety being of extra merit. Of a

number of hybrid Odontoglossums some were in

flower, and a large lot of Odontiodas had fine

spikes' of brilliant red blooms, chiefly on plants

of 0. Vuylstekeae, 0. Bradshawiae, 0. Cook-

soniae and 0. Devossiana.

A small warm house was plentifully furnished

with sprays of the white Moth Orchid, Phalae-

nopsis Rimestadiana, with smaller lots of P.

Aphrodite, P. Schilleriana, and a plant of the

ieopardinum, and other Bulbophyllums and

Uirrhopetalums, Dendrobium Victoria Eegina,

Odontoglossum platychilum, and some very fine

scarlet forms of Sophronitis grandiflora. Two
houses of Cypripediums have some plants in

bloom, one hybrid between C. Leeanum Clinka-

berryanum and C. Mrs. Wm. Mostyn being a

fine novelty of perfect shape and rich colouring.

The hybrid Orchids occupy suitable places in

many of the houses devoted to the species, and

some long ranges are devoted to them entirely.

Mr. Jack, who so ably manages this department,

showed us batches of Brasso-Cattleya, Laelio-

Cattleya and various other crosses in all stages

of development, a very large number being due

to flower this and next year. An interesting

batch was of Cattleya Whitei, both home-raised

and imported natural hybrids, the home-raised

Fig. 165.

—

laelio-cattleya Medina excelsior : seials white,
yellow lines at base.

(See p. 382.)

LIP DARK RUBY-RED WITH

rare P. intermedia Portei. In the next division

in bloom were several plants of the elegant blue

Vanda coerulescens, some Rhyncostylis retusa,

Coelogyne asperata (Lowii), C. speciosa, with

good plants of Vanda San.deriana, Aerides odo-

ratum album, Luisia Amesiana, some fine forms

of Vanda tricolor and other warm-house

Orchids. A house of Cymbidiums has a fine lot

of the known species including C. insigne and

hybrids. Some are in flower : one flowering for

the first time, Cymbidium Venus (Holfordianum

X insigne) has a charming blush-white flower

of perfect shape, with small purple spotting on

the lip.

Among interesting and rare plants in bloom

were the red and purple Cryptochilus sanguinea,

a small batch of the pretty and fragrant

Ornithocephalus grandiflorus, Bulbophyllum

having the better flowers. Laelio-Cattleya

Dominiana of very rich colour gave promise for

the batch with which it was raised, and L.-C.

St. Gothard, Brasso-Cattleya heatonensis and

other Brasso-Cattleyas, and the pretty rose

and orange-tinted Brasso-Laelio- Cattleya Fowleri

were in bloom.

In a retired corner of the block is the seed-

raising house with its cases of freshly germi-

nated seedlings and store pots of healthy little

seedlings, the house itself being filled with

plants in their first pots.

In one corner is a sturdy batch of Sophronitis

crosses, some of which have flowered, S.-C.

Doris, S.-C. Thwaitesii, S.-C. Blackii, S.-C.-L.

bletehliflora, and the pretty and interesting

Lowiana insignis (Brasso-Laelia Helen x So-

phronitis grandiflora).

For watering purposes rain-water is preferred,

but at such an elevation provision has to be made
in case of drought, and a pumping apparatus and
reservoir have been installed to pump and store

the fairly soft water of the district.

THE ROSARY.

SEASONABLE WORK IN THE ROSE
GARDEN.

Roses of all kinds are exceptionally early
this season. Already at the end of April Irish

Brightness was in flower, and Rosa Hugonis is

now in full bloom. This last is a beautiful

species, and often a few days earlier than R.
xanthina, another beautiful yellow-flowered

species. It is welcome news that the National
Rose Society has officially recognised the name
" Pernetiana " for the valuable race originated

by M. Pernet-Ducher. This group will probably

become a very important one. Madame Edouard
Herriot, one of its best representatives, is fully

two weeks earlier than the majority of Hybrid
Teas out-of-doors, and if the raisers can give us
greater variety of colour in this section, we may
expect to have Roses out-of-doors in full bloom
by the end of May in favourable seasons. Owing
to the heavy rains of March, much of the manure
applied earlier in the season has been washed
away, and it will be necessary to apply fresh

dressings, giving a little at frequent intervals

rather than heavy mulchings very seldom. If

preferred, the grower can make his own ferti-

liser instead of buying it. The recipe is as

follows :—Two parts dissolved Peruvian guano,

one part fine bone-meal, half a part sulphate of

potash, one part dried blood, half a part nitrate

of soda. All these ingredients should be well

mixed together and applied at the rate of 5
ounces to the square yard. The best time to

apply it is in the early spring, but even now it

would be beneficial, especially in northern dis-

tricts. Another good mixture is kainit, bone-

meal, and blood manure (about 1 cwt. of each)

well mixed with three barrowfuls of rather dry

potting soil. Leave for two days and then apply

a dressing to all the Rose beds ; another dress-

ing should be made a month after, and a third

after the first blooming. The surface soil should

be kept well stirred, and for this reason no small

plants should be placed between the Roses.

Hybrid Perpetuals should be thinned of all

superfluous shoots, especially in the centre of the

plant. It is well sometimes to tie out the main
growths a little so as to admit the air. Tea Roses

on walls will soon be in bloom. They require

plenty of liquid nourishment. Rambler Roses,

especially Wichuraianas, should not be grown
too thickly and may be opened out with ropes.

Rose pests will be busy this month, and search

should be made for the caterpillars of the winter

moth and mottled amber moth. Spray with

nicotine or tobacco wash, or apply arsenate of

lead paste, to destroy caterpillars. The bushes

should also be sprayed with potassium sulphide

to prevent attacks of fungus. Handpicking i»

the best method for the eradication of Rose

beetles, cockchafers, slug-worms, green Rose
maggots, and other grubs. Damaged foliage is

often the result of hail or cold winds, but it is

sometimes caused by a disease known as black

spot. There is no certain cure for this trouble-

some fungus disease : it is said by Dr. WaddelT

that the application of formaldehyde will check

it. He describes the method of application in-

the National Hone Annual for 1913.

The budding of stocks will now need atten-

tion. They should be supported by a small cane

or they will soon be blown over. The soil be-

tween the stocks and also between the rows

should be stirred. If bushy plants are desired

for potting in autumn, pinch back the plants at

once to about 2 inches. Stocks to be budded
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must be kept hoed. If red rust or orange fungus

shows itself the affected parts must be imme-

diately cut off and burnt. Gaps in the beds can

tions. For instance, the ordinary Niphetos and
Perle des Jardins are more useful than the climb-

ing sports of these varieties, and are in bloom

eyes and will be especially fine. From Bank-
sian Roses the old wood should be removed,
but the fine spray-like growths can be retained.

Indoor climbing Roses should be grown some-
what on the lines of a vine, providing plenty of
heat and moisture, so that the new wood is pro-

duced early. Then in the autumn the houses
can be thrown open and the wood well ripened.
Experience.

166.—MILTONIA J. GDHNEY FOWLER FLOWERS CLEAR ROSE-PINK, WITH RUBY-RED MASK.
(See p. 382.)

now be filled with pot-grown plants, preferably

those which were taken from the open ground
last autumn. The rest of these autumn-potted
plants should be set out in rows about 2 feet

apart and 15 inches apart in the rows. Plunge
them down to the rim of the pot and keep them
moist. They will bloom in July or earlier, and
Polyantha Roses especially treated in this

manner are very useful for decoration.

The culture of Roses under glass is a very in-

teresting pursuit, and now is a very good time
• of year to make preparations for planting out.

This method is better than that of pot culture,

as the stems of the blooms are much longer.

Good, deep soil is necessary, with plenlty of

Tione-meal and well-decayed manure. The best

plants to treat will be those grafted this season

and obtainable in 48-sized pots. Plant in rows a

yard apart and about 2 feet apart in the rows. As
they develop cut out every alternate plant ; those

remaining will soon attain a Height of 5 or 6

feet. Melody is a good variety for planting

under glass; Richmond makes a fine blaze of

colour and Sunburst is extremely attractive.

Lady Pirrie would also be most suitable, and so

would Cherry Page, which is a lovely shade of

pink with a suffusion of golden-yellow. Plenty

of heat and moisture is necessary for green-

house Roses. The flower-buds should be re-

moved in the summer. Hybrid Perpetual pot

Roses which have finished blooming should be
hardened off, but Teas and Hybrid Teas should

be kept indoors until June. A top-dressing of

good artificial manure is of considerable benefit

to the second growth. Any re-potting which is

necessary should be done next month, so that

the roots may be well established by the autumn.

Rambler Roses in pots which are now showing
colour should be watered twice a day on very

bright days. They should be placed in a

cool situation, as they will thus develop a

finer colour. Roses for covering walls and low

rroofs can be selected from the non-climbing sec-

tor a longer period. Climbers such as Fortune's

Yellow and Yellow Banksian should be severely

pruned after flowering. In the case of the

former cut back all side-shoots close to the main

TREES AND SHRUBS.
NEW CHINESE SPECIES.

Concluded from p. 345.

Corylopsis Veitchiana is a beautiful spring
flowering shrub, with pale yellow flowers,
sweetly scented, and containing handsome red
anthers. The pendant racemes are about 3
inches long.

EXOCHORDA RACEMOSA VAR. WlLSONH is a
spring-flowering shrub, bearing white blossoms
larger than those of the older E. grandiflora. It
is a strong grower.

Gaultheria pyroloides var. cuneata is an at-

tractive little plant, bearing pure white fruits.

It is evergreen, and grows to a height of about
12 inches.

Gaultheria Veitchiana is also evergreen. It

bears blue fruits and large leaves.

Hydrangea Sargentiana is remarkable for its

beautiful, velvety foliage, as well as for its

handsome blossoms. The leaves, of a dark green

colour, are about 10 inches long and 5 inches

wide; they are covered thickly with short hairs.

The inflorescence consists of a large, flat head
containing numerous flowers. The inner flowers

appear to be blue, but this is due to the colour

of the stamens. Unfortunately, the plant is un-

able to stand strong sun, and should be grown
only in a shady position.

Ilex Pernyi forms a dense, pyramidal bush.

The leaves are small and spiny, almost sessile,

and set closely on the branches. It is of very

slow growth.

Ilex corallina has slender, drooping

branches, and is in habit very unlike the

majority of Hollies. The leaves are 4 inches to

r
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long, aud 1 inch to 3 inches wide. They are of
a paler green than those of either of the fore-
going species. The plant grows slowly and
forms a well-shaped shrub.

Lonicera mupinensis forms a bush of about
4 feet in height. The flowens are small, dark
red in colour, and are carried on long peduncles.
Lonicera thibetica bears long, thin branches

and small leaves. It forms a spreading, open
bush upwards of 6 feet in height. The flowers
are blue, or bluish-purple, and the fruits orange-
yellow.

Osieomeles Schwerinae bears small foliage,
and is a neat, compact species. In China it
grows to a height of 4 feet,

Piptanthus No. 885 is a much hardier plant
than P. nepalensis and flowers and fruits freely
here in an exposed position. It forms a well-
shaped bush.

Ribes longeracemosum is remarkable on ac-
count of the length of its pendulous racemes of
flowers. The blossoms are shaped like an urn
and are of a greenish-brown colour, set rather
widely apart on the rachis. The raceme, which
develops in May, is 18 inches to 20 inches long.

Ribes LAURjFOLrcM is a low-growing, ever-
green shrub, with thick, leathery leaves, borne
on red petioles. It flowers towards the end of
January, and the blossoms (which are of a pale
yellow shade) last a long time, and are unin-
jured by frost. The species is dioecious, and
the flowers of the male plant are the more showy.
It is a very interesting species, being unlike any
other of the genus.

Rueus Lambertianus is a strongly-growing
Bramble, suitable for growing up poles or per-
golas. It is semi-evergreen; part of the foliage
falls in the autumn, first assuming a brilliant
scarlet hue. The flowers, which are white, are
followed by bright yellow fruits.

Rubus giraldianus is conspicuous in winter
by reason of its gleaming white stems. It grows
to a height of 8 feet to 10 feet, and the foliage

is very graceful—quite unlike the rather coarse
foliage of R. biflorus. It should be planted in

bold masses, for winter effect.

Rubus ichangensis has long, slender stems,
which require support. Its chief attraction lies

in the curious, steely-blue colour of the leaves.

See Gard. Chron., Oct, 25, 1910, fig. 114.

Spiraea (Sorbaria) arborea var. grandis is a

beautiful Spiraea which flowers in late summer.
It is remarkable for the size of its inflorescences,

which attain a length of 18 inches and a width
of 15 inches across the base. The flowers are
white.

Sptraea Sargentiana flowers in June. It-

produces in great abundance large, flat corymbs
of white blossoms.

Stransvaesia Davidiana var. undulata is an
interesting evergreen shrub with a rather

variable habit of growth, some plants growing
much closer to the ground than others. The
leaves are long, of a dark, shining green. The
flowers are suggestive of the Hawthorn, and the

berries are bright red.

Styrax Wilsonii is a very pretty species.

The leaves are small, the stems thin and deli-

cate; the latter bear quantities of white flowers

at a very early stage of growth.

Viburnum foetidum is evergreen, and has a

dense habit of growth. The leaves are light

green and thin in texture.

Viburnum propinquum is also evergreen, but

the foliage is dark and glossy.

Viburnum theiferum (6 feet! is deciduous,

and bears large, shining leaves. Its chief beauty-

is said to lie in the large, bright red fruits, but

these have not yet appeared on our specimen.

Viburnum Davidii is an evergreen shrub of

low growth and neat habit. The leaves are about

6 inches long. The flowers are white.

Climbing Plants.

The following section consists of climbers of

various kinds, which we have cultivated with

success.

Vitis armata var. cyanocarpa is an excellent

climbing plant, with deep green leaves which
assume brilliant colours in autumn.

Vitis himalayana var. rubrifolia is a cling-

ing variety. It bears dark purple leaves with
silver-white veinings, and has a very attractive

appearance.

Actinidia No. 1029a is a fast-growing species

with rough, green leaves. Unfortunately it does

not seem to be quite hardy.

Aristolochia heterophylla is an interesting

plant. The leaves are not so large as those of

A. Sipho, but it bears an abundance of

reddish-brown flowers of the same curious

shape as those of the last-mentioned species

—

a shape which gave rise to the name of " Dutch-

man's Pipe."

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF

LATE WINTER PRUNING.

April lias often been recommended as the bast

time for pruning Apple trees, particularly young

.

ones ; but there are disadvantages as well as

advantages in this late work. Fruit buds an?

liable to be knocked off by the pruner, as the

least touch brushes them off at that period. On
the other hand, the pruner is tempted to leave

shoots intact that should be cut, because of fruit

buds being at or near the ends. The advantages
are, particularly with young trees, that the best-

wood buds to cut above can be seen late better

than early, and, more important, that many buds
which looked like wood buds in the winter have-

Fig. 168.

—

begonia lady carew : flowers carmine-rose colour.
(See p. 382.)

Clematis Gouriana var. Flnetii is an autumn-
flowering Clematis, which bears large panicles of

little white flowers.

Clematis Montana var. rubens is a beautiful

variety of C. montana, and one of the best of

spring-flowering climbers. The deep rose-

coloured flowers are borne in great profusion,

and are slightly larger than those of the type.

The foliage and the young stems are rather

darker in colour than those of C. montana, and
by this means the variety can be recognised when
not in flower.

Clematis Montana var. Wilsonii has much
larger flowers than the type, and blooms in late

summer.
SinoMenium acutum var. clnereum is a pretty

climbing plant with shining green leaves and

stems. E. Beckett, Aldtnham House Gardens,

Herts.

developed into fruit buds by April, so that,

pruning can be done by cutting below them where

extension is needed. A Southern Grower.

SCOTLAND.

Glasgow's New- Park.—The Glasgow

Parks Committee has recommended the Town
Council to accept the generous offer < f Lord Glen-

conner to give 13 acres of land on Garngad Road.

Glasgow, as a public park, and a sum of £1,000

to meet a portion of the expense of laying it out.

Leith Public Bowling Greens.—The various

public bowling greens in Leith were opened for

the season on May 9 by Provost Malcolm Smith.

No fewer than 40*000 players used the greens in>

1913.
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THE BULB GARDEN.

PROSPECTS OF THE LILY SEASON.

The heavy rains experienced in the begin-

ning of May, and the abundant July-like sun-

shine which followed so unexpectedly and bene-

ficently in their train, have had a marvellous

effect upon the development of Oriental Lilies.

This influence has, in south-western Scot-

land, been especially observable in such

fine species as L. candidum (which has

a deservedly wide circulation in my garden

this year), spec:osum, particularly magnificum

and Kraetzeri, which I account the two grandest

in growth of all my Lilies is Hansonii,

with its flower-beds distinctly formed, as

if its intention were to reveal its golden

radiance quite early in June ; Lilium Bur-

bankii, a vigorous and effective derivative

from the famous " Panther Lily " of far Cali-

fornia ; L. Henryi, which, notwithstanding its

pendulous habit, has, as Mr. Grove has ex-

pressively indicated, high artistic capabilities

;

and L monadelphum var. Szovitzianum,

which grows stronger here, and reaches a

greater height than I have found it attaining

almost anywhere else. By far the grandest

grower of all the longifloirums, which are

especially adapted for conservatory cultivation,

endured for much longer than two years. I
cannot, therefore, recommend them very highly
for garden cultivation. David R, Williamson,
Manse, of Kirkmaiden, W igtoivnshire.

Fig. 169.

—

portion of rock garden exhibited by sir. wood at the chelsea show.

representatives of this richly fragrant and re-

fined Eastern Lily, giganteum Szovitzianum,

Henryi, Hansonii (the extremely graceful

"Yellow Martagon "), Chalcedonicum, davuri-

cum, and longiflorum Wilsonii. Lilium Wash-
ingtonianum, one of the loveliest and most ad-

mired of Californian introductions, whose
odour is nearly as powerful and pervasive as

that of a Magnolia, has also developed with

marvellous rapidity ; but on the contrary

such members of the superbly-endowed auratum
family as platyphyllum, Wittei, and virginale

have been much more deliberate in their

growth, though growing in the finest garden
loam enriched with leaf -mould. At pre-

sent (May 20) by far the most advanced

though they also succeed wonderfully in the

open garden (if the soil is fibrous in character,

and the situation moderately sunny and shel-

tered), is the variety called giganteum,

which must not be confounded by any of my
readers with the great Himalayan Lily that

proudly bears that name. It has been probably

so denominated, not on account of its possessing

any gigantic attributes, but because it is more
vigorous in its growth and somewhat more
commanding in its aspect than other varieties

of this exquisite Japanese Lily.

For some years I cultivated Lilium Krameri
and Lilium rubellum, but I found that

though they were precious by reason of

their delicate distinctive colouring, they seldom

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
(The Editors do not hold themselves responsible for

the opinions expressed by correspondents.)

Insect Pests in the Garden and Orchard.
—In reading the articles on the "Market Fruit
Garden " by A Southern Grower, which are so
practical and so frank that they are always f ull

of interest, even to those who do not grow fruit
to any extent, one cannot but notice how large
a part of the labour and expense in the grow-
ing of fruit successfully nowadays is taken up
in combating the insect and fungous pests—in
the struggle between "the grower and the
grub." I think, too, that one can hardly avoid
the impression that there must be a flaw in the
methods adopted. One paragraph of A Southern
Grower's recent article (p. 310) is headed " The
Forlorn Hope of Spraying." " Fruit-growers,"
he writes, " keep on spending large amounts of
money in spraying without any hope of more
than partial benefit." " Spraying against the
leaf-curling aphis after an attack has caused the
curling is a waste of time and money." "In
the case of the apple-sucker ... it is doubtful
whether a. single spraying, however well done,
kills more than one sucker in ten ; at any rate,

before the blossom falls." " On examination,
two days after the operation (of spraying with
a strong soft-soap wash), I find at least half a
dozen live pests to one dead enemy." Such
expressions of experience could be continued
almost indefinitely from other growers and
writers. Of course, one would not advocate the
abandonment of spraying, but it might be sug-
gested whether more discrimination is not
needed. So far as fungous pests are concerned,
spraying and washing as at present praotised
seems to be the most obvious and effective

method, and information) as to the appropriate

fungicides, and the times of their application, is

for the most part available. But with regard
to spraying for insect pests it seems that perhaps
enough consideration has not been paid to the
question of the possible destruction at the same
time of their natural enemies, and that that may
be one reason why the results are so often found
to be ineffective and disappointing. To take
one insect pest, the most widespread and most
protean of all—the aphis. It has many natural
enemies, such as the ichneumon fly, and so on.

But to consider only one, the lady-bird and its

larvae. It seems very likely that indiscriminate
spraying might in destroying the aphis also

destroy the lady-bird and its larvae, and with
the enormous powers of reproduction of the aphis
it would matter little whether only one or a

thousand were missed by the spraying, if by
the destruction of its natural enemies at the
same time it was left practically a free field for

the rest of the year. As I now grow nothing but
Daffodils, Iris and Gladioli I hardly ever even
see an aphis, but some years ago, when trying
to grow something of everything, including fruit,

following a "black Easter" in the spring, my
garden was visited with a devastating plague
of aphis. I sprayed, but with much the same
ineffective results as A Southern Grower de-
scribes, and gave it up in despair. Later in the
year, however, I chanced to observe a colony
of lady-bird larvae feeding on the aphis on some
badly infested Lilium candidum, and I was
very greatly impressed with two things—one,

the speed with which they cleared off the aphis,

and, secondly, that no more aphis reappeared
on those plants, as was invariably the case after
spraying. Thereupon I went out into the high-
ways and the byways and, provided with a
suitable box, I compelled them to come in. I

liberated hundreds of ladv-birds and their larvae
in my garden in this and subsequent years, and
though, of course, I can only give it as my im-
pression, I was satisfied that it was at least as

effective and more lasting than spraying—and a

thousand times cheaper. My experience, how-
ever, also seemed to show that even for the aphis

only it was unlikely we should be able to dis-

pense with spraying entirely. For the lady-bird
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larvae never appeared, or got to work as early
as I could wish, and there was always a period
when I awaited its advent with some anxiety.
This, to a great extent, might be met by specially
breeding them under conditions that would
bring them out rather earlier, and it seems that
there is an opening for a profitable business in
breeding these, and other natural enemies of our
insect pest, for distribution to fruit-growers and
others. The whole subject of discrimination in
spraying for insect pests in relation to their
natural enemies is one which, I think, might
very well be taken up by the new research com-
mittee of the R.H.S., and in due course informa-
tion might be obtained : (1) Whether in any
cases an insecticide could be found which would
destroy the pest without injury (or with a mini-
mum of injury) to its enemy

; (2) at what, times
it would be safe (or safest) to spray with this
consideration in view

; (3) as to the possibilities
of breeding the natural enemies of the various
insect pests, with a selection of those which
would be likely to prove most suitable for this
purpose, and how far it would be possible or
advisable to replace spraying by these methods.
A. J. Bliss.

Slugs in the Garden.— For years I have
been thoroughly disheartened by the damage
which has been caused to plants, etc., by slugs.

The district in which I live seems to be pecu-
liarly suitable for this garden pest, and I have
tried all manner of suggestions for getting rid
of them, without success, and the rheumatic
idea of going out to gather them up on a damp
night I have long since given up. However, I

have just discovered a method which has proved
a great success. A short time ago I read an
article on the slug in a local magazine, and the
writer suggested placing pieces of thin board
round the garden and examining them next
morning. I tried this with the same dis-

heartening disappointment. However, an idea
struck me to try scattering a little bran
underneath these boards, and on the first morn-
ing when I examined them I found about 200
underneath six pieces of board. The slugs seem
to have gorged themselves, and the boards being
there for shelter they had remained under
them. I should be very interested to know if

any of your readers could answer the ques-

tion how the slug discovers from a distance that

the bran is underneath these boards. R. W.
Potts, Highfiehl, Earjlesclijfe, Co. Durham.

The Source of Yellow RosES.-When
my eye caught the heading of the able article

of White Rose, in the Gardeners' Chronicle

(p. 343) I thought surely now someone has at

last discovered how we can produce Roses of the

type of Cloth of Gold and Marechal Niel, and
imagine my disappointment at being left as

much in the dark as before. Shall we ever

know the truth of the origin of Marechal Niel ?

Some have asserted that it was derived from
Isabella Gray, a Rose introduced by Gray in

1855, and Marechal Niel was introduced by
Pradel in 1864. Of course, this is quite possible.

Probably Isabella Gray was obtained from
Lamarque, a Rose introduced by Marechal in

1830, and Cloth of Gold, another derivative from
Lamarque, was introduced in 1843. But what
I should like to get at is to what species we are

indebted for these climbing and dwarf-grow-
ing yellow Teas and Noisettes ? Can we, I

wonder, trace them all to the yellow China Rose
(The Jaune) ? I cannot find any date of its intro-

duction, but Wm. Paul says in his Rose Garden,

p. 303, that " although a fertile seeder it never
produces varieties worthy of notice." But sup-

posing it was introduced anterior to Lamarque,
may it not through hybridisation by insects have
produced some of our yellow Teas and Noisettes?
I am afraid the origin of such Roses as

Marechal Niel will now remain a mystery, for I

imagine there is no one living who can give us

its origin, and certainly old writers are dis-

creetly silent upon the subject. How, then, are

we to obtain Roses of the type of Marechal Niel
and Duchesse d'Auerstaedt ? Will it not be
from the Teas and Noisettes themselves? And
will not somo of our Continental raisers turn
their attention again to their production as their

fathers did, instead of continually striving for

Hybrid Teas, beautiful and useful though these

Roses are? It is quite evident if we go to the
various yellow s;?ecies mentioned by White Rose
we shall obtain briar-like nature in our crossings,
and can we improve on what Pernet Ducher has
done and is doing in this direction? Of course,
it is possible for some hybridist to obtain from
a blending of these yellow species with some
other type as distinct a break as Pernet Ducher
obtained with Soleil d'Or, and I would say good
luck to his efforts, but what I should prefer to
see would be more additions to our Roses of
such varieties as Marechal Niel and Cloth of
Gold but lacking their erratic behaviours. Ex-
perience.

1 do not quite comprehend what White
Rose means when he says that Rose sulphurea,
or hemisphaerica, is always single flowered.
Here the flowers are produced in large num-
bers on elongated sprays of the previous year's
wood, and two flowers on one of the peduncles
are not at all unusual, whilst sometimes there
are three. Parkinson's note shows that he and
his contemporaries understood the peculiarities

of this beautiful Rose to a remarkable extent.
It merely requires the shoots to be severely
thinned, the Rose buds less severely, and there
is no lack of its glorious blooms. It succeeds
equally well here at the foot of a south wall
and as a bush partially protected, and I have
seen it thriving in one of the coldest district.'

in the LTnited Kingdom where Hybrid Teas and
Climbers are repeatedly cut to the ground, and
it unscathed. Probably, therefore, where it

fails it is treated too kindly, in the belief, as
it was that of Parkinson, that it is less hardy
than other Roses. R. P. Brotherston.

The Lesser Narcissus Fly.— Since my last

note we have now, from an authoritative source, a
pronouncement which distinctly assists us to a
conclusion, confirmatory, so far as it goes, of
the views which I have expressed in this discus-
sion ; and destructive, as I venture to suggest,
of the theory put forward by Mr. A. J. Bliss,

inferentially backed up by Mr. George St. Ox,
that this fly acts only as a " scavenger," and
therefore is not to be regarded as a pest

and enemy of the Narcissus. I quote
from the Journal of the Board of Agriculture,
Vol. XXL, No. 2, ju6t issued:—"The second
species, Eumerus Strigatus, which may be
known as the small Narcissus fly, has only
recently proved a serious pest to Narcissi

. . . and as it i6 an exceedingly destructive
insect is likely to prove as serious a pest as
Merodon" (p. 137). This does not look much
like only " scavenger " work. And again, p. 140 :

" The eggs hatch, and the larvae burrow into

the necks of the bulbs. Of these larvae some ap-
pear to feed rapidly, and are full grown in

August. ... In an advanced stage of the
attack the interior of the bulb is entirely

destroyed, and is full of a semi-liquid decaying
mass." I need not further quote, but I strongly
recommend growers of the Narcissus to procure
tills number of the Journal of the Board of
Agriculture which deals with the subject in

considerable detail, and is admirably illustrated.

1 may mention that the preventive measures re-

commended are those which I have already indi-

cated in my notes. Charles E. Shea.

Iris verna.—This pretty little Iris, which
hails from Virginia and neighbouring States

of North America, has just flowered. It ap-
pears to have enjoyed the spell of dry, warm
weather, and to have done better than is often
the case. It is essentially a May flowerer,

usually during the third and fourth weeks; but
this year it began to open its flowers on the
11th, partaking of the hurry which is so con-

spicuous this season with our early summer
flowers, which have overtaken the legitimate

spring flora. Iris verna, the spring Iris, is one
of the smallest species. It has narrow bright
green, tough leaves, 3 or 4 inches long, the flower

rises just above on a short, leafy stalk; the
long perianth-tube lifting it well above the
sheaths. The flower is a brilliant violet-blue,

2 inches in length, rather conical in shape, as

the standards are upright and the falls spread
downwards. Both are the same colour, but the
latter has a broad orange-gold median blotch
edged with white, which sets it off extremely
well. Thus it catches the eye of man, as no

doubt it is intended to attract the insect visitor.

Another point in its favour is the delicious
scent of Violets. Parenthetically I may say here
that the scent distribution in Irises is very ir-

regular. Iris Haynei, which has just flowered,
has a strong scent of Lily-of-the-Valley, and is,

so far as I know, the only Oncocyclus Iris whioh
has a perfume; and among the Regelias I.

Leichtlinii is very sweet, and I. Korolkowii
scentless. Iris verna is seldom seen in cultiva-

tion ; it is a slow grower and not an easy one.
It needs well-drained soil, not too dry in

summer, preferably a loam, rather on the stiff

side, but warm. Eleonora Armitage.

Roadside Beauty.— Mr. E. Molyneux's
general eulogy of tarred roads is easily confuted
by my own particular experience. In his view
the tar is " a boon to plants, especially fruit-

growers. ..." I own two cottages by the side

of the main road here; one is not at all beauti-
ful, so I screened it with pillars of Wichura-
iana Roses. The other is occupied by my
gardener, who has trained similar Roses up the
side of the cottage. An outlying part of my
own gardens comes down to the road, from which
it is bounded by a low wall covered with Roses.
In every case the Roses have been killed or
crippled by the tarring of the road. Two fine

Plum trees, planted as a screen to the road, have
been badly injured. There is no doubt about
this at all ; the fine particles of tar at the time
of its application were carried by the wind and
covered the wood and the foliage. . I could
quote other instances in this neighbourhood.
G. H. Engleheart, Little Clarendon, Dinton,
Salisbury'.

The R.H.S. Autumn Fruit Show.— The
new regulation (No. II.) issued by the Royal
Horticultural Society for competitors at the
Autumn Fruit Show in September next has
come as a great surprise to a large class of exhi-
bitors who have hitherto shown as " amateurs"
or " private gardeners " in Divisions 1, 4, 5, and
6 at this annual show, and it seems likely that
such a drastic alteration of the former regula-

tion must seriously, and perhaps injuriously,

affect the whole character of the exhibition, as

well as the actual exhibitors and their gardeners.

Of course, the Council of the R.H.S. is within
its rights in classifying so-called " amateurs " as
" market-growers " if they grow fruit for sale

even in the smallest area, and although the fruit

so grown may not be of the kind suitable for ex-

hibition at this autumn show such growers can
have no real ground for complaint, and must bow
their heads to the alteration ; but what about
their gardeners ? Their case appears to me a hard
one where they" have only their gardens to look

after and grow fruit for show, while the

fruit orchards for market purposes are under
the independent charge of a bailiff or head
farm man. Such cases must be fairly numerous
in the fruit-growing districts. These gardeners,

many of them distinguished and most capable
men, will now lose the small and well-deserved
extra emolument arising from

.
the winning of

money prizes ; their employers will cease to show,
and there will be no further need in many gar-

dens for the skilful cultivation of the best sorts,

both old and new, of Pears and Apples, and
the nurserymen will suffer seriously in conse-

quence. Surely it would be a pity to thus en-

danger the stability of this important annual
show in this sudden, and, in my opinion, ill-con-

sidered way. If we are all, both small and great,

to be classified as "market growers" cannot
something be agreed upon in the shape of a
sliding scale, and the prizes formerly allotted to

the amateur divisions be' readjusted accord-

ingly? This should certainly be possible if ap-
proved of and taken in hand by the Fruit Com-
mittee, and I would suggest a classification of

all market growers according to the acreage of

fruit grown by them, commencing, say. at 10
acres up to a total area of 250 acres and over.

This would, I think, increase instead of diminish
the interest in the show, and would at any rate

stimulate the smaller growers and their gar-

deners to continue their present useful work.
The prizes might at the same lim In- judiciously

restricted to the very best well Savoured Pears
and Apples to the exclusion of the large showy
and in many cases tasteless varieties now unfor-
tunately so much in favour for exhibition pur-

poses. Savile G. Reid.
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TheWeek'sWork.

THE ORCHID hUUSJi
By II. J. Chapman, Gardener to Mrs. Cookson,

Oakwood, Wylam-on-Tyne.

The Cattleya House.-Mauy of the
plants tnat flowered early iu the year in this
house are developing their new growth, whilst
those that flowered late last summer and autumn
are also well advanced. Afford the plants every
encouragement to grow freely in plenty of sun-
light, but take care that the sun s rays do not
cause scorching. Plants in flower include
Cattkya. Mendelii, C. Mossiae, Laelia purpurata
and the numerous primary and secondary hy-
brids from these. Afford the roots plenty of
moisture whilst the flowers are expanded, but as
soon as the spikes have been removed reduce
the amount to just sufficient to keep the pseudo-
bulbs plump until such time as the new breaks
have grown well beyond the base of the old
stems. Many of the plants need to be repotted
during the next few weeks, but not such as are
producing their flowers, unless the flower-buds
are cut off. It is better to defer the work of re-
potting until the flowers are removed or until
new growth commences. Shade carefully all
newly-potted plants until the roots are re-
established, and afford very little water to the
soil, for the growth is best kept moist by spray-
ing or sprinkling through a fine rose on the
water-can. If sprayed once or twice a day in
favourable weather, and the stages are kept
moist, there will be no danger of the plants
shrivelling. To keep insect pests in check spray
with an insecticide regularly once a week during
the next few weeks.

Peristeria elata.— Plants that are not de-
veloping their flower-spikes are starting into
growth, and the work of repotting should be
done as soon as growth commences, as roots de-
velop rapidly, contemporary with the new top-
growth. It is not desirable to repot the plants
annually ; once in two years should suffice. For
that reason compost of a lasting nature should
be used ; it may consist of one-half fibrous loam,
the remainder of peat, leaf-mould, sand and
broken crocks or charcoal. See that the pots are
clean and filled to about one-third their depth
with material for drainage. When the plants
have been turned out of the old compost back
pseudo-bulbs that are not of service may be re-
moved and repotted to increase the stock. Make
the compost firm, and shade the plants care-
fully from strong sunlight for a few weeks after-
wards.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
By W. Crump, Gardener to Earl Beatjchamp, K.C.M.G.,

Madresfleld Court, Worcestershire.

The Formal Garden.—Just now is the
busiest time of the whole year in the flower
garden, for the beds have to be cleared of the
spring-flowering plants, made ready, and re-
planted with their summer occupants. It is now
safe to make a start with the summer bedding,
but it is always wise to reserve the more tender
subjects, such as Begonias of various types,
Heliotropiums, Dahlias, Ageratums, Coleus,
Caimas and Celosias, for planting last. If
Standard plants of such subjects as Plumbago
capensis, Streptosolen Jamesonii, Lantanas and
Fuchsias are used as "dot" plants, it is essen-
tial to have them well hardened by exposing
them to the night air before they are set in the
beds. Such plants cannot easily be afforded pro-
tection when in the beds, but, should the
weather turn cold, it is easy to protect dwarfer
bedding plants by sticking short branches of Yew,
Box, Laurel or other evergreens in the ground
about them. These sprays of evergreen have
not only the advantage of protecting the plants
from high winds and low temperatures, but they
also shade them, and thus keep the atmosphere
about them humid, which is a great advantage
before the roots are re-established. If the plants
can be kept from flagging by this means there

will be no need to resort to frequent waterings,
which not only may cause the toil to become
cold and sour, but also entail a great expendi-
ture of labour.

Colour Schemes.— One of the most pleas-
ing examples of bedding that I noted last year
was a pair of medium-sized beds arranged with
two shades of the same colour. The ground was
composed of Ageratum Malvern Beauty, of a
beautiful lavender-grey colour, and at intervals
were arranged standard plants of the strong-
growing Ageratum mexicanum of a deeper tone.
The effect, and especially at twilight, was en-
chanting. Another arrangement that pleased
me consisted of Viola Bullion, as a ground to
standards of Calceolaria amplexicaulis. A
further design had a groundwork of Helio-
tropium Lord Roberts, with standard plants of
the darker variety President Garfield.

Herbaceous Border.— Hardy perennials
are growing rapidly, and attention must be
paid to such details as watering the roots and
staking the shoots ; it is a good plan to stick a
stout branching stake, such as is used for the
support of Sweet Peas, in the middle of a clump
and allow the plants to grow through the loose
branches, which will afford them support in a
more natural manner than when tied to an ordi-
nary stake. Arrange the sticks so that they
lean outwards, for if growth is directed inwards
the interior of the plant will be crowded and
the appearance will be too rigid.

Michaelmas Daisies. — The remarks on
staking apply especially to perennial Asters, and
these plants should be well thinned ; in the
case of large-leaved and strong-growing kinds,

1 foot apart is not too much space for the indi-
vidual shoots.

Annuals.— These plants are growing rapidly,
and if evergreen branches had been placed
amongst them for protection they may be
removed. Nemesias, Verbenas, Salpiglossis,

Scabious and certain other kinds should be
stopped with a view to securing plenty of side-

shoots for flowering. Most annuals are shallow-
rooting plants, therefore in dry weather do not
neglect to water them freely. A little soot scat-

tered over the soil before watering will benefit
the plants, causing the foliage to assume a deep
green colour. Sprinkle a little artificial manure
on the soil occasionally and place twiggy sticks

to support the growth, allowing the plants to

grow nat/urally through the sticks.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
By C. H. Cook, Gardener to the Earl of Derby,

Rnowsley Hall, Lancashire.

Lilium.— Liliums on which flower buds are
forming should be removed from the pits to an
intermediate house, and the shoots secured to

stakes. Give the roots copious waterings of

liquid manure and weak soot-water. Guard
against green fly, which attack the points of the
shoots. Later batches of L. auratum, L. specio-

sum album and L 3. rubrum, also L. s. Mel-
pomene are developing roots on the stems close to
the bulb ; top-dress the plants with equal parts of

good loam and decayed manure, but allow space
for watering. Gradually inure the plants to more
air and a lower temperature, and where local

weather conditions permit, stand them out-of-
doors on a bed of coal ashes in partial shade.
Afford water very carefully, for an excess may
cause the soil to become sour. When roots ap-
pear on the surface and flower buds show, feed
the plants twice weekly until the blooms develop,
removing to an intermediate house when the
flowers begin to show colour. Stake each shoot
securely.

Richardia africana.— These plants are
showing signs of maturity, and should be placed
out-of-doors in a position where they may receive
full sunshine to complete their ripening. With-
hold water from the roots gradually until early
in August when the plants may be overhauled
and repotted. This applies to such as are grown
ail the year- round in pots. Plants showing
signs of deterioration will benefit if hardened
off and planted out early next month in a well-
prepared, richly-manured trench. Remove all

suckers from the main root-stock, and place
the latter 15 inches apart.

Begonia.— Continue to pot rooted cuttings

of fibrous-ruoted Begonias, using a light porous
compost. Tuberous-rooted Begonias grown from
seed in January require larger receptacles ; en-

rich the compost with a little pulverised cow
manure, and pick off the early flowers to throw
all the strength into the plants for the present.

Afford weak liquid manure to established plant.--

showing flower, and support the shoots to neat
stakes. Frequent light fumigations will keep
mite in check.

Chrysanthemums.—The composition and
preparation of the compost for the final potting

of Chrysanthemums are details of importance.

The loam mellow from storage should be

broken up into pieces, and mixed with mortal

rubble, sand, leaf-mould, and bone-meal. Mix
the materials well, and after a week
turn the heap again. Use clean pots.

and let them be well drained, placing

moss or some of the coarser portions of the com-
post on the crocks. Before the final potting

securely stake the plants, and harden t&em to

enable them to be placed outside. To check

rust, add a wineglass of petroleum to four gal-

lons of warm water, and syringe the plants

once a week with this specific, which should be

kept in a state of agitation, so as to mix the oil

with the water. To destroy aphis dust the

foliage with tobacco powder.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.

By W. Hedley Warrbn, Gardener to the Aston-Clinton

Park Estate (the Rt. Hen. Lord Rothschild), Buck-
inghamshire.

The Vinery.— Attend to the vines in the

succession houses, as formerly directed, and

thin the bunches and berries in later vineries.

Bunches that are required to hang on the vine

during the greater part of the winter should be

thinned more freely than those that are intended

to be cut when ripe. Special attention should

be given to vines planted in March or April,

and every encouragement given so that they

make a rapid, healthy growth, and in this way
cover the allotted space with good, strong

foliage. Young vines growing freely in a well-

prepared border are benefited by copious water-

ings and a warm, moist atmosphere. When the

leading growth has attained to a length of 8 or

10 feet it should ba stopped, thus concentrating

the energy of the vine in the main rod, that it

may become properly matured. This will also

allow the foliage to develop more freely, and
the tendency of the leaves to fall will be elimi-

nated in a way that is not so apparent when the

main and side-growths are allowed too great a

freedom. Muscat varieties that are swelling

their berries require plenty of heat and moisture :

it is therefore necessary to damp the paths,

staging, etc., during the' early morning and
again several times during the day when the

weather is bright and sunny. The house should

be closed in the early part of the afternoon, and
the night temperature not allowed to fall below
70°. If essposed to the direct ray,s of the sun
Muscat Grapes are somewhat liable to scald, es-

pecially those on the upper side of the bunches :

therefore, if necessary, during the hottest part

of the day in very hot weather lightly shade
that side of the house on which the sun is

shining. Probably a light temporary shading
will suffice, as it is only necessary to break the
fiercest rays of the sun, at the same time allow-

ing of the admission of sufficient light. The
roots of Muscat vines should be generously
nourished, and at least every three weeks suit-

able quantities of food should be applied to the
roots. If the vines are extra vigorous and
carry a heavy crop of fruit, and the borders are

well drained, it may be necessary, to feed them
even more frequently. The borders of a Muscat
vinery must never be excessively wet nor sodden,
for this would be fatal to good results.

Vigorous vines may be allowed to carry a reason-

able quantity of lateral growths, which will do no
harm, but rather assist in maintaining an equal
balance between root- and foliage an ensure a

healthy state of root activity. Early varieties,

such as Bla<ok Hamburgh, require a temperature
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not lower than 60°, and artificial heat must be

employed. Let the air circulate freely both day
and night, for when the atmosphere is in con-

stant motion moisture does not condense on the

berries. The soil in the borders does not re-

quire to be as moist as it was when the vines

were in full growth, but it should not be
allowed to become so dry that the surface cracks.

It is an easy matter to keep the border in a

correct state of moisture with but little watering
if a suitable mulch of dry litter or leaves is

employed.

Melons.— The plants, if healthy and clean,

should not be destroyed when the early fruit

is cut. If the bad leaves are removed, the
growth regulated, and the plants well watered
with liquid manure made tepid, a fresh crop of

fruit equal in all respects to the first will soon
develop. If, however, the plants have become
infested with red spider, thrips, etc., any at-

tempt at successive cropping would be useless,

and the plants should be uprooted and destroyed.

Pollinate the flowers of plants in pits and frames
daily, and place the fruits that have set on
pieces of slate, tile or glass, to prevent rotting.

A bottom heat of 70° will suffice at this time of

the year, and the atmospheric temperature
should range from 70° to 80°. Guard against

infestations of red spider by damping the sur-

face of the bed frequently, admitting plenty of

air, and close the lights early in the afternoons

present we are using late varieties which were
planted a year ago. Later than this Broccoli is

not wanted, because Cauliflower is ready to cut
from plants set in the autumn.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By E. P. Brotherston, Gardener to the Earl of

Hadoington, Tyntogharoe, East Lothian.

Endive.—A small sowing of this vegetable for

cropping early in autumn should be made now or

very soon. It is important to transplant Endive
when the seedlings are very small, and the

plants will do well in almost any kind of soil.

Usually a finely-divided variety is chosen for

earliest use, and Broad Batavian for subse-

•quent sowings.

Potatos. — The haulm is growing very strong

this year, and no delay should occur in prepar-

ing the ground for the final earthing-up of mid-
season and late varieties. Satisfactory crops

can be produced without drawing soil to the

stems, but, except in ground of a very light

nature, unless earthing-up is practised some
of the tuber? are sure to become green through
exposure, and where the growth is vigorous the
haulm is apt to be partially prostrated, both of

which are obviated by proper earthing.

Tomatos. It is safe to plant Tomatos that

have been properly hardened in the open in dis-

tricts where they succeed. Even in the north
Tomatos will furnish fair crops provided the

plants are well advanced at time of planting,

and not more than two or three clusters of fruit

left, the tips being pinched beyond the third

truss. But the fruit is always deficient in

flavour, and much of it fails to colour till picked
and matured under glass. Very serviceable

fruits may be grown by affording the plants the

protection of ordinary cold frames, the plants in

this instance being planted close to the fronts

and trained near to the glass, and very slightly

ventilated. In glass structures growth must
be regulated carefully and frequently to prevent
crowding, nor should side-growths be left to grow
beyond an inch or so. Should the white fly make
an appearance vaporise the plants with nicotine

at once, and again at brief intervals till all the
insects are destroyed. Plants bearing heavy
crops must be fed with stimulants, either dis-

solved in water or sprinkled among the plants
and washed in the soil.

Broccoli and Other Brassicas.— It is

the practice of some growers to prick the seed-

lings into beds to gain strength before finally

putting them into their permanent positions. I

find they succeed equally well transplanted
direct from the seed bed, and at this period
most of the plants are large enough to handle.
The roots are drawn through a solution of soil

and water, planted deeply in drills, watered,
and afterwards left to themselves. Firm
ground is very important for this crop, so that
growth may be slow and hard enough to endure
the cold of winter. This is one reason why the
plants should have a long season. Nor does
early planting affect the time of cutting. At

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
By J. G. Weston, Gardener to Lady Northcote,

Eastwell Park, Kent.

Gooseberries.—The crop is very early this

year, and a large proportion of the fruit may
be picked when green for preserving, and for

uses in tarts, etc. If choice Gooseberries are

required for dessert, the fruits should be well
thinned, leaving only the best berries to ripen.

A mulch of decayed manure will assist the
bushes and ensure clean, healthy growth. If

extra fine fruit is desired, afford the roots
copious waterings during hot, dry weather, and
feed them with liquid manure and concentrated
fertiliser alternately ; when the fruit is ripening
use only clear water. Nets will be required to

protect the fruit from the birds, unless the
bushes are grown in a .wire enclosure. Guard
against caterpillars, red spider, and other insect

pests ; red spider is often a source of trouble
to Gooseberries, especially those growing in very
light, hot soils, and the bushes will soon become
unhealthy if prompt measures are not taken to

destroy the pest.

Cordon and Standard Gooseberries.—
The fruit on cordon-trained Gooseberries can be
picked easily, and at the same time the trees

produce very fine fruit. To ensure a succession
of berries early and late varieties must be
planted. Attend to the pinching of the shoots,

so that plenty of light and air can reach the
fruit. Pinch back the side growths to four or
five leaves, and these will form fruiting spurs
for next season. Should they start to grow
again, remove the secondary shoots. Tie the
top shoot to the support early, extending it to

its full length. Cut away all shoots as

they appear at the base of the tree.

Standard Gooseberries are an attractive

novelty, and help to break up the uniform ap-
pearance of the kitchen garden. Take care to

support the heads by the use of strong stakes.

Peaches.— Our trees have set a good crop.

Attend to the preliminary thinning of the fruit,

leaving the final thinning until later. Remove
all badly-placed and twin fruits, and a moderate
number of the others, according to the crop and
state of the tree.

THE "FRENCH" GARDEN.
By Paul Aqtjatias.

Cloche Beds.—The Cos Lettuces have been
cleared from the beds and the cloches removed.
The Carrote growing as an intercrop should 600n
be ready for pulling. Let the Carrots be well

watered, also the crops growing in unheated beds,

so that they may be marketed from late in June
to the end of July. Make arrangements for suc-

cessional cropping for the autumn. The main
crops are Cauliflowers, Celery and Carrots for

the manure beds ; late Celery, Endive or Beans
for the cold ground. Cos Lettuces, Cabbage Let-

tuces, Endive, Radishes, or Spinach may be
grown as intercrop*: ; the selection may be re-

gulated in accordance with the local demand.

Melons and Cucumbers.—Most of the

Melon beds are completed. The beds for MaT-
rows may be made immediately and the soil

covered with a row of cloches, which will shelter

the young Melon plants till frames and lights

are at liberty during the next fortnight. The
weather has been very favourable to this crop,

and full ventilation should be afforded from 8 a.m.

till 5 p.m., except for these planted last, which
need to be shaded carefully for a time. Stopping

of the main stems while the plants were in the

nursery beds has resulted in two laterals de-

veloping, which should be stopped at the fourth

or fifth leaf, care being taken to have 3 or 4
inches of clear stem from the collar of the plants.

As the side shoots develop stop them after the

second leaf ; this will cause other shoots to form,

and these are stopped after the first leaf. These
shoote will bear female flowers in great numbers
and always produce the best fruits. Though the
plants are kept moist at the roots, watering
should not be excessive to obtain a hard and

sturdy growth, but after the fruits are set water
may be afforded liberally. Cucumbers are
planted in similar beds as for Melons. The
plants are set 1 foot from the front of the frame,
slanting the stem towards the top. Keep the
lights closed and shaded, with mats preferably.
Though moisture-loving plants, Cucumbers
grown in frames find plenty of moisture in the
damp ground, and the grower should regulate the
watering according to the growth of the plants
and the state of the weather.

Outside Crops.— The Cabbage Lettuces are
being marketed daily, and these will be followed
closely by the Cos varieties (autumn sown),
They are best pulled early in the morning and
placed in the shade of a shed until the evening,
when they should be dipped once in clear water
and packed in hampers. As soon as the ground
is cleared of the crop hoe and rake the surface
in preparation for the Cauliflowers, which are
6et as an intercrop. If the plants are heavily
mulched it will save much labour in watering
and the produce will be of better quality. Car-
rote and Turnips sown in March and April need!
copious waterings, for the roots are forming and
should be Teady for marketing from the third
week in June. The crops of Onion, Cabbage and
Spinach set in the autumn have been marketed

;

the ground is available for growing Kidney
Beans, Witloof Chicory Turnips, Cauliflowers
and Red Celery. Once the space is prepared for
either of these crops no plant or seed should be
inserted till the ground is thoroughly soaked
either by heavy waterings or rains. The plant-
ing of the Tomatos is completed and the plants
will be benefited by the shelter of cloches until
the middle of June. Kidney Beans should he
set from the seed-bed in rows at 18 inches apart.
A succession can be obtained by inserting seeds
direct into the ground, taking care not to plant
them deeply. A second sowing of Witloof
Chicory should be made before the second week
in June to produce roots for forcing after Christ-
mas in succession to those sown in May. If
cloches are available ridge Cucumbers may be
set in the open ground and covered with the
cloches until well established.

Manure Beds.— The crops of Carrots and
Turnips have been marketed and the beds should
be hoed and well raked. The Cauliflowers will
soon occupy the whole space, especially if they
are watered freely. The plants should he ex-
amined daily with a view to covering with the
leaves such inflorescences as are exposed to the
light. Some of the heads should be ready for
cutting within a few days; the crop should be
disposed of at the earliest opportunity, as they
are valuable in the first fortnight in June.

THE APIARY.
By Chloris.

Water.— I have often strongly recommended
the supply of water during dry weather in the
breeding season. Some weeks ago 1 came
across an excellent idea. The drinking water
had a little salt added (about a teaspoonful to
a pint) ; this was done to prevent bees getting
their saline water from a contaminated source,
such as drains from a manure heap. Then the
water was placed under a shelter, made by
placing four bricks on end and putting a piece
of board on top just larger than the water vessel.

The idea had occurred to my friend because the
faeces of bees have been reported by the Board
of Agriculture experts to be a fruitful source
of spreading the infection. All apiarists ought
to be aware of the fact that bees drop their
faeces whilst on the wing, hence the point of
covering over the water supply. There is only
one further suggestion I would add in carrying
out the idea ; wash out the drinking vessel several
times during the week with disinfectant.

8upers.— In fruit districts the supers should
be put on, even if it be necessary to crowd the
bees on seven or eight frames by using the
divider. To secure good work the supers should
be very warmly wrapped up and packed so that

no heat may escape or draught enter, as this is

fatal. An old beekeeper once said, what will

keep the heat in will keep it out, and so for

this purpose use plenty of non-conducting,
material.
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EDITORIAL NOTICE.

ADVEETISEMENTS should be sent to the
PUBLISHER, 41, Wellington Street.
Covent Garden, W-C-

Editors and Publisher. — Our correspondents
would obviate delay in obtaining answers to

their communications, and save us much time and
trouble, if they would kindly observe the notice
printed weekly to the effect that all letters relat-

ing to financial matters and to advertisements
sh ould be addressed to th e Publisher ; and tha t

all communications intended for publication, or

referring to the Literary department, and all

plants to be named, should be directed to the
Editors. The two departments. Publishing and
Editorial, are distinct, and much unnecessary de-
lay and confusion arise when letters are mis-
directed.

APPOINTMENTS FOR JUNE.
TUESDAY, JUNE 2—

Scottish Hort. Assoc, meet

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 3--

Koy. Hort. Soc. Corns, meet. (Lecture at 3 p.m. on
" Irises.") B.G.A. Ex. Council meet.

THURSDAY, JUNE 4—
Nat. Hardy Plant Soc. Sh. at R.H.S. Hall, West-
minster. Linnean Soc. meet

FRIDAY, JUNE 5—
Dundee Hort. Assoc, meet. Soc. Francaise d'Hort. de
Londres meet.

MONDAY, JUNE 8—
United Hort. Ben. and Prov. Soc. Com. meet.

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 10—
Birmingham Bot. and Hort. Soc. Orchid Sh. (provi-
sional).

SATURDAY, JUNE 13—
Stirling Hort. Assoc, outing to Greenfield, Alloa.
R.H.S. Gardens Club outing.

TUESDAY, JUNE 16—
Roy. Hort. Soc. Corns, meet, and Nat. Gladiolus Soc
combined show. (Masters Memorial Lpcture by Prof
J. Bretland Farmer, F.R.S., D.Sc. at 3 p.m.)

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 17—
Yorkshire Gala (3 days).

THURSDAY, JUNE 18-

Linnean Soc. meet.

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 24—
Richmond Fl. Sh. Croydon Hort. Soc. FI. Sh.

THURSDAY, JUNE 25—
Isle of Wight Rose Soc. Sh. at Ryde (provisional).
Roy. Botanic Soc. meet. Sherbourne Floral Fete.
Canterbury, Kent Rose Show.

SATURDAY, JUNE 27—
Windsor, Eton and District Rose and Hort. Soc. Sh.

TUESDAY, JUNE 30—
Hoy. Hort. Soc. Summer Sh., Holland House. Ken-
sington (3 days). Roy. Agricultural Soc. Ex. at
Shrewsbury (4 days).

Average MEAy Temperature for the ensuing week
deduced from observations during the last Fifty
Years at Greenwich, 57.2°.

Actual Temper ^prea :

—

London, Wednesday, May 27 (6 p..m). Max. 59°.
Min. 40°.

Gardeners- Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington Street.
Covent Garden, London, Thursday. May 28
(10 a.m.): Bar. 29.7; Temp. 64°. Weather-
Bright Sunshine.

Provinces, Wednesday, Mav 27; Max 55°, Scillv
Min. 47°, Aberdeen."

SALE8 FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
WEDNESDAY—

Hardy Bulbs and Roots, at 1. Palms and other
decorative plants, at 5 At 67 and 68. Oheapside,
E.C., by Protheroe and Morris.

FRIDAY—
Orchids. At Protheroe and Morris's rooms, at 12.45.

A valuable contribution
Radio-activity to the subject of the in-

and vcKotat,on fluence of radio-active
substances on plant

growths has been made by M. Georges
Truffaut, the results of whose experiments
are published in Jardinage (May, 1914).

_

M. Truffaut's record of his investiga-
tions is prefaced by an interesting account
of the progress of knowledge with respect
to radio-activity and radio-active sub-
stances.

Knowledge on this subject dates from
1896, in which year Becquerel discovered

that uranium salts, although themselves
non-luminous, give off emanations which
pass through sheets of black paper and act

on photographic plates enclosed therein.

The investigations of Professor and
Madame Curie on radium led to the intro-

duction of the term radio-activity to ex-

press the facts which they discovered con-
cerning the emanations which are given
off by radium. These emanations have
remarkable properties, and produce re-

markable effects. They pass through
metals such as aluminium, but are ar-

rested by sheets of the heavier metals

—

lead, for example. 'They cause diamonds
and rubies to fluoresce, and they induce
obscure but profound changes in living

tissues.

The discovery that a radio-active sub-
stance such as radium renders the air or
other medium in which it is contained a
better conductor of electricity, provides
an electrical method whereby the existence
of radio-active substances may be dis-

covered, and as a result of the application
of this method it is now possible to obtain
from various minerals supplies of radio-

active substances. By this means com-
pounds of thorium, polonium, and
actinium have been isolated, and their

radio-activities investigated. Moreover, it

has been found possible to compare the
radio-activities of these various substances,
the unit

. (U) of comparison being the
radio-activity of a gram of black oxide of

uranium.

Measured by this standard, the radio-
activity of radium is two million units and
that of mesoradiothorium four million.

As an indication of the enormous
amount of energy liberated in the
emanations from radium it may be men-
tioned that one gram (about 15 grains
troy) of radium liberates in the course of
its disintegration some three million
million heat units—i.e., about as many
units of heat as are liberated during the
combustion of over 1,000 lbs. of coal.

Beside affecting the electric conductivity
of the air, the emanations from radium
and similar bodies possess potent chemical
properties. They decompose water into
its elements, and thus setting free oxygen
bring about oxidation processes.

That radio-activity affects the growth
of plants was demonstrated by Stok-
lasa, who showed some years ago that
seedlings treated with water containing
radio-active substances develop more
rapidly than normal seedlings.

Later experiments in France showed
also that radio-activity produces an effect

on vegetation, and that on a soil of low
fertility and poor in nitrogen the effect

is but slight. These experiments also

indicated the most serviceable quantity of
radio-active substance to use for horticul-
tural purposes.

M. Truffaut's first series of experiments
was based on these facts, and involved the
use of radium bromide as the radio-active
manure. The experiments were carried
out with Haricot noir de Belgique, Tro-
paeolums, Sweet Peas (in pots), Anthemis,
and Chrysanthemums.
The soil used was rich in nitrogen and

in mineral substances. The results of the

experiments were remarkable. They
showed that the radio-active substance had
exerted a marked influence on growth, but
that this influence, instead of resulting in
an increased yield, brought about a de-
creased yield.

This fact, though at first sight discon-
certing, is by no means fatal to the
prospects of radio-active manures. For M.
Truffaut observed that the crops treated
all showed conspicuous evidence of having
enjoyed a surfeit of nitrogenous food, and
those which had the largest doses of radio-
active manure were found to suffer most
from this excess of nitrogen.

That this conclusion is correct seems
possible from the fact that in the case of
the Haricot noir the later crops taken
from the treated plants were somewhat
larger than those from the untreated
plants; indicating perhaps that as the
stores of nitrogenous food material in the
soil became less copious the radio-active
substances produced a beneficial effect.

Somewhat similar results were obtained
with Anthemis, except that with them
the best plants were those which received

^ per cent, manure containing 7^ per cent,

of radio-active substance. More manure
or more radio-active substance produced a
less good result.

In a second series of experiments car-

ried out by M. Truffaut and Dr. Szilard
the relative values of different radio-active

substances were investigated.

The materials employed were:—
(1) Insoluble radio-active compounds

—

viz., oxides of uranium.

(2) Insoluble minerals of low radio-
activity.

(3) Soluble compounds of low radio-

activity.

(4) Strongly radio-active compounds.

(5) Radio-active residues from the com-
mercial extraction of radium and meso-
thorium.

The experiments were carried on with
Chrysanthemums in pots, and each pot re-

ceived so much of one or other radio-

active manure that the number of units
was the same in all the pots. The soil

used was well supplied with nitrogen, but
less rich than that used in the preceding
experiments : ^ per cent, of a complete
fertiliser was added to the potting soil.

In the early stage of the experiment
symptoms of excessive nitrogenous feed-

ing, sinfilar to those exhibited by the
Haricot noir, were observed ._ But by
August, when the plants were flowering,

those treated with certain radio-active sub-
stances were manifestly superior to those
which received manure only.

Of the treated plants the best were those
which received ^ per cent, manure (i.e., 1
part manure to 100 of soil) together with
an amount of carnotite equal to 71 per
cent, of the manure.

That is to say, the proportions were :
—

Soil, 20,000; complete fertiliser, 100;
radio-active substance (carnotite), 7^.

Each pot received about ^ gram (5
grains) of carnotite, which is a mineral of

low radio-activity. Next in order of excel-

lence were the plants which received 5 per
cent, instead of 7^ per cent, of carnotite.

Those to which black oxide of uranium
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was added (11 milligrams per pot) were

also good, but less so than the fore-

going. M. Trufiaut concludes from these

experiments that (1) radio-active sub-

stances produce a definite effect on vege-

tation
; (2) the insoluble radio-active

substances give at least as good results

as those given by soluble radio-active

substances
; (3) radio-active minerals or

oxides give the best results ; (4) the use of

black oxide of uranium is practicable ; for

the results are good and the price low.

This substance costs about £1 per pound,

and one pound suffices for about a ton of

soil
; (5) it may be dangerous to use radio-

active residues of commercial manufac-

tures, since these residues may contain

poisonous substances — e.g., salts of

barium, sulphuric acid.

In conclusion, it is to be observed that

experiments carried out by M. Trufiaut

with Spinach in the open gave no well

majked results.

Our Supplementary Illustration.—
Kalmia latifolia is a native of the mountainous

districts of North America, and may be ranked

amongst the most beautiful of the hardy ever-

green shrubs. It 'belongs to the Ericaceae, and

thrives best in a moist, peaty soil, although it

will grow in a sandy soil that does not contain

lime. The fine specimen illustrated in the

Supplement is growing in the gardens of the

Royal Horticultural Society at Wisley, and

measures slightly over 5 feet high by about

7 feet broad. The flower buds are just com-

mencing to open, and are somewhat in advance

of those on plants of the same species growing

in other parts of the garden. This is probably

due to the shelter which is provided on the north

'by a Holly hedge and on the east by large

Rhododendrons. Our photograph was obtained

in July last.

Coloured Supplement for next week.—
The subject of the Coloured Plate to be pub-

lished with our next issue is Philesia buxifolia.

New Superintendent of Public Parks
at Shrewsbury.— Mr. Arthur Ward, who
has held the office of foreman in the Birming-

ham City Parks for the past six years, has been

appointed Park Superintendent of the borough

of Shrewsbury. Mr. Ward, who is a son of

Mr. James Ward, Superintendent of Public

Parks at Norwich, gained experience under his

father in the Norwich parks for some years, and

has also been employed in the Royal Gardens,

Windsor, Welbeck Abbey Gardens, Warren
House, Stanmore, and elsewhere. His fellow

employees at Birmingham have made him a pre-

sentation as a souvenir on the occasion of his

taking up his new post.

National Rose Society. -Prizes offered
in Amateur Classes.—A correspondent writes

as follows upon the new regulations of

the National Rose Society:—"A new fea-

ture of the N.R.S. schedule of prizes

for the summer show to be held at

the Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park, is

that each of the 1st prizes to be awarded
to amateurs consists of a piece of plate

instead of the money prizes heretofore offered

in the majority of the classes, save that where
challenge cups have been offered in former years

these, with their money prizes, some three or

four in all, are still maintained. As this leaves

nearly seventy classes for which these pieces

of plate are to be provided, it will clearly

give a good deal of work to those deputed to

select the prizes, and it will also be an interest-

ing question whether the alteration will be

appreciated, and the exertions of the selection

committee appreciated. Exhibiting Roses is an

amusement by no means free from expense, and
there can be little doubt that in the past many
exhibitors, especially those who come from a

distance, have been in the habit of looking to

the prizes they may secure either to recoup them-

selves some of this expenditure, or to furnish

new Roses for the next season's campaign.

Clearly the seventy pieces of plate will be of

little service in this respect, and more than one

intending exhibitor has already been heard to

say he would prefer to secure the second rather

than the premier position. Possibly the Society

may have been thinking less of the con-

venience of its members than of carrying

into effect something of the nature of a

self-denying ordinance to accompany the in-

creased stringency in its definition of an amateur

which takes effect this year. Or again, it may
be regarded as a form of economy. In the case

of the notable classes, such as the Amateur
Champion class or the Metropolitan Champion
class, the offer of a cup or permanent trophy of

some kind is reasonable enough, but they are

scarcely likely to be thought of equal value when
multiplied to the extent indicated above. Pieces

of plate distributed in this quantity may even
become rather a burden than an acquisition.

However, it is only by experiment that pro-

gress is effected, and perhaps by its new de-

parture the Society may be enabled to ascertain

in what direction a move may best be made.
Exhibitors as a class are not wont to be reticent

in expressing their views, and it scarcely admits

of doubt that they will cause their opinions to be

known before the summer is over."

Flowers in Season.-We have received

from Mrs. Ina Scott-Elliot, of Teviot Lodge,

Hawick, a number of fine, long-spurred Aqui-

legias. For the past fifty years Mrs. Scott-

Elliot has been at work improving the strain

of these attractive flowers, and has produced

some extremely fine varieties. Among those she

has now sent us, those with red flowers are

especially noteworthy ; the collection also includes

mauve and pink flowers of very delicate tones.

From Messrs. Kelway and Son, of Langport,

Somerset, comes a box of Pyrethrums, showing

the latest developments in this flower obtained

by this well-known firm. Wilson Barrett is a
fine double flower of a bright rose-pink colour.

General Buller is a single flower, of which the

petals are deep, flaming crimson, lighter on the

reverse, while the centre is bright orange-yellow.

Mary Anderson is an attractive double variety,

the outer petals being a pretty shade of rose-

pink, and the inner ones tipped with yellow.

Queen Alexandra is a white double flower.

Age of Heaths.— From the Pharmaceutical

Journal we learn that the monks of the

Great St. Bernard Hospice have gathered,

for purposes of micro-examination, several

specimens of Ericaceous plants growing at

altitudes from 2,000 to 2,400 metres. As a
result, the following ages have been attributed by

F. K.oigiessek, the well-known scientist, to

the plants he examined :—Vaccinium vitis-idaea,

thirteen years; Vaccinium myrtillus, two years;

Calluna vulgaris, thirty-three ye."rs; Rhododen-
dron ferruginosum, one hundred and three years.

Appointment.—The County Council of North
Wales has appointed Mr. Wm. Williams, of Hen-

grave Hall, Bury St. Edmunds, as Horticultural

Instructor, University College, Bangor, North

Wales.

The Worlds Corn Crops.— The Board

of Agriculture and Fisheries has received

the following telegram from the Inter-

national Agricultural Institute:—A condition

premising an average yield being represented by

100, the condition of crops in certain countries

on May 1 was as follows:—Wheat: Spain. 110;

Roumania, 115. Winter Wheat ; United States,

112. Rye: Spain, 110; Denmark, 106; Nether-

lands, 105; Roumania, 115. Barley: Spain and

Roumania, 110 ; Japan, 106. Oats : Spain and

Roumania, 110. The condition of cereals in

Belgium, Russia and Sweden was good, and in

Italy and Algeria, average.

Matthiola incana.— Heir Sprenger de-

scribes (Osterr. Garten Zeitung, Heft 5, 1914)

the variations exhibited by Matthiola incana in

the wild state. On the rock cliffs at Gaeta it

bears pure white flowers. In the vicinity of

Naples it is dark blue. On the coast of the

peninsula of Sorrento Herr Sprenger has seen

it blue and white striped. In Majori its flowers

are red, in Liguria blue or violet, in Silesia

sometimes violet and sometimes red, as it is

also on the inhospitable coasts of Corfu.

Whether the white form in Gaeta is a true

wildling or whether it be an escape from culti-

vation is hard to say. If the latter, Herr
Sprenger says that we should expect to find the

double form as well ; but this is scarcely so,

since, as is now well known, only some indi-

vidual singles carry the power of producing
doubles. In the Mediterranean the wild Stock
is a shrubby plant with woody stem. It lives

for five or six years, branches vigorously, and
may reach a yard in height. The smooth leaved

M. incana glabra graeca is, however, dwarfer.

A New Winter - flowering Begonia.—
A promising addition to the numbers of winter-

flowering Begonias is Melior, a plant described

by Messrs. J. A. Peterson and Sons, of Cin-
cinnati (U.S.A.), in Matters Deutsche Gartner
Zeitung (No. 13, 1914). The plant is the result

of a cross between Lonsdale's Light Pink (a sport

from Begonia Gloire de Lorraine) and B. soco-

trana. The hybrid is a strong grower, from 1 to

2 feet high, with dark-green, roundish leaves. It

flowers profusely and its male flowers, which
are from 1^ to 2 inches across, possess each four

petals. The female flowers, which are formed
rarely, have five petals. In colour Melior is of a

delicate rose, somewhat lighter than Glory of

Cincinnati. Flowers are produced from Novem-
ber to March, and are at their best in December
and January. During flowering-time the plant
should be kept at a temperature of about 58°.

Propagation is easy, and cuttings root well in a

mixture of equal parts of turfy loam and leaf-

mould, to which some sand is added.

Citropsis, a New Genus Allied to
Citrus.—The Citrus-like plants of equatorial

Africa, hitherto classed in the genus Limonia, have
been investigated recently by W. T. Swingle
and Maude Kellerman, of the U.S. Bureau of

Plant Industry (see Journal of Agricultural Re-

search, Vol. I., No. 5, 1914). The plants in ques-

tion have fruits of from 2 to 3 centimetres in

diameter, in groups of 2 to 5 borne on the axils

of the leaves. Engler has grouped these Afri-

can species of Limonia in a new section,

Citropsis, thus distinguishing them from the true

Limonias of the Asiatic mainland. The authors

above cited conclude, however, that these plants

must be separated from Limonia and placed in

a new genus Citropsis. The relation of the Afri-

can plants is said to be closer to Citrus than to

Limonia, and in this conclusion the authors are

confirmed by the fact that the plants may be

budded easily on commonly cultivated species of

Citrus.

The Wild Snapdragon.— An article by

Herr Sprenger on " The Snapdragon at Home"
(Ostcneic/i. Garten Zeitung, 4, 1914), describes

the variation exhibited by this plant in the wild

state. As in gardens, so in nature, the Antir-

rhinum shows great variety. In Corfu its flowers

are violet-purple with yellow lip ; but white-

flowered forms are not uncommon. On the walls

of the King's palace at Rome the flowers

are of a delicate lilac-rose tint ; but Herr

Sprenger has not seen a wildling with pure

yellow flowers. The wild plants, though they

blossom sparingly, have flowers which are not
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smaller, bnt if anything larger, than those of the

cultivated plant. A wild, small-leaved form
exists. The Snapdragon which is common in

Corfu is in Greece confined to the islands Hydra,
Tenos and Naplia.

Spring Foray in the Forest of Dean.—
The sixth informal spring foray of the British

Mycological Society will be held in the Forest

of Dean from Friday, May 29, to Tuesday,
June 2. Daily forays will be made from the

Saturday to the Tuesday inclusive, and the

various places to be visited will be selected on
the previous evening. The hon. secretary and
treasurer is Mr. Carleton Rea, 34, Foregate
Street, Worcester.

A Rust-Proof Stock for Roses. —
M. Louis Weigand, writing in the Handelsblatt
fiir den DeutscJien Gartenbau, claims that he has
obtained a stock, which he names Weigand Rust-
free Canina, that is completely resistant to rust.

It arose among the firm's 6tock of R. canina, and'
is said to have other valuable qualities—e.g.,
freedom from spines, wood which is hard, not
brittle and with little pith, hardy with well-
developed, compact root system. All the varieties
which have been budded on it develop vigorously.

Roses and Dahlias.— We learn from the
Board of Trade Journal that H.M. Consul-
General at New York (Sir C. W. Bennett,
CLE.) reports an enquiry from New Jersey for

the names of the leading English and Irish

growers of Roses and Dahlias for export. The
name and address of the enquirer may be ob-

tained by United Kingdom growers of Roses
and Dahlias for export, on application to the

Commercial Intelligence Branch of the Board of

Trade, 73, Basinghall Street, London, EC.
Any furtheT communications regarding the en-

quiry should be addressed to the British Con-
sulate-General, New York.

Grapes from Arg entina.— According to

the Board of Trade Journal, H.M. Legation at

Buenos Aires reports that the first trial ship-

ment of Grapes from Argentina to the United

Kingdom left Buenos Aires on April 17. The
fruit, which is stated to be of first-class quality,

comes from the vine-growing district of the

Province of Mendoza, and the consignment con-

sists of 1,336 boxes of about 7 kilogs. each (a

kilog. equals 2.204 lbs.), and 290 boxes of about

3i to 4 kilogs. each. The fruit is packed in

skeleton boxes and is laid within wooden shav-

ings. Should this trial shipment prove a success

there is a possibility of a large trade in Grapes
between the Argentine Republic and the United
Kingdom.

The Hemp Plant and its Products.—
The Hemp plant (Cannabis sativa), though
sometimes grown as a garden plant, is pre-

eminent for its economic uses. In cool countries

the durable fibre contained in its stems is em-

ployed in the manufacture of rope, etc. In hot
countries it is grown for the narcotic resin de-

posited on the leaves, flowers and fruits of the
crowing plants. In India three distinct pro-

ducts are thus produced, namely, Ganja, which
consists of the tops of the female inflor-

escences that are covered with the resin, Charas,
which is the resinous substance itself, and
Bhang, the mature leaves. They are all used
for smoking ; but Bhang is also used as an
infusion in the preparation of an intoxicating
drink. Ganja is known as a drug in this coun-
try, and comes into English commerce under
that name, or as "hashish," and is usually
in compressed dark-green masses. In English
medicine it is employed either in the form of a
tincture or extract. Little is known about these
products, except by those who trade in
them ; but some interest was recently
aroused by a report in the daily Press of pro-
ceedings having been taken by the depart-

ment of Customs and Excise against a Greek mer-
chant trading in London for making a. false

statement of the contents of some barrels sent
by him to Port Said. To quote from the report,
" It was observed that at an address near
Holborn a number of barrel staves and other
parts of barrels were being taken in. Later,
twenty empty casks were removed to the place
of an earthenware dealer, and subsequently
they were sent to Port Said. The specification
stated the contents of the barrels to be ' toilet
sets,' unrated value £30. The Egyptian
Government was communicated with, and on
the barrels being examined at Port Said it was
found that each of the staves had a slot in
which was packed hashish amounting to 456
pieces, and weighing 267 pounds. The con-
signment was confiscated by the Egyptian
Government, and the importer proceeded against
under their Customs Act, a fine of £1,215 being
imposed. Numbers of staves similar to those
in the confiscated barrels were found in the
London warehouse, but in a broken condition.
It was stated by the prosecuting counsel that
hashish could be bought in this country at 9s.
for 5 ounces, but in Egypt the same quantity
would cost from 25s. to 30s. The defending
counsel asked the magistrate to dismiss from
his mind ' that hashish was the deadly stuff it
was made out to be. It was simply Hemp seed
or cake made from Hemp seed, and there
was no prohibition in this country. Even a
canary might eat as much of it as it'liked, and,
further, it was not a question of defrauding the
revenue.

' The full penalty of £100 or three
months' imprisonment was imposed."

Proposed New Park for Aberdeen.—
The proposal to acquire the estate of Kepple-
stone, to be utilised as a west-end park for the
city of Aberdeen, is meeting with general ap-
proval. The estate, which extends to about 15
acres, is situated in the environs of the city,
partly without and partly within the city
boundaries.

The Anglo-American Exposition.—The
following is a programme of conferences to be
held during the season at the Anglo-American
Exposition, Shepherd's Bush. The conferences
will be held at the Palace of Music, commencing
each day at 2.30 p.m. :—On Wednesday, June 10,
the following gentlemen will read papers on
hardy plants :—Mr. S. Arnott, on "June-flower-
ing hardy perennial plants, natives of America "

;

Mr. R.W.Wallace, on " Some aspects of modern
gardening." Mr. George Yeld will preside.
On Tuesday, June 23, Mr. H. R. Darlington
(Vice-President of the National Rose Society)
will deliver a lecture on "One hundred
years of progress in the development of
the Rose"; Mr. E. G. Hill, of Richmond.
Indiana, U.S.A., a paper on "The position of
the Rose in America." Mr. C. E. Shea (Presi-

'

dent of the National Rose Society) will preside
on this occasion. On Wednesday, June 8, the
conference will be on Sweet Peas. Mr. Charles
H. Curtis (late hon. secretary of the Sweet Pea
Society) will speak to the subject, " One hun-
dred years' progress with the Sweet Pea in
England "; Mr. W. Atlee Burpee, U.S.A., will
contribute a paper on " The development of the
Sweet Pea in America." Mr. Leonard G.
Sutton will preside. On Thursday, July 16, a
conference will be held on forestry, the arrange-
ments for which are not yet complete. The
hon. secretary for the forestry section is Mr.
William Dallimore, 43, Leyborne Park, Kew
Gardens. On Saturday, July 18, the subject
will be border Carnations. Mr. Robert Morton
will read a paper on " One hundred years'
progress in border Carnations "

; Captain
Smith will read a paper on '

' The culti-

vation of this plant." Mr. H. R. Taylor
(chairman of the National Carnation Society) will

preside. On Tuesday, August 12, Mr. James

Kelway will contribute a paper on "The De-
velopment of the Gladiolus in England." Papers
will also be read on the " Progress of the
Gladiolus in the United States." Sir Francis
Burdett will preside. There will be a Dahlia
conference on September 2, and the following
gentlemen have promised to read papers on tip's

subject :—Mr. George Gordon (president of the
National Dahlia Society), on " One hundred years
of progress with the Dahlia in England"; Mr.
Joseph C'heal, on "The value of the Dahlia as
a decorative plant for the garden and park";!
whilst the subject " Progress of the Dahlia in
America " will be treated by an authority in

4

America. Mr. George Gordon will preside. On
Thursday, October 1, a paper will be read onl
"Fruit culture in England," by Mr. E. AM
Bunyard; another on " The development of fruit

culture in Ireland," by Sir Fred Moore; and a
paper on " The present position and future pro*!
pects of fruit culture in British Columbia." The
first Temporary Exhibition was held in a spa-l
cious building (No. 21) in the Exposition
grounds on May 25, Messrs. G. and W. H.

]Burch, of Peterborough, showing an excellent
collection of Roses, to which a large Silver

'

Medal was unanimously awarded. On Tuesday, .

the 26th inst, Mr. J. A. Brown, Peterborough,!
showed a large collection of hardy flowering
plants. Next week Messrs. Kelway and Son, I
of Langport, will hold a large exhibition of
their specialt;es in the same building. These
wil be on view the whole of the week,

'

commencing on Tuesday. By holding continued
exhibitions of this nature the Executive Com-I
mittee hope and believe (by reason of promises
received) that a permanent exhibition of plants,
out flowers and fruit in season will be held
during the time the exhibition is open. Owen
Thomas, Hon. Secretary of Horticultural and \

Arboricultural Committee.

"Botanical Magazine." - The following
plants are illustrated and described in the issue
of this Magazine for May :

—

Abies magnifica, tab. 8562.—This magnifi-
cent Fir is well known in gardens, having been
introduced into England so long ago as 1851.
The species grows wild in the forest belt of the
Sierra Nevada, at an elevation of 6-9,000 feet.

At Bayfordbury, Hertfordshire, there is a fine

specimen over 60 feet high, with a trunk 6 feet
j

in girth.

Zephyranthes cardinalis.—This is a re-

markably handsome plant, with red, funnel-
shaped flowers, and thrives under the cultural J
treatment suitable for Z. carinata. The plant
flowered at Kew in June, 1893; the bulb had
been obtained from the Bahama Islands, where I
it is cultivated in gardens, but its exact habitat I

is not known.

Mazus reptans.—This pretty Alpine has been I

extensively exhibited at recent R.H.S. meetings.
It received the Award of Merit of the Floral
Committee on March 4, 1913, under the name
of M. rugosus. Its habit may be likened to that
of some of the smaller Lobelias, the prostrate
growth making a compact mass which flowers
freely.

Lonicera Ledebourii.—This shrub, which is

of a sturdy, erect character, is a native of Cali-
fornia. It bears flowers of a deep orange-yellow
colour about the beginning of June, and is very
popular as a garden plant in its native country.
It was introduced into Britain in 1838, and is

common in cultivation, but is often confused
with L. involucrata.

Pithecoctenium cy.vanchoides.—The species
described is a native of Brazil and other South
American States. It has been in cultivation at

Kew since 1884, when the seeds were presented
to the Gardens by Dr. Dormer, and it fre-

quently flowers in the summer. It is an attrac-

tive twining plant, bearing tubular flowers, which
are white on the exterior but yellow inside.
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Fig. 170.

—

Messrs. sutton and sons' exhibits at the chelsea show.
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RHODODENDRON EXHIBITION AT

WESTMINSTER.

May 25-29.—The exhibition of Rhododendrons

held during the past few days by Messrs. John
Waterer, Sons, and Crisp, Ltd., in the Horti-

cultural Hall, Westminster, created much in-

terest. The large buildings was filled with a

brilliant collection arranged in bold lines and

broad masses of colour (see fig. 171). The visitor

on entering was confronted with a central group

that stretched as far as the opposite wall and

extended with undulating fronts on either side

almost round to the east and west annexes. Two
other large groups, one to the right and
the other to the left, were in the body of the

Hall, separated from the central mass by path-

ways, having the effect of sweeping carriage

drives, and there were also terraces planted with

hardy perennial flowers and Alpines. The most

imposing feature was the central bay of the

main group, which was composed of a mass of

Pink Pearl Rhododendrons, interspersed with

standards of Bagshot Ruby varieties, leading to

masses of the white and black coloured Sappho,

all three white varieties ; Helen Waterer, scar-

let with white base ; Cynthia, rosy-pink ; Strate-

gist, pink ; fastuosum flore pleno, the " blue

Rhododendron; and White Pearl. We were

pointed out numerous seedlings of great beauty,

many being distinct from others in cultivation,

but as yet the stocks of these are too scarce for

the varieties to be put into commerce. A
corner was filled with a striking group, composed

of Azalea van Thol, with large salmon-rose

coloured blooms. Variety was furnished by

groups of other shrubby flowering plants, such

as Kalmias, Ericas, and Veronicas.

CHELSEA SHOW.

In the present issue we publish illustrations of

some of the new plants exhibited at the Chelsea

Show and described in the last issue.

In fig. 165 is shown the handsome Laelio-

Cattleya Medina Excelsior for which Messrs.

Flory and Black received a First-Class

Certificate. The flower, in its more Cattleya-like

shape and fine colour, shows a marked advance

EXHIBITION OF RHODODENDRONS AT THE R.H.S. HALL, WESTMINSTER.

with tall Conifers at the back. Japanese Maples
gave the necessary touch of greenery, and our

admiration of these splendid foliage plants was
equal to our appreciation of the specimen Rhodo-
dendrons. The Maples seemed to throw a sheen
on the flowers beneath them, making the

colours appear softer in the bright sun-

light. Of the almost endless number of varie-

ties of Rhododendrons on view, it is difficult to

know whioh to appraise mo6t. Many would
acclaim Pink Pearl the gem of the collection,

with its trusses of soft pink flowers, that seemed
to excel all others in size and grandeur. Others

might prefer Alice for its deeper colour, neater

habit of growth, and more compact truss. On^
was heard to give the palm to Corner Waterer
as the Rhododendron of the show, whilst

another's fancy was Bagshot Ruby, the finest

of all the red varieties, and better even than
Doncaster. Where so many are good we can

only enumerate a few of those that pleased us

most, merely giving the names and their colours

as follows :—Prometheus, rosy-crimson ; Viscount
Powerscourt, lose with very dark blotches

;

Duchess of Connaught, white and yellow ; Mrs.

John Clutton, Mme. Carvalho, and Geo. Hardy,

on the earlier Laelio-Cattleyas. Miltonia vexil-

laria J. Gurney Fowler, illustrated in fig. 166,

and the beautiful variety ''The Baroness" were
the two finest plants in the remarkable display

of Orchids shown by Messrs. Armstrong and
Brown. Both plants were exhibited as crosses

of M. vexillaria Memoria G. D. Owen, the other

parent being unnamed; but in the case of

Miltonia J. Gurney Fowler there seems not to

be any departure from M. vexillaria Memoria
G. D. Owen, and it is one of the best forms of

M. vexillaria.

Adiantum grossum, fig. 167, shown by
Messrs. H. B. May and Sons, is a very desir-

able addition to decorative Ferns. The hand-

some green fronds are of thicker substance than

those of most Adiantums ; a desirable quality

for cutting.

Iris Goldcrest (fig. 164), shown by Mr. W. R.

Dykes, Godalming, received an Award of Merit,

and was fully described on p. 363. Begonia Lady
Carew (fig. 168), shown by Messrs. Blackmore
and Langdon, was one of the best varieties in

their remarkable group of these plants.

Richardia Pentlandii. — Although the
" Golden Arum " was introduced from Basuto-

lahd in 1890, and many plants of it have been

grown during the past twenty years, it remained

for Mr. W. H. Smith, of West Dean Park Gar-

dens, Chichester, to show its full possibilities.

The semi-circular group of plants, hearing fully

150 large and richly-coloured spathes, may well

be termed the finest exhibit of Richardia Pent-

landii that has been staged, and, from the

cultivator's point of view, it was a very note-

worthy exhibit. Richardias are divided into

two natural groups : those in which the leaves

are hastate at the base, as in R. albo-maculata,

and those, such as R. africana and R. Pent-

landii, in which the base of the leaf is

cordate ; and it is said that R. Pentlandii is

much the largest-leaved species in the genus.

But the plants shown by Mr. Smith had such

exceedingly fine spathes, well set on long stalks,

that the foliage by comparison appeared to be

small. The story of the introduction of R. Pent-

landii, of how Mr. Whyte, of Pentland House.

Lee, received six tubers from a friend in 1890,

with the information that he would probably

find a yellow-flowering one amongst them, was
told in the Gardeners' Chronicle for July 30.

1892, p. 123, by Mr. W. Watson, and another

account appeared in the issue for May 12, 1894.

p. 590, relating how, in May, 1892, Mr. E. E.

Galpin, of Barberton, South Africa, brought to

Kew six tubers of a yellow-flowering Richardia

which had been given him by a gentleman in

the Transvaal, who obtained them from a Staats

artilleryman, who got them from a Basuto chief

whilst on active service. One of the tubers

flowered at Kew in 1894, and proved to be iden-

tical with Mr. Whyte's R. Pentlandii.

As supplementing the report printed last

week it should be said that Messrs. T. S.

Rivers and Sons, Sawbridgeworth, showed

fruit trees in pots, including Peach Duke
of York, which was raised by them. We
have seen good crops on trees of this variety

growing against walls in the open in the West
of England, and it is well known as a trust-

worthy early variety for the Peach house. The
pot trees shown by Messrs. Rivers bore fruits

almost ripe. Duke of York is a large, well-

coloured Peach, and the flesh is of good flavour.

Besides Peaches of this variety, this firm showed

good Nectarines, Cherries and Plums, which

also evidenced the same skilful cultivation.

Publications R e c e i v e d.—Currants and
Gooseberries. Bulletin 222, Fruit Branch,
Ontario Department of Agriculture. By E. F.

Palmer, B.S.A.—La Taille Lorette. Second
edition. By Louis Lorette. (Versailles, Lab.
Georges Truffaut, 90 bis, Avenue de Paris, 1914.)

Wholesale Prices of Apples and Receipts of
Apples in New York City for Twenty Years ;

The Yellow Leaf Disease of Cherry and Plum
in Nursery Stock ; Scab Disease of Apples ;

Experiments in the Dusting and Spraying of
Apples ; Experiments Concerning the Top-
Dressing of Timothy and Alfalfa ; The Bad-
cock Test with Special Reference to Testing

Cream ; Distribution of Moisture and Salt in

Butter ; A Study of Some Factors Influencing
the Yield and the Moisture Content of Cheddar
Cheese ; Some Relations of Certain Higher
Plants to the Formation of Nitrates in Soils ;

The Action of Certain Nutrient and Non-
Nutrient Bases on Plant Growth. Ithaca, New
York. Published by the Agricultural Experi-
mental Station, Cornell University.

—

Annual
Report of the Director of the Department of
Botanical Research, Carnegie Institute of

Washington.

—

Bullettino delta Societa Botanica
Italiana. (Periodico Mensile.) 1914. Nos. 1, 2,

3. Raffaello Beni. Firenze, Stab. Pcllas.—
Bulletin of Miscellaneous Information. Royal
Gardens, Kew. No. 3, 1914. (London : Wyman
and Sons, Ltd., 29, Breams Buildings, Fetter
Lane, B.C.) Price 5d.— Journal of Genetics.

Vol. III., No. 4. April, 1914. (Cambridge
University Press.) Price 10s. net.
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SOCIETIES,
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.
SUNDRIES AT CHELSEA.

Our report in the last issue gave particulars

of the exhibits of flowers, fruits and other

garden produce, and we now publish details of

the horticultural sundries, those indispensable

mechanical aids to culture, which were exhibited

in a special tent.

The exhibits of Messrs. J. Carter and
•Co., Raynes Park, Messrs. J. Bentley, Ltd.,

Barrow-on-Humber, Messrs. Corry and Co.,

Covent Garden, Price's Patent Candle Co.,

Battersea, Messrs. Walter Voss and Co., Mill-

-wall, The Boundary Chemical Co., Liverpool,

"Messrs. Roetnson Bros., West Bromwich,
Messrs. Cooper and Nephews, Berkhamsted, and

in size, possess the great advantage of the larger

structure. Messrs. J. Weeks and Co., Victoria

Street, London, displayed fascinating little

models of their well-known glasshouses, which
embody the latest improvements. Messrs. Chas.
P. Kinnell and Co., Southwark Street, London,
exhibited their well-known boilers, Messrs.
Hartley and Sugden, Halifax, displayed
various heating appliances, and Messrs.
Hontsch and Co., Twickenham, showed excel-

lent types of hot-house boilers. Garden tools

and cutlery were exhibited in a great variety.

Messrs. Stjtton and Sons, Reading, filled a

whole length of tabling with a very valuable and
interesting collection, in which especial promi-
nence was given to appliances for use on lawns
and golf links. A variety of high-class digging
and cutting tools, as well as watering appliances,
were also on show. Messrs. Barr and Sons,

Chase Continuous Cloche Co., Ltd., Queen
Victoria Street, London, who showed lengths of
their handy seed raisers and protectors ; and the
French Cloche Co., Westminster.

Messrs. H. Pattisson and Co.,
demonstrated the ease with which
horse boots may be adjusted, and
weeding tools and brooms.

Horticultural labels of every shape and size
were displayed by Mr. John Pinches, Camber-
well, and there were numerous exhibits of fruit
preserves.

Streatham,
their patent
ilso showed

ROYAL GARDENERS' ORPHAN FUND.
ANNUAL FESTIVAL DINNER.

May 21.—The twenty-sixth anniversary dinner
of the friends and supporters of this gardening
charity was held on the 21st inst. at the Hotel

Fig. 172.

—

formal garden exhibited by messrs. jas. carter and co. at the chelsea show.

Jeyes' Sanitary Compound Company, Cannon
Street, London, were interesting and valuable.
The spraying appliances of Messrs. H. Hartjen
and Co., Noble Street, London, The Four Oaks
-Spraying Co., Sutton Coldfield, and Messrs.
"G. W. Purser, Ltd., Hatton Garden, London,
•comprised a variety of ingenious contrivances.
The "Holder" sprayer, shown by Messrs.
Hartjen, permits the free use of both hands,
and is especially commendable.
An interesting mechanical novelty in the

;show was the Pullen-Burry Transverse Travel-
ling Hothouse. Examples were shown just in-

side the Sloane Square entrance, where an attend-
ant demonstrated the ease with which the

^structures can be moved, and indicated their
horticultural value. Besides an example of the
hothouse described in the Gardeners' Chronicle
of April 12, 1913, Messrs. PuLr en-Burry ex-
hibited an amateur's greenhouse, and an " Ideal

"

travelling frame, both of which, though smaller

Covent Garden, London, also showed many use-

ful tools ; their bulb-planting implements are

unique and valuable. Mr. V. T. Hill, Langford,
Bristol, showed the V.T.H. patent slug trap,

which provides an effectual means of catching
these pests.

Garden furniture and ornaments were shown
in great variety, and many of the summer-houses
were of excellent design. The chief exhibitors
were The London, Provincial and Export
Building Co., Hull ; Messrs. J. Unite and Co.,

Edgware Road, London ; The Dryad Works Co.,

Leicester; Mr. J. Bradley, Derby (The
" Bunty " Garden Tea House); Messrs. Yipan
and Headley, Leicester; and Mr. H. E.
\\ i \iyss, London. Messrs. C. II. Peters, Ltd.,
Derby, showed examples of wood preservatives,

and The Garden City Trug Co., Fleet, IIant6..

exhibited well-made trug baskets, some of

them being fitted for carrying tools. French
gardening appliances were displayed by the

Cecil. Sti'and. Baron Bruno Schroder was in

the chair and presided over a large gathering.

Among those present were Sir Harry J. Veitch,

Obi. Mark Lockwood, M.P., Col. S. J. Smith-
Young. Dr. F. W. Keeble, F.R.S., E.

Rochford, Thomas Cox, H. Morgan Veitch,

E. Mainwaring, \Y. E. Churcher, W. A. Bilney,

N. N. Sherwood, W. J. Jefferies, Edward Sher-

wood, Leonard G. Sutton, Martin H. F. Sutton,

Edward White, R. Hooper Pearson, J. B. Slade,

G. J. Ingram, P. Rudolph Barr, Geo. H. Barr,

Donald Anderson, Jas. T. Anderson, E. C.

Anderson, G. H. (uthbert, R. G. Cuthbert, \Y.

Poupart, .1. F. McLeod, H. B. May, and D.
Ingamells.

The chairman gave the usual loyal toasts,

which were received with musical honours, after

which he proposed the toast of the evening,
" The Royal Gardeners' Orphan Fund." It was,

he said, a great pleasure to be present in the
capacity of chairman at the festival dinner,
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although when their chairman, Mr. May, asked
him to preside he felt reluctance in accepting
such a responsible position. Not only (he con-

tinued) was gardening the oldest profession in

the world, it was also the most important, for

we may regard agi'iculture as a branch of gar-

dening, and without agriculture there could be

no food and industry would be impossible. The
development of every country begins with the

cultivation of the land. Apart from its anti-

quity and utility gardening was also the greatest

pleasure a man could enjoy. In England this

was especially so, for whether in large towns,
suburbs, villages, or hamlets, one could every-
where see the intense love of the Britisher for

his garden. Tn jght all thoughts were turned
towards the pr" essional gardener, who 6pent his

sent year £1,868 had been dispensed, and £150
had been paid, at the discretion of the commit-
tee, on providing outfits for children leaving the
fund and beginning to work. During the past
two years it had been possible to place on the
funds all children seeking admission ; but they
could not expect that they would always be en-
abled to do this, and this year already there
were sixteen waiting to be placed in the list next
year. The annual subscriptions amount to only
£450, leaving more than £1,000 to be
made up by voluntary donations. The thanks
of the committee were especially due to Lady
Ilche6ter and Sir Frank Crisp, who had been
good enough to help the institution by throwing
open their grounds to the public for a small fee,

and also to the gardening societies and local sec-

tion of the privilege. He spoke of the greats
honour in which the name of Baron Schroder
was held in all gardening circles, and of the fact
that it was in great measure due to the late-
Baron that the R.H.S. now possessed its splen-
did hall. Baron Schroder then replied briefly
with a few words of thanks, and referred to the-
pleasure it had given him to be among them and
to hear such good news of the work of the fund.
The secretary, Mr. Brian Wynne, then an-

nounced that the sum subscribed during -the even-
ing amounted to a little over £1,200. The prin-
cipal sums included £100 from the chairman,
Baron Bruno Schroder ; N. N. Sherwood and his-
sons, £100; Sir Frank Crisp, Bart., £62; Messrs.
Sutton and Sons, £50 ; Messrs. Rothschild and.
Sons, £26 5s.; Frank C. Tiarks. £25: Anthony

Fig. 173.

—

cinebabias and pbimulas exhibited by messes, ed. webb and sons at the chelsea show.

life in ministering to the pleasure of those for
whom he worked. If such a man was taken
from us in the prime of life, was it not our duty
to care for the orphans he leaves behind ? This
work was done in a splendid manner by the
R.G.O.F. There was no more praiseworthy work
than aiding the orphan and fatherless; indeed,
it was a national duty to support the young, on
whose health and efficiency the future depended.
He had great pleasure in giving tne toast of the
fund, coupling with it the name of the treasurer,
Mr. Edward Sherwood.
Mr. Sherwood, in reply, said that he had

great pleasure in announcing that the fund con-
tinued to prosper. Its usefulness became more
and more apparent, and the number of applicants
greater every year. Nearly £30,000 had been
subscribed since it was founded. During the pre-

retaries who had been indefatigable in collecting

donations. The shilling subscription fund had
this year met with unprecedented success, and it

was hoped that it might assume large propor-
tions. He had pleasure in seconding the appeal
of the chairman for support of this eminently
useful charity.

Mr. N. N. Sherwood proposed the toast of
" The Visitors," and appealed to those present
to continue to aid in the good work which was
being done. He asked them to do their best to
support the charity and make it an abiding
success. Mr. W. J. Jefferies replied for the
visitors, and expressed the great pleasure it gave
to him and to all those present to hear such a
satisfactory account of the activities of the
society. Mr. H. B. May proposed the toast of
" The Chairman," and expressed his apprecia-

Waterer, £25 ; R. B. Leech, £29 18s. 6d. ; G. H.
Cuthbert, £27 15s. ; Sir Jeremiah Colman, Bart.,.

£20; J. F. McLeod, £20; Whitpaine Nutting,
18 guineas ; R. Hooper Pearson, £17 (including:

5 guineas from the proprietors of the Gardeners'
Chronicle) ; David W. Thomson, £15 9s. ; W.
Poupart, £14 12s. ; J. W. Blackburne, £12 ; F.

C. Stanisby, £11; Sir Edgar Speyer, Bart.,

£10 10s. ; Messrs. James Carter and Co.,

£10 10s. ; Messrs. Barr and Sons, £10 10s. ;

Messrs. G. Bunvard and Co., Ltd., £10 lOs.j^

Wm. Howe, £10" 10s. ; Edward White, £10 10s.

;

A. W. Metcalfe, £10 10s. ; Sir Harry Veitch,
£10 10s. ; J. C. Geiselbrecht, £10; Leonard Sut-

ton, £10; Martin H. F. Sutton, £10; Thomas
Hay, £9 7s. ; H. B. May, £7 7s. ; G. Caselton,

£7 7s. ; T. A. Morris, £6 6s. ; T. W. Sanders,.

£6 6s.
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The following each subscribed 5 guineas :

—

Lady Veitch, Mrs. Tiarks, Reg. R. Cory, L.
Foerslieim, John Margetson, E. Mainwaring, C.
A. Bingel, W. J. Jefferies, Osman and Co., Ltd.,
Dr. F. Keeble, F.R.S., Col. M. Lockwood, M.P.,
W. G. Churcher, Cony and Co., Ltd., W. Cut-
bush and Sons, J. T. Anderson and Sons, Ltd.
The sum of £5 was contributed by Thos. H.

Mann, J. L. Walker and W. A. Bilney.
Covent Garden growers subscribed £170, col-

lected by Mr. D. Ingamells, including Mr. Ed-
mund Rochford, £10 ; Mr. Jesse F. Smith.,
£6 6s. ; and 5 guineas each from Mr. James
Sweet, Mr. John Rochford, Mr. Joseph Roch-
ford, Mr. H. 0. Larsen, Mr. 0. Hiehle, Mr. J.
Collingridge, J. C. Mee, Mr. G. E. Messer,
Messrs. Forster and Robins, and Messrs. C. P.
Kinnell and Co., Ltd.
The tables and orchestral platform were beau-

tifully decorated with flowers contributed by
the kindness of Sir Harry J. Veitch, Mr. T.
Rochford, Mr. G. H. Barr, Mr. T. S. Ware,
Mr. A. F. Dutton, Mr. C. Engelmann, and
Messrs. Lowe and Shawyer.
The musical programme, which was inter-

spersed with the toasts, was excellent.

JIORTICULTURAL TRADES' ASSOCIATION.

DINNER TO SIR HARRY J. VEITCH.
May 19.—As announced in our last issue, the

.members of the Horticultural Trades' Associa-
tion of Great Britain and Ireland entertained
Sir Hany Veitch at dinner at the Hotel
Windsor on the above date. The President for
the year, Mr. William Cuthbertson, was in

the chair, and there was a company present of
about eighty.

After the loyal toasts had been duly observed,
the President set forth the programme for the
•evening, by stating that it had been arranged
that several members who had been associated
with Sir Harry Veitch for a considerable num-
ber of years should speak to the toast of his

health, which he, the President, had now the
privilege of proposing. He referred in the
highest terms to the feelings entertained for their

guest, and he was sure that the toast would
meet with their hearty approval.
The next speaker was Mr. George Paul, one

of Sir Harry's oldest friends in the horti-
cultural trade. He stated that their acquaint-
anceship commenced in 1856, when they were
fellow students at the same school at Altona,
in Germany, and they had been in touch
with each other during the whole period
of fifty-eight years that had since elapsed. He
was exceedingly proud of the opportunity of
standing up before an assembly such as was
present that night to testify to the respect he, in
•common with all horticulturists, felt for Sir
Harry Veitch. They had long since recognised
Sir Harry as the leading figure in the horti-

cultural trade, and he was glad to be able to
say that Sir Harry had always been Teady to

give advice and help to any of his colleagues
who had occasion to seek his assistance. The
firm of Veitch was a remarkable business ; they
often wondered how it was that the firm had
been so successful. After speaking of some of
the methods that had contributed to their suc-
cess, Mr. Paul claimed that the firm owed its

position no less to its enterprise than to its

straightforwardness and integrity.

Mr. N. N. Sherwood, the next speaker, re-

ferred more particularly to Sir Harry Veitch 's

work in connection with the Gardeners' Royal
Benevolent Institution, and to his liberal assist-

ance of other charities ; also to his interest in
religious work, in the prosecution of which he
spent considerable time and energy. He said

that Sir Harry had been blessed with prosperity,

Tjut he had not neglected to help those who had
heen less blessed than himself.

Mr. Charles E. Pearson, in supporting the
toast of the evening, pointed out that Sir Harry
was one of the very few successful men who had
made no enemies. The firm of James Veitch and
Sons was a business that they might all envy,
hut it was a business of which none could com-
plain, for the success had been obtained by
methods that were not open to objection. Sir
Harry had achieved his position by hard work,
ability, and honesty of purpose. No one in the
Horticultural trade was jean.^; of the position

he had obtained, and every one of them rejoiced

that he had achieved that position.

Mr. David W. Thomson, who also supported
the toast, confined his remarks more or less

to reminiscences of the Chelsea nurseries.

He stated that he commenced work at those
nurseries on May 18, 1873, at six o'clock in the
morning, and he was admitted by John
Dominy. Mr. Thomson caused considerable
amusement by referring to the pot-washing and
crocking that he had to perform under Mr. May,
one of the foremen, and afterwards proceeded
to speak of one foreman after another, until a
whole list had been mentioned, and in each case

they could all appreciate the high motives that
had led Sir Harry to adopt the course upon
which he had decided.
The toast was drunk with musical honours,

and Sir Harry Veitch responded in an able
and profoundly interesting speech. He started
by referring to his great-grandfather, who left
Scotland in 1775 to become steward at Kilerton,
in Devonshire. After serving in this position
for a considerable number of years, the owner
of that estate was so satisfied with the service
that had been given him that he told Veitch
that he might choose any farm on the estate and
have it, rent free, for the remainder of his

Fig. 174.—SHINTO TEMPLE AND WISTARIA IN THE "

NURSERY COMPANY

Mr. Thomson stated that " he had passed
away." He concluded with a fine tribute to

the position attained by the firm of

Veitch: "They may ring down the cur-

tain at Chelsea, take down the sign and
close the gates through which so many have
passed on their way to success, but the name of

Veitch will live long after the present genera-

tion has passed away, and will be handed down
to generations yet unborn."
The President, in putting the toast, referred

to Sir Harry Veitch s decision not to sell the

good-will of the Veitchian business. He said it

was a noble action ; it did not appear to be in

agreement with general business principles, but

JAPANESE " GARDEN EXHIBITED BY THE YOKOHAMA
AT THE CHELSEA SHOW.

days whilst he retained his stewardship. He
commenced to cultivate horticultural crops on
this land, and this was the commencement of the

business which was started at Exeter, and after-

wards extended to London. Many were in-

terested and some consoled to hear that Sir

Hariy's grandfather smoked thirty pipes of

tobacco a day, and lived to the age of 85 years.

Surveying horticulture during the past

sixty-three years, Sir Harry asked the com-
pany to consider how many nursery businesses

had ceased to exist in that time : it showed what
extraordinary changes were going on. Amongst
others were those of Chandler. Milne, Rollisson,

Henderson, Osborne, Kinghorn, Lee of Ham-
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mersmith, Parker, Jackson, Standish, Noble,
Luckcombe, F.~ince and Co. (Exeter), Herbst,
Palmer, Garraway of Bristol, and Smith's of

Worcester. There were doubtless others, but
these were sufficient to show the ups and downs
that occur even in such a business as the nursery
and seed trade.

After referring to the exhibition of 1851, Sir

Harry proceeded to relate interesting facts con-

cerning the discovery, propagation, and sale of

those new plants which had gone a considerable

way towards helping to establish the business.

Among others he mentioned Berberis Darwinii
and Medinilla magnifica (easily disposed of

at three guineas a plant). In 1860 John
Gould Veitch went to Japan, and the collections

he made there provided the firm with a wonder-
ful number of novelties, including the ever-

popular Ampelopsis Veitohii, which now rejoices

in thirteen names.
In 1862 Sir Harry visited for the first time the

Ghent Quinquennial Exhibition, where his

early days, Sir Harry stated that Pandanus
Veitchii was shown six times before that com-
mittee gave it an award.

In 1867 Sir Harry went to Paris for an
important exhibition ; 1867 was remarkable
for the sale of Bause's seedling Coleus at

Stevens' Auction Rooms. Sir Harry was de-

puted by his father to go and examine these

Coleus, and he bought six of them for £261 4s.,

and these six plants afterwards gained six First-

class Certificates.

In 1869 he went to St. Petersburg, taking
with him Masdevallia Veitchii, and keeping it

in the railway carriage with him, so valu-

able a novelty was it in those days. About this

time the propagation and cross-breeding of

Begonias was commenced, and the Golden
Hamburgh Grape was introduced ; also Aspara-
gus plumosus. Later the hybridisation of
OTchids became more and more part of

the work engaging the attention of the
firm. The Java Rhododendrons were also

the President, in replying, stated that the meet-
ing would be adjourned until September 9, in
Edinburgh.

KEW GUILD.
Annual Meeting and Dinner.

May 20.—There was a large attendance at the
annual general meeting of the Kew Guild which,
was held at. the Holborn Restaurant on May 20.

The report and balance-sheet, both of which
record satisfactory states of affairs, were adopted
unanimously. The members of the committee-
who retire under rule 4 are Messrs. W. Hales^
R. L. Harrow, R. A. Rolfe, and J. Weathers

;

their places were filled by the election of
Messrs. Chas. H. Curtis, F. W. Harvey, A.
Hosking, and J. Hutchinson, whilst Messrs.
G. F. Glover and C. Boff were elected by the
sub-foreman as gardeners. Messrs. A. Osborn
and E. Allard are the auditors for the ensuing
year. Mr. J. Coutts was re-elected treasurer
and Mr. H. Cowley, secretary and editor. The

WISTABIA GARDEN EXHIBITED BY MESSRS. PIPER S AT THE CHELSEA SHOW.

firm showed as a new plant Alocasia Veitchii.
The same year the firm flowered Lilium
auratum, Sir Harry relating some very
interesting particulars of the manner in
which his firm outdid Fortune, who was
collecting L. auratum for another firm. Mr.
James Veitch purchased a large number of
auratum bulbs at a sale in London, when there
was a considerable doubt as to the identity of
the bulbs, but they all turned out true.

In 1865 he attended an International Exhibi-
tion at Amsterdam. He and one or two others,
led by Dr. Masters, invited the foreign nursery-
men present at Amsterdam to come to London
in the following year, and they would promote
an International Exhibition in London. This
was the origin of the International Exhibition
of 1866, a solitary event of its kind until 1912.
John Gould Veitch returned home from

his second trip, which was to the South Sea
Islands, in 1865, bringing with him many Cro-
tons and Dracaenas, and that wonderfully fine
plant Pandanus Veitchii. In testimony of the
discrimination of the Floral Committee in those

hybridised, and Sir Harry stated how, by select-

ing petaloid flowers for four generations, a
variety was obtained with perfectly double
flowers.

In regard to Orchids, Sir Harry said that the
company knew well enough that the first hybrid
was raised by Dominy. He was inclined to

think that the paper which he himself read at

the Orchid Conference in 1885 had the effect of
giving a great impetus to cross-breeding of
Orchids in this country.

Sir Harry concluded his speech by giving
some amusing particulars of the regulations in

the old days of the Chelsea NuTseries, and
stated that the young men were compelled to be
clean-shaven.

The toast of the United Horticultural Trades
Association was proposed by Mr. Arthur W.
Sutton in an appropriate speech, in which he
not only spoke of the value of the work the
Association is doing, but also of the high
character and attainments of Sir Harry Veitch.
The concluding toast was that of " The Presi-

dent," proposed by Mr. Alfred Watkins, and

secretary reported that the special appeal made-
on behalf of Mr. W. Crisp, who was for so many-
years packer at Kew, has already met with a.

ready response, but further subscriptions are.

needed.
Mr. A. W. Hill, M.A., presided at the annual

dinner, at which 100 members were present, and
the visitors were Sir Frederick Moore, M.A.,
M.V.H., Colonel Gage, and Mr. J. R. Jackson.
Three lady members, the Misses Cope, Gunnell,
and Powell, attended, and amongst the members-
present from abroad were Messrs. H. A. Cannon
and T. Hunter (Gold Coast), G. T. Lane, and
J. T. Johnson (Calcutta), F. S. Sillitoe (Khar-
toum), C. B. Ussher (Java), and A. H. S. White-
(E.S.A.).

Mr. C. H. Curtis was deputed to convey the-

greetings of the Kew Guild to the Carnation
Society, who were also dining in the Holborn
Restaurant, which greetings were heartily re-

ciprocated.
In proposing " The Kew Guild," Sir

Frederick Moore said that his great pleasure in-

being invited to the dinner was tinged with th«j
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sincere regret that he was not a Kewite. He
had often wished that his father had sent him
to Kew in his young days instead of to the

Continent, for he was convinced from his per-

sonal experience that the home horticulture was
superior to that abroad, and, speaking from a

wide knowledge, Kew was the finest garden in

the world. The advantages which Kew offered

to her young men were enormous, and he felt

sure that this was appreciated by the "Present
Kewites." Consider, he said, the staff at Kew
—Sir David Prain, the director, who is a won-
derful botanist ; Mr. Watson, the curator, whose
knowledge of plants is unequalled in Europe.
Hand him a plant and he will quickly tell you
its value and possibilities. To mention only
one plant, the Streptocarpus of to-day is due to

Mr. Watson's intuitive knowledge and fore-

sight ; Mr. Bean amongst trees and shrubs, and
Mr. Irving in the rock garden are also the
leading authorities of the day—no other garden
possesses such men. Everything changes, and
gardening is no exception ; the collections of

stove plants have gone, he continued, and in

their place we have houses of Carnations, Roses
and other plants; whilst in the out-door garden
the greatest change is to be seen in the rock
garden—such as those wonderful gardens which
we have seen at Chelsea. Sir Frederick then
spoke of the enormous value of practical ex-

perience, and said that it was only by working
amongst plants that one could really know them.
He was glad to know that the Kew Guild had a
Benevolent Fund, for to help their members is

the true spirit of a Guild. " No man has a
"ight to take a step up the ladder without hold-
ing out a hand to him below." In conclusion
he said it was inevitable, but there was a tragic
page in the Journal; the photographs and re-

cords of those members who had gone, some of
them pioneers who had, whilst yet young, laid
down their lives in the service of their country.

In responding to the toast, Mr. A. W. Hill
expressed the honour which the Guild felt at
the presence of Sir Frederick Moore, and
their pleasure in his speech. He briefly
reviewed the reasons of the Guild's exist-
ence, and was sure it did good work
in welding the bond of friendship around
the whole world. He endorsed Sir Frederick's
remarks concerning the great value of practical
experience, and quoted Aristotle, " If you want
to learn to play the harp you must play the harp."
Mr. W. Hales proposed the health of the new

President, Mr. W. J. Bean, and referred to his
great accomplishments and to the esteem in
which he is held by the members. Mr. Bean
briefly replied.

MARKETS. Plants in Pots, &e. : Average Wholesale Prices.

s.d. s. d.

PERPETUAL-FLOWERING CARNATION.
May 20.—The annual dinner of the members

of this society was held at the Holborn Res-
taurant on Wednesday, the 20th inst., Mr. J. S.
Brunton presiding. About 60 members and
friends were present. After the usual loyal
toasts had been given and honoured, Mr. George
Monro, junr., gave the toast of " The Perpetual-
Flowering Carnation Society." He said that
the Perpetual-Flowering Carnation had become
popular quickly. Exhibitions, said Mr. Monro,
have done more to popularise the flower than
anything else, and each provincial show has
been followed by a greater demand for the flower.
Mr. J. S. Brunton, who replied, referred to

the valuable help rendered to the society by the
officers and committee.

Greetings were exchanged between the mem-
bers of the Kew Guild, who were also meeting
at dinner in the same building. Other toasts in-
cluded " The Ladies," proposed by Mr. H. TMS[on >

and responded to by Mr. Taudevin
;

''The Visitors," by Mr. C. Engelmann ; "The
Dinner Committee and Artistes," by Mr. L. J
Cook

; and " The Chairman," by Mr. W. H. Page

CARDIFF GARDENERS'.
Forty of the members of this association

many accompanied by ladies, recently visited
Lynwood," Penarth, the residence of the

I resident Mr. J. J. Neale. The visitors were
conducted by Mr. Neale through the gardens,
where they greatly admired the Orchids and
insectivorous plants.

COVENT GARDEN, May 17.

We cannot accept any responsibility for the subjoined

reports. They are furnished to us regularly every
Wednesday, by the kindness of several of the principal

salesmen, who are responsible for the quotations. It

must be remembered that these quotations do not
represent the prices on any particular day, but only the
general averages for the week preceding the date of our
report. The prices depend upon the quality of the
samples, the way in which they are packed, the supply
in the market, and the demand, and they may fluctuate,

not only from day to day, but occasionally several times
in one day.

—

Eds.1

Cut Flowers, &e. : Average Wholesale Prices.
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Vegetables : Average Wholesale Prices.

s.d. s.d. s.d. s.d.

Artichokes, Globe,
per dozen

— ground, i sieve

Asparagus:
Cavillion

— Sprue ..

— Giant .

.

— Victorian
— Toulouse
— Lauris .

.

— English bundle

Batavia, per doz. .

.

Beans,Guernsey, lb.

— English
— Broad, French,

per pad
— wire, French,

per pad
Beetroot, per

bushel

Cabbages, English
spring, per
hamper

Carrots, (English),

bags
— ^French), pad .

.

— New, bunch,
round ..— long

Cauliflowers, per
hamper . . 2 6-50

Chicory, per lb. ..04} —
Cucumbers, per flat 4 0-60
Endive, French , per

dozen
Garlic, per strike .

.

Horseradish, 12
bundles . . IS 0-24

Leeks, per dozen . . 2 0-30
Lettuce, Dutch,

round, percrate 2 6 —
— English, Cos,

per score
— English, round

per score

19-30
10-16

9-0 10
4-06

4 0-80
2 0-23
16-19
10-16
9-50

3 0-36
7-08
6-07

4 0-46

4 6-56

4 0-56

2 6-3

4 0-66
3 0-40

6-07
S- 9

2 0-30
3 0-40

9-1

2 6-29
5 0-10

3 0-40

6-0 8
4-06
9-10

10- 1

Lettuce

—

continued
— Cos, French,

per doz.

Marrows, per doz.

Mint, per doz.

Mushrooms, culti-

vated, per lb. .

.

— Broilers
— Buttons
Mustard and Cress,

per dozen pun<
nets

Onions, picklers, per
i bushel . . 3 0-40

— Spring, per doz. 2 6-36
— Egyptian, hags 16 0-10 6
— Lisbon, box . . 12 0-12 6

Parsley, per dozen
bunches .. 2 6-30

Peas, Guernsey, lb. 9-10
— French, pad . . 5 0-60
— English, I bus. 2 6-56
Radishes, per doz. 16 —
Rhubarb, Leeds,

forced, dozen
hundles .. 10-13

— Natural, per
tally . . . . 7 6- S 6

Sage, per dozen . .
16-20

Spinach, per bushel 16-20
Spring Greens, bag 16-26
Stachys tuberosa.lb. 4 —
Swedes, bag ..16-20
Tomatos, Canary,

bundle . . . . 12 0-16

— English, per
doz. lbs. . . 6 —

— Guernsey, per
doz. lbs. . . 5 0-60

Thyme, per dozen
bunches . . 2 0-60

Turnips (French).
long, dozen
bunches . . 7 0-80
— round . . 6 0-70

10-13 Watercress, per doz. 04-06

Remarks.—Continental Asparagus is still available in

limited quantities. English supplies are still fairly plen-

tiful. Outdoor Peas are available in half-sieve baskets.

—E H. R., Covent Garden, May 27, 19U.

THE WEATHER.
THE WEATHER IN WEST HERTS.

Week ending May W, 1911,.

A Sudden Change to Colder Weather —The recent

warm period lasted ten days, and terminated on the

23rd, since which time the weather has been very cold

for the time of year. Between the 22nd and 25th the

maximum shade temperature fell from 77° to 54°—

a

fall of 23°. On the last two nights the exposed ther-

mometer has registered respectively 8° and 9° of frost.

The ground is now 1° warmer at 2 feet deep, but 2°

colder at 1 foot deep, than is seasonable. Rain fell

on two davs. but to the total depth of only one-tenth of

an inch. There has been no percolation through either

of the soil gauges for nearly a fortnight. The sun

shone during the week on an average for eight hours

a day, which is two hours a day longer than is usual

at the end of May. On one day the sun was shining
brightly for 13i hours. Light, airs and calms alone

prevailed during the week. For the first three days

the direction of these light airs was some point be-

tween south and west, but since then they have come
from some point between north and east. The mean
amount of moisture in the air at three o'clock in the
afternoon exceeded a seasonable quantity for that hour
by 3 per cent. A large bush of the wild Dog Rose
came first into flower in my garden on the 26th inst.,

which is nine days earlier than its #average date in

the previous 28 years, and, with one exception, 1893.

earlier than in either of those years.

—

E. M., Berlcham-
sted, May 27.

Lawrence Davenport.—We learn from the

American Florist the news of the death, on
April 18, at the age of 78, of Lawrence Daven-
port, a native of Chorley, Lancashire. Mr.
Davenport emigrated to Lawrence, Mass., U.S.A.,
at an early age, where he engaged in the pursuit

of horticulture. He died in the same town,
having lived there since 1854.

Peter Ross.—The death is announced in the

American Florist of Peter Ross, who was born
at Balmasown, Scotland, in 1851. He emigrated

early in life to America, and pursued the busi-

ness of a florist. He settled in Flushing, L.I.,

and died there on April 27 last.

John Scott.—From the American publica-

tion, Horticulture, comes the news of the death,

on May 2, of John Scott, a native of Hadding-
ton, N.B. Mr. Scott was an expert gardener

of the old school, and had been employed on

the estate of the Earl of Dalkeith for over forty

years. He finally emigrated to Brooklyn, N.Y..

and died there.

Bay Leaves Diseased : W. T. M. The Bay
shrubs are infested with a fungus known as

Capnodium mangiferum. The fungus is

nourished on the "honey-dew" secreted by
aphides, or green flies, and the trees should be

well sprayed with an insecticide in order to

destroy these insects. When they are no

longer present the fungus will die away for

lack of encouragement.

Bedding Schemes : -4 Head Gardener. The
undernoted are all effective. For two-colour

schemes, groups, or beds : Blue and white
j

blue and cream ; blue and pink ; blue and
crimson ;

purple and red
;
purple and crimson

;

purple and mauve ;
purple and white ; purple

and golden yellow ;
purple and orange ;

purple

and cream
;
pink and mauve

;
pink and laven-

der
;
pink and cream ;

pink and violet ; rose

and cream ; rose and crimson ; rose and laven-

der ;
yellow and orange

;
yellow and brown

;

deep yellow and greeny-white ; deep yellow and
rose ;*lavender and creamy lavender and rose.

For three-colour schemes : Rosy carmine, pink

and mauve ; deep crimson, dark blue and

lemon ; white, blue and crimson ; brown, orange

and yellow ; blue, lemon and white of yellow

tint ; violet, light blue and pink ; salmon, light

blue, and pink or cream ; dark blue, light blue,

and white or cream ;
purple, mauve and lemon.

Mixtures of nink to crimson with blue are

satisfactory. One-colour arrangements are

accentuated by employing similar plants of

different heights—e.g., tall with dwarf

Ageratums ; tall carmine with intermediate

carmine Antirrhinums, and the tones may be
dissimilar as well as the heights—e.g., dark

yellow intermediate Antirrhinums with tall

yellow varieties several shades lighter. Or the

plants may be of different kinds as well as

different heights—e.g., Anchusa Dropmore
variety, tall crimson Lobelia, and cream Antir-

rhinum or Ostrich Plume Aster ; deep rose

stock-flowered Larkspurs, Lavender or Nepeta
Mussinii, and Pearl Nasturtium. The newer

Gladioli of art shades afford splendid material

for working among flatter growing
_

plants.

The above are examples of the simplest,

and at the same time most effective,

ways of employing decorative plants for

flower gardening. They are certain to

give satisfaction, provided the plants are

well grown and properly attended through-

out the season. The choice of plants

ranges through annuals, biennials, and hardy
and tender plants of almost endless variety.

Figs Failing to Mature : W. T. H. There is

nothing the matter with the Figs you send

for examination. The only reason for their

dropping is that they have been forced too

early in the season for the flowers to have

been fertilised. The " fruits " form and grow-

to a certain size, but without fertilisation they

subsequently drop without becoming ripe.

Grapes Diseased : W. B. The berries are

affected with spot disease, caused by the fun-

gus Gloeosporium ampelophagum. Dredge

the vines with flowers of sulphur at intervals

of ten days. On the second occasion add a

small quantity of quicklime to the sulphur,

and increase the quantity on each successive

application, but always use a little more sul-

phur than lime. Next winter, when the vine

is resting, drench the rod with a solution of

sulphate of iron. Collect and burn all dis-

eased leaves, shoots, and fruit.

Lilac : W. H. W. We do not recognise the

variety of Lilac. Send a specimen to some
nurseryman, who can compare your variety

with those in his collection.

Name of Fungus : L. C. S. The plant sent is

not a fungus, but one of the Myxogastres. It

arrived in a damaged condition, and hence we
cannot give you more detailed information.

Names of Plants: R. 1, Erythronium sp., and

2, Papaver sp. (too much faded to identify) ;

3, Ranunculus aconitifolius var. flore pleno; 4,

Trollius asiaticus; 5, Tiarella cordifolius ; 6.

Leucojum aestivum. On another occasion-

please send better specimens.

—

F. A. Saint-

paulia ionantha.

—

Down Farm, Westonbirt. 1
and 2, Abies brachyphylla ; 3, Corylus sp. ; send i

when in fruit.— W. R. P. 1, Asparagus
scandens; 2, Rhododendron calophyllum.

—

Lynn. 1, Saxifraga Sibthorpii ; 2, Fuchsia
fulgens; 3, Begonia fuchsioides.

—

E. F. Den-
drobium lituiflorum.

—

C. F. C. We do not
recognise the variety of Horse Chestnut. The -

stove plant is Ruelha Portellae.

—

G. H. L. 1,

Cercis Siliquastrum (Judas Tree). 2, Cistus
florentinus ; 3, Ceanothus Veitchianus ; 4,

Teucrium fruticans ; 5, Eschscholtzia calif or-

nica ; 6, Trachelospermum (Rhynchospermum)
jasminoides.— Vincent. 1, Muscari comosum

.

var. plumosum ; 2, Valeriana Phu.

—

Orchid. 1,

Cattleya Forbesii ; 2, Laelia Boothiana ; 3, .

Eria tricolor ; 4, E. convallarioides.

—

J. T.
Dendrobium suavissimum.

—

Mimulus. Mimu-
lus cupreus ; not rare.

—

W. H. S. 1, Vanda.
Bensonii ; 2, Cymbidium pendulum. — TF.

Parker. Eccremocarpus seaber.

Propagation of Dahlias : H. S. Dahlias are •

very easily rooted. Detach a little of the -

fleshy tuber with the individual cuttings wlheti

about 2 inches high, and insert them singly in

60-sized pots filled with light mould, and sur-

faced with sand. If watered and kept close

in a uniformly moist atmosphere 95 if not
100 per cent, of the cuttings will become
rooted within a week or two.

Roses Failing : Enquirer, Swansea. The Roses -

are apparently suffering from the presence of

crown-gall, or tumours at the collar or roots.

The roots should be exposed and the swellings

removed, afterwards carefully covering the

wounds thus made with gas-tar. The roots

should then be re-covered with suitable soil,

and the symptoms will probably cease.

Seedling Rhododendron : W. G. Midford.
Your seedling Rhododendron is pretty, but it.

is not distinct or superior to others already

in cultivation of the same colour and showing
similar markings. It would therefore have
little commercial value.

Strawberries Failing to Set : G. J. Your
Strawberries are quite healthy, but they have
not been fertilised. Under such circum-

stances the fruit will not set or swell, and the

flowers, after blooming for a while, naturally

die.

Sweet Peas : Bathomian. The roots and stems
of the Sweet Peas seem to be perfectly healthy,

but the lower leaves look as though they had
been eaten by small slugs, which often make
the leaves appear skeletonised, the tissue of the

under side of the leaves being eaten and the

top skin of the leaf shrivelling. One pair of

leaves only is burnt on the outside edges, and
this is quite distinct from the injury to the

lower leaves and might be caused by frost

after a damp evening, or to fresh soot sprinkled t

over them. On the whole we are inclined to

think that the injury is caused by unsuitability

of cultivation rather than by disease.

Tulips for Propagation : IF. T. Allow the

bulbs to remain in the ground until all

the leaves have died, then lift them all

carefully, including the very small ones.

Place them in a cool, airy shed, and when
dry clean all the soil and loose materials

from them with the fingers. In August pre-

pare a plot of ground by manuring with

farmyard manure and digging the same well

below the surface ; early in October plant the

Tulips in rows at 1 foot apart, and 6 inches

between the bulbs in the rows ; the small bulbs

may be placed at half the above distances to

economise the space.

Vines Withering : P. G. W. Examination of

the specimens sent failed to disclose any trace

of disease. The cause of the withering is

probably the absence of sufficient moisture at

the root.

Communications Beceived—A. E. T.—R. O. 6.—

H E., India—N. H. T., Sevenoaks—White ROBe—R. A.—
H. and S.. Winchester—H. S. T.—H. C. Ltd.—S. L.

and Co.—H. E. N. and Co.—A. T. H.—O. N.—Mrs
V. S. J. B F—A. MacE.—W. P., Cheshire—W. I.—

O. H —James Brittain—F. W. P., Washington, U.S.A.—
R W p_p W. K.—I. W.—R. H. S—J. P —
6. R. F.-^J. K... "Slough—H. V.—L. E. A. T.—G. U.,

Germany—Mrs. H. .1. T.—W. W. P.—J. J— E. T. C,
Toronto—Sir H. J. V.
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THE MARKET FRUIT GARDEN.

MAY has proved a month of disaster

to fruit-growers and market
growers of vegetables through-

out a great portion of the country.

Large proportions of the Plum, Pear,

and early Apple crops were de-

stroyed by the very severe frost which oc-

curred early on the morning of May 2,

while Plums, Pears, and Apples to a less

extent were further swept away by the

frosts which occurred towards the end of

the month, the Strawberry crop in some
districts being almost entirely destroyed

by the later frosts. Comparatively
little damage is reported in relation to

Gooseberries and Currants, and no men-
tion of decided injury to Cherries has

come under my notice. Apparently no
great severity of frost occurred in Kent,

and a visit to a few districts in that count}'

has not disclosed to me any serious injury
to fruit of any kind. Further south, in

the Southampton district, however, the

Strawberry crop has been greatly

damaged. For my own part, no frost has
been registered in my orchards since

March. The losses incurred by growers in

the neighbourhoods of Evesham, Pershore,

Wisbech, and great fruit districts further
north, are lamentable, and all the more so

after the splendid prospect which was pre-

sented at the end of April. By way of

counterblast to my happy escape from
frost, I have been an exceptional sufferer

from drought, having had much less rain
than even the small quantity credited to

the south-east of England as a whole.

From April 11 to noon on May 31, just

over seven weeks, my rainfall was only

0.40in.

Results of the Drought.

Perhaps the worst result of the drought
is the running off of Black Currants,
which appears to have been very serious in

some districts. Promise of a crop in my
orchards was uncommonly good a fortnight

ago. It is less good now, but not as bad
as might have been expected. Another
result of the drought is the failure of the

Gooseberries to swell to their proper size.

Probably the drought may also be held

accountable for the large numbers of

Plums which have dropped. Similarly

the withering of whole trusses of Apple
blossom, which is more common than

usual on some varieties, is partly due
to the lack of a sufficient supply of

sap, which may be traced to the drought.

Lastly, there is to notice the extreme
difficulty of hoeing the orchards, either

by horse or hand power, and the

great extra expense of such work as has

been clone. Against this may be set the

lack of the usual growth of weeds, and
their speedy destruction when chopped out

of the land by the hoe; also the checking

of such fungous diseases as brown rot of

Plums, Apples, and Cherries, which would
have been prevalent if a wet April and
May had succeeded the rainy winter and
the March deluge.

Lady-birds and Aphides.

Mr. A. J. Bliss's suggestion on page 374

that it might be worth while to attempt

the breeding of lady-birds as devourers of

aphides is worth consideration. But we
need to know the conditions under which,

what may be called, the intensive culture

of lady-birds can be carried on. Last year,

when aphis infestation was very extensive,

I found great numbers of lady-birds. This

season, when I have had no aphides worth

notice on Apples, and extremely few on
Plums, I have hardly seen a lady-bird or

its larva, the "nigger," although I have

examined a great number of trusses of

blossom and of fruitlets after the blossom

had fallen. This is a curious coincidence,

and one that raises three questions:—(1)

Where does the lady-bird deposit her egos?

(2) If on the trees and bushes upon which
she fed on aphides in the spring and sum-

mer, how is the dearth of this insect in my
orchards this season to be explained? (3)

If elsewhere, in what directions should we
look for the lady-birds? Apparently, the

lady-bird does not feed on apple suckers,

which were more numerous this season in

my orchards than they have ever been be-

fore. It would be well worth while to

ascertain by precise experiments to what

extent an aphis wash kills lady-birds. I

fear it kills some, as I have found dead

ones, and it probably kills more "nig-
gers." In spraying against suckers one

necessarily sprays also against aphides.

But I do not think that the extreme rarity

of lady-birds this season can be accounted

for by supposing that last year's broods

were nearly exterminated by spraying, be-

cause I find the scarcity in young planta-
tions which were not sprayed for sucker
or aphis in 1913 or this season. Some
other natural enemies of the aphis are pro-
bably killed by spraying. But it is hardly
possible that a wash fatal to aphides and
suckers and harmless to their natural
enemies can be discovered. The only hope
in this direction seems to lie in taking care
to use a wash no stronger than the weakest
which is fatal to aphides and suckers. A
paragraph below incidentally bears upon
this point.

More About the Apple Sucker.

A great portion of my time in May was
devoted to the observation o-f Apple
suckers, tests of insecticides, and the

strengths necessary to render them fatal,

and to taking account of the proportions
of infected trusses on trees of different

varieties before and after spraying. From
none to 18 out of 20 trusses were found in-

fested in the first instance, 3 to 8 out of

20 being more common proportions. The
first spraying was on April 18, and other

operations were carried out from time
to time as the different varieties were ready
—that is, when the blossom-buds were well

separated, and about to expand. In some
cases the proportion of infested trusses was
greater after than before spraying,

showing that hatching had gone on
after the spraying. In the majority
of cases, however, the proportion

was reduced, in some greatly. It

was impossible to tell, however, to what
extent the reduction was due to spraying,

as the earliest suckers were transformed to

the nymph stage somewhat early in May,
and began to migrate from the trusses to

the foliage. By May 18 many perfect in-

sects were formed, and these soon crept or

flew away from the trusses.

The proportions of infestation given

above relate to mature trees. They were

much less on young trees, examples of

from none to 2 infested trusses out of 20-

being common. These were not sprayed.

Somewhat more suoce=s in finding dead

suckers than was mentioned a month ago

attended the late sprayings; but still the

proportion of dead to live ones was small.

Much has been written about the necessity

of force in spraying against suckers and

aphides. In my opinion the quantity of

wash applied to a tree is much more im-

portant than the degree of force. A coarse-

nozzle should be used, and the trees so

well soused that the wash will run down
inside the trusses of blossom-buds, to get to

the axils of leaves and buds, where the

suckers chiefly congregate. No degree of

force with a small volume of wash will

effect this object. Certain tests carried

cut with various washes, however, showed

that many suckers wetted with a wash

dropped out of the trusses when killed, or

crept out to die, as a great number were

found dead at the bottoms of boxes in

which trusses taken off trees and wetted by

dipping them into a wash were kept for

24 hours before being examined for result-.

Still, the results of spraying with a wash

that killed nearly all the pests when trusses

containing them were dipped into it were-

not satisfactory.
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Insecticides Tried.

Being desirous of ascertaining the kinds

and strengths of insecticides which might increase

the penetrative power of soft soap, I tested car-

bolic acid, sulphuric acid, washing soda, am-
monia, and methylated spirit alone and with soft

soap. First it had been ascertained that the beet

soft soap, at the rate of only 6 lb. per 100 gallons

of water, killed all the suckers well wetted by it.

Out of twenty-seven suckers found after dipping

infested trusses in this wash twenty-two were

dead and only five alive, and three of the five

were in a particularly compact truss. Of the

other insecticides tried only ammonia and car-

bolic acid were found satisfactory. Sulphuric

acid and washing soda proved to be very weak
insecticides, as each failed when used alone, in-

fested trusses being dipped, to kill any consider-

able proportion of the suckers, unless used at a

j fluid ounce to a gallon of water proved fatal to

nearly ail the suckers in trusses dipped in it.

With soft soap it was still more satisfactory.

In trials on labelled trusses sprayed well with

a syringe the fatalities were less than when dip-

ping was the method pursued, but carbolic acid

or ammonia, with or without soft soap, gave good
results.

Is Damaqe by Suckers Exaggerated?
My investigations dispose me to answer this

question affirmatively. The presence of even
minute creatures sucking the sap out of the

trusses of blossom must impair their vigour. But
does it do much if any more than help a truss to

shed some of its superfluous fruitlets ? Prolonged
effort* to identify sucker damage have given

negative Tesults, and I am convinced that much
of the damage attributed to suckers is due to

other agencies. The complete withering of

w.£
;

-

Fig. 176.

—

bomarea banksii : flowers red.

strength which scorched the foliage and any open
or half-open blossoms, while methylated spirit

was not strong enough when used in any propor-

tion which would not render it prohibitively

C06tly.

Carbolic acid proved by far the strongest of
the insecticides tried ; but it is equally deadly to
vegetation if not greatly diluted. Various trials

proved that one fluid drachm of the crude acid
to a gallon of water was fatal to suckers, and did
not scorch foliage at all when sprayed on to it

though it browned the leaves of trusses dipped
into it. When trusses were dipped into it every
sucker was found dead in twenty-four hours.
Probably the pests were killed much sooner.
This insecticide has been selected for mixing
with lime sulphur when spraying against scab if

any aphides are on the trees. For mixing with
soft soap ammonia is preferred, as it seems to
invigorate the foliage. The domestic cloudy am-
monia was used, as no other was at hand, and

trusses is often attributed to sucker infestation,

whereas it is much more commonly due to lack of

pollination, brown rot, the maggot of the pith

moth, or failure of nourishment due to drought,

or some other cause. In not one of scores of

withered trusses examined have I clearly traced

the withering to sucker injury. In only a very
small proportion of the withered trusses examined
were any suckers or traces of their former presence

found, while many trusses infested with suckers

were seen to have set two or three substantial

fruitlets. This is not conclusive evidence to show
that none of the withering was caused by suckers,

it must be admitted, because an attack which
would only thin the fruitlets on a strong truss

might destroy all on a weak one. My verdict,

therefore, is not to be taken as " not guilty "
; it

is " not proven." To get a clear verdict next
season it will be necessary to label a large num-
ber of weak (usually late blossoming) trusses in-

fested with suckers, and an equal number of

weak trusses not infested, and afterwards to

compare proportions of completely withered
trusses.

After suckers reach the nymph stage it is sup-

posed by some entomologists that they do no
harm. But even if this be a certainty it is well

worth while to spray against them, where they
are numerous, after the blossom has fallen, when
they are more exposed to being 'retted than they
have been earlier, in order to kill a large pro-

portion of them before they reach the winged and
egg-laying stage.

The Withering of Apple Blossom.

A little more needs to be said about whole
trusses of Apple blossom withering instead of

setting. Of course, this takes place more or less

every season, and in trees of profuse blossoming

especially. But the proportion of withering is

much greater on some varieties than on otheTS.

In some cases it is no more than a salutary thin-

ning of what would be excessive fruiting if all

or nearly all the blossom set ; but in others it

amounts to half the trusses of blossom, and this

is excessive. In the case of a piece of Worcester
Pearmain on light land it is estimated at

75 per cent., and on another piece of the same
variety it is put at 50 per cent. In each case

the land has suffered severely from drought.

Beauty of Bath on one piece of drought-stricken

land, but not elsewhere, has failed to set more
than half it6 blossom, while the failure, though
less, is excessive on Lane's Prince Albert and
Allington Pippin in one orchard, though not in

another. Domino also has suffered, but chiefly

in consequence of an attack of brown rot. A
Southern, Grower.

NEW OR NOTEWORTHY
PLANTS.

BOMAREA BANKSII.
This, I believe, is the first record of a hybrid

Bomarea. B. Banksii (see fig. 176) is a splen-

did plant, and I have pleasure in naming
it after its raiser, Mr. G. H. Banks, fore-

man of the Cambridge plant-houses. The
female parent was B. Caldasiana, one of the

best of the Bomareas, profuse in flowers of yellow

colour conspicuously spotted with brown ; the

male plant was the strikingly fine B. pata-

cocensis, which produces immense heads of scar-

let flowers, and has been for several years a

feature in the succulent house here. Thft

hybrid is fairly intermediate in character ; it'

has the red flowers and blue pollen of the male

parent, but is conspicuously spotted in the way
of B. Caldasiana, while in size the flowers are in-

clined to the larger B. patacocensis. As a red

brown-spotted Bomarea it is perfectly distinct.

In habit and vegetative characters it can only be

described as intermediate ; the underground

creeping rhizomes go further afield than those of

the female parent, but do not travel so far as

those of B. patacocensis. The stems and leaves

of B. patacocensis are distinctly hairy. B. Calda-

siana is glabrous, and the hybrid while certainly

not glabrous does not approach the hairiness of

its male progenitor. Whilst this is the first hybrid

Bomarea to be placed on record, it is not the

first that has been raised, for whilst at Coles-

borne, the well-known garden of Mr. H. J. Elwes,

Mr. Banks raised a hybrid between B. edulis

and B. Caldasiana. At Cambridge, too, lie has

raised the reverse cross between the parents of

B. Banksii, and also a hybrid between B. Cal-

dasiana and B. hirtella. I have myself been

interested in trying to cross the nearly allied

genera Bomarea and Alstroemeria, and a

student gardener was set to work, with all the

time necessary, but nothing came of the attempt.

It is unfortunate, but nevertheless true, that

the right place has not generally been found in

gardens for this fine genus, but the plants

are very fine ornaments for the corridor and
for large greenhouses. B. Caldasiana has dis-

played a number of its pendant, golden masses
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in the Cambridge corridor for some time past;
it is still fine, and in the succulent house
B. patacocensis has been magnificent. Bomarias
are hardier than is generally supposed. B. pata-
cocensis has come safely through the past winter
in a corner between the corridor and Palm
house, and B. Caldasiana x hirtella against a
west wall of the Palm house, after flowering
last summer, has not been injured in the least
during the past winter, and is now growing freely.

The accompanying illustration is from a photo-
graph taken in the corridor of the Botanic Gar-
den, Cambridge. The inflorescence is not a
Qarge one, and for this reason its character can
be the better shown, but later inflorescences
certainly will be very much larger. The flowers
are 1J inch long and J inch diameter at the
mouth ; outside they are scarlet, and inside they
may be described as orange-scarlet. The
numerous spots are brown. S. Irwin Lynch.

NOTES ON IRISES.

IRIS WATSONIANA.
This Californian Iris (see fig. 177), which was

first described, though somewhat inadequately,
by Mr. Carl Purdy, in Erythrea, V., p. 128, is

there said to resemble I. longipetala Herbert in

its growth, but to have flowers more like those of
I. Douglasiana Herbert. Unless the present

plant i6 something other than Purdy'6 species, it

shows, to my mind, far more resemblance to I.

tenax Douglas than to either I. longipetala or

to I. Douglasiana. In 6ome ways, indeed, its re-

semblance to a strong-growing form of I. tenax
is striking, but it is distinguished by its slightly

longer perianth tube, by the more sharply three-

sided ovary, and by the fact that strong-growing

specimens produce branching stems on which so

many a6 eight or nine flowers develop in succes-

sion. In this respect and in its ovary, I. Wat-
soniana closely resembles I. Douglasiana, from
which, however, it is easily distinguished by the
shortness of the perianth tube, by its seeds, by
its foliage, and by its divergent spathes, of which
the two valves are usually attached an inch or
more apart.

Its leaves are of a light and somewhat yellow-

green, and grow to a length of about 28 inches by
% inch in breadth. The upper part droops so that

the stem6, which vary between 15 and 20 inches
in length, are not hidden among the leaves, but
show well above them. The foliage dies away
almost entirely in winter, and is not persistent,

like that of I. Douglasiana. The stems are either

simple or branched, and are entirely clothed with
narrow, reduced leaves. They are suffused with
bright pinkish-purple at the base.

The 6pathes are almost identical with those of

I. tenax. They are quite herbaceous, narrow,
sharply keeled, one being usually set an inch or

more below the other. The short pedicel of the
fir6t flower springs from the point of attachment
of the upper spathe valve. In the later flowers

the pedicel is often as much as 1^ inch long.

The ovary tapers slightly towards either end,
and is neither so rounded as that of I. tenax nor
so sharply triangular in section as that of 1.

Douglasiana. The perianth tube is short, i to i
inch, but longer than that of typical I. tenax.

The flowers are relatively large, of some shade
of violet or lavendeT-purple, usually with a

curious suffusion of blue down the centre of both
standards and falls. The latter extend almost
horizontally and have on the posterior part of

the blade a yellow or creamy-white patch veined
with deep purple.

I. Watsoniana grows readily and is most
flnriferous in a well-worked warm, sandy soil.

Together with other Californian Irises, it does
not lend itself to transplantation, though this

operation may be carefully carried out with
some success immediately the flowers are

over. Any disturbance in late autumn is

almost certainly fatal to the plants. The best

method of increase is therefore by seeds, which

germinate readily and give rise to large flowering
plants in the second year after their germi-
nation.

IRIS DOUGLASIANA VAR. ALPHA.
The seedling form of Iris Douglasiana

Herbert known as Alpha (see fig. 178) has
the sturdy, dark-green foliage of the type.

The old leaves persist through the winter and
then die away to a curious, almost brick-red

colour in spring, when the new leaves are pro-
duced together with the flower stems. These are
developed freely and reach a height of some 12
inches, standing almost erect in the centre of the
plant. The leaves are 18 to 24 inches long and

leaves on the stems are suffused with pinkish-
purple. It is possible that this is the result of
some chance fertilisation with pollen of some
other Californian species. The seed parent, at

any rate, was I. Douglasiana.
The remarks on the cultivation of I. Watson-

iana apply also to I. Douglasiana. W. R. Dykes,
Charterhouse, Godalming.

NOTICES OF BOOKS.
The British Rust Fungi.*

Of the many groups of parasitic fungi which
have been studied during the last three decades

Fig. 177.

—

ibis watsoniana.

droop outwards, so that the flowers are not

obscured.

The colour of the flowers is a creamy- white.

On the blade of the falls near the end of the

style branches there are a few deep crimson
purple veins, between which the ground is suf-

fused with faint yellow.

Two or three flowers are produced in succession

from each spathe, so that the display lasts for a
considerable time.

I can see nothing in the plant that is not

typical of I. Douglasiana, which is so variable a
species that, in my experience, no two plants

produce flowers exactly alike, except, perhaps,

in the fact that the Bpath.es and the sheathing

none has attracted more attention or has been

more fruitful of results than the family of the

rusts, or Uredinales. As a consequence, we have
gradually attained a knowledge of this group,

which, though far from complete, is neverthe-

less considerably in advance of that of the

majority of other fungi. Up to the present,

however, the only complete systematic to

of the native Uredinales was to be found in

Plowright's classic treatise. Yet it is twenty

years since that was written, and the additions

to our knowledge during the interval have been

many and important. There was much need,

• Tht Britith Rtut /'»» " Bj » B Orovi . U. \

Published hy the Cambridge Va Ivenit] Prew I*
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accordingly, for a new conspectus of the family,

and in the present volume this need has been

adequately met.

The major portion of the text i6 devoted to a

systematic account of the British species, some
two hundred! and fifty in number. In the

author's words, •'no attempt has been made to

give a full synonomy," though sufficient refer-

ence has been given in each instance to enable

tiie serious student to elucidate the origin and
authority of the names employed. The de-

scriptions themselves are satisfactory, and bear
evidence of careful revision. Spore measure-
ments are given in each instance, and text

figures added in the majority of cases.

parasites, and no fewer than eighteen to those of

the grasses.

The rest of the book—to be precise, the first

84 pages—is occupied with a general discussion

of the whole family. In the first chapter an

excellent departure from tradition is to be found,

for here the author, instead of selecting

Puccinia graminis as a type, for which it is pecu-

liarly unfitted, outlines the life-history of the

Nettle and Sedge rust, Puccinia earicis. By so

doing he has avoided the dilemma of the writers

of conventional text-books, who are invariably

driven either to assign this all-important species

to its two host-plants without comment or

—

mora scientifically, if lesc clearly—to qualify

Fig. 178.—mis douolasiana var. ALPHA : FLOWERS CREAMY WHITE, WITH CRIMSON-PURPLE VEINS.
(See p. 391).

It would have increased the usefulness of the

text, however, if analytical keys of the various

genera and species had. been given with refer-

ence to the page on which each description

occurs. This applies in particular to the larger

genera. In the case of Puccinia, the species

are arranged in the order of the families and
genera on which they are parasitic—a simple and
legitimate process. In the first section, which
deals with the rusts parasitic on the Composi-

tae, there are thirty-one species, occurring mainly

on distinct and easily recognisable host-plants.

A key would have enabled one. to identify any
particular specimen without delay. As it is, one

may have to read through some fifteen pages

before arriving at the species in question. Simi-

larly there are nine pages to the Umbelliferous

their preliminary statement by a series of saving
clauses.

A discussion on the sexuality of the Uredinales
and the alternation of generations within the
group follows. Here somewhat scant justice is

done to the earlier investigators. After re-

ferring to De Bary's suggestion that "if there
was any sexual act occurring in the life-cycle

of the Uredinales, it would probably be found
in connection with the aecidium," the author

goes on to say:—"The first discovery

was made by Blackman (1904), who
found that, in laying the foundation of

tli9 sport-bed of the aecidium of Phragmidium
violaeeum, cells became binucleate by the pass-

ing into them of nucleus from an a-djoining

vegetative cell." Such a statement implies

that this region of fruitful investigation was
unexploited for a period of twenty years. What
do we find?

Brefield (1889) came to the conclusion that
the Uredinales were without any trace of
sexuality—a point of view accepted I by V-au

Tieghem and others. Schmitz (1880) and Rosen
(1892) contributed fragmentary observations on!
the nuclear conditions, but in 1895 Poirault and
Raciborski added materially to this information.
In the following year Sapin-Trouffy, in a wide
survey of the whole family, outlined the whole
cycle of nuclear changes. According to

his observations, a mature teleutospore is

uninucleate, and gives rise to uninucleate
sporidia. These sporidia give origin to a
mycelium again with uninucleate celk. In the
aecidia produced therefrom the nuclei become
paired. As a result the aecidiospores are

binucleate, and this condition is retained

throughout (mycelia and uredospores) up to the
reformation of the teleutospores, which, at

first binucleate, become uninucleate by
the fusion of the nuclei. This fusion

Sapin-Trouffy regarded as a true sexual

process. Since the appearance of this paper it

was obvious to Blackman that " the critical

point of investigation ... is the early de-

velopment of the aecidium," though for six years
he was reluctantly compelled to leave the pro-
blem in suspense. That during that period no
other grasped the significance of these facts is

a signal tribute to Blackman's acumen, though
at the same time it must be abundantly clear

that the key to the solution was afforded by
Sapin-Trouffy's memoir, and it is a matter for

regret that our author makes no reference to

this investigator, either in the text or the

bibbography.

The later work of Blackman and Fraser,

Christman, Olive, Hoffman and others is ade-

quately dealt with.

The chapter of most general interest is that

which outlines a number of the most charac-

teristic life-histories, including what are prob-

ably the best known, the Tust of Wheat and
the Hollyhock rust. In the account of the

former an interesting synopsis is given of the

possible methods by which fresh epidemics are

produced each year. Dismissing the Barberry
as non-essential in the life-cycle, three possi-

bilities are indicated—the wintering of the
fungus, 1, by its uredospores ; 2, by a per-

manent mycelium ; 3, by Eriksson's myeoplasm.

The first possibility is shown to be entirely a

matter of climate. The second has received

definite support from the investigations of

Pritchard, who found mycelium both in the

grain and in the young seedlings. This dis-

covery—of great practical importance—has since

received further conformation, and may well

prove the final solution. As regards the third

possibility, our author starts with the diffident

statement " it is difficult to come to any definite

conclusion." He becomes more courageous,

however, as he proceeds, and easily succeeds in

quoting definite evidence against the concep-

tion. There is a sting in his concluding state-

ment. "As Marshall Ward remarked, Eriksson

merely inverts all the stages of a fungus attack

on a cell, and supposes the last stage to be the

first. This error and a misinterpretation of the

microscopical appearances account for the whole

wearisome persistence in an inherently improb-

able hypothesis."

Yet the author himself is not free from error

as regards this species. For in the chapter on

specialisation a reference is made to recent work
on the breeding of immune varieties of Wheat.
On page 223, in the specific account of P.

graminis, we read that the only practicable

remedy for this disease is to plant seed shown
to be immune, and that " a certain progress has

already been made by Biffen and others in the

production of these." Now Biffen's work has

not dealt with P. graminis, but with P.

glumarum, the yellow rust, which is much the
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commoner in this country. The only work deal-

ing with the former species has been done in

South Africa and India by Pole-Evens and
Butler respectively.

This book, if we may use the phrase, is " of

distinguished ancestry." It must take the place

of a treatise of outstanding merit, and as such
challenges comparison. If, then, we have been
inclined to criticism, thi6 must be our justifica-

tion. Yet what we have urged i& mainly a
matter of detail, and in its essential features
the book worthily fulfils the purpose of its

author. J. M. H.

The Distribution of Plants.*
The teaching of geography in schools has

undergone many changes during the past few
years, and its scope has been much enlarged.
Geographers realise nowadays that the vege-

tation of a country is limited on the one hand
with its physical geography, and on the other
with human geography and history—with
archaeology.

These causes have doubtless contributed to
the publication of the Oxford Geographies, of
which the Editor, Professor Herbertson, contri-

butes a short preface to Dr. Hardy'e book.
Dr. Marcel Hardy is well known to plant-

geographers and to ecologists as the author of
an unusually interesting study of the vegetation
of the Scottish 'Highlands, and of other works
on plant geography.

There are difficulties in teaching plant-geo-
graphy on a world basis in schools—difficulties

proceeding from the same causes as is the case
with geography proper when dealing with un-
known regions, and to be overcome by the same
means.

In two introductory chapters Dr. Hardy deals-

with general conceptions of vegetation.

This leads up to the idea of vegetation con-
trolled and determined by physical surroundings.
Part I. comprises the largest of the three
sections of the book, and deals in a descriptive
way with the main types of vegetation found
all over the world.

The seven brief chapters which form Part II.

deal comprehensively, if necessarily somewhat
summarily, with the external conditions which
aTe factors in plant growth :—Light, heat,
water, wind, soil, etc.

Part III. is a "Survey of the Continents." or

more strictly a survey of their vegetation.

It is this section of the book which will appeal
most strongly to teachers, because—if we under-
stand the preface aright—it is written to accom-
pany a series of vegetation maps (Oxford wall

maps), which have been prepared on the same
projection and scale as those showing physical

features and rainfall.

In general conception and arrangement of the

subject-matter there is not much that is novel in

the book, but its value for school and other
work is much entranced when its connection with

those vegetation maps is clearly understood. Dr.

Hardy is to be congratulated on the clearness

with which he has treated a complicated subject

in the limited space at his disposal, and we look

forward with interest to the more advanced book
which he promises on the same subject.

The present volume is profusely illustrated by
photographs, drawings and maps, most of which

serve their purpose adequately

Weeds : a Fascinating Study.!
So many books are written on nature-study

from the point of view of the botanist, and so

many of them are open to criticism, that it is a

special pleasure to read this little book by Mr.

Praeger—the fourth of a series of Nature Study
Manuals issued by the Cambridge University

Press.

Many of these botanical nature-study books

convey an impression of "snippets" of infor-

mation, and there is so often a conscious striv-

* Introduction tt> Plant Geography. Bj M. E. Hardy,

D.80. (The Oxford Geographies, edited by A. s. Herbertson.)
(Clarendon Press, (ixfi.nl). 1918. Price 2a. 6d.

Weed/. I'.y I! Lloyd l'riiejier. (The Cambridge Nature
.study series, edited by Hugh Richards M.A.i Price 2>i < '> I.

ing after effect—a forcible attempt to demon-
strate the interest of the facts.

Mr. Praeger has selected his text well, one
which will have a practical interest for children

in country schools—and most Irish schools are

not far from the country !

In these chapters on " weeds " there are

brought together many facts about plants and
their life-histories which will provide subject-

matter for botanical lessons—experimental and
observational. There is the nucleus also of a

knowledge of field botany, and, best of all and
most rare, there is always the larger point of

view.

noted in the plates, which are reproductions oV
some of Mr. Welch's fine photographs.

A detail which invites criticism from the-

botanist is the description and labelling of the

fruits of the Dandelion, Thistle, Elm, etc., as

seeds. M. O. K.

NOTES ON FRENCH HORTICULTURE.

CLEMATIS VEPPJERIENSIS HORT.
VILM.

An interesting new hybrid Clematis (see •

f.g. 179) bearing the above name was exhibited

-

Fig. 179.

—

clematis verrieriensis : flowers rose colour.

Thus, " Apart from their importance as agri-

cultural pests, weeds are, as such, a fascinating

study. The history of weeds is the history of

agriculture. Ever since the people of the Stone
Age first began to till the ground weeds and
crops have gone hand in hand, and man's
migratory movements, his work, and later on his

trade, have all played their part in assisting the

spread of his enemies, the weeds."

It is an interesting departure in a book in-

tended for school work, especially in Ireland, to

find the common names of the plants rendered

into Erse, and another Irish feature is to be

by Messrs. Vilmorin, Andrieux, at the May
exhibition of the French National Society of

Horticulture.

It is the offspring of a cross between C. chry-

socoma and C. montana rubens. The female
parent, C. chrysocoma, is a native of Yunnan,
introduced into cultivation by M. Maurice
de Vilmoro*- ami figured in the Botanical

Magazine, tab. 8,395. The male parent, C.

montana rubens, now well known, comes from
Western Hupeh, and was collected by Mr. Wil-
son, and brought into cultivation by Messrs.

Veiti-h. The newVhybrid has the vegetative
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characters and vigour of C. montana rubens ; the

flowers are of a good, delicate rose-colour, with

sepals larger than in C. m. rubens. For the

most part the characters of the flowers and

leaves are intermediate between those of the

parents. The hybrid was raised by Messrs.

Vilmorin at Verrieres le Buisson—hence the

specific name.

PEACH BEARING ALMOND BRANCHES.
The Scientific Committee of the National

Society of Horticulture at its meeting in April

had before it an exhibit by M. Aubin of

shoots of Almond with young fruits taken from
the remarkable tree belonging to M. Fromont,
of Montreuil. This tree—a Peach—'has borne
each year since 1908 branches identical with
those of the Almond. A second Peach tree grow-
ing near, and of the same variety, shows the

same phenomenon. These " graft-hybrids
"

were the subject of a note to the Academy of

Science (1911), written by the late Professor
Griffon. The two trees are espaliers, and
are grafted on the Almond. They are about
sixty to eighty years old, and belong to

a seminal variety closely resembling " Grosse

Mignonne."

The Almond- like branches bear large white

flowers, which contrast markedly with the

smaller pink flowers borne on the other

branches of the trees. The fruits are like

young, elongated Almonds, but so far they

have always fallen when they have

reached a length of about three-quarters of

an inch.

The most probable explanation of the phe-

nomenon is that applied by Winkler and Baur
to the graft hybrids of the Cytisus Adami
type. According to this hypothesis, which is

described fully in an illustrated article in this

journal {Gardeners' Chronicle, Vol. L., third

series, p. 161), a fusion of tissues of stock and
scion arose after the grafting of the Peach on

the Almond. In the case under consideration it

is probable that in the Almond-like branches the

superficial layer is that of the Peach, and the

deeper layers are derived from the Almond
;

hence the absence of colour in the flowers.

Microscopical examination of the tissues would
probably determine this point.

CHEIRANTHESIMUM CAYEUXII.

Another interesting exhibit at the May ex-
hibition already referred to was the second
generation of Cheiranthesimum Cayeuxii, the
hybrid, raised by Messrs. Cayeux and Le Clerc,

between Erysimum Marshallii, Hort. (syn.

E. Allionii, Hort.) 9 and Cheiranthus mutabilis

$ . The female parent, E. Marshallii, is itself

a hybrid raised by John Marshall, of Lim-
burn, by crossing E. Perofskianum Fisch. et

Mey. and E. ochroleucum D.C. It is figured in

the Floricultural Cabinet by Harisson (1850,

p. 265), and referred to by M. Bois in a recent

article in Revue Horticole (1913, p. 443). The
plants of the first generation of the cross made
by Messrs. Cayeux and Le Clerc showed a

certain amount of variation—from copper-

red to yellow-orange—in the colour of their

flowers.

In the second generation the colour-variation

is far greater, so great indeed that it is possible

to classify the colours into six groups :—Pale
yellow, bright yellow orange—of darker tint

than in E. Allionii—yellow passing to violet,

copper-red orange, yellow striped on reddish-

violet ground.

Many of the plants have inherited the charac-

ter of C. mutabilis, and bear flowers which open
pale and become more and more violet with in-

creasing age.

Among the series are some new colours of con-
siderable interest from a horticultural point of
view. A. Meunissier.

A CANADIAN GARDEN.

Notwithstanding the rigours of the Canadian

climate, Toronto, the Queen of Canadian cities,

has many lovely gardens, and among these gar-

dens those at Craigleigh—the residence of Sir

Edmund Osier—are supreme in the perfection of

their greenhouse flowers. From autumn until

spring the houses are brilliant with colour.

Among the subjects which are cultivated with

such success are Chrysanthemums of the best

varieties, Schizanthus, Cineraria, followed by
Calceolarias and Gloxinias. The Calceolarias

grown at Craigleigh are equal to those grown
for exhibition purposes in England, which is

surely a test of cultural skill. For the first time

probably in any Canadian garden those charming
little Narcissi, known as minimus and cycla-

mineus, have been grown in pots, and they

proved a useful aid to the scheme of colour at

that season. It is a great joy when the first

Darwin Tulips blossom after months of ice and
snow—a joy which those who have never visited

from the glare of the summer sun. It is

gratifying to find that in England so much in-

terest is taken in the subject of Canadian horti-

culture ; Mr. Allen
:
the head gardener at Craig-

leigh, to whose skill are due the admirable results

achieved at Craigleigh, is a native of Ireland.
E. T. Cool:

EDUCATIONAL GARDENING.

SCHOOL GARDENING AND PUPILS'
GARDEN PLOTS.

In Germany and Switzerland, so long as a
hundred or more years ago, many children,

of the poorer classes in particular, were
systematically instructed in garden culti-

vation, partly perhaps at the instigation

of the famous teacher Salzmann, who
in 1801 made an appeal on behalf of the

systematic "employment of poor, abandoned
children in agriculture and gardening." In his

treatise, Gartenbau fiir Knaben (1910), Herr

Fig. 180.

—

craigleigh, Toronto, Canada.

this country can scarcely appreciate. At the
same time as these early Tulips we also have
sweet-scented Hyacinths, and the flower gardens
seem once more alive as the Easter festival

approaches.

It can easily be imagined how much appre-

ciated the indoor gardens are in Canada, for

otherwise not a flower would be seen during the

winter months.

Last year complete success was attained with
Grape vines, those grown being favourite varieties

in England—Black Hamburgh, Muscat of Alex-

andria, Foster's Seedling, and Madresfield Court.

These particular vines were among the first of

their kind to be grown here, but the bunches of

the last-named did not show a single cracked

berry, and were faultless in colour and shape.

An equally gratifying result is expected in the

case of the fruit trees in pots also being culti-

vated for the first time.

During the summer the out-door garden is full

of interest, from the time of the Daffodil and
Tulip until the frosts. The lawns are a
source of great joy—wide expanses of emerald-
green grass, which provide refreshing relief

Peter Schmidt calls attention to an all-but-for-

gotten three-volume work that appeared from

1836 to 1847, Feldadrtnereikolonie fiir Armen-
kinder, by Deacon Lange. In it there is to

be found a detailed description of the "special

educational establishment for gardening and

husbandry for boys," connected in 1821 with

the charity school of Halle. At the same
time gardening for boys was systematically

promoted by the " work schools " instituted on

the Holstein estates of Duke Peter of Olden-

burg. At the "industrial schools" main-

tained in 420 different places in 1841 (508

in 1843) by the " Charitable Society of the

Kingdom of Wurttemburg," 11,000 boys and
girls received instruction in gardening and
fruit-growing. The practice, however, has long

been dropped. A private institution for " boys'

work" founded in 1828 and still existing

at Darmstadt makes gardening the chief sub-

ject of instruction. Attendance numbered 6

in 1828, 144 in I860, and 368 in 1880; further

increase was impossible as finances would not

allow of an enlargement of the institute. After

a few years it was taken over by the town autho-
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rities and has since continued to grow and
flourish. Lately the concourse of pupils has so

increased that in 1908 the deficit amounted to

almost 3,600 marks. Very minute and interest-

ing information about this model school is to be
found in Herr Schmidt's treatise.

These old attempts may be considered as the
precursors of the present school-gardening move-
ment started about a. decade ago, the results

of which must already be recognised as

valuable. It is a movement for- the estab-

lishment of serviceable gardens in connec-

tion with secondary, elementary and village

schools for the theoretical and practical teaching
of gardening, together with individual practice,

as well as recreation for mind and body.
It is, of course, difficult to provide gardens for

The latter principle is already generally ad-
hered to in the "school children's gardens,"
which are not cultivated by all or many children
in co-operation, but each bed by one scholar
alone. The first attempt of this kind origi-

nated in England with Mr. Rooper, the South-
ampton school inspector. Fifteen years ago he
formed the project through small gardening
" to awake a love for nature in the children, to
interest them in gardening and to tender them a
pleasant, healthy and profitable occupation for
their leisure hours." He fenced in a piece of
not very fertile arable land in the neighbourhood
of Bournemouth and d'vided it into twelve large
beds, which were given to as many school boys
for cultivation. This experiment was a great
success.

them to the next lesson, worked up into an ac-

count of the day's doings.

Each of the twelve big beds is divided into
fifteen rows, and each boy must plant his fifteen

rows with the same vegetables. This is to induce
a kind of competition among the lads, to urge
them to diligent work and to arouse their ambi-
tion. The fifteen rows contain the most common
vegetables, Potatos, different kinds of salads,

Tomatos and Spanish Onions. Each boy may sell

the produce of his bed. The sum is handed over
to the teacher, who keeps an exact account of
each boy's takings. The pupils must also keep
accounts. At the end of the year the memo-
randums are compared and each boy receives one
half of his takings, while the other half goes to
cover the cost of the seeds and other expenses.

CONSERVATORY AT CRAICLEIGH, TORONTO, CANADA.

schools in the centres of large and crowded
towns, but they can easily be provided in

suburbs, small towns and villages. In England
and Germany the establishment of school

gardens has made some progress ; it has made
more in Belgium, France, Scandinavia, Austria
and Switzerland. According to Herr Johann
Jordi, the chief object of school gardens
is to stimulate the scholars to imitate

the school gardens in miniature at home.
The teacher should not, therefore, grudge the

trouble of occasionally undertaking the super-

vision of his pupils' gardens. To sustain the

interest of the school children in the school

garden Herr Gienapp advises, "as a valuable

educational momentum, that the product of their

joint work should be left to the children them-
6elves in the first place," whether as prizes or at

a very low jirice.

At the entrance to the garden there is a shed
containing a large writing-desk and twelve com-
plete sets of gardening implements, to each of

which belong a Dutch axe, a spade, rake, dung-
fork and shovel. Wheel-barrows, watering-pots,

baskets, brooms and bast are common property.

Each of the twelve beds in the garden bears the

same number as the implements belonging to it.

The twelve boys are each under the obligation

to keep the tools clean. On three afternoons

in the week lectures on gardening are given

and each boy must attend a twelvemonth's
course. After every practical lesson, given

by a gardener appointed for the purpose,

there follows a lecture. The gardener ex-

plains to the pupils why this and that

had been done outside, answers any ques-

tions that may be put. and takes care that

the boys make notes, which they must bring with

In addition to the twelve numbered beds are

other three experimental and early beds. Deli-

cate plants such as Asparagus, Cucumbers and
Marrows are planted here, and the needful sow-
ing done in the spring for the planting out into

the " personal" beds.

At the east end of the garden are the fruit

and flower beds. They contain chiefly Straw-

berries, Bilberries, Gooseberries, Currants,

Raspberries, Plums, Apples, Pears, Roses,
Mignonette and Pansies. The boys learn

to graft and cultivate fruit trees and Roses.

A Mushroom bed has also been prepared for

them.

Mr. Rooper's experiment lias met with

success, as we have already said, and to the

joy of their parents the boys have long exercised

their skill also at home in their CO irctWU.

The objection made that the boys' school work
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would be neglected through this occupation has

not proved true : on the contrary, they work

more diligently than ever, for fear they should

lie forbidden to touch their beds if their school

duties are not wholly and well fulfilled. Leo-

pold KatscJier.

AMERICAN NOTES.

ANTIRRHINUMS FOR CULTURE UNDER
GLASS.

Of late years Antirrhinums have come greatly

to the fore in the United States for greenhou&e

culture, and are now procurable in quantity in

the large flower markets from early October

until the end of June. Owing to the fact that

our summers are very hot, and that winds

are common, Snapdragons cannot be very suc-

cessfully cultivated here except near the sea-

board and at some of our mountain resorts, but

under glass spikes of magnificent quality are pro-

duced which bring very good prices in the

flower markets. The most popular colour is

[jink ; following this in favour come yellow

and white. The darker shades are little

favoured.

Whilst very good Antirrhinums can be grown

in pots, the usual method of culture i6 in

benches or beds. For mid-winter blooming cut-

tings should be rooted in April or May, or seed

can be sown some time in May. Seedlings are

first transplanted into boxes, later placed singly

in 2£-inch pots, and from these shifted into

4-inch pots. About the last of August the

plants are set out in benches 12 by 10 inches

apart ; some growers set them even closer. I

have found 4 inches of 6oil ample for a winter

crop. The bench becomes well matted with roots

before winter sets in, and soon dies out between
waterings ; feeding with sheep manure, fine bone
or Clay's Fertiliser is used after January, and
as the weather warms up in spring a mulch of

well-rotted cow manure proves beneficial.

From plants set out late in August we com-

menced cutting spikes early in October, and
have had plenty of flowers from that time on. At
the present—May 7—our bench is a veritable

thicket of spikes, many of them 24 to 30 inches

long from the first flowers to the top of the
spikes ; 24 inches of open flowers is not at all

unusual. Antirrhinums, as is well known, keep
splendid in water, and grown in blocks of dis-

tinct shades are one of our finest of all winter
flowers. I was pleased to note that an Ameri-
can Snapdragon secured an Award of Merit on
April 21 before the R.H.S. in London. The
particular variety, Nelrose, showed by Mr. W.
Wells, is one of tire most beautiful varieties I

have ever seen, and should prove very popular
both with private gardeners and florists. It is

perpetual flowering and bears rose-pink or lilac-

rose coloured blooms on stems three feet in

length.

A night temperature of 45°-48° in winter suits

Snapdragons. They also want plenty of fresh
air. In a higher temperature they are not
nearly so good. Plants when cut down soon
start from near the ground again, and in some
cases they throw so many shoots that a little

judicious thinning is necessary. Anyone
,
who

does not want to try named varieties will do
well to try the best strains on the market, for
the separate colours come very true from seed.

The intermediate strain I find the best for green-

house cidture. In fumigating Snapdragons I

would warn growers never to use hydrocyanic
acid gas. It does not scorch the foliage, but all

the tops hang limp after a light fumigation. I

am sure that if some of the big trade growers in

Britain will take up Snapdragons and grow them
in the same way as our American Carnations.

only somewhat cooler, they will find them very
profitable. William N. Craig, BrookHfte, Mans.,

U.S.A.

The Week's Work.

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
By H. J. Chapman, Gardener to Mrs. Cookson,

Oakwood, Wylam-on-Tyne.

Regulating the Houses.— The weather in

May was of an unusual character. During the

first three weeks it was dry in the daytime, with
frost at night on several occasions. The third

week was very dry and warm until the last day
or two, when 6° to 8° of frost were registered

at night. In these circumstances it has been a

difficult matter to regulate the houses, and at

a time, too, when many of the plants were at

their most tender stage. The cultivator has had
to guard against the least excess of moisture

in the atmosphere and sudden fluctuation in the

temperature or a continuance of low tempera-

tures. But a close examination of the outside

thermometer between the hours of 7 and 9 p.m.

will show whether at such times extra fire heat

will be required or, what is of more importance,

if it is necessary to reduce the amount of atmo-
spheric moisture to prevent the new growths
being damaged by spotting and other causes.

The damping of the houses should be done
sufficiently early in the day, so that there w ; ll

be no danger of moisture condensing on the

plants when the cooler evening temperatures

are reached. It is essential to have a liberal

amount of heat in the hot-water pipes at all

seasons before admitting the cool evening air.

See that cold draughts do not reach the plants.

If the lower ventilators on the leeward side of

the house are brought into use there will be

less danger from cool draughts, and this is why
the ventilators, and especially those used at

night, should be situated at or a little

above the level of the hot-water pipes, for then

the air becomes warmed a little. In the cooler

divisions the roof ventilators are rarely used

unless the conditions outside are moist and
favourable. But the 'ower ventilators on the lee-

ward side are used freely at night when the con-

ditions are favourable. I find it very beneficial

during periods of dry warm weather to run the

hose-pipe through a ventilator and damp the out-

side walls and ground about the Odontoglossum
houses thoroughly. This is done in the evening,

and results in a refreshing atmosphere inside

the houses.

Insect Pests must be carefully kept in

check, and constant observation is necessary to

discover any pests and destroy them before they

cause serious damage. Cyrrbidiums, Sobralias,

Lycastes and certain other Orchids soon become
infested with red spider when grown in a dry
atmosphere. Sponging the plants with cleat-

water and keeping the leaves well syringed is

the best method to keep these pests in check.

Vaporising and spraying with some safe in-

secticide at least once a fortnight is the safest

method of keeping down thrips and other pests

that attack Orchids.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
By W. Crump, Gardener to Earl Beauchamp, K.C.M.G.,

Madresfield Court, Worcestershire.

Stepping Stone Paths. —Many of the

earlv dwarf flowering plants are over, but
varieties raised from seed in small pots should
now be ready for transplanting. Many will

flourish in the natural soil during the summer
months, and amongst these are Alyssum, Aethio-
nema grandiflorum, Androsace, many of the Cam-
panula family, the Australian cress and Ionop-
sidium acaule.

Herbaceous Borders. — All hardy per-

ennials are now making rapid growth, and
require daily attention in the matter of staking,
watering and thinning. In the early stages a
considerable amount of thinning is required, and
the strong, robust varieties should stand from
12 to 18 inches apart, to ensure the growth of
fine flowers and to prevent the plants from
straggling after rain and wind. It is prefer-

able to avoid as much as possible tying the
plants, but while they are quite small push
firmly into the ground some untrimmed Pea
sticks, the tops inclining outwards, the height
of the sticks depending upon the height of the
plant. The young growths and foliage soon hide
these supports.

The Water-side Garden.— Notwithstand-
ing some sharp frost, Primulas are very gay,
especially P. japonica, P. pulverulenta, P.
Poissonii, P. Bulleyana and P. capitata. Plant
these species in masses on the margins of water
in soil which is not water-logged, but which has
plenty of moisture in the lower strata, to which
the plants can help themselves at all times.

Other flowers to follow these, under similar
treatment, are Iris Kaempteri, I. Monnieri, I.

ochroleuca and I. gigantea; Spiraea Aruncus, S.

filipendula, S. Ulmaria splendens^ S. Lindleyana,
S. venusta and S. gigantea ; Senecio clivorum,
S Veitchii and S. tanguticus ; for foliage,

Rodgersia podophylla, Glyceria spectabilis and
Saxifraga peltata should be grown.

Climbing Plants. - Train the rapidly-made
shoots at short intervals, never allowing the
growths to intertwine. Especial care should be
taken with Clematises. Nelly Moser Clemat's
is a charming climber, continuously in flower on
tree stumps. Solanum jasminoides and S.

crispum in a south, sunny aspect require con-

stant attention.

Roses —Syringe with Quassia extract on the
first appearance of aphis. One gallon is re-

quired for 100 gallons of water. It is economical
to use this as a preventive.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
By C. H. Cook, Gardener to the Earl of Derby,

Knowsley Hall, Lancashire.

Frames.— Now that the weather is warmer
and most of the summer bedding plants are
outside, the frames can be used to protect the
young plants for autumn and winter flowering.

If the number of heated frames is limited, the

more tender subjects should be selected for such
protection, and a little heat applied at night it

necessary. Cyclamen may now be re-potted, the

stronger plants into pots of 5-iuch or 6-inch

size, the weaker and smaller into those of Si-
inch to 4-inch size. The pots should be placed
on a bed of ashes, after being lightly dusted
with soot. Shade the plants from strong sun-
shine, and damp the space between the pots at

about 2 p.m., just before closing the frame.
When the plants become established in the
flowering pots, the lights can be removed on mild
nights, and replaced before the sun becomes too
strong the following morning. If thrips are

troublesome, fumigation should be resorted to.

Celosias, Cockscombs, and tuberous-rooted
Begonias will do best in a heated frame. They
should be re-potted as required, and all flowers

removed from the young Begonias until they are

established in their final pots. Salvias,

Torenias, Heliotropes, Balsams and Browallia
species can *>e placed in unheated pits or frames.
Arrange the staging so that the plants may be
close to the roof-glass. Close the frames early

and make as much use as possible of the heat
of the sun. The plants should be re-potted be-

fore they become pot-bound. If the least trace

of green-fly should make its appearance, spray
with a solution of Quassia. The young stock of
the berry-bearing species of Solanums should be
re-potted and placed in a cold frame. They
should be syringed daily, and watched carefully

for aphis. When the plants flower the
syringing should be discontinued, and when
the fruit is set an application of liquid manure
twice weekly will be beneficial. Year-old plants
which have again started into growth may be
plunged out-of-doors, or in a frame containing a
spent hot-bed. Pinch out the points at the end
of June, and then allow the natural growth to
continue. The plants will be housed early in

September. Cuttings of Euphorbia pulcherrima
and jacquinaeflora may be inserted singly in

thumb-pots, the pots being afterwards plunged
in bottom heat with a temperature of 75°

They should be kept closely shaded until rooted,
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and the cuttings will benefit by being sprayed
morning and evening. They should be gradually

inured to light and air, and finally placed on

a shelf close to the roof-glass. As the cuttings

of Begonia Gloire de Lorraine become rooted

they should be transferred into 3-inch pots,

which can be placed on a bed of ashes or a

stagmg covered with ashes or coco-nut fibre.

The temperature of the house should be about
•65°, and the plants will benefit by being

syringed and by a damping of the floors and
spaces two or three times a day. Shade the
plants and remove all flowers. The spaces be-

tween the pots should be dusted with soot and
the plants fumieated about once a fortnight.

Cuttings may still be struck for flowering in

small pots.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
By W. Hedley Warren, Gardener to the Aston-Clinton
Park Estate (the Rt. Hon. Lord RoTHScaaD), Buck-

inghamshire-

Pi nes.— In a short time fires can be dis-

continued, except during cold and unfavourable
weather. If the bed is situated over hot-water
pipes, the hot water may be made to circulate

on ho.,, sunny days througn the beds only, thereby
utilising what would otherwise be unserviceable

on such occasions. On fine mornings stop the

tire early, and never use more fire-heat than
is absolutely required. Maintain the tem-
perature and continue the general treatment

to fruiting plants as formerly directed.

The fruit which developed during last

February will be fast approaching maturity.

Attend to all the requirements of the plants
regularly, and especially in the matter of water-
ing, for neglect in this respect will prove very
detrimental. Afford water much more sparingly

as the fruit commences to colour. Remove all

suckers, as advised previously, excepting the one
for stock, and avoid, if possible, the retention

of a sucker at the base of the fruit stem, as it

will tend to push aside the fruit. Cease over-

head syringings, and maintain the requisite

atmospheric moisture by damping the paths and
staging frequently.

Peaches and Nectarines. — To ensure
iiighly-coloured and richly-flavoured fruit, admit
an abundance of air on all favourable occasions,
and fully expose the fruit to the influence of
the sun and light by drawing aside—not re-

moving—any leaves close to the fruit and those
intercepting the direct rays of the sunlight.
Lessen the application of water at the roots
gradually, but do not allow the soil to become
excessively dry. As the fruit ripens, discontinue
overhead syringings, but continue to damp the
floors and the surface of the inside border. Fire
beat is only necessary to maintain a temperature
of about 60°, concurrent with a free amount of
ventilation. Peaches and Nectarines will benefit
from this course of treatment, and the more
slowly the fruit ripens the richer will be the
flavour and the higher the colour.

Strawberries.— Whilst the fruit is swelling,
afford copious waterings to late varieties, such
as Waterloo, growing in frames or pits. Applica-
tions of liquid manure will also aid in the
securing of good-sized berries. Avoid currents
of dry air, and maintain the requisite atmo-
spheric moisture by spraying the plants both
morning and afternoon. Cease the application
of liquid manure directly the fruit commences
to ripen, giving sufficient water only to pre-
vent the foliage from flagging.

Cherries.—To prevent the fruit cracking, it

must be kept free from moisture overhead.
Maintain a genial atmosphere by sprinkling the
paths and borders with clear water, and allowing
the air to circulate freely both by day and night.
If necessary, use the hot-water system. Ex-
clude all birds by placing small-meshed netting
over the ventilators.

Cucumbers.—To grow Cucumbers success-
fully a steady bottom heat and a warm, moist
atmosphere are required. Syringe the walls and
paths of the house several times daily and add
a little liquid manure to the water, which will
benefit the plants and keep insect pests in check.
Fumigate the house immediately should these

latter appear. Remove all discoloured leaves,

which encourage red spider and thrips. To
ensure a regular supply of Cucumbers, raise

fresh plants by sowing seed at intervals.

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
By J. G. Weston, Gardener to Lady Northcote,

Eastwell Park, Kent.

Apricots.— All Apricot trees should now be
finally thinned. Recently transplanted trees,

though apparently as strong as older trees, should

not be allowed to carry as much fruit as the latter.

Keep the soil well watered, for all Nectarine
trees, and especially those on walls, require large

quantities of water when in active growth.
Manure water used at intervals will assist the

fruit to swell. Pinch the shoots not required

for extension and secure all others to the wall.

Watering of Fruit-Trees. — Should the
present drought continue, the watering of fruit

trees must have careful attention ; indeed, this

is essential to prevent the fruit dropping from
wall trees of Cherry, Plum, Peach and Nec-
tarine. Give copious waterings. During hot
weather syringe the foliage in the late afternoon.
Place a mulch of rotten manure around the base
of tree, removing same before watering, and re-

placing afterwards. Never apply artificial

manures or manure water to the roots when the
soil is dry, but first afford a good watering.

Plums.— Regular attention should now be
given to these trees. Fasten to the wall or

wires all shoots required for extension or for

filling up gaps ; pinch the remainder at the
fourth or fifth leaf. Allow the weaker shoots
to grow for the present : these may be stopped
later if necessary. These smaller shoots when
well ripened usually fruit well. Guard against
aphis attacking the tender growths ; this pest

seems to spread most rapidly during times of

east winds, when the atmosphere is dry. Fruits
of dessert varieties should be thinned to a

reasonable crop ; but it must be remembered that
many Plums drop at the stoning stage, and this

must be taken into consideration. Another
cause of Plums and other stone fruits drop-
ping is drought at the roots : therefore see that
the roots receive copious waterings. In addition
to all this, a mulch may be spread over the soil

as recommended above. Young trees need careful
training. It is now that the foundation of the
tree will be laid, for these shoots will, in time,
constitute the main branches of the tree. Remove
extra vigorous shoots, as these might grow so
vigorously as to make the tree irregular in

shape. No stimulants need be applied to the
roots, as young trees always grow freely in good
soil, and coarse growth is not desirable.

Strawberries.— The soil in most places is

very dry, and Strawberries will fail to give good
returns unless they are watered. The early
varieties will be benefited by applications of
liquid manure, but this will not be necessary if

concentrated fertilisers were applied earlier in

the season. Manure should not be applied after
the berries commence to colour. In order to

obtain very early fruits, thin the trusses on some
of the plants with a view of throwing all the
energies of the roots into the berries that remain.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By R. P. Brotherston, Gardener to the Earl of

Haddington, Tyninghame, East Lothian.

Lettuces.—This is a difficult crop to main-
tain, and the only way to be sure of a steady
supply is to sow a few seeds at intervals of ten
days or a fortnight. Transplant while the
plants are still small, leaving enough seedlings in
the lines to fill up. Lettuces grow best in a friable
soil, well enriched, and, unlike a large number
of vegetables, succeed best when the soil is not
very firm. In gathering do not cut, but twist
the whole plant round till the tap root comes
away.

Leeks.— The more forward seedlings will

very soon be large enough to transplant. The
old-fashioned practice of drawing drills or fur-
rows at 15 to 18 inches apart, and setting the

leeks deep in these cannot be excelled. In dry
weather and dry soil it may be necessary to
flood the drills with water some time befoie
planting, an essential part of the operation
being the forming of deep holes into which :o
drop the plants. These should be sorted at
lifting, and the roots thickly-coated with pre-
pared mud, so that when each is dropped into its

hole and watered it may be able to continue
growing without further attention. The plants
should be arranged so that the leaves when
larger will bend over into the furrows.

Peas.—The second crop will now be well in

bloom, and overtopping its supports. Cut off

the tops with a hook, to induce freer lateral

growth, and an earlier production of pilled pods.
If an abundant supply of manure-water can be
afforded, it will be of very great benefit.

Those who are producing Peas for exhibition
must allow the haulm plenty of space. Examine
the pods to make sure that those left are full.

Thin the pods and laterals to give those left

every advantage. Blood-manure has a beneficial

effect on the colouring and texture of the pods.

If not already done, the second last sowing of

late varieties should be put in without delay.

Celery.— Nothing is gained by allowing this

crop to stand too long in beds before final trans-

plantation, large plants being difficult to sepa-

rate without loss of roots. The trenches having
been prepared some time ago, a slight dressing

of old Mushroom dung and pigeon manure should
be applied. If weeds are in evidence they can

be lightly forked into the ground. Set the plants

1^ to 2 inches below the surface, and leave a

slight depression to receive water when it is

necessary to apply it. In light, free soil, make
the soil firm by trampling after the planting

is finished. At this time of year, either plant-

in dull, sunless day; or, if sunny, defer planting

until well on m the afternoon. Early celery will

benefit by a thin addition of soil mixed with
manure spread evenly among the plants; if dry,

the ground should be previously soaked with
water. Weeds springing up on the sides of the

trenches should be destroyed.

VEGETABLES.

Cauliflower Magnum Bonum. — During the

past three weeks we have been cutting splendid

little heads of this variety grown in 8-inch pots.

The seed was sown during the middle of Septem-

ber, pricked out into cold frames, potted up at

the end of November, and grown on in a cool

house. During the last six weeks the plants

have been placed in sheltered positions, where

they have yielded a splendid return. This year

there is a wealth of Broccoli of good quality,

but not to be compared with the delicacy of the

Cauliflower.

Kale Labrador.—This is a delicious vegetable

and distinct from any Kale known to me.

It is by far the best flavoured, the hardiest,

latest, and most prolific during the months

of April and May. Nearly thirty years ago

a lady gave me some seed which she brought

direct from Labrador. So well has it been

thought of here that we have grown it every

year since. This variety is often confused witli

Asparagus Kale, which is absolutely distinct,

and very inferior.

Cabbage.—The Cabbage is a favourite vege-

table, especially so in early spring. It has been

greatly improved during the past half century.

Formerly it was considered that to have cafe

bages fit to cut by Whitsun was very satisfac-

tory ; but nowadays Cabbages of the highest

quality may be cut from February onward*.

Some cases of failure have come under my
notice lately, but experience teaches me tli.it

this is due to two main causes, viz., bad stocks,

and sowing the seed too early. Three varieties

that do especially well here are Sutton's ApJ

Ellam's Early, and Flower of Spring. Out of

1,200 plants of the first-named in one bed only

one has been found to fail. The remainder ban •>.

either been cut or are ready to cut at the time

of writing. E. Beckett, Udenham Horut Oar-

dens. Ehtrce.
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EDITORIAL NOTICE.

ADVERTISEMENTS should be sent to the
PUBLISHER, 41, Wellington Street,
Covent Garden, "W.C-

Editors and Publisher. — Our correspondents

would obviate delay in obtaining answers to

their communications, and save us much time and
trouble, if they would kindly observe the notice

printed weekly to the effect that all letters relat-

ing to financial matters and to advertisements

should be addressed to the Publisher ; arid that

aU communications intended for publication, or

referring to the Literary department, and all

plants to be named, should be directed to the

Editors. The two departments, Publishing and
Editorial, are distinct, and much unnecessary de-

lay and confusion arise when letters are mis-
directed.

Special Notice to Correspondents- — The
Editors do not undertake to pay for any contribu-

tions or illustrations, or to return unused com-
munications or illustrations, unless by spe&ial

arrangement. The Editors do not hold themselves
responsible for any opinions expressed by their
correspondents.

Local News.—Correspondents will greatly oblige

by sending to the Editors early intelligence of local

events likeh/ to be of interest to our readers, or of
any matters which it is desirable to bring under
the notice of horticulturists.

Illustrations.—The Editors will be glad to receive

and to select photographs or drawings, suitable

for reproduction, of gardens, or of remarkable
flowers, trees, etc., but they cannot be respon-
sible for loss or injury.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
MONDAY, JUNE 8—

United Hort. Ben. and Prov. Soo. Com. meet.

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 10—
Birmingham Bot. and Hort. Soc. Orchid Sh. (provi-
sional).

SATURDAY, JUNE 13—
Stirling Hort. Aasoc. outing to Greenfield, Alloa.
K.H.S. Gardens Club outing.

( Avbrage Mean Temperature for the ensuing week
deduced from observations during the last Fifty
Years at Greenwich, 58.2°.

Actual Temperatures :—
London, Wednesday, June 3 (6 p.m.) : Max. 68°

;

Min. 48°.

Gardeners' Chronicle Office, ft, Wellington Street.
Covent Garden, London, Thursday, June 4

(10 a.m.) : Bar. 29.9 ; Temp. 67°. Weather-
Bright Sunshine.

Provinces, Wednesday, June 3 : Max. 69°, Bath

;

Min. 39°, Buxton.

SALES FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
TUESDAY—

Japanese Dwarf Trees. At Stevens's Auction
Rooms, King Street, Covent Garden.

SATURDAY NEXT—
Freehold Market Garden, 19 acres, with modern
buildings, stabling, etc. To be offered by Auction
on the Estate, Penton Hook, Staines, at 4 o'clock, by
Protheroe and Morris.

The cor r e s p ondence
Fumigating with wnich has appeared re-

Hydrocyanic 11 Al_

Acid. cently in these pages in-

dicates that a diversity

of opinion exists as to the value and best

mode of application of hydrogen cyanide

for the purposes of fumigation. We give,

therefore, the results of prolonged tests

carried out by M. Paul Marchal, Professor

of the National Agricultural Institute of

France, and published in the Vie Agricole.

Inasmuch as the correspondence referred

to above showed that some uncertainty

exists as to the strength of the ingredients

for producing hydrocyanic acid gas, we
will deal first with that aspect of the sub-

ject. The cyanide of potassium should be

practically pure—guaranteed of not less

than 98-99 per cent, purity. It should be

in the form of small white pieces, and

should be weighed out into amounts deter-

mined, as indicated below, by the volume
of the structure to be fumigated. Each lot

should be wrapped in stout paper, and the

packets should be kept in a glass-stoppered

bottle labelled "Poison." The sulphuric

acid employed for generating the gas

should be commercial sulphuric acid of

specific gravity 66 Beaume. It is impor-

tant that the sulphuric acid should be free

from nitric acid, as an impurity in the

latter substance is apt to cause burning of

foliage.

The proportions by weight in grams in

which the ingredients should be used are :

Cyanide of potassium 1, sulphuric acid I5,

water 3. When everything is ready the

right amount of water should be placed in

a glass or glazed porcelain vessel so large

that when the acid and cyanide are added

it is not more than half full, for the re-

action producing the cyanide is apt to cause

effervescence, and a vessel deep enough to

prevent splashing is therefore to be em-

ployed. To mix the ingredients first add

the water—for if water be added to the

acid rapid boiling is caused, and if the acid

be splashed on hands or clothes burns re-

sult.

Directly after the acid has been added

the packet of cyanide, held at arm's length,

should be placed in the vessel, and the

operator should leave the house at once,

closing the door tightly as he goes out.

The more thoroughly the house is closed

the more efficacious is the treatment.

Hence wherever possible cracks should be

sealed and, of course, all ventilators must

be closed. Arrangements should be made

also for opening ventilators from outside.

The operation should be carried out at

night, for hydrocyanic acid in the presence

of light has an injurious effect on vegeta-

tion.

The time of fumigation should be, for

plants in activity 40-45 minutes, for plants

in a resting stage one hour.

The amount of cyanide of potassium to

use is 10 grams per cubic metre. In point

of fact, twice that quantity has been used,

and the time of exposure extended to two

or even three hours without ill-effects to

vegetation. Nevertheless, the quantities

which should be used in first tests are :

For every cubic metre of space 10 grams of

cyanide of potassium, 15 grams of sul-

phuric acid, and 30 grams of water. If the

house to be fumigated is of considerable

size several glass or glazed porcelain

vessels may be used, and the total quantity

of the several ingredients divided up be-

tween them, always, of course, in such a

way that each vessel receives the cyanide,

acid and water in the proportions of 1. 1^,

and 3. If this latter course be adopted the

operator first adds water and then acid to

the vessels, and then, starting at the vessel

furthest from the exit, he places the potas-

sium cyanide in it, walks quickly to the

next, and so on, and when he has added

the cyanide to each vessel he makes with-

out delay for the door.

Translated into English measures the

above quantities read : For every 100

cubic feet of space in the house use (in

avoirdupois measure) 1 oz. of potassium

cyanide, I5 oz. sulphuric acid, and 3 oz.

of water.

It will be of considerable interest if

those gardeners who carry out fumigation

with these proportions of materials will

keep careful note of the results, and will

communicate them to the Editors.

.Supplementary Illustration. — Philesia

buxifolia is found wild in South America from
Chili to the Straits of Magellan. It forms a

shrub about 3 or 4 feet high, and bears pendu-

lous, red flowers. Philesia is closely allied to

Lapageria, and a hybrid named Philageria

Yeitchii was raised between the two plants by
Messrs. James Veitch and Sons in 1872 (see

fig. 182). At that time bigeneric hybrids weie
rare, and the fact of these plants hybrid-

ising appeared to some at the time to

be proof that the parents belonged not to

two but to one genus. Philesia buxifolia is

said to be remarkably strong in withstanding

the effects of a deleterious atmosphere, for it

grows well amid the noxious fumes of the

copper-smelting works in Chili, and at one time
was considered a useful evergreen shrub for

towns. But the plant is seldom seen in gardens ;

indeed, it is doubtful whether it is hardy out-of-

doors in many districts north of the Thames.
Another fact which militates against it as an

outdoor plant is that it is very slow of growth.
But it is suited for the greenhouse or conser-

vatory, and associates well with Camellias under
glass; it requires a light, peaty soil, and only

very little fire heat. Propagation may be effected

by means of cuttings of ripened shoots, root&d

like those of most hard-wooded plants ; but those

who attempt this operation must exercise

patience, for the shoots are usually several

months in rooting.

Coloured Plate. -The subject of the

Coloured Plate to be published with our next

issue is Crinum Powellii.

Sale of Messrs. Veitch s Nursery at

Chelsea.— Messrs. James Veitch and Son's

nursery establishment in the King's Road and

Fulham Road, Chelsea, will be offered for sale

by public auction by Messrs. Protheroe and

Morris on Tuesday, June 9. The premises,

well known as the Royal Exotic Nurseries, have

an area of about 2£ acres, and will be offered

in one lot, including the office and warehouse.

Royal Scottish Arboricultural So-
ciety.—Arrangements are afoot in Aberdeen-

shire and the North for the reception of

the members of this society, which this year

celebrates its diamond jubilee, in their tour of

inspection in Scotland. Assembling in Edin-

burgh on June 27, the members proceed to Perth-

shire, visiting the Murthly and Atholl woods.

Aberdeenshire will be visited on July 1, by way
of the Tay Valley to Braemar, when the fine

forests surrounding Balmoral Castle and Mar
Lodge will be inspected. July 2 will be devoted to

Ballogie—the district which, it is understood, the

Royal Commission on Forestry has recommended

as a demonstration area for the North of Scot-

land—Finzean and Durris, where the finest

woods in Scotland are to be found. The follow-

ing day the'party will leave Aberdeen for Banff-

shire and Morayshire, where the Seafield

woods and the valley of the Spey will

have attention. July 4 will also be. de-

voted to other parts of the Seafield

forests and the woods around Aviemore. Sun-

day will be spent at Inverness, and on the fol-

lowing day the party sail down the Caledonian

Canal, inspecting the famous forest of Glen Mor
on the way, and thence to Oban. Making this

pretty little town their headquarters for the next

two days, the party visit Inverliever and Pol-

talloch. Thence they proceed via Lochgilphead,

Inveraray, Strachur and Loch Eck to Dunoon.

July 9 will see them at Glenfinart and Benmore,

mid they will return to Edinburgh in the evening.

The Corporation of Edinburgh will entertain

the members on Friday, July 10, at lunch, and

the proceedings will conclude with a reception

and official dinner in the evening in the North

British Station Hotel.
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A Liliaceous Shrub from Chili ; hardy in favoured districts in Britain.
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Damage by Frost.— The vagaries of our
northern climate, writes an Aberdeen corre-

spondent, have been little short of bewildering
during the past two months. Following an
April of record warmth, May came in cold and
chilly, and during the closing week of the month
the thermometer on several occasions registered

keen frost. The result is that from all over the
North come reports of serious damage to the
early crops. Potatos have suffered considerably,

and in some districts the Potato crop has been
completely ruined. In the great Strawberry
growing district of Aberdeenshire (Deeside) the

blossom has suffered serious injury. Goose-
berries, which gave promise of an abundant
yield, are in some quarters reduced to pulp.

The same story has to be told of Plums, Pears
and Apples.

Crops Abroad.— The Board of Agriculture

and Fisheries has received the following in-

formation from the International Agricultural

Institute :—The quantity of Beet sugar, ex-

pressed as raw sugar, produced up to the end of

March, 1914, in the following countries :

—

Germany, Austria, Hungary,, Belgium, France,

Netherlands, Boumania, Prussia, Switzerland,

Denmark, Italy and the United States, is

8,174,000 tens against 8,303,000 tons produced
in the corresponding period of last season, or

98.4 per cent. The cereal crops are progressing

under favourable conditions generally in the

greater number of the European countries and
in the United States. The condition of crops

in Russia and Boumania is good, whilst damage
caused by drought is reported in Italy, Algeria,

Tunis and Egypt. The Crop Reporting Board

of Washington, basing its calculations upon the

condition of winter Wheat on May 1, estimates

the production in the United States at'

337,410,000 cwts., against 280,403,000 cwts. in

1913. The vines and Olive trees have passed

through the winter without damage in almost

all the countries, and their condition is good in

Austria, France, Algeria and Tunis, and fairly

good in Hungary and Switzerland. The de-

velopment of the Flax, sugar Beet and Potato

crops is, however, generally not so favourable

on account of damage caused by drought and

frosts.

Fruit Crops in Germany.— His Majesty's

Consul-General at Hamburg reports that Cherry,

Pear and Plum trees flowered abundantly and

good crops may be anticipated. There was also

an abundant supply of Apple blossom ; but,

owing to the cold, wet weather trees in many
districts have not ceased blooming, and it is

impossible at present to eay definitely how the

crop will finally turn out. Early Strawberries

have suffered injury from frost, but from later

varieties a good crop is expected. Gooseberries

and Currants promise abundant crops.

Scottish Horticultural Society's
Chrysanthemum Show.—The secretary in-

forms us that the dates of the annual Chry-

santhemum exhibition have been changed from

November 19, 20 and 21, to November 12, 13

and 14.

Fruit and Potato Crops in Belgium.

His Majesty's Consul-General at Antwerp

states that Strawberries under glass, especially

around Brussels, are reported as satisfactory,

but it is expected that Strawberries grown in

the open will suffer from the frosts experienced

early in May. Throughout the country fruit

trees blossomed unusually well, but frosts caused

some damage. Apples promise well in the pro-

vinces of East and West Flanders, in the south

of Limburg, around Herve, Liege, and Lennick

St. Quentin, and in the valley of the Meuse. A
fairly good crop is expected in the province of

Luxemburg, and in the vicinity of Verviers,

Namur and La Hesbaye. The frosts destroyed

much Apple-blossom in the region of Maeseyck.
Pear trees bore a quantity of fruit in East and

West Flanders, the south of Limburg, the
valley of the Meuse, and the districts of Lennick
St. Quentin, Alost and Tournai. The Plum crop

should be good generally, though medium to

fairly good in the south of Luxemburg and the

districts of Bruges, Verviers, Huy and Namur.
Gooseberries and Currants show considerable pro-

mise in Flanders, the districts of Malines and
Liege and in the valley of the Meuse ; they are

fairly promising in the other parts of the pro-

vince of Liege. In the provinces of Namur and
Antwerp and in the vicinity of La Hesbaye the
crop is expected to be poor. Grapes under glass

appear good everywhere. Early Potatos have
suffered to some extent from frosts.

Dutch Bulb Industry. -According to the re-

port for 1913 on the 'trade of the Netherlands,
issued by Count Charles Bentdjck, second secre-

tary to the British Legation at The Hague, the

area under regular bulb cultivation in the country
was 14,550 acres. Weather conditions were not
favourable, but no disease was reported among

that " is the mother of blight." This ubiquitous
lady-bird of ill omen it is that "causes the

thousands of pounds' damage done annually by
blight." The lady-bird, like so many evildoers,

takes on many forms : to-day it is the ordinary
lady-bird which, ' cuckoo-like, broods over and
hatches out the germs of "blight"; to-morrow
it spends a, week-end at the sea and takes on a

yellower colour—" as the sea-shore Poppies are

yellower than the field Poppies." One touch of

nature - study makes the whole world kin !

Sitting on nests of seaweed our lady-bird hatches
out therefrom more blight. Presently the lady-

bird assumes the form of the hanneton—the

cockchafer so distressful when it buzzes about
you in the evening. In short, it would now
appear that the heath whereon Macbeth
parleyed with the witches must have been blasted

by blight begot by lady-birds. The reticence of

the writer astonishes us. Having shown that the

lady-bird is the only begetter of blight, why
-should he not continue his interesting demonstra-

tion and prove that the dark lady of Shake-

Fig. 182.- -PHILAGERIA veitchh : a hybrid of philesia and lapageria.

(See p. 398, also Supplement.)

the bulbs during the year. The total export of

bulbs last year was 24,961 tons, of which 10,192

were consigned to the United Kingdom, both
figures showing considerable increases on those

of 1911 and 1912. The trade in flowering shrubs
was also very favourable. Reports from Ger-

many, Denmark and Norway all pointed to good
business in this direction.

A Libel on Lady-birds.—We live in an age

so conspicuous for its tolerance that none is

surprised to find the blackest character white-

washed

—

Hamlet's mother proved to be the

model of matrimonial rectitude and Judge
Jeffreys an amiable philanthropist. It is the

more surprising, therefore, that there should be

found among us men bold enough to denounce
the crimes of those whom we, in our blindness,

had thought hitherto to be innocent. Yet so it

is. The news is announced through the medium
of the daily Press that our old and valued friend

the lady-bird is a villain in disguise. Does
"blight" infect your "Beans, Poppies, Sweet
Peas, etc."? Then lay not the blame on the

narrow shoulders of aphis, for it is the lady-bird

speare's sonnets is the lady-bird ? The most

plausible theory with respect to the origin of the

communication is that it is a joke designed to

test the credulity of the editorial staff. If so, its

author must be feeling very happy, for the con-

tribution is hailed by the expert who conducts

the gardening page of that journal as " both

novel and sugestive," and readers are informed

that it is published "with pleasure." The
pleasure does not cease there. It will be shared

by all who appreciate a jest, and even the lady-

birds will laugh at this libel on themselves.

British-Grown Tobacco. — The first or

statutory meeting of the Tobacco Planta-

tions Company was held on May 21. The
Right Hon. the Viscount Hill, who pre-

sided, announced that satisfactory progress

had been made in the production of

British-grown Tobacco. The committee had in

hand over two tons of tobacco for cigarette

purposes, manufactured under the supervision of

the managing directors, Mr. Pullen-Burry and

Major Whitjiore. The duty-paid tobacco of the

previous crop had been sold at remunerative
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prices, and the demand for the company's

tobacco was proving most encouraging. In the

present year a quarter of a million plants had

been raised for the year's planting and for sales,

and as soon as rain came they would be planted

on the 20 acres of specially prepared land. By
sterilisation and the use of the Pullen-Burry

jiatent travelling hothouse structure, exception-

ally hardy plants had been obtained. Barns had

been erected for special curing, but the company

would require more capital for further drying

sheds to harvest the 20 acres about to be planted.

Parks and Boy Scouts.—The authorities

of the city of Philadelphia, U.S.A., have hit

upon the idea of instituting boy scouts as

"guardians" of the trees and plants in the

public parks. Children, as a Tule, seem to take

a malicious pleasure in spoiling the flowere and

trees, and it may prove the solution of a very

difficult problem to institute the boy scouts the

'official protectors of their playgrounds.

Women Gardeners in France.-A society

has been formed at Paris for the furtherance

of the agricultural and horticultural instruction

of women, by means of lectures and courses of

study. The council is composed chiefly of

women, but one of the three secretaries, one vice-

president, and five members are men.

Cold Storage of Flowers.- At Nice a

new refrigerating hall has just been constructed

in which the temperature can be lowered to 2°

above zero. Cut flowers are deposited, in this

hall as soon as they are gathered, where they

are said to retain all their freshness, colour, and
perfume for four weeks ; in the case of certain

kinds, even for six week*. As they are required

the flowers are taken from the store, packed,

loaded on refrigerator waggons, and sent abroad.

This method goes far to (solve the problem of

meeting the fluctuating demand of the flower

market.

A New Gardening Periodical.— The
public will learn with interest of the appearance
of a monthly periodical devoted exclusively to

gardening. The title of the new monthly is

My Garden Illustrated, and the pictures of

flowers and gardens in the first number fully

justify the title. Admirably printed on art

paper, the new journal is calculated to appeal to

those who contemplate taking up gardening as

a hobby, as well as to those who appreciate

beautiful garden scenes.

.

National Viola and Pansy Society.—
The first annual exhibition of the National Viola

and Pansy Society will be held at Botanical Gar-
dens, Edgbaston, Birmingham, on Wednesday.
July 1. The hon. -secretary is Mr. J. Bastock,
Viola House, Springfield Road, Moseley.

Flower Show at Aldenham Park.—An
exhibition of flowers and vegetables will be held

in Aldenham Park, Elstree, on Wednesday, July
8, under the auspices of the Elstree and Boi-eham
Wood Horticultural Society. The hon. secretary

is Mr. W. J. Pritchard, Elstree.

F ream Memorial Prize. -The Board of
Agriculture and Fisheries has awarded a Fream
Memorial Prize, of the value of £7 2s. Id., to

Mr. Harry Mtjir MoCreath, a student of the

West of Scotland Agricultural College, Glasgow,
who obtained the highest marks in this year's
examination for the National Diploma in Agri-
culture.

Publications Received. — Circulars from
Purdue University Agricultural Experiment
Station. (LaFayette, Indiana) : No. 38, Indus-
trial Clubs and Contests ; No. 39, Packing
Indiana Apples ; >'o. 40, Report of Poultry
Conditions in Indiana ; No. 41, Licences for

Creameries, and Testers, Laws, Rules and
Regulations. -Agricultural Journal of the
Union of South Africa, Vol. VII., April, 1914-

(Pretoria: The Government Printing and
Stationery Office.)

XALIS ADENOPHYLLA.

The charm of this dainty little Oxalis lies

in its relatively large flowers and silvery foliage.

Unfortunately, at the Chelsea Show, where the

species received an Award of Merit (see page

364), the two plants that were shown persistently

refused to expand their flowers after the first

day, so that it was unnoticed by the majority of

the visitors. In the rock garden, exposed to

sunshine, the bright, rose-coloured flowers are

produced freely, and stand well above the

foliage.

BIGNONIA TWEEDIANA.

The accompanying illustration (see fig. 186)

will serve to draw attention to one of the most
beautiful and effective of stove climbers. It is

a strong grower, eminently suitable for deco-

rating the roofs of large stoves or warm con-

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.

Erroneous Nomenclature.— M. Corre-
von's letter on this subject must surely have the
sympathy of everyone interested in the cultiva-

tion of hardy plants ; for nowadays it is almost
]

impossible to visit a nursery ground or even a
flower show without seeing something wrongly
named. Having alluded to it before, and t<j

the absurd custom some nurserymen have of call-

ing anything that will grow on a rock or in a
bog-garden "Alpine," I hesitate to say more;
except to remind my friend M. Correvon that it

must be really difficult to find men with the
various qualifications of a judge (of, say, a

series of beautiful rock-gardens), who are ac- I

quainted with the correct names of all the !

numerous hardy plants now cultivated. In the 1

Gardeners' Chronicle, November 29, 1913, some
wise remarks bearing upon this subject were
made by Mr. Dykes, together with an apt quota-
tion from Dr. Stapf, also made in these columns.
//. S: Thompson.

Narcissus Emperor.— I am sending you a
few blooms of Emperor Narcissus, as they are

1. 183.—OXALIS ADENOPHYLLA

servatories. In tLe Palm House at Cambridge
Botanic Garden it has been a source of great

attraction for the past three weeks, its long trails

of clear, yellow flowers being very effective.

Growing on a pillar, it has now extended to the

roof, its numerous pendant branches forming a

curtain of flowers. The flowers are bell or

funnel shaped, 4i inches long, limb deeply five-

parted, 2| inches wide at the mouth. The speci-

men is planted out and grows vigorously. One

thing should be especially observed—that when-

ever pruning becomes necessary during the grow-

ing season to keep growth within bounds, the

work should be performed with judgment and

with due regard to flowering. This will be best

effected by a total removal of such portion of

shoots as is found necessary rather than a

general shortening of all the shoots. This thin-

ning will also greatly assist in the thorough

ripening of the flowering shoots, without which

there will only be a meagre display of flowers.

The species is a native of Buenos Aires. G. H.
Banks.

unusual at this time of year. I kept the bulbs as

dry as possible to prevent them growing, and

did not plant them in boxes until February
Afterwards they were plunged and grown m the

usual way. I shall be able to cut Narcissus

flowers for the next fortnight. A. E. Fox,\
Beechhurst Gardens, Fairhope, Lancashire.

Fruit Prospects in North Argyllshire
—The fruit crops, which until recently were

most promising, have suffered considerable

damage by severe frost on the night of the 24tli

ult., when from 5° to 7° Fahr. of frost were
registered. Strawberries were in full bloom,

and the crop will be a partial failure ; Goose-

berries and Currant bushes exposed to the

sunshine early in the day have the tips of the

young shoots severely damaged. Apples, Pears
and Plums, being well set, and having ample
foliage to protect them, have suffered but little

injury. The shoots of early Potatos have been

blackened. Rhododendrons and Azaleas in

bloom are much damaged, as also are the young
tips of Bay and Portugal Laurels. Some years

have elapsed since so much damage by frost
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been wrought in this locality. Geo. Haig, Bar-
cahline Gardens, Ledaiij.

New Chinese Plants. —I am sure that
many of your readers must feel deeply indebted
to Sir. Beckett for his notes on the newer
Chinese trees and shrubs, which have appeared
from time to time in your columns, and also
for his comprehensive list of these plants pub
lished on pp. 344, 372. In the case of many of
these plants it must be years before their value
for garden purposes is proved, and it

is a great help to those who, like myself, have
charge of a collection, however small (compared
with that at Aldenham) to see them described
and discussed in your paper by one who is grow-
ing them. I trust that in naming these various
shrubs and trees no effort will be spared to see
that the proper nomenclature is given, so that
confusion may not arise later. From one source
we have here a plant named Lonicera nitida,
and from another source what seems to be an
identical plant named Chamaecerasus piliata. I

only mention this in the horje that the question
of proper naming will be given due considera-
tion. A. T. H.

The Royal Botanic Society.—I have
addressed the following letter to the President,
Council, and Fellows of the Royal Botanic
Society of London :

—"I have recently received
the April issue of the Botanical Journal, notify-
ing the preliminary programme of arrangements
for the coming season at the Society's gardens,
and referring also to the appointment of
secretary which is about to be made, and I
should like to draw the attention of all con-
cerned to the nature of these arrangements and
to enquire what principle is being adopted with
regard to the secretaryship. The arrangements
include three dog shows, a theatrical garden
party, the country fair of Our Dumb Friends
League, a fancy dress ball, an exhibition of
Rhododendrons, the Rose Society's Show and a
series of lectures by Professor Bottomley. The
fancy dress ball is for the purpose of raising
funds for the Society and may or may not be
considered as a legitimate method of obtaining
money; but of the other arrangements—the Rho-
dodendron Show in a minor degree (being a
private traders' exhibition), the Rose show to a
somewhat

' greater extent, and Professor
Bottomley 's lectures alone touch the objects for
which a Royal Charter . was granted to the
Society. It is common knowledge that the
Society has been grievously hampered in the
past by injudicious management, and that
position has been, I believe, so far recognised
that alterations are about to be made in the
personnel. Under these circumstances, I desire
to draw the special attention of the Fellows to
the very similar circufnstances which were exist-
ing in the affairs of the Royal Horticultural
Society about thirty years ag"o. That Society
has recently suffered a very heavy loss in the
death of Sir Trevor Lawrence, its Presiden*
for nearly thirty years, and in the obituary
notice, published in the last number of the
Society's Journal, I find the following, which is

so remarkably apropos to the affairs of the Roval
Botanic Society that I think it worth quoting
at some length:—'Called to the President's
chair in 1885 in succession to Lord Aberdare, Sir
Trevor Lawrence found the Society in very
troublous times indeed, attributable to two chief
causes : (1) The lavish expenditure on buildings
at South Kensington erected on land of which
the Society had no proper tenure, and (2) the
degradation of the Society caused by a turning
away from the pursuit of horticulture to the
promotion of London Society entertainments.
Sir Trevor's inborn love of gardening taught
him at once that a sort of imitation German
Biergarten was by no means the ideal for the
Royal Horticultural Society to aim at.' The
lesson learnt was that :

—
' The Society must re-

turn to the policy of its original institution—
" Horticulture pure and simple" or the Society
must die.' The outcome of that lesson was that
on the basis of ' Horticulture pure and simple

'

the Royal Horticultural Society has now a
magnificent hall valued at £41.000 and other in-
vestments approximating to £70,000. Now, for
'Horticulture' read 'Botany,' and the above
excerpt is exactly applicable to the position of

the Royal Botanic Society to-day. The false
finance of the Council, which has treated life
compositions, for instance, as annual income,
and which has seized upon casual receipts from
dog shows and theatrical garden parties as ful-
filling the end of the Society's existence, has
rendered the condition of the Society a parlous
one indeed, while, as regards its scientific status,
it is verily the laughing-stock of the botanical
world. The main object of this letter is to
appeal to the Council and the President that in
the impending appointment which is to be made,
a single eye should be given to the scientific side
of the work of the Gardens, eliminating as soon
as possible the purely social use of the grounds,
about which questions have, I think, already
been asked in Parliament, and in the second
place, that immediate steps should be taken to
reconstitute the governing body of the Society
upon a basis that would command the respect of

[Photograph by W. Irving.

Fig. 184.

—

anoplanthus coccineus parasitic
on centaurea dealbata.

botanists and business men. I think that if

this were done and members added to the Council
really representative (in the words of the
Charter) of ' the promotion of botany in all its

branches and its application to medicine, arts,

and manufactures,' a very effective appeal might
be made for funds to those interested in the de-
velopment of the agricultural resources of the
Empire, who would be prepared to recognise
the importance of an institution, not wholly
official like Kew, not floricultural like the sister

society in Vincent Square, but solely and entirely
concerned with economic botany and its advance-
ment both at home and overseas." I beg to
remain, your obedient servant, Stuart R. Cope
{Fellow).

" Local Names."— In your review of Mr.
Horwood's book (p. 347) you refer to the author
as having "collected many of the local names of
British plants." I shall be glad if you will

allow me to point out that those names are trans-
ferred bodily—often incorrectly and always with-
out acknowledgment—from the Dictionary of
English Plant Names, published by the late
Robert Holland and myself in 1878-86. James
Britten.

-—In his review of my book, Plant Life in
the British Isles [in the Journal of Botany],
Mr. Britten commented at length upon the'
English names there given which were
taken from the Dictionary of English Plant
Names, the mam, though not the only,
source of information upon this interesting
side of botanical knowledge. I regret that by
inadvertence the work was not included in my
list of authorities consulted. But this is being
remedied in a subsequent volume by due acknow-
ledgment, and any misprints in the volume re-
viewed will be corrected in a subsequent edition.
I also wrote to Mr. Britten when his review
appeared. B. R. Horwood.

Wistaria at Syston HALL.-The illustra-
tion in fig. 185 shows the main stem of an old
plant of Wistaria sinensis growing in the con-
servatory at Syston Hall, near Grantham, the
seat of Sir John Thorold, Bart. The stem and
branches have become a knotted mass, and the
former appears to be almost a part of the iron
pillar around which it is entwined. The tree is
said to be the first plant that was brought to
this country ; it is certainly of great age and very
interesting in appearance. IF. H. Divers, Bel-
voir Castle Gardens.

^ Narcissus Flies.— I can endorse Mr.
Shea's recommendation (see p. 375) to Daffodil
growers to read the very excellent article on
Narcissus flies in the May number of the
Journal of the Board of Agriculture, and the
statements he quotes deserve all the consider-
ation due to their authoritative appearance.
There are, however, no new facts given
in proof. The statements are apparently
a reiteration or quotation of the original
ipse dixit, and they can therefore, I
think, hardly be held to be in any way con-
firmatory of those views. The theory that the
Eumerus attacks and feeds on sound Daffodil
bulbs is, then, still as much as ever a theory.
and if it were allowed to go unchallenged and
unverified we might be put to considerablo
trouble that eventually might prove to have
been unnecessary. But after all there is just
one new fact mentioned in the above article
which I will quote, leaving your readers to fovm
their own conclusions as to its significance.
•' In the preliminary experiments carried out in
1915. bulbs in the ground, and also uncovered
in the store" (presumably sound biUbs) "were
exposed to flies of the second brood, but wera
in no case attacked." .-1. /. Bliss.

ANOPLANTHUS COCCINEUS.

This remarkable parasite of the Natural Order
Orobanchaceae (see fig. 184) is a native of the
Caucasus, where it grows on the roots of various
plants, but chiefly on Centaurea dealbata. The
beautiful silvery foliage of the host plant acts
as a delightful foil for the large velvety
flowers, which are of a brilliant scarlet colour.
They are about 2£ inches in diameter, and
are borne singly on reddish-brown stems from
12 inches to 18 inches high. The stems are
naked with the exception of two or three bracts
on the lower halves. The flowers, which resemble
those of a giant Lobelia, are five-lobed, with
two upper and three lower lobes, the latter

forming a lip at the base of which is a large black
blotch. The plant illustrated was grown in Kew
Gardens from seeds received from Tiflis

Botanic Garden in the spring of 1911. The seeds
were sown, together with those of the host plant,

in a pot. Only the Centaurea appeared, and this
was planted out in the rock garden the same
year. Nothing else came up till this year, when
seven stems of Anoplanthus were noticed early
in May, each with a solitary flower bud, the
first flower opening about the middle of the
month. It 19 a very attractive plant, and pro-

mises to remain in bloom for some time. This
is probably the first time that the species has
flowered in cultivation, as it has not been re-

corded before. W. I.
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SOCIETIES.
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.

June 3.—On account of the Whitsuntide holi-

days the usual fortnightly meeting was held on

a Wednesday instead of the customary Tues-

day. The attendance was below the average,

but many of the exhibits reached a high stan-

dard of excellence. In view of the lecture on

Irises by Mr. W. R. Dykes, these flowers were

shown by several exhibitors, and shared with

Papaver orientalis, herbaceous Paeonies, and

Sweet Peas the especial admiration of the visi-

tors. More than 50 new plants were submitted

to the Floral Committee for award, and of these

19 were recommended for Awards of Merit.

This Committee awarded 1 Gold and 31 other

Medals to collections.

The Orchid Committee made no awards to new

plants.

The Fruit and Vegetable Committee awarded

a Silver Banksian Medal to a collection of

Melons.
At the 3 o'clock meeting in the lecture room,

Mr. W. D. Dykes delivered a lecture on" Irises."

Floral Committee.
Present: H. B. May, Esq. (in the chair),

Messrs. G. Reuthe, W. J. Bean, J. Green, J. W.
Moorman, J. F. M-cLeod, Wm. Howe, W. Bain,

C. R. Fielder, John Dickson, Chas. E. Shea,

J. T. Bennett-Poe, Arthur Turner, W. Cuth-

bertson, W. P. Thomson, George Paul, E. H
Jenkins, W. A. Bilney, E. A. Bowks, F. W.
Harvey, John Jennings, Charles Blick, and

R. W. Wallace.

AWARDS OF MERIT.
Iris chrysographes.—A grassy-leaved species

introduced recently through E. H. Wilson from

China. Its round", hollow stems grow about 2k

feet high and carry flowers of a richer and

deeper shade of velvety violet-purple than any

other species, with one central line of gold down
the falls and a few variable dots of gold at the

throat. The form of the flower, with its long,

hanging falls, reminds one of I. Delavayi, but

it is more beautiful. Shown by Mr. W. R.

Dykes and Miss Willmott.
Iris Iota.—This is a hybrid between I. tenax

and I. Purdyi. It has long, grassy, arching

foliage and very daintily-formed flowers of a

lilac shading and veining on a white ground.

The standards are lanceolate and erect, the falls

oblong-cuneate and horizontal. Each stem bears

two flowers, and a two-year-old plant was said

to be carrying forty spikes. This was shown
by Mr. W. R. Dykes, with a number of

other hybrids-:, of which the most distinct were

Epsilon (Bulleyana X Forrestii), the tallest

grower, cream and yellow ground dotted blue

;

Eta, a remarkable red bracteata ; Beta (chryso-

graphes X Forrestii) ; Gamma (Forrestii

X chrysographfs) ; Theta (tenax X Wilsonii)
;

and Ze'ta (sibirica X Wilsonii).

Iris laevigata alba.—This is the white form of

the true Iris laevigata and distinct both in foliage

and form of flower from I. Kaempferi, which is

so often confused with it. The flowers are pure
white, showing a tinge of mauve at the base of

the standards and style arms. It grows about
18 inches in height and has the same distinctive

form as the better known Iris albo-purpurea.
Iris sibirica Emperor.—A noble form of I.

sibirica, of Japanese origin. The falls are large

and circular, and the w-hole flower is of a deep
violet-blue. The habit is tall and erect, carry-

ing the flowers well above the foliage. It may
best be compared with I. sibirica orientalis.

which is dwarf-habited and has distinctive red
spathes as well as a patch of white at the throat,

which Emperor lacks.

Iris Kashmir White.—The most beautiful of

the white hybrid Irises we owe to the late Sir

Michael Foster. The flower-stems rise 4 feet

high and carry six large, pure-white flowers. It

is a variety of the bearded Iris kashmiriana.
but is distinct from the so-called Shelford
variety of that species (or Miss Willmott), which
flowers less freelv and often has its flowers
washed with pale blue. In the beard and throat
veining it shows a touch of yellow.

These three were shown by Messrs. R.
Wallace and Co., Colchester.
Lwpinus Primrose Dame.—A handsome seed-

ling of L. arboreus, with flower-spikes nearly 18

inches long of the palest primrose. Shown by
Messrs. Barr and Sons.
Strain of Lupinus polyphyllus.—Messrs. Barr

a'°o showed a splendidly-grown collection of

..amed sorts of Lupinus polyphyllus, which
were recommended as a strain for the Award.
They varied from palest lavender-white, through
lavender to mauve, blue and purple, with

some very striking seedlings like Eastern Queen
showing arboreus blood in the yellow standards
above slaty-blue wings. Nellie, Dainty, The
Bride, Taplow Pink and Ophir were among the

best-named sorts.

Strain of Aquilegia.—Mrs. Scott-Elliott,

Teviot Lodge, Hawick, won the Award for her
well-known strain of long-spurred Columbines.
They were badly shown, with very short stalks,

but included a splendid range of colour through
creams, pinks, reds, lavenders, whites and blues.

[Photograph by W. H. Divers.

Fig. 185.

—

stem of wistaria in the conservatory
at syston hall.

(See p. 101.)

Carnation Mrs. Brotherston.—A white ground
fancy border variety, heavily suffused and
dotted with crimson. The flowers were large
and well formed.

Carnation Robert Bruce.—A distinct self-

border variety with orange-salmon or terra-cotta

flowers. A fine colour and full of substance.
Carnation Mrs. Griffith Joins.—A warm apri-

cot self border variety, softer in colour than the
Last, rather thinner and with smoother petal.

These three were shown by Mr. James
Douglas.

Strain of Antirrhinum.—A handsome collec-

tion of named varieties, shown by Messrs.
Dobbie and Co., were recommended an Award
of Merit. They belonged to the Intermediate
section, averaging about 20 inches in height, and
showed a range of colour especially rich in yellow

and orange. White Beauty, Yellow Queen,
Primrose Queen, Moonlight, Amber Queen,
Maize Queen and Dobbie's Scarlet were some of

the best.

Papaver Lady Frederick Moore.—This is a

variety of P. bracteata with pale, saknon-pink
coloured flowers of the largest size, with dark
basal blotches, held finely on stout, erect stems.

In colour it is very close to Princess Victoria
Louise, but in size, form and habit it is a marked
improvement. Shown by Mr. Amos Perry.

Clematis Sieboldii (see fig. 187). — This
is a distinct climber with a neatly-formed
white perianth of six segments showing off

finely a central mass of purple linear modi-

fied barren stamens. The flowers are about

3^ inches in diameter, and the purple centre

1^ inch. They appear to be always solitary in

the leaf-axils, but a pair of variably-lobed

bracts is borne a few inches below the perianth.

"erbascum Warley Rose.—Flowers bright
rose-pink, with purple-haired filaments, held

finely well above the foliage in a richly branched
panicle. This is the finest perennial mullein we
have seen. In habit it reminds one of vernale,

and the flat, basal rosette of smallish leaves sug-

gests the possibility of phoeniceum influence.

The individual flowers are li inch in diameter,

and the plant grows about 5 feet.

These two shown by Miss Willmott, V.M.H.
Mimulus Wargrave Fircflainc.—A dwarf

moisture-loving Musk, with large, unblotched

flowers of a glowing orange-red. The height is

only 6 inches. Shown by Messrs. Waterer,
Sons and Crisp, Ltd.

Ribes Brocklebankii.—This is a pretty form

of the dwarf species, R. alpinum, with foliage

entirely of a bright yellow. Growing only 12 or

18 inches in height, it should rjrove useful to

give a mass of bright colour in bedding.

Deutzia discolor elegantissima.—A charming

dwarf shrub of about 2 feet only, with grace-

fullv arching branches clothed with neat,

wrinkled, and finely serrate leaves, from the

axils of which rise the corymbose bunches of

twenty or more flowers. The blooms are a

pretty shade of lilac pink, and are individually

about J inch in diameter.

These two were shown by Elizabeth Lady
Lawrence, Dorking (gr. Mr. W. Bain).

Erigeron hybridus B. Ladhams—An in-

teresting form with stiffly erect habit. The '

flowers are a mauve-pink, about lj inch in

diameter, borne in few flowered cymes, at a

uniform height of about 2 feet. Shown by
|

Messrs. B. Ladhams, Shirley.

GENERAL EXHIBITS.
R. Keep, Esq., Woollet Hall. North Cray,

Kent (gr. Mr. S. Pym), showed a group of

t'larkias which evidenced first-rate cultivation.

(Bronze Banksian Medal.)

Mrs. A. V. LnKrE, Clarefield, Maidenhead

(gr. Mr. W. Hulbert), exhibited Clarefield Gem
Hybrid Calceolarias. (Bronze Flora Medal.)

'Messrs. H. B. May and Sons, Upper Edmon-
ton, showed various Hydrangeas, Verbenas,

Lantanas, and Heliotrope in small pots. (Silver

Banksian Medal.)

Messrs. Godfrey and Sons, Exmouth, Devon,

exhibited especially good show and fancy Pelar-

goniums, and a great many of the scented-leaved

varieties in pots. (Bronze Banksian Medal.)

Mr. L. R. Russell, Richmond, showed bed-

ding Pelargoniums, Heliotropes, dwarf Lantanas

and Salvias. (Bronze Banksian Medal.)

Messrs. John Peed and Son, West Norwood,

contributed Streptocarpus and Gloxinias of good

strains. (Bronze Banksian Medal.)

Messrs. R. and G. Cuthbert, Southgate, ar-

ranged an effective group of standard Fuchsias.

Ivy-leaved Pelargoniums, Streptosolon Jamesonii

and other plants in the annexe. (Silver Flora

Medal.)
Messrs. Wm. Cutbush and Son, Highgate,

displayed an interesting collection of Hydran-

geas, various Crozy Cannas, and hardy border

flowers.

Mr. H. Burnett, Guernsey, had a splendid

collection of cut Carnation blooms. A central

vase of Snowstorm, flanked by Pluto and

Monarch, was especially charming. (Silver

Flora Medal.)
Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., Bush Hill

Park, Enfield, had a bold arrangement of Carna-

tions. The chief varieties were Gorgeous,
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Baroness de Brienew, and Princess of Wales.
(Bronze Flora Medal.)
Mr. Ghas. Blick, Hayes, Kent, had a small

collection of good and fresh Carnation blooms.
Mr. J. Douglas, Great Bookham, Surrey,

showed especially fine Carnations ; his chief
varieties were Elizabeth Shiffner, Rosy Morn,
Cecilia and Virginia. (Silver Flora Medal.)
Mr. C. Engelmann, Saffron Walden, also

showed a good collection of Carnations. (Bronze
Flora Medal.)

Messrs. Dobbie and Co., Edinburgh, exhibited
excellent Sweet Peas, which were arranged with
great skill and taste. The principal varieties
were Frilled Pink, Thomas Stevenson, Illu-

minator, Norma and Royal Purple. Adjoining
this exhibit Messrs. Dobbie displayed Antir-
rhinums of almost greater excellence. The long
spikes, well furnished with large blooms of de-
lightful colours, made a most attractive exhibit,
and not only were the varieties uncommonly
good, but their names were descriptive. Maize
Queen, Bonfire, Cottage Maid, Amber Queen
and Yellow Queen are the names of a few of the
varieties so well shown. (Gold Medal.)

Messrs. R. H. Bath, Ltd., Wisbech, showed
an attractive collection, including such Sweet
Peas as Glow, Thomas Stevenson and Agricola
in very good condition. Next to these flowers
Messrs. Bath exhibited Tulips, chiefly Darwin
and Cottage varieties, in bright colours and of
size. (Silver Flora Medal.)

Messrs. Alex. Dickson and Sons, New-
townards, Ireland, included a new seedling of
intense, almost pure scarlet colour in a note-
worthy collection of Sweet Peas. (Silver-gilt

Banksian Medal.)
Messrs. E. W. King and Co., Coggeshall,

Essex, arranged a collection of Sweet Peas, said
to have been cut from the open ground. The
fresh blooms were of good size and clear colours.
{Silver Flora Medal.)

Messrs. S. Bide and Sons, Farnham, Surrey,
displayed many standard varieties of Sweet Peas
and included Phyllis Bide, a deep orange-
coloured flower. (Silver Banksian Medal.)

Mr. E. J. Hicks, Hurst, Berks, in a large
exhibit gave especial prominence to the charm-
ing Rose Princess Mary, which, received t^c
highest award at the recent spring Rose Show.
Stands of Mrs. Ed. Alford, Comtesse de Cayla
and Irish Elegance were also very beautiful.

{Silver Flora Medal.)
Messrs. H. Cannell and Sons, Eynsford, Kent,

arranged a very attractive display of Wichura-
iana Roses, using floriferous plants in relatively

small pots. (Silver Banksian Medal.)
Messrs. W. J. Brown, Peterborough, showed

a new pillar Rose, Mrs. Rosalie Wrinch, and
other varieties, amongst a collection of hardy
herbaceous flowers, which included magnificent
spikes of Eremuri.

Messrs. Frank Cant and Co., Colchester, con-
tributed cut and pot Roses, specialising with
such sorts as Austrian Yellow, Irish Elegance
and Rosa sinica Anemone. (Silver Flora Medal.)
Mr. George Prince, Oxford, showed flower-

ing shoots of Rosa hemisphaerica, R. alpina and
R. sinica Anemone.

Messrs. B. R. Cant and Sons, Colchester, con-
tributed a good collection of Roses. Cupid, a
very large single-flowered variety, which appears
to be unusually free-flowering, promises to be a
valuable garden Rose. When fully expanded
the colour is blush-pink ; in earlier stages the
colour is a charming combination of amber and
terra-cotta. (Silver-gilt Banksian Medal.)

Messrs. Barr and Sons, Covent Garden, Lon-
don, displayed herbaceous Lupins in a wide
range of distinct colours. Vases of Lilium
monadelphum Szovitzianum, Iris germanica
varieties, and a wide bordering of Nepeta Mus-
sinii added to the attraction of the group.
(Silver-gilt Banksian Medal.)

Messrs. Kelwav and Son, Langport, Somer-
set, exhibited a collection of herbaceous
Paeonies and Pyrethrums, which, with a few
vases of Delphiniums, filled a length of tabling.

Most of the Paeonies were single-flowered varie-

ties, and they displayed many beautiful colours.

(Bronze Flora Medal.)
Messrs. R. Wallace and Co., Colchester,

showed many exceedingly good garden Irises.

Amongst the germanica section the varieties

with blue shades and those with combinations
of orange and purple were exceedingly decora-

tive. Vases of Eremuri, Lilium monadelphum

and Habranthus pratensis, the last-named being

exceptionally fine, were also admirable. (Silver

Banksian Medal.)
Messrs. Godfrey and Sons, Exmouth, Devon,

contributed a collection of new varieties of

Papaver orientalis.

Messrs. Phillips and Taylor, Bracknell,

Berkshire, grouped Papaver orientalis and

Trollius Orange Globe around a small Lily pool,

which was margined with moss and rushes.

(Silver Banksian Medal.)
Mr. James Box, Haywards Heath, Sussex,

filled a corner of the hall with many desirable

border flowers, arranged with taste. (Silver-

gilt Banksian Medal.)
Messrs. John Waterer, Sons and Crisp,

Liverpool Street Arcade, London, included

several desirable Irises in an attractive exhibit

of hardy herbaceous flowers, and in another part

Fig. 186. -BIGNONIA TWEEDIANA : FLOWERS YELLOW.

(See p. 400.)

of the hall showed Rhododendrons. (Silver

Flora Medal.)
Messrs. J. Veitch and Sons, Chelsea, dis-

played Eremuri, Iris germanica hybrids, Poly-

gonum alpinum, Primula capitata and Thalic-

trum aquilegii folium roseum in a collection of

hardy flowers.

Mr. G. Reuthe, Keston, Kent, exhibited

Rhododendrons and other flowering shrubs and
Alpines. (Bronze Banksian Medal.)

Messrs. Geo. Jackman and Son, Woking, con-

tributed many good Irises, chiefly germanica
varieties, Lupins, Delphiniums, and other hardy
flowers.

Messrs. B. Ladhams, Ltd., Southampton, ex-

hibited a large number of Erigeron B. Lad-
hams, which received an Award of Merit.

Messrs. W. Wells and Co., Merstham,
Surrey, showed Antirrhinum Nelrose and Car-
nation Cecilia.

Messrs. J. (heal and Sons, Crawley, ex-

hibited sprays of hardy shrubs. The vases of

Golden Elm (Ulmus Dampieri aurea) and of

Kalmia rubra were very effective.

Mr. C. W. Chantler, St. Mary Cray, Kent,
showed Irises and hardy flowering shrubs in

great variety.

Messrs. T. S. Ware, Ltd., Feltham, Middle-
sex, displayed border flowers, chiefly of Irises

and Pyrethrums. (Bronze Banksian Medal.)

Messrs. Carter Page and Co., London Wall,
London, anticipated the season and showed
Dahlia blooms in variety. (Bronze Banksian
Medal.)

Messrs. G. and A. Clark, Dover, arranged an
attractive group of hardy border flowers on a
floor space. (Bronze Banksian Medal.)

Mr. Amos Perry, Enfield, showed a great
many varieties of Papaver orientalis, of which
those with bright red flowers were exceedingly
attractive. (Silver-gilt Banksian Medal.)
Mr. G. W. Miller, Wisbech, included

many herbaceous Pyrethrums in his group of

hardy flowers.

Mr. C. Elliott, Stevenage, Herts, and the
Misses Hopkins., Shepperton-on-Thames, ex-
hibited rockery plants; and Messrs. Gilbert
and Son, Dyke, Lincolnshire, showed St. Brigid
Anemones

Orchid Committee.

Present: J. Gurney-Fowler, Esq. (in, the
chair), and Messrs. Jas. O'Brien (hon. secretary),

Gurney Wilson, De B. Crawshay, W. Bolton,

R. A. Rolfe, F. Sander, J. Wilson Potter, T.
Armstrong, A. McBean, W. Cobb, J. Charles-
worth, W. H. Hatcher, J. E. Shill, C. H.
Curtis, A. Dye, E. H. Davidson, S. W. Flory,
W. Bolton, Sir Harry J. Veitch and Sir Jere-

miah Colman, Bart.

There was a good show of Orchids in the
various groups staged, but although about, a
dozen novelties were entered to go before the
Committee, no awards were made.
Messrs. Charlesworth and Co., Haywards

Heath, staged a group composed, entirely of

well-grown specimens of new or rare plants,

the most beautiful of which were the varieties

of their new Miltonia Charlesworthii and of

their handsome forms of home-raised M. vexil-

laria named Lyoth. Some fine Odontoglossums,
Odontiodas, Cattleya Mossiae Wageneri King
Edward VII. (one of the finest white forms of

Mossiae), good Laelio-Cattleyas, Sophro-Laelio-

Cattleya Niobe and a fine example of the rose-

pink Dendrobium acuminatum were also included.

(Silver Flora Medal.)

Messrs. Sander and Sons, St. Albans, staged

a group, rich in new species and finely-

flowered hybrids. The centre was of Laelio-

Cattleya Fascinator, of excellent shape and tint,

and varying much in the colour of the labellums.

Good L.-C. Canhamiana and L.-C. Hyeana ; a
very nice lot of Odontoglossums, Odontiodas,
etc., including the finely-coloured O. militaris

;

a selection of Cattleya Mossiae, Bulbophyllum
virescens and other Bulbophyllums, including a
very singular, undescribed species from New
Guinea, were also noted. Among new and
specially interesting things were the pretty red

Adioda St. Fuscien, Laelio-Cattleya Sylph (L.-C.

Hippolyta x C. Mossiae) of C. Mossiae shape,

but of nankeen-yellow colour tinged with rose,

and rose-purple lip; L.-C. Dryad (L.-C. Martin-

etii x C. Schrbderae), pale buff flushed with
rose and with purple-veined lip. The handsome
Cypripedium Roger Sander and other Cypri-

pediums were also shown. (Silver Flora Medal.)

H. T. Pitt, Esq., Rosslyn, Stamford Hill (gr.

Mr. Thurgood), staged a very interestim; group
in which were many species now becoming rare.

Anguloa Ruckeri, A. Clowesii, the elegant Onci-

dium pulchellum and 0. phymatochilum, various

Masdevallias, among which were two specimens
of M. muscosa, with labellums which spring up-

ward on being touched ; a good lot of M iltonia

vcxillaria and M. Bleuana, Chondrorhym-ha
Ghestertonii and Bulbophyllums. The Laelio-

Cattleyas and Cattleyas included several pretty

things raised at Rosslyn ; and a good selection of

varieties of Odontoglossum crispum, 0. Wigan-
ianum, O. percultum, Odontiodas, etc., were also

noted. Cymbidium Sappho (Lowianum Pitt's

var. x I'Ansonii). raised at Rosslyn. adheres

closely to I'Ansonii. (Silver Flora Medal.)
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Messrs. Armstrong and Brown, Tunbridge
Wells, were awarded a Silver Flora Medal for a

group in which were examples of their new
blotched Odontoglossums eximillus and arden-

tillus and other fine hybrids. O. Leonidas was
a beautiful yellow flower with chestnut-brown
blotches and of fine size. A selection of Mil-

tonias, Brasso-Cattleyas, Brasso-Laelias, white-

petalled Cattleya Mendelii, and pretty Laelio-

Cattleyas were also included, together with

brightly-coloured. Odontiodas, etc.

Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., Jarvis Brook.
Sussex, had an effective group of fine forms of

Cattleya Mossiae and C. Mendelii, including

several white varieties. C. Mendelii Fairy
Queen was a pretty white-petalled form, and one
had an effective purple band on the petals. Their

novelty raised by the firm was Cattleya Sibyl
(iridescens x aurea), of the form of C. Iris, with
fragrant, bronzy-yellow sepals and petals tinged
with rose and bright ruby-red lip with yellow
disc. (Silver Banksian Medal.)
Messrs. J. and A. McBean, Cooksbridge, had

an effective group of finely-grown Cattleyas, in-

cluding the large C. Mossiae St. Bernard and
the white C. M. Wageneri with eight flowers.

Odontoglossum crispum xanthotes McBean's
variety was pure white with some chrome-yellow
spots and of model form; Brasso-Cattleya Irene
(Mossiae x Digbyano-Warneri) was a line rose

flower ; Laelio- Cattleya Helius, yellow with a
red front to the lip, and some brightly-coloured
Odontiodas were noted. (Silver Banksian Medal.)

Messrs. Flory and Black, Slough, staged a

FlO. 187.—CLEMATIS SIKEOLDII.
(See Floral Committee's Awards, p. 402.)

fine type of Dendrobium formosum giganteum,
Phalaenopsis Rimestadiana, Renanthera Im-
schootiana, Miltonia vexillaria and Oncidium
varicosum were all effectively displayed. The
best novelty in the group was Laelio-Cattleya
Domos (L.-C. Dominiana x C. Mossiae), "

a
very large and handsome deep-rose flower with
broad claret-purple lip with yellow lines from
the base. (Silver Flora Medal.)

Messrs. Hassall and Co., Southgate, had a
pretty group with Laelio-Cattleya Fascinator
and other Laelio-Cattleyas in the centre, the
ends being of the large-flowered type of Mil-
tonia vexillaria with 6ome hybrid Miltonias
and Odontoglossums. Among white-petalled
Cattleyas, C. Mossiae alba Empress Eugenie was
a very fine flower, and f'. M. Hardyana one of
the best of the Reineckiana class." A pretty

selection of good hybrids, one of the novelties
being Brasso-Laelio-Cattleya Albatross (B.-L.
Digbyano-purpurata x C. Mossiae), a broad
white flower with a pink tint on the fringe of
the lip ; Laelio-Cattleya Aphrodite, with white
sepals and petals, and other Laelio-Cattleyas;
two Cattleya Mossiae Wageneri, several C. M.
Reineckiana and various Miltonias.

R. G. Thwaites, Esq., Chessington, Streat-
ham, showed a selection of hybrids including
Odontiodas and Laelio-Cattleyas, together with
three home-raised specimens of Cattleya Mossiae
alba.

Baron Bruno Schroder, The Dell, Englefield
Green (gr. Mr. J. E. Shill), showed Odontoglos-
sum crispum The Dell Sunrise, a remarkable
white flower of very thick substance, the petals
having a narrow red margin.

G. W. Bird, Esq., Manor House, West Dray-
ton (gr. Mr. Redden), showed Odontioda..
Phyllis (Odm. Lambeauanum x Oda. Brad-
shawiae), cream-coloured with red markings, and.
with rose lip having a few red blotches ; and.
Odontoglossum ardentissimum Manor House
variety, a large, darklv-blotched flower.

Col. S. R. Clarke, C.B., Borde Hill, Cuck-
field, showed Odontoglossum Ethelreda Borde
Hill variety (trumphans x Edwardii), with
blackish-purple flowers.

Sir Montagu Turner, Bedford, Havering-.
Essex (gr. Mr. A. Humphrey), sent a light form
of Cattleya Mendelii.
W. P. Burkinshaw, Esq., Hessle, Hull, sent

Brasso-Cattleya Rex (C. Rex x B. Digbyana),
with flowers larger than B. Digbyana and with
a yellowish-green tint, but closely adhering to

B. Digbyana.

Fruit and Vegetable Committee.

Present: A. H. Pearson, Esq., in the chair;
Messrs. Jos. Cheal, W. Bates, J. Willard, E.
Beckett, Horace J. Wright, A. Bullock, Owen
Thomas, and Wm. Poupart.
The only exhibit before the committee was a

collection of Melons shown by C. Eric Hambro.
Esq., Pickhurst Mead, Kent (gr. M. C. Davis).

The fruits, which were of the variety Sedgewick-
Gem, were of large size, scarlet flesh, and of
rich flavour. (Silver Banksian Medal.)

IMPERIAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY
OF ST. PETERSBURG.

INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION.

This Society, which was founded in 1862, is.

distinguished by the patronage of his Imperial.

Majesty the Czar of Russia. The present Inter-

national Exhibition is the fourth which has-

been held since the establishment of the Society.

It was intended to hold it last year, to cele-

brate the Jubilee of the Society, but the fact

that the Ghent Quinquennial Exhibition occurred

in 1914 led to its postponement.
The permanent exhibition building in the

Touride Garden was presented to the Society by
the Czar. On either side of the entrance hall

were committee rooms, and above it was a
restaurant. The main central hall was roofed
with glass. Although not yet completed, it was
sufficiently finished for the present Exhibition.

At the extreme end an annexe has been erected,,

which will probably be covered with glass. The
building, when complete, will be connected with
a hall in which will be shown the exhibits from
the Imperial schools of horticulture, agriculture.,

and arboriculture. From one end of the main
hall good views of the gardens were to be ob-

tained, and the design, which suggested French
influence, was very attractive. There were-
various smaller halls, many erected by individual
exhibitors.

It may be well to preface remarks on the-

exhibits by the observation that the backward-
ness of the season, and the exceptional severity

of the .past winter, have had a serious effect

on the outdoor plants. Dutch growers planted
about a million bulbs, chiefly Hyacinths and'

Tulips, but very few of the former were visible,

and thousands of the latter failed. - Those-
plants which have struggled into growth were
much below standard and small in flower. Some
attempt had been made to cope with this unfor-
tunate situation by planting Rhododendrons,
which looked at first sight like the common R.
ponticum, but which closer examination proved
to be R. catawbiense floribunda. Most British
gardeners would probably call them merely good'
ponticum seedlings ; but they certainly have done-
good work in filling the gap left bv the bulbs.
It was remarkable that everywhere the ground
was brown earth or yellowish sand and that grass
was almost absent.

The unfinished brick walls of the main hall

were effectively screened by scenic paintings,
and here and there were grouped magnificent
Palms from the Imperial Gardens. One of these-

plants was a splendid specimen of Caryota
Rumpbiana about 30 feet high, and another a
fine example of Ceroxylon niveum, 25 feet in

height, with eight perfect leaves. The centre of
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ihe hall was occupied with a very creditable dis-

play of Roses in pots, sent by a local nursery-

man, Mr. Freundlict%. jyho has one of the

largest nurseries in this part of Russia. At the

-extreme end of this central block an excellent

group of Ferns afforded a good setting to masses

of Lilacs and Hydrangeas (here known as " Hor-
tensias "). A group of fine Palms from Aug.
Troeffart, Budebrugge, occupied one end, the

•best plants being Braiiea glauca, Cocos Bonnetii,

Kentia Forsteriana robusta, and Phoenix Roebe-
lenii. De Smet Freres also showed several large

plants of Areca Baueri.

In the left hall on the ground floor a group of

Cycads was well arranged, comprising well-

grown specimens of Encephalartos Lehmann,
Cycas, Dioon edule, Encephalartos Hilde-

brandii, E. villosus, E. Altensteinii, Macro-
zamia spiralis, Ceratozamia mexicana, C. robusta,

C. longifolia, and others. These fine plants were
sent from the Imperial Botanic Gardens. An
excellent group of Bromeliads was also shown in

this hall, and a bank of good specimens of

Phoenix Roebelenii. On the Boor above there was
-a mixed group of smaller plants, including Hip-
peastrums. Some fine groups of cut Carnations
were shown by Mr. C. Engelmann, of Saffron

Walden, including about fifty varieties. On the
•central table there was also an exhibit of Carna-
tions, from a German firm.

In the corresponding hall on the right-hand

-side of the entrance, the French growers made
•an excellent display. There were Apples, in-

cluding Calville Blanc, Grand Alexandre, and
Reinette Blanche du Canada, and quantities of

Pears of large size and good quality. Boxes of

Cherries and preserved fruits also made a good
show. These exhibits were chiefly from the
:Societe Regionale d'Horticulture Montreuil de
Bois. Messrs. Vilmorin, Akdrieux and Co.
showed their strains of florist's flowers, and
Messrs. Henri Vacherot and Lecomte Orchids.

M. Georges Truffaut, of Versailles, showed a
most interesting exhibit of a scientific nature.

The educational side of the French section was
generally admirable; and the floral designs were
"beautifully executed.

The central part of the annexe was filled with
huge vases and baskets of Roses and Lilacs.

.Around the side tables were vegetables in great
variety, shown in an attractive and essentially

un-British style. Cucumbers were present in

large quantities, green, yellow and white ; also

excellent Cauliflowers, Beetroots. Carrots old
and young, and Potatos. Onions were well repre-

sented, and Cabbages red and white, but no
green ones. Tomatos were numerous and of

good quality, and it was interesting to note
-exhibits of Fennel grown as a culinary vegetable.

Outside the annexe were beds of Show and
Zonal Pelargoniums. Lilium longiflorum made
a brave show, and Hydrangeas provided an at-

"tractive piece of colour. There were also beds
•of Cocos Bonnetii, with Araucaria excelsa as dot
plants ; but the prettiest and most graceful ex-
hibit was a bed of common Foxgloves in bloom.
They were grown in pots, and made a charming
display in the grounds. On the right side of the
main path leading from the terrace was an ar-

rangement of a mixed character. A pond had
"been constructed with edges of cement. There
were several small islands, and on the sloping
"banks a carpet bed, representing a coat of arms,
had been made. Above this, further back, was
a quantity of virgin cork, furnished with Ivy,

•Club Moss—Lycopodium clavatum—and Hydran-
geas, with Ferns, Agaves, and other plants

—

-apparently, anything that came handy. In the
centre a small cascade had been arranged, which
flowed into the pond.
Throughout the grounds there were numbers

of beds of Lilium longiflorum, Hydrangeas (in

great numbers), Cinerarias, Rhodanthes, Spiraea
(Astilbe), Violas and fancy Pansies, these latter
being utilised to fill up spaces where the Tulips
had failed. The only attempt at rock gardening
consisted of an arrangement in front of the Hall
of Agriculture and Horticulture. Groups of
Conifers helped to furnish the grounds, and were
effective ; thero were apparently no novelties
among them, but some of the specimens were
good. Unfortunately, many showed traces of
the ill effects of packing and transport. In some
cases the young growths were bleached quite
white. Trained fruit trees—chiefly from France
-—were much in evidence, and were uniformly
excellent. An interesting outdoor exhibit came

from the Botanical and Experimental Gardens of

Stockholm. The plants comprised in this group
looked at first sight like small-leaved Laurels,

but pro\ed on examination to be Tea plants

(Thea), some seven or eight varieties of which
were represented. The plants are grown out-of-

doors in the summer in Sweden. Mixed beds

of greenhouse plants, a bed of several species

of Citrus, some of them in flower, a bed of Bam-
boos, and another of fruit trees, were interest-

ing audi ornamental.

in a central bed were a number of Agaves,
Opuntias, and Yuccas. Near this exhibit were
the sundries; for example, glass-houses, boilers,

and various gardening appliances. A curious

exhibit consisted of a mound of turf about 10

feet high with sloping front, on which was
formed a carpet bed, the design being a portrait

of the first of the Romanoffs. It was really

wonderfully well done, though " not gardening."

We come now to the Orchid section, one of the

most interesting features of the Exhibition. In
one house was a large exhibit from the firm of

Otto Beyrodt, of Berlin, excellent in quality

and variety. In another part of the same house
Louis Van Houtte, of Ghent, exhibited stove

plants and Hipp&astrums. In another house M.
Pauwels showed a fine collection of Orchids, in

which Cymbidium Pauwelsii made a conspicuous
show. Messrs. Lameeau and Peeters also ex-

hibited in this house, and the merit and value
of their plants well sustained their high reputa-

tion. M. Lambeau showed many fine forms of

Odontoglossum, among them a distinct, darkly
blotched form which he has named H. F. Eilers

;

it bears flowers 4| inches in diameter. M.
Peeters also showed good, unnamed Odonto-
glossums. He included Cattleya Julietta in his

exhibit, a rarity which is coveted by many
Orchidists ; and M. Lameeau had Odontioda
Beaute de St. Petersbourg, also a favourite. In
this latter exhibitor's collection was to be found
Cochlioda Noezliana var. Chanticleer — a bril-

liant flower—and Miltonia vexillaria i" many
good forms, the best being Memoria G. U.
Owen. Many good Cattleyas and bigeneric

crosses were shown, but the heat told' badly on
the flowers. The long journey and the delay
consequent on Customs formalities are a severe

test for any plant, but the Orchids came through
the ordeal wonderfully well considering all

things.

Mention must be made of the hall built and
furnished by Messrs. Eiler. It formed a taste-

ful and charming feature in the Exhibition. A
pavilion had been erected for the accommodation
of exhibits from the Russian provincial schools.

The group from Warsaw was of exceptional in-

terest and variety. In the outer hall an in-

teresting exhibit was shown by the Russian
Government of the processes by which the drift-

ing of sand over the railway tracks was arrested.

Models of the railway tracks were shown, with
sand dunes on either side; and the plants used
for binding the sand were shown in dried speci-

mens, with seeds, accompanied by classified

tables and full information.
The interest taken by English nurserymen in

the Exhibition is not remarkable, only two repre-

sentatives being here, while there are verv many
Germans, Danes. Swedes, Dutch, French, Bel-
gians, and even Italians. This is a pity, as the
Exhibition is really a good one, and reflects very
great credit on all those responsible for its man-
agement. James Whitton.

MANCHESTER AND NORTH OF ENGLAND
ORCHID.

May 14.

—

Committee present:—Rev. J. Crom-
bleholme (in the chair). Messrs. R. Ashworth,
J. Bamber, J. Cypher, J. Howes, A. J. Keeling,
J. Lupton, D.McLeod, W. J. Morgan, C. Parker,
W. Shackleton, H. Thorp, Z. A. Ward, G.
Weatherby, and H. Arthur (secretary).

A. Warburton, Esq., Haslingden (gr. Mr.
Dalgleish), was awarded a Silver-gilt Medal, and
R. Ashworth, Esq.. Newehurch (gr. Mr.
Gilden), a Silver Medal for groups.

AWARDS.
First class CERTIFICATE.

Miltonia n.rilhuiti Memoria (?. /' Otetn,
from R. Ashworth, Esq.

Odontoglossum Aeroplane X Exquisitum, and
0. Jasper " Ashlands " var., both from R.
Ashworth, Esq.

0. Prometheus " Mcrl Dene " var., from A. J.
Oakshott, Esq.

Annual Meeting.
At the annual meeting held on the same date

Mr. R. Ashworth was re-appointed president
and hon. treasurer. The Rev. J. Crombleholme
was re-appointed chairman, Mr. Z. A. Ward,
vice-chairman, Mr. H. Thorp, hon. auditor, and
Mr. H. Arthur, secretary. The committee was
also elected.

The prizes were presented to the successful
exhibitors as follows :—
The President's Cup was won by R. Ash-

worth, Esq. , who presented same to the Society
for competition during the coming season.

Mr. J. J. Bolton's Gold Medal, to A. War-
burton, Esq. ; Gardener's Prize to Mr. A.
Dalgleish; and Mr. Bolton's Silver Medal, to
R. Ashworth, Esq. ; Gardener's Prize to Mr.
Gilden.
The Botanic Society of Manchester's Gold

Medal was awarded to R. Ashworth, Esq.
The Objet d'Art presented by Messrs. Charles-

worth and Co., to Wm. Thompson, Esq., and the
Gardeners' Prize to Mr. J. Howes.
The "Cypher" Gold Medal was awarded to

R. Ashworth, Esq., the "Davidson" Silver
Traphy to R. Ashworth, Esq. ; Gardener's
Prize to Mr. W. Gilden.
" Evans " Gold Medal, to Wm. Thompson,

Esq. ; Gardener's Prize to Mr. J. Howes.
Messrs. Sander and Sons' Prizes were awarded

as follows:—1st, Mr. A. Dalgleish; 2nd, Mr.
W. Gilden ; 3rd, Mr. J. Howes.
The Society's Medals were awarded as fol-

lows .-—Gold Medal, to Z. A. Ward, Esq. ;

Silver-Gilt Medal, to Colonel J. Rutherford ;

Bronze Medal, to the Rev. J. Crombleholme;
and Gold Medal (Small Amateur's), to H.
Arthur, Esq.

BATH AND WEST OF ENGLAND
AGRICULTURAL.

May 28—June 2.—Under the able stewardship
of the Rev. A. J. Boscawen who was assisted
this year by Mr. V. T. Hill, the horticultural
section of this show has grown to be an exhi-
bition of considerable importance. The special
tent allotted to horticultural exhibits has for
many years been well filled, and this year an
enlargement about half as long again was also
well furnished with a very creditable display.
The date of the show did not clash with the
Chelsea Show this year, as has been the case
in previous seasons, and this fact enabled the
horticultural trade to be represented more fully
than usual.

Sir J. T. D. Llewelyn, Bart., the President
of the Society, exhibited Rhododendrons and
Primulas.

Messrs. James Harris and Son, Blackpill,

Swansea, showed Rhododendrons, shrubs, and
specimens of Viburnum plicatum.

Messrs. Geo. Cooling and Sons, Bath, ex-
hibited Roses and Clematis.

Messrs. R. Veitch and Son, Exeter, contri-

buted a fine stand of half-hardy shrubs and New
Zealand plants, besides Roses, Carnations and
Rhododendrons. Abelia trifolia and A. flori-

bunda, Edwardia grandiflora, and Olearia in-

signis were among the tender shrubs, whilst a

variety of Saxifraga Cotyledon which originated
in the Rev. A. T. Boscawen's garden was con-

spicuous amongst the Alpines.

Messrs. Wm. Cutbush and Son, Highgate,
displayed Carnations and climbing and Dwarf
Polyantha Roses in good form.

Messrs. Wallace and Co., Colchester, had ;i

large exhibit, including German Iris, Lupins,
Aquilegias and Hemerocallis, Ereinurus and
Habranthus.

Mesrs. Paul and Sons, Cheshunt, showed a
fine exhibit of Roses.

Messrs. Godfrey and Son, Exmoutb. exhibited
a large bank of Poppies and Pelargoniums,

Messrs. .1. WatBRBB, Sons, and Crisp, Ltd..

Bagshot, showed Rhododendrons, a plant of

Lady Cathcart bring particularly And
MeBsrs. Bla< kmuiu: and Lancdon, Twerton

Hill Nurseries, Bath, showed 1 '• ' |hiuiums, par-
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ticularly fine spikes of Statuaire Rude, Capri,

and Moerheimii.
Messrs. A. A. Walters and Son, Bath, ex-

hibited climbing and Dwarf Polyantha Roses.

Messrs. Jarman, Chard, showed Centaureas.

Mr. Maurice Prichakd, Christchurch, had a

creditable exhibit of Alpines, including Malvas-

trum hypomandarum, Mimulus radicans,

Edrianthus pumiliorum and Stachys Corsica.

Messrs. Dobbie and Co.'s exhibit of Sweet

Peas was much admired, particularly Dobbie's

Orange—a fine colour.

Messrs. W. Treskper, Ltd., Cardiff, showed

Pyrethrums and Dahlias.
. Messrs. Bide and Sons, Farnham, showed

Sweet Peas.
Mr. H. N. Ellison, West Bromwich, showed

Ferns and Cacti.

Messrs. Reamsbottom and Co., Geashill,

Ireland, showed St. Brigid Anemones and other

flowers.

Messrs. F. F. W. Evans, Llanishen, near

Cardiff, showed, herbaceous and Alpine plants.

Messrs. Bakers, Wolverhampton, had a group

of Aquilegia6, with Alpines in front.

Mr. J. Ansoldo (amateur), Sunny Bank,

Mumbles, near Swansea, showed an interesting

exhibit of Primula amoena, P. pulverulenta, P.

Cockburniana and hybrids.

EDINBURGH BOTANICAL.
Mat 14.—Among the specimens shown at the

May meeting of this society was a shrub for-

warded by Mr. Bell of "The Woll," Hawick.

A fruiting specimen had been sent to the Royal

Botanic Garden, Edinburgh, last autumn by Mr.

W. B. Boyd, with the suggestion that it was pro-

bably a hybrid between the Black Currant and

the Gooseberry. Comparison in the Royal

Botanic Garden Herbarium was, on the whole, in

favour of Mr. Boyd's suggestion, but, in the

absence of flowers, no definite opinion was ar-

rived at. However, a photograph of the plant

was sent to Professor Janczewski, the recognised

authority on Ribes, but owing to indisposition

he was not able to give the matter full attention.

He, however, inclined to the belief that it re-

sembled certain of the species of North America
rather than a hybrid between the Black Cur-

rant and the Gooseberry. This view had al-

ready been taken by Mr. Bennet Clark, a past

President of the society, who dissented strongly

from its being a hybrid, and considered it much
more likely to be an exotic species established

for many years near Hawick. In his belief,

Ribes diVaricatum from North-West America
came very near to it.

Flowering specimens obtained this month both

from Woll and from cuttings taken by Mr.
Bennet Clark, and grown at his garden at New-
mills, Balerno, match exactly specimens of R.

divaricatum in the Royal Botanic Garden, Edin-

burgh, and the figure No. 1,359 of the plant in

the Botanical Register of the year 1830. It

seems then that the name given to it, Ribes
wollense, in a recent issue of the Kew Bulletin

(1914, p. 49, with a plate of Mr. Boyd's photo-

graph, where it is described as a new hybrid)

will have to give plase to the old specific name.
After an interesting discussion, Mr. Boyd, who
last year strongly favoured its being a hybrid,

was understood to acquiesce in Mr. Bennet
Clark's determination.
Among the other plants recently exhibited at

the society meetings, the following from the
Royal Botanic Garden are of special interest :

—

Ribes Henryi, Franch.—Male plants of this

species were in good flower in March.
Androsace Delarayi, Franch.—A pretty species

forming dense cushions and bearing numerous
pink and sweetly scented flowers just above the

foliage.

Rhododendron Hanceanum, Henry.—A pale
yellow -flowered Chinese species which is very
floriferous in the young state.

Primula Inayati, Duthie.—A North-West
Himalayan plant of the Nivalis section.

Pernettya furens, Klotzsch.—A hardy Chilian
shrub suitable for the rockery.

The above were all in flower in March.
Rhododendron fastigiatam, Franch.—A dwarf

plant of a few inches in height, with small
foliage and bright purple flowers about half-an-

inch in diameter.

Rhododendron lutescens, Franch.—A yellow-

flowered species of shrub habit, with bronzy
foliage, also from China.
Rhododendron Davidsonianum, Rehder and

Wilson.
Rhododendron polylepis, Franch.
Roettlera Forrestii, Diels.—An interesting

Chinese Gesnerad of neat habit, with hairy

foliage and yellow flowers.

Primula redolens, Balf. fil.—A new species of

the 'section Suffruticosae, closely allied to P.

Forrestii, Balf. fil. This was raised at the Royal
Botanic Garden, Edinburgh, from seed presented

by Mr. A. K. Bulley, collected by F. Kingdon
Ward on the borders of China and Tibet.

These were all in flower in April.

MARKETS.

SOMERSET COUNTY AGRICULTURAL.
May 13, 14, 15.—The annual exhibition of this

Agricultural Association, which was held at

Weston-super-Mare on the foregoing dates, in-

cluded a section for horticulture, and the floral

exhibits were the best in the history of the

society. In the class for a group of miscel-

laneous plants, arranged in a space measuring
75 feet, the 1st prize was won by Messrs.

Brooks, of Weston-super-Mare ; 2nd, Messrs.

George Cooling and Sons, Bath. Mr. C. J.

Ellis, Weston-super-Mare, exhibited the best

rock garden, and he also excelled in the class

for a collection of Carnations. Trade exhibits

were shown by Messrs. R. Veitoh and Son,
Exeter ; Mr. W. J. Godfrey, Exmouth ; Mr.
C. J. Ellis, Weston-super-Mare ; Mr. A. F.

Dutton, Ivor ; Messrs. G. Cooling and Sons,
Bath; and Messrs. Young and Co., Chelten-

ham.

©bttuar^.

James Underwood.—We regret to announce
the death of Mr. James Underwood on May 25,

aged 64 years. Mr. Underwood was head gar-

dener at Enderby Hall, Leicestershire, the resi-

dence of the late Captain Drummond. Prior
thereto he was gardener at Delapre Abbey,
Northampton, and while in that locality was a
most successful exhibitor at the flower shows.

The funeral took place at Enderby on the 28th
ult.

Brian P. C R itch ell.- Mr. Brian P.
Critchell, described in The American Florist as

one of the oldest and best-known florists of

Cincinnati and the surrounding section of Ohio,
died at Avondale, U.S.A., on May 11, in his

72nd year. He was born near Liverpool, but
removed to Rochester, N.Y., with his parents
when four years old. For a period he was
Superintendent of Parks at Cincinnati.

James F. Slimon.— The American Florist

also records the death of Mr. James F. Slimon,
a native of Scotland, who for more than twenty
years was a well-known member of the seed trade
of New York.

Julius White.— The death on May 10 of

Mr. Julius White is recorded in The Florists'

Exchange of America. He was born in Somerset,
England, in 1850, and settled in America when '

quite young, learning the trade of a carpenter.

Later in life he established a florist's business,

which proved a successful undertaking.

ENQUIRY.

Can any reader inform me if Phlox Van
Houttei is still in cultivation ? It was a
favourite garden plant fifty years ago, was very
pretty, quite hardy, but not long-lived. The
plant is figured in Bot. Reg. XXIX. 5. E.

SCHEDULES RECEIVED.

Tunbridge Wells and South Eastern Coun
ties Agricultural Society.—Annual show, includ-

ing horticultural section, will be held on July 22 and
23. 1914. Secretary, T. E. Collins, 73, High Street, Tun-
bridge Wells.
Sberborne Floral Fete, to be held on Thursday,

June 25. in the Old Castle Grounds, Sherborne. Secre-

tary, Mr. G. M. Ingram, The Abbey Close, Sherborne.
Saltaire. Shipley and District Rose

Society's twelfth annual exhibition, to be held in Salt-

aire Park, on July 14 and 15-

COVENT GARDEN, June S.

I cannot accept, any responsibility for the subjoined
reports. They aie furnished to us regularly every
Wednesday, by the kindness of several of the principal

salesmen, who are responsible for the quotations. It

must be remembered that these quotations do not
represent the prices on any particular day, but only the
general averages for the week preceding the date of our
report. The prices depend upon the quality of the
samples, the way in which they are packed, the supply
in the market, and the demand, and they may fluctuate,

not only from day to day, but occasionally several times
in one day.—Eds. 1

Cut Flowers, &e. : Average Wholesale Prices.
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Plants in Pots, &e.

:

quiet and there is nothing exceptional in the quality

of those offered for sale. Blooms of the varieties

Liberty and Frau Karl Druschki with long stalks are the
most valuable. Lily-of-the-Valley is not so plentiful as
hitherto ; spikes grown out-of-doors do not find a ready
sale, possibly on account of their stems being short.

Average Wholesale Prices.

s. d. s. d.

Heliotropes, 48's

per dozen . . 6 0-70
Hydrangeas, Pink,

per doz. 48's . . 10 0-18
— White .. ..12 0-15
— Blue . . . . IS 0-36

Kentia Belmore-
ana, per dozen 6 0-80

— Forsteriana,60's,
per dozen . . 4 0-80

larger, per
dozen . . . . 18 0-36

Latania borbonica,
per dozen . . 12 0-30

Lilium longiflorum,
per dozen . . 18 0-24

Lily-of-the-Valley 18 0-21

— 48's, per dozen 21 0-30

Marguerites, in 48's,

per doz., white 6 0-80
Pandanus Veitcbii,

per dozen . . 36 0-48

Pelargoniums, 48's,

per dozen . . 10 0-12
— Zonal, 48's, per

doz 5 0-60
— Ivyleaf, 4S's . . 6 0-90
Phoenix rupicola,

each .. ..2 6-21

Rodanthe 5 0-60
Spiraea japonica,

per dozen pots 6 0-80
Stocks, white, 48's

per dozen .

.

6 0-80
— pink . . .

.

6 0-80
— red . . . 6 0-80
Verbenas, Miss

Willn.ott, 48's,

Vegetables : Average Wholesale Prices.

s.d. s.d.
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Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, or at the Royal
Horticultural Gardens, Wisley. The R.H.S.
School of Horticulture admits a limited num-
ber of young men to study the principles and
operations of horticulture in their gardens at

Wisley, but applicants must be between six-

teen and twenty-two years of age.

Flower Border for Spring and Autumn
Effect : A Dorset Gardener. A border of the
width you describe might very well include a

few shrubs, such as Buddleia variabilis mag-
nifica, the branches to be cut to the ground an-

nually ; Spartium junceum, Fuchsia Riccar-

tonn, cut over annually this plant forms a

lovely, straight-stemmed mass of bloom ; Rom-
neya Coulteri, which also should be cut down
annually; Common Rue, Lavender in good-
sized groups, Caryopteris Mastacanthus, cut

over ; Spiraea Anthony Waterer, pruned hard
in March; and Desmodium penduliflorum,
which should be pruned to the ground level. A
few late-flowering Clematis, trained to poles,

Prunus Pissartii, the shoots cut over in spring,

Rose Fellenberg and tree Paeonies are

also suitable. Of hardy herbaceous plants
Bocconia cordata, B. microphylla. Spiraea
kamschatica ; Hollyhocks, especially single

varieties allowed to grow into large, many-
spiked clumps ; Phlox paniculata alba, Hele-
nium autumnale vars. . Helianthus Miss
Hellish, Senecio tanguticus, as beautiful in

seed as in flower ; Echinops Ritro, Anthemis
tinctoria vars. , cut over in summer ; Aconitum
Wilsonii, Achillea Ptarmica Perry's variety

and The Pearl, Asters Climax, W. Bowman,
Jessie Croome, Acris and A. linosyris

;

Anemone japonica Profusion and Geant des
Blancs ; Montbretias Vulcan, King Edmund,
Hereward and others ; Gladiolus planted in

May, Fennels (Feniculum), Statice latifolia

;

Lobelias of the tall section, Pyrethrum uligino-

sum, Linaria Pancicii, Eryngium Oliverianum.
Antholyza paniculata, Anchusas Dropmore and
Opal ; Salvia patens, Nepeta Mussinii, Lilium
tigrinum, L. Fortunei, L. speciosum vars., Col-

chicum spectabile album, Perpetual Carna-
ions, Delphiniums from seed, and Lupinus
polyphyllus, also from seed the same
spring; Pentstemon Dav Dream. To fill

odd spots Stock-flowered Larkspurs and
tall Snapdragons would be very useful.

Some of the above-named plants are ever-
green, and would need no substitute for spring,
and a large number to yield their best and to

meet the requirements of space for a spring
bloom would need to be divided annually and
replanted as small plants. It is. on the whole,
the most satisfactory method of growing
these well. For spring do not rely un
Belladonna Lilies succeeding when mixed
with another plant, for these make their

growth in spring, and to flower satis-

factorily must have plenty of space. Some
seeds of a dwarf annual to cover the bare
spaces after foliage dies is all you could wisely
attempt. Your suggestion to plant Crown Im-
perials is a good one. You can scarcely use too

many. They are glorious in clumps, the
corms set one foot apart, and no succeeding
plants harm nor are harmed by them. It is

not essential to study the autumnal plants
when arranging for an earlier display. You
may introduce Tulips, splashes of Daffodils,

Blupbells. Iris reticulata. Snowdrops, Crocuses,

Scilla praecox, S. taurica and S. bifolia

alba ; Muscari botryoides album, but not
the type which becomes a weed ; Pusch-
kinia scilloides, Chionodoxa and Fritil-

laries, and there \e no reason why
advantaee should not be taken of Myo-
sotis. Wallflowers and such-like plants may
be employed as temporary means of add-
ing elow or charm to the border. You
would find annual deep digging or trench-

ins of infinite value, which would, of course,

necessitate annual transplanting. Consolidate
the soil by trampling when moderately dry,

and if you keep poultry apply a few dressings

of their manure to the surface in the course of

the erowinc season. Superphosphate of lime is

also of value, or any good commercial ferti-

lisers, whilst mulches of soil applied after rain

wi 1 ! afford a remarkable degree of benefit.

After all. you must make up your mind to feel

your own way, for everyone who succeeds has

that road to travel however well he or she may
have been equipped at the start.

Gardening Employment at Wisley.—In addi-
tion to the students there is a paid gardening
staff at the R.H.S. Gardens, Wisley, as in

any other establishment; but we cannot say
at the present time whether there are vacancies.
The journeyman gardeners receive a remunera-
tion, and are provided with an up-to-date
bothy. Write to the superintendent, who will

furnish you with all particulars.

Insects : Mrs. T. The grubs found in the Ivy
are the larvae of a species of weevil. Weevils
are beetles with a long, pointed snout, and the
larvae are cream coloured or yellow, legless

;

they have strong jaws, and soon after hatch-

ing begin to inflict damage by voraciously
feeding on the food immediately within their

reach. The perfect insects feed at night and
often escape detection by the gardener, but
they may be trapped by slices of Carrot or

Potato, and should be looked for at night by
the aid of a lantern. There are several species,

and they attack various species of plants

;

sometimes they attack the roots and at other

times the leaves. The larvae of one species

may frequently be found in pots containing

Ferns and allied plants. In such cases it is

difficult to apply any insecticide that will

kill the grubs that is not also strong enough
to injure the roots, but by turning the- roots

out of the pots it is often possible to dis-

cover the grubs and so rid the plants of the
pest, provided traps are set for the perfect

insects. Vaporite has also been found bene-

ficial. The appearance of the grub and per-

fect insect is shown in the illustration (fig.

188).

Mushrooms : F. II'. K. The failure may be due
to manv causes, but as far as one is able to

Fig. 188.

—

black and clay coloured weevils.

judge from the specimen of the bed sent the

material at some time or another has become
too wet. The sample of spawn is excellent.

Though Mushrooms ought to have appeared
before now, it is just possible you may yet

get a partial crop.

Names of Plants : Bucks. 1, Send when in

flower ; 2, Tilia platyphyllos asplenifolia.

—

P. C, Leicester. Manna Ash (Fraxinus

Ornus).

—

N. F. P. Syringa Josikaea.

—

A. T. H. 1, Cladrastis tinctoria; 2, Sophora
japonica ; 3, Pyrus nigra ; 4, Cotoneaster

Lindleyi ; 5, Cotoneaster Henryana ; 6, Rubus
bambusarum.

—

L. S. G. 1, Aesculus carnea

var. Briotii ; 2, A. flava var. sanguinea ; 3, A.
flava.

—

H. V. 1, Tilia platyphyllos var. as-

plenifolia ; 2, Pyrus Torminalis ; Pyrus Aria

var. majestica ; woolly beneath leaf, no
number.

—

A. R. Roses : 1, Persian Yellow
Briar; 2, Yellow Banksian.—S. E. A. T. 1,

Phlox Stellaria lilaeina ; 2, Helianthemum vul-

gare cupreum ; 3, Aiyssum saxatile ; 4, Saxi-

fraga trifurcata; 5, S. Cotyledon; 6, Sedum
rupestre.

Nectarines Eaten : J. P. The skin of your
Nectarines has been eaten by some insect,

probably a cockroach. Place a few slices of

Potato about before leaving the house, and
come back after dark to look for the insects,

which will be attracted by the smell of the

Potato, and can be easily killed.

Peach Leaves Injured : Distressed. There is

no disease present in your Peaches, and from
the appearance of the leaves it is evident

that, as you suspect, they have been injured

by the fumes from the paint. The leaves

aiready damaged can be removed, and further

injury prevented by providing plenty of venti-

lation.

Pears Infested with Maggots : F. R. S. The
maggots in your Pears are those of the " Pear
midge. " The only thing you can do now is-

to prevent a repetition of the attack next
year by plucking off and burning all infested
fruits.

Propagating Pit : H. S. Your propagating pit

is much too deep. Raise the bed to within
18 inches of the roof-glase. Slabs placed side
by side and resting on supports formed of

bricks or other material would answer the*

purpose. Cover the slabs with clinkers or

brick-rubble with sifted coal ashes on top to

the thickness of 5 or 6 inches together to

form a level, well-drained bed to stand the
cutting-pots and cutting-boxes on. Raise the
flow, and return 4-inch pipes to the level of

the bed thus formed—that is, to rest on the
bed one on either side close up to the walls.

Have valves put in the flow, and return pipes,

at the point where they enter the propagating
pit to enable you to control and regulate the

heat in the pipes. Cuttings inserted in the
ordinary way in pots and shallow boxes filled

with light mould and surfaced with sand,

watered through a rose can, kept close, with
a moist atmosphere and shaded from sunshine
during the heat of the day, will soon root.

Residue from a Burnt Hayrick : W. F. G.
The ash from a burnt hayrick contains potash,

silica, soda, traces of lime and a few other ele-

ments. The manurial value is found principally

in the potash, which would benefit nearly all

crops, but we do not advise its use for lawns.

As the potash is in the form of the oxide, it

would be rather caustic in its action, and
should therefore not be applied so as to come
into direct contact with any part of the
plant. If, however, you mix the ash with-

dry soil and apply it a little and often as a

dressing, it will supply valuable plant focd-

Screen for a Climbing Rose : Rosa. As you
do not wish to plant Ivy, and there are no
other fast-growing evergreen climbers that

would suit your purpose, you might plant a

fast-growing Wichuraiana Rose, such as Ed-
mond Proust. This variety is almost ever-

green, and would not only serve to break the-

wind, but would also be a beautiful object in

itself.

Vine Diseased : W. P. Black rot is present in

the specimen sent for examination. It is too-

late to apply any remedies this season, but

next year you should spray when the leaves

are half grown, with Bordeaux mixture at-

half strength. The operation should be re-

peated when the berries have set.

Vine Shoots Affected : /. M. T . There is no-

disease present in your vines, and their con-

dition must be due to some error in cultiva-

tion.

—

Anxious. See reply to J. M. T.

Wasp's Nest : S. R. Foster. " The very first

commencement of a wasp's nest " you sent us

was scarcely recognisable when the box was
opened, owing to your having included a lump
of the clay bank in which, we presume, it was
found. Had you sent the nest alone packed

lightly in cotton-wool it. would not have ar-

rived in such unrecognisable fragments. From
the colour of the paper it appears to be a
nest of the German wasp (preferably called

the large common wasp), Vespa germanica

;

but we do not understand why there were two-

queens in the nest. Why did you not send

them with it in accordance with our recom-

mendation (p. 308, May 2) so that the matter

could have been definitely settled ? We in-

cline to the belief that the two wasps were-

either the queen and a worker, or two workers,

as it is practically impossible for there to be
two queens in so small a nest so very early

in the year. On the other hand, we have not

yet seen any workers about, and queens are-

still flying ; if any workers are about they

must be the offspring of queens which started

to nest before Mav 1.

Communications Beceived—w . E. T.—Tomtit

—

J. S.—O. M V. S—B. F.—T. S. H. D.—H. S. T.—
H & S.—The Scottish Smallholder—Steps to a Per-

fect Garden—R. W. & Co.—Arnold Arboretum, Har-

vard University—F. J. B.—L. O. M. Co . Ltd.—G. T.,

Versailles—Panama-Pacific International Exposition

—

H. E.
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AMONG THE ROSES,

THERE is no doubt that Roses well re-

pay the time spent on tho many little

attentions which those who are ii"t

Rosarians might be excused for describing

as " pottering about over the Roses." It

is indeed partly on this account that the

Rose is pre-eminently an amateur's flower.

Time and again the National Rose
Society has been asked to institute classes

at their exhibitions confined to amateurs
who cultivate their own Roses, but the

answer has always been that experience
has proved that such amateurs can suc-

cessfully hold their own in competition
with those who leave the cultivation of

their plants to the gardener. Now this

is no reflection upon the capacity or
ability of the professional gardener, bur
merely means that he has many things

under his care besides the Roses, and
cannot spare the time for those numerous
and perhaps rather leisurely little atten-

tions that the amateur can bestow upon
his plants.

Perhaps there is no time of the year
when this special attention is inure neces-

sary than the end of May and the early

part of June. The more burdensome
and monotonous requirements of culti-

vation, such as regular hoeing and manure
watering, tho amateur may very likely

leave to his professional assistant) but

there are many that ho will doubtless deal
with himself.

First there is the regular search for
caterpillars and the destruction of green
fly whenever it makes its appearance. For
the caterpillars and slug-worms each bush
must be regularly and carefully examined,
and where the foliage or buds have been
attacked the devastator must be sought for
and slain. Wherever there is a. curled
leaf the rule is simple, pinch first and
examine afterwards ; if the enemy was at

home so much the better, if not he must
be sought for on some other part of the
shoot, or another near thereto, until he is

found and destroyed. Green fly can also
be attacked with the finger and thumb.
but if there are more than a very few this

soon becomes an irksome and messy busi-
ness, and syringing is preferable.

For my own use in this connection I

keep two kinds of sprayers, one holding
a gallon or more, with a shoulder strap, for

extensive operations on pillars and climb-
ing Roses, and the other, with a much,
finer spray for more careful work, which
holds rather less than four pints of liquid
The green fly will generally be first

noticed on the buds and the tops of

the young shoots, but if these alone are
sprayed the pests will usually have come
back again next day, for many have been
hiding underneath the voting leaves to-

wards the top of the shoots, and have thus
escaped the spraying fluid. The best wax-

to go to work is. while holding the sprayer
in one hand, to gather the top of the in-

fested shoot in the other and gradually
turn over each leaf as the spray is directed
on the shoot, so that every part of the
shoot and leaf is well searched with the
spray. For this reason I prefer to use
some non-poisonous spraying fluid, such
as soft, soap and quassia, Cyllin soft soap,
or Abol, which, in the proportions in

which they are mixed with water for use.

will not injure the fingers.

While going over the shoots in this way
ii is a guild plan to examine carefully the
buds and disbud where it is desirable,
bearing in mind that it is best not to do
all the disbudding intended at once. hut.

rather, in several operations. Not only is

this better for the bud finally selected,

by concentrating the resources of the
plant gradually upon it rather than over-
whelming it with a sudden influx of sap,
but it gives us greater scope for selection

and something to fall back upon in case
of accidental injury.

Another important matter that will re-

ceive careful and sometimes anxious con-
sideration where fine flowers of exhibition

varieties are wanted, will t>e the number
of shoots to be left on each plant. Where
the numbers of young growths are numer-
ous any barren ories will lie removed
at once, whether the barrenness has

arisen naturally or as the result of

injure to the flower-bud. These bar-

ren shunts may receive more considera-

tion where the number of young growths
on the plant is not excessive, or where
there is no special object in restricting the

number of growths. If, as often happens,
the barren shoot is the end one, and if

there is any suspicion of injury or want
of vigour in the old stem from which it

Springs, it i« generally besi to remove it.

cutting back the old stem to the next
effective shoot. If there is no suspicion
of want of vigour, as where the bud has
been merely destroyed by a grub or other
mechanical injury, it 'is often best to
shorten it somewhat, cutting back to a
leaf pointing outwards, at the axil of
which a fresh growth will soon form.
A rurm of pest that has become trouble-

some of recent years is the leaf-curling
saw fly. This fly is quite small : much
slighter than the lesser house fly. It Lays
its eggs on the under edge of the leaf
blade, and then works away at the top,
causing the leaf to curl inwards towards
the midrib ; the egg is thus protected by
the curled leaf, which slowly withers,
and a little whitish grub hatches out in
time. It is obviously desirable, there-
fore, to pick off and burn the affected
leaves, which are of little further use to
the plant, and it is also well to search for
and destroy the flies themselves, which
on a fine sunny morning can often be
caught when at work on the leaves.

Besides the search for pests a watchful
eye must be kept on the plants for the
first indications of fungous disease. Where
only a few leaves are attacked they
may be picked off ami burnt : the
spot will be remembered, and an assidu-
ous watch kept for any spread of the
disease. If the disease is noticed on many
leaves some appropriate form of spray
should be at once applied to prevent any
further spreading of the disease.

The removal of briar suckers alike from
maiden and around established plants
must always receive earl}- attention.
When these proceed from or near to the
stock it is sufficient to pull them off, but
where they proceed from an underground
shoot and appear some distance from the
parent plant, as often occurs in old stan-
dards, it is best to take a little extra
trouble and pursue the underground
runner to its source, and remove it

cleanly. This, though it takes longer
than just pulling them up, will save time
later on.

Plants that have come badly through
the winter, and newly planted Roses must
also be carefullv watched. A really u 1

soaking of water to such a plant at this

time of the year will often give just that

additional encouragement that will make
all tin- difference to the subsequent life of

tll( plant. But here. too. judgment is iv

quired. A Rose that has suffered so

Severe!} that it is unlikely to survive long,

or does not respond to the cold water
cure, is best pull&d up and got rid of forth-

with tn prevent it becoming a starting-

point for disease, t.. which ii is sure
to fall a pre}- sooner or later. If till

invalid is at all badly affected by canker
fungus i* is generally best tn remove
the plant at once, unless the whole

of the fungus-affected pari ran be oul

away, leaving good young shoots develop

ing beneath it from sound w i. The
young growths proceeding from a fcteni

badly attacked by fungus are quite use-

less; the}- ma\ maintain some feeble ekisl

elice till July, but will produce no flower-

nl .iu\ value and usually wither and die

before tin summer is out

.

If the Roses are suflicientlv near to-
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gether (18 inches from plant to plant is a con-

venient distance for the majority of bed and

border varieties) the removal of a single plant

will scarcely be noticed. The Rose is not a sym-

metrical plant, and the growth of the neighbour-

ing bushes will help to fill the gap as the summer

advances. If, however, the gap is thought un-

sightly, plants in pots should be procured and

put into the vacant places. White Bose.

ORCHID NOTES AND GLEANINGS.

AERIDES CRASSIFOLIUM.

A fine inflorescence, consisting of a raceme

over a foot in length and bearing twenty hand-

some flowers, each about 2 inches acrots, was

sent by Mr. C. Wright, gardener to the Hon. N.

Charles Rothschild, Ashton Wold, Oundle. The
flowers are wax-like in substance and of a bright

roae-purple colour, lighter at the base6 of the

segments, and with a white column. The species

is of the Aerides falcatum section, but a dwarf

grower, with thick, dark-green leaves. The speci-

men sent is of a very fine type, imported from a

new locality by Messrs. Sander and Sons. It is

the largest-flowered of the genus. It was ori-

ginally imported from Moulmein by Messrs.

Stuart Low and Co. in 1864, and described by the

late Professor Reichenbach in the Gardeners'

Chronicle, Vol. VII. (1877), p. 590. A full-size

illustration is given in Vol. VIII., p. 493.

HYBRID ORCHIDS.
(Continued from p. 294.)

COELOGYNE ELATA.

A pseudo-bulb and inflorescence of this large-

growing Coelogyne was imported by the Hon. N.

Charles Rothschild from Borneo. This is a new

locality for the species, its previous recorded

habitats being in various part* of Northern

India. The Bornean plant seems identical with

the Indian type, its large pseudo-bulbs having

broad, stalked leaves. The inflorescence, a foot

or so in length, proceeds from the apex of the

bulb. The upper part of the spike has closely-

arranged bracts, from which proceed cream-

white flowers with a yellow blotch on the lip,

and two crisp bands with red edges running from

the base. The flowers open three or four at a

time.

LAVINGTON PARK.

Lavington Park, owned formerly by the late

Bishop Wilberforce, and purchased about nine or

ten years ago by its present owner, James

Buchanan, Esq., is situated three and a half

miles to the south-east of Petworth.

The creeper-covered Georgian mansion, as is

seen in fig. 189, which shows the south front

beautifully clothed with Ivies, Ampelopsis

Veitchii and Magnolia grandiflora, stands on

sloping ground, facing the Beech-wooded north

side of the South Downs. It stands far

enough down the slope to admit full sunshine

and yet be on high ground, and to allow of

a stretch of lawn, croquet and tennis grounds,

and shrubberies, which lead to some woodland

Hybrid.

Brasso-Cattleya Irene
Brasso-Cattleya Pervenusta
Brasso-Cattleya Rex
Brasso-Cattleya Shilli&na
Brasso-Laelia Mme. Irene Mavrocordato

Brasso-Laelio-Cattleya Albatross ..

Brasso-Laelio-Cattleya Endymion
Brasso-Laelio-Cattleya Everest
Brasso-Laelio-Cattleya Prince of Wales .

.

Cattleya Arestor
Cattleya Magali Sander
Cattleya R. Prowe
Cattleya Sibyl
Cymbidium Sappho
Cymbidium Venus
Cypripedium Julius
Cypripedium Susannae
Laelio-Cattleya Anaconda
Laelio-Cattleya Bellata
Laelio-Cattleya Corsair
Laelio-Cattleya Deciata
Laelio-Cattleya Domos
Laelio-Cattleya Dryad
Laelio-Cattleya Gaiety
Laelio-Cattleya Gold Star
Laelio-Cattleya Joy Sander
Laelio-Cattleya Medina Excelsior
Laelio-Cattleya Sunstar
Laelio-Cattleya Sylph
Miltonia Hyeana Adonis
Miltonia Isabel Sander
Miltonia J. Gurney Fowler
Miltonia Miss Louisa Fowler
Odontioda beechense
Odontioda delicata (Picardie)
Odontioda Leda
Odontioda Leonatus .

.

*Odontioda oakwoodiensis Fowler's Var.
Odontioda Phyllis
Odontioda Prince de Galles
Odontioda Rosalie
Odontioda Rubens
Odontoglossum Albion
Odontoglossum Bellamiua
Odontoglossum Fortuna
Odontoglossum Helicon
Odontoglossum Iconium
Odontoglossum Irene
Odontoglossum Iris ..

Odontoglossum Isidorus
Odontoglossum Jucundum
Odontoglossum Julius
Odontoglossum Mendax
Odontoglossum Milo
Odontoglossum nebulum
Odontoglossum Thwaitesii
Odontonia Roger Sander
Oncidioda Mauricei
Sophro-Laelio-Cattleya Delia
Sophro-Laelio-Cattleya Dorila

Sophro-Laelio-Cattleya Electra
Sophro-Laelio-Cattleya Hebe
Sophro-Laelio-Cattleya Lotis

Parentage.

B.-C. Digbyano-Warneri x C. Mossiae
B. Digbyana x C. Fabia
B. Digbyana x C. Rex
B.-C. Digbyano-Mossiae x C. Mossiae
B. Digbyana x L. Iona nigrescens

B.-L. Digbyano-purpurata x C. Mossiae Wageneri

.

B.-L. Digbyano-purpurata x C. Warneri
B.-C. Mrs. J. Leemann x L.-C. Canhamiana ..

L.-C. Dominiana x B.-C. Digbyano-Mossiae ..

Nestor x labiata
Dusseldorfei Undine x Mossiae Wageneri
intermedia alba x Susanne Hye de Crom
aurea x iridescens ..

Lowianum x I'Ansonii
insigne x Holfordianum ..

Rothschildianum x Lowii
glaucophyllum x Fairrieanum
L.-C. Pallas x C. Dowiana Rosita
L.-C. Bella x L. purpurata
L.-C. bletchleyensis x L.-C. luminosa Rosita..
L.-C. Decia x L. purpurata
L.-C. Dominiana x C. Mossiae ..

L.-C. Martinetii x C. Schroderae
L.-C. Marriottiana x C. Mendelii
L.-C. Ariel x C. Mendelii
L.-C. luminosa x C. Schroderae ..

L.-C. Canhamiana alba x C. Mrs. Myra Peeters
L.-C. Andromeda x L.-C. Myra ..

L.-C. Hippolyta x C. Mossiae
vexillaria Memoria G. D. Owen x Bleuana rosea
Roezlii x Hyeana
vexillaria Mem. G. D. Owen x unknown
vexillaria Mem. G. D. Owen x unknown
Odm. Rolfeae x C. Noezliana
Oda. St. Fuscien x Odm. ardentissimum
Odm. Rio Tinto x C. Noezliana ..

Odm. Thompsonianum x C. Noezliana
Oda. Bradshawiae x Odm. percultum
Oda. Bradshawiae x Odm. Lambeauanum
Oda. Vuylstekeae x Odm. Minim
Odm. Thwaitesii x C. Noezliana
Oda. Charlesworthii x Odm. eximium ..

, Rossii x percultum
bellatulura x ardentissimum

; Arlequin x Harryanum . . . .

ardentissimum x Royal Monarch
cirrhosum x Fascinator

J

Pescatorei x Vulcan
Fletcheriauum x Lawrenceanum
cirrhosum x Rio Tinto
crispum x MacNabianum
Royal Monarch x Vulcan

i
Kegeljani (polyxanthum) x Ossulstonii
Adrianae x Wilckeauum ..

nebulum x aspersum
ardentissimum x Harryanum
Odm. percultum x M. Warscewiczii ..

0. tigrinum x C. vulcanica

I

S.-C. Cleopatra x L.-C. Gottoiana
S.-C. Doris x L. pumila

S.-L. heatonensis x C. labiata
S.-L. Gratrixiae x L.-C. Haroldiana
S.-L. heatonensis x C. Harrisoniana

J. and A. McBean.
Sander and Sons.
W. P. Burkiushaw, Esq.
Armstrong and Brown.
J. Gurney Fowler, Esq.,and
Messrs. Charlesworth.

Flory and Black.
Charlesworth and Co.
Sander and Sons.
Armstrong and Brown.
Charlesworth and Co.
Sander and Sons.
Sander and Sons.
Hassall and Co.
H. T. Pitt, Esq.
Stuart Low and Co.
Sander and Sous.
Armstrong and Brown.
Baron Bruno Schroder.
Flory and Black.
Mrs. Bischoffsheim.
Flory and Black.
Stuart Low and Co.
Sander and Sons.
Sander and Sons.
Sander and Sons.
Sander and Sons.
Flory and Black.
Charlesworth and Co.
Sander and Sons.
M. Chas. Vuylsteke.
Sander and Sons.
Armstrong and Brown.
Armstrong and Brown.
Armstrong and Brown.
Sander and Sons.
Sander and Sons.

Sander and Sons.
J. Gurney Fowler, Esq.

G. W. Bird, Esq.
M. Chas. Vuylsteke.
R. G. Thwaites, Esq.

J. Gurney Fowler, Esq.
Sunder and Sons.
De B. Crawshay, Esq.

Sander and Sons.
Sander and Sons.
Sander and Sons.
Sander and Sons.
Sander and Sons.
Sander and Sons.
Sander and Sons.
Sander and Sons.

C. J. Lucas, Esq.
Sander and Sons.
W. Thompson, Esq.

R. G. Thwaites, Esq.
Sander and Sons.
M. H. Graire.
Charlesworth and Co.

R. G. Thwaites, Esq., and
E. H. Davidson and Co.

Charlesworth and Co.
Charlesworth and Co.
Charlesworth and Co.

* Odontioda Fowleriaua (see report of the Chelsea Show) is a form of Odontiodu oakwoodiensis, Gardeners' Chronicle
hybrid list, November 29, 1913, p. 375.

walks which are parallel with the hill. In the

Bishop's Walk are some beautifully carved,

quaint marble seats, and also an image of the

King's jester, which was found embedded in an
old wall in Holborn that went through the great

fire of London. The formal flower garden

is at the east end of the residence, in an exposed

position. A little beyond the flower beds on the

lawn is a magnificent specimen tree of the black

Walnut.

From the terrace on the north side are fine

views over a vast stretch of fertile park and
agricultural land. In the distance can be seen

Petworth Park, Leith Hill monument, and

Black Down. The park contains many fine trees

planted by the late Bishop Wilberforce, includ-

ing a distinct-looking Cedar raised from seed

which the late King Edward collected in Pales-

tine when he was Prince of Wales.

The rock garden, though small, is a very well

built structure by Messrs. Cheal. 'Situated at

the west end and close to the mansion, it con-

tains a good collection of well-established

Alpines, among which are conspicuous extra good

specimens of Gentiana acaulis, Aubrietias, Dian-

thuses, Saxifraga Clibranii, Sedums in variety,

Scabiosa, Parnassia, Polygonum capitatum and

Hepaticas. Upon the higher parts are some very

fine spikes of Yucca filamentcsa, Zau&chneria cali-

fornica, Helianthemums and Cistuses.

The walled-in kitchen and flower garden is

situated near to the west side of the mansion.

A glorious mass of Polygonum baldschuanicum

hangs over the top of the corner of the wall.

Within the enclosure two borders, each 180 yards

long, with a closely-mown grass path between

them, present a wealth of flowers such as is

seldom seen, the lie of the land enabling the visi-

tor to see practically the whole of the garden.

The border to the right is, with the ex-

ception of a few annuals, purely herbaceous,

and contains all the popular varieties in

bold masses, which produce a much better effect

than isolated plants. The border to the left is

partly herbaceous, but contains also annuals

and the usual summer bedding plants. Last

season it was bright with great masses of Viola

Mrs. Chichester, Phlox Drummondii, herbaceous

Phloxes, Mignonette (in several varieties), An-

tirrhinums, Salpiglossis, Montbretias, Prome-

theus, Westwick, George Davison and others

;

Pentstemons, Petunias, Verbenas, Scented-Leaved

Pelargonium Lady Plymouth, Fuchsias, Helio-

tropes and many other flowers, mostly planted to

colour, and at intervals of a few yards standards

of the old Peruvian Heliotrope (the sweetest of

all) were planted for their scent. At the west

end of the border was planted a mass of several

hundred specimens of the double-flowered Mar-

guerite Mrs. F. Sander, flowering very freely

and " true to character," with only here and

there a single flower.

The vegetable quarters were formed by three

grass walks, running (with the exception of

borders* at each end) the whole length of the gar-

den, one central, the one between the flower

borders already mentioned and one between the

woodland and the garden. A paved, flagged

path runs the whole length of the garden, along-

side the mixed flower border, and a central

cross walk 70 yards long was flanked on each side

by a border 8 feet wide, planted in large blocks

in distinct colours with East Lothian Stocks,

5,000 in all. They made a magnificent show at

the middle of July (see fig. 190). Most of

the borders along the walks are backed with

young fruit trees. On the central cross wall are

espalier Pear trees, and on the others bush or

pyramid Apples.

The soil and culture must be ideal for Apples,

as all the varieties appear very healthy in

growth, and an orchard of young trees outside

the garden proper is doing remarkably well.

The south wall has several young fan-shaped

Peaches and Nectarines trained on it, and on
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the west end of the south wall are fine old trees of

Brown Turkey Fig.

The Dower House is only about a hundred

yards to the east of the mansion, on the right-

hand side of the drive leading to Petworth.

Between the flower garden and the Dower House
is an imposing group of weeping standards of

the Rose Dorothy Perkins, with a shrubbery as a

background, in which were noticed good groups

of variegated Ligustrum, Purple Plum, Deutzia

crenata, Philadelphus, Olearia Haastii, Buddleias,

Viburnum Tinus, V. Opulus, V. plicatum,

Choisya ternata, Hollies, Lilacs, and Portugal

Laurels.

The Dower House is surrounded partly with

lawn, herbaceous borders and beds, shrubs and
beds of Begonia Lafayette and Paul Crampel.

On. the south side of the house is a fine Bay
tree quite 30 feet high and nearly as much
through, and on the opposite side is a particularly

fine specimen of the Turkey Oak. By the way,

the Dower House is known as " Beechwood,"

and was at one time the home of the late Car-

dinal Manning. Its gardens are now under the

supervision of Mr. Streeter, the head gardener

at Lavington, and the kitchen garden is cropped

in connection with the main garden of Lavington.

From this garden we enter "Botany Bay," a

exhibits at the shows) ; and under them were
staged Cypripediums. In the greenhouse more
Fuchsias were trained up the roof, and Clero-

dendron fallax, Lilium speciosum, Hydrangea
paniculata and H. hortensis were growing on the
stages, whilst suspended from the roof were
baskets of Begonia Lloydii. In the stove,

Bananas (Musa Cavendishii) were represented by
four fruiting plants in large tubs, and smaller
plants for succession. Eucharis grandiflora,
Caladiums, Codiaeums, Palms and Nepenthes
were especially good. The vines generally
appeared well looked after and in excellent con-
dition, a remark that applies equally to the
Peaches and Nectarines, Cherries and Figs, and
Liliums and Tomatos. Upon the opposite side

of the wall are the Orchid houses, fruit room,
Mushroom house and stokehole ; the latter has
two sectional boilers set so that they may be
worked separately or together. The Orchids con-

sist mainly of Cattleyas, Cymbidiums and Odon-
toglossums. In the span-roofed, growing houses
and frame ground the principal things noted
were 200 Cyclamen, 200 Begonia Gloire de Lor-
raine, nearly 3 feet high and as far through. Car-
nations are represented by 800 perpetual flower-

ing and 200 " Malmaisons." The old plants of

Tree Carnations were flowering profusely under

[Photograph by F. Coze.

Fig. 189.

—

lavington park, Sussex, the residence of james buchanan, esq.

delightful valley with a stream meandering
throughout its length, with here and there minia-

ture waterfalls which end in a spacious duck
pond. The stream is bordered by spacious slop-

ing banks, and here and there under the shade
of trees are masses of hardy Ferns, apparently

self-sown. At the entrance there is also a fine

stretch of water, shallow for the greater part,

and alive with trout. Several varieties of Nym-
phaea are getting nicely established, and masses

of Primula japonica and its varieties ; Japanese
Iris, Polygonum, Carex, red and yellow, Weeping
Willows, and other semi-aquatics are planted
near the water's edge, whilst higher up the banks
are grouped Bamboos, Golden Elder, Buddleias,

Tamarisk, Spanish Broom, Viburnum, Labur-
nums, Olearia Haastii, and other shrubs.

The Indoor Garden.

The indoor garden includes a range of three-

quarter-span, Teak-wood houses, built by Mac-
kenzie and Moncur. They face to the south
and consist of a Palmhouse, greenhouse, stove,

two vineries and two Peach houses. Upon en-

tering one is immediately struck by the splendid
condition of the plants. In the Palmhouse
were well-flowered Fuchsias, trained 10 feet high
to the roof (similar to Messrs. Veitch's splendid

the north side, of one of the houses. Other plants

especially good were Begonia Emily Clibran.

Achimenes, Calanthes, Euphorbia jacquiniaeflora,

Poinsettias, Gloxinias, Plumbago coccinea
superba, and Begonia Gloire de Sceaux.

Thomas S. 11. Down.

ALPINE GARDEN.

HABERLEA AUSTINII.
In former years a very pretty Haberlea hr.s

been shown at the Edinburgh spring exhibition,

and this season it attracted even more notice

than usual. If I remember aright, it was
shown by Mr. W. G. Pirie, gardener to Mr. C.

W. Cowan, Dalhousie Castle, in hi6 exhibit of

Alpine flowers a year or so earlier than 1913, and
I was much pleased with it. The plant was first

shown as H. Ferdinandii-Coburgii Austin's

variety, or H. kewensis, if I remember aright.

Since last year the plant has received more atten-

tion and, being .considered distinct, the name of

H. Austinii has been suggested for it. This is in

honour' of the raiser, Mr. Austin, of Messrs. Cun-
ningham, Fraser and Co. 's Comely Bank Nur-
series, Edinburgh, where the plant was raised

from seeds. The flowers are coloured lilac or violet

and white, and the plant is apparently a free

grower. In Edinburgh this year it was shown
by Mr. Pirie in hi6 first prize collection of
twenty-four Alpines, and also by Messrs. Cun-
ningham, Fraser and Co.

ROMANZOFFIA UNALACHCENSIS.
Romanzoffia sitchensis is a most unreliable

plant ; I have lost it more than once in trying to
establish it—an experience common to many.
Last autumn, however, a friend wrote me from
British Columbia to the effect that he was send-
ing me a few plants of the rarer Romanzoffia
unalachcensis, a species allied to R. sitchensis,

which he hoped might prove more amenabJe
than the latter. In due time the plants arrived,
and some were planted in the moraine and the
remainder in dry 6oil in the rock garden.
Three little plants have appeared in the latter

and one is now in bloom. It is only as yet an
inch or so high, with white flowers and smooth
leaves, closely resembling a Saxifrage, though
belonging to the Hydrophyllaceae. S. Arnott.

PRIMULA WINTERI.
Knowing that many Alpine Primulas

grow in rocky clefts where the soil, though
moist, has thorough drainage, and where
the roots are kept cool by rocks, and the atmo-
sphere constantly moist from hovering clouds, I

placed Primula Winteri in a pot- in a shallow ena-
melled iron dish about J inch deep, and filled it

with water to about ^ inch in depth, placing a

cloche over the pot. There was thus a constantly

damp atmosphere, but as the cloche did not touch
the whole of the dish, there was also circulation

of air. Under these conditions the plant throve,

and I was able to obtain two young plants from
it. As soon as the latter were large enough to

form lateral roots I cut through the root-stock,

but let the plants remain in the pot until the
early autumn, and then planted them out. The
young plants flowered freely this season. E. H.

NOTES ON FRENCH HORTICULTURE.

THE PARIS SHOW.

The annual spring exhibition of the National

Horticultura.'. Society of France, held at
Cours la Heine on May 20-26, was in-

augurated by the President of the Republic.

As in former years, the exhibition proved
a great social event, and as usual the aim of

the exhibitors was to produce rather a magnifi-

cent mass effect than to display the beauty of

individual plants. The display was indeed mag-
nificent with the large specimen Rhododendrons
and the masses of mixed annual, biennial and
perennial plants. The most important floral ex-

hibits were the Roses, amongst which the Wichu-
raiana hybrids and Polyantha varieties trained in

graceful arches proved more popular than ever.

Among other plants numerously exhibited were
Carnations, Iris (germanica and Kaempferi),
Sweet Peas, tuberous Begonias, Nymphaeas (in

pools), Hydrangeas, Schizanthus, and Calceo-
larias. Among outside exhibits the trained fruit

trees were specially noteworthy. Rock gardens are
growing in favour in France, and were represented
by four important exhibits. One, which received
the grand prix d'honneur, represented a moun-
tain scene, the summit of which attained to the
height of the tent. In addition tn the sections

devoted to floral art, garden architecture ami
horticultural education, " sundries " were well re-

presented, and there was as usual a " salon " in

which were exhibited oil paintings, water-colours
and pastels of flowers and garden scenes.

Among new or interesting plants the following
were noted :—A series of new forms of Iris ger-
manica, hybrids of Ricardii (shown b\ M. Maron,
Biiinoy), and the variety Madame Durand (shown
by M. Denis). New large-flowered varieties of
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I. geimaniea, Diane, Magnifica, Monoey, Opera,

Ye I out e, La Neige, were shown by MM.
Viimorin, Andrieux and Cie (Paris). A new
Polyantha Rose, Betsy van Nes, and a Mrs. Cut-

bush with red flowers, were exhibited by M.

Munch, of Leuben, Saxony.

A fine lot of Madame Hen iot was shown by M.

Pernet Ducher, of Lyons. Hybrid rugosas, Con-

rad Ferdinand Meyer (rose), and Nova Zembla

(white), vigorous varieties, very early and able

to withstand low temperatures (exhibited by

M. Robichon, of Vitry). Adiantum tenerum,

with very delicate and light foliage, named Mon-

sieur Pellerin de la Touche, was shown by M.

Le Conteulx, of Chesnay.

Of the 118 names on the general catalogue of

exhibitors of plants only four or five were those

of private gardeners; whereas no fewer than 150

names incur as under the title of sundry indus-

tries related with horticulture.

The rock garden of M. Ferard received a l;-t

infants' gardens. For those from nine to thirteen

are provided school gardens, in which the children

pass daily several hours working each on a

special plot. Prizes are given for the best kept

plot, and a school exhibition is held annually in

August. For adults gardening competitions are

held, and prizes are distributed at a grand fete

and banquet presided over by the Director of

the Society.

Every effort is made to interest the miner in

gardening, 6eeds and cuttings are distributed,

and small books and leaflets are prepared and
circulated free. The experiment at Lens deserves

to be followed widely in other industrial centres

in France; for although much has been done

already to satisfy the land hunger, which is even

more marked among French than among English,

town dwellers, no traveller in the great indus-

trial regions of France can doubt but that there

is ample room for more experiments on the6e

lines. A. Menniaiet'.

Rose Society, Chrysanthemum Society of

America, and other national bodies, as well as

the various horticultural societies and gardeners'
and florists' clubs, to affiliate with it. At pre-

sent the membership of the S.A.F., as it is com-
monly called, is only one-tenth that of the Royal
Horticultural Society, and its members are mostly
connected with the trade Of late years strung

efforts have been made to attract private gardeners

and amateurs, so far with but moderate success.

It is unfortunate that the title American Horti-

cultural Society was not adopted at the outset,

and until some more suitable title is used the

growth of this excellent body will, I am afraid,

be comparatively slow7
. Even with its somewhat

limited membership, however, the S.A.F. has ac-

complished a great deal for the benefit of the trade

in America, and it is well to remember in this

connection that we havo 10,000 florists in

America, which is probably treble the number of

tile private gardeners over here.

grand prix d'honneur, and a 2nd grand prix was
awarded to M. Nonin for climbing Roses.

Among British exhibitors were Messrs. Sutton

and Son6, Reading (scientific horticultural exhi-

bit), Mr. Engelmann, of Saffron Walden (Carna-

tions), Mr. Dutton, of Iver, Bucks (Carnations),

and Mr. Clark, of Dover (Sweet Peis and new
plants).

HORTICULTURAL CONGRESS.
The Congress held during the exhibition, on

May 22, discussed the following subjects :

—

""' Workmen's Gardens," "Influence of Radio-

activity and of Catalyses on Vegetation," " Co-
operative Societies for the Sale of Horticultural

Produce," " New Systems of Heating Glass-

houses," " Deleterious Effects of Smoke, etc., on
Plants."

Full reports of the papers may be read in the

Journal of the French Society, and we may con-

fine ourselves to a reference to the important
communication by M. Choquet on the Work-
men's Gardens of the Society of Mines at Lens.

The work undertaken concerns adults and
children. For the youngest children there are

Fig. 190.

—

borders of annuals at lavincton pa:r:

(See p. 410.)

AMERICAN NOTES.

THE SOCIETY OF AMERICAN FLORISTS.

This, the strongest trade organisation in

America, will meet in Boston next August to

hold its annual convention, after an absence of

twenty-four years! The local Board of Manage-

ment is expecting an attendance of 3,000 visi-

tors, and is making extensive plans to entertain

them. A feature of this convention will be a

"Convention Garden," covering ten acres of

ground, located in the Back Bay Fens. This

garden is being tastefully laid out, and in it

numerous trade growers will make attractive and

imposing displays of trees, shrubs, and other

plants and flowers which are likely to be in-

teresting in mid-August. The local Board, of

Management receives plants and cases for all ex-

hibits, making a charge per square foot for the

same.

The Society of American Florists and Orna-

mental Horticulturists i6 endeavouring to for-

mulate plans which will encourage such bodies

as the American Carnation Society, American

[Photograph by /'' Coze

OPPORTUNITIES FOR GARDENERS IN

AMERICA.

It would be well for any gardeners who are

planning to try their fortunes on this side oi the

Atlantic not to be too much carried away by the

optimistic reports which I have read of the

conditions here. As a matter of fact, trade

is at a lower ebb and more people are unem-

ployed than has been the case at any time during

the" past twenty years. While the garden-

ing fraternity has suffered less than most

other callings, there are very few openings

for head gardeners and less than usual for assis-

tants, and although at this busy season prac-

tically all have some employment, chances are

that unless trade improves a good many will lie

idle another fall. Even in California, which has

been looked upon as a Mecca for Eastern gar-

deners, conditions are bad. A recent letter from

a friend there stated that he knew of a score of

English and Scotch gardeners there who would

be very happy if they had sufficient money to

pay their car fare East again. William .V.

Craig, BrooHine, Mass., IKS. A.
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TREES AND SHRUBS.

THE ARNOLD ARBORETUM IN MAY.*

The number of trees and shrubs really valu-

able here which Western Europe has contributed

to New England plantations and gardens is not

large. Of the trees the Beech, two or three of

the Elms, the Birches, the Mountain Ash, the

Laburnums, the Norway Maple, the Hawthorn,

the Hornbeam, the Poplar, several Willows, the

Alder, two or three of the Cherries, the Plum,

the Apple and the Pear flourish in this climate.

Although some of them will drag out a more or

less unhappy existence for several years, the

Oaks of Western Europe, the Ash, the Sycamoi-e

Maple, and all the conifers are not desirable

trees for our region. From Western Europe,

too, we have obtained a few shrubs which are

important in New England gardens. The
Heather gives summer brightness to New Eng-

land gardens and hillsides, and the little Daphne
Cneorum, a native of the mountains of Central

Europe, is now covered with its clusters of

fragrant rose-pink flowers. One of the most

beautiful of all dwarf shrubs suitable for the de-

cpration of the rock garden, it is rather capri-

cious as to soil and situation, and does not

always nourish in this country as well as it does

in the Arboretum.
None of the Barberries which have been

brought into our gardens in the last thirty years

is more useful than the common European Ber-

beris vulgaris, which has long been naturalised in

eastern Massachusetts and years ago was selected

by one of the wise men of Boston as a typical

New England plant for the decoration of a monu-
ment to be erected to some departed New Eng-
land worthy. For thirty years, too, much atten-

tion has been paid to the introduction and culti-

vation of the different species of Privet from

Eastern Asia, but there is not one among them
which is as valuable in New England as the

common Privet of Europe, which must have been

cultivated here for two hundred years and is now
sparingly naturalised in some of the eastern

states. The black and shining berries in large

terminal clusters are unsurpassed in beauty by
those of any other black-fruited shrub which
can be grown here, and as they remain in good

condition until into the winter they are valuable

on the plants and, when cut, for late autumn and
early winter decorations. Among the shrubs of

Western Europe which are really valuable in

New England must be included the Wayfaring
tree. Viburnum lantana. With the exception

of the Korean Viburnum Carlesii mentioned in a

recent bulletin, and of our native northern Hob-
blebush (Viburnum alnifolium), the Wayfaring
tree is the earliest of the Viburnums to flower.

It is a tall, compact, round-headed shrub with

large, thick, dark-green leaves and broad, com-

pact, convex clusters of white flowers. The fruit

when fully grown is bright red but finally turns

black, fruits of the two colours often appearing

at the same time in the same cluster. This shrub

is therefore as beautiful in the early autumn as it

is in the middle of May ; it can be seen in the

general Viburnum collection near the junction of

the Bussey Hill and Valley Roads, and it has

been largely planted in the Boston parks. Near
it and just coming into flower are several plants

of Viburnum burejaeticum from Manchuria,

Korea and Northern China. This is a neat shrub
with small leaves and small compact clusters of

creamy-white flowers, which are followed by small

black fruits. As compared with mostof the Ameri-

can Viburnums it has little to recommend it as an

ornamental plant ; indeed, with a few exceptions,

the Eastern Asiatic Viburnums are less valuable

than the Eastern American species, among which
are found garden shrubs of the first class.

Viburnum dentatum and V. Wrightii from
Japan, with bright red fruits, have no American
counterparts, however, and should therefore be

* UulU'tiii No. .

r>5 (Arnold Arliim-tinn).

cultivated for the autumn garden. These two
species will soon be in flower in the Viburnum
collection, where can now be seen nearly every

species and variety which can be grown in this

climate.

The large creamy-white flowers of Magnolia
Fraseri are already opening and the leaves are

Fig. 191.
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half-grown. This is a small pyramidal tree of

rather open habit from the slopes of the Appa-
lachian Mountains from Southern Virginia south-

ward, sometimes growing on the headwaters of

the Savannah River, where it is most abundant,
to the height of 30 or 40 feet. In cultivation it

begins to flower when not more than half that

size, and here in the Arboretum it flowers abun-

dantly every year and is perfectly hardy. This
beautiful tree is still too rare in American collec-

tions. The much smaller, greenish or yellowish-

green flowers of the Cucumber tree (Magnolia
acuminata) will soon follow those of M. Fraseri.

The Cucumber tree, which under favourable con-

ditions sometimes attains the height of 80 or 90-

feet, is the largest Magnolia which can be grown
in New England, and the most northern in its-

range of all the American species. The flowers

of the Cucumber tree will soon be followed by
those of another American species, Magnolia cor-

data. This in the Arboretum is a smaller tree

with darker green leaves and small, cup-shaped,

canary-yellow flowers. This Magnolia was dis-

covered more than a century ago by the French

botanist Michaux somewhere on the head-

waters of the Savannah River in Georgia or

South Carolina. A little later it was found by
Michaux and his son, F. A. Michaux, in the

neighbourhood of Augusta, Georgia. It was in-

troduced into France by Michaux and the de-

scendants of these trees are now cultivated in

the United States and Europe. For many years

attempts to rediscover this tree in the regions

visited by Michaux have been unsuccessful, and
it is interesting, therefore, to report that the

Berckmans of Augusta, Georgia, have recently

found Magnolia cordata in two stations a few-

miles south and west of Augusta. The plants

are growing in upland Oak and Pine woods, the

largest of them being 7 or 8 feet tall. The
plants begin to flower when not more than 3 feet

high, and in April of this year some of these

shrubs bore 40 or SO flowers. In cultivation

Magnolia cordata is always a grafted tree, but

it is not probable that the cultivated trees owe

their greater size to a stronger stock, and the

small size of the plants discovered near Augusta

may be due to dry soil and a hot climate, and

Magnolia cordata as a tree may still be found jn

some of the moist, rich valleys of the small

sti'eams flowing down the eastern slopes of the

Blue Ridge.

Several handsome, American Hawthorns (Cra-

taegus) are in full bloom, leading a procession

which will last for nearly six weeks. The
earliest of these plants to flower here belong to

the Mnlles section of the genus in which some
twenty species are now recognised. They arc-

all shapely round-topped trees, some of them
growing to a comparatively large size. The
flowers are large, in broad, many-flowered

clusters ; the leaves are broad, thin and long-

stalked, and on most of the species begin to

unfold as the flowers open. The fruit of these

plants is globose or pear-shaped, crimson, scarlet

or rarely yellow, and of excellent flavour. The
plants of this group are comparatively rare ii:

the east : they do not extend into the south

eastern st;ites, anil are most abundant in the

region from Illinois and Iowa, through Missouri

and Arkansas, to Eastern Texas. Of this grou]

there are now in flower at the South Street en

trance large plants of ('. mollis, C. submollis

and C. arkansana. The last is a particularly

valuable plant, as it retains its brilliant frui'

until late in the season and longer than the othe-

plants of this group. Another interesting plan;

of this group, C. Arnoldiana, is valuable because

the fruit ripens in August when showy fruits arc

rare here. This tree was first discovered grow-

ing wild in the Arboretum and is still known
only from a few stations. It is one of the few

species of Crataegus which can be easily reeog

nised in winter, when its strongly zigzag brain -he-

are conspicuous. There are large plants of this

tree on the left of the Centre Street entrance,

and there are a number of them on the Valley

Road in front of the Oak Collection. All of the

species of the Mollis group are American wit Ii

one exception, Crataegus peregrina. which is

probably a native of Persia. From the Ameri

can species it differs in the colour of the fruit,

which is dark purple, unlike that of any Ameri

can Hawthorn. This plant is in flower in tin

old Crataegus Collection on the hank between
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the Shrub Collection and' the Arborway boundary

of the Arboretum, in which there are also plants

in flower of C. arkansana and C. Arnoldiana.

Many plants in the Plum Collection now de-

serve inspection, notably Prunus hortulana and

P. Munsoniana, both natives of the Missouri-

Arkansas-Texas region, the latter the Wild

Goose Plum of pomologists. Many of the early-

flowering Crab Apples are still in good condition

and the flowers of many others are still to open.

In the general Rhododendron Collection at the

base of Hemlock Hill R. carolinianum is in flower.

This is a native ot the slopes of the southern

Appalachian Mountains. Although this plant

was sent to England more than a century ago, it

has been entirely lost sight of until a few years

ago, having been confused with P. minus or

punctatum, a southern plant of lower altitudes,

different habit and foliage, and less attractive

flowers. R. carolinianum flourishes in the shade

and in full exposure to the sun. It is a dwarf

pliint of compact habit ; the leaves are dark

green, and the comparatively small pink flowers

are borne in compact clusters. It is, perhaps, as

hardy in New England as any Rhododendron,

and it is certainly a plant of great promise either

for the decoration of parks and gardens or a

possible element in a new race of hybrids.

Several plants of Rhododendron coreanum are

in flower on Azalea Path. This species, which

was discovered by Mr. Jack in Korea, is also

a plant of much promise ; it is one of the species

with deciduous or nearly deciduous leaves ; the

habit is good, and the abundant flowers are of

a pleasant rose-purple colour. Judging by the

experience with it in the Arboretum during the

last two or three years, it is one of the best of

the recent introductions of its class.

SUMMER PRUNING OF FRUIT TREES.

It is too often the case in gardens that the

trained fruit trees appear at midsummer with

thickets of strong shoots growing out from

them, and later, when the shoots have com-

pleted their growth the shoots are cut back to 6

or 7 inches. This "summer" pruning, which

is carried out far too late in the season, is ex-

pected to make the shoots plump up fruit buds

at the base, but it is rarely successful, nor is it

likely ever to be generally satisfactory. I know
that in some gardens this sort of practice is

made more or less inevitable by reason of the

shortness of labour, but the following directions

should be carried out where possible.

All fruit trees which form spurs should be

gone over whilst the young shoots can be

pinched off with the thumb and finger, and, in

the case of Plums, which do not like the knife,

especially is this necessary to prevent gumming
and canker. Pears, Cherries (excepting

Morellos) and Apricots should be pinched back

carefully to four or five eyes from the base of

the shoot; and again, when other shoots form,

these should be pinched back in turn to one or

two eyes. Not all the tree should be done at

once, but rather as far as one can reach up,

and after a few days have elapsed the opera-

tion can be concluded by treating the top of

the tree. There will then be less danger of

the fruit dropping than if the operation were

done at one time. Not only does this early

pinching benefit the tree, but it allows more
light and air to reach the fruits. Trees which

bear fruit on the young wood, such as Peaches,

Nectarines, Figs, and Morello Cherries, should

have the shoots thinned out and a proper num-
ber trained in. The best shoots are those of

medium thickness. Therefore, if one has a

choice, reject the weakest, and also those that

are rank and strong growing. Cut them clean

out at the base, unless there is danger of an
empty space, when two or three eyes may be

left, which in due time may possibly develop

into suitable shoots. It is a good plan to tie

in the young wood over the old and bare shoots,

and where this cannot be done, either nail or

tie it in, taking care to allow plenty of room

for swelling, and always keeping the ultimate

shape of the tree in one's mind.

Do not allow the shoots to cross each other,

3,s this, to a trained eye, looks very bad. All

Fig. 192.
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trees during growth should be kept scrupu-

lously clean, as nothing hinders growth so much
as infestations of insect pests. These can easily

be prevented now that there are so many re-

liable washes, etc., on the market, and also

if the adage, "a stitch in time saves nine," be

borne in mind

Bush and pyramid Apples, Pears and Plums
which have been thinned out at the winter
pruning, the same method will answer here as

advised for spur fruiting or wall trees. The
side shoots may be pinched back just the same,
but the leaders may be allowed to grow a little

longer before being treated, and should then be

pinched back with the intention of keeping the
trees as shapely as possible, consistent with
forming good fruiting spurs.

Standard trees are usually not so strong-grow-

ing, and with this kind of tree, if the root sys-

tem is good, and the branches are not too thick,

they may be allowed to grow naturally, leaving

any pruning until winter. Much of the treat-

ment depends on the variety, some requiring

hardly any pruning. As I have mentioned.
Plums, and also sweet Cherries, should not be
pruned too much, as they resent the knife. I

have in mind some cordon Plum trees, which
had been pruned hard in the winter every year,

and they make every summer strong, thick

shoots which never produce fruit buds at the
base. These trees were lifted and re-planted

;

the severe pruning was modified, and the

shoots were pinched as advised during the

summer months. This season they are loaded

with fruit, which will require thinning. I

mention this as coming under my personal

notice.

Raspberry canes which have borne fruit should

'be cut out immediately after the fruit has been
gathered, and the young canes for the next
season's fruiting will be much finer than if the

old ones are left during the winter. Red and
White Currants should be pinched back when
the leaders have made six or seven leaves, and
the side shoots when they have made two or

three. In Black Currants the young wood from
the base should be encouraged to grow, and,

therefore, if the old wood is too thick, as soon

as the fruit is gathered thin it out. Goose-
berries do not, as a rule, require very much
pruning during summer, but any suckers from
the base should be cut out. 7?. W. Thatcher,

Carlton Park Gardens, Market Harborovgh.

NOTICES OF BOOKS.

Flora of Formosa."

Some particulars of Dr. B. Hayata's contri-

butions to the botany of Formosa and of the

physical features of the island may be found
in the Gardeners' Chronicle for January 6, 1912,

and the previous volumes of the present pub-

lication have also been noticed in these columns.

Volume III. comprises thirty-five plates and
222 pages of letterpress. Volumes I. and II.

contain, in addition to the figures and descrip-

tions of new plants, a " Conspectus of the Flora

of Formosa," in which the classification of

Bentham and Hooker's Genera Plantarum is

followed : Ranunculaceae to Rosacea? in the

first volume, and Saxifragaceae to Dipsaceae in

the second. Unfortunately, in one sense, and

owing to the great influx of new material, the

author has not been able to continue the " Con-

spectus " in the third volume. In that volume

of the Icones he begins again with the Ranim-

culaceae, and figures a selection of novel or in-

teresting plants belonging to various families

down to the Ulmaceae and Coni ferae. The new
plants described include a small number of

Monocots, amoiiig them Musa insularimontana

and M. textilis var. Tashiroi, which " differs

very slightly from the type in the more patent

petioles, scarlet-purple bracts, and in the young

leaves, which are usually reddish on the back
"

—differences hardly demanding two-thirds of a

page of Latin description ! Ancistrocladus

hainanensis is an interesting discovery from the

Island of Hainan, as the specific name denotes,

' B. Hayata. loonea Plcintnnnn Ftirmomnartim, nee iinn

et Contributionea ad Fleam Formomnam. Volume III.

Taihokn, Formosa, 1913.
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but its essential differential characters are not
signalised. There are many additions to the
genera Ilex, Euonymus, Rubus, Hydrangea
and Rhododendron (about a dozen), also many
Lauraceae, including eight species of C'inna-

momum. C'upuliferae, too, are represented by
many new species, including two of Carpinus,

ten of Quercus and two of Castanopsis. Three
new species of Pinus are described, and two
(P. brevispica and P. Uyematsui) are figured.

Of more than passing interest are three new
species of Shortia (Diapensiaceae). S. trans-

alpina is a diminutive species from the moun-
tains of the interior, at an altitude of 10,000

feet. S. exappendiculata differs, according to

the author, from all previously described

species of Shortia, in the absence of stami-

nodes, the sessile anthers, and in the undivided
styles, and he suggests that it might constitute

a new genus, which he would call Shortiopsis.

Appended to the foregoing is an essay on the

systematic position of the curious genus Mitra-

stemon, which has also appeared in a German

bers during the present year. . It will be of the

highest value to Orchidists. The plan of the

work is to enumerate all known genera of Orchids

—grouped as nearly as possible in natural sec-

tions—which are capable of being hybridised.

Each genus is fully described, and also the species

as amply as the scope of the work will allow.

Cultural instructions are given from material

supplied by Mr. Otto Beyrodt, Mr. II. Janke,

Mr. A. Malmquist and Dr. G. Lindau—all experts

in their various branches and well known
throughout Europe. The work is strictly accu-

rate and complete in its scientific and botanical

features, and in its brief historical and cultural

details. It will be especially . acceptable to the

gardener, who, while seeking information on cul-

tural and general details, wishes to educate him-
self in the botany of the Orchid family. The
volume opens with chapters on the general aspect

of cultivated Orchids and their introduction, to-

gether with illustrations of the structure of
different sections of Orchids. The parts of the
flowers are given, and a review of the geo-

FlG. 193.—DEUTZIA DISCOLOR VAK. ELEGANTISSIMA ; COLOUR OF FLOWERS LILAC-PINK.
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form in Engler's Botanische Jahrbucher.

Mitrastemon Yamamotoi is a small root parasite,

first discovered in the island of Kiushiu,

southernmost Japan, about thirty years ago,

growing on the superficial roots of Quercus
cuspidata. As already recorded in these

columns, it has been treated alternatively by
Makino, the original describe!', as a member of

the Rafflesiaceae and the type of a new family.

As the result of a fuller investigation of the

external morphology and of the anatomy of the

plant, Dr. Hayata now classifies it as the type

of a new tribe of the Rafflesiaceae, which the

floral and minute characters seem to justify.

Die Orchideen." •

This is the fir6t number of a very important

and excellent work on Orchids by Dr. Rudolf
Schlechter, which will be completed in ten num-

* Die Orchideen. By Dr. Rudolf Schlechter. Paul
Party. Berlin, S.W. 11. HedemannBtrnsae 10 a. 11.

graphical distribution of the genera. The enume-

ration begins with Cypripedilinae, divided into

four sections : Selenipedilum Rchb. f., a small

and little-known section ; Cyprip;dilum L., the

hardy class ; Phragmopedilum. Rolfe. usually

called Selenipedium in gardens ; and Paphio-

pedilum Pfitzer, the bulk of these known in gar-

dens as Cypripedium, including C. barbatiun,

and C. insigne. These divisions are well sus-

tained by structural differences, but th' ordinary

gardener will probably stick to his " Cypri-

pedium." Habenariinae. including the Orchis and

other terrestrial species. Disaeinac— Uisa, Saty-

rium, and other genera of terrestrial Orchids, are

fully dealt with.

Some excellent illustrations, including coloured

plates of Odontoglossum grande and Paphio-

pedalum callosum, are given, and the volume is

well printed. An English edition is contem-

plated.

Genera of British Plants.*

This little book will be useful to those who
have already had some instruction in tbe classi-

fication of plants, but it is too highly technical
for the uninitiated. For example, under
" Alismalales " we find the following definition

or description :

—"Flowers cyclic or hemicyclic
;

achlamydeous, haploohlamydeous, or diploch-

lamydeous (homochlamydeous or heteroch-
lamydeous) ; hypogynous or epigynous "

! Of
course, this is not so formidable as it looks, but
it must be quite unintelligible to the " ordinary
reader." To the botanical student unacquainted
with the German language it offers the elements

of a classification of the higher plants on a

system now widely adopted outside of Germany,
though still little known in this country. Un-
fortunately it wants the admirable illustrations

of the seventh edition of Engler's Syllabus.

The Flora of China.

The fourth part of Sargent's Plantac Wttson-

ianae is a volume of 250 pages, containing a de-

scriptive account of Wilson's collections repre-

sentative of about a score of families, including

the Coniferae (in a wide sense), the Lauraceae,

the Leguminosae, the Rutaceae, the Rham-
naceae, etc. The bulk of the volume is the joint

work of A. Rehder and Wilson. Dr. A. B.

Rendle is responsible for the Bambuseae, Mr.
J. S. Gamble for the Lauraceae, and Mr. W. G.

Craib for the Leguminosae. H. Fakeda, A. K.
Schindler, S. T. Dunn, C. S. Sargent, C.

Schneider and A. Lingelsheim are also contri-

butors. As mentioned in the notices of previous

parts, Mr. Wilson's field notes and observations

add immensely to the value of this descriptive

account of his collections. It is not generally

known that these collections are illustrated by a

series of some 850 incomparable photographs,

taken by Wilson himself. There is nothing in

the history of botanical collecting to equal

Wilson's achievements in this direction. Refer-

ences to the numbers of the photographs are

given throughout in the present work. Sets of

the photographs are offered for sale. Upwards
of sixty pages of this part of the Plantae Wil-

sonianae are devoted to the Coniferae, and there

are many corrections of the nomenclature cur-

rent in both herbaria and gardens. Mr. J. S.

Gamble's account of the Lauraceae is specially

valuable, as it was preceded by a long study of

the very numerous Malayan members of this

family. The delimitation of the genera is very

difficult. Judging from Mr. Wilson's remarks

on the altitudinal distribution of Chinese

Lauraceae, few of these will prove hardy in the

British Islands. Specially rich in novelties are

the Rutaceae, the Rhamnaceae and the Sabiaceae.

A change in nomenclature adopted, not

originated, by Rehder and Wilson will pro-

bably never become general in gardens. It is

Ailantlius cacodendron for our old friend A.

glandulosa ! W. B. H.

Hops in United States and Germany.—
The Board of Agriculture and Fisheries reports

that His Majesty's Consul at Portland, Oregon,

U.S.A., states (May 16) that there is said

to be a moderate demand for the new-

crop of Hops and for Oregon contracts, a

Rot <>i which have been obtained at 7d.

per lb. Although a number of hills are dead,

the new acreage is expected to make up more than

the loss, and the outlook at present is favour-

able for a good crop, although nothing definite

cati yet be reported. Official reports give the

condition of Hope as between average and good

in Wi.rtemberg on June 1, and as good in

Bavaria at th I end of .May.

* Qcnera qf British Plants Arranged according to '

Syllabus der Pflanzmftmilim. (Seventh edition, 1912.) With
tin' u'iiliti f tlit' t'hnnu'tt'is <it' tin- Crnera, r.\ II O.

Curt t. Ml:. (Cambridge University Press, : i Small Bvo,

pp. i_l. Price Is. int.
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The Week's Work.

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
By H. J. Chapman, Gardener to Mrs. Cookson,

Oakwood, Wylam-on-Tyne.

Anguloa.— It is desirable to re-pot the plants

at a season when the roots are active, and as the

young growths develop at the same time as the

flowers it is best to attend to any re-potting re-

quirements immediately the flowers are over.

A suitable compost consists of equal portions of

turfy loam and peat, with sufficient sand and

charcoal intermixed to render the compost

porous. The materials should be pressed

moderately firm, and the pots filled to about 1

inch from the rim. If the surface is covered

with a layer of chopped Sphagnum-moss it will

add considerably to the appearance of the plants.

After re-potting, afford water sparingly until the

plants are re-established, but water the roots

freely when the pots become filled with roots.

The leaves should, be examined carefully for the

presence of scale and other insect pests ; it will

be found that sponging with a weak insecticide

is the most effectual means of keeping these pests

in check.

Catasetum.— Many Catasetums are growing

freely and producing their flower-scapes. Nearly

all these Orchids require hot, humid conditions

during their season of growth, also an abund-

ance of root moisture until the growths have

matured. We grow them in the plant stove,

where they obtain plenty of light and are

syringed daily. They succeed best in baskets or

shallow pans suspended near to the roof-glass.

The roots should not be disturbed more fre-

quently than is necessary, as they form a

matted mass of roots which need very little com-
post to sustain them. In re-potting use a com-
post of a lasting nature, such as is provided by
a mixture of equal portions of Osmunda and
Polypodium fibres, and let there be ample drain-

age provided. This kind of work should be done
when the roots are first becoming active.

Orchids with Terete Leaves.— Plants of

Vanda teres and others of its kind which have
recently passed out of flower are rooting freely.

Plants that have become leggy from the loss of

their lower leaves may be cut through the stems

into convenient lengths and re-potted. Success

will depend on the position in which they
are grown and the treatment they receive ; the

nature of the compost is a secondary considera-

tion. Plenty of broken crocks intermixed with
chopped, living Sphagnum-moss, pressed firmly

about the base of the plants, is all that is re-

quired. They flourish in fulf sunshine in an ex-

tremely humid atmosphere. The roots may be
well soaked with rainwater as soon as the work
of re-potting is completed, and syringing the
plants daily with chilled water is recommended
until growth becomes matured. Afterwards
gradually reduce the amount of water and keep
the compost perfectly dry during the dormant
season.

should be shaded until germination takes place.

Sow the seeds thinly in order that the seedlings

may have room to develop hardy and sturdy

from the start.

Mulching.— Flower beds and borders of re-

cently-planted subjects are greatly benefited by

a thin mulching of fine leaf-mould, or a dress-

ing of peat-moss passed through a half-inch

sieve ; apply this also to shallow-rooting plants

such as tuberous and fibrous-rooted Begonias.

All flower beds and borders require mulchings of

short manure, a little stronger in character than

the above. To prevent the birds from scratch-

ing the material place stones on it underneath

the leaves of the plants.

Annuals.— Preserve a fine surface tilth

amongst annuals by the constant use of the small

Dutch hoe ; this w'ill also prevent evaporation of

moisture from the ground. A surface mulching

is preferable to continuous waterings by the hose.

Sweet Peas.— Finish staking the plants, and

attend daily to the training of the young growths,

distributing tnem evenly. If blooms are required

for exhibition purposes, pinch out the lateral

growths, thus concentrating the energies of _ the

plant into the main stem, and afford weak stimu-

lants applied a little and often. An occasional

sprinkling of soot will be beneficial, and it should

be washed into the ground with water from the

hose.

Carnations.— Afford a mulching to these

plants as recommended for Begonias. To

destrov green fly, dip the points of the shoots

in soapy water, adding extract of nicotine in

the proportion of one teaspoonful to four gallons

of water. Train the growths naturally on spiraJ,

galvanised wires (those painted green are the

best). Lady Hermione is an excellent variety

for planting out-of-doors because of its robust

constitution. For stimulants, use specially com-

pounded manures, liquid manure and soot-water

—the soot- water gives tone and colour to both

blooms and foliage.

Summer Chrysanthemums.—Pinch sys-

tematically the growths to secure evenly-balanced

plants, using small stakes to spread out the

growths as they develop. The earliest varie-

'

ties should be stopped not later than the end

of the present month, but this work must be

regulated in accordance with the date at which

the plants are required to flower. To secure

the best results in blooming, hoe and water the

soil constantly. Endeavour to preserve a neat-

ness in the garden and freedom from insect

pests, which at this season soon cause irrepar-

able damage if their- presence is overlooked.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
By W. Crump, Gardener to Earl Beauchamp, K.C.M.G.,

Madresfield Court, Worcestershire.

Spring Bedding Plants.— The best plants
of such subjects as Aubrietia and Polyanthus,
having been selected and marked for stock, may
be divided into small portions, each with
a few roots attached, and re-planted in a
partially-shaded corner of the reserve garden.
If shade cannot be secured, a few small ever-
green branches stuck amongst the plants will

answer the purpose equally well. Sprinkle the
branches with water during hot sunshine in

order to promote a cool, humid atmosphere,
until new roots form. Daisies, Polyanthuses.
Pulmonarias, and Veronica incana are all best

propagated from single crowns. Wallflowers.
Silenes, Myosotis, Stocks, Polyanthus to colour,

and Alyssum saxatile compaota are best raised

"from seed sown at once in cold frames, which

leaved Pelargoniums to stakes or pillars. Tie
lightly the shoots of plants in baskets, but do
not destroy the free natural effect of the growth.

Cinerarias and Chinese Primulas require
close attention as regards shading and watering,
and should be fed liberally. Make another sow-
ing of these plants for later flowering.

Calceolaria.— Cut away untidy growths
that have finished flowering, and shade the house
during the brightest part of the day. Keep
green fly in check by fumigating the plants at
regular intervals. Early in July sow seeds on
the surface of the soil in pans, and germinate
them in a cold frame under a bell-glass.

Campanula pyramidalis.— Afford frequent
applications of liquid manure and soot-water to
plants in pots showing flower-spikes. Place the
plants under the north side of a wall or hedge
to obtain partial shade, and stake each flower-

spike to prevent damage by wind. Grow the
plants in the open until the flowers begin to

open. Re-pot plants raised in autumn and spring
before they become pot-bound, and place them
on a bed of ashes where the situation is shaded
from bright sunshine. If close attention can be
given to potting, these plants are preferable to

those planted out and lifted for flowering. Sow
seeds of C. calycajithema to obtain plants for

flowering next year.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.

By C. H. Cook, Gardener to the Earl of Derby,
Knowsley Hall, Lancashire.

Pelargonium. — The more forward of the

plants rooted in February are ready for trans-

ference into 7 or 8-inch pots, and the

later-struck cuttings into 5£ or 6-inch pots.

The compost may consist of three parts turfy

loam, one part each of manure from a spent

Mushroom bed and leaf-mould, adding suf-

ficient sand to ensure porosity, and a 6-inch

potful of bone-meal to every three bushels of the

compost. Mix the materials thoroughly and

leave them in a heap for a few days. Use clean,

well-drained pots, and place over the crocks a

little moss, or some of the coarser compost.

The plants to be re-potted should be in a moist

condition, so that there may he no necessity for

root waterings for several days after potting.

Place the plants in a cold frame, on an ash

bottom ; syringe them and shade from bright

sunshine. 'On mild nights remove the lights, and

when the plants are re-established expose them to

full sunshine. To produce hard, well-ripened

shoots, leave ample space between the pots. Pinch

out the points of the shoots to make bushy speci-

mens, and afford water with great care. All kinds

of Pelargonium may be fed twice weekly with

liquid manure made from horse or deer drop-

pings. Remove decayed flowers, and pro-

mote a fairly dry atmosphere to prevent the

blooms from 'damping. Train the shoots of Ivy-

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
By W. Hedley Warren, Gardener to the Aston-Clinton
Park Estate (the Rt. Hen. Lord Rothschild), Buck-

inghamshire.

Vines.— Attend carefully to the watering of
vine borders, especially those inside where the
vines are swelling their berries. Afford a
copious watering with soft, tepid water, and
then apply a mulch of half-decayed manure,
leaves or similar materials to prevent undue
evaporation of moisture from the soil. Vine bor-

ders, properly constructed and well drained, are

not likely to be harmed by over-watering at this

stage. Maintain a genial, growing atmosphere
in all vineries, and take advantage of sunny days
to air the house, closing the ventilators early

in the afternoon with an abundance of at-

mospheric moisture. Do not neglect the fires,

which should be started to meet the declining

heat of the sun, and admit a little air through
the front and back ventilators to avoid a stag-

nant condition of the atmosphere. If the

atmosphere becomes surchai'ged with moisture

mildew is apt to become troublesome, in which
case sprinkle the paths and hot -water pipes with
sulphur and increase the amount of heat and air.

Thin the Grapes when ready, and remove all

superfluous lateral growths. Afford plenty of air

and a brisk temperature to Grapes colouring.

and keep houses in which the crops are ripe,

sweet and clean.

Melons.— Afford plenty of air, heat, and
moisture to succession plants swelling their fruit,

and expose them to plenty of sunlight. Regulate
plants growing in frames, pinching the shoots at

one joint beyond the fruit, avoiding mutilation

or injury to the foliage. Place a piece of tile,

wood, or glass on the bed beneath the fruits and
take carenot to over-water the soil during the

ripening stage. Pollinate the strongest female

blooms as they develop.

Figs in Pots.—As soon as the first crop of

fruit has been gathered remove the loose portions

of former mulchings and apply a fresh rich com-

post, which will induce the formation of surface-

feeding roots for the support of the second crop,

which should be light compared with the first

crop, if that has been an average one. Attend

to the training and regulation of the growth con-

stantly. Plants in unheated houses require all

the sun-heat possible, and the ventilators should

be closed early in the day with a sun tempera-

ture of 80° to 90°. It is' advisable to grow the

plants on the extension system, allowing the

leading shoots to extend without stopping until

they have reached the limit of the wires or

trellis, afterwards removing them to make room
for others growing from the base of the stem.

Train the young growths at a suitable distance

apart, to enable the wood to ripen properly, and
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to secure firm, short-jointed growths. Little or

no syringing is required during dull weather,

but on fine days ventilate the house early and

syringe sufficiently early in the afternoon to

allow the foliage "to become dry before night-

fall.

Pines.— Suckers potted early in spring should
now be growing in the pots in which they will

fruit. Recently-potted plants should be afforded

a steady bottom heat of 80° to 85°, and if the

soil is dry water it thoroughly. When the roots

are again in an active state and penetrating the
new soil only a moderate amount of moisture is

necessary. Young plants require constant and
careful attention in every particular. Let them
have plenty of space during their early stages of

growth. Examine them daily foT watering,
which should be thorough whenever carried out.

Ventilate the house early, especially if the morn-
ing is bright, so that the foliage may be free of

all moisture before the sun's rays reach it, other-

wise scorching may occur. Maintain a moist,
genial atmosphere by frequently damping the
paths and other surfaces several times daily when
the weather is favourable, but refrain from pro-

moting much moisture during dull weather, as

this causes a soft, unhealthy growth and reduces
the vigour of the plant.

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
By J. G. Weston, Gardener to Lady Northcotb,

Eastwell Park. Kent.

Figs.—Fig-trees are growing rapidly, and
there being very little frost last winter to dam-
age the shoots their condition is satisfactory,
with every prospect of a good crop. Young
trees have a tendency to make gross growth, and
to counteract this inexperienced persons often re-

sort to severe pruning, which is wrong, for it

only results in further growth of a similar
nature. The proper treatment is to practise
root-pruning in the autumn. The branches of
young trees should be trained thinly apart, leav-
ing; only a sufficient number to furnish the wall-
space. All weak growths can be pinched back
to the third or fourth leaf. As showing that an
extensive and rich rooting medium is not neces-
sary one has only to remember how well Fig
trees grow in odd corners with their roots often
in a hard road or path. Such trees are invari-
ably seen in robust health, and in favourable
seasons they bear good crops. The grower
should endeavour to obtain similar results with
young trees in other parts of the garden by re-

stricting trie roots to a small space, which is

the best way to prevent the tree from making
gross, unfruitful wood, which seldom ripens
properly, and is liable to be cut back by frost
in winter. But, it must be remembered that
when the roots are restricted to a small area
they are liable to suffer from an insufficiency of
moisture, in which case the fruits would fail to
develop. In addition to requiring large quanti-
ties of water, such trees need to be fed occasion-
ally in order to help them mature heavy crops
of fruit.

Cordon Pears.— Pinch the side shoots to
the fourth or fifth leaf, but allow the leader to
extend for the present. It is well to do the
work of pinching on two or three occasions, for
if too many shoots were removed at one operation
it would cause a check to the tree. The work
may be commenced at the top branches, and the
lower parts done after a day or two. To obtain
fruits of the best quality, they should be thinned
to a reasonable crop as soon as they commence to
swell, but this should not be done before that
stage, for large numbers of Pears drop whilst
young. In doing this work, take into consideration
the age and condition of the tree, and also whether
the fruits are of large or small size. For instance,
those of the varieties Citron des Carmes and
Doyenne d'Ete are very small when ripe, and
these trees may be allowed to carry large crops.
Marguerite Marillat and Triomphe de Vienne are
two fine varieties for early exhibition, and if

fruits are required for this purpose the trees,
;md particularly those growing on light, gravelly
soils, need to be watered and syringed frequently
during times of drv weather. The surface soil

also should be top-dressed with a suitable ferti-

liser, whicli should be forked into the ground, and
the latter afterwards watered ; when this has

been done spread a mulch of short manure over

the roots. The shoots of fan-shaped and hori-

zontally-trained trees required for extension

should be secured in position, and all others not

needed for furnishing the tree should be stopped.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By R. P. Brotherston, Gardener to the Earl of

Haddington, Tymnghame, East Lothian.

London Coleworts.— Seeds of this green

vegetable sown now and again a few weeks later

will furnish plants for cutting from late in

October until January. I generally plant the

seedlings behind an earlier crop, allowing to

each a space of one foot, which is ample room.

Beet.—The iatest sowing should now be

made, selecting one of the larger-growing blood-

red varieties. The plants of the previous batch

are quite forward enough to be thinned to 1 foot

apart, and should there be any blanks, fill these

with the thinnings. Stir the surface soil in a

thorough manner to destroy weeds and render

the soil friable and sweet.

Carrots.— Thin the main crop of Carrots if

this work has not been done already, and if there

is space available, which is not always the case,

make a last sowing of a stump-rooted variety. I

have not found this late sowing to escape the

Carrot fly, but others have succeeded with it,

and anyhow it is worth trying, for late roots are

always"appreciated. Guerande is an o'ld and re-

liable variety for late sowing.

French Beans.— The plants sown out-of-

doors have come up in splendid condition, and

should be thinned to 1 foot apart in the rows. I

am aware that it is not unusual to leave them

much closer, but unless for a large gathering or

two at the beginning, it gives less good results

than spacing the plants so that each is all but in-

dependent of the other. The thinnings need not

be lost if there is room to transplant them else-

where, but a fresh sowing will give equally good

results, though later. Draw to the thinned

plants as much soil as can be got from between

the rows to steady them during high winds. If

growing in properly prepared ground the crop

will need nothing further in the wayof cultiva-

tion ; but if the soil is of poor quality, scatter

some pigeon manure very thinly, or a good vege-

table fertiliser, over the surface previous to

breaking it up with the hoe for earthing opera-

tions. If it is intended to grow the plants with-

out staking them the shoots should be pinched

as soon as they commence to run, to dwarf the

plants. Each plant demands 3 feet each way
when grown in this manner.

Late Peas.— I do not like to be later than

this date in sowing the crop for the latest pick-

ings, though in wanner localities it will be too

early, and perhaps too late in colder. It is im-

portant that the forcing treatment as practised

with earlier crops is not applied to this, because,

though there may be abundant growth and a fair

amount of flowers late in the season, the pods do

not fill so well as on plants which are less vigor-

ous, though equally healthy. Thin seeding is

also of more importance for this than for any
other sowing. I would strongly recommend
placing supporting material to the rows at once.

It may be noted that the old-fashioned custom
of drawing the soil to the stems of the plants

previous to staking is of no advantage to the

crop, and was adopted merely as a means of

keeping the plants upright. If early staking is

carried out the earthing-up is not necessary.

THE "FRENCH" GARDEN.
By PAUL A 0.0ATI AS.

Crops Out-of-Doors.—The earliest planted

Cabbage and Cos Lettuces have been marketed,
and will be followed by those sown from
January onwards. Though the demand for

salads diminishes as the season advances it is

wise to continue planting small batches of Let-

tuce at regular intervals until late in September,
when the most important batch is sown fur winter

use. Cos Lettuces are generally preferred dur

ing the summer, though in certain parts of Lan-
cashire and Ireland Cabbage Lettuces are the

most popular kind. Select a well-situated spot

for the rearing of seedlings of Lettuce, Endive,
Cabbage, Radish, Spinach, and similar plants,

preferably one where the crops can be watered as

often as necessary. At this time of the year the

seeds germinate quickly, therefore sow thinly,

thus avoiding damping off, and ensuring hardy
and strong plants, which may be set directly

from the seed beds to their final quarters.

There should be a succession of Cauliflowers

obtainable until the first frosts in October.

Afford copious waterings at the roots when the

inflorescence appears ; examine the plants daily,

and keep the curd covered carefully. When the

plants are ready for marketing such as are not

required immediately may be pulled up by
the roots and placed in a cellar or cool shed.

There should be a constant succession of plants,

the batch grown without heat following those,

from the hot beds; in July those from the

cloche beds will continue the supply until those

out-of-doors are Teady in August. Carrots and
Turnips sown in March and April are swelling

at the roots, and require watering at least twice
weekly. Vegetable Marrows set in frames early

in April may be grown now without shelter ; the
fruits are swelling, and the roots should be
kept moist. Owing to the recent frosts the early

crop promises to be a very remunerative one. No
artificial feeding is necessary, the manure bed
giving sufficient nutrition. Prepare ground for

the planting of late Celery without delay, en-

riching it with a heavy dressing of manure. The
trenches should not be more than 2 or 3 inches

deep, with a space of 3 feet between each, which
may be utilised by an immediate sowing or plant-

ing of Kidney Beans or Lettuces. Should dry
weather continue water frequently the crop of

Witloof Chicory to prevent the plants bolting.

Tomatos no longer require shelter of the cloches :

secure the stems to bamboo canes, and remove all

side shoots. Spray with a fungicide as a pre-

ventive against disease.

Melons.— Prune the plants systematically as

the growth progresses, examining them for this

purpose at least once every week. Allow all side

shoots to remain until the fruits are the size of

a tennis-ball, when judicious thinning may be

commenced, pinching the shoots to one leaf.

Keep the plants dry whilst the female flowers

are expanded, and ventilate freely in bright
weather. Melons planted before May 20 do
not require covering, but protection should still

be afforded those set later. Water the plants

before 9 a.m. to enable the leaves arid stems to

become dry thoroughly before night.

Cucumbers require careful shading, and the

glass whitewashed, a syringe being preferable

to a brush for doing this. Mulch the ground
with dry manure or short hay to prevent the

young fruits from damping off. Turn the fruit

during growth to prevent the side lying on the

ground from turning yellow.

AQUILEGIA CANADENSIS.

Many of the Aquilegias are perplexing in

the cultivator, and some absolutely refuse to

thrive, no matter how much care is lavished

ripon the plants ; this is sometimes true

of the interesting A. canadensis. It would

cheer those who have failed with it to see the

bountiful tufts in rough, dry places in Canada,
where the plant enjoys a soil that is distinctly

poor and in places sheltered in a large measure
from winds. The writer was astonished last

summer to find soil near groups of Pines a
warm orange-scarlet from the abundance of thus*'

graceful flowers we delight to see in the rock

gardens at home. It positively thrives where
some tilings cannot exist, hot' suns scorehitii; the

ground beneath with strong rays, and winter

snows having no injurious effect whatever. It

is one of the cheeriest of the many beautiful

wild flowers of the Dominion, and a hint as to

the places in which it loves to dwell may be aet

ful to those who cultivate n in England
K. T . Cook Toronto. Canada.
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EDITORIAL NOTICE.

ADVERTISEMENTS should be sent to the
PUBLISHER, 41, Wellington Street,
Covent Garden, "W.C-

Editors and Publisher. — Our correspondents
would obviate delay in obtaining answers to

their communications, and save us much time and
trouble, if they would kindly observe the notice
printed weekly to the effect that all letters relat-

ing to financial matters and to advertisements
should be addressed to the Publisher ; and that
til! communications intended for publication, or
referring to the Literary department, and all

plants to be named, should be directed to the
Editors. The two departments, Publishing and
Editorial, are distinct, and much unnecessary de-
lay and confusion arise when letters are mis-
directed.

Special Notice to Correspondents. — The
Editors do not undertake to pay for any contribu-
tions or illustrations, or to return unused com-
munications or illustrations, unless by special
arrangement. The Editors do not hold themselves
responsible for any opinions expressed by their
correspondents.

Local ' News.—Correspondents will greatly oblige
by sending to the Editors early intelligence of local
events likely to be of interest to our readers, or of
any matters which it is desirable to bring under
the notice of horticulturists.

Illustrations—The Editors will be glad to receive
and to select photographs or drawings, suitable
for reproduction, of gardens, or of remarkable
flowers, trees, etc., but they cannot be respon-
sible for loss or injury.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUINC WEEK.
TUESDAY, JUNE 16—

Koy. Hort. Soc. Corns, meet and Nat. Gladiolus Soc.
combined show. (Masters Memorial Lecture by Prof.
J. Bretland Farmer, F.E.S., D.Sc, at 3 p.m.)

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 17-
Yorkshire Gala (3 days).

THURSDAY, JUNE 18-
Linnean Soc. meet.

Average Mean Temperature for the ensuing week
deduced from observations during the last Fifty
Years at Greenwich, 59.2°.

Actual Temperatures :—
London, Wednesday, June 10 (6 p.m.) : Max. 66°

;

Min. 49°.

Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 11, Wellington Street,
Covent Garden, London, Thursday, June 11
(10 a.m.) ; Bar. 29.5 ; Temp. 68°. Weather-
Bright Sunshine.

Provinces, Wednesday, June 10 : Max. 69°,
Brighton ; Min., 44°, Dover.

SALES FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
FEIDAY—

Japanese Pigmy Trees, in porcelain pots and pans,
by Protheroe and Morris, Central Sale Booms, 67,
68, Oheapside, London, at 2 p.m.

A very thorough and in-

Apple Scab.
^resting account of

Apple Scab is contained
in Bulletin 335 of the

Agricultural Experiment Station, Cornell
University. Mr. Errett Wallace, the author
of the Bulletin, comes to the conclusion, as
the result of prolonged And careful investi-
gation, that the primary infection which
occurs in spring is due mainly and per-
haps exclusively to the ascospores which
are liberated from the resting fruit-
bodies (perithecia) of the fungus. He
finds that the perithecia which occur on
the fallen leaves burst and discharge their
ascospores just about the time that the
Apple blossom is opening. As a conse-
quence the first outbreak of the scab
fungus (Venturia inaequalis) is generally
to be observed on the leaves of the blos-
som buds—for these leaves are the first

to expand.
Mr. Wallace points the moral to be

drawn from this fact, which is that spray-
ing, if it is to prevent the primary in-
oculation

, must be carried out just before
the blossom buds are showing pink. As
a spray fluid the author prefers lime-sul-

phur to Bordeaux mixture, and records

the observations made by Mr. Waite that

good results have also been obtained by

the use of self-boiled lime-sulphur to

which sulphate of iron is added.

Mr. Wallace finds that from 8 to 15
days elapse between infection and out-

break of scab. During this time tjhe

spores which found lodgment on the leaves

germinate, their germ tubes penetrate

the cuticle, and form hyphae, which ex-

tend through the leaf and break out on
the surface to form the characteristic

patches and the first crop of conidia.

These conidia, or summer spores,

give rise to secondary infection, whicli

again manifests itself after an incubation
period in the outbreak of scabby patches
and of a new crop of conidia.

From experiments made upon Apples
Mr. Wallace concludes that infection

follows rainfall very regularly. He
estimates that, for the spores to germi-

nate and drive their germ tubes into the

tissues, the surface of the leaf must re-

main wet for some 8 hours, and to this

he attributes the fact that scab is more
rife on trees with dense heads and on such
as grow in sheltered situations. For
in an open tree the water drains off the

leaves more quickly, and hence such a tree

stands a good chance of escaping infec-

tion, even though the wind- or insect-

borne spores fall upon its leaves.

The relation between moisture on the
leaf and germination of the spores leads

to the further advice that spraying should
be practised when rain is expected rather
than when rain is over. Mr. Wallace in-

sists that if the sprayer is able to get his

work done only an hour or so before rain
falls he will do much to prevent the out-

breaks of scab: for, on the one hand,
even this short space of time will suffice,

in his opinion, to allow the spray fluid

to stick on the surface, and, on the other,

spraying after the rain is too late, since

during a single rainy day the spores ad-

hering to the leaves will germinate, pene-
trate the leaf, and though the damage
will not be manifest for a week or two
owing to the "incubation period," it is

already done, and the mycelium produced
by the germinating spores is out of reach
of the spray.

Mr. Wallace does not believe that much,
if any, infection is due to hybernating
conidia or mycelium. He finds that the
conidia do not long retain their powers of

germination, and that, although they may
resist fairly low temperatures, they are

destroyed by prolonged frost. Condi-
tions, however, are different in this

country, and it may well be that in our
more mild winter climate mycelium, and
even conidia, pass unharmed through
the winter. Beside spraying and proper
attention to pruning. Mr. Wallace recom-
mends that wherever possible the fallen

leaves—the harbourers of the winter fruit-

bodies of the fungus—should be turned
under the soil, and he gives instances
which show that outbreaks of scab are

less marked when this operation has been
performed. As the result of inquiry into

the subject of disease-resistance the

author concludes that no variety is actu-

ally resistant; nor is he sanguine that

the breeder will be able to perform what
Nature has failed to do.

Various features at the
Horticulture and Anglo-American Exhibi-
Forestry at the . °

,Peace Exhibition, tion at Shepherd S

Bush, the first of th6

public functions inaugurated to celebrate

the hundred years' peace between the two
countries, have been promoted for the

most part by honorary committees.

The most important, from our point of

view, are the horticultural and forestry

committees. The former body has ar-

ranged for the planting of the borders and
beds with shrubs and flowers, and for ex-

hibitions and conferences to take place at

suitable dates during the season, par-

ticulars of which were printed in our last

issue.

The forestry committee has had to over-

come considerable difficulties. In the

first place there are fewer exhibitors to

draw upon than in the horticultural sec-

tion, and this season there were several

forestry exhibitions already arranged be-

fore the committee was formed, notably

one at Shrewsbury, to be held in connec-

tion with the annual show of the Royal
Agricultural Society. When it is remem-
bered that the Shepherd's Bush display

must remain open to the public for the

long period of five months it will be seen

that the demands made upon exhibitors will

not permit of the same specimens being

sent to provincial shows. Nevertheless,

the contributions are sufficiently large and
comprehensive to create a considerable

amount of interest amongst foresters and
wood workers.

The School of Forestry of the University
of Cambridge has provided the most ex-

tensive exhibit. It consists largely, bub
not exclusively, of specimens grown in the

British Isles, and most of the exotic

species selected for exhibition are hardy in

the British Isles. Over 220 specimens
of planks and boards are shown, each

Bearing a descriptive label. In many
instances a portion the specimen
is polished and the remainder left plain.

Every specimen is nicely planed and
finished. In addition, there are examples
of railway sleepers, plain and creosoted

;

fence posts illustrating the advantage of

using creosoted wood, small manufactured
articles, examples illustrating the effects

of different methods of pruning, specimens
showing injuries caused by squirrels and
rabbits, and other interesting objects.

Much care- has been exercised in arrang-
ing the specimens, and the Cambridge
authorities are to be congratulated upon
the result.

The Duke of Richmond and Gordon has
contributed an extensive exhibit from the

Gordon Castle Estate, in Morayshire. It

includes fine sections of the trunks of

common Oak, Larch and Scots Pine,

planks of similar woods, flooring boards
cut from Scots Pine, sections of Oak suit-

able for boat building, creosoted posts

and rails, specimen of a farm gate made
from estate-grown timber by estate work-
men, articles of turnery made on the

estate,- photographs of forest scenes and a
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section of Scots Pine upwards of 5 feet in

width cut more than a century ago from
a tree grown on the estate.

The Earl of Leicester has sent a series

of photographs showing the steps taken to

reclaim sand dunes in Norfolk, with trunk
specimens of Corsican Pine from the
dunes. The series demonstrates how
forests can be raised on what was origin-

ally waste and barren land. Included in

the exhibit are various objects manufac-
tured by estate workmen, such as field and
wicket gates, mangle rollers, snow and
mud shovels and an entrance door. The
last-named is made of Oak and is excellent

in every way, its perfect finish being the

subject of much favourable comment.

From Dupplin Castle, Perth, Sir John
Dewar has made an extensive exhibit of

pit timber, props, crowns and tramway

Easton Estate, Suffolk. They are of

Poplar, and measure over 4 feet in dia-

meter. The tree from which they were
cut contained 378 cubic feet of timber in

addition to 5 loads of top and faggot

wood. Very fine Ash planks are shown
from the same estate, also Willows and
basket work.

Prom Darnaway Forest, Forres, the

Earl of Moray has sent a valuable exhibit

of planks and transverse sections of

timber from trees of a good mar. „able

size, specimens of trees showing the differ-

ence in the quality of the timber due to

different densities of planting, photo-

graphs of forest scenery, several cases of

insects injurious to forestry, parasitic

fungi and other objects.

Messrs. Richardson and Sons have for-

warded several photographs of famous

Our Supplementary Illustration.—
Crinum Powellii, the subject of the Supplement-
ary Illustration, i6 a well-known hybrid raised

from C. longifolium crossed with. 0. Moorei.

The beautiful deep-rose coloured flowers are
more tubular than those of the parent, C. Moorei.
They have been likened to those of the Bella-

donna Lily, bait they are larger and brighter.

The bulb is globose, has a short neck,

and bears about twenty leaves, each some
three or four feet long. The inflorescence

is an umbel of sometimes eight flowers, and the

spike is borne well above the foliage, as may
be seen on reference to fig. 194, which shows
how well the plant succeeds in the gardens at

Burford, Dorking. Like many other plants, Cri-

num Powellii doe6 best when allowed to grow
for many years undisturbed, and those at Bur-

ford have been planted for thirty years. The
late Sir Trevor Lawrence informed us that they

were set at least 2 feet deep, and in winter re-

ceived a protective covering of ashes to the depth
of about one foot. It is always advisable to

FlG. 194.—CRINUM POWELLII IN LADY LAW KEN! E S GARDEN AT bURFORD, SURREY.

(See Supplementary Illustration.)

sleepers, all made of a good quality

of Scots Pine wood. He also exhibits

railway sleepers, flooring boards, posts

and. rails (creosoted and plain), planks of

Oak, Ash, Larch, Spruce and other tim-

bers. The exhibit is one which is likely

to attract the attention of wood merchants,
for in each case the timber is shown as

it is required for use.

Mr. W. P. Ellmore, Leicester, con-

tributes an extensive collection of the best

kinds of Willows used for basket making.
They are shown in three ways, unpeeled,
as white rods and as buff rods. The Willow-
industry is well worthy of encouragement
in the British Isles, for even the small

landowner can look forward to making a

margin of profit within two years of plant-
ing.

The largest planks in the exhibition
come from the Marchioness of Graham,

trees and a fine slab of brown Oak ; whilst

Mr. Bastin has sent a dozen mounts of

insects injurious to forest trees. A com-

prehensive set of rules and scientific in-

struments provided by Messrs. Dring and
Fage possess considerable interest for

foresters and wood workers.

There have not been many Forestry ex-

hibitions in London in recent years, and
the present display, though by no means
all that we could have hoped, is sufficiently

interesting to make us wish that the

authorities at Shepherd's Bush had given

more oare to the arrangement of the ex-

hibits. They should have kept the col-

lections together, arranging them across

the hall, instead of separating and dwarf-
ing them by placing the specimens around
thi' walls with exhibits of a very
different nature immediately in front of

them.

select a warm spot in the garden for members

of this family, and those who are acquainted

with Kew will know how well Crinums

succeed in the warm border at the foot of the

Palm house. The late Mr. Gumbleton was very

successful with Crinum Powellii and its varie-

ties at Belgrove, County Cork. He secured one

strong bulb when C. Powellii was first sent out

by Messrs. Henderson, about 1880. and although

the plant does not increase very rapidly, oi^ht

years after planting the solitary bulb Mr. Gum-
uleton had a mass of eighteen fine Bowei -spikes,

averaging 4 feet in height, and each bearing from

twelve to sixteen flowers. There are foimsof C.

Powellii with paler coloured blossoms, and a

very fine white variety named C. Powellii album.

Flowers in Season. — Messrs. Kelwai ind

Son send us a few choice varieties of Paeonies

as fragrant as the col a are attractive

Amongst tin- best are A. tJ. Vanderbilt,

crimson with purple shading; Lor<l Mayor,
very fine rose-coloured flower; Artist, pale pink,

with flesh-coloured centre; Christabel, double
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white ; Cecilia Kelway, a pretty shade of pink

;

Syren, pink, with lemon centre ; Lady Mayoress,

pink with very fine white centre : Mulchelney.

old rose colour ; and two more or less single

flowers, E. W. Marsh, crimson-maroon with a

mass of bright yellow stamens, and Wild Rose,

a perfect single flower, which in shade and ap-

pearance is much like a very glorified Dog-rose.

From Messrs. Robert Veitch and Son we have
received some fine flowering sprays of Buddleia

Colvilei.

Royal Horticultural Society.—The
next meeting of the committees will be held in

the Vincent Square Hall, Westminster, on Tues-

day, June 16. 1914. At the 3 o'clock meeting
in the lecture room. Professor J. B. Farmer,
F.R.S., will deliver the eleventh Masters Memo-
rial Lecture, entitled "Certain Aspects of Plants
in Their Relation to Their Environments."

^ew Soil-Tiller.— The Time*, in its issue

for the 8th inst., describes a trial which has just

taken place in Kent, near Farningham, of a new
rotary soil-tilling machine, which combines the

action of plough, cultivator and harrow all in

one. The action of the machine resembles that

of a Potato digger, except for being backwards
instead of transverse, and it leaves the land in

an open, loose condition very favourable to sub-

sequent cultivation. It is driven by a 30-h.p.

petrol engine, and the largest of the three sizes

i.i which it is obtainable weighs two tons. The
cost is about £400, the other sizes being about
£300 and £100 respectively, and the three widths
are 7 feet, 5 feet, and 3 feet. The machine is

capable of cultivating to a depth of from 2 inches
to 12 inches: it can tackle hard land as easily

as soft, the only difference being that of speed,
which varies from 1 foot to 3 feet per second.
The total cost of the operation varies from 12s.

to 18s. per acre, and the effect considerably ex-
ceeds that at present obtained by implements
already in use.

The Prune Crop in Oregon and Wash-
ington.— The Board of Agriculture and
Fisheries is informed by His Majesty's Consul
at Portland, Oregon, in a report dated May 18,

that the Prune crop of Oregon is estimated to be
very small—probably a little over one-tenth of
an average crop. From personal observation in

Washington, he is of opinion that the crop is

very poor in that State also.

R.H.S. Gardens Club.— The members of

the R.H.S. Gardens Club hold their annual
meeting and outing to-day (Saturday, the 13th
inst.). The programme includes a visit to Mr.
Leopold de Rothschild's garden at Gunners-
bury House, Acton, at 11 a.m., and an inspection

of Kew Gardens. Those unable to visit the

Gunnersbury House gardens are requested to

assemble at the main entrance to Kew Gardens
at 2.30 p.m.

The "Fairchild- Lecture.- The annual

Fairehild lecture will be delivered by the Rev.

Dr. Hackett, late Dean of Waterford, and now
vicar of St. Peter's, Belsize Park, on Tuesday,
the 23rd inst., at 8 p.m., in Shorediteh parish

church. The members of the Worshipful Com-
pany of Gardeners, accompanied by the Master
and Wardens, will be present. It will be re-

membered that Thomas Fairchild, of the parish

of St. Leonards, Shorediteh, gardener and cloth-

worker of London, by his will, dated February
21, 1728-9, bequeathed to the Trustees of the

Charity Children of Hoxton and their successors

and the Churchwardens of the Parish of St.

Leonard, Shorediteh, and their successors, the
sum of £25, to be by them placed out at interest

for the payment of 20s. annually for ever for the

preaching of a sermon in the church of St.

Leonard, Shoreditrh, in the afternoon of the

Tuesday in every Whitsun week, on " The Won-
derful Works of God in the Creation," or on
*' The Certainty of the Resurrection of the Dead,
proved by the certain changes of the animal and'

vegetable parts of the Creation."

The Neill Prize in HoRTicuLTURE.-The
Neill Prize, which is in the gift of the Council of

the Royal Caledonian Horticultural Society, has

this year been bestowed upon Mr. James Grieve,

Redbraes Nursery, Edinburgh. The prize con-

sists of the interest of £450, which sum
was left many years ago by the late Dr.

Patrick Neill for the purpose of acknow-

ledging the services of a distinguished Scot-

tish botanist or cultivator, to be awarded
every second year. The selection of Mr.

Grieve as the recipient of ihe prize on this occa-

sion will be exceedingly popular among Scottish

gardeners, by whom he is held in high esteem,

both for his professional skill and his genial per-

sonal qualities. Mr. Grieve is a native of Peebles

and served his apprenticeship in th; nurseries

of Messrs. Thos. Gentle and Sons of that town.

He afterwards served in Stobo Castle Gaidens, and
in 1859 he entered the nurseries of Messrs. Dick-

sons and Co. at Pilrig and Redbraes, Edinburgh,

and later became nursery manager to the firm.

On the removal of Messrs. Dickstjns' nurseries,

in 1896, to Craigmillar, Mr. Grieve commenced
business in partnership with his two sons at the

old Redbraes nursery. Mr. Grieve has done
much useful work in the hybridisation of florist

flowers and fruit trees. At Stobo he commenced

Fig. 195.

—

jik. james grieve, recipient of the
neill prize.

the crosing of Achimenes ; in 1863 he took up
the crossing of wild Violas, producing many
garden varieties, and his other hybridisation,

work was chiefly in Carnations, Pinks, Phloxes,
and Pentstemons. He is the raiser of

Rhododendron Grievei and other hybrid Rho-
dodendrons, and has produced a number of

new Apples and other fruits, the Apple James
Grieve being named after him. He is a Fellow
of the Royal Horticultural Society and of the
Edinburgh Botanical Society, and a member of

the Royal Caledonian Horticultural Society and
the Scottish Horticultural Association ; he has
served on the Councils of the Botanical Society

and the two Scottish horticultural societies.

Mr. Grieve has lectured on horticultural and
nursery work to the employees at the Royal
Botanic Garden, Edinburgh, and he has been in

much request as a lecturer on florists' flowers

and as a judge of these at flower shows in Scot-

land.

Resignation of a Secretary.— Mr. G.
L. Blackburn, who is leaving the district, has
resigned from the office of secretary to the

Leamington Branch of the British Gardeners'

Association, and Mr. R. T. Law has been ap-

pointed secretary in his stead.

The Blackening of Fruit Blossom.
—A paper by Messrs. Barker and Grove in the

first number of the Annals of Ap2)lierl BiologA
(May, 1914) gives a detailed account of the in-

vestigations carried out by these authors into the

nature of the blackening of fruit blossom, so

frequent in Pears in spring. The disease, gener-

ally attributed to frost or cold winds, has been
shown by Mr. Barker (Gardeners' Chroniclei
May 3, 1913, p. 287) to be due to a bacterium
which, present in the flower-bud, may cause the

pistils of unopened flowers to become discoloured.

The first sign of the disease may be manifested by
a graying and blackeningof the tips of the sepals,

or it may appear as minute grey-black spots in

the floral receptacles ; ultimately the whole re-

ceptacle blackens and the disease spreads to the

ovary. In rarer cases the stigma is attacked and
turns black and the blackening spreads from style

to ovary. In any case, the flowers fail to 6et

fruit and generally fall prematurely. The disease,

spreads rapidly from flower to flower, and from
experiments carried out by the authors it is clear

that bees and other insects may transfer the

bacterium from one flower to another, and thus

spread the disease. Nor are only the floral parts

attacked. The disease spreads to the vegetative

parts and affects the fruit-spurs and not infre-

quently kills them. Evidence is forthcoming
that this black-blossom parasite is not confined to

the Pear. It is probable that it attacks the

flowers of Apple, Cherry, Gooseberry and Plum,
and may also infect the leaves. Of Pears, Beurre
d'Amanlis and Catillac are markedly susceptible,

but many others are also rendered un-

fruitful by the parasite. The bacillus has
been obtained from discoloured Appl? flowers

of Beauty of Bath, Bramley's Seedling,

Allington Pippin, Devonshire Quarrenden
and Duchess of Oldenburgh, and also from
Victoria and Myrobella Plum. The bacterium
appears to be a soil organism and has been iso-

lated from the soil of fruit plantations. The
authors are engaged in a further study of the

disease, and it is to be hoped that they may be
able to discover means of preventing it.

Rhododendron Exhibition in Regents
Park.—rhe exhibition of Rhododendrons and
rock plants, which is being held in Regent's
Park by Messrs. Waterer, Sons, and Crisp,
was opened on Monday last by H.H. the Duchess
of Teck. It will remain open for public inspec-

tion for three weeks.

Fruit Crops in Holland. — The Board of
Agriculture and Fisheries is informed by Hi6
Majesty's Acting Consul-General at Rotterdam
that, according to a report by the Dutch Depart-
ment of Agriculture of May 20, complaints were
being received from several districts that night
frosts had done much harm to the fruit crops,

which till then were mostly promising. In Lim-
burg especially the damage was considerable,
although les6 on the hills than in the valleys.

Here and there drought was doing harm and
rain was badly wanted, particularly in Zealand.
In this district much damage was being caused
by insect pests. Elsewhere also pests were pre-

valent, but the vigorous measures adopted had
materially lessened the evil. Cherries : Prospects
were moderate in the Upper and Lower Betuwe,
rather bad in Limburg and the east of North
Brabant, and good elsewhere. Red and White
Currants were moderate in the Westland, the
Bangert, and in Limburg, and gocd to very good
in almost all other districts. Black Currants
were moderate to good in most parts of the
country. Gooseberries were good in the Upper
Betuwe, the centre and west of North Brabant,
Ysselmonde and the district around Dordrecht,
bad in the We6t!and and the ea6t of North
Brabant, and very good in the island of Wal-
cheren and other parts of the province of Zea-

land. Raspberries were good in the centre and
west of North Brabant, around Nymegen, in the
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province of Utrecht, and in most parts of Lim-

burg and the Westland, but rather bad in the

north of Limburg and the Krimpenerwaard.

Shipment of Dutch Potatos to Phila-

delphia.— We learn from the Board of Trade

Journal that H.M. Consul-General at Phila-

delphia (Mr. W. Powell) reports that the first

shipment of foreign Potatos to reaeli Phila-

delphia since the embargo was placed on Potatos

grown on foreign soil arrived at that port on

May 1 from the Netherlands. An expert from

Washington inspected the Potatos before they

were unloaded, and as no evidence of scab or

taint of any kind was discovered, the whole

shipment was allowed to be unloaded. It is re-

ported that the Potatos were also examined

before leaving the Netherlands and were given

a certificate of good condition.

Restrictions on Importation of Goose-
berries in Norway.— With reference to the

notice at p. 725 of the Board of Trade Journal

for March 19 last, respecting the prohibition of

the importation into Norway of Gooseberry

plants and parts thereof, including fresh Goose-

berries, unless special permission for such im-

portation has been granted by the Norwegian
Department of Agriculture, the Board of Trade

is now in receipt, through the Foreign Office, of

copy and translation of a circular of the Nor-

wegian Department of Finance and Customs,

dated April 30, which notifies that such permis-

sion may be granted on condition that the appli-

cation is accompanied by a certificate from a

publicly appointed horticulturist in the country

of origin stating either that the nursery from

which the plants are supplied is free from

mildew (stikkelsbaerdraeberen), or that the

plants have been satisfactorily disinfected prior

to their despatch. The circular also notifies that

permission will not be granted to import Goose-

berry plants from abroad to the "Amts"
(counties) of Firunark, Tromso, Nordland, North

Trondhjem, South Trondhjem, Romsdal and

North Bergenhus. The Board of Trade Journal.

"Botanical Magazine."- Hypericum
Ascyron- , tab. 8,557.—This large-flowered St.

John's Wort occurs both in the old and new

world. Mr. M. L. de Vilmorix, who obtained

seeds from Korea, presented plants to Kew.
These gave rather larger flowers than the

ordinary form, exceeding 2^ inches in dia-

meter. The flowering stems grow 3 or 4 feet

high and are terminated by large corymbs of

yellowish flowers, the floweiing season being July

and August. The species is not a good garden

plant, because it is apt to die after a few years,

but a fresh stock may be raised readily from

seeds.

Vitis Thunbergii, tab. 8,558.—This plant

must not be confused with the so-called V. Thun-

bergii, which is only a very fine form of Vitis

Coignetiae. The true Thunbergii has much
smaller, deeply-lobed leaves and is not of such

vigorous growth, neither is it so hardy. The

leaves, like those of most vines, die off a rich

shade of red, and the plant would be valued in

gardens in warm districts for its autumn tints.

Deutzia mollis, tab. 8,559.—This species was

first described by Mr. Duthie in the Gardeners'

Chronicle, October 6, 1906, p. 238, from speci-

mens collected by Mr. E, H. Wilson in Central

China. This inflorescence is a many-flowered

corymb, the petals being white, sometimes

flushed with pink.

Tricyrtis stolonifera, tab. 8,560. — The
species of Tricyrtis have curious-looking flowers,

and in T. stolonifera the maculated foliage

is not unlike the leave6 of some Orchids.

There are some 'ten 6pecies, and T. sto-

lonifera is the brightest-flowered of all.

The specific name is derived from the stolonifer-

ous habit, which chiefly distinguishes it from

T. formosana. The specimen figured was raised

1 from seeds collected by Messrs. Elwes and

Price in Formosa. The plant is apparently not

perfectly hardy in this country, but it would be

suitable for growing in the cool greenhouse, and

in warm districts would probably grow well out-

of-doors. The flowers are purple with deeper

spots on the upper surface and paler beneath.

Stapelia Leendertztae, tab. 8,561.—The

flowers of this species are very distinct, being

bell-shaped, of a claret-purple colour, about 3

inches long and 2 inches across ; in most members

of the genus the corolla is flat or saucer-shaped.

The plant illustrated was sent to Mr. W. E.

Ledger, of Wimbledon, by Mr. G. Thorncroft,

of Barberton, in the Transvaal.

Gardeners' Royal Benevolent Institu-

tion.— The seventy-fifth anniversary festival

dinner of the Gardeners' Royal Benevolent Insti-

tution will take place at the Hotel Metropole,

Northumberland Avenue, on the 26th inst. The

Bight Hon. the Speaker, James W. Lowther,

Esq., who will preside at the dinner, makes an

appeal for increased support in the following

letter : —Speaker's House, S.W.—28th May.

1914.—Dear Sir,—I am to have the pleasure of

presiding at the 75th anniversary dinner, in aid

of the funds of the Gardeners' Royal Benevolent

Institution, on the 26th June, at the Hotel Metro-

pole, and I venture to ask for the kind assistance

on that occasion of all lovers of flowers and of

gardens. This National Horticultural Fund,

since its foundation seventy-six years ago, has

distributed nearly £150,000 amongst necessitous

horticulturists and their widows. It is now
affording permanent aid to 265 persons (150 men
and 115 widows), at an annual cost of £4,840.

In addition to this permanent charge upon its

funds, it is the policy of the institution to pro-

vide immediate 'temporary assistance from sepa-

rate funds in well authenticated cases of urgent

distress. As regards the permanent charge, the

assured income of the institution only amounts to

£950 per annum, consequently there is a sum of

about £4,000 which has to be made up annually

from subscriptions and donations. In order to

assist the institution in raising this amount, I in-

voke your generous aid, and should feel greatly

favoured if you will give me the pleasure of your

company on June 26.—I remain, yours very

truly, James W. Lowther.

FruitCropsin Wurttem berg and France.
—The Board of Agriculture and Fisheries is in-

formed by H.M. Consul at Stuttgart that cold

and wet weather during May did much damage

to the fruit crop of Wurttemberg, all of which,

except Pears, had previously promised well.

Growers only expect to market a medium crop,

Cherries especially will be much below previous

estimate. An official report gives the condition

of Apples on June 1 as 2.7, Pears as 3.4, and1

Grapes as 3.0 (2 = good, 3 = average, 4 = poor).

The Strawberry crop, which is just coming in, is

reported as good. Quotations on the Stuttgart

wholesale market are per cwt. Strawberries,

50s. to 85s. ; Cherries, 18s. to 22s. ; and green

Gooseberries, 16s. to 20s. H.M. Consul-General

at Paris reports (May 29) that the fruit crop in

France is likely to be generally satisfactory as

regards all kinds except Prunes, which will prob-

ably yield rather less than last year, and that

prices will therefore probably be rather lower

than in 1913. H.M. Vice-Consul at Honfleur

reports (June 6) that in his district early

Cherries are plentiful, and prospects are good for

the later varieties. Good crops of table dessert

Apples and early Pears, heavy crops of cider

Apples, but only half a crop of Plums and Green-

gages, and very poor crops of late Pears, are

expected.

Royal Meteorological Society.—
A meeting of the Royal Meteorological Society

will be held at 70, Victoria Street, Westminster,

on Wednesday, June 17, at 4.30 p.m. A
paper on "The Rainfall of the Southern Pen-

nines" will be read by Mr. B. C. Wallis, B.Sc,
and one on "The Relation between Wind Direc-

tion and Rainfall," by Mr. H. J. Bartlett.

Publications Received. Bulletins from the
Purdue University Agricultural Experiment
Station : No. 164, Strawberries ; No. 165,
Tomato Investigations ; No. 166, Commercial
Fertilisers ; No. 170, The Reclamation of an
Unproductive Soil of the Kankalee Marsh
Region ; No. 171, The Vegetable Garden ; No.
172, Soybeans and Cowpeas. — Twenty-Sixth
Annual Report of the Purdue University
Agricultural Experiment Station. (LaFayette,
Indiana, U.S.A.) - Bulletins from New Hamp-
shire Agricultural Experiment Station. (New
Hampshire College of Agriculture and the
Mechanic Arts, Durham, N.H.) : No. 166,
Results of Seed Tests ; No. 167, The Fertiliser
Inspection for 1913 ;

v o. 16$, The Effects of
Fertilisers in a Cultivated Orchard.— The
Agri-Horticultural Societv of Madras. Report
for 1913 and Proceedings from October to
December, 1913.—Forty-Fifth Annual Report
of the Fruit Growers' Association of Ontario,
1913.—Report of the Minister of Agriculture,
Province of Ontario, 1913.—Eighth Annual
Report of the Horticultural Societies of
Ontario, 1913. — Bulletin 220 of Ontario
Agricultural College, " Lightning Rods."—
Bulletin 221 of Ontario Agricultural College,
"Food Value of Milk and Its Products."—
Forty-fourth Annual Report of the Entomolo-
gical Society of Ontario, 1913.— The Genus
Pinus. By George Russell Shaw. (Arnold
Arboretum, Harvard University, Mass., U.S.A.)—Journal of Agricultural Science for May.
(Cambridge University Press.) Price 5s. net.

—

The Social Guide. Edited by Mrs. Hugh Adams
and Miss fcldith A. Browne. (London : Adam
and Charles Black.) Price 2s. 6d. net.— Tours
in Galloway. Official Guide to the Portpatrick
and Wigtownsh ire Joint Railways.

—

The Orchid
Review for June. (Marshall Bros., Ltd., 47,

Paternoster Row, E.C.) Price 6d. - The Journal
of the North of England Horticultural Society
for June.—Agricultural Journal, Department
of Agriculture, Bihar and Orissa, India.
(Government Press, Patna.)

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
(The Editors do not hold themselves responsible for

the opinions expressed by correspondents.)

The Common Swift Moth (Hepialus
lupulinus).— This moth, the caterpillar of

which is so destructive to the roots of Paeonies and
other fleshy roots in gardens, and even to the
slender roots of other plants, is very difficult to

catch with the net, as it flies swiftly just on a

level with the low plants in the garden,
vanishing at intervals. It also scatters its

dark-coloured eggs loosely on the ground,
so that it is almost impossible to see them.
I was glad, therefoi*, to find a ready
means of catching and killing the moths.
Having left out overnight in the garden some
emulsion of the insecticide Abol (with which
I have been spraying the Apple trees) I found
next morning twelve females of this species dead
and floating in it. I therefore left it out a
second night, and found eighteen next morning
In the evening I went out and found
five more, but next morning only two
out of the five were left. This I found was due
to an inquisitive sparrow which I saw carrying

off one of the moths. As the male ghost moth,
Hepialus humuli, has white wings, I wondered
whether the white colour of the emulsion at-

tracted the female insects, but as the male of the
Hepialus lupulinus is not white, but, on the con-

trary, darker than the female. I put out a white
dish with water in it, and another white dish
with milk in it, to see if they would be at-

tracted to it, but they were not. whilst they still

came to the Abol emulsion. It is probable, there-

fore, that there is something in the odour of the

Abol that attracts them, cr. the males of other
species of this genus have characteristic odours,
that of Hepialus bectus. which feeds on Bracken
roots, being likened ti> Pineapple, and that of

the Hepialus humuli to the capric odour of the

billy goat. In any case, the fact of the insect
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being attracted and killed by the emulsion of Abol

may be usefully placed on record. E. M. Holmes,

Buthvcn, Seveaoake-

Observations of Merooon Fly During
Act of Laying.— I have recently had the

opportunity for the first time of seeing a Mero-

don fly laying an egg. I observed the operation

in four cases, and in one, which I will describe,

the observation was under the most favourable

circumstances. The fly settled on the outside

of the tuft of leaves from a "single" bulb

about 2 inches from the ground, and turning

almost immediately head downwards, proceeded

to crawl down to the base. The soil, which had
not been disturbed, had shrunk away from the

leaves, leaving a fair-sized hole around them.

On arriving at the level of the soil the fly went
down with its head and about half its body into

the hole. At this moment it seemed to be very
agitated. It then withdrew its head, and, drop-

ping from the leaves to the ground, it at once
turned round and slipped into the hole tail first,

with its back to the leaves, until only its head
aAd its ' front legs, resting on the edge of the

hole, were visible. Three or four seconds later

I netted it and searched for the egg, but could

find none on the leaves or neck of the bulb.

The whole operation had taken about 20 to 25
seconds, and was performed with such unhesitat-

ing precision that it had every appearance of

being normal. In the second case' the ground
had been hoed and the loose, dry soil had been
drawn up against the leaves, thus filling in the
holes, but the leaves swaying in the wind had
formed shallow crater-form rings around . each
plant. The fly proceeded exactly as before, but
it scrabbled away the loose soil, both when it

was prospecting head down and also as it settled
itself in tail first. After catching it, I drew
away the soil from the leaves and found the egg
on the earth close to the .neck of the bulb, but

.

I may have detached it when drawing the soil

away. In the third case the fly got partly around
the leaves away from me, but it. appeared to
have its back to the leaves when in the hole ; it

certainly was not facing them. And in the
fourth case the fly entered the hole tail first, but
sideways—due, I think, to the shape of the hole.
In neither of these two latter cases could I find
the egg, and it was hardly to be expected, as
striking with the net jars the leaves and sur-
rounding soil. So it is impossible to say whether
the eggs were attached to the leaves or simply
dropped into the hole down beside the neck of
the bulb. But if the fly does attach the egg it

might be expected to face the leaves when lay-
ing, whereas the position with its back to the
leaves would be more convenient for dropping
it down the hole. If the grab does enter the
bulb at the base, as there seems little doubt now,
that it does, it would seem to be more advan-
tageous for the egg to be dropped as far down,
the hole as it would go, and the young'grub on
hatching would not then have so far to crawl.
Also it would be safer from enemies, and would
be more assured of moisture, which seems very
essential to the young grub. I would have liked
to have made further observations, but there
have been no flies about for a week or more.
This note is not written merely for the sake of
recording a fact, though that 'is always to the
good

; but if it should be established that
normally the egg is dropped into the hole, and
not laid on the leaves, it is evident that the
practice of keeping the soil loose and drawn up
to the leaves, so filling in the holes, from the
earliest time of the appearance of the fly would
be of especial importance. A. J. Bliss.

The Lesser Narcissus Fly.— Does Mr.
A. J. Bliss seriously suggest that the meaning
of the article in the Journal of the Board of
Agriculture, read as a whole, resolves itself into
this, that, having distinctly stated that the
larvae of this fly do burrow into, and attack,
the necks of the Narcissus bulbs, it is offered
as a possible interpretation of the paragraph
which Mr. Bliss quotes that under no circum-
stances do they do so; for, if under any cir-
cumstances they do so, then pro tanto the
''scavenger" theory goes? Surely the writers
in the journal are not so stupid as that. They
have doubtless written on facts ascertained,
although not thinking it necessarv to set out all

these facts in detail. And we are not, therefore,

told what were the whole conditions under which
the flies of the second brood did not attack the

bulbs ; but, anyway, this throws no light on
what, earlier in the season, the flies of the first

brood may do. Mr. Bliss is mistaken in think-

ing that no facts have been brought forward to

support the views of the Journal of the Board of

Agriculture, while it is absolutely certain that

from first to last no single fact has been

adduced to affirmatively prove the "scavenger"
theory. It rests wholly on surmise. And
while it is, of course, true that were the
" scavenger " theory to be sustained we might, to

quote Mr. Bliss, " be put to considerable trouble

that eventually might prove to have been un-

necessary," oil the other hand, should the

other view be sustained where then will these

persons who have not cared to take this trouble

find themselves? Better a little trouble as an

insurance against a somewhat serious risk.

However I do not propose to waste further time

in pursuing these arguments. As matters now
stand it appears to be " Mr. Bliss versus The
Board of Agriculture," and I am content to leave

it at that, with heavy odds on the Board.

Charles E. Shea.

Oxalis adenophylla (see p. 400).—Refer-

ring to the note in your last issue, I may say

that I have for two' or three years grown this

species (as also A. enneaphylla, white and rose),

in a retaining limestone wail, and a few words
on my experience may be useful to others. 0.

enneaphylla grows well and flowers moderately

both in a north and a west aspect. The flowers

expand fully and keep open even when the sun

is obscured. I think, however, that the plants

are not flowering so freeiy as formerly, and T

should 'be glad to know if they should be lifted

and broken up. If that is recommended, how
and when should it be done? O. enneaphylla.

yar. rosea is growing in a south-east aspect. Its

foliage is smaller than in the type, and, moreover,

it is brownish along the margins, as though nof

in perfect health. I have, however, noticed that

these characters were present in all other plants

that I have seen at Ke-w or elsewhere, and T

should be glad to know whether readers can con-

firm this observation. My plant does not

flower very freely, and the flowers are not
so roseate this year as last. 0. adeno
phylla occupies the same aspect as the

last. It is as vigorous as, if not more vigorous
than, enneaphylla, and much more floriferous.

It is, however, far more sensitive to sunlight,

and even on the brightest day its flowers close

directly the sun's rays are withdrawn, as hap-
pens in my case before two o'clock. I see that
some leaves are appearing in a joint of the wall
half a foot from the main plant, a condition of
things I have not noticed in the case of the
other two forms. William SomerviUe, Oxford.

Anoplanthus coccineus (see p. 401).

—

Anoplanthus coccineus flowered here in May last

year. The seed had been received in 1910 from
Tiflis, and was sown on the Centaurea dealbata,
but nothing appeared. They again supplied me
with seed in 1911, and again no result followed,
and in 1912 I put out the Centaurea and the
contents of the pot in the open ground, and
forgot all about it until, going round the garden
on May 25, 1913, I suddenly caught sight

of the stem, looking like a stick of red sealing-
wax. I am sorry to say it has not reappeared
this summer. A. C. Bartholomew, Park House.
Reading.

Tritonia crocata. — On a recent visit to
Ingestre Gardens, Stafford, I had the pleasure
of seeing an exceedingly fine batch of Tritonia
crocata. Mr. E. Gilman, the head gardener, in-

formed me that he found the plant invaluable
for decorative purposes, either for cut flowers or

pots. The colour is a beautiful shade of orange
scarlet, very effective under artificial light. The
plant resembles Freesia refracta alba in habit
and growth, and can be cultivated on similar
lines. The compost used by Mr. Gilman con-

sists of fibrous loam and leaf-soil, with a little

peat, silver sand, and mortar rubble. About
seven or eight bulbs are placed in a 5-inch pot.

and started in a cold frame. They are subse
quently moved to a cold greenhouse, and placed
near the roof-glass. A little liquid manure 16

applied when the spikes begin to push up, and

at this stage a little heat is occasionally given. A
profusion of bloom is produced, which lasts from
March until May. I feel sure that if this plant
were better known it would be as popular as
Freesias. E. Greenfield.

RlBES SANGUINEUM AUREUM BROCKLE-
bankii. — As- the raiser of this beautiful flower-

ing shrub, may I be allowed to correct an error

made by your reporter in his description of the
plant on the occasion of its receiving an Award
of Merit at the meeting of the R.H.S. on the

3rd inst. ? He wrote on p. 402 :
" This

is a pretty form of the dwarf species of
R. alpinum, with foliage of an entirely

bright yellow. Growing only 12 or 18 inches

in height, it should prove useful to give
a mass of bright colour in bedding." As it ori-

ginated here as a sport on Ribes sanguineum, it

will doubtless grow as high as the type, or nearly
so. Specimens here are fully 3 feet high, and 4
or 5 feet through. It would have been higher,
but, planted at the margin of the shrubbery
border, it has been cut back annually. In your
" Answers to Correspondents " column, p. 234,

you were good enough to notice a flowering
spray which I had sent to your office in these

words :
" The Ribes sanguineum Brocklebankii

with yellow young foliage appears to be a very
good shrub of its type. We have not seen it

before." Thomas Winkworth, Haughton Hall
Gardens, Tarporley.

Severing of Ivy Stems.—In the issue for

May 23, p. 352, on the explosive force of de-

cayed Ivy, it is stated that Ivy will con-

tinue to grow if the stem is severed. I have
never known a single instance where this has
happened ; I have known several cases where it

has been tried, but it has always failed. I

should be glad to know if any of your readers
could give an instance of the stem of an Ivy
having been completely Gevered, continuing to

live throughout one summer. H. G. B. Biddes-
den, Andover.

The Royal Botanic Society.-As an ardent
enthusiast, who has been more or less in

touch with horticulture, both at home and
abroad, during the last thirty years, I am led to
the opinion that your correspondent, Mr. Stuart
R. Cope (see p. 401), is much too severe
in his condemnation of the methods of a
society which is making an honest en-

deavour to mend its ways. It is agreed
that much of what he states has some sound
basis for argument, still there is a deal that
could be explained to account for the actions of

those who manage this delightful oasis—anyway,
at the present time. He expresses regret that the
charter under which the Society '6 rights are held
is not adhered to, but seems to forget that it is

possible for constituted rules and regulations to

require adjustment according to circumstances.
He fails to gra6p the fact, which must be clear

to the most ordinary observer, that with, the
advance of knowledge in and about our Colonies
there is not to-day that special demand for home-
trained men and home-bred cultures, beyond
what Kew can supply, that there was years ago
when our possessions in every part of the world
demanded everything they were in need of from
this country, both in brains and plants, and in

confirmation of this opinion am I not correct in

stating that the present Director of Kew
Gardens is himself, professionally, a product of

India? I well remember, when young plants of
Coffee, Tea, Cinchona, Rubber, and other eco-

nomic and commercial crops were wanted, they
were raised here and transported in Wardian
cases, and I ask the question, is it absolutely
necessary to make such regular shipments to-

day ? What could we now teach Ceylon about
Tea and Coffee, the Malay States about Rubber,
New Zealand about Grasses and Clovers, South
Africa about Tobacco, Jamaica about the Sugar
Cane, or Canada about Peas? The points Mr.
Cope raises about the Royal Horticultural Society

I am not in agreement with, as I contend that

the true history of the real cause of the present
unique position of this great and influential

Society has yet to be written. Donald McDonald.

Stolen from the Chelsea SHOW.-It is

unfortunate that, at the Chelsea Show, a theft
occurred of plants sent over for certificates from
French nurserymen of Roses not yet in cam-
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merce. That they were stolen by some ex-

pert for propagating purposes is evident, and
the thief is probably the same person who
stole from our stand during the night a

guinea plant of Hose Mrs. Carnegie. May we
express our sympathy with the firms who have
suffered this 'loss at an English exhibition '*.

George Paul, Director, Paul and Son (Cheshunt).

Queen Wasps at Trinc- On the 5th inst.

I received, from Mr. R. C. Sanders, gardener at

Halton House, Tring, a box of wasps that haa
been caught within a radius of two miles

of Halton Gardens, between the second week
in April and May 22 by men and boys
on the estate, with a request that I would
report whether they were all queens. I

welcomed the opportunity of inspecting such
a collection, because it would furnish evi-

dence as to the relative numbers in which cur
British species occurred this year in that par-

ticular district. The investigation took me about
five hours. On the whole the specimens were in

excellent condition, and, with the exception of

the mouldy ones and some badly discoloured,

were easily identified. The collection purported
to consist of 2,651 individuals, divided, into two
batches, viz., 1,725 caught by men and 926 by
boys. There had obviously been a miscount,
however, in both cases, for I found 1,707 in the
first case and 901 in the second, a deficiency of

43 in all, which was not accounted for by the odd
bodies, wings, heads, etc., which could not be
included conveniently, because many of them un-
doubtedly belonged to specimens which I had
already counted. In all such incomplete case* I

counted them where identification was possible,

and the result was as follows :

—

Caught Caught
by men. by boys.

'Queens, Vespa germanica ... 1,056 ... 568
Vespa vulgaris 276 ... 135
Vespa ruga 235 ... 133
Vespa sylvestris 137 ... 61
Vespa norvegica 1 ... 1

Vespa austriaca — ... —
Workers, Vespa germanica ... 1 ... —

Vespa vulgaris 1 ... —
A drone fly, Eristalis pertinax — ... 3

1,707 901
It will thus be seen that, with the exception of
the rare cuckoo wasp, V. austriaca (arborea), and,
of course, the hornet, all our British social wasps
were represented, and that Vespa germanica was
obviously by far the commonest species in the
•district this spring. Putting the average number
of wasps, all sexes, produced in the nests which
these 2,603 queens would have founded at 1,000

—

a very low figure in the case of vulgaris and ger-
manica—we arrive at the total of nearly 3.CO0.O0O
wasps, which, barring accidents, would have
•emerged from those neste in the course of the
season to do their beneficial work in reducing the
number of flies and caterpillars of various kinds
and their destructive work in attacking fruit
later on. Let us hope that the balance will be in
favour of the fruit ; but it remains to be seen
whether man will not be the sufferer in some
other way. C. Nicholson, Hale End, Chingford.

SCOTLAND.

Craidsione Estate.—The Governors of the
Aberdeen and North of Scotland College of Agri-
culture have paid to the Scott Trustees the pur-
chase price of the estate of Craibstone, amount-
ing to £18,000. The estate of Craibstone lies

«ome six miles north of Aberdeen, and extends
to over 760 acres, 474 being arable, 44 pasture,
218 woods and 27 waste land. The estate in-

cludes a roomy mansion, built some thirty years
ago. There are some very fine specimens of Ash,
Elm and Beech, and the potentialities of what
may be done in experimental and research work
in the domain of forestry arc very great. The
policies may be used as an arboretum, where
specimens of trees and shrubs suited to the area
embraced by tl» college could be grown. In ell

an area of something like 300 acres will be avail-

able for forestry purposes. The mansion is to be
converted into a school of rural economy, some-
thing on the lines of the .Minister Institute, Cork.

SOCIETIES.
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.

Scientific Committee.

June 3.

—

Present: Mr. A. E. Bowles, M.A.,
F.E.S. (in the chair); Messrs. J. T.
Bennett Poe, W. Cuthbertson, F. J. Baker, W.
Hales, J. Fraser, W. C. Worsdell, F. J. Chitten-
den (hon. sec), and W. R. Dykes (visitor).

Fungus attack upon Nymphaea.—Mr. J. R.
Ramsbottom reported as follows upon the fungus

.•I. .

burg, and, not realising he had the same fungus
as Allescher, described it under the name Ramu-
laria nymphaea ; later as Ovularia nymphaea.
Allescher afterwards pointed out that the fungi
were identical, but that owing to having had old
specimens he had been misled by the tearing of
the epidermis of the host plant caused by the
rapid growth of the fungus. He holds' that
Ovularia is the correct genus, and, of course, the
first specific name, nymphaeanum, must stand.
Judging from the specimens I have seen, Ramu-
laria, rather than Ovul ria, would seem to be the

FlO. 196.—IBIS LAEVIGATA ALBA.

R.H S. Award of Merit. Juno 3, 1914 (see p. 402).

attack on foliage of Nymphaea show;! at the last

meeting :

" A leaf of Nymphaea sent to me by Mr.
Bowles, and exhibited at the last meeting,
showed two rows of large holes parallel to the
midrib. An examination of the decayed tissues

showed fungus spores, together with certain
algae, diatoms, etc. The fungus proved to be
one of the Hyphomycetes. It was first described
by Allescher in 1895 as Ploeosporium nvmphae-
aiuni. He had gathered it on living leaves of
Nymphaea alba, flava, odorata, and Nuphar
luteum in the Munich Botanic Garden. Bresa-
dola had the fungus sent to him from Branden-

correct genus as the mature spores apparently
become septate. I have found the fungus grow-

ing on wild Water Lilies at Wicken Fen, Cam-
bridge, during the autumn of last year."

Rose malformed.—Mr. W. C. Worsdell said he
had examined the Rose sent to the last meeting
by .Miss Collin, and had found the calyx normal,
and all the petals save one changed into foliage-

leaves. Proliferation into a second flower had
occurred, the calyx of which merged impercepti-
bly in a complicated way into the Virescent,

superior carpels of the primary flower. This is

an uncommon abnormality, as it is usually the

eal\ \, not the corolla, which exhibits phyllody.
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Malformed Hchizant/ivs.—Mr. Worsdell also

reported that he found virescence and prolifera-

tion of alt the flowers of the inflorescence in the
specimen shown at last meeting. Each flower

ha6 become changed into an inflorescence consist-

ing of a number of minute rudimentary, axil-

lary, virescent flowers, with no definite arrange-

ment of their parts.

Gall on Daphne Mezereum.—Dr. Rendle re-

ported that Mr. B. F. Cummings of the Natural
History Museum had kindly examined the galls

on Daphne Mezereum shown by Mr. W. E.
Ledger at a previous meeting, and considered it

"ot at all unliUelv that thev were the work of

cate was unanimously recommended for Glauci-
dium palihatum shown at the last meeting by
Messrs. Perry, of Enfield.

Irises.—Mr. W. R. Dykes showed a series of
Irises, species of the I. sibirica group all charac-
terised by a more or less hollow stem and beard-
less flowers. Among them were I. Forrestii, I.

Wilsonii, and I. chrysographes, and the following
hybrids : I. x Zeta (sibirica ? X Wilsonii),
I. x Epsilon (Bulleyana $ x Forrestii), I. x
Gamma (Forrestii x chrysographes). There
were plants of the last form raised both ways,
and all practically alike.

Iris tenax $ x I. Wilsonii (= I. x Meta)

Fig. 197.

—

hybrid iris iota (i. tenax x i. purdyi) : flowers white shaded and veined
WITH LILAC.

B.H.S. Award of Merit, June 3, 1914 (see p. 402).

an early form of Perrisia daphnes, Kietf, a beetle
larva.

Double Mangel.—Messrs. Cannell and Sons,
Loddon, Norwich, sent a double root of Mangel,
two roots, one considerably larger than the,

other, beins: attached at about the widest part.
The Committee thought it probable that the two
had become grafted one on to the other during
growth and : following contact.

Double Daisy.—Mr. Wirsley sent heads of a
double Daisy in which several capitula had be-
come tightly pressed together, so that the whole
head presented a very curious appearance.

Glaucidium palmatum.—A Botanical Certiti-

illustrated in a particularly striking degree the
frequently-noted fact of the greater strength
and vigour of a first cross over the parents. The
flowers in this case had inherited a yellowish
tinge from the pollen parent. I. x Iota (tenax

? X Purdyi) was also shown (see fig. 197).

A peculiar colour variation in Iris bracteata
(normally a yellow-flowered form) was also exhi-
bited with flowers of a purplish tint, and tihe

beautiful I. laevigata (see fig. 1%) so often con-
fused with I. Kaempferi.

A Certificate of Appreciation was unanimously
recommended to Mr. Dykes for his work in rais-

ing these Irises.

Frost damage.—Mr. Chittenden showed Appl*
fruits about an inch in diameter which had been.'

damaged by the severe frost on May 26 (at Wis-
ley, 19° Fahr on grass, 25° on post on the hill

—

probably lower in lower grounds"). The flesh was
in some cases only slightly-tinted brown about
the vascular bundles, but in more severe attacks
the cells had become greatly disorganised and
the tissues broken. None of this damage was to
be seen externally. The fruit on the trees on
the hill had completely escaped damage, but that
in the lower ground was very severely injured,
although the fruits had not yet dropped.
Double Claytonia sibirica.—Mr. Chittenden

also showed flowers of a double form of Clay-
tonia sibirica from the Wisley Gardens, in which
the doubling in some cases was not confined to

the petals, but three or four pistils had been pro-
duced as well.

ROYAL METEOROLOGICAL.
May 20.—The first of the afternoon meetings

of this society for the present session was held
on Wednesday, the 20th inst., Mr. C. J. P. Cave,
M.A., president, in the chair.

Mr. E. Gold read a paper on " The Reduction
of Barometer Readings in Absolute Units, and.

a new Form of Barometer Card." The Meteoro-
logical Office having now employed the C.G.S.
units in their publications, this has necessitated,

the preparation of new tables for the reduction
of the barometer readings and for the adjust-

ment of the effect of difference between the
standards of temperature 62° F. and 273° A.
Mr. A. Hampton Brown also read a paper on

" A Cuban Rain Record and its Application," in
which he dealt with the rainfall records of the
Belen College Observatory, Havana, for the
period 1859 to 1912, and gave particulars of the
monthly, yearly, and seasonal rainfall. The
author has endeavoured to trace the connection
between the wet season at Havana during May
to October, and the precipitation in England,
south-west and South AVales during the three

months, January to March following, and he has
found that from 1678 onwards, when the first

reports for this country are available, an
excess rainfall in Havana during May to>

October was generally followed by a deficient

rainfall in England south-west at the beginning
of the next year, and vice I'crsa. For the eight
years, 1888T895, when the rainfall at Havana
was continuously in excess, in England south-

west the figures with one exception were the
reverse. During the next five years, 1896-1900,

there was a deficiency at the Cuban station, and,
excepting 1897, an excess in this country. There
were many years where the application failed,

but the general continuance of the see-saw move-
ment was so persistent that it could hardly be-

regarded as merely coincidental.

NATIONAL HARDY PLANT.

June 4.—The annual show of this society was--

held at Vincent Square, on the day following the
R.H.S. meeting and exhibition, and certain exhi-
bits of hardy flowers of the previous show re-

mained. "These, with other trade exhibits, as-

sisted in making the hall gay and attractive.

Entries for the competitive classes had been-

numerous, but a short time before the show
many entrants found it necessary to withdraw.
A large number of new plants were submitted
for certificate, but only four novelties received?

awards. Twenty-five medals were awarded to-

groups and collections of hardy flowers.

Certificates of Merit.

Paeonia lobata.—This plant has been described'

as a dwarf variety of P. officinalis, but from
a garden point of view it is distinct. The
obovate, or nearly orbicular petals make a very
attractive globular flower of coral red colour.

The plants are dwarf, and, unlike some herba-
ceous Paeonies, are not overburdened with foli-

age. Shown by Mr. James Box.
Erigeron hybridus Asa Gray.—A very decora-

tive variety producing cymes of flowers which
have less stiff florets than usual : the colour is-,

that known as old gold. Shown by Mr. B.
Ladhams.
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Campanula Hohenackeri.—This exceedingly
floriferous plant is said to be a perennial, but it

is advisable to sew seeds annually, as the plants

bloom so freely that it sometimes kills them.
The inflorescences of sky-blue flowers are about
18 inches high. Shown bv Messrs. Piper and
Sons.
Erysimum linifolium.—A dainty little " Fairy

Wallflower." The petals are attractively

crumpled, and their colour is a soft shade of

lavender. .Shown by Mr. C. Elliott.

Competitive Classes.

The only exhibit of a rock garden, arranged
on a ground space of 72 superficial feet, although
flat, was very pretty and attractive, and worthy
of the 1st prize. The exhibitors were Messrs.

W. Artind.vle and Son, Sheffield.

The two competitors in the class for a collec-

tion of hardy herbaceous perennials, arranged on
a floor space of 15 feet by 8 feet, availed them-
selves of the licence allowed by the schedule to
employ cut blooms chiefly, and they made very at-

tractive displays. Messrs. G. and A. Clark.
Ltd., Dover, included a large amount of bloom
without giving tile slightest suggestion of crowd-
ing, and all their flowers were exceedingly well-

grown specimens. Spikes of Dictamnus and Del-

phiniums were magnificent. Several hybrid Ver-
bascums attracted attention, and of these V. A. M.
Burnie (salmon buff), V. Ivanhoe (terra-cotta),

and V. hybridum (bright yellow), were graceful

and charming. Besides good bunches of the bright

red Geum Mrs. Bradshaw, there were equally

fine bunches of the rarer Geum John Brad-
shaw, which bears golden-buff flowers, and
blooms again in the autumn,. (Small Gold
Medal.) Messrs. Artindale and Sons, Sheffield,

had especially good herbaceous Pyrethrums. of

which J. Kelway and Mr. B. Brown, both bear-

ing bright red flowers, were very attractive

varieties. Eremurus robustus, E. himalaicus. E.

Elwesiamis. Lupinus roseus, and Papaver
•orientalis Garibafdii were also exceptionallv good.
(Silver-gilt Medal.)
Mr. W. Miller. Wisbech, was awarded the

1st prize for a collection of Pyrethrums, which
included many good varieties.

Mr, R. Morton, Grange Dene, Woodside
Park, London, who showed good vases of Papa-
ver orientalis Crimped Beauty, Iris germanica
"Walmer, Inula glandulosa superba and Aquilegia
hybrids, won the 1st prize in the class for four
vases of distinct hardy herbaceous flowers ; and
Mr. F. Bouskell, Market Bosworth, Nuneaton,
-showing especially good Lupins, was placed 2nd.

Mr. F. Bouskell won the 1st prize offered for

•one vase of any one kind of herbaceous flower

with a pretty arrangement of Anthericum
Liliago algerense : 2nd, Mr. F. Bailey, with
pink Lupins.

Mr. E. Mudge. Willesden, who placed various
•German Irises in rather large blue bowls, was
awarded the 1st prize for table decorations : and
Mr. E. G. Quick was awarded the 2nd prize for

an arrangement of Iceland Poppies and grasses.

Xon-Competitive Exhibits.

Messrs. J. Piper and Sons, Bayswater, L.m-
<don, included many Alpines in the large exhibit
they arranged, especially for this show. Such
plants as Ilelichrysum frigidum, Pratia arenaica,
Scutellaria indica, Campanula glomerata Mauve
Queen, Silene Hookeri, Primula sikkimensis,
and various Cypripediums are typical examples
of the rock garden exhibits in Messrs. Piper's
splendid contribution, which also included good
plants of Lavatera Olbia. (Large Gold Medal.)

Mr. James Box. Hayward's Heath, added to

his exhibit of the previous day several vases of

the charming Paeonia lobata, which received a

Certificate of Merit, two large stands of the
very fragrant Paeonia albiflora grandiflora. and
a large number of Pyrethrums, Lupins and Pri-

mula sikkimensis. (Large Gold Medal.)
Messrs. Dobeie and Co., Edinburgh, replaced

the Sweet Peas, which we admired on the pre-
vious day, but which having been grown under
glass, were not admissible, by very many vases
of Aquilegias of an excellent strain. The mag-
nificent Antirrhinums, however, were still on
view, and again received admiration. (ILarge

Gold Medal. I

Messrs. J. Kelway and Sons, Langport,
Somerset, were awarded a Large Gold Medal
for their exhibit of herbaceous Paeonies and
Pyrethrums ; and Messrs. Barr and Sons,

Covent Garden, London, received a small Gold
Medal for their collection of Lupinus polyphyl-
lus varieties. Messrs. H. B. May and Sons,
Upper Edmonton, showed many valuable hardy
Ferns, of which Osmunda palustris congesta,
0. regalis cristata, Athyrium Victoriae, and A.
gemmatum tricolor are a few examples. (Small
Gold Medal.)

Messrs. Harkness and Sons, Bedale, were
awarded a. Siiver-gilt Medal for a. rock garden.
The principal plants were Primula Bulleyana,
P. Veitchii, Hutehineia. alpina, Incarvillea Dela-
vayi, Saxifraga Cotyledon, and Violas.

Messrs. Wm. Cutbush and Sons, Highgate,
planted a rock garden with such plants as Djan-
thus Napoleon III., Ramondia pyrenaica, and
Cypripedium pubescens, and also showed many
excellent border flowers. (Small Gold Medal.)

Messrs. W. and J. Brown, Peterborough, in-

cluded many stately spikes of Eremuri, and
good plants of Salvia Tenorii in a fine collection

of hardy flowers. (Small Gold Medal.)
Mr. F. Bouskell, Market Bosworth, Nun-

eaton, arranged a group of choice Lupins, Paeo-
nies, Irises and Papavers. (Silver-gilt Medal.)

Messrs. Sutton and Sons, Reading, displayed
an excellent strain of long-spurred Aquilegias
in many beautiful colours. (Silver-gilt Medal.)

Messrs. J. Veitch and Sons, Chelsea, included
splendid examples of Primula capitata, P. sik-

kimensis, P. unique, and other Primulas in a

group of choice bolder plants. (Silver-gilt

Medal.)
Silver-gilt Medals were awarded to Messrs.

T. S. Ware, Ltd., Feltham ; Messrs. Phillips
and Taylor, Bracknell, Berks ; Messrs. J.

Waterer, Sons, and Crisp, Liverpool Street Ar-
cade, London; and Mr. Amos Perry*, Enfield,

for the collections of hardy plants, which were
noted in the report of the previous day's show.
Silver Medals were similarly awarded to Messrs.
R. H. Bath, Ltd., Wisbech; the Misses Hop-
kins, Shepperton-on-Thames ; Mr. C. Elliott,
Stevenage ; Mr. J. Reuthe, Keston. Kent ; and
to Messrs. B. Ladhams. Ltd.. Southampton.

Messrs. Reamsbottom and Co., Gea&hill, King's
County, brought a collection of beautiful
Anemones. (Silver Medal.)

Messrs. Robinson Bros.. Ltd., West Brom-
wich, exhibited Carmona Plant Food, and vari-

ous insecticides and fungicides, and demonstrated
the handiness and efficacy of their Alpha
sprayers, which were displayed in a variety of

sizes and qualities.

Messrs. A. E. White. Ltd.. Paddock Wood,
Kent, exhibited " Abol " insecticides, and their

very useful " Abol" knapsack hand sprayers.

UNITED HORTICULTURAL BENEFIT
AND PROVIDENT.

June 8.—The monthly committee meeting was
held at the R.H.S. Hall on the 8th inst. Mr.

C. H. Curtis presided. A member was allowed

to withdraw £40 from his deposit account, stiil

leaving £62 to hi6 credit : two other members
withdrew the sums of £4 and £2 8s. respectively.

Two members were assisted from the Distress

Fund, and the sick pay on the ordinary side

amounted to £60 13s. 10d.. and on the State Sec-

tion £24 7s. ; maternity claims being £13 10s.

Two new members were elected, and the Com-
missioner's scheme for the reduction of benefits

for insured persons, who are in arrears, was
brought forward.

SCOTTISH HORTICULTURAL.
June 2.—The monthly meeting of this associa-

tion was held at 5, St. Andrew Square. Edin-
burgh, on the 2nd inst. Mr. King, the president,

was in the chair, and there was an attendance of

sixty members.
The evening was an open one, and the follow-

ing questions were discussed :— (1) In judging
Sweet Peas, should scent count ? (2) What is

the cause of waving, frilling, etc., in flowers?

The general impression was that it would be out
of the question to ask judges to take account of

scent in the case of Sweet Peas on the exhibit inn

table, but that in the case of new varieties sub

mitted for certificates it should be given due
consideration. No satisfactory reply was forth-

coming as to the cause of waving and frilling of

flowers.

Mr. J. W. Scarlett mentioned that the purple-
topped Milan Turnip formed its bulbs sooner,
and consequently could be got earlier, when it

was grown from seed produced by plants which
had themselves been grown from seed sown in

April, and which flowered and fruited the same
season, than from seed produced in the follow-

ing season from later sown plants.

The exhibits were :—Seedling hybrid Aquile-
gias, exhibited by Mrs. Scott-Elliot, Teviot
Lodge, Hawick (awarded a Certificate of Merit
for strain) ; and Rosa lutescens (R. pimpinelli-

folia x R. lutea), exhibited by Mr. Geo. W.
Taylor.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL OF VICTORIA.

Exhibition at Melbourne.

April 22, 23.—The autumn show of this Aus-
tralian Society was held in the Melbourne Town
Hall on these dates. The show was preceded by
a very squally day, and many outdoor flowers

were missing from the tables, but flowers grown
in shelter, such as Chrysanthemums and Be-

gonias, were in excellent condition. Owing, how-
ever, to an exceptionally dry season, many
flowers, and in particular Gladioli, were much
below the usual standard of quality, and the

competition was not so good as in former years.

Vegetables were an improvement on those shown
last year, whilst fruit was finely coloured. Roses
were on the poor side ; the 1st prize was awarded
to the following twelve varieties :—Mrs. Myles
Kennedy, Lady Ashtown, Laurent Carle, Mme.
M. Soupert, Lyons Rose, Maman Cochet,

White Maman Cochet, Mrs. W. J. Grant
(here known as Belle Siebrecht), Frau
Karl Druschki, M. Constant Soupert, Niphetos,

and Duchess of Portland. Amongst the

fine exhibits of Chr-ysanthemums, the twelve
varieties staged by" Mr. W. J. Pockett,
junr., won the Challenge Cup, the varieties

being Queen Mary, R. M. Buittenton,

Edith Buittenton, Gladys Blackburn, Mrs. W. A.

Reid, Reginald Vallis. Miss E. King (yellow),

Kara Dow (bronze), G. W. Pook, J. 47 and

J. 10 ; the last, an unnamed seedling, was
selected as the champion bloom in the show. It

is a splendid white variety, with long, drooping

ll nets, yet having the centre perfectly covered ;

every bloom m this exhibit measured 9 to 10

inches across.. The best six Cactus Dahlias

were Red Admiral, Mrs. Brundrett, fl. H.
Thomas, Snowdon, Golden Ware, and Mr6. Up-
ham. all the blooms being of fair size for so

late in the season. Show Dahlias were only of

moderate quality. A guinea offered as the 1st

prize for six hardy herbaceous perennials brought

forth one exhibit only. It was awarded the

prize, and consisted of Gaillardia, Phlox decus-

sata, Delphinium var., Helenium autumnale
superbum, a variety of Pentstemon and Aster

ericoides.

Non-competitive exhibits were numerous, and

included fine Chrysanthemums in pots; a superb,

unnamed specimen of Polypodium, with fronds

5 feet long and 18 inches across; a choice col-

lection of Nerines, including the varieties Lady
Carrington, N. alba. Lady Llewellyn (indis-

tinguishable from N. splendens), N. amabili6,

N.O'Brienii. Salmon Queen, and Meadowbankii
(the last apparently synonymous with N. Fother-

gillii). There were also exhibits of nine varie-

ties of winter-flowering Sweet Peas: two ex-

hibits of Gladioli, representing well over

150 varieties, notable sorts being Glory of

Noordwijk (a tine pale-yellow, rather small

flower), Europa ia white bloom, with faint

lilac stripes, also small in 6ize), Empress of India

(dark wine-purple or maroon). Halley (a very

pretty pale saimon-pink variety, with weak
stems, but large and well-placed flowers), and
Niagara (a good 6pike of creamy pink). As
usual, the Curator of the Melbourne Botanic

Gardens exhibited a magnificent collection, com-

prising Collerette. Paemiv. Cactus, Show and

Single Dahlias, interspersed with Chrysanthe-

mums and Azaleas, (allisteir.on lanceolatus,

Camellia Sas&nqua, Hoheria populnea. Hepta-
plenrum longifolium. Bougainvillea glabra, Boh
v.irdia leiantha. Stenoearpus sinuata, Erica

melanthera. Protea mellifera alba, and other in-

teresting plants. Gilbert Errey, Victoria.
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James Simmons.—We learn with regret of

the death, on May 16, of Mr. James Simmons,

for thirty-five years gardener at Carclew, Corn-

wall, aged sixty-two years. Mr. Simmons was a

native of Devonshire, and was appointed gar-

dener at Carclew when twenty-seven years of

age. The place afforded scope for his abilities

as a gardener; he raised many hundreds of

seedling Himalavan Rhododendrons, and other

tender subjects." He leaves a widow, one son

and one daughter.

LAW NOTE.

INTENSIVE GARDENING IN URBAN
DISTRICTS.

In the Chancery Division recently, before

5ln Justice Warrington, evidence was given

in the action by Mr. and Mrs. John Otway
Percy Bland, of the Clock House, Upper Halli-

ford, near Shepperton, to restrain Mr. Henry
Stanton Yates, a " French " gardener, from

stacking manure so as to interfere with the

health and comfort of plaintiffs.

Mr. Yates, the defendant, said in cross-exami-

nation that he used about 1,500 tons of manure
a year in the making of his beds for intensive

gardening. He did not realise that any nuisance

was caused.

Mr. Justice Warrington stated that plaintiffs

alleged that they had been compelled to put up
wire blinds to exclude the flies attracted by the

manure, and were rever able to have windows
open properly. Defendant replied that he had
been at his foreman's cottage in the garden and
did not suffer from flies.

Plaintiff's counsel said that for three years

defendant had promised to do something to

minimise the nuisance, but had claimed the right

to stack manure on his land because he was using

it in the ordinary course of his business.

Mr. Yates replied that he put the manure
behind the shed and raised a corrugated iron

fence, and, after consulting the sanitary authori-

ties of Sunbury, placing a screen on top of the

shed, promising to remove the manure 14 yards
further off, making another road, and doing all

that at his own expense, he thought he had done
everything in his power.
Mr. Coles, sanitary inspector for Sunbury,

said he received a written complaint from plain-

tiff on October 18 last as to the heap of manure.
He visited the garden and made certain sug-

gestions to the defendant. These he reported to

the medical officer of health, who approved of

them, and they were earned out by Mr. Yates.
Mr. John Weathers (instructor on horticulture

to the Middlesex County Council) said a manure
heap as managed by Mr. Yates gave off a very
slight smell of ammonia—an agreeable smell to

him, at any rate. He really did not notice any
flies about. He was rather susceptible to flies,

and he thought he would have noticed if any
were about.

Mr. Ernest Edward Austen (assistant in the
section of- Entomology, Natural History Depart-
ment of the British Museum), said that at the
request of plaintiff's solicitors he visited their

property with Sir Ronald Ross on May 18 and
made a report on his investigations. He had no
interest in this case except as a scientist. In
the garden of Mr. Bland's house he saw a small

number of flies of various sorts, but he did not
see a single house-fly. He did not expect to find

any, as the house-fly was attached to houses and
human dwellings, such as military camps. In
the drawing-room he tried to find house-flies and
discovered only one. That was the only house-
fly he found during his visit. There was a
swarm of flies under the glass in the porch.

They belonged to three or four species, but there
was not a single house-fly. These, he expected,
would come from decaying animal or vegetable
matter. He experienced no discomfort from
flies, either in the garden or in the house, and
he noticed no smell. Cross-examined, he ad-
mitted that the presence of a large heap of

manure in a state of fermentation would be likely

to cause a plague of flies.

His lordship, without calling on counsel for

the plaintiffs, gave judgmenit. He said it was
with some reluctance (because it might interfere

with a profitable and good industry) that he

must grant an injunction restraining defendant
from depositing or stacking on his land adjoin-

ing plaintiffs' premises manure so as, by reason of

offensive smell or the breeding and collection of

flies, to occasion a nuisance to plaintiffs. He
did not intend to stop defendant's garden, but
only wished to prevent his carrying on his opera-

tions so as to occasion a nuisance to plaintiffs.

Defendant must pay the costs of the action.

DEBATING SOCIETIES.

BATH GARDENERS*.— At the meeting of this

Bociety, held on the 13th ult.. Mr. Halliburton read a
paper on "The Rock Garden." Great care, remarked
the lecturer, should he taken in the construction of the
rookery, and limestone was a very good material to
use as boulders.

BRITISH GARDENERS' (Watforl Bra.r-.ch)
A meeting of the Watford branch of the B G.A. was
held on the 21st. ult., Mr. W. R. Phillips presiding.
There was a good attendance. Mr. Harding gave an
address on "Watford's Past and Future."

BRISTOL AND DISTRICT GARDENERS'.- The
opening meeting of the summer session of this associa-
tion wa& held on the 28th ult.. Mr. R. Jennings presid-
ing. Mr. Cyril Harding delivered an address oh
" The Aims and Objects of the British Gardeners'
Association." The prizes offered by Mr. Barnard, for a
brace of Cucumbers, were won by Mr. Miles, Mr. Ayres,
and Mr.. Thoday, in this order.

CATALOGUES RECEIVED.

W. Watson & Sons, Ltd., Duiblin.—Summer Bedding
Plants.

Kelwat & Son, Langport, Somerset.—Gladioli.

H. N. Ellison, West Bromwich. — Ferns, Cacti, and
Seeds.

The Darlington Fencing Co., Ltd., Hopetown House,
5, Lloyd's1 Avenui?, London, E.G.—Crusader Fencing.

John McKerckar, 35, Giesbach Road, Upper Holloway.
—Palms, Ferns, etc.

0. F A. van der Sluts, Ramee, Guernsey, Channel
Islands.—Carnations.

FOREIGN.
Die Verwaltcng Blutenberg, I.ichterfelde,

Eberswalde.—Shrubs, Climbers and Roses.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Macmillan's Monthly List of New Books for June, 1914

bei

GARDENING APPOINTMENTS.

M A JR K E T S .

COVENT GARDEN, June 10.

We cannot accept, any responsibility for the subjoined

reports. They are furnished to us regularly every

Wednesday, by the kindness of several of the principal

salesmen, who are responsible for the quotations. It

must be remembered that these quotations do not

represent the prices on any particular day, but only the

general averages for the week preceding the date of our

report. The prices depend upon the quality of the

samples, the way in which they are packed, the supply

in the market, and the demand, and they may fluctuate,

not only from day to day, but occasionally several times

in one day.—Eds.1

Cut Flowers, &c. : Average Wholesale Prices

[Correspondents are requested to write the names
of persons and places as legibly as
possible- No charge is made for these announce-
ments, but if a small contribution is sent, to be
placed in our collecting Box for the Gardeners'
Orphan Fund, it will be thankfully received, and
an acknowledgment made in these columns.]

Mr. H "Wilson, for the past 18 months Foreman at
Wortley Hall, Sheffield, as Gardener to H. A.
Oswald, Esq., Auchincruive, Ayr. [Thanks for 2s.

for R.G.O.F. box.—EDS.]

Mr- C. J White, for the past 6 months Foreman at

Heywood. Ballinakill, Queen's Co., Ireland, and pre-

viously at Muckross Abbey, Killarney, as Gardener
to Lady Gokdon, Ardeen,' Co. Kerry.

Ur A Perry, for the past 12 years Gardener to

C >1. D. L. Anstruther, Tendnng Hall, Stoke-by-Nay-

land. Colchester, as Gardener to the Hon. Henry
.

Coventry, of the same address. [Thanks for 2s,

for R.G.O.F. Box.—EDS.]

Mr. F Tebbetts. for the past 7 years General Fore-

man at Coton House, Rugby, as Gardener to Sir

A. E. Fellowes, K.C.V.O., Honingham Hall, Norwich.

Mr. D- B. Whitelaw, for 2i years Gardener to W. D.

Rossell, Esq., Maulside House, Ulengarnock, and
previously foreman at Bothwell Castle, Lanarkshire,

and Buchanan Castle, Stirlingshire, as Gaidener to

C. F. K. Mainwaring, Esq., Oteley Hall, Ellesmere,

Shropshire.

Mr- W- Wyatt. for the past 5 years Second Gardener
at Swanston House, Whitchurch. Reading, as Gar-
dener to C. S. PuRSE-DrracoMBE, Esq., Broadwell Hill,

Moreton in the Marsh, Gloucestershire.

TRADE NOTE.

MESSRS. KELWAY AND SON.
We are informed by Messrs. Kelway and Son,

Langport, that they have relinquished their retail

seed business so far as British orders are con-

cerned. Their seeds may be obtained, however,

by retail buyers through the trade. The retail

business in plants will be carried on as before.
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Ne Plus Ultra, and Brilliant are the leading coloured

varieties offered now. There are also good supplies of

white, pink, and blue Cornflowers, Iceland Poppies,
white and pink Gvpsophila, double and single Pyre-
thrums, and Pinks "Her Majesty and Mrs. Sinkins. The
Rose trade is very slack, the favourite varieties being
Mme. Abel Chatenay, Liberty, Riohmond, and Frau
Karl Druschki. Amongst foliage Asparagus Sprengeri,
A. plumosis. Smilax. Adiantum Fern, Carnation foliage,

and French Myrtle are all more plentiful ; a few bunches
of Eulalia Grass are on sale.

Plants in Pots, &e. : Average Wholesale Prices.

8. d. a. d.

Aralia Sieboldii,

dozen . . . . 6 0-70
Araucaria excelsa

per dozen . . 18 0-21

Asparagus plumo-
sus nanus, per
dozen . . . . 10 0-12

— Sprengeri . . 6 0-80
Aspidistra, per doz.

,

green . . . . 18 0-30

— variegated . . 30 0-60

Cacti, various, per
tray of 16's .

.

4 —
tray of 12's .

.

6 —
Cocos Weddeliana,

per dozen, 60's 6 0-12
— larger, each .

.

2 6-10 6
Crassulas, 4S's, per

doz 15 0-18

Croton, per dozen 18 0-30

Dracaena, green,
per dozen . . 10 0-12

Erica candidissiraa 12 0-15
— Cavendishii .. 21 0-24
— Magniflca, 4S's 15 0-18

Ferns, in thumbs,
per 100.. .. 8 0-12

— in small and
large 60's . . 12 0i0

— in 48's, per
dozen .

.

. . 6 0-60
— choicer sorts,

per dozen . . 8 0-12
— in 32's, per

doz. .

.

. . 10 0-18

Fuchsias, 48's, per
dozen 7 0-90

Geonoma gracilis

60's per dozen . . 6 0-80
— larger, each . . 2 6-76

Vegetables : Average Wholesale Prices.
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15, C'otula dioica ; 16. Noccaea alpina ; 17, Poly-
gonum polystachyum : 18, Sedum sp. (too

scrappy to identify) ; 19. Pyrus lobata : 20,
Pyrus Aria, "White Beam."

—

G. D. A. See
reply to E. H. Ekins. 1. Polemonium coeru-
leum ; 2, Geum chiloense var. ; 3, Ononis
rutundifolia : 4, Dietarnnus albus var. pur-
pureas; 5, Genista hispanica ; 6, Anthyllis mon-
tana ; 7, Cistus florentinus; 8, Helianthemum
vulgare var. ; 9, Pyrus arbutifolia ; 10, Cam-
panula glomerata superba ; 11, Mertensia
sibiriea ; 12. Iris sibirica orientalis.

—

H. J.

Dendrobium moschatum.

—

F. P. H. 1, Mas-
devallia coccinea : 2, Cattleya Bowringiana ; 3,

Stenoehlaena Meyeriana, so far as we can judge
from thi' portion of a barren frond. The
serrated, cartilaginous margin and simple paral-

lel veining are good characters by which to

identify the species.— IT'. M. 1, Omithoce-
phalus grandiflorus ; 2. Aerides japonicum ; 3,

Angraecum falcatum.

—

Dublin. 1, Roses, Reine
Marie Henriette ; 2, Yellow Scotch : 3, Fellen-

berg ; 4, probably \Yebbiana, but the flowers

Sedeuii).

—

H. L. B. 1. Veronica Beocabunga :

2, probably Anchusa italica, but too faded to
identify definitely.

—

Geo. Wall. Orchis incar-
na'ta.

Parasite on Pelargonium : A. E. J. The plant
infesting your Pelargonium is Dodder (Cus-
cuta europaea), which is parasitic on many
kinds of plants. Dodder is found wild in this
country on Broom, Grass, and other host
plants.

Peach Stone Splitting : /. S. The splitting of
the stones is due to the roots having absorbed
an excessive amount of moisture. Certain
varieties are prone to this trouble, and they
need to be watered very carefully when the
fruits are swelling. It may be that you have
not used the water-can excessively, but that
the border is too retentive of moisture in con-
sequence of improper drainage. We advise
you to ascertain if this is so by making a

thorough examination of the roots in "the
autumn when the trees are resting.

I / i I
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Whinham's Industry is less satisfactory.

Messrs. Bath and Co. obviously have faith

in a continued demand for Gooseberry bushes,

in spite of the discouragement caused by Ameri-
can mildew, as they have a block of 300,000

yearling bushes and 100,000 cuttings.

Bath's Perfection, Balmforth's Seedling, and
Hornet are the Raspberries most in favour, and
they are promising good crops. The Straw-

berries most grown are Royal Sovereign, Sir

Joseph Paxton, The Laxton, and, as a late

variety, Cropper. Strawberries had been injured

by drought as well as by frost, and it was
astonishing to see them so promising after a good

rain as they were at the time of our visit.

Other Orchards in Wisbech.

Mr. Cockett has the largest area of top fruit

in the district, his orchards covering 400 acres.

The Apples which he grows most extensively are

Lord Grosvenor, " Early Victoria, Stirling

Castje, Grenadier, Keswick Codlin, and Bram-
ley's Seedling. The first five are bearing well

this year, while Bramley is fruiting partially.

Some very large old trees of this variety in an
old orchard show a good crop ; but the foreman
said this was not general, as it is not a Bram-
ley year. Here and in several other orchards
we saw immense trees of a local variety named
Green Harvey, a tremendous bearer in alternate

years. It was stated that an average of 5 cwt.

of Apples of this variety per tree had been
grown, while an individual tree here and there

had produced § ton to 1 ton. One ton would be
equivalent to 56 bushels of 401b., and this seems
an incredible crop, even for a tree of enormous
size.

The principal Plums grown are Victoria,

Prince of Wales, Belle de Louvain, and Czar.
The Plums in the orchards seen are bearing better

than in most others in the district. Another
local Apple seen in two or three orchards is

Margaret Henrietta, a small red dessert variety
of poor quality, but in good demand in Northern
markets. This variety is a tremendous cropper.

In one case we saw some trees of it so crowded
together that sun and air could get freely only
to the tops, and these, spread out like an im-
mense umbrella in a compact mass of branches,
were densely covered with fruit.

Lord Grosvenor is an Apple greatly in favour
at Wisbech, as it is a great and almost regular
cropper. It cankers badly in some of the
orchards, if not in all ; but the growers put up
with that fault for the sake of this Apple's
productiveness.

Black Currants are so very little grown in
Wisbech that we neither saw nor heard of more
than one piece of considerable area, and this was
almost devoid of fruit. The two reasons given
to us for not growing Black Currants at Wis-
bech and in another part of Cambridgeshire
were that they become badly infested with "big
bud," and that the crop is frequently cut off by
spring frosts.

Mr. Miller took us last of all to see his own
fruit garden in Wisbech. Most of his fruit land
is at a distance, some of it being in Suffolk.
His home garden is well cultivated, and beauti-
fully clean. Here we saw the only piece of out-
door Tomatos noticed in the course of our tour

;

but Mr. Miller grows them chiefly under glass,
and these are highly promising crops. A good
block of young Pears and cordon Apples
attracted our attention. James Grieve and
Newton Wonder are fruiting well, whilst Lane's
Prince Albert, as nearly everywhere, is almost
bare. Gooseberries and bulbs are grown among
some of the trees. A variety of Gooseberry
known as Roaring Lion bears a great crop.
Some old trees of the Green Harvey Apple and
Hessle and Cluster Pear are of enormous size.
In fruiting seasons they bear very great crops.

SOMERSHAM.
A few orchards at Somersham were looked at

cursorily in passing on our journey towards Wil-

lingham. Most of the trees of the Plum, Dam-
son, and Cherry that we saw were almost bare
of fruit, and Apples were thin. Frost, it

appears, did a great amount of damage to fruit

of all kinds in this parish.

WlLLINGHAM.

One of the best-managed orchards in Willing-
ham is that carried on by Mr. J. F. Thoday,
and is about 50 acres in extent. Here we saw
some of the best Plum crops noticed in the course

of our tour in Cambridgeshire. The Cambridge
Greengage is fruiting well, and this is the case

generally, Mr. Thoday informed us. He has
also good crops of Czar and Bush Plums, and a
fair one of Early Rivers, The Bush, and Cox's
Emperor, while Victoria is nearly bare, and the
fruiting of Monarch is partial. Hessle, Pit-

maston Duchess, and Joe Wilson Pears, the last

being a local variety, bear fair to good crops.

Mr. Thoday's principal Apples are Bramley's
Seedling, Lord Suffield, and Beauty of Bath,
and these are fruiting well for the season.
Lane's Prince Albert is nearly fruitless. Wil-
lingham is in the midst of a great Plum district,

and it is estimated locally that the crop in the
district is only half an average one, Mr. Thoday
being exceptionally fortunate. He has a large

expanse of glasshouses, which we had no time
to visit.

In the adjoining parish of Cottenham there
is a large acreage of fruit. Here we had to be
contented with inspection from the roadside, as
an appointment further on prevented a pro-
tracted enquiry in the parish. Both Apples and
Plums, we were informed, are much under aver-
age.

Histon.

At Histon, where Messrs. Chivers have a
great jam factory, the firm kindly sent their
fruit manager to show us one of the fruit farms
which they hold. Their scattered orchards ex-
tend over some thousands of acres.

For a wonder this season Lane's Prince
Albert is among the Apples bearing well in
parts of the orchard visited, some of the other
varieties showing a good set of fruit being
Worcester Pearmain, Queen, Histon Favourite,
Bismarck, and Bramley's Seedling in some
blocks. Stirling Castle and Keswick Codling are
not cropping well, whilst Beauty of Bath shows
about half an average crop.

Frost did some damage to Plums, Strawberries,
and Raspberries at Histon, but little or none
to Apples. The Strawberries seen, however,
were promising after a recent fall of rain, and
some good crops of Prince of Wales, Greengage,
Pershore, and Early Rivers Plums were seen.
The prospective yields of Plums and Apples on
the whole are put below average. Aphis has
done a great deal of damge to Plums. Damsons
in this particular orchard are fruiting well.

Black Currants are only half a crop. They
started well, but " ran off " in consequence, pre-
sumably, of drought. Cherries are good.
Spraying in these orchards is done by means

of portable main pipes and hose, the work being
driven by an engine capable of serving twenty-
four sprayers. In another place Messrs.
Chivers have underground mains.
In another orchard in or near Histon, which we

entered on seeing the manager as we were pass-
ing, we found Black Currants very thin on the
bushes, as they had "run off." Here Worcester
Pearmain was seen to be cropping well, while
Lane's Prince Albert was fruiting only in places.
No Damsons were seen on the trees, and Plums
generally were said to be only half an average
crop.

Although this report begins with Cambridge-
shire, on account of the great importance of
that county in relation to fruit-growing, my tour
began in Suffolk, and was continued through
part of Norfolk. A description of what was
seen in the two eastern counties must be re-
served for a second article. A Southern Grower.

ORCHID NOTES AND GLEANINCS.

HYBRID ORCHID RECORDS.
At a recent meeting of the R.H.S. Orchid Com-

mittee, Mr. J. Gurney Fowler, chairman of the
Committee, laid before the members a scheme for
the classification of hybrid Orchids under the
species entering into their composition, and with
reference to those hybrids or cross-bred varie-

ties in which three or more species were used.
Dealing with the Laelia, Cattleya and Odonto-
glossum hybrids, of that character which have
obtained awards at the Royal Horticultural
Society, he has prepared an analysis running
into over 700 lines, the first item in each line

being an original species, the second the species
forming a primary cross, and followed by the
third and successively by all other species con-
cerned in each cross, the recognised name of the
plant being given after the names of the species
concerned in its production.
A study of Mr. Gurney Fowler's little book

is very interesting. For example, with Laelia
parpurata as an original it appears sixty-three
times consecutively, with C. Dowiana in the
second line twenty-four times, and with the in-

troduction of other species the sixty-four dis-

tinct crosses are obtained, in many cases the
third agent being a hybrid.

THE ROSARY.
VIEWS 0<N CLASSIFICATION.

In the Rose Annual for 1914, a number of
rosarians contribute notes on the question
of Rose classification. The following are sum-
maries of these views expressed by those who
favour a radical change in the existing system
on the subject which is discussed on p. 438.

Mr. A. Dickson's view is that hybridists have
broken down all existing lines of demarcation be-
tween what were once well-defined groups, and he
proposes to divide the Roses of our gardens into
four sections, viz. : (1) Bedding Roses; (2) Exhi-
bition Roses

; (3) Shrub or Bush habited Roses

;

and (4) Climbing Roses; each of which may be
again sub-divided into groups. The first section,
Bedding Roses, is divided into three groups
according to estimates of their vigour of
growth. In group A we find Hugh Dickson, Griiss

an Teplitz, Frau Karl Druschki, La Tosca, and
Dorothy Page Roberts; in group B Roses of
such different habit as Caroline Testout and
Lady Hillingdon ; while as typical of group C are
given 3 H.T.'s, Madame Ravary, Rich-
mond and Le Progres, a China Comtesse du Cayla
and 2 Polyantha Pompons, Orleans and Jessie.

When we come to the.2nd section, " Exhibition
Roses," we find some of the best for this purpose
have already been used in the other sections.
This, therefore, is to be confined to such Roses
as are useless for any purpose other than exhibi-
tion. It would indeed prove an index ex-
purgatorins. Section 4 for Climbing Roses is

sub-divided into groups : (a) Wall Roses, (b)

Early-flowering, and (c) Late-flowering. These
groups bring together some odd combinations

;

thus we find Climbing Mrs. Grant asso-

ciated with Noisettes, such as W. A.
Richardson in group A (Wall Roses). Early-
flowering Climbers are put into group B,
which includes both multifloras and some
Wichuraianas ; while group C, late-flowering,

has some Wichuraianas, Paul's Single White
and Climbing Lady Ashtown. Surely Climbing
Mrs. W. J. Grant and Climbing Lady Ashtown
are far more like one another in habit and form of
flower than either of them is to the others of
the groups in which they are here respectively
placed. Now admitting Mr. Dickson's premises
that the borderland between two neighbour-
ing groups cannot be readily defined, yet the ,

typical plants are well, known, and the plants
on or near the border line could at least be arbi-
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trarily defined, and the direction in which they

vary from the type could be indicated if neces-

sary. If this were done, surely it would tell us

more of Jessie to know that it is a poly. pom.

than that it is a member of a group comprising

Comtesse du Cayla and Richmond : similarly, to

know that Climbing Lady Ashtown is a climb-

ing H.T. would give more information about it

than to say that it is a member of a class which
includes Hiawatha and Paul's Single White.

Mr. Pemberton's scheme does not differ in

essentials from that of Mr. A. Dickson. In effect,

he substitutes for Mr. Dickson's section for bush

habited Roses a section of "Roses for Decora-
tion," and he adds another section for pot Roses.

He does not work out his scheme so well as does

Mr. Dickson, in that he gives us no examples.

His scheme is, of course, open to the same objec-

tions that meet us in Mr. Dickson's, namely, that

the same variety might in many cases find a place

with equal propriety in two or more sections, and

the line of demarcation between them is conse-

quently even less well defined than under the

present arrangement. Mr. Pemberton would be

willing apparently to retain the names H.T.,
Tea, etc., at present used, though he seems to

think their practical value would be gone.

Mr. G. M. Taylor's article is in some sense a

more serious contribution to the discussion, and
it is clear that he realises something of the great

difficulty involved in a new departure from the

established system. He proposes to arrange all

cultivated Roses into three primary divisions :

—

(1) perpetual-flowering, (2) summer-flowering, (3)

autumn-flowering Roses, each division being

again sub-divided as hereafter mentioned. Deal-

ing first with the primary divisions, we have a
scheme which at least depends on definite charac-

teristics of the plants, and which, if practicable,

might afford useful and definite information as

to the plants in the respective divisions, and
might be free from the vice of overlapping. The
distinction between perpetual-flowering and
autumn-flowering varieties is in some sense

original. The question is whether it is capable

of being sufficiently sharply defined to permit
of its general application for differentiation.

Even between the summer and autumn flowering

sections the dividing line would often be far

from clear. If we take the Wichuraiana group,
for example, this would be split up between divi-

sions 2 and 3. Dorothy Perkins, Francois
Foucard and Coquina would undoubtedly have
to go into division 3, while perhaps the bulk
of the group would be found in division 2. Pre-
cisely how much sporadic flowering in autumn
would avail to shift a Rose into the third division

would certainly be difficult to determine, for the

same Rose will often differ in this respect in dif-

ferent gardens, and under different treatment. No
doubt the Teas and H.T.'s would nearly all b?
found in 1, while the H.P.'s would go into

3 ; but what is to happen to Roses like Hugh
Dickson and Frau Karl Druschki, which,
though they have only two definite growths, yet

give us flowers—the first at intervals, and the

latter nearly continuously through the season ?

But each of these primary divisions is to be
further split up, and the sub-divisions suggested

are : (A) Garden or Decorative Roses
;
(B) Exhi-

bition Roses; (C) Semi-double; (D) Single. Here
the vice of overlapping is at once apparent, for

garden and decorative Roses (section A) will be
found in all the sub-divisions, while exhibition

Roses, class B, will be found also in class A, and
to a less extent in section C.

Dr. A. H. Williams's proposal is no doubt
the most elaborate. He has three primary divi-

sions, according to vigour of growth :— (1)

Climbers
; (2) Bush Pillars

; (3) Dwarfs. These
again are to be sub-divided into four secondary
divisions, according to the type of flower, into

(1) Exhibition Roses; (2) well-formed flowers

too small for exhibition
; (3) loose or irregular

blooms ; and (4) singles. And each of these

twelve secondary groups is to be again parti-

tioned according to their inflorescence into (1)

blooms more or less solitary
; (2) fair-sized

truss ; (3) large cluster. The result of this ar-

rangement, if I understand it aright, would be

to divide our garden Roses into 36 groups, for

which, if it were adopted, appropriate names
would have to be found in due course, for no

one could be expected to remember how to asso-

ciate definite characteristics with a mere num-
ber. This scheme, though it appears compli-

cated, is certainly legitimate, for it predicates

for the members of each of the ultimate groups

the possession of definite characters which, how-
ever difficult they might be to work out, might
be capable of being ultimately ascertained.

Perhaps the next step for testing the value

of the proposed new schemes as against the

little-known plant, and, while in some gardens
it thrives as easily and multiplies as rapidly as

the Daffodil, in others it fails to flower, and
gradually dies. Its glorious umbels of scarlet

Amaryllis-like flowers are, however, so distinct

in colour that there are few gardens in which
it is not worth trying. Near the East Coast
it is perfectly hardy, and it has been known
to withstand over 20° of frost in spring, which
is the most trying time, as the bulbs push
early into growth. To flower well it should be

given a well-drained position under a south wall,

where the bulbs can be thoroughly ripened each

summer, and where a mulching of leaves to pro-

tect it from keen winds in spring is not un-

sightly. A sunny, well-drained slope in the rock-

garden offers an ideal site for it. It then pushes

Fig. 199.

—

huteastrum i'Ratense : colour of flowers briuht scarlet.

existing classification should be the working out

of the 600 Roses of the N.R.S. catalogue ac-

cording to the schemes, say, of Mr. Taylor and
Dr. Williams. The experiment would be in-

teresting, and even if it resulted in the rejec-

tion of these schemes, might lead to valuable

suggestions for the improvement of our present

classification. White Eose.

HIPPEASTRUM PRATENSE.

up flower-stems in late May or early June from

1 to 2 feet in height, each of which carries from
three to six flowers in an umbel.
Baker, in his Amaryllideae, includes it in the

sub-genus Rhodophiala, a group characterised

by linear leaves and open funnel-shaped perianth,

with short tube and capitate stigma. In this

classification the sub-genus Habranthus is 6epa

rated by its trifid stigma. The illustration m
fig. 199 was taken from the group exhibited by
Messrs. Wallace and Co. at the fortnightly meet

ing of the R.H.S. on June 3.

Hippeastrum pratense (or, as it is better known
in gardens, Habranthus pratensis) was intro-

duced from Chile about 1840, and a flowering

plant was figured in the Botanical Register for

June, 1842. Yet somehow or other it remains a

Publications Received.- The Colorado
Agricultural College, Fort Collins, Colorado,
Prospectus for June, 1014-15.— The British

Fern Gazette for June. (The British Ptcrido-

logical Society, Kendal, Westmorland.)
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NOTES FROM WISLEY.

PLANTS IN FLOWER.
The following plants are flowering well in the

moraine : —Dianthus frigidus, D. alpinus, As-

perula hirta, Wahlenbergia saxicola, W.
croatica, Androsace obtusifolia, A. glacialis,

Stachys Corsica, Viola heterophylla, Ionop-

sidium acaule, Silene Hookeri and Saponaria

caespitosa. On other parts of the rockery Saxi-

fraga Cotyledon pyramidalis, Onosma taurica,

Meeonopsis integrifolia, and the blue Meeo-
nopsis racemosa are flowering freely, whilst
two particularly fine patches of Ramondia
pyrenaica facing north make a striking

feature. By the side of one of the larger

pools Primula Bulleyana and P. sikkimensis
are in flower, and the latter is especially
charming in such a position. In the shade
of the wood, Lilium rubellum, a Japanese species
with delicat-e old-rose coloured flowers, is very
fine. This most charming woodland Lily
flourishes well at Wisley, where it grows in a
rather damp spot and has been left undisturbed
for several years. Xerophyllum asphodeloidee
is flowering in the wild garden. It is a native
of North America and bears a compact spike of
white blossoms on a stem about 2 feet high
arising from a tuft of grassy foliage. In moist
positions near the ponds Iris versicolor, I.

ochrqleuca and I. Pseudo-acorus are in full
flower, while the Japanese Iris (I. Kaempferi)
is just commencing to open.

Many flowering trees and shrubs are in bloom,
notably Olearia stellulata, which needs a rather
sheltered place ; Robinia hispida, Laburnum
alpinum, Lonicera involucrata, with reddish
flowers and bracts; Potentilla Veitchii, a
Chinese shrub, producing white flowers from
May till autumn; Cotoneaster humifusa,
which ie prostrate in habit and bears white
flowers; Kalmia latifolia, K. angustifolia,
Stephanandra flexuosa, Rubus odoratus, R.
nutkanus and Chionanthus virginica (Fringe
Tree). Polygonum baldschuanicum and
Hydrangea scandens are two excellent climbers
now in flower. Nymphaea stellata Berlin
Variety is blooming very freely in the heated
Lily tank, which has been recently constructed
near the glasshouses. To grow this Water Lily
in the open a temperature of from 70° to 75°
has to be maintained in the water at the com-
mencement of growth in the spring, but in hot
weather no artificial heat is necessary. Although
the plants were only put in during the third
week of May the suriace of the water is

already nearly covered with foliage and a large
number of the beautiful, blue flowers are open.
The tank measures 20 feet long by 12 feet
broad, and the depth of the water is about 2^
feet. W. D. Cart wright.

HARDY BIENNIALS.

Strictly speaking, a hardy biennial is a plant
which is raised from seeds one year and flowers
the next, producing its seeds and perishing after
it has fulfilled its mission of perpetuating the
race. In actual practice, however, it is found
in our climate that a number of annual and per-
ennial plants give the best results, or are moTe
convenient for certain purposes, if they are
treated as biennials. Some annuals, for ex-
ample, flower earlier or more satisfactorily if

they are sown the previous year, while there
are many hardy perennial plants which are at
their best the first season after sowing. These,
therefore, are cultivated as biennials, and it is

found profitable to treat them in this manner,
especially as some exhaust themselves by free-

flowering, and are liable to be lost during the
succeeding winter.

In the cultivation of biennials one of the most
common errors is that of sowing too late. The
seeds are left unsown until summer is well ad-

vanced, with the result that the plants they pro-

duce have not time to attain their full develop-

ment before winter sets in, so that they either

fail to flower or are small and ineffective at the
time when they ought to be in perfection. This
is why early sowing is desirable with hardy bi-

ennials, and plants raised in good time will be
found much more profitable in every way than
those which have been raised late.

Another common mistake is that of leaving the
seedlings too long in the seed-bed without thin-
ning or pricking out, the effect being that the
plants are poor and stunted, and never attain
their proper vigour and beauty.
May, June, and July are the best months, in

which to sow the seeds of hardy biennials in the
open, but in the colder parts of the three king-
doms it is sometimes found desirable to sow
them in pots, pans, or boxes under glass at an
earlier period. It must be kept in mind that
some biennials when too large suffer consider-
ably more in winter than those of medium size.

This is not usually the case, however, and every
effort should be made to have good plants for

planting out where they are to bloom either

in autumn or in spring. Some of the hardiest
may, with advantage, be sown in the open in

April.

The time to plant out is given where necessary

under the names of the respective plants, but,
wherever possible, those which flower early
should be planted in autumn, and these which
flower later can either be put out then or in

spring. Sometimes this is not possible, owing
to the ground being otherwise occupied, and in

the latter case great care must be taken in trans-

planting.

While details are supplied regarding the sow-
ing and after-treatment of the leading biennials,

it may be said that the others, where not other-
wise mentioned, may be raised by sowing the
seeds in shallow drills in sandy soil in the open
garden, covering them with fine soil to about
twice their thickness, and watering when re-

quired in dry weather. They may also be sown
in boxes, pans, or pots under glass, or in drills

in frames. When the seedlings have made two
of

_
their true leaves they should be thinned, or

pricked out, about 2 inches apart, so as to allow
free growth before planting out.

ALTHAEA ROSEA OR HOLLYHOCK.
The Hollyhock has for a long time been under

a cloud on account of the losses and disfigure-
ment caused by the ravages of disease, but this
has lately been 1«6S virulent than at one
time, and there are signs that the plant
will regain at least a share of its former
popularity. It should be remembered that
seedlings are less liable to the disease than
plants raised from cuttings or eyes, and that bi-

ennial treatment gives the best results.

The seeds may either be sown in autumn under
glass, as soon as they are ripe, or in the open
air or in a frame in July. The latter is the time
generally adopted, and it is recommended for
those who have little glass to spare, or who have
to purchase their seeds. If under glass the
seeds may be sown in boxes or pots of light
sandy soil, and covered to a depth of about a

quarter of an inch with similar soil, or they may
be sown in a bed made up in a frame. In the
latter case they should be sown in drills. Seeds
sown in the open are put in shallow drills about
6 inches apart, and covered with about a quarter
of an inch of fine soil. When the seedlings have
made a pair of their second, or rough, leaves,
they ought to be pricked out about 6 inches
apart, those under glass in other boxes, and those
in the open in beds, about 6 inches apart either
way. The former may be transplanted into
frames afterwards.

The Hollyhock likes a rich, well-manured soil,

and should be kept growing freely from the

time of planting out in May until the flowering
period. In addition to the double Hollyhocks,
there are attractive single varieties, and some of

these, if sown early in heat and treated like

half-hardy annuals, bloom the same autumn.

ADLUMIA CIRRHOSA.
In this plant we have a pleating biennial

climbing plant, useful for trellises or climbing
over shrubs and bushes. It is about 5 feet high,

is quite hardy, and flowers in summer if sown in

the open, preferably where it is to bloom. The
sowing should be made in June or July, and the
plants encouraged to make growth by the use of

good soil. This plant has graceful foliage and
flesh-coloured flowers.

ASTERS.
A few of the Michaelmas Daisy class of Asters

have only a biennial duration, and the best of

these is probably Aster Bigelovii. This grows to

a height of about 2 feet, and has good flowers

of a fine violet blue. It is hardy, and may be
sown in the open from May to July for flowering

the next summer.

CARDUUS AND CHAMAEi-ETJCE.

In these genera we have several handsome
biennials. excellent for effect in the summer gar-

den. They are good "Thistles," and can be

easily raised from seeds sown in the open in

May, June, or July for the following year's dis-

play. They are best transplanted young, and can

be cultivated in any soil. Carduus (Cnicus) bene-

dictus. is the Blessed Thistle, a handsome plant,

about 6 feet high ; C. Kerneri has rose-purple

flowers, 3 feet high ; Chamaepeuce Casabonae is

handsome with its spiny leaves and light purple

heads ; and the effective C. diacantha has lovely

foliage, very spiny, and prettily marked with

white.

CHEIRANTHUS CHEIRI.
With the exception of some annual Wallflowers

which have come into cultivation within the past

few years, the Wallflower (Cheiranthus Cheiri)

is at its best when cultivated as a biennial, the
plants being then much more floriferous and more
compact than when treated as perennials. There
is, also, a vast difference between Wallflowers

properly cultivated and those which are either

sown too late or neglected in their early stages.

In open seasons the seeds may be sown in the

open in March or April, although May and June
are the times generally adopted. The seeds are

best sown in shallow drills of sandy soil and
covered with about a quarter of an inch of the

same compost. Thin sowing is desirable, and
when the plants have made a pair of their true

leaves they are pricked out about 2 inches

apart in light soil. When rooted, if bushy plants

are desired, they can have the points pinched
out, and thus encouraged to make side shoots.

When these have grown the plants may again be
transplanted about a foot apart into good soil,

which has been well firmed, and a second pinch-

ing of the shoots may take place if the plants

have been raised early, but it should not be
done after the beginning of August. As early

in autumn as the ground is available the plants

should be set where they are to bloom. Late
and thick sowing, and late transplanting and
planting, are causes of failure.

The German Double varieties may be treated
in the same way, but it is undesirable to pinch
these out more than once. Cheiranthus Allionii

is a handsome Wallflower-like plant, which is

practically a biennial. It grows about a
foot high and bears good heids of orange-
yellow flowers. It may be treated in the same
way as the Wallflowers, and is excellent for the
border or the rock-garden. Closely allied to

it is Erysimum helveticum, a useful border
plant, growing a foot high and bearing orange-
yellow flowers. S. Arnott.

(To be continued.)
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CALCEOLARIA " JOHN INNES."

The illustration in fig. 200 shows a hybrid
Calceolaria raised at Merton by the present
writer during 1912 from C. plantaginea ? x
C. polyrrhiza $ .

Only one seedling was produced. It possesses
the rhizomatous growth of C. polyrrhiza, with
leaves of intermediate characters between those
of its parents. The flowers are larger than
those of either parent, being 1£ inch long and
1 inch across, the shape suggesting the male
parent, but the corolla is not inverted, as in

that species.

The ground colour is a deep rich yellow, with
irregular chocolate spotting on the front, more
heavily spotted at the back, and chocolate

blotches inside the throat.

The plant flowers freely, and is a vigorous

grower, being readily propagated from the

rhizomes. It is likely to prove as hardy as its

male parent, having stood two winters in the

and preparation of the manure. Provided,
however, that proper attention is given to them,
Mushrooms may be grown either out-of-doors or
inside with excellent results, and there is no
doubt that their culture could with advantage
be greatly extended.

The Mushroom House.

No hard and fast rules need be laid down as
to the nature of the house. Good results may
be obtained in a plainly constructed lean-to shed
with thatched roof, or in a cellar. The essen-
tial features are darkness and a fairly equable
temperature. To obtain the latter during the
warmest months of the year, the house, if con-
structed above ground, should be given a
northern aspect. An earthen floor will ensure
humidity. For winter culture the installation

of hot-water pipes will be a distinct advantage,
providing the temperature is well regulated.
The spaces for the beds may be constructed

of wood or bricks. The latter are much the
more durable, though many growers prefer

Fig. 200.

—

calceolaria " john innes " (c. plantaginea x c. polyrrhiza).

open garden. It did not prove to be self-fertile,

but when crossed back with C. polyrrhiza it

gave seedlings varying in leaf and flower char-

acters between the original cross and C.

polyrrhiza.

About thirty of these seedlings have come
through the winter in a border out of doors,

where they are now coming into flower.

Two more seedlings have been raised this

year of the original cross (plantaginea X
polyrrhiza). They are like the first, except that

they both lack the spotting on the front of the

"pouch." E. J. A!lard.

MUSHROOM CULTURE.

Mushrooms are sometimes regarded, particu-

larly by small growers, as an uncertain crop.

Failures may be due to bad spawn—especially

when the crop has been grown indoors, to the

unsuitability of the structure, or to the quality

• Board of Agriculture and Fisheries Leaflet No. 276.

woodwork. If woodwork is chosen, it must be

strong, especially if it is decided to have another
tier for successional beds. This economises

space, but at least three or four feet should be
left between the tiers to admit of proper work-
ing. Each bed should be two feet six inches

deep. Less depth would suffice, but the beds
will continue in bearing longer, and be gener-

ally more satisfactory, if the depth stated is

allowed.

Preparation and Spawning of Beds in Houses.

The preparation of the manure for inside beds

is important. The manure from corn-fed horses

is best ; it should be freed from the longest

litter, but the shortest straw ought not to be
too searchingly removed. The newly collected

droppings should be spread out in a dry shed
not exposed to the sun and drying winds, and
turned frequently to allow the rank heat to

escape. Afterwards the dung may be thrown
into a heap and turned occasionally, and whilst

still warm be brought together and rammed
firmly to form the bed. The temperature
should then be tested. A stick in the hands of

an experienced person may be a sufficient guide,

but a bottom heat thermometer is more satis-
factory. The

. mercurial bulb is. encased in a.

sharp-pointed brass tube which can be thrust
into the bed, and read at any time, without re-

moval. The rise in temperature should be noted
daily. Spawning should take place when the
heat is on the decline, at about 80° to 85° F.

The spawn should be of the best quality ob-

tainable, and procured from a reliable source, as-

it is folly to use cheap or second-class material.

The cakes of spawn should be soaked in water
if very dry, though this is only necessary dur-

ing the summer months, or when they have been
left exposed to the air for a long . time. They
should be broken up into pieces about as large

as a hen's egg and inserted in the bed some three

inches deep in holes from nine inches to a foot

apart, and then firmly covered over. About a
week afterwards, if the spawn shows signs of
running, the bed should be soiled over, a layer

of fresh turfy loam two inches deep, and beaten
thoroughly firm, being the best for the purpose.

If this is at all dry it should be watered; a
hard surface will be no deterrent to the crop.

The soil should then be covered with a mulch-
ing of clean straw, which will prevent undue
evaporation of moisture. The date of spawning
should he noted.

The interval from the time of spawning until

the beds commence to bear varies, but if all

goes well young Mushrooms may be expected in

about six to eight weeks' time, and as soon as

these are noticed the mulching should be re-

moved, as in a warm structure it tends to har-

bour insect and other pests. Throughout the

season of growth the temperature should be

kept between 55° and 60° F. , according to the

conditions out-of-doors, and damping down
should be done as often as necessary to ensure

a humid atmosphere. This will be governed en-

tirely by the natural surroundings, but the walls

and paths should be kept damp, using as little

fire heat as possible. To provide additional

warmth some newly-gathered droppings should

be spread in the pathway and turned once or

twice daily.

Beds in the Open.

Those who have not the convenience of a
Mushroom house, cellar, or any similar suitable

place, may with confidence try the formation

of a bed out-of-doors, provided it is built in

time to be coming into bearing in the early

autumn. Mushrooms may be cut in the open,

the whole season through, if beds are spawned

in succession, though winter-bearing beds need

to be covered with a thick layer of straw in

severe weather. The site for spring and sum-

mer bearing beds should be shaded from the

hottest of the sun's rays. It should be slightly

above the natural level, so that surface water

drains away readily. Beds constructed out-of-

doors differ in one respect from those built in-

side, i.e.. they are ridge formed, with a 'base

usually from 5 to 6 feet wide. The material

should be firmly trodden and rammed as the

work proceeds. The manure requires preparing

exactly as for other systems, but excellent crops

may be obtained by the use of equal parts of

manure and leaves if the latter are not too de-

cayed, and where a liberal supply of leaves is

obtainable their combination with horse manure

is to be recommended, for the heat generated is

much more lasting and even.

Commercial Culture.

Although the foregoing principles are appli-

cable to the cultivation of Mushrooms generally,

the methods adopted are in many cases some-

what different when the crop is grown on a
commercial scale. Quantities of first-class

Mushrooms are grown in old limestone pits,

shale mines, quarries, disused railway tunnels,

underground cellars, old ice houses, sheds, empty
Rhubarb forcing houses, and similar positions.

Any place which can be kept dark, and where

sufficient manure for new beds can be stored to-

maintain a temperature of 60° F., is suitable.
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Where Mushrooms are to be grown on a fairly

big scale a, large quantity of manure is neces-

sary. .Only the very roughest of the straw is

removed, and the manure is heaped and turned

over for a few days to prevent violent heating,

or " fire-fang," as it is often called. The
manure is then lowered or wheeled into the

mines or pits, or conveyed to tunnels in

waggons by a central lines of rails. In many
•cases a box 3 feet deep, 3 feet 6 inches to 4 feet

broad at the base, and with open top and bot-

tom, the top opening being usually 18 inches to

2 feet broad, is used. This box is usually made
the length of the beds, which are run off at

right angles to a broad central path at least

6 feet wide. Having placed the box in position,

the manure is alternately forked into the 'box

and trampled down hard until it protrudes above
the top opening. The box is then lifted off and
moved along sufficiently far to allow 18 inches
between the beds at their base. This process is

continued until all the manure which may be
ready at the time is disposed of. As soon as
the temperature falls to about 85° F., pieces of
spawn 2 inches to 3 inches in diameter are in-

serted in the beds 2 to 2£ inches deep and about
18 inches apart.

Within a few days of spawning the beds are
soiled over with 1^ inches of ordinary black
garden or other surface soil. This is sometimes
applied by placing a box sufficiently large over
the bed to allow of the desired coating of soil

being gacked down all over the bed. By means
of a mason's trowel or an ordinary garden spade
and a can of water, a very smooth surface is

made on the bed. As soon as one batch of
Beds has been finished, another batch is com-
menced, and a continuous supply of heat is thus
obtained.

In places such as pits, caves or tunnels, the
beds are not so liable to dry and are seldom
hayed and strawed. As soon as the flush of the
crop is over, the beds are watered with tepid
water in which sulphate of ammonia has been
dissolved, at the rate of half a teaspoonful to
three gallons. Rough agricultural salt is used
by some growers in a similar manner, in slightly
higher proportions, with good effects. As a re-
sult of such treatment a second crop is ob-
tained, and the beds continue to bear for a much
longer period.

Gathering the Crop.

The gathering of the crop is an important
feature. The Mushrooms should never be cut
with a knife, but given a sharp twist and pulled
clean out, the lower portion of the stem being
cut off afterwards. The beds must not be al-
lowed to become dry. They should receive
periodically a good soaking of tepid water, and
beds that have been in bearing some time may
be rejuvenated by watering with liquid farm-
yard manure diluted with four times its bulk
of water. Some beds, if allowed to remain, will
continue to bear more or less for a long time,
but usually it is 'best and most convenient to
clear out the old manure, which is useful in a
variety of ways, and to use new material for
another crop.

The Mushrooms are usually sent to market in
1-lb. punnets, and in baskets holding 2 or 3 lbs.,

or more. They bear transport well, with little

packing, and, if proper arrangements for market-
ing are made, they may be expected to pay well
during the winter and spring months.

no veining or blotching under the beard—and by
their very straight, erect stems, which carry the

flowers well above the foliage. The form of the

flowers and their papery spathes are also very

PALLIDA CENCIALTII HYBRID IRISES.

The Award of Merit given at the Chelsea
Show to Iris Goldcrest calls attention to a small
and little-known group of bearded Irises which
includes some of the best garden plants in the
family. They are characterised by their self-

coloured flowers—the standards are of almost the
same shade of colour as the falls, and there is

distinct, and few Irises rival them in the free-
dom with which they bloom and their habit of
holding a large number of flowers expanded at
one time. The illustration of Goldcrest in
fig. 154, p. 370, shows the shape of this variety,
and in fig. 201 is illustrated the habit of I.

Viola. It will be seen that the stem carries six
flowers, of whioh four are expanded together,
at well-proportioned distances. Viola is the
best of a batch of seedlings raised by
Mr. Caparne. The uniform colour of the
whole flower is shade 4 of light bluish-

violet (202 of the Sep. de Couhurs). The
beard is small and almost white. Goldcrest is

almost exactly the same shade of blue, but has
a well-marked yellow beard. Celia is another
form with pale mauve flowers, in colour close to

Albert Victor. Penge is much deeper and has
the same rich violet-blue as I. pallida brionensis.
They all grow 3 or 3^ feet high and have the
advantage of lengthening the flowering season of
the Iris by flowering earlier than the typical
Pallidas. It W. Wallace.

Fig. 201.

—

iris " viola "
: flowers

bluish-violet colour.

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
(The Editors do not hold themselves responsible for

the opinions expressed by correspondents.)

"Stolen from the Chelsea Show
(see p. 422).—In a lesser degree we suffered
loss at the hands of thieves at the recent Chelsea
Show, a number of planus in pots being com-
pletely stripped during the night succeeding the
closing day. Though our loss was not a serious
one, we hope that, apart from any steps the
Royal Horticultural Society may decide to
take another year, the publicity which you have
given the facts may deter the thieves from
attempting a renewal of their practices. The
instance Mr. Paul cites is particularly unfortu-
nate and Tegrettable. We join in express-
ing sympathy with our French neighbours.
Dickson and Robinson.

Applying Water to Garden Plants and
Lawns.—Readers of gardening journals and of

the occasional articles on horticultural subjects

in the general Press will have remarked the
trend of the writers towards adding to the
labours of the gardener in a variety of ways
and without any compensating advantages.
Some of the writers would have us believe that
the greater portion of the country partakes of

the nature of the Bagshot sand, being as porous
and hungry as the heathland of Surrey and
parts of Hampshire, in which water is extremely
scarce. But much of the soil of these islands
consists of heavy loams, clay and other water-
bearing strata, and the rainfall is greater than
that of almost every other European country. In
the generality of years there is no lack, except-
ing on soils of a sandy nature. The writer of
this note has a lengthy experience in the culti-

vation of gardens of large size in several parts

of England and on varied soils, and is therefore

competent to form an opinion on the matter of

affording water to plants, the time to apply it,

and the duration of its application, whether
mulches for the preservation of moisture in the

soil are desirable or otherwise, and whether
these should be of a manurial nature or not.

It may be assumed that when plants are re

moved from the seed-bed, as in the case of the

Brassicas set out in June, if the weather be not

rainy, water will be required till they are

established, but seldom afterwards. Celery
requires much water till it is fit for its first

earthing up, but not later, unless there is a

cessation of growth. Strawberries planted
in the month of August may require water
till they have made roots in the soil, if

the weather is dry ; also beds of Radishes,
Lettuces, Violets planted in the spring months
with rooted runners should have water applied

failing rainy weather, and be often syringed in

order to destroy red spider, which is injurious

to the leaves. Culinary Peas and Sweet Peas
soon go out of bearing and the latter cease to

produce flowers if not well supplied with wateT
and mulch at the root, and the same applies

to Runner Beans, but is less applicable in the
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case of French or Kidney varieties. Fruit trees

planted against warm walls, when carrying much
fruit, should be afforded two or three copious

applications during the course of the summer,
slightly loosening the crust with a digging fork

to let the water pass to the roots ; and if the

soil be light and porous, a mulch of spent hot-

bed manure after the first application will keep

it moist for a few weeks. The same treatment

may be adopted with Pear trees on dwarfing

stacks and with Apples on Paradise stocks which
may be carrying heavy crops of fruit ; not other-

wise, unless the soil is shallow or very porous.

In some heavy soils a hoeing with the draw-
hoe at intervals of three to four weeks, so as

to keep a crumbly layer at the surface, will

be found more advantageous than a mulch of

spent manure, preventing undue drying of the

soil and favouring the admission of the sun
heat to the roots of the trees, etc., so beneficial

to most things in heavy land. In regard to

the depth the hoe should go, two to three inches

is quite enough. With regard to ordinary
vegetables, it is sufficient if the hoeing is quite

superficial, assuming that in a well cultivated

garden no deep-rooting weeds are permitted to

exist. Where the soil is light and sandy a

difficulty is sure to be experienced in hot
weather in keeping lawns and, especially, slopes

in good condition, applications becoming
,
necessary almost daily. These are better given
in the evening, although on days that are cloudy
water may be applied at any time with good
results. Lucky is the gardener who has water
supplied in underground pipes, for by its means
he can easily keep the grass in good order with
the least amount of labour. In light land it is of

much assistance in keeping the lawn green in a

dry season to cover the soil with a layer of clayey
loam two to four inches in thickness previously to

sowing grass seeds or laying the turves ; or, 'if

that be impracticable from reasons of expense
or lack of the right material, then to apply
finely-sifted heavy loam as a winter dressing

annually for a few years. Such soil feeding
should not exceed an inch in thickness, the fresh

soil being spread evenly and rolled when in a
dry condition some days subsequently. On
lawns not required for tennis, etc., if the grass

is deficient in clover— Trifolium perenne
minus—a plant of dwarf-growth should be sown
in quite small quantities immediately after this

dressing is put on the turf, raking it in with a

short-toothed iron rake. Manurial watering is

an important operation in most gardens for
various plants—viz., for vines applied to inside

and outside borders, to vines in pots, Straw-
berry plants in pots, French beans that are being
forced, etc. Manures may be employed in the
flower garden at intervals in this form, inter-

mittently with clear water, as may be called for,

in the case of such plants as Musas, Colocasias
(such as Antiquorum), the larger-growing
Solanums, Wigandias, Ricinus. Amaranthus,
Daturas, Ferdinandias, Hibiscus Manihot, Lava-
teras, Melianthus, and other plants grown in

gardens for their leaf effects. Dahlias, Holly-
hocks, Shrubby Phloxes, Nicotianas, Mina
lobata, Digitalis and early-flowering Chrysan-
themums are greatly benefited by occasional
doses of manure water, whilst growing and
previously to their coming into bloom. It is a
safe rule to use it in a much-diluted state and
often, rather than strong and seldom. Critic.

Wasps (see p. 423).—It may interest readers
to know that this spring, up to the
end of May, 1,769 queen wasps have been
caught in these Gardens. For the past six

years my employer has paid to the men on the
estate 2d. for each queen wasp caught up to the
middle of June. But this year the wasps have
been so numerous he has paid each man 2d. each
for the first 100 and Id. each for all over 100.

Some years the wasps devour very large quan-
tities of fruit; in fact, it has been quite a dread
to gather the ripe soft fruits from the trees. It

would be interesting to know what other
employers do to check the increasing wasp plague.

If your correspondent, Mr. C. Nicholson, would
like the collection from here to report on it, I

would be pleased to send it to him. H. Hanson,
Bolmbury Garden*, Dnrhing.

Grass in the Rockery. — One or two
papers, including the Times, at the time of re-

porting the exhibits at the late Chelsea Show,
rather took exception to the grass representing
a piece of upland Alpine " Meadow " in my
exhibit, and there was more than a hint con-

veyed that it is not possible to keep grass

within bounds in an ordinary rockery in an
English garden. I think, however, it is to be
managed by sowing dwarf varieties of grass on
a shallow stratum of peaty soil, underneath
which is a good solid bed of soft magnesian
limestone. It should not be much trouble to

weed any coarse grasses out that may have
strayed in with the soil or seed. I contend that
where our close "swath" is successful it will

not be necessary to cut the grass before June or

July, and even then so little may be cut off

that the flowered stems of Gentians, Primulas,
and Orchids are merely "ended" in such a

manner as will tend to the welfare of the plants

—practically the fruits only being removed. It

is a pretty experiment and worthy of trial. I

have already succeeded with Gentiana verna
and Primula farinosa a second season in grass

—

and Mr. Irving at Kew is trying Gentiana in
it. J. Wood.

The Source of Yellow Roses.— The
admirable article from the pen of White Rose
upon "The Source of Yellow Roses" (p. 543)
has been productive of a few questions upon
the subject from another writer under the no-m
de plume of Experience. There is little use, I
imagine, endeavouring to trace the ancestry of
such Roses as Marechal Niel and Duchesse
D'Aueretaedt, for, so late in the history of
these varieties, any pronouncement can only be
speculative. It is undoubted that nearly
all of the older yellow Roses owe their
origin to a promiscuous sowing of seed ob-
tained from seed pods set without any
artificial aid from the hybridist, and in-

sect agency is possibly responsible for a large
number of the fine old sorts raised many years
ago. In the old days accurate records of

parentages did not exist, and it would be
futile to attempt to supply them now. But
our modern hybridists are working upon more
scientific lines and upon a more certain basis.

The modern Rose breeder has gone to totally

different varieties to obtain the present-day
yellow Roses, and in several of the fine sorts of

recent origin that are now in commerce the
ancestry is apparent to any careful student of

the evolution of the queen of flowers. Ex-
perience, in his note, says it is quite evident
that if we go to the various yellow species—or

alleged species—mentioned by White Rose we
shall obtain Briar-like nature in our crossings,

and can we improve on what Pernet-Ducher has
done and is doing in this direction ? That ques-

tion is, I think, easily answered. The work at
present being done by the illustrious French
rosarian has already been done, and done well,

by one of our famous British raisers. So long
ago as 1844 a writer in one of the responsible
horticultural journals of that period stated that
he found Harrisonii and Double Yellow to set

seed freely when impregnated with pollen from
other Roses. The British raiser to whom I have
referred has sent out during recent years many
most excellent yellow Roses, and I know that
he was using pollen from Persian Yellow as far

back as 1864. The raiser in question never
divulges his parentages, but in the catalogue of

his firm for the season of 1912-1913 he takes the
grower of Roses a little into his confidence.

Writing of the fragrance of Roses, he states

that the true Rose perfume is the old damask
or Attar of Rose odour; that the "Tea per-

fume" speaks very decisively for itself; and
it is, however, to the Persian Rose, with its

unique fragrance, that we are indebted for the
exquisite perfume so much appreciated in

the newer yellow Roses. These words are
taken from the catalogue of Roses issued

last season from the famous Newtownards
nurseries. I confess to some considerable

interest in the evolution of Roses and
endeavour to study the subject very carefully

and closely. I felt certain that the noted Irish

firm must have been using Briar blood for a
long period, and Mr. Alexander Dickson in-

formed me that he first used pollen from Per-

sian Yellow thirty years ago. The breeding in

of colour and fragrance from the Persian Rose

is a triumph of hybridisation, and so carefully
and thoroughly has it been done that all the
undesirable qualities of the Briar, including its

unquestionable tendency to black spot, have
been eliminated. The National Rose Society
has decreed that a certain race of Roses
shall be designated as Pernetiana, in

honour of an esteemed French raiser, and
no one will grudge him the distinction.

Nevertheless, the fact remains that honours
should also be bestowed nearer home, and
the future historian of the evolution of

Roses must certainly credit the house of New-
townards with a worthy and honourable place

in the building up of a race of elegant and re-

fined yellow varieties. George M. Taylor, Mid-
Lothian.

Severing of Ivy Stems (see p. 422).—In
your issue of June 13 Mr. H. G. B. Biddesden
writes :

" I shall be glad to know if any of your
readers could give an instance of the stem of

an Ivy, having been completely severed, con-

tinuing to live throughout one summer." I am
able to state that ten years ago I severed the
stem of an Ivy growing on a building 3 feet

above the ground, and removed the roots en-

tirely. With the exception of a little drooping
for the first few days the Ivy was none the
worse for the operation, and is at present grow-
ing as well as ever. It has often been examined
by others as well as myself, and we are con-

vinced that it has no connection with the ground
whatever. James Wood, Hedsor Park.

The Lesser Nar; ssus Fly. —The main
points brought out in the recent correspondence

concerning the lesser Narcissus fly (Eumerus
strigatus) have been that many larvae feed in

one bulb, that they are to be found feeding in

March and April, and that they may be merely
scavengers. Reasoning from the habits of allied

insects is in this case of little value, for the

larvae of the Syrphidae or hover flies exhibit

most remarkable variations in their feeding

habits and in their habitats. Some are pre-

daceous upon aphides ; some devour living plants
;

some feed in the most filthy of decaying matter.

(Many will remember Virgil's recipe for start-

ing bee-keeping. No doubt his final product con-

sisted of swarms of drone-flies !) The following

facts may be of some interest. The larvae from
bulbs lifted in April pupated almost at once, and
flies hatched out from them in early May. Even
larvae submerged in water for 72 hours behaved
in this way. The eggs laid by these flies have
hatched, and the larvae may now be found feed-

ing, a dozen or more together, in the necks of

Narcissus bulbs. There seems to be no doubt
whatever that they enter at the neck of the bulb.

They may be found feeding in bulbs which show
no other damage than can be accounted for by
the larvae feeding in the bulb, though this is not
always the case. One we have before us as we
write has the upper half inch of the bulb within
the neck reduced to a brown semi-liquid mass
in which the larvae are feeding, and tnis is the

only damage the bulb has suffered. Another, on
the contrary, is suffering also from basal rot,

and the larvae have penetrated further into

the' middle already. The decay set up is of the

same nature as, and very similar to, that fol-

lowing the attack of the Onion maggot upon
Onions or Shallots. It is clear that at least two
broods of the flies appear within the vear ; that,

at least at times, the larvae attack healthy bulbs ;

and that it would be wise to examine all bulbs
lifted now with care, and to destroy all those
containing the larvae. Fred J. Chittenden.

Apparently Mr. Shea still misses the real

point of the matter. It is not whether the larvae of

the Eumerus " burrow into and attack the necks
of the Narcissus bulbs," which we all know they
do, but whether the bulbs so attacked are sound
and healthy ones or not, for which there is at

present no entirely satisfactory evidence cither

way. But I agree with Mr. Shea that those who
are investigating the matter on behalf of the
Board of Agriculture are certainly " not so

stupid," and will now give their attention to

the point, and, before we are called upon to take
any special measures, will produce for us definite

proof one way or the other. This has been the

whole and sole object of my calling attention

to it. .4. /. Bliss.
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The Week's Work.

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
By H. J. Chapman, Gardener to Mrs. Cookson,

Oakwood, Wylam-on-Tyne.

Thunia.—The flower-scapes of these Orchids
are developing, and if the pots have become
filled with roots, feed the latter about twice a

week with weak liquid-manure made from cow-

dung. As soon as the flowers have expanded,
the plants may be removed to a cooler and
drier atmosphere, where the flowers will last

much longer. These plants are serviceable for

house decorations, and if the roots are kept
moderately dry the plants should suffer no harm
during the time the flowers last in perfection.

After the flowers are over, afford the plants

every encouragement to complete, their growth :

they should receive plenty of light.

Phaius.— Hybrids of P. Humblottii, in-

cluding P. Cooksoniae, P. Phoebe, P. oak-

woodiense, P. Doris and P. Chapmanii have
finished flowering and the new growths are

developing roots. Therefore the plants may be
repotted. The habit of the plants of this

section is much more compact than that of P.
simulans and its class, and it is not desirable to

disturb the roots annually for repotting if

the condition of the plants warrants its

postponement. Surface moss that has become
overgrown should be removed and replaced with
fresh moss, whether repotting is practised or

not. Small plants soon fill their receptacles

with roots, and it is generally necessary to repot
them annually. For compost use a mixture of

turfy loam, peat and leaves in equal portions,

with sufficient sand, charcoal and broken
crocks added to render the materials porous.

The plants should be shaded carefully until they
have become re-established. During the season

of active growth, when the pots are filled with
roots, the plants require a plentiful supply of

water. A temperature of about 70° should be
maintained at night during this stage, but in

the resting season 65° will suffice.

Dendrobium fobmosum-This Orchid has
become popular in private gardens during
recent years for the purpose of furnishing white
flowers in the autumn. The plants are
growing freely, and any necessary repot-
ting should be done as soon as the roots
are active. The plants require a liberal
amount of strong light from the time growth
commences until the flowers expand in the
autumn, but they must not be exposed so
much as to cause scorching. A hot, humid
atmosphere should be maintained and the roots
liberally supplied with moisture until growth
matures, when cooler and practically dry con-
ditions should be afforded.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
By W. Crump, Gardener to Earl Beauchamp, K.C.M.G.,

Madresfield Court, Worcestershire.

Flowering Shrubs — The shrubs in these
gardens have never before in my experience
been more damaged by spring frosts. Many of

the newly-introduced species especially have
been damaged. The minimum temperature was
60° on one night and 24° two nights afterwards.
Shrubs that had been pruned after flowering
and made new growth were cut back by the
frost and have had to be pruned again to sound
wood. It is very doubtful if this later growth
will ripen sufficiently to flower next season.
Magnolias, Buddleias, Deutzia carmmea, D.
densiflora, D. kalmiaeflora, D. corymbiflora,
Stephandra flexuosa and all the Japansese Acers
have suffered severe damage, whilst Corylopsis
spicata and many others have been cut to the
ground level. Ail these plants have in former
winters withstood much more severe frosts ; the
damage was largely by reason of the tender con-
dition of the young growths.

Roses.—Aphis has caused us much trouble
this season, the Roses requiring attention daily
to keep them clea'r of green' fly. ' There has been

one continual migration of the pest on the wing,

and as fast as one infestation has been destroyed
by spraying, the bushes have been freshly at-

tacked. Madresfield is in a Hop-growing dis-

trict, and our persistent attacks of aphis may be
due to migrations from the Hop fields.

The Terrace Garden.—Grass verges must
be made neat and trim and lawns kept mown.
Should Plantains or other coarse weeds appear
in the turf, destroy them with the " Wikeham "

weed eradicator. Keep the flower-beds tidy,

and see that the plants are properly supported
and stopped as required.

Seed-Sowing.— It is time for sowing (in a
cold frame, for preference) spring bedding
plants, such as Polyanthus, Aubrietias, Wall-
flowers, Myosotis, Alyssum saxatile compactum
and other biennials. Partially shade the seed-

pans until the seeds have germinated in order
that the soil may keep moist without resorting

to watering ; for the same reason maintain a
humid atmosphere about the seed-pans of the
seedlings. Many herbaceous perennials come
true from seed, and now is the best time to sow
them. Seedlings are always more vigorous than
plants raised from cuttings or by division. The
fine Geum Mrs. Bradshaw may be raised* from
seed sown now. Campanulas, Oenotheras
Aquilegias, Thalictrums, Veronica subsessilis,

Pentstemons, Rudbeckias, Sweet Williams,
Brompton and winter-flowering Stocks are all

easily raised from seed.

The Iris Garden is now the gayest and
most pleasing feature in the flower garden.
Irises flower over a long season, and the plants

seldom fail. I. Monnieri and I. ochroleuca have
been extra fine this treacherous season.

The Bulb Garden.— The foliage is now
nearly ripe, and the long grass may be mown
where bulbs are planted in turf. The sun
will ripen the bulbs, which is very important
if good flowers are expected next season.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
By C. H. COOK, Gardener to the Earl of DERBY,

Knowsley Hall, Lancashire.

Vallota purpurea.—The plants show signs
of completing their growth, therefore water
should be withheld gradually, allowing the bulbs
to rest from now until September. Stand the
plants on a staging or ash bottom in a cold
frame in full sunshine to ripen the bulbs. It

is not necessary to repot Vallotas oftener than
every third or fourth year. Early in July is a
good time to top-dress or repot established
bulbs ; the compost should consist of equal parts
16am, leaf-mould and sand, with a little bone-
meal added. Pot firmly and keep the soil

almost dry until September. Imported bulbs
should be potted in October.

Humea elegans.—A few seeds of this sweet-
scented plant may be sown now, and another
sowing made about the middle of July. Sow the
seeds thinly in a pan of finely-sifted soil, barely
covering them. Place the seed-pan in a cold
frame, and cover it with a piece of glass or
paper. As soon as the seedlings can be handled
they should be potted carefully and grown on.
Strict attention must be paid to watering, for an
excessively moist soil must be guarded against.

Admit plenty of air on all favourable occasions.

Unlike most plants, Humeas are not benefited

by wetting the foliage.

Pancratium fragrans.— The flowers are
almost over and fresh leaves are developing.
Examine the plants with a view to top-dressing
any that require this attention, using a mixture
of three parts loam and one part each of pul-

verised cow-manure and leaf-mould, adding a
little charcoal and sand. If any plants require
repotting, the work must be done very carefully,

to minimise damage at the roots. Use ample
materials for drainage and slightly less cow-
manure than advised for the mixture for top-

dressing. Plunge the plants in a hotbed until

growth is completed, when they may be exposed
to full sunlight. Sponge the leaves directly
thrips are noticed.

Pot Roses.—To obtain good flowers from
Roses in pots early next spring, the plants must
receive liberal treatment during the summer

months. Stand them out-of-doors in a light
situation, sheltered from cold winds. Re-
move all flower-buds from plants required
for forcing next spring: If repotting is

necessary remove a goodly portion of the old
soil and use good turfy loam enriched with a
little bone-meal. Pot firmly. Cut away all old
and useless wood, and then plunge the pots in
ashes, affording water very carefully for some
time afterwards. Those with soil in a satis-

factory condition should be fed with weak soot
water and diluted liquid manure. Syringe the
plants with clear water occasionally. For com-
bating mildew and green fly, spray the plants
with Quassia extract.

Can N a.—The earliest plants are in full
growth, and should be watered frequently with
liquid manure. Plants of later batches may be
repotted and grown on in a pit or frame. Water
the soil very carefully until the roots are re-

established.

Management of the Houses.- With the
exception of stoves and propagating pits, fire

heat may be almost entirely dispensed with
by judicious ventilation and closing the houses
early.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
By W. Hedley Warren, Gardener to the Aston-Clinton
Park Estate (the Rt. Hon. Lord Rothschild), Buck-

inghamshire.

Pineapples.—Attend to old, leggy plants

that are not fruiting, and cut them off at the
surface of the soil, removing the lower leaves

to where the stem begins to soften, shortening
the latter if necessary. Pot them firmly into

8 or 10-inch pots, using good turfy loam in

moderate-sized lumps. Plants sixteen or

eighteen months old having no appearance of
fruiting should also be turned out of their
pots, some of the old soil removed, and the
roots cut back, afterwards re-potting them as
mentioned above. This will enable the plants to
produce earlier and finer fruit, as the old soil

frequently becomes soddened from the presence
of worms, one of the greatest pests in Pine cul-

tivation in pots. Place the plants in a close

pit having a brisk bottom heat, and water the
soil, which will suffice geneially for moisture
until about a fortnight, when fresh roots will

have developed. Plunge the pots in the hot-

bed, keep the pit close and moist, lightly syringe

the plants overhead daily, and shade them
effectually. The temperature at night should be
about 70°, with a rise of 10° to 15° in the day-
time ; examine the bed at intervals to see that
the requisite amount of bottom heat is main-
tained. If the plunging bed is composed of

fermenting materials and bottom heat is not
supplied by means of hot-water pipes do not
use fire-heat unless it is absolutely necessary.

Peaches and Nectarines.—Artificial heat
can be discontinued when the early crop is

ready to be gathered, and an abundance of

fresh air admitted in order that the fruit may
be highly coloured and rich in flavour.

Examine the fruits daily to ascertain which
are ripe, but handle them carefully to
avoid bruising. The fr.uit should be grasped
firmly in the palm of the hand, and such
as are ripe will part from the tree when
pressed lightly against the base. If the
fruits are required to hang on the trees

until they are fully ripe suspend to the trellis

or wires a sheet of soft canvas or netting, or

place over the border a layer of dried bracken
fern or hay, the value of which will be in-

creased if a sheet of soft canvas or
stout tiffany is placed on the top of it.

This will ensure that any that may fall will

not be bruised. To pack the fruit for trans-

mission it should be wrapped separately in

tissue paper with a covering of cotton wool and
packed carefully, but firmly, in single layers in

the box with a padding of wood wool sur-

rounding each fruit. Pay unremitting attention

to the trees in succession houses, as previously

directed, and let there be no break in the supply
of fruit. Take measures to prevent infestations

of insect pests ; red spider may be kept in check
by affording the borders plenty of moisture.

Old trees in the late houses carrying heavy
crops of fruit require a regular supply of
stimulants. Remove all surplus growth, retain-
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ing only those shoots that are absolutely

necessary for fruiting the following season.

Cucumbers.— Encourage the plants to grow
rapidly. If the young fruits grow curled or the

foliage looks weak and flabby examine the
condition of the bottom heat and also see if

the plants are in need of stimulants. It will

be found best, as a rule, always to maintain
a moderate degree of bottom heat, and to feed
the roots liberally with liquid manure. A top-

dressing of cow or sheep manure, spread about
1 inch thick, and replaced every fortnight, will

attract the roots to the surface. Keep the plants

strong and healthy, and afford sufficient water,

as the more rapid the growth the larger will

be the crop of fruit. Any plants that have not
proved productive should be discarded and
fresh specimens planted in their places.

THE APIARY.
By Chloris.

Sanitation v. Disease.—During the past

month I have had occasion to examine an
apiary, which was infested by the Isle-of-Wight
disease a few years ago, when I strongly

advocated burning all the hives, as the disease

was so bad. Unfortunately, two new double
hives were saved ; the contents were burned
and a fresh start made in them ; but the bees

died, probably from the same disease. Since

then several fresh starts have been made in

skeps, and one that came through last winter
was examined, and Isle-of-Wight disease was
undoubtedly present. The apiarist was in-

duced to make a bonfire to destroy the skeps

and bees. On examining the two double hives

saved from the last fire, I was amazed to dis-

cover their condition. To commence wun, the

frames and combs were one mass of larvae of

the bee-moth in all stages of development, thus
being a source from which the pest could be
spread to neighbouring hives ; the floor-boards

were thick with rotting debris and other filth.

Luckily, I induced the bee-keeper to destroy
the lot, and he has determined to make a fresh
start with a swarm he has found. From the fore-

going it will be easily seen that much of our
present trouble is due to carelessness. The
hives snould be kept thoroughly clean by having
surplus floor boards, so that their cleansing may
be thorough, not superficial, as is too often the
case. The work is best done by scraping, and
afterward thoroughly washing with disinfectant.

Then no unused hives with combs should be left

in the neighbourhood of the hives for the wax
moth to deposit her eggs in, and the ground in

the vicinity of the. hives should be kept scrupu-

lously clean by hoeing, and occasionally in the
winter unslaked lime should be used, to purify
the soil and kill any germs that may assist in

spreading disease. It is a mistake to have
hives under hedges and trees where they catch

the drip from the trees and are not in a free

circulation of air, although a wind-screen is ex-

cellent and shade from the mid-day sun a boon.

^Showing.— As a means of finding a market
for honey, exhibitions are excellent. As bee-

keepers will now be removing their surplus
honey, the best sections should be put aside

with this end in view. In some shows shallow
frames are admitted. To secure prizes for

sections it is necessary that the foundation
should be a full sheet of worked comb : it must
be drawn out, filled and sealed quickly, so that
only those sections filled during a good
honey flow are of any use. For this pur-
pose swarms generally do the work best, by
producing clean, straight comb with an even
capping. Those who have been most successful

on the show bench have given great attention

to selecting a strain of bees which give the best
results in the points named above. Use two bee-

way sections, with split top and grooved sides,

and if the inside of the wood be coated with a
thin covering of hot wax the bees will then
probably attach their comb to the wood all round
To perform this operation successfully warm the
sections and put on the very hot wax with a
brush, taking care that no wax gets into the
" V "-shaped joint, or the section will not fold

true, as the painting is done while the sections

are in the flat. To make the sections square and

i quite true it is best to use a block. The girders
of "the rack are made of flat wood about three-
quarters of an inch wide and three-eighths thick.
The sections must then be wedged up quite
tightly, to leave no space for the bees to fill

with propolis to stain the wood and make much
extra work to remove. T-girders should be
avoided, as the spaces are always filled with
propolis. Dividers are needed, and as those of
metal are thinnest they are much to be pre-
ferred to wooden ones, and those that give the
closest fit will conserve the heat best. It is

often said that bait sections (i.e., those partly
filled) will cause the bees to use sections
readily, and this is quite true : but most people
place them in the centre, which is wrong,
for the bees fill the inside frames without,
much inducement ; so place them on the outside.
Then the racks cannot be wrapped up too
warmly, leaving no openings through which heat
can escape or a draught may arise. It will be
seen that a " W. B. C." hive is of great
advantage. As soon as the sections are filled

they must be removed or they will become travel-

stained, and in some cases the bees thicken the
cappings, and this results in a deduction of
points at the shows. To prevent the bees
puncturing the cells, use as little smoke as

possible. A Porter bee-escape will reduce the
possibilities of this danger. To get good
sections of heather-honey the racks must be
fitted up with drawn-out comb. Clean all the
wood of the sections by scraping, then store in a
clean cupboard until the time of the show.
Just before the show glaze with glass cut to the
exact size and use white paper lace not more
than three-quarters of an inch deep. Afterward
paste around the four sides strips of white paper
exactly flush with the edge.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By R. P. Brotherston, Gardener to the Earl of

Haddington, Tyninghame, East Lothian.

Cardoons.—The plants are ready for trans-

planting into trenches where they can be
blanched easily, in much the same manner as

Celery. Cardoons, however, are a less exacting
crop, needing a merely fairly fertile soil ; but
they must have a larger space for leaf develop-
ment, or about 2 feet apart. In dry weather,
until the roots are re-established, water must
be applied. It is not too late in warm districts

to sow seeds for a late batch, though too late in
the north.

Witloof.—This is a kind of Endive

—

or, rather, an improved form of the allied

Chicory, which, like Endive, is blanched during
winter and spring. It is now full time to sow
seeds in drills made at a foot apart. The crop
will grow in very poor soil, but yields more
profit in fertile, though not necessarily recently
manured, ground. The plants are tap-rooted

;

therefore it is not usual to practise trans-

planting, the seedlings being thinned instead to

9 to 12 inches apart. The summer cultivation, in

addition, consists in stirring the surface with a

hoe and destroying weeds.

Jerusalem Artichoke.—When this vege-

table is planted in heavy soils it is an
advantage to stir the ground deeply, at the same
time drawing a little soil against the stems.

In ground of a loose texture a large quantity

of soil should be placed against the stems in

order to steady them during times of strong
winds, or they may be uprooted. This will be
the last attention the crop will need until late

in autumn unless the soil be foul, when in a

few weeks the surface will require to be Dutch-
hoed to destroy seedling weeds.

Mushrooms.— If Mushrooms are required
in autumn it is time to prepare the materials for

the bed. Owing to many horses being at grass

at this time, material from the cowhouses has
been ere now utilised, but it must be largely

of straw, and should be carefully moistened
and fermented. Such an unlikely material as

Barley straw has also been used and prepared

by moistening and fermentation. Neither
material, I should say, is very dependable, and
it would be better to supplement horse

droppings with a larger quantity than usual of

the rough manure. Another method of obtain-

ing an autumnal supply is to spawn natural

Mushroom-producing fields. The common Brown
Mushroom is the best to employ for this pur-
pose, and no delay should occur in inserting
the spawn. Mushrooms were found here last
year in May. Puff-balls were plentiful and St.

George's Mushrooms abundant slightly earlier.

Early Potatos.— Set apart enough tubers
of the best plants for "seed " for another year.
If full-grown, the tubers may be sorted at once
from among those left for eating and laid out
in boxes to "green," and later stored away in

the fruit room or other cool place. As the crop is

lifted, utilise the ground for a crop of Turnips,
Spinach, Lettuces or Radishes. It is not
necessary to dig the ground previous to sowing
these crops, provided the soil is loosened with
a fork when the Potatos are lifted.

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
By J. G. Weston, Gardener to Lady Northcote,

Eastwell Park, Kent.

Dessert Cherries.—The fruits of early
varieties of Sweet Cherry on wall trees are
swelling rapidly, and every effort should be
made to cleanse the trees of all insect pests be-
fore placing nets over the trees to protect the
fruit from birds. A selection of the best early
varieties includes Bigarreau de Schreken, BlacK
Heart, Black Tartarian, Early Rivers, Guigne
Annonay, and Early Red Bigarreau. The roots
should be supplied with plenty of water, and
the mulching materials renewed if necessary.

The netting, if of a temporary nature, should
be made secure, or the birds may enter and
destroy the best fruits. It should not hang
loose in front of the tree, but forked sticks,

about 18 inches long, should be placed at in-

tervals from the face of the wall, and the nets
secured to these. But first fasten to the wires all

shoots required for extension, and pinch the
others as advised previously, for shoots not re-

quired must not be allowed to remain. Trees
properly treated in this respect in the growing
season require very little pruning in the winter.

Moreover, neglect of summer pinching involves

the cutting out of a large amount of wood sub-

sequently, and this often leads to gumming and
the loss of large branches.

Bush Apples. — The trees are making rapid

growth, and should receive attention both in

pinching out some of the superfluous side growths
and also in respect of thinning the fruits. The
earlier-ripening varieties should be dealt with
first. Amongst the best of the early varieties

are Beauty of Bath, Mr. Gladstone, Irish

Peach, Lady Sudeley and Langley Pippin. The
variety named last is a healthy and vigorous

grower, crops freely and bears fruits from small

to medium size. St. Everard is a new early

dessert Apple, ripening in September ; it is a

cross between Cox's Orange Pippin and Margil,

and has received the First-class Certificate of

the Royal Horticultural Society. The fruits of

small varieties, such as Yellow Ingestre, should
not be thinned too freely. Cooking varieties

should be much more severely thinned, as

many of the Codlin type—for example, Lord
Grosvenor and Lord Sufneld—set far too many
fruits in favourable seasons, and heavy crops

ruin the health of the trees.

General Remarks.— The dry weather of

April and May was unsuited to recently trans-

planted trees, and such as were not watered and
mulched are not looking so healthy as could be
wished. The recent showers have benefited

them to a great extent, but rains should be
supplemented by root-watering, and over-

head syringing should be practised in the

evenings. If the mulch applied early in

the season needs renewing, hoe the sur-

face soil and apply fresh litter. If nothing else

can be spared, mowings from the lawn will make
a capital substitute for manure. This material

should never be wasted, but used as a mulch
for all sorts of fruit trees and more especially

those recently transplanted. The hoe should

be kept constantly busy in the fruit quar-

ters, for thorough cultivation of the soil is

of the greatest assistance to all crops. Trees

that were grafted this season should be

examined, the ties loosened if necessary, and the

new growths made secure against damage by
wind and storms.
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APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 24—

Richmond Fl. Sh. Croydon Hort. Soo. Fl. Sh.

THURSDAY, JUNE 25—
City of London Rose Society's Show at the Cannon
Street Hotel. Isle of Wight Rose Soc. Sh. at Ryde
(provisional). Ray. Botanic Soc. meat. Sherbourne
Floral Fete. Canterbury, Kent Rose Show.

Average Mead Temperature for the ensuing week
deduced from observations during the last Fifty

Years at Greenwich, 61.1°.

Actual Temperatures :—
London, Wednesday, June 17 (6 p.m.): Max. 71°;

Min. 51°.

Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 11, Wellington Street,

Covent Garden, London, Thursday, June 17

(10 a.m.) ; Bar. 29.6 [ Temp. 71°. Weather-
Bright Sunshine.

Provinces, Wednesday, June 17 : Max. 75°, Bath ;

Min. 46°, Felixstowe.

SALES FOR THE EN8UINQ WEEK.
FRIDAY—

Orchids, at 12.45. Japanese Pigmy Trees, at 2. By
Protheroe and Morris, 67 and 68, Cheapside, E.C.

The National Rose
The Classification Society publishes in
of Garden Roses, its Annual for 1914

8 short papers by well-

known rosarians, together with a critical

summary of the views expressed in these

papers. The summary is from the pen of

the late Mr. George Gordon, whose deeply

lamented death we record on another page.

The papers provide a convenient basis for

the discussion of the question of classifica-

tion of garden Roses. At the same time
one may express the hope that fuller in-

quiry into the subject may be undertaken
before a decision is arrived at, par-

ticularly if any material departure from
the present methods should be contem-
plated.

At the beginning of last century
rosarians, who were perhaps more in

touch with the botanists than are many
of their descendants, were content to

follow the botanical classification, adapt-

ing or expanding it where necessary
to their requirements. As a rule garden
hybrids of botanical species took their

name from one of the parents, though
sometimes new names were chosen for par-

ticular groups. Thus we find Thory in

Redoutu's volumes forming groups of the

garden varieties under the heading
Gallica and Centifolia, while he did not
hesitate when necessary to expand his sys-

tem by forming sub-groups, as, for ex-

amples, Agatha and Pontiana out of

Rosa gallica.

Again, the hybrids of R. alpina became
known as Boursault Roses, and those of

R. arvensis as Ayrshire Roses, while fol-

lowing out the same system of expansion
when garden forms arrived which pro-
mised to found a new race, appropriate
names were provided for the new groups.
Thus arose the Alba Roses, the Hybrid
Chinas, the Hybrid Perpetuals, the
Noisettes, the Chinas, the Hybrid Teas,
the multiflora (polyantha), the Wichur-
aianas, and finally the Pernet group,
with many others.

As a general proposition no doubt our
garden Roses may be regarded as the re-

sult of crossing Roses of very numerous
species with some form or derivative of

Rosa indica, long though it may often

have taken to find the appropriate com-

bination that should herald the new race.

Thus in the case of R. multiflora, the
early crosses were wanting in hardiness
or were unsatisfactory in other ways, until

the combination which gave Crimson
Rambler and founded the new race of

Ramblers, was hit upon after 100 years of

more or less unsuccessful experiment.

So long as the combinations were fairly

simple this system answered well enough.
Now, however, crossing and recrossing

have taken place to such an extent that

parentage, thought by some to be an un-
certain guide even when known and ac-

curate, is in many cases not known, or at

least not published. Not only is there

often great difficulty in assigning a new
Rose to a particular group, but there

exists the danger of the over-subdivision

of the present groups. The Garland, for

instance, has in different cases been de-

scribed as a hybrid China or hybrid
Musk, and perhaps in despair as hybrid
of species. Or again, to take some of the
new varieties of bedding Roses, which, it is

thought, are likely to be used for purposes
similar to those for which we now use

the Polyantha Pompons; some of these

are believed to contain a considerable

share of the Musk Rose in their composi-
tion, others of the Wichuraiana, and
others again may be of uncertain origin,

but are thought to have little relation-

ship with R. multiflora. Can these pro-

perly all be classed as Polyantha Pompons,
or, if not, how are they to be grouped?
Is there not a danger of over-multiplying

our groups and yet failing to afford sim-

ple information of their contents? And
yet at th# same time the Hybrid Tea group
has become unwieldy and embraces
several types.

At the end of his summary Mr. Gordon
propounds two problems as the essential

points for consideration. These are:—(1)

Shall the existing classification be
abolished without first determining that

it is absolutely impossible to adapt it to

present-day requirements? (2) If found
incapable of such modification is either of

the proposals now before us sufficient

with or without modification to take its

place?

We should all probably answer the first

question by an emphatic negative, but
the practical question suggested by it is

rather, Can the present classification be
adapted to our requirements? And this

may be more difficult to answer. Of the

articles under review Mr. Easlea holds

that no radical alteration can be per-

mitted without confusion. Mr. Peter
Lambert suggests a scheme which is

merely a modification of the existing

classification. Mr. A. E. Prince accepts

the present classification, and Mr. George
Paul would keep the existing system with
some modifications confined to the

autumn-flowering varieties, while Mr.
Pemberton does not wish to alter the

classification, but desires a new grouping
within it. The other writers, Messrs. A.

Dickson, G. M. Taylor and Br. Williams,

appeal whole-heartedly for a complete

clearance and a fresh start on altogether

different lines. From this it might ap-

pear that there is a majority in favour

of retaining the existing classification

with some modification ; but, in fact, this

is not so, for if Mr. Pemberton's views
be examined more carefully, it will be
found that it is only the botanical classi-

fication he would retain, which is not
really in question, for there can be little

doubt that the botanists will do this ; in

fact, the garden varieties which interest

the rosarian would all be somewhat con-

temptuously dismissed by the botanist as
" form, hort.," while if the method of

grouping these garden forms which Mr.
Pemberton suggests were adopted, its lines

would be so different from those now used
that it is difficult to see how they could be
retained together. We may take it, there-

fore, that the writers of these articles are
equally divided for and against the pre-

sent system. The suggestions of those

who propose an entirely new departure are
printed on p. 430. If we examine the

views of those who favour the retention of

the existing classification, we shall find

that Mr. Easlea would be content

with a revision of the H.P., H.T. and
Tea groups. These he would in effect

partition into 7 groups (though he only
numbers 5) as follows:—Group 1: H.S.
or summer blooming, to include all the

H.P.'s and others that bloom sparingly in

autumn, e.g., Clio and Conrad F. Meyer.
Group 2 : H.A. or Hybrid Autumnals, to

include such H.P.'s as Mrs. J. Laing,
F. K. Druschki, etc., and H.T.'s such as

J. B. Clark, Gladys Harkness and others,

and Teas such as Mme. Jules Gravereaux.

Group 3: H.T.'s or typical Hybrid Teas,

e.g., Prince de Bulgarie, Mme. A.

Chatenay, Mme. Ravary, and the Teas
Molly S. Crawford and Harry Kirk.

Group 4: Teas, i.e., true tea-scented

varieties. Group 5 : H.B. or Hybrid
Bedders, such as Ecarlate, Marquise de

Salisbury, Edu Meyer, and perhaps
Richmond. Group 6: T.M. or Tea
Monthlies, which include the present

China group, adding thereto Princesse de
Sagan. Group 7 would be the Pernet

group—A. R. Goodwin, Rayon d'Or, etc.

Save that there seems no object in al-

tering the well-known name of the China
Roses these suggestions have much to

recommend them, and meet the difficulty

that has arisen with the Hybrid Teas,

which, for a class, have become unwieldy,

and embrace too great a variety of growth

and flower.

Mr. P. Lambert, Mr. G. Paul and Mr.
Prince are all content with the present

classification subject to some modifica-

tions, which compared with the radical

proposals of other writers must be con-

sidered moderate. Mr. George Paul's

thoughtful article is well worth considera-

tion. With some mutual concession

probably his proposals and those of Mr.

Easlea might be merged, and would give

us all the modification of the existing sys-

tem that is necessary.

The result seems to be that no new
scheme has yet been suggested which

would not bring with it greater difficulties

than those which we have to face under

the present classification, while some more
or lass conservative modification of the

existing system seems quite feasible.
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Fig. 202.

—

celmisia kunr'oi ; flowebs white with yellow disc.

Awarded a Cultural Commendation at the R.H.S. Meeting on Tuesday last. (See p. 440.)
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Coloured Plate. - The subject of the
Coloured Plate to be published with the next
issue is Begonia "Eclipse."

Mr. Roosevelt's Explorations in Brazil.
—The brilliant account of his travels which Mr.
Roosevelt gave before the Royal Geographical
Society on Tuesday last, although confined

mainly to the geographical features of the
country explored by his expedition, contained
many observations of interest to the naturalist.

The hardships encountered on the expedition
were due to the physical features of the country,
to the " insect pests," and to lack of sufficient

food. To supplement their stores of food, the
party had recourse to the tops of Palms, which
served as vegetables. They had relied on
plentiful supplies of Brazil nuts, but the crop
proved a failure. The highlands, in which were
discovered the head waters of the unknown
river—the River .of Doubt—possess a fine cli-

mate, and Mr. Roosevelt predicts that, owing
to! their richness in water power, these upland
regions of Brazil are destined in the near future

to support a large white population given over
to industrial enterprises.

Small Holdings.—In the course of his

speech on the vote of £344,000 for the Board
of Agriculture, Mr. Rukctman spoke optimisti-

cally of the progress of small holdings. There
are now 11,000 small holders, and in addition

1,400 holdings are held under associations. On
June 13, 193,000 acres of land had been, or

were about to be, acquired. Upwards of

£4,000,000 have been invested in holdings,

and £65,000 is paid in rent to the local authori-

ties hiring land for the purpose of small

holdings. There are 6,000 approved applicants

who have yet to be provided with land, and
90,000 acres are required in order to meet their

needs. Comparatively few labourers have ac-

quired holdings, and this Mr. Runciman attri-

butes to the lack of the necessary capital

owing to low wages. The President of the Board
spoke highly of the work of the Agricultural

Organisation Society, and stated that there are

478 agricultural co-operative societies in Great
Britain. He believes that the work of these

societies has proved of great assistance to the

small holder. The Board is attempting to in-

crease the number of paid small holders' advisers.

R.H.S. Gardens Club.— The annual
ieunion of past and present members of the

R.H.S. Gardens at Chiswick and Wisley took

place on Saturday, ihe 13th inst. The event was
made the occasion for an outing, and visits were
made to Mr. Leopold de Rothschild's gardens
at Gunnersbury House, Acton, and Kew Gar-
dens. The party was met at Gunnersbury House
by the gardener, Mr. James Hudson, who
pointed out -some of the more interesting fea-

tures of the place, including the fruit and vege-

table gardens, the lawns, terraces—with the fine

specimen Pelargoniums, Pomegranates, and
Aloysia citriodora—" Japanese " garden, and
flower beds. After the visitors had paTtaken of

refreshments, kindly provided by their host, Mr.
Eothschtld himself acted as guide through the
fiuit houses and the whole of the pleasure
grounds, extending as far as Brentford. Mr.
Hudson's skill as a gardener, and especially

with fruit trees in pots, was exemplified on
every side. Cherries were remarkably fine, as
also were other stone fruits, including Plums,
Peaches, and Nectarines, and Mr. Rothschild
gathered ripe fruit for all to taste. The Pine-
pits, Vineries, Orchid houses, and Lily tanks
were visited in turn, and each was an object-
lesson in good culture. In the grounds the
venerable Cedars were pointed out with pride
as being probably the oldest in the country, and
Mr. Rothschild showed his great knowledge
of trees and shrubs by his many pertinent refer-

ences to those in his extensive collection. But
the beautiful scenic effects in the grounds
are perhaps the greatest attraction at Gunners-
bury House, for all who visit it are impressed
with the beauty of the landscape. In bidding the

party good-bye Mr. Rothschild asked to be
allowed to defray the expenses of the luncheon
which was provided at the Star and Garter
-Hotel, Kew Bridge. A ramble through Kew
Gardens in the afternoon brought a most enjoy-
able day's outing to a close.

National Chrysanthemum Society.—
The annual outing of the members of the
National Chysanthemum Society will take place
on Monday, July 20. The party will journey by
river from Reading to Wallingford on the steam
launch, " The Britannia." The journey from
Paddington to Reading will be by the 8.50 a.m.
train. Lunch will be taken at the George Hotel,
Wallingford, and tea at the George Hotel, Pang-
bourne, at 5 p.m. The return journey will be
made by the 8.10 train from Reading, which
arrives at Paddington at 8.58 p.m.

The Coalstoun Pear.— The coming ot age
of Miss E. C. Broun-Baird, of Coalstoun, Had-
dingtonshire, has revived the story of the
Coalstoun Pear. According to the legend, one
Sir Hugo Clifford, who lived in the thirteenth
century, had magical powers. While escorting
his daughter to her marriage he plucked a Pear
and told his daughter that, so long as it was
preserved whole, good fortune would attend her
and her descendants. The Pear was carefully
preserved in a silver case by the descendants of

the lady, but in the seventeenth century one
of the descendants, Lady Elizabeth Broun, was
rash enough to bite the fruit, with the result

that the baronetcy went to another branch of
the family, the estate remaining in another—that

to which Miss Broun-Baird belongs.

Aerides crassifolium.— In the last issue

on p. 410 it was stated that this Orchid was
originally introduced by Messrs. Stuart Low
and Co. In the description cited the late Pro-
fessor Reichenbach remarked, " Fot this beauty
I have to thank my excellent correspondent, Mr.
Stuart Low." The title of the firm at that

time was Hugh Low and Co.

Celmisia Munroi (see fig. 202).—At the

R.H.S. meeting on Tuesday last, a good pot of

this New Zealand Daisy was shown by Mr.
Reuthe, Keston, carrying two well-developed

crowns and four flowers. The foliage is particu-

larly firm textured and beautifully silvered be-

low, but the plants exhibited had received cold

frame treatment. Miss Willmott, we believe, has
wintered ' the species out-of-doors for the last

few years, but coming from an altitude only of

1,500 to 4,500 feet in, the northern half of the
Middle Island, it is not likely to prove gener-

ally hardy. It was introduced by Messrs.
Veitch, and was figured in the Bot. Mag., tab.

7,496, in 1896, from material obtained from
the greenhouse at Kew. Its close relation

and confusion with the variable C coriacea,

perhaps the most beautiful species in the genus,

is of some interest. Cheeseman (N.Z. Flora) says

that the plant commonly in cultivation as C.

Munroi is C. coriacea. On the other hand, the

Kew plant was thought to be C. coriacea until

it flowered. The only differences of importance
are small distinctions in the corolla and seed.

A Cultural Commendation was awarded for the

specimen now illustrated.

The •' Masters- Lectures.—The first of the
two Masters Memorial Lectures for the present
year was given at Vincent Hall on Tuesday,
June 16, and the second will be delivered on
Tuesday, July 14. The lecturer, Prof. J. B.
Farmer, began by saying that in choosing as his

title " Some Aspects of Plants in Relation to

Their Environment," he had been guided by the
recollection of a conversation with the late

Dr. Masters, on the wealth of material which
horticulturists might easily furnish to those
whose business it is to try to elucidate the
scientific problems that plants present. The
lecturer said that he proposed to divide

his subject into two parts, viz., (1) the
plant in relation to its physical environment,
and (2) the plant in relation to its biological
environment. The first of these would form the
subject of the first lecture, though, of course,
many matters which might be expected to be
included would have to be omitted owing to the
shortness of the time at his disposal. The main
thesis of the lecture consisted in the attempt to
show that the behaviour of a plant could be
advantageously treated as a problem, or series of
problems, susceptible of solution by the aid of

chemistry and physics. The advantage of this

method—partly, at least—consists in the need
it imposes of endeavouring to analyse the
factors which are concerned in the production
of given structures or in the discharge of special

functions. It was admitted that at the present
time there is much left to be done—much know-
ledge to be gained—before this procedure can be
worked out in detail. But a great headway ha3
already been made, and everything points to this

method of treating the problems as the most
fruitful one. For it is only as the result of de-

tailed knowledge of the parts that we can hope
to perceive the modus operandi of the whole,
and be able to step in to control and modify the

processes with any assurance of certainty as to

results. And this ought to be the aim of those

whose business is with plants. It was urged that

many of the reactions of the plant to tempera-
ture, to nutritive conditions, and to other physi-

cal influences, such as light, could be to some
extent imitated outside the plant, and although
the events which go on in the living organism
are of immense complexity, it was shown how
some of them, at any rate, could be subjected to

useful analysis. The questions of manures, and
their effect on growth and fruitfulness, the

physiology of grafting, the relation of the plant

to the soil, and the absorption of water by roots,

were used as illustrations, and were discussed

in the light of experiments which had been car-

ried out by the lecturer himself, as well as by
other investigators. It was suggested that
specific characters were to be regarded as so

many marks of individual chemical idiosyncrasy,

whereby the raw food-stuff was caused to com-
bine in certain special ways, so as to give rise

to the peculiarities in question, but more was
promised on this topic for the second lecture.

The problem of adaptation was discussed in the
light of what had already been said, and the

lecturer avowed his disagreement with those who
were content to label "useful characters as ex-

amples of direct adaptations in the ordinary
sense of the word. Many characters, both
physiological and structural, cannot be regarded
as advantageous at all-

—

e.g., the formation of

honey dew by Lime trees—nor is it possible to

see in the form of most leaves evidence of adap-
tive modification. Where it exists, closer ex-

amination commonly discloses a more elaborate

chain of cause and effect, as is shown, for ex-

ample, in leaf mosaic. To catalogue these as
adaptations is to emphasise the least profitable

aspect of the problem at the expense of the
more truly scientific one which is concerned with
real causes and real effects. Naturally, there

ure many examples which elude analysis at pre-

sent. That does not, however, alter the general

position, nor does it excuse the substitution of

a sham for a real explanation. The more we
become accustomed to regard our problems from
the point of view of science and common sense,

the more definitely we shall be able to state

them, to analyse them into simpler terms, to

solve them, and thus ultimately to gain the sort

of control over the plant and its products which
the chemist and fch.3 physicist have acquired over
the materials and forces that lie within their
sphere of influence.

Golden Wedding of Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas Bunyard.—Many of our readers will

remember the pleasantly written and instruc-

tive articles on nursery management and propa-

gation contributed to these columns some years

ago by Mr. Thomas Bunyard, over the nom de
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plume "Experience," and they will join us

in congratulating Mr. and Mrs. Bunyard

on the celebration of their golden, wedding

this month. Of their fourteen children

some are settled abroad, but nine were

able to be present to celebrate the event.

Four of Mr. Bunyard's 6ons, Messrs. Harry,

Percy, Arthur, and Alfred Bunyard, have

followed in their father's footsteps in making

of "XL AH "fame. He is interested in orni-

thology, from the horticultural standpoint, and

possesses a very fine collection of birds' eggs.

Mr. Arthur Bunyard in connected with Garden

Life and other papers Mr. Thomas Bunyard

many years ago was in partnership with his

brother, Mr. George Bunyard, of the Royal

Nurseries, Maidstone, and since those days has

filled several appointments with other firms.

example, that illustrated in fig. "203—the stricken

tree is torn to pieces as by an explosion, but

in the present instance the current graved for

itself a narrow channel in" the bark of the

Poplar, and, aa fate so sadly willed it, found its

way to earth through the bodies of the in-

dividuals standing near the trunk. Of trees,

some seem particularly prone to be struck, others

are relatively immune. Thus the Oak—as

horticulture their profession. Messrs. Harry
and Alfred have settled in the United States,

the former being the general manager of A. T.

Boddington and Co., wholesale seedsmen,

of New York, and the latter a florist in

Madison Avenue. Mr. Percy Bunyard is the

London representative of Mr. G. H. Richards,

Fig. 203.

—

sequoia gigantea struck by lichtning.

THE EFFECTSJtf LICHTNINC.r

The recent tragic death of several people who
had taken refuge from a storm under a Poplar

tree at Wandsworth Common has drawn atten-

tion once again to the devastating yet caprici-

ous effects of lightning. In many cases—as, for

Shakespeare long ago observed—is often struck.

The Beech is struck but rarely. It is said that-

other trees which generally escape are Walnut,

Lime, and Birch, but very little is definitely

known as to the causes of comparative immunity.

One thing is clear, namely, that the danger to

individuals taking shelter during a storm is in

eifact proportion to their nearness to the tru;';
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SOCIETIES.
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.

June 16.—The fortnightly meeting and exhi-

bition at Vincent Square on this date was note-

worthy for the large number of hardy flower

exhibits, two collections of pot fruits, and one

..f vegetables. Orchids were fewer than usual.

The Ochid Committee recommended 1 First

Class Certificate and 4 Medals.

The Floral Committee recommended 11

Awards of Merit to novelties, and 31 Medals to

collections.

The Fruit and Vegetable Committee recom-

mended one Gold and two other Medals to col-

lections of pot fruits and vegetables.

At the 3 p.m. meeting Professor J. B. Farmer
delivered the Eleventh Masters Memorial
Lecture on " Certain Aspects of Plants in their

Relation to their Environment." (See p. 440.)

Floral Committee.

AWARDS OF MERIT.
Silene alpestris grandiflora flore plena (see fig.

204).—This is another addition to the very few

Alpine plants with double flowers. Its little

orange shades yet attained in the Sweet
Pea. The flowers are large, with finely-

waved erect standards, and although rather

less stout-stemmed than the other varieties

with which it was placed, it had every ap-

pearance of vigour and of regularity, carrying

3 or 4 flowers on a stem. It appeared to have
been grown under glass, and needs trying in the

open with the following variety, when the differ-

ences now noted might well disappear, and the

varieties prove identical. The colour is an in-

termediate tone of "coral red" [Bip. des

Couleurs, 76).

These two were shown bv Messrs. Dobbie and
Co.
Sweet Pea "Robert Sydenham."—As ex-

hibited, this was a shade darker in colour than
the last. If there was a difference in form it

was in the slightly flatter and bolder standards

of this variety, and the more horizontal wings,

but in this case the flowers had been cut from
the open, and petiole, calyx and stem showed a

natural redness that the other flowers lacked.

Though both varieties are undoubtedly very fine,

we think that flowers so closely alike should be

in the same conditions before awards are made.

Shown by Messrs. Thos. Stevenson, Addle-

stone.

Fig. 204.

—

silene alpestris grandiflora fl. pl.

(R.H.S. Award of Merit on Tuesday last.)

buttons of full-petalled white flowers are quite

pretty, each a little over half-an-inch in diameter,

and supported on slender branched stems about
4 inches above the close tufts of linear, green

leaves. Shown by Messrs. Tucker, Oxford, and
Mr. G. Reuthe, Keston.
Delphinium. " Henri Moissan."—A dense spike

2^ feet long of this fine novelty was shown. The
flowers are deep violet-purple (Sdp. des Couleurs,

192), shaded lightly with a bluish tint, as nearly

all the purples are, and with a black eye. The
tpike shown was just branching out in the lower
portion, and would doubtless give a succession

of flowers after the main display was over.

Shown by Messrs. Blackmore and Langdon.
Sweet Pea " Royal Purple." — The large,

waved, bright purple flowers of this variety,

borne finely on stout stems, represent an uncom-
mon colour in Sweet Peas. In the Repertoire

des Couleurs the shade comes nearest tone 1 of

Bishop's Violet (189), or tone 4 of Magenta (182),

but its texture gives it a brightness and beauty
quite lacking in the paper colours.

Sweet Pea " Dobbie's Orange" (see fig. 205).

—This is one of the best of the so-called

Carnation " Searlet Glow."—A smooth-

petalled, rosy-scarlet border variety. The calyx

was good, but the stem seemed lacking in wiri-

ness, and we failed to detect any fragrance.

Shown by Mr. Chas. Buck, Hayes.

Rose "J. F. Barry."—This is a sport from
Arthur R. Goodwin, and like that variety, pos-

sesses the dwarf bushy habit, perpetual-flowering

character, and spiny growths of the Pernetianas.

The flowers are canary-yellow, the outer petals

showing a tendency to turn white. The petals

are short, giving the flower a shallow, unshaped
form, but the Rose is a very fragrant one, and
should prove a first-rate bedding variety. Shown
by Mr. G. W. Ptper, Uckfield.

Rose "Princess Mary."—This fragrant, large

single, crimson-scarlet Hybrid Tea has already

received recognition from, the National Rose
Society (see p. 303), and is essentially a bedding
Rose, and in beds its magnificent glowing colour,

size and freedom and fine foliage will make it a

very useful variety. But for cutting it has too

clumsily shaped buds, even if the colour were
desirable, ever to rival such delicately- formed
and shaped flowers as the Irish singles (Elegance,

Fire Flame, etc.). Shown by Mr. Hicks,
Twyford.

Carnation "Bedford Belle." — A perpetual-
flowering variety, with flowers of a soft salmon-
pink or rosy-pink (Rep. des Couleurs 126, tone 1

;

or 118, tone 2). The flowers are rather roughly
formed, but the stems are good, and it is richly

fragrant, more so, indeed, than any perpetual-

flowering variety we can call to mind, and herein

lies its great value. Shown by Messrs. Laxton
Bros., Bedford.
Paeony " Golden Harvest."—Immense globular

flowers 7 inches in diameter on stout stems
characterise this variety. The colour is

dominated by the softest lilac-pink of the re-

curving guard petals, but in the full centre are

shades of cream, yellow and pink, making a

beautiful harmony. It is not new, and possibly

not very distinct, but it is undoubtedly a good
thing, responding well to generous cultivation.

Shown by Messrs. R. H. Bath, Ltd., Wisbech.
Polystichum (Aspidium) munitum undulatum.
—This is a very pretty form of this entirely

hardy and evergreen species, in which the pinnae

for two-thirds of their length are so undulate as

to form spiral terminations. The fronds are pecu-
liarly tough, and more lucent than the type.

Found wild In British Columbia by Mr. J.

Fraser, of Uchulet, British Columbia, and ex-

hibited by Mr. C. T. Druery on his behalf.

Orchid Committee.

Present : Sir Harry J. Veitch (in the chair),

and Messrs. Jas. O'Brien (hon. secretary), Gurney
Wilson, R. A. Rolfe, F. Sander, J. Wilson Pot-
ter, Stuart Low, F. J. Hanbury, R. G. Thwaites,
T. Armstrong, A. McBean, 'Walter Cobb, J.

Charlesworth. C. H. Curtis, W. P. Bound, A.
Dye, E. H. Davidson, H. G. Alexander, W. H.
White, S. W. Flory, W. Bolton, and Sir Jere-

miah Colman, Bart.

Award.
First-Class Certificate.

Odontoglossum King Arthur [parentage unre-

corded), from Messrs. J. and A. McBean, Cooks-
bridge. A grand flower of immense size, good
shape, and rich colouring. The greater part of

the segments were heavily blotched with deep
claret-red, the tips and margins being white, but
tinged with rose-purple from the dark violet tint

at the back of the segments. The lip is broad
and well formed, and bearing dark blotches in

front of the yellow crest.

Cultural Commendation.
To Mr. Balmforth, gr. to F. Menteith Ogilvie,

Esq., The Shrubbery, Oxford, for four very fine

specimens of Cypripedium Lawrenceanum Hyea-
num Bank House variety, a beautiful and free-

growing form, which had previously secured a
First Class Certificate.

General Exhibits.

E. R. Ashton, Esq., Broadlands, Tunbridge
Wells (gr. Mr. Young), staged an effective

group of exceptionally good and well-grown

plants for which a Silver Flora Medal was
awarded. The group contained many fine speci-

mens of Miltonia vexillaria, Odontoglossums, Lae-

lio-Cattleyas, etc. ; specially noteworthy were

Odontioda Ashtonii (Odm. Armstrongiae x
' Cochlioda Noezliana), a good red flower with

white lines between the blotching, the margin

and front of the lip tinged with rose ; O. St.

Fuscien, and other Odontiodas ; a very fine

Miltonia of the M. vexillaria Memoria
G. D. Owen section ; Odontoglossum Con-
queror, a very fine violet- blotched hybrid,

Odontoma brugensis, Miltonioda riarwood'i, some
excellent forms of Laelio-Cattleya Aphrodite,

L.-C. Ganymede, and L.-C. Cowanii. The centre

was of yellow Laelio-Cattleyas, and the whole
was effectively arranged.

Messrs. Charlesworth and Co., Haywards
Heath, staged an attractive group of good speci-

mens, their showy Miltonia Charlesworthii, and
some fine specimens of M. vexillaria varieties

with 10 to 12 spikes each, being effectively dis-

played with good Odontoglossum ardentissimum,

O. crispum Xanthotes, good Laelio-Cattleya Mar-
tinet) i, L.-C. Canhamiana alba, one with two
spikes of five flowers each. Among rare species

was Ornithidium aureum with its singular,

vellow flowers. (Silver Banksian Medal.)

His Grace the Duke of Marlborough, Blen-

heim Palace, Woodstock (gr. Mr. Hunter), was
awarded a Silver Flora Medal for a group com-
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posed principally of White Cattleya" Mossiae
Wageneri, both from imported and home-raised
plants. With them were 0. M. Reineckiana ex-

celsa, some very fine forms of Laelio-Cattleya
Canhamiana, a good L.-C. Aphrodite, Cypri-
pedium bellatulum and C. niveum.

Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., Bush Hill Park
and Jarvisbrook, Sussex, staged a fine group of

Miltoma vexillaria, Renantnera Imschootiana,
forms of C'attleya Mendelii and Mossiae, Pha-
laenopsis Rimestadiana, and Uneidium Krameri.
Among the Dendrobiums were a fine specimen of

D. Dalhousieanum, with 15 spikes and a beauti-

ful plant of Messrs. Low's early-flowering Den-
drobium formosum giganteum, with 24 fine,

white flowers with yellow centres. (Silver Flora
Medal.)

J. Gurney Fowler, Esq., Brackenhurst, Pem-
bury, Sussex (gr. Mr. J. Davis), showed Odonto-
glossum Aquitania, a superb flower with the
inner parts of the segments blotched with purple.

F. Menteith Ogllvie, Esq., The Shrubbery,
Oxford (gr. Mr. Balmforth), showed fine plants
of Cypripedium Lawrenceanum Hyeanum, and
the handsome Odontoglossum crispum Queen Em-
press, a large typical form tinted with rose.

Messrs. Hassall and Co., Southgate, showed
a fine form of the white Cattleya Mossiae Wage-
neri, good' L.-C. Canhamiana alba, L.-C. Aphro-
dite and others.

H. S. Goodson, Esq., Fairlawn, Putney (gr.

Mr. G. E. Day), showed Odontioda Patricia
Goodson's var. (Odm. Phoebe x Oda. Charles-
worthii), with flowers of a deep claret-red with
lighter red lip marked with yellow.
Pantia Ralli, Esq., Ashtead Park, Surrey,

showed a very fine form of Odontoglossum Doris
(crispum x Ossulstonii), and Cattleya Mendelii
Knight Templar, a finely-formed and handsome
variety.

Mr. Robertson, gr. to Earl Brownlow, Ash-
ridge Park, showed two finely-grown specimens
of Coelogyne Dayana, with many long drooping
racemes of flowers.

Mr. W. Shackleton, Highfield Nurseries,
Great Horton, Bradford, showed a very distinct

form of Odontioda Brewii named Highfield
Variety with dark violet sepals and petals, and
rose-coloured lip with yellow crest.

R. G. Thwaites, Esq., Chessington, Streatham,
showed a good white seedling Cattleya ; and the
true Laelio-Cattleya Canhamiana Lady Wigan.
The chairman called attention to the rule for

entries of plants to go before the committee at

Holland House. The entries must be posted not
later than the Thursday before the show.

{To be concluded.)

CONFERENCE AT THE WHITE CITY.

June 10.—A conference was held in the Palace

of Music at the Anglo-American Exposition at

Shepherd's Bush on Wednesday, June 10. Mr.
G. Yeld, of York, was in the chair. Papers were
read by Mr. R. W. Wallace on " Some Aspects

of Modern Gardening," and Mr. S. Arnott on
" American Plants which Flower in England."
Plants were exhibited illustrating the subjects

of the papers.
In his opening remarks the chairman referred

to the comparatively few hardy plants in general

cultivation in the year 1821, and compared a

catalogue of those early times with an up-to-date

modern list, showing how, by means of the intro-

duction of species, and also even more by the

skill of florists who have raised innumerable
varieties, our gardens have become immeasurably
richer both in form and in colour.

He said that the cultivation of hardy plants

is the most democratic, the most popular, the most
easily pursued, and probably the most generously

repaying of all forms of gardening.
Before calling upon the readers of the papers

he spoke briefly on the improvement which has
taken place in hardy plants during the last 100
years.

Gardening has in these days come by its own
on both sides of the Atlantic. So far has the
passion for gardening gone, so great is the de-
mand for works on gardening, that one-half of

the front of the chief bookseller's shop in York
has lately been turned into a miniature garden
with flowers and dwarf shrubs, while the other
half was filled with works on gardening.
By the kindness of Mr. James Backhouse, of

the York Nurseries, he had been allowed to
examine the list of "Ornamental Annual, Bien-

nial, and Perennial Plants " sold by Thomas
and James Backhouse, nurserymen and seedsmen,
Tanner Row, York. Second edition, 1822.

This very interesting catalogue gave the fol-

lowing information :

—

Aquilegia :—2 species : vulgaris, canadensis.

Campanula :—15 varieties.

Delphinium:—grandiflorum (fr. Siberia) var.

flore pleno, var. chinense, elatum, azureum.
Dianthus, including the Carnation, 10 varieties,

including alpinus and calsius.

Geum :—rivale, montanum, virginicum.

Hemerocallis :—flava, graminea, fulva, var.

flore pleno; japonica, white flowered; coerulea,

blue flowered.

Phlox :—18 varieties (but none of the new
florist, types).

Primula :—15 varieties, of which 9 are varie-

ties (all but one double) of the common Prim-
rose : farinosa, auricula, var. villesa, var. flora

albo, longifolia, marginata.
Pyrethrum :—2 varieties : macrophyllum,

pathonium.
Lathyrus :—latifolius, sylvestris, grandiflorus

;

on an interleaved page in writing at 2s. 6d.

Trollius : europaeus, asiaticus.

Aquatic Plants :—There is a separate list of 19

plants, including Nuphar luteum, NuphaT ad-

vena, Nymphaea alba, Nymphaea odorata.

Think for a moment of the varied colours now

Fig. 205.

—

sweet pea " dobbie's orange."

R.H.S. Award of Merit on Tuesday last. (See p. 142.)

Iris :—27 kinds, not counting bulbous, of

which there are 5, pallida, pallida odoratissima,

cristata, ruthenica.

Lupinus :—1 : nootkatensis.

Lilium :—11 kinds : candidum, fol. var.,

flore stri. (striped), flore pleno, bulbiferum, urn-

bellatum, tigrinum, pomponium, chalcedonicum,
Martagon, canadense.

Narcissus :—21 kinds, including triandrus and
calathinus.

Paeony :—12 varieties : albiflora pleno chinen-

sis, apparently priced at 7s. 6d., v. Humei at

10s. 6d., v. fragrans pink at 10s. 6d., corallina9d.

Papaver :—nudicaule, cambricum, orientale.

to be found in Papaver orientale, and the glori-

ous new Poppies from China.

Consider the Primulas from the Himalayas, the

Caucasus, the Alps, America, Western China,

and elsewhere ; we now have a, world of rare,

fragrant and exquisite flowers. In those days, no

Incarvilleas, no Eremurus, no Chionodoxas, no

GaiUardias, no Iris Kaempferi, one Tritoma
(Kniphnfia), instead of our present throng, and

no Astilbes.

Of Alpines, there are few in the 1821 list ; there

is not, for example, one Aubrietia, whereas now,

perhaps, we have two dozen varieties; no Edrai-

anthus, one Androsace—this on the testimony

of the York catalogue only.
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The advance may be expressed in another way
by calling attention- not only to the ~~ glories

of a great garden, such as Great Warley or

Aldenham or Gunnersbury, " but to what may
be seen to-day in a modest country or even

town garden (where the owner is an enthusiast

who spares no personal trouble). Daffo-

dils of a variety and perfection which
would have been deemed impossible a

quarter of a century ago ; Tulips, dwarf
and tall, early and late ; Delphiniums and
Pyrethrums of undoubted merit ; Oriental Pop-

pies, and possibly one of the wondrous forms

we owe to the discoveries of Messrs. Forrest,

Wilson and Ward
;
perhaps one or two Primulas

from the same marvellous treasure-house ; Ere-

muri, perchance, and Incarvilleas ; a few choice

fragrant Paeonies ; the more easily-grown Lilies,

probably including L. Hansonii and L. Henryi,

and even L. sutchuenense ; a few Phloxes of rich

colouring and fragrance; and then, to cheer the

waning days of autumn, some of those charming
new Michaelmas Daisies, such as Climax, Beauty

of Colwall and Chastity.

For these and many another we have to thank

the courage, determination and devotion of plant

collectors in distant lands, and the patience and
skill of the hybridist.

SOME ASPECTS OF MODERN
GARDENING.

Mr. R. W. Wallace, in the course of his paper,

said :

—

The great and absorbing interest in all

that appertains to the garden is mainly

concerned—almost entirely concerned—with the

planting, growth, and flowering of hardy plants,

trees, and shrubs, and, in consideration of the

numerous introductions of new plants of all

kinds from abroad, and the work of hybridists

at home, we now have such a wealth of hardy
plants, and a far greater knowledge than

formerly as to their proper disposal in the gar-

den, that it is hardly surprising that the energies

of the present generation have been directed into

developing the culture of the outside garden, as

compared with the efforts of our forefathers,

who mainly delighted in the culture of green-

house plants. Hence it is that we have
the outdoor garden divided into so many
departments, such as the Rose garden, the

rock garden, the wild garden, the wood-
land garden, the Heath garden, etc., and in all

these various regions specialists reign, and books

are written by them and for them.

I fear sometimes we lose sight of that im-

portant factor in a rock garden, namely, the.

proper placing of the stone in relation to the

planting. This art was well taught by the late

Mr. James Backhouse, almost the pioneer of this

movement. Picturesque stones, well and truly

placed, with planting duly restrained so that

both plants and stone act as a setting to each

other, form a pleasant picture, and this, in con-

trast to what is often seen, masses of plants

over-running the stonework until it is almost
hidden—plants beautiful in themselves, but pos-

sibly used with too free a hand.
I believe the principles governing the planting

of the rock garden should be the same as those
for other portions of the garden,, and, where
possible, we should aim at those sheets of colour

amid mists of greenery that make Nature's plant-

ing in the hills so lovely. But the Alpine
children are so numerous, and each has such a
fascination of its own in flower or leaf, that it is

extremely difficult to draw up a list small enough
to satisfy our enthusiasts, although we know
that the smaller the number of species and the
more restrained the planting, the more natural
and beautiful the finished picture will appear.
Wild gardening is the most beautiful and most

fascinating form of gardening I know. It is the
wise grouping of hardy plants in considerable
numbers in bold and irregular formations. How
frequently where grass land is available is it left

untouched ! And yet the open, rough, grassy
places adjoining woodland, or the grassy
stretches on either side of the entrance drive, or
on common lands adjacent, are ideal sites for
many of the stronger-growing herbaceous plants.
You will not wish to have a catalogue of

suitable plants, but, amongst others, I would
emphasise the value of Lupins, both tree and
herbaceous ; in bold masses, particularly are tree

Lupins useful for clothing rough and unsightly

banks. Their growth, peculiar in its semi-droop-

_ing habit, seems to fit in so perfectly. Planted
in large groups for distant effects at the edge of"

woodland, and again in odd corners, the ming-
ling of the yellows and whites is very telling,

which the addition of the new pale mauves
will only make more beautiful. The herbaceous
polyphyllus forms are better adapted for mass-
ing in groups on level, flat areas, and now that
we are getting all shades of blue, pink, and
white, and palest lavenders to deepest purple,

delightful colour effects can be worked out-

Lupins associated with German Irises in colour
schemes form delightful combinations if the
colours are chosen carefully, the yellow and
brown of the Iris shading into the yellow of the
Lupin, and again, the mauve of the tall Iris

pallida working up to the deeper blues of the
Lupins. Not many Lupins are required, but
the occasional use of them with the Iris

seems to give strength and height to the
scheme. I commend to those who are fond of
working out garden plans for themselves to ex-

periment with Irises and Lupins ; and here let

me give credit where it is due, it is to Miss
Jekyll we owe the idea of associating Irises and
Lupins.
The Iris family I have mentioned in connec-

tion with the foregoing, but they deserve fuller

treatment. As a family they are now much in
evidence, and are bound to become more so.

The vast majority are easy of growth, free-

flowering, and quick of increase. For planting in
broad masses, I think groups of individual
varieties are best. Associate your pale yellows in
close proximity to the pale mauves, with aD
occasional dash of deep purple for contrast.
The old I. flavescens, and the newer Shelford

Yellow, and Foster '6 Yellow, and the pink-
mauves Mrs. Alan Gray, Her Majesty and Queen
of May, are varieties to be noted as good for
this purpose. For deep purples, Kochi and
Kharput are very fine ; but nothing exceeds in
beauty the fine grouping of the pale lavender of
the true pallida dabnatica, especially if it can
be placed near to a planting of the white Guelder
Rose. The broad-leaved Irises are generally best
massed in large, irregular-shaped groups, rather
than in thin lines, and never look better than
in irregular beds formed in grass, or in a long,
narrow grass-way bordered on either side with
groups, or, as at Clandon Park, massed in the
grass by the lake-side, but well above the water-
level

; but they may be planted in any open,
sunny position with grass surroundings,' and in
such spots and surroundings they are quite at
home.
The Siberian Iris, and its Oriental forms, and

the Chinese species I. Delavayi, the American
forms, such as I. virginica, I. setosa, and I.

cuprea, form a group mostly with narrow, grassy
foliage and slender spikes. These all luxuriate
near water, which seems their natural habitat.
The taller groups and later-flowering varieties
typical of which .-ire aurea, gigantea, and many
intermediate crosses, with their bold, stiff, spear-
like foliage, some 4 to 6 feet high, do not, I
think, do so well in too moist a position. They
seem to prefer a good, strong soil which is cool
and moist, rather than water-logged. In such
a soil, massed at intervals with the earlier
varieties, they will give a continuity of effect.

The Spanish and English Irises are also delight-

ful when grown amidst gTassy surroundings, but
thesie are not so easily made permanent occu-
pants in the wild garden, and require occasional
renewal.

[To be continued.)

ROYAL COUNTIES AGRICULTURAL.

June 10.—The annual exhibition of the above
society opened on the 10th inst., taking place on
Southsea Common. The weather was fine though
windy, and the attendance of visitors was very
satisfactory. The horticultural section was a

great success, many of the leading nursery firms

having sent attractive and meritorious groups
of plants.

Among the horticultural exhibits Sweet Peas
were noticeable, especially those sent by Messrs.
Dobbie and Sons, and Messrs. S. Bide and Sons.
The former firm showed about three dozen

bunches of excellent quality, witli .well-developed

colour, Dobbie's Scarlet, Melba, and Duchess of

Portland being very attractive. A Gold Medal
was awarded to this group. Messrs. Bide
showed four dozen bunches, including Phyllis
Bide, a good new orange-coloured variety. The
group was effectively arranged, and secured a
Silver-gilt Medal. Messrs. E. W. King and Co. r

Coggeshall, exhibited four dozen bunches of
Sweet Peas, including Anglian Fairy, Blush,.

Rosabelle, and Lavender George Herbert. (Silver-

gilt Medal.)
Roses were conspicuous both in quantity and

quality. Mr. Elisha J. Hicks, of Hurst,
Berks, used as a background for his exhibit
large branches of rambling varieties, and filled

the foreground with excellent groups of stan-

dards and other kinds. In his collection was the-

new H.T. Mrs. G. Norwood, best described as a
pink Frau Karl Druschki, and very sweetly per-

fumed. The new single Rose Princess Mary,,
which possesses the double charm of rich frag-

rance with intense colour, was also well shown

;

and Sarah Bernhardt, Papillon, Diabolo, Queen.
Mary, Lady Waterlow, and Persian Yellow were
also present in good form. (Gold Medal.)

Messrs. W. H. Rogers and Son, Bassett Nur-
series, Southampton, showed four dozen blooms
in good exhibition form. Among these were the
varieties Paul Lede, Mrs. Hubert Taylor, Lyons.
Rose, Dean Hole, Juliet, and Marquise de Sinety.
There were also Clematis (in pots), and a well-
arranged rockery at one end of the tent. (Gold
Medal.)

Messrs. Sutton and Sons, of Reading, made
an interesting display of Double Begonias, Phlox
Drummondii, Gloxinias, Primula obconica, Chry-
santhemum coronarium, Cineraria 6tellata,

Verbenas, Nemesias, and Salpiglossis. Vege-
tables were represented by a collection of

thirty dishes of excellent Potatos, such as May
Queen, Carisbrooke Castle, Stirling Castle, Edin-
burgh Castle, White City, and Sutton's Ashleaf ;

Magnum Bonum Cauliflowers, Early Giant Peas,
Carrots, Broad Beans, and Turnips. Cucumbers,
Melons, and Mushrooms were also well shown.
Besides their group Messrs. Sutton and Sons
also undertook the planting of the beds in the
exhibition grounds, which made a very bright
display.

Carnations were well displayed by Mr. A. F.
Dutton, of Iver, Bucks, and well deserved the

Gold Medal awarded to the group. Carnations
were also shown by Messrs. Wills and Hesketh.
Warsash, and Mr. C. Fay, Testwood Nurseries,
Totton.
Messrs. Reamsbottom and Co., Geashill, Ire-

land, sent Anemones and hardy flowers, all well
grown.

Messrs. B. Ladhams and Co., Shirley, con-
structed an old English garden, surrounded by-

stone walls, effectively planted with a variety

of the favourite hardy plants. They were
awarded a Gold Medal.

Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., Enfield, showed
an interesting group of well-flowered Orchids,

and also Carnations and Roses.

Messrs. Jarman and Co., Chard, exhibited a
collection of Centaureas, white, lilac and yellow.

These, together with a small group of Sweet
Peas, Pelargoniums, and Violas, were awarded
a Silver Medal.

Miss R. C. Wheeler and Co., Elmswood Nur-
sery, Cosham, showed a prettily-designed and
planted rockery.

Messrs. H. B. May and Sons, Chingford. ex-

hibited a large and varied group of Ferns, Lan-
tanas, and Heliotropes, for which they gained
a Gold Medal.
The Guildford Hardy Plant Nursery

showed cut flowers and choice Alpines, and were
awarded a Silver Medal.

Messrs. Waterer, Sons, and Crisp, of Bag-
shot, showed Rhododendrons and Kalmias in an-

effective manner at one end of the tent. Their
group was awarded a Gold Medal.

Messrs. E. Htllier and Son, Winchester, ex-

hibited new shrubs, hardy flowers, and Water
Lilies.

The only exhibitors of vegetables alone were
Messrs. Toogood and Sons, of Southampton.
They showed an extremely attractive group of

Toniatos, Cauliflowers, Broad Beans, Peas, Let-

tuce, Potatos, Onions, Radishes, Vegetable Mar-
rows, Beetroots and Carrots, which well deserved
the Gold Medal awarded.
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THE fifty-sixth annual Yorkshire flower

show and gala opened on Wednesday last

in the Bootham Park, York, in glorious

summer weather, and continued for

three days. These exhibitions rank with the
best shows held in the provinces, and the dis-

play this year was equal, at the least, to any-

thing the broad county has witnessed. The
exhibits were accommodated in one large tent,

similar to that at the Chelsea shows, and it

-was probably due to this fact that the event was
.so successful. The interior of the large canvas
structure was in marked contrast to that of the
usual flower show tent on a hot day. The atmos-
phere was cool, and there was plenty of light to

.6how off the flowers to advantage. The exhibits,

if we except fruit, were of exceptional quality,

and especially those of Roses, Sweet Peas., Or-

.cbids, groups of plants, and hardy flowers. The
committee is to be congratulated on the progres-

sive spirit displayed in the management, and the
secretary, Mr. Fred Arey, deserves the thanks
of all.

Groups.
The most important class was that for a group

-of miscellaneous plants, in or out of bloom, ar-

ranged for effect, and occupying a space of 300
square feet. The prizes offered were of the total

value of £70, the 1st prize being £20.

Five exhibits were forthcoming, and all

were meritorious. The 1st prize was
-awarded to J. Pickeesgill, Esq., Bardon Hill,

Weetwood, Leeds (gr. Mr. J. Donoghue). The
design was diamond-shaped with a central cross-

bar on pillars carrying Roses, Ferns, Codiaeums
(Crotons), Odontoglossums, and a magnificent
Palm in the centre. This provided a good
" middle," but the system (now a common fea-

ture in these classes at shows) is unnatural and
too formal. An old fallen tree trunk may have
•suggested the idea, but centrepiece and
matched corner foils are . not nature.
However, the quality of the various plants

•deserves the highest praise, whether Orchids,

Roses as Standards, Kalanchoe flammea,
Anthuriums, Crotons, Caladiums, Dracaenas,
or Alocacias, and each plant had its full

value for display. The 2nd prize was
awarded to Mr. W. A. Holmes, nurseryman,
"Chesterfield, who also employed a central arch-
way crowned with a tall palm. The Crotons in

"this collection were splendid, and there were also

good Roses, Liliums, Lantanas, Spiraeas, Cala-
diums, Coleuses, Dracaenas, Ferns and other
•species, making a beautiful assemblage of fine

foliage and bright flowers ; 3rd, Messrs. R.
Simpson and Son, Selby; 4th, Mr. F. H. Ward,
York.
The class for a group of hardy plants and

flowers, with background of decorative plants,

Bamboos, with pool of water, Nymphaeas, water
plants, etc., arranged for natural effect on the
ground level, took the place of the old rock
garden class. The 1st prize was awarded to

Messrs. J. Backhouse and Son, Ltd., York, for
an exhibit which was rather heavy in design and
a. little overdone with greenery at the back. But
there were many excellent features, including
the waterfall and stream, and the colonies of

Cypripedium Calceolus, Primulas, Ramondias,
Saxifraga pyramidalis, and other Alpines that
seemed quite at home. The 2nd prize was
awarded to Mr. S. Pickering, Clifton, Yorks,
who also "banked" his exhibit and crowned it

•with Bamboos, Acer Negundo, and other grace-
ful trees. There was also a dripping stream and
pool, the latter planted with Nymphaeas. The
whole was plentifully furnished with plants of
low growth, including Ferns. 3rd, Messrs.
Arttndale and Son, Sheffield, with many plants
from the herbaceous border—Oriental Poppies,
tall Verbascums, Kniphofia, Liliums Spiraeas,
Roses, and others of this class ; 4th, Mr. T. H.
Gaunt, Farsley, Leeds, who was nearest to
nature in the arrangement of his exhibit, but
not strictly in keeping with the schedule.
The groups of bedding plants staged in Class 5,

either semi-circular or corner-shaped, were not
remarkable. The 1st prize was awarded to

Mr. W. Pybus, Monkton Moor, near Leeds,
for an oval bed with panels of scarlet Pelar-

goniums, Saxifraga pyramidalis (exceptionally

tine spikes), golden Calceolarias and Marguerites,

with a border of Campanula carpatica ; 2nd,
Cllfton Fruit and Vegetable Co. This ex-

hibit formed the central bed around the four
exhibits in the next class ; 3rd1

, Mr. T. M.
Petch, Bridlington, for a mixed group.
There was another class for a group of bed-

ding plants, and this was much the better.

There were four exhibits, and the 1st prize was
awarded to Messrs. Harkness and Co. for a
bright bed of scarlet Salvias, Pelargoniums,
Fuchsias, Violas, Hydrangeas, and Schizanthus
retusus with foils of weeping Roses ; 2nd, Mr.
T. M. Petch. For a collection of plants, in or
out of bloom, and of cut flowers arranged for

effect, the 1st prize was awarded to Messrs.
J. Cypher and Sons, who employed choice
Orchids, with a few Anthuriums, Crotons,
Ferns, Asparagus, and other fine foliage plants ;

2nd, Mr. Holmes, Chesterfield, with stove and
greenhouse plants and flowers arranged very
pleasingly ; 3rd, Mr. J. Pickersgtll, Leeds.
In the smaller class, for a collection arranged

on a space 12 feet by 6 feet, Mrs. Whitehead,
Deighton Grove, York, excelled with a commend-
able group, well arranged ; 2nd, J. Pickersgill,
Esq. ; 3rd, W. D. Arton, Esq., Rawdon, Leeds
(gr. Mr. F. Howland).
Specimen Plants.—The 1st prize in the class

for three ornamental fine foliage or variegated
plants was won toy Messrs. J. Cypher and Sons,
who also showed best in the class for three
Codiaeums (Crotons). The best single specimen
Codiaeum -was shown by Messrs. R. Simpson
and Son, Selby.

Orchids and other Exotics.

The competitive classes for Orchids were not
so extensively represented as usual.

In the class for a table of Orchids, 12 feet by
5 feet, Messrs. J. Cypher and Sons, Chelten-
ham, -were awarded the 1st prize for a finely

arranged exhibit, which included Laelio-Cattleya
Canhamiana, L.-C. Aphrodite, C. Whitei, a
gTand plant of C. Warscewiczii, fine plants of
Miltonia vexillaria and Thunia Marshalliana.
Messrs. Cypher and Sons were also placed 1st

in the class for twelve Orohids in bloom. W. P.
Burkinshaw, Esq., Hessle, Yorks (gr. Mr. J. T.
Barker), was a close 2nd. and Mr. J. Sunley,
South Mitford, 3rd. In the class for six Orchids
Messrs. Cypher and Sons again excelled'. For
three Orchids in bloom Mr. W. P. Burkinshaw
was 1st, showing Laelio-Cattleya Lady Miller, a
gTand variety of Miltonia vexillaria, and Laelio-
Cattleya Canhamiana variety Amelia.
In the open class for a new or rare Orchid Mr.

Burkinshaw won the 1st prize with the lovely

Cattleya Mendelii White Queen, having only a
faint tint of rose on the front lobe of the lip.

In the three classes for Orchids open only to

amateurs Mr. Burkinshaw won all the 1st

prizes.

Pelargoniums.—The majority of these planti

were accommodated in an overflow tent. Then
were five classes, one for a collection of show
varieties, arranged for effect with foliage plants,

including Ferns, on a table 8 feet by 5 feet. The
1st prize wa sawarded to a local grower, Mr. H.
Leetham (gr. Mr. R. Keighley) ; 2nd, Messrs.

Godfrey and Son, Exmouth. The trained speci.

men Zonal varieties were as good as we have seen
them in former years, but they do not attract

so much interest a6 formerly, and we understand
that the classes will be discontinued. Mr. ft.

Pybus, Monkton Moor, Leeds, repeated his sue-

cesses of former years. He was placed 1st for

(a) 12, (b) 6, and (c) 3 Zonal, Nosegay, or hybrid
Nosegay varieties, distinct, Mr. J. W. Clark,
York, following in each case. These exhibitors
were also awarded the 1st and 2nd prizes respec-
tively in the class for six double-flowered Pelar-

goniums, distinct, the plants being the best in

the section.

Carnations.—The schedule included a class

for a group of Carnations in bloom, arranged in

a space 12 feet by 6 feet. Of the two exhibits

staged the better was shown by Mr. W. Lano-
staffe, whose plants were well flowered, com-
pact, and represented a good selection of colours.

Mr. J. Pickersgill was placed 2nd for Souvenir

de la Malmaison varieties of exceptional vigour.

Begonias.—The finest Begonias in the 6how
were exfiibited by Messrs. Blackmore and
Lanodon, Bath, in the class for a group of

tuberous-rooted varieties arranged on the floor

in a space of 100 square feet. Mr. Thos. Winn,
York, was successful in the classes for (1) a,

group measuring 12 feet by 2 feet, and (2) the
best and most distinct varieties in flower.

Capt. Edwyn Walker, YoTk (gr. Mr. H.
Clark), showed the best group of Gloxinias, and
the best group of Calceolarias, and was awarded
the 1st prizes.

Roses.

Mr. W. Todd, York, excelled easily in the
class for a collection of Roses in pots. Hybrid
Perpetuals and Hybrid Teas were arranged in a
group with Ramblers above them, and pretty
dwarf Polyantha varieties as an edging. None
of the plants was named. 2nd, Mr. W. Lanq-
staffe, York.
For a group of Roses, not fewer than 20 pots,

Mr. Todd again excelled, and Mr. Langstaffk
was again placed 2nd.
The best table of Roses, 6 feet by 4 feet, was

shown, by Messrs. W. and J. Brown, Peter-
borough. The space was too limited to obtain a
good result, but Messrs. Brown made the most
of their possibilities and showed how well gocd
blooms can be exhibited in a small space. In
the centre was a splendid vase of Lady Pirrie

variety. 2nd, Mr. Geo. Prince, Oxford, who
made a feature of the variety Juliet.

Cut Blooms.—There were three exhibits in

the class for 72 blooms in not fewer than 36
varieties. IThe 1st prize was awarded to Messrs.
Jarman and Co., Chard, for massive, well-

coloured flowers that remained fresh under the
trying heat. Notable varieties were G. C. Waud,
Mrs. E. Mawley, Dean Hole, Mme. J.

Gravereaux, Ulrich Brunner, Lady Ashiown,
Hugh Dickson, and Lady Helen Vincent. 2nd,
Messrs. R Harkness and Co., Hitchin; 3rd,
Mr. Harry Richards, Warsash.
There were four competitors in the class for

48 blooms in not fewer than 24 varieties, and
here Messrs. J. Burrell and Co., Cambridge,
carried off the 1st prize with Hugh Dickson,
Mrs. J. H. Welch, Ethel Malcolm, Dr.
O'Donel Brown, Mrs. Foley Hobbs, Mrs. Ed.
Mawley, Souvenir de Pierre Notting and
Maman Cochet as his best blooms. 2nd, Messrs.
Jarman and Co., Chard; 3rd, Messrs. Harkness
and Co., Hitchin.
For 36 blooms Messrs. W. and J. Brown.

Peterborough, excelled with splendid flowers of
Mrs. W. H. Rowe, Mme. Jules Gravereaux, J.

B. Clark, Mrs. A. Carnegie, C. W. Cowen, Ethel
Malcolm, Mrs. W. H. Rowe, Molly S. Crawford,
John Cuff and others. 2nd, Messrs. R. Hark-
ness and Co., with small but refined blooms;
3rd, Messrs. J. Burrell and Co.
There was a keen competition in the smaller

classes. For 24 blooms, distinct, Mr. Geo.
Prince, Oxford, won the 1st prize with the best
blooms in the show. This select exhibit in-

cluded Mrs. Amy Hammond, Mme. Jules
Gravereaux, Leslie Holland, Lyon Rose, Sou-
venir d'un Ami, British Queen, Mme. Melanie
Soupert, Frau Karl Druschki, and Mrs. Foley
Hobbs. 2nd, Messrs. J. Burrell and Co. : 3rd,
Messrs. W. and J. Brown.
For 18 distinct varieties the prizes were won

by Messrs. Geo. Prince, Messrs. W. and J.

Brown, and Messrs. J. Burrell and Co. in this
order. In the two Amateur Classes for Roses
Mr. W. Hutchinson, Kirby Moorside, won both
the 1st prizes.

Sweet Peas.—The Sweet Peas were notably
good, both in the Competitive Class and the
traders' collections. There was onlv one class
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and the schedule called for 18 bunches of dis-

tinct varieties, arranged in a space 12 feet by

4 feet, on three-tier staging. Four good exhibits

were forthcoming, and the 1st prize was awarded

to Messrs. E. W. King and Co., Coggeshall, theit

varieties being Elfrida Pearson, Illuminator,

Mrs. Cuthbertson, Princess Mary. Phyllis, Rosa-

belle, Bertrand Deal, Margaret Atlee, Anglican

Orange, Inspector, Anglican Fairy, King

Manoel, Anglican Cream, Thos. Stevenson,

Lavender Geo. Herbert, R. F. Felton, Anglican

White and Hercules; 2nd, Messrs. Hobbies,

Ltd., Dereham, Norfolk.

Rhododendrons.—There was a class for a

group of Rhododendrons in bloom occupying a

space not exceeding 200 square feet. There were

only two exhibits, and Messrs. Waterer, Sons

and Crisp, Ltd., won. the 1st prize easily

with superb plants in pots, the exhibit being

much brighter than that of their competitors,

Messrs. Kent and Brydon, Darlington.

Messrs. Waterer's plants were all in pots and

small, but they were flowering magnificently.

Notable varieties were Mrs. John Keif, warm
rose ; Warrior, huge crimson trusses ; Gomer
Waterer; Sunshine, old rose with gold blotch;

and the new Duchess of Teck, a pink Gomer
Waterer. Messrs, Kent and Brydon were

^warded the 2nd prize.

Hardy Flowers.

The exhibits of hardy flowers arranged on

tabling made a notable feature along one side of

the tent. The competition was keen, but Messrs.

Harkness and Sons showed decidedly best, and

were awarded the 1st prize. Oriental and Ice-

land Poppies, Paeonies, Irises, Lupins, Scarlet

Geums, Gladiolus Blushing Bride, and Delphin-

iums were the more notable subjects; 2nd,

Messrs. G. Gibson and Co., Bedale; 3rd, Messrs.

Godfrey and Son.
For a collection of 24 bunches Messrs. Hark

ness again excelled, and Messrs. G. Longster

and Sons, Derwent, were placed 2nd.

In the smaller class for 12 bunches the prizes

were awarded to the Marquis of Northampton,
Castle Ashby (gr. Mr. A. R. Searle), and Mr.

Hutchinson respectively.

The class for a collection of hardy herbaceous

perennials, plants or cut flowers, or both,

arranged in a natural manner on the ground

in a space of 300 square feet, provided a splendid

colour effect. But the exhibitors aimed at impos-

ing collections, and lightness and gracefulness

were sacrificed to the desire to include something

of everything ; consequently the effects were any-

thing but "natural." The local nurserymen,

Messrs. J. Backhouse and Son, were easily first

amongst four exhibitors, for their style of group-

ing was best and tlie quality of their flowers

superb, but tall standard Roses should certainly

not be included in a collection of hardy her-

baceous perennials. These, with tall Eremuri,
served as foils to masses of Anchusa, Paeonies,

Liliums, Pyvethrums, Verbascums, Irises, Gail-

lardias, Gladioli, and a host of other hardy
border flowers. 2nd, Messrs. Artindale and Son,

who massed their flowers, making a wonderful
group of colour, and having almost everything
the flower border affords at this season. 3rd,

Messrs. Gibson and Co., Bedale; 4th, Messrs.
Harkness and Sons.

Fruit and Vegetables.

York Gala has no great reputation as a fruit

and vegetable show, and on this occasion the
exhibits were very poor. There was no entry

in the class for a decorated table of ripe fruit,

and only one very poor exhibit, in the class for a

collection of 10 kinds. But two good exhibits

were forthcoming in the class for a collection

of six kinds, J. Brennand, Esq., Thirsk (gr. Mr.
J. Hathaway), winning the first prize with choice

Nectarines, Royal George Peaches, Brown
Turkey Figs, Black Hamburgh Grapes, and a

fine Melon. Mr. Frank Plumer, Market Weigh-
ton : (gr. Mr. R. J. Vaughan), was placed 2nd,
with Figs, Nectarines, Peaches, Melon, and
Grapes (Black Hamburgh and Foster's Seedling).

Nectarines (Lord Napier) were splendid.

For a collection of four kinds, Sir Robert
Walker, Bart., York (gr. Mr. James Folkard),
excelled with good Black Hamburgh Grapes,
small in berry, but large bunches ; Laxton's
Leader Strawberries, Lord Napier Nectarines,

and a Melon; 2nd, W. D. Cliff, Leeds (gr. W.
N. Hague), whose best dish was of Peaches.

The Marquis of Northampton, Castle Ashby
(gr. Mr. A. R. Searle) showed the best Peaches,

and Mr. J. W. Dent the best Nectarines.

Sir Robert Walker, York, had the finest white

Grapes in the variety Buckland Sweetwater and

Lady Hawke the best two bunches of Black Ham-
burgh variety.

In the Melon classes the 1st prize winners were

(scarlet - fleshed) Marquis of Northampton,
(green-fleshed) Lord Deramore, and (white-

fleshed) Rosalind Countess of Carlisle (gr. Mr.

Sutton).

There were also classes for Figs, Cherries,

Strawberries, and Tomatos, in which the Marquis

of Northampton and Mr. John Brennand
showed successfully.

Vegetables.—The Marquis of Northampton
won the 1st prizes in both Messrs. Sutton and

Sons' and Messrs. Ed. Webb and Sons' classes

for collections of six distinct kinds of vegetables,

showing good Peas, Tomatos, Cauliflowers,

Beans, Onions, and Carrots. Mr. A. Blakey,

York (gr. Mr. Howden), was placed 2nd in both

classes.

Non-Competitive Exhibits.

Messrs. R. Wallace and Co., Colchester,

staged a floor group of hardy flowers. The
centre was comprised of Eremuri and Del-

phiniums, with a centre-piece of Bamboos.
Around these were arranged masses of Cam-
panulas, Paeonies, Lilies, Ixias, Spanish Irises,

Heucheras, and other kinds. (Large Gold Medal.)

Messrs. Sutton and Sons, Reading, filled a

large table with flowers, fruits, and vegetables

—

an exhibit of high-class produce, shown in the

most attractive style. Sweet Peas were inter-

spersed amongst the fruits and vegetables, and

at the back, against a black velvet ground, were

beautiful vases of Lupins, Poppies, Delphiniums,

Pyrethrums, and Aquilegias, whilst in the centre

was a mass of fine Gloxinias. (Large Gold
Medal.)

Messrs. James Carter and Co., Raynes Park,

filled a table, 50 feet frontage by 5 feet, with

flowers and vegetables. The flowers comprised

Spanish Irises and Sweet Peas. The vegetables

were arranged in the centre, and included Per-

petual Dwarf Beans, Harvestman and Springtide

Peas, Improved Telegraph Cucumbers, Golden
Butter Beans, Duke of York Tomatos, Spring-

tide Cabbage, Marrows, Lettuces, Turnips, Car-

rots, Asparagus, Mushrooms, Aubergines and
other kinds. (Large Gold Medal.)

Messrs. Ed. Webb and Sons, Wordsley, Stour-

bridge, showed half-circular groups of flowers

and vegetables against a green cloth background.

In the centre was an imposing exhibit of vege-

tables and Sweet Peas, separated on either side

from masses of Cinerarias and Calceolarias by
blocks of Schizanthus and Star Primulas respec-

tively. (Large Gold Medal.)
Messrs. Dobbie and Co., Edinburgh and

Mark's Tey, showed Sweet Peas, their exhibit

of these flowers being unrivalled in the show.

Such beautiful varieties as Mrs. Cuthbertson,

Dobbie's Orange, Elfrida Pearson, Illuminator,

New Marquis, King White, and Edson Beauty
were all of superb quality. In addition to Sweet
Peas this firm showed Spanish Irises in variety.

(Large Gold Medal.)
Messrs. W. Cutbush and Son, Highgate, had

a delightful floor group of Roses, Carnations,

Liliums, Hydrangeas, Verbenas, Crassulas, and
other flowers, for which a Large Gold Medal
was awarded.
Messrs. Kelway and Son, Langport. Somerset-

shire, showed fine Paeonies, Delphiniums, Gail-

lardias, Lupins, and other hardy flowers. The
Paeonies were exceptionally fine. (Gold Medal.)

Messrs. John Peed and Son, West Norwood,
arranged an oval bed with hybrid Streptoear-

puses, relieved with Ferns and Palms and bor-

dered with Gloxinias. (Silver-gilt Medal.)

Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., Enfield, showed
Roses and Carnations, both of superb quality.

(Large Silver-Gilt Medal.)
Messrs. S. Bide and Sons. Ltd., Farnham,

exhibited a large number of Sweet Peas, repre-

senting the pick of the choicer sorts in cultiva-

tion. (Gold Medal.)
Messrs. Gunn and Sons, Olton, Warwick-

shire, showed border Phloxes ; Duchess of Wel-
lington, mauve; Mauve Queen, "French" grey;

Rijnstroon, salmon; and Flora, white, are a

selection of the newer sorts exhibited. (Large
Silver-gilt Medal.)
Messrs. James Cypher and Sons, Cheltenham,

filled a space of 600 square feet with flowering

and foliage plants, making one of the most im-

posing exhibits in the show. (Large Gold Medal.),

Messrs. Mansell and Hatcher, Rawdon,
Leeds, exhibited a group of Orchids for whicn
a Large Gold Medal was awarded. The centre

consisted of fine plants of Renanthera Imschoot-

iana overhung with finely-flowered spikes of

Phalaenopsis Rimstadiana on each side of the
centre. The groundwork consisted principally

of Miltonia vexillaria and hybrid Cattleyas and
Laelio-Cattleyas, Vanda Teres and Odontoglos-
sums.

Messrs. Charlesworth and Co., Haywards-
Heath, were awarded a Gold Medal for a group
consisting of fine plants of Miltonia vexillaria,.

several varieties of Laelio-Cattleya Fascinator,

L.-C. Aphrodite, L.-C. Canhamiana alba, 0.

Warscewiczii, C. Mossiae Wageneri, C. Gaskell-

iana alba, choice plants of Odontoglossum cris-

pum and hybrids.

Messrs. Kent and Brydon, Darlington, were
awarded a Large Gold Medal for a rock garden
of large size. The arrangement pleased us, for

the rockery was not over-planted. It was de-

signed with old stratified sandstone, a stream
and pool of water forming part of the scheme.
(Large Gold Medal.)
Mr. Clarence Elliott, Stevenage, arranged a

rockery as a table exhibit. (Large Silver

Medal.)
A rockery was also exhibited by Messrs.

Broadhead and Son, for which the award of a.

Large Silver-gilt Medal was made.
Mr. A. F. Dutton, Iver, Buckinghamshire,

showed Carnations in baskets. (Gold Medal.)
Messrs. Artindale, Sheffield, showed Carna-

tions, Violas and Sweet Peas. (Silver-gilt Medal.)
Messrs. Hobbtes, Ltd., Dereham, Norfolk,

were awarded a Gold Medal for a collection of
Sweet Peas of fine quality.

Hardy flowers were shown well by Messrs.

James Cocker and Sons, Aberdeen. (Silver-

gilt Medal)
Messrs. Young and Co., Hatherley, arranged

beautiful Carnations of the Perpetual -flowering

type on a table. (Gold Medal.
' Messrs. Alex. Dickson and Sons, Belfast, ex-

hibited Sweet Peas of splendid quality together
with Spanish Irises. (Gold Medal.)
Mr. C. Engelmann, Saffron Walden, showed

Perpetual-flowering Carnations in variety. (Sil-

ver-gilt Medal.)
Messrs. Blackmore and Langdon, Twerton-

on-Avon. Bath, showed Delphiniums. (Silver-

gilt Medal.)
Mr. W. R. Tranmer, Cottingham, Hull,

staged Pansies and Violas, also seedlings of

Vioia cornuta, together with a selection of hardy
border flowers. (Silver Medal.)

Mr. H. N. Ellison. West Bromwich, showed
Ferns and small plants of Cacti in bowls and
pots. (Silver Medal.)
Miss H. Hemus, Upton-on-Severn, wa»

awarded a Silver-gilt Medal for Sweet Peas.

Messrs. R. H. Bath, Ltd., Wisbech, showed
superb Paeonies in a general collection of border
flowers. (Gold Medal.)
Messrs. James Backhouse and Son, York,

staged a solid, four-sided exhibit of Roses,

Hydrangeas, Coleus, Spiraeas, Carnations, and
other flowers, a massive but imposing exhibit.

(Large Gold Medal.)
Messrs. Dicksons, Chester, exhibited border

flowers of good quality, the majority being of

Paeonies and Delphiniums. (Large Silver-gilt

Medal.)
Messrs. E. J. Batchelor and Sons, Harrogate,

showed exotic Ferns, in which varieties of

Nephrolepis predominated. (Silver-gilt Medal.)

Roses in great variety were shown by Messrs.

W. and J. Brown, Peterborough, and this firm

also exhibited hardy border flowers. (Large

Silver-gilt Medal.)
Mr. Geo. Prince, Oxford, was awarded a

Silver Medal for Roses.

Mr. W. Lawrenson, Yarm-on-Tees, showed
Perpetual-flowering Carnations and hardy bor-

der flowers. (Silver-gilt Medal.)

Messrs. G. Longster and Sons, Malton,

showed hardy perennial flowers in variety.

Messrs. Jarman and Co., Chard, showed Cen-
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taureas and Zonal-leaved Pelargoniums. (Silver

Medal.)
Mr. G. W. Miller, Wisbech, exhibited hardy

border flowers in variety. (Silver Medal.)
Messrs. E. W. King and Co., Coggeshall,

Essex, showed Sweet Peas in a novel manner,
some arranged on arches, others on tall stands
with beds on the floor. (Gold Medal.)

R. C. Vyner, Esq., Newby Hall, Ripon (gr.

Mr. G. Watson), staged a collection of succu-
lents, one of the finest exhibits of these plants

we have seen at a show. (Gold Medal.)
Messrs. B. Ladhams, Ltd., Shirley, Southamp-

ton, staged border flowers in variety, including
hvbrid Pinks, for which this firm is famed.
(Silver Medal.)
Messrs. Chas. Simpson, Ltd., York, showed

fruits and flowers, also floral designs, for which
a Silver-gilt Medal was awarded.

Messrs. Rich and Co., Bath, showed border
flowers and Roses. (Silver Medal.)
Mr. G. Yeld, York, showed hybrid Irises and

Hemerocallis. (Silver-gilt Medal.)
A Silver Medal was awarded to Messrs. God-

fret and Sons, Exmouth, for an exhibit of

hardy flowers.

Cut Foliage, &c . Average Wholesale Prices.

MARKE T S .

COVENT GARDEN, June 17.

We cannot accept any responsibility for the subjoined

reports. They are furnished to ua regularly every

Wednesday, by the kindness of several of the principal

salesmen, who are responsible for the quotations. It

must be remembered that these quotations do not

represent the prices on any particular day, but only the

general averages for the week preceding the dite of our

report. The prices depend upon the quality of the

samples, the way in which they are packed, the supply

in the market, and the demand, and they may fluctuate,

not only from day to day, but occasionally several times

in one day.—Eds. 1

Cut Flowers, &e. : Average Wholesale Prlees.

s.d. s.d.

6-3

4 0-60

10-20

5 0-80

2 6-30

9 0-10

2 0-26

2 0-26

3 0-50

6 0-80

3 0-40

10-13

4 0-60
3 0-50

3 0-40
3 0-40

4 0-60

2 6-30

10-13
10-13

Arums(Richardias),
per doz.

Canterbury Bells,

white, pink,
blue, per doz.

bunches
Carnations, per

dozen blooms,
best American
varieties

— smaller, per
doz. bunches . . 10 0-12

— Carola (crim-
son),extra large 3 0-40

— Malmaison, per
doz. blooms

:

pink
Coreopsis, per doz.

hunches
Corn flowe r,Engl ish

per doz. bnchs. 9-13
Delphinium, large

blue, per doz.
bunches

Bucharis, per doz.

Forget-Me-Not, per
dozen bunches 2 0-30

Gaillardia.per doz.

bunches

Gardenias, per box
of 15 and 18
blooms..

Gladiolus, Aker-
mannii, per doz
bunches

— Blushing Bride,
per doz. bnchs.

— Fairy Queen,
per doz. bnchs. 8 0-901

— Ne Plus Ultra,

per doz. spike3
— Peach Blossom,

per doz. bnchs.
— The Bride ....

Gypsophila, pink,
per doz. bun. .

.

— white

Iceland Poppies,
p. doz, bunches 10-16

Iris, Spanish, per
doz. bunches .

.

Lapageria alba, per
doz. blooms .

.

Llllum auratum,
per bunch

— longiflorum,
per doz., long..

short
— lancifollum

album, long .

.

short . . — —
— rubrum, per

doz., long .. 2 0-26
ahort .. 10-13

s. d. s. d.
Llly-of-the-Valley,

per dozen
bunches

:

— extra special . . 12 0-15
— special . . . . 9 0-10
— ordinary . . 8 0-90

Marguerites, per
dozen bunches 16-20

Mignonette, per
dozen bunches 3 0-40

Nigella, per doz,
bunches

Orchids, per doz. :

— Cattleya
— Odontoglossum

crispurn
Paeonies, per dozen

bun. of 6 blooms
in a bunch

Pancratium, per
dozen blooms..

Pelargoniums, per
doz. bunches,
double scarlet 6 0-80

— white, per doz.
bunches

Pinks, White, per
doz. bunches.

.

Pyrethrum, white,
per doz. bun. 3 0-36

Roses : per dozen
blooms, Frau
Karl Druschki

— Joseph Lowe .

.

— Kaiserin Au-
gusta Victoria

— LadyHillingdon
— Liberty
— Madame A.

Chatenay
— Melody
— My Maryland..
— Niphetos
— Richmond
— Sunburst
— Sunrise
— W. A. Richard-

son
— White Craw-

ford
— Yellow Sou-

venir ..

Scabiosa, mauve,
per doz. bnchs.

Spinea, per doz.
bunches

Statice, mauve, per
doz. bunches .

.

Stephanotis, per 72
pips

Stocks, English,
white, per doz.

• bunches 4 0-

Sweet Peas, white
and coloured,
per doz. bun. 2 0-40

2 6-30

10 0-12

2 6-36

4 0-60

2 0-26

3 0-40

16-20

10-20
2 0-30

10-20
10-16
10-16

10-20
10-16
10-16
10-13
9-13

10-20
10-16

9-16

16-20

10-16

4 0-50

6 0-60

3 0-40

13-16

6

Adiantum Fern
(Maidenhair),
best, per doz.
bunches

Agrostis (Fairy
Grass), per doz.
bunches

s. <L s. d,

3 0-40

2 0-40

16-20

Asparagus plumo-
sus, long trails,

per half-dozen
— medium, doz.

buncheB .. 12 0-18
— Sprengerl .. 6 0-12

Carnation foliage,

doz. bunches . . 3 0-50

s. d. s. d.

Croton foliage,

doz. bunches 12 0-15

Cycas leaves, per
doz

Eulalia japonica,
per bunch

Lichen Moss, per
dozen boxes .

.

Moss, gross
bunches

Myrtle, doz. bnchs.
English,
small-leaved ..— French.

.

Smilax, per bunch
of 6 trails

Fruit: Average Wholesale Prices— Continued.

s.d. s.d.

2 0-90

10-16

9 0-10

6 —

6

1 D

10-13
Reiiar.es.—Large supplies are arriving daily, and

there is almost a glut of coloured Iris, Sweet Peas, Ice-
land Poppies and coloured Gladioli. All coloured flowers
are more plentiful and cheaper than white varieties.
Coloured Pyrethrums are now over, and the "double white
varieties less plentiful ; white Stock and white Pinks
(Her Majesty) are coming to hand in good condition.
There is an abundant supply of Roses, those mostly in
demand being Frau Karl Druschki, Liberty, Richmond,
Mme. Abel Chatenay, Melody and Sunburst. Among the
new arrivals this week are Canterbury Bells, white, pink
and blue; Coreopsis, Delphiniums, Gaillardias, Nigellas
(Love-in-a-mist) and Scabious ; while pink and white
Gypsophilas are exceptionally good and cheap.

Plants In Pots, &e. : Average Wholesale Prlees.

Aralia Sieboldii,

dozen
Araucaria excelsa

per dozen
Asparagus plumo-

sus nanus, per
dozen .

.

— Sprengeri
Aspidistra, per doz.

,

green
— variegated

Cacti, various, per
tray of 15's .

.

tray of 12's .

.

Calceolarias, 48's,

per dozen
Cocos Weddeliana,

per dozen, 60's
— larger, each .

.

Coleus, 4S s, per
dozen

Coronarium, 49's,

per dozen
Crassulas, 48's, per

doz
Croton, per dozen
Dracaena, green,

per dozen
Erica Cavendishii
— magniflca, 4S's

Ferns, in thumbs,
per 100..

— in small and
large 60's— in 48's,

dozen .

.

— choicer Borts,

per dozen
— in 32'a, per

doz.
Fuchsias, 48's, per

dozen
Geonoma gracilis

60's per dozen..
— larger, each .

.

per

s. d. s. d.

6 0-70

18 0-21

10 0-12

6 0-80

18 0-30

30 0-60

4 —
6 —

6 0-12

2 6-10 6

4 6-50

5 0-60

12 0-15

18 0-30

10 0-12

21 0-24

15 0-18

8 0-12

12 0-20

6 0-60

8 0-12

10 0-18

7 0-90

6 0-80
2 6-76

Heliotropes, 48's

per dozen
Hydrangeas, Pink,

per doz. 48's .

.

— White..
— Blue .

.

— paniculata
Kentia Belmore-

ana, per dozen
— Forsteriana,60's,

per dozen
larger, per

dozen
Latania borbonica,

per dozen
Lilium longiflorum,

per dozen
Lily-of-the-Valley
— 48's, per dozen

Marguerites, in 48's,

per doz., white

Pandanus Veitchii,
per dozen

Pelargoniums, 48's,

per dozen
— Zonal, 4S's, per

doz
— Ivyleaf, 48's .

.

Phoenix rupicola,
each

Rose, rambler, each

Saxifraga pyrami-
dalis, per doz.

Spireea japonica,
per dozen pots

Stocks, white, 48's

per dozen
— pink
— red

Verbenas, Miss
Willmott, 4S's,

per dozen

s. d. s. d.

6 0-70

10 0-18

10 0-15

15 0-30

IS 0-24

5 0-80

4 0-80

18 0-36

12 0-30

12 0-15

18 0-21

21 0-30

6 0-80

36 0-48

10 0-12

5 0-60
6 0-90

2 6-21

4 0-10

15 0-18

6 0-80

6 0-80
6 0-80
6 0-80

8 0-90

Remarks.—Hydrangea paniculata is selling well, but
the supply is small. The white and blue varieties are
more popular than the pink. Other plants which are
selling well are Crassulas, scarlet and pink ; Verbenas
(Miss Willmott), white Marguerites, pink iSpiraeas, and
Rambler Roses, all of which are arriving in good con-
dition. The trade in flowering plants is still good, and
Ferns are gradually improving in quality.

Fruit: Average Wholesale Prices.

a. d. a. d.

Apples, Australian,
per case . . 10 0-

cooking, case 7 0-

— Cox's, case . . 16 0-

Apricots, box . . 12-
— cases 3 9-

Bananas, bunch

:

— Double Ex. ..11
— Extra .. .. 9 6-

— Extra-medium 10
— Giant .. . . 14
— Medium .. 6 6-

— Red, per ton .. £23
— Jamaica, p. ton £15
Cherries, English,

4 bushel .. 5 0-

— French, box .. 19-
— per J sieve .. 6 0-

Currants, black, }
sieve .

.

.86
— red, per handle 4 6
Dates, per cwt. case 20
Figs, En-lish, p. doz. 1 9-

— Kadrowi, cwt. 11
G o oseb err iea

,

j bushel . . 2 3-

Grape3

:

— Belgium Ham-
broa. per lb. . . 10-

— English, Ham-
bros, per lb. .. 1 u

14
10 6 i

20
i

14
4 6

12
!

11

7 6

6
2 6
7

2

3 '
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®bituar&
George Gordon, V.M.H.— It is with deep

regret that we record the death of Mr.
George Gordon, who was for 25 years editor

of the Gardeners' Magazine. The announce-
ment of his retirement from the editorial chair

in November last was received with surprise by
his large circle of acquaintances and all but his

most intimate friends, for Mr. Gordon, in spite

of the fact that he had passed the allotted three

score years and ten, appeared to be still hale

and vigorous. But he was stricken with cancer

on the liver, and died on June 14. The son of

a gardener Mr. George Gordon was cradled in

horticulture, and throughout his life his interests

were centred in the profession, for he had no
hobbies except those directly connected with
his work. Always eager in the pursuit of

knowledge he was, when well over 40 years of

age, attending classes at the Birkbeck Insti-

tute, then accompanied by his eldest son, wlio

is now in the Civil Service. He was a skilful

phdtographer, as the many illustrations from hi6

camera which have appeared in our contem-
porary testify. Quite lately he studied colour
photography, and possessed many autochromes of

more than average merit. Tall and broad-
shouldered he was fortunate in possessing a
sound constitution, which enabled him to work
hard and almost tirelessly. When over 60 years
of age he judged at the York Chrysanthemum
Show, took notes of the exhibits, elaborated
them during the train journey to London,
handed his report to the printers on his arrival,

and then proceeded to Folkestone to deliver a

lecture in the evening of the same day.

He was born 72 years ago at Frogmore
Hall, Hertfordshire, where his father, who
was a very successful grower and ex-

hibitor of fruit, was head gardener, and from
whom he imbibed the first principles of garden-
ing. His first situation away from home was
as journeyman at High Leigh, Hoddesdon, in a
garden famed tor its collections of Orchids and
other glass-house plants. After three years,
part of the time as foreman, he was appointed
fruit and vegetable foreman at Duncombe Park,
Helmsley, Yorkshire, where he also became so
-interested in agriculture that for a time he con-
templated following the sister craft, but an ap-
pointment as gardener at Norbiton Hall, Kings-
ton, brought him south and decided him to con-
tinue gardening. Shortly afterwards the Nor-
biton Hall estate was sold, and Mr. Gordon was
engaged to take charge at The Elms, Hampton
Wick. At this time he was only 23 years of

age, but he soon established a reputation as a
plant exhibitor. His contributions to the Gar-
deners' Magazine, commenced at this time, in-

duced the late Mr. Shirley Hibberd to invite

him to join the staff of that journal as assistant
editor, and on the death of that famous hor-

ticulturist, some 20 years later, he succeeded
him as editor. His great interest in Chrysan-
themums and Dahlias are well known to the
present generation. He was one of the pro-

moters of the first Fruit Conference, which was
held at the Crystal Palace on September 7 and 8,

1884. This conference inspired the formation of

the British Fruit Growers' Association, and Mr.
Gordon was elected vice-chairman. In the early
autumn of 1890, in company with Mr. Lewis
Castle, hon. secretary of that Association, Mr.
Gordon spent nearly a month in visiting the
counties of Antrim, Londonderry, Cork, Kerry
and Waterford to investigate the fruit industry
of Ireland, and his report attracted a consider-

able amount of attention and criticism, but it

bore valuable fruit. Besides having been a
member of the committee of the National Chry-
santhemum Society for 13 years he was elected

a vice-president of the National Rose Societv
in 1890. and had held a seat on the R.H.S.
Floral Committee since 1891. He was one of

the promoters of the National Sweet Pea Societv.

In 1897 he was one of the first sixty to be
awarded the Victoria Medal of Honour, and
after having been a vice-president of the
National Dahlia Society from 1891 to 1912
became its president. At the time of his death
he was vice-chairman of the Horticultural.
Arboricultural and Forestry Committee of the
Anglo-American Exposition, at the White City.
^Shepherd's Bush. His services were in great

request as a judge at flower bIiows, and on six

occasions he was a member of the jury at the

Ghent Quinquennial Exhibitions, and acted

similarly at Antwerp, Haarlem and Hamburg.
Of his many writings the most important are

Dahlias (Present-Day Gardening Series), The
Book of Shrubs, and The Wasted Orchards of

England. Mr. Gordon entertained strong sym-

pathies for the gardener, and was a member of

the Committee of the Royal Gardeners' Orphan
Fund, of which body he was an influential mem-
ber. We tender our deep sympathies to his

widow, two sons and daughter.

A. F. GARDINER.-Mr. A. F. Gardiner, for

36 years gardener at The Grove, Dumfries, died

in Dumfries on the 13th inst. Deceased was a

good gardener, and much trusted bv his em-

ployers. He was 67 years of age, and had lived

in retirement for the past three years.

Mr
rrejpordentrjf

Carnation Foliage Turning a Yellow Colour :

Foreman, Blackburn. The plants are not

diseased ; the yellow colour in the leaves has

resumed from unhealthy root-action caused

by the presence of too much moisture in the

soil.

. - -.-,:

THE LATE GEORGE GORDON, V.M.H.

Chionodoxa with Abnormal Root : H. and

Son. The swollen root has the appearance of

a dropper bulb, but droppers have never been

described for Chionodoxa. The structure con-

cerned arises from the same position as a

dropper. But its anatomical structure does not

agree with that of a dropper, which is a shoot

or leaf or both. This organ in Chionodoxa has

root structure. Therefore it is merely a

fasciated root.

Fig Leaves Diseased : R. G. The disease from
which your Fig trees are suffering is caused

by Cercospora Bolleana, a parasitic fungus.

Collect and burn all diseased leaves and fruits,

and spray the trees with diluted Bordeaux
mixture. If the trees are badly affected, root

them up and destroy by burning, afterwards
planting healthy stock in fresh soil.

Melons Dying : T.W.B. The roots and stems

are attacked by canker, for which there is

no cure. Diseased plants should be destroyed

on the garden fire, and the soil in which they

have grown should be treated with lime.

Melon Leaves : D. M. I. The plants are di">-

. eased by the fungus causing "- leaf-rot." If

the plants are not carrying .fruit they may be

syringed with the Bordeaux mixture at half

the usual strength; if fruit is present it will

be best to use liver of sulphur. See also reply

to T. W. B.

Names of Plants : /. W. 1, Kalmia latifolia ;

2, Pieris floribunda ; 3, Vaccinium corym-

bosum; 4, Escallonia macrantha.

—

A. T. H.
1, Rosa xanthina; 2, Rose Mme. Hector
Leuilliot; 3, Rose Soleil d'Angers; 4, Ceano-

thus thyrsiflorus var. griseus ; 5, Griselinia

littoralis ; 6, Ligustrum sinense ; 7, Euphorbia.

Characias.

—

T. H. li. Rose Lady Waterlow.
—W. JR. P. 1, Veronica austriaca ; 2, Coro-

nilla emeroides; 3, C. Emerus.

—

J. A. P. 1,

Tamarix gallica ; 2, Atriplex Halimus ; 3,

Prunus Mahaleb ; 4, Sedum praealtum ; 5,

cannot name without flowers; 6, Thalictrum.

aquilegifolium.

—

W. and B. Poa annua.

—

H. C. P. Sedum roseum (Rhodiola).—C. F.
Smart. Double Pyrethrum (Chrysanthemum
coccineum flore pleno). — Pat Blackbyrne.

Roses : 1, Aglaia ; 2, Auguste Barbier ; 3 r

Thalia ; 4, not recognised ; 5, Blairi No. 2.

Shrub, Cerasus Padus (Bird Cherry).

—

M.
Wright. 1, Escallonia macrantha; 2, Pyra-
cantha coccinea, sometimes called Crataegus

Pyracantha.

—

F. Clarice. Brassica nigra.

—

Miss B. Pyrus torminalis.

—

E. P. Pernettya
mucronata. — M. E. S. Sedum rupestre,

Myosotis palustris, Geum rivale, Veronica

gentianoides.—/. M. W.— (1) Not recognised

(Rose)
; (2) Trachelospermum (Rhyncosper-

mum) jasminoides; (3) Agathea coelestis; (4)

Ceropegia Woodii ; (5) Diplacus (Mimulus)
glutinosus.

—

E. F. Oxalis Bowiei.

—

T. A.
(1) Oncidium pubes; (2) Stelis ophioglos

soides
; (3) Miltonia Candida

; (4) Odontoglos-

sum Lindleyanum.

—

B. C. B. A fine form of

Salvia coccinea.

—

Mum. Lilium umbellatum
erectum.

Onions : Ignorant. Onions will root fully as

deeply as Parsnips provided there is a sufficient

depth of suitable soil ; hence the value of

deep cultivation.

Peach Fruits Dropping : G. G. We have ex-

amined the fruits and find that the dropping
is not due to a fungus disease ; it is probable
that you have afforded the roots too much
moisture or the drainage of the border may
be at fault, causing the soil to be water-logged.
It would be advisable to overhaul the border
next autumn when the trees are at rest, to

ascertain if its condition is satisfactory.

Peach Leaves : D. Hughes, F. W. O. and
A. J. B. The trouble is due to " Shot
Hole" fungus — Cercospc*ra circumscissa.

The disease may be checked by spraying
with liver of sulphur

(
potassium sulphide),

and the work is best done when the leaves are

only half grown. Therefore spray early next
season, as the disease is almost sure to re-

appear. Liver of sulphur turns paint black ;

therefore, do not wet the painted woodwork of

the house.

Sweet Peas : W. D. The roots are attacked by
a fungus—Thielavia basicolor—which is pre-

sent in the soil. Sterilise the latter, either

with fire heat or steam.

Vine Leaves : T. W. li. Vine mildew is

present. Spray the foliage with liver of sul-

phur, 1 oz. in 4 gallons of water. Spray early

in the season next year before the mildew
appears. — E. C. W. The injury to the
vine foliage is not caused by a fungus disease
or insect pests. It is a physical injury due
to some external cause showing that the cul-

ture has been at fault. Most probably it is

the result of a stagnant atmosphere. Venti-
late the vinery freely as early in the morning
as can be done with safety.

Weed on Lawn : A. J. The weed on your lawn
is Trifolium minus. The best way to eradi-

cate the Clover is to apply sulphate of am-
monia, which will cause the grass to grow
so luxuriously that it will in time crowd out
the weeds.

Communications Received-—F. A. W. /Thanks for

Is. for R.G.O.F. fund)—F. A.—W. H. S.—E. S. W.—
J. A.^J. S—M. P.—F. G —L-. 0. (Hants)—Inquirer—
W. J.-F. W. N.—C. L—R. S.—W. J.—P. B.—O. F —
H. E. H.—F. "W\ N.—R. K.—H. E. K—A. I—G. H. S.

(thanks for Is. 6d. for R.G.O.F. box)—A. H—W. J. V.
—W. R. D.—E. T. C—C. T—F. A. W.—T. H. (Birming-
ham) (next week)-C. T.
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ON JUDGING ROSES.

THE time of Rose shows and of judging

Roses will soon be upon us, and it

may be opportune to consider some
of the problems connected with judging.

The N.R.S. has laid down what are, no
doubt, carefully considered rules for

judging both exhibition and decorative

Roses. The latter do and the former do

not specify the qualities for which the

judge should seek in making his award.

Thus in judging decorative Roses the

judges are directed to take into account

brightness, form of flower, foliage, and ar-

rangement, also diversity of the varieties

and the setting up of the exhibit, and they

are told that the relative sizes of different

varieties is not to be taken into considera-

tion. No similar guidance is given in the

case of exhibition Roses. So many points

are to be given for " high-class " blooms,

and extra ones for " a very superior

"

bloom ; but what is high-class and what
superior are left to the discretion of the

judge, without any attempt at definition. It

is apparently only when the exhibits areof
equal merit that the judges are to proceed
to consider their general evenness, variety,

arrangement, freshness, and setting up in

the stands, otherwise they may be a law
unto themselves. Notwithstanding this

absence of definition it may be stated at

once that as a rule the awards are well

made.

There is, of course, no appeal from the

judge's decision, but every judge well

knows that his awards will be subjected to

minute and thorough criticism, and the

cases are very few in which the most care-

ful attention is not paid to all the points

which, in the view of the adjudicator, con-

stitute merit in a Rose.
Occasionally, however, it happens that

some appalling results are arrived at, not

so much from any want of care in judging

as from an unfortunate idea of what con-

stitutes merit. By far the most common
fault in judging Roses is the giving of an

inordinate value to the quality of size in

a flower. If only for the rather dreadful

word " high-class " we could substitute
•' beauty," and for " a very superior

bloom " we could read " a very perfectly

formed and lovely Rose," much might be

gained.

I remember when judging at a rather

large country show, after we had finished

our work, some of us looked round the

show to see what the other judges had

been doing. My eye was arrested by a

flower erected above its fellows bearing the

legend, " Best Rose in the Show." It was

a vegetable of the Mildred Grant type.

Long past any approach to beauty of form,

if it ever possessed it, of a sad, bilious

kind of yellowish mauve, very washy in

hue, with somewhat limp and crinkled

petals badly weather-beaten, and a mil-

dewy piece of leaf, carelessly arranged,

projecting beneath it, altogether a most

undesirable looking object: but the size

left nothing to be desired, and that I sup-

pose was enough.
Parkinson tells us of the virtues of the

Rose "that it serveth to cause suppleness

of the body made into a syrup, or pre-

served with sugar," and again, "that it

hath many physical uses, serving for

many sorts of compositions, both cordial

and cooling." For any or all of these

purposes doubtless the Rose in question

might have been invaluable ; it would
have afforded so much material ; but

as a thing of beauty it was woefully want-

ing. No doubt when judging classes con-

taining very poor flowers it is often difficult

to arrive at a satisfactory conclusion, but

there was no difficulty of this kind in the

case I have mentioned ; the boxes in the

classes from which the selection was made
were numerous and contained some lovely

flowers, though doubtless smaller than the

one preferred.

Why is it that we give up to our Roses

good garden ground that might grow ad-

mirable Lettuces. Cauliflowers, and Peas?

Surely it is for the pleasure which we de-

rive by contemplating the grace of form,

pure fresh colouring, and the harmony of

flower and foliage—in a word, the beauty

and glorious perfume of the Rose. Surely

in considering the Roses of our gardens

mere size is a very secondary considera-

tion. Proportion I admit at once, and

there are many Roses which are not well

proportioned, and do not give the real

grace of form and beauty of which they

are capable, except under high cultiva-

tion. Where this is the case size of the

bloom may be at least tolerated, because it

is necessary in these cases to ensure the

beauty we desire. Further, the exhibition

Rose is set up in a box, and a flower that

is below a certain size looks skimpy and
out of place in that particular position.

But need we go further?

So far as the general public is con-

cerned, perhaps the question might be

answered readily in the negative. No-

doubt they are attracted by, sometimes
greatly interested in, the voluminous di-

mensions of the flowers they see in the

winning boxes, specially those of the trade

growers, hopeless though they may feel at

times of ever attaining a like result in

their own gardens. But when all is said,

the attraction which draws most visitors

to a show is the hope of finding something
there which, when transplanted to their

own gardens, will prove better than any-

thing they possessed before. Which of

them has not in his time fallen a victim

to the charms of Bessie Brown, and given

it a prominent and favourable position,

only to find that as a garden Rose it is

impossible? The perennial popularity of

the tent for new seedling Roses and sports

at the N.R.S. exhibitions bears eloquent

testimony to the desire of the public to

find something better than it at present

possesses.

As regards exhibitors, whether profes-

sional or amateur, the question is not so

easily answered. There can be little doubt

that to some, perhaps to many exhibitors,

the attraction of showing Roses in boxes,

rather than in the decorative classes, con-

sists in a feeling that they would like to

know where they are. If they can produce
bigger and more portly flowers than their

rivals they like to feel that that is suffi-

cient, and that they are reasonably certain

of recognition. The feeling still exists

that the exhibitors in the decorative classes

are a hapless crew,with little to guide them
in selecting their flowers, and largely at

the mercy of the caprice of a judge who is

equally without sure guidance, and must
make his awards more or less haphazard.

It follows that such exhibitors are to be
pitied and the decorative classes avoided.

This feeling is growing less as the

decorative classes increase in popular-

ity, and it may be the method of judg-

ing is becoming more settled. Quite re-

cently, when some of the exhibitors of

decorative Roses petitioned to be allowed

to show in certain of their classes some
varieties which seemed suitable for the

purpose, but which had found their way
into the exhibition lists, they were met
with the gibe that they wanted to show
ill-grown Roses, and that this ought not

to be allowed.

Those who use such arguments would
doubtless think it beside the mark to en-

quire whether a small, well-proportioned

flower may not be more beautiful than one

induced, perhaps by over-cultivation and
excessive feeding, to assume the dimen-

sions that would bring it up to exhibition

standard. But is the enquiry quite fruit-

less 1 May not the over-fed and too-

corpulent child be as much an example of

bad bringing up as one who has been ill

nourished? Perhaps there may be some
who would not admit an affirmative answei
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to the last question, but in the long run it

must become evident that the Rose exists and

is cultivated for beauty alone, and that by its

beauty it must stand or fall, and that kind of

treatment that will bring it before the public in

its greatest purity, freshness, and perfection of

proportion must ultimately be the best form of

cultivation.

I neither expect nor do I advocate any im-

mediate change in the method of judging ex-

hibition Roses. Such alteration as I desire will,

I hope, come about gradually, and has, in fact,

already begun. Judges, of course, have their

idiosyncrasies. Of the judges whom I have met,

one of the best colleagues I have had seemed to

me, the first time I judged with him, so lost in

admiration of all the flowers presented to his in-

yet which is usually a particularly well-formed
flower, may the judge take into consideration

the fact that th© colour is to him unpleasing, or

must he ignore the colour altogether ? Perhaps
there are many who would take the latter view,

but an ugly colour is certainly a want of merit
in a Rose. Again, for a Rose to be " off colour

"

is universally admitted as a defect, but the de-

gree to which it has to fall short of the judge's

ideal of the particular variety for it to lose a
point for this defect, varies with each judge, and
with the same judge on different occasions.

It has often been suggested that the presence

of perfume in a Rose should be considered in

judging, and perhaps many of us would sym-
pathise with the suggestion, and may be un-

consciously biased to favour a flower with a

reduced to a gnarled shrub. It is described as

forming the chief item in the arboreal vegeta-
tion of the Auckland Islands. It has the charac-

teristic foliage of the Myrtle family, with leaves

2 to 3j inches long, lanceolate or narrowly oval,

pointed, shining green, and dotted with oil-glands

beneath. It is, of course, evergreen, like the rest

of the genus. Th© flowers (fig. 206) are pro-

duced at the extremities of the twigs, their chief

feature being the bright crimson stamens, which
are up to 1 inch in length, and very numerous
in each flower. Kirk observes that New Zealand
has few more magnificent sights to offer than a

mountain slope covered with this species from
its base to nearly -1,000 feet above sea-level, when
the brilliant crimson flowers are lit up by
the morning sun. In tho milder parts of the

Fig. 206.—metrosideros lucida, which has just flowered at nymans for the FIRST TIME IN THIS COUNTRY. COLOUR OF FLOWERS CMMSON.

spection that I wondered if h© would ever come
to a decision ; but I found his choice none the
worse for his obvious delight in the Roses, and,
once arrived at a decision, he is seldom at a loss

to give a good reason for it. To another the depth
of petal in the flowers is a weighty consideration,
so that one might almost expect he would wish to
judge the flowers sideways, but he has an eye for
a good flower for all that. A third will lay par-
ticular stress on the flowers being of a bright
colour and typical of the variety, and will in-
sist on taking any doubtful bloom for inspection
outside the tent. And on the whole the ten-
dency to reject large, ill-shapen, weather-be-aten
blooms is increasing. The question of colour is
often one of considerable difficulty. If we take
a Rose like Mrs. A. E, Coxhead, for instance,
which is of a tolerably pleasing colour only at
its very freshest, and to some scarcely even then,

delightful perfume. But the difficulties in

giving serious effect to the suggestion are con-
siderable. To begin with, noses vary much
among judges as among ordinary mortals, and
while many are competent to appreciate the full
damask perfume of a Rose like Horace Vernet
or Hugh Dickson, the more refined and delicate
nuances of the varieties of the Teas and some
of the H.T.'s are scarcely perceptible by a large
number of individuals. White Rose.

British Isles this tree may be grown out of doors,

but over most of the country it will need winter

protection. It succeeds in a loamy soil, and
when given pot cultivation will be benefited, and

flower better, if plunged in the open air for three

or four of the summer months. Fig. 206 is re-

produced from a photograph of specimens kindly

sent us from Nymans, Crawley, the residence of

L. Messel, Esq., and they are the first flowers of

this species that come under our notice.

METROSIDEROS LUCIDA.

This fine Myrtaceous tree is found in both the
main islands of New Zealand, but is especially
abundant in the South Island. There it forms
an erect-branching tree, 30 to 60 feet high,
although in exposed alpine situations it becomes

ORCHID NOTES AND CLEANINGS.

ORCHIDS AT THE WARREN HOUSE.
In Mrs. Bischoffsheim's beautiful gardens at

the Warren House, Stanmore, the collection cf

Orchids in the care of Mr. F. Jones is giving a

good display of flowers. Goodly numbers cf

Odontoglossums are in bloom, chiefly of the best
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typ3 of 0. crispum, arranged with red Masde-

vallias, Epidendrum vitellinum majus, and
ether brightly coloured species. Disa grandi-

flara, for which the gardens are famous, but which

had gone back somewhat, is now again attain-

ing its former vigour, and is well furnished

with flower-spikes. In the intermediate houses

i3 a good display of Cattleyas, Laelias, and
Laelio-Cattleyas, among which some remarkably

fine forms of L.-C. Aphrodite, L.-C. Canhamiana,
and L.-C. Martinetii were specially good. Among
the newer hybrids a pretty form of Laelio-Cattleya

Acis (L. tenebrosa Walton Grange x C. Men-
delii gigantea) has fine flowers, the white sepals

and petals contrasting well with the deep claret-

crimson lip. L.-C. Gladiator Warren House
variety (L.-C. callistoglossa ignescens x C.

Mossiae splendens) is certainly the best of its

class, the flowers larger than those of the best C.

Mossiae, the lip especially being remarkably de-

valopsd. The sepals and petals are bright rose

colour, the broad, flatly-displayed labellum ruby-
crimson with gold lines from the base, and a
well-defined, crimped white margin. A batch of

Phalaenopsis Rimestadiana gives a good supply

of large white flowers, and the Orchids of all

classes are in excellent condition. The new
seeding house promises well, and already there

r.re numbers of hybrids in store pots and
others still in the seed pots. A house of Vanda
coerulea and a large number of good specimens
of Laelia anceps, chiefly white varieties, give
assurance of a good succession of bloom.

FRUIT PROSPECTS IN EASTERN COUNTIES.

Special Investigations by
"SOUTHERN GROWER."

II.-SUFFOLK AND NORFOLK.
My inspection of fruit crops in Suffolk

began on the farm of Messrs. Youngman
and Sons, Charsfield Hall, one of whom
kindly conveyed me in my journeys in his motor-

car. Seventy acres of the farm are devoted to

fruit. There had been a heavy hailstorm on
the morning of my arrival, which had dented

Apples, Pears, and Plums to some extent.

A great crop of Gooseberries, which are ex-

tensively grown, was in course of being gathered.

Eleven acres are under Pears, some of which, on
low ground, were damaged by a frost at Easter

time. Where this was not the case great crops

of Emile d'Heyst, Fertility, Conference, Beacon,

and a local stewing variety named Winter
Orange were seen.

About 25 acres are under Apples, the principal

varieties being Bramley's Seedling, Lane's

Prince Albert, Worcester Pearmain, Warner's
King, Royal Jubilee, Alington Pippin, and
Beauty of Bath among mature trees, while there

are large pieces of Early Victoria and Grenadier

not yet of bearing age.

Worcester Pearmain, which flourishes on the

somewhat heavy soil of Charsfield, is extensively

grown, the trees of mature age being twice as big

as those seen at Wisbech, where the variety does

not succeed well. The crop is one of the best,

if not the best, of all, on this variety seen in the

present year. The crop on Bramley's Seedling

is a partial one, good in some parts of the

orchards and light in others. Lane's Prince

Albert, which, like Bramley, bore a great crop

last year, is not fruiting well this season. This

has been a common result in all the districts

traversed. Beauty of Bath is bearing a moderate

crop. A good deal of damage to Apples has

been done by a Capsid bug, a pest to which in-

sufficient attention ha6 been devoted. It marks

the fruit by eating shallow furrows in it and

otherwise scarring it, while it also injures the

foliage.

Plums cover 13 acres, and are bearing the best

crop seen in the course of our tour, particularly

Victoria, Czar, Transparent Gage, Mallard

(another dessert variety), and Early Rivers.

Curlew is not fruiting well this year, and Wye-
dale is not in healthy condition.

Brown rot has been prevalent among Apples
and Plums, especially on Wyedale Plums. The
aphis also has been troublesome among Plums,
and to a less extent among Apples.

Black Currants, which are largely grown, are

bearing a crop from fair to good, according to

the variety. Several varieties of this fruit are

grown, including a new one, Edina, which has
the advantage of late ripening.

Raspberries and Strawberries are not grown for

market now. The former were grown largely at

one time, but were given up, partly on account
of the distance of the orchards from markets,
and partly because the soil did not suit them
well.

HOLLESLEY BAY.

A motor drive of about 14 miles brought us to

the Hollesley Bay Labour Colony, an estate of

1,300 acres, of which 200 acres are under fruit, the

greater part of which has been planted in recent

is fair to good, and on the whole the best seen

in our tour.

Early Rivers, Czar, Victoria, and Monarch are

the principal Plums, and these are bearing fair

to good crops for the season.

Royal Sovereign and Sir Joseph Paxton Straw-

berries are well fruited, and Raspberries were
promising.

An extensive area is under Gooseberries, the

crop of which was a good one. The Black Cur-
rants are Boskoop Giant and Baldwin, and
there is a good crop of the former and a fair one
of the latter. The Red Currant crop is a short

one.

Six large glasshouses in one block are devoted
to Tomatos, Cucumbers, and Strawberries, and
there are two or three others which were passed
at a distance.

A plan is in contemplation for supplying the
whole of these excellent orchards with spraying
stuff by means of underground mains and branch
pipes.

On arriving at the outskirts of Norwich on the

Fig. 207.

—

polystichum mumtum vndulatum.

E.H.S Award of Merit on June 16, 1914 (see p. 442).

years under the direction of Mr. Barton, farm
and orchard manager, who kindly showed us

round. About 100 acres are under Apples, 30
acres under Plums, 30 acres of Raspberries
among trees, 30 acres of Strawberries, and con-

siderable areas of Gooseberries and Black and
Red Currants.

The principal Apples grown are Cox's

Orange Pippin, Quarrenden, Early Victoria,

Bramley's Seedling, Newton Wonder, Lane's

Prince Albert, Lord Derby, Alington Pip

pin, and Beauty of Bath. A few rows of

Charles Ross, of which Mr. Barton thinks

highly, were also noticed. Many of the

Apples are too young to bear much at pre-

sent, but the crops on the older trees are among
the best which we saw in the course of our tour.

Cox's Orange Pippin flourishes on the light soil

of Hollesley, and is bearing a full crop for the

age of the trees. There is a fair crop on young
Bramleys and a good one on mature trees, while

Newton Wonder, Worcester Pearmain, Lord
Derby, Charles Ross, and Beauty of Bath are

fruiting well. The crop of Lane's Prince Albert

following day, a detour was made to Eaton, as

it was my desire to visit the nursery owned by
Mr. H. Morse, from whom I had had many
excellent fruit trees. Here, besides a great num-
ber of well-grown maiden and two-year-old

Apples and Plums, with thousands of Roses, we
saw several varieties of Apples and Plums which
Mr. Morse brought over from Australia and Now
Zealand when visiting those Dominions a year

or two ago. If it will succeed in this climate, an

Australian Plum, unhappily named Tragedy, will

be a great acquisition, as it is said to be B week-

earlier than Early Rivers, and as big as Black

Diamond. The best Apple from New Zealand,

Mr. Morse thinks, is Winter Pearmain, a dessert

variety which keeps till May. New Zealand

Cool is a fine dessert Pear and a late keeper.

Several other varieties of fruit from Australia,

New Zealand, and South America were seen, but

lime is needed to test them in this country. Two
Apples, of English raising, not yet commonly

grown, were pointed out as deserving trial.

These are Crimson Bramley, raised by Mr.

Merryweather, of Southwell, Notts, and lied
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Victoria, which, I believe, was raised at Eve-

sham.
Westwick.

Out principal object in travelling to Norwich
was to see the orchards of Colonel Petre, of

Westwick Hall, about 13 miles from the city.

A high authority of great experience had in-

formed me that the finest plantations of Black

Currants he had ever seen were at this place.

After seeing Colonel Petre, who takes a great

interest in his Temarkably fine orchards, we
we shown round by his manager, Mr. Davison,

under whose directions almost the entire 75

acres of fruit have been planted and cultivated.

The soil is light loam of considerable depth

over sand. It is destitute of lime, and yet

Apples, as well as Black Currants, make splendid

growth in it. Some trees of Bramley's Seedling,

Newton Wonder, and Alington Pippin, planted

13 years ago, are among the largest for their age

thafl I have ever seen, although they are on

the Paradise stock. These particular trees

bore great crops last year, and are taking

a rest, but younger Alingtons are bearing

heavily. Quite as remarkable for the variety

is the growth of Lane's Prince Albert on

Paradise, planted seven years ago. The trees

are 12 feet apart, but are already about to inter-

lock. As nearly everywhere, this variety is very

short of fruit this season. Some fine crops of

Apples were noticed on Worcester Pearmain,

James Grieve, Lord Derby, and Newton Wonder.
Neither Cox's Orange Pippin nor Warner's

King can be grown to advantage at Westwick,

as both canker badly.

Plums do not flourish in the district, and have

not been tried at Westwick to any considerable

extent. There are 12 acres of Cherries, five

years from the planting, which are fruiting well.

There are 24 acres of Black Currants in bear-

ing among Apple trees, and 10 acres of young
bushes. They are mainly of a variety Taised

from a very old stock grown in the garden of

the mansion, named Westwiclv Champion, and
a remarkably fine variety it is. Some bushes of

Boskoop Giant and Baldwins are also grown,

and they flourish splendidly. Mr. Davison

estimates an average crop from mature bushes at

21 lbs. per bush, and in a fully bearing year, he

said, he got 50 tons from 24 acres. He reckons

this year's crop less than a fourth of a full one,

but to his visitors it appeared a fair crop. Some
bushes 15 years old are perfect giants, 6 feet

high, and veiy widely spread.

Reversion among Black Currants is trouble-

some at Westwick, as it appears to be everywhere.

Mainly for this reason Mr. Davison has raised

under glas» eight different crosses, the seedlings

from which are planted on six acres. The parent

stocks are Westfield Champion, Boskoop Giant,

Baldwin, and Victoria, crossed both ways. For
example, the pollen of Champion was applied to

Victoria, and rice versa. The results of this

extensive experiment will be very interesting.

There are nine acres of Raspberries, mainly of

a local Kent stock known as Prosperous. The
canes are short but very prolific.

One main and two branch pipes underground,
supplemented by light steel pipes with flexible

joints and some lengths of hose, supply spray
wash, driven by a 7 h.p. oil engine, to the whole
of the 75 acres of fruit. The plant cost £400.
Our intention was to visit, if allowed to do so,

another fruit farm about seven miles from West-
wick, that of Mr. Cubitt, of Honing, but after

walking about Westwick in a steady downpour
of rain for over two hours we were not in a con-

dition for extending our journey beyond a place

18 miles from Norwich, our sleeping place for the
night, and we were due at Wisbech on the fol-

lowing day. Moreover, we did not know
whether we should find the owner at home, or
whether a visit from strangers so late in the
day would be welcome. We were informed, how-
ever, that the orchards are carried on very much
on the s.ime lines as those of Westwick. and are

of about the same dimensions. The cropping is

similar, about as many acres of Black Currants
being grown, as well as Apples, but no Plums.
One different feature at Honing, however, is the
growing of 10 acres of Catillac Pears.

Concluding Remarks.

Nothing struck my companion and myself more
forcibly in the course of our tour than the gener-

ality of certain features of the season in con-

nection with varieties of fruit cropping, well or

otherwise. Frost and drought had marred the

fruit prospects in all the orchards visited ; but
the fact that early Apples are very much more
productive this season than late ones seems to

indicate that drought did much more harm than
frost to that fruit. Drought had not become
severe when early Apples were setting their

blossom, but had become so when the late varie-

ties had their turn. The very common failure of

Victoria Plums is accounted for by the lack of

leafage upon that variety when the first May
frost occurred. Less easily explicable is the

general immunity of Pears from frost injury, and
the equally common escape of Gooseberries and
Currants. Remarkable, also, is the very con-

siderable recovery of Strawberries from frost

damage in most places. Drought was more
damaging than frost, I think, to this crop, as

it threatens at the time of writing to be to

Raspberries also.

Prevalence of Gooseberry Mildew.

A lamentable observation is that we found
American Gooseberry mildew more or less ex-

tensively prevalent in every plantation that we
saw. Growers are in despair about it, as no
one can suggest a cure. That the continuance, of

tipping would ruin the bushes is certain. Some
that we saw were dense masses of young shoots

in consequence of tipping. The disease is almost

universal in market plantations.

From what has been written in my two reports

it will be seen that the fruit prospects are much
better in the Suffolk and Norfolk orchards

visited than in those of Cambridgeshire. On the

whole, the impressions conveyed from my ob-

servations during the tour are that early Apples
are a good crop, late varieties a very light one.

Plums much below average, Gooseberries well up
to the mark, except for mildew. Both Black
and Red Currants are short, Raspberry prospects

fair to good where not deteriorated by drought,

and Strawberries fair to good. A Southern

Grower.

The Week's Work.

Birmingham Public Parks and Open
Spaces.— Those to whom the woods and pas-

tures of the beautiful county of Warwick are

dear have viewed with dismay the growth of

the City of Birmingham, which has flung out
greedy arms and. swallowed up many hundreds
of acres of green fields. The city authorities,

however, have not been unmindful of the need

for open spaces and fresh air, which are increas-

ingly needed as the country retreats further and
further from the heart of the town. They have

provided a number of parks and recreation

grounds (eighty in all) where children and adults

alike can find rest and opportunities for health-

ful games. In several of the parks camping out

is permitted, open-air bathing can be indulged in,

and provision is made for boating and fishing.

The largest of the open spaces is the Castle

Bromwich Playing Fields, 250 acres in extent,

situated to the north-east of the city. Many of

the smaller spaces are ancient churchyards, which

have been converted into very pleasant resting

spots, and at King's Norton, the old " village

green " has been preserved, instead of remaining,

as in so many cases, nothing but a name. One of

the best parks from the garden point of view is

Canon Hill, but gardening is well earned out at

most of them. Mr. W. H. Morter, the chief

officer, sends us a map and particulars of the

parks in an attractive pamphlet, which is issued

to the public at the price of one penny.

;the orchid houses,
By H. J. Chapman, Gardener to Mrs. Cookson,

Oakwood, Wylam-on-Tyne.

Seedling ORCHms.-Seedlings of Cattleya,
Laelia and allied genera raised this year have
made their first roots, and should be transferred
to small pots, or several may be placed together
in 3,or 4 inch pots or pans. As I have pre-
viously stated, the plants are best grown in
small pots, but where space is limited the other
system should be adopted. The compost should
be of a lasting nature, and chopped fine, ac-
cording to the sizes of the pots used. It may
consist of equal portions of peat fibre, Al fibre,
and finely-chopped Sphagnum-moss, intermixed
with sufficient silver sand to render the materials
porous. The pots should be thoroughly clean,
and may be filled to about two-thirds their
depth with drainage materials. Press the soil

moderately firm, and arrange it to form a
slight mound about the stems, making it trim
with the shears. It is an advantage to do the
work of potting in showery weather. The plants
may be sprayed overhead freely two or three
times a day in fine weather, the" object being to

keep the atmosphere humid. In hot, dry
weather the house may be damped the last thing
at night, unless other means exist for keeping
the atmosphere moist during times when fire-

heat is employed. Seedlings in a more advanced
stage may require increased root room, and the
work of repotting may be done now if the old
compost is in a good condition. The roots should
not be disturbed more than is occasioned by
turning them out of their pots and transferring
to larger receptacles. The compost should be
graded according to the size of the pots, and
the durability of the compost is of great im-
portance. Recently potted plants should be
sprayed overhead daily, and afforded every en-
couragement to remain plump and healthy.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
By W. Crump. Gardener to Earl Beauchamp, K.C.M.G.,

Madresfield Court, Worcestershire.

Hardy Perennials.— It is the common prac-
tice to plant hardy herbaceous flowers in mixed
borders, but here they are massed in bold
groups, which is the finest way of dis-

playing them. We have a garden of hardy
herbaceous plants, and each subject is planted
in a group by itself. The size of each bed is

arranged in accordance with the habit and
general characteristics of the species employed,
and there is a sufficient choice of subjects to give
plenty of variety. Usually in the herbaceous
border the different subjects are arranged so that
the taller ones are at the back, grading to the
dwarfer kinds in the front, giving a formal ap-
pearance. Our system is to choose for the more
prominent positions those that flower longest
and best, whilst the height of the different beds
is varied. The blending of the colours of the
various plants needs consideration, and with a
little forethought it is an easy matter to make
pleasing floral pictures, as there is an endless
variety of suitable subjects.

Michaelmas Daisies.— The growths of pe-

rennial Asters need to be thinned, and all weakly
shoots should be pulled out by the roots ; the
main growths of such varieties as Climax and
other strong growers should be afforded a space
of at least 1 foot, allowing them to grow a little

closer in the case of less robust sorts. It will

benefit the plants to feed the roots with liquid

manure, soot or concentrated fertiliser. As the
growths advance they will need supports of

some kind, and short, stout, twiggy Hazel sticks

are suitable for the purpose. The stick should
be arranged so that the clump is wider at the

top than at the bottom. In these gardens
Michaelmas Daisies are planted in the turf,

where they are greatly admired during the late

summer and autumn, and thev furnish excellent
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time yet for growth to develop, as Celery grows
very rapidly as soon as the nights begin to

lengthen.

Asparagus.—Thin seedling Asparagus to 6 or

9 inches apart, in order to secure strong roots

for transplanting next season. Beds that were
planted this spring will need attention, as young
Asparagus grows fast and the shoots require

staking and tying to prevent them being
damaged by winds. Established beds must be
kept clear of weeds, and the surface well stirred

;

enrich the soil with nitrogenous manure, for

when growth is rapid the shoots mature early.

In exposed gardens it is necessary to support

the shoots to stakes.

material for cut blooms. The variety Trades-

cantii flowers in late November, thus giving a

succession of bloom until almost the winter. The
feathery inflorescences are very graceful, and
the variety is to be recommended for planting.

The Formal Garden.— It is far better to

retain the moisture in the soil by applying
mulches than to be constantly watering the roots,

for frequent waterings may not only cause the
plants to become chilled but have a tendency to

make the soil sour as well as to wash much of its

goodness below the roots of the plants. Im-
portant details to be observed just now in the
formal garden include the pinching back of extra
strong growths, pegging some of the shoots to

the soil and placing small, twiggy sticks as a
support to the plant. Let all this work be done
before wind and rain have beaten down and
injured the growths.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By R. P. Brotherston, Gardener to the Earl of

Haddington, Tyninghame, East Lothian.

Spinach.—Spinach is a particularly trouble-

some crop at thi6 season. In very dry weather
the seed is best sown as follows :—Draw the
drills—which need be only a few inches apart

—

water the soil through a fine rose, sow the seed,

cover it with soil, and water the surface of

the bed through a coarse rose can, or by means
of the garden hose. Afterwards place mats
over the seed-bed until the seedlings appear.

In hot weather the plants run to flower so soon

that it is advisable to make the sowing thicker
than at other times, moreover the leaves in

summer grow so small that it is a waste of

ground to sow thinly. If a constant supply of

this vegetable is required frequent sowings must
be made from now onwards, even when the crop

is supplemented with New Zealand Spinach.

- Endive.— Seedlings of this crop should be
transplanted into rows, and a fresh batch of

seeds sown to raise plants to follow those of

the previous sowing.

Peas.—It is not safe to delay making the latest

sowing of this vegetable. If the ground is un-

duly dry the trenches, after being made firm

and then stirred lightly to produce a good root-

ing medium, should be soaked with water, and
.the soil used for covering them also well mois-

tened. As soon as the soil is in a condition

for working again 6ow the seeds and cover

them to a depth of 2 inches, placing on the sur-

face an inch of pulverised soil to act as a dry
mulch. Be on the watch against infestations of

thrips on the. earlier sowings, and should the

pest be detected spray the plants with nicotine.

Soapsuds mixed with petroleum is a cheap and
fairly reliable insecticide for the destruction of

thrips and other insect pests where a large

quantity of specific is required.

Cucumbers.— Cucumbers can be grown with-

out fire-heat now, but the roots will need less

moisture than the earlier plants, seeing that fire

heat is dispensed with. The shoots may be
pinched at each joint, and their number should

be reduced where there are so many that there

is not space for all the foliage to expand. Thin
the fruits where there is an over-crop, and cut

the Cucumbers as soon as they are large enough
for the table, for if allowed to remain longer

they will deteriorate, and, moreover, have the
effect of exhausting the energies of the plants.

Dress the surface with a mixture of vine manure
and loam. Spare no means to keep down infesta-

tion of aphides, thrips, and red spider, and
admit sufficient fresh air through the ventilators

to keep the atmosphere sweet.

Celery.— The planting of Celery for the main
crop should be no longer delayed. If the soil

is dry, soak the trenches a few hours previous

to planting, and then spread a thin layer of dry
soil over the moist surface. If the earlier plants

show signs of exhaustion from drought, let

sufficient water be afforded the roots to keep the

crop growing freely until rain falls. It must
be remembered that the hardier the conditions

under which Celery is grown the better will the.

plants withstand the effects of wet and frost

when they are full grown. There is plenty of

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.

By C. H. Cook, Gardener to the Earl of Derby,
Knowsley Hall, Lancashire.

Statice profusa. — Strong plants may be
permitted to flower now, and they will be bene-

fited by applications of weak liquid manure,
supplemented on alternate occasions by a
little Clay's fertiliser. The shoots of this

Statice become very heavy in time, and are
liable to become split at the junction with the
stems ; therefore it is necessary to support them
to stakes. The plants will succeed in a green-

house temperature at this season. They are very
valuable as decorative subjects, lasting for a
long time in bloom. The flowers are useful for

winter decoration ; spikes required for this pur-

pose should be cut just as the flowers expand
and suspended in an airy house to dry.

Greenhouse Climbers.— Species of Cestrum
and Streptosolen Jamesonii may be pruned, re-

moving weak shoots and any that have flowered.

Do not neglect the plants now that their beauty
is over, for next season's flowering will depend
upon the treatment afforded now. Important
cultural details are keeping the shoots trained

to the roof-rafters and pillars and syringing
the foliage with clean water to keep down at-

tacks of aphis. The roots also must be watered
freely during hot weather. The Heliotrope is

often grown as a pillar plant in greenhouses, and
specimens planted out in borders flower pro-

fusely. If the untidy shoots are cut hard back
now the plants will make fresh growth that will

flower well in September. The old wood of

Swainsonias should also be cut out to afford

space for training in the young growths, which
should be secured lightly to the pillars on whioh
they are grown. Other plants that require their

growth thinned and trained include Passifloras,

Tecomas, Cobaea scandens, Tasconias, and Lapa-
gerias. All these plants should -be freely syringed
on bright days.

Codiaeums and Dracaenas.—The tops of

tall, spindly specimens of these plants may bo
taken off and inserted singly in thumb pots, to

be rooted in a brisk bottom heat. Stems of old

Dracaenas may be cut into pieces about one or
two inches long and inserted in sandy soil for

rooting. Plunge the cutting-pans in a bottom
heat of 85°. When shoots and roots have de-

veloped the plants may be inserted singly in

thumb pots. Later they should be grown on a

shelf near to the roof-glass and syringed freely.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
By W. Hedley Warren, Gardener to the Aston-Clinton
Park Estate (the Rt. Hon. Lord Rothschild). Buck-

inghamshire.

Vines.—Give close attention to the airing of

the houses by the top ventilators, opening the

latter early in the morning and gradually in-

creasing the amount of air as the sun gains

strength. Front ventilation must be U6ed with

caution, and the ventilators not opened to any
great extent excepting on calm, hot day3. Guard
against infestations of red spider, especially in

houses where little moisture is used because of

the bunches ripening. Remove all lateral

growths that are not required, and. attend to the

watering of the borders. Afford a liberal treat-

ment to vines growing in pots, whether intended

for fruiting this year or next. Encourage young
Tines planted out this season to root freely and

develop plenty of top-growth. Admit an abun-
dance of fresh air in favourable weather, as this

will favour the gradual ripening of the canes.

Dispense with shading, if this can be done with

safety.

Melons.— Where successive cropping is not

practised the present is a suitable time to make
a sowing for autumn fruiting. Melons planted

at this time of the year should be afforded a
greater depth of soil than those set earlier,

and it should be made firmer in planting.

Melon plants in all stages should be mulched
with Coconut fibre, leaf-mould, or half-decayed

manure, to obviate frequent waterings. Water
the roots thoroughly when moisture is required,

for many crops of Melons are ruined through

drought at the roots. Attacks of mildew are

often the result of allowing the soil to become
dry. Admit an abundance of air to plants bear-

ing fruits in process of- ripening, and see that

the soil is neither excessively moist nor quite

dry. Plants intended to furnish fruits for a
succession should be stopped at one joint beyond
the fruit. When a suitable crop has set on each

plant, remove all other fruits that set. Feed' the

roots from time to time, and keep the foliage

clean and free from insect pests.

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
By J. G. Weston, Gardener to Lady Northcotb,

Eastwell Park, Kent.

Red and White Currants.—The bushes
have practically completed their growth, and
may be 6ummer-pruned with a view to' the
fruits and plants receiving the full benefit of

sunlight and air. Stop the side:growths at the
fourth leaf, but do not shorten the leaders for

another week or two. Both Red and White
Currants do well when grown as cordons on
walls, and such plants produce choice fruits

suitable for dessert purposes. If some are

planted on either a north or east wall the season

when Currants are available will be prolonged

until late in the autumn. During times of

drought these small fruits require attention in

watering, and especially when they are grown
in light soils, for an insufficiency of moisture

at the roots has the effect of causing the fruit

to shrivel. The shoots of cordon trees should

be cut back as in the case of the bush specimens.

In gardens where space is limited Currants may
be grown against a fence or trellis work

;

another plan is to grow them as standards, such

plants being attractive in appearance, and the

fruits are easily protected from birds. Bushes
infested with aphis should be cleansed of the

pest before the fruit commences to colour, or the

berries may be spoiled. Let the soil between the

bushes be well hoed, and apply a fresh layer of

manure as a mulch, if this is necessary, before

placing the nets in position to protect the fruit

from birds.

Black Currants.—This crop also should be
protected by netting, which should be placed in

position at once. In the case of the Black

Currant it is not necessary to thin the shoots

;

any pruning is best done after the fruit is

gathered, when all old wood that has fruited and

any other that can be spared should be cut clean-

away, the object being to furnish the plant with

young shoots from the base. If the soil is dry

give the roots a soaking of clear water, and

afterwards feed them with concentrated fer-

tiliser or liquid manure, finally applying a mulch

of short litter.

Gooseberries. —Stop Gooseberry growths of

the current year, as in the case of Ried and

White Currants. The fruits having been thinned

freely whilst they were still green are growing

rapidly, and attention must be paid to watering

the roots "whenever this is necessary. In order

to retain the moisture in the soil, hoe the surface

and apply a mulch over the roots. If the bushes

are infested with insect pests take measures to

destroy the latter before the fruits commence to

ripen, as it is not advisable to apply washes

when the fruit is almost ready to be gathered.

For this reason it is also advisable to wash the

bushes with clear water after applying inaecti

cides; if the water is applied with force it will

Hn good in many ways.
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EOlTCRiAL NOTICE.

ADVERTISEMENTS should be sent to the
PUBLISHES. 41, Wellington Street.
Covent Garden, W.C-

Editors and Publisher- — Our correspondents
would obviate delay in obtaining answers to

their communications, and save us much time and
trouble, if they would kindly observe the notice
printed weekly to the effect that all letters relat-

ing to financial matters and to advertisements
should be addressed to the Publisher; and that

aU communications intended for publication, or
referring to the Literary department, and all

plants to be named, should be directed to the
Editors. The two departments, Publishing and
Editorial, are distinct, and much unnecessary de-
lay and confusion arise when letters are mis-
directed.

APPOINTMENTS.

SATURDAY, JUNE 27—
British Gardeners' Assoc, visit to Kew. Windsor,
Eton and District Rose and Hort. Soc. Sh.

TUESDAY, JUNE 30—
Roy. Hort. Soo. Summer Sh., Holland House, Ken-
sington (3 days). Hort Club Dinner and Lecture,
7 p.m. Roy. Agricultural Soc. Ex. at Shrewsbury
(4 days).

WEDNESDAY, JULY 1—
Reigate Fl. Sh. Colchester Fl. Sh. Southampton
Rose Sh.

*

THURSDAY, JULY 2—
Dover Hort. Soc. Sh.

FRIDAY, JULY 3—
Dundee Hort. Assoc, moat.

SATURDAY, JULY 4—
Soc. Francaise d'Horticulture de Londres meet.
Sutton Rose Sh.

TUESDAY, JULY 7—
Nat. Rose Soc. Sh. at Botanic Gardens, Regent's
Park. Wolverhampton Floral Fete (3 days). Scottish
Hort. Aesoc. meet.

WEDNESDAY. JULY 8—
Elstrea Hort. Soc. Sh. West Surrey Hort. Soc. Sh.
at Oamberley. Weybridge Fl. Sh.

THURSDAY, JULY 9—
Finchlev Hort. Sh. Potters Bar and Dist Sh.

FRIDAY, JULY 10—
Burrvi St. Edmunds Sweet Pea, andf Rose Sh.

TUESDAY, JULY 14—
Roy. Hort. Soc. Ooms. meet. (Lecture at

3 p.m. on " The Cooking of Leaf Vege-
tables.") Saltaire and Distriot Sh. (2 days). Arbori.
Ex. at Hawick (4 dayo). Gloucestershire Rose and
Sweet Pea Sh.

WEDNESDAY, JULY 15—
Formby Hort. Soc. Sh. Nottingham Hort. Soo. Sh.

(2 days). Llandudno and District Hort. Soc. Sh.

THURSDAY, JULY 16—
Nat. Sweet Pea Soc. Sh. at R.H.S. Hall. Nat. Rose
Soc. Sh. in Sydney Gdns., Bath. Birmingham
Floral Fete (3 days). Manchester and North of

England Orchid Soc. meet.

FRIDAY, JULY 19—
Nat. Carnation and Piootee Soc. Sh., R.H.S. Hall.

TUESDAY. JULY 21—
Southampton Hort. Soc. Sh. (2 days).

WEDNESDAY, JULY 22—
Leamington and County Sh. (2 days). Havwards
Heath Sh. Preston Sh. (2 days). Cardiff Sh. (2

days). Yorkshire Agric. Soc. Sh., Bradford (3 days).

Watford Hort. Soc. Sh.

THURSDAY, JULY 23—
Preston (Brighton) Sh. Roehampton Sh. Roy. Bot.

Soc. meet. Herefordshire and West of England
Rose Sh.

FRIDAY, JULY 24—
Cheadle Hort. Soc. 6h. (2 days).

TUESDAY, JULY 28—
Roy. Hort. Soo. Coma, meed) and Nat. Gladiolus
Soc. combined Sh.

WEDNESDAY, JULY 29b-
Bishops Stortfnrdl Hort. Soc. Sh. Normanby Estates

Agri. and Hort. Soc. (2 days).

THURSDAY, JULY 30—
Midland Carnation Soo. Sh. at Edgbaston Bit.

Gardens (2 davs). Roy. Lancashire Agric. Soc. Sh.

at Liverpool (4 days). Co. Clare Summer Sh.

Avbiugi Mean Tbmperattjri for the ensuing week
deduced from observations during the last Fifty

Years at Greenwich, 61.7°.

Actual Temperatures :

—

London, Wednesday, June 24 (6 p.m.) : Max. 71°

;

Min. 48°.

Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington Street,

('ovent Garden, I^ondon, Thursda?/, June 25

(10 a.m.); Bar. 29.7; Temp. 70°. Weather-
Bright Sunshine.

Provinces, Wednesday, June 24 : Max. 71°, Bourne-
mouth ; Min. 45°, Dover.

Bacterised
Peat.

SALE8 FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY, AND FRIDAY—

Three days' unreserved clearance sale of the whole
of the Stove and Greenhouse Plants at the Royal
Exotic Nursery, King's Road, Chelsea, by order of

Messrs. J. Veitch and Sons, Ltd., by Protheroe and
Morris, at 12.

The results of Professor

Bottomley's investiga-

tions of the causes of

the remarkable stimula-

tive action exercised on plant growth by

bacterised peat were communicated by the

author to the Royal Society on Thursday,

June 18.

Professor Bottomley has obtained evi-

dence which leads him to suggest that the

stimulating effect is due to the formation

or liberation during the preparation of

bacterised peat of minute quantities of

substances which play with respect to plant

growth a part similar to that played by

the so-called accessory food substances in

the nutrition of animals. By appropriate

methods he has isolated from bacterised

peat substances which, when added to the

medium in which plants are growing, in-

crease the rate of plant-growth in a re-

markable manner. He finds, moreover,

that these accessory food substances are es-

sential for the continued life of seedlings.

If, for example, seedlings are grown in

pure distilled water, to which are added

all the mineral substances which ordinarily

suffice to bring about active growth, he

finds that though the seedlings at first gain

weight they subsequently lose weight and

die; whereas if in addition to the complete

mineral "food" there be added an ex-

tract containing a small amount of the

accessory food substances, the growth of

the seedlings is considerable and con-

tinuous.

Plant physiologists will require over-

whelming evidence before they will be pre-

pared to accept this conclusion ; for many
of them have used distilled water and pure

chemicals for the purpose of water cultures

and have found that plants may be raised

from seed to seeding stage although the

water in which they grow contains nothing

but mineral salts. This objection, how-

ever, is not fatal to Professor Bottomley's

hypothesis, for it is quite in accordance

with physiological experience that an

organism may be able, given appropriate

conditions, to manufacture its own
" growth stimulators." Indeed, the fact

that the accessory food substances neces-

sary for the nutrition of animals are de-

rived from plants makes it highly pro-

bable, if not absolutely certain, that these

substances are manufactured by the plant.

Hence it is but natural to suppose that the

accessory food substances, formed bv the

plant, play in the economy of the latter

the same rAle as that which they play in

the animal that feeds upon them.

The fact that seedlings may be grown in

ordinary tap water; to which the necessary

mineral substances have been added, is in-

terpreted by Professor Bottomley to mean
that the tap water, owing to its contact

with soil, contains traces of these growth-
stimulators. Professor Bottomley's re-

searches open up a new and an extra-

ordinarily interesting chapter in plant-

nutrition, and if, as the result of further

inquiry, his conclusions are established he

will have laid both botanical science and
horticultural practice under a deep debt

of gratitude. It is at present premature
to express a definite opinion on the rub-

ject of accessory plant-food substances,
but it may be said with confidence that

Professor Bottomley has made out a prima
facie case for the existence of such sub-

stances1
. We have on the one hand the

argument from analogy : the existence of

accessory animal-food substances having
apparently been demonstrated to the satis-

faction of physiologists; and on the other

hand we have the striking evidence

already published in these columns
(Gardeners' Chronicle, March 21, 1914, p.

204) that bacterised peat actually exer-

cises a definite stimulatory influence on
plant growth. At the present stage of tho

inquiry the best criticism is constructive,

and should consist not in arguing the pros

and cons but in repeating and extending
the experiments begun by Professor

Bottomley. An aspect of the subject of

particular interest to horticulturists is

this—that gardeners as a class have reso-

lutely refused to believe that artificials are

the equals of natural manures. If Pro-

fessor Bottomley's theories are established

that prejudice will receive a real measure
of justification ; although let us hasten to

add even so the justification will be by

no means complete, for the poverty of a

soil in nitrogen, phosphorus, and potas-

sium compounds cannot be compensated

by the presence of accessory food bodies.

Coloured Plate- Begonia "Eclipse," the

subject of the Supplementary Illustration,

belongs to the winter-flowering section, which

originated through crosses between the fibrous-

rooted B. socotrana and varieties of the tuberous-

rooted section. The variety Eclipse received the

R.H.S. Award of Merit on November 19, 1912,

when shown by the raisers, MessTS. ClibranS,

Altrincham, who on the same occasion received

Awards for three other varieties.

Horticultural Club. —A house dinner of

the Horticultural Club will take place on

Tuesday next, the 30th inst., at the Hotel

Windsor, Victoria Street, Westminster, at 7

p.m., when Mr. Chas. E. Pearson will deliver

an address on " Sports." The following new
members were elected at the last meeting :

—

Messrs. W. L. Bradbury, A. McBEan, James
Kelway, and A. D. Webster.

A Botanist Decorated.— On the occasion

of his retirement from the service of the Egyp-
tian Government Mr. W. Lawrence Balls has

received from the Khedive the Order of the

Me<ljidieh (Third Class). Mr. Balls has ren-

dered conspicuous services to Egyptian agricul-

ture, and his work on the Cotton plant in

Egypt, which was reviewed in these columns
on November 9, 1912, demonstrates the devotion

and skill which he has displayed during the years

in which he has held the post of botanist to the

Egyptian Government.

Holland House Show. — The Summer
Show of the Royal Horticultural Society will

be held at Holland House, Kensington, by per-

mission of Mary Countess of Ilchester, on

Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday next, June

30, July 1, 2. The plan of the show will follow,

in the main, that of former years. There will

be several tents for the accommodation of

groups under canvas, and certain exhibits will

be staged in the open. Horticultural sundries

will be extensively displayed, both in the open

and in a special tent. We learn that the num-

ber of entries has exceeded the space available,

hut curtailment in this respect always raises

the quality, and it is expected that the show

will be equal in every respect to those of former
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^ears. Last year's exhibition was a record one,

and it only needs fine weather to make this

year's show the finest of the series.

National Rose Society's Show.— The
National Rose Society's Thirty-Seventh Annual

Exhibition will be held on Friday, July 4, in

the Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park. The
schedule embraces 111 classes, and, judging by

the long list of exhibitors who have entered

for competition, the show should prove equal to

the best held by this successful society.

Dates of the Flower Shows.— A useful

list of flower shows for 1914 has been sent us by
Messrs. Austin and McAslan, Glasgow, who
ask us to announce that it is distributed gratis.

Gloucestershire Rose and Sweet Pea
Show.— We are informed by the Secretary that

the date of this show has been altered from
Friday, July 3, to Tuesday, July 14.

The Manurial Value of Bacterised
Peat.—Among the numerous trials which are

being made during the present season on the

manurial value of bacterised peat those in pro-

gress at Messrs. Sutton and Sons' trial grounds

at Reading promise to be of particular interest.

The season is as yet too early for the results on
the various crops to be forthcoming ; but we hope
to publish a full account of the trials in a few

weeks' time.

Amateurs and the Exhibitions.- A cor-

respondent writes to us on the question of ama-
teurs' exhibits at the shows, deploring the fact,

that they are constantly becoming less numerous
and tracing their decline to want of sympathetic

recognition on the part of the show authorities.

In former days the arrangements at the Royal
Horticultural Shows were more on the lines of

the provincial shows of to-day—namely, certain

competitive classes were arranged, and these

classes were divided into sections. Some were

reserved for amateurs, some for nurserymen, and

others were arranged in which both nurserymen
and amateurs could compete. This system was
allowed to fall into disuse, and Fellows were left

to send groups of any kind that they were able

to show, it being thought that such groups were
more easy of artistic arrangement than anything
tlhat could be shown in specialised classes. In

these circumstances the exhibits are judged
relatively, and the value of the medal decided on
a general basis. The result is that the ama-

teurs compete with nurserymen, although they

cannot be expected to have the resources of a
nurseryman at tlheir command. It is only the

few amateurs who have the most extensive col-

lections who can hold their own on such terms,

and the smaller amateurs are discouraged.

Gradually, therefore, the shows have come to

depend less on amateur growers and more upon
members of the trade. This is noticeable not
only at the fortnightly exhibitions in Vincent
Square, but also at the Chelsea and Holland
House Shows. In the reports published in these

columns there are just a few names of amateurs
that occur again and again, but there is seldom

a new name. This is to be regretted, because

it is from the ranks of the smaller amateurs

that those who eventually specialise and culti-

vate large collections are recruited. Take, for

instance, a nurseryman's exhibit of Sweet Peas
or Orchids at any of the R.H.S. shows. It is

staged on the same day as another collection

of Sweet Peas or Orchids from an amateur
grower. When they are judged for medal awards
no allowance i6 made for the fact that the one
exhibit is staged by an amateur, who cannot ex-

pect to obtain anything for his exhibit but the
honour of an award, and the other by a nursery-
man, who expects to get his compensation in

various ways. We know perfectly well that

nurserymen dislike very much to have to com-
pete with amateurs, and that they would wel-

come any provision for ensuring that amateurs'

exhibits should bo judged apart from the

trade element, and. the awards, as compared
with those given the trade, made more liberal.

We are convinced that the Council of the

R.H.S. would do well to adopt measures calcu-

lated to increase the number of amateur ex-

hibits at the fortnightly meetings and summer
shows.

Gift to the Church Army s City
Gardens.— An Irish lady has given about 150

seed-raising " cloches" for the use of the free-

plot-holders of the Church Army " City Gar-

dens," where vegetables and flowers are grown

by poor men on waste building sites lent to and

converted by the Society.

Dr. Louis TRABUT.-The Journal of Agri-

culture of the University of California contains

an appreciative article by Mr. Paul Popenoe on

the work which Dr. Louis Trabut, the dis-

tinguished botanist., has done for the colonists of

Algeria. Director of the Botanical Service of

the country, and professor in the medical de-

partment of the University of Algiers, Dr.

Trabut possesses an unrivalled knowledge of the

flora of the Mediterranean region, and knows

how to, put that knowledge at the disposal of

the cultivators of the great African dependency

of France. Interested specially in economic

botany, Dr. Trabut has made his journeys in

the hinterland of Algeria the occasion of not a

few notable discoveries. Among these Mr.

Popenoe mentions the finding of a spineless Arti-

choke. Whilst botanising in the neighbourhood

of Constantine, where the Artichoke exists in a

wild, spiny state, Dr. Trabut noted a large

fenced enclosure around the source of the munici-

pal water Supply. Here, if anywhere, he argued,

should a spineless plant find safety, and there

he found it. Introduced into cultivation, this

wild Artichoke is said to have proved of con-

siderable value owing to its drought-resistance.

Applying similar reasoning, Dr. Trabut has dis-

covered in sheltered situations many races of

forage plants superior to those which occur in

the open, where, if they are to live at all, they

must be able to resist both drought and animals.

Of these plants, some, such as the Tangier Pea,

Scarlet Vetch, and Sudan Grass, have been in-

troduced into California. Conversely, the Cali-

fornia Navel Orange and the Grape Fruit have

been introduced by Dr. Trabut from America to

Algiers. Last, but not least, Mr. Popenoe men-

tions that the long-neglected Botanic Garden of

Algiers has been placed under the charge of Dr.

Trabut, and may therefore aspire once again to

rival the great gardens of the world.

Lavington Park.— At the time Mr. Thomas
Down wrote his note on Lavington Park (see

p. 410) Mr. F. Streeter was gardener there, but
before the article was published Mr. Streeter

had taken up a fresh appointment at Caldecote

Tower Gardens, Bushey Heath, Herts, and Mr.
Edward W. Fuller has succeeded him at

Lavington Park.

GiFro- B)i< s. — With the view of en-

couraging an interest in horticultural and agri-

cultural literature, Sir John F. Dbwar, M.P.
for Inverness-shire, has generously placed at the

disposal of the educational authorities of that

county a sum of money for the purpose of pro-

viding a supply of books on these subjects for

school libraries.

Fruit and Potato and Hop Crops in

France.— H.M. Consul-General at Paris, in a re-

port dated June 18, states that, the prospects for

all kinds of Plums and Apricots are good, and a

heavy crop might have been expected had it not
been for the heavy rains of the past fortnight

causing much fruit to fall. Prospects for Apples
and Pears are fairly good. The area under
Apples and Pears for cider and perry is officially

estimated at 31,370 acres. The area under

Potatos is placed at 3.842.550 acres, compared
with 3,678,990 acres in 1913, and that und^r

Hops at 7,321 acres compared with 7,054 acres.
The condition of both crops was from fairly good
to good.

The Crops at Home.— The Crop Re-
porters of the Board of Agriculture and
Fisheries, in reporting on agricultural conditions
in England and Wales on June 1, state that
Wheat is very generally a good plant and
promising, and appears to be the best of the
three cereals. Barley and Oats are less satisfac-
tory, and the later sown corn especially is often
a thin plant. Both, and especially Oats, stand
in need of rain. Only small differences are ap-
parent in the acreage sown with spring crops
as compared with last year, that of Barley and
Oats each being smaller by perhaps 1 per cent.
Beans are probably the most satisfactory crop
of the year, although it was still uncertain
whether the sharp frosts at the end of May
affected them to any extent. Peas are generally
looking very well, although weak in places.

Early Potatos have throughout the whole coun-
try, except in favoured situations, been cut by the
sharp frosts at the end of May, and much dam-
age has been done to them, while a serious con-
sideration in their case is also that the date of
lifting will be delayed. The main crop was
hardly above ground, and appears practically
everywhere to have escaped damage. The
area under Potatos is about the same as last

year, but is rather greater in Lincolnshire. Man-
golds, where up, appear to be a fair plant
generally, though often irregular, and nearly
everywhere backward. Turnip-sowing has been
more forward than usual in the north, where,
indeed, it is often completed. In the midlands
and south, however, much less had been done,
owing to the dry weather, and it had in many
districts not even been begun. Rain was much
needed for all roots. Hops were growing well
in Kent until the cold spell checked them at
the end of the month ; in the western counties
they were generally healthy, but had also been
checked, and in some places damaged, by the
frosts. Washing was becoming frequent in the
western counties, but not much was being done
in the south-east. An increase of about 3 per
cent, in the area under Hops is reported, mostly
in Kent. Fruit crops received a severe check
from the widespread frosts at the end of May,
and considerable damage was done to the trees
and bushes. In many cases it was, however,
too early to see how much harm had been done.
Less damage appears to have resulted in Kent,
and in the extreme south-west; but elsewhere
both Strawberries and orchard fruit have
suffered. As the effect of the sudden frosts,

so near to the date of the reports, was still

somewhat uncertain, prospective estimates of
the yield must be very tentative. Strawberries
appear about average, on the whole—though
very different in different districts ; Raspberries
a little over average, Currants and Gooseberries
average. Apples and Cherries are over average,
particularly in the southern counties ; Pearn
about average, and Plums rather below.

Melons at the York Show.— The best

scarlet-fleshed Melon at the York Show (see p.

445) was exhibited by the Rev. Marquis of Nor-
manby, Mulgrave Castle, near Whitby (gr. Mr.
J. Coebett).

HOME CORRESPONDENCE,
(The Editors do not hold themselves responsible for

the opinions expressed by correspondents.)

R H.S. Chelsea Flower Show. —At the
close of the recent Chelsea Show the Council
were told that a wish had been freely expressed
that in future the show should last five day6
instead of three. It was further said that the
majority of the exhibitors were in favour of this.

In order to test the accuracy of this latter state-

ment the Council ordered a vote of all the ex-

hibitors of plants to be taken. They were asked
to say which of the four following proposals they
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favoured, marking each 1, 2, 3, 4, according to

their order of preference :—(A) To extend the

show to five days, viz., Thursday, Friday, Satur-

day, Monday, and Tuesday ;
(B) to extend to four

days, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday and Satur-

day ; (C) to make no alteration in the number of

days, but to change to Wednesday, Thursday

and Friday; (D) to make no alteration at all. 114

exhibitors of plants replied, and to the surprise of

the Council only twenty placed suggestion A
first. On an analysis of the votes and multiply-

ing by three for the first favoured, by two for

the second, by one for the third, and by half

for the fourth, the following curious figures

emerge:—229 votes were cast for C, 203 for ^,

155 for B, and 112 for A. Considering the close-

ness of the voting for C and D, and bearing in

mind the great inconvenience to all country ex-

hibitors in adopting C [e.g., closing the show on

Friday night with Saturday's early closing at

the railway goods yards), the Council have decided

Rose Soeiety to endeavour to bring about the

constitution of an international co.nmittee to

report on this subject. It seems to me that

such a committee might perform a notable ser-

vice by recommending the principles which

should be adopted in any attempt to reform or

improve our classification. I would not suggest

that the National Hose Society should surrender

its right to reclassify Roses; but rather that

an international advisory committee should be

formed and requested to draft, not a new classi-

fication, but a report on which, if it were found

expedient, the National Rose Society might

act. The future, no less than the present, has

to be considered, and although, as you imply,

convenience and rapidity of diagnosis are the

first essentials of any system of classification,

it would be a thousand pities if, with the con-

stant intercrossing which is going on, our classi-

fication came to convey no hint whatever of

the origin of our Roses. To comnromise between

Fig. 208.

—

odontoglossum "king ahthur "
: sepals and petals

white with clabet-red blotches.

(R.H.S. First-Class Certificate on June 16, 1911—see p. 442).

to give their casting vote for D. The Council

fully recognise that many of the Fellows

and vast numbers of the public would like an

extension of days, but in this matter they have

considered it their duty to have respect chiefly

to the owners and exhibitors of the plants ; hence

their decision to make no change at present. For

if the conditions of a show are made too burden-

some and expensive to the owners of valuable

plants, they will cease to respond to the invita-

tion to exhibit their treasures, and the show
would gradually deteriorate in quality even^ if

quantity were maintained by admitting inferior

material. IF. Wilhs, Secretary.

Classification of Roses. -Whilst read-

ing with interest your article on the classifica-

tion of Roses, it occurred to me to enquire

whether it would not be possible as a first step

toward such a classification for the National

these two ends—convenience and historical

significance—is admittedly a difficult task,

and one quite .
beyond the powers of the

writer of this letter. Nevertheless, whilst

many of the great hybridisers are yet

with us, a serious attempt at compromise

should be made. If the international com-

mittee failed to agree no harm would be

done ; for rosarians, at all events, know how to

disagree with urbanity and mutual respect. If,

on the other hand, the basis of agreement were

found, it would set an example in the horti-

cultural world which would have far-reaching

and important effects. Blue Hose.

Celmisia. — The note on Celmisia Munroi,

(see p. 440) is interesting, and as there still

seems too much confusion as to the species

—

and, apparently, much ignorance as to the best

way of cultivating these elusive plants—

I

write this to add to the common stock of know-

ledge the little I know of their habitat in New-

Zealand and their frail hold of life in this,

country. Dry cold is not their bane, for

they grow at home on the ridges and the

high screes of the Southern Alps—from 4,000

to 7,000 or more feet above sea-level—on.

rocky, rubbly mountain sides, where, of course,

the drainage is perfect—and while in winter

these Alps are deeply snow-clad, in summer the-

sun is most powerful. What they, in common,

with many other tomentose Alpine plants can-

not stand is our damp, wet, and often mild

winters, producing too early growth. I have

been working with them for the past four years-

—unsuccessfully in a large measure—but given,

good seed—(which seems rare, even from

their native haunts, for mine has all come
straight from the Southern Alps)—and a free,

loose medium, they germinate in four weeks.

Then the difficulty begins, when they have to-

be potted off into small pots. In these the

happy medium of moisture seems hard to keep,

and one by one they damp off at the collar. Of

three dozen seedlings I raised last year of

Celmisia Lyallii, only three or four are now
alive ! It would be very acceptable, no doubt,

to many of your readers if Mr. Reuthe would

kindly give through your journal some notes as-

to how he has succeeded with C. Munroi, for a.

well-known and good gardener told me he has

repeatedly lost every plant of Celmisia he has

tried. This is very disappointing.- Yet a keen-

gardener does not like to be worsted by a mere
Daisy ! In Laing and Blaekwell's Plants of New
Zealand the following species are given :—C.

argentea, C. coriacea, C. laricifolia, C. lateralis,

C. Lechleri, C. longifolia, C. Lyallii, C. Mackanii,

C. sessiliflora, C. Traversii. C. vernicosa. Be-

sides these given by L. and B., I have had the-

following sent me from New Zealand :—0.

Petriei, C. sp. "with brownish leaves," C. cor-

iacea, " golden foliage, '' C. Walkeri, and I be-

lieve there are many more not yet identified.

Western Wight.

Damage by a Thunderstorm.—On Friday,

the 19th inst., at 5 p.m., this district was
visited by a severe thunder and hail storm, and
this cemetery, which is of large extent, appears

to have been in the centre of the storm tract.

Not a plant of the many thousands used in the

decoration of beds, borders, and graves escaped

injury. In the case of hard-wooded plants,

nothing is left but bare stems, in others they

are cut down to the ground. In many cases the

plants have the appearance of having been at-

tacked by swarms of insects and stripped of all

their leaves. A cartload of debris has already

been collected, and much more remains to be
gathered. Many of the hailstones were £ inch in

thickness, others of a flat shape amd a6 large as a
two-shilling piece, while many had the appear-

ance of large jagged pieces of ice. At the rear

of my house the hailstones rolled off the roof

and collected to a depth of 8 inches, and at the

back of our stables to a depth of 14 inches. On
the roof of the crematorium the hailstones col-

lected the depth of the stone coping and for

3 feet up the roof. The ground under the fruit

trees and bushes in my garden was strewn with
fruit, and scarcely a vegetable of any sort es-

caped destruction. Before the storm abated the
neighbsurhood was enveloped in thick mist,

which lasted most of the evening. /. D. Robert-
son, Superintendent, City of London Cemetery,
Little Ilford, Essex.

Hardiness of Tricyrtis stolonifera.—
You mention on p. 421, as "apparently not
perfectly hardy," Tricyrtis stolonifera, a planib

introduced by me from Formosa. This was my own
impression until now, but I find a plant which
I put out last year undeT a north wall has sur-

. vived over 20° of frost, which killed it to the
ground; and though I had 10° of frost as late

as May 26, it is again throwing up stems from

the stolons. Considering that the seeds were
gathered in a place where frost must be quite

unknown, this has surprised me very much. I

may add that in the greenhouse it remains in

growth and flowers from March onwards. I

shall be able to supply seeds or plants to any-

one who may be interested. Prof. Somervifle

writes to say (see p. 400) that he grows

Oxalis adenophylla in a retaining limestone

wall, and that" some leaves "are appearing
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in a joint of the wall half a foot from
the main plant." I introduced this plant

from the Andes in 1902, and am even
more surprised to hear of his success under

• conditions so absolutely unlike those of its native
habitat, especially as I have lost it when planted
out in a crevice of a limestone rockery. The
only place where I found it was on the edge of

an Alpine rivulet, at 6,000 feet elevation, in a
volcanic soil, and though the heat was great in

the day, there was frost at night in the height
-of summer. In winter the plant must be covered
with snow, as the snowfall is very heavy in that

region. On the plants I have grown in pots no
sign of a stoloniferous habit has ever appeared.
I showed this plant, in first-class condition,

among other new ones of my own introduction,

two years ago at the International Show, when
it was not considered worthy of an Award of

Merit, but I see it has lately received this well-

deserved distinction when shown by a nursery-

man. Can anyone tell me where to procure a
very curious plant which I lately saw in flower

in a Cornish garden under the name of Rheum
Alexandtrae, a species which I find was de-

scribed by Batalin in 1894 from China? It re-

minded me of a miniature of Rheum nobile, one

of the most striking Alpine plants in the world,

and also. I fear, one of the most difficult to culti-

vate. B. J. Elwes, Cohsborne, Gloucestershire.

Severing of Ivy Stems (see pp. 422, 435).

—I have known an instance of Ivy growing at

least two summers after being severed from the

main stem. The plant was growing on a brick

wall in the kitchen garden at Little Onn, Stafford,

and a thick piece that had grown through an old

doorway and taken possession of the other side

of the wall was cut through. For all I know
"the tree may "have lived longer than two
years, for it was alive when I left there.

W. Marsh, Marheaton, Derby.

Mr. Biddlesden will no doubt be interested

to know that the Ivy on Riddlesworth Church
lower has been completely severed. On making
inquiries I was surprised to learn that the stem

was cut through 20 years ago. The height of

the tower is 50 feet, three sides of which is

nearly covered with Ivy looking quite green, and
seeming as though it may defy its executioner

another 20 years. I observed to-day that the

tree is making new growth, and a passer-by

would never imagine it to be cut through. I

might add that the Ivy is planted on the north

side of the tower. H. Saville.

——Some years ago a Mr. Lovesay, of the

Paragon, Streatham, severed a large plant of

Ivy which was growing over the back of two
houses there, and the plant certainly looked
nearly as well 18 months after as before he

interfered with it. There is no doubt but that

the stem was completely severed, as a portion
some 6 inches long was removed from the stem,

which was very thick, and as there was an area

and stone-paved yard there, there was no possi-

bility of any roots having been missed. E. Jones.

Grass in the Rockery.— I was surprised

to read on p. 435 Mr. Wood advocating grass

for the purpose of growing Gentians and
Primula farinosa. I do not think any practical

purpose would be served by his suggestion of

a shallow peaty stratum on a solid bed of soft

raagnesian limestone ; I would suggest that peat

is altogether a wrong compost for the cultiva-

tion of Gentiana verna. As to Mr. Wood having
succeeded a second season with his experiment,

I would urge that it is one thing growing such

plants in boxes or pans with grass seed sown
over for exhibition purposes, but quite a different

one to advocate such a procedure on a more
extensive scale in the rock garden. The best

way I ever saw Gentiana verna grown was among
Thymus serpyllifolius, which is superior to

grass for such purposes, but whether in time it

would overgrow the Gentians would be interest-

ing to know. For the present there is much
speculation as to which is the best plant for

such purposes, but I consider the old way
will be again adopted, i.e., to top-dress three

or four times a year with fine soil in order

to keep the growths iust above the surface. Is

this too much trouble, or why do people wish

to introduce lawns into the rock garden? ,V.

Gardner.

SOCIETIES.
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.

(Concluded from, p. 443.)

Floral Committee.

Present: H. B. May Esq. (in the chair),

Messrs. W. A. Bilney, W. J. Bean, E. H.
Jenkins, F. W. Harvey, F. Page Roberts, J. F.
McLeod, C. R. Fielder, James Hudson, Chas.
iT. Druery, G. Reuthe, J. W. Moorman, Thomas
Stevenson, J. W. Barr, C. Blick, John Dick-
son, Chas. Dixon, H. J. Jones, Edward Mawley,
Chas. E. Shea, Chas. E. Pearson, W. P. Thom-
son, W. Cuthbertson, George Paul, J. T. Ben-
nett-Poe, R. Hooper Pearson, Arthur Turner,
W. G. Baker, Win. Howe, and J. Jennings.

Messrs. B. R. Cant and Sons, Colchester,
again exhibited the beautiful single Rose, Cupid.
Other desirable single varieties were Irish Glory,
Irish Elegance and Maharajah. (Silver-gilt

Flora Medal.)
Messrs. Frank Cant and Co., Colchester,

filled tall stands with such Roses as Tea
Rambler, Francois Guillot, Diabolo and
Gardenia, and arranged vases of Irish Glory,
Lady Curzon, Rayon d'Or, and others. (Silver
Flora Medal.)

Messrs. Paul and Son, Cheshunt, included
such varieties as Naiad, Mme. Edouard Herriot,
Burning Bush, Mme. Melanie Soupert and Lady
Ashtown, in a praiseworthy collection of cut
Roses. (Silver Banksian Medal.)

Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., Bush Hill Park,
Enfield, displayed many Roses, which included
beautiful stands of Rayon d'Or, Liberty, Frau
Karl Druschki, EdwaTd Mawley and Lady
Pirrie. Besides the Roses Messrs. Low and
Co. showed a collection of Carnations, includ-
ing many standard varieties in fresh and bright
condition. (Silver Banksian Medal.)
Mr. Elisha J. Hicks, Hurst, Berks, exhibited

large vases of splendid blooms of Mr. Geo. Nor-
wood, Princess Mary and Mrs. Charles Reed,
and unusually good branches of Rosa Moyesii.
(Bronze Banksian Medal.)
Mr. Walter Easlea, Leigh-on-Sea, also ex-

hibited cut Roses.
Mr. H. Burnett, Guernsey, exhibited a mag-

nificent collection of Carnation blooms (Silver
Flora Medal), and Mr. C. Engelmann, Saffron
Walden, arranged a stand of Carnations. (Silver

Banksian Medal.)
Mr. James Box, Haywards Heath, who was

the only exhibitor of a collection of Sweet Peas,
showed many excellent varieties. This exhibit
participated in the award of a Silver Flora
Medal.
Mr. G. Reuthe, Keston, Kent, contributed his

customary exhibit of uncommon plants and
shrubs.

The Lissadell Hardy Plant Nursery Co.,
Sligo, exhibited excellent hybrid Primulas, of
which Primula Alannah (Bulleyanax Beesiana),
bearing strong spikes, with whorls of coppery-
red flowers, which have golden centres, and P.
Asthore, the same cross, but which has flowers
of old-rose colour, were splendid. (Bronze
Banksian Medal.)

Messrs. John Waterer, Sons and Crisp,
Liverpool Street Arcade, London, showed border
flowers and a neat rock-garden, which contained
Genista humifusa, Potentilla nitida alba, Aspe-
rula hirta, Mazus Pumilio and similar plants.

(Silver Banksian Medal.)
Messrs. R. Tucker and Sons, Oxford, built a

very pleasing rockery. (Bronze Flora Medal.)
Messrs. Kelway and Sons, Langport, Somer-

set, again showed double herbaceous Paeonies in

such splendid varieties as Dorothy Kelway,
Paderewski, Lady Curzon, and Lady Alexandra
Duff. The exhibit also, contained good Del-
phiniums. (Silver Flora Medal.)
Mr. L. R. Russell, Richmond, filled a length

of tabling with a rockery exhibit and border
flowers. (Silver Banksian Medal.)
Mr. James Box, Haywards Heath, filled his

customary corner of the hall with a group of

magnificent herbaceous flowers. (Silver Flora
Medal.)

Messrs. W. T. Ware, Ltd., Feltham, contri-

buted many herbaceous Paeonies and Del-
phiniums in a collection of border flowers.

(Silver Banksian Medal.)

Messrs. R. H. Bath, Ltd., Wisbech, special-
ised in herbaceous Paeonies, of which they
showed gorgeous blooms of Marshal Oyama,
Mandarin, Duchesse d'Orleans, and General
Nogi. (Silver Flora Medal.)

Messrs. J. Piper and Sons, Bayswater, had
an attractive arrangement of border flower and
rockery plants. Amongst the latter were Ero-

.
dium Reichaidii, Andiosace lanuginosa, Pratia
linnaeoides, and Gentiana dahurica. (Bronze
Banksian Medal.)

Messrs. Bi.ackmore and Langdon, Bath, dis-
played a collection of exceedingly well-grown
Delphiniums. At one end of the Delphiniums
they showed Begonia semperflorens Vaginalis,
a strong growing variety, which would be useful
for growing in pots, as well as for summer bed-
ding. (Silver Banksian Medal.)

Messrs. Barr and Sons, Covent Garden,
London, displayed bold masses of Delphiniums,
Paeonies, Lupins, and Liliums, with an attrac-
tive bordering of Nepeta Mussinii. (Silver
Banksian Medal.)

Messrs. R. Wallace and Co., Colchester, in-
cluded in a miscellaneous collection of border
flowers cut blooms of Lilium marmcratum
aureum, L. sanguineum, L. Golden Gleam,
Brodiaea ixioides, and B. capitata. (Silver
Banksian Medal.)

Messrs. Bunyard and Co., Maidstone, set up
very fine vases of attractive herbaceous Paeonies,
chiefly of such double-flowered varieties as Mar-
quise of Lome and (Jomte de Paris. (Bronze
Banksian Medal.)

Mr. Maurice Prichard, Christchurch, Hants,
included florit'erous plants of Mitraria coccinea,
Wahlenbergia vincaeflora, and Hemerocallis
aurantiaca major, amongst a collection of Del-
phiniums. (Silver Banksian Medal.)
Mr. G. Ferguson, The Hollies, Weybridge

(gr. Mr. F. W. Smith), showed Delphiniums.
(Silver-gilt Banksian Medal.)
Mr. Amos Perry, Enfield, arranged Thalic-

trum aquilegiifolium co.-npactum, Isatis glauca,
Arenaria plantaginea gigantea, Gillenia trifo-
liata, and many varieties of Papaver orientalis.
(Silver Flora .Medal.)

Messrs. Geo. Jackman and Son, Woking, con-
tributed many excellent herbaceous flowers, and
a large quantity of a pretty border Pink named
Elsie. (Silver Banksian Medal.)

Messrs. Fred. Smith and Co., Woodbridge,
arranged cut blooms of Gaillardias, Anchusa
Opal, and Oriental Poppies. (Silver Flora
Medal.)

Hardy flowers were ako shown by Mr.
Vernon T. Hill, Langport, Bristol (Bronze
Banksian Medal), Messrs. Thompson and Char-
man, Adam Street, London (Bronze Banksian
Medal), Messrs. G. and A. Clark (Dover),
Messrs. Carter, Pace and Co. (London Wall,
London), the Misses HorKiNS (Shepperton-on-
Thames), and Mr. E. A. T. Turner (Enfield).

Messrs. Wii. Cutbush and Son, Highgate,
contributed interesting varieties of Hydrangea
hortensis. The collection of plants also included
beautiful Crozy Canuas and Gloxinias. (Bronze
Banksian Medal.)

Messrs. Wilis and Segar, Onslow Crescent,
London, also showed various Hydrangeas.

Messrs. J. Veitch and Sons, Ltd., Chelsea,
exhibited splendid plants of Elaeocarpus, liter-
ally wreathed in bloom. (Bronze Flora Medal.)

Messrs. H B. May and Sons, Upper Edmon-
ton, had many exceedingly good standard plants
of Lantana, Fuchsia, Heliotrope, and Lippia
citriodora, arranged over dwarf flowering plants
and hardy Ferns. (Silver Flora Medal.)

Fpuit and Vegetable Committee.
Present: C. G. A. Nix, Esq., in the chair,

Messrs. W. Bates, Edwin Beckett, H. Mark-
ham, A. R. Allan, F. Perkins, W. E. Hum-
phreys, Horace J. Wright. P. C. M. Veitch, A.
Bullock, J. Jacques, J. Willard, Wm. Pope,
A. Grubb, and A. W. Metcalfe.

Messrs. J. Veitch and Sons, Chelsea, ar-
ranged a magnificent collection of pot fruits on
a large floor space. At the back there were
fan-shaped Peach trees, with each branch
trained with almost mathematical exacti-

tude. Not only were the trees—no matter
what their shapes—well balanced and symmetri-
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cal, but they all bore full crops of perfect fruits;

all, except on the bush trees of Jefferson's

Plum, being ripe and ready for the table. The

principal varieties of Peach were Amsden June,

Early Alexander, and Hales's Early. Nectar-

ine Cardinal was represented by several trees,

and in the front of this splendid exhibit there

was a small bush of Cherry Bigarreau de

Schrecken, bearing more fruit than we remem-

ber having seen on a pot Cherry of its size.

(Gold Medal.)

Messrs. G. Bunyard and Sons, Maidstone,

Kent, exhibited a very fine collection of Cherries

in pots. These were large bushes, and all bore

ripe fruits of good size and luscious appearance.

The chief of the' red-skinned sorts were

Governor Wood, Elton Heart, and Napoleon

Bigarreau, whilst amongst the black varieties

Werder's Early Black and Black Tartaricas

were equally as fine. (Silver-gilt Banksian

medal.)

Stanley Horticultural College was

awarded a Silver Banksian Medal for soft

fruit packed in attractive manner, so as to

travel unbruised, either by rail or post. Each

of the eight Peaches had a strip of cotton

wool wound around it, and was embedded

in the same substance sufficiently to keep

it steady, but exposing about one-third.

The fruit had travelled perfectly, but the box

was so large as to give the fruits a meagre

appearance.

Messrs. Barr and Sons, Covent Garden, Lon-

don, set up a collection of splendid seasonable

vegetables arranged in the best exhibition man-

ner. The heads of Cauliflowers were of perfect

shape and as pure a white as possible, and the

Cabbages, Carrots, Peas, Beans, and Tomatos

were equally good. (Silver-gilt Knightian

Medal.)

TRIAL OF AQUILEGIAS.

A Sub-Committee of the Floral Committee re-

cently visited Wisley, and recommended the

following awards to strains of Aquilegias now
on trial, which were confirmed by the Council

of the R.H.S. on June 16.

Highly Commended.

Aquilegia cocrulea hybrida, from Messrs.

Veitch, Exeter.

Aquilegia New Rose shades, from Messrs.

Barr, Covent GaTden.

Aquilegia Long Spurred Hybrids, from Simp-

son and Sons, Birmingham.

Aquilegia canadensis Turk's Cap, from Messrs.

Barr, Covent Garden.

Commended.

Aquilegia Haylodgensis delicatissima, from

Messrs. R Veitch, Exeter.

Aquilegia New Hybrids, from Messrs. R.

Sydenham, Birmingham.
Aquilegia cjerulea White Lady, from Messrs.

Barr, Covent Garden.

Aquilegia Munstead White, from Messrs.

Barr, Covent Garden.

The late May frost had caught the majority

of plants under trial, unfortunately rendering

them unsuitable for consideration by the Sub-

Committee. W. Wilks, Secretary.

NATIONAL ROSE.

CONFERENCE AT THE WHITE CITY.

June 23.—There was a gratifying attendance

at the conference held at Shepherd's Bush on
the above date. Mr. Chas. E. Shea presided.

After a few remarks concerning the objects of

the conference, he informed the meeting that he
had received a telegram from Mr. E. G. Hill ex-

pressing his inability to give his promised paper
on " The Position of the Rose in America." Mr.
H. R. Darlington then proceeded to give his lec-

ture on " One Hundred Years of Progress in the
Development of the Rose." He reviewed the
enormous increase in the numbers of varieties

and the improvement which has been effected

in the Rose during the past century. There was
a certain difficulty in arriving at the precise

number of varieties that were in cultiTation »

hundred yeaT6 ago, because then, as now, names

in the trade lists did not always represent dis-

tinct varieties ; he felt sure that more care was
now exercised in this respect than formerly.

In 1815 there were probably 200 varieties ; two
years later the Noisette Rose was raised in

America by Philip Noisette, who sent it to his

brother in Paris for propagation. This variety,

which would be of great interest, the lecturer

feared had entirely disappeared. Two yeaTs

later saw the advent of the perpetual Damask
Rose. From that time numbers increased

at the average rate of 176 per year, so

that by 1858 there were some 2,600 varieties in

cultivation. In 1906 the number swelled to

11,000, and at the present time there were pro-

bably 12,000 varieties. Whilst the increase in

numbers had been at a fairly steady rate the
development of new groups had been inter-

mittent.
The Rev. J. H. Pemberton spoke of the great

impetus which has been given to the raising of new
groups and varieties by ladies, and the greatest

credit was due to the Empress Josephine, who
set a fashion in France which continues through-

out the temperate world. In those days, he said,

collections of various plants, notably Tulips,

were ithe fashion, but the Rose in this respect

had not been considered, so the Empress caused

a rosary to be formed, and planted there speci-

mens of the 250 varieties then in cultivation,

whilst her gardener set to work to raise new
sorts. Mr. Pemberton, mentioning the name of

Noisette, the raiser of the group which is

immortalised by his name, appealed for offi-

cial recognition to the group Pernettiana, which
would give due credit to the French raiser, to

Whom the world is indebted for so many beau-
tiful Roses. What was now wanted in the Rose
was colour and freedom of flowering, such as were
found in Prince de Bulgarie, Joseph Hill, Mme.
Abel Chatenay, and also H.P. varieties, which
will be as good in autumn as the present sorts

are in summer. Whilst all rosarians are, lie

continued, sensible of the great work done by
specialists in France and America, we must not
overlook the strong claims of our English and
Irish Rose growers.
Mr. E. J. Holland fully agreed with the con-

cluding remark of the last speaker, and raid that,

whilst we, as a nation, were slow in taking up
any fresh pursuit, we afterwards entered into it

heart and soul, and so 60On made up the leeway.

He also spoke of the great difficulty, due to cross-

ing and intercrossing, in defining an H.T. Rose,
and frankly admitted his own inab :

lity. With
regard to the development of the Rose during
his own recollections, he gave the palm to Crim-
son Rambler, a variety which changed the whole
style of Rose-growing. He was of the opinion
that our pressing need was for the perfect crim-

son and then the perfect yellow Rose.
Mr. Frank Cant disagreed with a. previous

speaker, and contended that lh> supply created

the demand, and instanced the new Roses on
show in the building. The Roses of forty years

ago, he said, compared badly with the beautiful

varieties of to-day, and such varieties <-s John
Hopper, Duchess of Vallcmbrosa, Souvenir de
la Malmaison and Victor Verdier, which were
considered indispensable exhibition varieties

thirty years ago, were rarely seen at the present
time.

Mr. Edward Mawley claimed that the
National Rose Society had done very important
work ip developing the present love of Roses.
In 1884. when the first official catalogue was com-
piled, it included 600 varieties, of which only
eighty-one now find a place. He reminded the
meeting that during the past sixteen years we
had escaped severe winters, and remarked that
he was of the opinion that many of the rew
Roses would not prove to be really hardy. The
" Butterflv " Roses—those which had but few
petals and no lasting qualities, should, he con-

tended, be discouraged. He paid a. tr'but" to the

memory and work of the late Mr. George Gordon.
The following awards were made for exhibits

of Roses arranged around the lecture hall.

Silver-gilt Medals to Messrs. B. R Cant and
Co.. and Mr. E. J. Hicks. Large Silver Medal6
to Messrs. Frank Cant and Co. and Mr. George
Princh. Silver Medals to the Rsv. J. H. Pem-
bwitox, Messrs. C. C. Williamson, Stuart
Low amd Co., and Burrell Br^s. Bronze
Medals to Mrs. C. C. Williamson. Mr. H. S.

Bartleet, and Messrs. Morsi Bros.

SOME ASPECTS OF MODERN
GARDENING.

(Continued from paye 444.)

Mr. R. W. Wallace continued his paper as

follows :

—

In addition to Irises, there are, of course,

many other plants suitable for cultivation in the
wild garden, and I would emphasise the use of

Verbascums, particularly V. vernale, V.
Caledonia, V. densiflorum, V. phlomoides
(the leaves of this 6pecies are splendid),

and the new Warley Roee variety when
possible to acquire it. Verbascums should be
grouped in irregular masses with occasional soli

tary specimens apart from the main planting.

If they can be used near any old spreading Yews,
their tall spikes against the dark background
will tell. Campanulas, such as C. maci-antha

and C. alliariaefolia ; Columbines, the tall Cen-

taurea ruthenica and C. macrocephela, Paeonies

(particularly the European species), Rudbeckias,

and Michaelmas Daisies, are other fine wild gar-

den plants.

Epilobium angustifolium (Willow Herb) in

sandy soil is a glorious plant, as one often sees

it growing in dense masses round Woking, with

the dark Pine background. Linaria dalmatica,

a splendid, tall-growing form of the Toad Flax,

with glaucous foliage and yellow flowers, seeds

itself in the grass : Thalictrum (Meadow
Rue), the tall forms of T. aquilegiifolium in shades

of pink, purple and white, with their fine-cut

foliage are delightful in the misty effect they
produce when grouped in irregular masses.
Thermopsis montana (the yellow Califomian
Lupin), flowering at the same time as the
foregoing, may be grown near the Thalic-
trums, one colour helping the other ; for
a waste piece of poor, stony ground, if

it is anywhere near a frequented spot,
make good use of the Evening Primrose
(Oenothera Lamarckiana). Its clear yellow
flowers shine out in the twilight like stars, and
on a succeeding dull morning the flowers last

till noon time.

Time prevents me from more than mentioning
the use of spring-flowering bulbs in grass, Chio-
nodoxas, Scillas, Daffodi!s, Fritil'.arias and
Tulips.

Now, leaving the open ground, let us pass
into the woodland. Here it is essential that the
tree growth be not too dense, and the trees be
largely deciduous. If one is possessed of a wood
where Oaks abound, with some Birch and Beech,
and an occasional Scotch Fir and undergrowth
of Hazel and Ash, which may be cleared as re-

quired, and in addition if a stream or streams
running through, and damp places abound, then
there is really no limit to opportunity.

Here in the cool recesses of the wood can be
massed exotic Primulas, following the examples
shown us in the planting of our native Primrose.
Full use should be made of P. denticulata in its

many shades, coming into flower early in

February, followed by P. rosea, P. iaponica, P.
pulverujenta, P. Bulieyana, and P. sikkimensis

in broad masses, also in groups and scattered

plantings by the stream-side. This will carry

on the effect until June, and the Primulas seed

naturally and increase without difficulty. In

open clearings masses of Azaleas and Rhododen-
drons, not overlooking Rhododendron race-

mosum, the small early-flowering pink Chinese

species ; and if the situation is favourable to

the growth of th« Himalayan species, your

opportunity is to be envied, and you can also

use many of the forms of Azalea amoena and the

Japanese forms, including Tosaeflora.

Associated with these will be found congenial

spots for many Liliums, especially L. giganteum.

This noble Himalayan species is rightly placed

in the wood. It grows magnificently in the

woods at Caer Hays Castle here, in scattered

colonies, some comprising forty to fifty flower-

spikes, 10 to 15 feet in height, carry-

ing many flowers ; and to descend quickly

from the tallest species to one of the

Bmallest, do not omit Lilium rubellum, a

diminutive pink species, which delights to grow

in semi-shade amongst the roots of low-growing
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shrubs, and has been so beautiful at Wisley this
summer.
Other species of Lilium to be prized are L.

Szovitziauum and the Marbagons, which require
open and sunny positions either in small clear-
ings or on the fringe and approaches to the
wood. The Californian Panther Lily and its

forms should be planted in sandy pockets, well
drained, by the stream. With it we may use
L. canadense and L. superbum. I will not name
more for general use in the woodland, because
so much depends on the soil and situation of the
site. But one can always find some members of

this lovely family capable of thriving in any
woodland scheme.

If your wood is dense, then you must clear out
some open grassy ways, and let the principal
ones be fairly straight, and not serpentine, be-
cause, above all, you want to see into the wood-
land, and get the distant effect of light and
shade. An occasional fine tree trunk or group of

stems makes a splendid termination to a vista

or a centre for tracks to cross ; on either side

of the green ways there must be informal group-
ings, saving what is best of the natural growth,
and adding to it.

The use of free-growing Roses in informal
masses, such as The Garland, Carmine Pillar,

Una and Penzance Briars, which only require a
little thinning and cutting back. These will

form large mounds, and running up adjacent
trees, cascades of flowers. Plant also Cle-
matis of the montana type, and flam-
mula and viticella forms. I would have
the planting of my broad vistas dealt
with in rather a bold way, using large
subjects, and plenty of them, and then from
these broad vistas many smaller paths, which
would lead to the quieter parts of the wood,
such as a group of Silver Birches that stand in

a small clearing.

Here, all around, I would mass many of the
beautiful forms of Lady Ferns, Polystichums,
and others, amongst them Foxgloves and
occasional Mulleins, and a few Lihum Szovit-
zianum and L. Martagon album. There will be
colonies of Cyclamen, both spring and autumn,
and on one side a low carpet of Gaultheria pro-

cumben9, from which would rise the taller

species G. Shallon, Honeysuckle in masses, and,
perhaps, one Rose in a tangled mass of beauty
from behind a group of Cytisus praecox, car-

peted with the double lilac Primrose, now long
past its beauty.

Besides British Ferns, use freely some of the
North American species, such as the Onoclea
struthiopteris, Ostrich Fern (Osmunda clay-
toniana), the Crozier Fern, and Osmunda cinna-
momea, not forgetting our own Royal Fern for
damp spaces and hollows, also the hardy Cana-
dian Maidenhair Fern (Adiantum pedatum).

Associated with these Ferns, the better forms
of the wood Anemone and the North American
Trilliums and Dog's Tooth Violets can be freely
used.

I know of no finer plant for individual effect in
the open woodland than a colony of the blue Him-
alayan Poppy, Meconopsis Wallichii. Choose a
position fairly damp, where the woodland is thin,
and yet affords shelter from wind, and here you
may plant it, and from the day its foliage begins
to form until possibly eighteen months or two
years later, when the stem has developed to a
height of 8 feet, or the last pearly blue flower
has faded, it will be an object of beauty. The
effect of many spikes of shimmering pale opales-
cent blue flowers, and the foliage on damp days
studded with drops of water like diamonds, ie
irresistibly lovely.

If your wood should by any chance contain
peat then great will be your opportunity with
such glorious plants as KaJmias, Pernettyas, An-
dromedas, Epigaea, Shortia, Schizocodon, Galax,
and hosts of other peat-lovers. Of other wood-
land plants I have not time to speak, but, ac-
cording to your surroundings, you can use Broom,
Gorse, Heather, Cistus, in open, sunny spots on
gravel. In cool recesses, Funkias, Convallaria,
Tiarella, Trillium, Epimedium, the small habited
Ferns, Asperula, etc. Such lists as this Tr.i^ht be
indefinitely extended, but I fear would onTy
weary my audience, and I have thought it best
to dwelLon a few points in rather greater detail,
as it is the method of planning I have tried to
explain.

(To be concluded.)

BIRMINGHAM BOTANICAL AND
HORTICULTURAL.

June 11.—The above society's annual show of

Orchids and other flowers was held at the
Botanical Gardens, Edgbaston, on this date.
Although the entries were hardly so numerous
as those of a year ago, the Exhibition Hall pre-
sented a very pretty sight. Orchids were
arranged along two 6ides of the hall, and table
decorations rilled the centre floor.

Messrs. James Cypher and Sons, Cheltenham,
had a pleasingly arranged group of Orchids,
which included some very well grown Odonto-
glossums, with long, arching spikes of bold,
shapely flowers of great substance ; also Cat-
tleya gigas, C. imperialis, Laelio-Cattleya
Helius, L.-C. Cappei, and excellent specimens of
Odontioda Lambeauianum, 0. Lutetia, and O.
Boltonii. Cypripediums were represented by
C. callosum Sanderae, C. bellatulum album, and
C. niveum. The dainty little Bulbophyllum bar-
bigerum attracted attention. Masdevallias and
varieties of Miltonia vexillaria, Phalaenopsis,
Dendrobium Thwaitesiae, Anguloa Ruckeri, and
a profusely flowered plant of Dendrochilum lati-

folia were also included in this attractive ex-
hibit. (Silver-gilt Medal.)

Mr. Edward V. Low, Vale Bridge, Haywards
Heath, sent eighteen choice Orchids—principally
hybrids—of which the following were specially
meritorious :—Cattleya Mossiae Arnoldiana,
Odontoglossum crispum xanthotes Walkerae
(see Awards), Laelio-Cattleya Aphrodite, L.-C.
G'owanii, and L.-C. Canhamiana alba. (Bronze
Medal.)

W. Waters Butler, Esq., Southfield, Edg-
baston (gr. Mr. R. H. Jones), contributed a
group of Orchids remarkable for the extent,
variety, and excellent condition of the specimens
exhibited. It is only possible to mention a few
of the many good things included in this fine

display, which was rich in varieties of Miltonia,
many of the specimens carrying upwards
of a dozen long flower-spikes. The varie-
ties Bleuana, Bellissima, G. D. Owen, gigantea,
and Empress Victoria Augusta were strikingly
beautiful. Laelia purpurata, and L. p. Mrs.
R. A. H. Mitchell had stout spikes, and huge,
shapely flowers. A plant of Laelio-Cattleya
eximia, with a strong spike, carried four huge
well-formed blooms, and L.-C. Iolanthe had
eight very fine flowers, with a beautifully frilled
lip. Other good Laelio-Cattlcyas were L.-C.
Gottoiana Southfield Variety (see Awards),
L.-C. Gottoiana The President, and L.-C.
Canhamiana. Odontoglossums were used with
charming effect, especially those in the upper
part of the group, where graceful Bamboos and
Palms formed a pleasing setting to the long
flower-spikes. Excellent examples of 0.
eximium E. C. Rogerson, with fifteen large
flowers, 0. ardentissimum Sanderae, 0. a.

Princo of Wales, with sixteen shapely flowers,
0. crispum G. F. Moore (good spotted form),
0. Pescatorei, and its beautiful variety Grand
Duchess were well shown. Cymbidiums were
represented by upwards of twenty large plants;
the long flower-spikes were allowed to hang
over and mingle with the adjacent subjects.
Odontioda Lambeauiana (extra good), Cypripe-
diums, Cattleya gigas J. Charlesworth, C.
intermedia White Queen. C. Mendelii South-
field Variety, and other choice varieties ; Onci-
cidiums, Phalaenopsis, Vandas. Thunias, and
Masdevallias were represented by profusely
flowered specimens. (Gold Medal.)

Messrs. Sander and Sons, St. Albans, exhi-
bited a large assortment of Orchids, in which
Odontoglossum crispum, 0. Wilckeanum, 0.
eximium, and 1 0. ardentissimum were note-
worthy. Laelio-Cattleya Fascinator, L.-C.
Sylph, L.-C. Martinettii. Sunburst, Brasso-
Cattleya Empress of India, and Dendrobium
cvmbidioides were well shown. Masdevallias,
Odontioda Charlesworthii, Bulbophyllum Lobbii,
and Cypripedium caudatum were also included.
(Silver Medal.)

Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., Bush Hill
Park, Enfield, occupied the orchestra end of tin-

Exhibition Hall with an arrangement of Carna-
tions, Orchids, and Roses. The Carnations,
which were displayed in large niounds or pyra-
mids, and in vases of various sizes, were of good
quality and beautifully fresh ; they included

such varieties as Baroness de Brienen, Princess
Juliana, Salmon King, Ceres, Mauveen, and
Princess of Wales. Of Orchids, Coelogyne pan-
durata, Miltonias, Phalaenopsis, Odontiodas,
Laelia Canhamiana, Dendrobiums, Renantheras,
and Cattleyas were the best. (Silver Gilt
Medal.)

Messrs. Bakers, Wolverhampton, had a large
group of a very fine strain of Columbines, but
unfortunately the heavy rains a few days
prior to the show had disfigured many of the
flowers. Messrs. Bakers also showed a collec-

tion of Iris. (Bronze Medal.)
Mr. C. H. Herbert, Acocks Green, had a

group of miscellaneous plants and cut flowers,
consisting principally of Eurybia Gunniana,
Pyrethrums, Saxifragas, Lupins, Pinks, and
Oriental Poppies (Silver Medal.)
W. Btno Kenrick, Esq., Metchley House,

Edgbaston (gr. Mr. James Webb), sent a group
of Gloxinias. The plants were well grown, and
represented a very good strain. (Bronze
Medal.)
Miss S. S. Thompson, Handsworth, sent an

interesting collection of Cacti. (Bronze Medal.)
Messrs. Robert Sydenham, Ltd., Birming-

ham, exhibited Spanish Iris and Ranunculus.
(Bronze Medal.)
The Silver Medal offered by the National

Viola and Pansy Society for tie best vase of
Violas in the show was won by Mr. A.
Bastock, Hall Green, Birmingham. The variety
exhibited was Mrs. S. Mason.

AWARDS.
Award of Merit.

Laelio-Cattleya Gottoiana Southfield Variety,
from W. Waters Butler, Esq., Edgbaston (gr.

Mr. R. H. Jones).—A handsome form, with
a strong spike, and five very large purple
flowers with a velvety crimson, purple lip.

Odontoglossum percultum, from Messrs.
James Cypher and Sons, Cheltenham.—

A

splendid variety, with a long, arching spike, the
large, pale, purplish-white flowers heavily
spotted with chocolate-brown.

Odontoglossum Jasper, from Messrs. James
Cypher and Sons.—Flowers large, purple
spotted, and marked with chocolate-brown.

Odontoglossum crispum xanthotes Walkerae,
from Mr. Edward V. Low, Haywards Heath.—Large white flowers, spotted with yellow.
Pink " Eclipse," from Mr. C H. Herbert,

Acocks Green.—A variety with large, Carnation-
like flowers of a pleasing shade of pink, and very
sweetly scented. The plant is said to be of
strong habit and free in flowering.

MANCHESTER AND NORTH OF ENGLAND
OhCHID.

May 28.—Committee present: R. Ashworth,
Esq. (in the chair), Messrs. J. Bamber, J. J.
Bolton, J. Cypher, A. G. Ellwood, J. Evans, A.
Hanmer. Dr. Hartley, J. Howes, A. J. Keel-
ing, J. Lupton, D. McLeod, C. Parker, W.
Shackleton, P. Smith and H. Arthur (secretary).
Messrs. Cypher and Sons, Cheltenham, were

awarded a Silver Medal for a group.
Col. J. Rutherford, M.P., Blackburn (gr.

Mr. Lupton), staged a group to which a Silver
Medal was awarded.
John Leeman, Esq., Heaton Mersey (gr. Mr.

Smith) ; 0. O. Wrigley, Esq., Bury (gr. Mr.
Rogers) ; Wm. Thomson, Esq., Walton Grange
(gr. Mr. Howes) ; Messrs. A. J. Keeling and
Sons, Bradford; Messrs. Charlesworth and
Co., Haywards Heath; Mr. W. Shackleton,
Highfield, Bradford; Mr. D. McLeod, Chorlton-
cum-Hardy; and Mr. J. Evans, all contributed
exhibits.

First-Class Certificate.

Odontoglossum Promercns "Our King," a
large well-set flower with dark purple mark-
ings, from Wm. Thomson, Esq.

Awards of Merit.

Odontoglossum Heremtird and 0. X Leandtr
(Harryano-crispum x Minim), both from John
Leeman, Esn_.

0. Amiituhnn miignifitum (Wilkieanum X
Pescatorei), and Odontioda Sohrtiderao, both
from Messrs. A. J. Keeling and Sons.
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Odontoglossum x Edward Thompson, from

Wm. Thomson, Esq.

First-Class (Botanical).

Ncmodes Medusae, from Messrs. A. J. Keeling

and Sons.

Arrangements foe Special Prizes.

The following competitions have been ar-

ranged :—The President's Cup and Prize to

Gardener, for Cattlevas, Laelias, etc. ; J. J.

Bolton's Gold and Silver-Gilt Medals, with

prizes to Gardeners, for Cypripediums ; Evans'

Silver Trophy and Prize to Gardener, for Odon-

toglossums and their hybrids; Royal Botanic

Society of Manchester's Gold Medal, for Odon-

tiodas, Miltonias, etc. ; A. Hanmer's Silver Cup
and Prize to Gardener, for most points during

the session ; P. Smith's Gold Medal and Prize

to Gardener, for most points during the session;

The Sander Prizes to Gardeners, for groups;

Cypher's Gold Medal and Prize to Gardener, for

arrangement; Charlesworth's Objet d'Art, for

new awards ; the Society's Medals will also be

awarded as before.

Obituary

Professor Reynolds Green, F.R.S.—
We learn with regret of the death of Professor

Reynolds Green, Hartley Lecturer on Vege-

table Physiology in the University of Liverpool.

Professor Green was among the pioneers in

the biochemical investigation of plants. He
made important contributions to our know-
ledge of plant enzymes, and was the author

of several standard textbooks, all of which
were characterised by a remarkable lucidity

of expression. Professor Gieen held for

many years the Professorship in Botany in the

Pharmaceutical Society. He was elected to the

Royal Society in 1895, and was President of the

Botany section at the Belfast meeting of the

British Association (1902).

John Perkins.— Readers will learn with re-

gret of the death of Mr. John Perkins, on the

19th, at the age of 73. Deceased was the senior

partner in the firm of Thomas Perkins and Sons,

Northampton, and he had been in failing health

for the last eighteen months. A native of

Northampton, he commenced travelling at the

a.ge of 23, and continued to call upon the

wholesale horticultural trade up to two years

ago. The surviving partner (Mr. Fred Per-

kins), who has managed the outdoor depart-

ments of the nursery, will for a time control the

business, with the aid of his two so s and two
nephews. The late Mr. Perkins devc ted a con-

siderable time to the public servic; he was
Overseer of the Poor Law, a member of the Local

Board, Urban District Council, Town Council,

a county magistrate, trustee of charities, and a
member of the Northan:6 Agricultural Society.

Mr. Perkins was twice marrip<i. ai.d leaves a
widow, two sons and a daughter.

The Late Mr. George Gopdon.—The
funeral service of the late Mr. Gordon, which
was conducted at the Kew parish church on
June 18, was attended oy many prominent
horticulturists. Mrs. Gordon, support^ by her
eon, Mr. Fred. Gordon, h T daughter and
youngest son, were the chief mourners, and
among.»t those present were Sir David Prain,

director of the Royal Gardens, Kew ; Sir Harry
J. Veitch and Mr. James Hudson (representing

the Council of the R.H.S.); Messrs. Arthur
Turner and Will Taylor (Naton.il Rose Society)

;

Messrs. J. Ridnst, J. A. Jar. alt. J. T. West
{National Dahlia Society) ; F. W. Harvey (Na-
tional Sweet Pea Society and Thr Gnrlen) ; Mr.
Ci. Collins Levey (Administrator of the Anglo-
American Exposition) ; Mr. Chas. H. Curtis
((,'arHpnrrs' Magazine) ; Mr. T. W. Sanders
(Amateur Canlrning) ; Mr. Horace J. Wright
[Jnurnal nf f/nrHrtifrure) ; Mr. H. H. Thomas
{The Cardener); Mr. A. C. Baitlett (Gar-
deners' Ch ronirle) ; Me6 rs. Leinaid Colling-

xidse, 0. Thomas, Jo^n Honl. Jos f'heal, C. T.

Druery, R. Pinches, D. McDonald. J. W. Moor-
man, G. W v Valentine, J. Emberson and G.

Davidson. Floral emblems were senit by the

family, the Earl of Kintore and Administration

of the White City, Horticultural Executive of

the White City, Proprietors and Staff of the

Gardeners' Magazine, Executives of Royal Gar-

deners' Orphan Fund, Horticultural Club,

National Rose Society, National Sweet Pea
Society and National Dahlia Society, and others.

The interment was at Richmond Cemetery.

Lormpondcnfo

Californian Plants : T. G. P. Lathyrus
violaceus has flowers about eight lines long,

violet-blue in colour, the banner being veined

with darker, nearly parallel veins. The
flowers of L. laetiflorus are larger (about 11

lines long), but not so showy, being nearly

white or faintly flesh-coloured, the banner

veined, nearly as in L. violaceus, and suffused

with bright pink at the back ; the racemes are

longer, and less compactly-flowered than in

the former species. The plants of both

species grow from 6 to 8 feet high, are abun-

dantly covered with light-green foliage (there

are about twelve small leaflets to each leaf),

and are profuse flowerers, each leaf-axil bear-

ing a raceme of ten to fourteen flowers. Both
species grow wild in the mountains of Los
Angelos co., Southern California. So far

as we are aware Delphinium Emiliae is

not in cultivation in this country ; it is near

to D. variegatum and should prove a valuable

plant for the perennial flower border.

Electrocution of Geeen Fly : H. H., Co. Kil-

kenny. There is no reason to doubt the accu-

racy of the statement that has appeared in

the daily Press to the effect that green fly

(aphis) may be killed by means of an electric

discharge; nor is there much reason to doubt

the possibility of so adjusting the strength of

the current as to kill the fly without injuring

the plant ; but there is reason to doubt
whether any gardener would find this method
applicable in ordinary practice. The time

taken to rid one plant by this means would be

about equal to that required to spray 100

trees. Therefore, pending the further perfec-

tion of the method by electrocution, we re-

commend you to treat your Roses and other

infested plants by means of sprays.

Names of Plants : IF. T. 1, Carpenteria Cali-

fornia ; 2, Rosa Moyesii.—/. 4- 1. Phlomis
fruticosa ; 2, Carduus sp., cannot name without
flowers ; 3, Garden variety of Rose, cannot
match ; 4, Sedum rupestre ; 5, Allium sphaerj-

eephalum ; 6, Veronica Teucrium ; 7, Juniperus
Sabina.

—

G. H. S. 1, Lilium pyrenaicum ; 2,

Cnronilla varia ; 3, Pernettya mucronata ; 4,

Pittosporum tenuifolium ; 5, Buddleia globosa
;

6. Helxine Soleirolii ; 7, Anchusa semper-
virens. — It'. /. 7?. 1. Laelio - Cattleya

albanensis (C. Warneri x L. grandis). It

first appeared as an imported plant (natural

hybrid) with Messrs. Sander in 1893; 2,

Cattleya Mossiae ; 3, Aerides crassifolium ; 4,

Dendrobium suavissimum. There is little to

separate this species from D. chrysotoxum, ex-

cept the dark blotch on the lip.

—

!'\ II'. Norris.

Quisqualis indica, a very common plant in the

tropics.— IT. H. Sharpe. Olearia macrodonta.
—T. S. N. G. 1, Onosma echioides ; 2, Kalmia
latifolia ; 3, Polygonum alpinum ; 4, Rhodo-
typus kerrioides ; 5, Codonopsis ovata ; 6,

Deutzia crenata flore pleno ; 7, Too scrappy for

identification ; 8, Cannot name without flowers

;

9, Hydrangea petiolaris ; 10, Escallonia lang-

levensis : 11, Amorpha canescens ; 12, Amelan-

cliier alnifolia.—E. G. J. 1, Spiraea canes-

cens : 2, Lathyrus sativus (annual) ; 3, L.

grandiflorus. — Newt. 1, Hesperis matron-

alis ; 2, Valeriana Phu.

—

G. F. Galtonia

candicans.

—

Cumbrian. Trifolium hybridum,

"Alsike Clover." — Surrey. Lithospermum
intermedium.—G. G. A very pretty form of

Laelio-Cattleya Martinetii (L. tenebrosa X

C. Mossiae.

—

F. M. F., Cambridge. Leyces-
teria formosa.

—

M. H. 1, Odontoglossum as-

pidorhinum ; 2, Odontoglossum sceptrum ; 3,.

Ada aurantiaca ; 4, Bletia hyacinthina.

—

B. G.

1, Nephrodium molle; 2, Pteris serrulata ; 3,

Nepeta Glechoma variegata ; 4, Carex japonica
variegata; 5, Ficus repens variegata.

—

A.
Wilson. Magnolia acuminata. The flowers

will not improve in colour.

—

E. S. W. Pro-
bably Hymenocallis littoralis ; specimen too-

poor to determine with certainty.

Peach Leaves Diseased : A. J. B. Your trees

are attacked with the shot-hole fungus, Cerco-
spora circumscissa, and should be sprayed
with the ammoniacal solution of copper car-

bonate about every fourteen days. The recipe
for carbonate of copper solution is as
follows : — Mix the carbonate of copper,.

1 oz., and carbonate of ammonia, 5 ozs., in a
quart of hot water, and when quite dissolved
add 16 quarts of cold water. The solution may
.be applied to quite young Peach leaves, as it

will not harm them, as would the Bordeaux
mixture.

Rose: T. Adams. The Rose has no special

merit. If it i6 a seedling, insert cuttings in-

September, and when rooted plant in good soil.

You would then be able to' judge better of its-

value.

Scum on Ponds : A. P. The green or brown
scum on ponds is chiefly due to the smaller
algae, and for their destruction use copper sul-

phate. If there are no fish in the pond apply
1 lb. of copper sulphate to each 100,000 gallons

of water. Ordinary commercial copper sulphate
is effective, and should be distributed rapidly
and thoroughly throughout the pond. For a
small pond, enclose the copper sulphate, broken
small, in a bag of loose texture, tie to the end
of a pole, and drag backwards and forwards
through the water. For a large pond, tow the
bag behind a boat, and row to and fro in

parallel paths not more than from 10 to 20 feet

apart.

Stcomoee of Sceipture : V. H. L. The Syco-

more referred to in the Bible is Ficus Syoo-

morus, a species related to the common Fig,

and it has no relation to our Sycamore, which
is Acer Pseudo-platanus. At one time Ficus-

sycomcrus was a common tree in the plains of

Egypt and the valleys of Palestine, and ac-

cording to Professor Balfour in The Plants of
the Bible it is still cultivated near Cairo. You
will find further details in Mr. Leo Grindon's
book on Scripture Botany. Ficus sycomorus
has substantial boughs, which spread in every

direction, after the nunner of our British

Oak, and may be very easily climbed.

Vines : M. A. Willis. You do not give sufficient

particulars, and we, doubt the accuracy of your
thermometer, which shows a maximum of " 76°

with sun heat " in a vinery facing due south in

Kent during such weather as we have recently

experienced. From some cause the soil has

become sour, probably from too much water, or
it may be due to either an excess of manure
or want.of aeration. If the border is mulched,

take off the mulching material, loosen the top
soil as deeply as it can be done without injur-

ing the root6, and give a drenching with water,

not quite boiling, but so hot that you cannot

bear your hands in it. Then apply a good

sprinkling of newly slaked lime, and leave the

border ex-posed to the air till such time as there

is an improvement in the colour of the leaves,

when, if the weather is still hot and dry, a

slight shading of loose, strawy manure may be

temporarily applied. The leaves should be
shaded from bright sunshine till they partially

regain their normal colour.

Communications Received.—" Constant Reader
—F. E. G—G. J. W.—A. H—Baker. The Grang»—
R. R. G.—W. H.—V. B—E. B—J. W. H.—Purley—
G. D. E.—A. G. S—F. G—H. C—T. D.—J. 0.—
W. B. F.—W. B—0. N—S. A—W. T —A. H.—E. B.—
Roger Seai^Inquirer—F. O. M—P. Beer—G. H. T.—
E. Y—SomerviUe—J. D. and1 H. F. K.—W. J.—O. L.—
j. w. G—F. D. E.—G. OS. J.—H. E. H.—L. O —
F. w N.—M. G.—W. G. W.—W. N.—F. A. A.—Sir
Herbert M— ; Hon. Vicary G— ; Burford; F. A.;
Wakeford.
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